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Final Committee on Journal Report
The Committee on Journal hereby certifies that the following corrections

are to be made in the official record of the 1992 General Conference:

p. 706, col. 1, last two lines

should read as follows: "the peti-

tion, which was, as I understand

it, an annual conference peti-

tion."

p. 706, col. 2, para. 2, line 3, sub-

stitute "no" for "so" to read,

"...is that there is no reluctance

to reaffirm..."

p. 707, col. 1, para. 6, should

read: "We move to consideration

of Calendar Items from the

Legislative Committee on Inde-

pendent Commissions."

p. 707, col. 1, para. 9, should

read: "and so the "H" stands for

Haven, something..."

p. 708. col. 2, para. 8, 1 believe

this is Scott Williams. I don't

have my DCA to locate the an-

nual conference. He is men-
tioned by Frank Trotter on page
709.

p. 709, col. 2, A delegate spoke
not just a translator. Who was
it? What language? Shotdd
italics be added in?

p. 710, col. 2, 5 lines from the

bottom substitute "Sudan" for

"Sadan"

p. 710, col. 3, para. 2, Change
"Students" to "Student"

p. 711, col. 1, para. 1, line 4 & 5

should read "Standing Commis-
sion on Alcohol and Drugs."

p. 716, col. 3, line 37, add

"-Pacific" after "California"

p. 716, col. 3, lines 38 and 39,

Capitalize "Commission on

Daily Editions

Religion and Race."

p. 718, col. 2, line 9 delete

"Bishop Talbert" it is still Don
Klarup speaking

p. 718, col. 2, line 32 Capitalize

"Discipline"

p. 719, col. 1, line 24 "No" vote

is 339 not 389

p. 721, col. 3, line 36 substitute

"DAUGHTERY" for "BEVINS."

p. 723, col. 1, line 26 should read

"is against the Constitution of

the Church..."

p. 723, col. 2, line 47 should read

'Vould be eligible to sei-ve as

council director..."

p. 723, col. 3, line 2 & 3 change

"Scout and" to "Scouting"

p. 723, col. 3, line 5 & 6 change

"Scout and" to "Scouting"

p. 723, col. 3, line 6 & 7 change

"Scout and" to "Scouting"

p. 724, col. 1, lines 17-21 should

read "...matters except Constitu-

tional amendments, election of

delegates to General of Jurisdic-

tional Conference, in matters of

ordination, character and con-

ference relations."

p. 730, col. 1, line 25, change

"stay" to "stand"

p. 734, col. 2, line 39 and 40

delete "and abuse" so that it

reads "in case of neglect or

abuse."

p. 738, col. 2, line 32, change
"listed" to "lifted"

p. 738, col. 3, line 54 please iden-

tify the delegate listed as

"STOVER." I don't have my
DCA to research it.

p. 739, col. 3, line 31 "ties"?

what is the correct word?

p. 739, col. 3, line 35 substitute

"or" for "nor."

p. 740, col. 3, Une 4 substitute

"covenental" for "covenential"

p. 743, col. 3, line 6 change

"consider" to "reconsider."

p. 744, col. 1, line 17 change "is"

to "has"

p. 744, col. 1, line 34 change

"need" to "have"

p. 745, col. 3, line 12 change

"BIOSHOP" to "BISHOP"

p. 745, col. 3, line 22 capitalize

World Sei-vice

p. 745, col. 3, line 23 should read

"receives some of the largest

amounts of..."

p. 746, col. 3, line 50 substitute

"apportionments" for "appor-

tions."

p. 747, col. 2, line 23 change

"paced" to "paid"

p. 747, col. 3, line 48 & 49
Replace "RIDDLE" with BAR-
BARA W. RIDDLE (Florida):

p. 748, col. 2, line 13 should

read, "we have 2 more sessions

remaining."

p. 748, cow. 3, last paragraph

should read: RANDY DAY
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(NEW YORK): Thank you,

bishop.

"Out of the ashes, Los Angeles

began the hard task of rebuild-

ing its future. The century's

deadliest riots left deep scars on

the face of the city and on the

soul of the nation."

p. 750, col. 1, line 29 substitute

"MiUie" for "Milley"

p. 750, col. 1, hne 59 change

"goning" to "going"

p. 750, col. 2, hne 20 change

"goning" to "going"

p. 750, col. 2, line 59 "4871" to
"46-7-1"

p. 751, col. 1, hne 9 change

"unconstitutional" to

"unconstitutional"

p. 751, col. 1, hne 24 change

"goning" to "going"

p. 751, col. 2, lines 29-32 delete

second subhead Calendar Item

1518

p. 754, col. 1, line 22 "DONALD
W. HAMILTON (Yellowstone):

p. 754, col. 2, line 3, change
"that" to "the"

p. 754, col. 2, lines 9 and 23 is

"Here, here" correct or is it

"Hear, hear"?

p. 754, col. 2, hne 28 "JOSEPH
H. BULLINGTON (Alabama-

West Florida):

p. 745, col. 3, line 46

"CAROLYN JOHNSON (Noi-th

Indiana):"

p. 758, col. 3, line 47 should read

p. 763, col. 1, line 35 change

"full" to "fair"

p. 763, col. 2, line 1 substitute

'Vhat" for "want"

p. 768, col. 2, line 21 substitute

"at" for "a"

p. 768, col. 3, line 7, after chair-

person, delete "to have to leave

that are in the conference for

bush activity" substitute "that

had to leave because of busy ac-

tivity..."

p. 769, col. 1 - check name- is it

DELIGHT WIER?

p. 770. col. hne 5 "CAROLYN
MARSHALL" instead of

"CAROLYN WAKOM"

p. 770, col. last line change

"Rock" to "Rocky"

p. 770, col. 2, line 26 add (Dis-

played t-shirts with "Denver-

General Conference 1996" on
them.)

p. 770, col. 2, delete Ed Paup,

substitute Sally Geis (Rocky
Mountain)

p. 773, col. 3, 4 lines from bot-

tom change "6500" to "65-0-0"

p. 778, col. 3, lines 22-26 duphca-
tion of entry for Bishop Tuell

p. 779, col. 1, 10 lines from bot-

tom change "pastor" to "past"

p. 781, col. 1, 10 hues from bot-

tom change "REX" to "TEX"

p. 783, col. 1 after (recess) and
"BISHOP TUELL...is going to"

p. 783, col. 2, the ( ) are wrong-
the bishop spoke before! the (

)

are ill-placed throughout the

last issue and are not accurate!

p. 784, col. 3, 15 lines from bot-

tom change "excepting" to

"accepting"

p. 785, col. 1, hne 32 delete

second "for"

p. 785, col. 3, hne 24 is STAN-
LEY "DAVID STANLEY (Iowa):

p. 787, col. 1, hne 25 UNIDEN-
TIFIED is DAVID STANLEY.

p. 788, col. 1, Une 22 UNIDEN-
TIFIED is SEVERE

p. 790, col. 2 GEIS should read

SALLY GEIS (Rocky Moun-
tain):

KNOWLES should read

GRADY KNOWLES (Calif-

Nevada):

LAWSON should read JAMES
LAWSON (Calif-Pacific):

p. 792, col. 1, hne 37 change

"except" to "exempt"
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Memoirs of Bishops

Memoirs ofbishops who died during the 1989-92 quadrennium are

included in thisjournal in accordance with Discipline Par. 611.1.

Sante Uberto Barbieri

19021991

Sante Uberto Barbieri was born in DuevUIe, Italy, on
August 2, 1902. As a boy he moved to Switzerland, later to

Germany, and then with his parents to BrazU where he
attended school. After the death of his father he worked as

an itinerant jewelry salesman as weD as studying in

preparation for law school. Sante Uberto Barbieri married

Odette dc Oliveira, a school teacher, on October 4, 1924.

She influenced him into joining the Methodist Church and
becoming a minister. He enrolled in Union Theological

Seminary in Italy. After graduation he went to the United

States for advanced degrees at Southern Methodist Univer-

sity and Emoiy University.

The Barbieris had four children: Laura, Stelvio, Livio Uber-

to, and Flavio Ennio. Odette Barbieri, who had been very

active in the World Federation of Methodist Women, died

on July 24, 1983.

Minister of Central Methodist Church in Buenos Aires,

Argentina, for five years, Sante Uberto became professor

and then dean of Union Theological Seminaiy. In Januarj'

1949 the Latin American Central Conference elected him
to the episcopaq-. He was assigned to the River Plata Area
that included Argentina, Uruguay, and Bolivia. This same
year he was elected chairman of the First Latin American
Evangelical Conference and began an active ecumenical

involvement, including being one of the presidents of the
World Council ofChurches 1954-61. He has delivered many
lectures at academic institutions; has published 45 volumes
of Christian commentaries, poetry, drama and reUgious

stories in Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, and English; and
has received many awards and citations. He received the

1982 "Upper Room Citation" for literary contribution and
in 1987 a prize in a poetry contest in Caseros, Buenos Aires,

Argentina

Officially retired in 1970, Bishop Barbieri continued to

work in ecumenical groups in Latin America. Between 1970
and 1978 he was Executive Secretary of the Consejo de
Inglesias Evangelicas MetodLstas do America Latina.

Bishop Barbieri died Februar>' 13, 1991.

Cornelio M. Ferrer
1908-1988

both times by Bishop Edwin F. Lee, and became a member
of the Philippines Annual Conference.

From 1940 to 1946 Cornelio Ferrer was a District Superin-

tendent. He was then named a Crusade Scholar and at-

tcndedDrewUniversity wherehercceivedan M.A. in 1948.

He returned to the Philippines for a rural pastoral ministry.

From 1950-68 he worked for the National Council of Chur-
ches in the Philippines and earned a B.D. from Union
Theological Seminary in the Philippines. For years he was
Philippine correspondent of The Christian Century.

On November 28, 1968, Cornelio M. Ferrer was elected to

the episcopacy by the Philippines Central Conference and
served the Manila Area until 1974 when he retired. Since

1984 he has been a volunteer worker in rural missions,

visiting farmers and fishermen in their homes, and by the

riverside where the fishermen mend their nets. Bishop
Ferrer returned to the rural ministry in 1980 to his former
Annual Conference (Northwest Philippines) as "bishop-in-

residence" to Pangapisan, Lingayen, Mangaldan and the

Central Conference Camp in Cabayaoasan, Bugallon. In

January 1988 he went to Malasique Methodist Mission in

the Province of Pagasinan to build a church.

Bishop Ferrer died November 23, 1988.

Paul Vernon Galloway
19041990

Cornelio M. Ferrer was born in Lingayen, Pangasinan,
Philippines, on September 16, 1908. He attended Union
College of Manila, receiving a B.A. degree in 1937, while

serving student appointments. On February 23, 1935, he
was ordained deacon and on November 28, 1937, an elder,

Paul Vernon Galloway was born in Mountain Home,
Arkansas, on April 5, 1904, the son of James Jesse and Ella

Burkhead Galloway. He was educated at Hendrix and
Henderson-Brown Colleges (A.B. 1926), serving as assis-

tant pastor of First Church in Fort Smith, Arkansas, in

1925-26. For oneyear he attended Perkins School ofTheol-

ogy and was pastor of the Arkadelphia Circuit. While at-

tending Yale Divinity School, where he received his B.D. in

1929, he was associate pastor of the Methodist Church in

Hamden, Connecticut.

Paul Galloway was ordained deacon by Bishop Edwin D.

Mouzon, joined the North Arkansas Conference where he
was ver\' active, especially in financial matters. In 1931,

Paul was ordained elder by Bishop Hoyt M. Dobbs. Between
1933 and 1950 he served churches in Arkansas and did

post-graduate work at the University of Chicago. In 1950,

he was appointed to Boston Avenue Church in Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

Paul GaUoway was awarded honorary doctorates from
Arkansas A.M. & N. College, Hendrix College, Oklahoma
City University, Southern Methodist University, and Mc-
Murry College, and has been a trustee of many educational

and civic institutions. Paul was chairman of the Program
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Committee for the General Conferences of 1956 and 1960.

The South Central Jurisdictional Conference elected Paul

Vernon Galloway to the cpiscopacj' in 1960 and he was

assigned to the San Antonio Area where he scived for four

years; he then was assigned to the Arkansas Area for eight

years.

Following this first retirement, he was then assigned to the

General Board of Disciplcship for one year, preaching

Evangelistic Missions in several states. In 1973, at the death

ofBishop Kenneth Copeland, he was assigned to the Hous-

ton Area for the remaining three yeare and retired again in

1976.

Following the death of Bishop Shaiiiblin, Bishop Galloway

was reactivated in November, 1983 and assigned to the

Louisiana Area for the balance of the quadrennium. At this

third retirement, they moved to Arkansas, and in 1981,

moved to Tulsa. He was Resident Bishop in the Boston

Avenue United Methodist Church.

Bishop Galloway died August 4, 1990.

Walter Kenneth Goodson
1912-1991

Son of Daniel Washington and Sarah Peeler Groodson, Ken
was born on September 25, 1912, in Salisbury, North

Carolina. He attended Catawba College (A.B. 1934) and

Duke Divinity School. He was ordained deacon by Bishop

Paul B. Kern in 1937 and elder by Bishop Clare PurceD in

1939 and joined the Western North Carolina Annual Con-

ference.

Kenneth Goodson was pastor of Centenary Church in

Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The Southeastern Juris-

dictional Conference elected him to the episcopacy in 1964

an d h e served the Birmingham area for eight years an d then

the Richmond area for another eight. He retired in 1980.

Bishop Goodson was president of the Gteneral Board of

Discipleship 1972-80 and president of the Council of

Bishops 1976-77. He holds honorary degrees from a nirni-

ber of academic institutions.

Bishop Goodson died September 17, 1991.

James W. Henley
1901-1990

James Walton Henley was bom July 14, 1901, son of

Charles W. Henley and TerressaDowthet Johnston Henley
of Cleveland, Tenn. He attended the McCaDie School for

Boys in Chattanooga and entered Emory Universitj' in

1919. After receiving his B.A. degree, he entered Yale
Divinity School where he received the B.D. degree in 1926.

Upon graduating, he joined the Holston Annual Con-
ference of the Methodist Church, being ordained deacon
and elder in 1928 and 1930 respectively by Bishop Horace
M. Dubose.

Jim served the Spring City circuit (1926-27), Crossville

(1927-28), Harriman (1928-29) before attending the

University of Edinburgh (1929-30). Upon returning, he
served First Church, Morristown (1930-31), Central

Church, Knoxvillo (1932-37), Centenary Church, Chat-

tanooga (1937-44) and was transferred to the Tennessee

Ckjnfcrencc where he ser\'ed West End Church (1944-60).

At the Southca-storn Jurisdictional Conference in 1960, he

was elected bishop and was assigned to the Jacksonville

Area, later called the Florida Area, where he served until

his retirement in 1972.

His published works are "Sermons on Our Lord's Prayer",

and "The Sermon on the Mount." Emory University,

Lycoming College, Florida Southern College and Bethune
Cookman College conferred honorary degrees. BLshop

Henley served on the General Board of Education and the

Board of Social Concerns.

On December 31, 1931, James Henley married Huldah Jo

Chap in. They had two sons: James Walton Henley, Jr. and

Chap in Henley. Huldah Henley died on October 22, lf)68.

In 1970, Bishop Henley and Margaret Hollis were married

in First United Methodist Church, Lakeland, Florida Mar-

garet died on December 5, 1984.

After retirement in 1972, the Herd cys were associated with

Educational Opportunities, a program of Christian educa-

tion travel in the Holy Land and the countries of Europe.

Bishop Henley died June 7, 1990.

Francis E. Kearns
1905-1992

Francis Kearns was born December 9, 1905, in Bentlej'\iUe,

Pennsylvania, the son of George V. and Jennie Mae Mc-

Qear>' Kearns. He joined the Pittsburgh Conference in

1927 after he graduated from Ohio Wesleyan University.

He then attended Boston University School of Theology,

receiving his S.T.B. in 1930. He was awarded the Jacob

Sleeper Fellowship for graduate studies that he took at the

University of Berlin and the University of Edinburgh. He
completed his Ph.D. at the University ofPittsburgh in 1939.

He received an honorarj' D.D. from Ohio Wesleyan and has

received several other honorary degrees from other institu-

tions.

FVancis Kearns was ordained a deacon by Bishop W. F.

MacDoweU in 1930, and elder by BLshop Herbert Welch in

1931. He had pastorates in Dravosburg, Pittsburgh, and

Uniontown in Pennsylvania, and in Wauwatosa, Wiscon-

sin. He was chairperson of the Board of Education of the

East Wisconsin Conference, and fortwelveyears a member
of the General Board of Education. He was also active in

ecumenical affairs, and three times a delegate to the World
Methodist Conference. He was elected a delegate to the

(General Conferences of 1952, 1956, and 1964.

His election to the episcopacy was by the North Central

Jurisdictional Conference in 1964. He served twelve years

in the Ohio East Area. Bishop Kearns has served as trustee

of several academic institutions. He is the author of The

Church is Mine andThe Spiritual Message of the Hebrews.

He retired in 1976. For twelve years after retirement, he

was Visiting Professor of Church Administration at the

Methodist Theological School in Ohio.

Bishop Kearns died January 29, 1992.
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John Wesley Lord
1902-1989

The son of John James and Catherine Carmichael Lord,

John Wesley was born in Patcrson, New Jei>sey, on August

23, 1902. He was graduated from Montclair State Normal
School in 1922 and was a teacher/principal in the New
Jersey schools for two years. Wes then went to Dickinson

College, receiving a B.A. degree in 1927. While serving as

assistant pastor at Emory Methodist Church in Jersey City,

he attended Drew Theological School, receiving his B.D. in

1930. Wes Lord matriculated for his Ph.D. at the University

of Edinburgh and later did graduate work at Rutgers

University in the fidd of education.

John Wesley Lord was ordained deacon by Bishop Mc-
Conndl and elder by Bishop Lowe and joined the Newark
Conference in full connection in 1931. He was appointed to

the Community Church in Union, New Jersey, where he

sen'ed for three years while the church was erected by

volunteer labor. Subsequently, he was appointed to First

Church in Arlington and First Church in Westfield, both in

New Jersey.

At the Northeastern Jurisdictional Conference of 1948,

John Wesley Lord was elected to the episcpoacy and as-

signed to the Boston Area where he served for twelve years

and then to the Washington Area for twelve more years

before retirement in 1972. Bishop Lord held many positions

of leadership in general agencies of The United Methodist

Church as well as ecumenical agencies, particularly the U.

S. InterreUgious Committee on Peace, as well as trustee of

many instituti ms. He was president of the Council of

Bishops 1970-71. He has been honored by doctorates from

Dickinson College, Boston University, Morgan State Col-

lege, Western Maryland College, Delaware State College,

and Mnntdair State CoDege.

Bishop Lord died June 26, 1989.

Torney Otto Nail, Jr.

1900-1989

T. Otto Nail was born in Tcrre Haute, Indiana, on May 23,

1900. While a student at Hamline University, from which

he was graduated in 1921, and the University of Minnesota,

he served the church at Medford, Minnesota. WhUe a stu-

dent at Garrett Biblical Institute he began his position as

assistant editor of The Epworth Herald and was ordained

deacon by Bishop Charles Edward Locke. On the comple-
tion of his seminaiy work he was ordained elder, also by

Bishop Locke, and joined the Minnesota Annual Con-
ference in 1924.

T. Otto Nail had a long career associated with T/ieC/iW.sftan

Advocates; representative at Cincinnati Editorial Board
(1935-39); editor, Northwestern and Central Editions

(1939-40); managing editor (1941-48); acting editor (1948-

49); editor (1949-56); editor, The New Christian Advocate

(1956-60). He is also the author of a dozen books for youth
and took graduate studies at the Medill School of Jour-

nalism and the University' of Chicago. For 38 years, 1922-

1960, he worked for The Methodist Publishing House.

In July 1960, T. Otto Nail was dected to the episcopacy by
the North Central Jurisdictional Conference. He served

eight years in the Minnesota Area. During 19()8-72 he

continued in active service in order to administer the Hong
Kong-Taiwan Area, preparing the conferences in both

regions for autonomy—self-directing, self-propagating, and

self-supporting Methodist groups. After retirement Bishop
NaU, with wife Frances, wrote five books.

Bishop Nail died Februaiy 21, 1989.

William Kenneth Pope
1901-1989

Hale, Missouri, is the birthplace of W. Kenneth Pope. He
was born on November 21, 1901, the son of William Mum-
ford and Victoria LaRue Pope. Kenneth attended Claren-

don College and then Southern Methodist University from
which he holds BA.. and B.D. degrees. In 1924 he became
pastor of the church In MUford, Texas, and in 1925 was
ordained deacon by Bishop James E. Dickey. He did two

years at Yale University Graduate School, was ordained

dder by Bishop John M. Moore, joined the Central Texas

Annual Conference and was appointed to First Church,

Breckenridge, Texas. Helater served thefoUowingappoint-

ments: First Church, Georgetown, Texas (1933-36); St.

Paul, Sprmgfidd, Missouri (1936-40); First Church, Austin,

Texas (1940-49); and First Church, Houston, Texas (1949-

60). Kenneth Pope was active in conference affairs

wherever he went, serving in many leadership positions. He
was elected to the General Conferences of 1952-60. He was

a member of the General Board of Education 1952-60,

served as secretary of the Commission to Study the Mmistr}'

1949-56, and wrote many artides for church publications.

In 1960, the South Central Jurisdictional Conference

dected W. Kenneth Pope to the episcopacy. He served the

Arkansas Area for a quadrennium and then the Dallas-Fort

Worth Area until his retirement in 1972. His honorary

degrees indude those from Southwestern University,

Hendrix College and Southern Methodist University. He
has been a trustee of numerous institutions.

Bishop Pope died June 26, 1989.

Paul Arthur Washburn
1911-1989

Paul was born in Aurora, IDinois, on March 31, 1911, son

of Eliot Arthur and Lena Buhmsen Washburn. After being

graduated from high school in his home town, Paul was a

teller and bookkeeper In a bank for three years. He then

attended North Ck;ntml College, receiving a B.A. in 1936;

during his last two years of college Paul served the Eppards
Point Evangelical Church in Pontiac, Illinois; he continued

here while he attended Evangelical Theological Seminary
(B.D. 1938).

Ordained both deacon and elder by Bishop George Edward
Epp, Paul Washburn participated in the union between the

Evangelical and the United Brethren Churches, serving

churches in Rockford (State Street Evangelical/St. John's

E.U.B.-1939-52) and Naperville (First E.U.B.-1952-62)-

both in Illinois. He then became executive secretary of the
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Commission on Church Union.

Paul A. Washburn was the first bishop of The United

Methodist Church, being consecrated in Dallas on April 22,

1968. He was assigned to the Minnesota Area for fourycars

and then administered the Chicago Area for eight years

until retirement in 1980. He is the author of The United

Methodist Primer andAn Unfinished Church.

Bishop Washburn has been a tmstcc of numerous institu-

tions, holds several honorary degrees, and was president of

the General Board of Global Ministries 1972-76.

Bishop Washburn died May 6, 1989.

William McFerrin Stone
1913-1988

William McFerrin Stowe, son ofJohn Joel andMyra Ander-
son McFerrin Stowe, was born in Franklin, Tennessee, on

Januarj' 28, 19 13. He received an A.B. from Hendrix CoDege

in 1932. a B.D. from Duke Divinity School in 1935, and a

Ph.D. from Boston University in 1938.

Mac Stowe was ordained deacon in 1937 by Bishop DuBose

and elder by Bishop A, Frank Smith in 1942. He served

pastorates in Alt; Loma, Te.xas (1938-40); Garden Villas

Church, Houston (1940-44); and thenjoined the staff ofthe

General Board of Education where he served until 1949

when appointed to First Church, Stillwater, Oklahoma. A
popular preacher, Dr. Stowe was at various times visiting

professor and special lecturer at Diff School of Theology,

Scarritt College, Boston University School of Theology,

Perkins School of Theology, Westminster Theological

Seminar^-, Graduate School ofReligion at the University of

California, Gammon School ofTheology. He was also active

in Oklahoma Conference programs as well as trustee of

numerous institutions. He was a delegate to the General

Conferences of 1956-64.

In 1951 Mac Stowe moved to St. Luke's Church in Ok-
lahoma City where he was pastor at the time of his election

to the episcopacj' in 1964 by the South Central Jurisdiction-

al Conference. Bishop Stowe was assigned to the Kansas
Area 1964-72 and the Dallas/Fort Worth Area 1972-80 at

which time he retired. He was Bishop-in-residence at

Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist Univer-

sity, 1980-88.

Bishop Stowe has been very active in the World Methodist

Council, most recently chairing the Program Committee
for the 1981 Conference in Hawaii Bishop Stowe was
chosen by his colleagues to give the Episcopal Address at

the 1980 General Conference. He is holder of numerous
honorary degrees and other honors He is the author otThe

Characteristics of Jesus, The Power of Paul, It All Began
with God, and IfI Were a Pastor.

Bishop Stone died November 24, 1988.

Friedrich Wunderlich
1896-1990

Friedrich was born in Plauen, Saxony, Germany, on

January 23, 1896, son of Engdbert and Lydia Laemmlc
Wunderlich. He was named after his paternal grandfather,

the founder of the Methodist Church in eastern (Jermany.

Friedrich served with the German army in 1915-18 as he

did later in 1940-45.

Friedrich received a Ph.D. from Leipzig University in 1923,

was ordained by Bishop J. L.Nuelsen, and became secretary

of Christian education in the Methodist Church in Ger-

many. After seven yccu-s in this capacity. Dr. Wunderlich

was appointed pastor of a church in the densely populated

part of Hamburg known as "little Moscow".

On December 6, 1930, Friedrich Wunderlich and Maria

Straube were married. They had four children: Maria (Mrs.

Emanuele Mannarino), Gertraud (Mrs. Wolfgang Weber),

Greorg-all who became medical doctors-and Friedrich,

doctor of oceanography. Maria Wunderlich died on

Februarys, 1980.

In 1939 Dr. Wunderlich became Professor of Theology at

the Predigerseminar der Methodistenkirke in Frankfurt-

am-Mainandin 1948thePresidentof the seminary. During

theseyears. Dr. Wunderlich was active in theWorld Council

of Churches and other ecumenical organizations.

In 1953 the Central Conference in Germany elected Dr.

Wunderlich as bishop for the Methodist Church in Eastern

and Western Germany that he administered for fifteen

yesu-s until his retirement in 1968. On the death of Bishop

Odd Hagen in 170 Bishop Wunderlich was recalled to active

service and supervised the Stockholm Area until the elec-

tion of Bishop Borgen. From 1970-72 he was the repre-

sentative of the World Methodist Council in the Geneva

Office.

Bishop Wunderlich holds honorary degrees from DePauw
University, Birmingham-Southern College, and Baldwin-

Wallace College. He is the author ot Methodists Linldng

Two Continents, Gott Gibt Sein Volk Nicht Auf and Chris-

tus vorAllem. Friedrich Wunderlich ein Brucltenbauer Got-

tes [God's bridge builder] is a 1982 biography written by

Karl Heinz Voigt.

Bishop Wunderlich died July 9, 1990.
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Delegates Will Handle 2,433 Proposals

General Conference delegates will deal with 2,433

proposals sent by 9,500 individuals, groups churches or

agencies. And, if computers function properly, these pe-

titions should be processed in record speed.

In spite of the fact there are 228 fewer petitions than

last quadrennium, and in spite of speedier processes, in-

cluding automatic tallying of votes and computerized

petition preparation, veteran delegates still expect the

comparatively leisurely debates and processes of the

first week will be followed by hurried consideration and

parliamentary shortcuts in the second week.

Most Popular Topics

Most petitioners want to make some change in the

Book of Discipline, and paragraphs receiving the most

attention are paras. 71, 906 and 402.
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Commonwealth of Kentucky

Office of the Governor

Brereton c Jones
Governor

GREETINGS:

The Capitol
700 Capital Avemue
Frankfort d0601
(502I 564-261 1

Louisville and the Commonwealth of Kentucky take pride in welcoming the 1992
General Conference of the United Methodist Church.

We trust you will find our meeting facilities and hospitality so expansive that you may
never want to meet anywhere else.

Commonwealth Convention Center, where you are meeting, contains 200,000 square
feet and is within walking distance of 3,000 of the city's 10,000 hotel and motel rooms.

You will find Louisville just right — large enough to offer the best in cultural and
entertainment advantages, yet small enough to make you feel cozy and comfortable
because everything you want is conveniently located. And our skyline is highlighted by
many beautiful churches.

We want to do all we can to please you, partly because we have a reputation to uphold
— Louisville ranks in the top 10 cities in America in convention and trade show
attendance.

Our Administration is placing strong emphasis on strengthening the family unit though
improved education and children and family services. We depend on strong support from
our churches in this regard. Your presence is an added boost to this effort.

Kentuckians are also pleased that the Presbyterian Church. (U.S.A.) has chosen
Louisville as the consolidated site for its national headquarters. This has contributed to

the high moral tone as well as the revitalized economy of Louisville's downtown area.

It is a joy to receive you and the glad tidings you bring with you.

With best regards, I arj

Sincerely,

Brereton C. Jones

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/H

Daily Christian Advocate

Daily Christian Advocate is published in several advance

and daily editions, except Sunday, during sessions of the

1992 General Conference of The United Methodist Church by

The United Methodist Publishing House, P.O. Box 801, Nash-

ville, TN 37202.

Staff

J. Richard Peck Editor

Keith Kendall Associate Editor

Richard Street Composition Editor

How General
Conference Works

Greneral Conference convenes

every four years and is the top pol-

icy-making body of The United

Methodist Church. The Discipline

states that no person or organiza-

tion except the General Confer-

ence "has authority to spesik

officially" for the denomination

(Paragraph 610).

Meeting sites for General Con-

ference are rotated among the

church's five jurisdictions in the

United States. The 1984 General

Conference was in Baltimore,

Maryland, and in St. Louis, Mis-

souri, in 1988. The 1996 General

Conference will meet in Denver,

Colorado.

Each annual conference is enti-

tled to a minimum of two delegates.

Beyond that minimum, the number

of delegates per conference is deter-

mined by the number of lay and

clergy members within that confer-

ence. Of the U.S. delegations, Vir-

ginia is the largest with thirty-two

members. The largest Central Con-

ference delegation is Central Zaire,

with twelve members. Eight voting

delegates represent Methodist

churches that are related to The

United Methodist Church through

concordats. For more information

on delegates and delegations, see

page 10.

Members of the Council of Bish-

ops attend General Conference but

do not vote and cannot speak with-

out permission from the delegates.

A bishop presides at each plenary

session. Each member of the Coun-

cil of Bishops usually serves during

one morning, afternoon, or evening

session. All bishops—active and re-

tired—attend the entire conference.

General Conferences have sev-

eral purposes. One is to revise The

Book of Discipline, the book of

church law for The United Method-

ist Church. General Conferences

also adopt statements of "Social
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Principles" and resolutions on vari-

ous current moral, social, public pol-

icy, and economic issues. Approving

plans and budgets for churchwide

programs for the next four years

also occupies General Conference

time and energy.

Primary sources of legislation for

the General Conference are peti-

tions and proposals from church

agencies and organizations. Any in-

dividual member or official body

within The United Methodist

Church can submit a petition for

legislative action.

All petitions are printed in the

Advance Daily Christian Advocate.

The Advance DCA also lists the

eleven 1992 legislative committees,

which receive, approve, amend,

combine, or disapprove petitions for

recommendation to the full body of

General Conference.

The United Methodist Ghuhcii
LOUlSvtlLC AREA

PROFESSIONAL TOWERS SUITE 2SA
40I0 DURONT CIRCLE

Louisville, Kentucky .loaoy

HoDRMT 11 Spain

Dear Dclegales and Friends of the 1992 General Conference of the United
Methodist Church,

Welcome to Louisville and to the Louisville Annual Conference We have
been planning for your visit and arc anxiously awaiting your arrival Hundreds of
our people serving on more than 40 committees are working lo make your time
here a pleasant and rewarding experience As the host Conference, we want lo

care for your every need. We want you to also know th.-il our people are praving
regularly for each of you by name. What you do here could impact the entire

world for Jesus Christ. You honor us by meeting in our Conference

It will be apparent when you arrive in Kentucky thai the Commonwealth
is celebrating its Bi-Ccnlcnnial. We arc 200 years old and take much pride in our
remarkable history. Before Kentucky was an "official" slate, however. Francis
Asbury had already established preaching places throughout this region. Many of
our United Methodist Churches have already celebrated Ihcii Bi-Ccntennial, and
others arc near. Kentucky was a fertile soil for the gospel that came across the

mountains, and the people here have continued in their deep commitment to the

Christian faith. Your visit with us will be another mile-stone in the church history

of this region.

The General Church has met in Louisville before. The history of the

General Conferences meeting here reveal that they have never been just

"maintenance" gathering. (The marker in front of the Convention Center where we
will be meeting will attest to this.) It is our fervent hope and prayer that this will

be the time in Louisville when the Church moves out in unity and might lo

address the spiritual needs of the world.

Welcome to Louisville!

SiflEerely,

Robert H Spain

(proposals from page 1)

New System for

Processing Legislation

As delegates start to work on these petitions tomor-

row, they will find a new operating system in place.

In previous years, a legislative committee would: 1)

act on petitions; 2) send them to a typing pool; 3) check,

sign and send the typed copies to a calendar secretary

who would organize them and assign calendar mem-
bers. Copy would finally be sent to the DCA where it

would be typeset.

This year, a recorder will be present in every legisla-

tive committee. Recorders will have all the petitions in

their computers, and they will input the legislation as it

is passed by the committee.

Committee officers will subsequently receive a copy

of the proposals exactly as they will appear in the DCA.
Committee officers will then check DCA copy instead of

a typewritten copy.
*

As a result, there should be fewer keystrokes, in-

creased processing speed, and greater accuracy. Com-
mittee officers will be trained in the new process

meetings this evening at 6 p.m.
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DAVID L. ARMSTRONG
County JuOge'E'ecuiwe

JEFFERSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY JUDGE/EXECUTIVE

May 3, 1992

Jeflereon Coonfy
Counhouse

Lousvite. KY 40202

(502)62&«161

To Our Honored Guests:

Greetings to the United Methodist Church General Conference.
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to Jefferson County,
and extend every courtesy to you and your families.

I hope that your convention is fruitful and that your stay
in our county is long remembered for the hospitalities we offer.
You will find that our community combines modern conveniences
with traditional amenities, blending the best of the past and
present.

If my office can offer any assistance to you during your
stay, please do not hesitate to call on us. We are always ready
to make new friends in Jefferson County.

Sincerely,

-ry^
David L. Armstrcya^-

—

Jefferson County Judge/Executive

An EquaJ Opportunrlv Employe'

Announcements

Announcements made orally or

by projection are restricted to the of-

ficial operation of the General Con-

ference and its legislative and

administrative committees. Other

announcements by groups (no indi-

vidual messages) can be taken to

the DCA office (Room 116) by 3:00

p.m. on the day before the an-

nouncement is to be printed in the

DCA.

Special Needs

Persons requiring wheelchairs or

special transportation to hotels may

contact the Information Booth in

the lobby of the Convention Center.

Sections of the hall have been set

aside for persons with handicapping

conditions. Marshals will be pleased

to direct those requiring such seat-

ing to the appropriate sections.

Everyday Details Mail Today

Interpretation
Equipment

Foreign-language receivers may

be checked out fi"om the local com-

mittee in the Show Office off the

North Lobby of the Convention

Center.

Lost & Found

Lost and Found is located in the

Information Booth in the lobby of

the Convention Center.

Do you need to mail a letter or

buy some stamps? For your conven-

ience, a post office is located in the

ticket office off the North Lobby of

the Convention Center. It will be

open Monday through Friday fi-om

1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Messages

There is a bulletin board located

next to the Information Center in

the lobby of the Convention Center.

Messages wiU be posted on this bul-

letin board.
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Food Service

Cafeteria food service for dele-

gates and visitors will be available

each day (except Sunday, May 11)

in Hall C of the Convention Center.

Continental breakfast wiU be

served from 7:30 a.m. until 11:00

a.m. Sweet rolls, doughnuts, juices,

fresh fruit, and beverages will be

available.

Lunch will be served trom 11:00

a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Hot entree, cold

sandwiches, and assorted salads

will be available.

In addition, concession stands

will be open at various times dur-

ing the conference to serve the con-

ference attendees.

Emergency Information

The First Aid Room in the Con-

vention Center is located off the

North Lobby. It is open each day

from 8:30 a.m. until closing in the

evenings. The First Aid Room is

staffed by a registered nurse and a

qualified physician who are volun-

teers from Louisville United Meth-

odist churches. After hours, persons

with medical needs may call Dr. C.

Kenneth Peters, family physician,

at 481-0809. For after-hour medical

emergencies call 911 and ask for

transportation to the Methodist

Evangelical Hospital emergency

room, located in the heart of the

city near the hotels where delegates

and visitors are housed.

JERRV E ABRAMSON

di>^<t

City of Louis\'iIle
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

801 W Jefferson Street Louisville KY 40202-2728

(502) 62S 3061

May 3, 1992

To All in Attendance
United Methodist Church General Conference

Dear Friends:

As Mayor of Louisville, 1 take great pleasure in
welcoming you to Louisville. We are very proud to serve as
host city for the United Methodist Church General Conference
and extend to you our finest in Kentucky hospitality.

While you are visiting, I encourage you to experience
some of the many sites and pleasures that make Louisville a
great American city. You can cruise the Ohio River on
Louisville's historic steamboat, the Belle of Louisville or
enjoy lunch or dinner on a floating restaurant. Our downtown
is a blend of historic buildings and exciting new
architecture. I invite you to experience the IMAX (maximum
image) theatre at the Museum of History and Science located on
historic West Main Street. Another action film can be found
at the Kentucky Derby Musei-jn at Churchill Downs, where you can
watch your favorite Kentucky Derby race! And be sure and
catch a ride on the vintage-style Toonerville II Trolley
located along famous Fourth Avenue. Don't forget to
experience the Louisville Zoo!

Once again, a warm welcome to Louisville. > We are glad
you are here and hope you Mirrr\visit us of$^n. /'

incerely/

Looking for thing* to do in Louisville? This giraffe is among the

more than 900 animals at the Louisville Zoo. For information on

more things to see and do in and around Louisrille, see page*

21-24.
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Instructions for Expense Reimbursement

The chairperson of each delegation received an

envelope containing travel expense vouchers for each

member ofthe delegation today.

Please read carefully the instructions related to al-

lowable expenses as shown on the reverse side of the

travel expense voucher. Any questions should be di-

rected to the treasurer's office in the Conference Room

on the mezzanine level.

Have these travel-expense vouchers completed

promptly and returned to the chairperson of the delega-

tion for approval. The chairperson should deliver all ap-

proved vouchers in the delivery envelope to the

treasurer's office by Wednesday May 6, before the eve-

ning session begins. The travel expense checks, in ac-

cordance with approved travel expense vouchers, will

be delivered to the chairperson of each annual confer-

ence delegation on Friday, May 8.

Check Cashing

All checks issued for travel expense or per-diem ex-

pense will be written on Liberty National Bank and can

be cashed at the bank with proper identification. Upon

receiving approval in the treasvu-er's office, delegates'

and reserve delegates' personal checks up to $100.00

may be cashed at Liberty National Bank. The bank is

open Monday - Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. and Fri-

day 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. The bank is located at 416

West Jefferson across the street firom the Convention

Center. Information concerning the cashing of travel,

per-diem expense, or personal checks is available in the

treasurer's office, Conference Room, mezzanine level.

Per-Diem Vouchers Available May 11

Per-diem expense vouchers will be distributed to the

chairperson of each delegation on Monday, May 11. The

chairperson should deliver all approved vouchers in the

delivery envelope to the treasurer's office by Wednes-

day, May 13, 10:00 a.m. Checks for per-diem expense, in

accordance with approved per-diem expense-vouchers,

will be delivered to the chairperson of each delegation

by Friday, May 15, before the close of the conference.

Badges Identify Groups

You can identify many of the people at General Conference by the colors

of their badges.

» White & Red: Delegates

White & Light Blue: United Methodist bishops

White & Purple: Judicial Council

White & Dark Blue: Commission on the General Conference

White & Green: General secretaries of boards and agencies

Blue & Dark Blue: Local committee

Canary & Red: Marshals and pages

Green & Dark Green: Reserve delegates

Buff& Brown: General Council on Finance and Administration

Pink & Dark Blue: Staff of general boards and agencies

Ivory & Brown: Ecumenical representatives

Ivory & Light Blue: Spouses ofbishops

Ivory & Purple: Spouses of Judicial Council

Ivory & Dark Blue: Spouses of Commission on the General Conference

Sand & Brown: News media

Episcopal and Lay

Addresses Available

on Audio or Videotape.

Order at Booth

in the UM

Publishing House

Display
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Bishop C. Dale White to Dehver Episcopal Address

Dr. C. Dale White, bishop of the New York Area,

will deliver the traditional "State of the Church" epis-

copal address this evening at 8:16 p.m.

Prior to his election as bishop, Bishop White was a

district superintendent in the Southern New England

Conference from 1971 to 1976. He served as director of

program for the denomination's Division ofTemperance

and General Welfare of the General Board of Christian

Social Concerns, headquartered in Washington, DC,

from 1961 to 1965. He then became associate general

secretary of that agency (now Church and Society) and

served until 1968.

Bishop White served as pastor at Calvary Methodist

Church in Newport, Rhode Island (1948-1951); Hing-

ham Methodist Church, in Hingham, Massachusetts

(1951-1954); Stoughton Methodist Church in Stoughton,

Massachusetts (1954-1961); and East Greenwich United

Methodist Church in East Greenwich, Rhode Island

(1968-1971).

Bishop White left the general church agency staff

and returned to the local church (1968) because he be-

lieved the local church to be "a vital action center for

the Christian gospel." Bishop White noted that it didn't

take long working at the national level to realize that

the credibility of one's Christian witness on national

legislative issues depended upon authentic social and

ethical witness at the local church level, as well as on

"an informed, alert, and open grassroots constituency."

Bishop White was consecrated a bishop in 1976 in

Bridgeport, Connecticut. He served the New Jersey

Area for eight years. In July, 1984 he was assigned to

the New York Area.

Bishop White received his BA. degree from UM-af-

the local church is

**a vital action center

for the Christian gospeV

filiated Momingside College in Sioux City, Iowa. He

earned his S.T.B. and Ph.D. degrees irova Boston Uni-

versity.

Bishop White has published over 150 articles, pam-

phlets, and curriculum units. He has written primarily

on issues that bring together insights from the fields of

ethics, psychology, and theology. He was editor of Dia-

BUhop C. Dale White of the New York episcopal area will preaent

the episcopal address this evening at 8:16 p.ni.

logue in Medicine and Theology (Abingdon, 1968), and

for seven years, he wrote a column called 'Teens" in

the denomination's magazines Together and United

Methodist Today.

Bishop White has traveled throughout Eastern

Europe and the former Soviet Union. In the 1960s, he

was a delegate to the United Nation's Population Con-

ference in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. He was a lecturer at

the 1967 International Church and Society Conference

in Freudenstadt, Germany. He was also a delegate to

the 1972 and 1976 General Conferences. Among his

honors, he received the Distinguished Alumnus Award

firom Boston University.

Bishop White is a member of the General Board of

Global Ministries, the national board of Bread for the

World, and the board of Religion in American Life. He

also serves on the boards of trustees of Morristown Col-

lege, Drew University, and Brooklyn Methodist Hospi-

tal.

In 1985, Bishop White served on a bishops' hearing

panel in Washington, DC, on "The Nuclear Crisis and

the Pursuit of Peace." In 1986, he co-authored a pas-

toral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops

entitled, "In Defense of Creation: The Nuclear Crisis

and a Just Peace."

Bishop White was bom in Sac City, Iowa. He and his

wife, Gwendolyn Ruth, have six children.

—Thomas J. Tozer
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Daily Worship Services to Include Guest Choirs

Each day during the General Conference worship

services will highlight morning and afternoon hours.

Beginning on Wednesday, May 6, each guest choir wiU

sing gathering music at 8:15 a.m. before the 8:30 morn-

ing worship service. Members of the Council of Bishops

will be preaching during these services. Afternoon wor-

ship, in the sanctuary of Trinity United Methodist

Church, south of the Convention Center on Third

Street, will feature messages by selected United Meth-

odist Pastors beginning at 2:30 p.m. following a pre-

service concert by the day's guest choir at 2:00 p.m.

These schedule for these services is as follows:

Tuesday, May 5

1:00 p.m. Concert: Chancel Choir, First UMC, Dallas, Texas

Ronald Kauffmann, Director

1:30 pjn. Holy Commuxiion and Memorial Service

Preacher: Bishop Emilio J. M. de Carvalho of Angola

Liturgist: Bishop Joseph H. Yeakel

7:30 p.m. Pre-service music by First UMC, Dallas

7:45 pjn. Hymn Sing featuring a service of Methodist

hymnody

Wednesday, May 6

8:16 a.m Concert: Choir ofApache, OklahomaUMC
Ms. Penny J. Perry, Director

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Louis W. Schowengerdt
Liturgists: Dr. William Hutchinson and Reverend Jo

Carr

2:00 p.m. Concert: Choir of Apache, Oklahoma UMC
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Worship

Preacher: Dr. Manfred W. Marquardt-Reutlingen,

West Germany
Liturgist: Dr. Erika Welti, Zurich, Switzerland

Thursday, May 7

8:15 a.m. Concert: Celebration Ringers, St.James UMC,
Little, Rock eind Junaluska '91 Ringers from the

Fellowship ofUnited Methodists in Worship, Music
and the Other Arts. G. Felix Thompson, Director

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Felton E. May
Liturgist: Phyllis Elizabeth May

2:00 pjn. Pre-Service Concert: Junaluska '91 Ringers

2:30 pjn. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Reverend J. Jeannette' Cooper, Newark,
Ohio
Liturgist: Don W. Mendenhall, Des Moines, Iowa

Friday, May 8

8:15 a.m. Concert: Spirit Wind, Northwest Texas Conference

Youth Choir

Bert Bostic and Jon Johnson, Directors

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Ernest A. Fitzgerald

Liturgist: Reverend D. Randall Williamson, Atljuita,

Georgia

2:00 p.m. Pre-Service Concert - Spirit Wind Youth Choir

2:30 p.m. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Dr. Peter D. Weaver, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania
Liturgist: Mrs. Shirley Parris, Brooklyn, New York

Saturday, May 9

8:15 a.m. Concert: Sanctuary Choir, Shepherd ofthe Hills

UMC, Sim City West, Arizona.

John Dorch, Director 8

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Ruediger R. Minor
Liturgist: Edward Puslecki, Warsaw, Poland

2:00 p.m. Pre-Service Concert: Shepherd ofthe Hills Choir

2:30 p.m. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Reverend Kirbyjon Caldwell, Houston,

Texas
Liturgist: W. E. (Buddy) Arnold, North Little Rock,

Arkansas

Monday, May 11

8:15 ajn. Concert: Philander Smith College Choir, Little

Rock, Arkansas
Stephen Hayes, Director

8:30 ajn. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Elias Galvan

2:00 p.m. Pre-Service Concert: Philander Smith Choir

2:30 p.m. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Reverend Barbara E. Harper, Birmingham,
Alabama
Litxu-gist: Rachel Dickson Cheek, Athens, Tennessee

Tuesday, May 12

8:15 a.m. Concert: Credo - Young Adult Choir, Tallin,

Estonia 8

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship - Ecumenical Service

Preacher: Bishop Vinton R. Anderson, AME Church

2:00 p.m. Pre^ervice Concert: Estonian Young Adult Choir

2:30 p.m. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Reverend Mark Trotter, Sjm Diego,

California

Liturgist: Lois C. Seifert, Claremont, California

Wednesday, May 13

8:15 a.m. Concert: Sister Spirit, Clergywomen's Quartet

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Melvin G. T^llbert

Liturgist: Reverend Peter Chen, San Jose, California

2:00 p.m. Pre-Service Concert: Sister Spirit

2:30 p.m. Afternoon WorshipP U UP
Preacher: Reverend Joseph Chrispin Renner, Sierra

Leone, West Africa

Liturgist: Doris J. Rudy, Evemston, Illinois
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Thursday, May 14

8:16 ajn. Concert: Chancel Choir, First UMC, Pittsburg,

Kansas
Susan Marchant, Director

8:30 ajn. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Sharon Brown Christopher

2:00 p jn. Pre^ervice Concert: First UMC Choir, Pittsburg,

Kansas

2:30 pjn. Afternoon Worship
Preacher: Dr. Jerome King Del Pino, Winchester,

Massachusetts

Liturgist: Mrs. Barbara Jantz, Diincan, Oklahoma

Friday, May 15

8:16 ajn. Concert: Chancel Choir, St. Paul UMC, Louisville,

Kentucky
Michael Beattie, Director

8:30 a.m. Morning Worship
Preacher: Bishop Edsel A. Ammons

10:00 p.mClosing Worship Service (Convention Center)

Liturgist: Bishop Thomas Bangura

Dallas Choir to Lead Opening Service

The 100-member Chancel Choir of First United Methodist Church, Dallas, will be leading the two opening day General Conference

•ervioes. Their pre-servloe concert begins at 1:00 p.m. They will also sing at 7:80 p.m. this evening before the 7:46 Hymn Sing.

Leading the opening day worship services is the

Chancel Choir of First United Methodist Church, Dal-

las, Texas. The Music and Arts Ministry of First

United Methodist Church, Dallas, is blessed by aboun-

dant and diverse talents shared by over 360 partici-

pants. The Chancel Choir is the core of the church's

Music and Arts Ministries which includes a graded chil-

drens choir program, handbell choirs, recitals, plays,

the Kesheth Dancers, and many other programs. They

present over 100 anthems, a large-scale musical, sea-

sonal concerts £ind three m^or works annually. They

have sung under the leadership of some of the world's

most dynamic conductors including John Rutter, Lloyd

Pfautsch, Jane Marshall, and Dave Brubeck. The choir

is under the direction of Ronald E. Kauffmann, Director

of Music and Arts Ministries. Mr. KaufEinan, a native

of Elkhart, Indiana, received his undergraduate degree

from the University of Evnasville and his Master of

Music degree from Southern Methodist University.

Kauf&nann is a member of ASCAP, the Amercian Cho-

ral Directors Association, the AGEHR, and the Fellow-

ship of United Methodists in Worship, Music and the

Other Arts and has over 80 choral, insturmental and

handbell compositions in print and contributed brass

arrangements to the United Methodist HymnaL Eliza-

beth Soderstrom, Organist, has served this congrega-

tion since 1949. In over forty years of service she has

made four senior pastors look good and has trained five

directors of Music. She also plays for many other musi-

cal events in the Dallas area. Rebecca Gruber, also a

graduate of Southern Methodist University is the Asso-

ciate Director of Music Ministries. Richard Owen, As-

sistant Organist, is currently a candidate for the

Master of Sacred Music Program at Southern Methodist

University where he studies with Robert Anderson.
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A Profile of the 1992 General Conference Delegates

A total of 998 delegates were elected to attend this

session. Eight hundred and eighty-two delegates come

from conferences in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. The Cen-

tral Conferences (Africa, Europe, and the Philippines)

sent 108 delegates. Eight delegates have come from

other autonomous Methodist churches (churches with

which The United Methodist Church has formal ties

through concordats) in Great Britain, the Caribbean

and the Americas, and Mexico.

The gain in delegates from the Central Conferences

(outside the U.S.) reflects a relative increase in the per-

centage of United Methodists in those conferences.

Church membership outside the U.S. and Puerto Rico

increased to more than one million, while the U.S. total

dipped to about 8.9 million.

Women make up 30.3 percent of the total 998-mem-

ber General Conference delegation. Women make up

34.4 percent (303) of the total U.S. and Puerto Rico dele-

gation, an increase from 33.5 percent in 1988. Al-

though there is a slight decrease of women lay

delegates (from 52 percent in 1988 to 50.3 percent in

1992), the present percentage of women clergy dele-

gates (18.4 percent) increased significantly over the last

fovu- years (15.1 percent in 1988) and has more than

doubled over the last eight years (8.9 percent in 1984).

The drop in the number of laywomen elected cut the

overall gain in women delegates to about 1 percent

above 1988. Even with the decline, however, women

outnumber men among the lay delegates by 0.3 percent.

Fifteen of the 72 U.S. conference delegations will be

headed by women in 1992. Southwest Texas and West-

em North Carolina delegations elected women first in

both lay and clergy delegations. The Western New York

lay delegation is comprised totally of women.

The number of racial/ethnic delegates elected in-

creased slightly more than 1 percent from 1988. Ra-

cial/ethnic delegates make up 17.9 percent of the 1992

total, up from 16.7 percent in 1988. A breakdown of

delegates by racial/ethnic background shows: Cauca-

sian, 82.1 percent (724 delegates); African-American,

12.6 percent (111 delegates); Asiem-Americem, 2.7 per-

cent (24 delegates); and Native American, 0.9 percent (8

delegates). In what is believed to be a first, the Oregon-

Idaho Conference elected a Native American woman,

Carol CoUey, to head its delegation.

A breakdown by jurisdiction revesds: Southeastern,

270 delegates or 30.6 percent of the total, with 27.8 per-

cent being women; North Central, 196 delegates or 22.2

percent of the tot£il delegation, with 38.3 percent being

women; Northeastern, 176 delegates or 20 percent of

the total, with 41.5 percent being women; South Cen-

tral, 172 delegates or 19.5 percent of the total, with 27.9

percent being women; and Western, 68 delegates or 7.7

percent of the total, with the highest proportion of

women delegates at 47.1 percent.

Approximately 210 of the 441 clergy delegates and

225 lay delegates elected for 1992 were not 1988 dele-

gates. The number of new clergy delegates is slightly

lower and the number of new lay delegates is slightly

higher than in 1988.

The longest-serving lay delegate in LouisviUe wUl be

Red Bond of the Memphis Conference, first elected in

1960. John M. Thomas of the South Indiana Conference

was a delegate first in 1964.

Among clergy, Charles A. Sayre of the Southern

New Jersey Conference was elected in 1964. Even

though he is retired, Sayre is the delegate head at this

1992 legislative gathering.

Retired Bishop Nolan B. Harmon, 99, of Atlanta,

holds the longest current attendance record at General

Conference, beginning with the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, in 1930 as a delegate from Virginia.

Conference officials will need to check closely to

make sure that one bishop and his brother are seated

correctly. Bishop Thomas B. Stockton (Richmond Area)

and his identical twin, Richard, a member of the West>

em North Carolina lay delegation, will be in atten-

dance. Brothers Bishop William B. Oden (Louisiana

Area) and Tal Oden, a lay delegate from the Oklahoma

Conference, will also be present.

Pastors John Hamish (Detroit Conference) and

James Harnish (Florida Conference) are a second set of

twins bound for Louisville. Both also served in 1988.

At least three clergy-spouse combinations—Warren
and Mary Ebinger (Baltimore Conference), Robert and

Elizabeth Sweet (Southern New England Conference),

and Eugene and Emily Ann Zimmerman (Florida Con-

ference)—will attend.

The average-size delegation from the United States

and Puerto Rico is six clergy and six laity. The Virginia

Conference will have the largest, 32, with the West

Ohio Conference next with 30, and the Western North

Carolina and Florida conferences with 28 delegates

each.

Central Zaire will have the largest delegation from

the Central Conferences with 12 members.

—Thomas J. Tozer
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Ruby Galloway Parish to Deliver Laity Address

"Serving God in Our Private Lives and Public Re-

sponsibilities—Connecting Faith and Action" will be

the theme for tomorrow's Laity Address. Ruby Gallo-

way Parish will present the address at 9:00 a.m. at the

convention center.

A resident of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Parish brings a

wealth of experiences to her presentation. She has been

a member of The United Methodist Church since she

was nine years old in "wondei-ful Delight, Arkansas."

She is active in her local church, Boston Avenue, as an

adult Sunday school teacher, member of the worship

commission, and co-chair for Christian Personhood in

United Methodist Women.

Parish connects her faith with action in many ways

in the community of Tulsa. She serves as a board mem-

ber of United Methodist Cooperative Ministries, an

agency working to reduce the number of persons becom-

ing homeless in Tulsa County.

In 1972 Parish's husband came home from his work

as a medical doctor and told her about the death of a

baby girl whose mother had battered her against the

wall. In response, Parish called together twenty-two

people to study the problem of child abuse. Por five

months they did research, held workshops, and explored

ways to start a program to help parents who were "los-

ing their cool with their kids." Prom those beginnings

grew the Parent Child Center of Tulsa, now a United

Way organization with thirty-one professional staff and

many volunteers. The center offers education, medical

care through family support clinics, daycare and foster

care, and counseling and support services for the treat-

ment and prevention of child abuse. Parish continues to

volunteer at the center as a facilitator for a Life Skills

group for parents.

Por the past twelve years, Parish has served as a Lis-

tener at Resonance, a women's growth center in Tulsa.

During listening sessions, she offers a one-on-one car-

ing, nurturing presence for women to explore, reorder,

£md regain confidence in their lives. Parish has also

conducted workshops on spiritual growth and has

served as a moderator for the American Institute of Dis-

cussion.

Parish has been a certified mediator with the Tulsa

Municip^^ Court system's Early Settlement program. In

her work as a mediator for formal, out-of-court hear-

ings, she meets with parties who come together for face-

to-face negotiations.

Ruby Galloway Fariah of Tulsa, Oklahoma, will present the laity

address Wednesday morning at 9:00 a.m.

A police chaplain since 1986 with the Tulsa Police

Department, Parish offers pastoral care to police per-

sonnel and community members in crisis. Chaplain

Parish carries a police radio in order to respond to calls

at the scenes of accidents, suicides, crisis interventions,

dead-on-arrival situations, and disasters. She has been

involved particularly with families in which no church

or community support systems exist.

The path to presenting the Laity Address began for

Parish last year. Her manuscript was among 284 manu-

scripts submitted. Porty-six manuscripts were then se-

lected for a second screening by a ten-member

committee. Pour finalists made oral presentations in

February to the annual meeting of the National Asso-

ciation of Annual Conference Lay Leaders. Three

judges selected Parish fix)m among the finalists.

Parish is married to Joseph Key Parish, a retired

medical doctor. They have three children: Kent, a medi-

cal doctor; Karen, a clergyperson; and Jessica, a cler-

gyperson.

—Keith H. Kendall
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Women's Role Controversial 100 Years Ago

A hundred years ago, the question of whether

women could officially represent predecessor bodies of

The United Methodist Church was an issue as contro-

versial as the homosexuality debate today.

At its 1892 General Conference, the Methodist Prot-

estant Church—smallest of the Methodist bodies—ar-

gued for two days over whether four women elected as

delegates by their conferences should be seated.

Complicating the issue was that one woman,

Eugenia St. John of Kansas, had been ordained an elder

by her conference in 1889, despite the fact that clergy-

women lacked of&cial recognition.

But, as St. John herself pointed out during General

Conference debate, "The great question of the future is

whether you will have the power to conquer the forces

of sin, and 1 tell you it will need every woman that can

be found to stand side by side with the good-minded

men In this work if the church is to be triumphant."

In the end, St. John and the other women were tri-

umphant too. With a vote of 77-48, Conference dele-

gates decided to seat them—the first time women were

so recognized by a United Methodist predecessor de-

nomination. This General Conference also voted to re-

move the word obey fi-om a woman's marriage vow.

Their United Brethren sisters were soon to follow. Of

the 52 lay delegates seated for the first time at the 1893

United Brethren in Christ General Conference, two

were women. They gained strength quickly, with 24

women delegates in 1905.

Evangelical women, however, were not seated until

the time of merger with the United Brethren in 1946.

According to a paper on "Laity Rights jmd Leader-

ship" by William T. Noll, published in Women in New
Worlds: Historical Perspectives on the Weskyan Tradi-

tions, the Women's Foreign Missionary Society (WFMS)
was key to the Methodist Protestant women's success.

All four of the women seated as delegates in 1892 had

been active in the society. St. John was a founder of the

Kansas branch. Melissa M. Bonnet, a returned mission-

ary firom Japan, had organized local chapters in West

Virginia. Mrs. M.J. Morgan was an organizer and offi-

cer of the Indiana branch of the WFMS. A.E. Murphy

was treasurer of the Iowa Conference board of missions.

WFMS was formed in 1879 and cooperated with the

Methodist Protestant Church Board of Missions to send

its first missionary, Harriet Brittan, to Japan in 1880.

The General Conference that same year confirmed the

society's independent status.

But, according to Noll, "the tensions developing over

Methodist Protestant women's new self-assertion and

competence burst loose at the 1884 General Confer-

Women Delegates Today

Women represent 34.4 percent of the delegates at

the 1992 General Conference.

Barbara Campbell, an assistant general secretary

with the Women's Division of the Board of Global

Ministries, pointed out that, particularly with clergy-

women delegates, "the growth in the past ten or

twelve years is really astronomical."

However, Cecelia Long, general secretariat mem-

ber of the church's Commission on the Status and

Role of Women, noted that the 1992 women's delega-

tion is not at the same percentage level as the de-

nomination's approximately 60 percent women

membership figures. "There is work to do to bring

women into full and equal participation as delegates

to the General Conference," she said.

ence." Because the women had no voice, they were un-

able to stop new rules being forced upon them.

The women had learned their political lesson. They

had their full rights restored by the 1888 Genereil Con-

ference.

The larger Methodist Episcopal Church—split into

North and South—also had successful women's mission-

ary groups. But the northern church refused to seat

four women elected as delegates to the 1888 General

conference. Laywomen were officially recognized in

1906.

Women did not gain that recognition in the southern

branch until 1922.

—Linda Bloom

General Conference

audio and video

resources available

at sales booth

intheUM

Publishing House

display
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No Halos in 1792: 200 Years Later

This year, 1992 marks the 200th anniversary of Gen-

eral Conference. The first get-together (clergy only,

mind you)—happened on November 1-15, 1792, in Balti-

more. It was attended by ambitious, divisive, strong-

willed, even tyrannical church leaders.

Episcopal or Legislative

Within a fledgling denomination, the first General

Conference was a showdown of sorts between rival cler-

gymen—a playing field for a church leadership tug-of-

war.

In his essay, "Crisis of Leadership: The General Con-

ference of 1792," Frederick A. Norwood writes that

Methodists, for the first time, were forced "to deal legis-

latively with the person£il tension between episcopal

and parliamentary authority"—a tension that remains

part of Methodism today.

Much of that tension surely was felt in the shoulders

and back of Francis Asbury. The first American "bish-

ops"—a term John Wesley opposed—of this yoimg

American church, Asbuiy's halo was no straighter than

those of his feisty colleagues. Some viewed him as ty-

rannical. Others sensed that he lacked the acumen of

an administrator and felt compelled (perhaps called) to

test his leadership mettle. Imagine Asbury's thankless

task: to head a preachers' conference with literally no

rules or constitution to keep the bishop's or conference's

actions in check.

Why a General Conference?

Why a General Conference—that was Asbury's ques-

tion. He did not appreciate the apparent groundswell of

support for a General Conference. Many clergy, how-

ever, felt a growing instability in the American church

less than a decade old.

The annual conference system, launched in 1773

when the church was merely a movement of "societies,"

was becoming unwieldy and fi'agmented. The fear was

that without an overall structure, conferences would do

their own thing out of self-interest and survival. Even

Bishop Thomas Coke pushed for a General Conference.

Sent to America fi-om England by Wesley, Coke was

suspicious of Asbury's leadership style and ability.

The movement for a larger organization was gather-

ing momentum. When Wesley died on March 2, 1791,

their symbol of leadership, conunitment, and cohesive-

ness died too. The need for unity was indisputable.

Those First Sessions

A motion made at the first General Conference

would limit the power of the bishop, an action directiy

targeted at Asbury. Following heated debate, the mo-

tion was voted down. After less than a week, the Rev.

James O'Kelly and like-minded colleagues became the

first official members to walk out of a General Confer-

ence.

However, the wheels were in motion. The General

Conference turned attention to enacting church legisla-

tion. The 1792 conference marked the beginning of an

unbroken succession of quadrennial meetings on the

state of the church. It became a quadrennial body an-

swerable to the people caUed Methodists. Several dec-

ades passed, however, before lay delegates were

included in (general Conference. And it was another

100 years before women were admitted.

The 1792 General Conference did not solve the

chvurch's tensions any more than the 1992 session will

lay to rest all our church's differences today. However,

General Conference has become an arena in which

those tensions can be acted out, modified, lessened, and

redefined. General Conference created order out of con-

fusion. Its authority touches the highest church officials

as well as local church members. In its role as maker,

interpreter, and executor of church law. General Con-

ference now represents the whole church and helps so-

lidify the church as a whole. Rich in diversity, rich in

wholeness—may God bless our diversity and wholeness.

—Thomas J. Tozer

Corrections and
Additions To Volume I

Page 3: Registration Monday 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. (not 4

p.m.)

Page 6: Change Misaouii Ai-ea to Louisville Confer-

ence

Page 399: Copy in middle of second column following

copy in strike out, beginning "(iv) or (v)" and conclud-

ing "the equivalent of the applicable Plan Compen-

sation," should be in bold as proposed new copy.
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The Beginnings of United Methodism in Kentucky

— Charles W. Brockwell, Jr.

The sun shone bright on the old Kentucky homes of

the Clarks, Durhams, and Mastersons. The Methodist

movement began in Kentucky with such dedicated lay-

persons.

Francis Clark organized several Methodist societies

in homes near Danville in 1783. A local preacher from

Virginia, Clark was one of many Virginians who came

to the "southwest"—as they called the Kentucky area.

Richard Masterson's family organized a Methodist

class in 1784 in their log home northwest of Lexington.

In 1788 the Mastersons built another house, which is

traditionally recognized as the first Methodist meeting

house in Kentucky.

Bright Beginnings

At the challenge of these families. Bishop Francis

Asbury appointed James Haw and Benjamin Ogden as

missionaries to the Kentucky District in 1786. At the

end of one year's labor they reported ninety members

and the district was divided into two circuits. A third

circuit was added in 1788. Asbm^ himself presided at

Masterson's Station over the first Methodist conference

in Kentucky in 1790.

The General Conference of The Methodist Episcopal

Church in 1812 divided the Western Conference into

the Ohio and Tennessee Annual Conferences. This ac-

tion split Kentucky roughly in half. The 1820 General

Conference set up the state as a separate conference, ex-

cluding the region west of Kentucky Lake and the Ten-

nessee River. Today this excluded area of Kentucky is

part of the Memphis Annual Conference.

Forerunners of the churches of the Evangelical Asso-

ciation and the United Brethren in Christ were present

in Kentucky as early as 1780. About that time a Ger-

man Reformed minister, the Rev. Benedict Schwope

(Schwab), lived near Lexington. He may have helped or-

ganize a German church there in 1792.

A United Brethren church was organized around

1811 in Louisville. The Evangelical Association organ-

ized a Sunday school here in 1864—today's Zion United

Methodist Church is the direct continuation of that

work.

These churches and their successors, the Evangelical

United Brethren Chvirch and The United Methodist

Church, have continued vital ministry in eastern Ken-

tucky's Bell County region. Among the mountains and

valleys of this Red Bird Missionary Conference, United

Methodist congregations have ministered to the needs

ofthe area's people.

African Methodist Episcopal work was brought to

Kentucky about 1838. A Kentucky conference was

formed in 1868. Quinn Chapel African Methodist Epis-

copal Church in Louisville is the parent church in the

state.

The Kentucky conference of the African Methodist

Episcopal Church, Zion was organized in 1866. Broad-

way Temple Church in Louisville is the oldest African

Methodist Episcopal Church, Zion in the state.

Brown Memorial Church in Louisville is considered

the parent church for the Christian Methodist Episco-

pal Church. The Kentucky conference of the Christian

Methodist Episcopal Church was established in 1868.

Dark Days Too

Kentucky found itself in the middle of divisions in

the churches of the people called Methodist. The nvmi-

ber of Methodist people in Kentucky declined in the

years after the schism led by the Rev. James O'Kelly in

1792. He split over the issue of episcopal authority,

even taking the first Kentucky circuit rider, James

Haw, with him. The appearance in 1800 of the camp

meeting movement, however, gave the Methodists in

Kentucky new life, increasing tenfold the number of

Western Conference members.

The largest single break in American Methodist

unity came at the troubled General Conference of 1844.

Unable to agree on whether or not Bishop James 0. An-

drew should be allowed to exercise the episcopal office

so long as he owned slaves, the delegates drew up an

amicable Plan of Separation. The Kentucky Conference

declared for the South.

In May, 1845 the Louisville Convention met at

Fourth Street Methodist Episcopal Church. The dele-

gates inaugurated the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South. The delegates of this conference divided the Ken-

tucky conference and established the Louisville Annual

Conference.

This Fourth Street chvirch stood on land now occu-

pied by the Commonwealth Convention Center—where

we're meeting in 1992! You'll find the location marked

by a United Methodist Historic Shrine and a Kentucky

state historical marker.

The Sun Shines Still

Just as the great division of Methodism was com-

pleted in Louisville in 1845, so the first steps toward

reconciliation were taken in the city at the General
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Conference of 1874. Work begun there culminated in

the 1939 tinification of the Methodist Episcopal; Meth-

odist Episcopal, South; and Methodist Protestant

Churches into The Methodist Church. Thus, Louisville

witnessed nugor steps in both Methodist schism and

reconciliation. You wiU want to see the Methodist Uni-

fication Window in the east transept of St. Paul UMC
Church.

Kentucky Methodism is relatively small in numbers

but has nurtured a number of denominational leaders.

Ten United Methodist bishops have come out of Ken-

tucky: Henry B. Bascom, Hubbard H. Kavanaugh, John

J. Tigert, H.C. Morrison, Hiram Boaz, U.V.W. Darling-

ton, John N. Moore, Roy H. Short, Edward L. Tullis,

and William W. Dew Jr. American Methodism's first

systematic theologian, Thomas N. Ralston, also came

firom Kentucky.

The first Christian Methodist Episcopal bishop, Wil-

liam H. Miles, was a Kentuckian, as was Bishop James

Lee Cummings. Afi-ican Methodist Episcopal theolo-

gian and canonist. Bishop Edward W. Lampton, also

was firom the state.

Notable public leaders arising fi-om the Methodist

movement in Kentucky include governors James Dixon

Black, Ned Breathitt, and John Larue Helm. U.S. sena-

tors Alben W. Barkley, who also served as vice presi-

dent, and Walter "Dee" Huddleston came out of

Kentucky Methodism.

—Robert Lear contributed information for this history.

Old Maitenon's (tation ha* been traditionally reoo^ized a« the

first Methodiit meeting house in Kentucky. This photo was talien

after the Methodists moved out.

The oamp meeting movement gave Kentucky Methodism new life. The movement

took place around the turn of the century—the nineteenth century, that is.

Bishop James Osgood Andrew owned slaves in 1844. The delegates

couldnt agree on whether to allow him to exercise his episcopal office

and own slaves at the same time.
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Louisville United Methodism Today

'Touisville is a city with great religious vigor and di-

versity," says Dr. Roy Webster, district superintendent

of the Louisville District. "United Methodism seeks to

lift up a strong Wesleyan witness as we strive to meet

the religious needs of a socially, economically, and eth-

nically diverse people. Together we are making signifi-

cant steps toward the challenge."

The Louisville District has ail of the opportunities

and challenges facing urban districts across the church.

Five of the conferences's eleven larger churches (mem-

bership of 1,000 or more) are in the district. Seven of the

thirteen radal/ethnic local churches in the conference

are located in Jefferson Coimty (six Black congregations

and one Korean).

Churches across the district are being challenged to

reexamine their mission and plan creatively for the fu-

ture as the chvu-ch moves into the next century.

Louisville District

Organized in 1991

Louisville and Jefferson County comprise the largest

urban center in the state of Kentucky and in the Louis-

ville Conference. Historically, the area has often been

divided into two districts. In 1991, however, Bishop

Robert H. Spain designated Jefferson County as a sin-

gle metropolitan region, united in a Louisville District.

The district includes 51 churches with 22,596 members.

Dr. Roy L. Webster currently serves as district superin-

tendent.

The district is using the district conference as a uni-

fying representative body for its city and county congre-

gations. In addition to its district stewards and district

council on ministries, the LouisviUe District Conference

of 1991 chartered the Louisville United Methodist Mis-

sion Coordinating Council.

A United Methodist urban ministry consultant vis-

ited Loxiisville in January, 1992, and began to assist the

mission council in discerning the problems of and poten-

tijil for evangelization in the district. Based on findings

fix>m this study, the council wiU bring to the 1992 Dis-

trict Conference a metropolitan mission strategy and

plan for the decade. A special mission endowment fund.

Anchors of Hope, with a goal of $1,000,000 has been es-

tablished to underwrite urban mission.

At present the mission council gives support and

guidance to three urban projects. Portland United Meth-

odist Center serves children and youth in the city's poor

Portland area. The new Korean language congregation

currently meets in the facilities of St. Paul Church.

The third project. YouthWorks, is a creative program

of volunteers working with first-time juvenile offenders

referred by the courts. It began in 1989 as a joint minis-

try of the Calvary East (now Genesis) Black congrega-

tion and St. Paul UMC with funding fi-om a grant from

the Human Relations Simday offering fi-om the General

Board of Chxirch and Society (GBCS). The program has

been developed as a model by GBCS and the two

churches to address the needs of youth in trouble. The

program recruits volunteer mentors to work one-on-one

with youth referred by the courts to guide the youth in

making restitution as ordered by the court and to be-

fi-iend them as they set new goals for their lives.

There is one cooperative parish ministry in the dis-

trict. The South Louisville Parish involves five small

churches in the Churchill Downs area of South Louis-

ville.

Louisville United Methodism ministers in an ecu-

menical environment in Jefferson County. The district

participates in the Kentuckiana Interfaith Community,

a network of Jewish and Christian denominations with

significant ministries through the greater LouisviUe

area. Louisville is also served by a strong network of fif-

teen ecumenical community ministries across Jefferson

County in which United Methodists play a m^or role.

Louisville Agencies,

Institutions, and People

The R«v. Thomas W. Grieb is co-chair of the division of the Local

Committee for General Conference that will oversee first aid

services for the conference.
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In the 1860's, Louisville had the publishing house of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, which was

later moved to Nashville. Louisville was also the head-

quarters for the M.E. Church, South, Board of Missions

and Church Extension. That board constructed a large

gray limestone headquarters building, which is now the

United Methodist Center of the Louisville Conference.

Offices of the conference council on ministries and coun-

cil on finance and administration are currently located

in that building located next to Fourth Avenue UMC.
The episcopal office for the Louisville Area is located

in Louisville, currently at the Professional Towers

Building in Dupont Circle.

Three other m^or institutions of the conference are

also located in Louisville. Wesley Community House at

803 East Washington Street has served the inner city

since 1903. Wesley House is supported by the National

Division of the General Board of Global Ministries, the

Louisville Conference, and the United Way of Louis-

ville. Methodist Evangelical Hospital was jointly devel-

oped by the United Methodist and Evangelical (now

UCC) denominations and is part of the Alliant Hospital

Center in downtown Louisville. Wesley Manor, a full

service residential and nursing facility for older adults,

is located in south-central Jefferson County.

The national headquarters of the Presbyterian

Church, U.SA. are located in Louisville and the city is

home to two seminaries—Louisville Presbyterian Theo-
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Welcome—We Are Ready for You!

One question has been asked almost daily in Louis-

ville, Kentucky, in recent months by the Local Commit-

tee for General Conference from the host Louisville

Conference. Finding answers to that questions has been

a daily task for the past nine months for this committee

and for hundreds of United Methodists from across the

conference who have become involved.

The question? How do you get ready for more than

5,000 guests from all over the world for two weeks? An-

swers include:

Recruiting greeters for May 4-5 at Louisville's Stan-

diford Field Airport;

Baking 240,000 homemade cookies for the delegates'

breaks;

Providing a pool of thirty-six word processor opera-

tors;

Setting up a first-aid room to be staffed around the

clock with medical personnel;

Arranging for ambulance service if needed to the

nearby Methodist-Evangelical Hospital;

F*reparing the elements for the opening Communion

service (How much grape jviice do you buy for 5,000 per-

sons?);

Designating 80 clergy to assist in serving Commun-

ion to the visitors' section of the conference (the bishops

serve the delegates);

Arranging for office equipment, computers, and fur-

nishings to be set up in the Convention Center for the

use ofthe conference;

Recruiting volunteers, including a corps of signers

for the deaf and hard of hearing; assistants for persons

with handicapping conditions; registration personnel;

ushers for afternoon worship services; staff for the Dele-

gates' Lounge and the Information and Message Cen-

ter;

Lining up a host of volunteers to set up the Conven-

tion Center furnishings—and two weeks later tear

them down.

Spirited Preparations

In fact, Louisville Conference United Methodists

have been busUy preparing to host the conference for

more than two years. William Yates, lay co-chair of the

local committee notes that this is a "once in a lifetime

event" for local UMs and comments, "It is a high honor

and privilege to host the General Conference."

Delegates, spouses, bishops, judicial covmcil mem-
bers, staff^ and visitors are in Louisville at an optimum

time of the year. Spring is at its best in early May. The

week-long Kentucky Derby Festival has just con-

cluded—although this timing has also meant logistical

problems to solve with flight schedules and hotel prepa-

rations as Derby guests depart on May 3 and General

Conference delegates arrive on May 4 and 5.

The Kentucky and Red Bird Conferences (Louis-

ville's sister conferences in the eastern half of the state,

which together with the Louisville Conference form the

Louisville Episcopal Area) are hosting the pre-confer-

ence Council of Bishops' meeting in Lexington, Ken-

tucky, the week prior to General Conference. The

bishops will be meeting in the heart of central Ken-

tucky's beautiful horse farm region.

The Commission on the General Conference, with of-

fices in Indianapolis, is responsible for overall planning

of the conference. This body is elected by and reports di-

rectly to (jeneral Conference. The locetl committee is

named by the host conference to assist the commission

and to arrange for local hospitality. "It gives us the op-

portunity to do something for the whole United Method-

ist Church," notes Dr. Wallace Thomas, clergy co-chair

of the local committee, and pastor of Christ Church,

United Methodist in Louisville.

The 30-member local committee has worked closely

with Dr. DeWayne S. Woodring, who serves as business

manager/executive director of the Commission on the

(jeneral Conference. Committee members are involving

persons from all 514 churches in the conference and

several hundred Louisville Conference UM's will be

helping directly. The local committee's three megor divi-

sions are in the areas of staffing and equipment, pro-

gram, and hospitality. Each division has lay and clergy

co-chairs and a number of subcommittees.

Louisville Conference UMs have been preparing

spiritually as well as structurally for hosting General

Some members meet for the 1992 Local Committee for General

Conference (LCGC). Left to right: Biahop Robert H. St>ain,

LouiBville Episcopal Area; Mrs. Janie C. Brown, Loviisville

Conference UMW president and member of the LCGC; Mr.

William O. Yates, lay co-chair, LCGC; Dr. Wallace E. Thomas,

clergy co«hair, LCGC.
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Conference. The Devotional Life Area of the Conference

Board of Disdpleship initiated a year of prayer of be-

half of the General Conference. Every United Methodist

in the conference was invited to participate in that year

of prayer. That committee is also staffing a prayer

room, which will be continuously available to delegates

and visitors during the conference.

Welcoming Event May 4

Two m^or celebrative events are the responsibility

of the host conference. The first was the Episcopal Re-

ception, held last evening. This was the official welcom-

ing event for all delegates and visitors. The theme,

"1792-1992 Celebration," commemorated the 200th an-

niversary of General Conference as well as the bicen-

tennial of Kentucky as a Commonwealth. It was held at

the Gait House East, one of Louisville's famed historic

hotels.

"Lost in Wonder, Love, and Praise"
May 10

The second major event for which the host confer-

ence is responsible will showcase local and jurisdic-

tional United Methodism. "Lost in Wonder, Love and

Praise" is scheduled for Simday, May 10, the Sunday

between the two work weeks of the conference, and will

take place at two times, 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.

This Host Conference Event will feature a musical

celebration of the new United Methodist Hymnal. This

event will highlight United Methodism's musical, relig-

ious, ethnic, emd cultural diversity as it is reflected in

the hymnal.

"Lost in Wonder, Love and Praise" will be performed

in downtown Louisville's Macauley Theater. Each pro-

gram will begin with a hymn-sing of gigantic propor-

tions. From the new United Methodist Hymnal will

come a variety of hymns old and new. Orchestra and a

200-voice choir will lead as UM's sing everything from

"Heleluyan" to "Lift High the Cross." Included in the

program will be a group of Wesley hymns. The confer-

ence-wide choir has been preparing for weeks under the

direction of Michael Beattie and Dan Stokes, choirmas-

ters at Louisville's St. Paul and Christ churches, respec-

tively.

The second part of each program will feature the in-

ternationally famous Junaluska Singers of the South-

eastern Jurisdiction, the host jurisdiction for the

conference. The Junaluska Singers are a group of tal-

ented and committed young musicians from all over the

Southeastern Jurisdiction. Dr. Glenn Draper directs the

singers. Based at the jurisdiction's Lake Junaluska As-

sembly in North Carolina, the young singers draw large

Macauley Theatre will be the site of the Host Conference Elvent, a

miuical festival entitled "TiOBt in Wonder, Love, and Prabe." The
event is scheduled for Sunday, May 10, with performances at 4H)0

pjn. and 7K)0 p.m.

crowds whenever they sing. With a variety of music

they will provide a rousing end to this delightfid pro-

gram.

"Lost in Wonder, Love and Praise" will be a two-

hour program. Complementary tickets have been made

available to General Conference delegates, bishops, ju-

dicial council members, and their spouses. Tickets are

available to visitors at $10.00 each by calling Jane

Ryan at the United Methodist Center at 584-6616.

Local Church
Hospitality

Louisville United Methodists will have the "red car-

pet rolled out" on Sunday, May 10, in many ways. Local

churches in the greater Louisville area are inviting

bishops and clergy delegates to preach on that Sunday.

Many local UM's have signed up to host delegates and

visitors for the day, planning to take them to worship

services, treat them to "Sunday dinner," give them a
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tour of some of the local points of interest, and accom-

pany them to the host conference event.

Weekday afternoon preaching services and overflow

meetings for some groups will be held in two of Louis-

ville's downtown churches closest to the Convention

Center. Trinity Towers at Third and Guthrie is a seven-

teen-floor high rise building that includes a 500-seat

sanctuary; a rooftop chapel-in-the-sky which offers a

breathtaking view of the dty; and 218 apartment units,

many of which are inhabited by older adults. The

church sanctuary contains one of Louisville's art treas-

ures—a signed Tiffany stained glass window of exqui-

site beauty.

International delegates and guests will be having

limch daily at historic Fourth Avenue United Method-

ist Church at the comer of Fourth and St. Catherine

Streets. Fourth Avenue is housed in an outstanding

Gothic structure with an imported mahogany-panelled

sanctuary that seats about 1,200 people. Fourth Avenue

is developing a meaningful ministry in an inner dty

area that houses many older adults and persons from a

variety of ethnic groups and economic dasses. Senior

minister. Rev. Edgar Coins, is the church's first black

pastor. His appointment in 1991 was the first m^or

cross-raci£il appointment in the Louisville Conference.

Eager Anticipation

In spite of the financial limits, the local committee

has striven to be lavish in their warmth and in their

contributions of time, talent, and expertise to hosting

the conference. Working together on all that is reciuired

has unified the conference in a unique way.

As the General Conference opens, the mood of the

Louisville Conference is best summed up in the words

of Bishop Robert H. Spain. He said, "We are exdted

about it—exdted that the world of United Methodism

can see what we're doing here in Kentucky!"

Louisville Conference United Methodists are equally

excited that they in turn will be experiencing United-

Methodism fi-om across the nation and around the

world.

—Rhoda Peters, Director

Louisville Conference Council on Ministriee and Co-Chair, IVogram

Division, General Conference Local Conunittee portions of this article

have been ad^ted by the author from "Welcome to Louisville and Gen-

eral Conference, 1992," Mature Team, Spring 1992, Copyright 1991 by

Ccdceebury and used by permission.

L

Financial

Considerations

The Louisville Conference is a relatively small con-

ference of approximately 90,000 members. A major con-

cern has been to plan for the warmest hospitality yet to

exercise responsible stewardship of financial resources

within the conference.

While the m^or operations of the conference are

paid for by the Commission on the General Conference,

the cost of the Episcopal Reception, Host Conference

Special Event, local transportation, and many ameni-

ties are imderwritten by the Local General Conference

Committee. The Louisville Conference set aside $50,000

to apply to these costs and an additional $22,000 has

been raised fi*om other sources. The committee deter-

mined to live within this budget, feeling this represents

responsible stewardship in today's world.

Therefore, delegates who have previously attended

General Conferences may notice some minor changes.

Delegates are being requested to pay for their bever-

ages at the coffee breaks. (The cookies have been baked

and donated firom across the conference.) Few delegates

probably would realize that coffee alone for delegates'

breaks would cost about $11,000. The Louisville Confer-

ence believes that future conferences that host General

Conference will likewise need to be sensitive to good

stewardship in their planning.
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What to Do and See in Louisville

A City Blending Southern Charm
and Northern Sophistication

on the Banks of the Ohio River

Louisville blends the past, present, and future for a

unique personality and an atmosphere that visitors of

all ages and backgrounds can enjoy. As a visitor or dele-

gate to the 1992 General Conference, plan some time

for sightseeing. A number of sites of interest are within

easy walking distance from the Commonwealth Con-

vention Center in the heart of Louisville's downtown

area.

As the gateway to America's first westward expan-

sion, Louisville is rich in an American heritage that is

reflected in a unicjue blend of Southern charm and

Northern sophistication. Louisville was founded in 1778

by George Rogers Clark, and quickly grew into a thriv-

ing river port at the Falls of the Ohio River. Through

the 1800s Louisville was a center for processing and

shipping tobacco, bourbon, textiles, and agricultural

products.

At the Riverfront

Today Louisville's riverfront is once again alive with

activity. The Falls Fountain signifies the commitment

of Louisville to its riverfront. Anchored in the Ohio

River, computerized jets propel water into a 375-foot

high fieur-de-lis pattern, the symbol of Louisville. The

world's largest floating fountain symbolizes the pride of

heritage and conmiitment to the future.

Just down the river from the fountain is the oldest

treasure in the LouisviUe area—the unique geographic

beauty of the Falls of the Ohio. As the only exposed bed-

rock in the 981-mile length of the river, the area jwo-

vides a significant source of study in paleontology,

geology, and ornithology. The Falls is also renowned

for its well-preserved fossilized corals.

The Belle of Louisville anchors in the Ohio River at

Fourth Street. She is the oldest operating Mississippi-

style stern wheeler in the United States. Built in 1914,

she was recently named a Nationjd Historic Landmark.

A Glimpse of the Past

Not far from the riverfront you'll find examples of

fine human handiwork. Louisville's Meiin Street collec-

tion of 19th century cast-iron facades is second only to

those in New York City's Soho District. Other examples

of historic architectural styles can be found in the 19th

century Victorian residences of Old Louisville (the

city's first suburb) and in the shotgun and camel back

homes of Butchertown.

Of special note in the historic Butchertown area near

downtown is the Wesley Community House, a United

In the forground of the LouisviUe ekyline, the Falls Fountain project* a 876-foot high fleur-de-Ue pattern, the symbol of Louisville.
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Methodist ministry in the inner city since 1903. Wesley

House is supported by the Gleneral Board of Global Min-

istries, the Louisville Conference, and the United Way
of Louisville. It provides day care for low-Lncome fami-

lies and human services and programs to meet the

needs of children, youth, and older adults.

While you're in the neighborhood, also tour the Tho-

mas Edison House and Museum. This is an 1840 "shot-

gun cottage" where the famous inventor rented a room

in the 1860s to begin his career as a Western Union

telegraph operator in Loviisville. Both Wesley House

and the Thomas Edison House are about a five-minute

ride from the Commonwealth Convention Center.

History and architecture combine to attract thou-

sands of visitors annually to each of Louisville's historic

homes. Farmington, designed by Thomas Jefferson, and

Locust Grove, the last home of General George Rogers

Clark, offer special activities for visitors throughout the

year. The Victorian-style Conrad House in Old Louis-

ville is also open to visitors.

Louisville also honors the past with memorials in

the 141-year-old, 300-acre Cave Hill Cemetery and Ar-

boretum, and Zachary Taylor National Cemetery.

Connecting the Past

Connecting past with present is a specialty eimong

Louisville's many museums and visual and performing

arts groups. The Musemn of History and Science com-

bines past, present, and future in a wealth of historic

and hands-on exhibits that explore our natiu-al history

and science. The new IMAX Theater, with four-story

screen and six-track sound ^stem, provides state-of-the-

art technology in motion.

Historians frequent the Filson Club Library and Mu-

seum to research and to view relics of Kentucky's his-

tory. Exhibits and toiu-s are regularly scheduled at the

Howard Steamboat Museum, Portland Museum, Eisen-

berg Museum, John Conti Coffee Museum, and Ken-

tucky Fried Chicken's Colonel Harland Sanders

Museum. The Kentucky Derby Museum pays tribute to

the 116-year-old Kentucky Derby thoroughbred horse

race through participatory exhibits, replays of past

races, artifacts, and a 360-degree multimedia presenta-

tion. The J.B. Speed Art Museum, Kentucky's oldest

emd largest art museum exhibits classic works by Rem-

brandt, Rubens, Monet, Picasso, and Thomas Moore.

Kentucky's arts and crafts are cherished worldwide.

Skilled artisans continue to produce items using proc-

esses handed down through generations. The Kentucky

Art and Craft Gallery, Louisville Stoneware, and

Hadley Pottery are just a few of the places providing

the opportunity to take home a piece of Louisville's

heritage.

The past and present come alive through productions

by Louisville's performing arts groups. The internation-

ally-known Louisville Ballet and Orchestra, the Ken-

tucky Opera, Stage One: Children's Theater, and other

regional, national, and international performing groups

provide the Kentucky Center for the Arts with excite-

ment year-round The Kentucky Center, a modern facil-

ity for the performing arts, centers around a lobby with

arching windows providing a panoramic view of the

river and its fountain.

The Tony Award-winning Actors Theater of Louis-

ville is internationally known for the Hxmiana Festival

of New American Plays, many of which go on to Broad-

way. The Actors Theater is housed in a renovated Na-

tional Historic landmark originally designed as a bank

by the famed architect, Gideon Shryock.

Alive in the Present

Louisville's 10,000-acre park system provides daily

eiyoyment for thousands of families. Of the 137 parks,

sixteen were designed by Frederick Law Olmstead, de-

signer of New York's Central Park. Families also enjoy

the Louisville Zoo, located near downtown, which offers

more than 900 species and a new Herp Aquarium com-

plete with rain forest. The Kentucky Kingdom Amuse-

ment Park, featuring three roller coasters and

undergoing a 13.5 million doUar expansion, includes an

action-packed water park.

Tours of some of the country's most interesting and

highly mechanized industrial plants provide a first-

hand look at modern production techniques. The

HiUerich and Bradsby tovur of the Louisville Slugger

baseball bat factory was named last year as one of the

top ten industrial tours in the nation by U.S. News and

World Report.

Where to Dine

inLouisville

All of the hotels housing General Conference dele-

gates and visitors have fine restaurants and coffee

shops. Other Louisville area restaurants cater to every

taste. Many of them are within walking distance or a

free Toonerville 11 TroUey ride from your hotel. Consult

the restaurant guide in your packet.

There is a cluster of fast food restaurants on the

third floor in the Galleria, about one block from Com-

monwealth Convention Center. This food covurt is open

iroxQ 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday,

to 8:00 on Thursday, and from, noon to 5:00 p.m. on Svm-

day.

Buckhart's Liberty Street Restaurant is open from

11:00 a.m. through 10:00 p.m. daily and closed on Sun-
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day. The Colonnade Cafeteria on the lower level in the

Starks Building (comer of 4th and Muhammad Ali) is

open for breakfast and lunch Monday through Friday,

7:00 a.m. through 2:00 p.m. Where available, Derby Pie

is always a favorite and traditional Kentucky dessert.

brandt, Rubene, Tiepolo, Bartolommeo, and Picasso.

Free.

Water Tower. River Road at Zom Avenue. Was
once the city's only water pumping station, now a con-

temporary art center.

Information from Louisville Convention and Visitors

Bureau

—Edited by Jody Laaaiter

Fourth Avenue UMC

Louisville Attractions

Historic Homes

Conrad House. 1402 St. James Court (636-5023).

Victorian era house completely renovated with period

furnishings. $3.00.

Farmington Historic Home. 3033 Bardstown Road

(452-9920). Federal-style home using a design by Tho-

mas Jefferson. Adults $3.00, students $1.00, children

6«e.

Locust Grove Historic Home. 561 Blankenbaker

Lane (897-9845). Georgian plantation, last home of

General George Rogers Clark. $3.00.

Thomas Edison's Butchertown Homes/Muse-

ums. 729 East Washington Street (585-5247). Double

"shotgun cottage." $1.00 donation.

Spalding University Mansion—Younger
Woman's Club Charity Showhouse. 851 South

Fourth Street (585-9911). Free.

Museums

Eisenberg Museum, Baptist Theological Seminary.

2825 Lexington Road (8974141). Egyptian and near

eastern antiquities, mummy, Bibles, and artifacts of

biblical times. Free.

Filson Club. 1310 South Third Street (635-5083).

America's historic libraries and manuscripts museum.

Free, library $2.00.

John Conti Coffee Factory Museum. 4023 Bard-

stown Road (499-8600). The only coffee museum of its

kind in U.S. Free.

Kentucky Derby Museum at Churchill Downs.

704 Central Avenue (637-1111). World's largest mu-

seum of its kind. Adults $3.50, senior categories $2.50,

children $1.50.

Museum of History and Science/IMAX Theater.

727 West Main Street (561-6103). Has Kidspace for

ages 7 and under. Adults $3.50, senior categories,

$2.50.

J.B. Speed Art Museum. 2035 South Third Street

(636-2893). Museum has amassed treasures of Rem-

Other Attractions and Recreation

Kentucky Center for the Arts. Five Riverfront

Plaza (562-1050). Guided tour $.75 cents.

Kentucky Art and Craft Gallery. 609 West Main

Street (589-0102).

Belle of Louisville Cruise. Wharf at Fourth and

River Road (625-2355). Old fashioned cruise of the Ohio

River.

Star of Louisville. 151 East River Road (581-0289).

Luxurious cruising and dining on the beautiful Ohio

River.

Humana Building. Fifth and Main Streets (580-

3600). Loggia houses 50-foot waterfall. Lobby furnished

in marble from Italy and France. Statues adorn ro-

tunda and mezzanine. Free.

Hillerich and Bardsby Company. 1525 Charle-

stown Road, New Albany, Indiana. Home of Louisville

Slugger baseball bat (585-5226). Free.

Churchill Downs. 700 Central Avenue (6364400).

Home of the famous Kentucky Derby.

Louisville Zoo. 110 Trevilian Way (459-2181). 1300

animals in open naturalist environments.

Toonerville II Trolley. Connects four m^or down-

town hotels. Free.

Louisville Horse Trams. 1048 East Main Street

(581-0100). A romantic way to see downtown Louisville.

Some United Methodist Sites

of Interest

Wesley Commimity House. 803 East Washington

Street (583-8317). A United Methodist ministry in the

inner city since 1903. Open daily.

Wesley Manor. 5012 East Manslick Road (969-

3277). Lovely suburban retirement home owned by the

Louisville Conference. Will pick up at hotel for group

tours. Call for information.

Trinity Temple Towers. Third and Guthrie Streets

(585-2905). United Methodist church in the heart of

downtown. Roof top chapel in the sky. 500-8eat sanctu-

ary. Open daily.

Fourth Avenue United Methodist Church.

Fourth and St. Catherine Streets (585-2176). Outstand-

ing Gothic structure. Imported mahogany sanctuary.

Seats 1200. Open daily.
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St Paul United Methodist Church. 2000 Douglass

Boulevard (459-1515). Has a series of commissioned

stained-glass windows that tell the biblical story firom

Creation through Resurrection. Early church history

and United Methodist history including the 1939 Unifi-

cation Window. Free. Tour available on request, call

459-1595.

Christ Church United Methodist 4614 Browns-

boro Road (897-6421). Lomsville Conference's largest

church. Open daily.

The Belle of Louisville la America's oldest authentic ezcuraion stemwheeler.

It has operated since 1914. It is anchored at the Riverfront.

Churchill downs is the home of the Kentucky Derby.

The 1992 running of the Derby was held last Saturday.

Churchill Downs also houses the Kentucky Derby

Museum.

The Louisville Horse Trams offer daily service in the downtown area on horse-drawn

carriages and trains.
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Downtown Louisville

Map
No. Hotel

C Commonwealth Convention Center

(Site for all conference sessions).

1 Gait House West

2 Gait House East

3 Hyatt Regency Louisville

4 Seelbach

5 Brown, A. Camberley

6 Days Inn Downtown

7 Quality Inn Downtown

8 Travelodge
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STREET LEVEL

street Level Room No.

Choir Robing Dressing Room Lobby

Correlation & Editorial Revision Dressing Room A
Credentials Committee Show Office lA

Daily Christian Advocate Sales South Lobby
First Aid First Aid

Food Service Hall C
General Agencies Hall C Office

Information, Message Center, Lost & Found Lobby
Local Committee Show Office

Marshals and Pages Dressing Room B/C

Street Level Room No.

Plenary Sessions Halls A & B
Post Office Ticket Oflice

Publishing House Exhibit Hall C
Radio Office Dressing Room E
Radio Recording Dressing Room H2
Registration and Information Lobby

Resource Literature Center Exhibit Hall C
Tellers Dressing Room Lobby
Video Editing Dressing Rooms F & G
Video Office Dressing Room HI
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Additional Delegates

Eastern Angola (2)

Section D, Row 5, Seats 5-6

*Cavunge, Miguel M. (2), Caixa Postal No. 9, Malange,

Angola

Andre, Joaquim G. (10), Ceiixa Postal No. 9, Malange,

Angola

Reserves

Carlos Joaquim, Caixa Postal No. 9, Malange, Angola

Gregorio Lms R., Caixa Postal No. 9, Malange, Angola

Great Britain

Section B, Row 18, Seats 1^

*Beck, Brian E. (2), conference secretary; Conference

OfBce, 1 Central Buildings, Westminster, London

SWIH 9NH, Great Britain

Dybdahl, Christine A. (3), synod secretary; 98 Walmley

Road, Sutton Coldfield, W. Midlands, BD76 8QD,

Great Britain

Hodge, Rachel (1), teacher; Birley Fold, Saccary Lane,

Mellor, Blackburn, Lanes BBl 9DU, Great Britain.

Timothy, Bankole (7), journalist; 19 Queenscourt,

Queensway, London W2 4QN, Great Britain

Middle Philippines (2)

Section C, Row 9, Seats 11-12

Flores, Jose M. (11), pastor; The United Methodist

Church, Quibadia, Obando, Bulacan, Philippines

*Samson, Gerardo F., Jr. (5), businessman; 126 Villa

Corazon-B, (jronzales St., Xavierville, Loyola

Heights, Quezon City, Philippines

Reserves

Meneses, Rogelio C, district superintendent;

Tarlac Student Center, Tarlac, Philippines

Toquero, Solito K., pastor; Bulacan, Bulacan,

Philippines

Ramos, Norberto M., district superintendent;

Liang, Malolos, Bulacan, Philippines

Gallema, Marcelo B. , district superintendent;

Brgy. 3, Ma. Aurora, Amrora, Philippines

Padang, Jose L, pastor; T.M. Kalaw, Manila,

Philippines

Dizon, Maximo B., district superintendent; The United

Methodist Church, Sta. Rosa. Nueva Ecija,

Philippines

Ocampo, Generoso C, district superintendent;

Liang, Malolos, Bulacan, Philippines

Mendillo, Eugenia G., seminary faculty;

Dasmarinas, Cavite, Philippines

Magna, Catalino P., pastor; Tarlac, Tarlac, Philippines

Tapia, Elizabeth S., seminary faculty; Dasmarinas,

Cavite, Philippines

Macaso, Alberto F., pastor; Sandangco Street,

Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Padolina, Samuel R., pastor; Palayan City, Philippines

Francisco, Ciriaco Q., pastor; Liang, Malolos, Bulacan,

Philippines

Azurin, Benedicto V., district superintendent; 616

Mabini Ext., Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Dizon, Aurora A., pastor; Sta. Rosa, Nueva Ecija,

Philippines

Sadsad, Domingo, M., district superintendent; The

United Methodist Church, Sta. Maria, Bulacan,

Philippines

dela Cruz, Rufino S., Jr., pastor; Gen. Tinio,

Nueva Edja, Philippines

Velasco, Rolando C, pastor; Hagonoy, Bulacan,

Philippines

Padilla, Romulo N., pastor; Gatbuca, Calumpit,

Bulacan, Philippines

delos Santos, Elias L., pastor; Polo, Obando,

Bulacan, Philippines

Baluyot, Benjamin C, pastor; Tajil, Bocaue,

Bulacan, Philippines

Liwag, Placido T., pastor; Cabiao, Nueva Ecija,

Philippines

Ladignon, Conrado, Irrigation Adm. employee; Gapan,

Nueva Ecija, Philippines

Capistrano, Melanio R., law practitioner; Quibadia,

Obando, Bulacan, Philippines

Beltran, Rodolfo C, law practitioner; Mabini Ext.

Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Galang, Ernesto, professor; Wesleyan University,

Philippines

Genes, Antonio, Talabutab Norte, Gen. Natividad,

Nueva Ecija, Philippines

Abesamis, Armand, Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Calalang, Mary Gener G., medical practitioner; Taal,

Bocaue, Bulacan, Philippines

Ramos Norberto S., Jr., Liang, Malolos,

Bulacan, Philippines

Castillo, Bernardo J., businessman; Plaridel,

Bulacan, Philippines

Petines, Alice S., Taal, Bocaue, Bulacan, Philippines

Aniag, Padfico B., business; Atlag, Malolos, Bulacan,

Philippines
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Ocampo, Eunice M., deaconess/teacher;

San Agustin, Hagonoy, Bulacan, Philippines

Tecson, Vicente

Lnmba, Dorcas, medical practitioner; La Paz,

Tarlac, Philippines

Garcia, Jeremias, administrative assistant;

Wesleysm University, Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Carpio, Adela C, Diaat. Ma. Aurora, Aurora,

Philippines

Marquez, Danny, engineer; Baler, Aurora, Philippines

Agulan, Benny, university employee; Wesleyan

University, Cabanatuan City, Philippines

Mendillo, Magdalena R., deaconess; Union Theological

Seminary, Dasmarinas, Cavite, Philippines

Manio, Carlos M., manager; Malolos, Bulacan,

Philippines

Estiller, BeAJamin, Rizal, Nueva Ecya, Philippines

Calagui, Domingo; Tarlac, Tarlac, Philippines

Sierra Leone

Section D Row 20 Seats 1-2

Reserves

Tommy, Francis B.J., 31 Lightfoot Boston Street,

Freetown, Sierra Leone

Lagawo, Richard E. S.31 Lightfoot Boston Street,

Freetown, Sierra Leone

Southern Zaire (8)

Section D, Row 9, Seats 1-8

*Muteb, Mufind (2), director/pastor; P.O. Box 22037,

Kitwe, Zambia

Djungu, Nkemba (10), district superintendent;

P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Mutombu, Nduu M. (1), director/pastor; P.O. Box

22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Katwebe, Mwenze (8), district superintendent; P.O. Box

22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Kamukwapa, Kanpunzu (2), teacher; P.O.Box 22037,

Kitwe, Zeunbia

Kalau, Mwamb (5), hospital administrator;

P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Muyepwe, Jacqueline Kyupa (6), school inspector;

P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Munung, A-Kafat (3), teacher; P.O. Box 22037,

Kitwe, Zambia

Reserves

Tepa, Mbangu, pastor; P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Mpoyo, Bwishita, pastor; P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe,

Zambia

Chipi, Chenu, P.O. Box 22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Musonda, Shimpundu, school coordinator; P.O. Box

22037, Kitwe, Zambia

Zimbabwe (2)

Section B, Row 15, Seats 11-12

Mafondokoto, Jairus W. (2), headmaster; P. Bag P7024,

Mutare, Zimbabwe

*Kangara, Pedzisai (3), headmaster; P.B. Box 210,

Mutoko, Zimbabwe

Reserves

Mukwindidza, Kennedy F. conference council director;

P.O. Box 3408, Harare, Zimbabwe

Jokomo, Christopher C, headmaster; P.O. Box 662,

Murewa, Zimbabwe

Mudiwa, Peter, pastor in charge; P.O. Box 90,

Nhedziwa, Zimbabwe

Chiza, Richard, district superintendent; P.O. Box 662,

Murewa, Zimbabwe

Mwandira, Kelvin, circuit pastor; P.O. Box 3408,

Harare, Zimbabwe

Nhiwatiwa, Eben K, pastor; P.O. Box 3408, Harare,

Zimbabwe

Banda, Josphat C, lecturer; P.Bag H97 Hatfield,

Harare, Zimbabwe

Marange, Kennedy, circuit pastor; P.Bag P7024,

Mutare, Zimbabwe

Mukangara, Martha, circuit pastor; No. 1091

Dangamvura, Mutare, Zimbabwe

Zvinoira, John J., businessman; P.O. Box 666, Mutare,

Zimbabwe

Mutasa, Beatrice, lecturer; P.O. Box 3408, Harare,

Zimbabwe

Marima, William F., stewardship director; P.O. Box

3408, Harare, Zimbabwe

Chitsiku, Theodore, headmaster; P.O. Box 100,

Nhedziwa, Zimbabwe

Marange, Newton, P.O. Box 666, Mutare, Zimbabwe

Gumiro, J., education officer; P.O. Box 666, Mutare,

Zimbabwe

Nyamupanda, Enock, headmaster; P.O. Box 666,

Murewa, Zimbabwe

Mutize, teacher; P.O. Box 58, Mutoko, Zimbabwe

Tabvuma, Wilbert, manager; P.O. Box 3408, Harare,

Zimbabwe
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Non-Voting Delegates
from Affiliated Autonomous

Methodist and United Churches

Argentine Evangelical
Methodist Church (2)

Section D, Row 21, Seats 3-4

Caceres, Raquel M. ( ), E. Carbo 253, 3100

Parana-Entre Rios, Argentina

Ostapczuc, Jorge ( ), Mitre 1741 2 A, 2000

Rosario-Santa Fe, Argentina

The United Protestant Church
in Belgium (2)

Section D, Row 21, Seats 5-6

Beukenhorst, Martin J., ( ), president of the United

Protestant Church in Belgium; c/o United

Protestant Church in Belgium, rue du Champ de

Mars, 5, B-1050, Brussels, Belgium

Fraisse-Lheureux, Ruth ( ), c/o United Protestant

Church in Belgium, rue du Champ de Mars, 5,

B-1050, Brussels, Belgium

Evangelical Methodist Church
in Bolivia (2)

Section B, Row 22, Seats 4-5

Cespedes, Simon (), General Secretary of Services;

Landaeta 423, Casilla 356, La Paz Bolivia

Huacani, Carlos N. ( ), bishop; Landaeta 423, Casilla

356, La Paz, Bolivia.

The Methodist Church in Brazil (2)
Section B, Row 22, Seats 1-3

*Maia, Adriel de Souza (4), bishop; Caixa Postal 1466,

30160 Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil

deOliveira, Lucia Leiga,(l), Rua Itajub'a, 2086 Apto.

402, 30130 Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil

Fleischner, Renato Sodres (5), Caixa Postal 55.202,

04799 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil

The Methodist Church in Burma (2)
Section D, Row 21, Seats 7-8

Khin, Daw Khin ( ), The Methodist Headquarters, No.

22 Alanpya Pagoda Road, Yangon, Myanmar,

Burma

Wai, U. Thein ( ), The Methodist Headquarters, No. 22,

Alanpya Pagoda Road, Yangon, Myanmar, Burma

Methodist Church in Chile (2)
Section D, Row 22, Seats 11-12

Cartes, J. Gaston ( ), Casilla 753, Valdivia, Chile

Romero, Quintin ( ), CasiUa 67, Santiago, Chile

Methodist Church of the Republic
of China (2)

Section D, Row 22, Seats 9-10

Kuey, Enoch (4 ), Bishop, The Methodist Church in the

Republic of China; 6F, Chi Nan Road, Section 3,

Taipei, Taiwan 10625 Rep. of China

Mei, Juanita ( 8), principal; 6F, Chi Nan Road, Section

3, Taipei, Taiwan 10625 Rep. of China

Methodist Church in Cuba (2)
Section D, Row 21, Seats 9-10

Sanchez, Humberto Fuentes ( ), San Lazaro #167, entre

Aguila y Crespo, Ciudad Habana 10200, Cuba

Castellanos, Cesar Blanc ( ), H-140 Apartado 5, Jose

Marti District, Santiago de Cuba 90100. Cuba

The Methodist Church in Indonesia (2)
Section D, Row 21, Seats 1-2

Situmorang, Moto ( ), Jalan Kramat Jaya Baru, Blok

GI/330, Jakarta Pusat, Indonesia 10560

Gviltom, Julianus H. ( ), Jalan Dr. Prof. Latumetten,

Gang Rahayu I No. 2, Jakarta Barat, Indonesia

The Methodist Church in Malaysia (2)

Section D, Row 22, Seats 7-«

Seng, Soon Jin, Chinese Methodist Chm-ch, 28, Jalan

Kg. Empat, 75300 Melaka, Malaysia

Hii, Ching-Chiong ( 1), P.O.Box 827, 96008 SIBU,

Sarawak, East Malaysia

Reserves

Arputharqj, Noel, Wisma TAC, Tingkat Satu, 42-1,

Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3, 50490 Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia

Ting, Kuin Mee, P.O. Box 2659, Bandar Seri Begawan

1926, Brunei Darussalam

Jingin, Baleng, 34, Lorong 10, Rejang Park, 9600

SIBU, Sarawak, Malaysia

The Methodist Church Singapore (2)
Section D, Row 21, Seats 11-12

Hong ,Chong Shit (1), Geylang Chinese Methodist

Church, 52 Aljunied Road, Singapore 1438

Chiang, Gilbert ( ), 6 Thomson Walk, Singapore 2057
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Methodist Church in India (3)

Section D, Row 22, Seats 1-3

Lai, Benjamin B. (4), Christ Methodist Church,

BareiUy-243 001, India

Christian, Vidya G. ( ), Navapura Pensionpura,

Fatehganj, Vadodara-390 002, India

Prasad, J. ( ), food inspector; House No. 1-5-96, I.B.

Road, Station Area, Raichur-584 101, India

The Korean Methodist Church (3)
Section D, Row 22, Seats 4-6

Kim, Jong Soo, bishop; Room 1114 Jung Woo Bldg.,

13-25 Yoido-Dong, Young Deung Po-Ku, Seoul,

Korea 150-010

Park, Woo Sung ( ), lay elder; Room 1114 Jung Woo
Bldg., 13-25 Yoido-Dong, Young Deung Po-Ku,

Seoul, Korea 150-010

Urn, Mary ( ), General Secretary WSCS; Room 1114

Jung Woo Bldg., 13-25 Yoido-Dong, Young Deung

Po-Ku, Seoul, Korea 150-010

Additions and Changes to Listing

of Voting and Reserve Delegates
(Pages 2»«6 Advance DCA D

Baltimore

Correct Name: Crider, R. Frederick

Wogaman, J. Philip,

Central Zaire

Chair of Delegation: Djundu, Lunge

German Northwest

Chair of Delegation: Magdowski, Axel

German Southwest

Chair of Delegation: Els, Albrecht

Hungary Provisional

Remove: * Wladar, Antonia W.A. (deceased)

Add: *Csernak, Istvan (7), pastor, Szinhas utca 6,

H-4400 Niregyhaza, Hungary

Remove: Hecker, Frigyes H.F.

Add to end of reserve list: Szabo, Andor Sz. A.,

conference secretary, Londoni, krt. 30,

Szeged, H-6722, Hungary

Iowa
Remove: Beardsley, Harry W. (deceased)

Koth, C. Eugene (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: Christensen, Harlan L.,

retired firefighter, 3826 E. Tiffin,

Des Moines, lA 50317

Trusheim, Rudolf, pastor, 614 Randolph,

Waterloo, lA 50702

Memphis
Remove: Clark, N. Jean

Add to end of reserve list: Mills, David E., student,

2749 Cloverdale Road, Obion, TN 38240

Mexico

Remove: Silva de Fuentes, Maria Elena

de Maldonado, Narcedalia B., Justo Sierra No. 1812,

Col. Viveros, 88070 Nuevo Laredo, Tamps, Mexico.

North Arkansas
Remove: Nixon, Freddie (resigned)

Nixon, Victor H. (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: : Clark, N. Wayne, district

superintendent, 1700 Bamhill Road,

Paragould, AR 72450

Quick, Jeff, student, 1910 Old Wire Road,

FayetteviUe, AR 72703

North Central Philippines

Add to end of reserve list: Lazaro, Menah A.,

deaconess, 17 Luna Street, San Mateo,

Isabela, Philippines

Quidasol, Bienvenido M., land

surveyor, Bantog Lintao, Roxas,

Isabela, Philippines

Cacayan, Charlie L., businessman,

Rizal, Alicia, Isabela, Philippines

North Georgia

Correct Name: Darko, Morrell T.

North Shaba
Chair of Delegation: Nqeleka, Mpanga
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Northest Philippines

Add as No. 13 reserve: Antonio, Jose M., diaconal

minister, Phase 11, Baptista Village,

Santiago, Isabela, Philippines

Northeast Zaire

Chair of Delegation: Okoko, Luhata R.

Northern Philippines

Remove: Siazon, Francisco M., Jr. (deceased)

Add to end ofreserve list: Cabulisan, Martin

Sierra Leone
Chair of Delegation: Rentier, Joseph J. K.

Sweden
Remove: Jansson, Sven-Erik

Add to end of reserve list: Lindberg, Bo

West Middle Philipppines

Chair of Delegation: Dizon, Rolando A.

Western Angola
Chair of Delegation: Agostinho, Vicoria J.S.

Western New York
Correct Name: Bigler, Patricia A.

Western North Carolina

Remove: Middlebrooks, Willie L., Jr. (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: Sherrill, Katherine C,

pastor, 4814 Zephyr Lane, Charlotte, NC 28209

Western Pennsylvania

Remove : Hopson, Esther (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: Johnson, John "Jerry" G.,

retired, 314 E. Butler Street, Mercer, PA 16137

$

Changes in Standing Legislative Committees

Church and Society

Remove: Greenway, Harold E. (Western Pennsylvania)

Massey, Mary Alice (Florida)

Add: Chiang, Gilbert (Singapore)

de Oliveira, Lucia Leiga (Brazil)

Hii, Ching-Chiong (Malaysia)

Hodge, Rachel (Great Britain)

Mutombu, Nduu M. (Southern Zaire)

Pearce, Charles W. (Florida)

Conferences

Remove: Morrell, J. Darko (North Georgia)

Add: Beck, Brian E. (Great Britain)

Cavunge, Miquel M. (Eastern Angola)

Darko, J. Morrell (North Georgia)

Kumukwapa, Kampunzu (Southern Zaire)

Mafbndokoto, Jairus W. (Zimbabwe)

Muteb, Mufind (Southern Zaire)

Discipleship

Remove: Marquardt, Manfred (German Northwest)

Silva de Fuentes, Maria Elena (Mexico)

Add: de Maldonado, Narcedalia B. (Mexico)

Dydahl, Christine A. (Great Britain)

Els, Albrecht (German Southwest)

Gala, Rosendo (Southwest Philippines)

Kangara, Pedzisai (Zimbabwe)

Kuey, Enoch (China)

Munung, A-Kafat (Southern Zaire)

Faith and Mission

Remove: Els, Albrecht (German Southwest)

Add: Lai, Benjamin B. (India)

Maia, Adriel de Souza (Brazil)

Marquardt, Manfred (CJerman Northwest)

Financial Administration

Remove: Djamba, Wunga (Central Zaire)

Add: de la Cruz, Cherry (Southwest Philippines)

Fleischner, Renato Soares (Brazil)

Kalau, Mwamb (Southern Zaire)

Lomoto, Ombaku (Central Zaire)

Samson, Gerardo F.,Jr. (Middle Philippines)

General Administration/Judicial
Administration

Add: Muyepwe, Jacqueline Kjrupa (Southern Zaire)

Global Ministries

Remove: Clark, N. Jean (Memphis)

Hopson, Esther E. (Western Pennsylvania)

Pearce, Charles W. (Florida)

Add: Archer, Anita K. (Memphis)

Csemak, Eva (Hungary Provisional)

Csernak, Istvan (Hungary Provisional)

Green, William E. (Western Pennsylvania)

Hong, Chong Shit (Singapore)

Massey, Mary Alice (Florida)

Roughface, Thomas (Okla. Indian Missionary)

Timothy, Bankole (Great Britain)

«l
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Higher Education and Chaplaincy

Remove: Roughfnce, TTiomas (Okla. Indian Missionary)

Siazon, FYancisco M., Jr. (Northern Philippines)

Add: Cueto, Hermenegildo J. (Northern Philippines)

Katwebe, Mwenze (Southern Zaire)

Mei, Juanita (China)

Add:

Independent Commissions
Greenway, Harold E. (Western Pennsylvania)

Local Church
Add : Andre, Joaquim G. (Eastern Angola)

Ntjjungu, Nkemba (Southern Zaire)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

Remove: Jansson, Sven-Erik (Sweden)

Add: Flores, Jose M. (Middle Philippines)

FYansson, Ragne (Sweden)
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Alphabetical List of Voting Delegates
and First Reserves

Remove: Clark, N. Jean (Memphis)

Hecker, Frigyes H.F. (Hungary Provisional)

Hopson, Esther (Western Pennsylvania)

Jansson, Sven-Erik (Sweden)

Morrell, J. Darko (North Georgia)

Rigler, Patricia A. (Western New York)

Siazon, Francisco M., Jr. (Northern Philippines)

Silva de Fuentes, Maria Elena (Mexico)

Wladar, Antonia W.A. (Hungary Provisional)

Add: Bigler, Patricia A. (Western New York)

Csernak, Istuan (Himgary Provisional)

Darko, Morrell J. (North CJeorgia)

de Maldonado, Narcedalia B. (Mexico)

Fransson, Ragne (Sweden)

Caspar, Rufino C. (Northern Philippines)

Handy, Doris M. (Western Pennsylvania)

Sevems, Jerry G. (Memphis)

Szabo, Andor S.A. (Hungary Provisional)

Commission on Central Conference Affairs

1. Agostinho, Victoria

2. Benedyktowicz, Olgierd

3. BoUeter, Heinrich

4. Bretsch, Ronald

5. Caldwell, Kirby John

6. Chun, May
7. Djundu, Lunge

8. Eliasson, Ann-Marie

9. Els, Albrecht

10. Erana, Samuel

11. EmKt, Sally

12. Mattie Henderson

13. Hearn J. Woodrow

14. Heidler, Hartmut

15. Hilton, David

16. Huntington, Marilyn

17. Katembo, Kainda

18. Klaiber, Walter

19. Knox, Lloyd

20. Koo, Ronald

21. Kulah, Arthur

22. Larsen, Harold

23. Lawson, David

24. Magdowski, Axel

25. Minnick, C. P.

26. Minor, Ruediger

27. Mutti, Fritz

28. Nacpil, Emerito

29. Nausner, Helmut

30. Neeley, Betty

31. Quee, David

32. Rader, Sharon

33. Renner, Joseph

34. Roseler, Roland

35. Sano, Roy I.

36. Seymour, J. T..

37. Skeete, F. Herbert

38. Tacadena, Elisabeth

39. Vaxby, Hans

General Conference Committees

Committee on Agenda
W. E. Arnold, Jr.

James R. King

Sarah S. Miller

Donald A Ott

Carlito S. Puno

W. Franklin Summerour

Committee on Calendar
Beverly Abbott

V.L. Daughtery, Jr.

Charles W. Jordan

Eldon B. Mahon

Glenda C. Thomas
t
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Committee on Courtesies
and Privileges

Phyllis Ferguson

Donna L. Grubb

Zan W. Holmes, Jr.

Monica Lundgren

Khin Khin Jensen

Dolores B. Queen

Committee on Credentials
Napoleon Aragones

Anita Iceman

Joe Willie May
Hector M. Novas

Tal Oden

J. LaVon Wilson

Committee on Presiding Officers
David Dolsen

Marcus C. Fang

Sandra J. Ferguson

Nancy K. Foster

James E. Hunter

Manfred Marquardt

J. Allen Norris

Gerardo F. Samson

Robert Smith

Vance Summers

Peter Weaver

Charles W. Williams

Committee on Correlation
and Editorial Revision

Naomi G. Bartle, 2110 - 12th Street, North, Fargo,

ND 58012

Joseph Graham, 1632 Windermere Way, Cincinnati,

OH 45224

Hobart Hilyard, 9405 Woodward Avenue, Overland

Park, KS 66212

Earl W. Riddle, 465 N.W. 95th Avenue, Portland,

OR 97229

Book of Discipline Editor: Ronald P. Patterson

Committee on Reference
Arvin Luchs

E. Keith Ewing

Martha Forrest

Anita 0. Fenstermacher

Philip Granger

Charles A. Holston

June McCullough

Helmut Nausner

Song Ja Park

Bette T. Trumble

Nathaniel Turner-Lacy

Erika M. Welti

Rosa Washington

Richard L. Wright

Loretta A. Young

Committee on Journal
Randall C. Brock

Alice Ann Glenn

H. Sharon Howell

Nominations to the Interjurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy

North Central Jurisdiction

Central Illinois

Remove: Vemie T. Bamett

Richard Reeves

Add: Howard Daughenbaugh

J. LaVon Wilson

West Ohio

Add: Philip D. Brooks

Caryl KriU

Southeastern Jurisdiction

Western North Carolina

Remove: J. Lawrence McCleskey

Add: Dolores B. Queen
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Tellers

Group I

Chief Teller: Stanley C. Sager (New Mexico)

Reserve Chief Teller: Carolyn W. Morris (North Georgia)

Section A
Section Captain: Carmen Carrico (Desert Southwest)

Reserve Section Captain: William D. Peeples

(Louisiana)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-34 Margaret F. Knight (North Georgia)

Rows 5-6-7 Shirley D. Hill (Southwest Texas)

Rows 8-9-10-11 James Meadors (North Arkansas)

Rows 12-13-14 Song Ja Park (California-Pacific)

Rows 15-16-17-18 J. Neil Gunn (Mississippi)

Rows 19-20-21 Bradley F. Watkins (Central lUinois)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-34 Donald W. Hamilton (Yellowstone)

Rows 5-6-7 Nathaniel L. Bishop (Virginia)

Rows 8-9-10-11 AlbrechtEls (German Southwest)

Rows 12-13-14 Harriett J. Olson

(Northern New Jersey)

Rows 15-16-17-18 William H. Sadler, Jr.,

(Alabama-West Florida)

Rows 19-20-21 Elizabeth B. St. Clair (Peninsula)

Section B
Section Captain: Rhymes H. Moncure

(Missouri East)

Reserve Section Captain: Marva Jean Hutchens

(Mionesota)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Vance Summers, Jr. (West Ohio)

Rows 4-5-6 Suella C. Barto

(Central Pennsylvania)

Rows 7-8-9 Carrol D. Newquist (Troy)

Rows 10-11-12 Susan D. Sherbrooke

(Pacific Northwest)

Rows 13-14-15 Paul V. Marchbanks (Holston)

Rows 16-17-18 Christine Xavier (Rocky Mountain)

Rows 19-20-21 Joe N. Pevahouse (Memphis)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Sarah H. Miller (Wyoming)

Rows 4-5-6 James H. Salley (South Carolina)

Rows 7-8-9 Boh E. Waters (Texas)

Rows 10-11-12 Judith Dye (Nebraska)

Rows 13-14-15 Philip A. Amerson (South Indiana)

Rows 16-17-18 Connie L. Mitchell (Kentucky)

Rows 19-20-21 Margaret Ann WiUiams

(Northern Illinois)

Section C
Section Captain: Ruth E. Harper (North Carolina)

Reserve Section Captain: Catherine M. Dimlap (

East Ohio)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Harold Yannayon

(Western Pennsylvania)

Rows 4-5-6 C. Garland Young

(Western North Carolina)

Rows 7-8-9-10 Barbara E. Jantz (Oklahoma)

Rows 11-12-13 John D. Cooke (Western New York)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Bemice D. Johnson

(North Carolina),

Rows 18-19-20-21 Marcos V. Berbano, Jr. Oowa)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Phyllis R. Rodriguez (Wisconsin)

Rows 4-5-6 Patricia A. Jarvis (West Virginia)

Rows 7-8-9-10 Kelly Byron Bender (Kansas East)

Rows 11-12-13 Phylemon D. Titus (Detroit)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Nancy G. Zabel (Baltimore)

Rows 18-19-20-21 Olgierd Benedyktowicz (Poland)

Section D
Section Captain: James R. King (Tennessee) ,

Reserve Section Captain: Sandra F. Dufresne

(Eastern Pennsylvania)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Oswald P. Branson, Sr. (Florida)

Rows 4-5-6 WUliam B. Cook (Oregon-Idaho)

Rows 7-8-9 Helen L. Rainier

(Southern New Jersey)

Rows 10-11-12-13 James J. Bryan (Missouri West)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Hattie Hamilton

(Eastern Pennsylvania)

Rows 18-19-20 Marion Muthiah (North Dakota)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Ann-Marie Eliasson (Sweden)

Rows 4-5-6 Antti Mustonen (Finland-Finnish)

Rows 7-8-9 Marvin B. Rosa (West Michigan)

Rows 10-11-12-13 WilUam S. Hatcher

(South Georgia)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Penney Schwab (Kansas West)

Rows 18-19-20 Joseph J.K. Renner (Sierra Leone)
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Group II

Chief Teller: Patricia A. Townsend (New York)

Reserve Chief Teller: Jon R. Gray (Missouri West)

Section A
Section Captain: Charles W. Nicholson (Mississippi)

Reserve Section Captain: Linda C. Marshall

(Yellowstone)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-34 Wesley D. Williams

(Southern New England)

Rows 5-6-7 Beth Capen (New York)

Rows 8-9-10-11 Margaret E. Turfey/iU (Virginia)

Rows 12-13-14 John T. Porter (Louisiana)

Rows 15-16-17-18 Fred Trevino (Desert Southwest)

Rows 19-20-21 Marine Allen (Little Rock)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-34 Joan G. Labarr (North Texas)

Rows 5-6-7 W. J. Tiller (Southwest Texas)

Rows 8-9-10-11 Helmut Nausner (Austria)

Rows 12-13-14 Marvin Abrams (California-Pacific)

Rows 15-16-17-18 Rhoda A. Peters (Louisville)

Rows 19-20-21 Stephen R. Pacey (Central Illinois)

Section B
Section Captain: Arlene F. Wood (Alaska)

Reserve Section Captain: Jean Henderson (Holston)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Donald C. Mintum (Wyoming)

Rows 4-5-6 Debra A.S. Quilling (South Carolina)

Rows 7-8-9 Robert M. Jackson (Texas)

Rows 10-11-12 Donald G. Klarup (South Dakota)

Rows 13-14-15 David L. White, Jr. (South Indiana)

Rows 16-17-18 Jean Dowell (Minnesota)

Rows 19-20-21 Victor L. Bonilla (Puerto Rico)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Caryl Krill (West Ohio)

Rows 4-5-6 Sharonn D. Halderman

(Central Pennsylvania)

Rows 7-8-9 Julius Archibald (Troy)

Rows 10-11-12 Randall C. Brock (Red Bird)

Rows 13-14-15 Jiros Mafbndokoto (Zimbabwe)

Rows 16-17-18 Rodney D. Anderson

(Rocky Mountain)

Rows 19-20-21 Beverly Abbott (Maine)

Section C
Section Captain: Janet E. Stephenson (Iowa)

Reserve Section Captain: Joseph L. Harris (Oklahoma)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Christine A. Bethke (Wisconsin)

Rows 4-5-6 Betty S. Gk)rdon (West Virginia)

Rows 7-8-9-10 Jerry D. Holliday (Kansas East)

Rows 11-12-13 Stephen T. Euper (Detroit)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Bernard Keels (Baltimore)

Rows Id- 19-20-21 Esther J. Angel (East Ohio)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Paul J. Meuschke

(Western Penngylvania)

Rows 4-5-6 Roberta E. Blackwell

(Western North Carolina)

Rows 7-8-9-10 Harold D. Nixon (Northwest Texas)

Rows 11-12-13 Peter F. CAen (California-Nevada)

Rows 14-15-16-17Dorothy Luckert (Southern Illinos)

Rows 18- 19-20-2 IZ). Min. Armin E. Besserer

((Jierman South)

Section D
Section Captain: Kermit 0. Burrous (North Indiana)

Reserve Section Captain: Charles W. Pearce (Florida)

Regular Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Delia Escareno (Rio Grande)

Rows 4-5-6 Beth O. Benham

(North Central New York)

Rows 7-8-9 Alice Fleming (West Michigan)

Rows 10-ll-12-13</a7nes H. Rush (South Georgia)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Sue E. Davidson (New Hampshire)

Rows 18-19-20 Barbara E. Harper (North Alabama)

Reserve Tellers

Rows 1-2-3 Thomas Roughface

(Oklahoma Indian)

Rows 4-5-6 Loreto G. Lazaro

(North Central Philippines)

Rows 7-8-9 Theo W. Schaad (Switzerland-France)

Rows 10-11-12-13 Jeannie Trevino-Teddlie

( Central Texas)

Rows 14-15-16-17 Katharine W. Lehman

(North Indiana)

Rows 18-19-20 Velma Bunch (Tennessee)
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Petitions to the 1992 General Conference

The following is a list of 2,433 petitions that the sec-

retary of General Conference has forwarded to the Com-

mittee on Reference for its review and referral to

appropriate legislative committees. Abbreviations and

the petition code may be found on pages 1017-1018 of

Advance Edition n.

This list is sorted in alphabetical order by source.

Petitions from individuals are sorted by last name, peti-

tions from local church groups are sorted by the local

church name, and petitions from annual conferences

and conference committees are sorted by the annual

conference abbreviation. Petitions from multiple

sources are sorted by the first source listed on the peti-

tion, or the source of the first petition received in the

case of duplicate petitions.

GM-12226-8000-R Native American Religious Freedom Act of

1978. Marvin B. Abrams, Native American UidC, Norwalk, CA.

GM-12277'«7S6-D Constitution of District United Methodist Men.

David C. Adams -H 12 Other Individuals. Bellevue UMC, Nashville, TN.

FA-122164000-R Financial Support for Country and Rural

Churches. Administrative Board, Addison UliC, Maine Conference,

MA.
HE-12280-1S19-D Institutional Affiliation with The United

Methodist Church. 12 Local Church Administration/Boards + 54 Ind.

LC-11171-0216-D Baptism and Confirmation. Administrahve

Board, 4 local church groups + 1 individual.

FM-10O40-0O71-D Human Sexuality. Retain Para. 7 IF.

Administrative Boards, Clapps, Normandale, First, Rev. Freeman + 96

Individuals, Corryton, TN.

FA-11667-S0OO-R General Board of Pensions. Conference Board of

Pensions and Home Claimants, AFL.

LC-10182-0106-D The Sacrament of Baptism. AJ1„ CTX.

FA-10SS4-S000-R Retain Budget Request at Level Funding. AFL,

KEN, NMX, SCA, LRE, CTX.

CS-10108-8000-R Oppose the Promotion and Distribution of

Pornography. AFL
CS-10967.S0OO-R4 Commission on Alcohol and Drugs. AFL
C8-10988-8000-R Letter Writing Campaign Regarding Health

Care. AFL
GJ-lOOeO-0806-D Membership on Program Boards. AFL
GJ-1012e-2S21-D Chargeable Offenses. AFL
CO-11648-0704-D Business of the Conference. Theodore L

Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
GJ-11S68-1001-D Continue the Genera] Council on Ministries.

Theodore L. Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
IC-11674-2101-D Continue the General Commission on Religion

and Race. Theodore L Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
IC-11676-2401-D Continue in the World Methodist Council.

Theodore L. Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
IC-11676-2402-D Continue Membership in CCUIC, NCCC and

WCCC. Theodore L. Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
IC-12227-S00O-R Adopt 'Toward an Ecumenical Future".

Theodore L. Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
MN-11691-0609-D Termination of Office. Theodore L Agnew,

First UMC, Stillwater, OK
MN-11698-0680-D Responsibility of Pastors and Clergy. Theodore

L Agnew, First UMC, Stillwater, OK
MN-12289-0404-D The Ordained Ministry. Theochre L Agnew,

First UMC, Stillwater, OK.

CO-10598-OeeO-D Organizations of a Missionary Conference.

AKM.
FA-10S88-07S7-D Proportional Payments for Pastoral Support.

AKM.
GJ-104S8-0810-D General Agency Membership. AKM.

CS-12S06.0716-D Abortion and the Nurturing Community. Adm.
Bd + 3 Other Local Churches + 85 Individuals, Aldersgate UMC,
College Station, TX.

MN-12898-0402-D Human Sexuality. Adm. Council + 568

individuals -\- 127 groups, Aldersgate UMC, Dobbs Ferry, NY.
CS-11268-8000-R Stewardship of Creation. Council on Ministries,

Alplaus UMC, Alptaus, NY.

CS-1242(VS000-R Oppose Support for the Freedom of Choice Act ct

1991. Administrative Council, Alva UMC, Alva, FL
CS-1242&«00O-R Regarding SUte-By.State Legislation Regarding

Abortion. Administrative Board, Alva UMC, Alva, FL.

MN-11790-8000-R Council of Bishop Theological Deliberation on

Abortion. Administrative Council, Alva UMC, Alva, FL
FM-I2SS9-0071-R Human Sexuality. Administrative Council,

Amboy UMC, WV.

DI-1 1469-8000-R Object to Removing the Word 'Taith" from the

Book of Worship. William and Marlene Ambrose, First UMC, Parsons,

WV.

HE-11488-1580-D Purpose cf the Schools ofTheology. RobertL
Anderson, WOB.

HE-11489-1SS1-D Schools of Theology. Robert I^ Anderson, WOH.
CS-11294-S00O-R The Appalachian Mission. Appalachian

Development Committee.

CS-11826-S00O-R Increase Commitment to End World Hunga
and Poverty. Appalachian Development Committee.

CS-11820^00O-R Homeleesnees in the USA. Appalachian

Development Committee.

CS-11827-8000-R Domestic Violence and Sexual Abuse.

Appalachian Development Committee.

FA-1107ft-2558-D RequiremenU of Trustees of Church

Institutions. Appalachian Development Comm-ittee.

FA-11482-8000-M$ Church Wide Study of Clergy Salary and

Support Structure. Appalachian Development Committee.

GM-11857-8000-R Church and Community Workers.

Appalachian Development Comm-ittee, Hagerstown, MD.
IC-11859-07SS-D Conference Archives and History. Archives and

Sistory, Silver Springs, MD.
IC-11809-SOOO-R Election of Local Church Historian. Ark. Area

Joint Commission on Archives and History, Arkansas.

CO-11846-Oeil-D Resolutions and Positions Adopted by the

General Conference. Administrative Board, Aroma, Laton UMC,
Bucky Turk and Mr & Mrs. Geyer, Laton, Miamisburg OH and St
Bryan, TX, CA.

C8-1194(M00O-R The Oxford House Model for Drug and Alcohol

Abuse. Administrative Council, Asbury UMC, Prairie Village, KS.

FM-12866-0071-D Human Sexuality. Administrative Council and
Members, Ashford UMC, Houston, TX.

CO-11807-fl726-D Annual Conference Council on Ministries.

Association ofPhysically Challenged UM Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

CO-11810.S000-R Americans with Disabilities Act. Association of

Physically Challenged UM Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

CS-11810>8OOO*R Accessibility of Parsonages and Churches.

Association ofPhysically Challenged UM Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

FA-11881-8000-R Accessibility Grants to Local Churchee.

Association ofPhysically Challenged UM Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

MN-11808-0608-D Open Itineracy and Handicapping Conditions.

Association ofPhysically Challenged UM Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

MN-12261-8000-M Judicial Administration and Procedures.

Hardin L. Atkins, IB, NMX.
FA-11079-8000-R Relocation of the General Board of Global

Ministries. Charles W. Avery, AFL
LXM1169-0106-D Baptismal Regeneration. Charles W. Avery,

AFL.

CO-11468-0704-D Business cfthe Annual Conference. Sue Avery,

Christ UMC, Kettering, OH.

CS-1241S-0071-D Abortion. Administrative Council, Avon UMC,
Ml Vernon, WA.

CS-11920-0071-D The Scientific Community. George E. Bailey,

EOH.
C8-119214)07ft.D Our Social Creed. George E. Bailey, BOB.
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DM192S-1201-D The Purpose of the General Bowd of

Diseipleehip. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DI-11824-1202-D Reepcneibilities of the General Board of

Diecipleehip. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DM1826-1207-D Educational Reeponaibilitiee of the General

Board of Diedpleship. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DI-11926-1212-D Responsibilities of the General Board of

Discipleehip/Evangelism. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DI-11827-1214-D Worship Responsibilities ofthe General Board of

the General Board of Diseipleehip. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DI-11928-12ie-D Devotional Life Responsibilities of the General

Board of Diecipleship. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
DI-1192&-1228-D The Curriculum Resources Committee. Oeorge

E. Bailey, EOH.
FM-119S2-00e&-D The Present Challenge to Theology in the

Church. Oeorge E. Bailey, EOH.
OM-119tS-1402-D Reeponsibilities ofthe General Board of Global

Ministries. George E. Bailey, EOH.
LC-1 1885-0202-D The Local Church. George E. BaUey, EOH.
LC-1198e-02e8-D The Church School. George B. Bailey, EOH.
CO-11192-0726-D Conference Council on Ministries. George W.

Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, K3.

C8-11196-8000-R Socially Responsible Investment Guidelines.

Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

CS-11196-8000-R Loi7 Intensity Conflict. George W. Baldwin and

Reu. James D. Uhlig, Central UMC. Kansas City, KS.

DI-11197-1202-D General Board of Diseipleehip. George W.

Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

DM1198-1806-D United Methodist National Youth Ministry.

Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FA-11184-1604-D General Authorization of the General Board of

Pensions. George W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FA-1120O4)709-D Reeponsibilitiee of the Conference Council on

Finance and Administration. Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC,
Kansas City. KS.

FA-11204-090e-D General Council on Finance and

Administration. Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FA-1120S-1604-D General Board of Pensions. George W. Baldwin,

Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FA-11206-1608-D Conference Board of Pensions. George W.

Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FA-11207-2612-D Annual Conference Property. Oeorge W.

Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

GJ-11212-0816-D PoUcies Relative to Socially Responsible

Investments. George W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

OJ-1121S-1000-D General Council on Ministries. Oeorge W.

Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

GM-1121K-1402-D Duties of the General Board of Global

Ministries. George W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

GM-11216-1411-D Policies of investment of the General Board of

Global Ministries. George W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

HE-11217-0782-D Responsibilities of the Conference Board of

Higher Education and Campus Ministry. Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central

UMC, Kansas City, KS.

HE-11219-lSOe-D Duties ofthe General Board of Higher

Education and Campus Ministry. Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC,
Kansas City, KS.

HE-11220-1518-D Responsibilities of the University Senate.

Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

LC-1 1227-0247-D Promotion of Policies Relative to Socially

Raq>onsible Investments. Oeorge W. Baldwin, Central UMC, Kansas

City, KS.

LC-11229-26S2-D Local Church Property. George W. Baldwin,

Central UMC, Kansas City, KS.

FM-12S40^)071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF. Linda Bales +
S Ad Boards + S individuals, Ohmer Park UMC, Dayton. OH.

CS-12801-S00O-R Defining the Beginning of Life. James Curtis

Ballard, First UMC, Euless, TX.

CS-124104)071-D Abortion. James Curtis Ballard, First UMC,
Euless, TX.

FM-1287(V800O-R Adoption ofthe Minority Report of the

Commission to Study Homosexuality. James Curtis Ballard, First

UMC, Euless, TX.

LC-1187S-0246-D Staff-Parish Relations Committee. Dulaney

Barrett, NMX.

MN-12119-0481-D Qualifications for Ordination. Dulaney Barrett,

NMX.
FM-11818-S000-R Baptism and Confirmation. A. Z>ulim«y

Barrett, NMX.
MN-118824M22-D Members in Full Connection. R. Dulaney

Barrett, NMX.
MN-12897-0402-D Human Sexuality. Jean Barthel, Mt Orab

UMC, Bethel, OH.

CO-11116-060ft.D Election of Bishops. Beta Barto, Reading, PA.

LC-12179-0224-D Baptized Children Retained as Preparatcry

Members. Arlinda P. Baszner, St Luke UMC, Kokomo, IN.

FA-11S66-0710-D Clergy Support Budgets. Jim Beat, Little Rock,

AR.

FA-11867-0718-D Plan and Method of Clergy Support. JimBeal,

Little Rock, AR.

FA-1 1808-0719-0 Clergy Support. Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR.
FA-118e8-0720-D Determination of the Pastor's Salary . JimBeal,

Little Rock, AR.

FA-11870«721-D Claim for Unpaid Salary. Jim Beal, LiUle Rock,

AR.

FA-11S71-0722-D Commission on Equitable Salary. JimBeal,

Little Rock, AR.
FA-11872-0724-D Reporting of IVavel and Other Expenses. Jim

Beal, Little Rock, AR.

FA-1187S-0726-D Compensation for Clergy Appointed Beyond the

Local Church. Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR.

FA-11876-0907-D National Association of Commission on

Equitable Salariee. Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR.
LC-11274-0244-D The Administrative Council or Administrative

Board. Jim Beal, NAK
LC-11891-0247-D Compensation of the Pastor and Other Staff

Appointed by the Bishop. Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR.
LC-11894-02&6-D Reconunendation of Pastor's Compensation to

Charge Conference. Jim. Beal, Litde Rock, AR.

LC-11896-0269-D Pulpit Supply and Proposal for Compensation.

Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR.

MN-11400-0818-D Maintain Compensation of Pasters. J'l/n BeoJ,

Little Rock, AR.

MN-11412-0408-D Compensation Established by the Annual

Conference for Full time Local Pastors. Jim Beal, NAK.
MN-11418-0414-D Qualification for Election to Probationary

Membership. Jim Beal, NAK.
MN-11417-0441-D Support for Ordained Ministers Appointed to a

Pastoral Charge. Jim Beal, NAK.
MN-1141S^>446-D Sabbatical Leave ftr Ordained Ministers. Jim

Beal, NAK
MN-11419^>449-D Maternity/Paternity Leave. </im Beoi, AMil
MN-11421-0461-D Retirement of Ordained Ministers. JimBeal,

NAK
MN-11428-0628-D Reeponsibilitiee of District SuperintendenU.

Jim Beal, NAK
IC-12106-0788-D Duties ofthe Conference Commission on

Archives and History. Marvin Bean, WOH.
OJ-12276-2e21-D Chargeable Offenses. Christi Beasley, Indian

River City UMC, Titusville, FL.

GJ-12220-0821-D Meetings Open to News Media. Lewis H.

Beckford, MNE.
C8-11SS8-8000-R Condemn All Sexual Acts Outside Marriage.

AdminXstradue Board, Bedford UMC, Bedford, PA.

C8-12422-8000-R Take a Stronger Stand Against Abortion.

Administrative Board, Bedford UMC, Bedford, PA.

FM-11566-8000-R Reaffirm our United Methodist Doctrinal

Position. Administrative Board, Bedford UMC, Bedford, PA.

FM-12862-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF.

Administrative Board, Bedford UMC, Bedford, PA.

HE-llS71-ie80-D Accountability of the Theological Schools.

Administrative Board, Bedford UMC, Bedford, PA.

QJ-12184-0004-C Inclusivenees of the Church. Dorothy Bedwell,

First UMC, Morehead City, NC.

GM-1227e-0742-D Establish a Conference United Methodist Men
Organization. David C. Adams + 25 Other Individuals, Bellevue UMC,
NashvilU, TN.

LC-12281-0264-D Support Scouting Ministry. David Adams ¥ 26

Other Individuals, Bellevue UMC, Nashville, TN.
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LC-12282-0268-D Cocrdinator ofScouting Ministry. David C.

Adam* + 24 Other Individuals, Bellevue UMC, Nashville, TN.

LC-1228S-02eS-D Coordinator of Scouting Ministry. David C.

Adams + 24 Other Individuals, BeUevue UMC, Nashville, TN.

FA-1228a4000-R R«tireee Defined Benefit Program. 80 Members

of the Benefit Program.

OJ-12S21-S000-R Conference Adjudicatory Board. Teodoro

Bernardo, Central UMC, Manila, Philippines.

MN-1282&Oei8-D LimiUtions on Years of Service fcr a D.S.

Teodoro Bernardo, Central UMC, Manila, Philippines.

HN-12S88-068S-D Confirmation of AppointmenU. Teodoro

Bernardo, Central UMC, Manila, Philippines.

C8-11862-0071-D Death with Dignity. Z>aie £. £e3<, C/L
CS-1186S-0072-D RigfaU of Children. Dale B. Best and Ward

Boyd,CIL.

CS-11864-0078-D Abstinence of Gambling. Dale E. Best and
WardBoyd, CIL.

CS-11S66-0074-D Criminal Justice and the Political Community.

Dale E. Best and Ward Boyd, CIL
FM-12S75-S0OO-R Human Sexuality. Administrative Council,

Bethany UMC, Middletown, OB.

DI-11822-S000-R All Inclusive Language. Administrative Board,

Bethldiem UMC, Thornton, PA.

aj-llS46-8000-M$ Task Force to Study Ways to Resolve

Ideological Disputes. Pastor and Memho's, Bethlehem UMC,
Thornton, PA.

HE-11868-8000-R Feminist Theology. Administrative Board,

BethUhem UMC, Thornton, PA.

MN-1127ft-04S6-D Support Pastoral Appointments for a Minimum
of Four Years. Administrative Council, Big Springs UMC, Lecompton,

KS.

C8-11611-0072-D Media, Violence and Christian Values. Bishop's

Task Force for Responsible Media and Administrative Board Green

Memorial UMC, Richmond, VA.

CO-llMft«W0-R Affirmation of Zoar UMC of Philadelphia.

Black Methodist for Church Renewal Dayton, OB.

C8-11907-8000-R Human Intervention: No Military Involvement.

Black Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

CS-11908-8000-R Comprehensive Health Care. Black Methodist

for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

CS-119O9-S00O-R Care Giving Tean» fcr Aids Victims and Their

Families. Black Methodist for ChurA Raiewal, Dayton, OB.

DI-1191O-S0OO-R Advisory/Coordinating Committee on Older

Adults. Black Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

DI-11811-8000-R Black Leadership. Black Methodist for Church

Renewal, Dayton, OB.

FA-11912-S000-R4 Historically Black Colleges Related to the

UMC and the Black College Fund. Black Methodist for Church

Renewal, Dayton, OB.

OJ-1191S4000-R Black Church Growth. Black Methodist for

Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

GJ-1I914-SO0O-R Ethnic Membership on Boards and Agencies.

Black Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

GJ-1191S-80OO-R Ethnic Local Church Concerns. Black

Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

GJ-119ie-<000-R Strengthening the Black Church fcr the 2lBt

Century. Black Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

OH-11917-S00O-R National Plan for Hispanic Ministries. Black

Methodist for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.

HE-11918-S0OO-R Africa Univ^sity. Black Methodist for Church

Renewal, Dayton, OB.

IC-11919-8000-R Sexism and Suppo^ COSROW. Black MeOiodist

for Church Renewal, Dayton, OB.
IC-11 ieS4000-R Eradication at Language that Promotee

Divisiveness, Segregation or Racism. Donald E. Blair, Cliftondale

UMC, College Park, OA.

IC-118aS-S0OO-R Adopt Consultation on Church Union's Plan.

Comm. on Christian Unity and Interrdigious Cone, BLT, PNW.
MN-I2061-S000-M$ Task Force to Study Ways to Address the

Concerns of Pastoral Care and Counseling. Pastoral Care and
Counseling Corn-mission and G.C., BLT.

CS-1221O-S0OO-R Terrorism Peace with Justice Task Force Bd. of

Church and Soc, BLT.

IC-118aO-1812-D Add Cox Memorial United Methodist Church,

Hallowall, MA. United Methodist Bistorical Society. BLT.

LC-11874-0247-D Electionof a Church Historian. United

Methodist Bistorical Society, BLT.
MN-10161-O402-D Accepting Practicing Homosexuals into the

Ministry. BLT.

CS-11667-S00O-R Violence in our Society. Administrative Bofird,

Blue Valley Memorial UMC, Manhattan, KS.

HE-12278-1617-D Membership and Organization of the

University Senate. 10 Local Church Adm. Boards/Councils + 47 Ind.

GJ-lliaS4000-R Termination of United Methodist Members

Membership in the Masonic Lodge. Charles R. Bolyard, Mercer, PA.

FA-11O78-S0OO-R General College and Mission University Fund.

Rebekah Bolyard, Mercer, PA.

FM-12M2-S00O-R Reject the Recommendation to Develop Study

Materials on Homosexuality. Administrative Council, Boone Bill

UMC, Summeruille, SC.

MN-lOOSO-OSOe-D Nomination fcr the Episcopacy. Seth P. Bower,

WPA.

MN-101 70-0617-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy. Reu.

Richard Bowyer.

CS-12000-8000-R Gun Control Ronald E. Bowyer, WVA.
FM-10786-8000-S Report ofthe Baptism Study Committee. BPSC.

GJ-11806-0000-C Eligibility cf all United Methodist Members to

Vote in General and Special Elections. John R. Brawthen, Asbury

UMC, Minneapolis, MN.
FA-11S16-0921-D Ministerial Education Fund. David W.

Breeden, VIR.

CS-1115S-0071-D Support the Present Statement Regarding

Abortion. Administrative Board Bright Star UMC, Atlanta, GA.

DI-11169-S0OO-R Inclusive Language. Adminij^ative Board,

Bright Star UMC, Atlanta, GA.

CS-12264-S000-R Labeling of Intoxicants. Church and Society

Work Area, Broadmoor UMC, Shreveport, LA.

CS-12S14-S000-R Pornography. Church and Society Work Area,

Broadmoor UMC, Shreveport, LA.

CO>11791-0e07-D The Appointment Process. Charles A.

Brockwell, Jr., LVL
CO-11794-0012-D Interjurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

Charles W. Brockwell, Jr., LVL
CO-11796-0620-0 Authority of the College of Bishops of a

Jurisdiction. Charles W. Brockwell, Jr., LVL.

CO-11796-0628-D Jurisdicticoal Committee on Episcopacy.

Charles W. Brockwell, LVL
CO-12086-0618-D The Jurisdictional Conference. Charles W.

Brockwell, LVL.

MN-11884-0062-C Episcopal Siqiervision. Charles W. Brockwell,

Jr., LVL
CS-12168-S0OO-R Drug and Alcohol Concerns. £Uen Bro<iertdt -I-

13 Individuals, Metropolitan Memorial UMC, Washington, DC.

CO-11060-00S7-C Provision fcr Annual Conference Reporting of

Delegates. Lonnie D. Brooks, EastAnt^orage UMC, Anchorage, AK-
CO-11424-0010<; The Constitution ofThe United Methodist

Church on the Status ofAnnual Conference. Lonnie D. Brooks, Bast

Anchorage UMC, Anchorage, AK.
GJ-11086-0802-D Strengthen General Council on Ministries'

Supervisory role. Lonnie D. Brooks, East Anchorage UMC, Anchorage,

AK
GJ-11087-2616-D Access to Judicial Council. Lonnie D. Brooks,

East Anchorage UMC, Anchorage, AK
GJ-1 1 162-0826-0 LimiUtion of Boycotte. Lonnie D. Brooks, East

Anchorage UMC, Anchorage, AK
CO-1146S-00Se-C Duties ofthe Annual Con&rence. Lonnie D.

Brooks, East Anchorage UMC, Anchorage, AK
LC-11871-0227-0 Affiliate and Associate Membership. David W.

Brown, WOB.
LC-11872-0260-O Care of Members. David W. Brown, WOB.
LC-12180-0262-D Maintain Accurate Membership Rolls David

W. Brown, WOB.
LC-11868-0216-D Admission into the Church. Donald W. Brown,

WOB.
MN-11688-8000-M$ Terms of Episcopacy Leadership. Charles M.

Bryan, TEN.
DI-11618-0277-D Lay Speakers. Donald L Buege, WMI.

OI-11769-0278-D Certified Lay S^jeaker. DonoWi. Buege. WW/.
FA-126ie-0906-D Financial Reeponsibilitiee. Finance Committee,

Burnt BiUs UMC, Burnt BUU, NY.
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Th« Ministerial Education Fund. AUUon

Relocation Acroee District Boundaries. Allison

The Black College Fund. Alliton Cambre, TBX.

Admission into the Church. Alliaon Camhre,

Membership Records and Reports. Alliaon

Program Agencies. Allison Cambn, TEX.

Continuation of Candidacy. Allison Cambre,

Categories of Local Pastors. Allison Cambre,

Classification of Ordination. Allison Cambre,

The Itinerant System. Allison Cambre, TEX.

Bishops in Central Conference. Alliaon

FA-116O8-800O-R Ministerial Pension Plan. Lorraine B. Burt,

First UUC, Olympia, WA.

MN-1 1 1S1-0461-D Effective Date of Retirement for Ordained

Ministers. Billy Id. Cadtn. NCA.
CO-1169S-0607-D The Assignment Process of Bishops. Aitiaon

Cambre, TEX.

FA-1160(MW21-D

Cambre, TBX.

FA-12029-2620-D

Cambre, TEX.

FA-120S0.4000-M

LC-120S&.O210-D

TEX.
LC-12087.02S2-D

Cambre. TEX.

LC-12OS»«20S-D

MN-11SM-0406-D

TEX.

HN-116W-0408-D

TEX.

MN-1 1686-0420-D Requirements for Election as an Associate

Member. Allison Cambre, TEX.

MN-11687-0448-D Leave of Absence. Allison Cambre, TEX.

MN-11690-0468-D Base of Complainta. Allison Cambre, TEX
BfN-lieSS-0437-D Transfers from Other Methodist

Denominations. Allison Cambre, TEX.

MN-116S4-04S9-D Responsibilities and Duties of a Pastor. Allison

Cambre, TEX.

MN-12044-04S8-D

TEX.
MN-12046-0487-D

MN-12O47-0S12-D

Cambre, TEX.

LC-11446-2640-D Local Church Property-Sale, Transfer, Lease, cr

Mortgage. Conference Commission on Religion and Race, CAP.

LC-1144e-2eS0-D Study of Local Church Potential. Conference

Comjnission on Religion and Race, CAP.

C8-1 1427-SOOO-R Comprehensive Teet Ban Treaty. Peace with

Justice Committee, CAP.

FM-100044)071-D Human Sexuality. Amend para. 71 F. CAP,

SNB. CNV, mrK.
CS-10288-8000-R Forced Contraceptive Use and Sterilization.

CAP.

C8-10S48-S000-R< Anniversary Edition cf "The Bishops Call fir

Peace and the Self-Development of Peoples'*. CAP.

FA-10299-2612-D Landmark Policy. CAP.

OJ-10122-0810-D Conference Nominating Committee. CAP.

IC-10862-SOOO'R Continue the Commission ofReligion and Race

and Continue Status Role of Women. CAP.

MN-10174-0786-D Conference Committee on Episcopacy. CAP.

CS-11612-S000-R Developing a National Consensus fcr Clergy

and Laity. Methodists United for Peace with Justice, Capitol UUC,
Washington, DC.

LC-1117(M>113-D A£Ermation and Stress of Clergy. John A. Carr

and Nancy J. Webb, Association ofPhysically Challenged UM
Ministers, Wallingford, CT.

FM-128«(M)071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF. Herman Y.

Carr, New Brunswick UMC, Bridgewater, NJ.

LX7-11102-2648-D Planning and Financing Requirements fcr Local

Church Buildings. John A. Carr and Nancy J. Webb, Association of

Physically Challenged UM MinisUrs, Wallingford, CT.

LC:-1117ft«2e»-D Accessibility of Faeilitiee. John A. Carr and
Nancy J. Webb, Association ofPhysically Challenged UM Ministers,

Wallingford, CT.

DI-12267-122S-D Curriculum Resources Review Committee. 14

Local Church Oroupa + 48 Individuals, Carroll UMC, Carroll, OH.
CU-12272-2a21-D Chargeable Offenses. Shalom Ministries + 29

Local Church Groups + 24B Ind, Carroll UMC, Carroll, OH.
FM-12090-00e8-D Ecumenical Commitment. Riley Case, NIN.

FM-12091-00a9-D The Doctrinal Statement. Riley B. Case, NIN.

FM-12082-800O-M The Study on Baptism Report. Riley B.Caae,

NIN.

FM-12088-S000-M Study on Baptism R«i>ort. Riley B. Case, NIN.
OJ-114MM>806-D Additional Membership on General Program

Boards. Riley B. Case, NIN.

OJ-11481-0810-D Osneral Agency Membership. AifayA Co**,

NIN.

MN-11602-1629-D ReeponsibiUtiea of the Division of Ordained

Ministry. Riley B. Case, NIN.

DM1604-S000-R Amendments to the Proposed Book of Worship.

Riley B. Case, SL Luke UMC, Kokonw, IN.

MN-11901-0618-D Limitations on Tears of Service. Robert T.

Casey, Newport News, VA.

DI-1017fr4000-S United Methodist Book of Warship. CBOW.
FA-llMS-SOOO-R The Propoeed Budget From OCFA

Adjninistrative Council, Centenary UMC, Cape Girardeau, MO.
GJ-1194e-<0OO-M$ Create Commission to Study Structure of

Boards and Agencies. Administrative Council, Centenary UMC, Cape

Girardeau, MO.
UN-11886-0S09-D RightsofDiaconal Ministers. Atfmims^aA'M

Council, Centenary UMC, Cape Girardeau, MO.
LC-12040-026S-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

Administrative Board, Central Park UMC, Birmingham, AL.

DI-11616-S0OO-R God Language in the Book ofWorship.

Administrative Board, Central Terrace UMC, Winston Salem, NC.

FA-11617-S000-R Reduction in Budget and Bureaucracy.

Administrative Council, Central Terrace UMC, Winston Salem, NC.
FM-11619-OOee-D Doctrinal Accountability. Administrative

Council, Central Terrace UMC, Winston Salem, NC.

FM-12a28-S000-R No Further Funds for a Study Committee

Regarding Homosexuality. Administrative Council, Central Terrace

UMC, Winston Salem, NC.
LC-11629-0221-D Baptism and Confirmation. Administration

Board, Central Terrace UMC, Winston Salem, NC.

CS-12417-0071-D Belief in Sanctity ofthe Unborn.

Administrative Board, Central Terrace UMC, Winston-Salem, NC.

C8-12404-0071-D Include the Durham Declaration in Paragraph

71. Administrative Council, Central UMC, Laurinburg, NC.

FM-12878-0071-D Human Sexuality. Administrative Board,

Central UMC, Toledo, OH.

MN-128824M02-D Human Sexuality. DeleU para. 402.2.

Administrative Board, Central UMC, Toledo, OH.

CO-ll(>a74>eil-D The Book of Reeolutions Up-Dating. Christ

UMC and Adm. Bd Shiloh UMC, Goshen, KY, Florence, KY.

CO-11779-O701-D Voting RighU for Deaconesses. Church and

Community Workers National Organization, Berea, KY.

GM-11784-1418-D Voting Rights for Deaconeeeee. Church and

Community Workers National Organization, Berea, KY.

LC-11787-0206-D Cooperative Parish Ministries. Church and

Community Workers National Organization, Berea, KY.

BfN-11788-06S2-D Criteria in the Appointment Making Process.

Church and Community Workers National Organization, Berea, KY.

IC-118ei-S00O-M$ Task Force to Study Racism and Sexism Rural

Churches and Institutions. Church and Com.munity Workers National

Organization, Berea, KY.
MN-11864-S00O-R Considering Community Contexts in the

Appointment Making Process. Church and Community Workers

National Organization, Berea, KY.
FA-12892-090e-D Human Sexuality. Administrative Council,

Church of the Cross, Toledo, OH.

LC-11U7.O20S-D Full Membership in The United Methodist

Church. Administrative Board, Church Street and First UMC Atlantic

Beach, NC, Knoxville, TN.

LC-11U&420&-D Membership of a Local United Methodist

Church. Administrative Board, Church Street UMC and Dorothy

Bedwell, KnaxvilU, TN.

OJ-11S2M)004-C Inclusiveness of the Church. Administratiue

Board, Church Street UMC, Knoxville, TN.

CO-10117-070S-D Accountability fcr Church Membership. CIL
CS-10SeS-<000-R SUtement on Abortion. CIL.

DI-10297-0eS6-D Jurisdictional Committee on UMM. CIL.

DI-10298-1222-D Men's Work Responsibilities. CIL.

OJ-1080»-2621-D Chargeable Offenses. CIL.

IC-10S14-0741-D Establish an Annual Conference UM Men
Organization. CIL.

MN-10S76-04SO-D Voluntary Family Leave. CIL.

C8-121SS-S000-R Aids Education. IS Members Theological

Dimensions Class, Claremont School ofTheology, Claremont, CA.

CO-11797-S000-R Information on the Status of Business During

the General Conference. Zack Clayton, Epworth UMC, Columbus, OH.
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DM0696-0000-0$ Establish a Committee on OMa- Adult

Ministries. CNV + 13 Other Annual Conferences.

HE-10849-S000-R Higher Education Training and Scholarships.

CNVandNAK
MN-11S4S-0462-D Clergy Who Fail to Submit Annual Reports.

Bd. of Ordained Ministry and the Bishop's Cabinety CNV.
FA-1288S-090e-D Affirm Full Participation ofGays and Lesbians

in the church. 323 Clergywomen of the United Methodist Church, CNV
and other Conferences.

FM-13877-0071-D Human Sexuality. 323 Clergywomen of the

United Methodist Church, CNV and other Conferences.

LC-11814-0262-D0 Removal of Local Church Officers. Conference

Cabinet and San Jose District COM.. CNV.

FM-1019ft4)072-D Rights of Lesbians and Gay Men. CNV, GBCS.

6M-10441-S0OO-R National Plan for Hispanic Ministries. CNV.

NMX, CAP, DSW, NCA, PEN.
MN-10288-0404-D The Moral and Social Reeponsibility of

Ordained Ministers. CNV, NYK.
MN-10624-0402-D Ordination or Appointment of "Self-Avowed"

Practicing Homoeeiuals. CNV, NYK
C8-10988-8000-R Health Care Service for All Persons. CNV.

DI-108e7-S000-R4 Resources and Materials for Families of

Incarcerated Pereons. CNV.
DM060S-8000-R African American Family Life. CNV.
FA-10882-S000-R Student Local Pastor Enrollment in the

Con^rehensive Protection Plan. CNV.
GJ-10974-8000-R Study and Celebration ofNative American

People. CNV.
LC-10221-0208-D Celebrating the Diversity of Church Members.

CNV.
MN-10268-0460-D Extended Family Leave. CNV.
MN-1098O-OS04-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. CNV.
MN-10981-0404-D The Certified Candidate. CNV.
MN-10982-0414-D Qualification for Election to Probationary

Membership. CNV.

MN-1098S-0120-D Requirements for Election as an Associate

Member. CNV.
MN-10984-0424-D Requirement for Admission to the Ministry.

CNV.
MN-10986-0481-D Qualifications for Ordination. CNV.
MN-1128O400O-R Pastor/Clergy/Chaplain Consecrated Through a

Ceremony of Laying on of Hands. Lawrence P. Coates, West Derfield

UMC, Fostoria, MI.

LC-10144-0269-D Chairperson of Committee on Nominations and

Personnel. Flora Thompson Cobb, Edenton Street UMC, Raleigh, NC.

FA-11825-0906-D Fiscal Responsibilities. Administrative Board,

Coker UMC, San Antonio, TX.

MN-12824-0068-C Episcopal Supervision. Lelia Shore

Commander, First UMC, Cory, NC.

CO-10002-0606-D Bishops in Jurisdictions. Amend para. 606.1 &
2 So. Central Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy, SDA.

CO-11808-0608-D Petitions to General Conference. Committee on

Plan ofOrganization and Rules ofOrd, Delaware, OH.

FM-1200e-S000-M Oppose Elimination of Confirmation.

Administrative Board, Community UMC, Belle Glade, FL.

1X7-11688-2648-D Planning Requirements for Local Church

Building. Committee on Persons with Handicapping Conditions,

Community UMC, Dayton, OH.

CO-10015-0088-C Ministerial Delegates to General, Jurisdictional

and Central Conferences. Administrative Council, Community UMC,
Wrightwood, CA.

LC-10072-0252-D The Administrative Council: Membership and

ReeponsibiUtiee. Administrative Council, Community UMC,
Wrightwood, CA.

GJ-12224-8000-R Adopt "Peace with Justice as a Special

Program". Church and Society Committee, Concord UMC, Athens, WV.

LC-111244)2e8-D Guidelines for the Church Library. Lois M.

Cone, First UMC, Okeechobee, FL.

DI-1200S-8000-M Publish a Youth Devotional. Conference

Council on Youth Ministries, Sr High UMYF, Hartford, SD.

DI-11768-0277-D Lay Speaking. Conway District Council on

Ministries, Conway, AR.

DI-11760-0278-D Lay Speaker. Conway District Council on
Ministries, Conway, AR.

DI-11761-0279-D Church Lay Speaker. Conway District Council

on Ministries, Conway, AR.
LC-11682-2689-D Incorporated Local Church Property. W.

Vernon and Shirley Cook, First UMC + 13 individuals, Chula Viaia,

CA.

CS-11699-0072-D Rights of Children. Beth A. Cooper, New
Wilmington, PA.

MN-11841-0068-C Limiting the Bishop's Tenure. JackM.Copas,

NJY.

MN-11848-0468-D Reconunendation to Administrative Location.

Jack M. Copas. NJY.

C8-11818-0074-D Military Service. John Copenhaver, Jr., VZR.

MN-1189»4)000-D Limit Tenure for Bishops. Jack M. Copus, NJY.

FA-12172-0787-D Membership of the Conference Board of

Pensions. Delos Corderman, SCA.

MN-1145O4J000-R The office of District Superintendent. Edward
M. Cotten, AFL.

CC-1099e.OO80-C Episcopal Administration in Central

Conferences. Council ofBishops.

CC-10996-0627-D The Accredited Representative of the Council of

Bishops. Council ofBishops.

CC-10997-0047-D Concordat Agreement with an Autonomous
Methodist Church. Council ofBishops.

CC-10998-0648-D AfBliated Autonomous Methodist Churches.

Council ofBishops.

CC-1099frO660-D EstablishingA Covenanting Church. Council

ofBishops.

CO-11000-0606-D Bishops in Jiu'isdictions. Council ofBishops.

CO-11001-0606-D Episcopal Nomination and Election. Council of

Bishops.

CO-11002-0507-D The Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy

Assignment Process. Council ofBishops.

CO-11008-0701-D Composition and Character of Clergy

Membership of an Annual Conference. Council ofBishops.

CO-12062-0607-D The Assignment Process. 16 Members ofThe

Council ofBishops.

CO-12068-0612-D The Jurisdictional Conference. 16 Members of

The Council ofBishops.

CO-12064-0620-D The Committee on Episcopacy. 16 Members of

The Council ofBishops.

00-12066-0628-0 Duties of the Jurisdictional Committee on

Episcopacy. 16 Members ofThe Council ofBishops.

FA-11004-0787-D Proportional Retirement Payments. Council of

Bishops.

GJ-11006-0606-O Nominations iar Membership to General

Agencies. Council ofBishops.

GJ-11000-0814-O Process for General Board Sta£f Positions.

Council ofBishops.

GJ-11007-S00O-R The Global Nature of the United Methodist

Church. Council ofBishops.

GJ-llOOS-SOOO-R Continuation of the Present Special Stmdays.

Council ofBishops.

IC-11009-8000-R Pan Methodist Unity and the Consultation of

Methodist Bishops. Council ofBishops.

IC-11010.8000-R The UMC and Churches in Covenanting

Communions. Council ofBishops.

MN-11011-0406-O Rights of Local Pastra-8. Council ofBishops.

MN-11012-0407-O Licensing as a Local Pastor. Council ofBishops.

MN-11018-040S-O Course of Study for Ordained Ministry.

Council ofBishops.

MN-11014-O409-O Educational Requirements for Continuance as

a Local Pastor. Council ofBishops.

MN-11016-O412-O Action on Granting Status Regarding License,

Ordination or Conference Membership. Council ofBishops.

MN-11016^>489-O Responsibilities and Duties of a Pastor.

Council ofBishops.

MN-11017-0442-0 Appointments Beyond the Local United

Methodist Church. Council ofBishops.

MN-11018-0608-D Vacancy in the Office of Bishop. Council of

Bishops.

MN-11019-0509-O Termination of Office. Council ofBishops.

MN-11020-0610-D Status of Retired Bishops. Council ofBishops.

MN-11021-0612-D Bishops in Central Conferences. Council of

Bishops.
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MN-11022-0618-D Review IVoeeaa in Involuntary Termination of

Office. Council ofBishops.

MN-11028-S000-R Reeponee to the Study of Ministry. Council of

Biahopa.

MN-1206e-0062-C Episcopal Supervision. 16 Member) ofThe

Council ofBishops.

MN-120e74)06S-C Episcopal Supervision. 16 Members ofThe

Council ofBishops.

GM-12268-1404-D The Budget of the General Board of Global

Ministries. 10 Members ofCouenant UMC, Covenant UMC.
Oaithersburg, MD.

C8-110e7-S000-R The Sanctity of Pre-bom Human Beings. 17

members, CPA.

PM-11084-S000-R Support Present Statement Regarding Baptism

and Membership. Members, CPA.

1X7-1 1S9(M)280'D Re-classification to a Member to Inactive. Perry

C. and Margaret T. Crandall, First UMC, Vancouver, WA.

OJ-liei8-080S-D Membership of Program Boards.

Administrative BoardJCounciU Crawford UMC, Mobile, AL.

MN-11900-0618-D Limitation on Years of Service. James R.

Crook, Jr., FLA.

CO-lOfill-0701-D Composition and Character of the Annual
Conference. CSMN.

MN-10462-0O0O.D The Ministry of Deacon. CSMN.
MN-104eS-0S02-D The Nature of Diaconal Ministry . CSMN.
MN-104e4-O808-D Entrance into Diaconal Ministry. CSMN.
MN-10466-0804-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. CSMN.
MN-1046ftO806-D Completion of Candidacy. CSMN.
MN-10467-0807-D Consecration of Diaconal Ministers. CSMN.
MN-1046S-O80O-D Rights of Diaconal Ministers/Deacons. CSMN.
MN-1O409-OS1O-D Service Appointment of Diaconal Ministers.

CSMN.
MN-104700811-0 Credentials and Records. CSMN.
MN-10471-0812-D Transfer to Another Conference. CSMN.
MN-10472-O818-D Change in Conference Relationship. CSMN.
MN-10478-081S-D Relationship to the Employing Agency. CSMN.
MN-10474-0818-D Office of Deaconeee. CSMN.
MN-1047S-O81&-D Eligibility to Become a Deacon. CSMN.
MN-1047*0000-D Reorder Chapter Three. CSMN.
MN-10477-O401-D Ministry in the Christian Church. CSMN.
MN-10478-0429-D Ordination and the Apostolic Ministry. CSMN.
MN-10479-(M80-D The Purpose of Ordination. CSMN.
MN-10480-04S1-D Qualifications for Ordination. CSMN.
MN-10481-0482-D The Act of Ordination. CSMN.
MN-10482-0488-D The Order of Elder. CSMN.
MN-1O188-O406-D Authority and Duties of a Local Pastor. CSMN.
MN-10484-0408-D Categoriee of Local Pastor. CSMN.
MN-1048(M>40S-D Continuance as a Local Pastor. CSMN.
MN-1048e«412-D General Provisions. CSMN.
MN-10487-O418-D Eligibility and Rights of Probationary

Membership. CSMN.
MN-10488-0414-D Qualification for Election to Probationary

Membership. CSMN.
MN-1048S-000O-D Educational Requirements. CSMN.
MN-10490-000OD Educational Requirements. CSMN.
MN-10491-O424-D Admission to the Order of Elder and Full

Membership in the Annual Conference. CSMN.
MN-10492-O428-D Rights and Responsibilities. CSMN.
MN-10498-O42e-D Ordained Ministers from Other Conference and

Other Denominations. CSMN.
MN-10494-O427-D Clergy Members from Other Denominations.

CSMN.
MN-10486-0447-D Ordained Ministers Seeking a Change in

Conference Relationship. CSMN.
MN-1049ft«448-D Leave of Absence. CSMN.
MN-10487-0449-D Maternity/Paternity Leave. CSMN.
MN-1049»«46OD Disability Leave for Clergy. CSMN.
MN-104804>4S2-D Certificateof Honorable Location. CSMN.
MN-1060O0109-D Diaconal Ministry. CSMN.
MN-10601-O264-D Membership of the Administrative Board.

CSMN.
MN-10S02-02e8-O The Conunittee on Nominations and Personnel.

CSMN.
MN-1060S-0616-D Presidential Duties of Bishops. CSMN.
MN-10604'OSie-D Working with Ordained Ministers. CSMN.

MN-10606-0617-D Working with Deacons. CSMN.
MN-10606-0619-D Responsibilities of District Superintendents.

CSMN.
MN-10607-0684-D Process of Service Assignments of Deacons.

CSMN.
MN-10608-06S6-D Consultation and Review. CSMN.
MN-10fi09-0S8a-D Connectional Responsibility. CSMN.
MN-10610-0687-D Frequency of Appointment and Service

Assignments. CSMN.
MN-10ei2-0708-D Powers and Duties ofthe Annual Conference.

CSMN.
LC-10222-0216-D Admission into the Church by Baptism and

Confirmation. CTX.

LC-1022S-0224-D Baptism and Confirmation of Children in the

Church. CTX.

LC-10224-0225-D Baptism and Confirmation of Children in the

Church. CTX.

MN-10286-0807-D Consecration to the Office of Diaconal Minister.

CTX.

C8-11249-0074-D The Political Community and Government

Leaders. William Lcuuaon Culver, Harper Chapel UMC, Osage Beach,

MO.
CC-11066-S00OR Creation ofa Zaire Central Conference. CZA.

GM-11440-1402-D Reeponsibilitiee of the General Board of Global

Ministries. Janice Dahl, TWA.

GJ-11187-2621-D Chargeable Offenses. Administrative Board,

Dalraida Charge ofMontgomery District, Birmingham, AL.

FM-12887-3000-R ObUgation and Responsibility of the General

Conunission on Finance and Administration. Administrative Beard,

Daniels Memorial UMC, Goldsboro District, NC.

MN-11447-0461-D Charge Conference Membership. Frank P.

Dannelly, CAP.

CC-10S42-8000-R Organize the Present Four German Annual

Conferences into one Central Conference. DDR, GNW, GSO and 03W.
CC-11069-800OR Recognition and Representation of the

Deaconess Association. Deaconess Association, Paniqui, Tarlac,

Philippines.

CS-11666-800OM The Church Takes a Stand on Moral Issues.

Evelyn L. DeLong, Calvary UMC, Circleville, OB.

LC-11S78-0221-D Service of Baptism and Dedication. Evelyn L.

DeLong, Calvary UMC, Circleville, OH.

LC-11276-O207-D Chairperson of the Committee on Nominations

and Personnel. Lois DeSantis, Good Samaritan UMC, Edina, MN.
CO-11188-0606-D Number of Bishops in Jurisdictions. DBT

Conf, NCJ Committee on Episcopacy + 6 Ind.

CO-10188-070e-D Rights of Local Pasters in the Annual

Conference. DETandMOE.
FA-I147e-S000-R Table the Denominational Health Care Plan to

the 1996 General Conference. Conference Board ofPensions and

Insurance, DET.

FA-11477-8000-R Denominational Health Care Plan. Conference

Board ofPensions and Insurance, DET.

CO-11281-0088-C Ministerial Delegates to Gaieral, Jurisdictional

or Central Conferences. National UM Rural Fellowship Legislative

Committee, DET, MEM.
CO-10179-0612-D Interjurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

DBT.
CO-1018S-0701-D Composition and Character ofAnnual

Conference. DET.

CO-10601-800OR Delegates Expenses to General Conference.

DBT.
C8-10194-0071-D Abortion. DET.

FA-10199-0721-D Equitable Salaries. DET.
6J-10207-0276-D Rural Life Sunday. DET.
OJ-10211-2e28-D Investigation Procedures. DET.

OM-10688-800OM$ Study of Rural Community. DET.

OM-10689-8000-R Affu-mation of Basic Rural Worth. DET.
LC-1022K-0244-D Organization and Administration. DET.
LC-10226-0244-D Local Churches Administrative Councils. DET.

LC-10227-024&-D Basic Organizational Plan for the Local Church.

DET.
LC-10281-0268-D$ Administrative Committees. DBT.
MN-10289-O40e-D Authority and Duties of Local PaBtors. DET.
MN-10240-0408-D Categories of Local Pastors. DET.
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HN-10241-O412-D Clergy Membership of Annual Conference.

DET.
MN-10242-0419-D Eligibility and Ri^s of Associate Members.

DET.
MN-1024S-0419-D Associate Members ofAnnual Conference.

DET.
MN-10266-0788-D Duties of the Board of Ordained Ministry.

DET.
MN-10267-0762-0 Compoeitionof District Committee on

Ordained Ministry. DET.

MN-10S24-0451-D Retired Ordained Ministers. DET.

MN-1087ftO461-D Charge Conference Membership. DET.

MN-10626-S0OO-R Pastoral Lettw on Economic Justice. DET.

CO-10184-0701-D Associate and Affiliate Clergy Members of

Annual Conference. DEX.
00-10186-0701-0 Local and Part-time Pastors Right to Vote.

DEX.
CO-10186-0701-D Local Pastors and a Full-time Appointment

Rights to Vote at Annual Conference. DEX
FA-10202-0806-D Funding "Gay" Caucus on Groups. DEX.

MN-10246-0424-D Requirements fcr Admiseion into Membership

for Annual Conference. DEX
MN-10249-O48e-O AppointmenU of Ministfrial Members. DEX.
MN-10260-0487-D The Itinerant System. DEX.
MN-10264-0468-D Grievance Proceduree and ComplainU. DEX
MN-10269-0684-D Making Frequency Appointment. DEX.
MN-1201»-0816-D Relationship to the Employing Agency.

Diaconal Ministers of Oregon-Idaho Conference, Portland, OR.

CO-1166O4000-MI Study the FeasibiUty of Holding Biennial

Regional Annual Conferences. Norma Dobler, First UMC, Moecow, ID.

MN-1160S-S000-R Vision, Mission and Restructuring ofthe

United Methodist Church. Frank L. Dorsey. KSB.

DI-11072-8000-R Establish Preferred Language to Describe God.

Colleen Douglas, New Castle UMC, New Castle, KY.

MN-10147-O80&-D Rights of Diaconal Ministers. Alvin B. Dove;

St James UMC, Pleasant Valley UMC, VA.

CO-10041-4)0S6-C Composition ofAnnual Conference. DownsUlle

UMC. Downsville, LA.

CO-10MS-008S-C Voting Righto ofAnnual Conference.

Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

CO-10047-0701-D Voting Righto of Ministerial Members of

Annual Conferences. Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

CO-11061-00S8-C Lay Delegates to Gena-al, Jurisdictional or

Central Conferences. Adrtiinistrative Board, Downsville UMC,
Downsville, LA.

FA-10109-07l'l-O Apportionments. Administrative Board,

Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

FA-1107e-260S-D Trust Clauses in Deeds. Administrative Board,

Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

FA-11077-800O-R Institute a Different Plan for Ministerial

Compensation. Administrative Board, Downsville UMC, Downsville,

LA.

FM-1288&4000-R Oppose Ordination of Avowed Homosexuals.

Administrative Board, Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

MN-10082-O428-D Voting Righto of Members ofAnnual

Conference. Administrative Board, Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

MN-10086-0448-D AfBliate Relations to Annual Conference.

Administrative Board, Downsville UMC, Downsville, LA.

MN-1114&-0000-C Ordination, Appointment, Re-appointment or

Election to Office of Homosexuals. Administrative Board, Downsville

UMC, Downsville, LA.

CS-12ie7-0076-O Military Fcrce Guided by the Standards

Expressed in the Church's IVadition. Philip M. Dripps, NIL
GJ-10871-800O-R Stewardship of lime and Money of General

Boards and Agencies Meeting. DSW.
6J-10978-8000-R Quadrennial Emphasis on Ministries with

Persons with Disabilities. DSW.
MN-10979-0108-O Special Variation in the Order of Deacon.

DSW.
FM-12864-8000-R Report of the Committee to Study

Homosexuality. Alvin Dunn, Floral Heights UMC, Wichita Falls, TX.

CO-1164(M)611-0 Removal ofTime Dated Material. MaMe
Dunnam, MEM.

CO-11641-0706-D Annual Conference Journal. Maxie Dunnam,
MEM.

DI-11642-06S2-D Jurisdictional Youth Ministry Organization

Convocation. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
DI-11S4S-1807-D Memb«^hipcf the National Youth Ministry

Organization. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
FA-11S44-0904-D Amenability of the General Council on Finance

and Administration. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
FA-11046-0906-D Consultanto to the Executive Committee.

Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
FA-11O46-O0OO-D Budget Recommendations. Maxie Dunnam,

MEM.
FA-11647-0907-O Administrative Responsibilities. Maxie

Dunnam, MEM.
FA-11648-0911-D General Policies ofthe General Council on

Finance and Administration. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
FA-11649-0912-D The World Service Fund. Maxie Dunnam,

MEM.
FA-11660-0918-D World Service Special Gifts. Maxit Dunnam,

MEM.
GJ-lia8a-1001-D The G^ieral Council on Ministries. Maxie

Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11661-0914-D The Advance. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11662-0274-D Church-mde OSeringi. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11668-0802-O Accountability and Evaluation of General

Agencies. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11664-0808-D General Council on Finance. Maxie Dunnam,

MEM.
6J-1 1666-0806-0 The Jurisdictional Pool. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-lie67-0810-D Representation on General Agencies. Maxie

Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11668-081S-O TheGeneralSecretary of Program Agencies.

Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-11669-0814-D Dutiee of the General Secretary of General

Council on Finance and Administration. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
GJ-lieeO-1007-D The Advance Committee. Maxie Dunnam,

MEM.
HE-11661-1608-D Amenability and Accountability ofthe Board.

Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
IC-11662-1904-D Accountability and Reporting. Maxie Dunnam,

MEM.
IC-11668-1907-D Membership of the Commission on

Communication. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
IC-11664-1908-D Financial Needs of the Commission on

Communication. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
IC-11666-2008-O Responsibilities of General Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
IC-11666-2204-D Authority and Powers. Ma^e Dunnam, MEM.
10-11667-2208-0 Staff of the Commission cf the Status and Role of

Women. Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
MN-11668-0627-O Council of Bishops. Jifaxie Dunnam, AfEif.

GJ-11666-0806-D Additional Members of Program Agencies.

Maxie Dunnam, MEM.
FA-12270-0921-D Repayment of Service Loans. Russell East, LVL.

CS-12206-8000-R English as the Official Language ofthe U.SA.

Verna K. Echols, Lake Wales, FL.

OO-11284-062S-O The Jurisdictional Committee en Episcopacy.

Jerry Eckert, WIS.

OO-11846-060S-O Focus of Petitions to General Conference. Jerry

Eckert, WIS.

FA-11828-0710-O Budget of the Conference Council on Finance

and Administration. Jerry Eckert, WIS.

GJ-11881-262(VD Annual Conferenoe Judiciary Committee. Jerry

Eckert, WIS.

GJ-11882-2624-D Voting on Specifications of Charges. Jerry

Eckert, WIS.

GJ-1188S-2626-0 The Response of the Appeals Cotirt. Jerry

Bdtert, WIS.

GJ-11S84-2627-D Financial Responsibility of the Conference upon

Acquittal of a Pastor Under Charges. Jerry Eckert, WIS.

GJ-11886-2628-D Impeachment of Judicial Council Members.

Jerry Eckert, WIS.

GJ-11882-2601-O Election of Judicial Members. Jerry Sc/ier^

WIS.

GJ-11888-2622-0 Requirement of a Vote on Specification. Jerry

Eckert, WIS.
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OJ-114S»-3a24-D Reporting an Audit cfAllCorts ofTHaJs. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

OJ-lieaS-2a21-D Administrative Haraaament as a Chargeable

Offense. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

OJ-llS24-2e24-0 Trial Procedures. Jerry BcJuri WIS.

OJ-11B20-800O-R EsUblishmant of an Impartial Panel to Review

Personnel Cases. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

OJ-11948-S000-R Reoompense for Rev«rend Gordan Johnson.

Jerry Eekert, WIS.

OJ-119494000-R Reoompense for Reverend Dr. William Gandy.

Jerry Eekert, WIS.

LC-11100-0107-D Eipression of Love of God and Neighbor in our

Churches. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-111O4-O402-D Relations of Ordained Ministere to the Ministry

of All. Jerry Edtert, WIS.

MN-11106-0601-D The Nature of Supcrintendency. Jerry Eekert,

WIS.

MN-11109-0604-D Offices of Bishops and District

Superintendents. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11110.4624-D Non-personnel Reqjonsibilitiee of District

Superintendents. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11111-0629-D Aoeountability of District SuperintendenU.

Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11114-0SSS-D The Appointment Making Process. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

MN-11SO<V0754-D Purpose of the Committee on District

Superintendency. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11818-0447-D Change of Confarence Relationship for Full,

IVobationary and Associate Members. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11S22-07S5-D Conference Committee on Episcopacy. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

MN-llS42-044«-D Clarification ofthe Leave of Absence. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

MN-llft98-4)00O-D Mediation as a IVocees of Reconciling. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

MN-11416-044O-D Prohibiting Private Onfr«n-on« Pastoral Care.

Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-11422-04fift-D Grievance Procedures. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

MN-llSSS-OOOO-D The Appointment Making Procees. Jerry

Eekert, WIS.

MN-124SS.O402-D Listing of Comparable Sins with

Homoeexuality. Jerry Eekert, WIS.

GJ-115264000-R RecoDTense for a Widow. Jerry £c/i«rt W7S.

CS-1241 1-0071-D Abortion. Margaret & Richard Eddy + 37 other

endorteri, Simms, Uontana UUC, Oreat FalU, UT.
MN-1181MM4S-D Leave of Absence of Ordained Ministers. Frank

Edward; Donald Haynea, Charles D. White Jr., WNC.
GM-1186»<000-R Affirmation ofBasic Rural Worth. Wanda

EiehUr, Pint UUC, Pigeon, MI.

FM-11664-S000-R Amendment to the Baptism Study. Carolyn P.

Eliae, Oraee UMC, Jaekeonville, IL.

CO-11117-0a02-D Composition ofthe Voting Membership of

General Conference. Hap ElioMn, TEN.
FA-11121-2618-D Board of Church Location and Building. Hap

Bliaton, TEN.
FA-11S01-2618-D Authority of the Board of Church Location and

Building. Hap Eliaeon, TEN.
LC-1181S-2627-D Fair Share of Property in a Realignment

Charge. Bap Eliaeon, TEN.

MN-llia6-0S2S-D Realignment of Churches. Hap S^ioson, TSjyr.

MN-11462-8000-M« Study for the Office of District

Superintendency. Floyd Emfinger, AFL.
L£-10142-026»-D Responsibility of Local Lay Leader. EPA.
1X7-10622-02fil-D Duties ofa Lay Leader. EPA.
MN-10172-07SS-D Orientation for New Members of Board of

Ordained Ministry. EPA.

MN-1017(M>7S2-D District Committee on Ordained Ministry.

EPA.

CO-1219ft«008-D Provide Senders the SUtus of their Petitions

and Resolutions Submitted to General Council. Adult Education CUut,

Bpworth UMC, Columhue, OH.

DI-12S07-8000-R Rerject the New God-Language Being Proposed.

Adm. Board + 104 local church group* + 37 pertane, Eeeex UMC,
Riehumod, OH.

CO-11698-S000-R Individual Delegate Votes at General

Conference to be Recorded and Published. Evangelical Pellowthip,

Richmond, VA.

IC-12009-1900-D Responsibilities of the Commission on

Communication. Exec. Committee ofthe OA Communication* Council,

Atlanta, OA.

LC-12012-0247-D The Church Historian. Exec. Committee of the

OA Communicationa Council, Atlanta, QA.

LX:;-1201S-0262-D The Work Area on Evangelism. Exec.

Committee ofthe QA Communicationt Council, Atlanta, GA.

LC-12014-0257-D The Council on Ministries. Exec Committee of
the OA Communieatiom Council, Atlanta, QA.

LC-1201S-02eO.D The Work Area Chairperson. Exec Committee

ofthe GA Communicationa Council, Atlanta, GA.

LC-120ie-0262-D The Coordination of Communications. Exee.

Committee ofthe GA Communicationa Council, Atlanta, OA.

C8-12421-S0OO-M The United Methodist and Abortion. Olga

Fairfax, Wheaton, MD.
FA-122Sa-0726-D Shared Salary Options. Adminiatratiue Board,

Fairview UMC, Washington, WV.
CS-11610-0071-D Death with Dignity. Adminialrative Board,

Faith UMC, Bryan, OH.

FM-1287lt-0071-D Human Sexuality and Ministry.

Adminiatrative Boards, Falling Creek and Brogden UMCs, Dudley, NC.
CS-12414-0071-D Regarding Abortion. Adminiatrative Board,

Falling Creek UMC, Dudley, NC.

FM-llSae-8000-M The Continuance of Confu-mation.

Adminiatrati.ve Board and Wilbur C. Teachey, Farmville UMC,
Farmuille, NC.

CS-1147S-0072-D Righte of the Unborn. Deniae Fennell, Windfall

UMC, Windfall, IN.

IC-1149O-200S-D ResponsibilitieeofGCCUIC. Deniae Fennell,

Windfall UMC, Windfall, IN.

CS-11822-8000-R The Political Community. Charles J. Ferris and
Eddie Carter Jr.

GJ-1217K-2a07-D Responsibility ofthe Judicial Council. Dauid M.

Finch, NJY.

OJ-12176-2612-D Duties ofthe Judicial Council. Dauid M. Finch,

NJY.

FA-12292-8000-R Relocate in Accord with Findings by Study

Committee Site Selected by End of 1994. Adminiatrative Board + 6
Individuala, First and Gray UMC, Knoxville, TN.

FA-11802-S000-R Apportioned General Funds for the 1993-1996

Quadrennium. Administrative Board, First and St Paul UMCs,
Rosutelt and Las Crueea, NM.

MN-12482-8000-R Reject Ordination of Homoeexuals as Ministers.

Adm~ Bda.A members ofFirst ofLaPorte, Prospect, Hillsboro, Osgood A
Aberdeen UMCs, LaPorU, IN.

LC-11177-8000-R Infants as Full Members Before Confirmation.

Administrative Board, First and Myrtle Orove UMCs.
FA-112eS-0S21-D The Ministerial Education Fund.

Administrative Board, First UMC +21 other local church groups A 60

ind., Blackwell, OK.

FM-12818-0071-D Reject the Adoption of the Report on

Homoeexuality. First UMC +11 local church groups + 6, Individuala,

Cocoa, FL.

GJ-11271-2e21-D Chargeable Offenses. Adminialrative Board,

First UMC + 6 other UMCs, Cireleville. OH.

HE-lia72-161ft-D Purpoee and Objectives ofthe Board of Higher

Education and Ministry. Administrative Board, First UMC +11 local

church groups + 53 individuals, Blackwell, OK.

GM-11887-1404-D The Budget ofthe General Board of Global

Ministries. Board ofStewards, First UMC and Grafton Preaaley,

Griffin, QA.

OJ-11S80-1001-D Eliminate General Council on Ministriea. Bd
ofStewards, Adm. Board and WMI Bd. Evangeliam, Firal UMC and

Qroeabeek UMC, Oriffin and Cincinnati, QA, OH A MI.

DM14e6-1224-D Curriculum Resource Materials. First UMC of

Ml Vernon, IL+ 3 other local groups.

FA-11081-8000-R Relocation ofthe General Board of Global

Ministries. Adminialrative Board, First UMC, St Andrews UMC,
Pensacola, FL, Niceuille, FL.

OJ-11088-800O-R Mandatory Quotas on Boards and Agencies.

Administrative Board, First UMC, St Andrews and Myrtle Grove

UMC, Niceuille and Pensacola, FL.
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C8-10Ol(MK)71-D Conflicts of Life That May Justify Abortion.

AdminUtrative Board, First UMC, Abilene, TX.

FM-10018-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend para. 7 IF.

Administrative Board, First UMC, Abilene, TX.

FM-10019-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend para. 7 IF.

Administrative Board, First UMC, Abilene, TX.

MN-10160-O402-D Homosexuals in the Ministry. Administrative

Board, First UMC, AbiUne, TX
FA-11264-8000-R Support Relocation of the General Board of

Global Ministries. Charge Conference, First UMC, Atlanta, TX
CS-11246-0071-D Decisions Concerning Abortion. Administrative

Board, First UMC, Blackwell, OK
FA-11266-8000-R Optional Enrollment of Full-time Employees of

Local Churches in the Church's Medical Insurance. Charge

Conference, First UMC, Brevard, NC.

CS-12022-0000-D Pornography Issues. 168 Members + Genesis

Sunday School Class, First UMC, Claremore, OK
CS-11561-0071-D The Nurturing Community and Divorce.

Sunday Seekers Sunday School Class, First UMC, Fairport, NY.

FM-128S7-S00O-R Oppoee Developing Study Materials for the

Church Regarding Homosexuality. Administrative Board, First UMC,
FL Walton Beach, FL.

LC-11S79-0280-D Care a! MeinberB. Adminittrative Board, First

UMC, Gadsden, AL.

GJ-11522-0805-D General Agency Membership. Board of

Stewards, First UMC, Griffin, GA
GJ-11947-S000-R Management Consultant to Evaluate the

General Boards and Agencies of the Church. Lay Delegates, First

UMC, Houston, TX.

FM-118064>071-D Retain the FVeeent Statement on Marriage.

Administrative Council, First UMC, Jay, OK
FA-122e8-0906-D Quadrennium Budget. Administratiue Board,

First UMC, Knoxville, TN.

FA-11820-O9O6-D Budget Not to Exceed Previous Quadrennium

Receipts. Lafayette United Methodist Women, First UMC, Lafayette,

OB.

FA-12291-S000-R Relocate to Houston Texas. Administrative

Board, First UMC, Longview, TX.

FA-12294-S0OO-R Relocate the General Board of Global Ministries

Within One Year After End of General Conference. Administradve

Board, First UMC, Longview, TX
MN-10026-0451-D Mandatory Retirement Age of Ministers.

Amend para. 461.6. Adult Senior Sunday School Class, First UMC,
Monticello, FL.

CO-11466-OeiO-D Speaking for the Church. 7 local church

groups. First UMC, N. Vernon, LL
GJ-11482-2621-D Chargeable Offenses. First UMC, N. Vernon,

IN, Groesbeck UMC, Cincinnati.

CS-10089-O071-D Abortion. Amend para. 7 1-G. Administrative

Board, First UMC, Niceville, FL
GJ-110S8-S00O-R Two Quadrennia (1992-2000) Enqihasis on

Building New Churches. Administrative Board, First UMC, Niceville,

FL.

GJ-1109(V.S00O-M$ Study to Streamline the Church Boards,

Agencies and Committees. Administrative Board, First UMC,
Niceville, FL

CS-122S6-8000-R A Plan to Provide Housing for the Homeless.

UniUd Methodist Women, First UMC, Santa Monica, CA.

LC-10187-0280-D Removal of Names from Membership Role.

Administrative Board, First UMC, Scotisboro, AL.

00-11604-0012-0 Delegate Selection to General Conference.

Administrative Board, First UMC, Tavares, FL.

LC-116804)2S0-D Care of Members. Church Annual Charge

Conference, First UMC, Vancouver, WA.

PA-11877-S00O-R Recommends a Budget Increase of no mere than

0% fcr the 1993-1996 Quadrennium. FLA, and Herndon and Lakeside

UMCs, Hubbard, TX.

FA-lOSeS-SOOO-R Substitute "Connectional" Ministry Giving for

the Word "Apportionments." FLA, NGA and SDA.

CO-10101-0610-D Speaking for the Church. FLA.

FA-10066-0710-D World Service Apportionments. FLA.

FA-10197-0710-D World Service and Conference Benevolences

Budget. FLA.
FA-11884-S00O-M$ Council of Bishops Appoint Study Committee

on Apportionments System. FLA.

CS-1178O-S0OO-R Investment Ethics. Robert Flin, RKM.
LO-11141-0227-D Affiliate and Associate Memba-ship. Rudolph

Flood, EPA.

LC-11142-0246-D General Provisions for Honorary Members.

Rudolph Flood, EPA.

LO-11144-0260-D Responsibilities of the Administrative Board.

Rudolph Flood, EPA.

Dl-I14e7-S000-M Continued Use of the Traditional Language.

Council on Ministries, Fort Hill UMC, Lynchburg, VA.

CS-I2424-8000-R Population Relating to Abortion. G. D. &
Melanie Fox and Taskforoe for Abortion, Parkview UMC, Miamisburg,

OH.

CS-11466-S000-R Withdraw Faithful Witness Booklet &om
Circulation. George and Melanie Fox, Parkview UMC, Miamisburg,

OH.

FM-12872-0071-D The Practice of Homosexuality Incompatible

with The Holy Bible. Administrative Council, Frankford and Hickory

Hills UMCs, Frankford, DL.

CS-12406-0071-D Abortion. Church and Society WoHt Area,

Fra2er Menwrial UMC, Montgomery, AL.

FM-11887-0071-D The Sanctity of Marriage. Administratiue

Board, Frazer Memorial UMC, Montgomery, AL.

MN-10166-O402-D Acc^ting Homosexuals in the Ministry. Rev.

Delbert G. Freeman and 29 Individuals.

FA-101 18-0906-D Homosexuality: Funding of Gay Caucus or

Group. Rev. Freeman, Dr. Hrisak, 7 churches + 29 ind.

OO-11808-0726-D Conference Council Director. Gainsville District

Clergy, Trinify UMC, Gainesville, FL
LC-11818-0228-D InsLCtive Memhar Category . Robert L. Gamble,

MNN.
IC-11628-2001-D Duties of GCCUIC to the General Board of

Global Ministries. Langdon Garrison, UMC, Pensacola, FL
IO-11624-2101-D Duties of GCRR to the GBCS. Langdon

Garrison, UMC, Pensacola, FL.

IO-11626-2201-D Transfer Duties to CS. Langdon Garrison,

UMC, Pensacola, FL
FA-11888-8000-R Pension of Lay Staff Persons. 165 Staffof

GBCS, GBGM. UMCOM, BHEMandGBOD.
CS-1068S-8000-R Confronting the Drug Crisis. GBCS, GBGM.
CS-10688-SO0O-R Universal Access to Health Care in the U.S. and

Related Territories. GBCS, KSE.

CO-10667-0608-D Petitions to Gena-al Confarence. GBCS.

CS-10668-0072-D The Social Community. Amend Para. 72-C, 72-G

and72-L. GBCS.

CS-106a9-0728-D Conference Board of Church and Society. GBCS.

OS-10670-1106-D .Organization of the General Board of Church

and Society. GBCS.

OS-10671-1109-D The Executive Committee of the General Board

ofChurch and Society. GBCS.

CS-10672-1110-O Nominating Committee of the General Board of

Church and Society. GBCS.

CS-10681-S00O-R AtBrmative Action Plans and People with

DisabiUtiee. GBCS.
CS-10682-8000-R Drug and Alcohol Concerns. GBCS.

O8-106S4-8000-R Environmental Justice for a Sustainable

Future. GBCS.

OS-10686-8000-R United Methodismm a New Europe. GBCS.

OS-1068e-8000-R New Developments in Genetic Science. GBCS.

O8-10687-8000-R U.S. Gun Violence. GBCS.

CS-10688-8000-R Available and Affordable Housing. GBCS.

C8-1069O.800O-R Infant Formula Abuse. GBCS.

C8-10691-8000-R Ministries on Mental Illness. GBCS.

CS-10692-8000-R Peace with Justice as a Special Programi GBCS.

OS-10698-8000-R Ratification of Human Rights Covenants and

Conventions. GBCS.
O8-106»4-S00O-R Environmental Racism GBCS.

CS-10696-8000-R In Support of the United Nations. GBCS.

CS-1069ft.800O-R U.S. - Mexico Bcrder. GBCS.

FA-10678-0906-D The Church's Ministry in Req>ond to the HTV
Crisis. GBCS.

FA-10674-0907-D Administrative Responsibility ofthe Council on

Finance and Administration. GBCS.

FA-10676-1604-0 Authority of the General Board of Penaiona.

GBCS.
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FA-10676-1808-D Financial Policy of the General Board of

Pensions. OBCS.

FM-10697-8000-R Human and Civil Rigfata of Lesbians and Gay

Men. OBCS.
OJ-10677-08ie-D Policies Relative to Socially Responsible

InvestmenU. OJ3C5.

GJ-1 1064-SOOO-R Continuation of the Incorporation of Ethnic

Local Church Concerns in the Life of the Denomination. OBCS.

LC-1067W>202-D The Function of the Local Church. GBCS.

LC-10679-0208-D Church Membership. OBCS.

LC-10680-0261-D Ehitiee of the Work Area Chairperson of Church

and Society. OBCS.

FA-11829-800O-R Relocation ofThe General Board Would Mean

Lose of Employment. 221 Support StaffofOBOM, 476 Rivenide Drive,

New York, NY.

CO-1208S-0012-C General Conference Membership. 63 Mem. of

OBOM, Womena Div. + St Paul, St Andrew), New York, NY.

CO-12084-002S^ Jurisdictional Conference Membership. 63

Item, ofOBOM, Woment Diu. + St Paul, St Andrew), New York, NY.

CO-10700-0701-D Composition and Character of the Clergy

Membership of an Annual Conference. GBQM.
CO-10704-0706-D Journal of an Annual Conference. OBOM.

C8-10717-800O-R Central America: Peace and Just Life. OBOM.

C8-10718-8000-R Web of Apartheid, South Africa and the

Deatabilixation of Its Neighbors. GBGU.
C8-10719-800O-R The Middle East in the Aftennath of the Gulf

War. OBOM.
CS-1072O.a00O-R Literacy, The Right to Learn: A Basic Human

Ri^t. OBOU.
CS-10721-8000-R Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation.

OBOU.
CS-10722-8000-R The Church and the Global HTV/Aids Epidemic.

OBOM.
C8-10724-8000-R A Call for Increased Commitment to End World

Hunger and Peace. OBOM.
C8-10726-«000-R Homelesaneea in the USA. OBOM.

C8-10728-a00O-R Domestic Violence and Sexual Abuse. OBOM.

C8-10728-aOOO-R Health in Mind and Body. OBOM.

C8-1078(M000-R Holy Living/Holy Dying. OBOM.

DI-10701-1202-D ReeponsibiUties ofthe General Board of

Discipline. OBOM.
DI-10702-121ft-D The Mission Education Program of the General

Board of Discipleship. OBOM.
FA-10728-8000-R Location of the General Board of Global

Ministries. OBOM.
GJ-1070S-2a21-D Chargeable Offensee. OBOU.
GJ-10728-SOOO-R Mission and Aging of Global Population.

OBOM.
GJ-10781-S00O-R Continuation of Afiriea Church Growth and

Development Program. OBOM.
GJ-10782-S00a.S9 Report and Recommendation ofthe

Inter-agency Task Force on Aids. OBOM.
GJ-10788-80OO-R Toward a New Beginning Beyond 1992. OBOM.
GJ-10784-80OO-R Central Conferences Representation on Church

Agencies. OBOM.
OM-1070fi-0781-D Composition of the Conference Board of Global

Ministries. OBOM.
GM-1070e-1414-D Responsibilities of the National Division.

OBOM.
GM-10707-1418-D The Office of Deaconess. OBOM.

OM-10708-1419-D Committee on Deaconess Service. OBOM.

GM-10709-1420-D The Deaconess Program OfRce. OBOM.

GM-10710-1440-D ResponsibiUtiee of the Health and Welfare

Ministries Department. OBOM.
OM-10711-1449-D Responsibilities of the Mission Education and

Cultivation Department. OBOM.
QM-10712-14S9-D Objectives and Responsibilities of the United

Methodist Committee on Relief Department. OBOM.
OM-11024-S000-8$ Native American Comprehensive Plan. OBOM.

LC-1071S-0262-D Reeponsibilitiee of the Health and Welfare

Ministries Representative. OBOM.
LX;-10714-2640-D Incorporated Local Church Property Sale,

Lease, Transfer, cr Mortgage. OBOM.
MN-1048ft4>440-D Special Provisions for Ordained Ministers.

OBOM.

MN-10716-0448-D Appointments to Various Ministries. OBOM.
MN-10716-162»-D The Division of Ordained Ministry. OBOM.
MN-10461-0612-D Bishops in Central Conferences. OBBM,

OCCU.
CO-1087W)701-D Rights of Clergy Members, Local and Student

Part-time Pastors. OBHM.
CO-10880-0704-D Business of the Conference. OBHM.

CO-10881-0726-0 Presence of Conference Council Director at

Cabinet Meetings. OBHM.
FA-10882-1806-D Normal Conditions for Full Pension Credit.

OBHM.
GJ-10888-0274-D United Methodist Student Day. OBHM.

GJ-10884-lOOe-D Responsibilities of the General Council on

Ministries. OBHM.
GJ-10886-262d-D Miscellaneous Provisions. OBHM.

HE-10886-0782-D Responsibilities of an Annual Conference Board

of Higher Education and Campus Ministry. OBHM.
HE-10887-1611-D Responsibilitiee of the Division of Chaplains

and Related Ministries. OBHM.
HE-10881-161S-D General Responsibilities of the Division of

Higher Education. OBHM.
HE-10892-1514-D Responsibilities to General and Annual

Conferences. OBHM.
HE-10898-161S-D Responsibilities to Institutions. OBHM.

HE-10894-1517-D Membership and Organizations. OBHM.

HE-10886-1B18-D Purposes and Objectives of the Board of Hi^er

Education and Ministry. OBHM.
HE-10886-1622-D The National Methodist Foundation for

Christian Higher Education. OBHM.
HE-10897-1680-D Schools ofTheology. OBHM.
LC-108984)217-D Admission into the Church. OBHM.

LC-1089&O21S-D Admission into the Church. OBHM.
LC-10400-026S-D The Committee on Pastor-Parish Relatione.

OBHM.
MN-10401-O804-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. OBHM.

MN-10402-O80e-D Transfer of Diaconal Ministry Candidates.

OBHM.
MN-1O4O8-O806-D Requirements for Consecration as a Diaconal

Minister. OBHM.
MN-10404-O8O7-D Consecrations to the Office of Diaoonal

Minister. OBHM.
MN-10406.0809-D Rightsof the Diaconal Ministers. OBHM.

MN-10406-0810-D Service Appointment of Diaconal Minirters.

GBHJf.

MN-10407-O811-D Credential and Records of Diaconal Minister.

OBHM.
MN-10409-0812-D TVansfer of Diaconal Ministers. OBHM.

MN-1041(M)818-D Diaconal Ministers Change in Conference

Relationship. OBHM.
MN-104124S15-D Diaconal Minister's Relationship to the

Employing Agency. OBHM.
MN-10417-0406-D Authority and Duties of a Local Pastor. OBHM.

MN-10418-0407-D License as a Local Pastor. OBHM.
MN-10419-0410-D Discontinuance of Local Pastor. OBHM.

MN-10422-0412-D AmenabiUty of Clergy. OBBM.

MN-10428-O418-D Probationary Membership. OBHM.

MN-10424.0417-D Continuation in Probationary Membership.

OBHM.
MN-10426.0418-D Discontinuance firom Probationary

Membership. OBHM.
MN-10426-0420-0 Requirements for Election as Associate

Members. OBHM.
MN-10427-0421-D Progression of Associate Members. OBHM.

MN-10428-0428-D Rights and ResponsibiUtiee of Full Clergy

Members. OBHM.
MN-10420.0424-O Requirements for Adnussion to Full

Membership. OBHM.
MN-10480-0426-O Ministers from Other Denominations. OBHM.

MN-10482.O427-O TVansfer of Ministers from Other Annual

Conferences. OBHM.
MN-10488-0482-O The Act of Ordination. OBHM.
MN-10484-O487-O Full-Time Service for Ordained Ministry.

OBHM.
MN-104S6-048&-O Responsibilities and Duties of a Pastor. OBHM.
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MN-10487-O448-D AppointmenU Beyond the Local United

Methodist Church. GBHM.
MN-1M40-0448-D Leave of Absence for Ordained Ministers.

OBHM.
MN-1044S-O460-D Disability Leave for Clergy Persons. GBBU.
MN-10444-04ei-D Voluntary Retirement Pension. GBHM.
MN-10446-04e2-D Review of Full and Associate Conference

Membership. GBHM.
MN-10446-046S-D Grievance Procedures for Ordained Ministers.

OBHM.
MN-10447-04M-D Readmiasion to Probationary Membership.

GBHM.
MN-1044ft^>4S6-D Readmiasion After Surrender of the Ministerial

Office. GBHM.
MN-1044&M6^D Readmiasion after Involuntary Retirement.

OBHM.
MN-10460-060S-D Offices of Bishop and District Superintendent.

GBHM.
BfN-104fi2-0618-D Involuntary Termination of Office. GBHM.
MN-104U-061S-D Presidential Duties of BUhops. GBHM.
BIN-10464-0616-D Working with Ordained Ministers. GBHM.
MN-10466-062&-D Cabinet and the Appointment Making Process.

OBHM.
MN-ICMSS-OSSO-D Appointment Making Across Conference Lines.

GBHM.
HN-10467-06S8-D Duties of the Jurisdictional Committees on

Ordained Ministries. GBHM.
MN-10468-07SS-D Composition of Conference Board of Ordained

Ministry. GBHM.
MN-1046»«7S4'D Responsibilities of Conference Board of

Diaconal Ministry. GBHM.
MN-10461-0762-D Composition ofthe District Committee on

Ordained Ministry. GBHM.
MN-10171-0788-D Lay Observers on Confa-ence Board of

Ordained Ministry. GBOD, EPA, MNN.
CO-1060(M000-R Amend the Term "Executive Session." GBOD,

EPA.
LC-1014S-0269-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

GBOD, EPA.

OJ-107de-0818-D Disbursement of General Funds by the Annual

Conference. OBOD, GCOM, GCFA.
CO-10177-00S8-C Clergy Delegates to General Conference.

OBOD, KSE and DET.
LC-10802-Q262-D The Administrative Council as the

Organizational Perm. GBOD, MNN.
CO-10787-0704-D Mandates Time for a Laity Report at Annual

Ccaiference. OBOD.
CO-107S8-074S-D Membership of the District Council on

Ministries. GBOD.
CO-1079S-0701-D Voting Righto fcr Local Student Pastors and

Affiliate Clergy Members. GBOD.
CO-107844>720-D Membership of the Annual Conference Council

on Ministries. GBOD.
DU0789-0000-D District Board of Laity. GBOD.
DI-10740-0O0O-D Christian Formation Responsibilities of the

General Board of Disdpleship. GBOD.
DM0741-0277-D Local Church Lay Speaker. GBOD.

DU0742-0278-D Local Church Lay Speaker. GBOD.
DI-1074S-0279-D Renewal of Certificates of a Certifies Lay

Speaker. OBOD.
DI-10744-06S6-D Jurisdictional Committee on United Methodist

Men. GBOD.
DI-1074S-0729-D Conference Board of Discipleehip. GBOD.
DM074»«780-D Conference Board of Laity . GBOD.
DM0747-0748-D Annual Conference United Methodist Men's

Organization. OBOD.
DM0748-0748-D ReeponsibiUties ofthe District Lay Leader.

OBOD.
DI-10749-0768-D District Committee on Lay Speaking. GBOD.
DM0760-076e-D District Level United Methodist Men

Organization. OBOD.
DI-107S1-1202-D Authority of the General Board of Discipleehip.

OBOD.
DI-10762-1204-D Organization of the General Board of

Diseqileship. OBOD.

DI-10768-1207-D Christian Education and Age Level Ministries of

the General Board of Discipleehip. GBOD.
OI-10764-1212-D Evangelism, the responsibility of the General

Board of Discipleehip. GBOD.
DI-107eS-1218-D Evangelism Responsibilities of the General

Board of Discipleship. GBOD.
DI-107S6-1214-D Worship Re^Mnsibilities of the General Board of

Discipleship. GBOD.
DI-10767-1216-D Stewardship <^ the General Board of

Discipleehip. GBOD.
DI-10758-1216-D Devotional Life Responsibilities of the Uppa-

Room. GBOD.
DI-10769-1217-D Heading Under Section V, Ministry ofthe Laity.

GBOD.
DI-107eO-1218-D Leadership and Ministry Development

Responsibilities. GBOD.
DI-107ei-0000-D Committee on Older Adult Minietriee. GBOD.
DI-107e2-1221-D Comprehensive Youth Ministry. GBOD.

DM0768-1222-D United Methodist Men's Division. GBOD.
DI-10764-1228-D Heading Under Section V, Gena-al Board of

Discipleehip Curriculum Resourcee Committee. GBOD.
DI-1078O-O278-D The Certified Lay Speaker. GBOD.
DH0790-1211-D Renumber and Move Paragraphs. GBOD.
DM0792-S0OO-R Spanish Language Hymnal. GBOD.
FA-10796-0722-D Availability of Supervisory Appointments.

GBOD.
GJ-107e6-0814-D Provisions Pertaining to Staff of General

Agencies. GBOD.
GJ-10796-0806-D Inclusivenees of Membership on General Boards

and Agencies. GBOD.
GM-10787-0781-D Reeponsibilitiee of the Conference Board of

Global Ministries. GBOD.
GM-10798-1414-D Responsibilities of the National Division.

GBOD.
LC-10767.0202-D Functions of the Local Church. GBOD.
LC-10768-0211-D The Meaning rf Membership. GBOD.
LC-1076W)218-D Church Memb<rship, A Part of Discipleehip.

GBOD.
LC-1077(M)216-D Admission into the Church. GBOD.

LC-10771-0217-D Vows Administered in Settings Different frcm a

Local Church. GBOD.
LC-10772-0226-D Training fa- Children of the Church. GBOD.
LC-10778-O228-D The Church's Mcral and Spiritual Obligaticn to

Care for ito Members. GBOD.
LC-10774-0247-D Election of the Recording Seo-etary of Charge

Conference. GBOD.
LC-1077S-02SS-D The Purpose ofthe Administrative Board.

GBOD.
LC-10776-0264-D The Membership ofthe Administrative Board.

GBOD.
LC-10777-0266-D Organization of the Administrative Board.

GBOD.
LC-10778-0266-D ReeponsibiUties of the Administrative Board.

GBOD.
LC-10779-0267-D Reeponsibilitiee oflie Council on Ministries.

GBOD.
LC-107804268-D The Basic Membo-ship ofthe Council on

Ministries. GBOD.
LC-10781-02ei-D The Work Area ofthe Chairperson ofWorship.

GBOD.
LO10782-02d8-D Youth Ministry. GBOD.
LC-10788-0268-D A Structure for the Class Meetings. OBOD.

LC-10799-0206-D Teaching Parish. OBOD.
LC-1080(M)244-D Organization and Administration ofthe Local

Church. OBOD.
LC-10801-0246-D The Basic Organizational Plan for the Local

Church. GBOD.
MN-10784-O486-D The Order of Elder. GBOD.
MN-10786-(V148-D Appointmento Beyond the Local United

Methodist Church. GBOD.
MN-10786-0619-D Specific Responsibilities of District

Superintendento. GBOD.
MN-10787-0680-D Pastor and Clergy Appointment Making.

OBOD.

f
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MN-10788-0762-D Memb«whip ofthe District Comnuttee on

OnUined Ministry. OBOD.

MN-1080W)4«7-D The Itinerant System. OBOD.

MN-10804-0489-D Reeponsibilitiee and Duties of a Pastor. OBOD.

IrIN-108064>682-D Longer Pastoral Tenures. OBOD.

MN-10806-0684-D Frequency of Pastoral Appointments. GBOD.

MN-10807.aOOO-R Conference Approval Evangelists. OBOD.

CO-1103&4W27-D The Jurisdictional Conference Journal. GBPB.

CO-1108S4000-R An Expression of Appreciation to Dr. Carlton R.

Toung for His Ministry to the Church. OBPB.

DI-11037-122»-D Relationships of the Curriculum Resource

Committee. OBPB.

FA-1102S-0906-D Printing and Publication of Official Forms and

Records. OBPB.
FA-11028-1701-D Publishing Interests of the General Board of

Publication. OBPB.
FA-11029-1709-D The United Methodist Publishing House.

OBPB.
FA-11080-1710-D Directors and Trustees ofthe United Methodist

Publishing House. OBPB.

FA-11081-1711-D Agencies and Instrumentalities of the United

Methodist Publishing House. OBPB.

FA-110«3-1718-D The Objectives ofThe United Methodist

Publishing House. OBPB.

FA-110S8-171ft-D Duties and Responsibilities ofThe United

Methodist PublUhing House. OBPB.

FA-11084-1719-D Property, Assets and Income ofThe United

Methodist Publishing House. OBPB.

FA-11086-1721-D OfBcers ofthe Corporation ofthe United

Methodist Publishing House. GBPB.

FA-11086-1722-D TTie Executive OfBcer of the United Methodist

Publishing House. GBPB.

FA-11087-1741-D Printing for Church Agencies. OBPB.

CS-10941-8000-R Universal Access to Health Care. OBPN.

FA-10926-8000-R Ministerial Pension Plan. OBPN.

FA-10827-4000-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section I.

OBPN.
FA-10e2ft4000-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 2.

OBPN.
FA-1082MM)00-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 3.

OBPN.
FA-10880-8000-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 4.

OBPN.
FA-10881-8000-R Con^)rehensive Protection Plan Section 6.

OBPN.
FA-10eS2-8000-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 6.

OBPN.
FA-10988-S00O-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 7.

OBPN.
FA-10e»4-80O0-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 9.

OBPN.
FA-108864000-R Comprehensive Protection Plan Section 10.

OBPN.
FA-10988-8000-R Cumulative Pension and Benefit Fund. OBPN.

FA-10987-S0OO-R Tax-Deferred Annuity Contributions Program.

OBPN.
FA-108S8-8000.R UM CARE. OBPN.

FA-1098&.8000-R Staff Retirement Benefits Program. OBPN.

FA-10MO400O-R Basic Protection Plan. OBPN.

FA-10M2-O787-D Proportional Payments of the Conference Board

of Pensions. OBPN.

FA-10048-1601-D Name, Corporations and Locations of the

General Board of Pensions. OBPN.

FA-10e44-le02-D Membership of the General Board of Pensions.

OBPN.
FA-10046-1608-D Officers ofthe General Board of Pensions.

OBPN.
FA-1O048-16O4-D General Authorization of the General Board of

Pensions. OBPN.
FA-10647-1606-0 Powers, Duties and Reeponsibilitiea of the

Annual Conference Board. OBPN.

FA-10948-1608-D Joint Distributing Committees. OBPN.

OJ-1004&4>80S-D Administrative General Agencies. GBPN.

OJ-10e6<M>806-D Election of Membership by Jurisdictional

Conferences. OBPN.

GJ-10961-0814-D Provisions Pertaining to Staff. OBPN.

GJ-10962-0816-D Policies Relative to Socially Responsible

InvestmenU. OBPN.
MN-10968-0407-D Appointment as a Local Full-time Pasts.

GBPN.
MN-10964-O41O-D Retirement Provisions for Full-time Local

Pastors. GBPN.
MN-10866-0487-D The Itinerant System. OBPN.

MN-10960-044S-D Leave of Absence for Ordained Ministers.

GBPN.
MN-10967-0449-D Maternity/Paternity Leave for Clergy

Members. OBPN.
MN-10968-04SO-D Disability Leave for Clergy Persons. GBPN.

MN-10969.0461-D Retirement Benefits for Ordained Minirters.

GBPN.
MN-10960-0688-D The Process ofAppointment Making. OBPN.

IC-10627-0788-D Responsibilities of the Commission on Archives

and History. OCAH.
IC-1062S-1808-D Purpose ofthe Commission on Archives and

History. GCAif.

IC-10629-1804-D Membership ofthe General Commission on

Archives and History. GCAB.
IC-10680-1810-D The Historical Society. GCAB.

IC-10681-1812-D Historic Shrines, Historic Landmarks and

Historic Sites. GCAH.
IC-10e82-S000-R History of Radal/Ethnic United MethodisU.

GCAB.
IC-10688-8000-R New Historic Shrines and Landmarks. OCAH.

LC-10078-0264-D Affiliate and Associate Members on

Administrative Board. OCCU, TRY.

C8-10666-8000-R Understanding Living and Dying as Faithful

Christians. GCCU.
GJ-10e66-S000-R Toward a New Beginning Beyond 1992. GCCU.

HE-10644-1S81-D United Methodist Schools of Theology. GCCU.

IC-10646-2002-D The Purpose rf the GCCUIC. OCCU.

IC-10646-2008-D Req>onsibilitiee of the GCCUIC. GCCU.

IC-10647-2006-D Composition of the GCCUIC. GCCU.

IC-10648-8000-R Continuing Membership in the World Council of

Churches. OCCU.
IC-10649-8000-R Continuing Membership in the National Council

of Churches. GCCU.

IC-10660.8000-R Continuing Membership in the Consultation on

Church Union. GCCU.
IC-10e61-8000-R Toward an Ecumenical Future. GCCU.

IC-10662-8000-R Confession to Native Americans. GCCU.

IC-10668-aOOO-R Our Muslim Neighbors. OCCU.

IC-10664-8000-R Ecumenical IntaTJ'*t*''°"»°*^^'«'*"°*'

Standards. OCCU.
LC-1068*0227-D Affiliate and Associate Membership. OCCU.

MN-10689<M26-D Appointment of Ministers from Other

Conferences and Denominations. GCCU.

MN-10640-0485-D The Order of Elder. GCCU.

MN-10641-0488-0 AppointmenU to Various Ministries. OCCU.

MN-10642-0489-D ResponsibiUtiee and Duties of a Pastor. OCCU.

MN-106484)614-O Specific Responsibilities of Bishops. OCCU,

Council ofBiihopa.

CO-10888-0607-D Assignment Process of the Jurisdictional

Conmuttee on Episcopacy. GCFA.

CO-10894-0706-O Records and Archives ofthe Annual

Conference. GCFA.

FA-10626-8000-A The World Service Fund. OCFA.

FA-10626-800O-A The Ministerial Education Fund. OCFA.

FA-10627-8O0O-A The Black College Fund. OCFA.

FA-10628-8000-A The Africa University Fund. GCFA.

FA-10629-8000-A The Episcopal Fund. OCFA.

FA-1068(^8000-A The General Administration Fund. OCFA.

FA-10681-800O-A The Interdenominational Cooperation Fund.

GCFA.
FA-1OS82-S0OO-A Apportionment Formulas. OCFA.

FA-10688-8000-A Special Sundays With Offering. GCFA.

FA-10684-8000-A Directives for the Administration of the General

Ponds. OCFA.

FA-10688-8000-A Income Prom the Board of Tirustees. OCFA.

FA-10686400O-A Churches' Center for Theology and Public

Policy. GCFA.
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FA-10M7-8O0O-A References from the 1988 General Conference.

OCFA.
FA-106S8-S000-A Budget of the General Council on Finance and

Administration. GCFA.
FA-1068S-S0OO-A Reports and Recommendations presented with

other General Agencies. GCFA.
FA-1078ft4000-R Investment Ethics. GCFA.

FA-10886-0708-D Membership of the Conference Council on

Finance and Administration. GCFA.

FA-1089«-071S-D Annual Conference Treasurer/Director of

Administrative Services. GCFA.
FA-10887-0722-D The Equitable Salary Fund. GCFA.
FA-10898-07S6-D The Episcopal Residence Committee. GCFA.

FA-10899-090e-D Organization of the General Council on Finance

and Administration. GCFA.
FA-10900-0907-D Other Administrative Responsibilities of the

General Council on Finance and Administration. GCFA.
FA-10901-0920-D The Temporary General Aid Fund. GCFA.

FA-108O2-O924-D The Episcopal Fund. GCFA.

FA-1090S-08S1-D Pension Allowance for the Episcopacy. GCFA.

FA-109O4-09S2-D Retired Bishops Assigned to Active Episcopal

Duty. GCFA.
FA-10905-2606-D Local Church Board ofTrustees. GCFA.

FA-10906-2612-D The Membership and Authority ofAnnual

Conference Board ofTrustees. GCFA.
FA-10907-2618-D Board of Church Location and Building. GCFA.

FA-1000»-2628-D Sale, Transfer, Lease, or Mortgage of District

Property. GCFA.
GJ-10909-0278-D Two Church-wide Sundays Provide

Opportunities for Annual Conference Offering. GCFA, GCOM.
GJ-10910-0807-D Organizational Meetings After the General

Conference. GCFA.
GJ-10911-0814-D Normal Retirement for all General Agency Staff

Personnel. GCFA.
GJ-10912-0821-D Standards for Computer Information and Data.

GCFA.
GJ-10918-0916-D Gena-al Church Special Day Offering. GCFA.

GJ-10914-2626-D General Appeal Procedures. GCFA.

GJ-11068-0818-D Disbursement of Funds by Annual Conference.

GCFA.
LC-10915-O2S4-D The Basic Membership Church Recca-ds. GCFA.

LC-109ie-024&-D Standards for Computer Information and Data.

GCFA.
LC-10917-0246-D The Charge Conference. GCFA.

LC-10918-0247-D Powers and Duties of the Charge Conference.

GCFA.
LC-10919-2624-D Local Church Board of Trustees. GCFA.

LC-10920-2629-D The Terms ofTrustees, Directors and Boards.

GCFA.
LC-10921-26S2-D Board ofTrustees Powers and Limitations.

GCFA.
LC-10922-2689-D Unincorporated Local Church Property. GCFA.

MN-10928-0629-D Cabinet and the Appointment Making Process.

OCFA.
HN-10924^>786-D Membership ofthe Conference Committee on

Episcopacy. GCFA.
MN-10926-0754-D Committee on District Superintendency.

GCFA.
CO-10809-0602-D Composition of the Voting Membership of

General Conference. GCOM, GCFA.
CO-10812-0ei4-D The Membership of Jurisdictional Conferences.

GCOif, GCFA.
CO-10816-0706-D Inclusiveness in the Membership of Councils,

Boards and Agencies of the Annual Conference. GCOM, GCFA.
GJ-1082e-0278-D Observance of Special Sundays. GCOM, GCFA.

GJ-10827-0274-D Church-wide Special Sundays with Offerings.

GCOif, GCFA.
GJ-1082&480S-D Defining a Special Program. GCOM, GCFA.
GJ-10880-0806-D Basic Membership of General Program Boards.

GCOif, GCFA.
GJ-l0881-0806-0 Committee to Nominate Additional Members to

General Programs, Agencies, or Councils. GCOM, GCFA.
GJ-10SS8-0808-D Election and Terms of Officers of Program

Boards. GCOif, GCFA.

GJ-108S6-0S22-D Evangelical United Brethren Council cf

Administration. GCOM, GCFA.
GJ-10886-0824-D Church Founding Date. GCOM, GCFA.

CO-10808-0000-D The District Conference. GCOM.
CO-108104)e08-D Provision for Petitions Not Printed in the

Advance Edition. GCOM.
CO-10811-Oeil-D The Book of Resolutionsto Include Guidelines

fo- Writing Resolutions. GCOM.
CO-1081S-0701-D Duty of the Lay Member to Annual Conference.

GCOM.
CO-10814-0704-D Business of the Annual Conference. GCOif.

CO-10816-0705-D Listing of Buanees of the Annual Conference in

the Conference Journal. GCOM.
CO-1081 7-0720-D Membership of Conference Committees Task

Forces and Consultations. GCOM.
DI-1081S«000-D Committee on Older Adult Ministries. GCOM.
FA-10819-O708-D OfGcere of the Conference Council on Finance

and Administration. GCOM.
FA-10820^1S-D Membership of the Conference Credit Review

Committee. GCOM.
FA-10821-0786-D Composition of the Membership of the Episcopal

Residence Conunittee. GCOM.
FA-10822-2620-D Approval of Construction Purchase or

Remodeling Plans for Local Churches. GCOM.
FM-10828-006e-D "Our Distinctive Heritage as United

Methodist". GCOM.
FM-10824-0071-D Human Sexuality, RigfaU of Homosexual

Persons. GCOM.
FM-10866-8000-A Report on the Study of Homosexuality. GCOM.
GJ-10828-0747-D Composition of the Membership of District

Conference. GCOM.
GJ-10S82-0807-D Organizational Meeting of General Program

Agencies. GCOif.

GJ-108S4-0822-D Standards for Computer Information and Data.

GCOif.

GJ-10887-1OOe-D Responsibilities ofthe General Council on

Ministries. GCOM.
GJ-10860-8000-A Quadrennial Report of the General Council on

Ministries for the 1989-92 Quadrennium. GCOM.
GJ-10861-8000-A< Report and Recommendation fcr 1993-96

Quadrennial Theme and Three fecial F^grams. GCOM.
GJ-10862-8000-A Report on the Study of Connectional Issues.

GCOM.
GJ-10868-8000-A Resolutions on Special Days, Local Church

Legislation- Re: Special Sundays. GCOM.
GJ-108M-800O-A Report on the Study of the Connectional

Principle. GCOM.
GJ-10866-8000-A Report on the Churches' Center fcr Theology

and Public Policy. GCOM.
GJ-10866-8000-A Report on the Referral Regarding the Size of

General Agency Program Boards. GCOM.
GJ-10867-8000-A Report on the Book of Resolution. GCOM.
GJ-10868-8000-A Report on Monitoring of Groups. GCOM.
GJ-1086&4000-A Report on Task Force on Spanish Language

Resources. GCOM.
GJ-1086(KS0OO-A Report on the World Service Special Gifts

Program GCOM.
GJ-10861-8800-A$ Report of the Advisory/Coordinating

Committee on Older Adults. GCOM.
GJ-10862-8000-A Report on Prison Ministry/Prison Reform.

GCOif.

6J-1080S-SOOO-At Report on Developing Congregations for Deaf

Ministries. GCOM.
GJ-108d4-800O-A Report on 1992 "The Year ofa Now Beginning".

GCOM.
GJ-10866-8000-A Report on the General Agency

Headquarters/Staff Location. GCOM.
GJ-1086»«000-A Report on Inter-agency Reqwnse to the Refugee

Crisis. GCOM.
GJ-1086&4S0OO-A Policies Regarding Special Study Committees,

Task Groups, Commissions, Etc., by General Conference. GCOM.
GJ-10870-8000-A Report on Program Related Agencies,

Commissions on Communications, Archives and History. GCOM.
GJ-10871-S00O-A Repcrt on the Evaluation of the General

Council on Ministries. GCOM.
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QJ-10872-S0OO-A Report of the GCOM Ethnic Local Church
Concenu Committae. OCOM.

GJ-1087S-800O-A Report on Native American Minirtries Within

the United Methodist Church. OCOU.
GJ-10874-SOOO-A Report of the GCOM Taak Force on

Incluaiveneaa. OCOM.
OJ-1087S-S000-A Report on the Information of the 1989-92

Quadrennial Theme. OCOU.
C}J-1087e-SOOO-A Report on GranU from the World Service

Contingency Fund, 1989-92. OCOU.
GJ-10877.SOOO-A Report on the Advance for Chrirt and His

Church. OCOU.
OJ-1087»4000-A Report on the Work of the Inter-agency Task

Force on Legislation. GCOM.
OJ-1087&4000-A Report on the Training Events for New District

Superintendents and Conference Council Directors. OCOM.
aj-10S8O-S00O-A Report on the Process for Development for a

Quadrennial Theme and Special Program. GCOM.
OJ-10881-S000-A Report on Implementation of 1989-92 Special

Programs. GCOM.
OJ-108S2-S000-A Report on Sexual Harassment in Church and

Society in the USA. OCOM.
GJ-10888-S00O-A Report on Referral Regarding Council of

Bishop's Initiative. OCOM.
GJ-10884-SOOO-A Report on Referral Preparation for the 1992

General Conference. GCOM.
GJ-10886-8000-A Report Telecommunications. GCOM.
GJ-lOSSe-SOOO-A Report on Biblical and Theological Language.

OCOM.
OJ-10887-S000-A Report on Goal to Increase Membership. GCOM.
GJ-10888-SOOO-A Report to GCFA on Needs of General Program

Agencies from World Service Fund. OCOM.
GJ-10889400O-A Recommendation to GCFA Regarding World

Service Fund Allocation for the 1993-96 Quadrennium. GCOM.
GJ-1088O400O-A Report on Inter-agency Task Force on Aids.

OCOM.
GJ-10881-S00O-A Report on Strengthening Small Membership

Churches. OCOM.
GJ-10S92-S0OO-A Report on 1988 General Conference "Unfinished

Business. OCOM.
GM-108SfrO7Sl-D Promotion of the Golden Cross Offering.

OCOM.
GM-I0867-S000-A$ Report of the Committee to Develop a National

Plan for Hispanic Ministry. OCOM.
IC-108S9-0000-D District Director of Ethnic Local Church

Concerns. OCOM.
LC-1084»010a-D The Ministry ofAU Christians. GCOM.
LC-10841-010S-D The Mission and Ministry of the Church.

OCOif.

LC-10842-0112-D The Challenge of Doing Mission and Ministry.

OCOlf.

LC-1084S-011S-D Called to Inclusivenees. GCOM.
LC-10844-0202-D Functions of the Local Church. GCOM.
LC-1084e.0246-D Honorary Members of the Administrative

Council / Board. OCOM.
MN-10846-0618'D Membership of the Jurisdictional Review

Committee. OCOM.
MN-10847-0ei7-D Inclusivenees in the Selection of District

Superintendents. OCOM.
MN-10848-0680-D Open Itineracy as Part of the Appointment

Making Process. GCOM.
MN-10849-0764-D Membership ofthe Committee on District

Superintendency. GCOM.
GM'1066S-0781-D Transitional Local Church and Community

Task Force. GCORR.
IC-10664-0740-D Conference Commission on Religion and Race.

OCORR.
IC-10S6e-07Sl-D District Director of Religion and Race. GCORR.
IC-10667-210S-D Responsibilities of the General Commission on

Religion and Race. GCORR.
LC-10661-O20ft-D Shared Facilities. GCORR.
LC-106SS-2662-D Shared Facilities with Congregations and

Groups. GCORR.
MN-104184>404-D Candidacy for Ordained Ministry. GCORR.

MN-1041ft4>40e-D Authority and Duties of Loeal Pastors.

OCORR.
MN-10420.0412-D Rights of Clergy Members. GCORR.
MN-10fie44>S04-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. GCORR.
MN-10666-0809-D Rightsof Diaconal Ministers. GCORR.
CO-10642.072e-D Composition of the Committee on Ethnic Local

Church Concerns. GCRR.
CB-1061ft4000-R 1992 Amnesty for Puerto Ricans Political

Prisoners and Prisoners of War. OCRR.
C8-10617400O-R Puerto Rico Colonial Status. OCRR.
CS-lOeiS-SOOO-R Racial Harassment. OCRR.
CS-1064S-0078-D Migratory and Other Farm Workers. OCRR.
GM-10618-S00O-R Promote the Observance of Native American

Awareness Sunday. OCRR.
IC-10614-S000-8 Terminology Task Force to the GCORR. OCRR.
IC-106204000-R History ofBlacks in the UM Church. OCRR.
IC-10621-SOOO-R Inclusive History. OCRR.
IC-10622..<00O-M$ Racism in Rural Areas. OCRR.
IC-1062S-S000-R Pacific Islanders Included as Racial and Ethnic

Minority Group. OCRR.
MN-10442-044d-D Ordained Minister's Salary while on Maternity

/ Paternity Leave. OCSW and GBHM.
6J-1012S-0816-D Policies Relative to Non-Discrimination.

GC8W, GBGM, EPA, DET.
FA-10S60-0906-D Fiscal Responsibilities in Response to the HIV

Crisis. OCSW. GBGM.
CC-10640-2801-D Central Conference Commiaeion on the Status

and Role of Women. OCSW.
CO-10641.070e-D Child and Dependent Care During Sessions and

Meetings. GCSW.
CO-10666-072e-D Committee for the Coordination of Ethnic Local

Church Concerns. GCSW.
CS-10e44-O074-D Civil Disobedience and Civil Disorder. GCSW.
C8-1064e-1104-D Responsibilities ofthe General Board of Church

and Society. GCSW.
C8-1064e-0070-D Preamble to the Social Principles. GCSW.
CS-10647-S0OO-R Sexual Harassment and The United Methodist

Church. GCSW.
FA-10648-0722-D Composition of the Commission on Equitable

Salaries. GCSW.
FA-10M&4787-D Membership of the Conference Board of

Pensions. OCSW.
FA-10661-1 702-D Organization of the General Board of

Publications. GCSW.
FA-10662-170e-D Membership ofthe General Board of

Publications. GCSW.
IC-10666.0741'D Responsibilities of a Confierence Conunission on

the SUtus and Role of Women. GCSW.
IC-10668-2208-D Responsibility of the Commission on the Status

and Role of Women. GCSW.
IC-10569-2204-D Membership in the Commission on tlie Status

and Role of Women. OCSW.
LC-106eO-0202-D Function of the Local Church. GCSW.
LC-10662-0269-0 Duties of the Committee on Pastor Parish

Relations. GCSW.
MN-10408-OS04-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. GCSW.
MN-10414-04O4-D Candidacy for Ordained Ministry. OCSW.
MN-1041S-0406-D Rightsof Local Pastors. OCSW.
MN-10421.O412-D Rightsof Clergy Members. GCSW.
MN.1048»«44ft-D Family Leave for Ordained Ministers. GCSW.
MN-10460-0784-D Membership of the Board of Diaconal Ministry.

GCSW.
MN-1111S-0683-D Appointment Making Criteria. ZV/tms

Gdlhau; RKM.
CS-12412-0071-D Alternatives for Abortion. Adminutrative

Board, Georgetown and Mount Pleasant UMC, Bart, PA
LC-121 12-0247-D Salary and Other Remuneration of the Pastor

and Staff. StaffPariah Committee, Georgetown UMC, Jeniaon, MI.

C8-12201-0074-D Military Service - War and Peace. Alan Qeyer

and J. Philip Wogaman. NJYAND BLT.

FA-11474-2614-D Episcopal Residence. Boutton M. Ooddard,

Pint UMC, MaryuUle, TN.

CO-1 ie7040S74; Reserve Delegates to Jurisdictional or Central

Conferences. Max E. Goldman, IWA.
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CO-12068-060e-D Nomination and Election of Bishops. Victor W.

Ooldtckmidt, St Andrew UUC, W. Lafayette, IN.

CO-120694>701-D Composition of the Annual Conference. Victor

W. Goldtchmidt, St Andrew UUC. Went Lafayette, IN.

CO-12080-S00O-M Editorial Changes Submitted by General

Conference Delegates. Victor W. GoldsAnudt, St Andrew UUC, West

Lafayette, IN.

C8-13061-0070.D Our Preamble. Victor W. Goldachmidt, St

Andrew UUC, Wett Lafayette, IN.

C8-120e2-0072-D Alcohol and Other Drugs. Victor W.

Goldichmidt, St Andrew UUC, West Lafayette, IN.

CS-120eS-007e-D Our Social Creed. Victor W. Goldachmidt, St

Andrew UUC, Wat Lafayette, IN.

C8-12401-0071.D The Issue of Abortion. Victor W. Goldachmidt,

St Andrews UUC, W. Lafayette, IN.

FA-12094-0709-D Reeponsibilitiee of the Conference Council on

Finance and Administration. Victor W. Goldachmidt, St Andrau

UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

FA-12066.O901-D General Statement on Church Finance. Victor

W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

FA-12O81-S00O-R Potential Relocation of the General Board of

Global Ministries. Victor W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat

Lafayette, IN.

FM-1206a-00e8-D Our Doctrinal Standards and General Rules.

Victor W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

FM-12067-0069-D Our Theological Task. Victor W. Goldachmidl,

St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette. IN.

FM-13»42-0071-D Human Sexuality. Victor W. Goldachmidt St

Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

GJ-120e8-027fi-D Laity Sunday. Victor W. Goldachmidt, St

Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

GJ-120S24000-M 1984 Goal for Doubling Membership by 1992.

Victor W. Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

GM-120e8-141S-D Purpose and Responsibilities ofThe National

Division. Victor W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-12070-0202-D The Church and Pastcral Care. Victor W.

Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-12071-0208-D The Local Church as a Connoctional Society.

Victor W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-12072-0211-D The Meaning of Membership. Victor W.

Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-1207S-0261-D Reeponeibilitiee of the Lay Reader. Victor W.

Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-12074-026&-D Conunittee on Nominations and Personnel.

Victor W. Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC. Weat Lafayette, IN.

LC-12075-0270-D A New Local Church or Mission. Victor W.

Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

MN-1207e-0428-D Ri^s and Responsibilities of Members in

Annual Conference. Victor W. Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat

Lafayette, IN.

MN-12O77-O4$0-D The Purpose of Ordination. Victor W.

Goldachmidt St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

MN-1207B-06SS-D Process of Appointment Making. Victor W.

Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

MN-12079-078«-D Board of Ordained Ministry. Victor W.

Goldachmidt, St Andrew UUC, Weat Lafayette, IN.

HE-11618-1617-D Membership ofthe University Senate.

Administrative Council, Good Shepherd UUC, Benton Ridge, OH.

HE-liei9-lS18-D Purposes at the University Senate.

Adminiatrative Board, Good Shepherd UUC, Benton Ridge, OH.

FM-12866-0071-D The Practice of Homosexuality Considered

Incompatible with Christian Teaching. Adminiatrative Council, Grace

Church, Newport KY.
CS-12426-S00O-R Adoption as an Alternative to Abortion. United

Uethodiat Women, Grace UUC, Uissoula, UT.
MN-12242-0424-D Ministers from Otha- Denominations.

Administrative Council, Grace UUC, Warren, UN.
LC-11146-02eS-D The CommiUee on Pastor-Parish Relations.

Doyne E. Graham, Holston Conference.

MN-111S0-04S1-D Mandatory Retirement Age of Clergy. Doyne

B. Graham, Holaton Conference.

C8-12198-0071-D Covenant Relationship. Adminiatratiue

Council, Grant Park-Aldersgate UUC, Atlanta. GA.

FM-12846-S000-R Study Plan Regarding Homosexuality during

1993-96. Adminiatrative Council, Grant Park-AldersgaU UUC,
Atlanta, GA.

MN-122S8-04O4-D The Ordained Candidates. Adminiatrative

Council, Grant Park-Aldersgate UUC. Atlanta, GA.

FA-11874-0806-D Fiscal Responsibilities of the Coimdl on

Finance and Administration. Administrative Council + 26 local

church boarda and S9 individuals, Gratiot Congregation UUC.
C8-12406-0071-D Abortion. Adminiatrative Board -H 3 additional

boarda, Gray UUC, Gray, TN.

C8-12001-S000-R Concerns oflerael and Palestine. Church and

Society Committee, Green Traila UUC, Cheaterfield, UO.

CS-11181-S00O-R Cases Under Which Abortion Should be

Performed. Odie Gregg, NAL.
C8-11167-8000-R Abstinence from the Use ofTobacco. Odie

Gregg, NAL.
FA-11188-0787-D Retired Ordained Minister, Serving as a Sxipplj

Pastor. Odie Gregg, NAL.
FA-11186-8000-R Equitable Salaries for All Ministers. Odie

Gregg, NAL.
Equitable Salary for Full-time and Student

Odie Gregg, NAL.
The Ministerial Pension Plan. Thomas Griffilh,

«

District Parsonage and the Board of TVustees.

FA-11161-S000-R

Pastors and Ministers.

FA-11686-S00O-R

CAP.

FA-12S1&-2617-D

Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

FA-12829-2616-D Real Property Held in Trust by Annual

Conference Board of Trustees. Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

GJ-12820-2a21-D Additional Chargeable OSenses. Thomaa

Griffith, CAP.

GJ-12827-2e26-D Grievance Procedures. Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

LC-121K6-0266-D ResponsibiUtiee of the Administrative Board.

Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

LC-12822-026&-D The Committee on Pastor-parish Relations.

Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

MN-12198-044».D Leave ofAbsence of Ordained Ministers.

Thomaa Griffith, CAP.

LC-1189S-0261-D No Local Pastor or Spouse Eligible as Lay

Member or Alternate. Richard K. Griawold, Firat UUC, Durango, CO.

LC-12160-0268-D Committee On Nominations and Personnel.

Richard K. Griawold, First UUC, Durango, CO.

CO-11798-0611-D Duties of General Conference Secretary.

Ad/ninistrative Board, Groeabeck UUC, Cincinnati, OH.

GM-11886-1481-D Re^>onsibilities of the World Division.

Adminiatrative Coimeil, Grove Cify and Laeon, HI UUC, Grove City,

OB.

MN-10084-0441-D Support for Ordained Ministries Appointed to a

Pastoral Charge. Ann Audrey Hagmann, OKL.

LC-11498-0269-D Committee on Nominations and Pa-6onnal.

Avia R Bale, North Street UUC, Port Huron, UI.

MN-1141&-0486-D Appointments to Various Ministries. Thor

Hall, Holaton Conference Board ofOrdained Uiniatry, Chattanooga, TN.

LC-11101-02e4-D Membershq) ofthe Administrative Board.

Adminiatrative Board, Bailer Lake UUC, Seattle, WA.

L£-11148-0247-D Administrative Board Members At Large.

Adminiatrative Board, BalUr Lake UUC, Seattle, WA.

LC-11174-0268-D Membership of the Council on Ministries.

Adminiatrative Board, Bailer Lake UUC, Seattle, WA.

LC-11176-0269-D The Organizational Structure of the Local

Church. Adminutrative Board, BailerLake UUC, Seattle, WA.

LC-1216&'026S-D Change Language in Structure of the Local

Church. Adminiatrative Board, Bailer Lake UUC, Seattle, WA.

C8-12206-8000-M Support for the United Nations. BomardW.
Ballman, Betheada, UD.

FM-1147O-S00O-R United Methodist Understanding B^tism.

Carl W. Balvoraen, NJY.

FA-11186-8000-M$ Commission or Study Group to Examine the

Method of Determining Salaries for Pasters of Local UMCs. David P.

Hammond, Fair Bluff UUC, Fair Bluff, NC.

MN-liaSO-0404-D The Certified Candidate. Paul A. Barman HI,

Grace UUC, Delaware, OB.
FA-12296.S00O-R Retain General Board of Global Ministries in

NT at Least Until 1993-96 GCOM Review of all Boards. Pat Callbeck

Barper, St Paul's UUC, Belena, UL
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CO-130e6-0623-D The Jurisdictional Ccmferenoe: Juriadictional

Cofn2nitt«e on Episcopacy. Linda R. BarrU, NDA.
CS-117gl.S000-R Hsalth Care Program. LuulaR fforru. T/DE:

DI-L2202-0eSS-D The Committee on United Methodist Men.

Richard VaUn + 23 Other Individual; Barrit Strtet UUC.
Barritburg, PA.

DI-122aS-1204-D Jurisdictional Committee on United Methodist

Men. Richard A. WaUrt + 26 Other IndioiduaU, BarrU Street UUC,
Barritburg, PA.

DM23a4-1222-D Duties of United Methodist Men. Richard

Waters + 22 Other Individual*, Barrit Street UUC, Barritburg, PA.

DI-1178S-800O-R IVaditionai Language in the Book of Wcrship.

Linda R. Barrit, NIXA.

DM18O1-SO0O-R AmendmenU to The Book of Worship. Janiet V.

Beidinger, II, BOB.
MN-12138-0M1-D Retired Ordained Minist<rs. Richard B. Bdd,

KBN.
MN-13134-0601-D The Task of Stq>erintending. Richard £. ffeU,

KSN.
CO-11S48-S000-R Number of lay members of Annual Conference.

Robert Bellam, Billtop UUC, Seatide, CA.

DI-llSaS-SOOO-R Oppoee "Oreen Com Ceremony" in the Book of

Worship. Robert BeUam, Billtop UUC, Seatide, CA.

DM1408-tOOO-M$ Committee on Older Adult Ministries. Uattie

Benderton, Oainet UUC, Cincinnati, OB.
OJ-11841-006»C The Judicial Council. Nyle U. Berthberger.

Belmont UUC, Johnttown, PA.

OJ-llM6-2eiK-D Declaratory Decisions. NyleU Berthberger,

Belmont UUC, Johnttown, PA.

MN-12S79-0403-D The Practice of Homosexuality as Being

Incompatible with the Holy Bible. The Adminittrative Council,

Bichery Billt and Frankford UUCt, Frankford, DB.

CO-1226S-S00O-M Praying for God's Will to Prevail at General

Conference. 26 Individualt, Bigh Street UUC, Lima, OB.

HN-1168»4>461-D Retirement of Clergy. David A. Bigh/ield, BLT.

MN-1142(M>4S1-D Remove the Mandatory Retirement Age for

Clergy. Charlet U. Bill, Paul D. Perry, John Thompson, Garrie

Stevent and Ralph Uinker.

FA-12216-S000-M Replace the Wcrd "Apportionment" with

"Covenant Gifts". Elroy B. Binet, Kantat City, UO.
FM-11878-S000-R Amendment to the Baptismal Paper. William

A. Binet + 6 oAer individualt, WOB.
OM-1214»4000-R General Board of Global Ministries Budget.

William A. Binet, WOB.
CO-10191-0726-D Age Level and Family Ministries. BOL, WNC.
OJ-1106S-A00O-R4 Establishment of a General Board of

Evangelism. BOL, WPA, WUI.

FA-10S04400O-R Relocate GBGM. BOL
LC-10228-0249-D Local Church Officers. BOL
LC-102S6-2M6-D Merger of Local UM Churches. HOI.
LC-10280-020e-D Pastoral Charge. Amend 206.1 BOL
DM2S11-S000-R Season after Pentecost and Kingdomtide service.

Adminittrative Board and R. Dulaney Barrett, Bolman UUC, Lot

Angelet, CA.

HE-110M-«000-M< Task Force to Study Merging Prayer and
Medicine at United Methodist Hospitals. Kilion Bolmet, Firtt UUC,
Tulta, OK.

C8-10O91.OO7O-D Energy Resources Utilization. Kilton Bolmet.

PoynetU UUC, Poynette, WI.

CS-110a2-S0OO-Ht Task Force to Examine the Effectiveness of

Economic BoycotU. Kilton Bolmet, Firtt UUC. Tulta, OK.

CS-110a8-8000-M$ Task Force to Study the Feasibility of Setting

up a Distribution Transportation System. Kilion Bolmet, Firtt UUC,
Tulta, OK

CS-1116a-«000-Mt Task Force to Con^are Creationism to

Evolution. Kilton Bolmet, Firtt UUC. Tulta, OK
CS-11287-SO0O-M< Task Force for Integrated IVanspcrUtion DaU

Base System Kilton Bolmet, Poynette, WI.

CS-11288-S00O-M9 Task Force to Study U.S. Japanese Business

IVactioe and Impact on Trade Relations. Kilton Bolmet, Poynette, WI.

CS-1128fr«000-M< Task Force to Study Waste Management
Systems. Kilton Bolmet, Poynette, WI.

CB-liaSOSOOO-Mt Taak Force to Study the North American Free

TVade Agreements' Impact on the Western Hemisphere. Kilton

Bolmet. Poynette, WI.

CS-11291-S0OO-M* Task Force to Study Cleaning up the

Environment. Kilton Bolmet, Poynette. WI.

CS-11292-«000-M$ Task Force to Study the Impact ofTrade

Relations Between the U.S. and Cuba. Kilion Bolmet, Poynette. WI.

CS-1129»«000-M< Task Force to Study Feasibility of

TransporUtion fcr UMCOR. Kilton Bolmet, Poynette, WI.

FM-1108S-S000-M$ Taak Force to Study What Christians Really

Believe. Kilton Bolmet, Firtt UUC, Tulta, OK.

GJ-11807-8000-MI Task Force to Find Cost Savings fcr All United

Methodist Agencies. Kilton Bolmet, Poynette, WI.

MN-12241-042S-D The Guaranteed Appointment. Jamet W.

Boltinger Jr., Arlington, VA.

MN-10087-06S8-D The Prooeee of Appointment Making. Deiuiii

Boward, Firtt UUC, Guthrie, OK
MN-11178-0400-D Authority and Duties of Local Pasters. Robert

U. Britak, WOB.
FM-10098-0071-D Human Sexuality. Adminittrative Council,

Bumholdt-Tahle Rock UUC, Bumholdt, NB.
HE-11672-S000-R Change the Name of Wesley Foundation. FVW

W. Bunter, Dumat, AR.

HE-11771-«0OO-M$ Task Force to Study Sophia Theology. Jetut

Chritt it Lord Tatk Faroe, 9 Adm. Bdt. EPA, Bundngdon Valley UUC,
Philadelphia, PA.

H&11772-a000-M< Task Force to Study Feminist Theology. Jetut

Chritt it Lord Tatk Faroe, 9 Adm. Bdt. EPA, Buntingdon Valley UUC,
Philadelphia, PA.

GJ-117e6-8000-M< Task Force to Formulate procedures for

Resolving Theological Disputes. Jetut Christ it Lard Tatk Force, 9

Adm. Bd Uemi>er, Buntington Valley UUC, Philadelphia, PA.

LC-1109»4)10e-D General Ministry of All Christian Believers.

Adm. Board, Burttboro UUC and Flora R. Upthaw. Overtone Park

UUC, Fart Worth. TX.

DM11S3-121»-D Ministry ofthe Laity. William J. Butt,

Uethoditt Temple UUC, Evantville, IN.

FA-12006-SOOO-R Board and Agency Budget Handling. William

W. Butdiinton, NUX.
CD-I1282-0e02-D Composition of the Voting Membership of

General and Jurisdictional Conferenoes. Nancy Iden and Ruth F. Dion,

Concord-St Andrewt UUC, Bethetda, Ud.

CS-110e»«000-R Police Firearms Policies. AUyn fjamt, Atlanla

UUC, Atlanta, IL.

CS-1 10efr«000-R Responsible Firearm Ownership and TVaining.

AUyn Ijamt, Atlanta UUC, Atlanta, IL
GJ-liei4-2831-D Chargeable Offenses. Council on Uiaittriet,

Indian River City UUC, Titutville, FL
CO-llSSe-Oeil-D The Book of Resolutions. Indian River UUC -t-

6 other local church groupt and 47 individualt.

CO-11804-0ei2-D The Jurisdictional Conference.

Inter] uritdictional Committee on Epitcopacy. Baltimore.

CO-122e2-0eil-D The Jurisdictional Conference.

Inter]uritdictional Committee on Episcopacy, Severna Park, UD.
LC-1114»«268-D Committee on Pastor/Staff-Parish Relations.

Intertharing Board, N.C. Juritdiction Volunteers in Uission Agency,

Det Uainet, lA.

FA-lie07-160a-D Power, Duties and Responsibilities of Annual
Conference. Ruth Ann Ivey, Bethany UUC, Summerville, SC.

MN-lie28-0S16-D Relationshipof a Diaeonal Minister. Ruth Ann
Ivey, Bethany UUC, Summerville, SC.

FA-10SS6-8000-M$ Study of Clergy Salary and Support Structure.

rWA, DET and NEB.
CO-1000S-0701-D Clergy Membership ofAnnual Conference.

Amend para. 701.1. IWA.

CO-10004-0701-D Compositionof Annual Conference. Amend
para. 701.1d. IWA.

CO-1000S-0701-D Seating of Pastors at Annual Conference.

Amend para. 701.2 TWA
CB-10866-80OO-R4 Drug IVafficking and Operations. TWA.

FA-101124)722-D Basic Salary Plan fcr Clergy. IWA.

MN-10014-0412-D Clergy Membership of Annual Conference.

IWA.

MN-1148fr0424-D Continuance of Full Membership in the Annual

Conference. JoAnne Jackson. Wilbur and Uargaret Dye, Lakewood

UUC, Lake Odessa, UI.

FA-12082-4000-R Standard Salary for Pastors. William U.

Jeffries. NCA.
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DI-lllSO-MOO-R Service of In&nt Dedication. Uichad Johnson,

BLT.

MN-11821-0618-D Limitation on Years of Service for District

Superintendents. W. Garrett Judton, NNY.
CO-10SlS4)e27-D The Official Journal ofthe Jurisdictional

Conference. JurUdictionah (?).

DI-12171-S0OO-R Addition to the Proposed Book of Worship.

SUuen Kaehr, NJN.

MN-12240-0418-D Conference and District Board of Ordained

Ministry. Tereaea Keexl, Dinwiddxe UMC, Dinwiddle, VA.

CS-1118<M00O-R Association With and Support to, the Religious

Coalition for Abortion RighU. Glenn Keller, VIR.

MN-12247-0788-D Election of Lay Members on the Board of

Ordained Ministry. Joan T. Kelsey, Univeraiiy UMC, Ea»t Lansing, MI.

MN-12248-0752-D Membership of the Board of Ordained Ministry.

Joan T. KeUey, Univertity UMC, East Lansing, MI.

FA-1020S-0906-D Fiscal Responsibilities Regarding Abortioa.

KEN.
6M-10218-1411-D Composition of Board of TVusteee of Mission

Agencies and Institutions. KEN.
HE-10878-SOOO-R Scholarshq) Endowment Fund. KEN.
MN-10248-4M81-D Qualifications for Ordination. KEN.
CO-1128S-4000-R Indusivenees of the Physically Challenged at

All Conferencefi. Mary Louise Kendall, St Paul UMC, EUiohethtown,

PA.

FM-12«e<W)071-D Human Sexuality. BurrdlM. Ketcker»id,BOL

DI-11941-S0OO-M Discontinue Use ofTerm "Act of God". Arthur

R. Kirk, EOB.
GJ-1166&40OO-R The Mission Society for United Methodist as a

Mission Organization. Arthur R. Kirk, EOH.
GJ-117a»^000-R Institute "One Member, One Vote" Democracy

for our Church. Arthur R. Kirk, Cambridge UMC, Cambridge, OH.

GJ-120&1-S0OO-M Reduce Administration of the United Methodist

Church. Arthur R Kirk, EOH.
HE-11678-S000-R Cease Giving Bachelcr's Degrees. ArthurR

Kirk, EOH.
FA-116a2-8000-R Formula for ApportionmenU. Artfcur Erk 4

the Finance Committee ofProvidence, EOH.
MN-119O4-S00O-R Call on Bishops to Clarify Terms Renewed,

Redeemed Consultation. Catherine Kirk, TEN.

GJ-1I270-0806-D Add Lesbians and Gay Men to Membership of

Program Boards and Agencies. Alice Knotts + 8 other individuals,

Denver, CO.

GJ-11620-027S-D Special Sunday to Pray for the President ofthe

United States. K Henry Koestline, FLA.

GJ-11621-0801-D National and General Agencies. K Henry

Koestline, FLA.

MN-11277-0416-D Requirements for Admittance to Probationary

Membership. James F. Kremer, CPA.

CO-10187-O701-D Voting Rights of Local and AssociaU Pastors.

KSEandDET.
MN-10260-O7S8-D Ordained Associate Members as Observers of

Board of Ordained Ministry. KSE.

MN-102e6-0752-D Participation of Observers in the Work of the

Board KSE.

CO-10S8(M00O-M District Listing in the General Minutes. KSW.

FA-10S81-SOOO-R Ministanal Pension Plan. KSW.
FM-1221»«000-R Amend the Study on Baptism Refxart. Council

on Ministries, Lacon UMC, Laoon, IL.

C8-11402-S00O-R The "Memphis Declaration". Administrative

Board, Lakeside UMC, Lake Village, AR.

MN-11642-0424-D Requirements for Admission. Council on

Ministries + 3 individuals, Lakewood UMC, Lake Odessa, MI.

CS-110e44000-R Reorganize The United Nations. Allen C.

Lambert, ORL
MN-11689-0461-D Retirement of Clergy Members, ffonier W.

Landis and Division ofChaplains, VIR.

FM-12Se7-0071-D Human Sexuality. Administrative Boards,

Laton and Aromona UMCa, Laton, CA.

MN-1224e-0618-D Limitations on Years of Service. Bishop David

J. Lawson, WIS.

MN-11961-O406-D Church Membership of Part-Time Local

Pastors. Administrative Board, Lawsonham and Rimersburg UMCs.
MN-11279-Ofiie-D Hi^er Education .^pcrtiomnenta. Church

Conference, Leander UMC, Leander, TX.

FM-12S74-0071-D Oppose Any Action Making Homosexuality

Compatible with Christian Teaching. Administrative Council,

Leavitisville UMC, Dellroy, OH.

FM-12217-00e8-D The Article of Religion. June Leckrone,

Portsmouth, VA.

LC-11S27-0266-D Organization of the Administrative Board.

Denms R. Lee, SCA.

MN-12249-S000-H Support the Report of the Study on Ministry.

Jo Ann Leifeste, Herndon UMC, Herndon, VA.

MN-12284-0431-D Requirements for Ordination. Laura Lentell +
9 Other Individuals, Milton, FL.

CS-12087-1104-D Re^jonsibilitiee of the GBCS. Ralph J. Lepley,

WNC.
FA-11661-0709-0 Conference Council on Finance and

AdminiEtration. Ralph J. Lepley, WNC.
MN-11S17-0441-D Support for Ordained Ministers Appointed to a

Pastcral Charge. Ralph J. Lepley, WNC.
CS-12428-S00O-R Opposition to a Call for a Constitutional

Convention. Lifewatch Task Force ofUM on Abortion, Bryan, TX.

FM-1228S4000-R$ Resources for Healing Ministries with

Homosexuals. € Local Church Groups + 42 Individuals.

CO-116d4-0606-D Bishops in Jurisdictions. 1 Member, Long's

UMC, Lake Junaluska, NC.

CS-12S994000-R Social Principle Statement on Abortion. Bishop

Richard C. Looney, SGA area.

GJ-12186-2028-D Investigations Procedures. Bishop Richard C.

Looney, SCA.

CS-11860-8000-R The Requirement of Blood Testing Prior to

Marriage. Conference Church and Society + 12 indiwduals, LRK
FM-10611-S00O-R Retain the Term, Practice and Service of Infant

BaptUm. LRK CNV, EPA, NNY.
IC-10S64-S000-R Support the Effcrte of Consultation on Church

Union. LRK
CS-1140S-SOOO-R Membership in Club cr Organizations whidi

Practice Exclusivity. Commission on Religion, and Race and COM.,

LVL.

IC-1 1492-2201-D Support the Wcrk and Urge Continuance of

General Commission on the Status and Role ofWomen. Conference

COSROW and Theodore Agnew, OK LVL
FA-lOlOe-0709-D Funding Church Building Fadlitiee and

Programs for Accessibility. LVL. MNN.
GJ-10120-0275-D Special Sundays without Church-wide

Offerings. Access Sunday. LVL, NIN, MNN.
LC-1007W)282-D Responsibilitiee of the Coordinator of

Communications. LVL, NIN.

CO-101S8-0746-D Committee on Ministry to Persons with

Handicapping Conditions. LVL.

FA-1096S-S00O-R Accessibility &r Perams with Handicapping

Conditions. LVL, NIN.

GJ-11040-SOOO-R ObeervanceofDr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

LVL.

IX%10141-02a2-D Annual Accessibility Audit. LVL
LC-10140-2MS-D Rights of Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. LVL.

MN-10044-050S-D Offices of Bishops and District

Superintendents. LVL.

MN-10166-0489-D ResponaibUitiee and Duties of a Pastor. LVL.

CO-114S5-0607-D Term of Service for Bishops in Their Area.

Howard Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX.

CO-11469-S000-R Terms Used in the Book of Discipline. Howard

Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX
CO-119SS-S000-M Commend Rev. Donald E. Wildman f<T his

Efforts Regarding Sex and Homosexuality in the Media. Howard
Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX

C8-11989-0070-D The Pure Unfamented Juice ofthe Grape in

Holy Communion. Howard Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX
DI-1147O-SO0O-R Include the Hymn Eternal Father, Strong to

Save in the Next Printing of the United Methodist Hymnal. Howard
Lydick, Eleanor HamJett, J. Hamlett, First UMC, Richardson, TX

DI-11471.«000-R Inclusion in the Next Printing of the United

Methodist Hymnal. Howard Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX.

DM1472-S000-R Omit the 4th verse of the Hymn Praise to llie

Lord, The Almighty. Howard Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX
DM19S(VS0OO-R Amend Wording of Service tar Holy Communion

in Hymnal. Howard Lydick, First UMC, Richardson, TX.

<
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FM-12S4S.S000-R No Practicing Homoeezual to be Utilized as

Paid Staffer Volunte«r. Howard Lydick, Fint UMC, Richardton, TX.

QJ-1 1708-0804-0 Travel of Members of General Boards and

Agmcies. Howard Lydick, Firtt UUC, Richardson, TX.

aj-1210S-2e21-D Chargeable Offenses. Howard Lydick, Fir»t

UUC. Richardson, TX.

aj-12274-2a21-D Chargeable Offenses Regarding Alcoholic

Beverages. Howard Lydick, Firtt UUC, Richardson. TX.

HN-11S01-060&-D Retirement Age of Bishops. Howard Lydick,

Firtt UUC, Richardson, TX.

CS-1220O4>000-R The Political Conunvmity and Military Service.

U.D. Lyons, Rainbow City UUC, Rainbow City, AL.

CS-12849-0070-D The Natural World. District Supt, Pastor and

Lay Leaders. lotion Sprin^t, Fentress and Prairie Lea UUCs, Austin.

TX.

CS-11812-0072-D Rights of Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. Administrative Council, Uain Street UUC, Alton, Uj.

C8-1217(M0OO-K National Health Insurance Program.

Administrative Council, Uain Street UUC, Alton, IL.

FA-11942-S00O-R Limit Apportionments to 2% Increase.

Administrative Council, Uain Street UUC, Alton, IL.

MN-10088-04SO-D Pastoral Appointment. Amend para. 436. Ra>.

Harry B. Uann, FLA.

FM-1U68-0071-D Marriage a Shared Fidelity Between a Man and

a Woman. Rev. and Urs. Arthur L Uansure, DSW.

tfN-11400-0480-D SUtement on Ordination. Rev. and Urs.

Arthur L Uansure, DSW.
CS-11464-8000-R Oppose Food and Medicine Blockade or

Embargoes. UARCHA.
FA-11475-S000-R Health Insurance for Ministers. UARCHA,

Perth Amhoy, NJ.

GJ-11484-8000-R New Beginning. UARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

OM-11486-8000-R Support the National Plan for Hispanic

Ministry including Funding. UARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

OM-1 14874000-R Access of Hispanics to Hi^er Education.

UARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

OH-12162-S000-R Puerto Rico Colonial SUtus. UARCHA, Perth

Amhoy, NJ.

OM-1216S-8000-R Affiliated Autonomous Methodist Church of

Puvto Rico and The United Methodist Church. UARCHA, Perth

Amhoy, NJ.

OM-12164-S000-R Continuance of Funding to the Evangelical

Seminary of Puerto Rico. UARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

OM-12ie6-SOOO-R Understanding The United Methodist Church

•• a Global Church. ifARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

IC-11786-S00O-R Celebrate and AfBrm the Work of GCORR.
UARCHA, Perth Amhoy, NJ.

IC-11786-S00O-R Celebrate and Support the Work of the General

Commission on the Status and Role of Women. UARCHA, Perth

Amhoy, NJ.

MN-11584-O404-D Candidacy for Ordained Ministry.

Administrative Beard, Uarion UUC, Uarion, AL.

HN-10104-04S1-D Qualifications for Ordination. Pastor and

Officers, UarkU UUC, Uarkle, IN.

IC-11481-200S-D Responsibilities of GCCUIC. Susan Uarsh,

Kokomo. IN.

C8-1240S-0071-D The Nurturing Community and Abortion. Vidti

Uartin. Wesley UUC. Parsons, KS.

C8-12181-0078-D The Economic Community and Gambling.

Anne K. Uartz, North Bethetda UUC, Bethesda, UD.

FH-12866-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 71F. John A.

Uason, WVA.
LC-1208»O261-D Tenure of Office. John A. Uason, WVA.
C8-12418-0072-D Rights of the Unborn. Pamela Uaurer. St Luke

UUC, Kokomo, IN.

GJ-11211-0818-D Election of the General Secretary of Each Board

and Agency. Hatel UcDaniel, Roswell UUC, Roswell, OA.

OJ-11214-1006-D Election of General Secretaries. Haiel

UcDanUl. Roswell UUC, Roswell, OA.

CO-1I84&4000-R Inclusivenees at General and Jurisdictional

Conferancee. Walter H. UcKdvey, WNC.
MN-lie86-0448-D Voluntary Leave of Absence. AobertC.

UcKibben, AFL.
HN-116S»044»-D Call to Active MiUtary Duty. Robert C.

UcKihben, AFL

MN-116S7-04M-D Base for Complaints. John Patton Ueadowt,

Pleasant HUl UUC, UcCalla, AL
OJ-1148S-2621-D Chargeable Offensee. John Patten Ueadows,

Pleasant Hill UUC, UcCalla, AL
MN-12246-046S-D The Grievance Process. John Patton Ueadows,

Pleasant Hill UUC, UcCalla, AL
CO-12197-0701-D Lay and Clerical Delegatee Voting Rights.

Otorge C Uegill, NCA.
IX:-121S7-0262-D To Permit the Local Coordinator of

Communications to Record a Video History ofthe Congregation. Virgil

G. Uegill, NOA.
LC-12267-2S42-D Repairs and Upkeep of Church Property. Board

of Trustees, Uelrose Avenue UUC, Roanoke, VA.

CO-11425-0702-D Conference Committee on Scheduling. Lay

members ofAnnual Conference, UEU.
FA-12818-S00O-R Church Owned Agricultural and Other Rural

Property. National UU Rural Fellowship Legislature Committee, UEU.
FA-1020O4)726-D Shared Salary Options. UEU, WVA, NYK.
C8-10845-S000-R4 Education on Alcohol and Substance Abuse.

HE-10S74-8000-R Development of Programs on Campus Ministry.

UEU.
MN-102S7-0817-D Diaconal Ministers. UEU.
OJ-12104-2a22-D Filing of Charges Against a Member ofThe

United Methodist Church. Donald E. Uesser, IH/fSchool of Theology,

Denver, CO.

GJ-12106-262S-D Investigative Procedures. Donald E. Uesser,

RiffSchool of Theology, Denver, CO.

CS-1146S-80OO-M$ Task Force on the American Free IVade

Agreement. Uelh. Assoc, to represent Cause ofHispanic Amer., Perth

Amhoy, NJ.

FA-12298-S0OO-R Continue Present Location of General Board of

Global Ministries in New York. Uelh. Fed for Soc. Action, 8 Church

Org., 72 Ind, Bozenuxn, UT.
FM-12S48-0072-D Rights of Lesbians and Gay Men. Ueth. Fed

for Social Action + Ad Council, Grant Park-Aldersgate UUC, Atlanta,

OA.

CS-114e(VS0OO-R Bilingual Education. Uethodist Assoc, to

represent Hispanic Americans.

MN-12S81.O402-D Human Sexuality. Delete para. 402.2.

Uethodist Federation for Social Action, NY & UN, + i Administrative

Board
C8-lie74-S000-R Justice for Reverend Alex Awad. Uethodist

Federation for Social Action, Staten Island, NY.

C8-11675-S000-R Nuclear Weapons Production at the General

Electric Company. Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Staten

Island, NY.
CS-lie7&«000-R Investment Ethics. Uethodist Federa^n for

Social Action, Staten Island NY.

CS-lie77-8000-R National Health Care. Uethodist Federation for

Social Action, Staten Island NY.

FA-11681-0726-D Share Salary Option. Uethodist Federation for

Social Action, Also the Uinnesota Chapter, Staten Island, NY.

FA-lie8S-ie04-D Corporate Responsibility and the General Board

of Pensions. Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Statai Island, NY.

FA-lie84-2612-D Annual Conference Investment Stewardship.

Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Staten Island NY.

FA-122S8-2S28-D Local Church Investment Stewardship.

Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Staten Island, NY.

FA-1281O400O-R No Curb on Discussion on Homosexuality.

Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Dumharton UUC and Robert

Simison.

IC-lie8ft.8000-R Holy Land Tours. Uethodist Federation for

Social Action, StaUn Island NY.
LC-1217»0202-D The Local Church and EcoJustice. Uethodist

Federation for Social Action, Stolen Island, NY.

LC-12228-020S-D The United Methodist Church Celebrates the

Diversity of its Members. Uethoditt Federation for Social Action,

Staten Island NY.

MN-12188-0414-D Qualifications for Election to Probationary

Membership. Uethodist Federation for Social Action, Staten Island

NY.
FA-12287-8000-R Establish the National Association of United

Methodist Retired Persons. 77 Individual Uembert of the Pention Plan.
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C8-11782-8000-R Nuclear Disarmament: The Zero Option.

Methodists United for Peace with Justice, Washington, DC.

LC-12161-02e9-D Committee and/or Employing Agency . Patricia

Ann Meyers, Diaoonal Ministers ofOregon-Idaho Conference.

FA-11S82-0921-D Spiritual Growth. Jane Allen Middleton and

Oeorge Douglas McClain, Staten Island, NY.
MN-lie91-042S-D Spiritual Growth. Jane Allen Middleton and

Oeorge Douglas McClain, Staten Island, NY.

MN-11688-044S-D Spiritual Growth. Jane Allen Middleton and

Oeorge Douglas McClain, Staten Island, NY.

MN-1168<M)620-D Dutiee of the District Superintendent. Jane

Allen Middleton and George Douglas McClain, Staten Island, NY.

MN-1168e-1629-D Reeponsibilitiee of the Board of Ordained

Ministry. Jane Allai Middleton and George Douglas McClain, Staten

Island, NY.
CO-12481-008K-C Composition ofAnnual Conference. Chita R.

Millan, Vinluan Memorial UMC, Pangasinan, Philippines.

DI-11861-4000-R Introduction to lection in the lectionary.

Clarence P. Miller. WOK
08-11878-0072-0 Rights of the Unborn. Dewey Miller, NIN.

LC-12828-8000-R The Committee on Nominations. Milton M.

Miller. KSE.
FA-11480-1716-D Net Income from the United Methodist

Publishing House. Perry S. Miller, WNC.
FA-114S1-S000-R Clergy Status for Income Tax Purposes. Perry

S. MilUr, WNC.
LC-11680-0288-D Pastor's Report at Charge Conference. Perry S.

MilUr, WNC.
LC-11S81-0247-D Pastor's Report to Charge Conference. Perry S.

Miller, WNC.
CO-12020-OeiO-D Speaking for the Church. Roland Dean Miller,

Christ Church UMC, Louisville, KY.

GJ-1208S-8000-R Policies Relative to Socially Responsible

Investments. Roland Dean Milla; Christ Church UMC, Louisville, KY.

MN-12896-0402-D Retain Paragraph 402 Regarding

Homosexuality. Adm. Bd + 90 local church ffvups + 64S individuals,

Milnor UMC, Milnor, ND.
LC-11882-2640-D Local Church Property. Ministry Development

Committee, Fayetteville, NC.

LC-11888-2S60-D Study of Local Church Potential. Ministry

Development Comm-ittee, Native American International Caucus,

Fayetteville, NC.

MN-12826-0S18-D Conference Relationship of Diaconal Members.

Ralph L Minker, V7R.

MN-11889-0404-D Candidacy for Ordained Ministry. United

Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-11881-0420-D Requirement for Election as Associate

Members. United Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
CS-10281-SOOO-R A Resolution on Investments Policy. MNE.
FA-10069-ie04-D Pensions and Investment Policies. MNE.
MN-10727-8000-S$ Study Commission to Revisit the Effective Role

of National Bishops. MNE.
1X7-102S4-264S-D Planning and Financing Requirements for Local

Churches. MNN and NIN.

LC-118784)261-D The Chairperson of Worship. United Methodist

Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-11886-0804-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. United

Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-1188S-0401-D Ministry in the Christian Church. United

Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-11880-0414-D Election to Probationary Membership. United

Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-11888-0424-D Requirements for Admission. United Methodist

Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-118M-0424-D Requirements for Admission. United Methodist

Federation for Social Action, MNN.
MN-11886-0481-D Qualifications fca- Ordination. United

Methodist Federation for Social Action, MNN.
IX!-1022a<>208-D Acc^ting the Diversity of Church Members.

MNN, WIS.

FA-10206-2S12-D Annual Conference Board of Trustees. MNN,
WYO,NYK.

CS-10288-800O-R Population Policy. MNN.
C8-10844-8000-R Enwgy Policy. MNN.
C8-1099(M000.R Hate Crimes. MAW.

FA-10066-0787-D Proportional Payments. MNN.
FA-10058-0026-D Episcopal Budget. MNN.
FA-101104)719-D Apportionments and Equitable Salary Fund.

MNN.
FA-10198-0721-D Basic Salary Plan for Clergy. MNN.
FA-10204-ieO4-D Corporate ReeponsibiUty and the General Board

of Pensions. MNN.
FA-102e8-0906-D Fiscal Responsibilities. MNN.
GJ-10872-8000-R Church-wide Tear of Remembrance, Repentance

and Renewal. MNN.
HE-10991-S00O-R Peace Studies Scholarships. MNN.
LC-1006S-0247-D Recording Secretary of Charge Conference.

MNN.
LC-10009-0247-0 Members at Large ofthe Administrative Board /

Council. MNN.
LC-10074-0266-O Reeponsibilitiee of the Administrative Board.

MNN.
LC-10188-0249-O Local Church Offices and Chairpa-sonship.

MNN.
LC-10229-0261-O Definitions of the Chairman of the

Administrative Board of Council. MNN.
LC-10280-02Se-O Adequate Housing for the Pastor. MNN.
LC-10288-2682-D Local Church Board ofTrustees. MNN.
LC-10819-0282-D Interpreters for Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. MNN.
MN-10079-0804-D Candidacy for Diaconal Ministry. MNN.
MN-10081-O404-O The Declared Candidate for Ordained Ministry.

MNN.
MN-10244-O424-D Requirements for Admission in an Annual

Conference. MNN.
MN-1026S-0788-O Dutiee ofAnnual Conference Board of

Ordained Ministry. MNN.
MN-10821-0421-O Rights of Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. MNN.
MN-10998-0762-O Lay Members on the Board of Ordained

Ministry. MNN.
FA-12884-0900-O Discussion, Debate, or Education Regarding

Homosexuality. Board ofChurch and Society. MOE.
FA-12028-0726-O Shared Compensation Option. Conference

Board ofChurch and Society, MOE.
OI-11428-S000-R$ Stewardship Initiative in the 1993-96

Quadrennium. National Association ofStewardship Leaders, MOB,
CNVandEOH.

MN-1025&4)614-R Reeponsibilitiee of Bishops. MOE, NEB.

CO-10182-0e29-O Jurisdictional Council on Ministriee. MOE.
CO-10188-0720-O Annual Conference Council on Ministries.

MOE.
CO-108ei-8000-M$ Task Force to Study Jurisdictional System and

Demographics. MOE.
GJ-10210-1001-O Eliminate Structure ofGCOM. MOE.
GM-10212-0742-O Annual Conference Commission on the Small

Membership Church. MOE.
LC-10217-020e-O Annual Conference Plan f<r Cooperative Parish

Ministries. DET and MOE.
MN-10167-O44e-O Ministers Sabbatical Leave. MOE.
MN-102S1-O487-D Part-time Appointment of Full-time Pastors.

MOE.
MN-102S2-0487-O Interim AppointmenU. MOE.
MN-10266-OS14-D Specific Responsibilities of Bishops. MOE.
MN-10267-0688-D Pastors Appointed to Rural Congregations.

MOE.
MN-10262-0786-D Annual Conference Committee on Episcopacy.

MOE.
MN-10268-0762-D Laity as Members of District Board of Ordained

Ministers. MOE.
MN-10271-1628-O Laity to the Division of Ordained Ministry of

the GBHE and Ministry. MOE.
MN-10SS6-S000-M$ Study of Bishq>'B Relationship to Annual

Conference. MOE.
FA-11606-0710-O Separate World Service Funds from Conference

Benevolences Funds. MonticeUo District Council on Ministries, Little

Rock. AR.

CS-11261-8000-R Oppose the Violence and Profanity Displayed on

Television. (Council on Ministries, Moody Memorial First UMC,
Galveston. TX.
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MN-12ia2-8000-R Diaconal Ministar'a Relatioiubip to the

Employing Agency. Eleanor K. Morrow, AnnandaU UliC, Annondede,

VA.

IC-10064-2201-D Delete the Organization and Responsibility of

the Conunieeion on the Status and Role ofWomen. Adnu Board,

Lamua Palort Cluster A Bd. ofSteward, St Oak UUC, Mitchellville,

MD.
CB-I002O4000-R Parental Family Responsibility. AdminUtrative

Board, Mount Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.
CS-10021-S000-R Responsible Parenthood. Adminietratiue Board,

Mount Oak UMC. Mitchellville, MD.
FA-11074-0912-D The World S<rvice Fund. Adminittradve

Board, Mount Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.
OJ-10022-1001-D Eliminate the Organization and Responsibility

of GCOM. Administrative Board, Mount Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.
GJ-1002S.O806-D Eliminate Additional Membership to General

Boards. Administrative Board, Mount Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.

CrJ-10024-0806-D Committee to Nominate Additional Members.

Adm. Board A Comm. to Nominate Additional Members, Mount Oak

UMC, Mitchellville, MD.
HE-1012&-1S17-D Member and Organization Senate.

Administrative Board, ML Oak UMC A First UMC, Mitchellville A
Blackwell, MDAOK

HE-10180-1618-D Purposes and Objectives of the University

Senate. Administrative Board, ML Oak UMC, Marilyn Thompson,

Mitchellville, MD., Starksville, MS.

Ea:-10181-lfil9-D Affiliation of Theological Seminaries.

Administrative Board, ML Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.

,
IC-1006S-2001-D Eliminate General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns. Administrative Board A Board of

SUwards, Mount Oak UMC A First UMC, Mitchellville A Qriffin, MD
AQA.

LC-10070-0247-D Notifying the Local Church ofAmount

Apportioned for World Service and Conference Benevolence.

Administrative Board, ML Oak UMC, Mitchellville, MD.
MN-10029-0788-D Duties of Conference Board of Ordained

Ministry. Amend para. 733.2. Administrative Board, Mount Oak UMC,
Mitchellville, MD.

CO-10006^72ft-D Age Level and Family Councils. Amend para.

726.6. MOW. CNV, NEB, SOA, TRY, KSW, K8E, AFL, SNJ, NAL.

FA-10S88-SOOO-R Justice Issues of Clergy Salary System. MOW.
NCA.

CS-12289-0000-D Non Support for Unrestricted Abortions.

Administrative Council, Moyock UMC, Moyock, NC.

DI-1129»«000-D| Establish a Committee on Older Adult

Ministry. Older Adult Ministry, MSS.

CO-1219S-0086-C Membership to College Age Level. Statewide

Student Council, MSS.
DI-10e8»«000-M Study ofthe Holy Spirit. MSS.

FA-10201.O787-D Proportional Payments for Retired Ministers.

MSS.
FA-10S06-SOOO-R Relocating the General Board of Global

Ministries. MSS.
OJ-1082S-S000-R Gospel Call to a New Beginning. MSS.

GJ-1098e4000-R The Celebration of Pentecost. MSS.

GM-1002(V8000-R4 Mission in the Local Community Enabling

Resolution. MSS.
GM-10876-8000-R Resourcing Black Churches in Urban

Communities. MSS.

MN-10S2(M0OO-R Authority and Rights of Lay, Local and

Associate Pastors. MSS.
MN-10411-SOOO-R Recruitment and Development Plan for Local

Pastors. MSS.
CS-1 1666-SOOO-R Boycott of Motion Pictures and T.V. Programs

That Show Violence. Church and Society Committee, MtHope UMC,
Lansing, MI.

PA-11082-SOOO-R Relocation of the General Board of Global

Ministriee. Administrative Board, ML Pleasant UMC, Winchester, VA.

LC-100S7-Q2d8-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

Amend para. 269.L. Rev. Douglas Mullins, WOH.
DI-11429-1801-D Global Mission Outreach. Administrative

Board, Munsey Memorial UMC. Johnson City, TN.

FM-114SS-S00O-R Support the Recommendation of the Study

Committee on Understanding Baptism. Administrative Board, Munsey

Memorial UMC. Johnson City, TN.

MN-11440-8000-R Delay Action on the Ministry Study until the

1996 General Conference. Administrative Board, Muns^ Memorial

UMC, Johnson City. TN.

FA-10800-8000-M$ Translating Book of Disciples into Hauaa

Language. MUR.
FA-I0801-S000-M( Translate UMC Hymnal into Hausa Language.

MUR.
PA-10S02-8000-M$ IVanslate Book of Worship into Hausa

Language. MUR.
FM-11478-006d.D The Word "Christian" be Given a Specific

Definition. Pastor and organizations. Mustang UMC, Mustang, f

GJ-lie87-S000-R Streamline Church Bureaucracy Place in

Council of Bishops. Administrative Board. Myrtle drove UMC,
Pensaoola, FL.

FM-118804000-M Baptismof All Christian Children. Steven C.

Nadwomy, Center UMC, Saugus, MA.
FA-1011ft«90e-D Human Sexuality. Retain Present Stand on

Funding "Gay" Caucus or Group. NAK +11 other Annual

Conferences.

H&1061S-8000-R9 Adopt "Campus Ministry: Mission at the

Center" Special Program for 1993-96. NAK -I- 29 other Annual

Conferences.

FA-10808-8000-R Support Relocating the OBGM. NAK, AFL.

GIL and TEX.

CO-10046-0701-D Annual Conference Membership of Local

Pastors. NAK
CO-10046-0701-D Composition ofAnnual Conference. NAK
IC-10860.8000-R Continue the Commission on the Status and

Role of Women. NAK.
IC-10S51-S0OO-R Retain the Commission on Religion and Race.

NAK
LC-100714)2S1-D Dutiee of Church Lay Reader. NAK
MN-1008S-04S1-D Qualifications for Ordination. NAK
MN-1168S4786-D Conference Committee on Episcopacy. NAK
CO-11806-0702-D Election of the Conference Lay Leader.

Committee of the Laity. NAL
LC-11876-0249^D Chair of the Committee on Nominations and

Personnel. Committeeofthe Laity, NAL
LC-11880-O269-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

Committee of the Laity, NAL
FA-11120-0710-D World Service and Conference Benevolence.

General Conference Delegation, NAL
FA-11122-8000-R General Budget Funding. Oeneral Conference

Delegation. NAL
DM084ft«000-R4 Spiritual Directors Program. NAL CAP, MEM.

IWA and MNN.
MN-11461-8000-R The Study of Ministry Dealing with the Office

of Deaconesses. NaL Assoc. /^Deaconesses and Home Missionaries, +
60 individuals.

OJ-12809-8000-R Program to Emphasize Inclusivenees in All

Dimensions of the Church. National and Western Jurisdictional

BMCR.
CO-12021-O702-D Organization of Annual Conference. National

Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NB.

CO-12060-0720-D Annual Conference Council on Ministry.

National Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NB.

DM202S-0729-D Conference Board of Discipleship. National

Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NE.

DI-12024-07S0-D Conference Board of Laity. National Assoc of

Annual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NE.

DI-1202S-0748-D Coordinating Committee on Lay Work.

National Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NE.

DM202e-0758-D The District Board of Laity. National Assoc of

Annual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield. NE.

DI-12027-1218-D Leadership and Ministry Development.

National Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NE.

LC-12041-026S-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

National Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NB.

MN-12048-0788-D Membership of the Conference Board of

Ordained Ministry. National Assoc, ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders,

Springfield, NE.

MN-12049-0762-D The District Committee on Ordained Ministry.

National Assoc ofAnnual Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield, NB.
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MN-1206O40OO-R Amendment to the Ministry Study Regarding

Ordination. Natiotial Assoc ofAnnual Conference hay headers,

Springfield, NE.

GJ-lieiK-SOOO-R S«rvioe of Revival and Commitment. iyTotiorui/

Association ofConference Presidents and. Five UMM Jurisdictional

Presidents.

GM-12225^000-M$ Study Committee for Asian - American

Language Ministries. National Feda-ation ofAsian-American U.M.,

San Francisco, CA.

LC-llS8d-0266-D Organization ofthe Administrative Board.

National Federation ofAsian-American U. M., San Francisco, CA.

LC-1184a'2662-D Shared Church Facilities. National Federation

ofAsian-American U.M., San Francisco, CA.

MN-11844A)617-D Administration of and Ministering to

Language Churches. National Federation ofAsian-American U.M.,

San Francisco, CA.

GM-114064000-R Native American History and Contemporary

Culture as Related to Effective Church Participation. National United

Methodist Native American Center.

GM-11406-S0OO-R4 Shared Financial Support for the Native

American Center. National UnitedMethodist Native American Center.

GM-11407-S0OO-R4 Increased Support for Programs Impacting

Higher Education of Native Americans. National United Methodist

Native American Center.

GM-11408-8000-R Native American Representation in the United

Methodist Church. National United Methodist Native American Center.

CO-121290746-D Committee on Native American Ministry.

Native American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GJ-121S6-0274'D Native American Awareness Sunday. Native

American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12187-S00O-R A New Beginning. Native American

International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-121S8-14S0-D Sovereign Indian Nations Within the U.S.

Native American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12188-1481-D Reeponsibilitieeofthe World Division. Native

American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12140-1482-D Authority of the World Division. Native

American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GH-12141-1487-D Administration of New Commitment. Native

American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12142-8000-M$ Study on the Building of Community in Rural

Native American Communities. Native American International

Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12148-S0OO-R Native American Young Adults in Mission.

Native American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12144-S0OO-R Native American Social Witness Program.

Native American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12146-400O-R^ Education Responsibilities Concerning Native

American Cultural Traditions. Native American International Caucus,

Fayetteville, NC.

GM-1214e-S00O-R| Native American School of Evangelism.

Native American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-12147-S000-R9 Pastoral Care and the Aids Epidemic in

Native American Communities. Native American International

Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

GM-121484000-R< National Convocation on the Ordained

Ministry for Native Americans. Native American Inta-national

Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.

IC-llSeS-SOOO-R Retain the Commission on the Status and Role

of Women. Black Methodist for Church Renewal, NCA.
IC-11862-8000-R Retain Religious Race. Commission on Status

and Role of Women and BMCR, NCA.
CS-10e84-S00O-R Research the AIDS Situation. NCA.
FM-10612-8000-R Support Present Stand on Homosexuality.

NCA.
FM-10614-02ie-D Retain Confirmation Classes as Prerequisite to

Full Membership. NCA.
CO-114&4-0606-D Bishops in Jurisdictions. NCJ and IlL Area

Committee on the Episcopacy.

CO-11248-0ei2-D The Functions of the Interjurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy. NCJ, WJ, & III area Committees on

Episcopacy.

CO-11778-0606-D Bishops in Jurisdictions. NDK
FA-1097(V8000-M$ Church Owned Agricultural Land and Real

Estate. NEB. MOE, DET.

MN-10169-040e-D Authorities and Duties of a Local Pastor. NEB,
OKh, MOE, HOh

C8-10102-0072-D Driving Unda- the Influence. NEB.
C8-10624-8000-R Driving Under the Influence. NEB.
FA-108S9-8000-R Basic Salary Plan. NEB.
MN-10878-8000-R Ordained Deacon's proposal. NEB.
FM-11379-3000-M The Basis of the Bible and the Godly Principles

ofThe United Methodist Church. William David Neeae, Corsica, PA.

LC-11S89-0227-D Nonparticipatcry Membership. Roy E. Nelson,

KSW.
LC-11442-024e-D Membership of Charge Conference. Roy E.

Nelson, KSW.
LC-11448-0248-D The Administrative Conference, iioy £. iVelton,

KSW.
FM-12894-8000-R Retain Present Stand Regarding

Homosexuality. Outreach Ministry + 70 church groups + 82 Individ.,

New Bethel UMC, Crestview, Fh.

C8-12088-SOOO-R Support Action Opposing Pornography. Pastor

+ 63 Members, New Bloomington Charge UMC, New Bloomington, OB.

FA-120S94000-R General Council on Finance and

Administration: Proposed Budget. Pastor + 63 Members, New
Bloomington Charge UMC, New Bloomington, OH.

D1-1116S-S00O-R Establish Preferred Language to Des<ribe God.

Administrative Board, New Castle UMC, New Castle, KY.

FA-12297-3000-R Urge That All Proposals to Relocate the

General Board of Global Ministries be Defeated. Committee of100 + 7

Other Individuals. New Hartford, NY.
IC-11621-0741-D Eliminate COSROW. CS Newberry and Evelyn

Dehong, Circleville, OH, Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX.

DI-11608-1807-D Membership of the NYMO Steering Committee.

CS Newberry, Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX.

FA-12817-0911-D Removal of the General Commission on the

Status and Role of Women. CS Newberry, Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX.

GJ-11611-080S-D Eliminate the General Commission on the

Status and Role of Women. CS Newberry, Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX
IC-11622-0741-D The Responsibility of COSROW in the Annual

Conference. CS Newberry, Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX.

IC-11626-2201-D Eliminate General Commission on Status and

Role ofWomen. CS Newberry and Evelyn Dehong, CircUvUle, OB,

Marvin UMC, Tyler, TX
CS-12416-0071-D Abortion. 22 individual members, Newport

UMC, Newport, KY.

FM-10615-8000-R Retain the Term, Practice and Service of

Confirmation as Is. NGA, FhA.

CS-1086e4000-R Responsible Parenthood. NGA.
GJ-10971-8000-R "MAY" as Christian Family Month. NGA.
GJ-10121-0806-D General Program Boards Membership. NBA,

WPA.
CO-101 18-0023-0 Jurisdictional Committees on Episcopacy.

NBA.
CS-12802-8000-M$ Task Force on Abortion Prevalence. PUlip M.

Nihlack, MOW.
C8-I2808-S000-M$ Task Force to Study the Church's Teaching on

Abortion. Philip M. Nihlack, MOW.
DI-I2889-8000-R Baptism and Church Membership. Philip M.

Nihlack, MOW.
FM-1286S-8000-R No Quadrennial Study of Homosexuality for

1992-96. PhUip M. Nihlack, MOE.
CS-11262-8000-R Promote Campaign of Disapproval al Careless

and Open Displays of Violence. Robert and hou Nicks, Beaufort, NC.
CO-llfl71-8000-R On-Site Child Care at the 1996 General

Conference. Gen./Jurisdictional Delegation ofNIh Conference,

Sycamore, 71*

CO-11800-070fl-D Privileges Granted to Full-Time, Part-Time and

Student Local Pasters. Members ofStanding Rules Committee, NIh.

FA-10057-0900-D Oppose Funding "Gay" Caucus or Groups. NIL,

Clh
FA-10909-8000-R Annual AccessibiUty Audit. NIL, LVL, NIN.
CO-10061-0745-D Annual Confa-ence Committees Regarding

Persons with Handicapping Conditions. NIL Af^W.

FA-10107-0709-D Funding to Local Churches for Accessible

Buildings and Programs. NIL MNN.
LC-100e6-0202-D Function ofthe Local Church. NIL MNN.
MN-10166-0489-D Ministering to Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. NIL NIN, MNN.
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Transfer of Certification by Lay Readers. NIN.

Personal and Tax-Deferred Accumulations.

Function of the Local Church. NIN.

Wcrkofthe Board of Ordained Ministry. NIN.

Reeponsibilitiee of the Division of Ordained

Lay Observers Elected the Board of Ordained

FM-1010S-0072-D Rigfatsof Lesbians and Gay Men. A/St Arr£
IC-10e21-SO00-R Opposing the Incorrect Use of the Word

"Ethnic". NIL.

IC-1097S4000-R Holy Land Tours. NIL.

LC-10077-026S-D Cocrdinator of Communications. NIL.

C8-11816-8000-R National Health Care Plan, feojtfc Core Tos*

Force, NIN and COM.
CO-109eS-<000-R Editorial Changes in the Discipline. NIN. NIL
FM-1061»«000-R United Methodist Baptism Study. NIN. SIL
CO-10689-0701-D Composition and Character of the Annual

Conference. NIN.

CO-10987-0701-D The Purpose of the Annual Conference. NIN.

CS-10286-S000-R Support and Concern to Moiambique. NIN.

C8-1060e-8000-R Bring Peaceful Solution to Sierra Leone and

Liberia. NIN.

DI-1029&4278-D

FA-108«a-80OO-R

NIN.

GJ-1OS48-S00O-R4 Constitutional Convention for Church

Structure. NIN.

HE-10214-1518-D Purposes and Objectives of University Senate.

NIN.

LC-1021ft«202-D

MN-102S4-07S8-D

MN-10270-1627-D

Ministry. NIN.

CO.1011&«704-D
Ministry. NIS.

nT-110e2-SOOO-R Support the Adoption of the National Plan en

Hispanic Ministries. Hiapanic Work Coordinating Committee, NJY.
BlN-l0246-0424-0 Requirenwnts for Admission in an Annual

Conference. NJY.
CS>10906^000-R Ban on Alcohol Beverage Advertisements.

mix.
PA-10SSO-0911-D The Appointments Subject to Reduction. NUX.
OJ-10&47-S00O-M$ Restructuring Task Force for General Church.

NUX.
C8-11814-S0OO-R The United Nations Women's Convention.

Committee on the Statua and RoU of Women. NNY.
MN-11886-04SS-D Grievance Procedures. CommitUeontKeStatut

and Role of Women, NNY.
HN-1 1816-0489-D Reeponsibilitiee and Duties of a Pastor.

Conference Council on Finance and Administration, NNY.
FA-lOSOe-SOOO-R ReafBrm New York City as the Location fcr the

Office of the General Board of Global Ministries. NNY, TRY, NYK.
C8-1028S400O-R UMC Position on Gambling. NNY.

National Health Care Plan. NNY.
Clergy Support. NNY.
Conference Basic Salary Plan. NNY.
Support Domestic Partneirehip Legislation.

Clarence R. Norment, Lebanon UMC, Hanover, VA.

CS-121S2-S00O-R Aids Ministry Task Force in Each Local Church.

North American International Caucus, Fayetteville, NC.
CO-120ee-0746-D Annual Conference Committee on Accessibility.

North Central Jurisdiction Accesaibilily Advocates.

CO-12097-8000-R Editorial Change. North Central Jurisdiction

Accessibility Advocates.

FA-12099-0709-D Responsibilities of Annual Conference Council

on Ministries. North Central Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

GJ-12102-027S-D Special Sundays . Access Sunday. North

Central Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

LC-12111-0202-D Function of the Local Church. North Central

Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

LC-1211S-02a2-D Coordinator of Communications. North Central

Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

L£-12114-2648-D New Buildings and Parsonages. North Central

Jurisdiction Acceasibilify Advocates.

MN-1211ft4)424-D Educational Requirements fcr Ordination.

North Central Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

MN-1212a-048»-D ResponsibiUtiee and Duties of a Pastor. North

Central Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

LC-1215S4>282-D Annual Accessibility Audit. North Central

Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates.

C8-10606-SOOO-R

FA-10111-0721-D

FA-108S84000-R

CS-122094000-R

CS-12S1S-S00O-R Accessibility of Meeting Places Beyond the

Local Church. North Centred Jurisdiction Accessibility Advocates and
Philip Niblack, St Louis, UO.

CO-11467-062S-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

Committee on Episcopacy, North (Central Jurisdiction.

IC-12806-8000-R Elimination of the Commission on Status and

Role of Women. Administrative Council, North Lewisburg UMC, North

Lewisburg, OH.

MN-1 1S20-061 7-D Selection and Assignment of District

Superintendents. Jurisdiction Urban Steering Committee,

Northeastern Jurisdiction.

CC-1 10fi7-S00O-R Creation of a Shaba-Tanzania Annual

Conference. NSH.
IC-12S08-SOOO-M$ Independent Commission on Alcohol and Othsr

Drugs. NTX + 40 local church groups+ 917 individuals, Evanston, IL.

CO-11649-0726-D Age Level and Family Ministries. ATTX and
Wesley Youngblood Coord. Older Adults.

FA-11SSS-8000-R Maintain the 1992 General Fund
Apportionments as Maximum to be Apportioned. NTX Conference and

Don Strickland, Somerville, TX.

IC-llSll-SOOO-R Delay Action on the Churches in Covenant

Communion a Proposal until 1996. Conference CCUIC, NTX
GJ-12221-1006-D Pricritization of Funding Requests. Delation,

NTX.
C8-11562-0071-D Single Persons. NTX.
CB-11S684I000-R Concern for El Salvador. NTX
IC-11677-S0OO-R Continue General Commission on Religicn and

Race. NTX.
CS-10607-SOOO-M Boards and Agenciee Regarding Abcrtion.

NWT.
FA-10008-0710-D World Service and Conference Benevolence

Budget. Amend para. 710.3D. NWT.
GJ-10a87-8000-Rt Establish General Board of EvangeUsm. NWT.
LC-10010-0247-D World Service and Conference Benevolence.

Amend para. 247. NWT.
MN-10626-S000-R Revising Proposed Description of Deacon's

Ministry. NWT.
MN-llS4e-8000-R Commission to Study The Ministry Refiort.

Conference Board ofOrdained Ministry, NYK.
FM-12847-S000-R Human and Civil RigfaU of Lesbians and Gay

Men. Methodist Federation for Social Action, NYK.
FM-12S51-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 71F. Methodist

Federation for Social Action, NYK
MN-12M1-0402-D Removal of Ban on Homosexuals as Ordained

Ministers. Methodist Federation for Social Action, NYK
C8-1 1041-8000-R Prejudice Against Muslims and Arabs in the

U.SJV. NYK
FA-11042-0906-D

FA-11O48-A0OO-R

Churches. NYK.
GJ-11044-S000-R

Cities. NYK
GJ-11O4S-S00O-R Compliance with the Americans with

Disabilities Act for employers. NYK
LC-11046-2648-D Discontinuation or Abandonment of Local

Church Property. NYK
MN-12S804>402-D Ordination and Appointment of Homosexual

Persons. Adm. Bd + 59 other local groups and 162 individual, Obetz

UMC. Obetz, OH.

Annual Conference. Stephen Ohnsman, NJY.
Clergy Support. Stephen Ohnsman, NJY.

Episcopacy Assistance. Stephen Ohnsman,

Fiscal Responsibility and Homosexuality. NYK
Continuation of Accessibility Grants to Local

Quadrennial Exnphasis on Reclaiming the

Episcopal Supervision. Stephen Ohnsman,

CO-1166»4)0104:

FA-H67W)717-D
MN-11689406»C

NJY.
MN-lie9Ofl067-C

NJY.

MN-11S92-0441-D Support for Ordained Ministers Appointed to a

Pastoral Charge. Stephen Ohnsman. NJY.
MN-1KUI-O408-D FuIlUme Local Pastors. OK. Fellowship of

Assoc. Members and Local Pastors, Oklahoma City. OK
MN-116S2-0419-D Rightsof Associate Members of Annual

Conference. OK. Fellowship ofAssoc. Members and Local Pastors,

Oklahoma City, OK
IC-1109ft-2201-D Supports the Continued Existence of the General

Conunission on the Status and Role of Women. Commission on the

Status and Role of Women, OKL.
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LC-11876-0247-D Lowa- the Age for Older Adulto to Over 66.

Older Aduit Council ofSouth Georgia, Macon, GA.

LC-11877-024&-D Change the Age for Older Adulte. Older Adult

Council ofSouth Georgioy Macon, GA.

MN-12117-(V127-D Transfers from Other Annual Conferences.

Kdth R. OUon, SIN.

CS-llSe7-S0OO-R National Health Insurance Program.

Administrative Council, Oneco UMC, Oncco, FL.

MN-12017-0S07-D Consecration ofthe Diaconal Minister. Board

ofDiaconal Ministry, ORl.

CS-11298-800O.R End U.S. Military presence in Bolivia. Peace

with Juatioe Div. 4 Bd. of Church & Society, ORI.

C8-1128«-0072-D The Drug Dependent Person and Their Family.

Task Force on Addiction andAnnis Rae Benson, ORI, Bend, OR.

MN-1201»4000-R One Conference Board of Ministry. Board of

Diaconal Ministry, ORI.

CS-11298-S00(VR The En^sh Language Movement. Frank R.

Ostertag, NJY.
08-12800-0906-0 Funds for "Gay" Caucuses. ifem{>er^ Ottebein

UMC, Robinson, IL.

MN-1127e-04ie-D Required College Credit Hours to Become
Elder. 21 members. Otter Creek UMC, Westville, FL

LC-11172-0224-D Baptism and Confirmation of Children.

Administration Board, Overton Park and Grace UMCs.
CS-11164-0071-D Retain the Present Statement Regarding

Abortion. Administration Board, Overton Park UMC, Fort Worth, TX.

GJ-11086-OOie-C Restrictive Rules. Administrative Board,

Overton Park UMC, Fort Worth, TX.

GJ-110914000-R Mandatory Quotas on Boards, agencies and

committees. Administrative Board, Overton Park UMC, Fort Worth,

TX.

HE-1109e-S0OO-R Requirements for Seminary Teachers.

Administrative Board, Overton Park UMC, Fort Worth, TX
LC-1117S-022&D Baptism and Confirmation. Administration

Board, Overton Park UMC, Fort Worth, TX.

CS-11071-S00O-R Rights of United States Citizens.

Administrative Board, Overton Park UMC, Forth Worth, TX
CO-11190-0701-D Clergy Membership of the Annual Conference.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DBT.
FA-1I201-0722-D Basic Salary Plan for Active and Itinerant

Local Pastors. Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DBT.

FA-1120S4000-M$ Committee on Church Owned Agriculture

Land. Margaret A. Paige and James B. Paige Jr., DET.
FA-1120&-8000-M$ Church-wide Study of Cla-gy Salary/Suppcrt

Structure. Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
GJ-11210-0276-D Rural Life Sunday, Fifth Sunday after Easter.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
LC-11226-0206-D Cooperative Pariah Ministries, ifa/XO'«'-A-

Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
LC-11226-0244-D Organization of the Local Church. MargaretA

Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
LC-11788-0246-D Local Church Organization and Administration.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., UM Town and Rural

Fellowship - Detroit Conf. Chap.

MN-11232-0406-D Authority and Duties of Local Pastors.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr.. DET.
MN-112«S-0408-D Local Pastors as Delegates and Serve on

Boards. Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-11284-0412-D Clergy Membership of the Annual Conference.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-1I2S6.0419-D Rights of Associate Members ofAnnual

Conference. Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-1128a-04«7-D The Itinerant System Margaret A. Paige and

James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-112J7-0514-D Specific Responsibilities of Bishops. Margaret

A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-11288-0627-D Election of General Secretaries by the Council

of Bishops. Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
MN-1128»4)7««-D Membership and Duties of the Board of

Ordained Ministry. Margaret A. Paige and James B. Paige Jr., DBT.
MN-11240-0762-D District Committee on Ordained Ministry.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.
CO-11191-0706-D Local Pastors RighU in Annual Conf»ence8.

Margaret A. Paige and James E. Paige Jr., DET.

DI-lie78-S0OO-R Emphasizing Theological and Moral Teaching of

the United Methodist Church. Alfred I Palmer, Beckley, WV.

HE-lie20-161&-D Institutional Affiliation. AdnunUtnUuK £oani,

Panther Springs UMC, Morristown, TN.

MN-11106-040e-D Authority and Duties of a Local Pastor. 39

members, Papervilie and Sinking Springs UMCs, Bristol, TN.

FM-1281S-8000-R Reject the Homosexuality Study

Reconunendations. Administrative Board and the Joy Class, Parkview

UMC, Miamisburg, OH.

CS-11602-S000-R Fund Full-Ume with Justice Staff Members of

the Peace with Justice Com-mittee, Holston Conference, Gatlinburg, TN.

GJ-llie4-S0O0-R Peace with Justice Special Sunday Offering.

Peace with Justice Project, Lakeside Peace and Justice Coalition,

Cleveland Heights, OH.

GJ-11766-S0OO-R NonFinancial Constitution Needs of General

Boards and Agencies. Charles W. and Wilma T. Pearce, Silver Palm
UMC, Homestead, FL.

GJ-119444000-R Meetings of General Boards and Agencies.

Charles W. and Wilma T. Pearce, Silver Palm UMC, Homestead, FU
GM-117e8-1412-D Limit Meetings of the General Board of Global

MinistrieB. Charles W. and Wilma T. Pearce, SilverPalm UMC,
Homestead, FL.

IC-1177S-2202-D General Commission on the Status and Role of

Women. Charles W. and Wilma T. Pearce, Silver Palm UMC,
Homestead, FL.

MN-10027-0468-D9 Joint Review Committee for Pastors. Amend
para- 463. IC. Administrative Council, Pella UMC, Pella, LA..

CS-10602-S00O-R ReackingOut to the Homeless. PEN.
DI-11864-S000-R Enlist and Involve the Youth in the Life of the

Church. Thomas R Pendell and Herman Will, CAP.

MN-1014&-O402-D Acceptance of Persons Practicing

Homosexuality. Administrative Board, Pender UMC, Fairfax, VA.

DM2266-1224-D Curriculum Resource Materials. Admin. Board

-t- 21 other groups + 4S individuals. Perry Hall UMC, Baltimore, MD.
CO-12096-0607-D Two Quadrennia, Maximum Years a Bishcfi

Assigned to an Area. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

DI-12098-SOOO-R Support Adoption of Proposed Book of Worship.

Paul F.Perry, TEX.

FA-121004000-R Support Proposed Budget For 1993-96 With

Annual Increase of 4.2%. PaulF Perry, TEX.

FM-12101-00e8-D Our Theological Task. Paul F. Perry. TEX.

FM-12S71-SO0O-R Adoption of the Majority Report ofthe

Commission to Study Homosexuality. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

IC-121O7-SO0O-M Adopt the Document Churches in Covenant

Communion. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

IC-121084000-M Supporting the Resolution on Christian-Muslim

Relations. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

IC-12109-8000-R Svq>port Continued Membership in WCC, NCCC
and COCU. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

LC-1211(W)201-D A Local ChurA. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

MN-12118-O480-D The Purpose of Ordination. Paul F. Perry, TEX.

HN-12120-0486-D Clergy Appointment Designation. PaulF.

Perry, TEX.

MN-12121-0489-D Reeponsibilitiee and Duties of a Pastor. Paul

F. Perry, TEX
MN-12126-0609-D Termination of Office. Paui F. Perry. T^X
MN-12126-0627-D The Bishop as the Ecumenical Officer within

the Judicatory and Districts. Paul F. Perry, TEX.
MN-12127-068S-D The Process ofAppointment Making. Pau<F.

Perry, TEX.

MN-1212S4000-R Revise the Study ofthe Ministry Report. Paul

F. Perry, TEX
GJ-11188-0276-D The Observance of Heritage Sunday. David E.

Persons, TEX
CO-12S76'00S6-C Composition ofAnnual Conference. Association

ofDeaconesses, PHI.

CS-11127-1104-D Responsibilities oftbe General Board of Church

and Society. Larry D. Pickens, NIL
IC-11140-2008-D Responsibilities of the General Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns. Larry D. Pickens, NIL.

IC-11166-2108-D Responsibilities of The Commission on Religion

and Race. Larry D. Pickens, NIL
GJ-11767-8000-R EstabUsh a 'Thrug Awareness Sunday". Betty

PickeU and 13 Individuals, Ulta Woods UMC, Jackson, MS.
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FM-11819-8000-R Rebaptism for ThoM Baptized as InianU or

Children. Memhera, Pilot Knob UMC, MUltown, IN.

LC-11668-0221-0 Infant Baptism/Dedication. Member*, Pilot

Knob UMC, Milllown, IN.

MN-llU7-041ft-D Special Conditions. Charge Conference, Pine

BiU UMC, Pine BiU, AL.

CS-12002-SOOO-R Violence and Pornography on TV.

Adminietrative Council, Pioneer UMC, Portland, OR.

C8-ia41S-0071-D Abortion. 96 individual memher$, Plea*ant

View UMC, Abingdon, VA.

FA-12280-8000-R Relocate to Lees Expensive and Central City •

No Further Study. 144 Individual Member; Pleaeant View UMC,
Abingdon, VA.

FA-10116-0S00-D Fiscal Responsibilities. PNW, EPA, TRY, CNV.
CS-1016&4000-R Support Legislation Prohibiting Malicious

HarassmenU. PNW.
CS-10286-S000-R Affirm Support for Civil Rights. PNW.
GJ-10126-0820-D UMC Program and Fiscal Year. PATW.

IC-10277-800O.R In Support of COCU Proposal. PNW.
LC-10184-0208-D Affirm the Churches Open to all Believers.

PNW.
MN-10026-8000-R One Ordination with Two Tracks. PNW.
MN-10ia9-0462-D Retirement of Ministers on Honorable

Location. PNW.
CS-11259-S00O-R Circumcision Viewed as Cruel and TnKiiiwnn

Ted Pong, Langley UMC, Langley, WA.

FM-1 161O.S00O-R Reject Report of Committee to Study Baptism.

Administrative Council, Port William UMC, Port William, OH.

OM-12ieO4000-R Pastors of the Methodist Church of Puerto Rico

Continuance in the Pension Plan. PRC.

GM-12iei-S00O-R Relationship Between United Methodist

Church and New AfGliated Autonomous Methodist Church of P.R.

PRC.

FM-12a88-S0O0-R Perverts Not to be Considered Clergy Members

ofThe United Methodist Church. Paul N. Prentice, UMC at Church

SL, Byde Park, NY.

FM-11484-00OS-D Complete Re-ezamination ofOur Belie& in

Ood'e Holy Word. Gloria R Price, Union Memorial UMC, St Louie,

MO.
FM-1148&^00O-R Elements of Doctrine and Discipline Documents

Referenced to the Holy Scripture. Gloria R Price, Union Memorial

UMC, SL Louie, MO.
FM-114S7-S0OO-R Addition to Our HariUge and Standards That

We "Love One Another". Gloria R. Priee, Union Memorial UMC, St

Louie, MO.
C8-11426-0072-D Rights of Racial and Ethnic Persons. Gloria

Reagon Price, Union Memorial UMC, St Louie, MO.
FM-114S8-006a-D Reexamine Christian Affirmations of Faith of

The United Methodist Church. Gloria R. Price, Union Memorial UMC,
St Louie, MO.

FM-12Sei-<000-R Report ofthe Committee Regarding

Homosexuality. Adminietraiive Board, Prospect UMC, Protpect OH.
CO-11505-0085-C Annual Conference. Administrative Board,

Providence UMC, Birmingham-West AL.

FA-lieift4000-R EsUblish Equalized Salaries of All Ministers.

Administrative Board Providence UMC, Birmingham.

IC-118e7-S000-R< "Catch the Spirit" Funding. Margaret J.

Pullman, Saint James UMC, Newport NC.
GJ-1 1846-2021-0 False Claims of Credentiala Roberts.

Pullman, Saint James UMC, Newport NC.

LC-1187(M)227-D Staff-Parish Relations Affiliate Member. Robert

S. Pullman, Saint James UMC, Newport NC.

MN-1148»«446-D Renewal Leave for Ministers. PhyUis and
Robert Rabh, Stuart PL.

FA-10618-S000-8 Report ofTask Foroe to Study the Feasibility of

Relocating to the GBGM. RBOM.
FM-1019S-0071-D Human Sexuality. Retain the present warding

of 71 F. RDM + 26 Other Annual Conferences.

MN-10S694000-R Authority and Duty of Local Pastors. RDM
andKSW.

FA-10206-266S-D IVustees of Church Institutions. RDM.
C8-1112S-S0OO-R Opposition to a Call for a Constitutional

Convention. Derek B. Reinhard and William B. Detling, First UMC,
Clovis, NM.

CO-12260-0726-D The Conference Scouting Coordinator. Gilbert

Rhoades, Jr. -H 12 Other Individuals, Bells UMC, Baltimore, MD.
CO-122ei4>749-D The District Scouting Coordinator. Gilbert

Rhoades, Jr. + 24 Other Individuals, Bells UMC, Clinton, MD.
MN-lie84-046<-D Joint Review Committee. Sai/y A. iiice,

Stonington, ME.
LC-11444-02e8-D Prison Ministry. Peggy Richards, CIL.

CC-linO-OCai-C changing "Ministerial" to "Clergy". C. Faith

Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-1118(V0012-C Changing the Wording "Ministerial" to

"Clergy". C. Faith Ridiardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-111814)014-C Update Language ofthe Constitution. C. Faith

Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11182-002S-C Update the Language ctf the Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-1118S-0026-C The Distinction Between "Ministers" and

"Clergy". C. Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11184-00S6-C The Distinction. of "Minister" Between Clergy

and Laity. C. Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11166-0086-C Changing the Wo-ding "Ministerial" to

"Clergy". C. Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11186.0087<; Update the Language of the Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11187-00S8-C Update the Language cf the Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
OJ-11404-OOei.C Update the Language of the Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
MN-1128(M)018-C Update the Language ofthe Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
MN-11281-0068-C Update the Language of the Constitution. C.

Faith Richardson, Newton UMC, Newton, MA.
CO-11987-0701-D Composition and Character of Clergy

Membership. Administrative Board, Rimersburg and Lawsonham
UMCs.

MN-11962-0408-D Categories of Local Pastors. Administrative

Boards, Rimersburg and Lawsonham. UMCs.
MN-11968-0412-D General Provision Admission and Continuance.

Administrative Boards, Rimersburg and Lawsonham UMCs.
CO-10042-0086-C The Annual Confermce, Basic Body in the

Church. RIO.

MN-100884)788-0 Membership of Conference Board of Ordained

Ministry. RIO.

MN-1008»«762-D District Committee on Ordained Ministry. RIO.

FH-12891-0071-D Human Sexuality. Retain para. 7 IF. BS2

individuals and 301 local groups, RKM.
IC-1188»4000-R Eradication of Racism. RKM and Black

Methodist for Church Renewal

CO-11847 0704-D The Laity Address to Annual Conference. RKM
and the Nat Assoc, of Conference Lay Leaders.

CO-11861-8000-R Executive Session. RKM Confermce and the

National Association of, Conference Lay Leaders.

MN-11414-0486-D Laying on of Hands. National Association of

Conference Lay Leaders, RKM.
HE-1177O-800O-R4 Campus Ministry Special Program 1993-96.

RKM, NTX and TEX.

CO-1186(V8000-R Inclusive Delegation from Annual Conferences.

RKM.
C8-11868-8000-R Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan. RKM.
CS-11868-S000-R Nuclear Safety in the United SUtee. RKM.
CS-1186O400O-R Support for Recommendations ofthe Oenetie

Task Force. RKM.
FA-12886-0eO6-D Fiscal Responsibilities of General Commission

of Finance and Administration Regarding HIV Epidemic. RKM.
OJ-1 1881 -081S-D PoUcies Relative to Non-dis<rimination. RKM.
OJ-11884-800O-R Support to Strengthen Ethnic Minority Local

Church. RKM.
OJ-11886-8000-R Columbus Quintcentenary. RKM.
GJ-llSSe-SOOO-R Earth Day Observance. RKM.
LC-11892-02fil-D Local Church Lay Leader. RKM.
LC-11896-026&-D Committee on Nominations and Personnel.

RKM.
CO-100S1-0704-D Annual Conference Executive Session. Amend

para. 704.6. J. David Roberts, BLT.

CS-12804-S000-R Abortion Amend 7 Ig. Gertrude Rohrbach and

Dan Johnson, Indian River City UMC, Titusville, FL
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Ag« Level and Family Councils. SCA.

Golden Croee Sunday. SCA.

Consultative Relationship with UM ScbooU of

Clergy Requirements for Admission into Pull

Responsibilities ofthe Division of Ordained

CO-1180»^000-R Recycled or Reclaimed Paper. ErieV.Sothe,

White Rock UMC, Dallas, TX.

MN-12890-0402-D E^>€rimental and Prnvisional. Philip Ruduill,

SL Mark UMC, Atlanta, GA.

C8-121994)072-D The Social Community Population. Population

Subcommittee ofChurch and Society, Sage UMC, Monterey, CA.

C8-12202-8000-M$ Task Force on World Population. Population

Subcommittee ofChurch and Society, Sage UMC, Monterey, CA.

FM-11S4(VSOOO-R Baptized InianU as Full Members.

Administrative Board, Saint Andrew UMC, Penaacola, FL.

GJ-111S9-S000-M$ Committee to Study General Council on

Ministries and Other Comznitteee, Boards and Agencies.

Administrative Board, Saint Andrew UMC, Penaacola, FL.

FA-11680-0725-D Shared Salary Options. Salary Equalization

Task Force, Highland Park, IL.

CS-11S64-<000-R Adopt the Men^his Declaration as Policy.

Sardis UMC + 3 other local church groups and, 3 individuals.

DI-11669-1212-D Board of Evangelism. Administrative Board,

Sardis UMC, Sardis, MS.

DI-1166(KS000-M Retain Biblical Language in the Bock of

Worship. Administrative Board, Sardis UMC, Sardis, MS.

IC-13177-1906-D Organization and Membership of the

Commission on Communication. Council on Ministries, Sardis UMC,
Sardis, MS.

GM-11441-S000-R AboUsh the "Grant System" of the General

Board of Global Ministriee. W. Ernest Saunders, First UMC, Key West,

FL.

MN-12244-0462-D Honorable Location. Board ofOrdained

Ministry, SCA.

CO-10190-0726-D

GJ-10208-0276-D

HE-10216-1621-D

Theology. SCA.

MN-10247-0424-D

Connection. SCA.

MN-10272-1629-D

Ministry. SCA.

CS-12402-0071-D Abortion. William Schafer Jr. + 5 other

individuals, Indian River City UMC, Titusville, FL
FA-12271-0921-D The Ministerial Education Fund. Stan

SchUffarth, KEN.
FM-118SS4000-R Response to The Study Document "By Water

and the Spirit". Stan SchUffarth, KEN.
GJ-11849-SO0O-R Moratoriiun on Study Committees Through the

1993-96 Quadrennium. Stan SchUffarth, KEN.
HE-12279-1617-D Membership cf the University Senate. Stan

SchUffarth, KEN.
MN-1228&-07S8-D Duties of the Board of Ordained Ministry. Stan

SchUffarth, KEN.
MN-10161-O414-D Questions for the Order of Deacon. Rev.

Margaret Roohan Schmitz, WVA.
MN-1016S-0424-D Question fcr the Order of Elder. Rev. Margaret

Roohan Schmitz, WVA.
CO-121S0-S000-R Committee to Propose Revisions in the Book of

Discipline. Dale A. Schoening, TWA.

CO-121844)e08-D Petitions to General Conference. Daie A.

Schoening, TWA.

HE-11096-S000-M$ Study Guidelines on the Use of D.D. Degrees

fcr Clergy. Albert J. Schroder, VA.

FM-12869-0071-D Human Sexuality. C. Bubois Schutt, NCA.
LC-11879-0268-D Family Members. C. Dubois Schutt, NCA.
CO-10181-4>e2S-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy. SDA.

DI-10eO9-SOOO-R Age Level and Family Ministries. SDA.

GJ-11486-S000-M9 Committee to Study Expanding United

Methodist Mission in Alaska. Carol Ann Seckel, AKM.
CO-11647-0602-D Composition of General Conference. SBJ

Association ofConference L,ay Leaders, Arlington, VA.

MN-11692-0628-D Preearvation of District Records. SEJ
Commission on Archives and History, Southeastern Jurisdiction.

LC-11S81-0247-D Mandatary Church Histcrian. SEJ Commission

on Archives and History, Jackson, TN.

LC-116S2-4260-D Mandatory Church Historian. SSi/ Commwsion
on Archives and History, Jackson, TN.

GJ-116124)80(>-D Nominations by Conferences to Jurisdictional

Pool. David L. Severe, OKL.

CS-11996-SO0O-R Employment Provisions for Disabled Persons

Who are Ordained Ministers. David T. Seymour, PEN.

MN-11997-M61-D En^lqyment Provisions for Disabled Ordained

Ministers. David T. Seymour, PEN.
MN-11998-0458-D Employed of Disabled Ordained Ministers.

David T. Seymour, PEN.
MN-1199&O60S-D Involuntary Retirement. David T. Seymour,

PEN.
CS-10608-8000-R Discontinue all Forms of Si^port to RCAR.

SGA, TEN, KEN. WVA, AFL, WPA.

CO-lOlOO-OeiO-D Speaking fcr the Church. SGA.

C8-10284-8000-R Abortions as an Acceptable Means cf Birth

Control. SGA.

CB-10288-gOOO-R Constitutional Convention. SGA.

C8-1029<W000-R Medical Righte for Children and Youth. SGA.

C8-10291-S0OO-R Incorporate the Durham Declaration into

Abortion Statement. SGA.
CS-10292-8000-R The Populaticn and Family Planning. SGA.

LC-11897-0269-D Duties of the Pastoral Advisory Ccmmittee.

John J. Shaffer, AKM.
FA-11827-0911-D Support of Missionaries. Administratiue

Council, Sharonville UMC, Cineinatti, OH.

GM-11862-1404-D Budget of General Board of Global Ministries.

Administrative CouncU, SharonvUle UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

FM-128S9^000-R Affirm Our Ministry for and with Lesbians and

Gay Men. Wally Shearbon, Toledo, OH.

CS-11988-0070-D The Natural World and Animal Life. Joseph M.

Shreve, Kee Street UMC.
C8-11990-0071-D Death With Dignity. Joseph M. Shreve, Kee

Street UMC.
CS-11991-0072-D The Social Conomunity and Tobacco. Joseph M.

Shreve, Kee Street UMC.
C8-11992-0078-D The Economic Community Collective

Bargaining and Consumption. Joseph M. Shreve, Kee Street UMC.

C8-11998-0074-D The Political Community Criminal Justice and

Military Sa-vice. Joseph if. Shreve, Kee Street UMC.
C8-11994-0075-D War and Peace. Joseph M. Shreve, Kee Street

UMC.
CS-1199S-007e-D Our Social Creed. Joseph M. Shreve, Kee Street

UMC.
C8-12407-0071-D Abortion. Joseph M. Shreve, Kee Street UMC.

FM-12868-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF. Joseph M.

Shreve.

IC-1116e-8000-R Membership in the National Coundl of

Churches of Christ. PhilipK Shriver, Sweet Home UMC, Sweet Home,

OR.

CS-11128-8000-R Amendment to the Social Creed. Charles B.

Shuman, First UMC, SuUivan, TL
C8-10196-0071-D Abortion. STL, RDM and CTX.

FA-10S87-8000-R Limit Budget Increase for Next Quadrennium.

SiL.

GH-1027S-1411-D Board ofTrustees on Directors of Mission

Agencies. STL.

CO-11241-060e-D Episcopal Search Committee in Eadi

Jurisdiction. Robert D. Simison, KSW.
FM-12862-0071-D Human Sexuality. Robert D. Simison, KSW.
C8-12204-8000-M Re^jonse when Expressing Personal Injury.

Edward W. Simons, West Burlington UMC, Wellsboro, PA.

LC-11494-026S-D Committee on Pastor-Parish Relations. Betty

Simpson, North Street UMC, Port Huron, MT.

CO-11198-0726-D Conference Council on Ministries. 21st

Century Task Force, STN.

CS-11194-0728-D Conference Board of Church and Society . 21st

Century Task Force, SIN.

DI-11199-0729-D Conference Board of Discipleship. 21st Century

Task Force, STN.

FA-11202-0722-D Commission on Equitable Salary. 21st Century

Task Force, SIN.

FA-11208-0787-D Conference Board of Pensions. 22»t Centory

Task Faroe, SIN.

HE-11218-0782-D Conference Board of Higher Education and

Can^jus Ministry. 21st Century Task Force, SIN.

IC-11221-07S8-D Conference Commission on Archives and

History. 21st Century Task Force, SIN.
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IC-11222.078&-D Conference Commiseion on Christian Unity and

Interreligious Concerns. 21aL Century Tatk Force, SIN.

IC-11228-0740-D Conference Commission on Religion and Race.

21»t Century Ttuk Force, SIN.

IC-11224-0741-D Conference Commission on the Status and Role

ofWomen. 2ijt Century Task Force, SIN.

CS-10864-0072-D Alcohol and Other Drugs. SIN.

MN-1062S-0402-D Human Sexuality. SIN.

C8-110e6-8000-R Oppose Support For and Membership in the

Religious Coalition fcr Abortion Rights. AdminutrtUive Board,

Singer't Oap UMC, Mount Union, PA.

C8-1106S-8000-R Oppose Church's Support of Abortion

Organizations. Administratiite Council, Skylajid UMC, Atlanta, GA.

CC-1196e-0e6S-D Concordat Agreements. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde
Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OB.

CO-11782-0608-D Petitions to General Conference. Leonard D.

SluU, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati OH.

CO-11967-0044-C Transfer of Local Churches. Leonard D. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

CO-11968-0e02-D Reduce Size of Gena-al Conference. Leonardo.

Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

CO-11969^>704-D Business of the Conferenoe. Leonard D. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

CS-1 1798-1 106-D Organization of General Board Church and

Society. Leonard D. Slutz, HydePark Community UMC, Cincinnati,

OH.

DI-11799-1204-D Commission on Central Conference Affairs.

Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

DI-11800-1801-D United Methodist National Youth Ministry

Organization. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC,
Cincinnati, OH.

FA-11824-0906-D Membership of the General Council on Finance

and Administration. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Comm.un.ity UMC,
Cincinnati, OH.

FA-119eO-0787-D Two Retired Ministers in Membership of

Annual Conference Board of Pensions. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

FA-119ei-<»906-D General Council on Finance and

Administration's Committee structure. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Com.m.unity UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

FM-119e2-00a8-D Our Doctrinal Standards. Leonard D. Slutz,

HydePark Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GJ-11844-1007-D Additional Representation on General Council

on Ministriee. Leonard D. Sluts, Hyde Park Community UMC,
Cincinnati, OH.

OJ-1196S-0805-D Representation of Central Conferences on

General Program Boards. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Com.munity

UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GJ-118S4-0808-D Board Meetings of General Agencies and
Executive Committees. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Community
UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GJ-1 1866-0810-0 Maximum Period of Membership on a General

Agency to Three Consecutive Terms. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

OJ-119e6-100e-D Study Composition and Number ofMembers of

Governing Boards of Program and Other Agencies. Leonard D. Slut:,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GJ-119e7-100e-D Study of the Jurisdictional System by the

General Council on Ministries. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park
Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

aj-11968-2606-D Members of the Judicial Council. Leonard D.

Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

OJ-1196&-2614-D Power to Review Decisions of a Conunittee on

Appeals of a Central Conference. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park
Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GJ-11970.2e21-D Chargeable Offenses. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde
Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

OJ-11971-2624-D General Trial Procedures. Leonard D. Slut;,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

OJ-11972-2626-D General Appeal Procedures. Leonard D. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community UMC; Cincinnati, OH.

GM-1186S-1412-D Nomination and Election of Central Conference

RepreeenUtives on the GBGM. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park
Comm-unity UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GM-11978-1424-D Composition ofthe Executive Committee of the

Women's Division and Other Divisions. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

GM-11974-1428-0 Number and Method of Election ofWomen
Members of the General Board of Global Ministries. Leonard D. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

HE-1197S-1S0K-D Refer Studies of Ministries or Diaconate to

General Board of Higher Education. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

HE-11976-1607-D Central Con&rence Members of the Board of

Higher Education and Ministry. Leonard D. Slut:, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

IC-11977-1804-D Members of Central Conference on General

Commission on Archives and History. Leonard D. Slutz, HydePark
Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

IC-11978-1907-D Members ofCentral Conference on the Gena-al

Commission on Communication. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

IC-11979-200S-D Responsibilities of the General Conunission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde
Park Comm-unity UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

IC-11980-2006-D Representation trom Central Conferences on

GCCUIC. Leonardo. Slutz, HydePark Community UMC, Cincinnati,

OH.

IC-11981-2108-D Representation of Central Conferences on

General Commission on Rehgion and Race. Leonard O. Slutz, Hyde
Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

IC-11982-2204-D Representation from the Central Conferences on

Gen. Commission on the Status and Role ofWomen. Leonard O. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

LC-1198S-0271-D Transfer of a Local Church. Leonard O. Slutz,

Hyde Park Community Church, Cincinnati, OH.
MN-11984-0809-D Relations of Diaconal Ministers to Annual

Conferences. Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC,
Cincinnati, OH.

MN-11986-0468-D Affirm Clearly the Ri^t to Trial. Leonardo.

Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.
MN-11986-0610-D Rightsof a Retired Bishop. Leonard O. Slutz,

HydePark Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

MN-1 1987-0788-D To Add Lay Members to the Board of Ordained

Ministry. Leonardo. Slutz, HydePark Community UMC, Cincinnati,

OH.
MN-1 19884>762-D Add Two Lay Members to District Committee

on Ordained Ministry. Leonard O. Slutz, Hyde Park Community UMC,
Cincinnati, OH.

00-11126-0701-0 Equality of Voting RighU of Clergy. Robert B.

Smeltzer, Scott Memorial UMC, Cadiz, OH.

LC-10082-0221-D In&nt Baptism/Dedication. Amend para. 221.

Or. Robert B. Smeltzer, WOH.
LC-100S8-O222-O Infant Baptismal Certificate. Amend para. 222.

Or. Robert B. Smeltzer, WOH.
LC-10084-0228-D Infant Baptismal Register. Amend 223. Dr.

Robert B. Smeltzer, WOH.
LC-10085-0224-O Baptized Children as Preparatory Members.

Amend para 224. Or. Robert B. SmelUtr, WOH.
LC-100864)226-O Confirmation Classes: Duty ofthe Pastor. Dr.

Robert B. Smeltzer, WOH.
FA-11808-8000-R Special Arrangements fcr Participation in the

Comprehensive Protection Plan. Donald A. Smith, First UMC, Marion,

IN.

FA-1 1804-8000-R Interpretation of Retirement Benefits fi-om the

Death Benefit Program. Donald A. Smith, First UMC, Marion, IN.

OJ-11228-8000-R Copyright Rules and the United Methodist

Church. Richard H. Smith, Antioch UMC, Colonial Beach, VA.

CS-10040-SOOO-R National Health Care Plan. SNE.

GJ-10209-0824-O Church Funding Dates. SNE.

GJ-10619-S00O-R Anna Howard Shaw Day. SNE.
LC-10219-0208-D Membership in the UMC and in Racial and

Ethnic Supremist Groups. SNE.
MN-102S8-0688-O Process of Appointment Making. SNE.

CS-100fi8-0071-O Regarding Abortion. SNJ, Clapp Chapel, Ml
Oak UMC Mitchelluilk, MO.

FM-10062-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 71-F. SNJ.

FM-10618-8000-R Oppose the Elimination of the Rite of

Confirmation. SNJ.
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HE-10976-S00O-R College of Medicine within the Africa

University. SNJ.

LC-1018S-O20O-D Membership Requirement. SNJ.

MN-1008(M)402-D Ordination and Appointment of Homoeezual

Persons. SNJ.

MN-10S77-S0OO-R Homosexuality and the Ministry. SNJ.

FA-112ei-0711-D Methods or Formulas for the Approved

Connectional Ministries budget amounts. Bishop Dan E. Solomon,

OKL.

FA-112e7-S0OO-R Committee to Study Ways of Providing Housing

for the Retired pastors. Juan S. Soto, RIO.

IC-11278-2008-D Acceptance of the Document "Consultation on

Church Union". Comnu on Christian Unity & Interreligious Concerns,

South Pasadena UMC & MOW Conf.

MN-100284>688-D The Appointment Process. Amend 633.6.

Pastor Parish Relations Committee, South UMC, Manchester, CT.

FM-12868-8000-R Deny Church Membership to Self-Avowed

Practicing Homoeexuals. Mem,hers, South Union UMC, Flat Rock, IL.

CO-10001-0048-C Boundaries of Annual Conference and Episcopal

Area. Amend para. 43. Southeastern Jurisdictional Conference.

CS-11600-SOOO-R Requirements Prior to Marriage. Robert J.

Sowder, Evangelical Fellowship of Virginia Conference UM.
C8-lia01-8000-R Requirements for Marriage. Robert J. Sowder,

Evangelical Fellowship of Virginia Conference UM.

FA-12288-8000-R Relocation ofGBGM Central Area Such as

Georgia, Tennessee and Kentucky. Alex R. Sparr + 5 Other

Individuals, Pace, FL.

FM-12841-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF. J.Michael

Spencer + Adm. Bd + individuals, Wallingford UMC, Seattle, WA.

FM-12846-0071-D Human Sexuality. Amend 7 IF. Michael

Spencer and Sunday Morning Discussion Grp., North Bethesda UMC,
Seattle, WA.

CS-il267-8000-R Work Area Chairperson for Conservation.

Susan Spencer-Smith, Dayton, OH.

GJ-11269-0004-C Inclusivenees of the Church. Susan

Spencer-Smith, Dayton, OH.

LC-12281-0269-D The Committee of Finance. William P. SpoHs,

Little Rock, AS.

GJ-10791-8000-S Report of Task Force to Strengthen the Small

Membership Church. SSMC.
C8-11246-0070-D The Natural World and Animal Life. Church

and Society Commission, St. Andrew 's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

C8-11247-0072-D The Social Community. Commission ofChurch

and Society, St Andrew 's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

C8-11248-0078-D The Economic Community and Employment.

Commission on Church and Society, St. Andrew 's UMC, San Antonio,

TX.

CS-11264-0074-D National Policies of Enforced Military Service.

Church and Society, St Andrew's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

CS-11266-0074-D Oppose Capital Punishment. Church and
Society, St Andrew 's UMC, San Antonio, TX

CS-1126e-0075-D Concern for War and Peace. Church and
Society, St Andrew's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

CS-11824-0000-D Compassion and Understanding to Persons

Suffering from Physical and Psychological Problems. Church and
Society, St. Andrew's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

FM-12868-0071-D Human Sexuality. Church and Society, St.

Andrew's UMC, San Antonio, TX.

GJ-12219-08ie-D Policiee Regarding Socially Responsible

Investments. Steve Hall, Pastor + 44 Members, St Joseph UMC,
PikevilU, NC.

CS-12427-8000-R Boards and Agencies Regarding Abortion.

Adm. Bd, Task Force on Abortion & S.S. Class, St. Paul UMC, Bryan,

TX.

FA-11880-8000-R No Investment of Church Fund in Companies

Involved in Pornographic Materials. Administrative Board, St. Paul

UMC, Bryan, TX.

CS-11817-800O-R Nationwide Health Insurance. Administrative

Council, St Paul UMC, College, AK
CS-12208-8000-M$ Task Force on Children. Administrative

Council, St Paul UMC, College, AK
CS-12284-S00O-M The American Family Association.

Administrative Council and Marie Watson, St Paul UMC, College and
West Point, AK and MS.

DI-11821-8000-R TheBookofWca-ship. Administrative Board, St
Paul UMC, College, AK.

FA-1188ft4000-R Apportionments Voluntary, Not Mandatory.

Administrative Board, St. Paul UMC, College, AK.
FA-11981-8000-M Funds for Task Forces. Administrative Council.

St Paul UMC. College, AK
FM-118S8-S0OO-R Support Confu-mation Preparatory for FvJl

Church Membership. Administrative Board, St. Paul UMC, College,

AK.
GJ-118eO-8000-R Lay Representatives. Administrative Board, St.

Paul UMC, College, AK.
GM-11984-8000-M Tent Building Ministries. Administrative

Board, St Paul UMC, College, AK
IC-118e4-8000-R Media Release Disclaimer. Administrative

Board, St Paul UMC, College, AK
MN-11908-8000-R Non-Seminary Pastors. Administrative Board,

St Paul UMC, College, AK
MN-11906-8000-R Limit Bishops' Terms. Petition Committee

Appointed by Adm. Council, St Paul UMC, College, AK
FA-11266-S0OO-R Limit budget increase for the next

quadrennium 1993 - 1996. Administrative Board, St Paul UMC, East

Alton, R,.

FM-10098-0071-D Human Sexuality, Members ofSt Paul UMC
& Jamestown DisL WNY Conf, St Paul UMC, Jamestown, NY.

LC-11496-0247-D ' Local church's right to set apportionment

acceptance. Administrative Board, St Paul UMC, Las Cruces, NM.
CS-lie72-0071-D Adoption and the Social Principles.

Administrative Council, St Peter's UMC, Morehead City, NC.

GM-122S6-1489-D The Purpose of Health and Welfare Ministries

Department. Administrative Council, St Peter's UMC, Morehead City,

NC.

MN-lie97-8000-R Council of Bishops Initiate and Sponsor

Deliberations. Paul T. Stallsworth, NCA.
CO-12166-0610-D Speaking fcr the Church. David M. Stanley,

Wesley UMC, Muscatine, lA.

CO-12259-0611-D The Book of Resolution. David M. Stanley,

Wesley UMC, Muscatine, lA.

C8-12169-8000-R Opposition to a Call for a Constitutional

Convention. David M. Stanley, Wesley UMC, Muscatine, JA.

FA-12269-0909-D Responsibility of the General Council on

Finance and Administration. David M. Stanley, Wesley UMC,
Muscatine, lA.

GJ-12174-0806-D Limit Membership of General Boards, Agenciee

and Councils to 60. David M. Stanley, Wesley UMC, Muscatine, lA.

CO-11242-0607-D Voting Requirements for Clergy Benefits.

Edmund B. Stanton, ORI.

CO-11244-0704-D Voting Requirements for Cergy Benefits.

Edmund B. Stanton, ORL
LC-11S12-0227-D Affiliate and Associate Membership. Edmund

B. Stanton, ORI.

FA-11876-0911-D Policies of General Finance and

Administration. Board ofStewards, First, Stone First UMC 10

individual* Covenant UMC, Griffin, GA.

CS-1220&4000-R Publication of Information on Land Value

Taxation. Nadine Stoner, First UMC, Beloit, WI.

GJ-11829.0814-D ReeponsibiUties of Elected Staff. Robert Morton

Stout, BLT.

GJ-11617-800O-RI Study to Merge the GBCS, GCRR and GCSRW.
Robert Morton Stout, BLT.

MN-12480-0458-D Complaint Procedures. Cabinet and General

Conference Delegation, STX.

CO-121S8-0606-D Number of Bishops to be Elected in a

Jurisdictional Conference. General Conference Delegates, STX
CO-12166-0628-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

Delegates, STX.

MN-12192-0486-D General Provisions for Clergy Members.

Delegates, STX.

CO-1111S-0701-D Participation of Lay Members of the Annual

Conference in Matters of Ordination. Administration Council, Sugar

Grove UMC, New Castle, IN.
'

C8-11162-0071-D Decision Concerning Divorce. Sunday School

Class, Sunday Seekers UMC, Fairport, NY.

CS-11296-8000-R All UM Agencies Cease Housing and Support of

Religious Coalitiori for Abortion Rights. Claude Swafford, Holly

Avenue UMC, South Pittsburg, TN.
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MN-118284iOOO-R The Appointnxent of Pastors to the Mission

Society. Claude Swafford and Arthur R. Kirk EOH Conf., Holly

Avenue UUC, South PitUhurg, TN.

LC-1222&0261<D Lay Member of the Annual Conference. James

L. Swollen, Hyde Park Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

MN-122S0-8O0O-M The Problem of Inept Ministers. Norma
Swanson, Atlanta, GA.

CO-11119-S000-R Election and Assignment of Bishops. U.Thos.

Swantner, CJh.

LC-11147.026a-D The Composition of the Local Church

Pastor-Parish Committee. M. Thoa. Swantner, CIL.

CS-10282-S0OO-R Capital Punishments. SWE.
C8-102874J00O-R Pollution in Metropolitan Areas. SWE.
C8-10294-8000-R Discontinue Tests of Nuclear Weapons. SWE.
FA-lOeiO-aOOO-R Ministerial Support. SWE.
LC-10218-020e-D Cooperative Parish Ministries. SWE.
HE-1 109S-8000-R Policy Forbidding the Bearing of Arms.

Lawrence V. Tagg, IWA.

DI-11078-S0OO-R9 Consultation/Warkshop to Enhance the Gifts

and Skills of Spiritual Directors. Task Force on Christian Spiritual

Formation, MNN. Perham, MN.
MN-12181-0000-D The Ordained Ministry - Tenure. R Gregory

Tate, KEN.
MN-12186-O40S-D Categories of Local Pastors. R. Gregory Tale.

KEN.
MN-12187^>418-D Amenability of Probationary Members to the

Annual Conference Regarding Performance in Ministry. R. Gregory

Tate, KEN.
MN-12188-0419-D Eligibility and Rights ofAssociate Members.

R. Gregory Tate, KEN.
MN-1219<M>428-D Rights and Responsibilities of Full Members.

R. Gregory Tale, KEN.
MN-1066(M)422-D Members in Full Connection. TCFE.

FM-10807-800O>R Human Sexuality. Retain present language as

sUted in the 1988 Book of Discipline. TEN, MSS, FLA, NIN, SIN,

PEN.

CC-1009e«eS8-D Central Conference Episcopal Appointment.

TEN.

CO-10192-0726-D Age Level and Family Ministries. TEN.
GJ-10372-80OO-R Celebration of Ministry Day. TEN.

LC-10282-0268-D The Committee on Pastor/Parish Relations.

TEN.
FA-11866-O00O-D Office Location of General Agencies, Boards,

Commissions and Organizations. John Terneus, Yukon, OK.

OJ-1148S-2862-D$ General Commission on the Status and Role of

Conservations. John Terneus, Yukon, OH.

FM-1288e-8000-R Membership of the Homosexual Study

Committee. John Terons, Yukon, OK
FA-1228&4000-R Invitation to Consider Relocation to Texas.

Division of Missions, TEX.

IC-10977-S000-R Television and Radio Advertisement Campaign.

TEX.

IC-11627-S0OO-R The Mass Media Agenda of our Denomination.

TEX.

GJ-10667-021S-D The Meaning of Membership. TFCE.
GJ-10668-0418-D Eligibility and Rights of Probationary

Membership. TFCE.
GJ-10669-04IS-D Discontinuance from Pk'obationary Membership.

TFCE.

GJ-lOeei-0440-D Disobedience to the Order and Discipline of the

Church. TFCE.

OJ-10e024)448-D Leave of Absence. TFCE.
GJ-106a8-0460-D Disability Leave. TFCE.
GJ-10ee4-04Sl-D Retired Ordained Ministers. TFCE.
6J-10e66-04fi8-D Grievance Procedures. TFCE.
GJ-lOeae-OSlS-D Presidential Duties of Bishops. TFCE.
OJ-10ee7-0788-D Confidentiality in the Interviewing and

Reporting Process. TFCE.

GJ-lOeeS-OOOO-D Duties and Responsibilities of the Jurisdictional

Council. TFCE.

GJ-10e69-2601-D Membership Guidelines for the Judicial

Council. TFCE.

GJ-10070-2602-0 Alternate Membership of the Judicial Council.

TFCE.

GJ-10e71-2e08-D Filling Vacancies on the Judicial Council.

TFCE.

GJ-10e72-2e06-D Membership in Judicial from a Central

Conference. TFCE.

GJ-10678-2606-D Method of Organization and Procedure for the

Judicial Council. TFCE.

6J-10674-2609-0 Defining Whose Action can be Heard by the

Judicial Council. TFCE.

GJ-1067S-2610-O Actions of the Judicial Council. TFCE.
GJ-10676.2ei2-D The Judicial Council. TFCE.
GJ-10677-2611-D Hearing and Determination of Appeals on a

Judicial Council. TFCE.

GJ-10e7S-2618-D Trial Court. TFCE.
GJ-10679-2614-D Opinion or Decision of a Committee on Appeals.

TFCE.

GJ-10e80-2ei6-O Declaratory Decisions. TFCE.
GJ-10e81-2610-O Confidentiality in the Judicial Process. TFCE.
GJ-10682-2618-O Decision of the Judicial Council. TFCE.

GJ-1068S-2619-O Filingof Judicial Council Decisions. TFCE.
GJ-10684-2620-O Preliminary Assumptions. TFCE.
GJ-10686-2a21-D Chargeable Offenses. TFCE.

GJ-10686.2622-D Guidelinee on Charges. TFCE.
GJ-10687-262S-D Investigation Procedures. TFCE.
GJ-1068S-2624-O Fundamental Principles and the Joint Review

Process. TFCE.

GJ-10689-2625-D General Appeal Procedures. TFCE.
GJ-1069O-2e26-D Miscellaneous Provisions. TFCE.
GJ-10691-8000-R Administrative and Judicial Procedures

Manual. TFCE.

GJ-10692-SOOO-S Report of the Task Fcrce to Study Chapter VIII.

TFCE.

MN-11887-0818-D Mandatory Retirement for Diaconal Ministers.

John Ross Thom.pson, Mars, PA.

MN-11902-0618-O Limitations on Tears of Service. John Ross

Thompson, Mars, PA.

DI-10104-0729-O Support Present Language in the Book of

Worship. Marilyn B. Thompson, First UMC, StarkviUe, MS.

DI-10106-1214-O Retain Present Language. Marilyn B.

Thompson, First UMC, StarkviUe, MS.

FA-1108O«000-R Relocation of the General Board of Global

Ministries. Marilyn B. Thompson, First UMC, Starksville, MS.

GJ-10124-0815-D Racial Inclusiveness. Marilyn B. Thompson,

First UMC, Starkville, MS.

LC-10186-0216-D Admission of Children into Church

Membership. Marilyn B. Thompson, First UMC, Starkville, MS.

MN-11107-0481-D Qualifications for Ordination. Marilyn B.

Thompson + 11 Individual + 3 Organizations, First UMC, Starksville

and Bastrop, MS and LA.

MN-lllie-0788-O Candidate for Ordained Ministry. Marilyn B.

Thompson + 9 Individuals + 2 Adm. Boards, First UMC, Starksville,

MS.

CS-12211-8000-R The World Community. Richard H.

Timherlake, Kingsport, TN.

FA-112e2-072O-D Provision for Adequate and Fair Clergy

Compensation. Martin Toepke-Floyd, NDA.
CO-11189-0612-O Interjunsdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

United Methodist Town and Rural Fellowships, NCJ Committee on

Episcopacy.

FA-1289S-0906-D Fiscal Responsibilities. Human Sexuality.

Administrative Board, Trinity UMC + 515 individuals and 261 groups,

Richmond, VA.

CS-114e2-S0OO-R Adopt "Right to Life". Administrative Board,

Trinity UMC, Annapolis, MD.
FM-128e4-0071-D Human Sexuality. Administrative Council,

Trinity UMC, Bakersfield, CA and Grace Church, Newport, KY.

IX;-11108-0260-D Establishment of a Volunteer Work Area.

Administrative Board Trinity UMC, Denver, CO.

FM-12857-0071-O Human Sexuality. Amend 71F.

Administrative Board Trinity UMC, Pickerington, OH.

FA-11609-8000-R Budget Reflecting 198992 Receipts.

Administrative Board Trinity UMC, Richmond, VA.

GJ-1 1616.S00O-R Funding of New Study Committeee.

Administrative Board, Trinity UMC, Richmond, VA.

FA-118284)911-D Direct Support of Missionaries. Administrative

Board Trinity UMC, Waycross, GA.
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CS-I028a4000-R

cs-iose4-sooo-R

CS-10965-8000-R

FM-10096-0071-D

6J-11848-S0OO-R General Council on Ministries be Dissolved b;

1996. Adminiatraiive Board, Trinity UMC, Waycroat, GA.

GM-11861-1404-D Authority of the General Board of Global

Ministries. Adminiatrative Board, Trinity UMC, Waycroaa, GA.

IC-llSee-SOOO-R Dissolve COSROW by 1996. Adminiatratiue

Board, Trinity UMC, Waycroaa, GA.

MN-11410-0S1S-D Retired Relationship. Adminiatraiive Board,

Trinity UMC. York, PA.

FM-10017-0071-D Christian Marriage. Amend para. 71-C. Troy

Diatrict Miniatera & Membera of Woodiawn UMC, AFU Troy, AL.

MN-10168-0404-D Certified Candidates for Ordained Ministry.

Troy Diatrict Miniatera, Troy, AL.

MN-10162-0414-D Qualifications for Election. Troy Diatrict

Miniatera, Firat UMC, Troy, AL.

C8-10278-8000-R The Environment. TRY.

A Sustainable Society for Pollution. TRY.
A More Economically Just Society. TRY.

The World's Children. TRY.

Human Sexuality. TRY.

FM-10S41-S0OO-R9 Rename the "Committees to Study

Homosexuality". TRY.

GJ-10S6&4000-M Retain the General Council on Ministries.

37? y.

GJ-10617-S000-R Opposition to Cdombus Day as a National

Holiday. 77? y.

GJ-1061»4000-R Hundred Dollar HoUday. TRY.

IC-10278-S000-R Covenant Communion with the Churches of

Christ Uniting. 77?y.

LC-10066-0227-D Affiliate and Associate Membership. 77? y.

LC-10078-02a9-D Lay Leader as Chairperson of Local Church

Conunittee on Nominations and Personnel. 77? y.

MI^-10086-0448-D Persons leave - eligible.for Committee

Membership. TRY.

MN-1008<M>752-D Nimiber of Laity on District Committee of

Ordained Ministry. 77?y.

MN-10148-(Vi02-D Acceptance of Self-avowed Practicing

Homosexuals. 77?y.

MN-10ie6-044S-D

MN-1O481-S0OO-R

Ministers. 77? y.

MN-11448-0618-D Grievance Procedures Against Bishops. Bishop

Jack M. Tuell, Loa Angela Area.

MN-121824)S12-D Transfer of Diaconal Ministers. Ann ry2«r,

WNC.
MN-121SSA)S1S-D Disability or Medical Leave. Ann Tyler, WNC.
MN-121844S15-D Diaconal Minister's Relationship to the

Employing Agency . Ann Tyler, WNC.
MN-12186-0817-D Termination Procedures for Diaconal

Ministers. Ann Tyler, WNC.
G<r-10eSS-2624-O Trial Procedures. UCOM.
IC-I0O34-19O6-D ' Re^onsibilitiee of the General Conmiission on

Communications. UCOM.
IC-106S64000-R Vision Inta^th Satellite Network. UCOM.
IC-106S7-S00O-R Communicatians Access for Persons Who Have

Hearing and Si^t Impairments. UCOM.
MN-11761-SOOO-R Call to the Bishops to Undergird Cooperative

Parish Ministry. UM Rural Fellowahip and Church and Comm.
Workers, Columbua, OB.

FA-11710-0721-D Authorization for an Annual Conference to

Form a Basic Salary Plan. UM Rural Fellowahip, Church and
Community Workera, Nat. Workera Nat Organ. Upper Sand Mt Pariah

Staff, Columbus OB, SylvaniaAL.

CS-12419-S000-M$ Task Force Regarding Abortion.

Adminiatrative Board, Union Center UMC, Endioott, NY.
FM-12S86-S000-R IVaining for Transforming Congregations.

Administrative Board, Union Center UMC, Endioott, NY.
FA-11762-0724-D Reporting Pastor's Expenses in the Annual

Conference Journal. United Melhodiat Clergy Couples, Chesapeake, VA.

GJ-11764-2e2S-D Investigation Procedures. United Methodist

Clergy Couples, Chesapeake, VA.

LC-11774-020&-D The Pastoral Charge. United Methodist Clergy

Couples, Chesapeake, VA.

LC-11776-0260-0 Responsibilities of the Administrative Board.

United Methodist Clergy Couples, Chesapeake, VA.

Family Leave. 77?y.

Alternate Path for Consecration as Diaconal

MN-1177WM26-D Appointments of Ordained Ministers firom

Other Annual Conferences. United Methodiat Clergy Couples,

Chesapeake, VA.

MN-11777-0682-D The Appointment Making Criteria. United

Methodiat Clergy Couples, Cheaapeake, VA.

CO-11699-060d-D Term Episcopacy. United MethodistRural

Fellowahip and. Upper Sand Mountain Pariah Staff, Sylvania, ALt

Columbua, OB.

CO-11700-0628-D Repreeentation fi«m Small Churches on

General and Jurisdictional Boards. United Methodist Rural Fellowahip

and Upper Sand, Mountain Pariah Staff, Sylvania, AL, Columbua, OB.

CO-11701-0701-D Voting RigfaU fiir Associate Members and Local

Pastors. United Methodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

CO-11702-0706-D Part-Time Local Past<rs Serving on Annual

Conference Agencies. United Methodiat Rural Fellowship, Columbus,

OB.
CO-11708-0726-D Responsibilities of the Conference Direetcr.

United Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

CO-11704-S000-R Reduction at Radon Hazards in Church

Property. United Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

CS-11706-8000-R The Church's Response to Changing Rural

Issues. United MethodistRural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

CS-1 1706-8000-R Reduction of Water Usage by United

Methodists. United Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

DI-11707-0280-D Lay Preachers for Assignment by District

Superintendents. United Melhodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

DI-11708-1201-D General Board of Discipleship Responsibilities.

United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

DI-11709-1202-D Adding Language to Paragraph 1202 which

Indicates Responsibilities of the GBOD. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbua, OB.

FA-11711-«000-M$ Church-VTide Study of Justice and Equity

Issues Related to Clergy Salary and Support. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Upper Sand Mountain Parish Staff, Sylvania, AL,

Columbua, OB.
GJ-11712-0276-D Setting Rural Life Sunday on the Fifth Sunday

After Easter. United Methodist Rural Fellowship, <2olumbus, OB.

GJ-1171S-027e-D Establishing Rural Life Sunday as a Special

Sunday with Annual Conference Offering. United Methodist Rural

Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

GJ-11714-080e-D Small Membership Church Representation on

General Church Boards and Agencies. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbua, OB.

GM-11716-0781-D Assign, of Conference Mission and Outreach to

Ann. Con£ Comm. on Parish and Community Development. United

Methodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

GM-117ie-1414-D GBGM/Nat. Div. Responsibilities Related to

Needs of Small Membership Churches. United Methodist Rural

Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

GM-11717-8000-R Increasing the Number of Church and

Community Workers. United Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbua,

OB.

GM-11718-S0OO-R United Methodist Mission in Appalaehia.

United Methodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

GM-11719-8000-R An Affirmation of Basic Rural Worth. UniUd

Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

GM-11720-3000-M$ Rural Crisis: Special Program UniUd

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

HE-11721-1580.D Chairs ofTown and Country Ministry at

United Methodist Seminaries. United MethodistRural Fellowahip,

Columbua, OB.

HE-11722-S0OO-R Rural Chaplaincy as a Ministry of Laity and

Clergy. United Methodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

IC-1172S-S0OO-M$ Study on Racism in Rural Areas. United

Methodiat Rural Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

LC-11724-02O1-D "EvangeUstic, Nurture and Witness" language

which indicates basic re^onsibilities of UMCs. United Methodist

Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

LC-11726-0206-D Teaching Parish. United Methodiat Rural

Fellowahip, Columbus, OB.

LC-1172e-0206-D A New Form of Cooperative Parish Ministry.

United Methodist Rural Fellowahip, Columbua, OB.

LC-11727-0244-D The Administrative Council - Basic

Administrative Structure. United Methodiat Rural Fellowahip,

Columbua, OB.
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LC-11728-0346-D The AdministratiTe Council u the Buic
AdnuniBtrative Structure for Local Churches. Uniied Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbus, OH.

LC-11729-0262-D The Administrative Council as the Basic

Administrative Structure for UMC. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

BiIN-1178OO40a-D Local Pastor Authority and Duties. United

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11781-O40S-D Membership of Local Pastors on Annual

Conference Boards, Commissions and Committees. United Methodist

Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OH.

MN-11782-0412-D Local Pastors as Members of an Annual

Conference. United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OH.

MN-11788-04ie-D Elimination of the Category - Associate

Member of the Annual Conference. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11784-0419-D Eliminate the Category - Associate Member of

the Annual Conference. United MethodistRural Fellowship,

Columbus, OB.

MN-11786-0420-D Elimination of the Category - Associate

Member ofthe Annual Conference. United Methodist Rural

Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11786-0421-D Elimination of the Category -AssodaU
Member of the Annual Conference. United Methodist Rural *

Fellowship, Columbus, OH.

MN-117S8-048S-D Older Associate Members and the Order of

Elder. United Melodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OH.

MN-1178»«487-D Tent-Making/Bi-Vocational and Part-Time

Ministry. United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11740-0489-D Responsibility of Pastors for Ministry in the

Community Contexts of Churches. United Methodist Rural Fellowship,

Columbus, OB.

MN-1 1741-0609-D Term Episcopacy and Use of the Htle of

"Bishop". United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11742-0610-D Term Episcopacy - Status of Bishops Retired

Prior to 1996. United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11748-0614-D Specific Responsibilities of Bishops. United

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11744-0628-D Empowerment of District Superintendents with

Small Membership Churches and Cooperative Ministries. United

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-1 1748-0682-D Including Community Contexts as a Criterion

to be Taken into Account when Appointments are made. United

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11746-06S4-D Longer Tenure of Pastors in Appointments to

the Local Church. United Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11747-0788-D Addition of Ordained Associate Member as

Observer on the Conference Board of Ordained Ministry. United

Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11748-0781-D Responsibilities of the Conference Board of

Global Ministries. UnitedMethodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-1174»«76a-D Addition of Laity as Full Members of the

District Committee on Ordained Ministry. United Methodist Rural
Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11760-1628-D Addition of Laity to the Division of Ordained

Ministry of the GBHEM. United Methodist Rural Fellowship,

Columbus, OB.

MN-11762-8000-Mt Study of Episcopal Tenure. United Methodist

Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.

MN-11 768-SOOO-R Appointment of Clergy to Rural Ministry.

UniUd Methodist Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.
MN-11 787-0424-D Requirements for Admission. United Methodist

Rural Fellowship, Columbus, OB.
FA-12004-0710-D World Service Apportionments. United

Methodists for More Faithful Ministry, Arlington, VA.

GM-12007-1411-D Genval Board of Global Ministries, World
Service Apportionment. United Methodists for More Faithful Ministry,

Arlington, VA.

GM-1200S-1427-D General Board of Global Ministries Women's
Division, Undesignated Funds. United Methodists for More Faithful

Ministry, Arlington, VA.

IC-12010-2406-D Representatives to the World and National

Councils of Churches. United Methodists for More Faithful Ministry,

Arlington, VA.

Number of Bishops in Each Jurisdiction. VZR.

National Comprehensive Energy Policy. VZR.

Renewal of the Stewardship Covenant. VIR.

Basic Salary Plan. VZR.

Investigation and Prosecution of Hate Crimes.

IC-12011-2407-D Financial Support for the National and Wcrld
Councils of Churches. United Methodists for More Faithful Ministry,

Arlington, VA.

LC-11881-2627-D Charge or Cooperative Parish Board of

IVusteee. Paul Van Dine, Robert and Frances Keifer, Cypress Lake
UMC, Fort Myers, FL.

LC-1018»«261-D Reeponsibilities of the Lay Leader and the PPR
Committee. Albert J. Varolii, Landers Chapel UMC, Linoolnton, NC.

MN-10178-0788-D Registrars Responsibility to Supervising

Pastors. Board of Ordained Ministries, VIR.

MN-10167-O4O4-D The Explcring Candidate and Supervising

Pastor. Board ofOrdained Ministry, VIR
FA-12266-S000-R Limit the General Church Apportionments.

Cabinet, VIR.

CO-10097-0606-D

C8-1016O-800O-R

CS-10882-8000-R

FA-1084O-S00O-R

FM-10092-0071-D

VIR.

FM-10S12-8000-R New Mission Statement. VIR.

OM-10128-1411-D World Service Apportionments. V7R
LC-10076-02a9-D Pastor-Parish Relations Committee. VZR.

LC-10817-0249-D Election of the Committee on Nomination and

Personnel. V7B.

MN-12S80-O402-D Delete the Ban on Gay Ordination. Dan Wagle,

Belen Wagna and Richard Waymans, Orant Park Aldersgate UMC,
Atlanta, QA.

CS-11297-8000-R Drug Trafficking and Covert Operation. Barry

Wagner, 3l Paul UMC, Lawton, OK.

GJ-1217S-0274-D Reduce Number of Special Days with Offering.

Leon Wagnon, HI, SCA.

MN-12116-0424-D Requirements for Admission. Joyce Waits,

Lakewood UMC, Lake Odessa, MI.

MN-12191-0428-D Rights and Responsibilities of Full Members.

Charles N. Waldo, Indianapolis, IN.

MN-12194-8000-M United Methodist Policy that all Churches

Shall Have a Pastor. Charles N. Waldo, Indianapolis, IN.

MN-12248-048e-D Appointment to Various Ministries. Charles N.

Waldo, Indianapolis, IN.

MN-12S9e-0402-D The Definition of Celibacy. A<imtnutra«iue

Board -^ 2S Individuals, Walker Memorial, Ooldboro District, NC.
MN-11411-0404-D The Certified Candidate. Administrative

Councils, Wallace, Fellowship, Micro, Beston, Walker and Woodland

UMCs, NCA.
MN-11497-0426-D Ministers from Other Denominations. TedB.

Walter, SCA.

MN-11498-0427-D Ministers from Other Denominations. TedH.
Walter, SCA.

MN-116004466-D Re-admission after Durrender of Ministerial

Office. Ted H. Walter, SCA.

DI-liei4-1224-D Curriculum Resources Materials.

Administrative Board, Washington Pike UMC, Knoxuille. TN.

FA-12296-8000-R Relocate General Board of Global Ministries,

Site te be Selected by 1994. Members, Washington Pike UMC,
Knoxuille, TN.

CS-1126&4000-R Discontinuance ofthe Pamphlet "Faithful

Witness on Today's Issues". Administration Board, Social Concerns

and COM, WatervilU UMC. Waterville, OB.

C8-11268-8000-R Discontinue Membership in and all Forxns of

Support te Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights. Administrative

Board, Social Concerns, COM, WaUrville UMC, Waterville, OH.

CS-10064-0072-D Growing Populations. Walter K. Waymeyer.

Claremont UMC, La Verne, CA.

FA-12218-8000-D The Apportionmenta Christine Weatherby,

Hubbard UMC, Bubbard, TX.

CS-11070-8000-R Accessibility Tegarding Handicapping

Conditions. Nancy J. Webb, St Paul UMC, New Windsor, MD.
CS-1 1166-0072-D Rights of Persons with Handicapping

Conditions. Nancy J. Wehb, St Paul UMC, New Windsor, MD.
MN-11112-0680-D Persons with Handicapping Conditions in the

Appointment Making Process. Nancy J. Webb, St Paul UMC, New
Windsor, MD.

MN-12042-04ie-D Candidate* Preparing for Ordination Through
Ministerial Course of Study. Doris Weddington, WNC.
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MN-1204S-0420-D Requirements for Election as Assodate

Members. Doria Weddington, WNC.
FM-12S88-0071-D Human Sexuality. Admin. Bd.,and UM

Federation for Social Action^ Wesley Churchy Minneapolis, MN.
LC-11S28-0217-D Admission into the Church. Wesley Foundation,

Robert J. Bailey, GulfBreeze, FL.

MN-11548-0442-D Appointment Beyond the Local United

Methodist Church. Wesley Foundation, Robert J. Bailey, GulfBreeze^

FL.

MN-11S44-«44S-D Appointment Beyond the Local United

Methodist Church. Wesley Foundation, Robert J. Bailey, GulfBreeze,

FL.

HE-11960-SOOO-R Accountability of Methodist Seminaries.

Administrative Board, Wesley Memorial UMC and 6 Individual

Members, Milton, FL.

CO-11811-S000-R Matters at General Conference. Administrative

Board + 3 Individuals, Wesley Memorial UMC, Milton, PL.

DI-12266-1224-D$ Church Curriculum Resources. Wesley

Memorial UMC + 4 Individuals, Wesley Memorial UMC, Milton, FL.

FA-118S6-S00O-R AfBrmative Inveettnents. Administrative Board

+ 4 Individuals, Wesley Memorial UMC, Milton, FL.

MN-1196S-S0OO-M Voting and Sacramental Rights for Clergy.

Administrative Board + 3 Individuals, Wesley Memorial UMC, Milton,

FL.

CO-11802-0086-C Composition of the Annual Conference.

Administrative Council, Wesley UMC, Ft. Worth, TX.

GJ-12429-2e21-D Chargeable Offenses. Administrative Council,

Wesley UMC, Ft Worth, TX.

FA-118S2-S000-R Church Budget. Administrative Board + 4

Individuals, Wesley UMC, Milton, FL.

GJ-12278-2e21-D Chargeable Offenses for Ministers.

Administrative Board + 5 Individuals, Wesley UMC, Milton, FL.

GJ-1222S4000-M Reorganizing and Streamlining Church. 12

Members, West Bend UMC, Clay City, KY.

DM126(V4000-R Oppose the New "God Language".

Administrative Council, West Independence UMC, Fostorin, OH.

CO-1150&M07-D Assignment and Termination of Bishops. Jim
M. West, LRK.

MN-11887-0468-D Joint Review Committee. Western Jurisdiction

Committee on Episcopacy, Helena, MT.
MN-11899-0618-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy.

Western Jurisdiction Committee on Episcopacy, Helena, MT.
CO-11401-S000-R Celebrating 100 Years of Lay Education in the

IVadition of Scarritt Bennett Center. Marilyn Wkaley Winters and
Maxine Clarke Beach, Scarritt-Bennett Center Board and Exec

Director., Nashville, TN.

FM-li2884-SO0O-R Accept Recommendation ofGCOM for

Comprehensive Study. Administrative Board, Wieadon UMC,
Evanston, IL.

FM-12844-0072-D Rights of Lesbians, Gay Men and Bisexuals.

Administrative Council, Wheadon UMC, Evanston, IL.

CS-114ei-«000-R The Pediatric Bill of Righte Preamble. United

Methodist Women and Burkey Turk Jr., OK, Wheatland UMC, Dallas,

TX.

LC-111284)248-D The Church Conference. D. Max Whitfield,

NAK
CO-115(»fl701-D Voting RighU of Associate and Afeiiate Clergy

Members ofAnnual Conference. Calvin Whitley, Sand Mountain UMC,
Sand Mountain, CH.

MN-11586-0408-D Categoriee of Local Pastors. Calvin Whitley,

Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain,

MN-11M6-0418-D Eligibility and Rights of Probationary

Members. Calvin Whitley, Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain.

MN-11588-0417-D Continuation in Probationary Membership.

Calvin Whitley, Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain.

MN-11689-0419-D Eligibility and Rights ofAssociate Members.

Calvin Whitley, Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain.

MN-1164(M)420-D Requirements {a Election as Associate

Members. Calvin Whitley, Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain.

MN-11641-0424-D Requirements fcr Admission. Calvin Whitley,

Sand Mountain UMC, Sand Mountain.

CS-1240(M00O-R Issues of Pornography. Helen C. Wilbur, First

UMC, Washington, NC.

GJ-11S42-0806-D General Agency Membership. Bishop Richard

B. Wilke and Marilynn Loyd, LRK

GJ-11S48-1007-D Organization of the General Council on

Ministries. Bishop Richard B. Wilke and Marilynn Loyd, LRK
GJ-H847-8000-M$ Task Fotco for Creation of General Board of

Evangelism and Church Develc^ment. Bishop Richard B. Wilke and
Marilynn Loyd, LRK

DI-11862-S00O-R Make Evangelion the # 1 Priority for the Next
Quadrennium. Administrative Board, Williams Center Asbury UMC,
Bryan, OB.

CS-12409-0071-D Abortion. Administrative Council, Williams

Center Asbury UMC, Bryan, OH.

LC-1114S-0268-D$ The Committee on Pastcr-Parbh Relations.

David B. Wilson, LRK
IC-11808-2402-D The National Council of the Church of Christ in

the USA and the W<»-ld Council of Churches. Theron L. Wilson,

Walker Chapel UMC, Arlington, VA.

CS-1242ft^00O.R Sanctity ofHuman Life Sunday. 75% ofthe

congregation, Windsor UMC, Windsor, OH.
LC-10S16-0280-D Grace Period for Inactive Members of a Local

UMC. WISandNIN.
IC-10S68-3000-R Churches in Covenant Communities. WIS,

MNN, CNV, PEN, SNJ.

CO-10152-072»-D Selection of Conference Council Director. WIS.

CO-109ei-0088-C Election of Ministerial Delegates to General

and Jurisdictional Conferences. WIS.

CO-10962-00S9-C Method ofElection of Lay Delegates to Gena-al

and Jurisdictional Conferences. WIS.

CS-10eO4-80OO-R Resolution on The United Natiom. WIS.

FA-10829-0718-D Basic Salary Plan. WIS.

GJ-10808-2606-D Judicial Council Members Right to Consult

Outside on Cases Pending. ^75.

GJ-lO81fr'2028-D Blocking an Abuse of Discretion About Accused

and Accusers Meeting in Committee on Investigation. WIS.

GJ-10811-2628-D Nomination of the Committee on Investigation.

WIS.

GJ-10870-8000-R Columbus Observance. WIS.

IC-10815-2102-D Strengthening General Commission on Religion

Race. WIS.

LC-10818-0266-D Housing as Remuneration. WIS.

MN-10261-0788-D Laity as Full Members ofAnnual Conference of

Board of Ordained Ministers. MOE, WIS.

MN-1082e-073S-D Nomination of Board of Ordained Ministry.

WIS.

MN-10327-0762-D Granting Full Voting Participation to Lay

Members of District Committees on Ordained Ministry. WIS.

MN-10828-0617-D Selection and Assignment of District

Superintendent. WIS.

CO-1004&4706-D Conference Agency Memba^hip. WML
DI-10992-8000-R The Service of the Dedication of Infants. WMI.

GJ-10061-0806-D Program Board Basic Membership. WML
GJ-10062-OSOS-D General Program Board Additional

Membership. WMI.

MN-10822-0424-D Admission and Continuance in the Order of

Elder. WMI
MN-10828-O186-D Admission and Continuance of Full

Membership in Annual Conference and Order of Elder. WMI.

MN-10012-0402-D Ordination of Homosexuals. Retain para. 402.2.

WNC + 20 other annual conferences.

LC-12280-0269-D Diaconal Ministers Appointed Be^yond the Local

Church. Board ofDiaconal Ministry. WNC.
LC-12282-0269-D Diaconal Ministry Advisory Committee. Board

ofDiaconal Ministry, WNC.
DI-1182O-8000-R Adopt "\rision 2000". Council on Ministries,

WNC.
FA-122S7-8000-R Clergy Compensation Form for Use in the

United Methodist Church. Ministers of the Albemarle District, WNC.
MN-10018-0406-D Authority and Duties of Local Pastors. Retain

para. 406. WNC, MOE, HOL.
DI-10007-0280-D Lay Preachers. Recognize and Utilize the 0£5ce

ofLay Preachers. WNC.
FA-lOSSe-SOOO-R Reduction of Denominational Budget and

Bureaucracy. WNC.
FA-1089O^000-R Denominational Health Care Plan. WNC.
HE-10009-0782-D Board of Higher Education and Campus

Ministry. Amend para. 732.1. WNC.
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LC-lOOl 1-0288-0 T«nure of Paatcr-Parish CommittM Members.

Amend Para. 269.2a. WNC.
MN-1086»«000-R Retain the Order of Deacon. WNC.

Retain Orders of Deacon and Elder. WNC.
United Methodist Trials Guidelines. WNJ.
Local and Part-time Pastors Under

Boycott K-Mart and Waldenbooks. WNY.
Environmental Stewardship. WNY.
Christian and Ministerial Conduct of Retired

MN-10S67-S000-R

GJ-10127-2824-D

CO-10114-0701-D

Appointment. WNY.
CS-10164-S00O-R

GM-1027e-146S-D

MN-10S26-0461-D

Ministers. WNY.
FA-120S1-S0OO-M Self-Funded Health Insurance Program. Board

ofChurch and Society, WOH.
CO-10178-0606-D Bishops in Jurisdictions. Epucopacy

Committee, WOH & DET.
CO-10180-0612-D Interjurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy's

Responsibilities. Episcopacy Committee, WOH & 8DA.
CO-112SS-062S-D Members of Jurisdictional Committee on

Episcopacy. Episcopacy Committee, WOH.
GJ-120«4-2a28-D Investigation Procedures. Dean W. Wolf, MNN.
GJ-12086-2824-D General Trial Procedures. Dean W. Wolf MNN.
MN-1204&4>4ft8-D Supervision During Grievance Proceedings.

Dean W. Wolf, Minnesota Conference.

MN-1 1029-0402-0 Disciplinary Use ofthe Word "Celibacy".

Administrative Board, Woodland UUC, Goldsboro, NC.

CC-11754-066S-D Concordat AgreemenU. DeWayne S. Woodring,

Business Manager Comm^sion on General Conference, Indianapolis, IN.

CO-117S6-0e0S-D Responsibilities of the Secretary Designate of

General Conference. DeWayne S. Woodring & Comm, on Plan of Org.

A Rules, Business Manager of General Conference, Indianapolis, IN.

CO-1176e^)e0e-D Rules of Order of General Confa-ence.

DeWayne S. Woodring, Business Manager Com-mission on General

Conference, Indianapolis, IN.

CO-11757-Oeil-D ResponsibUities of the SecreUry of General

Conference. DeWayne S. Woodring, Business Managa- ofGeneral

Conference, Indianapolis, IN.

MN-1110e-040S-D Continuance as a Local Pastor. Committee on

Ministry, Butler District, WPA.
CO-1 1607-0602-D Recognition of Reserve Delegates. Ethnic Local

Church Concerns Committee, WPA.

CO-11608-0608-D Recognition of Reserve Delegates. Ethnic Ijocal

Church Concerns Committee, WPA.
CO-11047-OeOe-D Eligibility for Election to the Episcopacy. WPA.
CO-11048-0fi07-D Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy. WPA.
CS-11048-0071-D Amendment to the Statement on Abortion.

WPA.
FA-11060-S00O-R Renaming Apportionments and Advance

Special. WPA.

FM-11061-SOOO-R Reaffirm the Doctrinal Standards. WPA
OJ-11062-0274-D Life Style Covenant Sunday. WPA.
MN-11068-0058-C Episcopal Supervision. WPA.
GM-1 1 864-SOOO-R Church and Community Ministry Program.

Adv. Committee of the Church and Community Workers, WVA.
GM-11866-S00O-R Increase Number of Church and Community

Workers. Committee for Church and Communify Workers, WVA
CO-10099-0607-D Assignment Process of Bishop. WVA.
C8-10060-O071-D Abortion. WVA.
FM-10994-S0OO-R Baptism Study Dociunent Considerations.

WVA.
GU-10698-A0OO-R4 Establishment of Commission on Inclusivenees

of Persons with Handicapping Conditions. WVA.
LC-10279-02S1-D Removal of OfBcers and Filling Vacancies.

WVA.
IC-11S1(VSOOO-R Support the Coisultation on Church Union

proposal. Conference on CCCUIC and William A. Highfield, WYO.
FM-10274-8000-R Human and Civil Rights of Lesbian and Gay

men. WYO, NIL, NYK.
LC-10140-0261-D Reeponaibilitiee of the Chairperson of Worship.

WYO, NIL
LC-10145-2682-D Powers and Limitations of the Board of

TVusteee. WYO, NYK.
LC-10183-0208.D Church Membership. WYO.
MN-10S58-SOOO-R Maintain Present Rules of Clergy

Administering Sacraments. NNY and WYO.
HE-11670-0000-D Selection Placement of Pastors to the Wesley

Foundation. Board ofHigher Education and Campus Ministry, YEL.

IC-11167-tOOO-R The proposal ofThe Consultation on Church

Union. Consultation on Church Union, YEL A CNV Conference,

Burlingame, CA.

CB-12207-8000-R Reaffirm Adoption as an Option for Families.

YEL
DI-L2212-S00O-M Permission to Enlarge Individual Hymns from

the United Methodist Hymnal. YEL
FA-12214-0719-D Clergy Support. YEL
GJ-12222-SO0O-M Adopt "Gospel Call to a New Beginning". YEL
CS-12408-0071-D Abortion. Celeste Yost, Linwood, NJ.

MN-11097-0802-D The Nature of Diaeonal Ministry. RonoU V.

Young, LVL
FM-lieSO-SOOO-R "Grace Upon Grace" as the Official Mission

Statement. Charles Yrigoyen, Jr., EPA.
LC-10Oe7-O227-D Affiliate and Associate Membership. UMC,

Zapata UMC, Zapata, TX.

FA-110SS-SOOO-R< Zimbabwe Annual Conference Pension Fund.

ZIM.

FM-12S88-8000-R Approve and Adopt the Ordination of

Homosexuals. Betty Zimm^man, LinctUn, IL
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Native Americans

and United

Methodism, by

Homer Noley. The
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to evangelize Native

Americans is riddled
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dramatic successes.
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Americans from the 1600s to today.

ISBN 0-687-13051-4. Paper, $14.95
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Conference Sets Time to Address Los Angeles Crisis

United Methodists from around the world opened

their top legislative assembly Tuesday afternoon in

Louisville with a celebration of Holy Communion, then

quickly were reminded of the broken world in which

they met.

As the 1992 General Conference delegates and hun-

dreds of visitors greeted one another in the corridors of

the Commonwealth Convention Center and completed

registration procedures, an ad hoc committee of dele-

gates from the Western Jurisdiction examined ways in

which brutality and violence in the nation—high-

lighted by the verdict in the Rodney King trial—could

be addressed by members of the nation's second largest

Protestant denomination.

In its opening business session Tuesday, the General

Conference voted to set aside time Wednesday morning

to present a resolution. Under United Methodist law,

the General Conference is the only body that can speak

for the denomination, which counts about 10 million

members in the United States, Puerto Rico, Africa,

Europe, and the Philippines.

The Council of Bishops a few days earlier addressed

the issue of police brutality, violence, and justice in the

judicial process. Two paragraphs from this statement

were inserted in the Episcopal Address delivered Tues-

day night by Bishop C. Dale White of the New York
Area.
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What Happened to My Petition?

That's the question some delegates are ask-

ing after they find 12 pages of rationale for

their petition have been deleted firom an Ad-

vance Edition.

Relax. You are not alone. Every petition is

subject to editing by a cold-hearted editor.

Rest assured, however, that the legislative

committee will have your full petition in their

hands as they consider your suggestions. The
process of eliminating long rationales probably

saved a tree or two and reduced the cost of Ad-

vance Editions.

Daily Christian
Advocate

Editorial Offices - Room 116
Commonwealtli Convention Center
Sales and Subscriptions - DCA Booth

near Publishing House Display

Staff
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Delegates and visitors were welcomed into the ple-

nary hall by almost 150 singers and instrujnentalists

from First United Methodist Church in Dallas. Under
the direction of Ronald KaufBcnan, the musicians pre-

sented a varied program ranging from GabrieU and
Beethoven to "When the Saints Go Marching In."

Later in the afternoon the delegates found their as-

signed legislative committees. There they elected offi-

cers to guide their deliberations for the rest of this first

week of General Conference.

Robert Lear

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Institute on Religion and Democracy will

sponsor an issues forum for all delegates on "Why
Resolutions Anyway?" on Wednesday, May 6 at

12:45 in the Sampson Room, 1st floor. Gait House
East. Speakers are John Stumbo and Diane Knip-

pers.

The Trustees and the President of Garrett-Evan-

gelical Theological Seminaiy invite you and your
guest to a dinner on Saturday, May 9, 5:45 p.m..

Second Floor Ballroom, Hyatt Regency. $12.50 per

person, advance reservations only

Bishop Bruce P. Blake of Dallas, Chairperson of

the United Methodist Communications Coimcil of

Texas and New Mexico, will host a reception for

Ronald Patterson, the new publisher of The United

Methodist Reporter, on Thursday from 5 to 6 p.m.

in the Keeneland Suite on the Mezzanine Level of

the Hyatt Regency Hotel.

Sexual Harassment Briefing (Experiences,

Policies, Legal Counsel, Monitoring), Thursday,

May 7, 1 p.m., Collins Room, Gait House East.

Yale Divinity School limcheon will be held Satur-

day, May 9, 12:30 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency Hotel.

Dean Thomas W. Ogletree will be the speaker. For
tickets ($15.00) see R, Randy Day, New York
Delegation, Sea A, Row 6. All are welcome
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The video screen during the opening Communion
service provided a fitting metaphor for the General

Conference. Not only did the screen show the center

aisle with delegates on both sides; it also showed the

video screen, which repeated the image into infinity.

Using the imagery of Bishop Emilio deCarvalho of

the Western Angola Area, this General Conference is

the body of Christ here and now in the struggle for

church unity. And, as the body of Christ gathered in

this place, the General Conference is built on the foun-

dation which has already been laid, Jesus Christ.

Many images blended into the Holy Communion
celebration. Delegates stood as part of the vast chorus

of persons gathered about the Lord's Table. People ex-

tended hands in hospitality and greeting. Bishops

streamed up and down the aisles during the proces-

sional and offertory. More than a thousand voices were

raised in many languages and accents to praise God
and etSirm a common faith. Persons of many races and
cultures united as one as they shared the bread and the

cup.

Opening
Communion Service

:^mm^ik-JkLS

Above: Over 1,000 voice* unite in praise to God to open

the 1992 General Conference.

Right: Ronald R. Kauffmann conduct* the chancel choir

of Firrt United Methodist Church, Dallas, Texas.

Below: Bishops Neil Irons, Cal MoConnell, James Ault,

and William Lewis lead in singing the Dozol<^y after the

offertory.

(PHOTOS BY JOHN GOODWIN)
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Women Focus on Skills, Issues

More than 400 women gathered for a Tuesday morn-

ing orientation session cosiwnsored by the General

Commission on the Status and Role of Women (COS-

ROW) and the Women's Division, General Board of

Global Ministries.

"Women—Living Out Our Vision of an Inclusive

Chui'ch" focused on skills development and issue aware-

ness. Resource persons included the following lay dele-

gates: Betty Admussen, Missouri West Conference;

Augusta Carruth, South Georgia Conference; Women's
Division president Sally Graham Ernst, Western Penn-

sylvania Conference; Delia Escareno, Rio Grande Con-

ference; Caroljm Johnson, North Indiana Conference;

Women's Division vice president Thelma Johnson, West
Ohio Conference (alternate); Connie Mitchell, Kentucky

Conference; Eleanor Richardson, North Georgia Confer-

ence; COSROW president Joetta Rinehart, Western

North Carolina Conference; and Women's Division

treasurer Connie Takamine, Rocky Mountain Confer-

ence.

Other leaders were the Rev. Minerva Carcano, dis-

trict superintendent. New Mexico Conference; Dalila

Cruz, executive secretary for leadership development.

Women's Division; the Rev. Sandra Hoke, clergy dele-

gate, Northern Illinois Conference; and the Rev. Bruce

Robbins, general secretary. General Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns.

About 34.4 percent of the 1992 General Conference

delegates are women, about 1 percent more than in

1988. The number of clergywomen delegates rose

sharply, while the number of lay women dropped. West-

em Jurisdiction conferences elected the highest per-

centage of women delegates—47 percent.

Barbara Campbell, an assistant general secretary

with the Women's Division, said that—particularly

with clergywomen delegates
—

"the growth in the past

ten or twelve years is really astronomical."

But Cecelia Long, general secretariat member, COS-
ROW, noted that this year's women's delegation is not

at the same percentage level as The United Methodist

Church's approximately 60 percent women membership

figures.

"There is work to do to bring women into full and

equal participation as delegates to the General Confer-

ence," she said.

-Linda Bloom and Barbara Dunlap-Berg

Racial/Ethnic Delegate Orientation

Reflecting on the Luke 4 accoimt of Jesus' visit to the

temple in Nazareth, Barbara R. Thompson told 250 par-

ticipants in Monday's racial ethnic delegate orientation

to "remember when . . . Jesus takes up the scroll of

Isaiah jmd declares that the prophecy is fulfilled.

"Jesus chastises the Galilean synagogue officials: 'A

prophet is without honor in his own hometown.' Jesus

chides them further on their failvure to be in ministry to

the whole country.

"Remember," the General Commission on Religion

and Race executive continued, how "Jesus walked un-

harmed through the crowd and went on to continue his

ministry. That was to be my promise of hope for the con-

ference.

"But so much changed this past Wednesday night,"

Thompson said. She returned home fi-om a trip, tvu*ned

on the television, and was shocked to hear about the

violence that followed the acquittal of four White Los

Angeles police officers charged with brutality against

Black motorist Rodney King.

"I wondered what kind of response covdd be expected

firom United Methodist leaders," she recalled.

Sometimes when a rattlesnake changes its skin,

Thompson said, it accidentally poisons itself. "General

Conference is skin-changing time for The United Meth-

odist Church. It's a time when any petition opens the

church's belly to being poisoned by itself. By its own ir-

rational actions," she continued, "[the chvu*ch] can deal

death blows to important ministries.

'Teriods of racial violence are skin-changing times

for racial and ethnic minority people," she added. "We
can become so paranoid about the 'rightness' or 'wrong-

ness' of events that we become paralyzed by the poison

we release on oiurselves.

"We are gathered in solidarity because we believe

our church and our society can be redeemed. We are

gathered because we believe the walls that divide us

are crumbling and in their place are stepping stones to

community."

Thompson challenged each delegate "to examine is-

sues not only as a United Methodist elected by your an-

nual conference but also as a person sensitive to the

needs and ministries of racial and ethnic minority per-

sons."

During the General CouncU on Ministries-sponsored

session, delegates reviewed key issues and divided into

small groups to discuss petitions to be considered by leg-

islative committees.

-Barbara Dunlap-Berg and David WiUon
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Peraon* — and family— greeted delegate* and visitora at the Bishop'* Reception on Monday evening, May 4, 1992 at the Gait Hoiue

Ea(t. PHOTO JOHN GOODWIN

TV Coverage in Hotels

Delegates and visitors need only turn on their hotel

room televisions for an hour of United Methodist pro-

gramming. This service begins on Thursday, May 7 and
continues daily through Friday, May 15 (except Sun-

day, May 10). This programming is being provided

through the Visitel Network, a local hotel and conven-

tion TV service. Visitel is available in more than 6,000

rooms in 19 Louisville hotels.

The program will include a one-minute General Con-

ference news summary (repeated twice during the

hour), produced for the Vision Interfaith Satellite Net-

work (VISN). In addition, selected United Methodist

programs such as "Catch the Spirit" and "Why We
Care" will be shown.

According to Visitel general manager Bill Rudy, the

program will air at 7-8 a.m. and 9-10 p.m. over the fol-

lowing channels:

—Brown Hotel-Channel 8

—Gait House/Gait House East-Channel 16

—Holiday Inn Downtown-Channel 6

—Hyatt-Channel 4

—Seelbach-Channel 14

Tent cards featuring Visitel information were dis-

tributed at all 19 hotels on May 5.

In addition, David Schraffenberger, general man-

ager of the local Faith Channel, which carries VISN at

designated times, said viewers can tune their TVs to

Channel 19 (on Storer Cable Systems) at the following

times for reguletr VISN programming:

Monday— 10:30 a.m.-noon; 4-8 p.m.

Tuesday— 1:30-2:30 p.m.; 4:30-6 p.m.

Wednesday—5-8 p.m.

Thursday—10-11 a.m.; 1-3 p.m.; 4:30-6 p.m.

Friday—4-5 p.m.; 7:30-9 p.m.; 10-11 p.m.

Saturday—10 p.m., continuing overnight until noon

Sunday
Two editions of "Jim Lawson Live," a one-hour

weekly show produced by United Methodist Communi-
cations for VISN, will originate firom the site of the

General Conference, to air £rom 10-11 p.m. Friday eve-

ning. May 8 flive) and Friday evening, May 15 (taped).

VISN will broadcast nationwide one-minute daily re-

ports from General Conference during station breaks at

noon, 3 p.m., 6 p.m., 9 p.m., and midnight.
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Getting Ready
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Upper right and clockwise: delegates at

registration; DeWayne Woodring checks out

conference floor arrangements; the first two

delegates in their places - from the North Ala-

bama Conference; an impromptu meeting in

the hall; a final check on the voting system.

V'
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General Conference: Past And Present

hy Dewayne S. Woodring

Methodists love to observe ecclesiastical anniversa-

ries. Indeed, I believe it's the only church alive that

celebrates a bicentennial every few years.

In 1966 we had a big recognition of the "planting of

American Methodism."' Then in 1973 we recognized the

200th anniversary of the first annual conference. When
1980 rolled in, we commemorated the founding of the

Sunday School. ..and in 1984 we celebrated the forma-

tion of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Now we are coming into yet another anniversary.

This time it's the 200th anniversary of General Confer-

ence. This Methodist event has been held every quad-

rennium since its inception in 1792.

In those early days, without the aid of Federal Ex-

press, fax machines, radio, TV, telephone, or Newscope,

the call went out that a General Conference was to be

held in Baltimore to determine the future direction of

the church.

The planning for the first General Conference was

mostly done by two persons —Francis Asbury and

Thomas Coke-— and their preparations were brief in

nature.

Today we have an entire Commission on the General

Conference assigned the singular responsibility of plan-

ning each General Conference, and it takes this body

six years to accomplish all the tasks leading up to the

quadrennial event.

In 1792 the participants didn't have a choice in how
they were going to get to Baltimore for the conference.

They all went by horseback. They rode 40 to 60 miles a

day through frost and snow, stayed wherever they could

find lodging... in cabins, abandoned buildings, barns, or

under the stars using saddlebags as pillows.

One preacher wrote: "How glad should I be of a

plain, clean plank to lie on, as preferable to most of the

beds: and where the beds are in a bad state, the floors

are worse."

The concern of the pioneer preacher was whether or

not the roads and trails would be passable and water

fordable.

Today we worry about how many planes and buses

serve a city and the number of seats they provide per

day. We are also concerned how to get some of our dele-

gates out of countries which are presently experiencing

political turmoil.

Since it was unknown how many of the preachers

would be able to make the trek to that early conference,

advance preparations for lodging were undoubtedly
minimal. Upon arriving in Baltimore, they somehow
found places to stay, either in the homes of Methodist

parishioners or in boarding houses. They also had to

seek livei-y stables for the care of their horses. We now
have to be concerned about parking spaces for horse-

power of a different nature.

The number that made the journey to this historic

event was small. In fact, there will be more bishops sit-

ting on the stage this spring in Louisville than there

Dr. DeWayne S. Woodring

BusinesB Manager of the Genera] Conference

Executive director of the ConimisBion on the General Conference

were participants in that original General Conference

in Baltimore.

We now have to be concerned about securing nearly

2,000 hotel rooms for the delegates, staff, and visitors.

And in the case of Louisville, we hope all the horse en-

thusiasts, who have been here the previous weekend for

the famous Kentucky Derby, will be checked out of

their hotel rooms.

The Light Street Church in Baltimore that held the

first conference in 1792 was modest in size. However, it

came complete with wooden benches; some even had
backs.

The 1992 General Conference will require a conven-

tion center one block square, which will care for around

6,000 persons.

The Commonwealth Convention Center will be the

site of the plenary sessions, legislative committees, sub-

committees, and offices, and is located within a short

walking distance of all the hotels with which we have
commitments. This is an historic site for United Meth-

odism, for in 1845 the Methodist Episcopal Chiu-ch,

South, was organized in the old Fourth Street Method-

ist Church, which stood at this exact location.
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Those present at the first conference were all preach-

ers. It was not until years later that the laity were to be

involved. The voting at the 1992 General Conference

will be done by 498 ministerial delegates.

The furthest distance traveled by a delegate in 1792

was 1,081 miles, which meant that he would have spent

some 20 days on the trail to get to Baltimore. All the

delegates were from the United States, with the possi-

ble exception of one presiding elder from Nova Scotia.

Two hundred years later, some 42 countries will be

represented, and the furthest distance traveled by a

delegate will be 11,204 air miles, which will be trav-

ersed by jet plane in about a day.

Many think of the early preachers as the "Fathers of

the Church," but in reality the average age of those "fa-

thers" was somewhere around 30. The average age of

the '92 delegations will be a number of years above

that.

The early preacher arrived in town with just his

horse and bags. The saddlebag was his suitcase, his pil-

low, and his library. There were no advance notices in

hand dealing with the issues to be discussed at the com-

ing conference, for no one was really sure what was in

store or if, indeed, because of the difficulties of travel,

there would ever be another such conference.

Our modern delegates will arrive, not only with mul-

tiple suitcases in hand, but will have the Advance Edi-

tions of the Daily Christian Advocate , which will weigh

about four pwunds and contain many of the proposals

and reports to be brought to the attention of the confer-

ence.

Just as in 1792 when historical precedents were set,

so at the 1992 conference a number of "first" will be in

evidence as modem technology is applied to the daily

operations of this global assembly.

For the first time the arriving delegates will receive

a Volume II of the DCA... containing all the petitions

from churches, individuals, and other United Methodist

related organizations. In the past, these petitions had to

be read aloud to the members of the legislative commit-

tees. Generally, additional copies were not available.

The petitions within the edition will be divided by
the legislative committees to make them easily accessi-

ble when deliberations take place. Again, it is antici-

pated that this will speed discussion of the various

petitions and enable the legislative committees to dis-

patch their duties with greater efficiency.

This year, as the floor debate takes place, it will be

received by cable directly in the editorial ofilces of the

DCA. Surrounded by electronic gear, the words from
the plenary session will be immediately transcribed

onto waiting computer screens, prepared for publica-

tion, and whisked off to the printer.

For the first time, computerization will also be the

byword in the legislative committees through which
will flow thousands of petitions from members,
churches, and organizations of the denomination.

In the past, laborious typing, retyping, and retyping

again was the norm as reports were perfected by the

committees prior to their being set in type for inclusion

in the Daily Christian Advocate.

In Louisville, arriving committee members will find

a computer, already loaded with the petitions under
consideration, ensconced in their meeting room. As the

committee members perfect each item, the changes will

be made directly in the computer and, when a docu-

ment is finalized, it will be dispatched by disk to the

DCA where it will automatically call forth the type re-

quired for its publication in the next morning's edition.

This new process will not only improve the speed by
which items are handled, but it will assure greater ac-

curacy over the previous system of redundant typing

and setting of type in a print shop some distance from
the conference site.

In keeping with the changing times, the central fo-

cus of the plenary hall will, for the first time, be ever-

changing. Throughout past history of the church, a

static, unchanging backdrop or stage setting has served

as the focus of the plenary sessions.

This time, a large video screen will be the focus of at-

tention where a variety of images will greet the dele-

gates as they enter the hall. In the morning, for

instance, the portrayal will specifically relate to the

sermon topic to be presented during the worship serv-

ice. As people enter for the afternoon and evening ses-

sions, a kaleidoscope of the chxu-ch at work throughout

the world will be projected on the screen.

Back by popular request at the '92 plenary sessions

will be a state-of-the-art electronic voting system where
every seat is wired for delegate response.

In 1988, the United Methodist General Conference

pioneered the use of electronic voting in the religious

world. Representatives of other denominations viewing

this system in action in St. Louis soon followed suit and
began utilizing electronic voting at the general conven-

tions. Among these are the Presbyterian Church (USA),

the Church of the Nazarene, and the Evangelical Lu-

theran Chiurch.

The denominations found that this innovative voting

system provides a speedier and more accurate tally of

the votes cast on the issues before their conferences.

Some feel it was because of the electronic system that

the '88 United Methodist General Conference was able

to close at an earlier hour than at any time dating back
more than 20 years.

As in the previous conference, a sophisticated optical

projector will instantly display the results of the voting

in colorful bar graphs on a large screen in the front of

the plenary hall for all to see the results.

Advances in the computer system will enable the

delegates, for the first time, in addition to voting on mo-
tions, to hold all elections through the use of the special

key pads. Happily, this will mean:

1) the elimination of the time-consuming tasks of

marking and collecting nearly 1,000 ballots;

2) Thirty delegate/tellers will not have to leave the

plenary sessions to perform the arduous task of hand
counting the ballots;

3) There will be no delay in reporting the results of

the tally.

Modem electronics will also come into play as the

words of translators are sent through the airwaves to

those delegates requiring simultaneous translation, the
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behind-the-scenes staff will keep in touch by way of

walkie-talkies, and those responsible for registration

will utilize laser printers for the production of name
badges.

The cost of holding the initial conference in 1792 was

negligible... a little more wood in the stove, which pro-

vided the heat in the church, and some additional can-

dles for the evening hours when there was no light

through the arched windows. Each participant paid his

own expenses.

A few quill pens and a modicum of writing paper

was all that was required to record the proceedings.

One secretary probably took the minutes in 1792.

This year we will have 33 secretaries and recorders and

29 persons serving the Daily Christian Advocate. Count-

ing the paper needs of this staff and the printing of the

Daily Christian Advocate, in all we will use over 70 tons

of paper.

The budget for the 1992 General Conference is $3.1

million. This covers the cost of the transportation of the

official delegates, a per diem of $62 a day, the rental of

meeting facilities, equipment and services, and the

printing of the Daily Christian Advocate. However, the

total amount expended will be much, much more since

many of those in attendance have their expenses paid

from other church funds or out of their own pockets.

Taking the budgeted amount of money and applying

it to just those hours when the delegates will be to-

gether in worship, plenary sessions, or in legislative

committees, the cost will be as least $36,904 an hour, or

$615.08 a minute.

The sound of the humam voice during the first confer-

ence was carried in direct proportion to the lung power

of the individual person. In the Commonwealth Conven-

tion Center, we will use a large amplification system

with 19 microphones and numerous speakers.

There will also be another difference between the

1792 conference and the one to be held in Louisville.

Imagine if you will, 70 to 90 preachers who have just

ridden in from days on horseback. They have slept in

rough-hewn cabins, sometimes on the floor, or in the

great outdoors wrapped in doe skins complete with

fleas. Showers were not in vogue, and baths were infre-

quent. Automatic washers and Right Guard had not

been invented.

Undoubtedly there was real ambiance in the air at

that early church conference!

Today, we have in the convention center huge air

conditioners and ventilating fans. We also have roll-on,

blow-on, and rub-on deodorants, plus Scope.

In contrast to the small nmnber of persons involved

in the first conference, attendance at the 1992 General

Conference will average around 5,000 persons each day.

It would be even larger if we still had the rule they did

back in 1792. At that time, every preacher in full mem-
bership was entitled to a seat in the General Confer-

ence. That would mean today there would be 35,815

preachers at the conference. And if we applied our cvu^-

rent practice of a lay delegate for every clergy delegate,

the delegates alone would number 73,630. Few facilities

in the world could hold such an event!

As was the practice in the early church, the 1992 ses-

sion of the General Conference will officially open with

Communion beginning at 1:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 5.

Following will be days devoted to the business of the

conference with the closing scheduled for Friday eve-

ning. May 15.

Within this time frame, the Book of the Discipline

will be written, and you in the audience will be taking

part in one of the longest conclaves of any religious or

secular organization.

Whether this General Conference with its electronic

wizardry will be as effective in its decision-making as

was that conference two centuries ago, with it's primi-

tive, yet perfectly utilized resources, will depend upon

you, the delegates.

It is you, oxir elected representatives, who will set

the law. ..the policies. ..the goals of international United

Methodism for this day and age.

Emergency Information

The First Aid Room in the Convention Center is

located off the North Lobby. It is open feach day from

8:30 a.m. until closing in the evenings. The First Aid

Room is staffed by a registered nurse and a qualified

physician who are volunteers from Louisville United

Methodist churches. After hours, persons with medi-

cal needs may call Dr. C. Kenneth Peters, family

physician, at 491-0809. For after-hour medical emer-

gencies call 911 and ask for transportation to the

Methodist Evangelical Hospital emergency room, lo-

cated in the heart of the city near the hotels where
delegates and visitors are housed.

Phone Listings
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Oklahoma Choir To Lead Wednesday's Worship

The Apache (Oklahoma) United Methodist Church

choir will lead the 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. worship serv-

ices today. The choir is under the direction of Penny J.

Perry.

The singers, all members of the church, represent

several Native American tribes including Comanche,

Apache, Kiowa, Seneca, Mescalero Apache, Choctaw,

Fort Sill Apache, and Kiowa Apache. They have sung

at the Granite Reformatory and for revivals and special

services in churches across the Oklahoma Indian Mis-

sionary Conference. The choir will present a concert at

2 p.m. in the sanctuary of Trinity United Methodist

Chvu-ch prior to the 2:30 worship hour.

Preaching in the 8:30 a.m. service today will be

Bishop Louis W. Schowengerdt of the Northwest

Texas/New Mexico Area. Liturgists will be Dr. William

Hutchinson of Albuquerque, NM, and the Rev. Jo Carr

of Pampa, TX. The preacher in the 2:30 p.m. service

will be Dr. Manfred W. Marquardt, dean of the United

Methodist Theological Seminary in Reutlingen, West
Germany. He will be assisted by liturgist Dr. Erika

Welti of Zurich, Switzerland.

Organist in today's services is Dan Stokes, director

of music ministries at Christ Church United Methodist,

Louisville.

The choir of the United Methodist Church of Apache, Oldahoma.

Announcement Guidelines

PoUcjr: DCA announcements must refer to ofllcial business or program of the General Conference, or to mat-
ters concerning conference delegates as they relate to recognized organizations and structures of The United
Methodist Church. For example, announcements of the following can be included: delegation meetings, college or
seminary breakfasts, general agency meetings, meetings of recognized caucuses, receptions or banquets honoring
United Methodist official. We cannot run personal announcements or announcements sponsored by individuals.

Announcement Deaiiline: To be published the next day, announcements must be brought to the DCA office

on the lower level of the Convention Center, Room 116, before 3:00 p.m. Announcements must typed double-
spaced or legible on special forms which are available in the DCA office.
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Council Of Bishops

Report To The General Conference 1992

Nominations for Election

The General Council on Finance
and Administration

(Nominated by the Jurisdictional Colleges of Bish-

ops and elected by the General Conference *905.1).

North Central

I.Ellen Brubaker

2.Young S. Lee

3.L. Kim Doverspike

4.Evelyn Goodson

S.Aretha Jones

6.Jose Rosa

Northeastern

I.Noah Reed
2.Eugene Matthews

S.Sandra Kelley Lackore

4.Shirley Parris

S.Larry G. Johnson

6.Tracey Merrick

South Central

l.Virgilio Vasquez-Garza

2.Aaron Black

S.Stan Sager

4.H. Weldon Macke
S.Nancy Carruth

6.Marilynn Loyd ,

Southeastern

I.Karen Collier

2.Lawrence Dill

S.Frank Furman
4.Cashar Evans

S.Mary Ellen Bullard

e.Martha W. Gerald

Western
l.Edsel White

2.David Orendorf

S.Raul Alegria

4.RogerKruse

S.Sally Brown Geis

G.Eunice Sato

At-large

(Nominated by the Council of Bishops and elected

by the General Conference ''90S.1)

1. William White Wisconsin NC
2. Zedna Haverstock Central PA NE
3. Barbara Schaffer Alaska MissionaryW

4. Lenora Thompson Ford E PA NE
s.
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7.
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Holding other positions:

7.
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Standing Commission
on Alcohol and Drugs

Petition Number IC-12434-3000-R$; Howard Lydick

First United Methodist Church, Richardson, Texas

In order to make more effectual the efforts of the

United Methodist Church in creating a Christian public

sentiment and in crystallizing opposition to aU public

violations of the moral law, and especially to oppose the

many evils existing in society caused by the consumption

of alcoholic beverages and other drugs, there shall be a

Standing General Commission on Alcohol and
Drugs, hereinafter known as the Commission.

Its headquarters shall be in Washington, D.C.

PURPOSE:
The object and duty of the Commission shall be to

promote by an intensive educational program voluntaiy

total abstinence from all intoxicants and narcotics; the

educational program to include the use of radio,

television, publication and distribution of literature; to

promote observance and enforcement of constitutional

provisions and statutory enactments which suppress the

traffic in alcoholic beverages and in narcotic drugs; and to

promote the speedy enactment of such legislation

throughout the world.

INCORPORATION:
The Commission shall be incorporated in the District

of Columbia. The Commission shall be the legal successor

and successor in trust of the corporations, boards, depart-

ments or entities known as the Department of Himian
Welfare of the General Board of Church and Society of

the United Methodist Church; the Division of General

Welfare of the General Board of Church and Society of

the United Methodist Chiu-ch; the Division of General

Welfare of the General Board of Christian Social Con-
cerns of the United Methodist Church; the Department of

Christian Social Action of the Evangelical United

Brethren Church; the Division of Alcohol Problems and
General Welfare of the General Board of Christian Sociid

Concerns of the Methodist Church; the Division of

Temperance and General Welfare of the General Board of

Christian Social Concerns of the Methodist Church; the

Board of Temperance of the Methodist Church; and the

Board of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.

MEMBERSHIP:
The Commission shall consist of thirty persons elected

by the Jurisdictional Conferences and three Bishops

elected by the Council of Bishops. Those elected to the

Commission shall be chosen solely for their demonstrated
concern about the problems caused in our society by the

presence and use of alcoholic beverages and other drugs.

Each Jurisdiction shall elect six persons from the list of

persons proposed for General Agency membership by the

Annual Conferences. A Jurisdiction may elect a maximum
of four clergy members or four lay members. At the first

meeting of each quadrennium and each annual meeting
thereafter, the Commission may elect an additional per-

son or persons based on special expertise which will be of

assistance to the Commission provided that a maximum
of five such persons may be elected each quadrennium.
VACANCIES in the Commission membership shall be

filled by the procedure defined in para. 812 of the General
Provisions.

OFFICERS:

The officers of the Commission shaU be a President, a

Vice President, a Secretary and a Treasurer.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
The Commission shaU have an Executive Committee

composed of the elected officers and two additional per-

sons selected by the Commission from among its other

members. The Genered Secretary shall be a member of

the Executive Committee with a voice but not the right to

vote. The Conunittee shall have the power ad interim to

fill {my vacancies occurring in the elected staff and to

transact such business and adopt such resolutions and
statements as are authorized between the meetings of the

Commission. It shidl report all of its actions to the Com-
mission promptly after each of its meetings and again for

confirmation at the next meeting of the Commission.
MEETINGS:
The Commission shall hold an annual meeting at a

time and place to be determined by its executive commit-

tee, and such other meetings as its work may require, and
shall enact suitable bylaws governing the activities of the

Commission and its employees. A m^ority of the member-
ship shall constitute a quorum.

STAFF.-

The Commission shall have a General Secretary and
one or more Associate General Secretaries as its work
may show to be necessary. The commission shall be other-

wise organized and operate according to the general

provisions of the Administrative Order of the Discipline

except where they may be in conflict with the provisions

herein adopted specifically for the Commission.
FUNDING:
The Standing Commission shaU be funded like other

general agencies of the church (para. 906 of the Dis-

cipline). During its first quadrennium (1992-1996) it shall

receive from the funds otherwise authorized for the use of

the General Board of Church and Society that percentage

which corresponds to the amount authorized for the use

of the Boiu-d of Temperance during the last quadrennium
(1956-60) that the former Boards of Temperance, World
Peace and Social & Economic Relations received in-

dividual appropriations. It shall receive aU property

owned or controlled by the former Board of Temperance
at the time of its merger, in 1960, with the former Boards

ofWorld Peace and Social & Economic Relations.

The Commission shall be authorized to solicit and cre-

ate special funds; to receive gifts and bequests; to hold

properties and securities in trust; and to administer all

these financial affidrs in accordance with its own rules

and the provisions of the Discipline.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
Each Annual Conference shall establish a Commission

on Alcohol and Drugs. The total membership of this Com-
mission shall be determined by each Annusd Conference

according to its own rules. Each member of the Standing

General Commission on Alcohol and Drugs shall be an ex

oflicio member, with vote, of the Annual Conference

where that member resides or has their Annual Con-

ference membership. Clergy appointed beyond the local

church may, if they chose, be a member of the Commis-
sion of the Annual Conference where they reside.

LOCAL CHURCH:
Each local church shall have a work area for Alcohol

and Drugs.

EFFECTIVE DATE:
This legislation shall become effective on October 1,

1992.
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THE EPISCOPAL ADDRESS

1992 General Conference

Bishop C. Dale White

We gather once again in General Conference, hun-

dreds of lay and clergy called of God to give leadership

to the Church of Jesus Christ. We come from all over

the world, speaking many languages. We represent a

world-wide company of disciples millions strong. We
come trusting that the Holy Spirit will guide us and in-

spire us to lead the Church with pastoral sensitivity

and prophetic vision.

As we gather, we remember the words of Luke the

physician, who described the life of the first Christian

congregation in Jerusalem, in Acts 2:42-47 (NRSV):

"They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching

and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the

prayers. Awe came upon everyone, because many won-

ders and signs were being done through the apostles.

All who believed were together and had all things in

common; they would sell their possessions and goods

and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need.

And day by day, as they spent much time together in

the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food

with glad and generous hearts, praising God and hav-

ing the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the

Lord added to their number those who were being

saved."

Let us pray that all that we do and say here may
bear the fruits of the Spirit in the thousands of congre-

gations which we represent. 0, God, may the memory
of that first Christian congregation, its deep spiritual-

ity, its overwhelming generosity, its warm and welcom-

ing fellowship, be the vision which shapes our life

together, here and wherever the people called Method-

ist reside. Amen.
Since we last gathered four years ago, a number of

our colleagues in the Council of Bishops have stepped

out of our midst into the Church Eternal. Though sepa-

rated from our immediate presence, these faithful min-

isters of Jesus Christ are still bound to us all in warm
bonds of love and comimon purpose which mark the

commimion of saints:

1988

Fred G. Holloway (6-1-88)

W. Ralph Ward (6-28-88)

Pedro R. Zottele (8-24-88)

Hazen G. Werner (9-15-88)

W. McFerrin Stowe (11-24-88)

Cornelio Ferrer (11-23-88)

d989

T. Otto Nail (2-21-89)

Paul A. Washburn (5-6-88)

W. Kenneth Pope (6-26-89)

John Wesley Lord (6-26-89)

1990

James W. Henley (6-7-90)

Friedrich Wunderlich (7-9-90)

Paul V. Galloway (84-90)

1991

Sante Uberto Barbieri (2-13-91)

W. Kenneth Goodson (9-17-91)

1992

Francis E. Kearns (1-29-92)

In silence let us remember these visionary leaders

and take courage.

In this time together the bishops of the Church wish

to share with you vital concerns which have captured

our attention over these past months. Responding to

the call of the Church for the Council of Bishops to offer

vigorous leadership to the people of God, we have

sought to lead the Church through three episcopal in-

itiatives. In each case, the response of the Church has

been magnificent. Leading laity of hundreds of congre-

gations, pastors, diaconal ministers, persons of special-

ized competence, seminary and university faculties, all

have shared their perspectives and their recommenda-

tions. Directors and staff of all the Boards and Agen-

cies of the (jeneral Church have responded with

enthusiasm. Their resources of staff time, printed and

audio-visual materials, research facilities and finances

have been invested willingly.

The first episcopal initiative addressed the nuclear

crisis as the bishops wrote In Defense of Creation.

In this quadrenniimi we challenged the Chvu-ch to

respond to the crisis of Substance Abuse and Violence,

and to explore our missional readiness with a study of

Vital Congregations - Faithful Disciples.

We invite you now to reflect with us on our learn-

ings from these initiatives. Where will the Spirit now
lead us as we seek to serve this present age?

I. Vital Congregations - Faithful
Disciples

After intensive study and prayerful reflection, the

bishops led the Church in Vital Congregations - Faith-

ful Disciples. The bishops invited the Church to enter

into a time of discernment, of searching self-examina-

tion, of listening intently for the word of (Jrod for the

new age now dawning.

In a pastoral letter, we the bishops declared our own
commitments: .
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. to fast and pray on behalf of congregational vitality

and faithful discipleship;

. to lead our annual conferences in discerning God's

vision for the church and congregational life;

. to evaluate o\ir styles of episcopal leadership as

they affect congregational life and the mission of the

connection;

. to seek to nurture the life of existing congregations

and to encourage the establishment of new ones;

. to preach the Word and celebrate Holy Communion
regularly in local congregations.

To the Chiurch, and now again to this General Con-

ference we bring this charge: "We plead with you to

join us in our yearning, in our fasting, in our praying,

in our study and in our work on behalf of vital congre-

gations and faithful disciples, and in commending Je-

sus Christ as Lord and Savior of the world."

The United Methodist Church has been compared to

a giant who has been lulled to sleep. So great is its

spiritual power that as it awakens, the transforming

spirit of Jesus Christ could radiate among the nations

with a new brilliance.

Our word to our congregations is therefore: Wake
up! Be alert! Pray more earnestly, ponder the Scrip-

tures more thoughtfully, set upon your journey into

mission with a renewed vitality!

1. From Paralysis to Movement

We challenge our people to come awake for the jour-

ney from paralysis to movement, "enlivening our mis-

sion in Christ's name. Methodism began as an

evangelical renewal movement among the laity, cen-

tered on the personal reality of God, holiness of living,

and active love for the poor and distressed. The dyna-

mism of that movement is available today."

What can we identify as paralyzing influences upon

our congregations? Those forces bedevil us, even in the

best of times. The late Bishop Gerald Kennedy used to

thunder: "Ten million Methodists! Where is the power
loss?" Surely the power is lost, not through some mas-

sive power outage; the power of the Holy Spirit floods

our very being. The power is lost through myriads of

small leaks, as the vision and the courage to minister

with joyous enthusiasm are bled from us. Where is the

power loss? Each of us might make a list of insidious

power leakages. Such a list might include:

• Demoralization. Many of us are members of cul-

tures which reward bigness and define excellence in nu-

merical terms. In contrast: we are a denomination of

small-membership congregations. Many of these con-

gregations are demoralized by a sense of second-class

citizenship. We confess that as a denomination we
have too often added to the demoralization of small

membership congregations by depriving them of skilled

leadership or burdening them with unnecessary struc-

ture.

We confess that the Methodist vision of a connec-

tional church has often been dulled by provincial atti-

tudes. It is time to draw upon our long experience with

cooperative ministries and cooperative parishes. Mod-
els developed during times of our dynamic growth need

to be rediscovered. We are weak only as we fail to work
together. We are strong as we share resources and
unite o»ir strength in mission.

Rigidity in the face of change. In a fast-chang-

ing world, congregations which are not adaptable lose

vitality. Emerging opportunities for ministry are over-

looked. New populations of singles or unchurched chil-

dren or the elderly or racial-ethnic people surround our

congregations. We confess that a sense of powerless-

ness often blocks our outreach. Chm-ches fail to grow
when entrenched leaders refuse to share power with

new talent. Churches fail to grow when fear of losing

an intimate family feeling causes the people to reject

new-comers.

Nowhere is resistance to change more evident than

in the worship life of so many of our congregations.

One suspects that in many places people hesitate to in-

vite others to church because they know nothing inspir-

ing is likely to happen there. Liturgical laziness is a

curse of the Church. Matthew Fox has said, "To invite

people to church and put them to sleep is a sin."

We are grateful that signs of spiritual awakening

aboimd among us:

* Innovative forms of vital worship are emerging in

thousands of congregations.

* Our people sing the praises of God under the guid-

ance of a superb new United Methodist Hymnal We
look forward to a new Book of Worship.

* Covenant discipleship groups, modem Wesleyan

Class Meetings are being revived, as the United Meth-

odist people share in the pastoral care ministry of all

Christians.

* Pastors are being trained in spiritual formation in

seminaries and Annual Conference programs.

* Spiritual life retreats and Walk to Emmaus are a

growing source of spiritual formation and sustenance

for many. In one region, leaders of Roman Catholic re-

treat centers express amazement that United Method-

ists are their major clients.

* The Upper Room is an inspiration to hundreds of

thousands of people in many countries. Our General

Boards and Agencies bless the Church with a remark-

able array of sacred literature and attractive resources

for the study of the faith.

Resistance to change is a paralyzing reality among
us. Yet we know that openness to change must never

lead us to cultural conformity. The cultural captivity of

the Church is a danger in every place and in every age.
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Innovation must never be equated with shallow fad-

dishness. Preaching a relevant faith is not the same as

preaching cheap grace. We need an unusual capacity

for discernment to tell the difference.

* Internal power struggles. How often we war

against our own members. We confess that we some-

times search out ways to discredit our own boards and

agencies, carefully nurturing any signs of weakness.

Some among us seem bent at times upon alienating our

members from the unified mission of the Church. In

the end, our members become confused, their efforts

weakened.

We must claim our unity in Christ! We need to fo-

cus oiu- mission resources on projects which are ac-

countable to the Church and which reflect our holistic

Wesleyan theology.

The General Conference of 1988 released to the

Church a superb statement of ovir biblical theology. We
have barely begun to actualize its meaning. The

charge is often heard that United Methodists have no

clear theology. That is simply not true! Within the

boundaries of our holistic Wesleyan theology, different

persons will naturally cherish different priorities. Our
rich diversity should be celebrated, our unity in Christ

claimed. Uncharitable attitudes toward those who dif-

fer from us are unworthy of us. We must never allow

mean-spirited and polarizing discourse to sap ovu- ener-

gies or paralyze our ministries. We need to recall the

Word: "The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, pa-

tience, blindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness,

and self-control." (Gal. 5:22, NRSV)

Fear of Controversy. How often we hear the

cry: "We will split the church if we deal with this is-

sue!" We confess our fear that any serious debate of

controversial issues will reveal how fragile is our unity.

We should remember that issues are controversial be-

cause they matter to people. They matter because they

challenge vital interests and force a new look at basic

values.Open dialogue on sensitive issues allows us to

discern the leading of the Holy Spirit. Ovu- people find

the guidance they seek. Struggling together to find an-

swers to perplexing problems may be painful, but it can

also be invigorating!

This General Conference will lead the Church in

the examination of a number of crucial issues. One of

the most controversial will be the report of the Commis-

sion to Study Homosexuality. Whatever our final deci-

sion upon the recommendations of that Commission, we
pray that we might model here for the whole Church

the matiu-e capacity to examine such sensitive matters

with good grace and an open spirit. May we all pray for

the ability to discern the leading of the Holy Spirit.

May we in this as in all things claim our unity in

Christ even as we rejoice in our diversity. As we search

together for the Word of God on such vital matters, let

us remember I Cor.:13; let all things be done in love.

The Church has been a reforming and renewing

presence in all of our societies precisely because it has

the courage to seek and to declare the new directions in

which the Spirit is leading the people of God. Our pro-

phetic calling to seek new truth depends upon our will-

ingness to risk honest debate.

* Racism, sexism, tribalism, classism. We have

long known that racism, sexism, tribalism, and clas-

sism in all their forms are a paralyzing influence

among us. They compromise ovir witness, deprive the

Church of the gifts of many, and drive some away from

us. For years we have read the scriptures: "There is no

longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free,

there is no longer male and female; for all of you are

one in Christ Jesus." (Gal.3:28, NRSV). Yet we confess

that blatantly open acts of bigotry occur even among
us. Institutionalized forms of discrimination are often

overlooked or ignored in both Church and society.

Let us renew the mandate which the 1988 General

Conference gave us: all annual conferences, local

churches, seminaries, general agencies, institutions,

and the Council of Bishops should make the elimina-

tion of racism a priority in all their agendas! It is time

now for us to redouble our efforts to create just policies

which witness that every human being is beloved of

God regardless of race, class, sex, national, or ethnic

origin.

* Let us repent of our complicity either consciously

or unconsciously in systems of bigotry and discrimina-

tion.

* Let every person here make a renewed commit-

ment to courageous witness and action.

* Let us continue our efforts to hasten the demise of

the apartheid system in South Afi^ca. Methodist peo-

ple have been influential in the sanctions movement.

The World Methodist Council is giving prophetic lead-

ership. The resurgence of ancient ethnic hatreds in

many lands is a disturbing development. The new
apartheid system which has been built to oppress and

exploit the Palestinian people in the Occupied Territo-

ries must be forcefully condemned.

* Let us use the occasion of the 500th anniversary of

the Evu"opean expansion into the Americas for confes-

sion and reparation for the brutal exploitation and

genocide of indigenous peoples. May this anniversary

be a time of new beginnings.

As a Mayan leader said recently: "How can we cele-

brate, when with the coming of Columbus, the flower of

our life died." Indigenous people in many lands need

our support in the struggle for justice.

* We recall with sorrow that half the world's people,

women and gfrls, continue to experience discrimination

and violence because of their gender. Let us add the

strength of our voices in support of the ratification of

the U.N. Convention to Eliminate Discrimination

Against Women. Let us condemn in the strongest pos-

sible way the sexual harrassment ofwomen wherever it

occvirs.

As we look around the Church, we know "we have

this treasure in earthen vessels", yet the treasiu-e glows

(
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from within. We confess our paralysis. We accept the

absolution of a gracious God. We rejoice in every sign

that we are emerging as a dynamic spiritual movement

today, an open and hospitable church:

* Relational evangelism is a way of life for many
thousands of congregations. The Holy Spirit leads

many to Christ through vital worship, invitational

preaching and personal witness. A warm spirit of Koi-

nonia radiates into the communities, and "day by day

the Lord adds to our number those who are being

saved."

* We are a Pentecost Church, a meeting place for

many nationalities of people. New immigrant commu-

nities are blessed with ovu- right hand of fellowship.

Multi-ethnic congregations bear testimony to the new

age of reconciled peoples God is creating in the world.

The Ethnic Minority Local Church program and the

emerging strategies for Hispanic Ministries reveal our

commitment to inclusive evangelism. The Commis-

sions on Religion and Race and the Status and Role of

Women assist us in monitoring our activities.

* We are open to our brothers and sisters in other de-

nominations and faiths. We continue a long tradition of

ecumenical leadership through councils of churches at

all levels, and through grass-roots cooperative minis-

tries. Our ecimienical commitment is written into our

Constitution: "As part of the Church Universal, the

United Methodist Church believes that the Lord of the

Church is calling Christians everywhere to strive to-

ward unity; and therefore it will seek, and work for,

unity at all levels of church life." We have signaled our

intention to continue a vigorous involvement in the

COCU process: "We celebrate God's call to the concept

of covenant relationship expressed in Churches in Cove-

nant Communion as an expression of Christian unity

that is organic and spiritual rather than organizational

and institutional". While the Council of Bishops is rec-

ommending delay on the vote on covenanting until

1996, yet "we long for the day when the covenant may
be realized among us, and acknowledge with joy our

eagerness to enter into covenant." Let no voices among
us dampen our historic eagerness for Christian unity.

* Mission evangelism is a growing commitment. Co-

ordinated through the General Board of Global Minis-

tries the whole Church is making extraordinary efforts

to reach into areas where the Gospel has not been

heard or has long been silenced. We appreciate the

eagerness of our people to assist the churches in East-

em Europe and the former Soviet Union as they claim

their new freedom to witness to the living Christ. The
Council of Bishops has released Bishop Ruediger Minor

to give full-time leadership to this effort. The growing

churches of Africa and Asia reveal an awakening

church. We are overcoming our paralysis and moving
into the world with renewed energy. The Great Com-
mission guides us: "Go therefore and make disciples of

all nations...." (Matt. 28:18)

2. From Numbness to Creativity

We call the Church to come awake for the journey

from numbness to creativity, "as we become a sign to

the world that God is alive and God's promise is real.

The Holy Spirit is blowing among us to stir a new
imagination for the Church. We are blessed with

countless gifts and resources.... By God's grace we will

receive the creativity to match those gifts with the

world's needs."

We are truly a gifted people. The Holy Spirit equips

all the people of God with the gifts necessary to edify

the Chvu-ch and to carry the love of Christ to the world.

To call out the gifts of the laity, the people of God, must

be a central responsibility of every person in leader-

ship.

1). The Ministry of the Whole People of God. Vi-

tal congregations accept their essential task of "equip-

ping the saints for the work of ministry." They are

effective in training and challenging laity for creative

expressions of ministry within the congregation, to the

community, and into the whole world.

Can we allow ourselves to forget that Methodism

was essentially a lay movement, and in its most vi-

brant forms remains a lay movement yet today? John

Wesley recruited and trained thousands of unordained

persons in a wide range of leadership and ministry

functions.

For Mr. Wesley, growth toward Christian perfection

is growth into discipleship. A life of good works, serv-

ice and witness is the natvu-al fruit of faith growing

through disciplined prayer and Bible study. Prayer,

faithful attendance upon Holy Communion and Bible

study are organically related to feeding the hungry,

clothing the naked, helping the stranger, and visiting

the sick and imprisoned. All personal holiness is social

holiness.

The Wesleyan experience shows that the biblical em-

phasis on the priesthood of believers and the gifts of the

Spirit is practical. The work of pastors, teachers and

administrators is to equip the whole body for ministry,

calling out, honoring and organizing the gifts of the la-

ity into one unified body for prayer, service and wit-

ness.

We will debate in this General Conference recom-

mendations from the Commission to Study the Minis-

try. As we deliberate upon the forms of ordained and

diaconal ministry in our midst, let us rejoice in the con-

tribution which the Commission has made during two

quadrennia of study. It has articulated again our clear

understanding of the ministry of the whole people of

God. The Commission concludes:

"Ministry describes the service to which all the Peo-

ple of God, individually or corporately, are called. To

be a follower of Jesus Christ is to be in ministry. Each

Christian's life is to be a conscious and intentional ex-

pression of the ministry of Jesus Christ in all dimen-

sions of living. This ministry is carried out through

worship, witness, and service to others, both in the

Christian communion and in the world."
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The critical question for us is this: will we put into

practice in these days our biblical theology of the minis-

try of all Christians? We confess that far too many con-

gregations are damaged by lay apathy and clergy

domination.

We are especially concerned that in every country

the gifts of lay women be fully honored and invested in

ministry. Our full support of the WCC Ecumenical

Decade of the Churches in Solidarity with Women is

crucial.

We take heart that the General Board of Disci-

pleship is committed to a primary focus on strengthen-

ing the laity. Programs to equip men for service in the

Church and the community deserve our full support.

The nurture of children and youth should be a priority

in every congregation.

2). Clergy Leadership. Several recent studies

show that church growth and vitality emerge where

clergy are enthusiastic and effective, when they know
they are called and have confidence in the congrega-

tion.

If we seek confirmation of the relationship between

enthusiastic leaders and a vital church, we need only to

look to Mr. Wesley's innovative strategies for providing

the scattered Methodist societies and classes with "the

itineracy," the traveling lay preachers who gathered

the isolated bands of new Christians into the "connec-

tion."

As we rejoice in the growing numbers of clergy

women in om* midst, we recall that hundreds of trained

class leaders and a nimiber of preachers under Mr.

Wesley's guidance were women. We are true to that

heritage. Growing numbers of women serve congrega-

tions with distinction. Many are emerging as outstand-

ing leaders of the denomination. We see clearly now

that all forms of discrimination against women in min-

istry deprive the Church of energetic leadership it des-

perately needs. Patriarchal assumptions which blind

us to the gifts of women do not belong in the Church.

Mr. Wesley reluctantly came to see that effective

pastoral leadership did not necessarily emerge from for-

mal education. Yet he would not abide incompetence.

The Methodist preachers were expected to "improve the

time" by at least six hours of study a day.

In an early Discipline, Mr. Wesley was challenged

by a lay preacher with the words, "I have no taste for

study. What shall I do?" Wesley thimdered: "Then cul-

tivate a taste for it, or return to your former vocation!"

In episcopal addresses to General Conference, we
have announced again and again ovu- intention to "re-

deem and renew the itineracy." We continue to affirm

the unique role of the itineracy in our heritage and re-

gard it as a powerful instrument for mission. We have

seen its capacity to challenge racist, sexist and agist bi-

ases which have excluded talented clergy in some de-

nominations. It has often prevented the splitting of our

churches by heated debate over whether the pastor goes

or stays. Itineracy has assured continuity of leadership

in our congregations, and provided clergy with a secure

financial base to liberate their energies for ministry.

In these changing times we commit ourselves to ex-

ercise the episcopal power of appointment with creative

sensitivity. We will take seriously thorough-going con-

sultation in every place. We will welcome suggestions

for innovative strategies to improve our methods. We
will work pastorally to assure that every clergy person

grows spiritually and professionally. We will assist in-

effective clergy to seek another vocation. We will

search for ways to overcome the disparity in salaries

which hurt clergy morale and damage collegiality.

We hope that the new health insurance plan for

clergy being considered here will help us to control the

rapid escalation of clergy compensation costs. These

costs are sapping the missional energies of our congre-

gations.

We thank Grod for the marvelous gift to the world:

thousands of Spirit-alive congregations of faithful peo-

ple, a beacon of hope in a world agonizing with the

birth pangs of a new age.

Are we a New Testament Church today? We rejoice

that the Spirit of the risen Christ which brings the

Church into being lives among us.

Our coiu-age and ingenuity will be severely tested as

we face the crisis of an age in turmoil. Two initiatives

by the Council have sought to energize our people to

come awake to the struggles of the age: Substance

Abuse and Urban Violence, and In Defense of Creation.

II. SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND URBAN
VIOLENCE

In April 1989, the Council of Bishops took the im-

precedented step of releasing one of ovur number to min-

ister full-time for a year to combat a major scourge of

our time — substance abuse and urban violence. These

are two interrelated features of a social disease which

has grown to epidemic proportions.

This Bishops' Initiative was taken in response to the

vision and passionate concern of one man. Bishop Fel-

ton May. Bishop May shared his agony that in the

United States that an entire generation of talented

black and hispanic youth is being lost, victim to social

degeneration in the blighted hearts of large cities. The

Council agreed and declared: "The massive deteriora-

tion of the social fabric of major metropolitan areas

across the United States qualifies for the temporary as-

signment of a bishop to impact the life of the church."

Bishop May was assigned to a year of ministry in

Washington, D.C.

Anyone who doubts the seriousness of the urban cri-

sis should hear the words of the United Methodist pas-

tors in Washington, D.C. who declared:

"We are facing a systemic community pathology

which we have often decried, but never cured. Social

and racial conditions underlined by illiteracy, sub-

standard housing, limited skill-training opportunities,

isolation, chronic welfare dependency, family disorien-

tation and magnification of the symbols of wealth over

personal values and intellectual substance are all con-

tributing factors. To this matrix of debilitation is now
added the fuel of rampant drug abuse."

Drug abuse presents a tragic story: the story of

wasted lives and substance. Millions of users continue
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to spend billions of dollars in pursuit of drug-induced

euphoria, fattening the bank accounts of drug pushers

and fueling the fires of violence. Millions of arrests are

made each year of felons showing traces of drugs in

their systems. The courts are choked with them. Tens

of thousands of young men and women are warehoused

in prisons without treatment or rehabilitation. The

press reports drug-related incidents among airline pi-

lots, train engineers, bus drivers and others who violate

the sacred trust of lives held in their hands.

In the United States the medical costs of drug abuse

are escalating, burdening a health-care system already

in deep crisis. A million drug-exposed infants are re-

ceiving long term care. The horrible AIDS epidemic is

spreading in many nations through drug cultures.

One-fourth of the AIDS victims in the United States

have acquired the disease through contaminated nee-

dles.

* Legal drugs are by far the most commonly used

and abused addictive drugs in the United States and in

many other countries. Alcohol is the great destroyer of

families. It kills and maims and fills our jails. Tobacco

is the horrible killer, taking hundreds and thousands of

lives annually.

It is time now for us to take back our families from

the scourge of harmful drugs. Through teaching, ex-

horting, and modeling, let us advocate for a drug-free

family environment.

It is time now for us to take back our schools from

drug users and drug pushers. Vigorous community ac-

tion could make every school drug free.

* While heroin use is still a problem, cocaine and its

horrible form "crack" are the current focus of public

concern. Urban minority communities bear the brunt

of drug-related violence and tough law-enforcement

measures. But let it register on our consciousness:

most cocaine users in America live in white upper and

middle class families, urban, rural, and suburban.

Opulent homes in fashionable neighborhoods and hum-
ble homes nestled in the valleys of rural America are

invaded. Long lines of cars from suburbia swarm like

locusts through low-income vu-ban neighborhoods,

where poor people sell drugs to survive.

It is time for us to take back our neighborhoods
from cocaine users. The recreational use of cocaine is

diminishing rapidly in many areas. The enemy is on

the run. Let us work to hasten the day.

* Almost all cocaine comes from Peru, Colombia,

and Bolivia, where poverty-stricken farmers are forced

to turn to coca production to feed their families. De-

mand for the drug in the United States has created a

$100 billion industry, twice what the country spends on

oil imports.

Government drug control programs in the United

States cost more than $10 billion annually, 70% of it

spent on law enforcement and a militarized program of

intervention. It is increasingly clear that these highly

publicized programs are failing miserably. Worse, gov-

ernment corruption has added greatly to the scale of

the cocaine trade. Evidence mounts that a "shadow

government" has emerged in partnership with govern-

ment intelligence agencies, trading gims for drugs in

violation of the law, using intelligence assets as a cover

for drug-running. They corrupt law enforcement offi-

cials and intimidate members of congress, all in the

name of the idol "national security".

It is time for us to take back our governments
from the drug barons.

* The crisis of addiction and violence is clearly a

spiritual crisis. It thrives on the spiritual hunger of liv-

ing in highly secularized and materialistic cultures,

where broken families and splintered communities

leave a broad swath of emotional pain and spiritual

bctrrenness. It thrives in a system which traps young

people in decaying commimities, where racial discrimi-

nation and systemic poverty sap their self-esteem and

lay waste their potential. This is a direct challenge to

the Christ who promised abundant living.

We are on the front lines of this struggle. Let us live

in the power of the Gospel as we reclaim our homes, our

schools, our neighborhoods, our cities, our governments

from the systemic evil of addiction. Only the power of

the Great Physician can exorcise the demons and heal

the wounds inflicted by this savage beast.

III. IN DEFENSE OF CREATION

The Council of Bishops was moVed to engage in an

extraordinary intervention in the life of the Church

and the wider society as leading scientists cried alarm

at the horrible threat of nuclear weapons, not only to

the hvunan family, but to the biosphere as well. The
term "nuclear winter" entered our awareness, as com-

puter data revealed that a nuclear war could release

tons of sooty smoke into the atmosphere, cutting off

sunlight and starving plants, animals, and people. The

earth could suffer a second great dying time rivaling

the catastrophe which destroyed the dinosaurs. To
amass such destructive power and to threaten its use is

the essence of blasphemy, a wanton challenge to the

creator God who breathed life into being and who
yearns for Shalom on earth. After two years of prayer

and study, the bishops wrote:

"We write in defense of creation. We do so because

the creation itself is under attack. Air and water, trees

and fruits and flowers, birds and fish and cattle, all

children and youth, women and men live under the

darkening shadow of a threatening nuclear winter."

We called upon Christian people to become evangel-

ists of Shalom, the biblical revelation that the Creator

God is present in power to bring positive peace, joyful

peace, just peace to the whole creation. We reminded

the people that we are followers of Jesus Christ, the

Prince of Peace, who commands us to love our enemies

and promises the richest blessings to peacemakers.

Our study received an overwhelming response.

More than 90% of our congregations in the U.S. utilized

the resources in various ways. The world press en-

gaged in weeks of debate. The study was translated

into six languages and utilized even in the Soviet Un-
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ion and Eastern Europe. A series of dialogues ensued

with scientists and engineers at the Oak Ridge nuclear

facility.

Since then the world awakened to the dawn of a new
hope. The Great Power struggle which had brought

suffering to millions of people and threatened global ca-

tastrophe began to wane. The fall of the Wall in Berlin

was a powerful sign that kindled hope for a new day.

Remarkable independent initiatives by the Soviet Un-

ion toward disarmament startled the world. The Soviet

economy was collapsing under the massive dinosaur ar-

mor of its military-industrial complex. The Warsaw
Pact fell apart as Eastern European nations claimed

their freedom from Comumunist domination. The first

significant agreement controlling nuclear weapons was
signed; an entire class of intermediate nuclear weapons

was destroyed. The Soviet Empire itself fractured into

a number of independent republics, walking the razor's

edge between freedom and chaos.

The peace-makers of the world relaxed; many as-

sumed peace had triumphed and turned to other causes.

People spoke optimistically of a "peace dividend" that

might relieve the impoverishment of the cities, under-

write basic health care, fund environmental protection,

and diminish the debt burden on the backs of the poor.

Serious agreements were forged which would cut the

stockpiles of strategic nuclear weapons. Conventional

arms cuts were begun, partly through agreements but

mainly through independent initiatives.

It became easy to forget that some 50,000 nuclear

war-heads remain in arsenals which threaten the major

population centers of the northern hemisphere. The ex-

plosive power of 1,000,000 Hiroshima bombs is still

poised to incinerate millions of people, destroy the life-

sustaining economies of the nations, and threaten even

the biosphere. Nuclear testing continues, threatening

new generations of horrible weapons and proliferation

to other nations.

As the world dreamed of peace, war in the Persian

Gulf struck. A brutal dictator sent his troops across the

Iraqi border to over-run a small neighbor, Kuwait.

Quickly the world responded. An unprecedented alli-

ance of nations met at the United Nations Security

Council to demand that the invader withdraw. Interna-

tional economic sanctions were brought to bear to force

Iraq to retreat and to pay reparations to the nation it

had brutalized. The universal consensus among relig-

ious as well as political leaders was that Saddam
Hussein must be contained. His destructive influence

had to be combatted by sanctions designed to paralyze

his capacity to remain in Kuwait and to menace his

neighbors.

Unfortunately, diplomatic initiatives and economic

sanctions were quickly replaced by the relentless logic

of war. Billions of dollars worth of high-tech weapons
and more than a half-million troops were rushed into

the Arabian desert. In 40 days, the most massive air

armada in history smashed the Iraqi military. The cost

in lives to the United States and its allies was minimal.

Thousands of Iraqi troops and civilians died. Iraqi chil-

dren are still at risk from the destruction of life support

systems.

Have we yet repented of the complicity of Western
nations in the causes of war — billions of dollars of

arms sales, first to Iran, then to Iraq — default on

pledges of self-determination for the Palestinian people
— sponsorship of Saddam Hussein himself during the

80's — the uncritical support of an autocratic regime in

Kuwait?

Grave questions remain: Will the nations now sur-

render to the heady militaiy triumphalism, the thrill of

the giant video game in the sky, or will they finally

recognize how foolish it is to seek security in the vola-

tile Middle East or anywhere else by militarizing the

region? Will the industrial nations continue their ad-

diction to fossil fuels, or will they move now to develop

sustainable sources of energy? Has the U.N. been
strengthened at last in its peace-keeping capacity, or

has the world lost a chance to demonstrate that outlaw

nations can be controlled by a unified world using non-

military means?
Surely, we will fail to learn the lessons of history if

we do not see the Persian Gulf crisis as but an acute

episode in the course of a pervasive social dis-ease.

This malady threatens the future of civilization and

perhaps even the future of the species. Even more star-

tling in the nuclear age is the threat to the biosphere it-

self

Our awareness of the impact of this larger chronic

dis-ease on the body politic was sharpened by the World
Council of Churches "Consultation on Justice, Peace,

and the Integrity of Creation," held in Seoul, Korea in

May, 1990.

Delegates from all over the world met with the man-
date offered by the words:

"We are living between the flood and the rainbow:

between the threats to life on the one side and God's

promise for a new earth and a new heaven on the other.

That is why we have gathered in Seoul to covenant for

justice, peace, and the integrity of creation."

The invitation to make a mutual commitment to jus-

tice, peace, and the integrity of creation emerges from

the awareness that these three overriding global issues

are interconnected. The struggles must be welded into

one coherent struggle for life against demonic systems

of vast power and range. We may name these inter-

locking systems: 1) Hunger-making Systems, 2) War-
making Systems, and 3) Desert-making Systems.

1. Hunger-making Systems.

Most of the human family lives in abject poverty,

one failed monsoon away from catastrophe. Women
and children, the most vulnerable, suffer the most in

every place around the world. More than 1.2 billion

people worldwide do not get enough to eat to sustain

life.

One billion more people will be added to the world's

population in the 90's. These are not "redundant peo-

ple", as some economists claim. These are the people,

the "crowds", whom Jesus came to heal and to save and
for whom he died. In His day, they were the landless

poor, the marginalized and oppressed, outcasts of their

society. They were "harried and helpless, driven and
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riven". It was among those that he ministered. He
broke bread with them in violation of the taboos of his

culture. His promise that God was bringing a new
realm of salvation to all people on earth kindled a spe-

cial hope in them: the poor of the world, the "crowds"

whom Jesus loved.

On September 29th, 1990, seventy-one heads of state

gathered in New York City for the World Summit for

Children. Think of it! Seventy-one heads of state, the

largest such gathering in human history, came to-

gether to address a critical world concern. Why did

they come? They gathered because 14,000,000 precious

children die on this globe every year, two silent holo-

causts. Two-thirds of these children die from diseases

that can be cured or prevented at limited cost. United

Nations agencies have estimated that if just 5% of the

trillion dollar annual military burden which the hu-

man family carries could be diverted into development,

these children would not have to die.

Former U.N. Secretary General P6rez de Cuellar ad-

dressed the World Summit with the words: "Poverty is

the main enemy of children." He said we now have a

unique opportunity to establish a new world order that

assures not only the maintenance of peace and security,

but also the better management of the world's economic

and social affairs. Who will speak for justice for the

poor and destitute of the world, the "crowds", for whom
Jesus lived and died?

We praise God for the generosity of our people, for

emergency relief and development work through UM-
COR and our Advance Special giving. Adding our re-

sources to those of Church World Service, Catholic

Relief services, Lutheran World Relief, and other agen-

cies, we offer a remarkable outpouring of generous

sharing.

We are a generous Church:

* Our hospitals and homes offer tens of millions of

dollars in free care each year; our schools and clinics in

many countries convince our neighbors that we are a

caring people.

* Africa University is a reality! Classes have begun!

It is a beacon of hope for thousands of talented young
men and women who have little opportunity for higher

education. From all over Africa, gifted students will

come, future leaders on a continent where the Christian

Church is blessed with the greatest growth. Let us all

join in this effort.

* Through Africa Church Growth and Development

and a range of mission programs and Advance Specials

we are building churches, schools and clinics in many
countries.

* Volunteers in service and action donate coimtless

hours of skilled service, building and renewing

churches, schools, and housing for the poor.

Yes, we are a generous church. Yet we know that

the suffering of the poor is more than a medical or a

food problem. The death-dealing forces of economic and

political systems which enrich the wealthy and margi-

nalize the poor must be confronted directly. People's

policies make people hungry. People's policies make
people sick. Since people created those cruel jjolicies,

people can change them, and people must change them.

The global economy condemns the vast m^ority of

earth's people to poverty and deprivation. It is the

story of aid which does not aid, of "development" which

does not develop, of loans which impoverish the bor-

rower. This global system is designed to move re-

sources from the place on the earth where they are

most needed to the place where they are least needed.

As a people of faith, we must join in the struggle to

combat the root causes of global poverty. They are an

affront to the Grod of justice, and a challenge to the con-

science of every Christian. Only the faithful exercise of

our political ministry can challenge these demonic sys-

tems.

2. War-making Systems.

The militarization of the nations of the world is one

of the great tragedies of our time. Great power strug-

gles have been played out over the backs of the poor.

Many poor nations spend more on the military than on

development. Much of the military equipment they

buy is utilized to war against their own people. The

debt crisis in nation after nation is often related to the

militarization of their societies.

Unfortunately, not even one ounce of rice can be

squeezed out of a tank. Energy and resources spent on

war cannot feed hungry people or provide clean water.

The threat of nuclear "holocaust in the future is real.

But it is only a part of the crisis of militarism. The bur-

den on the backs of the human family of a $1 trillion

annual arms budget traps millions of the earth's poor

in a slow-motion holocaust of death by disease and hun-

ger. As we wrote in In Defense of Creation, 'The arms

race itself cruelly destroys millions of lives in conven-

tional wars, repressive violence and massive poverty."

We could have gone on to speak of the health clinics,

the immunization campaigns, the medical research

never begun because the great war machine was gulp-

ing up the people's resources. We might have called

attention to the war against the poor in the form of

"low intensity conflict." The suffering people of Cen-

tral America can testify that "low intensity conflict" is

low intensity only for its perpetrators, not for its vic-

tims.

We cannot allow ourselves to forget that entrenched

military bureaucracies enriched by vast sums of the

people's money do not give up easily.

As the Cold War thaws, military enthusiasts of the

West struggle to find a new enemy. Let it be said

clearly: We have an enemy! The common enemy of

humanity is militarism. We often say that an attack

from extraterrestrial beings would unite the entire hu-

man family in defense of the earth. The destructive

alien presence is already among us. It is the cult of

militarism, now bloated to giant proportions as it feeds

on the goods needed for life. Its idolatrous ideology
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penetrates our minds and subverts the best intentions

of good people, making it all the more insidious.

We now know that the only security is common secu-

rity. The "new world order" will not emerge from the

end of a gun. It demands an entire change of hearts

and minds, a transformation of values. It requires a

new resolve to unite persons of good will all over the

world to drive the hostile, alien presence from the

earth. The military-industrial complexes in all their

manifestations must be starved into weak and withered

shadows of their former selves.

3. Desert-making Systems.

A rising chorus of concern from the scientists has

called our attention to the emerging environmental cri-

sis. As we hear their warning that atmospheric warm-
ing might turn vast fertile areas of the planet into

deserts, we recall again the words attributed to Chief

Seattle: "Your appetite will devour the earth and leave

behind only a desert".

More than a century ago, the great orator and
Squamish Chief Seattle wjimed of the future awaiting

a people whose predatory spirit seemed so bent upon

raping the earth.

His words are prophetic. A recent Food First alert

revealed that 15,000,000 people are in danger of starva-

tion in the Horn of Africa, victims of war and disas-

trous "development" programs which have turned

fertile lands into deserts.

On Earth Day in 1990, hvmdreds of millions of peo-

ple world-wide launched a "decade of the environment"

to encourage programs that preserve biological diver-

sity, human health, sustainable industrial development

and regenerative agriculture.

Earth Day was a response to a disturbing litany:

vast holes in the ozone layer — waters and air polluted

— precious non-renewable resources squandered —
global warming threatening vital food sources — rain

forests bvuming — a great dying time among the crea-

tures of the earth.

Have we forgotten the command of God to "till" and
to "keep" the garden of life? To till the garden is to

treat it with respect and reverence. To keep the garden

is to protect it, not to damage it.

Now we must remember the African proverb: "We
have not inherited the earth from our ancestors, we
have borrowed it from our children."

We rejoice in signs that the world is awakening to

the ecological crisis. The U.N. Conference on En^TTon-

ment and Development next month in Bra2dl will at-

tract the largest gathering of heads of state in history.

We pray that the nations will grasp this opportunity to

commit themselves to environmental standards. We
pray that the wealthy nations will increase their com-

mitment to development and will assist poor nations to

share in the protection of the planet.

We know now that the concern for the integrity of

creation must be joined to the struggle for peace with

justice. Hunger- making systems force the poor to de-

nude their environment, "eating their future" in the

struggle to survive. The fate of the poor and the fate of

the planet are interwoven.

Militarization and state terrorism increase as the

poor organize to free themselves from exploitation. The
world's armed forces are a terrible polluter, and war
lays waste the earth in a macabre dance of death. Now
we know: we will have no peace on the earth until we
have peace with the earth. We will have no peace on or

with the earth until the people of the earth live to-

gether in the harmony of a just social order.

The Council of Bishops is giving serious considera-

tion to leading the Church in a m^or study of this

"first truly global crisis of civilization." We solicit your

counsel.

At Canberra, Australia, in February, 1991, Protes-

tant and Orthodox leaders from around the globe gath-

ered for the Seventh Assembly of the World Council of

Churches. They came together to pray: "Come Holy

Spirit, Renew the Whole Creation." They gathered con-

fessing the Holy Spirit of all life, creator and sustainer

of all that is.

As we prepare ourselves for the struggle against

massive corporate evil, may their prayers become our

prayer:

We pray to the Holy Spirit to transform us. The
Spirit is a powerful presence in all creation, transform-

ing persons and communities, society as a whole and
the natural order. The Spirit moves within and among
us, breaking the power of sin and revealing to us new
possibilities for participation in the new age being bom
in our time. A converted and converting people are a

powerful force for breaking the old wine skins of oppres-

sion.

We pray for the Holy Spirit to renew us. The trans-

forming Spirit renews our life for participation in the

mystery of the crucified and risen Lord. Christ enables

us to involve ourselves in the sufferings of the world

and to identify with those who suffer. Through the

power of the Spirit we are raised with Christ to a new
life, a life lived for others.

We pray to the Holy Spirit to sanctify us. In the

power of the Holy Spirit, we are energized to become
ever-more open to the presence and will of God. That

presence enables us to reflect the values of the Gospel,

responding to its demands and witnessing to its power
through a courageous life of disciplined service to the

world

We must call omi a nations to repentance — a

change of hearts and minds — a turning toward God
and toward a renewed understanding of God's purpose

for the whole creation. We need new vision. The world

longs for renewed understanding of how we can live to-

gether and live in harmony with the earth. Vital spiri-

tuality must re-shape our basic values and
assumptions, the meaning of ultimate reality. Our ca-

pacity to envision and to image new futures emerges
through the biblical witness. In a secular and violent

world, we tenaciously proclaim:

*God created the universe, the earth and all living

creatures in love and hope. God blessed creation and
declared it good. God asks the children of the earth to

"till" and "keep" the garden of life, respecting and pro-
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tecting the earth and all its inhabitants with love and
reverence.

**Jesus Christ, Divine love incarnate, came heal-

ing, teaching and preaching; living among the poor and
oppressed. He touched them and healed them, exor-

cised their demons, sat with them at table assuring

them that God was in their midst bringing liberation

and wholeness. The healing and teaching of Jesus were

a direct challenge to the demonic economic and social

systems and values which marginalized the poor and
oppressed of his day, and in ours.

**The Holy Spirit, Breath of life, powerfully renews

and redeems life in the face of suffering and death. The
Holy Spirit creates and inspires the Church to be a

compassionate and loving community. The Holy Spirit

empowers and guides Christians to go forth into the

world to heal and witness, to confront the forces of de-

struction and death, and to witness to the vision of Je-

sus for the dawning of the era ofjustice and peace.

This is the faith which gives form to our imaginings

and shape and dynamism to our vision. As we believe

this vision with passion, will, and intellect, we become
channels of God's creating and renewing Spirit. It is a

deep spiritual truth that what we believe is what we
help to bring into being. Can we lead our people to live

from the heart of this vision, to stay in touch with it

through daily prayer and disciplined Bible study?

If we are discoiu-aged by the immensity of the strug-

gle in this kind of a world, let us remember that we are

a resurrection people. The resurrection is an event in

human history which transforms all creation. It per-

vades space and time. It restores to humanity that

communion with God, with others, with nature defined

in the Shalom intention of God.

As the body of Christ, we share in the resurrected

power of Jesus. We live in that power. Redemption and
renewal are a present source of energy, creating com-

munities of hope and new possibility, unifying and
guiding vital congregations into faithful service.

We live in the victory of Christ! So we never bow to

a defeatist attitude, or allow powerful opposition forces

to discourage us. Our mission is to live within the

power of a resurrection faith. As we gather in praying

community, litany and song prepare our inner life for

the struggle for justice and peace on the earth and with

the earth.

We seek out signs of God's redeeming presence, cele-

brate them, and live within their strength. We gather

courage to witness "from within the belly of the beast"

to the transforming presence of the Holy Spirit, who
surprises us with the joy of redemption.

We are a resurrection people. We know that in the

bleakest of hours, God rolls away the stone of despair

and comes forth from the tomb to bring new life. That
is our hope and our witness.

-^i^.-^ ).rf-^
Emilio J. M. de Carvalho, President

n.
Jos^h H. Yeakel, FVesident-Designate

:^^^
Melvin G. Talbert, Secretary

The Episcopal Address has been written by Bishop

C. Dale White who was selected by the Council of Bish-

ops. It has been perfected for presentation at the 1992

session of the General Conference after considerable

preparation, including discussion and debate at regular

meetings of the Council of Bishops. Though not reflect-

ing the view of every bishop at every point, in finished

form this address has been approved by the Council of

Bishops of The United Methodist Church.
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

Tuesday Afternoon,

May 5, 1992

Bishop Emilio JM. de Carvalho,

presiding

There were 996 delegates elected to the

General Conference That would mean
that it would take 499 to constitute a

quorum. Just prior to the worship service,

Uierewere 926 who had registered. There-

fore, we do have a quorum. As far as roll

caU is concerned, the chairpersons ofeach

of the delegations have the roll caU infor-

mation at their places and it will be taken

in that manner.

BISHOP EMIUO J.M. de CARVALHO:
Thank you veiy much. Let me tell the

conference that you are meeting with the

awareness of the reactions worldwide to

the Rodney King verdict The Agenda

Committee will be announcing this after-

noon a time for the conference to focus on

this matter. Let me call upon Dr. Charles

E. Lutrick, chairperson of the Commis-

sion of the General Conference.

CHARLES E. LUTRICK: Bishop Chair-

man de Carvalho, members of the Council

of Bishops, delegates, officials, and

visitors: On behalf of the Commission of

the General Conference, we extend greet-

ings and welcome to each of you. We wel-

come you to the conference which

concludes the second century and begins

the third centuiy of General Conferences

in The United Methodist Church. We
espedaUy welcome those who are attend-

ing General Conference for the first time

as elected and reserve delegates. The com-

mission is given responsibility for deter-

mining the time and the place for General

Conference and making all the arrange-

ments for the sessions. The names of the

commission members are found on p. 5 of

the Advance DCA. The names of the

Louisville local committee are found on p.

6 oftheAduanceDCA. These persons have

worked prayerfully to prepare for your

arrival. These persons wiU be presented

and recognized at a later time in the con-

ference session. We are very appreciative

ofthe gracious hospitality extended by our

local hosts and hostesses. At this time we
are to receive an official greeting from the

Louisville Area host Bishop, Bishop

Robert Spain.

BISHOP ROBERT H. SPAIN: That's a

nice introduction, sir. We have been wait-

ing so long for you to coma The time is

here and you are so welcome to Kentucl^

and to the Louisville Annual Conference.

We are, by some standards, a small annual

conference with some 88,000 United

Methodists in this part of our conference.

But, from all of them, you are very, veiy

welcome to our conference and to the

Commonwealth of Kentucky. It's veiy in-

teresting that this area became a state at

the same time that our General Con-

ference had its beginning. You will see a

number of signs arounc^ our dty and

around the state marking 200 years. Well,

they put all ofthose up just to letyou know
that this is 200 years of the General Con-

ference. The fact is that we're celebrating

this time together andyou are so welcome

here. Since you were elected and we
received your names, I want you to know
that the people of our annual conference

have been praying for you by name every

day. There have been prayer groups all

over our conference holding you before

the Lord for the work that you are to do.

We still pray for this conference. There

will be a time that we can introduce our

people who made all of this possible, but

our prayer for you is that you hold the

church before the Lord. You have a great

vision. Accept the challenge that is before

us, and let's make a difference. Welcome

to Louisville!

LUTRICK: This session of the General

Conference has been planned in accord-

ance with the plan of organization of the

General Conference. To facilitate the

work of the conference, the commission

recommends the following schedule of

special activities for your approval: the

Episcopal Address at 8:15 p.m. this eve-

ning. This service will be preceded by the

Hymn Sing which will witness to the in-

clusive nature of our church. The Laity

Address at 9 a.m. Wednesday, May 6;

Louisville Area programs, Sunday, May
10, at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. Presentation of

the eciimenical representatives at 9 a.m.

on Tuesday, May 12. Bishop, I move these

recommendations' approval for the con-

ference.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You have

heard the recommendations. If you ap-

prove of these recommendations, please

raiseyour hand. Ifyou oppose, by thesame

sign. They are approved.

LUTRICK: The commission is respon-

sible for the seating assignments which

are determined by law. We recommend
approval of the plan as printed on pp. 7-9

of the Advance DCA. We further recom-

mend that the commission be authorized

to make any necessary at^ustments in the

seating assignments. I move the approval

of the seating assignments. Bishop.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, if you

approve these recommendations, please

raiseyour hand. Ifyou oppose, by the same
sign. They are approved.

LUTRICK- Sections of the hall have

been designated for persons with hand-

icapping conditions. Marshals imd pages

wiU be pleased to direct persons to these

areas during sessions of the conference. It

is requested that there be no smoking in

public areas of the center during the con-

ference. Food services will be provided in

the cafeteria and halls throughout the

conference. Breakfast and lunch will be

available daily except Sunday. No
electronic communication devices are to

be used in the plenary hall or in legislative

committee meeting places except by

General Conference or the convention

center staff. Morning worship service is

scheduled for this hall at 8:30 a.m. daily

except Sunday, and the choir will present

a brief concert at 8:15 a.m. before these

services. Worship services are provided

daily except Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the

Trinity United Methodist Church at 537

S. Third St., a short 4 blocks away. Visitors

are welcome at these services. The choir

will present a brief concert at 2 p.m. prior

to these afternoon services. We express

appreciation to our director of music, Mr.

Brad Kisner, for his endeavors on these

and other worship services. It was his

responsibility to select 10 singing groups

to participate in the General Conference

worship experiences. That was not an easy

responsibility since there were 84 audition

tapes presented for him to make the selec-

tion. I remind you that announcements

are to be made through the DCA. Oral or

projected notices are to be limited to the

official operation of the conference, its
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administrative and legislative commit-

tees. The commission recommends that

thejournal be volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4 ofthe

DCA. Bound copies will be available for

purchase as a package at a later date. I

move approval ofthese recommendations,

sir.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the recommendations. Any questions? If

you approve these recommendations,

please raise your hand. If you oppose, by

the same sign. They are approved.

LUTRICK: The commission recom-

mended 2 offerings be received during the

conference. The one just received will be

designated by the Council of Bishops.

Second, an offering for marshals and
pages will be received on Wednesday, May
13. I remind you that these persons are

volunteers who provide their own travel

expense and other expenses while here.

They provide an invaluable service to the

conference del^ates. I move the recom-

mendations of these 2 offerings as desig-

nated.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the recommendations. If you approve

these 2 reconunendations, please raise

your hand. Ifyou oppose, by the same sign.

The recommendations are approved.

LUTRICK: The backdrop and the

screen arrangement before you were

designed by Dr. DeWayne Woodring,

General Conference business manager

and executive director of the Commission

on General Conference. We are indebted

to Dr. Woodring for his thoroughness in

caring for the numerous details in plan-

ning this conference This is his 20th year

of involvement in the preparation for

General Conferences. He is knowledge-

able and experienced in all necessary

provisions for large conferences and con-

ventions worldwide. He is firm and fair in

negotiations which respect good

stewardship for the church's funds for

General Conferences. We suggest or re-

quest that Dr. Woodring speak to several

matters which pertain to the basic opera-

tions of the conference.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Dr. DeWayne
Woodring.

DEWAYNE WOODRING: Bishop and

participants in the General Conference, in

1988 The United Methodist Church led

the religious world in the utilization of

electronic voting at its General Con-

ference in St. Louis. During that event a

number of ecumenical leaders were

present. And noting the effectiveness of

the voting system, they are now utilizing

electronic voting during their m^or as-

semblies; among these are such religious

bodies as: the Presbyterian Church USA,
the Church of the Nazarene, and the

Evangelical Lutheran Church. Each has

found this innovative method provides a

speedier and more accurate tally of votes

cast and thereby enhances the movement
of conference business.

In front of each of you who are voting

delegates is the result of the latest re-

search in the field of electronic voting.

Utilizing this key padyoumay recordyour

vote instantly. When the presiding bishop

states, "please vote when the light ap-

pears," the green light on your key pad will

light up. Also a message directing you to

vote will appear in the small window on

your keypad and on the Itirge screen in the

center of the staga

Next, press the button which cor-

responds toyour choice Press button 1 for

"yes"; press button 2 for "no"; press button

3 for abstention. When you do this, your

choice will appear in the window of your

individual key pad and confirm your selec-

tion.

Now you may change your vote as long

as the green light is stiU on by first press-

ing the star button on the lower left-hand

comer, and then entering your new
choice When the green light on your key

pad starts flashing, you have 3 seconds lefl

to vote And when the light goes off, all

voting is closed. The computer will tally all

the votes cast, and the results will be

shown on the large video screen. Please

remember that only one response will be

taken from each key pad. So pushing the

button 10 times will not get you 10 votes.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: That's the

way.

WOODRING: So you may become
familiar with the system, we are now going

to present a few questions for you answer

at this time. The first question before you

is a most difficult one: "Are you present?"

Ifyes, please press button number 1. Ifyou
are not here, press button number 2; and
if you do not know for sure, and wish to

abstain, press button number 3. The ques-

tion is before you. Please vote when the

light appears.

(Laughter because 795 report yes, they

are here—44 say no).

Apparently the m^ority ofyou are here.

But some percentage of you are not here

and several really aren't too sure

Question number 2: How did you get

here? Respond by pressing your button:

number 1, airline; number 2, pogostick; 3,

car; 4, horse; 5, walk; and 6, for those who
don't know. The question is before you,

please vote when the light appears.

(43 percent came by air-59 percent \

don't know how they came)
I really didn't think I'd have any takers

on the pogostick one (75 persons said they

came by pogostick).

Apparently a majority of you came by
airlines. When it comes time to take an

electronic ballot of those nominated for

certain offices, the procedures are exactly

the same Assume for a moment you are

all once again back in school and you are

given the opportunity to vote on a new
campus mascot. As with the elections

which will eventually be before us in the

days of this conference, we will use 2 digit

numbers. The nominees for campus mas-

cot are: 11, Minnie Mouse; 18, Big Bird; 34,

Mickey Mouse; 45, Kermit the Frog; 57,

Pluto; and 69, Bugs Bunny. The question

is before you; please vote when the light

appears.

(Laughter). The vote shows that you
have selected Kermit the Frog as your

campus mascot, and so ends this brief

demonstration of the electronic voting

system.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Thank you.

WOODRING: The Commission on the

General Conference and the Rules Com-
mittee reminds you that each delegate hzs

one vote and this onevote is to be recorded

only on the key pad in front of the

delegate. Absentee delegates may not have

their votes recorded by others, except

when a reserve delegate has been duly

authorized to be seated in place of the

delegate

Since the beginning of the Communion
service this aflemoon, you have had the

opportimity to benefit from another mar-

vel of the electronic age: the ID Four Mag-

nification System. The enhancement of

visual images enables each one ofus to feel

more closely involved in the presenta-

tions, discussions and debates on issues

facing our church.

In keeping with the changing times, the

central focus of this plenary hall will be

ever changing. Throughout the past his-

tory of General Conference a static un-

changing backdrop or stage setting has

served as a focus of the plentuy sessions.

This time, the video screen is the focus of

attention. On this screen, a variety of im-

£iges will greetyou each timeyou enter this

hall. In the morning, for instance, the

portrayal will specifically relate to the ser-

mon topic to be presented during the wor-
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ship service. As persons enter for the

afternoon and evening sessions, a portrait

of the church at work throughout the

world will be projected on the screen. And
during the business sessions, the image

magnification system will help all us keep

abreast of the discussions.

WOODRING: When a specific item in

the DCA is under consideration, the page

number and the report number wiU ap-

pear asyou can see illustrated at this time.

You will therefore not only have the oral

annoimcement of the topic being dis-

cussed; you will also have the visual an-

nouncement so that aU will know the

subject we are focusing our attention on at

a particular moment and tima It was 12

years ago that a new system was utilized

which helped assure an equal application

of the time limitation imposed upon in-

dividual debate as well as committee

reports. The timing device has proved so

successful it too is now used by other

denominations. The system we use is com-

prised of green, yellow and red lights

which are set for the time limit allowed.

The green light comes on when the

speaker has 2 minutes remaining. The yel-

low light is illuminated when 1 minute

remains to close. When the red light

comes on, the time is up and the presiding

officer will rap the gaveL For the third

time in our long history of General Ck>n-

ferences, we are providing simultaneous

translation by electronic means for those

delegates requiring such services. Utiliz-

ing wireless equipment, plenary sessions

and worship services are being trans-

mitted into 6 languages and broadcast to

special receivers designed for use by the

individual delegates. Translations of the

proceedings are in French, German,

Spanish, Portuguese, Korean and
Chinese. Any del^ate requiring transla-

tion equipment may check out a headset

from the local committee office in the

lobby. For those requiring sign langiiage,

a section of the hall has been set aside for

this purpose and should a seated delegate

require such interpretive services, a spe-

cial television set will be placed on the

delegate's table which will display the

signer's interpretive movements. To help

you delegates to handle the voluminous

number of petitions the Ck>mmission on

the General C!onference has for the first

time published a volume 3 of the DCA
which contains all petitions from in-

dividuals, churches and other United

Methodist bodies. In addition, when you
go to your individual legislative commit-

tee, awaiting you in that room will be a

computer with all the petitions under con-

sideration. Through this system you will

be able to perfect each item right there on

your 0¥m computer without the repetitive

typing required in the past. It is our sin-

cere hope that through the use of image

magnification, electronic voting, the auto-

matic timing device, wireless interpreta-

tion, signers and the additional volume of

the DCA, that the efficiency of the con-

ference wiU be enhanced and it will be

more meaningful to all participants.

Thank you.

The Commission on the General Con-

ference recommends per diem allowance

be set at $62.

Bishop, I move the approval of this

recommendation.

It has been moved. Ifyou approve this

recommendation, please raise your hand;

to oppose, by the same sign.

CLIFFORD DROKE: (general secretary

and treasurer of the General Council on

Finance and Administration and General

Conference treasurer)

Thank you, Bishop. If any of you have

an urgent need to discuss anjrthing with

the chairperson of your delegation, I sug-

gest that you resist that and hold because

if the chairperson is confused about how
you get reimbursed, you won't get one. It

just won't happen. The delegates will

receive two expense reimbursement

checks whUe they are here The first one

you should receive Friday morning and it

will coveryour travel expenses to and from

the General Conference. The second

check will be for the $62 per day per diem

for the days that you were here in Louis-

villa The chairperson of each delegation

should have discovered at their desk as

they arrived an envelope containing travel

expense vouchers for all members of the

delegation. Those are to be given to prin-

cipal delegates or for whatever reasons, all

of us are keenly aware that we lost 3

delegates by death. If a reserve has been

seated and is entitled to the travel expense

reimbursement, give it to that person. We
ask each ofyou to do some simple things.

Read the instructions; they're on the back

of the form. Fill out the form the way the

instructions tell you to. Give it to your

chairperson. The chairperson will ap-

prove it and submit the full delegation's

expense claims together, please, to the

treasurer's offica Don't hand them in just

as delegates hand them to you. We're

prepared to process almost a thousand

checks by del^ation and it's very helpful

to us if we get them altogether. The
General Commission on the General Con-

ference office on the mezzanine level of

the building; the mezzanine here just up

one flight of escalators. The commission

office is there and past the commission

office the treasurer's office is in the far

northwest comer. Delegates from the

Central Conferences, that is from lands

other than the U.S., who may have some

special needs are encouraged to go to that

office. We have a stafTperson there-a staff

person related to the treasurer's office

who will be equipped to help you with any

speciid needs that you hava
The travel expense vouchers, if you

traveled by car, it's 27.5 cents per mile up

to 1,000 miles roimd trip. Ifyou are driving

more than a thousand miles round trip,

it's either mileage or it's whatever would

havebeen cheapest foryou to travel by air.

We'll reimburse at the cheapest leveL If

you traveled by car, you may claim actual

expenses for meals and lodging en route

up to $62 per day for the per diem. If the

chairpersons will hand in all the expense

claim forms to the treetsurer's office before

business begins in tomorrow evening's

(that is Wednesday evening's) session, we
will get checks to you on Friday. If we
don't get them by Wednesday evening, we
don't know if we'll get them to you on

Friday.

Now, presumably on Fridayyou will all

get expense checks. Let me tell you how to

get money for them. It's very simpla You
go to the Liberty National Bank on West

Jefferson Street across the street from the

convention center. We have established

an account thera The checks will be

drawn on that. They should be cashed

with no problems at alL If, in addition to

the expense reimbursement checks you'll

receive, you want to cash personal checks,

you may do so for up to $100 per check,

provided you first go to the treasurer's

office and have one of us who are

authorized at the bank initial it In effect,

we are guaranteeingyour check so that the

bank does not have to get nervous with

checks coming in from a variety of places

in the world. The bank's open from 9 to 4,

Monday through Thursday, 9 to 5 on

Friday. The treasurer's office, the General

Conference treasurer's office is open from

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at least five dajrs a week

and maybe more than that

PISHOP de CARVALHO: Thank you.

LUTRICK: The commission wishes to

express our thanks and appreciation to

Robert Lear and the staff of the United
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Methodist Conununications for their

coverage of General Conference, to the

Louisville local committee for their work

prior to and during this conference and to

Richard Peck and thepublishing housefor

production and distribution of the Daily

Christian Advocate. I report to you that

the commission has responded to an in-

vitation ofBishop Roy L. Sano in the Den-

ver Area and has selected Denver, CO, for

the site of the General Conference for

April 16-26, 1996. Thank you for the

privilege of serving the General Con-

ference. Bishop, I move the reception of

this entire report

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes,

Microphone 8, please.

JOHN BUXTON (reserve delegate,

Detroit): Is this the time to propose an

amendment for the general plan of or-

ganization or am I premature?

LUTRICK: That's for the committee on

plan of organization. Bishop.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Proceed.

Thank you. Ifyou approve the full report,

please raise your hand. If you oppose, by

the same sign. Report has been approved.

I turn now to the report of the Committee

on Planning of Organization Rules of

Order. Dr. William McCartnQr, please,

chairperson.

WILIJAM A. McCartney (East

Ohio): Bishop and members and friends of

the General Conference. The report ofthe

Committee on Plan of Organization and

Rules of Order is found in your Advance

DCA beginning on p. 83. Over the past

quadrennium, our committee has been

grateful for our role as your servants in

preparing for this general conference. As
we have done our work on your behalf, we
have grown in our appreciation of the

General Conference, and of the work and

the diligence of delegates and others who
are a part of that General Conference. In

doing our work, we have been aware of

what we might call our own quadrilateral.

We have been indebted to the traditions of

the General Conference. We have been

aware of the reasoning of helpful sugges-

tions that have come to us from those who
were a part of the 1988 General (Con-

ference. We have benefited from the con-

siderable experience of members of our

committee One member, for instance, is

here now in what I calculate to be his 9th

consecutive General CJonference. One
other is a person who has served on this

committee (Plan of Organization and

Rules ofOrder) over a number of quadren-

niimis. That coupled with the experience

and expertise ofpersons like Carol3m Mar-

shall and DeWayne Woodring has been a

part of that valuable experience And we
have also what I would call a scripturallike

commitment to the general conference to

be an agent of (jod's church.

Out of that, I think, has come a set of

rules and the perspective that is both well-

grounded and also set to be very dynamic

and very much alive. The faith in Christ

that is a part of all of us, built upon our

form of the quadrilateral, is also that

which is alive and growing. Perhaps there

are several ways that I can illustrate the

dynamic quality of any sets of rules. As
DeWayne indicated to you, we are now in

the second quadrennium of using

electronic balloting. The rules of order

indicate electronic balloting as one of the

alternatives to ballot by hand. In fact, it is

our expectation that from this point on all

balloting, even on some of the simplest of

issues, would be done by electronic means
so that no presiding bishop needs to make
the decision about whether or not this is

or is not a matter deserving ofthat kind of

balloting.

Secondly, we realize that in eveiy pre-

vious General (inference the rules that

are used to govern deliberations begin in

a somewhat generous basis in terms of a

variety of things, like the number of

speeches for and against, the length of

speeches, and the rules that govern the

consent calendar. It is not very long into

the deliberations of plenaiy session in the

second week when the tyranny of time

begins to take over and the rules are

changed oftentimes from the floor. And
so, as one way of trying to establish a

realistic middle ground, the committee

has suggested some changes in the defini-

tion of consent calendar and you would

fmd that in Rule 27.

And stiU, people ask us questions and

call for changes even now. One person

noted that Rule 35, which calls for an

automatic vote on any motion after there

have been 3 speeches for and 3 speeches

against a particular motion, is more than

ample for many of the issues and motions

that may come before us, but may not be

adequate for those small handful of issues

that are very weighty and considerable in

importance. I thinkyou would understand

that no writing of rules could anticipate

and articulate every circumstance that

would ever come before us in that regard.

But in contrast to that or perhaps as a

companion to that, I remindyou that Rule

37 provides the opportunity for the

General Conference to suspend rules for

that small singular nimiber of issues

which may require for an extension of

debate.

Another thoughtful delegate called me
recently concerned about the fact that

membership on the legislative committees

is not always equally balanced between lay

and clergy delegates. Now, that alignment

of persons on that committee comes be-

cause of another sacred element in the life

of the General Conference, the right of

delegates to choose according to their se-

quence of having been elected to General

Conference. If the General Conference

were to seek to change one sacred rule for

another, the way that you would do that

would be to signal that to the Committee

on the Plan of Organization and Rules of

Order that will be elected at this General

Conference and that will be at work for

you in the ensuing quadrennium.

AU of this, I think, is by way of saying

that rules cannot anticipate every legisla-

tive exigency. There is no guarantee of

perfection. And particularly, there is no

guarantee for the mood and the spirit of

the way that we operate. The most effec-

tive contributions to that will be found in

the diligence in thework that all ofus have

done in preparation for this event, the

graciousness of Christ that we would hope
would be permeating through all of the

discussion and all of the debate, and final-

ly the prayerful commitment of each one

of us to seek and articulate God's will for

our lives, individually and corporately.

In that regard, it is our hope that our

laborers in this document will be your ally

in all the work during these weeks, and

thus, Bishop, I move the adoption of our

report.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, thank

you. Microphone No. 7.

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT: (North

Indiana) We are looking at p. 97, rule 17.

Mr. Bishop, I have 2 comments. One is a

typo, and the next will be an amendment,

if I may. Is a typo first on a rule 171 believe

should be referring to rule 11.4, not to

11.3. Now if I may make an amendment, I

believe that for the purpose ofclarification

it would help if we inserted the following

words in p. 100, left column, item 2, p. 100

left column, item 2 of rule 35; line 5 where

it says that after 3 speeches for and 3

against, a question shall be put automat-

icidly, I move to amend that to read as

follows: that after 3 speeches for and 3

against and provided no secondary mo-
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tions come before the floor, the question

rhall be put automatically.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, you

heard the amendment
GOLDSCHMIDT: Could I explain that

in case there is no second?

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Is this being

seconded, please?

McCARTNEY: It has been seconded,

please speak the amendment, please.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Bill, what this per-

mits us is to realize that there may be

times where 3 speeches jump in for, 3

speeches against An attempt for an

amendment is not heard. It has not al-

lowed any further discussion on the

primary motion, but if an amendment
comes forth, it allows discussion of that,

starting a new cycle. I think that it is

already implicit the way the document

reads, but I want it to be very clear.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, you

heard the amendment The chair wants to

speak.

McCartney (chairman of the com-

mittee): I would simply say in response to

Dr. Goldschmidt that there's a sense in

which what he raises is relevant. I think

that the experience has shown us that by

and large, secondary motions usuaUy

emerge before there have been 6 speeches.

If it is believed by the body that that is not

so, the body has the opportunity to add

such an amendment.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, if you

approve the amendment, please vote

when the light appears. The amendment
has been approved. (The vote is 426 yes,

425 no, 29 abstained. The amendmentwas
approved.)

Microphone No. 4.

GRAYSON ATHA (West Ohio): I'm

deeply concerned that in the legislative

section on ordained and diaconal ministry

that the clergy outnumber the lay 3 to 1.

I, therefore, want to make the motion

using an esteemed colleague's words. Mr.

McCartney, I'd like to send a signal. I move
that the Rules Committee consider the

method of assigning persons to legislative

sections so that the balance of lay and

dergy would reflect the great tradition of

our church in having equal repre-

sentation.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: It has been

seconded. Are you speaking for future

meetings or for these reports?

f ATHA: I'm just speaking so that this

matter may get before us.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: I think you

should speak for the report or to the report

before us.

ATHA: I'm making a recommendation

for the future.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: After the

report has been presented, you can make
your motion, please. Yes microphone No.

8, please.

JOHN BUXTON (Detroit Conference):

I move to amend by addition, general plan

of organization. Old section Roman
numeral 9, now proposed section Roman
numeral 10. Delegates' expense accounts.

This is on pp. 93 and 94 of the DCA Ad-

vance Edition 1. New paragraph "C as in

Charlie. For the dates General Conference

is in session, no General Conference

delegate shall receive expense money from
the general church or any of its boards and

agencies other than the approved per diem

and travel expense available to all

delegates. This provision does not apply to

members of a body required by the Dis-

cipline to convene at annual conference.

This provision is not to restrict fmancial

assistance to delegates from their own an-

nual conferences.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the motion.

BUXTON: I believe I heard a support at

the right.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: I didn't hear

any support. You can speak louder, pleasa

BUXTON: My rationale, currently

members of a general agency or a commit-

tee ofa general agency can vote to convene

a meeting at the cite of General Con-

ference and pay its members' full expen-

ses. This, in fact, did occur at the 1988

General Conference. These expenses have

exceeded the approved per diem and travel

expenses. I believe that all delegates to

General Conference should be entitled to

receive the same per diem and same travel

expenses as all other delegates from the

general church.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, you

heard the motion. Ifyou approve this mo-

tion, please vote when the lights appear.

(The motion is yes 709, no 191,

abstained 25. It has been carried).

The motion has been approved. Yes,

microphone No. 3, please.

BILL HINES (West Ohio): Bishop, I've

got a question. The 1988 General Con-

ference approved a modification to rule

29. It does not appear in rule 29 as it is

recorded on pp. 28 and 29. The action that

I refer to is recorded on p. 117 of the 1988

DCA. I have a copy here ifyou wish to see

it. That action is as follows: At the end of

rule 29 after the word "priorities" insert

before the period a comma and the words

"unless it is given special instruction by

the General Conference." I would like to

ask the chair whether this clause wiU be

added to the rule in accordance with that

action taken or should we act on it again

now?
McCARTNEY: BiU, wouldyou make the

reference again, please? I didn't follow

that, and others may not have.

HINES: This was in 1988, p. 117 of the

DCA, and this particular change. Bill, was

made at that time, but it is not recorded

presently.

McCARTNEY: In the rules?

HINES: Yes, it is. Rule 29, correction.

McCARTNEY: We did not have that in

front of us, and I would not be sure why
we did not. Our committee certainly

believed that we had in front of us the

rules by which the 1988 General Con-

ference had operated, and we used that as

the basis as goingfrom ther& It is true that

no one Greneral Conference can bind a

succeeding one. So what is before us is

appropriate action for us now.

HINES:Doyou agree with that. Bishop?

And if it is, I would like to make a motion.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, please.

HINES: I move that at the end of rule

29 after the word priorities.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: This is point

no. 1; rule 29, point no. 1?

HINES: That's right, 29, No. 1.

Insert before the period a comma and

the words "unless it is given special in-

structions by the General Conference." If

there's a second, I will give the reasons for

that

BISHOP de CARVALHO: It is

seconded.

HINES: The argument in favor of this

amendment is the same as it was when it

was made four years ago. It makes the

authority of the conference to instruct the

committee explicitly. There may well be

situations where in order to facilitate its

overall work, the conference wishes to

give a committee specific instructions

with regard to timing or some other mat-

ter related to priorities or some other

issue. This makes the authority of the

conference explicit without violating the

other provisions of this rule. Therefore, I

urge that the conference adopt this

amendment
BISHOP de CARVALHO: First, you

heard the amendment; please vote when

the lights appear. The amendment passes.
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(752 yes, 1 16 no, 57 abstain). Any other

question on this plan of organization.

Rules ofOrder?Go to the microphone, No.

5, please.

GUS GUSTAFSON (North Georgia):

Bishop, my name is Gus Gustafson from

the North Georgia Ck>nferenca I am a

layman. I have an amendment to rule 8;

it's found on p. 96 of the DCA; it's in two

parts. Part 1, in the first sentence after the

words, 'no longer than 3 minutes," insert

the words, "on a main or substitute mo-

tion, 2 minutes on an amendment or 1

minute on an amendment to an amend-

ment". And in part 2, in the last sentence

delete the words "3 minutes" and insert in

their place the word "time". Rule 8 would

then read as follows, "No member shall

speak a second time on the same question

ifany member who has not spoken desires

the floor, no more than twice on the same
subject under the same motion, and no

longer than 3 minutes on a main or sub-

stitute motion, 2 minutes on an amend-

ment, or 1 minute on an amendment to an

amendment" That refers to rule 35.2.

This time limit may be amended by a

minority ofthe conference at any time and

for any period of duration. If there is a

second, I would like speak to this amend-

ment
BISHOP de CARVALHO: It has been

seconded.

GUSTAFSON: Do I have a second?

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes.

GUSTAFSON: All right This amend-

ment to rule 8, together with rules 21 and

35, will provide for orderly debate and

consideration of the issues. In previous

General Conferences, members have

often moved amendments in order to

make speeches on the main motion. Then
the only way to get things stopped was to

move the previous question on all before

us. That tactic is an abuse of our rules.

This amendment would shorten those

speeches and amendments and would en-

courage the members to make their

speeches on the main motion when it is

properly under consideration. Therefore,

I urge the conference to adopt this amend-
ment.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You have the

amendment Microphone No. 4, please

ROBERT CASEY (Virginia): Bishop, I

would oppose this motion which is made.

It seems to me that there are many times

that the amendments are more important

sometimes than the main motions and

they alter significantly the things that are

being discussed. All ofus have concern for

time. I think we have found ways in times

past to cut off debate, and I do not think

this motion is necessaiy.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes. You have
the amendment before you. Please vote

when the lights appear. The amendment

is not approved. (Yes-298, No-592,

Abstain-27) Let's go back to the report,

the full report with the committee and

plan organization Rules of Order.

Microphone No. 6, please

V.L. DAUGHTERY JR. (South Geor-

gia): Clergy. I refer to p. 93, section 9. I

would like to add these words on line 3,

"when any proposal is submitted to the

General Conference to establish an inter-

im or continuing board, commission, or

committee, and at that point the proposal

shall state an estimated cost of the

proposal, and before final action is taken

by the General Conference establishing

such board, conunission, or committee,

said proposal shall be referred to the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration or its executive committee

with a request that it bring to General

Ckinference an estimated budget of the

expense of the operation of the proposed

board, commission, or committee for the

next quadrennium, and a statement of

how the adoption ofsuch proposal . .
." and

so forth.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the amendment here.

DAUGHTERY: If I could have a second.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: It has been

seconded.

DAUGHTERY: I would simply like to

say in times past while debate is under
way, we have been debating proposals for

study committees and we had no idea of

what the cost of such a study committee

was going to be. In a previous General

Conference I asked the question of the

person making that proposal, and in

honesty that person said, "I have no idea."

I think in a local church we better have an
idea of what something is going to cost,

and I hope in the General Conference we
will be as sensitive to the cost of studies.

Thank you.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You have the

amendment Please vote when the lights

appear. Thus the amendment passes.

(699-Yes, 200-No, 15-Abstained) Thus,

you have the report of the committee
before you as amended. Ifyou approve the

full report, please vote when the lights

appear. The full report. The report has

been approved. (860-Yes, 17-No, 10-

Abstained)

McCartney (chairman): That com-
pletes our work. Bishop; thank yoa
BISHOP de CARVALHO: Thank you. J£

tura now to the Committee on Nomina'^-
tions and Elections. With their report

Yes, please, microphone No. 4.

ATHA: Qergy. Do I understand that I

wouldbe in order to make this motion now
concerning the legislative sections?

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, you are

in order, please

ATHA: Ok. I move that the Rules Com-
mittee of 1996 consider the method of

assigning persons to legislative sections so

that the balance of lay and clergy would

reflect the great tradition of our church

and have an equal representation.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You have

heard the motion. It has been seconded.

ATHA: I love The United Methodist

Church and one thingi love about it is that

we are so careful in being fair in commis-

sions, in agencies. We mtike certain that

not only we have a btdance of clergy-laity,

but the wide variety of people in God's

creation. In legislative sections in that one

unordained ministry, it's 3 to 1 in clergy.

I realize that that may not happen every

time. It did happen the last general con-

ference and I'm here because I hope it will

not happen in another General Con-

ference. I know aU issues are brought to

this group that's equal between lay and

clergy. However, a great deal goes on in

the legislative sections and it seems to me
to be a point that we need to consider

carefully that in those sessions where

these issues are thrashed out that there be

more of a balance than appears at least in

this section this year. Thank yoiL

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes,

microphone No. 6.

BEN FEEMSTER (Central Texas):

There are many of us in our conferences

that have just enough delegates, both lay

and clergy combined, to have one repre-

sentative on each committee. Many of us

would rather have a representative from

our conference on each committee than to

be limited to the number ofcommittees by

balancing lay and clergy. When delegates

choose their committees, also, the laity

could choose the Committee on Ordained

and Diaconal Ministry if it so chose.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Microphone

No. 2, please No. 2. In the back, the

delegate who's coming now. You wait for

the next one
CHARLES SAYRE (Southern New Jer-4

sey): A member of the Rules (Committee

Just recalling Mr. McCartney's statement
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that the right of a delegate to choose hia

^mmittee is a very precious right The
^Plecond factor is the mechanics of this. I

can't imagine how this would be balanced

without totally changing the way we select

our committees. We usually convene after

an annual conference and we have the

right of free choice. Who is going to tell us

how to balance it? We'd create a

nightmare of supervision, and I don't

think the conference secretary could in-

struct the delegates when we are choosing

committees how to dedda I think both

that this takes away a fundamental right,

and second, it is an administrative,

nightmare and I would hope to oppose the

motion.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Microphone

No. 2, please.

J. LAVON KINCAID (Western Pen-

nsylvania): My query is if I vote in favor of

this motion, does this mean the spirit will

also be, for example, to be sensitive for a

balance ofinclusion in regards to ethnicity

and gender? That's the question.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Do you also

want to speak for the amendment? Ifyou
approve the amendment. I'm sorry, you

speak for this amendment Please vote

when the lights appear. That's a good ex-

ercise. The amendment is not approved.

(136-Yes, 795-No, 10-Abstain) May I call

upon the coordinator of the calendar to

present nominations and elections?

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON: Bishop, I

place in nomination the name ofJohn M.

Broad HI as coordinator of calender.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, you

heard the nomination; is there any other

nomination? Please vote when the light

appears. The nomination has been ap-

proved. The Committee on the Plan Or-

ganization and Rules of Order, Bishop

Talbert

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Bbhop and members of the General Con-

ference, on behalf of the Council of

Bishops, I place in nomination the follow-

ing persons for the committee of Plan of

Organization and Rules, and I apologize

and the secretary does as well that we
don't have these names before you, but:

Richard Hamilton (North Central), Har-

vey Manchester (Northeast), Marvin Mc-

Reynolds (South Central), Jerry Bray

(Southeast), Robert Stevens (Western),

David Quee (Central Conference); and

fethen the at-large category: Edna Williams,

Carmen Carrico, Sandra Dufresne, and
Phylemon Titus.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the nominations for theCommittee on the

Plan of Oiganization and Rules of Order.

Please vote when the light appears. The
names have been elected to this commit-

tee. (870-Ye8, 30-No, 45-Ab8tain) The
report of the conmiittee on the agenda,

perhaps you can take up that matter that

I raised in the beginning.

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON: Yes.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Please, meet

on the agenda.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): Bishop de

Ciirvalho and members of the conference,

I amDon Ott, the chairperson oftheAgen-

da Committee, elected yesterday. Your

Agenda Committee named ex officio and

by members of the Council of Bishops

desires to serve you in the dajrs ahead by

assisting you in the use of time. That has

been a commodity that has already in our

time today been identified by many ofyou

as a concern with your motions and con-

versation. Time, we look at in the commit-

tee as a gift of God, who sets the

boundaries of our living and our dying,

even as boundaries are set for our time

together as General Conference. We hope

in the days ahead to enable you to move
together toward knowing the mind ofGod
on the matters that are before us. As chair

ofthe committee, I will be reporting toyou
daily theAgenda Committee's recommen-
dations. I would remindyou of the Plan of

Organization VIII.A.(1) which directs that

all matters not included in the regular

business of the conference be referred to

the Agenda Committee without motion or

without debate. The agenda for this eve-

ning has already been set by your action

and the proposal from the Commission of

the General Conference. We will be

together tonight at 7:45 for hymn sing, at

8:15 for the Episcopal Address. You have

also already set part of the agenda for

tomorrow beginning at 8:30 a.m. a 30-

minute period for worship, then at 9:00 a

30-minute period for the Laity Address. I

bring the recommendation from the

Agenda Committee that the balance ofthe

morning tomorrow be utilized in the fol-

lowing manner at 9:30, for a 5-minute

period, 2 elections: the Inteijurisdictional

(Committee on Episcopacy, and the trus-

tees of the John Street Church. Then at

9:35, for a 30-minute period, persons who
are prepared to lead in a response to the

Rodney King verdict; that to be followed

by necessary reports of the Agenda Com-
mittee, the Presiding Officers Committee,

and then adjournment to the legislative

committees at 10:10 a.m.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the recommendation, microphone No. 10,

please.

JIM LAWSON (California Pacific): I

wish to amend the agenda committee's

report for tomorrow morning with the

following amendment, or substitute mo-
tion matter, that the Wednesday morning

plenaiy act of the Laity Address be

devoted to the issue of the conference's

response to what has been titled the llod-

ney King Trial". Secondly, that Wednes-

day be designated a day of prayer or

fasting by the General Conference for aU

who can fast. And then three, that before

the General Conference adjourns, one of

the scheduled worship services becomes a

service of reconciliation and healing in the

Native American tradition. I make this as

an amendment and if there is a second, I

would like to address it.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: It has been

seconded.

LAWSON: I don't ... I hesitate using

the term, "Rodney King event" because, I

think that as one coming from Los An-

geles and living through part of those

days, and with a congregation where there

is a tremendous amount of activity going

on in service of relief, legal services, and
with a concern for justice, that I don't

quite see it as a Rodney King event I see

it as a burning bush event, ala Exodus the

third chapter, that indeed (jod has again

brought a kaironic moment to the church

and to the nation, tmd needs to have some

of us hearing and recognizing that this is

not just an ordinary urban affair. It is

rather God arresting our attention and

asking us, or rather calling us to the fact

that there is holy groimd in our nation,

and that we need to stop and see what is

happening. And so it's a call also to repen-

tance, and we need that desperately in our

land. When we talk about police brutality

or excessive use of force, or when we talk

about the pain, we ought to recognize

what went on in Los Angeles was so

diverse across the massive metropolitan

area that it was more than aU of that It

represents the pain in our society, the pain

of violence, family abuse, the murder

rates, the suicide rates. Those folk who
bum, they are responding in a society of

violence, not simply a society of racism.

And we, I think, that the General Con-

ference would be remiss if we came here

and simply adopted the agenda we have

been adopting for the last year and did not
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spend some time fasting and prajring and

then also some time in plenaiy talking

about it There are indeed literally any

number of people in this conference who
know something about what this repre-

sents and would help us to understand it,

so that perhaps the General Conference

could find an agenda for mission and evan-

gelism that indeed might make a dif-

ference in the life of the church, in the life

of this nation, and in the life of our world.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: You heard

the amendment Microphone 13,

microphone 13.

PHILLIP WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

Clergy. I strongly support this motion, but

I want to make an inquiry whether there

is implicit here an opportunity for the

General Conference to make a statement

publicly about these events, and I note

that there would be no petition in our

preliminary material that would be in that

form. And therefore my inquiry. Bishop,

is whether there would be need now for a

motion to suspend the rules to permit

those who wish to draft such a statement

to the church and nation from this body.

OTT: Bishop, perhaps I can help. The
Agenda Conunittee received a request

from several people for the time aUotment

tomorrow. They indicated to us that they

were prepared to bring to the conference

such a statement that had been worked

out by groupings at the conference site I

believe, therefore, that that would be a

part of that presentation that was

originally proposed

WOGAMAN: The people who do this

will bring such a motion to suspend the

rules properly.

OTT: No, that they were planning to

bring a statement which then could be-

come the property of the conference if it

desired to do that

WOGAMAN: All right

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, micro-

phone 14.

MAXIE DUNNAM (Memphis): I would

also like to support the motion, but if it is

passed, I would like to amend that the fast

day be on Thursday. Some of us have

joined with Methodists around the world

in fasting after the style of Mr. Wesley,

beginning the fast on Thursday evening

and continuing through noon on Friday.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: If the maker
ofthe motion agrees with this amendment
. . . microphone 10, please.

LAWSON: Jim Lawson, Cal-Pac. Yes,

we wiU accept that amendment ofthe fast

day from Thursday evening through

Friday noon.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Microphone

No. 4. No. 9, go to microphone No. 9,

please.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (French):

[unintelligible].

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Your con-

ference, please

SPEAKER: [unintelligible].

BISHOP de CARVALHO: [unintel-

ligible] Not yet You can speak, you can

speak [unintelligible] but don't wait for

you.

SPEIAKER: Merd, monsieur.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Thank you

very much.

(translated from French)

I want to support the motion that has

been made I think we all have interest in

supporting this motion. Because in the

beginning we refer to the ministry of the

Christians. Each time we have to make
such an important decision, we need to

pray to the Lord. This is a great decision

and I don't know if we can imagine how
great a decision we are going to make We
need to humble ourselves before the Lord

so that he can assist us. Thus the event

the motion before you. Ifyou approve the

motion . .

.

OTT: Bishop . .

.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes, please

OTT: I did not hear the specification of

a time aUotment in the motion. My imder-

standing was a designation of the pleneiry

tomorrow.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: And the fast-

ing on Friday.

OTT: Thursday, I believe My question

to you is, if there is a time allotment set

along with the motion, the plenary tomor-

row was scheduled to conclude after the

laity address.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: The motion

was that this be done after the presenta-

tion of the laity address was the motion

made
OTT: For what period of time?

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Microphone

No. 10, please

LAWSON: The intention and intent

the intent of our motion is that the plen-

ary after the Lait>' Address to the

remainder of time for the plenary of

tomorrow morning.

OTT: Then I would say that that is

consistent with the Agenda Committee's

agr"

onL

report which indicated a time until 10:10

a.m.

LAWSON: The plenaiy in the morning

then, does not go on imtil 12:30. It goes oc

until 10:10?

OTT: That's correct it's scheduled now
only until the end of the Laity Address or

9:30 a.m. Our recommendation as a com-

mittee to you was to extend it for a 30-

minute period plus some elections that

would take it until 10:10 a.m., then to

legislative committees which has been the

pattern and is now established

LAWSON: Then I think the intention

of the motion is that it would be for the

entirety of that morning.

OTT: That's what I was trying to clarify.

Thank you.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Please vote

when the light appears. (5 14-Yes, 376-No,

19-Abstain) The amendment has been ap-

proved

OTT: Bishop, I understand then that if

the Agenda Committee report is adopted

as amended, the conference should plan to

be in session here imtil 12:30 noon.

BISHOP de CARVALHO: That's right

Yes. Ifyou approve the report on the com-

mittee on Agenda as amended please vote

when the light appears. (620-Yes, 272-No,

10-Abstain). The report has been ap-

proved I may call upon again Bishop Tal-

bert, you forgot one item in our agenda.

He is going to speak for it

BISHOP MELVm G. TALBERT: In

keeping paragraph 604 of The Book of

Discipline it is the responsibility of the

Ck>uncil of Bishops to place in nomination

secretary of the (jeneral Conference, and

in behalf of the Council ofBishops, I place

in nomination the name, Carolyn Mar-

shalL

BISHOP de CARVALHO: Yes. Other

nominations shall be permitted from the

Qoor. You heard the nomination for

secretary designate Any other nomina-

tion? Please vote when the light appears.

(872-Yes, 39-No, 19-Abstain.) The name of

Ciirolyn Marshall has been elected

secretary designate for this (Jeneral Con-

ference Any other business, an-

nouncements?

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Yes, Bishop,

there are two announcements. One, the

(Committee on Plan Organization and

Rules of Order which was just elected will

meet tonight at 9:15 in room 115 and in

addition, there will be a meeting of the

officers who will be elected in the legisla'A

tive committees just a little bit later this

afternoon along with the coordinators.
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the l^islative coordinaton in room 114

Uso at 9:15 this evening.

BISHOP de CARVALHO:Thankyou. If

no other business, let me thank all ofyou

for this lifetime opportunity to preside the

opening session of this General Con-

ference Thank you very much. This has

been a very rewarding experience. You
stand adjourned. You walk to your com-

mittees and please close the day or the

afternoon in your own committee You
stand adjourned.

Tuesday Evening

May 5, 1992
Bishop Robert H. Spain, presiding

BISHOP ROBERT H. SPAIN: While

the choir is finding their places, I think

you would want to know that last week at

the Council of Bishops meeting, Bishop

Garrison arrived in Lexington and was

inunediately notified that his daughter

had been killed in an automobile accident

Bishop Garrison's daughter was the

mother of Ron KaufTmann who has been

leading us tonight, and I would want you
to know and keep him in your prayers.

Thank you, Ron, for being here and help-

ing us to celebrate in such a fine way.

Twelve short walks from where we sit

tonight, one of the great leaders of The
United Methodist Church was bom. That

leader is with us tonight in the person of

Bishop Roy Short. There is no person here

that is any nearer home than Roy Short

right here tonight. And what a privilege it

ia for us. He's my bishop. He's the bishop

for many of yoiL And what a privilege to

have him to open our service tonight with

prayer. Bishop Short

BISHOP ROY SHORT: Let us pray.

(prayer)

BISHOP SPAIN: In the bylaws of the

Council of Bishops, there is a paragraph

that dictates that the Episcopal Address to

the General Conference will be given by

one of the members of that coundL And
that person is chosen by ballot It is not a

seniority system; it doesn't rotate byjuris-

dictions, but by ballot that bishop is

chosen. The bishop chosen to deliver the

address from the Council of Bishops to

this group tonight is Bishop C. DaleWhite
Bishop White has served as a pastor, as a

yiistrict superintendent, and as a staff

member of a general agency. In 1976 he

was elected to the episcopacy, con-

secrated, and served and had presidential

responsibilities over the New Jersey Area

for 8 years and is just completing 8 years

in the New York Area. It is a privilege for

the Council of Bishops to bring you this

address tonight and it is to be given by

Bishop C. Dale White, and I wish you
would greet him at this moment
BISHOP C. DALE WHITE: (Episcopal

Address, p. 88)

BISHOP SPAIN: Thank you, Bishop

White We heard you carefully tonight,

and we will look forward to reading your

words as we have those before us, and

hopef\illy you have set a tone for this en-

tire conference. We thank you very, very

much. I call on Dr. Allen Norris for a

report from the Presiding Officers' Com-
mittee

ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Spain and members ofthe Gieneral

Conference, it will be the procedure of

your CJommittee on Presiding Officers to

announce dttily the presiding officers for

the succeeding day. We are pleased

tonight to annoimce that the presiding

bishop for tomorrow morning session's

will be Bishop William B. Lewis of the

Dakotas Area.

BISHOP SPAIN: Thankyouveiy much,
and you will do that every day, Allen, is

this right? Thank you very much. Mrs.

Marshall, do you have announcements for

us tonight? Tomorrow morning at 8:15,

the choir from the Apache, Ok, United

Methodist Church will be here to lead us

in our worship {md in our singing. Bishop

Schowengerdt will be our preacher in the

morning, and I hope that all ofyou are in

your places by 8:15 for this morning wor-

ship. This will set the tone for the things

that we are about We've waited a long

time foryou to come to Louisville as I said

to you today; now it seems with the com-

mtmion service, the organization of the

afternoon, the Episcopal Address tonight,

we are on our way. I hope that you will

keep all of our deliberations firmly in your

minds and souls as you enter into your

prayer times, and that we can be led by

God's spirit to do what is right for his

church. Mr. Kaiser, I want us to close

tonight with a song, with a hymn. I am not

sure that that is on our agenda. Where is

Mr. Kaiser? Somewhere here Over here

Ifyou would lead us, sir, I think it would

set us on our way.

KAISER: Please stand and join me in

singing one verse of "Blest Be the Tie That

Binds."

(Adjournment)
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Abingdon Press has begun publication of
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Revised Common Lectionary. Two
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Unlike any other lectionary commentary,

Preaching the Revised Common
Lectionary also offers preachers

extensive liturgical advice for worship

planning. Each volume begins with a

chapter on the theological meaning of the

season, its relation to the overall Christian

Year, and specific liturgical suggestions

for the season.

For each Sunday and special day of the

year, the books show how the focus on
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worship, music, color, and the

proclamation of the Word. A01
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Lectionary: Year A: Advent, Christmas,
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disproportionate numbers
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more the vision and creativity must
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• Two kinds of large churches exist:

the endangered Sunday Morning

church and the Seven-Day-a-Week
Program church

• Megachurches are more likely to be
inclusive and pluralistic; small

churches are more likely to be

homogeneous and exclusive

• There is a shortage of skilled,

qualified pastors to meet the de-

mands of megachurches.
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United Methodism in America:

A Compact History, edited by John

G. McEllhenney with Frederick E. Mnscr,

Charles Yrijjoyen, Jr., and Kenneth E.

Rowc. A panoramic \iew of the forces

and personalities that shaped The

United Methodist Church in the

United States, this volume covers the

church's religion, the periods of slaver\'

and the Civil War, the Second Great

Awakening, the mergers and unions of

the 20th centuPi', the causes

championed by United Methodism,
'

and more.

AOl-431700. Paper, $8.95

Methodism's Racial Dilemma:

The Story of the Central

Jurisdiction, by James S. Tlwmas.

Methodism 's Racial Dilemma is the

story of the Central Jurisdiction of The

United Methodist Church, the

jurisdiction that was created for African

American members of the three

religious bodies (The United Episcopal

Church, The Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, and The Methodist

Protestant Church) that united in

1939,

AOl-371295. Hardcover, $17.95
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Kenneth Cain Kinghom I

The Gospel of Grace: The Way of

Salvation in the Wesleyan

Tradition, by Kenneth C. Kinghom. The

Gospel ofGrace is the first book in a six-

book series called "Our Doctrines."

Designed to increase United Methodist

self-understanding and identity, these six

volumes shed light on key United

Methodist doctrines based on texts that

are the common propern,' of the Church.

The authors present the doctrinal

teachings as found in the theology of

John Wesley—parts 2 and 3 of The Book

ofDiscipline^ the Book ofResolution, The

United Methodist Hymnal, and the Book

ofSen'ices.

AOl-156548. Paper, $7.95

Send Me? The Itineracy in Crisis,

by Donald E. Messer. "Does guaranteed

appointment ensure mediocritA' in

ministry? Is it heretical to suggest that

itineracy is already dead . . . and that the

corpse is undermining the mission,

ministr)', and authorit}' of the church?"

Provocative questions such as these are

debated by leading pastors in Send Me?

Representing viewpoints from the status

quo to maJD«»reform to elimination of the

itineracy altogether, the contributors offer

penetrating thought for United

Methodists about a deepening crisis.

AOl-371554. Paper, $12.95
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Georgia Harkness: For Such a

Time As This, by Rosemary Skinner

Keller. Georgia Harkness (1891-1974)

was arguably the first woman theologian

in i\merica. She was also the first woman

to teach in a mainline Protestant

seminar)' in the United States, sening

on the faculties of Garrett Biblical

Institute and Pacific School of Religion.

Through her pen and her pulpit,

Harkness rose to become one of the

most distinguished and outspoken

leaders of The United Methodist

Church.

AOl-132762. Hardcover, $29.95
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L.A. Concerns Quicken Historic Action

By substantial majorities, the General Conference

Tuesday endorsed a multi-point response to issues of

justice and peace raised by the verdict in the Rodney

King trial.

Some details remain to be worked out, including the

text of a resolution to be considered later. Vote margins

of three to one or better on the main points appeared to

indicate clearly the mind of the church's top legislative

assembly.

Included in the proposed response are:

* a pastoral letter from the Council of Bishops to the

more than 41,000 congregations around the world ask-

ing that Pentecost weekend (June 6-7) be a weekend of

prayer and fasting, with an offering to be shared be-

tween annual conferences and the United Methodist

Committee on Relief (UMCOR);
* a message to the nation from General Conference;

* creation of a "Shalom Zone" in Los Angeles—the

rebuilding of a strategically located city block or its

equivalent with the necessary buildings, businesses,

and social services needed for "life, liberty, and the piur-

suit of meaning";
* a 24-hour fast by delegates beginning Thursday af-

ternoon, with money that is saved to be used at the dis-

cretion of UMCOR or the Council of Bishops for

assistance in ravaged areas of Los Angeles (UMCOR
has established an Advance Special number of 901735-2

for contributions toward relief in Los Angeles);
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needs. Much additional financiad assistance is needed,

Lawson said.

Other speakers represented the points of view of

other racial and ethnic minorities in The United Meth-

odist Church.

The T~uesday business session opened with the Laity

Address by Ruby Farish, Tulsa, Okla. She called on

United Methodist laypersons to get up off their apathy,

move out of their churches, and start applying their

Christianity to challenges in their communities. If this

is done, she said, the world will become a better place.

The "voices of the faithful call out to us today to be-

come ignited with the spark of the Holy Spirit as we
participate in the ongoing, creative Kingdom of God,"

Farish said. 'T believe that as we move from private

faith to public responsibility, we United Methodist laity

are increasingly assuming our priesthood. It is a priest-
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hood that believes in the redemption of the world, not

the redemption of the church."

The delegates will devote most of Thursday to meet-

ing in legislative committees. A brief plenary on Thurs-

day morning will include a report on Africa University.

— Robert Lear

"Jim Lawson Live" Captured L.A.
Crisis

May 7, 7 a.m. and 9 p.m., "Jim Lawson Live

—

Special Edition" and General Conference

News Update

Within hours of the beginning of last week's Los An-

geles crisis, United Methodist Communications and the

Vision Interfaith Satellite Network fVISN) made plans

to air a special program dealing with national and local

reactions to the events in California.

As a result, on April 30 at 7 p.m., the Rev. James M.

Lawson Jr., "Jim Lawson Live" host and California-Pa-

cific Conference delegate, opened the telephone lines

and the microphones to people across the United States.

The resfwnse was heartwarming. Callers represented

diverse geographical regions, races, religions, and

walks of life. The tone was reflective and conciliatory.

The church heard from the people. The audience wit-

nessed a thoughtful, strong Christian response from

The United Methodist Church as well as the callers'

views.

This was not network television with sound bites. It

was the church speaking responsibly and at length.

Delegates and visitors can see a rerun of this pro-

gram in their hotel rooms at 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. May 7

over the following channels: Brown Hotel, Channel 8;

Gait House'Galt House East, Channel 16; Holiday Inn

Downtown, Channel 6; Hyatt, Channel 4; Seelbach,

Channel 14; and other hotels, Visitel channels.

-Bruno Caliandro

Legislative Committee
Coordinators

Church and Society-—Bette Trumble; Conferences

—

Loretta A. Young; Discipleship—SongJa Park; Faith

and Mission—Anita Owen Fenstermacher; Financial

Administration—jTine McCullough: GeneralJudidal

Administration—Richard L. Wright; Global Minis-

tries— Arvin R. Luchs; Higher Education and Chap-

laincy—Phil Granger; Independent Commissions

—Nathaniel Tumer-Lacj-; Local Church—Ray Branton;

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry—Rosa Washington.
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Handbell Choirs
To Lead Thursday Worship Services

The St. James UMC Celebration ringers from Little Rock, Ark., will help lead worship today.

The Celebration Ringers from St. James United

Methodist Church, Little Rock, Ark., and the 1991 Lake

Junaluska Fellowship Ringers will lead the two Thurs-

day worship services. Both choirs are under the direc-

tion of Felix and Martha Lynn Thompson, diaconal

ministers of music at St. James. Martha Lynn Thomp-

son will also serve as organist for both services.

In July 1991, the Thompsons were the handbell clini-

cians at the national convocation of the Fellowship of

United Methodists in Worship, Music and the Other

Arts at Lake Junaluska, N.C. Twenty-six adult ring-

ers/directors from across the United States were se-

lected from the 48 that auditioned for places in the

advanced handbell choir. In three one-hour rehearsals,

this group prepared music to share in one of the convo-

cation worship services. After a 10-month separation,

the group members have come to Louisville at their own
expense from 13 states.

The Celebration Ringers are a select group of senior

high school students. Each year this choir, along with

three of the other 11 handbell choirs at the church, par-

ticipate in either the regional or the national American

Guild of English Handbell Ringers festivals. They have

toured extensively and have twice presented concerts in

the Washington National Cathedral. The Celebration

Ringers have been chosen twice by the Harold Flammer
Publishing Co. and Omnisound, subsidiaries of

Shawnee Press, to make recordings in a select series of

handbell records and tapes.

Felix Thompson is the church's choral director;

Martha Lynn Thompson is the organist. They have

served St. James as music directors since shortly after

its founding in 1969. Their ministry of music encom-

passes 16 choirs with more than 450 participants. The

handbells encourage teamwork; help develop self-con-

trol, dependability, and self-confidence; and allow ring-

ers to share their talents.

Preaching in the 8:30 a.m. service of worship will be

Bishop Felton E. May of the Harrisburg Area. Phyllis

Elizabeth May will be the liturgist.

At the 2:30 p.m. service in Trinity United Methodist

Church, the Rev. J. Jeannette Cooper, district superin-

tendent of the Newark District, West Ohio Conference,

will preach. She will be assisted by litiirgist Don W.
Mendenhall of Des Moines, Iowa, administrative assis-

tant to the bishop, Iowa Area.
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Ministry of the Laity:

"Serving God in Our Private Lives and Public
Responsibilities—Connecting Faith and Action"

by Ruby Galloway Parish

It was early spring. The
winter was past. The rains

were over and gone, and the

time of the singing of birds

had come, but Mary Ann and

I hardly knew it. We were in

deep conversation about

Mary Ann's mother's long ill-

ness and her death a few days

ago. There was a knock at my
door. I opened the door, and

there stood a rosy-cheeked lad

about thirteen years old. He
held his hands behind him
and he sang out, "Over hill,

over dale, my love for you

will never fail!"

And then he handed me a

huge bouquet of tulips. He-

said, "Flowergram!"

I replied, "Why, thank you," thinking some friend

from last weekend's Walk to Emmaus retreat, some
friend was continuing her gift-giving to me. This must

be her young son, I thought.

So in true Emmaus fashion, I asked, "May I give you

a hug?"

He answered, "Well, I'd rather have a tip!"

So, I gave him a dollar and he went whistling down
my driveway.

Mary Ann looked at me quizzically. "Ruby, I do be-

lieve those flowers came right out of your tulip beds out

there by the street. Let's go see!"

Sure enough, the broken stems matched perfectly

with the stems in my beautifvil flowergram bouquet. We
laughed, too. Those tulips would have shattered in the

Oklahoma winds had I not opened my front door that

day to that innovative lad.

Now, I have found United Methodist laity are inno-

vative, too, but I've never seen a one of them turn down
a hug. For years they've come knocking on my door.

They've come with a variety of bouquets. But their mes-

sage has been no con. It has always been the message of

grace!

"God's love for you will never fail," sang out Sunday
school teachers, Bible studiers, memorizers, quoters, lab

schoolers, workshop and seminar presenters, lay wit-

ness missioners, ecumenical institutioners, spirit-filled

enthusiasts, growth groupers, counselors, pray-ers, dis-

ciplers, equippers, worshipers, healers, deployers. I've

opened my door to most all of them and have joined

hands with many of them.

Every one of them have

helped give me muscle in my
faith development.

But in my Camelot exist-

ence, I didn't know what to do

with that muscle. So I just

mainly snuggled down in

blessedly-assured Christian

comfort.. .until the diagnosis

of cancer. I was jarred into an

abrupt awakening. I was a

wife and a mother of three

young children. I had to sur-

vive.

One impossibly painful

day, I instructed my husband.

Jay, "Don't you dare let any-

one come into our house to-

day. No, not even Sybil."

Do you think that stopped my faithful fi-iend? No
way. I heard her gentle knock at my door, then here

came her footsteps down the hall.

"Doesn't she know the proper rules for visitation of

the sick? She's probably going to have her Bible with

her, too, all ready to fix me up."

I turned my head to the wall as she tiptoed in. I

heard her settle herself in my old rocking chair. And
she started squeaking back and forth. ..back and forth. I

lay motionless, angry, hurting, feeling all lost. Then I

heard her rustle the pages of her weU-worn book and
she began:

"Why art thou cast down, my soul? Why art thou

disquieted?

Hope thou in God who is the health of thy counte-

nance."

"Be of good courage and he shall strengthen thy

heart."

"My heart and my flesh faileth, but God is the

strength of my heart and my portion forever."

On and on she went. At first, I didn't want to listen,

but her voice was so gentle, so full of love, I couldn't re-

sist.

"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death,

I will fear no evil for thou art with me.
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of

mine enemies..."

And at that point, something very unusual began
happening within me. I sensed that my firiend was pre-

paring the Lord's Table before me right there, at my
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bedside. It was as if she were holding out to me the

bread of life, God's word made flesh in her flesh; the

wine, aliveness, a new spirit, the promise of healing.

I tm-ned to look into the eyes of my friend. And I re-

member thinking: 'This is a high form of Holy Com-
munion. I will take...! will eat."

At that sacred moment, I determined in my heart

that when I got up and out of that bed, I would have a

single purpose in my life. I would seek to share that

kind of Holy Communion—that love, that word, that

presence of Christ—with others in whatever way God
would lead me.

It was certainly a clear summons to move from my
previous, private Christian lifestyle to a deepening

walk of covenant discipleship.

I got well. Vastly different "flowergrams" started ar-

riving at my front door. But this time it was, 'Thump,

thump!" and "Bump, bump...bump, bump, bump!"

"Who's that knocking at my door?" This time no

rosy-cheeked lad.

"It's the world come a'knocking with its motley bou-

quet, the smelly brokenness of society with its values

decay."

I was faced with a decision. Do I dare open up or do I

just say go away? I decided to open up and the unex-

pected began happening. The messages I received at my
door sent me scurrying out in all kinds of directions: to

the University of Tulsa to become a certified mediator

for dispute settlement out of court, to a women's con-

cern center to become a counselor, to the Prison Pre-re-

lease Center to help convicts learn basic life skills

before their return to the community, and eventually to

become a lay chaplain with the Tulsa Police Depart-

ment. Faith and action certainly had begun to connect

for me.

And in October, 1971, my husband came home from

his work at the hospital telling about the death of a lit-

tle baby girl whose mother had battered her against

the wall. Our reaction was anger, and horror, and then

helplessness.

How could such a violent act be prevented? So I be-

gan looking around in Tulsa for an agency that could

help a distraught parent who was losing emotional con-

trol with her child. I couldn't find any. But I did find

there were volunteers to help prevent animal abuse and
neglect.

So I decided to invite twenty-two friends to come to

my house on Mondays. For five months on Mondays we
researched, we invited experts in, and we had work-

shops. From that small beginning in our den back in

1972, we now have the Parent-Child Center of Tulsa

with 31 professionals and many volunteers.

A letter I received in the early days of my work has
forever kept me motivated to continue.

"Dear Ruby Parish:

"I read about your work in the newspaper. I am now
in my 70s and have never recovered from being an
abused child. I refer to physical abuse, awakening in

the night as a promised beating was always faithfully

administered. One neighbor moved away, and I learned

as an adult it was because of my pleas for mercy. It was
more them they could stand.

"In those days children had no organized help such

as you have established in Tulsa. I have always felt a

great deal of shame and have never told anyone of the

horror of my childhood. Many were my mother's church

activities and her leadership roles in charitable causes.

Her favorite Bible verse was, 'Spare the rod and spoil

the child.'

"I should hate to reach Heaven were my mother

there. The experience of my childhood did not die with

her death. My mother had the loveliness of a madonna
in the presence of others. Her facade was worthy of an

Oscar.

"My entire personality has been formed and shaped

because of my childhood fears. In my old age, these

memories are becoming more vivid. I pray you will be

able to help parents stop hurting their children, but

frankly, I don't know. As you see, I still feel shame and

am imable to identify myself.

"Sincerely,

"An abused child at 76."

In his book, A Place for You, Dr. Paul Toumier
maintains that if any person is denied a place of love

and security, then that person will become fixed, im-

prisoned in that place of deprivation. He says, "All of us

must receive before giving. We must exist before we
can abandon ourselves in faith. Those two movements,

giving and receiving, seem to correspond to the inevita-

ble rhythm of life itself."

Jesus described himself as the Son of man who had

nowhere to lay his head. But remember, he had a

mother full of grace, a father who was attentive to

God's direction. There were plenty of brothers and sis-

ters, and evidently Jesus enjoyed an extended family of

relatives and friends.

Maybe up until about the age of 30, Jesus had a

great place to lay his head. He demonstrates for us how
one stage in human development opens up the next.

Many of us laity have found The United Methodist

Church to be a great place to lay our heads. In it we
find a warm, nurturing community. Together with our

brothers and sisters it's easy to declare our Christian

discipleship, especially on Sunday morning with a nice

hot cup of coffee in our hands.

It's that second movement that gets to be such a

tough one for us: keeping our faithfulness in all our hu-

man relationships.

Loren Halvorson declares: 'There is no individual,

private lifestyle for any of God's people. He says we are

called to listen to those who shout out, 'the world needs

the church for the healing of the world.' And we need to

listen just as intently to those who shout, 'No, no, it's

the other way around. The church needs the world for

the healing of the church.'"

Do you remember the words of Martin Luther King

when he answered the critics of his poor people's march
on Washington, D.C.? "We have brought Lazarus to the

rich man's gate in order to save the soul of the rich

man!"

There's a church in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where both

clergy and laity are convinced that opening up the

gates of their church to make a place for others is the

very heartbeat of that congregation. That church in-
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sists that the success of every ministry of that down-

town congregation depends on how weU they move from

the altar out into the street.

One person describes this church as a "broker of hu-

man resources," a place where people let God love them
so well, that they become confident and capable of lov-

ing and serving others.

That church has a program called "Motivation for

Ministry." How does it work? Simple. It only takes four

people to respond to an identified community need for a

ministry to begin. Of course, other persons are invited

to join them.

Here are some samplings of their laity involvement:

a lively support group for Al Beck, who is now known in

Tulsa as the Can Can Man. Al has a small sandwich
shop a block and a half fi-om this downtown church. Be-

sides his regular customers, each week Al serves as

many as 800 street people with food he prepares on his

2-bumer stove. At the start Al had been able to pay for

all the give-away food by recycling aluminum cans for a

penny apiece. But the needs finally exceeded his in-

come. So Al called the church.

"I've had my electricity turned off because I can't

pay my bill. But I've got a great idea and I need you to

help me. I want to collect one million aluminvmi cans.

That would get me out of debt and would set me up to

feed my friends for almost a year. Here's my plan. I

want to rent a big billboard. I can get one for $100 a

day. I'll climb up on that billboard and I'll stay there

until Tulsa brings me one million cans. Will you back
me up?"

Of course they would. During those seven days on
that billboard, Al Beck dodged tornadoes. One funnel

cloud was actually seen passing high up over him. Birds

came and pecked his face. One night robbers came and
stole 40 bags of cans. But Al would not come down.

Local radio and TV people came and interviewed

him, and they just loved the song that he composed:

"Mr. Can Man, bring him your cans."

Construction workers became very concerned about
Al's sleeping up so high, so they brought him a safety

belt to wear.

On May 20 the can count totaled 1,100,000, and Al
Beck returned to earth. Though the church's "Food for a

Friend" ministry knew it, in Tulsa it never became
common knowledge that Al Beck, not so verj' many
years ago, had been a street person himself.

Twenty-five other ministries are offered by this con-

gregation for those beyond the walls of the church.
They include: dental and eye care clinics, legal counsel-

ing services, an employment agency, prison ministry,

tutoring, Jewish-Christian relations, a food co-op, finan-

cial planning, family finendships with international

students, tax help, support for families of the mentally
ill, help for unwed mothers, prayer partners for the po-

lice, and even a group called "Moving in the Spirit" for

helping dislocated persons get themselves and their be-

longings relocated. There is an aviation ministry with
ten pilots who are on call for medical emergencies and
missions.

Not so very long ago. Special Ministries received a

call fi-om a United Methodist clergy in Oceanside, Cali-

fornia.

This is what he said. "A family fi-om my church here

in Oceanside needs some help. They flew to Missouri for

Diane's father's fimeral. After the services they loaded

up her dad's van with things from his estate they

wanted to keep. And they started for home. Just as they

neared Tulsa, they had a devastating wreck that to-

taled the van and sent all of them to the hospital. They
are stranded there in Tulsa. Would there be some kind

folk who would visit them? Maybe some of your mem-
bers could help them gather up their belongings and
ship them here to California."

Not only did the church carefully pack their belong-

ings, they provided daily pastoral care for this family as

long as they were in the hospital. When they were re-

leased. Special Ministries provided air travel for them
to return to their home in California.

You can imagine how the Tulsa United Methodist
congregation loved the comment of the United Method-
ist minister in Oceanside, California when he said:

"Now, that's what I call connectionalism!"

One special ministry has an active participant who
doesn't even live in Tulsa. Sean Sellers lives on Death
Row in the Oklahoma State Prison. Sean is in prison

because he shot both his parents in the head while they

were sleeping. Sean told authorities that those murders
would never have happened had he not at that time

been a practicing Satanist. While in prison, Sean com-

mitted his life to Jesus Christ.

The Greeting Card ministry of this church decided to

design a very special card to send to Sean to tell him
about God's unfaihng love and grace. And Sean's re-

sponse to that card was absolutely astonishing. He
wrote right back, and in no time at all, Sean, an artist

himself, was regularly designing cards fi-om Death Row
for the church.

When a member of this congregation buys a new car,

he can call the Used Car ministry. Mechanics will come
right out, make any necessary repairs on the car, and
pretty soon they will take that used car and give it to a

breadwinner who can now have transportation to go to

work.

One day the director of the Southwater Home for

Girls came to ask the church for a used van. There was
not one available at that time. So immediately, right

there in the office, they just gave it to the Lord in

prayer. In the middle of their supplication, the tele-

phone rang. The voice on the other end asked, "Could

you possibly use a van in your Used Car Ministry? We
have one our family wants to give you."

Carlyle Mamey writes in his book, Priests to One
Another, "No professional clergy can do what the

church is called to do. The aim of the church is not to

enlist laypersons in its services. The aim of the church
is to put laypersons as theological competents out there

in the service of the world. The answer is not a servant-

hood of the laity as a nice addition to round out a hired

professional staff. Instead, lay people must become the

ministry of the church in the world."
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I believe that as we move firom private faith to public

responsibility, we United Methodist laity are increas-

ingly assuming our priesthood. It is a priesthood that

believes in the redemption of the world not, the redemp-

tion of the church.

We need our clergy to help us discern theological di-

mensions of community development and global aware-

ness. We need help there. In our churches we need to

provide experiences in education and mission and evan-

gelism and proclamation and worship and stewardship

in ways that create a ministering laity in every public

responsibility.

We laity give thanks for Covenant Discipleship

groups that call us to accountability in our private lives

and our daUy responsibilities. Each week, in the group

that has met in our home, we have declared together,

"Knowing that Jesus Christ died that I might have

eternal life, I pledge myself to be his disciple, holding

nothing back, but yielding all to the gracious initiatives

of the Holy Spirit. I faithfully pledge my time, my
skills, my resources, and my strength to search out

God's will for me, and to obey."

My brothers and sisters, we are not alone! In the bro-

kenness, the violence, the dualism of this latter part of

the 20th Century, we are compassed about with a great

cloud of witnesses who have gone before us. As ex-

pressed by the writer of the Letter to the Hebrews,

'Though they be dead, through faith they speak."

We hear the voices of saints and prophets resounding

throughout history and echoing even today in this great

auditorium. Those voices urge us, "Listen, listen, listen

to the 'crackling of the fire of God within us and with-

out us.'"

Those voices of the faithful call out to us today to be-

come ignited with the spark of the Holy Spirit as we
participate in the ongoing, creative Kingdom of God!

Here the words of Machtild of Magdeberg, Germany
a remarkable young woman of the thirteenth century.

If you love the justice of Jesus Christ more than you

fear human judgment, then you will seek to do compas-

sion. Compassion means that if I see my fi-iend and my
enemy in equal need, I shall help both equally. Justice

demands that we seek and find the stranger, the bro-

ken, the prisoner and comfort them and offer them our

help. Here lies the holy compassion of God. You asked

me where God dwells. I will tell you, there is no Lord in

the whole world who lives in all his dwellings at once,

except God alone. God has enough of all good things ex-

cept one, of conununion with humans God can never

have enough. And behold that Lord, God of the whole

world stands right here at our door in Louisville, KY to-

day and knocks, promising holy communion to anyone

who hears and opens the door I will come in; I will

break bread with you. As the father has sent me, I now
send you forth, in my name to break bread with others.

Our joyous response today, Even so come Lord Jesus,

Amen.

Audio- and Videotapes Available

Audio- and videotapes of key conference addresses

and personal selections of events during plenary ses-

sions may be purchased at the Cokesbury Resource

Center, according Pat Correll, Vice President of Cus-

tomer and Distribution Services.

Tape production and distribution is a cooperative

project of United Methodist Communications and The

United Methodist Publishing House. Customized dupli-

cation of personal selections for either audio- or vide-

otapes is a new service.

A single audiotape recording of both the Episcopal

Address and the Laity Address is priced at $7.00. It will

be available about 24 hours after the addresses are de-

livered.

A customized audiotape of personally selected events

during plenary sessions may be purchased at $9.00 per

unit. The length of this custom tape may be up to 60

minutes.

Videotapes of the Laity Address and Episcopal Ad-

dress are each $25. A post-conference summary vide-

otape also is available for $25. A customized videotape

up to 60 minutes in length is priced at $30.

Delivery of tapes may be specified for pickup at the

Cokesbury Resource Center during General Conference

or for home delivery by mail. Audiotapes are expected

to be available next day, but videotapes of segments

filmed during the first week of the conference will be-

come available about the middle of the second week.

Tapes recorded during the last day or so of the confer-

ence will require home delivery by mail. Mail delivery

normally requires up to two weeks, Correll said, and in-

volves a $2.50 shipping and handling charge on each or-

der.

Tape orders may be placed at the special display

Cokesbury Resource Center. This display is located

near the red exit doors about midway toward the cafete-

ria. Customers also may inquire at the check-out

counter near the entrance.

When ordering customized tapes, customers are

asked to specify clearly the event or person, day, and in-

clusive time so technicians can accurately record the de-

sired segment.

—Thomas J. Potter

Correction

The story titled "Racial Ethnic Delegate Orienta-

tion" (page 76, May 6 DCA) erroneously listed sponsor-

ship. The orientation was cosponsored by the

Inter-Ethnic Strategy Development Group and the Gen-

eral Commission on Religion and Race. We regret the

error.
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Jail or the DCA?

Juanita Bennenfant received about two dozen calls intended for

the local jail.

Scene: Sales office of the Daily Christian Advocate.

Time: Early morning, first day of Generjd Confer-

ence.

"I want to know when you will let him out," asks the

caller.

"Out of what?" replies Juanita Bellenfant, DCA
sales manager.

"Don't you have him locked up down there?" comes a

quizzical and somewhat tentative response.

And so it went for about two dozen calls by con-

cerned friends and relatives of the incarcerated of Lou-

isville and Jefferson County whose dialing connected

them with the DCA sales office (5884121) instead of

the local jail (588-2142).

Perplexed by the growing volume of misdirected

calls, Bellenfant, a United Methodist Publishing House

staff member, turned to South Central Bell for an ex-

planation.

Soon the sales office line went dead as telephone

technicians deactivated the number. No more number,

no more calls.

Neat solution? Maybe. Certainly helpful for Bellen-

fant and her team who process sales of the daily Gen-

eral Conference publication and distribute about 4,000

copies each day.

If you are not reading the Daily Christian Advocate

each morning, see Bellenfant or her associates at the

sales desk near the Cokesbury Resource Center en-

trance. A subscription to all daily issues is $38 if you

pick up issues here each morning or $48.50 mailed to

your home after the conference. A single copy of the

Roundup Edition is $2; (includes postage) 10 or more

copies, $1.50 each, mailed to your address. Delegates re-

ceive complimentary copies daily at their desks and a

copy of the Roundup Edition mailed to their homes.

—Tom Potter

Global Ministries Sets '93 Gathering

Five thousand United Methodists are expected to at-

tend the second Global Gathering, sponsored by the

General Board of Global Ministries, in Indianapolis,

March 25-28, 1993.

The first highly successful Global Gathering took

place at the Gait House here in March 1987. Bishop

Desmond Tutu of South Africa was the keynote speaker.

Speakers from Africa, Asia and Latin America will

be featured. The Rev. Zan Holmes of St. Luke United

Methodist Church, Dallas, will preach at the opening

worship service. A global village, inspiring worship

services, Bible study, and great singing are some of the

highlights of the three-day celebration. The theme is

"Called by the Spirit."

For additional information and registration, write to

Rena Yocum, (^neral Board of Global Ministries, The
United Methodist Church, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York, N.Y. 10115.

—Betty Thompson.

Today's Book Autographing
Sessions

Visit the Cokesbury Resource Center in the con-

vention center, buy a book, and have it signed by the

author during autographing sessions. Authors, book

titles, and "signing" times for today are:

The Rev. Maxie D. Dunnam, 2-2:30 p.m.

Alive in Christ

Jesus Claims—Our Promises

Living the Psalms (hardcover and paper)

That's What the Man Said

The Workbook on Coping as Christians

The Workbook ofIntercessory Prayer

The Workbook ofLiving Prayer

The Workbook on Spiritual Disciplines

The Workbook on the Christian Walk

The Rev. J. Ellsworth Kalas, 7 p.m.

Parables from the Backside
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General Conference Has Seen "Red" Since 1960

A R. H. "Red" Bond says he represents "the rough ele-

ment" of The United Methodist Church. At General

Conference for his ninth consecutive time, Red was first

elected to the 1960 General Conference.

Tall and gregarious, Bond attributes his popularity

here and in the Memphis Conference to his visibility

and his humor. A certified lay speaker, Red has been in

every local church in his annual conference. He has

served in every lay office, including president of the

conference United Methodist Men, and district and con-

ference lay leader. He's also spoken in nearly half of

the districts south of the Mason-Dixon line and in many
north of it.

His hobby, designing and making antique oak repro-

ductions, also attracts folks to Red. He showed me a

replica he made of a gavel that Francis Asbury carried

in his saddlebag. Cokesbury has some of his gavels and
mite boxes available during this General Conference.

The original is in the Tennessee Conference Archives.

As I spoke with Bond, he was approached to make a

family altar, one of his favorite pieces.

Red Bond graduated fi-om high school at age 17 on a

Friday and started climbing telephone poles for the

Bell Telephone Company the following Monday. He
worked for the company for 42 years. He did his "post-

graduate work" in the U.S. Marine Corps and served in

the most decorated outfit in the South Pacific in World
War II.

Retired now for 13 years, he is still active. A mem-
ber of First United Methodist Church in Dyersburg,

Tennessee, Red currently serves as a lay member of the

Memphis Annual Conference. He teaches a men's Bible

study in Sunday school and serves on the administra-

tive board. He attends a men's prayer breakfast every

Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. It's easy for him to make. He
gets up at 4 a.m. and has attended the breakfast for

thirty-two years with forty-five to fifty men.
Red grew up in a four-point circuit. All his fore-bear-

ers were farmers. He said God got his attention in a fox-

hole halfway around the world. He says, "Don't promise

God something you won't do." He's kept his promise by
actively challenging laity to support the church and its

clergy for thirty-six years.

Bond declined to name a favorite General Confer-

ence. He says that he sees God at work as the confer-

R.H. "Red" Bond (center) holds one of his gavel replicas in the

Cokesbury Resource Center. Patricia Meyers, marshal and DCA
writer, holds a mite box. Bill Turner of the Cokesbury Resource

Center stands by.

ence makes the great decisions that need to be made.

'Tm a Methodist. I love the [United] Methodist Church
and what it's trying to do." The biggest change that

he's seen since 1960 is the increasing participation of

women and the church finally utilizing their talents.

He says that women have been the biggest influence on

his life. He and his wife. Precious, have been married

fifty-two years. They have two daughters of whom he is

most proud.

Red's recommendation for first timers at General

Conference: "patience and participation." For further

insights. Red Bond is easy to find. He's tall, has a wide

smile, and comes naturally by the name "Red."

Patricia Meyers

Cokesbury's Autographing Booth
Come by to greet and give support to these United Methodist authors!

Check daily postings throughout the Cokesbury display and the Daily Christian Advocate for scheduled appearances.

Signings by:

Grant S. Shockley • Anne Broyles • Art Guillermo • Tom Tozer • Maxie Dunnam • James Thomas • Homer Noley • Donald E. Messer
J. Ellsworth Kalas • William Hinson • Kenneth Carder • George Hunter, III • Robert 0. Morgan • Earl G. Hunt, Jr. • James A. Harnish

Charles Yngoyen • Bruce Hilton • Robert Spam • Zan Holmes • Eddie Fox • Kenneth Kinghorn • Maqone Kimbrough
Michael Ripski • James Moore
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Announcements

If your voting pad displays a number or a word when

you cast your vote, your vote has been recorded!

*•*

Reserve delegates must have completed seating

permit forms from the chairperson of their delegation

La order to be seated in legislative committees or

plenary sessions. Additional forms may be secured in

the Secretaiy's Office, room 103.

**•

Speakers during plenary sessions are requested to

review verbatim transcriptions appearing in the DCA.

Substantial corrections should be communicated to

the Committee on Journal by noon for the current

day's DCA. Corrections may be sent to H. Sharon

Howell, Kansas East C-8, or to the Conference

Secretaiy's office, room 103.

Perkins' alums and friends

breakfast will be held

Thursday, May 7, 7:00 - 8:00

a.m., at the Hyatt Regency.

Cost: $10, speaker: Bishop

James S. Thomas.

<

No Drinking in the Bar

"Casting Out Fear: Reconciling Ministries with

Gay/Lesbian United Methodists," a video that

examines the pain and estrangement of gay and

lesbian Christians and provides steps that UMs are

taking to enable ministries of reconciliation among

persons of differing sexual orientations, will be shown

on Thursday, May 7, at 12:45 p.m. Days Inn, 101 E.

Jefferson, room 615. A sandwich lunch will be

available for $5.

**•

Bishop Abel T. Muzorewa will be interviewed on

"Sunrise Today," WAVE-TV, Channel 3 (NBC) at

6:00 a.m, Friday, May 8.

*•*

The Iowa Conference luncheon will be held at Kunz's

Restaurant, 12:00 noon, Friday, May 8. Iowa

delegates, reserve delegates, pages, and marshals are

invited. Contact Don

Mendenhall, C-18, for

more information.

Members of the "Message to

the Nation" writing committee

will meet tonight (May 7) at

9:30 p.m. in room 114 of the

Convention Center.

The Institute on Religion and Democracy wUl sponsor

an issues forum on "Peace and Human Rights in the

Islamic World" Thursday, May 7, 12:45, Sampson

Room, 1st floor. Gait House East. The speakers will

be Habib Malik from Catholic University of America

and Mia Adjali, Executive Secretary UN/International

Affairs, Women's Division.

***

World Methodist Council luncheon will be held

Thursday, May 7, 12:40 p.m.. Regency Ballroom,

Hyatt Regency.

•**

Afternoon worship services begin with a pre-service

concert each day at 2:00 p.m. with worship at 2:30

p.m. in the sanctuary of Trinity UMC, Third and

Guthrie Streets.

The General Conference OfTice has declared

there shall be no drinks in the bar:

"AH delegates should refrain from taking

beverages within the bar of the conference

due to the presence of electrical wiring," says

a statement from the conference ofTice.

An informal discussion

on 21st century issues

facing The United

Methodist Church will

be held Saturday, May 9,

7:00 - 8:00 a.m, Gait

House East, 2nd floor.

Governor Room #1.

(Free continentEil

breakfast for delegates.) Sponsored by Erwin UMC,
Syracuse, New York. Contact Irving Hill, Gait House,

to attend. The 6% of clergy delegates age 40 and

under are especially encouraged to attend.

•••

The trustees and the president of Garrett-Evangelical

Theological Seminary invite you and your guest to

dinner on Saturday, May 9, at 5:45 p.m., Hyatt

Regency, second floor ballroom, $12.50 per person.

Advance reservation only.

***

Methodist Theological School in Ohio breakfast will

be held Monday, May 11, 7 a. m. in the Brown Room,

Gait House East. Reservations needed by 5:00 p.m.

today. Contact C. Joseph Sprague, section B, row 3,

seat 12 or President "Ned" Dewire, Gait House. Cost

is $10.
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The Arkansas Area luncheon will be held at the Day's

Inn on Monday, May 1 1.

**•

Urgent Notice: In recognition of the General

Conference "Fast" in effect through Friday morning,

the niff breakfast has been changed from Friday, May
8 to Saturday, May 9 at 7:00 a.m., in the Keeneland

Suite on the Mezzanine Level of the Hyatt Regency.

To cancel, contact Don Messer.

•••

The Reference Committee will meet in room 114

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, noon to 1:30 p.m.

•••

Inter-Jurisdictional Committee on Episcopacy will

meet in room 114 Saturday, May 9 at 4:30 p.m.

•**

You are invited to a "Global Gathering '93," March
25-28, 1993, Indianapolis, Ind. Come hear speakers,

participate in workshops, sing, and worship in a truly

international gathering of United Methodists. For

registration information, write to: Global Gathering

'93, c/o Service Center, General Board of Global

Ministries, 7820 Reading Road, Caller No. 1800,

Cincinnati, OH 45222-1800.

•••

The Methodist Peace Fellowship breakfast will be

held Wednesday, May 13, 7:00 - 8:20 a.m., Miller's

Cafeteria, 429 South 2nd Street. No ticket necessary.

Featured speakers: Schuyler Rhodes, Washington

Square UMC, New York; John Swomley, St. Paul

School of Theology (emeritus), Kansas City; Mattie

Jones, Fellowship of Reconciliation, Nyack, New
York For more information contact: Jean Edwards
458-8056.

•*•

Information about investment and loan opportunities

is available at the hospitality suite of the United

Methodist Development Fimd, Gait House, Executive

Offices, East Wing.

Cokesbury
Booka -f Bibles -l- Church Supplies

INVITES YOU TO MEET:

Donald Messer

Author Oft

SendMe?
A Conspiracy of Goodness
Contemporary Images

Of Christianty

Autographing booka
Thursday, May 7

1:30 - 2:00

Homer Noley

Author Oft

First White Frost

Autographing books

Thursday, May 7

11:30 -Noon

^»T"04

••«.»••
"^

Maxie Dunnam

Author Oft

Workbook On the Christian Walk
and others

Autographing booka
Thursday, May 7

2:00 - 2:30

An signings held in the

Cokesbury Display

*»*^ ^o.

"fisviv'
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Petitions Trivia

By Tom Potter

Individual United Methodists submitted the largest

portion of the 2,433 petitions which will fuel the legisla-

tive process during the next 10 days.

Nearly 26 percent of the petitions are sponsored by

individuals, an informal review of the petition list re-

vealed. The list is based on data supplied by the peti-

tion secretary.

Another 22 percent of the petitions originated with

general boards and agencies, the Council of Bishops,

and General Conference task forces and special commit-

tees. About 19 percent of the petitions arose in aimual

conferences or their sub-units. Small groups at various

levels of the church produced abut 16 percent of the pe-

titions. Local church administrative boards, councils

and charge/church conferences developed approxi-

mately 10 percent of the appeals, and the remaining 7

percent came from advocacy groups and caucuses.

Although the current volume of petitions is about 9

percent less than the quantity received at the last con-

ference, the flood of paper near deadline still over-

whelmed Odell Thompson of Beloit, WI. As petition

secretary, she read each petition, numbered it, assigned

it to a legislative committee, recorded it on the com-

puter, and transmitted it to the Committee on Refer-

ence for review and referral.

'This was my first involvement in such a process,"

chuckled Thompson, recently retired from a 25-year ca-

reer with a national retail chain. "I had no idea of what
I was getting into when I volunteered for this job!"

Among the most active individual petitioners are

Leonard D. Slutz, a member of Hyde Park Community
Church, Cincinnati, OH; the Rev. Jerry Eckert, pastor

of Emmaus Church, Milwaukee, WI; and Dr. Maxie D.

Dunnam, pastor of Christ Church, Memphis, TN. Slutz

submitted 40 petitions; Eckert, 33; and Dunnam, 30.

"Every once in a while I see something I think

should be corrected," explained Slutz, 79, a practicing

attorney and a veteran petitioner. "It may not be some-

thing so terribly important, but I believe we should

brush up the Discipline, keep it up-to-date and make it

accurate."

Slutz said his petitions focus on improvements in the

judicial process, establishing general agency member-
ship at more appropriate sizes, and providing for ade-

quate representation of conferences outside the United
States and Puerto Rico. Slutz served as a General Con-

ference lay delegate from the West Ohio Conference

from 1952 through 1968, and as a member of the Judi-

cial Council 1972-80. His experiences, he explained,

have helped him identify areas for improved effective-

ness, greater efficiency and sharper expense control.

"I want to help the church establish a responsible

grievance procedure that protects the rights of the

churches, the individuals and the alleged victims," Eck-
ert, 57, said. His 33 petitions plead for due process in

charges against ministers, a clarified leave of absence

procedure and sensitivity to potential legal liability in

ministerial counseling. Other petitions call for greater

sensitivity on the part of the clergy leadership and "line

item" identification in conference budgets. And one pe-

tition offers a "list of sins comparable with homosexual-

ity," according to biblical references.

Elimination of the Greneral Coxmcil on Ministries

and assumption of its basic responsibilities by the

Coxmcil of Bishops is the thrust of 30 petitions submit-

ted by Dunnam, 57, one of the organizers of the na-

tional coalition of United Methodist leaders who issued

the "Memphis Declaration." Author of several books

and publications, Dunnam also serves as a television

teacher and evangelist as well as senior minister of

Christ Chxirch. From 1975 through 1982, he was world

editor of The Upper Room.
The churches in Alaska, Maryland and Louisiana

were among the most active congregations submitting

petitions through charge/church conferences, adminis-

trative boards and councils on ministries.

"We hope to make the general church more respon-

sive to the grassroots and to increase the ability of the

grassroots to impact the general church," said Rev.

George Anderson, 58, Mount Oak Church,

Mitchellville, MD.
Now 110 years old, Mount Oak Chiu-ch is a 550-

member, growing congregation of young families in a

"bedroom community" not far from the nation's capital.

Through its administrative board have come 13 peti-

tions supporting a pro-life stand on abortion, limitation

of board membership size, University Senate reform,

regular evaluation of seminaries, detailed data on

World Service and conference benevolences, review of

ministerial candidates regarding church doctrine, and
elimination of three general agencies (General Council

on Ministries, General Commission on the Status and
Role of Women and General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns). "Many of our peti-

tions are adapted from positions of the Good News
movement," Anderson concluded.

St. Paul Church is a congregation of less than 100

members near Fairbanks in Alaska's Yukon River

country. The 12 petitions authorized by St. Paul's ad-

ministrative board address inclusive language, restric-

tions against further study of homosexuality and any
other matter "the Bible identifies as sinful," and a re-

quirement that general agency proclamations include a

disclaimer that only General Conference officially

speaks for the denomination. St. Paul petitions also fo-

cus on a new task force on children, nationwide health

insurance and voluntary apportionments.

Downsville Church, a congregation of 109 members
in a small Louisiana community east of Shreveport, ex-

pressed its concerns in 11 petitions advocating changes

in annual conference membership and voting rights,

withdrawal from the denomination by a congregation
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(continued from p. 124)

with its property, withholding apportionments, ministe-

rial compensation based on merit rather than seniority

and appointment of more "non-seminary" pastors.

Downsville Church also petitioned for a constitutional

change to bar avowed homosexuals from the ordained

ministry, and removal of any clergy person knowingly
appointing or endorsing an avowed homosexual for the

ministry.

Among petition generators beyond the local church,

the Minnesota, Detroit and California-Nevada confer-

ences led the count with 31, 28 and 19 petitions respec-

tively. Overseas conferences petitioning the conference

are Zaire, the four German conferences, Muri Provi-

sional Conference in Nigeria, North Shaba and Sweden.

Most active petitioners among the general boards

and agencies are GBOD (74), GBHM (65) and GCFA
(50). GBOD petitions cover a range of issues including

laity organizational matters and a proposed Spanish-

language hymnal.

"Any organization, ordained minister or lay mem-
ber...may petition the General Conference," states the

Book ofDiscipline. This time many chose to do that, ap-

parently with faith in the democratic process, hope of

approval by the assembly and love for those who prob-

ably will disagree.

Bestsellers at Cokesbury

Business has been brisk at the Cokesbury Resource
Center, reports manager Bill Turner. Souvenirs, gifts,

and robes were among the most sought-after items dur-

ing the first two days of General Conference. Turner
commented that robes were popular especially with
non-US delegates.

Delegates also have been buying books. According to

an unofficial sxirvey by Turner, the bestselling books so

far at this General Conference have been—in no par-

ticular order

—

* Listening to Your Life: Daily Meditations With Fre-

derick Buechner, by Frederick Buechner
* The Frog in the Kettle: What Christians Need to

Know About Life in the Year 2000, by George Barna
* also by George Barna, User Friendly Churches:

What Christians Need to Know About the Churches Peo-

ple Love to God tq

* Racing Toward 2001: The Forces Shaping Amer-
ica's Religious Future, by Russell Chandler

* Street Singing & Preaching: A Book of New
Psalms, by Martin Bell, author of The Way ofthe Wolf

* The Storyteller's Companion to the Bible: Exodus-

Joshua, Michael E. Williams, editor

* two books from a new imprint. Dimensions for Liv-

ing: Is There Life After Stress?, by James W. Moore; and
How to Stay Alive As Long as You Live: Practical

Guides for Christian Living, by Robert H. Spain
* The Power ofHoly Habits: A Discipline for Faithful

Discipleship, by William H. Hinson
* Yes, Lord, I Have Sinned But I Have Several Excel-

lent Excuses, by James W. Moore
* Vision 2000: Planning for Ministry into the Next

Century, by Joe A. Harding and Ralph W. Mohney

- Keith Kendall

To hear '*"••.^^^'''^'s 3-minute daily synopsis of

General Conference, call the Church Hotline toll-

free, 1-800-645-1661. At any time during the

message, press 7 to hear the synopsis. For

information about using Church Hotline in your

church, come by the Church Hotline booth in the

Cokesbury Display.
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Petitions Referred

From
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New or Corrected Petitions

to the 1992 General Conference

636. Painion Number = 00-12444-0636-0; Oouncll al Bishop*.

Include South Africa in the Listing of

Africa Central Conferences.

At the request of South Africa United Methodists, a

district has been established in that country. We
recommend the inclusion of South Africa in the hsting

of countries included in the Africa Central Conference

(11636.3(a)).

Petition Number = CC-12445-3000-M$; Northern Europe Central

Conference Council of Bisiiops and GBGU.

Increase Number of Bishops in Northern
Europe Central Conference From One to

Two.

In order to provide for United Methodist mission

into the Commonwealth of Independent States through

the full-time and continuous supervision by a bishop of

the church,

Be it resolved that the Northern Europe Central

Conference be authorized to elect an additional bishop

for one quadrennium for the sole purpose of giving

oversight to the mission of The United Methodist

Church in the Commonwealth of Independent States.

Petition Number - CC-12446-3000-MS; West Africa Central Conference.

Increase Number of Bishops From Three
to Four to Provide for the Work of Nigeria.

To provide supervision for the rapid growth in

Nigeria, be it resolved that the number of bishops in the

West Africa Central Conference be increased from

three to four.

Petition Number - GJ- 12443-0004-13; James G. and Dorothy O'Quinn,

United Metliodlst Clergy Couples, Chesapeake, VA.

Inclusiveness of the Church.

Amend 10004:

...Therefore, all persons, without regard to race,

color, national origin, status, or economic condition,

shall be eUgible.... In The United Methodist Church no

conference or other organizational unit of the Church

shall be structured so as to exclude any member of any

constituent body of the Church because of race, color,

national origin, status, or economic condition.

PelHIon Number = HE-12436-3000; R

Training and Recruitment of Ethnic
Minority Persons.

Whereas, The United Methodist Church supports

the pubUc education system in America and realizes

that in an ever changing society "Excellence in

Education" can be achieved with proper nourishing.

Church, community and federal government

involvement is imperative if the current trend in public

education is to be reversed;

Whereas, The United Methodist Church believes

that every person has a right to an education and it is

society's responsibility to enable every person to obtain

this right;

Whereas, The United Methodist Church believes in

universal pubUc education and supports public

educational institutions;

Whereas, individuals have the right and freedom to

inquire, discuss, and teach regulated by self-discipline of

scholarship and good judgment;

Be it resolved, that the California-Nevada Annual

Conference encourage the local churches to establish

learning enrichment centers and tutors who can provide

supplementary instructions for students to ensure

academic excellence according to his/her potential;

Be it resolved, that the California-Nevada Annual

Conference support the training and recruitment of

qualified ethnic minority teachers that will serve as

positive role models for ethnic minority students;

Be it further resolved, that the California-Nevada

Annual Conference Board of Higher Education be

directed to establish and recommend means of funding

additional scholarship funds for ethnic minority persons

to assist in funding the educational efforts of ethnic

minority persons.

Be it finally resolved, that the California-Nevada

Conference petitions the General Conference to:

1. Encourage all local churches to establish learning

enrichment centers and tutors who can provide

supplementary instruction for students to ensure

academic excellence according to each one's potential;
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2. Support the training and recruitment of qualified

ethnic minority teachers that will serve as positive role

models for ethnic minority students;

3. Direct the General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry to seek additional funding for scholarships

for ethnic minority persons.

251 • Pelition Number = LC-10071 -251-D; NAK.

Duties of Lay Church Leader.

Amend 1251.1:

c) Membership in the Charge Conference and the

Administrative Council (or the Administrative Board

and the Council on Ministries), the Committee on

Finance, and the Committee on Nominations and

Personnel, where, along with the pastor, the lay leader

shall serve as an interpreter of the actions and programs

of the Annual Conference and the general Church (to

be better equipped to comply with this responsibility it

is recommended that the lay leader also serve as the

Lay Member of Annual Conference);

269. Pelition Number - LC-1 2435-0269; GBOD.

Membership of the Committee
of Pastor-Parish Relations.

Amend 11269.2:

There shall be a Committee on Pastor-Parish

Relations (Staff-Parish Relations) of not fewer than five

nor more than nine lay persons representative of the

total charge. One of the five to nine persons shall be a

young adult. One of the five to nine persons may be a

senior high youth. In addition to the five to nine persons;-

a lay mcmbcf of Annual CoBfcrcncc shall also be a

member. All shall be members of the local church or

charge except where Central Conference legislation

provides otherwise. No staff member or immediate

family member of a pastor or staff member may serve on

the committee. In addition to the five to nine persons,

a lay member of Annual Conference shall also be a

member. If a person inehgible to serve on the committee

is elected as lay member to Annual Conference end-

there is no other elected lay member to the Annual

Conference available to serve, the vacancy will be filled

upon election by the Charge Conference foUo'i^ing the

nomination of the Committoo on Nominations and

Poroonnol then the committee shall consist of the five to

nine persons only.

la) The members, including the chairperson, shall be

elected by the Charge Conference upon nomination by

the Committee on Nominations and Personnel. In order

to secure experience and stability, the membership (not

including the lay member of Annual Conference) shall

be divided into three classes, one of which shall be ^
elected each year for a three year term. ^

The Ministerial Pension Plan,

Petition Number. FA-1 1685-3000-R; Thomas H. Griffith, CA-Pacific

Confererxw. Advance Edition Page 1171.

Amend Section 4.7 of the Ministerial Pension Plan

Document (Advance Edition I, pages 409-410:

. is less than $1,750; or with that vested former

participant's written consent if the amount is more than

$1,750, but less than three-fourths one - fourth of the. .

.

Petition Number MN-12193-0448-D; Thomas H. Griffith, CA-Pacific

Conference. Advance Edition Page 1306.

Leave ofAbsence of Ordained Ministers.

Amend 11448.1:

. . . This relationship may be initiated by the

minister or the Cabinet, with or without the consent of

the clergy member. . . .

... upon the board's recommendation. The poraon in

question has the right to a hearing before the bishop.

Cabinet, and executive committee of the Board of

Ordained Ministry prior to the granting of a leave of

absence wthout the minister's consent. Between

sessions....

... upon the written request of the clergy member or

the Cabinet with or wthout the consent of the clergy

members. . .

Petition Nurrben LC-12322-0269-D; Thomas H. Griffith, California-Pacific

Conference. Advance Edition Page 1 272.

The Committee on Pastor-Parish

Relations.

Amend 1269.2

"There shall be a Committee on Pastor-Parish

Relations (Staff-Parish Relations)? of not fewer than five

nor more than nine lay persons representative of the

total charge. In general, this committee shall have not

fewer than five nor more than nine members. However,

in situations where the missional needs of a particular

Charge warrant a larger Committee, the District

Superintendent or Designated Elder presiding may

approve a larger membership on the Committee upon a

two-thirds vote of the Charge Conference. One of the

five to nine persons members may be a senior high 4
youth. In addition to the five to nine persons a lay

member of the Aimual Conference. . . .
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Correction In Petition Numbers

Daily Christian Advocate

(1) Page 209; Paragraph 614; Petition Number

CO- 10812-614- D;GCFA,GCOM Delete "GCOM"

.

New Petition Number is CO-12447-614-D: GCFA.
Petition Number CO-10812-614-D; GCOM. (Left

Column, 7 lines from bottom) Subject: "The

Membership of Jurisdictional Conferences." Correct as

shown.

(2) Page 910; Paragraph 514 (second column)

Petition Number MN-10643-514-D; "GCCU: Specific

Responsibilities of Bishops." Keep as is. Remove

GCCU, and add Council of Bishops.

Petition Number MN-10643-514-D; GCCU, Council

of Bishops; Specific Responsibilities of Bishops.

(Second Column 1/3 of the way down) Correct Petition

Number should be: MN- 12448- 514-D; GCCU.
Remove Council of Bishops.

(3) Page 913; Paragraph 733; Petition Number

MN-10171-733-D;GBOD,EPA,MNN: "Lay Observers

of Conference Board of Ordained Ministries." Keep as

is.

Petition Number MN-10171-733-D; GBOD "Lay

Observers of Conference Board of Ordained

Ministries" (second column, 15 lines from bottom).

Correct Petition Number: MN- 12449-733-D; GBOD.
(4) Page 1112; Paragraph 748; Petition Number

DI-1225-0748-D; National Association of Annual

Conference Lay Leaders, Springfield,NE

"Coordinating Committee on Lay Work." Correct

Petition Number is: DI-12025-0748-D.

(5) Page 1147; Paragraph 718; Petition Number

FA-11367-0718-D; Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR. Keep as

is.

(Right Colunrn, 4 lines down) Petition Number
FA-11367- 0718-D; Jim Beal, Little Rock, AR: "Plan

and Method of Clergy Support." Correct Petition

Number should be: FA-12450-0718-D.

(6) Page 1155; Paragraph 912; Petition Number

FA-111074- 0912-D; Administrative Board, Mount Oak
UMC, Mitchellville, MD. Correct Petition Number is:

FA-11074-0912-D.

(7) Page 1272; Paragraph 2518; Petition Number
LC-2518-D. Correct Petition Number is:

LC-11301-2518-D. Delete title: "Fair Share of Property

in a Realignment Charge." Add title: "Authority of the

Board of Church Location."

(8) Page 1274; Paragraph 2540; Petition Number
LC-11882-2540-D; Ministry Development Committee,

Fayetteville, NC (left column, line 24). Delete this

petition, through line 28. Petition Number
LC-11882-2540-D, starting on line 29 remains as is.

(9) Page 1293; Paragraph 424; Petition Number
MN-SIXPT = Petition Number MN-10163-0424-D

"Question for the Order of Elder." Remove the words:

"Petition Number MN-SIXPT = ".

(10) Page 1083; Paragraph 12; Petition Number

CO-12084-0012-C; 63 Members of GBGM, Women's
Division and St. Paul, St. Andrew, New York, NY;

"General Conference Membership." Correct Petition

Number is CO-12083-0012-C.

Change
thechannel

Itcould
change
yourhfe.

Tune in to CatchThe Spirit, a television

scries from the United Methixiist Church

that brings you stories of global

concerns and human triumph, of people

who have the courage and determination

to change the world for the better. All

you have to do is change the channel.

Catch the Si^rit
/« A TELEVISION MINISTRYOF
V THEUMTEDMETHOCHSTCHURCH
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Changes in Standing Legislative Committees

Church and Society
Remove: Braimon, WiUiam C. ("North Alabama)

Add: Bahule, Andre N. (Mozambique)

Um, Mary (The Korean Methodist Church)

York, Billy L. (Xorth Alabama.)

Conferences
Remove: Bahule, Andre N. (Mozambique)

Hearin, Gerry M. Jr. (North Alabama)

Add: Brannon, William C. (North Alabama)

Discipleship
Remove: Bozard, James D. (Florida)

Add: Hamilton, Tom W. (Florida)

Financial Administration
Remove: Berry. Beverley C. <FIorida)

GeneraiyJudicial Administration
Add: Hearin, Gerry M. Jr. (North Alabama)

Global Ministries
Add: Christian, Vidya G. (Methodist Church in

India)

Seng, Soon Jin (Methodist Church in Malaj-sia)

Higher Education and Chaplaincy
Remove: York, Billy L. (North Alabama)

Local Church
Add: Rodriguez, (iene (Florida)

Additions and Changes to Listing of
Voting and Reserve Delegates

Florida:
Remove: Berr>-, Beverley C. (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: Sweatt, Helen B., retired,

3750 29th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, PL 33711

Remove: Bozard, James D. (deceased)

Add to end of reserve list: Stiles, Jennifer R.,

student. Route 6, Box 467M, Tallahassee, FL 32304

South Dakota:

Remove: Ward, Richard A. (resigned)

Add to end of reserve list: Berkenpas, Darlis A., pastor,

2708 S. 9th Ave., Sioux FaUs, SD 57105

Sweden:
Remove: Eliasson, Ann-Marie

Add to end of reserve Ust: Jonsson, Christer

Changes in Standing Administrative
Committees

Committee on Reference
Add: L. Ray Branton (Louisiana)

Nominations to the
Interjurisdictional Committee on

Episcopacy

Western Jurisdiction
Oregon-Idaho

Remove: Carol L. Colley

Add: Marilyn J. Outslay

Changes in Commission Central
Conference Affairs

Add: Kjemald, Margareta

Remove: Eliasson, Ann-Marie

Non-Voting Delegates from
Affiliated Autonomous Methodist

and United Churches

The Methodist Church of Hong Kong (2)

Man, Kwok-uai i ), Hong Kong Circuit superintendent,

IfF, Yen Mem Building, 98-108 Jafie Road, Wan Chai,

Hong Kong

Lin, David Huo-fu ISO ( ), immediate past vice-presi-

dent, 1/F, Yen Mem Building, 98-108 Jaffe Road, Wan
Chai, Hong Kong

EvangeUcal Methodist Church of Costa
Rica<2)

Section B, Row 22, Seats 6-7

Palomo, Fernando ( ),

Herrera. Carlos ( ),
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Legislative Committee Reports

I Church and Society

Six sub-committees were organized to act upon peti-

tions addressing the following subjects:

1) gambling, human rights (e.g., children, persons

with handicapping conditions, etc.), drug and alcohol

concerns, community issues, criminal justice, discipli-

nary paragraphs on Church and Society structure.

Chair: Patricia Deal, North Texas.

2) world issues (nuclear arms, eco-justice). Chair:

FVank Gaylord, Wisconsin.

3) Social Principles paragraphs on political and
world communities and "Our Social Creed," gun con-

trol, homelessness, etc. Chair: Beth Capen, New York.

4) medical, genetics, and health-care issues. Chair:

Bernice Johnson, North Carolina.

5) abortion. Chair: Phillip Lawson, California/Ne-

vada.

6) pornography, environment (national), investment

policies, new disciplinary paragraph related to AIDS.

Chair: Susan Sherbrooke, Pacific Northwest.

—Suzanne Calvin, Lee Ranch (May 6, 4:00)

Conferences

The committee divided into 3 sub-committees deal-

ing with petitions fi-om:

1) annual and district conferences. Chair: Jean Dow-
ell, Minnesota.

2) jurisdictional conferences. Chair: Robert T. Casey,

South Georgia.

3) General Conference petitions and constitutional

matters. Chair: Margaret A. Paige, Detroit.

—Dan Ganger, Jane Dennis, (May 6, 3:20)

Discipleship

The committee heard presentations from two repre-

sentatives of the Oklahoma Indian Missionary Confer-

ence and one representative of the Native American
International Caucus. The three expressed concerns

about the "Native American Service of Thanksgiving,"

and asked that it not be include in the Book of Worship.

Reasons cited: offensive to several tribes that observe

the "Ceremony of the Green Com," upon which the

thanksgiving service is based.

The committee divided into two groups to consider

the proposed Book of Worship

—Bettie Story, Garlinda Burton (May 6, 5:30)

Faith and Mission

The committee agreed to take up in full committee
both the report of the Committee to Study Homosexual-
ity, related petitions, the Baptism study ("By Water

and the Sprit"), and related petitions. Eight members of

the study committee presented an overview of its re-

port. No action was taken on the report or petitions.

—Lynn DeMichele, Ann Whiting (May 6, 4:45)

Financial Administration

The committee agreed to divide into 5 sub-commit-

tees:

1) (jcneral Board of Publication, and the Task Force

on Relocation of the General Board of Global Minis-

tries;

2) budget;

3) General Board of Pensions (other than health

care);

4) health insurance;

5) general finance, administration, and miscellane-

ous.

—Jean Coffey Lylea, Willie Teague (May 6, 3:30)

General and Judicial Administration

The committee divided into 4 sub-committees:

1) church programs;

2) structure;

3) other (Jeneral Council on Ministries concerns;

4) Chapter 8 (of the Discipline.

—Ralph E. Baker, Linda Green (May 6, 3:30)

Global Ministries

The committee heard presentations on the National

Plan for Hispanic Ministries by Bishop Elias Galvan

and on the Native American Comprehensive Plan by

Cynthia Kent, GBGM staff person.

It divided into 4 sub-committees:

1) small membership churches/rural concerns. Chair:

Knih Khin Jensen, Minnesota.

2) Native American concerns. Chair: Susan Hass-

inger, Eastern Pennsylvania.

3) Hispanic concerns. Chair: Arturo M. Femandex,
California-Nevada.

4) general and conference level Global Ministries

concerns. Chair: Frank Dorsey, Kansas East.

—Betty Thompson (May 6, 3:30)

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

The following 4 sub-committees were formed:

1) chaplains and related ministries. Chair: Tom L.

Christian, North Texas.

2) annual conferences Boards of Higher Education

and Campus Ministries. Chair: Samuel Montgomery,
Texas.
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3) University Senate. Chair: Paul C. Bailey, Vir-

ginia.

4) Division of Higher Education and Theological

Schools. Chair: Phylemon D. Titus, Detroit.

—Alvin J. Horton, Karen Tiainger (May 6, 5:00)

Independent Commissions

The committee spent its first 30 minutes in dialogue

and reflection on the presentation on the Simi Valley

verdict heard in the morning plenary.

Five sub-committees were formed:

DCOSROW;
2) Religion and Race;

3) Archives and History;

4) Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns;

5) other matters.

—Kristin K Knudson (May 6, 5:00)

Local Church

Four sub-committees were formed:

1) Paragraphs 102-106, 107-113, 201-207, 208-243.

Chair: Shirley Parrish.

2) Paragraphs 244-256. Chair: Sandra Hoke.

3) Paragraphs 257-271. Chair: Bob Pierson.

4) Paragraphs 2524-2552 and resolutions. Chair: Lu-

ther Henry.

—Kathy Kruger Noble, Rayford Woodrick (May 6, 3:40)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

The committee accepted the recommendations of its

executive committee to deal, as a full body, with the re-

port of the Commission to Study the Ministry as its first

item. It also voted to divide the body into 4 sub-commit-

tees, chairs to be chosen later in the day. Membership of

each sub-committee is to be decided May 7.

—Nancye WUlis, Judy Smith (May 6, 3:45)

Central Conferences

The committee met on Monday, May 4, and con-

cluded its business by adjournment at 5:30. It concurred

with the petition that would permit the Council of Bish-

ops to assign one of its members to another episcopal

area to exercise the fiinctions of the episcopacy upon the
request of the resident bishop .

The committee approved the following matters re-

ferred to it by the Council of Bishops:
* that the South Afiican Central Conference be in-

cluded in the Central Conference of The United Method-
ist Church;
* that the number of bishops in the Northern Europe
Central Conference be increased fi-om one to two in or-

der to provide episcopal supervision over the mission to

the Commonwealth of Independent States;

* that the nimiber of bishops in the West Afi-ica Central

Conference be increased fi-om two to three in Nigeria;

* that North Shaba be included in the Zaire Central

Conference.

In other action the committee voted to affirm the

General Board of Global Ministries as well as the Afi-i-

can Growth Initiative.

—Billie R. Dalton

Albany Area Urges
Fasting for Funds

All General Conference delegates are challenged by
the Albany Area (Troy and Wyoming Conferences) not

only to join in today's (May 7) fast but to contribute to a

goal of more than $50,000 to help feed hungry people of

the world.

The Rev. James M. Perry, director of the Troy Con-

ference Council on Ministries, said that fasting dele-

gates are urged to contribute an amount equivalent to

or more than their $62 daily expense allowance. Re-

ceipts will be divided evenly between the Louisville food

bank and the United Methodist Committee on Relief

(UMCOR) Advance Special for "U.S. Civil Disturbance

in Los Angeles" (Code No. 901735-2).

Persons who, due to medical reasons, cannot fast are

urged to join in prayer and financial support. Perry

noted.

Each delegation chairperson wiU receive today a col-

lection envelope and a special supply of stickers reading,

'Tm Fasting with the Albany Area," Perry explained.

Donations will be collected through tomorrow evening.

May 8. Sealed envelopes containing donations can be re-

tiirned to the "Challenge" director by conference pages.

Checks should be made out to the "Albany Area Chal-

lenge."

"All donations will be deposited in a local bank,"

Perry said, "and the total will be announced and dis-

bursed before the end of General Conference."

The fast-and-fund idea was originated by Rev. Wil-

liam J. Barney and Dorothy M. Earl, chairpersons of the

Troy and Wyoming delegations respectively. In its origi-

nal form it was adopted at a late March meeting. The ef-

fort received extra emphasis yesterday with conference

approval of a motion calling for fasting and a service of

reconciliation focused on the civil disturbance in Los

Angeles.

—Tom Potter
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

Committee On Journal Report

The Committee on Journal hereby certifles as accurate, with the foUowing

corrections, the proceedings as printed in the Daily Christian Advocate for

Tuesday, May 6, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 86, coL 2, Global Ministries Officers-Substitute *Raul

Alegria" for "Paul Al^ria'.

Daily Edition, p. 99, coL 1, par. 1-Paragraph 1 should be attributed to

CAROLYN MARSHALL.
Daily Edition, p. 99, coL 3, par. 2-Substitute not* for "law".

Daily Edition, p. 101, coL 2, first two f\ill pars, should be attributed to

CHARLES E. LUTRICK
Daily Edition, p. 101, coL 2, third full par. should be attributed to BISHOP

de CARVALHO. Add in parentheses at end of par. "(Approved by hand vote)"

Daily Edition, p. 104, col. 3, par. 7-Substitute "on ordained" for "unordained".

Daily Edition, p. 105, coL 1, par. 4-Substitute "CAROLYN MARSHALL" for

"UNIDENTIFIED PERSON". Substitute "Brawn" for "Broad".

Daily EdiHon, p. 105, col. 2, par. 2-Sub8titute "BISHOP TALBERT" for

"UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER."
Daily Edition, p. 105, coL 3, par. 2-Substitute "after" for " act oV.

Daily Edition, p. 106, coL 2. par. 2-Sub8titute"OMBAKULOMOTO (Central

Zaire)" for "UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER"
Daily Edition, p. 106, col. 2, par. 5-Delete "unintelligible". Substitute "I am

going to translate" for "but don't wait".

Daily Edition, p. 106, coL 2, last full par. should read, "The intent of our

motion is that the remainder of the plenaiy tomorrow will be for this issue"

Daily Edition, p. 107, coL 1, par. 3-Substitute "blocks" for "walks".

Daily Edition, p. 107, col. 2, par. 4-In8ert following "is this rightr the

sentence in parentheses "(Norris responded, "yes.")" Insert following "an-

nouncements for us tonight?" the sentence in parentheses "(Marshall

responded, "no".)"

Daily Edition, p. 107, coL 2~Insert following the last par. the following:

(song)

BISHOP SPAIN: Our closing prayer tonight will be given by Bishop Edward
TuUis.

(Prayer)

H. Sharon Howell (chair)

Section C, row 8

Wednesday Morning

May 6, 1992

Bishop WiUiam B. Lewis, presiding

(benediction and hymns)

BISHOP WILLIAM B. LEWIS: Let's

find our way back to our places and be in

order. We are already five minutes behind.

At this rate, we'll be a month. The order

of the day is for us to hear the Laity Ad-

dress. And if Ken Plummer will come,

we're ready to begin that part of our busi-

ness. They don't listen. May we have your

attention, please? I mean, sit down! And
then be quiet! Scouts' honor, or some-

thing. Ken Plummer is the conference lay

leader of the Central Pennsylvania An-
nual (Conference. And he has the pleasure

of introducing for us our Laity Address

speaker.

KEN PLUMMER (Central Pennsyl-

vania): Bishop Lewis, fellow delegates.

Over two years ago, the National Associa-

tion of Annual (Conference Lay Leaders

started the search process for the person

to present the Laity Address to you this

morning. The Laity Address would be a

speech that best captured the spirit and

visions ofUnited Methodist laity. It was to

highlight the ministiy of the laity in their

communities and their congregations.

The theme for the address was to be,

"Ministiy ofthe Laity: Serving God in Our
World, in Our Private Lives, and in Public

Responsibilities-Connecting Faith and

Action." The search was open to all

laypersons throughout the world who
were members of The United Methodist

Church. The search process worked; 284

persons, including several from Central

conferences, submitted manuscripts to be

screened and judged. Ten volunteer

screeners from the five jurisdictions

selected 46 manuscripts for fmal reading

by all screeners. This second reading gave

us four fmalists. These four persons, three

women and one man, came to Nashville

and presented their addresses to the con-

ference lay leaders at their 1992 annual

meeting. And three judges who were not

lay leaders had to select the address that

they felt best expressed the theme, "Min-

istiy of the Laity: Serving God in our
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Private Lives and Public Responsibilities-

Connecting Faith and Action." The per-

son selected was Ruby Galloway Parish, a

member of Boston Avenue United

Methodist Church of Tulsa, OK-a church

school teacher, an active church worker,

homemaker, chaplain with the Tulsa

Police Department. She was honored in

1988 as a Tulsa Volunteer of the Year. It

is with great pleasure and pride I present

toyou Ruby Galloway Parish. (Lay address

found on page 116)

Singing

BISHOP WILLIAM B. LEWIS: Thank
you. Ruby, and God bless you, speaking so

well for all of us. We have a technical

problem; I'd like your patience to quietly

give us your attention for a few moments
so that we can work it out. We have a

number of people with us who are receiv-

ing translation. They have a little box in

addition to the little voting box that all of

us have that their earphones plug into and

we've had some new arrivals who need

translation and we've run out of the

receiver boxes; got plenty of headphones.

And each receiver box has a plug-in recep-

tical for two sets of headphones. So that

each ofyou who are receiving translation

that is sitting by someone else who is

receiving translation, if you were willing

and can do it, give us your receiver boxes

back and plug both sets of headphones,

yours and your neighbor's that sits next to

you, into the same box. And that way, we
can have a few more receivers, the little

receiver boxes for the newcomers. Hold

your hand up (ifyou understand what I've

said) for me. If you are receiving transla-

tion and there are two ofyou sitting side-

by-side, you both can use the same
receiver box. And let ua have the receiver

box, and ifyou can do that and would raise

your hand, one of the pages will come and
pick up your receiver box and bring it

down to the translators. We'd appreciate

if you help us with that All right, our

secretary Carolyn Marshall will present

some nominees to us for the Inteijurisdic-

tional Committee.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: The nomi-

nees as they have been received from the

various annual conferences are recorded

in theAdvance DCA, Volume 1, on pp. 76

and 77. An addendum to that report is on
p. 35 of the DCA under a dateline of May
5, 1992. There is one change that still

needs to be made which has been received;

that is in the Western Jurisdiction—

Or^on-Idaho Annual Conference. The
name of Carol L. Colley is to be replaced

with Mariljm J. Outsley. These are the

nominations for the Inteijurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, you have

these nominations before you there on

p. 35. 1 recognize the man to my left and

wUl you go to microphone 12, please?

CHARLES YRIGOYEN (Eastern Penn-

sylvania): On p. 76 under the Northeast-

em Jurisdiction, Eastern Pennsylvania

Conference, the name ofCharles Yrigoyen

should be replaced with the name of

Claude A. Edmonds.

BISHOP LEWIS: P. 76, are you in the

Advance DCA now with that one?

YRIGOYEN: Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, thank you

for that correction. I recognize the, we will

go to microphone 8, please?

RAY OWEN (Oklahoma): We need to

replace the name Tal Oden on p. 77, the

Oklahoma Del^ation. Tal Olden should

be replaced with Tom Junk.

BISHOP LEWIS: AU right, that's p. 77,

Tal Oden.

OWEN: Tal Oden.

BISHOP LEWIS: In the place ofTom . ..

OWEN: No, Tom Junk should be the

new name.

BISHOP LEWIS: Tom Junk in place of

Tal Oden.

OWEN: Yes, thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you. I'm not

really playing Ed McMahon to your

Johnny Carson. We have a tape running

and it can't read; and so on some of these

numbers we need to see that they get into

the tape and need a little time also for the

translators to pick up some ofthose details

about places. Are there any other correc-

tions to these nominations? Areyou ready

to elect them? All who will do so, we got

someone else Will you go microphone 13,

please, in the center?

BEVERLY ABBOTT: (Maine) on p. 76

in the Advance DCA to the Northeastern

Jurisdiction, the names under Maine
should read James Lee McPhee as clergy

and Richard Gross as the lay.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right. Do you aU

have those? Will you go to microphone 14,

please? That's it; you're headed for it.

L. RAY BRANTON (Louisiana): My
name has been lefl off the Committee on
Reference. I am L. Ray Branton.

BISHOP LEWIS: That's the Committee

on Reference; it's on p. 35, isn't it?

MARSHALL: May I speak to that?

BISHOP LEWIS: Yes, thank you. All

right, our secretaiy has a response to that ^
MARSHALL: Those committees are ap- ^

pointments by the Coimdl of Bishops.

That name was inadvertently omitted

when that listing was made The correc-

tion has been turned in to theDCA and all

of those lists of corrections in delegations

were to have been in today's DCA. Some-
thing happened and th^ are not there, so

several of you are going to have similar

questions as far as changes in your delega-

tion, changes for legislative committees.

And I simply say, we've again taken it in

this morning. Hopefully, it will be in

tomorrow's edition.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, will you go

to microphone 4, please?

PHILIP CONNOLLY (West Ohio): I

believe ours got in after the deadline, and
I'm sure that it'U be added in the correc-

tions that the secretaiy just talked about

MARSHALL: It is already in on p. 35.

CONNOLLY: OK, thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, are we ready

to elect? If so, vote now. All right, the

count is 859 yes, 8 no, and 7 abstentions.

I knowyou all can read, but remember the

tape recorder can't Our next item of busi-

ness is the election ofJohn Street Church

trustees. Are we ready for those? There

was some question about whether we
would be.

MARSHALL: Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: We are. Good.

MARSHALL: Whereas the deed of the

John Street United Methodist Church of

NewYork City calls for the election ofthat

church's board of trustees by the General

Conference; that plan was approved in the

General Conference session of 1868.

General Conferences since then through

1988 have so elected these tnistees. Now I

present to you the nominees as they come

from the John Street United Methodist

Church; trustees to serve for the period

1992-96. The resident bishop of the New
York Annual Conference, Wilma Roberts,

James Cardwell, Warren L. Jervy, William

C. Kirkwood, Raynor R. Rogers, Stephen

Rose, William T. Staubach Jr. and Connie

Takamine.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, is there any

question about these nominations? Are

you ready to elect them? If so, vote now.

The count is 870 yes, 9 no and 18 absten-

tions. Thank you. We are ready for con-

sideration of the order of the day that was

put into our agenda yesterday and if Wil-

lard Stevens will come to the microphone,

he will lead us off in that presentation
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concerning the Simi Valley verdict He's

coming. He's tiying to figure out how I

knew his name was Willard instead of

Buzz.

WnXARD STEVENS (Desert South-

west): Bishop Lewis and members of the

General Ck>nference, I'm Buzz Stevens

from the Desert Southwest Annual Con-

ference, and James Lawson and Beverly

Shamana will be leading us through this

process, so I call on them at this point

JAMES LAWSON (Califomia-Padfic):

Bishop Lewis and sisters and brothers of

the General Conference of The United

Methodist Church, first of all, let me give

you an overview ofwhat we hope to try to

da And may I say to you that a variety of

people have been working on these mat-

ters since we've arrived at General Con-

ference. From across our connection,

many, many conversations, some ofwhich

went on imtil 2 o'clock this morning

tiying to shape some of this, and then

tiying to make contact rather in the hectic

process of the General Conference with

the variety of people who have had input

and who want to have input But the over-

view is this. I wiU make an introductoiy

statement that tries to lift up some of the

dimensions of what we're talking about.

Then we have asked a group of witnesses

to have a couple of moments with a litany

of song and prayer in between. Then
Beverly Shamana will lead us in a period

of dialogue and an open-mike process,

afler which then we have prepared five

motions to present to you. And then final-

ly, Bishop Leontine Kelly has been asked

to give a concluding reflection and medita-

tion and prayer. We will have six motions

for your consideration this morning.

Beverly Shamana will make one of these

and then I wiU make, at the end, the other

fivaWe appreciate very much the fact that

you have changed the agenda sufHciently

to let the flash points across the United

States speak to us. Let me say very briefly

that in the city ofLos Angeles, which is in

a sense the center point ofwhat happened,
that it is an experience that the United

States has never before faced. Nothing in

the '608 can equal the impact or the width

or the depth of what happened in Los

Angeles. We're talking about over 4,000

fires. How all ofthese occurred it may take

weeks and months for us to really learn.

Some of the early assessments of the

media I suspect are absolutely wrong.

Twenty-five hundred injuries, 50 deaths to

date. According to my people in Los An-
geles last night, 11,000 arrests. Most of

them for the first time having any kind of

encounter with the police. Now, of course,

I've only mentioned in a sense those kinds

of statistics. But, ofcourse, those statistics

do not begin to indicate the massive dis-

location or the dissembling of life on the

part of literally thousands of people

Those statistics do not describe the fact

that it was across the metropolitan area-

Hollywood, Beverly Hills, south central

Los Angeles, Crenshaw, WestAdams area,

Long Beach, 25 miles away at the Harbor,

east Los Angeles, west Los Angeles,

downtown. It doesn't indicate the extent

to which we're not talking about a single

community but a vast metropolitan area

and according to many reports and many
the people of my own congregation, there

were White looters, there were Black

looters, there were Hispanic; there were

men, there were women, there were

children. They cut across classes. The
stories are still unraveling as to why they

looted. There were two different groups.

On the one side, thosewho were doing the

firing of places. There's some indication

that some of the fires took place because

landlords decided this was a good time to

get rid of their property and bow out. I

don't know what evidence will document
that, but that is widely said across Los

Angeles. But there was a distinctive group,

the fires and then the looters. To see, in

fact, mothers going into drug stores that

were burned and taking Pampers and

when asked, "Why are you doing it?" "be-

cause we need them, and tomorrow they

will not be there anyway." The deaths

were all races. There have been many
lineups in the press of the names and who
they are and what they were doing, where
they were. Some have said, "Well they

were in the wrong place at the wrong
time." I insist that no human being is in

the wrong place at the wrong time if

they're alive. That's an excuse for a society

that still is weaned on violence and hos-

tility towards people and categorizing

people in such a fashion that it writes

them out of the human race rather than

including them in. The fires, the deaths,

affected all our communities. The fires

were not just with the Korean-American

merchants. They, coming into a new cul-

ture, already suffer cultural shock. But, of

course, the worst of the cultural shock is

the pathology of American racism that

they know nothing about from their own
society. And so they're in pain. Korean
businesses that were burned. But Black

businesses also were burned, probably in

larger numbers than Korean businesses.

Many of our congregations are counseling

with families whose businesses have

burned. Many of our congregations-

Black, Hispanic, Anglo. There was Jewish
looting. There were Jewish youngsters ap-

parently [unintelligible]. Now I would like

to suggest to you that we have to look

beyond the categories that the press uses.

For the first instance, I'd like to propose

to us that ifwe are paying attention to the

territories where we operate, that is, to the

places to which we have been assigned

either as lay people or clergy, if we're

pajdng attention to the places where we
have been assigned, we will discover

whether it's White, Black, blue, green, yel-

low; rich, poor, middle-class, affluent, or

impoverished or on the edge, that there is

great pain that cuts across all of these

categories in the United States today. The
suicide rates eveiywhere indicated, the

murder rates from the FBI indicated, go

back and look at the 1991 murder rates

from the FBI which I saw three weeks ago

for the first time. In 1991, 23,000 murders:

9,700 White men, 9,400 Black men; Asian,

Hispimic to a lesser number. White men
killing White men. Black men kiUing

Black men. You cannot analyze that as

being racist; you've got to analyze that as

all kinds of people who have a sense of

shame about who they are, a sense that

their lives are not worth. Our American

society is teaching millions of our people

all across the categories that we like to use,

that their life is worthless.

[Unintelligible] Eighty-seven% ofthose

verdicts, according to the FBI, were White

on White, Black on Black, with the age

group of 15-40 in the males being the

group at risk. We'd like to say this is only

a disease in the Black community. No,

sisters and brothers, it's not, any more
than divorce and family breakup is only a

disease in the Black community. It's a

disease in America, and we in the church

need to begin to address that to the press,

and to the President, to the politicians, to

the multinational corporations, to oursel-

ves.

That's why the word of the 1960s was

never heard. For Martin King posed the

word welL He did not speak primarily in

terms of segregation or integration. Mar-

tin King said, as he called many of us into

mission and ministry, "We are about the

business ofredeeming the soul ofAmerica.

Ifyou translate this from the Hebrew, we
are about the business of redeeming the

life of America."
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That's why historically, in the Black

American Christian tradition, Exodus, the

third chapter, has always been a primary

source of our understanding of how God
moves in the world. "I have seen the suf-

fering of my people. I have seen the op-

pression with which they are oppressed.

And I have come down to rescue them and

to lead them to a good land of milk and

honey. So, you go, Moses, and tell

Pharaoh."

We like to say too often in the church,

the world shapes the agendas of the

church. Yes, because God sees the pain

and misery in our world and addresses the

church, and says, "Go, and do something

about it You go. I'd come down to rescue.

You go and do it" At the heart of the

problem is what Toni Morrison calls the

"pathology of raca"

If indeed, the law of life, as Moses and

Jesus insisted, is simple-"Thou shalt love

the Lord your God with heart and mind
and soul and strength, and your neighbor

as yourself'-then when we, from the very

beginning, committed the genocide of the

Native Americans, established slavery,

refused to allow the Ck>nstitution to in-

clude women and aU who did not own a

piece of land, we created the basis of two

societies. We created the seed of destruc-

tion in our own corporate life and charac-

ter. And we of the church must hear the

voice of God calling us to transform it.

We are a violent society, which is

another form of "thingification," and we
suggest to you this morning that that

violence permeates every community.

Family abuse In fact, more American

families experience a form of violence-

rape, family abuse, wife beating, murder,

assault, suidde, accidents-more

American families experience a form of

violence than experience anjrthing to do

with drug addiction. Yet the drug addic-

tion is the one being fought, while the

violence in our hearts and in the land, the

inner violence and the outer violence, are

being ignored.

But the spirit of the churches in Los

Angeles is an Easter spirit, a Resurrection

spirit Before, in fact, almost the first fire

began, we had begun meeting to talk about

what happens when the verdict comes

down. And how do we mobilize the com-

munity to do the right things, to not forget

the issues that are significant? In the Los

Angeles District ofThe United Methodist

Church, our district superintendent

Robert Smith immediately called a meet-

ing of all the pastors. And last Sunday, all

of our churches took offerings, and began

to collect food and clothing. We began to

establish saving stations in 2 districts, at

least, perhaps 3 districts. I'm not sura We
began to move on hunger, meeting the

immediate emergency needs of people.

We've established legal centers for coim-

seling, counseling centers to help deal

with the pain, and the hurt, and the

brokenness. The food, medicine,

transportation programs-wherever the

needs are, we're trying to meet them al-

ready because so many of our congrega-

tions in the Los Angeles community are a

people who are committed to the notion

that the kingdom of God is at hand; the

time is now. The kingdom of God is at

hand. Repent and believe the gospeL

Repent, fmd new directions for the life of

the congregation, and the nation, and the

earth, because we have been enabled and
empowered by the one who revealed him-

self fully, classically, powerfully in Jesus of

Nazareth of the kingdom, and telling us,

"Lo, I am with you, even to the end of the

earth."

The forces ofthe world have no ultimate

weight. That the dangers we face even in

what we see in this experience are dangers

that are short-lived, because they repre-

sent the principalities and powers. But the

people of Crod dare to work in the midst of

pain and sorrow for the purpose of letting

life emerge out of death. Nonviolence out

of violence A new dty out of an old dty.

And a new himianity and a new people,

who are graced by the love of God.

WILLARD STEVENS (Desert South-

west):

STEVENS: Bishop, I share with the

body a statement preparedby theWestern

Jurisdiction delegation, entitled "A Call to

Repentance and Action."

"The spirit of the Lord is upon us in this

very moment, anointing us to bring good

news to the oppressed, to bind up the

brokenhearted, to prodaim liberty and
release, to comfort those who mourn, to

give a garland instead of ashes, to raise up

the devastations ofmany generations, and
to repair the ruined dties."

Out ofthe rage and destruction we have

seen from peoples of all colors in Los An-
geles and other dties this past week, we,

as people called United Methodist, believe

that God's spirit is calling us to acknow-

ledge and confess our failures, and to

redaim our Wesleyan heritage.

We stand in the tradition ofJohn Wes-

1^, who went into the placeswhere people
were hdpless, wounded, and dis-

enfranchised, to live out and preach salva-

tion and social holiness. The Book ofDis-

dpline calls us to authentic Christian §
response to the perils of the present age.

A quote from the Discipline, "that the

healing and redeeming work ofGod might

be present in our words and deeds."

Gathered here at the global United

Methodist church, we can no longer ig-

nore what Walter Bruegemaim has call

the fabric of compromises and lies which

shape our sodety. We have tried peace,

peace where there is no peace. Our only

way out is to acknowledge the deep pain,

powerlessness and hopelessness which

surpasses all lines of color and cultures-

setting people against one another in fear

along lines of dass. We must speak truth-

fully of our pain, and only then are free to

dream new dreams. We publidy confess

that as United Methodists we have not

done all that we might have done, all to

confront and transform our own insen-

tivity, that inertia towards racism. We
have persistently ignored the signs and
warnings of the violence of endemic

radsm, dassism, and ii\justice. We have

ignored our own spiritual emptiness and

materialism. We have ignored our own
Sodal Prindples, our theological task, and

the gospel ofJesus Christ Oiu- confession

must move us now to repentance and ac-

tion. The church must act to devdop study

and action programs that inform and edu-

cate United Methodists about the un-

finished business of creating a sodety as

Martin Luther King Jr. described-where

persons arejudged on the content of their

character rather than the color of their

skin or their position in life. We call on

this body to approach each issue on its

agenda with what we have said is "our

theological task for the disdpline to ex-

press the heart cries of the downtrodden

and the aroused indignation of the com-

passionate."We ask the church to explore

and devdop working rdationships with

the community's social and political

leaders to address issues of employment

and economic need. We urge the U.S.

Department of Justice to move with all

immediacy, to investigate dvil rights

violations in Los Angeles and other dties.

As United Methodists, we must recognize

that there will be no peace without justice

and that justice must be lived out in every

life, every home, and every institution of

our sodety. In this crisis moment, we seek 4
conversion as change of heart, a renewed

vision and commitment to God's new
heaven and new earth. "For justice shall
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roll down like mighty watersi and

A righteousness like an ever lasting stream."
^ BERNARD KEELS (Baltimore): The

events of Los Angeles have hit me in a

particular way as it relates to the issues of

media in this country. I have been a

television reporter and talk-show radio

host and had been appalled at what the

public turns on and listens to, and accepts

as the gospel. The first rule that I dis-

covered in media va that news is nothing

more and nothing less than what the

reporter says it is. The second truth I

learned was in Baltimore, MD, when I

wanted to do a story about an enterprising

youngAfro-Americanyoungmanwho had
developed an escort service for senior

citizens in the high-rise building. The
news director told me that was not

newsworthy. I said, "Explain to me what

is news worthy?" He said that if a young

man helped an old lady across the street it

would not be newsworthy. If that same
yoimg man, while helping the woman
across the street, assaulted her, then that

would be news. A sad statement on what

the fifth estate is aU about Moreover, as I

look around the rainbow of this room, I'm

incredibly impressed, what our God has

endowed in our hearts. The hues of our

skin, the texture of our hair, the thickness

of our lips, the accents that we have. We
must look very carefuUy to know that

most of us today, probably only know
about our neighbor only what we've seen

and heard and read. It was in 1968 that the

Kemer Commission wrote its veiy famous

remarks, and it said as I quote, "If White

Americans allow what they see on

television, read in the newspapers, or hear

on radio, to condition the understanding

and expectations ofBlack Americans, they

will neither understand nor accept their

brothers and sisters." I believe one can

translate the same phrase today to talk

about the Korean community. What do we
really know about the Korean com-

munity?What do we reallyknow about the

Native American community? Our only

images of the Native American com-

munity are in the cowboy and Indian

serials. There was always a massacrewhen
the Indians won. There was alwajrs a vic-

tory when the cowboys won. It is very, very

important that racism and sexism and

stereotyping in our language and media be

A avoided at all cost. It is amazing that

'. people in the North who hear a southern

accent think that every White person with
a southern accent is a member ofthe Klan.

For their feeling is pervasive in a northern

part of this country, who say that It is

amazing when you hear someone from an

international community speak with an

accent The media would have you believe

that they are not as intellectually gifled as

others. The fact of the matter is that they

are twice as giiled, for they can think and
speak in two languages. It is interesting-

the image and role of women we see on

media. You can see a man grow old and

graceful behind an anchor desk. But you

can't name one female anchor over the age

of40 or 45. We need to become vigilant in

our efforts to understand what the media

does, what it causes us to do. The in-

dusiveness behind the cameras is another

issue that hurts me so much. We need to

know that Black and White and red and

brown all should work to report and tell

the stories of this great nation. One of the

tragedies about Los Angeles was the

steady diet of hate being filled without

even knowing we were receiving it. A
primary example would be those horrible,

horrible pictures ofmen and women being

dragged out of their vehicles and beat

upon by angry mobs. Two things struck

me as a journalist about that One, we did

not see anybody rescuing. We know that

there were a lot ofpeople who risked their

lives to rescue-to the extent you only see

the perpetrator; you begin to subliminaUy

think that everybody that hue is of the

same mind-set But the second condition

of that camera work that was more devas-

tating—and a lot of us never realize it—

whenever you see someone burning or

someone being beat or hit in the head with

a fire extinguisher and your soul gets

chilled down to the bone, you must ask

yourself one quick central question.

Where is the man or the woman who was

pointing the camera in filming that event?

How could they allow that to happen and

only say, "Oh, what a shame, what a

shame," and not put the camera down and
help and go and rescue?

We have some diflicult days ahead Days
when we need to go back to the gospel of

reconciliation, the gospel of transforma-

tion, and ask ourselves a central question.

If God intented for the rainbow to have

many colors, why is it in the most powerful

tool we have as a human family, we have

a curious absence ofethnics andwomen in

critical decision-making capacities? It is

very, veiy sad to be able to tell one's story

to the tongue and accent of your own
experiences. I came from an all-ethnic

denomination to become a United Metho-

dist, and one of the reasons I did so was

because I had a dream as a little boy. In

Birmingham, AL, I realized something

was vastly wrong with drinking water out

of a different water fountain. I realized

something was vastly wrong with always

understanding that somehow my coarse

hair and my thick lips were not an object

of beauty. I was so happy when I made a

trip to Africa and found out that indeed a

gap in my teeth is considered a sex symbol

In the media, the station offered me free

orthodontal care if I would get my gap in

my teeth fixed, a powerful statement

Look at the imidimensional charac-

teristics of those who are in the media.

They look alike and sound alike. Those

who are living below the Mason-Dixon

line, why is it thatyour local anchorperson

does not have an accent germaine to that

particular geographical area? This must be

carefully looked at VISN and UMCom
and other great tools of the church must

challenge America to see not through an

eye dimly, but to see when we will be seen

face to face—not to know in part, but to

know fully, even as we are known. So J

leave you this morning and ask you again

that as you turn on the television thb

night, don't worry about whatyou see and

what you hear. Realize that every station

and every market is accoimtable to some-

one. There needs to be active monitoring

on the part of local United Methodist

Women and local United Methodist Men's

groups. The Women's Division is to be

applauded for having the study group

some years ago on racism and stereotyp-

ing in language and media. It is a powerful

dimension. It is a powerful dimension as

we stand and because I've seen men this

week and women this week who are Asian

and that first moment is tense because we
both are thinking, "You are the bad guy

and You are the bad guy. You are not the

bad guy; you are not the bad woman." It is

this uncontrollable, powerful thing that

we call "all the news that's fit to print"

that needs to be changed in the twinkling

ofan eye I go now and I thankyou for this

time, and God be with you. God help The
United Methodist Church.

BRANDON CHO (California-Pacific):

Bishop, my fellow United Methodists, I'm

Brandon Cho, pastor ofNorth LongBeach

United Methodist Church, near by the

City of Angels. Before I begin my sharing,

I'd like to invite all the Asian-Americans

that are sitting in this place to stand from

your seats. Thank you. I'd like to read for

us from 1 Corinthians 12:26, in which the

apostle Paul, using a metaphor ofa human
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body, speaks of the unity and account-

ability ofthe body of Christ. "Ifone mem-
ber suffers, all suffer together with it. If

one member is honored, all rejoice

together with it." My dear brothers and

sisters in Christ, we are the body of our

Lord. One of the marks of the body of

Christ is God's mandate and our ability to

bear each other's burden. And this morn-

ing, I come to you with a veiy heavy bur-

den in my soul. I share it with you as your

Asian-American brother and particularly

as your Korean-American brother. Last

week, we witnessed probably the worst

kind ofurban violence in the histoiy ofour

nation. My fellow Korean-Americans suf-

fered greatly as a consequence of it.

Hundreds of their shops and businesses

have been looted, destroyed, and burned

down, leaving behind only the traces of

ashes. The smoldering shells of their

shops and businesses shocked them
literally with the reality that their

American dream for the land of oppor-

tunity fiUed with milk and honey has been

shattered. It took them many, many years

of hard work-without a vacation, without

a weekend break-to establish their life in

this newfound homeland, only to be

destroyed within minutes by fire and

violent hands. Many who had gone

through this terrible ordeal said, in one

voice, that the City of Angels has turned

into a battleground, a war zona And to my
fellow Korean-Americans, it was another

Korean War, and they have to tremble

once again with fear between life and
death. It was, in a literal sense ofthe word,

a hell. Lamenting what has transpired

after the verdict, Rodney King said,

"Those police officers beat me, and now
Los Angeles is beating me again." AU of

my fellow Korean-American victims of

this violence feel that they, too, were

beaten and violated mercilessly. No one,

no ethnic group, no race, should go

through this terrible hell anymore.

Enough is enough. Rodney King's shaky

voice still lingers on in my ears, in my
heart, when he raised this very simple,

down-to-earth question: "Can we get

along? Can we get along?" I inviteyou, my
brothers and sisters in Christ, to identify

with my fellow Korean-Americans' hurt

and brokenness today. We want to be

wounded healers. Join us, therefore, in

transforming this violent nation of ours,

which we love, into a nation of peace,

reconciliation, harmony, a mutual hope
for all peoples, regardless of their back-

grounds and ethnicity and stations of life.

After all, the love of Christ bears all

things, believes all things, hopes all

things, and endures all things. Just a few

days ago, more than 30,000 Korean-

Americans marched on the streets of Los

Angeles, calling in one accord for peace,

peace, peace. The image of this little child

also marching on this will help us. This

little boy was holding his grandma's hand

with his right hand, and with his left hand

he held with his little hand a sign that said,

in English, "Peace," while his grandma
was shouting in Korean, "Pyong-ha!

Pyong-haJ Pyong-ha!" Let this be the song

of our faith today.

BEVERLY J. SHAMANA (California-

Pacific): As you remain seated, shall we
now sing verse 2 of #428? And you might

have figured out now that it would probab-

ly be wise just to keep that page marked

for a little while longer.

(hymn)

MARVIN B. ABRAMS (California-

Pacific): Good morning, friends. My name
is Marv Abrams. I'm pastor of a Native

American United Methodist church in

southern California. I'm also Seneca.

Many people would say, with a name like

that, he should be a rabbL But again, it was

the government that insisted at one point

in our histoty that we all have last names,

and some of them they couldn't spell, and
some of them they couldn't pronoimca I

would like to ask that ... I know there are

many Native Americans in our . . . this

census of 1990 there was an increase of

39% in terms of Native Americans within

the United States. In another section in

the census it says that there are at least 6.

7

million Native Americans, persons rather,

who say they have as a ptirent one who is

a Native Americfin. I would like to ask

those who have Native American heritage

to stand. Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: This is . . . Marvin and
I have an understanding about this, but it

goes back a ways.

ABRAMS: A long ways. Right. Last

night I heard with some deep emotion a

bishop sharing in one paragraph saying,

"Let us use the occasion of the 500th an-

niversary of European expansion into the

Americas for confession and reparation

for the brutal exploitation and genocide of

indigenous peoples." May this anniver-

sary be a time of, as he said, "new begin-

nings." Indigenous people in many lands

need our support, as he said, in the strug-

gle forjustice. So often in the ... in all the

reports in Los Angeles, there was no men-
tion of Native Americans. And let, yet, let ^
me tell you a story of one, one woman
whose plant was closed, who was riding a

bus to work and didn't hear about that,

and who was stranded on the other side of

Los Angeles, the western side of Los An-
geles. She lives in downtown Los Angeles,

and she called our home. She's one of our

members. She asked if someone would be

able to go and get her, and my daughter

and her boyfriend, they offered to go and
get her. They came back from that ex-

perience, from taking her home, and my
daughter said, "Dad," she says, "you can

see it on television, but," she says, "you

don't know what it's like until you've been

there." You don't know what it's like until

you've been where we are. When we have

people. Native American people, who are

a problem to somebody-we've always

been a problem to somebody-and have

tried to deal with that problem in so many
different ways. As Carol was saying, over

half of the Indians today live in m^or
metropolitan areas. There was a policy in

the '50s and '60s to tiy to get Native

Americans off reservations and into "the

mainstream." We would say that today.

We in the church are asking you to stand

beside us. We have young people in one of

our ministries in downtown Los Angeles.

We took him home and I said, "Where do

you live?" and he says, "Well, near Elysian

Park."

We got to the area and said, "Where is

it? He said, "that second bush over thera"

And that'swhere many ofour people lived.

We imderstand what economic ii^justice is

about. We do not have businesses that will

bum. But we have cardboard boxes that

were burned.We are asking thatyou stand

beside us as we address these economic

problems of iryustice. We are asking that

you stand beside us as we try to correct

some of the false history that you find

today, the stereofypes of romanticizing

that we see on television and in the

movies. When you ask young people, little

ones, you ask them, what does an Indian

look like? They say, "Well, he has feathers

growing out of his head." Now you know
that is not true. That is not the Indian of

today. The Indian of today is living in

economic poverty and on reservations

across our country. The Indians of today

are dealing with the stereotypes that hap- A
pened. The Indian of today is trying to ^
raise up the issue of sovereignty, of na-

tions within this nation. And people don't

hear. And people don't listen. And people
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don't understand. We're asking that you

^ stand beside us as we deal with that.

" Within this General Conference there are

a number of different petitions that are

coming to us that deal with a comprehen-

sive plan for Native Americans, and ena-

bling the church to look at the total Native

American population and address some of

these issues that we are facing, not only in

the urban centers where we have over half

ofthe Indians, but on the reservations and

rural areas where the same economic

problems exist, where the same injustices

exist. We are asking that you stand beside

us as we deal with all that Today, yester-

day rather, we asked that there be service

of reconciliation and healing. We came to

the church before the General Ckinference

and we sat in recognition of the 500th

anniversary of this "discoveiy" of

; America. That there be a service of recon-

ciliation, that the church repent, and that

the church look at itself and review the

history and deal with that. We said that we
would like to have a service of reconcilia-

tion and healing. And the church said no,

until yesterday. We ask that you stand

beside us. We need you, who are our rela-

tives. We are all related. Among the Iro-

quois, I am a Seneca and the Senecas are

one of the Iroquois Confederacy. Among
the Iroquois as they came together, there

was a man who was called the Gunwada.

He came and said, you Indian folks can

work together. He bought 5 tribes

together. And as a symbol of their willing-

ness to work together, they buried their

weapons at the base of a pine tree. For us,

that is a great tree of peace. The roots of

that tree, as seen by our people, are not

just for Senecas or Iroquois people, but

there for all people.We are all related. And
that we ask that you stand beside us as we
work together within the church. Thank
you.

(recess)

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you, Rosa. Let

us tdl be seated and be in order. And we're

ready for our next speaker.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Bishop

Lewis and sisters and brothers of this

great conference.

BISHOP LEWIS: Will you give your at-

^ tention, please?

P ARTURO FERNANDEZ (Califomia-

f
Nevada) : Just a couple of days before com-

ing to Louisville those of us in Fresno,

CA-I am Arturo Fernandez, serving a

Methodist church in the innerdty ofFres-

no, CA. A few days before we came, we
were all, as the rest of the country and

many parts of the world, shocked by the

events in Los Angeles, and those ofus who
work with the poor in Fresno have been

meeting and trying to avoid any problems

that might occur in our conununities

there. And it was during this time that a

group of youth went and looted some of

the stores and in the process came across

a man who was sitting in his pickup truck,

an Hispanic by the name of Rodriguez,

who was there to sell his medicinal herbs

to those who were celebrating El Cinco de

Mayo, and sitting in his truck, he was shot

and killed by this group without any

reason whatsoever. We entered into that

grief with that family, with the pain that

was felt, not just in that family but

throughout the Hispanic and a lot of the

White community. I came with some of

that grief, wonderinghow things are going

with that family. And I also came to Louis-

ville with the thoughts that were ex-

pressed to me by my daughter Maria, who
is ISyears old. As we discussed the terrible

things that had happened in L.A. and were

still happening, she looked at me, and she

said, "Daddy, how can I now have con-

fidence and trust In our judicial process?"

That was a very difficult question for me.

I didn't want to just answer right away

because I know what her background is

and I admire her in the first place for being

able to raise that kind of question. I am
concerned for the kind of answers that we
are going to give to our children across the

land. And what answers we are going to

give as a church across the land, to those

that ciy out for justice. As we watched on

TV the violence and then with hope that

our President would bring a good word

and address the roots of our problems, we
Hispanics were shocked to hear him give

us his best word, apparently, which was to

promise us that he was sending the INS to

L.A. to apparently take care of the prob-

lem, to weed out from among us those,

perhaps, who are the cause ofthe problem.

We are indeed confused in this country.

We are indeed confused when we think

that that kind of solution that resorts

again to the indirect militarism that our

bishop spoke about last night will be the

answer to the problems of our com-

munities. We who work with the poor

Hispanic and Latino communities recog-

nize the increased numbers of poor in our

communities that are despairing. They're

despairing because they've tried to getjobs

that are meaningful and that can add dig-

nity to their lives and to their families and

they cannot get them. They are driven to

other means. The increase in drugs I hap-

pen to be part ofa drug treatment program
we are seeing a tremendous increase in

both the selling, those that are becoming

part of the selling sales force, as well as the

users out of despair. The poor indeed keep

getting poorer. This is true not only in the

barrios and ghettos of our communities in

America but also in the Third World-in

Central, in South America, and in many
places across the entire world. The root of

our poverty, the root of our hopelessness

is notjust in the barrios and in the ghettos,

it comes out of the oppression against the

Third World, and our brothers and sisters

are driven to come, hopefully findingsome

justice, finding some relief here, only to

encoimter not only the racism from the

Whites but racism from those of us, from

many of us who are native-bom ethnics,

who look at them sometimes as outsiders.

We need to go beyond simply noting and

analyzing and providing the rhetoric that

makes us feel bad about the situation.

Most of us were shocked indeed with the

L.A. verdict in the light of the overwhelm-

ing evidence. I would like to submit that

we, the General Conference ofThe United

Methodist Church, are the jury who will

decide our priorities for ministry and mis-

sion as a church of Jesus Christ The
evidence ofhuman need and challenge for

mission is before us in the documents, in

the proposals and the resolutions and in

the testimonies and sharing that we will

give to one another. What will be the ver-

dict? Good words and charity will not be

sufficient because that will not feed the

himgry or bring sight to the blind or free

the oppressed. Only the full commitment

of the church will do. What we decide at

this General Conference will determine

what our local churches will do. Let us do

the right thing.

SHARON RHODES-WICKETT
(Califomia-Padfic): Sisters and brothers,

hi, I'm Sharon Rhodes-Wickett, member
of the Califomia-Padfic Annual Con-

ference, superintending a district of

which part has burned down, I want to tell

you one ofthe Easter stories that has come

out of the violence in our land. Friday, I

got a call from one of our pastors who
serves a church in Compton, and Com-
pton was one of the areas hard hit And
she said, "Pastor, I want your permission."

Bishop May, she said, "I want your permis-

sion to dedare oursdves as a saving sta-

tion." I said, "Go on ahead, let's go." And
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Saturday they leafleted the community,

thQT made lota ofphone calls, and thqr set

eveiything up. I joined them Sunday

morning at 9 o'clock for the openingofthe

saving station. And what a wonderfiil

event that was! But myjourney, my 9-mile

joum^ frommy houseto that church, was

a valley that I drove through before arriv-

ing at the church. My heart sank more into

despair as I drove down the street and saw

the barricades and saw the soldiers with

their fatigues on and the camouflage

makeup on their faces, and their guns

weren't in any kind of holder. They were

held like this as I drove down the street

and I thought, "Oh, my Lord, what's hap-

pened to our community?" And I pulled up

to Compton Enterprise Church. And out

on the front lawn there were tables set up

with flowers and fresh paper on the tables

to welcome the visitors and the members
ofthe community. They had 8 stations set

up for social service, involving the people

in the church who are social workers and
nurses and other kinds of professions.

And they brought people in. There was a

station for hot meals that they needed

food to eat right then, another station to

take home a bag of groceries, and lots of

things for babies. There was a medical

services station for blood pressvu-e check

and blood sugar. Therewas a clothing area

where they could go and pick out some
clothes to wear. There was an Upper
Room prayer ministry where they could go
and receive the comfort that members of

the congregation were giving. There was a

station for shut-ins, so that if someone
couldn't cometh^ would go to them. And
there was a place for child care so that the

children of the workers and those who
came could be cared for as they were

having their needs met. After a couple of

hotirs ofworkingthe stations-and I would

add that each person who came was es-

corted from station to station by those of

us who worked there-then we had wor-

ship. Oh, did we have worship! And my
heart was lifted. My heart was lifted

higher than it had been in quite awhile.

Because we were reminded of the

promises of God on which we stand and
which we have our being. And nothing,

and nothing would shake us from those

promises. And as I began to leave that

afternoon more food, and more clothing,

and money was coming in from surround-

ing churches to help this saving station.

And as I left, yes, I drove past more bar-

ricades, and I drove past more guns and
more fatigues. But this time my heart

didn't sink quite as low, because I was

reminded that we are a people ofGod and

that we stand on the rock-solid promise of

God's covenant to be our people no matter

what. And as I left I thought of the sign

that you read as you leave Compton
Enterprise which is, "Without a doubt

well know that we have been revived

when we shall leave this place."

(song)

BORIS K TRAJKOVSKI (Yugoslavia

Provisional): I want to say it's a great

pleasiu-e for me, dear bishops, dear

delegates, to say my stoiy and to say my
witness. I want to introduce myself. I am
comingfromYugoslavAnnual Conference

and my name is Boris Tr^ovski, Boris

TngkovskL When I prepare myself for my
coming here, I was so glad to have come in

your state, where everything is already

done. But first days of my coming my
heart was broken and I'm too sorrowing,

I'm too unhappy about all these things

what are going here. I want to point out a

few things. All this work is going to discuss

very familiar words, "For then, what is this

freedom and democraqr?" I can give you
my point of view. What is democraqr?

Democracy. There is not democracy

without freedom. Progress. There is not

progress without democracy. Creativity.

There is not creativity without freedom.

Security. There is not security without

negotiation and solidarity. Dependence.

The progress, the secnirity, and the

creativity can only be achieved by depend-

ence. All human beings, I think, depend

from this motto, what we can take from
the Bible. "Do to the others what you ex-

pect thqr should be doing to you." Do you
want to learn our history, what is going on
in Yugoslavia? Do you want to repeat your

history from your past, to return yourself

in very well-known Civil War from yoxu"

past. My country is now in this time in

misunderstanding. Everywhere is imrest.

People are unhappy. Everyone ia looking

for freedom. In every human being is very

common discord. What is freedom?

Human rights, and everything. The
children are not able to er\joy their

childhoocL All people are not able to spend
the rest oftheir lives. Many dangers. Many
people must leave their homes, their

residence You know that there are

thousands and thousands deaths. Many
people are unhappy. What is the main
problem in our country? Everybo^ is

going to end it by himself. I belong to the

Croation, I am from the Serbian nation, I

am from the Macedonian natioru

Everybocfy in his own way, but nobo^'s
ready to come together and to negotiate. I

know that this story is not from now, it's

from our past I know that our regime has

donemany things about this, becauseth^
didn't make a right choice, to teach the

people through negotiation [unintel-

ligible] to give them a right direction in

their life. Now, here in this state we have

many pcjssibilities to give to the people a

right way. Through negotiation, to teach

the people, to invite the people to come
together and to sit at the same table and
to find the same solutiorL

TRAJKOVSKI: I know that everybody

from this state as in my country as well,

have their own view about all things for

their creativity of ec^onomic justice and
political justice. But, we must brush out

everything and throw out everything in

front of the gospel and to come together.

I want to encourage you and to advise you
thatyou must be as a picture in this world.

Because I'm coming from this side of the

world, and all people are turning their face

in United States. And now what is going

on, many people are disappointed with

this; the great teacher lost his mind. We
must come together and to teach each

other and to share our witnesses. May God
help us to come togetherand to find a good

solution. Thank you.

ROBERT SMITH (California-Pacific):

Bishop and members of the Conference,

I'm Robert Smith, California-Pacific An-
nual Conference. I serve as the superin-

tendent of the Los Angeles District of the

California-Pacific Annual Conference. I

really feel a little bit uneasy about being at

the city of General Conference today, be-

cause I feel as though I need to be in Los

Angeles with my people. I serve a district

that has 48 churches. I have 20 White

churches; 14 African-American churches.

I have 11 Korean churches, ministries,

missions. I have a First German church. I

have a Chinese church. I have two

Japanese-American churches. I have a

Samoan church, and I have several

Hispanic congregations, some primarily

Mexican-American, some Cuban, and

other varieties of Spanish-speaking

peoples. And I have a Native American

ministry in the Los Angeles district Ours

is a most unique and peculiar and special

district in the whole connection. A
microcosm, I believe, ofwhat God is trying

to make of all humankind. God is at work

in the world. God is at work in the world.
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God, God ifl at work in the world seeking

to make of all humankind members of

God's one family, and we're a microcosm

of that Wednesday evening, we were

going about routine district business seek-

ing to hire a program associate, and got

the news that the verdict came down not

guilty, not guilty, not guilty, not guilty. We
Could not believe what we heard. We has-

tened to end our business and to get the

people home, because already we began to

hear the sirens of police cars and fire

trucks. And we know that the stage had

been set because oiu- blessed police chief

Danyl Gates, had already beefed up his

forces to be ready for the outbreak, in case,

in case the verdict would be not guilty.

And so, aU ofour peoplewent home. I went

home and began to call all of my people to

make sure that they had gotten home all

right, and then to call all of my pastors in

the affected areas as the news was coming

through, to fmd out what the conditions

were. We received the reports, we talked

up until midnight, trying to make sure; in

some areas we could not get through. We
were watching television and the like, and

the focus on the first evening-aside from

the Florence and Normandy site, one

block away from where my secretary lives

where the driver was pulled out of the

truck and beaten in the streets, and where

the first service station was torched-aside

from that scene, the focus primarily was

in downtown Los Angeles, around City

Hall, around police headquarters, around

the Federal Building. What we saw on

television were young Blacks, young

Latinos, young Whites, young Asians in

the downtown area. And so we listened to

this all night long, and the next day in a

2-hour period, we were on the phone call-

ing all of our pastors to come together in

downtown Los Angeles, 1010 South

Florence Street, in the heart of the whole

thing. We must talk about this. We must

dialogue about this. We must share our

feelings. We must plan a strategy as to how
we are going to respond to the need which

we now fmd in front ofus. Thirty-six ofmy
pastors came. One of my pastors at USC,
Trisha Ferris said, "I cannot come. I have

to stay here with the students. I have to be

a pastor on this campus." My campus pas-

tor at UCLA said, "I cannot come. I must

be here with the students." The pastor

from Ocean Park in Santa Monica said, "I

I
cannot come. I will be in South Central

L.A. looking around." As the pastors sat

and talked we shared our feelings; we
shared our hurt; we shared our anger; we

shared our despair. We shared why it was

that people were being destructive, and

why it was that people were committing,

people were committing death. And we
felt that if we were going to be the church

of Jesus Christ in that setting, we had to

do certain things. We had to offer a state-

ment And that statement is entitled, "Out

of Anger, Despair, Destruction, and
Death, We Are Issuing a Call to Hope and

to Resurrection." And that statement indi-

cates we the clergy of the L.A. District of

The UMC join our United Methodist

Council of Bishops whose statement we
had received by that time to express our

outrage at the failure ofthejury to find any

of the defendants guilty in the beating of

Rodney King. The endorsing of the police

misconduct in this matter is unacceptable.

In a subtle and insidious, as wdl as in

direct and blatant ways, the not guilty

verdicts are expressions of racism. The
change of venue of the trail and the

defense strategy-a defense strategy which

successMly sought to create in the minds

of thejury identification with police fear-

-produced a gross miscarriage of justice

We share the rage from which the violence

in our streets has sprung. Though we
deeply regret its consequences, and we
commit ourselves to be in ministry with

those who have suffered further because

ofthat, the response ofviolence in our city

is not to the verdict, but is triggered by the

verdict and is fed by the continued and
historic inequity of the distribution of

wealth of power and justice in our nation.

ROBERT SMITH: In response to these

events and to the God whom we know in

Jesus Christ, we the pastors of the Los

Angeles district commit ourselves to

transform our outrage into courage

through a whole series ofactions which we
propose, which we committed ourselves

to, which we drew up and distributed to all

ofour churches in the Los Angeles district

for use on Sunday morning. And then

leaving the confmes of my office, I drove

into south central L.A., and I saw the fires

and I saw the looting and I saw the burn-

ing in the heart of south central There I

was in my old 1972 Buick Electra, identify-

ing Mdth the community in their pain and

their hurt and to my surprise, I did not see

just Black youths looting, but I saw all

kinds ofpeople looting. Many ofthem, our

new neighbors in the downtown. We have

in the downtown area, Little Central

America. We now have Koreatown tojoin

with Little Tolqro and Chinatown. We
have more than 400,000 Salvadorans,

100,000 Guatemalans, many ofwhom are

undocumented, cannot access the system,

cannot get social services, do not have

decent housing, do not have legal protec-

tion, many ofthem who set up street ven-

dors and the police drive them off the

streets and the dty ordinances say they

cannot be there. So that when once the

violence broke out, it seemed triggered by

the verdict, then eveiybody it seems who
had a cause joined in and the looting

began. And the firesbegan andmy friends,

I am concerned that while it was all over

Los Angeles, south central, downtown,

and as Jim Lawson had said, in Hol-

lywood, in the West Side, and the like, our

news media has been very careful, very

careful to portray young Blacks and the

burned-out Korean merchants so as to

exacerbate the already veiy high level of

tension between Koreans and African-

Americans in the dty of Los Angdes. And
I think, I think it's unfair, it is ungodly, it

is unconsdonable, it is unjust This is not,

this is not what it is all about We share

the hurt and the pain of so many of our

Korean merchants who were burned out,

but many other merchants were burned

out and, my friends, many of the Korean

merchants who were burned are in chur-

ches on our Los Angeles district, and we
must do something about it I did a second

visit into the heart of south central L.A.

and saw power out, water in the streets,

devastation everywhere. In the residential

areas, no destruction, primarily commer-

dal and business. My pastor said to me, we
have to be present in the community now
in the midst of the storm. If you are not

present now, don't come when the storm

is all over. You can't get into the com-

munity as a part of the aflermath, you

have to be there in the midst of the storm;

otherwise, I hate to think of what could

happen. And so my pastor planned the

response, and we said that Holman
Church would be designated as an area

where food might be collected, and so

hundreds of pounds of food have been

brought into Holman. Pampers and all

kinds of artides to meet human need has

been brought into Holman. We estab-

lished four sanduary churches: Faith

Church at 108th and Western; Hamilton

Church in the heart of south central; Ver-

mont Square in the very heart of south

central; and Korean Central, which is on

the near east side near downtown in front

of which all the businesses were burned

and looted, not by Blacks. And so I did a

third visit into the area on Saturday mom-
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ing and this time I went into Koreatown

80 1 could seewhat was goingon. And I was

just ahead ofthe march in Koreatown, but

I was there because one of my churches,

Wilshire Church-multi-cultural, multi-eth-

nic, multi-radal, Black, Hispanic, Filipino,

Korean, with a pastor for each ministry:

(an En^ish person clergy for the senior

pastor, English person American)

English-American person, a senior pastor;

a Black woman associate pastor for the

English ministiy; and then a Korean pas-

tor and a Filipino pastor and a Hispanic

pastor. They had organized themselves to

go into Koreatown andjoin with the clean-

up movement and so they engaged in

dean-up in Koreatown and for the first

time, my English-American senior pastor

said that he and his spouse, who is also

clergy in our district, said, we felt like we
were in the minority, like my wife and I

when we were in Ireland. We were march-

ing in a peace march and we said wewould
slip into the crowd inconspicuously. An
update on the food situation. I talked with,

we did create a strategy group and that

group is implementing our plan right now.

That is why I can feel safe in leaving and

coming to the General Conference and so

I talked with the coordinator and he said

the food at Holman is exhausted. We don't

have any more, we need more food. He
said that Faith Church was the recipient

of aU the contributions of food from the

office of Senator Diane Watson. He said

that Vermont Square had received a truck

load of food from Ralph's Supermarket

and that all of it had been given away, and

he said that Hamilton is getting up to

speed and the Korean Central Church is

seeking to coimsel persons about getting

loans for small businesses in order to re-

store the businesses in Koreatown.

BISHOP LEWIS: Take our proper

places and return our attention to the

microphone and our leader Beverly. Are

you out there listening? Let's return to our

places and give our attention to Beverly.

SHAMANA: I'm sure that your time of

sharing with each other has been en-

lightening and a rich tima I do have to

apologize, however, that we will not be

able to have individuals come to the

microphone due to the press of time. We
had very much looked forward to this and

I'm sure that some ofyou have things that

are on your heart that you want to share

with the entire body. Perhaps we can fmd
some way to do that in corgunction with

some of our legislative time. I do apologize

for that because we had hoped that we

would be able to do it. But at this time I do

need to provide for the time when Bishop

Kelly will come and bring us closing mo-

ments, and so in order to do that I move
to suspend the rules to permit her to come
before us.

BISHOP LEWIS: Is that right now or is

that at the close?

SHAMANA: That will be at the con-

clusion of the resolutions.

BISHOP LEWIS: You aU understand

that this is a motion to suspend the rules

so that Bishop Leontine Kelly may make
a concluding speech when we're ready for

that. It takes a 2/3 vote and it's not

debatable. If you would sustain that you

may vote now. You got a green light?

When the light's green vote yes or no to

suspend the rules. Yes 692, no 181, absten-

tion 4, so it's clearly suspended.

LAWSON: Bishop Lewis, we have 5

brief motions and I would like to begin

moving the fu^t one. That the legislative

committees be asked to locate and mark
specific issues already in their agendas

that impact upon this matter, that they

highlightthem and lift themup and report

them back to the General Conference in

their reports. That's my first motion.

BISHOP LEWIS: AU right Do you aU

understand this motion? Are you ready to

vote? Please vote when the light appears.

Well, the vote is 714 yes, 169 no and 29

abstentions.

LAWSON: The second motion, Bishop,

is that the Council of Bishops address an

urgent pastoral letter for aU congregations

of the denomination asking that Pen-

tecost be a weekend of prayer and fasting

for the entire church.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right. You hear

this motion. Are you ready to vote on it?

Please vote when the light appears; 770

yes, 147 no, with 14 abstentions.

LAWSON: The third motion, that the

General Conference issue a message to the

nation and that we select now a General

Conference Task Force to write that mes-

sage. And we have created a list of names
that we would suggest might be on that

message committee.

BISHOP LEWIS: AU right, do you hear

this motion? Are you ready to vote on it?

Please vote when the light appears: 681

yes, 237 no, with 17 abstentions.

LAWSON: No. 4, that we fast, this mo-
tion was passed on yesterday but we want
to repeat it to remind us, we fast Thursday

evening before supper and then for 24

hours; we give our savings to UMCOR or

as directed by the Council of Bishops.

BISHOP LEWIS: Ready to vote? Please

vote when the light appears. The count is

638 yes, 252 no, with 44 abstentions.

LAWSON: No. 5, that the Council of

Bishops caU The United Methodist

Church to the Pentecost Weekend of fast-

ing and prayer, a motion alrea^ passed,

and that they ask for an offering from
every congregation; 50% of which would

remain in the annual conference; 50% to

UMCOR or as directed by the Council of

Bishops. And Bishop, I would move that if

this is sustained then that we refer this to

GCF&A for ite perusal.

BISHOP LEWIS: Because that is stand-

ard procedure for us and it wiU be a part

of your motion. Alright Are you ready to

vote? I have someone at my lefl. Go to

microphone 11; weU, or 6, that's aU right

GEORGE CARUSO (North Indiana):

Bishop, I'm bothered; this is a sort ofpoint

of order, and I'm not sure if I'm in order

or not. When this was proposed as an

agenda item, the implication was, as I un-

derstood it, there would be time to

respond. And I appreciate the exceUent

presentation that's been given to us, but

we've been denied the opportunity of

responding. WiU that be provided? Is that

a point of order? Do we have to move it for

the Agenda Committee, or what can be

done? I feel disenfranchised as a member
of this General Conference; I was not al-

lowed to respond. (Applause)

LAWSON: Bishop, I think our group

agrees, but we were trying to do it within

the time limit and we overran the time,

and so we were trying to compress it so

that we could finish by the 12:30 hour. Of
course, it's 12:00 now, so as far as I'm

concerned there can be responses if we
want to do it We did not want to come
back with motions at another session.

BISHOP LEWIS: It's been suggested

that if we vote on the motions, we may
have a little time for some response. But

we opted to go with the motions so they

wouldn't be lefl out, and if they go as weU
as the other 4 have, we've got about 10

minutes.

BISHOP LEWIS: Areyou ready to vote?

SMITH: My friends, what we had on the

shelves is exhausted and we need more

resources, and therefore we caU upon this

Greneral Conference to make some kind of

response. I am sure that everyone of you

here wants to write a check for $10, for

$15, for $25, but I need more $100 gifts. I

need $1,000 gifts to go to Los Angeles to

meet human need. And then my friends,

as this General Conference is seeking to

(
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respond to this whole matter, let me say

»to you, you as a church, we as a church,

very often act like we have flnished deal-

ing with the urban ministries agenda. I say

to you we have not yet finished with the

urban ministries agenda. We must devote

connectional resources to address the

mass human needs in the urban scene. In

our annual conference we are getting

ready to mount a nugor f\md drive. We're

hoping to raise $25 million. We're devot-

ing 30% of that to the School of Theology

at Cliu^mont. The rest is to go for con-

gregational development strategy across

the whole conference. Much of that is to

go into bricks and mortar and land, but

the L.A. district said no, that is not where

the concerns are. We must develop a con-

gregational development strategy in the

dty of Los Angeles that will address 5

m^or program areas: immigration and

refugee concerns to meet the needs of the

new neighbors that we have in the dty;

homelessness and affordable housing;

families at risk in south central L.A., in

east L.A. and all over the dty; churches

covenantingtogether to address thewhole

question of drugs and substance abuse;

and multiple ministries for regional chur-

ches through reconfigurations in the

south central Los Angeles area. My
friends, we have not yet completed the

urban agenda. I call you, let us get back to

the urban agenda.

RHODES-WICKETT: I invite you now
tojoin with us on verse 4 ofour h)rmn, and
I suspect we might like to stand as we sing

this 4th verse

(hymn)

BEVERLY SHAMANA (California-

Pacific): My name is Beverly Shamana,

and I am the Assodate Council Director in

the Califomia-PacificAnnual Conference.

Bishop, members of the General Con-

ference, we have heard many diverse and

passionate and moving testimonies to

what has happened this past week and it

calls to mind a phrase that has been echo-

ing in my head and in my heart from

yesterday's most powerful worship, the

phrase being "to fill the needs ofothers as

acutely as your own," and from your

response to these various witnesses, you
have done that You have fdt the needs of

Xthers as acutely asyour own. This gather-

ig of General Conference offers us a uni-

que opportunity, one which we may not

find oursdves in for a long time, and that

is an opportunity to talk with other people

fVom other conferences, from other parts

of the world, from other parts of the

country, from other cultures, from other

races, about what is on our heart, what has

been motivated, what has been inspired,

what these witnesses have engendered in

UB. By this day of General Conference we
know the persons in front of us very well

by the shape of their neck. I would like to

offer us an opportunity to get to know the

shape of their soul. And so I want to ask

you to do 3 things. Number 1 is to form a

small group of 4, 5, 8, 7 people, whereby

you can share what this has meant to you.

That is to say, how have you experienced

the human condition of violence, of

despair, of looting in your own setting, in

your own church, in yourown community,

in your own family, in your jobs, in your

cherished relationships. What shape has

that taken in your setting? This is the

common thread that we all share. The
second thing I'd like you to do is to build

a bridge for each other and with each

other from your discussion to the various

resolutions that you are aware of that we
can impact by what has happened and

what wiU impact us in the dajrs ahead. And
then the third thing after about 10

minutes that we are going to askyou to do

is to share, at an open microphone,

whatever insights, whatever learnings,

whatever leanings come out of yoiir dis-

cussion together that you would like the

whole conference to hear. We will open

the microphones for a brief time And
finally I would say to let the Spirit do the

translating. I urge you to speak candidly

out ofyour own heart, guided by the grace

and the Spirit that can transform our

hearing and our speaking. So I would ask

you now to talk to each other across

delegations. We don't want Georgia talk-

ing to Georgia and California to Califor-

nia, but if you can even move around a

little bit so that you can talk across geog-

raphy, so that there can be the kind of

cross fertilization that informs us all. I

would invite the side sections, those areas

beyond the bar of the conference, to form

some groups to talk so that we can bind

and link up to each other in this way, as

we are bound to Christ and to the church.

I think we can do it Let's tiy it, let's try it

Let's just move around a little bit and talk

to each other and share.

BISHOP LEWIS: Hold, hold your seats

a moment. We have someone at

microphone 14, and I'm going to recognize

you and then we're gonna do this, depend-

ing on what happens here, but you're sup-

posed to be recognized from your seat and

then come to the microphone. Well, I said

I'm going to now, but I'm telling you that

for the benefit of everyone. Okay, go

ahead.

CHESTER JONES (Little Rock): Mr.

Chairperson and ddegates of the con-

ference,

BISHOP LEWIS: Tell us who you are

JONES: I'm Chester Jones from Little

Rock, Arkansas. And I would just like to

add another thing to this because all ofthe

information has been very good and very

insightful, and if most ofyou are like I am:

you have watched tdevision and you have

pretty well picked up on most of the infor-

mation and that's good because all of us

are paralyzed with it.

BILL CROUCH (North Texas): Ques-

tion as to the motion that we take an

offering, can you be more specific about

that? To what would it be intended?

What's the point?

LAWSON: The offering would be direct

50% remaining in the Annual Conference

for ministries related to this matter in

their own area, 50% to UMCOR as

directed by the Council of Bishops. We
hesitate about this because, while the im-

mediate needs we must meet-that is, food,

dothing, shelter, and so forth and so on-
that there's also the whole business of

rebuilding, of work for change, so that we
don't want to make it inflexible (the offer-

ing), so that it goes only to emergency

relief, but to make it also possible to be

used for other kinds ofministries and mis-

sion.

GEORGE CARUSO: I simply wanted to

giveyou the opportunity to tell us what we
are giving our money for. Thank you.

LAWSON: Thank you. I recognize at

Microphone 3. Yes, go ahead, Joe.

C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio): I

move to amend by addition, if that's in

order.

LAWSON: It is.

SPRAGUE: That in solidarity and con-

sultation with indigenous persons and

local chiut:hes in a sdected neighborhood.

The United Methodist Church commit it-

self to the creation in Los Angeles of a

"shalom zone." A shalom zone would be

one strategically-located dty block or its

equivalent rebuilt with the necessary

buildings, businesses, and sodal services

needed for life, liberty, and the pursuit of

meaning. To create this shalom zone. The
United Methodist Church, working

through the national division, would issue

a call posthaste for staff and volunteers.
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money such as that just mentioned, and

the material, love, and labor to rebuild

both physical structures and human lives

broken by the cycle of poverty and

deprivation. The response to this call in

money and people would be coordinated

through the Los Angeles Planning and

Strategy Conmiittee. Let the call go forth

for workers with children andyouth, com-

munity organizers, M.D.'s, nurses, den-

tists, counselors, lawyers, business people,

architects, contractors, plumbers,

electricians, and all who are willing to

help. To this army of shalom would be

added an intentional remnant of persons

small in number, but large in the love of

Jesus, who would commit themselves to

live as neighbors and iirban missioners in

the shalom zone for an extended period of

time so as to claim the shalom zone for

Christ. Once this model is in the process

ofbeing developed. The United Methodist

Church would invite the ecumenical and

interfaith communities of this nation to

duplicate our effort by creating similar

zones of hope. This proposal, to be

referred to the Legislative Section on

Global Ministries for the development of

implementing strategies, attendant

budgets, and reported to GCNFA and to

the plenary as soon as possible

BISHOP LEWIS: If there is a second?

SPRAGUE: I don't think I need to speak

any further.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, it has a

second. Does the committee wish to

respond?

LAWSON: Well, we heard the spirit,

Joe, of that. Bishop, we heard the spirit

from Joe Pennel's amendment and we are

prepared to accept it and incorporate it to

the best of our ability.

BISHOP LEWIS: The committee says

they will accept that amendment. Is that

right?

LAWSON: Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: Areyou ready to vote?

All who will . . . Well, please vote when the

light appears. I've got a big sign right here

in front of me if I were smart enough to

read it. And the vote is 631 yes, 265 no, 31

abstentions.

LAWSON: We have the main motion

before us now. Bishop. That was an

amendment.

BISHOP LEWIS: No.

LAWSON: No?
BISHOP LEWIS: That was a main mo-

tion.

LAWSON: OK We accepted it.

BISHOP LEWIS: You accepted it and

that's it.

LAWSON: We have been asked to an-

nounce that we want to emphasize the fact

that already many, many ... for many,

many agencies of the church, we have

received resources and offers of solidarity

and a willingness to be able to plan and

work with our Los Angeles Area. But we
want to remember that there are other

areas also in great need, San Francisco as

an example. UMCOR has already sent the

first $50,000 first grant to the Cal-Pac

Conference. They have already estab-

lished an advance number and that nimi-

ber is 901735-2. 901735-2 is the advance

number. It should also be said that Church

World Service has been in conversations

with many of our people, with our con-

gregations, our leadership in the area, and

that a variety of other kinds ofProtestant,

primarily church organizations and con-

cerned groups have been in conversation.

We appreciate that very much. And now,

I think, to bring the concluding reflection

is Bishop Leontine KeUy.

BISHOP LEONTINE KELLY: I think

we have heard the word. Tonight, remem-

ber the words of Henri Nouwen, "When a

little boy asked the prophet, 'Dear

prophet, why do you keep prophesying

when nobody listens to your words and

when nobody changes their life?' And the

answer that question was and always will

be, 'I prophesy not simply to change the

world, but to prevent the world from

changing me.' " It seems to me, that as we
in this General Conference come together

that what we are about all week is not only

the awareness of what has happened in a

particular place, in Los Angeles, and in

San Francisco, and ripples in other areas,

but to imderstand that we as a country sit

on a powder keg, the chickens have come
home to roost, we look not only historical-

ly, but biblically and theologically, in

temjs of what our task is, what our man-
date is, as disciples of Jesus Christ, and

that is to love one another and we have not

done it. And yet we have the opportimity,

and what a witness of diversity we are as

we sit together here! What a democratic

opportunity this is! What a democratic

instrument this is as the General Con-

ference ofThe United Methodist Church!

One ofthe most democratic institutions in

the world. And we need to go home and

help people understand what it meiins to

be United Methodist. It is not to affirm

their fears, it is to disturb their comfort so

that they might live out their fidth. Just a

few things. If we do not prioritize educa-

tion in this country, for all children and
for all people, we wiU never come to an

understanding. We have 1^ ... we have

.

. . You don't have to applaud me, just let

me finish a minute. We have left . . . dare

to leave the educational funding of our

country to the lottery, because they

promised it. As Methodists, we have never

sustained gambling, but ifyou are going to

have lotteries, I want to put defense on

lotteries and put money in our budgets to

educate people. We are a democracy. We
cannot be a democracy if we do not know
that fundamental to any democratic

freedom-justice process is an under-

standing of what we are about, and we
should be about the business of that

When a young man said to me, and many
ofyou heardme say it, ayoung commimity
director said to me, "Bishop Kelly, don't

you understand that the gang system in

this country is to the crime syndicate as

the Junior Achievement Program is to

corporate America?" It is not that our

children cannot learn what it means to be

moral, spiritual people, it is that we have

tolerated who will teach them. As I stood

in Jones United Methodist Church and

preached a funeral of a 23-year-old Black

man, shot down by drive-by shooting. I

counted 45 young Black males between

the ages 17 and 24 as they came into the

church to the funeral of their brother.

There they were in full dress, burgundy

bow ties, burgundy boutonnieres, burgim-

dy cummerbimds. I thought to myself, "It

looks like a prom scene, but I know it is

the Godfather." And that is the symbol of

our country, and that is the model of

violence that we have sustained in our

public arena and in our militarism and

with our thinking this week contextual-

ized by the Bishops' statement, the

Bishops' vision, the Bishops' commitment

to the total picture, we have an agenda to

work on. Lord, have mercy upon us.

Christ, have mercy upon us. Lord, have

mercy upon us. We cannot afford to be the

church that in the 18th centuiy was ac-

cused of being seditious, because it dared

to stand in 18th century England for mar-

ginalized people. We umnot claim that

history and continue to be such a comfort-

able, pure church. We cannot be ministers

ofthe gospel ifwe are not willing to hit the

streets where the people ara

(Continued next issue)
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Delegates Continue to Work Diligently

In 1988 the General Conference heard about 1,500

acres of land in Zimbabwe and a dream. Thursday, the

story was different.

"We now have a staff, faculty, teaching building,

and students," the Rev. Roger Ireson, general secretary

of the General Board of Higher Education and Minis-

try, said in a report on Africa University, the first

higher education facility sponsored on that continent

by United Methodists.

The approximately 40 students are pursuing careers

in agriculture. Additional studies are expected to be in

place by the time the 1996 General Conference con-

venes in Denver, and construction of dormitories and

classroom buildings will have been completed, Ireson

said. Curriculum is in an African context.

The education executive paid tribute to other gen-

eral agencies of the church for their cooperation in tell-

ing the story of Africa University and to annual

conferences and local churches for their financial sup-

port. Other speakers included Bishop Emilio de Car-

valho of Angola, recently elected first chancellor of the

university; the Rev. Yemba Kekumba of Zaire, dean of

the theology faculty; Angella Current, head of the Gen-

eral Board of Higher Education and Ministry's scholar-

ship department; and Bishop Roy C. Nichols who is

assisting in a scholarship endowment drive.
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Northwest
Texas Youth
Choir To

Lead Worship

The Spirit Wind Youth Choir of the Northwest Texas Annual Conference will lead in both
w^orship services today.
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The Spirit Wind Youth Choir of the Northwest
Texas Annual Conference wiU sing in both General

Conference worship services today at 8:30 a.m. and 2:30

p.m. They also will present a concert at 2 p.m. in the

sanctuary of Trinity United Methodist Church.

The choir was established in the late 1970s as an

outreach ministry of the conference council on youth

ministries to enable youth to participate in a mu-
sic/drama experience not offered by their congregations

and to minister to area local churches through a sum-
mer tour. Each year they sing in 12 or 13 chvirches cov-

ering 1,500 to 2,000 miles across the conference.

The choir is directed by Bert W. Bostic, minister of

program music for St. Luke United Methodist Church
in Midland, Texas, and Jon Johnson, chair of the fine

arts department of South Plains College and director of

music for the First United Methodist Church, Level-

land, Texas. Debby Vester, organist/music assistant for

St. Luke Church is accompanist for the choir and serves

as the organist for today's worship services.

Preacher in the 8:30 a.m. service is Bishop Ernest A.

Fitzgerald of the Atlanta Area. Liturgist is D. Randall

Williamson, Atlanta director of ministerial services,

North Georgia Conference.

Dr. Peter Weaver, senior pastor of First United

Methodist Church, Pittsburgh, Pa., will preach at the

2:30 p.m. service. Liturgist for this afternoon's service

will be Shirley Parris of Brooklyn, N.Y., lay leader for

the New York Conference.

/f '^

"Catch the Spirit" on IISS

J
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Area United Methodist Churches

The following congregations, located within a three-mile radius of the convention center, welcome General Con-

ference delegates and others to join them for Sunday worship:

Fourth Avenue United Methodist Church

318 W. St. Catherine

585-2176

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 10:45 a.m.

Genesis United Methodist Church

300 N. 42nd St.

772-3551

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 11 a.m.

St. Paul United Methodist Church
10525 Old Taylorsville Road
Jeffersontown, KY 40299

267-4465

Worship, noon

Marcus Lindsey United Methodist Church

801 E. Main St.

584-8709

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 10:45 a.m.

New Coke United Methodist Church
428 E. Breckinridge

587-0437

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 11 a.m.

New Hope United Methodist Church
1228 S. Jackson St.

634-5707

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 10:45 a.m.

R.E. Jones United Methodist Church

2330 Algonquin Parkway
772-3773

Sunday school, 9:30 a.m.

Worship, 11 a.m.

St. Paul United Methodist Church
2000 Douglass Blvd.

459-1595

Sunday school, 9:45 a.m.

Worship, 8:25 and 10:55 a.m.

Trinity Temple United Methodist Church

537 S. Third St.

585-2905

Sunday school, 9:45 a.m.

Worship, 10:45 a.m.

Zion United Methodist Church

980 Edward Ave.

585-3857

Sunday school, 9:15

Worship, 10:30 a.m.

(continued from frontpage)

titions stored in legislative committee computers. All

those petitions wUl have to be tvimed into calendar

items and dealt with in plenary before the conference

can be adjourned May 15.

In a brief business session before convening in com-

mittees, delegates declined to set an order of the day for

Monday to consider all petitions related to homosexual-

ity and abortion. When the delegates had completed

their electronic voting, the big screen at the front of the

hall showed the motion had received 521 "no" votes

against 427 "yes." The issues now will come to the floor

at a time to be determined later.

Two other motions from the floor were approved.

One called on general agency heads to report cost re-

ductions achieved during the past four years, and an-

ticipated reductions for the 1993-96 quadrennium. The
other asked for a report on general agency stafif present

in the conference, and related expenses.

An estimated 500 persons attended the quadrennial

luncheon sponsored by the North American Section of

the World Methodist Council. The council presented its

"Seat of Honor" accolade to Daniel D. Hankey, an At-

lanta physician; the Rev. Norman E. Dewire, president

of the Methodist Theological School in Ohio; and the

Rev. Maxie D. Dunnam, pastor of Christ United Meth-

odist Church in Memphis, Tenn.

The battery of computers clicked throughout the

Commonwealth Convention Center Thursday afternoon

and night as delegates worked on the petitions. Most of

the legislative committees divided into smaller units to

expedite the process.

In late afternoon the Judicial Council released two

decisions carried from earlier dockets. In one, the

church's highest court said that a plan governing com-

pensation for general agency staff personnel applied to

the General Board of Pensions and the General Board

of Publication, as well as the 11 other agencies. The
other decision dealt with the salary of the president of

an annual conference foundation.

The nine-member Judicial Council is in session

throughout General Conference to adjudicate questions

relating to constitutionality of pending legislation. Tom
Matheny, Hammond, La., attorney, is council president.

—Robert Lear
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J. Walter Ellisor (Alabama-West Florida) inquires about Disciple:

Into the Word Into the World at the Disciple booth in the

Cokesbury Resource Center. Celinda J. Hughes, Cokesbury staff

member, responds. Disciple celebrates its fifth anniversary this

year.

Radio Stars United Methodists

The General Conference radio news staff continues

to receive requests from stations for persons to be inter-

viewed for news stories and talk shows.

That's only one of the radio services being offered for

General Conference. The basic radio news source is a

toll-free number that was mailed last month to 1,000

stations across the United States. Other stations were

contacted by annual conferences who have arranged for

customized interviews to be "fed" by telephone at pre-

arranged times.

This is the first General Conference where a con-

certed effort is being made to provide news to Hispanic

radio stations. Almost 300 Spanish-language stations

in the United States and Puerto Rico were mailed pre-

conference stories in Spanish. They were invited to fol-

low General Conference activities by calling InfoServ's

Spanish-language lines: during business hours, dial

(800) 251-8140 and request the Spanish-language tape;

24-hours-a-day, dial (615) 742-5425 (toll call).

At the conclusion of General Conference, those sta-

tions will be priority-mailed an audio-tape with several

stories in Spanish which address general issues of the

conference as well as decisions specifically affecting the

Hispanic constituency.

—Bill Richards

i
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The Rev. Kate Bell, a pastor in the Iowa Conference and a visitor

to this General Conference, keepe track of both the discussion

and her needlepoint.

Today's Book Autographing
Sessions

Visit the Cokesbury booth in the convention cen-

ter, buy a book, and have it signed by the author

during today's autographing sessions. Authors, book

titles, and "signing" times are listed below:

H. Eddie Fox (co-authored with George E. Morris),

11-11:30 a.m.

Faith Sharing

Faith Sharing Video Kit

Let the Redeemed ofthe Lord SAY So!

Kenneth C. Kinghom, 11-11:30 a.m.

Gifts of the Spirit

Gospel ofGrace

George G. Hunter III, 11-11:30 a.m.

Church Growth
How to Reach Secular People

The Contagious Congregation

To Spread the Power

Artemio R. Guillermo, 3-3:30 p.m.

Churches Aflame
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May 8 TV Programs Focus
on Changing Communities, Gulfside

Remember to tune in your hotel TV at 7-8 a.m. and
9-10 p.m. today for United Methodist programming.

"Why We Care," which highlights United Methodist

response to major issues of the day, is a new weekly se-

ries produced by United Methodist Communications

(UMCom) for the Vision Interfaith Television Network
(VISN). The first six programs were produced with the

General Board of Global Ministries, while future pro-

grams will be undertaken in cooperation with other

agencies.

Today "Why We Care About Changing Communi-
ties" focuses on the efforts of congregations embracing

the gifts of their multicultural communities. In Texas,

churches decimated by "White flight" find new hope in

serving their changing communities, while in Arizona,

a church community intertwines Christian faith with

cultural traditions, reaching people who once felt alien

in their own land.

"Catch the Spirit" co-hosts Anisa Mehdi and Hilly

Hicks visit with staff members at Gulfside Assembly, a

140-acre retreat' center located near Waveland, Miss.,

along the Gulf of Mexico.

Founded in 1923 by Bishop Robert E. Jones, the first

Black bishop elected as a general superintendent of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, Gulfside continues to

serve the needs of Black United Methodists as "an in-

stitution designed for and committed to the commemo-
ration of the contributions and heritage of Blacks in the

historic Wesleyan tradition" and as a center for Chris-

tian education, culture, and recreation. Gulfside has

been a United Methodist Advance Special since 1980.

These programs, which also include a one-minute

General Conference news summary (repeated twice dur-

ing the hour), can be seen on the following channels:

Brown Hotel, Channel 8; Gait House/Gait House East,

Channel 16; Holiday Inn Downtown, Channel 6; Hyatt,

Channel 4; Seelbach, Channel 14; other hotels, check

your Visitel channel.

—Jackie Vaughan

Bits 'n Pieces

These items are in the "Did you know?" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about General

Conference delegates or doings, please jot them down
and bripg them to Barbara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA
office on the lower level of the convention center.

* The Rev. Charles Rex Bevins, Nebraska, is chair-

ing his fourth consecutive General Conference legisla-

tive committee—this time as chair of the Discipleship

Committee. He chaired Discipleship in 1988 and Global

Ministries in 1980 and 1984.

* The Memphis Declaration contained 171,169 sig-

natures as of May 7. Writers of the document affirm

that "God revealed himself in Jesus Christ, the only

way of divine salvation; holy living is the way for

Christians to live out the mandate of discipleship given

by Jesus Christ; and the local congregation is the cen-

ter for mission and ministry to the world."

* Sisters Dora S. Washington and Rosa Washington

are lay delegates to General Conference. Dora, a uni-

versity administrator, hails fi-om Mississippi, while

Rosa, an educator, represents the California-Nevada

Conference.

* Blisters and sore throats are the most common
health problems plaguing General Conference partici-

pants. (That's not surprising when you consider the

amount of walking and talking that goes on around

here!) An average of 30 patients per day visit the first

aid station at the conference center, according to Dr.

Donald Mosley, a member of St. Matthew United Meth-

odist Church, Louisville, and one of eight volunteer

physicians stafiing the infirmary. Also volunteering

their medical expertise are nine Louisville-area nurses.

The first aid station is open 8:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

* If you think it's deja vu, you're partly correct. No,

it's not 1950. And yes, the popular Endless Line of
Splendor—last updated in 1975—is newly revised and

available for $6.95 fi-om the Cokesbury booth. For the

latest version, Webb Garrison—author of the first edi-

tion—wrote 20 new vignettes, illustrated by artist Dani
Aguila. The 1992 version contains all of the original

stories and art work as well as the new material.

* Three candidates for the episcopacy chaired legis-

lative committees during first-week sessions of General

Conference (C. Rex Bevins and Janice Riggle Huie,

South Central Jurisdiction, and Walter L. Kimbrough,

Southeastern Jurisdiction); two more served as vice

chairs (Vance Summers Jr., North Central Jurisdiction,

and Fritz Mutti, South Central Jurisdiction); and one

was a committee secretary (Sharon Z. Rader, North
Central Jurisdiction).

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

How many meaaages can you find in this local hotel'a sign?
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Committee Serves Generous Doses
of Louisville Hospitality

With the 1992 General Conference under way, mem-
bers of the committee responsible for serving up a gen-

erous dose of Kentucky hospitality during the event are

feeling "real excitement, a sense of achievement, and
relief"

That's the assessment of Rhoda Peters of Louisville,

co-chair of the program division of the Local Arrange-

ments Committee.

"A number of people on the committee have slept,

eaten, and breathed General Conference almost con-

stantly for the last three months," Peters said. The
committee has been hard at work more than two years.

"We had a marvelous response from the delegates to

the opening reception Monday night," Peters said, "and

we're looking forward to this Sunday." That's when the

host committtee will present a musical celebration cen-

tered around the new United Methodist Hynmal. Per-

formances, which will feature the renowned Junaluska

Singers, are planned for 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. at downtown
Louisville's Macauley Theater.

"The cooperation of everyone has made our task es-

pecially pleasant," she added.

Volunteer power seems to be the driving force be-

hind many of the host committee's achievements. Pe-

ters estimated that 25 to 35 volunteers work daily as

van drivers, first aid assistants, information desk per-

sonnel, and hospitality room hosts. "They help to make
the wheels go 'rovmd and keep things going day to day,"

she noted.

Visitors to the first aid station are greeted by volunteer nurses
and physicians such as Kay and Dick Groff.

The volunteer force included more than 70 ministers

who assisted with Monday night's service of Holy Com-
munion, and the ranks will swell even more for this

weekend's celebration.

Volunteers have pitched in and helped in mjiny

ways. Recruits from local churches in every district in

the Louisville Conference assisted in baking 240,000

cookies served in hospitality rooms this week and of-

fered at plenary breaks next week. In response to cost-

cutting measures, generous donors contributed all the

ham, cheese, and biscuits for Monday evening's recep-

tion.

"In many cases, we simply asked and received," Pe-

ters said. "That kind of cooperation has made this job

exciting."

The first days of the conference found the local ar-

rangements staff working to insure delegates had satis-

factory housing and were famil iar with transportation

options.

"People have been surprised at the trolley service,"

Peters said. Unbeknownst to some, the trolley shuttle is

part of the city transportation system. "But we've had
some people comment that we sure must have gone to a

lot of trouble to arrange to have those troUeys for the

conference," Peters said with a laugh.

The second week of the 1992 legislative assembly

wiU be "a lot more routine" for the local arrangements

staff, she predicted. Volunteers will continue to be shut-

tled from the LouisviUe Conference offices to Common-
wealth Convention Center, about 1 1 blocks away. Their

main jobs wiU be staffing the information desk, dele-

gates' lounges, and post office.

The General Conference first aid station has been a

busy place. It was visited by 21 persons on opening day

of the conference. Ailments included allergic reactions,

injiu-ies resulting from falls, and upset stomachs.

This is the first time the first aid room has been

staffed by both a nurse and a doctor, Peters explained.

"We have found it to be a very helpful service," she

said, adding that the committee plans to recommend it

be similarly staffed at future General Conferences.

"When you get 5,000 people together, there are a

host of things that can happen that require medical at-

tention," Peters said. The services provided at the first

aid station often save on costly trips to clinics and hos-

pital emergency rooms, she pointed out.

A serendipitous aspect of all the preparatory work
and hours is "the excitement of meeting aU the people

—the bishops, foreign delegates, and so many others

who've been just names on long lists," Peters said. "It's

fun now to meet these people.

"Working closely with the Commission on the Gen-

eral Conference, the Local Arrangements Committee is

responsible for "the on-site legwork and hospitality,"

Peters said. "Our job is doing things that make people

feel good and have a positive experience."

—Jane Dennis
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UMCOR Advance Special Addresses
the Urban Crisis in Los Angeles

Los Angeles Area relief efforts continue. At one re-

lief center alone, by May 6, demand for filled grocery

bags had risen to a level of 90 bags daily—at about $20

per bag.

Typical items needed include food staples, baby food,

infant formula, and diapers.

According to the L.A. Times May 5, an equal num-

ber of bags are being distributed to those who have lost

their jobs or their homes.

Your gifts through UMCOR Advance #901735-2 will

be forwarded to the California Pacific Annual Confer-

ence and allocated to relief centers at a variety of

churches including: Vermont Square, Holman, Korean,

Wilshire (Pico Union Center), and Faith United Meth-

odist churches in Los Angeles, and Enterprise Church

in Compton.

In addition, the following volunteers are needed in

the area: social workers; community health workers;

translators, especially Spanish/Korean/English; attor-

neys familiar with California property insurance or im-

migration law; full-time temporary office help.

These responses address only a part of the short-

term dimensions of the crisis. Longer-term responses

must be explored and developed.

For more information, contact the Los Angeles Dis-

trict Office, the Rev. Robert Smith, superintendent;

Gaunnie Dixon, associate; (213)-749-6310.

—From United Methodist Ministries, Los Angeles District

Delegates from the Baltimore and
Southern Dlinois Conferences join

other small groups in disoussions on

Tuesday morning. Small-group work
has not been used in a plenary

session in recent memory.

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

May Chun (California-Pacific) and
Donald Ott (Wisconsin) share a

lighter moment in the hall.

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO
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Translators Tackle 14 Languages

Left: Translators ^ork behind the scenes during a plenary
session.

Below: Wandja AFumba and Lunge Djundu (both from the

Central Zaire Conference) listen to the proceedings using the

translation service.

"When we went through the Episcopal Address,

we all said, 'What is this new word?'" Marguerite

Wieser grinned.

"We did not know this word connectional. We
guessed it must be something like a network. ..a con-

nectional church,'" she said in the Swiss accent of

her native Geneva.

"That is what we are trying to do here: make a

connection," explained the coordinator of 14 transla-

tors for all conference plenary sessions. "We want to

be a vital part of this conference, connecting people

who may be separated by different languages."

Wieser and her team of translators, still undaunted
by United Methodist jargon, are part of a group of 31

expert Unguists interpreting the English-language dia-

logue of the conference into six different languages for

about 110 persons from a variety of Central Confer-

ences and affiliated autonomous churches. The lan-

guages include French, German, Korean, Mandarin
Chinese, Portuguese, and Spanish. French is the

mother tongue of delegates from Belgium, Burundi, and
Zaire. German is native to delegates from Germany and
Austria as well as a second language elsewhere in

Europe. Mandarin Chinese is spoken by Taiwanese;
Portuguese by delegates from Angola and Mozambique,
and Spanish by representatives from Argentina, Bo-

livia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, and Mexico.

How does an interpreter manage to think in two lan-

guages, listen, and talk simultaneously? Barbel Simons
of Deventer, Netherlands, whose professional career as

a translator spans 26 years and service with the United
Nations, European community, and World Council of

Churches, believes this ability is "a gift of the Lord." It

also requires special education and "a little practice,"

she added. Simons studied languages and economics at

the University of Leipzig and law at King's College,

London. Like other interpreters at plenary sessions, Si-

mons works in 30-minute shifts due to the strain of lis-

tening to one language and simultaneously interpreting

in another.

Delegates requiring the translator service in plenary

sessions may register for it in the office of the Local

Committee near the North Lobby entrance to the con-

vention center. Equipment includes a receiver and ear-

phones. The receiver—a small, metal box that will fit in

the palm—has two earphone outlets and a dial. The out-

lets permit two listeners to use the same receiver at the

same time. Listeners can dial their preferred language

channel.

Translators serving in the legislative committees are

coordinated by Joyce Hill of the staff of the General

Board of Global Ministries. This personal interpretive

service may be requested in the committee sessions.

Operator of the six-channel transmitter is Glenn

Carlson of Asbury United Methodist Church, Indian-

apolis.

—Tom Potter
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Sayre Is Longest-Serving Clergy Delegate

Meet the Rev. Dr. Charles Sayre, here for his eighth

consecutive General Conference. Sayre heads the dele-

gation from the Southern New Jersey Conference. He
was surprised to be honored by his fu-st ballot election

by his colleagues—since he retired two years ago. As
former minister of the largest church in the conference,

he believes people know where he stands: with a solid

Wesleyan theology.

His twenty-five years of service as senior minister of

Haddonfield United Methodist Church, Haddonfield,

New Jersey was the springboard for his current minis-

try. While serving Haddonfield UMC, he started Re-

spond, an outreach program connecting the suburban

church with urban ministries. He is passionate about

the church's work in the inner city and says there is no

difference between the urban and subiu-ban church:

they are both in ministry together. Sayre now networks

with Respond, 250 mainline suburban, storefront, and

Pentecostal churches and county agencies to provide

ministries in Camden, New Jersey.

Camden recently was named the poorest, most dev-

astated city in the United States by Time magazine,

Sayre said. Of its 90,000 residents, 23,000 families are

on welfare. Sayre focuses on children ages five to thir-

teen, whom he says "need safe houses, not crack

houses."

His three-pronged urban strategy provides a strong

program for these young people and their families.

That strategy includes 1) a house church, which centers

around a Black, Christian grandmother who opens her

heart and her home; 2) support groups—Sunday school

classes, small groups, and so forth; and 3) one-on-one

mentoring for boys and girls. Through these three,

Sayre said that the Respond Center is recreating the

New Testament church.

When asked about special memories of past General

Conferences, Sayre provided a brief history. He noted

that the 1964 and 1968 conferences were involved in

the merger. He recalled an Evangelical United Breth-

ren bishop saying that the merger was like a big fish

swallowing a minnow.

Sayre was shocked to see the loss of one million

members in the next ten years. 1972 was the re-struc-

turing conference, when three "super boards" replaced

several smaller boards. He believes this was a big mis-

The Rev. Dr. Charles Sayre takes a break from his eighth

consecutive General Conference.

take because the boards became directing rather than

serving agencies and that we still deal with the issue

today.

Sayre calls the period after 1976 the time of inclu-

siveness. By inclusiveness, he means the inclusion of ra-

cial/ethnic persons, women, and the global church. He
pointed to the call in Wednesday morning's session for

more headsets as an example of the church's growing

inclusiveness. He thinks this is important. He sees par-

allels between growth and mission and between in-

grown concerns and membership loss, both in local

churches and in the denomination.

The Rev. Sayre encourages first-time delegates to do

their homework for their legislative committee. He said

that it's nearly impossible to read everything that

comes before the General Conference. He says the real

work is done in the legislative committees and urges

delegates to be engaged with the issues. "The issues are

vital and dynamic...marvelous."

Married nearly fifty years, he also eiyoys gardening

and reading mysteries when not working.

—Patricia Ann Meyers

Cokesbury's Autographing Booth
Come by to greet and give support to these United Methodist authors!

Check dally postings throughout the Cokesbury display and the Daily Chnstian Advocate for scheduled appearances.

Signing! by:

Grant S. Shockley • Anne Broyles • Art Guillermo • Tom Tozer • Maxie Dunnam • James Thomas • Homer Noley • Donald E. Messer
J. Ellsworth Kalas • William Hinson • Kenneth Carder • George Hunter. Ill • Robert C Morgan • Earl G. Hunt. Jr. • James A. Harnish

Charles Yngoyen • Bruce Hilton • Robert Spam • Zan Holmes • Eddie Fox • Kenneth Kinghorn • Mariorie Kimbrough
Michael Ripski • James Moore
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Announcements

The doors to Plenary Hall will be locked at 8:30 a.m.

each morning during worship. This is done in

deference to those persons who have arrived on time

and to those who have prepared the worship.

***

United Methodist television programming continues in

area hotels for the duration of General Conference.

The hour program, brought to you by UMCom, airs at

7:00 am. and 9:00 p.m. each day except Simday and

includes a General Conference update and a variety of

UM programming, including "Catch the Spirit" and

"Why We Care." This service is available on the

following channels: Brown Hotel, Channel 8; Gait

House/Gait House East, Channel 6; Holiday Inn

Downtown, Channel 6; Hyatt Regency, Channel 4;

Seelbach, Channel 14.

***

Albany Area challenge checks will be accepted through

Monday's plenary session. Deliver checks to BUI J.

Barnqr, Sec. B-7-1 or Dorothy M. Earl, Sec B-3-L

Positions avEulable this July: registrar/assistant to

dean and director of development for annual fund with

Methodist Theological School in Ohio. Contact

Norman E. DeWire, president. Gait House, room 1035.

MAYS
Time change: Committee on References

will meet in room 114 at 12:30 p.m. on

Friday, May 8.^.0?.

Food Service, Hall C, will be closed Friday, May 8.

Food will be available in the lobby for those who
cannot fast.

***

"Jim Lawson Live," a call-in issues show broadcast

every Friday night on the VISN Interfaith Satellite

Network, will originate from the General Conference

stage Friday, May 8 from 10:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Friday's show will ask the question: "Is it possible to

be pro-choice and pro-life?" This UMCom sponsored

show can be seen Friday in Louisville on the Faith

Channel (Storer Cable Channel 19).

***

The Institute on Religion and Democracy will sponsor

an issues forum on "New Mission and Ministry in the

Former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe," Friday,

May 8, 12:45 p.m., Sampson Room, 1st floor. Gait

House East. Speakers: Bishop Ruediger Minor and

Mark Elliott.

***

MARCHA will offer a banquet on Friday, May 8, 5:30

p.m. at the Seelback Hotel, 500 Fourth Avenue.

Donation $24.

***

Meet Alex Awad, Palestinian-American missionary

commissioned by GBGM to serve in Arab E^st

Jerusalem. (Editor's note: two times reported:) Friday,

May 8, 1:15 p.m and 12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. ~ Quality

Hotel (100 E. Jefferson), room 401. (Coffee, tea, juices,

and broth provided); 5:00 p.m. - press conference,

convention center, room 203 (event co-sponsored by

UM Communications).

***

Affirmation and the Reconciling Congregation

Program will sponsor a worship service, which will

include the commemoration of persons who have lived

with AIDS, on Friday, May 8, 12:45 p.m., in the

Regency South Room of the Hyatt Regency.

MAYO
The Montana Logging and Ballet Company will

perform in a benefit concert for the Methodist

Federation for Social Action on Saturday, May 9 at

8:00 p.m. in the Macauley Theater. Tickets are $20,

available in the lobby of the convention center. Also

available from MFSA are stoles from Palestine, Ghana,

and Guatemala

MAY 10

National Black Methodists for Church Renewal, Inc.,

dinner will be held Sunday, May 10, 4:00 p.m. at R.E.

Jones United Methodist Church. Donation $10,

contact Joseph Roberson or Betty Henderson for

reservations and transportation.

***

Worship service ~ "Discernment in Action," Sunday,

May 10, 10:00 am.. Gait House, Archibald Room,

hosted by the General Commission on the Status and

Role ofWomen.

***

Western Pennsylvania celebration limcheon: Sunday,

May 10, 2:00 p.m. Masterson's Restavirant, 1830 S.

Third Street (636-2511), carpool or group taxi,

(approximately twelve blocks from convention center).

<
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The Presbyterian Center, 100 Witherspoon Street,

invites you to see and tour the National Offices of the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), on Sunday, May 10

from 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. and 6^0 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

MAY 11

Bishop Emilio J.M. deCarvalho will appear on

WAVE-TV Monday, May 11 at 6:00 am. on "Sunrise

Today," local Channel 3. He will discuss Africa

University and upcoming October elections in Angola.

***

Minnesota folks and friends will gather Monday, May

11 at 6:00 p.m. at the Gait House East. For

reservations call L. Grage, Gait House - 1830.

***

The National Association of Annual Conference Lay

Leaders invites all present and former conference lay

leaders to lunch on Monday, May 11 from 12:45 p.m.

to 1:45 p.m. in the cafeteria behind Cokesbury.

•••

The New Jersey Area luncheon will be held Monday,

May 11, at 12:45 p.m. in the Governor's Room of the

Gait House East.

•••

Louisiana delegation and friends will have a breakfast

May 11, 7:00 am. in the Gait House East, Governor's

Room. Guests: Bishop and Mrs. Oden and bishops

elected from Louisiana and their spouses.

**•

Northern Illinois Conference dinner will be held,

Monday, May 11, 6:00 p.nx. Brown Hotel. Tickets may

be purchased for $10.50 from Kay Dillard.

MAY 12

The Indiana Area is sponsoring a luncheon on

Tuesday, May 12 in the Hyatt Regency, Park Room.

MAY 13

Albany Area dinner will be held Wednesday, May 13,

5:45 p.m.. Days Inn, 101 Jefferson St., $15.

Reservations needed by Friday, May 8, to Dorothy

Earl, Sec B-3-1 or Bill Barney, Sec B-7-1.

Entertciinment by Sister Spirit.

Classic Christian Works
C* V V V V V V

^r—
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ESTTANLEY

JONES

soWE
BELIEVE
SOWE
PRAY

George .4. Buttrick

> > > :•

Christian Maturity, 6v £, Smn/cy Jones. In this guide to higlily effective living,

one of the best selhng religious writers of all lime reveals the characteristics of a

truly mature Christian character. Jones teaches that you "become mature when

you related yourself to God. respond to His grace, and work it out in life,"

AOl-076625. Paper. $5.95

So We Believe, So We Pray, h\ George A. Bullnck. This brilliant and penetrating

illumination of our fundamental Chnstian beliefs and prayers reveals what it

should really mean to be Christian in our daily thoughts and actions, Buttrick also

clearly explains, phrase bv phrase, the deepest implications of The Lord's Prayer.

AOl-390494. Paper, $5.95

Conversion, by E. Stanley Jones. A world-famous author and missionary sheds

light on the joy, peace, and satisfaction that come with conversion. E. Stanley

Jones offers penetrating insights into what conversion is, how it comes about, and

its lasting effects for the convert,

AOl-083966, Paper. $5.95

Mastery; The Art of Mastering Life, by E. Stanley Jones. Offers 365

spirit-building devotions that show how to master your own life by humbly

submitting to the Mastery of Jesus Christ.

AOl-237343. Paper, $5.95

The Divine Yes, by E. Stanley Jones. Written in the 14-month period between i

cnppling stroke and his death. The Dnine Yes is E. Stanley Jones's spiritual

record of his final struggles upon this earth. Most of all, it is the story of the

triumphant spiritual victory available t« all who say "YesI" to God and to life.

AOl-109906. Paper, $4.95

[m) Cokesbury

Visit the Cokesbury Display

at General Conference! OA.0275-2
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Legislative Committee Reports

Church and Society

The committee voted to concur with petitions that:

* revise a resolution that reaffirms Peace with Jus-

tice as a Special Program assigned to GBCS and funded

by the Peace with Justice offering;

* take a stand against gun violence by expanding

education programs, communicating with the Congress

and President, and developing model legislation on ef-

fective gim control;

* work for available and affordable housing by local

churches enlisting volunteers, funding projects, pooling

resources, urging community organization/advocacy,

and undertaking the building and renovating of houses;

* decry homelessness as a "scourge upon the nation's

conscience" and recommend actions for change by all

levels of the church;

* highlight new developments in genetic science; ex-

amine medical, agricultural, and environmental impli-

cations; and call for broad church actions on genetics.

—Suzanne Calvin, Lee Ranch (May 7, 12:30 p.m.)

Conferences

The committee concurred with petitions that:

* would permit reserve clergy and lay delegates to

jurisdictional and Central conferences to serve as re-

serve delegates to General Conference;
* wovdd include all clergy members in the election of

delegates to General Conference including associate

members, probationary members, and local pastors.

—Dan Gangler, Jane Dennis (May 7, 2:30 p. m.)

Faith and Mission

The committee concurred with report of the Commit-
tee to Study Homosexuality as amended. Vote: yes 89,

no 0, abstention 0.

The amendments include:

* adding annotated bibliography to study;
* developing study resources "consistent with the So-

cial Principles of the UMC which support ministry to

homosexual persons by individuals, groups, local

churches, annual conferences, and the general church;
* requesting the UMPH to develop resources in con-

sultation with advisory committee appointed by the

Council of Bishops and funded by UMPH; "If a practic-

ing homosexual is named to the committee, the commit-
tee shall also include a person who has abandoned that
lifestyle.";

* retaining present language of par. 7 IF;
* adding par. 71G supporting human rights and civil

liberties for homosexual persons, but deleting words "in

same sex relationships."

There will be a minority report on language of 71F.

—Lynne DeMichele, Ann Whiting (May 7, 5:30 p.m.)

Financial Administration

The conunittee called for adoption of a 1993-96 gen-

eral church budget of $448,928,000. The action would
put a cap on general chxu-ch apportionments for the

quandrennium, limiting them to no more than four

times the amount apportioned to the annual confer-

ences for 1992. Any new programs approved by General

Conference would have to be contained within the cap.

The vote was 68-17 with one abstention.

The committee rejected 61-24, with one abstention, a

motion to accept the General Council on Finance and
Administration budget figure of $495,652,000 as a cap.

The committee asked the GCFA to prepare, for com-

mittee use, a budget based on the coromittee's recom-

mended figure.

The committee also concvured with petitions that:

* would allow annual conferences to elect either a

treasurer or a treasurer/director of administrative serv-

ices, who would be present at cabinet meetings when
administrative matters were considered;

* permit the director of the conference or area UM
Foundation to have voice without vote on the Confer-

ence Council on Ministries;

* bar CCFA members from voting on matters in

which they have a conflict of interest;

* make inclusiveness a consideration in the selection

of CCFA officers and the audit review committee;
* give the CCFA responsibility for helping local

churches to make facilities and programs accessible to

the disabled.

* add "a housing allowance in lieu of parsonage" to

pastors' expenses that must be reported in the annual

conference journal.

The committee voted nonconcurrence on 35 petitions

(including at least a dozen relating to standardizing

pastoral salary schedules).

—Jean Caffey Lyles, Willie Teague (May 7, 6:00p.m.)

General and Judicial Administration

The committee concurred with:

* a report from the General Conference explaining

the progress of 3 programs: Rural Crisis; Focus on Chil-

dren, Youth, and Families; and Peace with Justice;

* the definition that a special program is a quadren-

nial emphasis approved by the General Conference and
assigned to a general program agency;

* an amended recommendation to add a budget in

the establishing of study committees, commissions, and
task groups;
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* the observance of Golden Cross Sunday on a date

set by each annual conference rather than the General

Conference;
* the preference that Laity Sunday be observed on

the third Sunday in October;

* a proposed budget for the National Committee on

Deaf Ministries of $104,500 for the 1993-96 quadren-

nium;
* the GCOM and GCFA that all general agency

headquarters be retained in their present locations

through the next quadrennium.

—Linda Green (May 7, 4:45 p. m.)

Global Ministries

The committee conciured with the following peti-

tions with amendments:
* calling the General Board of Global Ministries' Na-

tional Division to establish a study committee for

Asian-American Language Ministries;

* allowing each annual conference to set up a Com-

mission on the Small Membership Church.

The committee voted nonconcurrence with petitions:

* regarding composition and election of directors of

Women's Division and the use of its undesignated

funds;

* requesting funds for a Study of Rural Community
with a suggested budget of $100,000.

—Linda Bloom (May 7, 2:40p.m.)

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

The committee concurred with petitions:

* affirming rural chaplaincy as a specialized ministry

for both laity and clergy. (A minority report was sub-

mitted, which concurs with the petition but that re-

places all references to "rural chaplains" or "rural

chaplaincy" with "persons working in rural ministries"

and deletes all references to certification.);* editing, for

clarity and consistency, various parts of par. 732 re-

garding responsibilities of an annual conference Board

of Higher Education and Campus Ministry;* amending

par. 1511 to clarify the role of the Division of Chaplains

and Related Ministries regarding chaplain endorsement

authority, the establishment of standards for such en-

dorsement,, and the advocacy and encouragement of

those serving under the World Division of the General

Board of Global Ministries;* clarifying that United

Methodist schools of theology are established and main-

tained for the education of diaconal ministers as well as

ordained ministers;* calling for the adoption of the con-

tinuing resolution for $20 million in apportioned funds

and special gifts in support of the Afi-ica University;*

changing the name of The National Methodist Founda-

tion for Christian Higher Education to The United

Methodist Foundation for Christian Higher Education;*

defining the University Senate as an elected body of

higher education officials created by General Confer-

ence to determine which schools can be listed as affili-

ated with The United Methodist Church;* describing

the purpose of the University Senate as that of estab-

lishing the criteria required of schools, colleges, univer-

sities, and theological schools to be listed as United

Methodist-affiliated institutions; and assvu-ing through

an effective review process that such schools have insti-

tutional integrity, well-structured programs, sound

management, and clearly defined church relation-

ships;* directing the GBHEM and the Division of

Higher Education to see that at least 10% of the $100

million scholarship Endowment Fund be allotted to

United Methodist students at non-United Methodist

schools (provided sufficient unrestricted funds are avail-

able); amending the original petition to include require-

ments that local church pastors certify that applicants

have been active members of The United Methodist

Church for at least one year and that funds be allotted

only to full-time undergraduate students of accredited

institutions;* supporting the development of campus

ministry programs by: 1) focusing campus ministry as a

mission of the church; 2) strengthening ethnic minority

programs; 3) fostering a recognition of the world as our

parish in campus ministries; 4) supporting the role of

campus ministry in ministerial enlistment and lay

leadership development;* urging adoption of "Campus
Ministry: Mission at the Center" as a Special Program

for the 1993-96 quadrennium, funded at $1 million and

assigned to the GBHEM for implementation;* adding

an assistant general secretary for the Black College

Fund to the Division of Higher Education.—Al Horton,

Karen Tisinger (May 7, 5:00 p.m.)

Independent Commissions

The committee concurred with petitions:

* adding jurisdictional networks of communicators

and making UMCOM the publisher of the official Pro-

gram Calendar of the denomination;
* endorsing commimications access for persons with

hearing and sight impairments;
* supporting VISN - Vision Interfaith Satellite Net-

work;
* allowing for the addition of sexual harassment

policies and procedvu-es to the priorities of the Confer-

ence Commission on the Status and Role of Women;
* granting change in the make-up of additional at-

large membership on the Conference COSROW;
* enhancing the membership of the Conference Com-

mittee on Religion and Race;

* redefining the purpose of the Commission on Ar-

chives and History;

* reconfiguring the membership of the Commission

on Archives and History, plus amending to include Cen-

tral Conference representatives;

* reorganizing the paragraphs related to historic so-

cieties;

* developing definition and description of historic

sites, historic shrines, and historic landmarks;
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* darifying the responsibilities of the General Com-
mission on Religion and Race with regard to constituen-

cies served by annual conferences and local churches;

* reaffirming United Methodist membership in the

National Council of Churches;
* reaffirming United Methodist membership in the

World Council of Churches (WCC).

The committee voted non-concurrence on:

* adding a permissive "may" to the creation of the

annual conference COSROW;
* changing the responsibilities of the conference

COSROW;
* providing "Catch the Spirit" during "prime time"

in all areas of the U.S.;

* redirecting funds from "Catch the Spirit" to a na-

tional radio and T.V. ad campaign;
* changing from "shall" to "may" relative to annual

conferences creating a Conference Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns.

—James H. Steele, Kristin Knudson (May 7, 5:15 p. m.)

Local Church

The committee concurred with petitions to:

* include the chairperson of the Council on Minis-

tries in the council's basic membership and to include a

coordinator of scouting ministry as an optional member;
* add providing "interpreters" to the list of duties of

the coordinator of communications;
* require that, when a merger is proposed, the local

church conference of each church in a multi-church

charge approve the merger;
* require district superintendent to secure legal

counsel concerning reversion clauses or other restric-

tions before approving the sale of abandoned property;

* require local church trustees to act as socially re-

sponsible investors;

* require relocating local churches to offer their

property to a United Methodist congregation or agency

at a price not to exceed fair market value.

The committee concurred with amendments with pe-

titions to:

* list a "Chairperson of Community Volunteers" as

an optional member of the Council on Ministries and to

include a job description for the chairperson;
* list a new description of the duties of the chairper-

son of the worship work area;

* add the word "interpreters" to the list of services

the coordinator of communications provides and to add
production of video resources for ministry and outreach

to the duties of the coordinator;

* delete language specifying the Administrative
Board of Council as the administration organization of

the church;

* specify the local church trustees annually review
property, liability, malpractice, and crime insurance

coverage;

* state a chiu*ch leaving a church that joined the cir-

cuit after the parsonage is acquired has no claim on the

value of the parsonage;
* encourage a formal covenantal relationship for

congregations and groups with shared facilities and de-

velopment of mutual ministries;

* require plans for new church buildings and parson-

ages conform to accessibility codes and be reasonably

accessible.

—Kathy Kruger Noble, Rayford Woodrick CMay 7,

5:00 p.m.)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

The committee took the following action on Wed.
evening (May 6):

* voted non-concurrence with the resolution from the

Council of Bishops, which called for a continued study

during the next quadrennium, regarding the report of

the Commission for the Study of Ministry;

* voted to receive the report of the Commisssion for

the Study of Ministry, commend the commission for its

work, and use the study as a background to guide the

committee's decisons on petitions assigned for its con-

sideration;

* voted to send all petitions, including those from

the commission, to six sub-committees;
* confirmed the appointment of the sub-committee

chairs—BUI Crouch, Linda Marshall, Jerome DelPino,

Joy Carr, Ted Walter, and Doris Rudy.

—Judy Smith (May 7, 11:30 a.m.)
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Judicial Decisions
(Received 05-07-92)

DECISION NO. 671

IN RE: Whether 1988 General Conference Resolu-

tion Entitled "Pay Equity in the USA" Applies to All

General Agencies.

DIGEST:

The 1988 General Conference Resolution entitled

"Pay Equity in the USA" applies to all General Agen-

cies including the General Board of Pensions and the

General Board of Publication.

STATEMENT OF FACTS:

At the 1991 Annual Meeting of the General Council

on Finance and Administration, its committee on Audit

and Review was directed to seek clarification from the

Judicial Council on the intent of the General Confer-

ence with regard to the 1988 General Conference Reso-

lution entitled "Pay Equity in the USA."
The Council on Finance and Administration has at-

tempted to carry out its responsibilities by requesting

information from all the agencies of the church. The
General Board of Pensions and the General Board of

Publication have refused to supply the requested infor-

mation on the grounds that they are not specifically in-

cluded in the resolution.

At a hearing on May 6, 1992, in Loviisville, Ken-

tucky, oral presentations were made by Craig Hoskins,

representing the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, and James M. Walton-Myers, repre-

senting the General Board of Pensions and the General

Board of Publication.

Jurisdictioii:

The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Para-

graph 2615 of the 1988 Discipline.

Analysis:

The resolution in question, "Pay Equity in the

USA", states;

1. We call upon the General Council on Finance and
Administration to evaluate internal wage structures

and practices of general agencies in light of the princi-

ple of pay equity and to include this assessment in its

regular monitoring of equal employment opportunity

compliance [The Book of Discipline, Paragraph

907.7(b).].

The General Board of Pensions and General Board of

Publication have joined in a brief in which they argue

that they are not included in those required to comply

with the resolution because of the reference to Para-

graph 907.7(b). Both agencies state that they are in

compliance with the resolution's aims but do not have
to report to the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration because they are not included in Para-

graph 907.7(b).

We find that Paragraph 907.7(b) is a process para-

graph and do not determine it as limiting the duty of

GCFA to monitor all general agencies. The parentheti-

cal reference is an explanatory comment by definition

and is not a part of the legislation. (See 1988 Book of

Resolutions, p. 361, entitled "Pay Equity in the USA.")

Had it so desired, the General Conference could eas-

ily have excluded the two agencies which are asking to

be excepted. It would have taken only a reference to

general agencies receiving general church fxmds or to

the agencies by name. Neither of these occurred in the

original resolution nor the minor changes made in the

final presentation.

Decision:

The 1988 General Conference Resolution entitled

"Pay Equity in the USA" applies to all (Jeneral Agen-

cies including the General Board of Pensions and the

General Board of Publication.

May 7, 1992

Tom Matheny, President

Wayne Coffin, Secretary

671-2

DECISION NO. 672

IN RE: Interpretation of FVovision in the 1988 Disci-

pline Paragraph 710.3(c) that "[t]he Term Conference

Benevolences Shall Not Include Allocations and Expen-

ditiu-es for Other Conference Agencies and Officers

Whose Work Is Primarily Administrative."

DIGEST:

An Annual Conference may provide for the salary of

the president of the conference United Methodist Foun-

dation from conference benevolences so long as the

work of the president is not primarily- administrative,

but includes other duties such as stewardship, promo-

tion, and development.

STATEMENT OF FACTS:
By action of the 1991 session of the Virginia Annual

Conference, the funding for the office of the president of

the United Methodist Foundation was included in the

Conference Benevolences Budget. Par. 710.3(c) of the

1988 Discipline states: "...conference benevolences shall

not include those conference allocations and expendi-

tures for other conference agencies and officers whose
work is primarily administrative." An episcopal deci-

sion was made by Bishop Thomas B. Stockton on the

question of whether this allocation was legal. The
Bishop answered in the affirmative, stating:
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"The President of the Foundation is a staff member
of the Conference Council on Ministries with duties in

the office of Ordained and Diaconal Ministries as well

as the executive of the Foundation. The purpose of the

Foundation is to solicit, receive, and administer funds

for the ministry of the church. The past President of the

Foundation has been involved in various stewardship

training sessions, as well as assisting local churches in

stewardship emphases. The new President and consult-

ants, will expand this ministry. Therefore, it is my opin-

ion that the President of the Virginia Conference

Foundation is engaged in ministry beyond merely ad-

ministrative and that the budget of the Virginia Con-

ference is in harmony with Paragraph 710.3(c) of The

Discipline."

In his opinion, the bishop stated, the allocation of

conference benevolences to pay the salary of the presi-

dent of the Virginia Conference Foundation did not vio-

late the Discipline. We did not, however, at ovir October

1991 session have any information as to the actual job

description of the president of the Foundation or the al-

locations of the president's time.

Thus, we reserved our decision of the review of the

bishop's ruling and retained jurisdiction until our May
1992 meeting. This was to allow us to receive further

information as to the actual work of the president of the

Foundation and to determine whether, in the words of

the Discipline Paragraph 710.3(c), the work of the presi-

dent "....is primarily administrative."

Jurisdiction:

The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Para-

graph 2612 ofthe 1988 Discipline.

Analj'sis:

Since our October 1991 meeting we have received

considerable information relative to the duties of the

president of the Foundation. In by-laws adopted June

26, 1990, the job description of the president was
spelled out in some detail. Contained in the job descrip-

tion are the duties which require the president to pro-

mote stewardship throughout the Annuad Conference;

to engage in marketing, public relations and promo-

tions on behalf of the Foundation; and to assist in the

management of Foundation assets.

It is apparent the work of the president of the Foun-

dation is not "primarily administrative." Thus, the

bishop is correct in his ruling; the support of the presi-

dent of the United Methodist Foundation is properly in-

cluded in conference benevolences; and there is no

violation of 1988 Discipline Paragraph 710.3(c).

We feel compelled to observe, however, that while

the method chosen by the Virginia Conference to fiind

the president of the Foundation is not a technical viola-

tion of the 1988 Discipline, we question the use of con-

ference benevolences for this purpose. Great care needs

to be used by Annual Conferences Ln designating alloca-

tions and expenditures as conference benevolences. It

may well be that another soiu-ce of conference funding

would be more appropriate for the chief executive offi-

cer of a United Methodist Foundation.

Great care also needs to be used Ln the language of

foundation charters; e.g., the Virginia Foundation

might wish to review the language of its charter to

make certain it is broad enough to authorize the job de-

scription of the president.

Decision:

An Annual Conference may provide for the salary of

the president of the conference United Methodist Foun-

dation from conference benevolences so long as the

work of the president is not primarily administrative,

but includes other duties such as stewardship, promo-

tion, and development.

May 7, 1992

Tom Matheny, President

Wayne Coffin, Secretary
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Petitions Referred

FROM PET. # PARA.# TO PET.# PARA. # FROM PET. # PARA.# TO PET.# PARA. #

CO
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New or Corrected Petitions

1151 4 MN-12448-514-D; The Council ofBishops (new)

Specific Responsiblities of Bishops

Add a new 514.3

3. To teach the Holy Scriptiires; to teach and
uphold the Doctrinal Standards of The United

Methodist Church; and to lead the chiirch in its

teaching ministry.

4. Responsiveness to the radically changed and

changing world culture in which we are called to do

ministry in Christ's name.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the General

Conference authorize the Coxmcil of Bishops, in

cooperation with the General Council on Ministries, the

General Council on Finance and Administration, and the

Commission on Central Conference Affairs, to continue

to develop this proposal on the Global Nature of The
United Methodist Church and to report to the General

Conference, 1996.

(Petition Number: CJ 11007-3000R; Council ofBishops)

(corrects copy found on Page 667)

The Global Nature
of The United Methodist Church

WHEREAS there must be developed a truly global church

which has an integrity which affords dignity for all parts

of The United Methodist Church. Our church must be an

expression of the global nature of our church

membership. "A member of a local United Methodist

church is a member of the total United Methodist

connection." (par. 210); and

WHEREAS there must be equity (parity) between what

are now called Central Conferences and Jurisdictional

Conferences; and

WHEREAS we must provide for connectional unity with

the flexibility and freedom for meeting regional needs; and

WHEREAS we must redefine some General Conference

responsibilities as regional ones. Much of the current

General Conference agenda is focused exclusively on

.

United States issues and needs. At least some of this

agenda could be handled in a North American Regional

Conference just as similar regional agenda could be

addressed in other Regional Conferences; and

WHEREAS we must be sensitive to how God seeks to

manifest the Gospel in each unique culture and nation.

We must also maintain a vital global connection in order

to prevent both narrow parochialism and detrimental

regionalism; and

WHEREAS our global vision for The United Methodist

Church includes, but is not limited to, the following:

1. Provision of a means by which the United Methodist

family can live and serve together in a common dignity

and respect as we together respond to the mission of

Jesus Christ.

2. A serious responsiveness to the unique needs and

expressions of faith in each of the regions of the world

and provision for freedom for creative response to unique

characteristics.

3. Connection of our global United Methodist

membership at essential points and through conunon

global mission.

IC-124S2-3000-R; Council ofBishops (New)

Act of Covenant Between the United
Methodist Churchand other churches.

Bishop Forest C. Stith, Chairperson

Affiliated Autonomous Committee, Council ofBishops

PREAMBLE
Covenants have been an integral part in the history of

God's relationships with the People of God. Indeed, as the

General Conference of 1968 stated ("On the Ecumenical

Road", A Statement on the Cause of Christian

Unity):"...the profoundest imperative to Christian unity

springs from God's own design and providence for his

covenant People." In the Preamble to the Constitution of

The United Methodist Church we are alerted to the

dangers of all dividedness: 'The Church of Jesus Christ

exists in and for the World, and its very dividedness is a

hindrance to its mission in that World." In recent decades

we have received clearer understanding of the

relationship between Christian unity and our covenant

with God. At the same time we have new insight into the

nature of the Christian Church and a new sense of

common global mission. Geographical and political

boundaries do not limit the Body of Christ.

The United Methodist Church has a stake in the faithful

discipleship of other communions. Other communions
have a stake in the faithful discipleship of The United

Methodist Church. Thus, The United Methodist Church

now seeks a new form of acceptance of God's gift of unity.

We seek to engage in covenant with other Christian

churches wherever more visible Christian unity can

increase effective mission in the modern world. This

covenant is a symbol of the search for deeper

relationships with churches that are a part of the whole

Covenant People of God.

In this Act of Covenanting, the emphasis is on our roots

in the Apostolic Faith and in our contemporary

experience of God's love and will. It is aimed at

encouraging a new sense of global common cause, mutual

support, mutual spiritual growth, common study of

scripture and culture, creative interaction as ministers in

the mission of God's Church, cross-fertilization of ideas
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about ways to be in that mission, sharing the resources,

and exploring new forms of service directed at old and

emerging needs.

In this Covenant, the 2 and he United Methodist Church

acknowledge The centrality of the Sovereignty of Jesus

Christ, as basic to all relationships. Our links with the

Apostolic Faith through Scripture, Tradition, Experience,

and Reason lead us now solemnly to affirm to each other

that "all who are baptized into Christ are members of

Christ's ministry through the people of the one God,

Father, Son and Holy Spirit." (Commission on Christian

Unity Digest, 1974, p. 335; Official Record, XII, 1974)

WHEREAS the 1988 General Conference adopted an Act

of Covenant document to be offered to communion
churches around the world,

and WHEREAS the following churches have signed this

document, after consultation with the Council of Bishops

The Methodist Church in the Republic of China

The Methodist Church of Indonesia, Gereja Methodist

Indonesia

The Basel Christian Church of Malaysia

Iglesia Evangelica National Methodista Primtiva De
Guatemala

Puerto Rico Iglesia Metodista Unida

Methodist Church Nigeria

The Methodist Church-Kenya

The Methodist Church-Ghana

The General Conference of 1992 agrees to join with these

churches in the Act of Covenant as found in the Book of

Discipline (para. #650) and Book ofResolutions.

Bishop Forrest C. Stith

Chairperson

Affiliated Autonomous Committee CouncU of Bishops

COVENANT:
(a) We, therefore, recognize our respective baptisms as

different facets of the one baptism and mutually

recognize the members of the F3 and of the United

Methodist Church are members one of the other;

(b) We, therefore, recognize each other as authentic

expressions of the One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic

Church of Jesus Christ.

(c) We, therefore, recognize the ordained ministries of our

churches and pledge our mutual efforts at effecting forms

of reconciliation of those ministries, including the

exchange or transfer of ordained ministers between

properly constituted bodies where the approval and

consent of the appropriate authorities involved is given.

The assumption of pastoral care of members visiting or

residing in each other's countries is another instance of

this aspect of the Act of Covenanting.

(d) We are committed to a systematic participation in full

Eucharistic fellowship as a symbol of transcendence over

manifestations of human divisions.

(e) We expect that the various agencies of our two

churches will function in new ways of partnership in

mission and evangelism, in education and
implementation of the Gospel. Mutual sharing of

principles and methods can improve our functioning in

our separate contexts and especially in continuance or

new development ofjoint projects in mission between the

F4 and The United Methodist Church.

(f) We expect that an expanded and focused international

linkage of visitations and partnerships will take place.

The bishops or presidents of the churches will arrange for

mutually agreeable visitations and exchanges that will

provide contact with and some knowledge of the social,

political, economic, moral, and religious context in which

the people of the world struggle for existence, meaning,

and purpose. Mutual visitations may include occasional

presence at each other's appropriate assemblies.

.

(g) Extended partnerships might be possible between, for

example, a covenanting church or its parts and a

particular congregation. Annual Conference or Episcopal

Area of The United Methodist Church. Such participation

in this covenant would be by special action subsequent to

adoption of the Covenant. Such an extended partnership,

perhaps in consultation with specific United Methodist

agencies as well, might be for a defined period to enable a

mutual flow of persons, interest, and commitment. The
partnership can be extended or ended by mutual

agreement. Such extended partnerships would make
palpable the global stake we have in each other in various

parts of the world. These focused partnerships would be

integrated with visitations by leaders, and the sharing by

agencies of time, ability, and funding resources.

(h) Our covenant assumes the continuing independence

and autonomy of the covenanting churches in their

structures, traditions, styles of implementation of

ministry, existing partnerships, agreements and

explorations, forms of worship, and program. But we look

forward to knowing each other in love, to losing our fear

of difference and our fear of differences for the same, of

more effective participation in the mission of God's

Church. We make bold to anticipate that out of our

experience we will be led by the Spirit to new forms of

covenant and to new relationships for the global

Christian community.

(i) A brief liturgical celebration of the Act of Covenant

shall be prepared by representatives of the two Churches

and shall be celebrated at the chief legislative bodies of

both covenanting Churches.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the

undersigned do hereby covenant and agree to the ACT
OF COVENANT as heretofore set forth, and hereunto set

their hands and seals for and on behalf of their respective

Churches the day and year of our Lord set after their

The United Methodist Church

By:

(Names Printed) Date:

Secretary, General Conference

(Name Printed) Date
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These charts picture the work done by each legislative committee. No petitions have been voted on by the Gen-
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tee. "Committee Items" records the nimaber of petitions being worked on somewhere in the committee.
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Author of:

Let The Redeemed of the Lord Say So!
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Faith Sharing

Autographing books
Friday, May 8
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Author of:
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Co-Author of:

United Methodism In America

Autographing books
Friday, May 8
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and

To Spread the Power

Autographing books
Friday, May 8
11:00-11:30
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 1

Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 14, 15,

16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, 41, 42,

43, 44, 46, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,

53, 55, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,

67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,

78, 79, 80, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,

94, 95, 96.

Calendar items printed with an •

after the calendar number will auto-

matically be placed on the Consent
Calendar. If any five delegates wish

to remove an item from the Consent
Calendar for plenary consideration,

the delegates shall complete the ap-

proved form in Room 102 by 3 p.m.

on the day the calendar item first

appears in the DCA. Calendar items

which contain a minority report will

be indicated by the initials "MR" in

parentheses.

1 CCOOl
Subject: The accredited
representative of the Council of
Bishops.
Petition: CC-10996-0527-D
Page in Advance DCA: 925
Membership: 39; Present: 30;

For 30; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4
Conunittee recommends concur-

rence

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

£i CC002
Subject: Central Conference
Episcopal Appointment.
Petition: CC-10096-0638-D

Page in Advance DCA: 925
Membership: 39; Present: 23;

For 21; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

O CC003
Subject: Central Conference
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.

Petition: CC-10540-2301-D

Page in Advance DCA 925

Membership: 39; Present: 24;

For 19; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/4

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( K^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

*± CC004
Subject: Organize the Present
Four Grerman Annual
Conferences into one Central
Conference.
Petition: CC-10342-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 926

Membership: 39; Present: 24;

For 24; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as foUows:

Amend Par.4, line 4: replace iet

with led

Amend Par.5, line 2: replace 1993

with 1991
Amend Par. 7, line 5: replace Ckir

man with Germany

( )ConctuTence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

D CC006
Subject: Creation of a
Shaba-Tanzania Annual
Conference.
Petition: CC-11057-30O0-R

Page in Advance DCA: 927
Membership: 39; Present: 24;

For 24; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends nonconmr-

rence.

Judicial Coimcil ruling in 1984

determined that Central Conferences

can determine the number of their An-
nual Conferences.

( )Coiicurrence { )NoDconcurrence Date /

6 CC007
Subject: Episcopal
Administration in Central
Conferences.
Petition: CC-10995-0030-C

Page in Advance DCA: 924
Membership: 39; Present: 30;

For 30; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

7* CC008
Subject: Changing "Ministerial'

to "Clergy".

Petition: CC-11179-0027-C

Page in Advance DCA 1019

Membership: 39; Present: 29;

For 25; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

8* CO012
Subject: Changing the 'wording
"Ministerial" to "Clergy".

Petition: CO-11180-0012-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1083

Membership: 79; Present: 71;

For: 67; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

9 CO013
Subject: General Conference
Membership.
Petitions: CO-11504-0012-C, CO-
12083-00 12-C.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1083, 1019 .

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

10* CO014
Subject: Annual Conference.
Petition: CO-11424-0010-C

Page in Advance DCA 1083

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrehce Date /
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11* CO016
Subject: Update language of the
Constitution.

Petition: CO-11181-0014-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1083

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

12 CO018
Subject: Clergy Delegates to

General Conference.
Petition: CO-11281-0038-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1086

Membership: 79; Present: 71;

For: 43; Against: 22; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

13 CO019
Subject: Lay delegates to

General, Jurisdictional or
Central Conferences.
Petitions: CO-10015-0038-C, CO-
10177-0038-C, CO-10961-0038-C, CO-
11061-0038-C, CO-11187-0038-C.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1086, 205,

205, 1086, 1086.

Membership: 79; Present: 71;

For: 38; Against: 23; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/7

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

14* CO036
Subject: Update the language of
the Constitution.
Petition: CO-11186-0037-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1086

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Conunittee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

"Add to par. 37, Articlem the fol-

lowing sentence. These reserve clergy

and lay delegates to the Jurisdiction or

Central Conferences may act as

reserve delegates to the General Conf."

( )Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

15 CO037
Subject: Provision for Annual
Conference reporting of

delegates.

Petitions: CO-11060-0037-C, CO-
11670-0037-C.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1085, 1086.

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

Fon 68; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonooncurrenoe Date /

16 CO041
Subject: Annual Conference.
Petition: CO-11669-0010-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1083

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 6; '

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

17* FA044
Subject: Basic Salary Plan.
Petition: FA-10339-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 489
Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 79; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Noncoiicuneiice Date /

18 FA061
Subject: World Service
Apportionments.
Petition: FA-10055-0710-D
Page m Advance DCA: 1 146

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 66; Against: 22; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

19 FA053
Subject: Budget of the
Conference Council on Finance
and Administration.
Petition: FA- 1 1823-07 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 146

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 82; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

20^ FA068
Subject: Ministerial Support.
Petitions: FA-10610-3000-R, FA-
11077-3000-R, FA-12032-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 488, 1164,

1165.

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 79; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

21* GJOOl
Subject: Report on
Implementation of 1989-92
Special Programs.
Petition: GJ-10881-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 592

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

For 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

22' GJ002
Subject: Defining a Special
Program.
Petition: GJ-10829-0803-D

Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For: 76; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

23 GJ0C3
Subject: Report on the Process
for Development for a
Quadrennial Theme and Special
Program.
Petition: GJ-10880-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 591

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 75; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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24* GJ004
Subject: Report on the
Information of the 1989-92

Quadrennial Theme.
Petition: GJ-10875-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 584

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConciuTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

25* GJ005
Subject: Report on the Advance
for Christ and His Church.
Petition: GJ-10877-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 587

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

26* GJ006
Subject: Policies Regarding
Special Study Committees, Task
Groups, Commissions, Etc., by
General Conference.
Petition: GJ-10869-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 569

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Amended to: Add budget to all

proposals for studies.

( )Caneurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

27* GJ007
Subject: Church Founding Date.
Petition: GJ-10836-0824-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658
Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

28* GJ008
Subject: Church Funding Dates.
Petition: GJ-10209-0824-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658
Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

"..., while remaining sensitive to the

recording of the entirety of the

church's history, including all informa-

tion regarding the younger unit".

( )Coiicurrence ( )NonconcuTTence Date /

29*
GJ009

Subject: Report on Strengthening
Small Membership Churches.
Petition: GJ-10891-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 612

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

Fon 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTeiice ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

30* GJOIO
Subject: Report on Referral
Regarding Council of Bishop's
Initiative.

Petition: GJ-10883-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 596

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

31*
GJOll

Subject: Golden Cross Sunday.
Petition: GJ-10208-0276-D

Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

32* GJ012
Subject: Laity Sunday.
Petition: GJ-12068-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 180

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

33 GJ013
Subject: Report on Developing
Congregations for Deaf
Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10863-3000-A$

Page in Advance DCA: 556
Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For 74; Agidnst: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee reconunends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconctuTence Date /

34* GJ014
Subject: Discontinuance from
Probationary Membership.
Petition: GJ-10659-0418-D

Page in Advance DCA: 619

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For: 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConciuTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

35* GJ015
Subject: Eligibility and Rights of
Probationary Membership.
Petition: GJ-10658-0413-D

Page in Advance DCA: 619

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

36 GJ016
Subject: The Meaning of
Membership.
Petition: GJ-10657-0215-D

Page in Advance DCA: 619

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 69; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Delete words "In Matthew 18:15-17"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

37* GJ017
Subject: Quadrennial Emphasis
on Ministries with Persons with
Disabilities.

Petition: GJ-10973-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 670

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

i"
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Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTenee ( )NonconcuiTenee Date /

42'

38 GJ018
Subject: Special Sundays without
Church-wide Offerings. Access
Sunday.
Petition: GJ-10120-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 651

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For. 70; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

39 GJ019
Subject: Special Sundays • Access
Sunday.
Petition: GJ-12102-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1180

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For 69; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee reconunends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrencc Date /

40 GJ020
Subject: The Observance of
Heritage Sunday.
Petition: GJ-11138-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 179

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For 66; Against: 9; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

41* HEOOl
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Division of Chaplains and
Related Ministries.

Petition: HE-10387-1511-D

Page in Advance DCA: 92

1

Membership: 78; Present: 74;

For 73; Against: 0; Not Voting. 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )NonconeurTenee Date /

HE002
Subject: Policy forbidding the

bearing of arms.
Petition: HE-11093-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1234

Membership: 78; Present: 74;

For 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

43' HE003
Subject: Responsibilities of an
Annual Conference Board of

Higher Education and Campus
Ministry.
Petition: HE-10386-0732-D
Page in Advance DCA: 745

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Noncoiicurrenoe Date /

44* HE016
Subject: Task Force to study
merging prayer and medicine at

United Methodist hospitals.

Petition: HE-11094-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1229

Membership: 78; Present: 74;

For 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

( )Coneurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

45''' HE017
Subject: College of Medicine
within the Africa University.

Petition: HE-10976-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 752

Membership: 78; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

46"^ HE019
Subject: Schools of Theology.
Petition: HE-10397-1530-D

Page in Advance DCA: 750

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

For 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Noiieoiicurr«nc« Date /

47'* HE021
Subject: Africa University.
Petition: HE-11918-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1236

Membership: 78; Present: 73;

For 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date; 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConeutTence ( )Noneoncurreiice Date /

48'* HE022
Subject: Feminist Theology.
Petition: HE-11858.3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 78; Present: 72;

For 68; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

49*
HE023

Subject: Cease giving Bachelor's
Degrees.
Petition: HE-11573-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 78; Present: 72;

For 70; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conciurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

50'* HE024
Subject: Study guidelines on the
use of D.D. degrees for clergy.

Petition: HE-11095-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1234

Membership: 78; Present: 72;

For 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

51'* H£025
Subject: Change the name of

Wesley Foundation.
Petition: HE-11572-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;
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Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

56'

52' HE026
Subject: The National Methodist
Foundation for Christian Higher
Education.
Petition: HE- 10396-1522-D
Page in Advance DCA: 750

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X^nciurence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

53' HE028
Subject: Consultative
Relationship with UM Schools of
Theology.
Petition: HE-102 15-152 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 749

Membership: 78; Present: 64;

For: 58; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

54 HE029
Subject: Purpose and objectives
of the Board of Higher Education
and Ministry.
Petition: HE-11272-1518-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1232

Membership: 78; Present: 64;

Fon 58; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

55^ HE030
Subject: Membership and
Organizations.
Petition: HE-10394-1517-D
Page in Advance DCA: 749
Membership: 78; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

HE033
Subject: Membership of the
University Senate.
Petitions: HE-10129-1517-D, HE-
11618-1517-D, HE-12278-1517-D, HE-
12279-1517-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1230, 1230,

1231, 1231.

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

57'^ HE034
Subject: Board of Higher
Education and Campus Ministry.
Amend para. 732.1.

Petition: HE-10009-0732-D
Page in Advance DCA: 745

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 64; Against: 4; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

58 HE038
Subject: Campus Ministry
Special Program 1993-96.

Petition: HE-11770-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 1234

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee reconunends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

59 HE039
Subject: Conference Board of
Higher Education and Campus
Ministry.
Petitions: HE-1 1217-0732-D, HE-
11218-0732-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1229, 1229.

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 55; Against: 15; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

60*
HE040

Subject: Selection placement of
pastors to the Wesley Foundation.
Petition: HE-11570-0000-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1229

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

Fon 69; Against; 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

c

61' HE041
Subject: Higher Education
apportionments.
Petition: HE-11279-1516-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 16

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

62' ICOOl
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Commission on
Communications.
Petition: IC-10634-1906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 814

Membership: 68; Present: 54;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

63 IC002
Subject: Communications Access
for Persons Who Have Hearing
and Sight Impairments.
Petition: IC-10637-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 823

Membership: 68; Present: 52;

Fon 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

64* IC003
Subject: Vision Interfaith

Satellite Network.
Petition: IC-10636-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 827

Membership: 68; Present: 53;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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65' IC004
Subject: Respoiuibilities of a
Conference Commisfiion on the
Statiu and Role of Women.
Petition: IC- 10555-074 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 810

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

Fon 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends concur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

66 IC005
Subject: Conference Commission
on the Status and Role of Women.
Petition: IC- 11224-074 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 65;

Fon 55; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

67* IC006
Subject: Eliminate COSROW.
Petition: IC- 11621-074 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 65;

For: 60; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

68* IC007
Subject: New Historic Shrines
and Landmarks.
Petition: IC-10633-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 824

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Conunittee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

WilliBmottnWillamette

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

69' IC008
Subject: Historic Shrines,
Historic Landmarks, and Historic
Sites.

Petition: IC-10631-1812-D

Page in Advance DCA: 814
Membership: 68; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenc8 Date /

70* IC009
Subject: The Historical Society.

Petition: IC-10630-1810-D

Page in Advance DCA: 8 12

Membership: 68; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

71 icon
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Commission on Communication.
Petition: IC-12009-1906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 68;

Fon 38; Against: 27; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

72' IC012
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Commission on Archives and
History.

Petition: IC-10627-0738-D

Page in Advance DCA: 809

Membership: 68; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

73 IC013
Subject: 'Catch the Spirit'

Funding.
Petition: IC-11867-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1249

Membership: 68; Present: 68;

Fon 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

74*
IC014

Subject: Purpose of the
Commission on Archives and
History.
Petition: IC- 10628- 1803-D

Page in Advance DCA: 811

Membership: 68; Present: 67;

Fon 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

75* IC015
Subject: Television and radio
advertisement campaign.
Petition: IC-10977-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 826

Membership: 68; Present: 68;

Fon 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

76* IC016
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Commission on Religion
and Race.
Petition: IC-10557-2 108-D

Page in Advance DCA: 815

Membership: 68; Present: 68;

Fon 66; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiicc Date /

77* IC022
Subject: Continuing Membership
in the National Council of

Churches.
Petition: IC-10649-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 824

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 60; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Data /

y
78* IC023
Subject: Continuing Membership
in the World Council of Churches.
Petition: IC-10648-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 824

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 60; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /
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79* IC024
Subject: Conference Commission
on Christian Unity and
InterreligiouB Concerns.
Petition: IC-11222-0739-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1237

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 59; Agjdnst: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

80* IC026
Subject: The National Council of
the Church of Christ in the USA
and the World Council of

Churches.
Petition: IC-11308-2402-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1243

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurTence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

81 IC043
Subject: Elimination of the
Commission on Status and Role
of Women.
Petition: IC-12306-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1248

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

For 57; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

82 IC044
Subject: Delete the Organization
and Responsibility of the
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-10064-2201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

1

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

Fon 57; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

83 IC045
Subject: Eliminate General
Commission on Status and Role
of Women.

Petition: IC-11625-2201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

1

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

Fon 57; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

88*

84 IC046
Subject: Transfer Duties to CS.
Petition: IC-1 1626-2201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

For 57; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrcnce ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

85 IC047
Subject: Dissolve COSROW by
1996.

Petition: IC-11866-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1248

Membership: 68; Present: 64;

Fon 57; Agtiinst: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoiicurTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

86* LCOOl
Subject: The Ministry of All
Christians.

Petition: LC-10840-0102-D
Page in Advance DCA; 828

Membership: 89; Present: 81;

For. 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuTTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

87 LC003
Subject: Expression of love of
God and neighbor in our
churches.
Petition: LC-11100-0107-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1250

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 74; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

LC008
Subject: Membership of the
Council on Ministries.

Petition: LC-11174-0258-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

c '11

89* LC019
Subject: The Chairperson of
Worship.
Petition: LC-11878-0261-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1267

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conciirrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

90* LC037
Subject: The Administrative
Council or Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-11274-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1259

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 77; Against: 3; Not Votmg: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

91* LC040
Subject: The Coordination of
Communications.
Petition: LC-12016-0262-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1267

Membership: 89; Present: 81;

Fon 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

delete:To provide other rocouroofi
,

the Coordinator of CommunicatiopB

may d tn'tilnp n Cnrnmun iirntinnn Tank

Forco of talontod and intoroetod por -

sons approved by the Churoh
Chargo/Council/Board to portray in

Vidoo tho horitago of tbo congroga

tion, it's worship and education and
fellowohip activitieO) it's witnoea to

childron and youth and adults and

families, and it's miBsions to local and

national and world projoctSi

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I-
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92* LC041
Subject: Coordinator of
Communications.
Petition: LC- 12 113-0262-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1267

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as foUows:

Amend petition 12113: Delete

period following the word "inter-

preters".

( )ConcuiTence ( )Noncancun«iice Date /

93* LC042
Subject: Organization and
Administration of the Local
Church.
Petition: LC-10800-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 834

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Amend by deletion the part of the

petition reading: Amend para.244:

! Local ohMTch may ostabliwh an Ad

minigtrativo Council ,

—

Nurturo—Out-

Meeh—Witnooo Miniotrioe modol

whiah aball b«,
„"

( X^ncumncc ( )NonGoncurrence Date /

94* LC043
Subject: The Administrative
Council - Basic Administrative
Structure.
Petition: LC-11727-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1259

Membership: 89; Present: 79;

Fon 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Noiicoiicurrenee Date /

95' LC044
Subject: Organization of the local

church.
Petition: LC-11226-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1259

Membership: 89; Present: 79;

For 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

96* LC045
Subject: Local Churches
Administrative Councils.
Petition: LC-10226-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 834
Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For. 77; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( JConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

97 LC046
Subject: The Work Area
Chairperson.
Petition: LC-12015-0260-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 49; Against: 27; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

011^1:^00

"^^Khbmw^
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church (

Committee On
Journal Report

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the following

corrections, the proceedings as printed

in the Daily Christian Advocate for

Wednesday, May 6, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 120, col. 1, picture

caption-Substitute "Bellenfant" for

"Bennenfant".

Daily Edition, p. 136, col. 2, thu-d full

par.--Delete "STEVENS" (second con-

secutive reference to Stevens).

Daily Edition, p. 137, col. 3, 11 lines

from bottom (prior to Brandon Cho
speech)—Insert the following:

RHODES-WICKETT: While you're

up, just stay up and turn to number 428

in your hymnal, number 428, and we are

going to sing verse 1 only for the healing

of the nations. Verse 1, 428.

(hymn)

CAROL COLLEY (Oregon-Idaho):

Brothers and sisters in Christ, although

you might not have seen very many Na-

tive Americans on your television

during the aftermath of the trial, our

hearts were there, too. Probably we
were there, too in many of the cities.

More than half of us do live in cities, you
know, not just reservations, and this

issue affects us deeply. We do under-

stand police brutality, we do understand

economic injustice, and we certainly un-

derstand disregard for human rights.

We are over-represented in the prisons,

and as our international brothers and
sisters know, and we should know as

well, we also form part of the population

of political prisoners within the United

States. We do feel rage at the racial and
economic injustice, not just in the cities

but in all of the land. Native Americans

may approach this, however, from a

slightly different aspect than the other

immigrant populations. For us, the issue

is part of five hundred years of injustice,

and we're wondering when justice will

come. For us, the issues may be the

issues in all of your local communities,

actually, even maybe where all of you
live. For us, we're wondering when
people will understand upon whose land

your church and your home sits; to be

thankful for the people that made it

possible for you to live where you live.

We're wondering when we will not be

seen as objects of mission and concern,

but when the rest of our brothers and

sisters will treat us with equality and

respect and wish to do things in consult-

ation with us. We're wonderingwhen all

of you will fully understand the neces-

sity for the American Indian Religious

Freedom Act, that you will know what

that is; it's part ofsome ofthe legislation

that's coming before you this time, and
you will know that this is an issue that

you should join us in supporting. We're

wondering when all of us will under-

stand more of each other, that you will

understand more about the hundreds of

tribal nations that live in the United

States, and that those of us who are not

from the United States will understand

more about the indigenous peoples

across the world whose land rights,

human rights, religious rights are often

the same. For five hundred years it has

been like this for us, this is just another

trial. When will justice come? What kind

of world are we as Christians working

on together? Justice has not come, ob-

viously, for you and me, but what about

our children? What about our

grandchildren? What about our great-

grandchildren? What about our great-

great-grandchildren?

Daily Edition, p. 138, col. 2, first full

par.-"SHARON RHODES-WICKETT"
for "BEVERLY J. SHAMANA".

Daily Edition, p. 139, col. 1, immedi-

ately prior to the word "recess"-Insert

the following:

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you, Marvin.

Let's try to hold the mood in force ofthis

time. But let's take a 10 minute recess.

Daily Edition, p. 139, col. 1, immedi-

ately following the word "recess"-In-

sert the following:

(hymn)

Daily Edition, p. 139, col. 1, second

full par.-Substitute "ARTURO
FERNANDEZ" for "UNIDENTIFIED
SPEAKER".

Daily Edition, p. 139, col. 2, line 25-
Substitute "Marisa" for "Maria".

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 2, immedi-
ately preceeding the word "son^"-In-

sert the following new par.:

Will you now sing together with me
vs. no. 3 of 428?

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 2, fifth line

from bottom-Substitute "settlements"

for "residence".

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 2, last line-

-Substitute "identify" for "end it by".

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 3, line 9-

Substitute "the gospel" for

"negotiation". Delete "unintelligible".

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 3, line 13-

Substitute "the gospel" for

"negotiation".

Daily Edition, p. 140, col. 3, first full

par.-Delete "TRAJKOVSKI".
Daily Edition, pp. 142-144 are out of

sequence. See immediately below:

and this time I went into Koreatown

so I could see what was going on and I

was just ahead of the march in

Koreatown but I was there because one

of my churches, Wilshire Church-
multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-ra-

cial, Black, Hispanic, Filipino, Korean,

with a pastor for each ministry: an

English person clergy for the senior pas-

tor, English person American, English

American person, a senior pastor; a

Black woman associate pastor for the

English ministry; and then a Korean

pastor and a Filipino pastor and a

Hispanic pastor. They had organized

themselves to go into Koreatown and

join with the clean-up movement and so

they engaged in clean up in Koreatown

and for the first time, my English-

American senior pastor said that he and

his spouse, who is also clergy in our

district, said, we felt like we were in the

minority, like my wife and I when we
were in Ireland, we were marching in a

peace march and we said we would slip

into the crowd inconspicuously. An up-

date on the food situation, I talked with,

we did create a strategy group and that

group is implementing our plan right

now that why I can feel safe in leaving

and coming to the General Conference

and so I talked with the coordinator and

he said the food at Holman is exhausted.

We don't have any more, we need more
food. He said that Faith Church was the

recipient of all the contributions of food
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from the office of Senator Diane Wat-

son. He said that Vermont Square had

received a truck load of food from

Ralph's Supermarket and that all of it

had been given away, and he said that

Hamilton is getting up to speed and the

Korean Central Church is seeking to

counsel persons about getting loans for

small businesses in order to restore the

businesses in Koreatown.

. My friends, what we had on the shel-

ves is exhausted and we need more
resources, and therefore we call upon

this General Conference to make some
kind of response. I am sure that

everyone of you here wants to write a

check for $ 10, for $ 15, for $25, but I need

more $100 gifts. I need $1,000 gifts to go

to Los Angeles to meet human need.

And then my friends, as this General

Conference is seeking to respond to this

whole matter, let me say to you, you as

a church, we as a church, very often act

like we have finished dealing with the

urban ministries agenda. I say to you we
have not yet finished with the urban

ministries agenda. We must devote con-

nectional resources to address the mass

human needs in the urban scene. In our

annual conference we are getting ready

to mount a major fund drive. We're

hoping to raise $25 million. We're devot-

ing 30% of that to the School of Theol-

ogy at Claremont. The rest is to go for

congregational development strategy

across the whole conference. Much of

that is to go into bricks and mortar and

land, but the L.A. district said no, that

is not where the concerns are. We must
develop a congregational development

strategy in the city of Los Angeles that

will address 5 major program areas: im-

migration and refugee concerns to meet

the needs of the new neighbors that we
have in the city; homelessness and affor-

dable housing; families at risk in south

central L.A., in east L.A. and all over the

city; churches covenanting together to

address the whole question of drugs and

substance abuse; and multiple mini-

stries for regional churches through

reconfigurations in the south central

Los Angeles area My friends, we have

not yet completed the urban agenda. I

call you, let us get back to the urban

agenda
RHODES-WICKETT: I invite you

now to join with us on verse 4 of our

hymn, and I suspect we might like to

stand as we sing this 4th verse.

(hymn)

BEVERLY SHAMANA: My name is

Beverly Shamana, and I am the As-

sociate Council Director in the Califor-

nia-Pacific Annual Conference. Bishop,

members ofthe General Conference, we
have heard many diverse and passionate

and moving testimonies to what has

happened this past week and it calls to

mind a phrase that h&s been echoing in

my head and in my heart from

yesterday's most powerful worship, the

phrase being "to fill the needs of others

as acutely as your own," and from your

response to these various witnesses, you

have done that. You have felt the needs

of others as acutely as your own. This

gathering of General Conference offers

us a unique opportunity, one which we
may not find ourselves in for a long time,

and that is an opportunity to talk with

other people from other conferences,

from other parts of the world, from

other parts of the country, from other

cultures, from other races, about what is

on our heart, what has been motivated,

what has been inspired, what these wit-

nesses have engendered in us. By this

day of General Conference we know the

persons in front of us very well by the

shape of their neck. I would like to offer

us an opportunity to get to know the

shape of their soul. And so I want to ask

you to do 3 things. Number 1 is to form

,

a small group of 4, 5, 6, 7 people,

whereby you can share what this has

meant to you. That is to say, how have

you experienced the human condition of

violence, of despair, of looting in your

own setting, in your own church, in your

own community, in your own family, in

your jobs, in your cherished relation-

ships. What shape has that taken in your

setting? This is the common thread that

we all share. The second thing I'd like

you to do is to build a bridge for each

other and with each other from your

discussion to the various resolutions

that you are aware ofthat we can impact

by what has happened and what will

impact us in the days ahead. And then

the third thing after about 10 minutes

that we are going to ask you to do is to

share, at an open microphone, whatever

insights, whatever learnings, whatever

leanings come out of your discussion

together that you would like the whole

conference to hear. We will open the

microphones for a brief time. And final-

ly I woiJd say to let the Spirit do the

translating. I urgeyou to speak candidly

out of your own heart, guided by the

grace and the Spirit that can transform

our hearing and our speaking. So I

would ask you now to talk to each other

across delegations. We don't want Geor-

gia talking to Georgia and California to

California, but if you can even move
around a little bit so that you can talk

across geography, so that there can be

the kind of cross fertilization that in-

forms us all. I would invite the side sec-

tions, those areas beyond the bar of the

conference, to form some groups to talk

so that we can bind and link up to each

other in this way, as we are bound to

Christ and to the church. I think we can

do it. Let's try it, let's try it. Let's just

move around a little bit and talk to each

other and share.

BISHOP LEWIS: Hold, hold your

seats a moment. We have someone at

microphone 14, and I'm going to recog-

nize you and then we're gonna do this,

depending on what happens here, but

you're supposed to be recognized from

your seat and then come to the

microphone. Well I said I'm going to

now but I'm telling you that for the

benefit of everyone. Okay, go ahead.

CHESTER JONES (Little Rock): Mr.

Chairperson and delegates of the con-

ference,

BISHOP LEWIS: Tell us who you are.

JONES: I'm Chester Jones from Lit-

tle Rock, Arkansas. And I would just like

to add another thing to this because all

of the information has been very good

and very insightful, and if most of you

are like I am you have watched

television and you have pretty well pick-

ed up on most of the information and

that's good because all of us are

paralyzed with it.

But we are gathered here as a part of

the body of Christ, and we are a part of

the good news community.

BISHOP LEWIS: Chester, excuse me
for interrupting you, but what we are

going to do is take a few minutes as

Beverly has outlined and then we're

going to have some open microphone

opportunities.

JONES: I understand that.

BISHOP LEWIS: You'rejumping the

gun on us.

JONES: Well, not quite, because the

Lord has laid something on my heart

that I wanted to share.

BISHOP LEWIS: Well, the Lord

hasn't laid it on my heart, and you're out
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of order and we're going to follow this

procedure as we started out to do and

you'll have an opportunity in a moment.

SHAMANA: Let us move to our

groups for a few brief minutes, please.

Just turn around and get acquainted

with someone.

BISHOP LEWIS: Take our proper

places and return to our attention to the

microphone and our leader Beverly. Are

you out there listening? Let's return to

our places and give our attention to

Beverly.

SHAMANA: I'm sure that your time

of sharing with each other has been

enlightening and a rich time. I do have

to apologize, however, that we will not

be able to have individuals come to the

microphone due to the press of time. We
had very much looked forward to this

and I'm sure that some of you have

things that are on your heart that you

want to share with the entire body. Per-

haps we can find some way to do that in

conjunction with some of our legislative

time. I do apologize for that because we
had hoped that we would be able to do

it. But at this time I do need to provide

for the time when Bishop Kelly will

come and bring us closing moments and

so in order to do that I move to suspend

the rules to permit her to come before

us.

BISHOP LEWIS: Is that right now or

is that at the close?

SHAMANA: That will be at the con-

clusion of the resolutions.

BISHOP LEWIS: You all understand

that this is a motion to suspend the rules

so that Bishop Leontine Kelly may make
a concluding speech when we're ready

for that. It takes a two-thirds vote and

it's not debatable. If you would sustain

that you may vote now. You got a green

light? When the light's green vote yes or

no to suspend the rules. Yes 692, no 181,

abstention 4, so it's clearly suspended.

JAMES LAWSON: Bishop Lewis we
have five brief motions and I would like

to begin moving the first one. That the

legislative committees be asked to locate

and mark specific issues already in their

agendas that impact upon this matter,

that they highlight them and lift them
up and report them back to the Greneral

Conference in their reports. That's my
first motion.

BISHOP LEWIS: Alright. Do you all

xmderstand this motion? Are you ready

to vote? Please vote when the light ap-

pears. Well the vote is 714 yes, 169 no

and 29 abstentions.

LAWSON: The second motion

Bishop, is that the CoimcU of Bishops

address an urgent pastoral letter for all

congregations of the denomination as-

king that Pentecost be a weekend of

prayer and fasting for the entire church.

BISHOP LEWIS: AU right. You hear

this motion. Are you ready to vote on it?

Please vote when the light appears; 770

yes, 147 no with 14 abstentions.

LAWSON: The third motion, that the

Greneral Conference issue a message to

the nation that we select now a General

Conference Task Force to write that

message. And we have created a list of

names that we would suggest might be

on that message committee.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, do you
hear this motion? Are you ready to vote

on it? Please vote when the light ap-

pears: 681 yes, 237 no, with 17 absten-

tions.

LAWSON: No. four, that we fast, this

motion was passed on yesterday but we
want to repeat it to remind us, we fast

Thursday evening before supper and

then for 24 hours we give our savings to

UMCOR or as directed by the Council of

Bishops.

BISHOP LEWIS: Ready to vote?

Please vote when the light appears. The
coimt is 638 yes, 252 no, with 44 absten-

tions.

LAWSON: No. five, that the Council

of Bishops call The United Methodist

Church to the Pentecost Weekend of

fasting and prayer, a motion already

passed, and that they ask for an offering

from every congregation; 50% of which
would remain in the annual conference;

50% to UMCOR or as directed by the

Council ofBishops. And Bishop, I would

move that if this is sustained then that

we refer this to GCFA for its perusal.

BISHOP LEWIS: Because that is

standard procedure for us and it will be

a part of your motion. Alright. Are you
ready to vote? I have someone at my left.

Go to microphone 11; well, or 6, that's

all right.

GEORGE CARUSO (North Indiana):

Bishop, I'm bothered; this is a sort of

point of order, and I'm not sure if I'm in

order or not. When this was proposed as

an agenda item, the implication was, as

I understood it, there would be time to

respond. And I appreciate the excellent

presentation that's been given to us, but

we've been denied the opportimity of

responding. Will that be provided? Is

that a point of order? Do we have to

move it for the agenda committee, or #
what can be done? I feel disenfranchised ^
as a member ofthis General Conference;

I was not allowed to respond. (Applause)

LAWSON: Bishop, I think our group

agrees, but we were trying to do it within

the time limit and we overran the time,

and so we were trying to compress it so

that we could finish by the 12:30 hour.

Of course, it's 12:00 now, so as far as I'm

concerned there can be responses if we
want to do it. We did not want to come
back with motions at another session.

BISHOP LEWIS: It's been suggested

that if we vote on the motions, we may
have a little time for some response. But
we opted to go with the motions so they

wouldn't be left out, and if they go as

well as the other four have, we've got

about 10 minutes.

BILL CROUCH (North Texas): Ques-

tion as to the motion that we take an

offering, can you be more specific about

that? To what would it be intended?

What's the point?

LAWSON: The offering would be

direct 50% remaining in the Annual
Conference for ministries related to this

matter in their own area, 50% to

UMCOR as directed by the Council of

Bishops. We hesitate about this because,

while the immediate needs we must

meet-that is, food, clothing, shelter,

and so forth and so on-that there's also

the whole business of rebuilding, of

work for change, so that we don't want

to make it inflexible (the offering), so

that it goes only to emergency relief, but

to make it also possible to be used for

other kinds of ministries and mission.

CROUCH: I simply wanted to giveyou

the opportimity to tell us what we are

giving our money for. Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you. I recog-

nize at Microphone 3. Yes, go ahead, Joe.

C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio):

I move to amend by addition, if that's in

order.

BISHOP LEWIS: It is.

SPRAGUE: That in solidarity and
consultation with indigenous persons

and local churches in a selected neigh-

borhood, The United Methodist Church

commit itself to the creation in Los An-

geles of a "shalom zone." A shalom zone

would be one strategically-located city ^
block or its equivalent rebuilt with the ^
necessary buildings, businesses, and so-

cial services needed for life, liberty, and
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the pursuit of meaning. To create this

ft\ shalom zone, The United Methodist
^ Church, working through the national

division, would issue a call posthaste for

staffand volunteers, money such as that

just mentioned, and the material, love,

and labor to rebuild both physical struc-

tures and human lives broken by the

cycle of poverty and deprivation. The
response to this call in money and

people would be coordinated through

the Los Angeles Planning and Strategy

Committee. Let the call go forth for

workers with children and youth, com-

munity organizers, M.D.'s, nurses, den-

tists, counselors, lawyers, business

people, architects, contractors, plum-

bers, electricians, and all who are willing

to help. To this army of shalom would

be added an intentional remnant of per-

sons small in number, but large in the

love of Jesus, who would commit them-

selves to live as neighbors and urban

missioners in the shalom zone for an

extended period of time so as to claim

the shalom zone for Christ. Once this

model is in the process of being

developed. The United Methodist

Church would invite the ecumenical and
interfaith communities of this nation to

duplicate our effort by creating similar

zones of hope. This propossJ, to be

referred to the Legislative Section on
Global Ministries for the development

of implementing strategies, attendant

budgets, and reported to GCNFA and to

the plenary as soon as possible.

BISHOP LEWIS: If there is a second?

SPRAGUE: I don't think I need to

speak any further.

BISHOP LEWIS: Alright, it has a

second. Does the committee wish to

respond?

LAWSON: Well, we heard the spirit,

Joe, of that. Bishop, we heard the spirit

from Joe's amendment and we are

prepared to accept it and incorporate it

to the best of our ability.

BISHOP LEWIS: The committee says

they will accept that amendment. Is that

right?

LAWSON: Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: Are you ready to

vote? All who will . . . Well, please vote

when the light appears. I've got a big

sign right here in front of me if I were

)
smart enough to read it. And the vote is

631 yes, 265 no, 31 abstentions.

LAWSON: We have the main motion

before us now. Bishop. That was an

amendment.

BISHOP LEWIS: No.

LAWSON: No?

BISHOP LEWIS: That was a main

motion.

LAWSON: OK. We accepted it.

BISHOP LEWIS: You accepted it and

that's it.

LAWSON: We have been asked to an-

nounce that we want to emphasize the

fact that already many, many . . . for

many, many agencies of the church, we
have received resources and offers of

solidarity and a willingness to be able to

plan and work with our Los Angeles

Area. But we want to remember that

there are other areas also in great need,

San Francisco as an example. UMCOR
has already sent the first $50,000 first

grant to the Cal-Pac Conference. They
have already established an advance

number and that number is 901735-2.

901735-2 is the advance number. It

should also be said that Church World
Service has been in conversations with

many of our people, with our congrega-

tions, our leadership in the area, and

that a variety of other kinds of Protes-

tant, primarily church organizations

and concerned groups have been in con-

versation. We appreciate that very

much. And now, I think, to bring the

concluding reflection is Bishop Leon-

tine Kelly.

BISHOP LEONTINE KELLY: I think

we have heard the word. Tonight,

remember the words of Henri Nouwen,

"When a little boy asked the prophet,

'Dear prophet, why do you keep

prophesying when nobody listens to

your words and when nobody changes

their life?' And the answer that question

was and always will be, 'I prophesy not

simply to change the world, but to

prevent the world from changing me.'
"

It seems to me, that as we in this General

Conference come together that what we
are about all week is not only the aware-

ness of what has happened in a par-

ticular place, in Los Angeles, and in San

Francisco, and ripples in other areas,

but to understand that we eis a country

sit on a powder keg, the chickens have

come home to roost, we look not only

historically, but biblically and theologi-

cally, in terms of what our task is, what

our mandate is, as disciples of Jesus

Christ, and that is to love one another

and we have not done it. And yet we
have the opportunity, and what a wit-

ness of diversity we are as we sit together

here! What a democratic opportunity

this is. What a democratic instrument

this is as the General Conference ofThe
United Methodist Church. One of the

most democratic institutions in the

world. And we need to go home and help

people understand what it means to be

United Methodist. It is not to affirm

their fears, it is to disturb their comfort

so that they might live out their faith.

Just a few things. Ifwe do not prioritize

education in this country, for all

children and for all people, we will never

come to an understanding. We have left

... we have . . . You don't have to applaud

me, just let me finish a minute. We have

left . . . dare to leave the educational

funding of our country to the lottery,

because they promised it. Aa
Methodists, we have never sustained

gambling, but if you are going to have

lotteries, I want to put defense on lot-

teries find put money in our budgets to

educate people. We are a democracy. We
cannot be a democracy if we do not

know that fundamental to any

democratic freedom-justice process is an

understanding of what we are about,

and we should be about the business of

that. When ayoung man said to me, and
many of you heard me say it, a young

community director said to me, "Bishop

Kelly, don't you understand that the

gang system in this country is to the

crime syndicate as the Junior Achieve-

ment Program is to corporate America."

It is not that our children cannot learn

what it means to be moral, spiritual

people, it is that we have tolerated who
will teach them. As I stood in Jones

United Methodist Church and preached

a funeral of a 23-year-old Black man,

shot down by drive-by shooting, I

counted 45 young Black mides between

the ages 17 and 24 £is they came into the

church to the funeral of their brother.

There they were in full dress, burgundy

bow ties, burgundy boutonnieres, bur-

gundy cummerbunds. I thought to

myself, "It looks like a prom scene, but

I know it is the Godfather." And that is

the symbol of our country, and that is

the model of violence that we have sus-

tained in our public arena and in our

militarism and with our thinking this

week contextualized by the Bishops'

statement, the Bishops' vision, the

Bishops' commitment to the total pic-

ture, we have an agenda to work on.

Lord, have mercy upon us. Christ, have

mercy upon us. Lord, have mercy upon

us. We cannot afford to be the church
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that in the 18th Century was accused of

being seditious, because it dared to

stand in 18th Century England for mar-

ginalized people. We cannot claim that

history and continue to be such a com-

fortable, pure church. We cannot be

ministers of the gospel if we are not

willing to hit the streets where the

people are.

H. Sharon Howell,
Chair: Committee on Journal

Section C, row 8

(Wednesday morning session con-

tinued from page 144)

I am not merely a bishop of the

church. I pride myself that this year, my
bishop has permitted me to be a part-

time interim supply pastor of Ridge

View United Methodist Church in San
Francisco. And I preach the Word to

people of despair, overwhelmed by the

problems, and wondering where they

are. What does God have to do with what

is happening in their lives? And the dif-

ference between that is not a dichotomy,

it is the enfleshed word that comes in

Jesus Christ to say to us who we are and

why we are here. And the moment, the

challenge is to say individually, each one

of us, "Lord, here I am, let your Spirit

move through my life and change it and

cleanse me as I repent myself of all that

I have not done, and then Lord, use me
individually and lead me corporately

into the church of Jesus Christ around

the world so that this can indeed be the

world of Jesus Christ." Will you pray

with me?

(prayer)

CHESTER JONES aittle Rock): I

come to speak at this time in the name
of Jesus only. I think that we will be

remiss if there are 2 or 3 things that we
don't do as delegates. We're to choose

this day whom we will serve and some
are putting off to later on, it's not going

to address some immediate needs that

we need to do as delegates. So I would
urge us to take up an offering now, to be

taken by the district superintendent and
a bishop to meet with the person from
UMCOR that's already out there in

California; to take our concerns and our

prayers from the delegates of this con-

ference to them; to let them know that

we stand with them in this time of crisis.

By June there may not be a California

left out there to go to. So I urge us to

support them. Also I would call upon us

to send a message to the President and
the Attorney General voicing our sup-

port for the investigation of the possible

violation of the civil rights of Rodney
King. And that we also send a message

to the President, the governor of

California and the mayor of Los An-

geles, that we as the body of Christ, the

Good News Community, are taking a

day out of this conference to be in prayer

and fasting for the healing, not only of

California, but the whole nation. Then
finally I would affirm that we, in order

to affirm our faith before we close and

go to eat our last meal before we fast, to

stand together and join in a song in

affirmation that we are one in the Spirit,

we are one in our Lord, and we pray that

all unity will one day be restored.

BISHOP LEWIS: Was that a motion?

Did it have a second? Well, if you are

going to debate it, you are going to have

to extend time because we are already

past 12:20. I hear people sajdng so

moved, but you know, you all, well, all

right, all who will support this please

vote when the light appears. The count

is 370 yes, 382 no, and 67 abstain. So the

motion failed. We are on the order ofthe

day for reports from the Committee on

the Agenda. Point of order.

EUZABETH SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop, I'm not sure how to

present this, but a whole bunch of us

didn't know whether we were voting for

this motion or whether we were voting

to extend the time. Confusion and we
couldn't get your attention.

BISHOP LEWIS: WeU, there never

was a motion to extend the time and the

only motion before the House was the

motion by the man from Little Rock.

Unless the House asks me to do some-

thing different, we're going to go on. I

see someone at microphone 13.

DON MESSER (Rocky Mountain):

Bishop Lewis, unintentionally we did

get confused, even though apparently

there wasn't motion to extend the time

because you mentioned that if we were

going to debate the motion that we
would have to have the time extended,

so many of us were confused. If there is

any way for us to vote dearly on the

motion that was before us it would be

very helpful.

BISHOP LEWIS: You would have to

move to reconsider.

MESSER: I would move to reconsider

it.

BISHOP LEWIS: Did you vote for it?

MESSER: Well, I voted against ex-

tending the time. #
BISHOP LEWIS: You lost your vote, '

Don. I recognize the man to my right to

microphone 4.

RICHARD NICODEMUS (New
York) : I voted for the motion and I would
like to ask for reconsideration by the

body.

BISHOP LEWIS: Is there a second?

All who will reconsider it? Please vote

when the light appears. The vote is to

reconsider. The count is 529 yes, 390 no,

12 abstentions. You are right. It is a

simple majority to reconsider. Now we
have to have a motion to extend the time

to do this. Otherwise we are going to go

to the agenda. Microphone 8.

KENT MILLARD (South Dakota):

Bishop, I move that we extend the time

so we can take this vote.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, do we have

a second? Please vote ifyou will extend

the time when the light appears.

Whether you extend the time or not.

The time is extended. And the vote for

that is 499 yes, 418 no, 9 abstentions.

And we are back to the motion of

Chester Jones from Little Rock, Arkan-

sas. I think I see a flag back at 14.

MAXTE DUNNAM (Memphis Con-

ference): In his motion there were 2

items about sending messages. In the

committee report there was also an item

about sending a message. Will the com-

mittee that is writing the message to be

sent somewhere report back to this

body, and could his request for the mes-

sage to be sent to the President and the

mayors be included in that?

LAWSON: Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: I recognize the man
on my right. Go to microphone 5.

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop, I would like to move
to amend the motion to ask that

GCF&A be directed to investigate and to

report back to this session of the

General Conference the possibility of

establishing a pool of $25,000,000 from

investment portfolios of the Board of

Global Ministries, the Board of Pen-

sions, and other such agencies as may
have such resources to be used to

guarantee loans and mortgages to rees-

tablish biasinesses in Los Angeles. Fur-

ther, that the Council of Bishops ^Aj)

challenge the other denominations of

our Christian faith to join in creating a

pool of matching funds.
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BISHOP LEWIS: Is there a second?

m) All right, we have an amendment before

us. I recognize the speaker on my left.

Go to microphone 2.

J. LaVON KINCAID (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I want to speak against the

amendment and therefore support the

main motion and I will leave it at that.

Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, thankyoa
Is there anyone that wants to speak for

it? Anyone else want to speak? All right,

please vote when light appears on the

amendment that you just heard. Yes

141, no 786, abstained 17. The amend-

ment is lost. We're back on the main
motion. Go to microphone 2.

PAUL MEUSCHKE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): There are 3 statements to be

framed which we are going to be con-

sidering later. I would like the names of

the committee members who will be

framing those statements. I believe that

Brother Lawson mentioned that such a

committee is in place, and I just think

the body ought to be aware ofwho those

people are in case we might want to add

to that committee or subtract from it.

LAWSON: If that's in order. Bishop,

I'm prepared to remain to the main mo-

tion. All right, Bishop, we've listed a

number of people, but the General Con-

ference, of course, can add other names.

Robert Fannin, none of these persons

has been asked, incidentally. We tried to

list some folk that we thought could do

it. Robert Fannin from Southeast,

Maxie Dunnam from Southeast, Randy
Day from the Northeast, Boris Traj-

kovski from the Yugoslavia conference,

Beverly Shamana from the West, Phil

Wogaman from the Northeast, Carol

CoUcy from the West, Brandon Cho
from the West, Arturo Fernandez from

the West, Felton May from the North-

east, Tex Sample from the South

Central, Bernard Keels from the North-

east, Jeannie Trevino-Teddlie from the

Southeast, Anna Reed from the North-

east, Sam Wynn from the Southeast,

Sharon Brown Christopher from the

North Central. Those are the names
that we suggested.

MEUSCHKE: Thank you very much.

That's a great committee.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, I recog-

A nize the man at the rear of my left at

microphone 12.

BILLY YORK (North Alabama): I

would like to move the reference to the

main motion to the committee which

has made the morning presentation.

BISHOP LEWIS: I have a 2nd to the

motion in reference. All right, the mo-
tion referred to the committee.

YORK: Bishop, it seems to me there

are severjd matters to be coordinated,

then I would appreciate ifwe could have

that coordinated and brought back to

this body. Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, we have a

motion for reference. Anyone else want

to say anything? I see a woman at

microphone 7.

LUCILLE VANZANT (Oklahoma):

Bishop, there wjis one item in that mo-

tion that I think we really need to take.

Beginning with us at this moment to

consider and that is that we have an

offering for this body. I came to the

General Conference with very little

money, but my heart is so big that

whatever that I can leave to help al-

leviate any suffering at all, I'm willing to

give that up; so I ask that that part ofthe

motion be considered at this time.

BISHOP LEWIS: Yeah, all right, we
hear that and I see a card at this time off

to my left. Microphone 11

DEBBIE WILCOCK (Eastern Pen-

nsylvania): I just have a question, of all

the names that you listed are any of

those youth that'll be on the committee?

LAWSON: We have a motion to refer

and we passed that by. I'm sorry.

WILCOCK: Can I just have the ques-

tion answered, please?

BISHOP LEWIS: Would you do it

later? In a minute. Well, let us vote on

the motion. The reference motion. They
probably need to check whether they got

a youth on that list or not. We're on the

reference motion. Does this have to do

with that? If it is go to microphone 13.

CLIFTON IVES (Maine): Question to

the Chair. I understand in the direct

statement, first a question to the Chair

would be in reference to the committee

mentioned. It seems to me that the com-

mittee is a wonderful committee, has

done a wonderful job for us this morn-

ing. Is it an official body of this General

Conference to which a matter can be

legitimately referred by the body?

BISHOP LEWIS: Well, unless I hear

a wisdom from here somewhere to the

contrary. It is if you all make it so, and

it seems that by what you're doing

you've already done that 5 times. All

right, let's vote on the reference to com-

mittee if you're ready. I don't want to

run over anybody. Go to 14, Chester.

JONES: I oppose the motion to refer

simply because all the things that I listed

in that motion we can do now. Jesus

said, now is the time. That's my problem

if we refer this, we don't know, it wiU

probably be the next day, so I oppose the

motion to refer and let us vote on the

main motion.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, we've had

a speech opposed to reference. I see

someone on my right. Go to microphone

5.

JAMES THOMPSON (North Geor-

gia): Bishop, I'm concerned about the

point one of our delegates rtdsed earlier.

I deeply appreciate the presentation

that this committee has made to the

conference today, and I'm in favor so

very much of all that we are doing; but I

do raise the question as to whether we
can refer to this committee. It does not

have a legal status so far as this con-

ference is concerned. It has not been

appointed; it has not been elected. We
don't even know who they are.

BISHOP LEWIS: Well, what do you

want to do about it? I just think that you

heard them named, and you have

referred 5 items to them already and
you've done it by a substantial minority.

Ifyou don't want them to be a commit-

tee of this body, you better stop them
now. I'm just the Chair. Off to my right,

please.

JAMES HOLSINGER (Virginia): I

would like to amend the motion to refer

by referring instead of this committee to

the Legislative Committee of Global

Ministries.

BISHOP LEWIS: We have an amend-

ment to the amendment. We have a

point of order.

HOLSINGER: Motion 3 that I made
earlier this morning. Read thusly, that

there will be a messsigefrom the General

Conference to the nation. The General

Conference will create a task force to

write that message. Then I said that we
had names to suggest in that committee

and that motion did pass.

BISHOP LEWIS: That is what I

thought I was sajdng. Here in front of

me. Go to 3.

GLENN KOHLHEPP (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I would like to move the pre-

vious question on everything that is

before us.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right. That is in

order. Second. All right, it takes a 2/3
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vote. Please vote on the call for vote on

everything before us when the light ap-

pears. First we got the amendment to

the amendment. The vote is 820 yes, 91

no, 18 abstentions. So, we're going to

vote. And we first vote on an amend-

ment to an Eimendment vote for refer-

ence. Okay, I'm hearing voices again. If

this is a question take it to microphone

11.

RILEY CASE (North Indiana): My
question is, which committee are we
referring this to? Therewas a committee

that made a presentation. And then

there is another committee that is dif-

ferent from that that was named, that

was to draft a letter. Which committee?

BISHOP LEWIS: The main motion

on this reference is to Global Ministries.

But we have an amendment to that

referring it to the legislative committee.

The amendment to the amendment is to

the legislative committee on Global

Ministries. That is what we are voting

on right now. Please vote when the light

appears.

All right, this motion lost 439 yes, 482

no, and 19 abstentions, and we are back

to the amendment. I see a card back here

at the right; go to 14 or 15. Microphone

15.

JINNY GORDON (Central Illinois):

Bishop, we're having so much con-

fusion. This is so important. It seems the

body is askingus to deal with it effective-

ly. Please be very, very clear what we are

voting on each time. We are getting so

many things thrown at us. Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: This is a motion to

refer the amendment to the committee

that has been reporting to us this morn-
ing. That's what we are on now, and go

to microphone 4, please.

ELEANOR RICHARDSON (North

Georgia): Question, please, Bishop.

Would it be in order to ask for division

of this question? There seems to be

reluctance to vote, but I think that there

is a real urge to take that offering as we
exit.

BISHOP LEWIS: If you made a mo-
tion to divide it for the offering.

RICHARDSON: I asked for your

opinion. It would be all right for me to

do that?

BISHOP LEWIS: Yes.

RICHARDSON: Bishop?

BISHOP LEWIS: We're sorry; we are

all three confused back here. We are

imder the previous question, so it's not

in order. It's not in order. Are you ready

to . . . you want to vote, don't you? I do,

too. I'm not supposed to express what I

want, I guess. Take microphone 11.

PAT STROMAN (Central Texas):

Parliamentary inquiry. Under our plan

of organization, 11 #1E: Proposals,

questions, communications, resolu-

tions, and other matters not included in

the regular business of the General Con-

ference shall be referred to the Commit-

tee On Agenda without motion or

debate. Where are we in that process?

BISHOP LEWIS: It isn't applicable to

what we are doing now.

STROMAN: It is not?

BISHOP LEWIS: We're going to put

the motion to refer this. All right. If

you're in favor of the motion to refer-

ence, please vote when the light appears.

You're supposed to vote yes or no when
the light appears. AH right, yes. It is

referred. The vote is 60 lyes, 290 no and

3 1 abstentions. All right, we will call on

Don Ott to bring the agenda report to

us.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): We have

a plan that is in place that's printed in

the DCA distributed to you today. You
wiU convene as legislative committees

beginning at 2:30 this afternoon. Our
encouragement to all of you in legisla-

tive committees from your sigenda com-

mittee is to help your officers get at the

calendar items and create them just as

soon as possible. A reminder of 1988: we
were 1/3 of the way through the entire

General Conference with only 6% of the

petitions dealt with. We're considering

giving a Kermit the frog poster as a gift

to the legislative committee that gets the

first 25 calendar items produced. Let's

go to it. 2:30 this afternoon. Our recom-

mendation to you for tomorrow: 8:30

a.m., plenary; for worship, 9 a.ni.; for 20

minutes, Africa University Report, in-

cluding a video; 9:20 a-m., for 5 minutes,

the Courtesies Committee; and then the

usual agenda, presiding officer, and an-

nouncements with adjournment tomor-

row morning to legislative committees

at 9:30 a.m. Bishop, our recommenda-
tions.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, thankyou.

All right, we have a report from Allen

Norris, the Presiding Officers Commit-
tee, and I'm relieved to hear that.

ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Lewis and members of the

General Conference, your Committee
on Presiding Officers has asked Bishop

Dan E. Solomon of Oklahoma to be the

presiding bishop at the Thursday morn-
ing session, May 7th.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, it looks

like something urgent is over by

microphone 11. So one of you, just one

of you, go to the microphone, please.

DEBBIE WILCOCK: You said that I

would have my question answered. Just

simple point: I would be more than will-

ing to talk with Rev. Lawson afterwards

if that would make it any better.

BISHOP LEWIS: Yes, that is an over-

sight, and we would be delighted to have

those names.

DEBBIE WILCOCK: Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, I recog-

nize the man on my right. Microphone

9 or 4. rU tell you which one he is going

to in a minute. He is going to 4.

ROBERT CASEY (Virginia): Bishop,

there is a good bit of disturbance about

the fact that this committee has not

been officially named. I move that the

General Conference name the people or

appoint the people, name the people

who have been named as the official

committee of the General Conference

for this purpose and that they add to it

a youth to be selected.

BISHOP LEWIS:AU right, do we have

a second? AU right, you want to vote on

this? You want to speak to this? All

right. Go to microphone 8.

FRANK DORSEY (Kansas East): I

noticed in that list that there is only 1

person from the South Central Jurisdic-

tion. No, in the South Central Jurisdic-

tion there is only 1 person, and I want

to be s\ire that there is at least another

person. Is it appropriate to suggest a

name at this point, before we elect

them?

BISHOP LEWIS: I think we thought

there were 2. Janie Trevino Tedley and

Tex Sample. AU right, I see someone

back by microphone 13. No, the other

phone.

CHARLIE DENNIS (Mmnesota): I

would like to speak against the motion

to elect these persons at this time. As I

understood the original recommenda-

tions that we voted on, this was a refer-

ence to the CouncU of Bishops. There is

a process. It's stiU an open process, and

there ought to be some negotiations and

some work done siround that. I would

urge us not to elect these persons at this

time and to trust that suggested process.

BISHOP LEWIS: AU right you've

heard that. I see a flag at 8 or on its way
to 8.

(
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WILLIAMK QUICK (Detroit): As we
heard the names, Bishop, there was only

one name from the North Central Juris-

diction, and that was Bishop Chris-

topher. And if it's in order, we would like

to suggest the name of Phylemon Titus,

the district superintendent of the

Detroit East District.

BISHOP LEWIS: Do you accept that,

too?

LAWSON (California-Pacific): Yes.

BISHOP LEWIS: It is accepted.

LAWSON: Bishop, may I have a point

of order? On this last reference motion,

there were 2 motions that we made. One
motion asked for a pastor£d letter from

the Council of Bishops; the second mo-
tion was a task force to write a message

from the General Conference to the na-

tion. That task force would bring that

message back to the General Con-

ference for Genersd Conference pur-

poses and approval or disapproval.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, we are on

a motion to make it official that we elect

this committee, and it's being perfected.

I see someone back to my right waving

a flag. 14, please.

MAXINE ALLEN (Little Rock):

Bishop, I would like to amend the mo-

tion by including the name of Rev.

Chester Jones, and if I get a second, I'd

like to speak to that.

BISHOP LEWIS: It's accepted.

They're in a good humor. I see hands

back to my left. Go to microphone 12,

green.

ELSIE CRICKARD (Kansas West): I'd

like to make an amendment. It was

made a motion that we add one youth to

the committee. To think of one youth

speaking for all of the church for the

future, I'd like to make it, amend that it

be a youth from each jurisdiction.

BISHOP LEWIS: Oh, boy. Do we have

a second to that amendment? Do we
have a second? Stick a hand up, at least,

if there is one. All right, it is seconded.

So we have an amendment to add a

youth from each jurisdiction.

Microphone 2.

KINCAID: Sir, Mr. Bishop, if I'm in

order, I'd like to move the previous ques-

tion and all that is before us.

BISHOP LEWIS: That's in order.

KINCAID: Thank you.

BISHOP LEWIS: All who wQl call the

previous question, please vote when the

light appears. All right. We cedled the

question by a vote of 829 yes, 69 no, and
10 abstentions. And we will first vote on

an amendment to add a youth from each

jurisdiction. I hear a point of order. Yes?

JAMES HOLSINGER (Virginia):

Bishop, I rarely take any disagreement

with my friend Bob Casey, being also

from Virginia, but I think we're in bit of

a problem right now, because I under-

stood the referral motion that you led us

through to be referral to the committee

that brought this material to us this

morning. As it stands right now, the

thing we're going to vote on is to refer it

to the new committee that's going to do

the writing. And I think that leaves us

potentially in a bit of a dUemma.
BISHOP LEWIS: WeU, I'm not sure

what your confusion is. I, you know,

there are 900 ofyou all out there, and I

can't share your confusion.

HOLSINGER: Bishop, I understood

that when we voted on the referral that

we were dealing with a . . . you indicated

that it was to the committee. The in-

dividuals have brought the issue to us

this morning. We never heard what that

list of names is. We have another list of

names which are a writing committee,

which we are now indicating that we are

going to refer this other motion to,

material to. I think that if I understood

what you said correctly, that we do have

a problem, because unless we know the

names of the group that brought us the

thing originally, we're in 2 different

groups.

LAWSON: I think that the Chester

Jones motion which is referred to the

Planning Committee which is a very

large group which brought the presenta-

tion in this morning, that's the motion

I heard. And they will take that motion

and probably refer it properly. I would

say to you, for example, the indication of

a need for an offering, we have suggested

the day of fasting, and prayer, and the

savings be given. So we will come back

with a motion as to when that offering

can be taken. Maybe Thursday evening

or Friday evening after the fast day.

That's a possibility we'll talk about. We
met until 1:30 this morning. I guess we'll

meet until 1:30 tomorrow morning to

make those kinds of decisions if you

referred that to us. The message com-

mittee is a different group.

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, we're

going to vote now on a motion to add one

youth from each jurisdiction to this

committee, the writing and message

committee. Please vote when the light

appears. All right. It is voted down. The

vote is 279 yes, 630 no, and 9 absten-

tions. Now we're on motions to make
the election of this committee official.

And please vote when the light appears.

And it is done. The vote is 699 yes, 200

no, and 16 abstentions. And we're ready

for announcements, and Carolyn Mar-

shall ouj- secretary wiU take us through

those. I see another flag at the back to

13. Yeah, I'm with you all; go ahead.

DAVE STANLEY (Iowa): With great

regret. Bishop Lewis, can we have the

motion read back that we adopted this

morning on the time of the fast? I point

out on p. 106 yesterday, a fast was

recommended from Thursday evening

to Friday noon. Someone thought they

heard it through Friday evening and the

motion this morning. The Iowa delega-

tion thought it had a lunch scheduled

Friday noon. We'd kind of like to know.

BISHOP LEWIS: Yeah, I'm aware of

some of that confusion. Jim's going to

straighten us out.

LAWSON: All right. The motion said,

as amended by Maxie Dunnam, from

Thursday dinner to Friday after lunch.

We suggest 24 hours and I suggest ifyou

have a lunch on Friday already

scheduled, then maybe you start

Thursday noon and so forth.

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you. We're

back on my left. Microphone 11.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Bishop,

this is an item concerning the agenda for

tomorrow. I don't know when I can

make it if I don't do it now. Is this a

proper time?

BISHOP LEWIS: I don't think so. I'm

going to say no. I want to get this over

with like about 95% of the rest of these

people.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Can
you tell me when I can make it?

BISHOP LEWIS: You can ask the

next presiding officer. See, the Agenda
Committee is the obvious thing to do

first of all, not . . . But . . . I'm trying to

tell the fellow back there to go to

microphone 12. 1 hope this is something

worthwhile.

LEON HAMRICK (North Alabama):

Bishop, I move that we hear the an-

nouncements and dismiss . . . ac^ourn.

BISHOP LEWIS: WeU, that's a good

idea. I've been trying to get you to do

that. Go ahead, Carolyn.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: All right

There are 2 announcements here which

are fairly parallel, to the effect that

several persons have not picked up their
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tickets for the Sunday host event; and

encouraging all of you who have not

done so to do so as soon as possible,

because there are other persons who
would like to have those tickets ifyou do

not plan to use them. The disparity

comes on whether you would get them
from the local committee office or the

information desk. Both of them are not

too far apart, so I would suggest that you

take care of that this afternoon. The
African delegates are invited to meet for

a few minutes at the translation pool

side ofthe plenary hall when the plenary

ac^ourns this afternoon.

CAEOLYN MARSHALL: The Coun-

cil ofBishops will meet Thursday morn-

ing May 7th at 9:15 a.m. in the

conference theater at the Hyatt Hotel.

Reference Committee is to meet unme-

diately upon adjournment in room 101.

And this one of an entirely different

nature, one that would be of concern to

all ofus here at General Conference. Dr.

Paul Blankenship, a clergy member of

this body from the Memphis Con-

ference, was called home because a

grandchild was desperately ill. The re-

quest is that we remember him and that

family in prayer.

BISHOP LEWIS: Thank you,

Carolyn, and Bishop Roy Nichols will

come and lead us in a closing prayer.

BISHOP ROY NICHOLS:

(Prayer and Adjournment)

Thursday Morning

May 7, 1992
Bishop Dan E. Solomon, presiding

(song)

(benediction)

(song)

BISHOP DAN E. SOLOMON: Let us

be in order. We're deeply grateful to

Bishop Felton May and Phyllis May for

leading us in worship in significant

ways. Bishop May, thank you for both a

convicting and a compelling message to

us. We're deeply grateful also to the per-

sons who have led us in our music this

morning, and we do express gratitude to

them as well. Sisters and brothers, we
prepare ourselves now to hear a report

reflecting one of the most visionary and
courageous initiatives that we United

Methodists have undertaken since the

birth of The United Methodist Church

in 1968. Africa University is one of

United Methodism's bold efforts to ad-

dress the systemic causes of hunger, in-

adequate health care, prejudice, and
disenfranchisement by helping to edu-

cate men and women in a private, value-

centered university, who are ready to lift

up the mission of Christ as they are

ready to undertake the education of

global leaders. I turn now to Dr. Roger

Ireson for this presentation on Africa

University. Excuse me, I'll turn now to

Bishop Ben Oliphint.

BISHOP BEN OLIPHINT: Thank
you, Bishop Solomon. My name is Ben
Oliphint. I have the privilege of serving

as president of the Board of Higher

Education and Ministry. About 100

years ago a bishop, of all people, saw a

vision. He was a missionary in Zim-

babwe, and he climbed a mountain in

one of the most beautiful valleys ofZim-

babwe, and he had a dream. He dreamed
that one day children would come from

many nations to learn at the school

there at that mission station. That

dream is coming true. Four years ago

you took a giant step to make it possible.

Last April Nancy and I were there for

the ground breaking of Africa Univer-

sity. On that day, which was a beautiful

day, as we came to that beautiful valley

at the site where the university will be

built, there were hundreds and

himdreds of people in buses and cars

and on foot-many of them walking

many mOes to come for that marvelous

occasion. There was singing and danc-

ing, and the people of the church in

Zimbabwe had fixed lunch for over 4,000

people. It was a great occasion. There
were ambassadors and ministers ofstate

and members of parliament, and we had
a marvelous service that lasted about 2

1/2 hours, and none of us got tired of it

at all. And as I sat there and as I par-

ticipated in that, that dream took hold

of me and I said to myself, "This thing

is really going to happen. This dream is

going to become a reality. " And today we
want to share with you that dream and
the fact that it is coming alive. We're

happy to present to you the good news
of Africa University.

ROGER W. IRESON: Bishop

Solomon, members of the General Con-

ference, four years ago in St. Louis we
had 1,500 acres and a dream. In 1992 in

Louisville we can report to you that we
have a staff of faculty teaching, build-

ings, and 38 students who study as we
speak.

As general secretary of the Board of m-
Higher Education and Ministry, it has

been a thrill for me to go through this

process ofworking with the government

through the issues ofthe whether Africa
wanted private universities because this

was one of the first, establishing a

charter that would guide our life and

ensure that we were a quality institution

and that the church would remain true

to its commitments. That process has

now become a model, and the govern-

ment is telling the Seventh-Day Adven-

tists and the Roman Catholic Church if

they want to build a university to consult

with the United Methodists because

they have paved the way for Africa. In-

ternational committees were gathered

in various fields of expertise. They have

worked very carefully to plan a quality

curriculum, and this curriculum is now
under way in 2 of the faculties: theology

and agriculture. And it is a curriculum

in an African context. Architectural

plans are completed. The ground is

being cleared, and the first buildings are

going to begin to be erected. A careful

financial plan, the unified plan, has now
been organized. Agencies of this church

have cooperated together. The Board of

Global Ministries helped lay persons

around this country in volunteer and

mission teams transform 4 dilapidated

farm buildings into beautiful classrooms

and offices and the library, and that's

where the students are right now. Facul-

ty positions have been sponsored by

various groups, including that board.

The United Methodist Publishing

House helped us establish a library, and

over 20,000 books have now arrived in

Zimbabwe as the first installation of

that great place for study. United

Methodist Communications has helped

us to tell the story. And, of course, the

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry

has worked tirelessly to try to help this

project come into being. A vast network

of conference support is now in place

across this coimtry so that Africa

University wiU be sustained. It is one of

the most, if not the most, significant

projects of The United Methodist

Church in the 20th century that will

impact the next. We intend in 1996, in

Denver, to report to you that 4 faculties 4

are in place; that the first phase ofbuild-

ings of 2 residence halls, a teaching

building, a library, and possibly a chapel
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have been erected and dedicated by the

bishops; and then, at the General Con-

ference of the year 2000, that 7 faculties

have been completed and that the entire

project-between $80 million and $100

million-has been supported to the level

of $60 million by dedicated church

people United Methodist around the

world. John Kurewa, who has just left

because he had to return to Africa to

guide the university, said on Monday to

the General Council on Finance, that

when he first met the students, they

broke into spontaneous song; in

English, Portuguese, and French, "God
Bless Africa University, Praise God for

Africa University." So say we all. I hoped

that you have picked up this bound copy

of the Africa University report that has

every bit of information in it and all of

our projections including the architec-

tural plans. It was available when you

registered; it is also now outside of

Cokesbury, I am told. We hope that you

will take one home, so that you will be

able to use it, and we now have for you

a film, that is, a new film. And in it have

been placed some of the latest pictures

of the new buildings of Africa Univer-

sity.

(film)

ANGELLA CURRENT: Bishop

Solomon, conference delegates, and

members, my name is Angella Current.

I'm on the staff at the Board of Higher

Education and Ministry office of loans

and scholarships. The 1988 General

Conference established the Africa

University scholarship endowment
fund. World Service Special Gift no.

030188, to assist students in need of

financial aid enrolled at the Africa

University in fulfilling their dreams.

With the professional support of the

General Board of Global Ministries Of-

fice of Finance and Field Service, the

National Executive Campaign Commit-
tee, chaired by Bishop Roy C. Nichols,

and that nationally renowned Houston

Oilers quarterback Warren Moon, we
launched the $10 million scholarship

endowment fund campaign in May of

1991. Thousands of United Methodists

across the world have caught the vision,

many donating $10-$50 each week,

some contributing $10,000 and more in

memory of family members, and others

making significant pledges. As of April

30, in addition to the $7 million in ap-

portioned funds and grants, over $3.1

million in cash and pledges has been

received for scholarships. School has

started, and scholarship funds are now
needed. With the help of our 165 volun-

teer networkers and approval of this

General Conference, we can continue

the campaign and build a permanent

endowment fund for today's and future

students of the Africa University.

BISHOP EMILIO De CARVALHO:
My name is Emilio De Carvalho, and I

am the chancellor of Africa University.

What would Africa University mean for

the present and for the future ofAfrica?

Thus far, your 1988 mandate has been

effectively fulfilled, by the estab-

lishment of Africa University. Africa

rejoices at this great event because for

now on it holds in its bosoni the first

United Methodist-related institution of

higher learning. The 163-year-old

dream for Africa United Methodism has

become a reality on Jan. 24, 1992. What
will Africa University mean for the

present and for the future of Africa? It

will mean 3 things. First of all, it will

mean that the climax of the educational

engagement of United Methodism
across the world. Secondly, it will mean
that Old Mutare is now the center to

which its African young men and

women will converge from now on to kill

this hunger, this thirst for higher educa-

tion. Thirdly, it will mean that the focus

of our church will now turn to Africa

University at this proper time-to nur-

ture Africa University, to support Africa

University, and to make it a first-class

university. African United Methodist

delegates present at this conference are

here to thank The United Methodist

Church on behalf of our continent of

Africa. This is a great challenge before

us. Thank you.

YEMBA KEKUMBA (West Zaire):

Bishops, General Conference delegates,

my name is Yemba. I am the dean of the

faculty of theology of the Africa Univer-

sity. And I'm here in the capacity of the

clergy delegate from the Western Zaire

Annual Conference. The Africa Univer-

sity is now a dream come concrete

reality. The board of directors has been

elected; the charter granted to give a

legal and official existence to the institu-

tion; the existing buildings on the cam-

pus completely renovated to be used as

classrooms, offices, and library. The
academic and the non-academic staff

were hired, while [audio tape is not

dear] the students admitted, and classes

began on 23rd of March this year. That
means that we'll say that the com-

munity of learning, committed to the

excellence in teaching, and the research

is already there. Two faculties or col-

leges are open to their students this

year: namely, the faculty of theology,

with 14 students; and the faculty of

agriculture and natural resources, with

26 students. The 14 students came from
Angola, Burundi, Mozambique, and

Zimbabwe. They, this group of students

that we call Alpha class, includes 9

women and 31 young men. Nine

academic staff are appointed, 5 in theol-

ogy, 2 in agriculture and natural resour-

ces, and 2 in content subjects serving

both faculties. Among the 9 academic

staff, 3 are women. Bishop and the

General Conference delegates, let me
take this opportunity, this special, op-

portunity to express on behalf of the

Africa University community our deep

gratitude to the United Methodists

throughout the world, and all men and

women of good will, for their all kinds of

committed and dedicated human and
material resources to the Africa Univer-

sity. The Africa University is an instru-

ment that The United Methodist

Church as a denomination is using in

the years, decades, and why not cen-

turies to come, to help African nations

to achieve their educational goals and

objectives. It is also an instrument, an

opportunity, to give to the young

Africans to fulfill their dream for educa-

tion. We ask that the delegates of this

1992 General Conference to extend this

expression of our thanks to the local

churches, church agencies, and annual

conferences for their conmiitment to

the Africa University. Thank yoa
BISHOP ROY NICHOLS: Bishop

Solomon and members of the annual

conference and all ofthe friends that are

gathered, something is happening here

that I don't thinkwe have taken account

of. This General Conference is being

transformed into a mission conference.

Aren't you glad? I think it started when
the bishops released Bishop May to

begin that mission in Washington, D.C.

We are launching at this General Con-

ference, through the initiative of the

bishops in cooperation with the Board

of Global Ministries and other agencies

of our church, a special thrust in mission

evangelism and local congregation

development in Eastern Europe and in

the Commonwealth of Independent
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States which we once called the Soviet

Union. Aren't you glad?

We have been stimulated by the

episode in Los Angeles regarding Rod-

ney King, the injustice or the misap-

propriation ofjustice in Simi Valley, and

the ugly aftermath ofviolence and anger

has churned this General Conference

into the notion that we have a primary

mission to our people right here for their

salvation and redemption in the United

States of America. If you believe that,

then say "amen."

AUDIENCE: Amen.
BISHOP NICHOLS: Then we are now

taking this significant giant step in the

launching of Africa University, which

has already become a reality. Building a

university takes time, it takes money,

and it takes wise and dedicated leader-

ship, and God has given us all of these

things to make this dream come true. I

think it started with the initiative of the

African bishops and with the gift of

1,500 acres of land by the Zimbabwe
Annual Conference, under the leader-

ship of Bishop Abel Muzorewa. And
then the General Conference gave us 2

channels through which we could fund

this effort, and it will take 10-12 years

before it begins to come into its full

flowering. Some of us may be sleeping

when this university really begins to

bloom and come into its own, but some-

where we'll be looking joyfully at that

university and its teeming students be-

cause God has given us the privilege of

helping to plant the seed. You are a

founding General Conference. Aren't

you glad? What can we do? Insist that

every local church in Methodism pay

their apportionments in full, for we can-

not go forward without the amount-
that $10 million per quadrennium-that

must come through the channel of ap-

portionments. Secondly, encourage

local churches and annual conferences

to go the second mile and to raise special

funds for this scholarship endowment
fund. Without it the expectancy of stu-

dents coming from all over Africa can-

not come true, for they will need

assistance, and this $10 million scholar-

ship fund that we are raising will help to

do thatjob. Thirdly, help us to locate big,

medium-size, and small givers to the

Africa University scholarship endow-

ment fund. And fourthly, you can join

with the bishops who are almost 100%
in their individual pledging to the

scholarship endowment fund. You

members of this General Conference

and all of the friends that are stretched

out here yonder, you can make your

individual and personsd pledge to the

scholarship endowment fund. Write this

phone number down if you will, write

this phone number down if you wUl,

(615) 320-7755. Ifyou want to pledge to

Africa University, call that number.

That's our office in Nashville. Reverse

the charges, and we'll serviceyou so that

you can be one of us in helping in a

significant way this scholarship fund.

And fifth, wear your / Support Africa

University button. Ifyou don't have one,

I think we can provide you with one

before you leave this General Con-

ference. I'm wearing one, and what a

beautiful sight it would be if everyone in

this General Conference would be wear-

ing one. Don't you think that's a good

idea? And now I would like every person

who is associated in any way on commit-

tees, the network, and the jurisdictions,

special efforts associated with this effort

of building Africa University, to stand.

You know who you are. All over the

house, up here; bishops, all ofyou should

stand? Yes. Now wUl you remain stand-

ing. This is just a part of the crop which

expresses the enthusiasm of our people.

If the lay people of our church are in-

formed about what we are doing here, I

can pledge to you on the basis of my
work as a pastor, that when they dis-

cover that this church is involved in

major mission, their giving response to

everything in your budget will increase.

And now I raise my left hand and call

forth the coming of the Africa Univer-

sity future in the presence of my col-

leagues who are gathered at the back of

the room. WUl you come singing now?

(song) Continental anthem ofAfrica is

sung by persons from Africa

BISHOP SOLOMON: My sisters and
brothers, this wUl be recorded as one of

the high moments of this General Con-

ference. We praise God. We rejoice in

the accomplishments thus achieved,

and we anticipate the work that God
shall continue to do, as we United

Methodists, from many lands and many
conferences, in solidarity with our

sisters and brothers in Africa, continue

this good work which God has begim

among us. Thanks be to God.

And all the people said, "Hallelujah."

Oh, I think we can do better than that.

4

"Halleliyah!" Well, now, let's tiy it on
cue.

AUDIENCE: Halleliyah!

BISHOP SOLOMON: Amen. And
thanks be to God. All right. Yes. Will you
please go to microphone 7? Will you
state your name and your conference?

LAURIE MOTZ (California-Nevada):

Laurie Motz, California-Nevada. Point

of personal privilege.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Yes.

LAURIE MOTZ: Four years ago At-

water United Methodist Church was the

first church, we believe, in the United

States to pay its fjiir share of money to

support Africa University. And I have

with me today, a check from our church,

Atwater United Methodist Church in

California, for the amoimt of$359 to pay

our fair share and to be the first to do

that. So I would like to chaUenge other

churches in this General Conference to

do the same.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Amen. We hear

your challenge, and we shall seek to be

faithful in response to it. We shall move
to items that are on our agenda, Jind we
will be turning now to the Agenda Com-
mittee. The Courtesies Committee will

not be reporting this morning, so will

you move on your published agenda to

the Committee on Agenda, and I recog-

nize Don Ott.

DON OTT (Wisconsm): Members of

the conference, we are now weU into our

consideration of petitions in your legis-

lative committees; and as you know and

see on the printed agenda, you have a

full day today-beginning in just a few

minutes-to do that. It's time about now
in the conference to do a resdity check in

our minds and remember that with the

adoption ofanew pattern of ourlivesfor

this week and next, we lose track of days

and times. So I woiUd remind you that

this is Thursday. It is Thursday in week

one. It is May 7th. Now with that rejJity,

let me encourage you to work dUigently

in your legislative committees and sub-

committees. Charles Jordan is the chair

of the Calendar Committee. The Calen-

dar Committee is represented in his per-

son on the Agenda Committee. We'll be

working on your behalf to coordinate

matters and bring calendar items as

soon as possible. We're informed by

Calendar Committee chair that we
probably will not have calendar items to i

deal with in plenary here untU Saturday V;'

morning. So I would remind you of the

printed agenda for the balance of today
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and to announce the agenda for tomor-

row: at 8:30 &.m., again a 30-niinute time

for worship; at 9, a 15-minute time for

nominations. Those that are printed al-

ready in your DCA, pp. 84-86, will be

considered. Among them: University

Senate, General Council on Finance and

Administration, Judicial Council, and

others. A time tomorrow then, nomina-

tions only, not elections. Then at 9:15

tomorrow, courtesies if requested; 9:20,

agenda, presiding officer an-

nouncements, and ac^ournment to legis-

lative committees at 9:30 tomorrow

morning for the balance of the day.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right, our

agenda has been outlined for us. We
move in accordance. Yes, will you go to

microphone 8, please? And state your

name and your conference.

BOB WATERS (Texas): My name is

Bob Waters. I am from the Texas Con-

ference. Bishop, I, Ln behalf of the

delegation, have a motion intended to

influence our agenda. Will that motion

be in order at this time?

BISHOP SOLOMON: Well, the mo-
tion is in order. I would remind us that,

according to our rules, requests for agen-

da items are to be referred to the Agenda

Committee. However, if the body so

chose by 2/3 vote, those rules could be

suspended. I'll leave it to you to make
your motion.

WATERS: Then I should move the

suspension of the rule in order to con-

sider the establishing of the order ofthe

day.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right, the

motion is before us. Is it seconded? And
it is seconded. I would think that we are

ready to proceed to vote. Will you vote

when the light appears? Yes, the rules

are suspended, and you may proceed.

WATERS: I thank my colleagues for

the privilege. In behalfofthe Texas Con-

ference delegation, I move that on next

Monday, May 11, at 10 a.m., this as-

sembly shall consider all petitions and

proposals related to the issue of

homosexuality to be followed immedi-

ately by the consideration of all peti-

tions and proposals surrounding the

issue of abortion. Given a second, I

should like to speak to it.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Is there a

second? Yes, it is seconded. You may
speak.

WATERS: On Tuesday morning of

this week, before the first session of this

General Conference had convened, a

local paper headlined its view of our

assembly by announcing: Methodists to

Discuss Homosexuality and Abortion.

To the degree that the media in this

country offers coverage of our proceed-

ings, the first focus is likely to center on

these 2 issues. Our delegation is con-

vinced that this conference will be well

served by the earliest consideration of

both issues since they are serious, dif-

ficult, and urgent~not only to us, but

also to the millions of United

Methodists for whom and/or to whom
we shall speak on many issues. We have

numerous other substantive and dif-

ficult matters to handle. And to make
early decisions on the issues of

homosexuality and abortion is to say to

all who will listen, that we have a broad

and diverse agenda centering on much
more than the 2 big issues which stress

us deeply in mind and emotion. We urge

this body to establish this order of the

day for next Monday, 10 a.m.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right. I

think, yes, will you go to microphone 10,

please, and state your name and your

conference.

LAWSON (California-Pacific):

Bishop, I want to oppose this motion. I

think we should not allow the media to

determine what are the crucial issues

before this General Conference. To
bring a proposal . .

.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right now,

sisters and brothers, let me interrupt

Brother Lawson just a moment. This is

the family of God at work. We're not

trying to win or to lose, we're trying to

discern together the will of God. And I

trust that we will refrain from applause

in order that we may build one another

up in love and hold one another up in

prayer. You may proceed. Brother Law-

son.

LAWSON: I would simply repeat I

think it's a shame for us to consider

agendiis put forward by the media. I do

not believe in any sense of the word that

homosexuality or abortion are the criti-

cal issues for the mission of the church

today. Fourteen million children die

around the world as we gather here. We
have White, Black, blue, green, yellow

people all across our nation, all across

the globe, who are hungry, who suffer

from the principalities and powers that

would destroy life. We, the church, are

supposed to be about the business of

proclaiming life in God, in Christ Jesus,

in the Kingdom. And for this General

Conference to be stampeded into the

notion that the critical issues are abor-

tion or homosexuality says more about

us than it says either about Jesus or the

gospel, or it says about the Kingdom.

And I oppose the motion because I think

we should permit those resolutions that

come on as legislative committees are

able to do the work and release them.

And if it meiins, therefore, that we have

to work until 1 a.m. Friday night or

Saturday morning the 16th, so be it. But

let's determine the agenda on some
other basis.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right,

you've had a speech for and a speech

against. Yes, I recognize the delegate

that's seated to my left at the rear. Will

you go to microphone 12, please? And
state your name and conference.

DAVID QUEE (Sierra Leone): I arise

to oppose the motion on the grounds

that the speaker has not given us sub-

stantial reasons for wemting to change

the order of the day. We have more
important issues to be discussed. Surely

the criteria used for determining the

issue of homosexuality and abortion

may not be as important as all of the

day's tasks.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right, thank

you, that is a speech for. Is anyone wish-

ing to speak otherwise? I'm sorry,

speech against. All right, I think we are

ready to vote. Yes? I'm sorry. Yes, will

you please go to microphone 5 and state

your name and conference?

JOE KILPATRICK (North Georgia):

Bishop, my name is Joe Kilpatrick from

the North Georgia Conference. I'm a

layperson. I wish to speak in favor ofthe

motion. I think this is a workable

proposal. I don't think that it is set be-

cause of the media. I think it is set be-

cause of the interest of this body in

surveys made by The United Methodist

Reporter. This homosexuality issue

rated no. 1 across thejurisdictions ofour

conference, of our church. I think that

the abortion issue is linked in the minds

of many with sexuality attitudes and

actions, and I do not think that we need

to delay the debate on these until the

wee hours, when time is limited for vital

expression by the members of this body.

I urge the support of the motion. Thank
you.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right. Yes.

You may go to microphone 4.
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THOMAS MURPHY (Virginia): Tom
Murphy of Virginia Conference. I call

the question.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Well, I think we
will hold to our order of 3 speeches for

and against. But since we are ready to

vote . . . yes? The Waters motion before

us is to establish an order of the day for

10 a.m. on Monday. It wUl take a 2/3

vote of the body to establish such an

order. WUl you please vote when the

light appears. (427 yes, 521 no, 7 absten-

tions). It is not approved. We shall

proceed now with our agenda items. I

want to call on Allen Norris for the

Committee on Presiding Officers.

ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Solomon and members of the

General Conference, the Committee on

Presiding OfTicers is pleased to an-

nounce that the presiding bishop for

Friday morning's session will be Bishop

Elias Galvan of the Phoenix area.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Thankyou very
much. Yes, will you go please to

microphone 2? State your name and
conference.

CHARLES PEARCE (Florida):

bishop. I have a motion requesting in-

formation so that we General Con-

ference delegates can be better

informed. May I give the motion, please,

sir?

BISHOP SOLOMON: You may.

PEARCE: I move that this General

Conference, excuse me, I move that the

general secretaries of all of our general

boards and agencies submit to this 1992

General Conference their cost-reduc-

tion programs with the estimated dol-

lars saved for the past quadrennium. I

also request a list of their planned cost-

reduction programs for this coming
quadrennium. Further, it is requested

that this data be distributed to the

General Conference delegates no later

than the morning session of May 9,

1992, sir. If I could have a second, I could

speak to it.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Is there a

second? Yes, it is seconded. You may
speak.

PEARCE: Our Florida Annual Con-
ference is the only one that I know any-

thing about, particularly. But we have

had to have staff reductions at our con-

ference level. We ran out of money so

that we had to have our only special

called session in 20 years in February. In

the Miami area, for instance, we have
many, many people out of work, and we

would like to know what our general, the

people of~the local grass roots people of

our annual conference-would like to

know what is being done on the general

boards and agencies to reduce costs. In

theAdvance DCA, the general secretary

ofChurch and Society, ifyou would take

on the first page, has instituted reforms

and streamlined his agency so that it can

be more efficient. And I applaud him
and his agency for what he and his group

have done.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right.

PEARCE: Thank you.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Thank you.

The matter is properly before us. And I

sense you as a body are ready to vote.

This is a motion of direction for general

secretaries in terms of cost reduction

achieved and cost reduction plans in mo-
tion. WUl you vote when the light ap-

pears? (570 yes, 343 no, 18 abstentions).

The motion is sustained. We'U proceed

now to hear announcements from the

Secretary of the General Conference,

Carolyn Marshall. I'm sorry, to my right,

yes? All right, wUl you go to microphone

10, and state your name and conference,

please?

TERRY GREGORY (North Arkan-

sas): Point of information, please. I

think it would be helpful for me, and
may be helpful for the body of General

Conference, to know how many staff

people we have here from the general

agencies: what, how much, from where
does their support come, and what is

their per diem.

BISHOP SOLOMON: WeU, your in-

quiry is appropriate, but unless there is

a motion, we as a body wUl need to

proceed on with our agenda.

GREGORY: Then I so move.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right. Is

there a second? It is seconded. Do you
wish to speak further to it?

GREGORY: I've heard a lot of ques-

tions since I've been here about the

money being spent from the general

agencies, and I just think it would be

helpful to us to know how much is spent

on staff coming to General Conference.

BISHOP SOLOMON: All right. I do

not see other persons wishing to speak

on this motion. It is properly before us.

WUl you please vote when the light ap-

pears. (541 yes, 378 no, 11 abstentions).

The motion is approved. I am inviting

your suggestions sinceyou made the mo-
tion, if you have enabling motions by

which you want to get this before the

body. Or will you leave this to the

General Secretaries simply to provide ^
the data through the DCA"! Would that 9
be acceptable?

GREGORY: That is acceptable.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Thankyouveiy
much. We continue on our agenda as we
turn to the secretary ofthe General Con-

ference, Carolyn Marshall, who shall

lead us in appropriate announcements.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Some
several announcements appear on pp.

122-123 of the daUy DCA. Two to lift for

our particiUar information. One in

recognition of the General Conference

fast in effect through Friday morning.

The niff School of Theology breakfast

has been changed from Friday to Satur-

day. Breakfast will start at 7 a.m. in the

Keeneland Suite, mezzanine level, Hyatt

Regency. And secondly, this will be par-

ticularly applicable to those persons

who are not delegates, but who are in

attendance here at General Conference.

Worship services are planned each after-

noon at 2:30, Trinity United Methodist

Church, located three blocks south of

the Convention Center. You're urged to

make those services a part of your daUy

experience here. For your information.

Rev. J. Jeannette Cooper is the preacher

this afternoon.

BISHOP SOLOMON: Thankyou very

much. By action of this body, we have

proclaimed a time of prayer and fasting.

Today, by action of the Congress of the

United States, is also designated as a

national day ofprayer. When John Wes-

ley listed the chief means of grace, he

always began the list with prayer, the

Scriptures, and Holy Communion.
WhUe it is important for us to be

reminded in a disciplined fashion of our

commitment to be a praying people, let

us surely affirm for ourselves that's who
we are and who we want to be everyday

of our life. Prior to our adjournment to

legislative committees, I am going to ask

Bishop Ernest T. Dixon to come and

lead us in our prayer of sending forth.

Bishop Dixon.

BISHOP ERNEST T. DKON: Let us

pray.

Qyrayer)

BISHOP SOLOMON: Amen. You are

adjourned to legislative committees. ^,
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Delegates Tackle Petitions, Prepare for Debate
Legislative committees of the 200th anniversary

United Methodist General Conference plowed steadily

through piles of petitions Friday, and delegates pre-

pared to begin plenary debate Saturday morning on cal-

endar items.

By late Friday committee work had been completed

on a number of major issues, including a new worship

book, the homosexuality study, general church appor-

tionments, location of the General Board of Global Min-

istries, and proposals for ministry with Hispanics and

Native Americans. Minority reports were being readied

on some topics.

Friday morning the Financial Administration Legis-

lative Committee on a vote of 5140 approved the rec-

ommendation of the General Board of Global Ministries

relocation study committee that the church's missions

agency be moved from New York City to a city yet to be

chosen. This action is contrary to the vote of the Gen-

eral and Judicial Administration Legislative Commit-

tee, which sided with the General Council on Ministries

and the General Council on Finance and Administra-

tion, who asked that all general agency headquarters

be retained in their current locations through the next

quadrennium.

Friday afternoon the Discipleship Committee com-

pleted its work on the proposed new book of worship

and rituals for the denomination that counts almost 10

million members worldwide. The volume, designed pri-

marily for pastors and others who plan and lead wor-

ship, will supplement the United Methodist Hymnal.
Scheduled for action Saturday morning are propos-

als on Hispanics; older adult, prison, and deaf minis-

tries; and the quadrennial theme. Other issues will be

considered as time permits before the scheduled 12:30

p.m. acUoximment.

On Friday evening many delegates completed a 24-

hour fast in response to the events in Los Angeles and

nationwide. Money saved was to be contributed to the

United Methodist Committee on Relief.

Sunday, the 998 delegates will take a break from

their labors to attend worship services in the Louisville

region. Some of the delegates and other conference par-

ticipants will occupy pulpits.

Sunday afternoon and evening, the Louisville Con-

ference will present two performances of a musical cele-

bration, "Lost in Wonder, Love, and Praise." A
300-voice choir and orchestra will be featured, along

with the widely acclaimed Junaluska Singers. The cele-

bration will take place at 4 and 7 p.m. in the Macauley

Theatre at Fourth and Broadway in Louisville.

—Robert Lear
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Arizona Choir to Sing in Today's Worship Services

Sixty-eight years old is the average age

of members of the sanctuary choir from
Shepherd of the Hills UMC, Sun City

West, Arizona. The choir ^11 help lead

worship at both worship services today.
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Singing in the 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. General Con-

ference worship services today is the sanctuary choir of

the Shepherd of the Hills United Methodist Church,

Sun City West, AZ. They will present pre-service con-

certs for both services at 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. The af-

ternoon service will be at Trinity United Methodist

Church. John Dorch is director.

The choir began when the church was founded in a

new retirement community in 1980. Five singers and

an accompanist on a small electronic organ provided

musical leadership in the early days. The congregation

met in the community's social hall. As the chuj-ch grew,

the choir rehearsed in a nearby funeral home chapel.

Early in 1984, 350 church members raised enough

money to begin construction of a building which was

opened in 1985. Although the sanctuary was built to ac-

commodate 600 persons, two Sunday services are now
needed to seat worshipers during the peak winter

months. The choir sings for both morning services.

Some interesting statistics about the choir are:

* average age is 68 years;

* average years of choir experience is 44 years;

* members have come from 23 different states and

have lived in Sun City West an average of 5 years;

* musicians have retired from 28 different profes-

sions. The choir includes 8 professional musicians;

* five of the original choir members still sing in the

choir.

We welcome this unusual and outstanding group of

singers!

Preaching in the 8:30 a.m. service today is Bishop

Ruediger Minor of the Dresden Germany Area. Litur-

gist is Edward Puslecki of Warsaw, Poland. Puslecki is

the general superintendent of United Methodist work

in Poland.

The Rev. Kirbyjon Caldwell, senior pastor of Wind-

sor Village United Methodist Church, Houston, TX,

preaches at 2:30 p.m. W.E. "Buddy" Arnold, North Lit-

tle Rock, AR, Arkansas Conference lay leader, is litur-

gist.

Serving as organist for both services is Michael

Wright of Louisville. Wright is organist/chofr master of

Louisville's Fourth Avenue United Methodist Church.
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Speaker Assignments to Local Churches
Many guest speakers will be filling pulpits in area churches during

General Conference. Following are the assignments as

reported to or arranged by the Local Committee:

Sunday May 10

Bishops Location

Heinrich BoUeter Crescent Hill

Edward Ccirroll St. John (Louisville)

Wayne Clymer Highland

Emerson Colaw Parkview

Paul Duffey Brandenburg

R. Kern Eutsler Carrollton First

Paul L.A. Granadosin Pleasant Grove (New Abany)

C.W. Hancock Graefenburg

J.Woodrow Heam Bethany

Leroy C. Hodapp Evansville District

L. Bevel Jones III Beechmont

Walter F. Klaiber Advent

J. Lloyd Knox Epworth

Clay Lee Jr First (Corydon)

William B. Lewis Elizabethtown Memorial

Richard Looney Grant Line (New Albany)

James K. Mathews Aldersgate

Robert Morgan Fourth Avenue
Abel T. Miizorewa Shively

Emerito P. Nacpil Mount Washington

John Alfred Ndoricimpa .... Oakdale

Roy C. Nichols Virginia Avenue

Roy Short Marcus Lindsey

Forrest Stith R.E. Jones

Mack B. Stokes Cooper Memorial

Richard Wilke St. Matthews

Joseph Yeakel Centenary (New Albany)

Hans Vaexby Watkins Memorial

Clergy Lx)catioii

Roger Barr Crawford Consolidated

Charles E. Barton Bethel (Meade County)

David Brazelton Middletown

Martin A. Case Old Capitol

Thom White Wolf Fassett.. DePauw
Ben H. Feemster Audubon Park

James Ferree City Road Chapel

S. Stephen Foster Hobbs Chapel

Larry Goodpaster Christ (Georgetown)

Aaron M. Gray Aliens Chapel

Sharon Halderman Salem (Indiana)

James Han First Korean (RadclifO

Ezra Earl Jones Jeffersontown

Edward A. Kail Bethel GBuUit County)

Fritz Mutti Campbellsburg

Perry Newbury Preston Highway
Judith A. Olin Wesley Manor
Marceliand A. Pascasio Jr. Kuttawa
Edward Puslecki Immanuel
Yvonne B. Trueblood Dennie Memorial

J. Philip Wogaman Zion/Clifton Heights

Edwin Zeiders Marengo Gndiana)

Laity Location

Sally Askew Cletrkson Circuit

Jerry Brewster, Taylorsville

Jerry Brewster Christ United Methodist

Men (May 9)

J.W. Holsinger Grace/Hazelwood

Charles Holston Edwardsville (Ind.)

Gus Gustafson Wesley Chapel (New Albany)

Chuck Jones Parkway
Betty Whitehurst Mount Holly

In Churches That Have Made Arrangments
Themselves

Rinaldo Hernandez (translator)

Centenary (Shelbyville)

William Hinson Christ

Evelyn Laycock St. Mark
Ruth Ann Miller (alternate)

Leitchfield

William Quick Epiphany

Bishop Robert H. Spain St. Paul
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The Church in the Midst of Turmoil

Germany East

Das kann dock nicht alles gewesen sein.

"That cannot be all there is." So goes a ballad popu-

lar in East Germany during the past generation.

"This is the feeling of many people today," explained

the Rev. Roland Roeseler, 59, superintendent of the

Zwickau District and chairperson of the Germany East

delegation. Thirty-four congregations of about 8,000

United Methodists call the Zwickau District home. The

district is in Saxony near the Bavarian and Czech bor-

ders.

"Something is missing in the lives of many persons,

especially the young," Roeseler continued, "which the

'things' of consumerism cannot fill." This vacuum in

daily life evolves fi-om unrealized hopes for economic

improvement, a lingering lack of trust, and the residue

of state-supported atheism. Aggravated by high unem-

ployment, this frustration—shared by many young peo-

ple in eastern Germany—is reflected in growing

violence and aimlessness, Roeseler added.

But this situation in the former German Democratic

Republic (GDR) offers the church an "important possi-

bility to build a caring community and a sense of Chris-

tian direction" in the lives of millions, Roeseler noted.

Under Communism, United Methodists could speak

fi-eely only within their congregations, he explained,

and could not engage in public evangelistic and out-

reach activities. Concerts, publications, public book ta-

bles, and a variety of mission activities now provide

new opportunities for congregational outreach.

Roeseler said that about one-third of United Meth-

odism's 120 ministers in the former GDR were involved

in round-table conferences which brought Communist
Party, community, and church leaders together during

East Germany's 'TDloodless revolution" in 1989-90.

What began as a peace movement grew into a fi-eedom

movement, Roeseler noted.

The people, who gathered in churches where they

were fi-ee to express themselves, moved out to demon-

strate with chants of "We are the people," a response to

the government's insistence it was "of, for, and by the

people." Encouraged by their progress, demonstrators

changed the original chant as their movement unified,

shouting, "We are one people!"

The current four conferences in Germany submitted

to this General Conference a joint petition calling for

unification.

Attracted to a Methodist youth movement in 1948,

Roeseler realized four years later that he wanted to en-

ter the ordained ministry. His experience of a call came

during an annual conference session in the famous Tho-

maskirche, Leipzig, where Johann Sebastian Bach
served as musical director.

Today, Roeseler's son is also a minister.

-Tom Potter

Cuba

His first word was "impactful" as Bishop Joel Ajo

Fernandez of the Methodist Church in Cuba began de-

scribing the daily life of the Methodist Church in Cuba.

For 110 years the Methodists have been in Cuba. Dur-

ing the past few years, more than 30,000 new members
have helped to create 92 new congregations.

"Oiu" church enables a person to act in daily life,

Bishop Ajo said." We revolve around the rudimentary

aspects of church life. There are worship times, pastoral

duties, and the daily life of committed laity.

"We have renewed hope in Jesus Christ and renewed

commitment to the pattern of spirituality of John

Wesley."

The Methodist Church of Cuba has day-to-day con-

tact with the Castro government, not as revolutionary

Christians or as members of the Cormnunist Party, but

as an alternative way of thinking.

"There is mistrust," Bishop Ajo commented, 'TDut our

spirituality is seen as integral balancing the internal

and the social. The government understands that."

Bishop Ajo said the Cuban Methodist Church is

"trained to reach large nimibers of people."

Soon the Methodists of Cuba hope to have a printing

press and television programs, along with the ability to

disseminate information to the populace. "We can

transform society," Bishop Ajo said.

"We are not a political group as are the human
rights groups in Cuba, but Cubans committed to im-

pacting change within our country.

"We are an informed membership in dialogue with

our government while doing nothing behind their

backs."

"We are the church of Jesus Christ," he concluded.

—Billie R. Dalton

Editor's note: "The Church in the Midst of Turmoil" is a

series of profiles on conferences ministering in regions ex-

periencing political unrest.

(
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TV program focuses

on response to AIDS

Tune in United Methodist TV programming in your

hotel room at 7-8 a.m. and 9-10 p.m. today.

"Why We Care About AIDS" visits a small-town

grandmother who finds strength and new under-

standing about discrimination through her personal en-

counter with AIDS. An urban pastor ministers to

children traumatized by AIDS. And in the Midwest, a

mother whose child has AIDS deals with her situation

by reaching out to parents who have lost children to the

disease.

This program was produced jointly by the General

Board of Global Ministries and United Methodist Com-
munications.

"Catch the Spirit" takes viewers to DeKalb, Texas,

to witness the Jubilee Quartet and to Ortez, Colo.,

where an unusual man cares for a church that many
people have forgotten. The show also features an ap-

prentice program at Bethune-Cookman College in Flor-

ida and congregations in New York City who worship

separately but simultaneously in English, Spanish, Ko-

rean, and Chinese languages.

Included in this special hour-long program is a one-

minute update of yesterday's General Conference ac-

tion.

Tune in to Channel 8 at the Brown Hotel; Channel

6, Gait House/Gait House East and Holiday Inn Down-

town; Channel 4, Hyatt; Channel 14, Seelbach; and

check your Visitel channel at other hotels.

Ufiing American Si^
IjangUBge, Paula and Tom
WilliamB sign the proceedings

in a plenary session. They are

from Cameron UMC for the

Deaf in Cincinnati, Ohio.

RALPH BAKER PHOTO

Tliree-month-old Lawson Williams will

go for the record for attendance at

consecutive General Conferences — in

2072! Lawson is held by his dad, Larry

Williams, who learned Portugese as a

child in a missionary family in Brazil

and who is serving as a translator

here. The Williamses are from
Ballwin, Mo. Bishop Joao Somane
Machado (Mozambique) looks on.

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO
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Bishop Short Is Long on Service Bits 'n Pieces

Bishop Roy Hunter Short of Hermitage, Term., says

he is attending his 19th General Conference. Elected to

the episcopacy in 1948, he may be the oldest bishop in

attendance here—but Bishop Lloyd Christ Wicke was
elected in the Evangelical United Brethren (EUB)
Church the week before Short became a bishop in The
Methodist Church. Bishop Wicke has also been here for

part of the time.

This General Conference is a homecoming of sorts

for Bishop Short, 90. A native son of Louisville, he grew

up 11 blocks from the convention center. He is accompa-

nied by his son, the Rev. Riley P. Short, a reserve

clergy delegate from the Florida Conference.

The 1939 uniting conference was Bishop Short's all-

time favorite conference; he says, adding that he is the

only bishop still alive who was present at that confer-

ence and allowing that he was quite young then.

Bishop Short may be retired, but he's still preach-

ing. This Sunday will find him in the pulpit of Marcus
Lindsey United Methodist Church, which is in the

neighborhood where he grew up. He offered the opening

prayer Tuesday night for the Episcopal Address.

This reporter had a serendipitous meeting with

Robert Thornbury, one of Bishop Short's classmates at

the University of Louisville. Thornbury was pleased to

learn that his friend Roy is still alive and at work.

Thornbury, a Roman Catholic layman, remembers his

classmate as a dashing fellow with the "gift of gab." He
was not at all surprised to learn that his former class-

mate became a United Methodist bishop.

That "gift of gab" must have grown into the gift of

preaching. Bishop Short is remembered for delivering

the good news with power and passion. Upon learning

that Bishop Short will preach this Sunday, one of his

former parishioners urged me to hear for myself this

dynamic preacher and leader.

—Patricia Ann Meyers

RALPH BARER PHOTO

Bishop Roy Short offers the opening prayer for The Episcopal
Address on Tuesday night.

These items are in the "Did you know" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about dele-

gates or doings, please jot them down and bring

them to Barbara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA office on

the lower level of the convention center.

Three members of the Euper fami ly of Saginaw,

Mich., are General Conference delegates from the

Detroit Conference. Jacqueline K. Euper and the

Rev. Terry A. Euper (reserve) are the parents of

Stephen T. Euper.

Two legislative committee vice chairs are candidates

for the episcopacy. They are the Rev. Ann B. Sherer,

Texas Conference, and the Rev. Alfred L. Norris,

Louisiana Conference. The Rev. Vance Summers Jr.

was listed in yesterday's edition as a vice chair; he is

a chair. We apologize.

Five committee chairs are women, representing four

jurisdictions. The 36 committee chairs, vice chairs,

and secretaries (three officers in each of 12 commit-

tees) are comprised of 17 women and 19 men; 20 aree

clergy and 16 are laity. Two of the 36 committee of-

ficers are from the Northeastern Jurisdiction, seven

from the North Central Jurisdiction; 10 from the

Southeastern Jurisdiction; 10 from the South Cen-

tral Jurisdiction; five from the Western Jurisdiction;

and two officers are from the Central Conferences.

Congratulations to Faith and Missions Committee.

Members smartly combined what may be a record 64

petitions into a single calendar item. The 96-mem-

ber group debated two petitions related to homosexu-

ality and refined them. Then they wisely combined

most of the remaining petitions into a single item.

Since becoming the first Hispanic bishop in North

American Methodism in 1988, Bishop Elias Galvan
has been honored often. But his previous honors

hadn't prepared him for what happened as he pre-

sided over the Friday morning session. David Quee,

an attorney from Sierra Leone, was being nominated

to the Judicial Council. Bishop Galvan asked if the

nomination was in regard to the Judicial Council.

"Yes, my lord," replied the Rev. Joseph Renner, also

of Sierra Leone. After the laughter, Bishop Galvan

responded, with evident humility, "Muchas gracias."

In 1981, a Catholic priest began working with weav-

ers in Guatemala, helping them to earn extra in-

come by creating beautiful stoles. Each stole

typically takes 27 hours to make. Often at United

Methodist gatherings the stoles are sold. Look for

Jack Collins of Murphysboro, 111., "the man in the

burgundy Guatemalan vest." He is carrying a black

bag fiUed with stoles. Proceeds from the stole sales

help provide tuition, uniforms, and tutoring to chil-

dren at Hogar del Ninos, an orphanage supported by
the Advance in Santa Cruz del Quiche, Guatemala.
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Announcements

Delegates are invited to learn more about health and

human services provided by the members of the

United Methodist Association of Health and Welfare

Ministries. Visit UMA's information room, #358 in the

Gait House East from 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

••*

Officers were elected by the Writing Committee for the

"Message to the United States." Chairperson, R.

Randy Day, Secretary, Anna Rhee. The committee has

begun its writing. It plans to send the message to the

President, all senators, all members of the House of

Representatives, and mayors of large cities, among

others.

Saturday, May 9

People in 12-step recovery programs are invited to

attend a discussion meeting from 8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.,

Com Island Room, Gait House, May 9 thru 15.

•**

Bering Memorial UMC, a reconciling congregation in

Houston, will present "AIDS and other Healing

Ministries," a luncheon forum about their pioneering

work in AIDS ministries, Saturday, May 9, Days Inn,

Suite 615. A $5 lunch will be available.

***

The Committee of 100 and other supporters will meet

briefly at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday in the south bleacher

area of the convention auditorium (next to area of

translation booths).

***

All Conference Council Directors are invited to the

home of Rhoda Peters, Director of the LouisviUe

Conference COM, for dinner on Saturday, May 9 at

6:30 p.m. Vans will leave the Gait House at 6 p.m.

***

The Genetic Science Task Force will sponsor a session

discussing its report on Saturday, May 9, 1 p.m., room

106, convention center.

**•

Anyone under 25. . . Whether you are a delegate,

visitor, or reserve, please meet at the back northwest

comer of the plenary room at 12:45 p.m. on May 9. We
need you! Deborah M. Wilcock, Eastern, Pa.

Sunday, May 10

Members of the Northeastern Jurisdiction of Black

Methodists for Church Renewal and other interested

persons are invited to meet episcopal candidates,

Sunday, May 10 from 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.. Gait House

East, Kingshead Room. Contact Anne Williams,

Brown Hotel to schedule an appointment.

National Black Methodists for Church Renewal, Inc.,

dinner will be held Sunday, May 10, 4:00 p.m. at R,E.

Jones UMC. Donation - $10. Contact Joseph Roberson

or Betty Henderson for reservations. Transportation

available at the Jefferson Street entrance from 3 p.m. -

3:45 p.m.

Monday, May 11

The General Board of Global Ministries will sponsor

an issues briefing on Monday, May 11, 12:30 p.m. to 2

p.m., Hyatt Regency South Ballroom. Box lunches wiU

be available for $6 on a first-come first-served basis.

*••

The New York Annual Conference dinner will be held

Monday, May 11 at 5:30 p.m. Contact Jane Allen

Middleton or Ernest Swiggett, (A-6-1).

•**

Northern Covenant will meet Monday, May 11 after

the last plenaiy session in room 203. Delegations from

Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri areas wiU meet for

fellowship and get-acquainted time.

***

The Philadelphia Area will sponsor a dinner on

Monday, May 11 at 5:45 p.m, Delta Restaurant, 434

West Market Street.

•**

A Boston Area UMC dinner with Bishop and Mrs. F.

Herbert Skeete is set for Monday, May 11 at 6 p.m. in

the Cherokee-Shawnee Room at the Hyatt. $14 per

person. Reservations needed A.SA.P. to Richard L.

Evans.

Tuesday, May 12

Mississippi delegates and friends will meet for dinner

on Tuesday, May 12, 6 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency.

**•

Louisville Area dinner with Bishop Spain will be held

Tuesday, May 12, 6 p.m., Masterson's Restaurant,

Cardinal Room. For reservations contact Ray Webster

(A-18-5) by Monday, May 11 at 9 am.

••*

A forum of representatives from the United Methodist
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Church will discuss issues and take phone-in questions

from listeners on the regionally known "Metz Here"

radio talk show with host Mr. Milton Metz. The show

will air live on WHAS-AM Radio, 840 at 10 p.m.

••*

The German delegation luncheon will be held

Tuesday, May 12 at 12:45 p.m. in the Bristol Bar and

Grille at the Kentucky Center for the Arts.

***

Wisconsin Area delegates and friends are invited to a

fdlowship dinner, Tuesday, May 12, 5:45 p.m. at

Charley's Restaurant (comer ofMain and 6th Streets).

Reservations must be made with Phyllis Rodriguez

(589-5200), room 1710 by noon on Monday, May 11.

Thursday, May 14

The Professional Association of United Methodist

Church Secretaries luncheon will be held Thursday,

May 14, 1 p.m. at The Old House Restaurant. Meet at

the South Lobby exit of the convention center on the

comer of Fourth and Jefferson at 12:45 p.m., $4 - $6.

L.A. local churches respond

to human needs following riots

The latest figures emerging from assessments of the

Los Angeles riots and fires indicate 40,000 jobs were

lost—probably 10,000 permanently.

Local churches are supplying food, clothing, emer-

gency housing and transportation, coimseling, and

other human-need resources for those displaced by last

week's destruction.

While initial reports indicated mostly Black and Ko-

rean businesses and homes were affected, more recent

accounts note 40 percent of the businesses burned and

looted were Latino-owned.

President Bush and his cabinet members visited the

City of Angels, expressed "horror and dismay" at the

destruction, and heard firsthand the stories of anger,

fear, fi-ustration, and need fi-om the residents.

The United Methodist Committee on Relief (UM-

COR) has named the Advance Special for this crisis

"L.A. Relief^ehabilitation Fund," #901735-2. Advance

gifts will be forwarded to the California-Pacific Confer-

ence and allocated to relief centers at a variety of

churches including Faith, Holman, Korean-Central,

Wilshire (Pico Union Hispanic Center), Vermont
Square, and Wesley United Methodist churches in Los

Angeles, and Enterprise United Methodist Church,

Compton, in the Long Beach District.

Donations may be made through any annual confer-

ence treasurer or directly to UMCOR.
For additional information, contact the Rev. Robert

Smith, Los Angeles District superintendent, (213) 749-

6310. Smith is a member of the California-Pacific Con-

ference delegation.

—Peg Parker

PENTECOST WEEKEND
OBSERVANCE

The CouncU of Bishops of The United Method-

ist Church calls upon United Methodist people

everywhere to observe a special time of prayer,

fasting, and sacrificial giving during Pentecost

weekend, June 6-7, 1992.

This weekend observance is to remind us of the

tragic pain, violence, loss, and death that both

preceded and followed the Rodney King verdict

and to make us sensitive to the human needs and

tensions that make violence and brutality all too

common in oar communities all over the world.

This we do because all Christians are called to be

agents of justice and peace, reconciliation and re-

building.

Our offerings, identified by Advance Special

#901735-2, will be channeled by annual confer-

ence treasxu-ers through UMCOR for relief and re-

habilitation in the Los Angeles community. In

annual conferences where situations of violence

have created similar needs, up to one-half of the

offering may be retained for use there.

M/S/C Council of Bishops

5/8/92
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New System Speeds Legislative

Process

A complex network of computers and wires now re-

places a series of typewriters, piles of paper, and over-

worked runners.

The net result is a speedier process, but slightly

higher anxiety levels as committee officers and Daily

Christian Advocate volunteer recorders settle into a

new operating system.

The design is the result of months of cooperative

planning by the staffs of the secretary's office and the

DCA. John Brawn, a senior auditor for Hewlett-

Packard from California, and Mike Cunningham, the

Director of Information Systems for The United Meth-

odist Publishing House, put their heads together to

hatch the scheme. Brawn says he tested the design

with wires running from his bedroom through the liv-

ing room to the kitchen.

As might be expected, the plan was not without its

setbacks. When Brawn arrived, he found that a tele-

phone company that had earlier promised use of phone

wires was no longer at the convention center. The end

result was that Brawn, his father Mel Brawn, and DCA
staffers Vem Denney and Glenn Hinton, along with

volunteers Cannon Kinnard and Gere Reist crawled in,

under, and between convention center floors to pull

wires to each committee room.

Cunningham shipped a total of 45 computers and 23

printers from Nashville. Somewhat worried about com-

puters on a trailer truck, he arranged for alternate

transportation of 10 of the computers and eight print-

ers. The staffs subsequently spent two days setting up
equipment and training recorders and committee offi-

cers in the intricacies of the plan.

The system, designed by Brawn, is capable of track-

ing automatically the membership of a committee, cal-

culating the number of votes, finding the pages in the

Advance Editions, appending petitions as submitted,

and generally impressing users with whiz-bang possi-

bilities at a speed-of-light pace.

"One of the advantages of the system," said Brawn,

"is that it guarantees that all petitions will be ad-

dressed, and no petition can be considered more than

once." Moreover, walkie-talkies allow recorders to re-

ceive help from staffers of the DCA or the secretary's of-

fice when they encounter expected computer glitches.

Brawn said the program instructions for the system

required seven notebooks of more than 1,000 typewrit-

ten pages.

It is hoped that the months and years of preparation

will reduce the time it takes to process calendar items

and increase the accvu-acy of the reports. One can hope

that the results will compensate for increased anxiety

levels.

Petitions Response

Here's the way legislative committee officials re-

sponded to the initial use of the new petitions electronic

tracking system:

* Once we got the rhythm of the system through trial

runs, we found it works excellently. We had a few bugs

last night, but this morning it has done very well

Bailey F. Watkins, secretary

Local Church Committee

* / think the new system is going to be very helpful I

suspect we are saving a great deal oftime.

Susan D. Messenger, secretary

Conferences Committee

* / like it very much! I know the old system. This sys-

tem has none ofthe old agonies...and few of the old woes.

Mary Johnson, subcommittee secretary

Conferences Committee

* So far it's been great! The only problem we've had
is the one we have right now. [session had just recessed

when computer went down] / have a feeling we'll have

this corrected shortly and have everything right on line

soon!

Glenn Hinton, Systems Analyst and Trainer

United Methodist Publishing House,

Recorder,

Church and Society Committee

* This system appears to be working very well I have

never chaired a committee, but I have participated in

their work. That's my basis for comparisoru

Sandra L. Kelley Lackore

Chair,

Financial Administration Conmiittee

* We lost just one petition, but I think it is working

very well We haven't had any big problems.

David L. Severe

Secretary,

General/Judicial Administration

Richard Peck
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Legislative Status Report

Central Conferences Conferences Church and Society

Committee Items

Caieiaar Items

Jnassigned

179

Committee Items

Committee Items

Calendar Items

15 Calendar Iteins

Voted by GC

/ \ //O Voted by GC

\ j Unassigrted

Discipleship Financial Administration

Unassigned^ """"N^^^
^° Calendar ftems

^^^^L \ I Calendar ttems /

^^^^^^^^^m Voted by I

Committee Items ^^^^^^^^^T
206'^^^^^ Committed

Voted by GC

Faith and Mission

Unassigned 74^__^
>

—

' -^^ Calendar Items

^^^^^^^^H Voted by

^ -TC

Committee Items

General/Judicial Administration Global Ministries Higher Education & Chaplaincy

Committee items

Calendar Items

56

Voted by GC

Unassigned

^^B \ /O Voted by GC

^^^^^^^^^^^ Calendar Items I

Committee Items^^^^^^^^ Calendar Hems

Committee Items

Unassigned

Voted by GC

Unassigned 153

Independent Commissions
Committee Items

48

Local Church
Unassigned

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

Calendar Items

Unassigned

Voted by GC

Cominiltee ttems

Data for 5/08/92 (10:00 PM)

Calendar ttems

39

Voted by GC

Unassigned

/ \ /' Calendar Itenvs

^^^H|^^^B^ Voted by

Committee Items ^^^^^^
275'

These charts picture the work done by each legislative committee. "Unassigned" shows the number of
petitions that the committee has not yet addressed. "Committee Items" records the number of petitions
being worked on somewhere in the committee. "Calendar Items" indicates the number of petitions voted
on and released by the committee. "Voted by GC" shows the number of calendar items that have been
voted on by the General Conference plenary.
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Legislative Committee Reports

Church and Society

The committee concurred with petitions that:

* call for "serious systemic change" in the U.S.

health care system, including comprehensive benefits

to everyone, an "equitable and efficient" financing sys-

tem, and cost-containment measiu-es;

* declare The United Methodist Church's commit-

ment to work in response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic

and urge education and action efforts by local church,

annual conferences, general agencies, and bishops;

* highlight the church's concern for mental health,

noting the influence of dynamics such as violence, ra-

cism, and substance abuse in causing mental stress;

and encourage mental health education, individual ac-

tions, and research and resources;

* encourage doctors and medical institutions to in-

form parents of newborn sons of the dangers and bene-

fits of circumcision;

* support education encouraging abstinence from il-

legal drugs as well as alcohol (addition to SP 72.1);

* call for a ban on television and radio advertising or

alcoholic beverages;
"" lift up the Oxford House model for substance abuse

recovery;

* update the church's resolutions on drug and alco-

hol concerns by adding current information on crack,

cocaine, and other substances;

* call for stronger government action to reduce drug

trafficking and to end covert government operations;

* call on all levels of the church to engage in preven-

tion, intervention, treatment, community organization,

public advocacy, abstinence, and mission evangelism in

confronting the drug crisis;

* condemn any sexual or erotic contact between

adults and children as abusive (SP 72.C); oppose genetic

therapy that can be passed on to offspring; limit genetic

therapy to the alleviation of suffering caused by dis-

ease; and deem genetic data as confidential (SP 72.).

—Suzanne Calvin, Lee Ranck (May 8, 1992, 5:10 p.m.)

Conferences

The conunittee concurred with the following consti-

tutional petitions:

* updating language from "ministerial" to "clergy"

in pars. 23, 25, 35, 36;

* retain the word "may" in par. 43.

The committee voted to amend the Discipline, par.

505 on bishops in jurisdictions and central conferences:

1. Fulfilling the mission of the church shall be the

basis in determining the number of bishops;

2. The number remains the same unless changed by

General Conference. Recommendation for change may
be made by the Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs or each jurisdictional conference affected and in-

terjurisdictional committee. Recommendations are not

limited to these organizations.

3. Effective immediately.

It concurred on the following petitions:

* Par. 627: journals of the jurisdictional conferences

are no longer required to be printed by the UMPH;
* Par. 628: representation from small churches on

general and jurisdictional boards, include persons irom
churches of small membership;

* Par. 702: amended to make conference lay leader

chair of Board of Laity or its equivalent, and delete

702.8b;

* Par. 745; there may be a committee on ministry to

enlist persons with handicapping conditions in each an-

nual conference to enlist responsibility in program and
advocacy.

The committee concurred to amend par. 701.1 to

read: The clergy membership of an annual conference

shall consist of members in full connection, probation-

ary members, associate members, affiliate members,
and all local pastors under full-time appointment to a

pastoral charge.

a. Remain as is.

b. Change word "lay" to "clergy" before the word

"delegates."

c. Associate members shall have the right to vote in

the annual conference on all matters except in the elec-

tion of lay delegates to the General and jurisdictional

or Central Conferences, and matters of ordination,

character, and conference relations of clergy.

d. All local pastors under full-time appointment to a

pastoral charge shall have the right to vote in the an-

nual conference on all matters except constitutional

amendments, election of lay delegates to General and
jurisdictional or Central conferences, and matters of or-

dination, character, and conference relations of clergy.

e. Delete from Discipline.

f. Affiliate clergy members shall have the right to

vote in the annual conference on all matters except con-

stitutional amendments, election of delegates to the

General and jurisdictional or Central conferences, and
matters or ordination, character, and conference rela-

tions of clergy.

A minority report is expected. It will ask to restore

part-time clergy membership to this paragraph with

some voting limitations.

*Correction to May 8 DCA: page 156, Conferences

report: delete the words "probationary members" frY)m

second item.

—Dan Gangler, Jane Dennis (May 8, 5:p. tn.)

Discipleship

In regard to the proposed Book of Worship, the com-

mittee:

* found replacements for the words "submitting"

and "oversee" in the services of consecration jmd ordi-

nation (pp. 477, 487, 503, 506);
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* changed "Creator, Christ, and Holy Ghost" to "Fa-

ther, Son, and Holy Spirit" in the services for commis-

sioning missionaries and deaconnesses (pp. 552 and

554);

* voted 57-35 for non-concurrence with a petition

asking that a "service of infant dedication" be included

in the new Book of Worship (see petition no. DI-12171-

3000-R, pp. 1127-28, Advance DCA, Vol. II);

* approved with 1 dissenting vote in favor of the new

Book of Worship as amended (a minority report will ask

that the prayer beginning "0 Mother God" be restored

to p. 363);

* agreed that portions of the document "A Com-

memoration of Native American Thanksgiving," devel-

oped by Native Americans on site at General

Conference, be incorporated in the section of the wor-

ship book pertaining to Native American Awareness

Sunday.

—Garlinda Burton, Bettie Story May 8, 3: p.m.)

Faith and Mission

The committee concurred with a recommendation of

the General Board of Discipleship to receive "By Water

and the Spirit, A Study of the Proposed United Method-

ist Understanding of Baptism" for church wide study in

the next quadrennium. The committee will recommend

that questions and concerns discussed in the legislative

committee be incorporated in the study document itself.

—Lynne DeMichele, Ann Whiting (May 8, 4:45 p.m.)

Finance and Administration

The committee concurred with a task force recom-

mendation to move the General Board of Global Minis-

tries (GBGM) out of New York City. The vote was 51^0
with one abstention. Committee members opposing the

action said they would submit a minority report recom-

mending that the board stay in New York.

The group heard presentations from Randolph Smith

of Houston, chair of the Task Force to Study the Feasi-

bility of Relocating the GBGM, and the Rev. Donald

Messer of Denver, chair of the GBGM's own location

committee, which opposes leaving New York.

A minority report was also being drafted by mem-
bers who oppose the committee recommendation to put

a cap on the 1993-96 quadrennial general budget based

on the 1992 budget level. The minority is asking that

the budget be set at $472 million, or about 2% increase

per year.

In other action, the committee concurred with:

* an emphasis on using equitable salary funds in an-

nual conferences to fund entry-level pastors serving in

teaching parishes or cooperative parishes;

* a statement that limitations on salary supple-

ments from the equitable salary fund would not result

in denying the minimum salary to pastors who are

serving appointments and are conference members in

good standing;

* a statement that participation in the church

through service and gifts is "an expression of our love

to God;"
* a provision that the church's ban on expending

funds on gay causes shall not limit the church's minis-

try in response to the HIV epidemic.

The committee concurred on several other petitions

and voted nonconcurrence on 50.

—Jean Lyles, Willie Teague (May 8, 5: p. m.)

General and Judicial Administration

The committee voted concvirrence with the following

petitions:

* report of the Advisory/Coordinating Committee on

Older Adults that its proposed budget for the 1993-96

quadrennium be $100,000 (GJ-10861-3000-A$);

* recommendation of the Interagency Task Force on

AIDS be continued for the 1993-96 quadrennium to

keep the issue of AIDS before the general church in-

cluding recommended funding of $20,000 to ensiu-e the

participation of persons whose lives have been touched

by mV/AIDS (GJ-10732-S$);

* study of the report on strengthening small-mem-

bership churches following an amendment recommend-

ing local ecumenical involvements (GJ-10791-3000-S);

* recommendation of the Task Force on Chapter VIII

that an administrative and judicial procedures manual

be created by the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration in consultation with the General Board of

Higher Education and Ministry and additional church

legal resources (GJ-10691-3000-R$);
* creation of an Ann a Howard Shaw Day and of an

amendment that churches around the world "may" (in-

stead of "shall") observe it as a day to remember the

struggle of "women and men to be equal in every aspect

of their common life" (GJ-10619-3000-R$);

* setting May as Christian Family Month (GJ-

10971-3000-R);

* report on the use of biblical theological language

and the recommendation that the study document

Words That Hurt, Words That Heal- Language About

God and People continue to be used (GJ-10886-3000-A).

—Ralph Baker, Linda Green (May 8, 12:33p.m.)

Global Ministries

The committee concurred with petitions as amended:
* implementing a National Plan for Hispanic Minis-

try, with funding of $3.1 million taken from the general

fund;

* approving a Native American Comprehensive Plan

at a cost of $1.2 million, with funding coming from new
monies, as determined by the General Council on Fi-

nance and Administration; and six other petitions on

Native American concerns.

Referred:
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* seven petitions regarding Native Americans to

Higher Education, Discipleship, and Church and Soci-

ety committees.

The committee also concurred with petitions affirm-

ing basic niral worth, tent building ministries, church

and community workers (which urged increased sup-

port but did not specify numbers), and resourcing Black

churches in urban communities.

—Linda Bloom and Betty Thompaon (May 8, 4:40p.m.)

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

The committee concurred with petitions that are:

* calling for the Division of Higher Education to

maintain its role in approving institutional sponsorship

and relationships and to provide a structure to relate

college and university students of UMC to a national

United Methodist student organization and appropriate

ecumenical student organizations;

* calling for the GBHEM to promote awareness of

and concurrence with Policies Relative to Socially Re-

sponsible Investments (par. 816), the Social Principles

(pars. 70-76), and The Book ofResolutions;
* calling for Central Conference members of the GB-

HEM to be elected by the Commission on Central Con-

ference Affairs rather than by the Council of Bishops;

Voted non-concurrence with:

* an amended petition encoxiraging UM seminaries

to maintain or establish a chair of Town and Country

Ministry (Vote on non-concurrence: 48-Yes, 19-No, 4-

Abstaining);

Further clarification on previously reported item: A
petition with which the committee concurred on Thurs-

day would change the current title of the Executive Di-

rector of the Black College Fund to the Associate

General Secretary for the Black College Fund. The peti-

tion would not add a staff position to the GBHEM or re-

quire additional funding.

(This completes the conmiittee's work, unless addi-

tional items are referred for its consideration.)

—Karen Tiainger, Al Horton (May 8, 11:50 a.m.)

Independent Commissions

The committee voted concurrence on the following

matters:

* designating three additional shrines and one land-

mark;
* GCRR study on Racism in Rural Areas (amended

membership and rationale for committee);
* continuation of the General Commission on Relig-

ion and Race;
* expanded the purpose of the General Commission

on Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns;
* adding responsibilities to the duties of the General

Commission on Christian Unity and Interreligious Con-

cerns;

* request a relationship between GCUIC and GBCS;

* a request from the Council of Bishops to establish

covenant relationships with eight other chiurches;

* changing the representation of bishops to the

GCUIC to include one from the Central Conferences;

* adding permissive language to the make-up of the

GCOSROW to maintain balanced representation;

* added to the responsibility of GCOSROW the assis-

tance in the eradication of sexual harassment;
* celebration and affirmation of the work of GCRR

with amendment;
* recognized "Pacific Islanders" as a recognized eth-

nic group;

* added language to assist in balancing repre-

sentation on the Conference Commission on Religion

and Race.

Voted non-concurrence on the following matters:

* deletion of the Commission on the Status and Role

ofWomen from all levels of the church;

* requesting UMCOM to send all proposals to Gen-

eral Conference to all local churches at least 90 days

prior to the opening of General Conference;

* requesting elimination of the General Commission

on Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns;

* transferring the duties of the General Commission

on Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns to the

General Board of Global Ministries.

Sub-committee chairs are: W. Jing Chow—Commu-
nications and Other Matters; Beverly S/iamana—Status
and Role of Women; Hector Navas—Religion and Race;

Maxine Allen—Archives and History; Patricia

Toschak—Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns.

KristinK Knudaon (May 8, 4:10p.m.)

Local Church

Corrections

A petition specifying that the local church trustees

annually review property, liability, malpractice, and

crime insurance coverage was reported as "concur-

rence." It should have been marked as "tabled."

A petition marked as "concurrence" dealing with

mergers should have said that the Church Local Con-

ference of the church rather than "each" must approve.

The committee voted concurrence to petitions:

* adding study of "science and technology" to areas

of concern for the church school;

* specifying structure for "class meetings";

* enlisting persons for ordained and diaconal minis-

try and missionary service to duties of the Pastor-Par-

ish Relations Committee;
* removing age or disability requirement from

authorization for honorary members of Administrative

Council/Board.

The committee conciurred with amendment petitions

that:

* relate duties of Health and Welfare Ministries

Representative, expressed the need for the church to be

"programmatically" accessible;

* include scouting ministry as a setting for youth

ministry;
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* establish prison ministry;

* specify only one immediate family member resid-

ing in the same household can serve on the Committee

on Pastor-Parish Relations;

* state that pastor shall be present at all meetings of

the Pastor-Parish Relations Committee except when
pastor voluntarily excuses himself/herself;

* authorize a plan of organization other than Admin-

istrative Council or Administrative Board, when in

harmony with the Discipline;

* allow local church offices and chairpersonships to

be held by more than one person, except for trustees, of-

ficers of trustees, treasurer, lay member of Annual Con-

ference, and members and chairperson of Committee on

Pastor-Parish Relations.

The committee voted non-concurrence with a peti-

tion that would have deleted the pastor as chair of

Nominations and Personnel; the non-concurrence would

leave pastor as chair. A minority report has been an-

nounced, which would allow the Committee on Nomina-

tions and Personnel to elect a chair from among

continuing members but would make the pastor eligi-

ble for such election.

The committee moved to reconsider a petition deal-

ing with shared facilities, and added a provision that

the district director of Religion and Race be involved in

decisions.

—Kathy Kruger Noble, Rayford Woodrick (May 8, 4:10 p.m.)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

The committee voted concurrence with petitions that

would:
* update constitutional language by substituting the

word "clergy" for "ministerial";

* add a new par. 52 on episcopal supervision, saying

bishops would be appointed to their areas by an Interju-

risdictional Committee on the Episcopacy, giving the

Council of Bishops authority to assign bishops for presi-

dential or other temporary service in any annual con-

ference, and providing in an emergency situation for

the appointment of a bishop from one jurisdiction or

central conference to the work of another;

* make easier the transfer of bishops across jurisdic-

tional lines;

* outline the duties of the jurisdictional committees

on ordained ministries (petition was amended by the

committee to change the word "may" to "shall" in the

final sentence of the proposed addition);

* give vote to, as amended to read, "at least two, but

not more than six" laypersons who participate in the

work of each annual conference board of ordained min-

istry, except on matters prohibited by the constitution,

and provide orientation for new members.

The committee voted non-concurrence with petitions

that would:

* limit bishops' terms to eight years out of any 12

consecutive years;

* provide for a committee of ordained annual confer-

ence members appointed by a nominations committee

to consult with bishops on ministerial appointments.

The committee voted to table action on a petition to

amend par. 302 on the nature of diaconal ministry. A
statement was drafted, outlining a working definition

of diaconal ministers/deacons for use in dealing with

other related petitions. A straw vote of 53-30, with 2 ab-

stentions, indicated acceptance of the statement. The

definition acknowledges the understanding of the term

"deacon" as reflecting duties presently lodged with di-

aconal ministers and says ordained deacons are non-

itinerating members of clergy who do not celebrate the

sacraments, conduct weddings or funerals, and who
shall not automatically be considered probationary

members of the annual conference.

—Nancye Willie (May 8, 3:30p.m.)

Bring Christ to the

world through the
World Service Fund,
your commitment
to mission.
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Additional Petitions

1171 . Pstnion NumlMr FM-1 1268-0071-0; Rm. and Mr*. Arthur L Manture, Dnart

Southwnt Conf»r»nc«.

Marriage a Shared Fidelity Between a Man
and a Woman.
Retain 1I71C.

1171 . Patltlon Number CS-124O4-O071-D;AdmlnlstratK« Council, Central UMC,
Laurinburg, NC.

Include The Durham Declaration in

Paragraph 71.

Include the Durhcim Declaration in 1171.

|T75 PetHlon Number CS-0000-75-D; Alan Geyer and Philip Wogaman, NJ and

BLT.

War and Peace

Amend 1174 G) and 75 C) by substitution:

f75C) War and Peace-The Christian church has al-

ways deplored the reality of war, with its violence, coer-

cion, destructiveness, and inhumanities. We believe that

all nations are morally obligated to seek peaceful resolu-

tion of all conflicts that may arise between or among

them. Some Christians have concluded that all violence

is inherently incompatible with the Gospel and spirit of

Christ. Their pacifist witness has ever reminded the

Church that it can never allow war to be taken lightly or

pursued self-righteously. Other Christians, also recog-

nizing the evil of war, nevertheless believe that oc-

casions can arise in a sinful and unjust world where an

unjust peace can be less compatible with the Gospel and

spirit of Christ than a measured use of force to restrain

injustice. We recognize the authenticity of both forms of

Christian witness. Those who accept the limited jus-

tification for war must avoid romanticizing its means or

its ends. They must insist that the conduct of war, when

believed necessary, must be governed by the most strin-

gent humanitarian principles ofjustice and internation-

al law.

All Christians must resist the militarization of

society and of all its institutions. The manufacture, sale,

and deployment of armaments must be reduced and

controlled. We oppose the production, possession or use

of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruc-

tion.

We pray for grace and wisdom to organize human

society at every level in such a way that recourse to

violence yields to civilized community life. We seek the

strengthening of international law and institutions that

will increasing delegitimize war and provide cooperative

capacities for crisis intervention, peace-keeping, and

peacemaking.

11247. Petition Number LC-124390247-D: Gainesville District Council on
Ministries, NGA, Gainesville, GA.

The Church Historian.

Amend 1247.5 (a):

The Charge Conference shall elect a church his-

torian...The church historian shall be a member of the

Administrative Council or Administrative Board. The

church historian may be a consultant to the coordinator

ofcommunications in video productions of the heritage

of the congregation. The church historian may also hold

another elected position on the council or board.

1252. Petition Number LC-1 2440-0252-D; Gainesville District Council on
Ministries, Gainesville, GA.

Chairperson of Outreach.

Amend 11252.1 (c):

The work area on evangelism. . . The work area

will also develop programs, including videotapes of evan-

gelistic efforts in cooperation with the coordinator of

communications to aid the spiritual growth of those new

persons.

11257. Petition Number LC-1 244 1-0257-D; Gainesville District Council on

Ministries, NGA. Gainesville, GA.

Council on Ministries

Amend 1257:

. . . Where the committees, councils, task groups,

commissions, etc., are not organized, the duties assigned

to each, including production of video and other resour-

ces, become the responsibility of the Council on Mini-

stries, or its successor.

11260. Petition Number 10-12442-0260-0; Gainesville District Council on
Ministries, NGA, Gainesville, GA.

Work Area Chairperson.

Amend 1260:

Each work area chairperson, with the guidance of the

pastor . . . shall serve as liaison within and beyond

the local church. The work area chairperson may
develop video resources in cooperation with the coor-

dinator of communications. When an activity in the area
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of work is planned by the Council on Ministries or Ad-

ministrative Council...

^264 Pelilion Number LC-12453-264-D; Halter Lake UMC James L Chapman,

Chair of Administrative Board; Paul M. McCutcheon, Pastor Haller l.al<e UMC
Seattle, WA(addKion)

The Organizational Structure

of the Local Church

Amend 11264:

Each church or charge shaU should have an organized

unit of United Methodist Men . .
.".

^1906- Petition Number IC-1243S-1906-D; Gainesville District Council on Ministries,

NGA, Gainesville. GA.

Duties ofUM Communications.

Amend 51906.9:

It shall provide guidance, resources, and training for

the local church coordinator of communications and

local church video production, provided that training at

the local level shall be through and in cooperation with

Annual Conferences.

1[749. Petrtion Number. CO- 12261-0749-0; Gilbert Rhoades, Jr. and 24 Other

Individuals, Bells UMC, Clinton, MO.

The District Scouting Coordinator

Add sew sub 1 after 1I749.4Q:

The District Scouting Coordinator will work with the

District Council on Ministries and the Conference

Scouting Coordinator to promote and encourage the

use of outreach ministry programs of community youth-

serving agencies at the local church level.

1181 0. Petition Number GJ-1 1965-0810-0; Leonard 0. Slutz, Hyde Pan<

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

Maximum Period of Membership
on a General Agency
to Three Consecutive Terms.

^

Amend 11810.3:

Amend 11810.3 so that the maximum period of mem-

bership on a general agency will be three rather than two

consecutive terms.

m 005. Petition Number GJ-1 1 966- 1005-D; Leonard D. Slutz, Hyde Park

Community UMC, Cincinnati, OH.

Study Composition and Number of

Members of Governing Boards of Program
and Other Agencies.

Amend 111005.3 and 111005.4:

Authorize and direct the General Council on Mini-

stries pursuant to 1005.3 and 11005.4 to study the com-

position and number of members of the governing

boards of the program agencies and other general agen-

cies of the Church and report to the 1996 General Con-

ference.

Resolutions

Petition Number FA-12451-3000-R; James and Dorothy O'Quinn,

Presidents, United Methodist Clergy Couples (new)

Special Arrangement Polices

of Comprehensive Protection Plan

Mandate the General Board of Pensions annually

study the special arrangements poUcies for participation

in the Comprehensive Protection Plan, chosen by each

Annual Conference, and that such a study be published

by the General Council on Finance and Administration

and in the General Minutes.

Petition Number LC-12437-3000-M; MNN.

Special Attention

of the Different Groups of People.

1) All places in the Book ofDiscipline where wording

such as the following is used. Special attention shall bo

given to the incluoion of... different age and ethnic group-

ifigs shall be rewritten to say. Membership shall include,

wherever possible.. .(the different groups of people).

2) Whereas sign language is the primary means of

communication for many people who are deaf; amend

paragraph 262.3.b. ... including devices and interpreters

Petition Number CS-10049-3000-R; SNE.

National Health Care Plan.

Whereas, The General Conference of The United .

Methodist Church affumed the Fmdings of the

President's Committee of Medical Ethics of 1983 in

which measures which exacerbate existing inadequacies

in health care costs are called "morally unacceptable"

(B.O.R. 1988, p.241);
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Whereas, approximately 37 million Americans, includ-

ing 12 million children, have no health insurance

coverage, another 60 million underinsured Americans

are vulnerable to catastrophic health care costs, 25 per-

cent of those who are uninsured are ineUgible for health

insurance due to pre-existing health conditions and the

numbers of uninsured and underinsured have risen

dramatically during the past decade (Consumer Re-

search, Sept. 1989);

Therefore, be it resolved that:

1. General Conference request that The United

Methodist Church promote a program of national health

care delivery which reflects the Social Principles of the

Church and assures equaUty and concern for every per-

son regardless of their ability to pay or otherwise qualify:

2. Direct the Conference Council of Ministries to as-

sign the development of a strategy of education among

local churches within the connection which would ex-

amine the underlying inflationary causes of escalating

health care costs, including perverse incentives for hospi-

tals and other care-givers to increase costs and the ab-

sence of disincentives for consumers to reduce demand

for unnecessary care:

3. Urge all levels of The United Methodist Church to

involve every level of government in the development of

National Health Care.

Pelrtion Number CO-10963-3000-R: NIN, NIL

Editorial Changes in the Discipline

In all places where wording such as the following is

used, Special attention shall be given to the ineluaioB

of...(different age and ethnic groupings). Membership

shall include, whenever possible. . . (the difTerent

groupings).

Petition Number FA-11608-3000-R: Lorraine B. Burt, Fiist UMC, Olympia,

WA.

Section 3—Participation (Page 5) 3.3 Beneficiary

Designation

Middle of paragraph: "In the event that a Participant

shall not designate a Beneficiary in the manner

heretofore stated,...

Insert/change Number 1 "The surviving spouse

and/or former surviving spouse of a deceased Par-

ticipant in accordance to the period of time served when

Participant accrued Participant's interest in the Plan."

Pelilion Number FM-12454-3000-R; LRK Richa/d B. WilKe, Bishop Wm.
Christopher Cooper, Little Rocl< Conference Secretary(new)

No Task Force or Study Group on
Homosexuality for the Next Quadrennium

Retain 171F, and also recommend that create and

fund no new task force or study group on this issue.

Petition Number FM-12455-3000-fl; Pastors of the Central Pennsylvania

Annual Conference (new)

Retain the Present Wording of the Social

Principles, Retain Present Stance

Against Ordination

Retain 1171F.5 and 11402.2

Petition Number FM-1Z456-3000-R; ChaHes E. Weigel Jr., EPA Conference
Secretary (new)

Retain the Statement that the Church
Views Homosexuality as "Incompatible
with Christian Teaching".

Reject any changes in 171F that would seek to remove

the statement that views the practice of homosexuality

as "incompatible with Christian teaching".

Ministerial Pension Plan.

Regarding the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, Plan

Document-Ministerial Pension Plan.

Section lO-Miscellaneous (Page 19) 10.6 Marital

Litigation

"In the event a Participant or Retired Participant is a

party to marital litigation. . .

Insert after Number 3:

Number (4) the payments shall be mandatory and

pro-rated to former spouse (and surviving spouse) in ac-

cordance to the period of time each spouse served (was

married) with Participant when Participant accrued the

Pension Benefits.

Petition Number FM-12457-3000-R; KEN Ronald V. Young, Conference
Secretary (new)

Christian Living and the Church

Retain 1I71F

Petition Number: FM-12458-30CX)-R; Robert L Hemmerla. Secretary Missouri

East Annual Conference

Retain Paragraph 71F on Homosexuality

Retain position on homosexuality.
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Petition Number FM-12459-3000-R; Gaiy T. Ward, Conference Secretary;

NAL

Retain 7IF on Homosexuality

Retain our church's present position on

homosexuality as set out in par. 71F and other para-

graphs of the Discipline.

Petition Number FM-11084-3000-R; Members of Central PA Conference,

Harrisburg, PA.

Support Present Statement

Regarding Baptism and Membership.

Whereas, the General Conference Baptism Study

Committee has recommended specific disciplinary chan-

ges in baptism and membership polity including:

1) adding all baptized persons to full membership

status regardless of ages or level of participation;

2) eliminating the historic option of infant dedication;

3) replacing Confirmation with "Profession of Baptis-

mal Faith" and;

4) eliminating the need for personal conversion and

profession of faith as prerequisites for church member-

ship;

Therefore be it resolved, that we affirm, retain, and

maintain the present disciplinary statements and historic

church rites and rituals pertaining to baptism and mem-

bership, and;

Therefore be it resolved, that we go on record as op-

posing the recommendations of the General Conference

Baptism Study Committee.

o:

Petitions Referred

FROM PET.# PARA.# TO PET.# PAR.# FROM PET.# PARA.# TO PET.# PAR.#

CO
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Judicial Council Nominees

Council of Bishops Nominees

1. Joyce Alford
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Willard Henry Douglas, Jr. (laity)

Willard Douglas, who was elected to the Judicial

Council in 1984, is a retired judge of the Juvenile and

Domestic Relations Court in Richmond, Va. He has

been a delegate to 4 General and jurisdictional conferen-

ces from 1972-1984. He also has been a delegate to the

World Methodist Conference, a member of the General

Commission on ReUgion and Race, Interagency Coor-

dinating Committee of the General Council on Mini-

stries. As a member of the Virginia Conference he serves

on the rules committee and the Housing Development

Corporation; and earUer he served as the associate con-

ference lay leader and district lay leader. He has been a

trustee at Ferrum College and presently serves on the

board of Virginia Wesleyan College. He is a law

graduate of Howard University.

Clenzo B. Fox (laity)

Clenzo Fox is the associate legal counsel for the City

of Columbus, Ohio. He is the chair of the administrative

board of the Hilltop United Methodist Church in the

West Ohio Conference. He also has been a member of

the General Commission on Religion and Race. He is a

former president of the Robert B. Elliot Law Club, an as-

sistant Ohio attorney general, examiner/referee for the

Industrial Commission of Ohio, special counsel to the

City of Columbus for Model City Affairs, and field ex-

aminer in the Division of Taxation for the State of Ohio.

He is a graduate of the Franklin Law School and Capital

University. He was engaged in a general law practice

from 1959 to 1973. He and his wife, Bernadine Fleming

Fox, have 6 children.

Susan Henry-Crowe (clergy)

Susan Henry-Crowe is the chaplain at Emory Univer-

sity and a member of the South Carolina Conference.

She was a delegate to the General Conference in 1980

and 1984, and a reserve delegate in 1988. She is a mem-

ber of the General Church Coordinating Committee on

Ethnic Minority Local Church and served on the

General Commission on Communications for 8 years.

From 1985 to 1991 she was the director and associate of

the South Carohna Conference Council on Ministries.

She has served on the Conference Board of Ordained

Ministries (vice chair), the Joint Review Committee, the

Council on Finance and Administration, as well as the

Board of Trustees of Claflin College. She was ordained

in 1977 and served as a local church pastor for 9 years.

Zan Wesley Holmes, Jr. (clergy)

Zan Hohnes has been the pastor of St. Luke "Com-

munity" United Methodist Church in the North Texas

Conference since 1974. He is also an associate professor

of preaching at Perkins School of Theology. He was the

pastor of Hamilton Park UMC in Dallas from 1958 to /*

1968 and a district superintendent from 1968 to 1974.

Among his civic responsibiUties have been: a member of

the Texas State Legislature, the Texas Constitutional

Revision Commission, and the Board of Regents for the

University of Texas system. He has been a delegate to

General Conference in every quadrennium since 1972.

He is a graduate of Huston-TUlotson College and

Perkins School of Theology (M. Div. and STM). He also

was awarded an honorary degree from Huston-Tillotson.

James Kambor (clergy)

James Kambor is pastor of S. Trowen Nagbe UMC,
one of the largest and fastest-growing churches in the

Liberia Armual Conference. Before this appointment,

he served both as pastor of Doe Juah UMC and ad-

ministrative assistant to the bishop. Kambor attended the

College of West Africa, then received a scholarship to

Our Lady of Fatima College. He ser\'ed as principal of

J.S. Pout School, and following study at Peabody College

in Nashville, Tenn., on a Crusade Scholarship, returned

to his homeland to become supervisor ofUM schools. In

1983 he was approved by the Board of Ordained Minis-

try of the Liberia Annual Conference to study for the

ministry and received a scholarship to Wesley Theologi-

cal Seminary in Washington, D.C.

Donald E. Lefelar (clergy)

Donald Lefelar is superintendent of the Norwalk Dis-

trict in the East Ohio Conference. Prevaously he was pas-

tor of First UMC in Niles, Ohio. He is founder of the

Community for Spiritual Formation, a three-year retreat

program in East Ohio, which will launch its fifth Com-

munity in October. Lefelar served as vice president of

the East Cleveland City Council and has volunteered his

time as a labor-management arbitrator. He has served

on the boards of ReUgion and Race and Finance and Ad-

ministration. Lefelar received his B.A. degree from The

College of William and Mary and his M. Div. from

Union Theological Seminary, New York. He received

his Doctor of Jurisprudence from Cleveland State

University, and in 1974, was admitted to the Ohio Bar

Association.

Crisolito Pascual (laity)

Justice CrisoUto Pascual is professor of law at the

University of the PhiUppines and dean of the school's

Center for Law Studies. He also serves as Associate Jus-

tice of the Court of Appeals of the Republic of the

Philippines. Pascual is an active member of Knox
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United Methodist Church in Manila, and he is con-

sidered a legal expert on the UMC's Book of Discipline.

Theophil Schaad (clergy)

Theophil Schaad, the son of a United Methodist mini-

ster, is himself a United Methodist pastor in the Switzer-

land/France Annual Conference. He is currently a

district superintendent, serving in that post since 1985.

Schaad served as secretary of his annual conference

from 1973-1981. He attended the Methodist Theological

Seminary in Frankfurt, Germany, and graduated in 1970.

Schaad is greatly concerned with questions of interpreta-

tion and adaptation regarding The Book ofDiscipline

.

He is a delegate to this General Conference.

Council of Ministries, chair of the Board of Ordained

Ministry, DS and dean of the cabinet. He was the first

elected in the clergy delegation to General Conference

both in 1988 and 1992 as well as being a delegate in 1984

and a reserve in 1980. He serves on the Northeastern

Jurisdiction Committees on the Episcopacy £md Or-

dained Ministry. He is member of the GBHEM. He is a

graduate of Asbury College, Perkins School of Theology,

as well as being a trustee of West Virginia Wesleyan Col-

lege, which awarded him an honorary doctorate. He and

his wife, Leanna Staley Wright, are parents of 4 children.

Plenary Session Nominees

Robert K. Sweet Jr. (clergy)

Robert Sweet has pastored four churches, served as

district superintendent, and as both dean and secretary

of the cabinet in the Southern New England Conference.

He was the first of his delegation elected to this General

Conference, having served as both delegate and reserve

delegate in the past. He has also been delegate to three

Northeastern Jurisdictional conferences. Sweet has been

a member of the jurisdiction's Court of Appeals (four

years as chair), and was a member of the Area Commit-

tee on Episcopacy, as well as chair of the Episcopal

Residence Committee. In addition, he has served on the

conference Board of Global Ministries and the con-

ference COM (chairing both for four years).

Glenda C. Thomas (clergy)

Glenda Thomas, ordained an elder in 1972 in the

California-Nevada Conference, is pastor of Almaden

Hills UMC in San Jose, Calif. She served as district su-

perintendent from 1984-1990. Thomas also served on

the Conference Board of Ordained Ministry and was

registrar and chair of the probationary committee. In ad-

dition, she has been a delegate and reserve delegate to

previous General and jurisdictional conferences.

Thomas has been active in jurisdictional program and

financial matters and served as vice chair of the Court of

Appeals. She served as a trustee of Pacific School of

Religion, Berkeley, from 1972-1982. Thomas received

her A.B. degree from George Washington University,

Washington, D.C., and her M.Div. degree from Pacific

School of Religion.

Richard L. Wright (clergy)

Richard Wright is the senior pastor of Wesley UMC
in Morgantown, WV, in the West Virginia Conference.

He formerly served as the director of the Conference

David C. Crago (laity)

David C. Crago is assistant law professor at Ohio

Northern University, having spent 15 years in private

practice. He just completed a term as lay leader of First

United Methodist Church in Marysville, Ohio, and is cur-

rently president of the Board of Trustees of the West

Ohio Conference. He has served in a variety of other

capacities in the conference, including advising in mat-

ters related to church trials.

Edward H. Hill (laity)

Edward Hill is senior partner in the largest law firm in

Amarillo, Texas. He has served as lay leader of the

Northwest Texas Annual Conference since 1988. He
also serves as chair of the conference Restructure Com-
mittee (since 1989), the conference lay leadership

development series (since 1988), the conference Board

of the Laity (since 1988), and the Transformation 2000

Design Team. Hill teaches a men's Bible class at Polk

Street United Methodist Church in Amarillo, where he

has also chaired the administrative board and served as

lay leader.

Jacob Christian Martinson (clergy)

Jacob Martinson is the president of High Point

University in High Point, N.C., and a member of

Western North Carolina Conference. Formerly he

served as the pastor of First UMC in Winter Park, Fla.,

president of Brevard College, N.C., and president of

Andrew College in Ga. He is a graduate of Huntingdon

College, Duke Divinity School, and has a from Vander-

bilt Divinity School. He was a member of the Board of

Directors of the National Association of Schools and Col-

leges, serving as its treasurer and a member of the execu-

tive committee. He and his wife, Elizabeth, have two

daughters, Elizabeth Anne and Kristin Kate.
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David Bailantyne Quee (laity)

David Bailantyne Quee is an attorney in private prac-

tice in Sierra Leone, West Africa. He serves as chair of

the Joint Colleges Council's Committee, having been ap-

pointed by his government in 1984. He is president of

Portloko Teachers College and is chancellor of the Sier-

ra Leone Conference of the UMC. Quee is a member of

the Honorable Society of Inner Temple and a lecturer at

Sierra Leone Law School. Quee attended Government

Secondary School and Koyeiana University in Sierra

Leone. He earned his law degree from the University of

London.

Theodore "Ted" H. Walter (clergy)

Ted Walter, a former DS, is the pastor of Grace

UMC in North Augusta, S.C., and a member of the

South Carolina Conference. His activity in the church in-

cludes: a delegate to General and jurisdictional conferen-

ces. General Conference legislative committee chair,

GBHEM chair of Global Higher Education, member of

the Africa University Site Committee and the World

Methodist Council. In his annual conference he has

served the boards of Church and Society, Wesley Foun-

dation, Higher Education and Campus Ministries, Coim-

cil on Ministries, and Epworth Children's Home. He has

served as chair of the Columbia College trustees and the

Board of Ordained Ministry. He has degrees from Wof-

ford College and Emory University, as well as an

honorary degree from Columbia College.

'I

Judicial Council Identincations
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Report on General Agency Staff

at the 1992 General Conference
On Thursday, May 7, the General Conference ap-

proved a motion requesting information as to the num-
ber of general agency staff present at the General

Conference and the cost of their attendance.

To prepare this response, information frwm each

agency was submitted to the general secretary of the

General Coimcil on Finance and Administration, with

the request that GCFA prepare a summary report for

the General Conference on behalf of all of the agencies.

The following is a summary showing the number of

staff in attendance for any part of the Conference in

connection with the work ofthe general agency:

General Board of Church and Society 12 persons

General Board of Discipleship 2 persons

General Board of Global Ministries 39 persons

General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry 21 persons

General Council on Ministries 9 persons

General Council on Finance and

Administration 10 persons

General Commission on the Status

and Role ofWomen 3 persons

General Commission on Archives

and History 2 persons

General Commission on Christian

Unity andlnterreligious Concerns 5 persons

United Methodist Communications 5 persons

General Commission on Religion

and Race 6 persons

General Board of Pensions 22 persons

United Methodist Publishing House 1 person

Total 147 persons

This information may be compared to that gathered

by GCFA following the 1988 General Conference and
reported on page 325 of this year's Advance DCA. It

will be noted that the report for 1992 shows a net reduc-

tion of 49 persons in attendance as general agency staff

from 1988. It also shows that all of the general agencies

are in compliance with the action of the 1988 General

Conference which stated that no more than 40 staff

should be present representing the work of any one
agency.

It should also be noted that the staff persons re-

ported above are present for varying periods of time.

Some are present for only a day or two as a resource to

a legislative committee while it is considering a matter
in their particular area of expertise, while others are

present for the entire Conference. Their expenses are

paid by their respective agencies.

Staff attendance at General Conference is reim-

bursed on the basis of actual cost, as is the case in other

instances when they are required to travel on behalf of

the agency. Staff are required to travel by the most eco-

nomical airfare available, or, if they travel by auto,

they are reimbursed at the IRS rate, subject to the

same distance and cost limitations as are in place for

General Conference delegates. The general agencies

have established specific policies governing the types of

expenses which may and may not be reimbursed, the

kinds of documentation required to qualify for reim-

bursement, and other guidelines designed to assure

economy in the use of church funds. Compliance with

these policies is subject to monitoring by GCFA's Com-
mittee on Audit and Review (5905.4b).

The report found on page 325 of the Advance DCA
indicates that the total expenses paid by the agencies

for persons attending the 1988 General Conference was
$216,730. Until this General Conference ends and the

figures are tabulated, it is not possible to give a compa-

rable figure for 1992. GCFA plans to tabulate that in-

formation and will report it to the 1996 General

Conference. If^ however, the members of this General

Conference wish to have it at an earlier time, a report

can be mailed to them as soon as the information is re-

ceived and tabulated.

As was the case in 1988 and previous General Con-

ferences, additional persons from some agency staffs

are present performing tasks related to the functioning

of the General Conference itself. Examples are persons

who serve as translators, persons who serve on the

DCA staff, persons who operate the Cokesbury store,

persons who serve General Conference media needs

(video, press, radio, television, large screen projection in

plenary sessions, Infoserv, Circuitwriter), and persons

who work in the Treasiirer's Office of the General Con-

ference. These persons are not included in the staff

tabulation, either in the 1988 or 1992 reports, because

they are not present for the purpose of representing the

work of their agency. The expenses of these persons are

paid fi^m the General Administration Fund as part of

the General Conference expenses.

This report was compiled by the general secret£UTr of

the General Council on Finance and Administration, on

behalf of and from information supplied by the general

secretaries and/or presidents of the general agencies as

follows:

GBCS Bishop Robert C. Morgan, President

Thorn White Wolf Fassett, General Secretary

GBOD Bishop Woodie W. White, President

Ezra Earl Jones, General Secretary

GBGM Bishop J. Woodrow Hearn, President

Randolph W. Nugent, General Secretary

GBHM Bishop Beojamin R. Oliphint, President
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Roger W. Ireson, General Secretary

GBPN Bishop Jack M. Tuell, President

James F. Parker, General Secretary

GBPB Anita Burrous, President

Robert K. Feaster, Publisher

GCAH Bishop Neil L. Irons, President

Charles Yrigoyen, Jr., General Secretary

GCCU Bishop William B. Grove, President

Bruce W. Robbins, General Secretary

UMCOM Bishop Rueben P. Job, President

Roger L. Burgess, Genered Secretary

GCRR Bishop Calvin D. McConnell, President

Barbara R. Thompson, General Secretary

GCSW Joetta Rinehart, President

Stephanie Anna Hixon, Cecelia M. Long,

General Secretariat

GCOM Bishop Felton E. May, President

C. David Limdquist, General Secretary

GCFA Bishop John Russell, President

Clifford Broke, General Secretary

Report on General Agency Cost Reduction
Programs

On Thursday, May 7, the

adopted the following motion:

General Conference

"...that the general secretaries of all of our general

boards and agencies submit to this 1992 General Con-

ference their cost reduction programs with the esti-

mated dollars saved for the past quadrennium. I also

request a list of their planned cost reduction programs

for this coming quadrennium. Further it is requested

that this data be distributed to the General Conference

delegates no later than the morning session of May 9,

1992."

To prepare this response, written reports from each

agency were submitted to the general secretary of the

General Council on Finance and Administration, with

the request that GCFA compile a unified report on be-

hfilf of all ofthe agencies.

It should be noted that 5907.5 of The Book of Disci-

pline requires the general agencies each quadrennium
to "...study their respective responsibilities, programs,

and internal operations and institute such improve-

ments and economies in their work as they find to be

feasible and practicable...; and "...to report their accom-

plishments in improvements and economies to the coun-

cil before the close of the third fiscal year of each

quadrennium..."

GCFA did receive these reports fix>m each agency,

and they were the basis for the report entitled, "Im-

provements and Economies of the General Agencies,"

which is found on pages 944-945 of the Advance Edition

o{ the DCA.

As additional response to the specific request

adopted on May 9, reports have been received from each

agency, and they are reproduced in full below.

GENERAL BOARD OF CHURCH
AND SOCIETY

In the second year of this quadrennium, the General

Board of Church and Society reduced its expenses 4.9%.

We achieved this through a m^or board reorganization

which included a drastic reduction in staff size. Unfor-

tunately, this also meant a decrease in the amount of

programming we could accomplish on our disciplinary

and General Conference mandates and in our ability to

service annual conferences. In the third year of the

quadrennium, our expenses decreased again. In this

fourth year of the quadrennixmi, our expenses are budg-

eted to increase by a minimal amount, approximately

4%, due only to the rise of fixed expenses.

Our cost reduction efforts in the 1988-92 quadren-

nium have set us up for continued savings during the

coming quadrennium. This does not mean, however,

that oiu- expense budget can remain flat. We are cur-

rently functioning with a minimal level of staffing

based on the expectations of the denomination. Our
staff produces at a high level of performance. Cost effi-

ciencies related to people and how they are deployed

have already ben maximized by our board. During this

quadrennium, our cost reduction measures have in-

cluded such actions as canceling a board meeting,

scheduling board meetings to include weekends, shar-

ing of sleeping rooms during board meetings, and staff

are required and board are requested to travel at the

lowest possible airfares. In addition, several times dur-

ing this quadrennium, staff did not receive salary in-

creases.

The board of directors has established and has been

operating with a budget policy that mandates a bal-

anced budget, with increases in only the imavoidable
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areas of fixed expenses. This has been necessary to

keep our budget within the World Service apportion-

ment. One of the consequences is that program staff

have had to become fund raisers to locate additioned

dollars to enable the agency to respond to the requests

of the denomination.

GENERAL BOARD OF
DISCIPLESHIP

Cost reduction measures taken during the 1989-1992

quadrennium:

l.At the beginning of the quadrennium, a budget

plan was made for the four years of the quadrennium to

assure that the board would operate with a balanced

budget. Each year of the quadrennium this was accom-

plished.

2.At the direction of the voting members, a thorough

review was made of all major program elements of the

board. Programs were reviewed to assure that those be-

ing carried forward into the new quadrennium were fo-

cused on enhancing the ministries and programs of the

local church.

3.As a result of this program review, several pro-

grams which had served their purpose were discontin-

ued and new programs were begun or enhanced. Two
examples of expanded areas are the Walk to Emmaus
and the Covenant Discipleship emphasis on spiritual

development.

4.The budget and program review indicated staffing

changes which were needed.

AA portion of the staff was realigned to enable

greater efficiencies and to reduce the number of middle-

level managers.

B.The board discontinued its Research OfiBce with a

consequent reduction of two staff positions.

G.Through reorganization and increased efficiency

of operations the board was able to reduce the staff of

the Customer Administration unit by 15% (a net de-

crease of 10 positions).

H.With reduced funding voted by the General Con-

ference for the Ethnic Local Church concerns, the staff

of that department in the board was reduced by a half-

time position.

Savings: approximately $1,090,000 annually.

5.To enhance the effectiveness of service to local con-

gregations and improve efficiencies in the office, an of-

fice automation system was installed. This provided

efficiencies and improved quality of operations. The in-

stallation of the office automation system enabled the

board to close a document processing center, a net re-

duction of 10 staff positions.

Savings: approximately $300,000 annually.

6.Several measures were taken to reduce the cost of

the meetings of the board.

A.The board met only five times Ln the quadren-

nium.

Savings: approximately $150,000 for the quadren-

nium.

B.The board housed its members at Scarritt-Bennett

Center rather than in hotels.

Savings: approximately $175,000 for the quadren-

C.The eating and meeting facilities of Scarritt-Ben-

nett Center were also utilized at considerable cost sav-

ings.

D.Several of the board meetings were held over the

weekend to take advantage of reduced airfares.

7.The board successfully reduced facilities costs

through installation of heating/cooling efficiency sys-

tems and through redesigned work space.

Savings: approximately $100,000 for the quadren-

C.The board discontinued its Center for Congrega-

tional Life with a consequent reduction of one and one-

half staff positions.

D.The board eliminated one position in the Office of

Communication and Interpretation.

S.The board entered into an exclusive contract with

a Nashville travel agency to provide the least expen-

sive airline tickets for staff and board members. The
contract also enables the board to take advemtage of

bulk and discount prices for hotel and other meeting

E.The board eliminated one position in the Finance

Office and one in the Office of Human Resources with

the consequent reduction of two staff positions.

F.The Age-Level Ministries and the Christian Edu-

cation responsibilities were combined with the conse-

quent reduction of five staff positions.

9.With the drop in the World Service Fund payment
to 85%, the 1992 budget for the board was reworked

and reduced to assiu-e that the budget would be in bal-

ance for the year. In order to accomplish this, units of

the board reduced program, travel, and other current

expenditures.

Reduction in budget: approximately $200,000.
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lO.In an attempt to provide increased services to lo-

cal churches and conferences, the board implemented a

program to train thirty adjunct staff. These persons are

available to supplement the work of the staff Ln Chris-

tian Education, Stewardship, Covenant Discipleship,

and United Methodist Men.

11.The board made a conscious effort to review its

policy on participation of staff at General Conference to

assist in legislative committees. In 1988 there were 18

staff in attendance at General Conference. Attending

in 1992 are 12. (Two other persons were present for a

two-day period for specialized functions.)

Cost reduction measures planned during the 1993-

1996 quadrennium:

l.At the beginning of the new quadrennium the

members and staff will develop a budget plan for the

four years of the quadrennium to assure that the board

will operate with a balanced budget.

2As a part of the budget development process all

program elements will be reviewed to note which can

be continued and at what level of activity.

3.There will be a continuing emphasis on reducing

the operating costs of the board. This includes continu-

ing review of the operations of the physical plant as

well as office operations.

4.A major new automated business system will be

installed in Customer Administration which will im-

prove service and reduce costs.

Savings: approximately $200,000 - $300,000 annu-

ally.

5.The Print Shop, jointly used currently with the

General Board of Higher Education and Ministry, will

be reduced in services. Costing studies have shown
that some printing operations can be more economi-

cally and efficiently handled by outside vendors. This

will result in the decrease of four staff positions.

Savings: approximately $70,000 annually.

6.The Bulk Mailing unit will be replaced with the

use of outside vendors supplying this service. Costing

studies have shown that this is the more economical ap-

proach for the future and will not require the board to

invest in costly specialized equipment.

Savings: approximately $50,000 annually.

7.The board wiU make increased use of teleconfer-

ences to reduce the costs of meetings.

S.The board will make increased use of video and
satellite technologies to comimunicate its information,

training content, and program emphases to its constitu-

encies.

S.The board will place a major emphasis on enhanc-

ing the quality of all of its programs, events, meetings,

and office and administrative procedures. This empha-

sis should lead to enhanced service to the local church

and responsiveness to the total church as well as econo-

mies of operations.

GENERAL BOARD OF GLOBAL
MINISTRIES

In the General Board of Global Ministries the devel-

opment and review of financial policies and procedures

is carried on by two major director bodies, the Finance

Committee and the Research and Development Com-
mittee. The Finance Committee is responsible for the fi-

nancial integrity of the agency. It makes sure that

there are sufficient resources for the board's programs,

and that funds are administered according to director-

established policies. The Research and Development

Committee proposes the distribution of World Service

allocations to the different board units, monitors pro-

gram evaluation, reviews general expenses and peri-

odically recommends appropriate reductions and

savings. In addition to these board-wide processes, indi-

vidual program units carry on cost savings programs as

directed by appropriate director committees.

During this past quadrennium the Research and De-

velopment Committee has instituted cost savings poli-

cies in the following areas:

l^OARD MEETINGS.- The following measures

have been taken regarding board meetings: strict meal

per diems, shared rooms, elimination of hotel-catered

meals and refreshments at breaks. The number of staff

attending board meetings has been reduced and, in

most cases, temporary support staff eliminated. Addi-

tionally, fiill board meetings have been shortened by

one day and scheduled over a weekend. A careful selec-

tion of alternative meeting sites for all meetings includ-

ing full board meetings has already begun to realize

measurable savings. The services of a travel agency

have been secured to provide savings both in terms of

the lowest possible individual and group travel fares as

well as rebates in the form of fi-ee tickets for travel to

some meetings. Committees have been encouraged to

meet over weekends, piggybacking related meetings

and to use teleconferencing services for meetings out-

side of regular board meetings whenever possible. Most
have taken advantage of this savings mechanism.

2.STAFFING.- Early in the quadrennium, in re-

sponse to fiscal realities, and at the encouragement of

the Research and Development Committee a de facto

hiring fi-eeze was instituted across the bojird. As imple-

mented, open positions whether new or edready estab-

lished were filled only when necessary, and often after

careful review and considerable wait. As a result, a net

reduction of 29 executive staff positions has been real-

ized.
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"i.OFFICE SPACE.- In response to reduced staff

numbers and pressures to seek savings outside of pro-

gram areas, the total office space has been reduced this

quadrennium by 5000 square feet.

A.COMPUTERIZATION.- Important savings have

been realized by utilizing to the very best advantage

modem data processing equipment, systems and soft-

ware. This quadrennium we have instituted electronic

data transmission directly from annual conference of-

fices to our gift processing department providing sav-

ings in personnel reductions while improving accuracy

in accounting of funds going into the Advance program.

Savings have been realized also in the areas of main-

firame software and hardware, individual computer

maintenance, and computer training and software

maintenance. By going to centralized filing jmd micro-

filming we have been able to eliminate unnecessary

files and storage space. Savings in the production of

mission education resources have been realized by the

use of competitively priced on-line videotape production

houses.

5.PROGRAMS.- Significant savings have taken

place by constant evaluation of current programs, the

use of term funding so that commitments to specific

projects don't become permanent, and by shifting em-

phasis fi-om the former reliance exclusively on U.S. per-

sonnel for missionary service in countries outside of the

United States to increased recruitment and assignment

of international persons in mission and nationals serv-

ing in their own countries. Reductions have also taken

place in such program areas as community economic

development, international health programs,

AIDS/HIV ministries, architectural and construction

services, finance and field services and the number of

issues oiNew World Outlook a year.

^.MISCELLANEOUS.- Management control proce-

dures have produced additional savings in such areas

as supplies, combined mailings, use of recycled materi-

als, contracting payroll services to outside vendor,

stressing back-to-back duplication of materials. In addi-

tion, the board has requested staff to take longer trips

when they travel overseas so as to combine visits to

many countries on a single trip.

TOTAL SAVINGS FOR 1989-92: $4,591,000

N.B. It should be noted that these savings were real-

ized while adding important new program support

mechanisms such as the Mission Evangelism Office and

the Mission Resource Center, and providing important

programmatic responses to emerging mission needs and

opportunities in the areas of substance abuse and vio-

lence, jmd the new mission initiative in Eastern Europe

and the former Soviet republics.

SAVINGS PROGRAM FOR THE 1993-96 QUAD-
RENNIUM

The Research and Development Committee has rec-

ommended and the board already approved a plan to

not only continue current savings measiu«s as insti-

tuted this quadrennium but also specifically reduced

board meeting expenses for 1993 and mandated that

only one board meeting be held in 1994. In addition to

that, board action reqpiires that savings of at least two

percent be realized in 1994 in non-program areas in all

Divisions and Departments. These savings are to con-

tinue the trends already established through the pre-

viously described management policies and procedures

during the 1989-92 quadrennium.

It is anticipated that there will be further reductions

in office space. This, in addition to projected economies

fi-om the computer system, will result in very substan-

tive savings.

GENERAL BOARD OF HIGHER
EDUCATION AND MINISTRY

COST SA VING MEASURES

The board continually seeks dollar-savings measures

which can be instituted on discretionary budget items.

All savings are applied to programs supporting the

board's disciplinary mandate. KLighlighted below are

board policies implemented to maximize dollars avail-

able for board programs:

Staffing

In the current quadrennium, two support positions

have been combined, and a 20-hour per week part-time

position has been eliminated.

Quadrennial Savings: 1988

1993

$40,500

$126,000

Purchase of a desktop publishing system increased

the board's "print-ready" capability, and decreased the

requirements of using outside typesetters, designers,

artist and part-time personnel.

Quadrennial Savings:1988

1993

$14,000

$60,000

The Afirica University project coordination has been

accomplished by adding responsibilities to existing po-

sitions, and no new staff positions were created.

Quadrennial Savings:1988

1993

Travel and Meetings

$440,000

$200,000

The board has elected to hold its board meetings in

1992-96 at Scarritt Bennett Center in Nashville.
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Quadrennial Savings: 1988

1993

$10,000

$57,500

An exclusive travel contract with a revenue sharing

clause was negotiated with a local travel agent in 1989.

Monthly travel summaries detailing savings are pro-

vided by the agency to the office of administration.

Quadrennial Savings: 1988

1993

$60,000

$75,000

Airline and group travel discounts are negotiated for

all board and committee meetings. Travel is scheduled

to include a Saturday evening where possible to take

advantage of reduced airline rates.

Quadrennial Savings: 1988

1993

$60,000

$68,000

Tax exemptions are exercised in all contracts for

board and committee meetings.

Office Facilities

Renovation of the 40-year-old Kern Building was
completed in 1991. Overloaded and outdated building

systems were replaced and asbestos was removed. The
building efficiency was improved in terms of energy us-

age, space allocation, and working environment. En-

ergy savings of 15% per year are expected to be

realized.

The board shares certain costs with other agencies in

the Methodist Center such as the telephone system,

mail service, maintenance, security and cleaning.

Miscellaneous

Favorable payment terms have been negotiated with

vendors, and cash discounts are taken when provided.

Storage and distributed of board materials have become

tasks handled in-house to generate further savings.

Total Savings: 1988 Quadrennium $624,000

1993 Quadrennium $586,500

1992 Budget

Executive Staff began a 1992 budget review and re-

vision process in February to plan across the board cuts

based on anticipated 1992 receipts.

GENERAL BOARD OF PENSIONS

Personnel Costs and Related Benefits: $545,000

Reorganization which reduced the number of Divi-

sion heads from six to four and eliminated one depart-

ment head

Persons hired on contract (salary only) with no

benefit costs

Seminary students hired for part-time work rather

than more expensive temporaries fi-om agencies

Christmas bonus program eliminated

Pay-raise guidelines reduced each year for the past

three

• Health insurance deductibles increased fourfold

• Health insurance to change to a PPO (managed

care) approach July 1, 1992

Investment/Custodial Fees: $910,000

• Investment Firm Management fees negotiated

downward with several firms

Custodial bank fees frozen for four years

Legal Fees/Taxes: $340,000

Reduced fees by restructuring outside counsel team
firom four to two persons

Savings on real estate taxes on the United Method-

ist building

Operational/Technical: $1,450,000

• Health Insurance claims processing negotiated

downward with incentive clauses

Postponed delivery of certain computer equipment

Reduced cost of printing annual report by eliminat-

ing outside layout designer

Reduced meeting and travel costs from 1990 to

1991, including holding more meetings in Evanston

and changing travel agent

Batching mail (weekly) to conference pension offi-

cers to save postage

Changing over half of our pensioners to Electronic

Funds Transfer of pensions, eliminating printing and

mailing of checks

Installing and expanding electronic transfer of data

to and fi"om annual conference pension offices

Future possible cost reductions (Operational)

More in-house printing (armual reports, plan docu-

ments, commvmication materials)

• Expanding electronic transfer of data to and from

annual conference pension offices

Additional meetings of the board in Evanston,

eliminating staff travel for those meetings
• Making facilities more energy efficient (window

glass, heating and cooling systems)

Evaluating new or existing services on a strict

cost/benefit basis in accordance with our strategic plan

• Examining other technological savings in process-

ing data in-house including imaging and document as-

sembly for improved service Qong-term savings)

• Continued negotiation of investment management
fees, custodial bjmk fees and health insurance carrier

fees
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Future cost plan reductions (Program)

From a program standpoint, UMCare as proposed is

estimated to save over $40 million 1994-96 in health in-

surance costs for the church

UNITED METHODIST
PUBLISHING HOUSE

The United Methodist Publishing House operates on

an annual sales and expense budgeting procedure.

Since all funds come from sales, expenses must adhere

annually to a strict expense to sales ratio.

With United Methodist Church membership declines

and resulting unit sales declines over several consecu-

tive quadrennia, the Publishing House has had to take

many expense reduction measures to keep the expense

to sales ratio in balance in the annual budgeting proc-

ess.

Expense reductions during the past two quadrennia

have resulted in an overall reduction in staff from

1,600 in 1984 to 1,050 in 1992. The largest staff reduc-

tion in 1989-90 came with the closing of the printing

operation, a move that has resulted in a 15% reduction

in printing costs.

Other expense reductions have occurred as most op-

erations have been computerized. The largest expense

reduction occurred in 1991 with the opening of a com-

puterized distribution center.

Since the Publishing House is primarily dependent

on sales of resources and services to United Methodists,

future membership and unit sales declines may result

in staff and other expense reductions to assure an ex-

pense to sales ratio in annual budgeting that keeps the

Publishing House operations solvent.

GENERAL COMMISSION ON
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

During the present quadrennium (1989-1992), the

General Commission on Archives and History, which

has a small staff (six full-time, two part-time), has insti-

tuted measures to increase efficiency and cut expenses.

Among other factors, this has been necessitated by a de-

clining percentage income from the General Admini-

stration Fund.

The full-time staff was decreased by one person.

Staff responsibilities were restructured to maintain as

many services as possible. Travel funds for staff have
been carefully monitored and decreased in some areas.

The General Commission has held steady on its annual
meeting expenses and has eliminated all committee

meetings except for an annual conference call of the Ex-

ecutive Committee.

If the income of the General Commission is unable

to meet expenses during the next quadrennium (1993-

1996), it will have to consider cutting part-time and

full-time staff positions, since these are the principal

areas where m^or savings can be realized. Two of

these positions will be considered for termination at the

September, 1992 annual meeting. All other areas of

the budget will be considered for reduction, but some
fixed expenses will increase due to factors beyond the

Commission's control.

GENERAL COMMISSION ON
CHRISTIAN UNITY

AND INTERRELIGIOUS
CONCERNS

COST SAVING MEASURES DURING THE 1989-

1992 QUADRENNIUM:

1.Delay in filling one executive staff position for fif-

teen months. ($30,000)

2.Chose not to hire an additional support staff per-

son authorized by the Commission from April 1992

through the end of the quadrennitmi despite other com-

plications caused by that act. ($28,000)

3.Cancellation of several executive staff trips to pro-

fessional meetings. ($8,000)

4.Decline of conducting various annual conference

workshops where the annual conference could not sup-

port a significant portion of the cost. ($3,000)

5.More than half the commission meetings through-

out the quadrennium were held in retreat centers.

Spring 1992 meeting not held. ($30,000)

6.Use of conference calls in lieu of committee meet-

ings. ($6,000)

7.Computer hook-up to GCFA for greater efficiency

and monitoring. ($1,200)

8.Chose not to accept additional office space offered

to the commission in order to save on rent. ($5,000)

9.Linking most standard committee meetings to

commission meetings to save on airfare. ($17,000)

10.Return of $21,000 of contingency funds to GCOM
due to tight budget controls and cost savings. ($21,000)

ll.Planning of meetings with Saturday overnights

as well as extended layovers when resulting in cost sav-

ings. ($15,000)

12.Cutting of cognate funds for ecumenical organiza-

tions, e.g. not fulfilling pledge to the Ecumenical Dec-

ade for Churches in Solidarity with Women. ($5,000)

13.Cutbacks in training programs for Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns training programs.

($3,500)

14.Staff paying out of personal funds for some inter-

national consultation. ($4,000)
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COST SAVING MEASURES ANTICIPATED FOR
THE 1993-1996 QUADRENNIUM:

This is very difficult to calculate since we do not

know the funding which will be approved by General

Conference. Without a significant increase, dramatic

cuts will be necessary due to the present budget's de-

pendence on reserve expenditures. The reserves are

nearly depleted. It is impossible to calculate the dollar

amounts for this section.

Some possible items:

l.Cuts in staff.

2.Continued use of current, restricted space.

3.No purchases of new equipment except where abso-

lutely necessary.

4.Limited travel to annual conferences for work-

shops.

5.Delays on new resource development.

6.Commitment to hold meetings in retreat centers.

7.Cancellation of staff participation in some ecu-

menical training programs.

8.Cancellation of scholarships and support for semi-

nary students to participate ecumenical programs.

UNITED METHODIST
COMMUNICATIONS

ECONOMIES INSTITUTED IN 1989-1992 QUAD-
RENNIUM:

1.Employees have accomplished savings by perform-

ing tasks normally contracted by outside vendors:

A.Painting offices, $1,400 saved.

B.Computer software installation and testing,

$3,600 saved.

C.Cable installation for computer system, $2,000

saved.

D.Portion of building remodelling, $7,000 saved.

2.Desktop publishing was instituted for graphic de-

sign of Interpreter, el Interprete and general fund bro-

chures. Printing contract provided for furnishing of

necessary hardware at substantial savings.

S.UMCom was instrumental in the formation of the

Vision Interfaith Satellite Network (VISN). This cable

distribution system is an extremely economical outlet

for our weekly television program Catch the Spirit and
other UMC programming. For example, 30 minutes on
VISN costs $250 for nationwide distribution. By com-
parison, 30 minutes on one independent station in (for

example) Dallas costs $4,000-$6,000 when time is avail-

able for purchase.

4.Savings of $1,000 per Catch the Spirit show
through new efficiencies in production techniques that

allow production of two studio programs at the same
time. At least $26,000 per year.

5.Computer connection between GCFA and Finance
Office has streamlined operations by tightening control

of funds, saving employees time, and drastically reduc-

ing paper flow.

6.Major building renovation in 1990-91 resulted in

more efficient use of space within existing walls. Divi-

sions were grouped together. Work areas were ex-

panded. Off-site storage was utilized.

7.Mailing packets prepared in-house for savings of

$1,000 per mailing (4-6 annually). Collating is handled

by a neighboring United Way agency at additional an-

nual savings of $12,000. Total annual savings,

$18,000.

8.Annual savings of $1,200 were achieved by train-

ing staff to maintain the telephone system, thus elimi-

nating the need for an outside maintenance contract.

9.A Finance and Operations quadrennial goal of

$75,000 in first-time economies will easily be reached

in 1992. Over 20 savings proposals were submitted by

employees. These economies have ranged from $50 to

$10,000.

10.Computer network increased economy in mainte-

nance, storage and peripherals.

11.Electronic mail installation allowed instantane-

ous connection among all offices, saving time, paper

and postage.

12.Addition of new computer graphics system means
up to 90% of video graphics can be produced in-house.

At current levels of computer graphic usage, this repre-

sents a savings of $10,000 for 1991-1992.

13.Upgrade from 3/4" to Betacam field production

equipment has resulted in less expense for excess bag-

gage charges. CBetacam requires one shipping case;

3/4" requires two.) The CCD camera (BVW^OO pur-

chased in 1990) requires less light; this means fewer

lights taken and fewer lamp replacements. Estimated

savings, $10,000 and 1991-1992.

14.Used BVW-70 Beta player purchased for edit

suite for $6,500 less than price of new unit. Machine

permits faster edit sessions and allows more work to be

done in less time.

15.Planning and production procedures have been

instituted which fi-ee producers from rote production

tasks. Estimated cost savings for 1991-1992, $12,000.

16.The 1" edit sessions have been automated

through purchase of remote control devices. Estimated

cost savings in 1990-1992, $14,400.

17.New printing contract made color available on all

pages of The Interpreter, simplified the printing proc-

ess, and saved $2,000 on each issue beginning in 1991.

$16,000 per year.

18.Changed materials used in carrier envelopes and

cover material in pastors' mailings saved $4,000 per

mailing (four to six per year) beginning in 1991. Year
saving, $16,000 to $20,000.

19.Changed binding on Program Calendars for 1992

saved $5,000 in production costs. Competitive bids on

the various calendar editions held printing costs level

for three years.

20.Deleted holes punched in The Interpreter saved

$53,000 annually beginning in 1990.

21.Consolidated P&BI operations into one area of

Nashville building. Moved Interpreter circulation de-

partment, saved $17,000 annually for this division.
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22.Competitdve bidding required for m^or pur-

chases. Further savings accomplished by purchase of

serviceable used equipment whenever possible.

23.Video teleconferencing rather than on-site meet-

ings has provided an economical and efficient means of

offering communications training to annual confer-

ences, saving as much as $10,000 per meeting. In 1992

a training teleconference was held for 1,400 partici-

pants at 85 downlink sites at a cost of only $13,000.

24.Promotion of office and computer paper recycling

by employees raised awareness of economiciil office op-

eration in general. Paper sold netted $100 per year.

25.Saved 17% on telephone costs for EcuFilm and In-

foServ through renegotiation of the master line WATS
service. $15,000 per year.

26Jlefinanced Nashville building mortgage, for-

merly held by a commercial lending source. New loan

was placed with GCFA. Savings of $80,000 in interest

wiU be achieved over the 10-year life of the new mort-

gage. As the lending agency, GCFA will earn $500,000

in income that otherwise would have gone to a commer-

cial lender.

27.Staff expenses for 1992 General Conference held

to a minimum through enforcement of policies:

A.No air travel permitted from Nashville.

B.Carpooling required.

C.Central billing established with hotels and other

vendors. A Kentucky state sales tax exemption was ob-

tained.

D.Staff required to share hotel rooms.

E.A limitation of $25 per day placed on expense for

meals.

Most above economies will continue through next

quadrennium.

ECONOMIES PLANNED FOR 1993-1996 QUAD-
RENNIUM:

1.Beginning in 1993, projected savings of $22,000-

$24,000 per year by mailing The Interpreter second-

class.

2.Also beginning in 1993, bar-coding Interpreter la-

bels will result in annual savings of $48,000 in postal

charges, plus another $5,000 saved because of reduc-

tions in postage returns.

ECONOMIES UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR
1993-1996 QUADRENNIUM:

1.Staff reduction. $45,000 average per person, in-

cludes benefits.

2.Reduction in office space. $325,000.

3Jleduction in number of Catch the Spirit programs.

$26,000 per program.

4.Discontinue music initiative. $36,000.

5.Freeze salaries. $120,000 per year.

6.Reduce one or more Interpreter issues per year.

$100,000 per issue.

7.Di8continue InfoServ local church address line.

$15,000 per year.

8.Cancel media training for new bishops. $10,000

per year.

GENERAL COMMISSION ON
RELIGION AND RACE

Cost Saving Measures, 1992 and Earlier:

l.Reduction in meeting costs for members
(DSchedule meetings to abut or overlap weekends to

get reduced plane fare rates and lower hotel rates.

(2)Utilize conference telephone calls in lieu of face-

to-face meetings for some committees.

(3)Urge members to share rooms for meetings.

(4)Guideline of $30.00 per day for meals.

2.Reductionfi in Staff Travel Expenses

(DIntentional scheduling of field trips over week-

ends to save plane fares.

(2)Intentional scheduling of multi-purpose trips to

the annual conferences.

(3Xluideline of $30.00 per day for meals when in

travel status.

3.0ther

(l)Executive staff salaries are at the bottom of the

GCFA prescribed salary schedule.

(2)Ongoing review of office expenses for possible cost

saving modifications, (example - change of telephone

carrier; change of travel agency, etc.).

(3)Identify and resource persons to provide leader-

ship in annual conferences to help reduce staff travel.

Future Plans for Cost Reduction Activities:

1.Examine the cost benefit of acquiring equipment

in lieu of purchasing services (FAX; enhanced reproduc-

tion equipment; computers, etc.).

2.Seek less expensive meeting sites.

3.Expand training and utilization of persons in the

annual conferences.

4.Cash management through planned network link

to GCFA accounting systems.

A primary deterrent to many cost-saving efforts is

the front-end investment required, such as purchasing

equipment.

GENERAL COMMISSION ON THE
STATUS AND ROLE OF WOMEN

The General Commission on the Status smd Role of

Women has made every effort to reduce costs during

the current quadrennium.

' The Commission has reduced the number of execu-

tive staff (three to two persons).

' The Commission eliminated one meeting of the full

commission for the quadrennium.
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The Commission makes every attempt to keep costs

of meeting and administrative expenses low by:

-Meeting at retreat centers whenever possible;

-Encouraging members and staff of the commission

to arrange travel through one agent for fare reduction;

-Encoviraging air travel for staff field service and

members over Saturday stay for savings in airfare;

-Ensuring work vinits and committees meet on site

with full commission whenever possible;

-Encouraging meeting via conference calls whenever

possible;

-Requesting that Commission members and staff

share rooms during meetings.

Additional cost saving measures by the General

Commission:

The Commission utilizes members of GCSRW for

resourcing constituents and fulfilling its mandate.

Linkages are made by members within region of need.

Field service visits to conferences are scheduled

only when minimum number of participants is guaran-

teed, and annual conferences provide support for work-

shops or events.

The Flyer printing costs were reduced including ac-

tual reduction in number of pages and nvmaber of issues

of this resource to constituents.

Training events were scheduled regionally when-

ever possible in order to reach largest number of con-

stituents.

• The Commission office coordinates resources with

agencies at ssime location in order to reduce operating

expenses.

Estimated dollars saved = $167,772

with major responsibilities for all the training and link-

ing constituents in that jurisdiction. However, this is

not possible, and the two professional persons will have

to keep work and resovirces flowing to as many of the

annual conferences and constituents as possible.

GENERAL COUNCIL ON
MINISTRIES

Cost Saving Measures Instituted During the 1989-

1992 Quadrennium:

The General Council on Ministries instituted several

measures to contain or reduce costs during the 1989-

1992 quadrennium.

GCOM canceled one scheduled meeting of the full

Council membership in April 1990. The Council mem-
bership consists of 133 members fi-om across the connec-

tion and also requires the attendance of additional

persons for the Ethnic Local Church Concerns and In-

clusiveness Committees. Cancellation of this meeting

resulted in savings of approximately $120,000.

GCOM also put in place cost reduction measures by

planning meetings over weekends to take advantage of

special air fares and to be able to negotiate better hotel

rates. Estimated cost savings is $150,000.

At least three times during the quadrennium, a se-

ries of meetings were scheduled in the same location be-

cause of crossover membership resulting in a reduction

in air fare costs. Estimated cost reduction is $50,000.

Staff travel was carefully monitored diu-ing the

quadrennium for cost effectiveness and necessity of

travel. Estimated cost reductions - $100,000.

The General Commission on the Status and Role of

Women operates within an already inadequate budget

for funding its mandate. Cost reduction programs have

severely limited The Commission's ability to fulfill its

mandate. Nevertheless, The General Commission on

the Status and Role of Women recognizes the concerns

across the denomination regarding efficient use of gen-

eral agency resources. With a reduction in numbers of

staff in 1993-1996, The General Commission on the

Status and Role of Women is committed to continue its

practices of cost savings and ongoing evaluation of ex-

penses and receipts.

The number of staff and funds currently allocated to

The Greneral Commission on the Status and Role of

Women are not adequate to implement program and to

function as a "national" agency. The commission has
received requests to fvdfiU its function throughout the

UMC, which wovdd include Central Conferences. That
is financially prohibitive at this time. The Commission
continues to recognize that actual giving in the church
requires all agencies to "tighten the belt" and to do as

much as possible with fewer dollars. The work of the

Commission would be far more effective if the staff

were at least 5 professionals—one for each jurisdiction

Cost Saving Measures Planned During the 1993-1996

quadrennium:

The General Council on Ministries has instituted

several cost reduction measures for the 1993-1996 quad-

rennium.

Some of the cost savings will be realized in operation

of the building in which the General Council on Minis-

tries' offices are housed. GCOM holds title to the build-

ing and is responsible for the upkeep and day-to-day

operation of this facility. This is a valuable asset of

The United Methodist Church and is treated as such.

Estimated reduction in costs - 25%.

Utility cost savings wiU resvdt fi:om an energy sav-

ings analysis of the building and resulting implementa-

tion of specific recommendations. Repair and

maintenance cost factors have also been analyzed and
changes in these areas will result in lower maintenance

costs without sacrificing the quality and functionality

of the building. Estimated reduction in costs - 17%.

Office operations have also been carefully analyzed

and reductions in operating costs will be possible with-

out impairing the ability of the Council to do its work.

Some of the areas in which office cost savings will be re-
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alized are printing, mailing costs and other related ar-

eas. A reduction will also occur because of actively

seeking lower costs on maintenance contracts for m^or
equipment such as computers and the Council's build-

ing-wide telephone system. Estimated reductions of

34% for printing, 29% for office expenses and 79% for

equipment maintenance and repair.

Expenses for Council meetings and staff travel have

been reduced by a total of 17% for the 1993-1996 quad-

rennium. This will occur by careful monitoring of staff

travel and analyzing the cost and necessity of holding

various meetings of the subgroups of the Council. Esti-

mated reductions - 11% for Council meetings and 7%
for staff travel.

Negotiations on insurance coverages on building in-

surance, officers liability and other policies will result

in a net savings of 25%.

Use of consultants, when needed, will also be util-

ized less in the 1993-1996 quadrennium rather than

full-time staff for some Council work. This will result

in a savings of 25% during this time frame.

GENERAL COUNCIL ON FINANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION

Cost Saving Measures Implemented During the 1988-

1992 Quadrennium:

GCFA reduced support staflf by 1 1/2 positions in the

Department of Statistics due to increased automation of

statistics processing and automatic local church report

(Tables I & II) file transfers fi-om annual conferences.

Reorganized the one division to better focus on risk

management and the Local Church Insurance Program.

Reduced staff cost by one full time equivalent position.

Episcopal services contracted with a national mov-

ing company for a 40% discount in moving costs for

bishops. This discount was also made available to an-

nual conferences.

Episcopal services arranged for a volume purchase of

FAX machines for area offices, saving approximately

$5,000 over what individual purchases would have cost.

During the last two quadrennia all committees of

the council have made increasing use of conference

phone calls instead of on site meetings.

The Professional Association of United Methodist

Church Secretaries has eliminated one executive com-

mittee meeting per year.

Quadrennial training events have been reduced in

number fi-om 5 to 3.

Automated accounting systems allowing accounts to

be encumbered at the time a purchase order is ap-

proved, resulting in better cash management of the

agencies using this system.

Reduced printing costs through automatic transfer

of computer text, as well as utilizing camera ready copy

capabilities. This includes material submitted to the

DCA, GCFA's annual report, and other documents.

Increased consultations with general agencies for

computer system installations and upgrades, resulting

in both new installations and upgrades of agency com-

puter systems and networks. This has facilitated sev-

ered of the cost savings of other general agencies.

The Council of Bishops made an intentional decision

to hold one meeting per year at a retreat center, saving

approximately $35,000 per meeting.

Episcopal office equipment budgets were reduced by

$50,000 in 1990.

GCFA's Nashville office consolidated the Nashville

GCFA bank accounts, resulting in approximately

$12,000 savings in bank fees per year.

GCFA's Evanston office consolidated Chicago area

GCFA bank accounts, resulting in savings of approxi-

mately $6,000 per year.

Banking procedures were rearranged to change most

wire transfers to automated clearing house deposits, re-

ducing costs on these transactions by over 65%.

FVinting of the general agency health insurance

plan was brought in house, saving $40,000 to $50,000

per year.

A single travel agency was utilized by all GCFA
members for council business, resulting in significant

savings of air fare.

A property tax exemption was achieved on the

United Methodist Building in Evanston, GCFA $40,000

annually.

A second attorney was added to the staff, reducing

outside counsel legal fees by $16,000 for GCFA, while

enhancing services available to the general agencies

and annual conferences. These services include the fol-

lowing areas.

All contracts and other legal agreements are re-

viewed by GCFA's legal staff, resulting in dollar sav-

ings as well as other more favorable terms for church

agencies.

• Consulting with general agencies, annual confer-

ences and other connectional units with a focus on prac-

tices that wiU reduce the possibility of litigation and

other costly disputes.

• Responding to an increasing volume of requests for

legal consvdtation fi-om all connectional units of the

church. Such consultations would otherwise require

outside legal counsel, which is a far more costly option.

The Chapter 8 Task Force held all plenaries in the

Chicago area, which was determined to be the least

costly site based on membership and travel costs. The
work of the committee was divided into subcommittees

by region, allowing most members to drive to meetings,

thereby eliminating costly air fares.

Subscriptions to professional journals are carefully

monitored to avoid duplication and unnecessary redun-

dancy of information.

Continuing education funds are allocated only after

consultation with senior management.
Coordination of church and clergy data bases be-

tween GCFA and the General Board of Pensions has re-

duced duplication of requests from annual conferences,

reduced file maintenance efforts internally for both

agencies, and enhanced the accuracy of both agencies'

information.
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Cost Saiing Measures Planned to be Implemented

During the 1993-1996 Quadrennium:

Plans to eliminate one executive staff position in Fi-

nancial Services division through consolidation of pay-

roll processing, due to ever-increating atitomation of

processing.

One mid-quadrennium workshop is pljtnned to be

eliminated.

A computer system upgrade and network is planned

to be installed. This system will replace aging mini-

computers that are costly to maintain, while enhancing

functdonalitj- in the areas of electronic mail, informa-

tion access between GCFA's three primary sites, and

interconnecting with seven other general agencies for

accounting s>-stems. These systems will further en-

hance cash management of the agencies, help to maxi-

mize investments, and enhance communications among

agency staff while reducing overall telephone charges.

Voice and data telephone transmission charges are

going to be renegotiated as a result of new systems to

be installed.

Plans for enhanced cash management of local church

insurance premiums entrusted to GCFA, and unbun-

dling brokerage and underwriting services on the insur-

ance programs are currently being made.

Continuing efforts in all of the areas that have been

covered during the current quadrennium will be ongo-

ing, as GCFA responds to needs and requests of the

variovis units of the church.

A travel policy is being explored to parovide uniform

insurance coverage for staff who travel on behalf of the

agencies, at a lesser rate froia the individual coverages

that are currently provided on a person by person, and

in some cases trip by trip basis.

This report was compiled by the general secretary of

the General Council on Finance and Administration, on

behalf of and from information supplied by the general

secretaries and or presidents of the general agencies as

follows:

GBCS Bishop Robert C. Morgan. President

Thom ^Tiite Wolf Fassett. General Secretarv

GCAH Bishop Neil L. Irons. President

Charles Yrigoyen. Jr., General Secretary

GCCU Bishop WiUiam B. Grove, President

Bruce W. Bobbins. General Secretary

UMCOM Bishop Rueben P. Job. President

Roger L. Burgess, General Secretary

GCRR Bishop Calvin D. McConnell. President

Barbara R. Thompson, General Secretary

GCS\^' Joetta Rinehart. President

Stephanie Anna Hixon, Cecelia M. Long,

General Secretariat

GCOM Bishop Felton E. May. President

C. David Lundquist, General Secretary

GCFA Bishop John Russell, President

Clifford Droke, General Secretary

GBOD Bishop Woodie W. UTiite. President

Ezra Earl Jones. General Secretary

GBGM Bishop J. Woodrow Heam, F^sident

Randolph W. Nugent, General Secretary

GBHM Bishop Benjamin R. Oliphint, President

Roger W. Ireson, General Secretary

GBPN Bishop Jack M. TneU. President

James F. Parker, General Secretary

GBPB Anita Burrous, President

Robert K. Fe aster. Publisher
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 2
Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,

107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114. 115,

116, 117, 118. 119. 120, 121, 122, 123,

124, 125. 127, 128. 130, 131. 132. 133,

134, 136. 136, 138. 139, 140. 143. 144,

145. 146. 147, 148. 149, 150, 151, 152,

153. 158. 159, 160. 161, 164, 166, 166,

167, 168. 169, 170. 171, 172, 173, 174,

175. 177. 178, 180. 181, 182, 183, 185.

186, 187, 188, 189. 190, 192, 193, 195,

196, 197, 199, 200, 202, 203, 204. 205.

207. 208. 209. 213. 215. 216, 217, 218,

219, 220, 222, 223, 224, 225. 229, 230,

232, 234. 237. 238. 239. 240, 241. 244,

245, 246, 248, 249, 260, 251. 252. 253,

254, 255, 256. 257, 258. 269, 260, 261,

262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269,

270, 271, 272. 273, 274, 276, 276, 277,

278, 279, 280, 281. 282, 283, 284, 286,

286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 292, 294, 296,

296, 298, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 306,

306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312

Removal from
Consent Calendar

Delegates have requested these calen-

dar items to be removed from Consent

Calendar No. 1:

17,56.

The following calendar items were

added to Consent Calendar 1 in error and

have been removed by the Coordinator of

the Calendar:

6, 7, 8, 11, 14.

Calendar items printed with an * after

the calendar number will automatically

be placed on the Consent Calendar. If

any five delegates wish to remove an item
from the Consent Calendar for plenary

consideration, the delegates shall com-
plete the approved form in Room 102 by

3 p.m. on the day the calendar item first

appears in the DCA Calendar items

which contain a minority report will be

indicated by the initials 'MR* in paren-

theses.

98* ccoos
Subject: Creation of a Zaire
Central Conference.
Petition: CC-11056-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA; 926

Membership: 39; Present: 24;

For 24; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Amend Par.6, line 3: ...Conference

may organiza..

Amend Par. 7, line 2: ...sbaU may be

separated

Amend Par. 7, line 3: ...Africa

Central Conference, if approved by
Africa Central Conference in

1992, and
Amend Par.8, line 2: ...Zaire sbaU

may be incorporated...

Amend Par.8, line 3: ...Zaire Central

Conference ,if approved by the

Africa Central Conference in

1992.

Add to end of petition Given the

critical situation now existing in

Zaire, the General Conference
authorizes the AfHca Central Con-
ference (should it so determine)
to meet in two separate sections

in 1992 as follows: 1) the Zaire An-
nual Conferences at a place they
determine, and 2) all other mem-
bers of the Africa Central Con-
ferences at a place they
determine. All actions so taken
shall be regarded as actions of

the Africa Central Conference.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

100'

99' CC009
Subject: Recognition and
representation of the Deaconess
Association.

Petition: CC-11059-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1019

Membership: 39; Present: 29;

For 29; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence and reference to the Philippine

Annual Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

CCOIO
Subject: Include South Africa in

the Listing ofAfHca Central
Conference.
Petition: CC-12444-0636-D

Page in Advance DCA: 4-127

Membership: 39; Present: 25;

For 26; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

101 CCOll
Subject: Increase Number of
Bishops in Northern Europe
Central Conference f^om One to

Two.
Petition: CC-12445-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 4-127

Membership: 39; Present: 29;

For 28; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/4
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ONonconcurrence Date /

102*
CS004

Subject: Gun Control.

Petition: CS-12000-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1068

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For 94; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurTence Date /

103' CS006
Subject: Responsible firearm
ownership and training.

Petition: CS-11069-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1068

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

104 CS006
Subject: The World's Children.

Petition: CS-10966-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 173
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Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Please refer to page 289 ofThe
Book of Resolutions.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

109

105' CS007
Subject: Available and Affordable

Housing.
Petition: CS-10589-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 171

Membership: 99; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence

( )ConcurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

106*
CS008

Subject: A Plan to Provide
Housing for the Homeless.
Petition: CS-12235-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1061

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

Fon 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

107* CS009
Subject: Homelessness in the
USA.
Petition: CS-11326-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1057

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

108' CSOIO
Subject: Police Firearms
Policies.

Petition: CS-11068-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1038

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For. 87; Against: 5; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonGoncurrence Date /

CSOll
Subject: U.S. Gun Violence.

Petition: CS-10587-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 183

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 91; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Paragraph 1: Gun violence

around the world is a growing
menace.

Paragraph 3: last sentence, i-sueb

ac Boys Life

( )Concurrence ONonconcurrence Date /

110''' CS016
Subject: Reaching Out to the
Homeless.
Petition: CS-10602-3000-B

Page in Advance DCA: 173

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Please refer to petition 10725.

( )Cancurrence ONonconcurrence Date /

111 CS017
Subject: Peace with Justice as a
Special Program.
Petition: CS-10592-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 198

Membership: 99; Present: 94;

For: 87; Against: 6; Not Votmg: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

In paragraph 4: ...Similar distortion

has-occorred in the Soviet Union

,

contributing to its flissolution. It

has also...

In paragraph 6: Thoro is some
ovidonoo that thoeo voiooe aro being

hoard cmd rospondod to by govommen-

tal govommont offlcialsi Furthormefey

top loadors of both tho United States

and tho Soviet Union oro rocogniaing

havo begun to rocogniao tho mutual

eolf intoroBt in loesoning tonsions aa4
roducing aro diBcussing roductions in

tho lovol of ormamontBi Thic has

produced a U.S ./Soviot troaty to

oliminato intormodiato rango nudoar
forcoe (INF) and may load to a troaty

to cut long rango
i
stratogio weapons in

half. Tho U .S. CongroEe, concomod
about tho runaway fodoral doficit, has

damped a lid on military oxpondituroe

and m«)r oven force a alight docroase.

Tho initial arms roduotion agree

monto; and futuro onoS) will mnko poe-

giblo roductions in military

mcponditufesi-Changes taking place

in our global...

( )Conciirrence ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

112''' CS018
Subject: Fund Full-Time with
Justice Staff.

Petition: CS-11602-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1080

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

113''' CS019
Subject: Anniversary Edition of

"The Bishops Call for Peace and
the Self-Development of Peoples".

Petition: CS-10343-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 198

Membership: 99; Present: 94;

Fon 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ONonconcurrence Date /

114''' CS049
Subject: New Developments in

Genetic Science.
Petition: CS-10586-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 161

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For. 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

page 54 of 111 VI, D,2e pg 165

InfoSorvo GCOM Research Sec-

tion
page 45 of 111; m, C, second para-

graph, pg 163

Now, altering DNA implants in

plants
Page 53 of 111; E. What the Church

Can Do; 2.a pg 166

...highlighting persons who testified

to the Genetics Science Task Force

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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115' CS060
Subject: Homelessnesa in the
USA.
Petition: CS-10725.3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 169

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

page 86 of 119

Paragraph 3/chart: 10th aaterick,

modium—median
page 90 of 119

The end of paragraph 2. 1: This
program encourages each United
Methodist Church throughout the
world to reach out in a people-to-

people action to adopt at least

one of the world's millions of

homeless persons or families, to

ensure that these people's basic

needs for food, housing, health
care, echication and employment
are met and to enable them,
warmed in body and soul, to face

the future with hope.

( X^ncurrence ( )NonconcujTence Date /

116' FAOOl
Subject: Net income from the
United Methodist Publishing
House.
Petition: FA-11430-1715-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 158

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For. 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoiicuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

117^ FA002
Subject: Officers of the
Conference Council on Finance
and Administration.
Petition: FA-10819-0708-D
Page in Advance DCA: 372
Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

118 FA003
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Council on Finance
and Administration.

Petition: FA-10895-0708-D

Page in Advance DCA: 372

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

119' FA004
Subject: Publishing interests of

the General Board of Publication.
Petition: FA-11028-1701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 385

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

Fon 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

120 FA008
Subject: Directors and Trustees
of the United Methodist
Publishing House.
Petition: FA-11030-1710-D

Page in Advance DCA: 386

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

121 FAOll
Subject: Property, assets and
income of The United Methodist
Publishing House.
Petition: FA-H034-1719-D
Page in Advance DCA: 387

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X^ncurrenee ONonconcurrence Date /

122*
FA016

Subject: Funding Church
Building Facilities and Programs
for Accessibility.

Petition: FA-10106-0709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 372

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For. 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Paragraph 709.6 delete 'for ito ac-

tion and decision" and revise "to as-

sist" to read "tuid assisting"

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconciimnce Date /

123' FA018
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Audit Review
Committee.
Petition: FA- 10820-0713-D
Page in Advance DCA: 373

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

124'* FA019
Subject: Funding to Local
Churches for Accessible
Buildings and Programs.
Petition: FA-10107-0709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 372

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence, because of concurrence on
Petition FA-10 106.

( )Coneurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

125' FA020
Subject: Chiirch-Wide Study of

Justice and Equity Issues Related
to Clergy Salary and Support.
Petition: FA-11711-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 164

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

126 FA037
Subject: Authorization for an
Annual Conference to Form a
Basic Salary Plan.
Petition: FA- 117 10-072 1-D
Page m Advance DCA: 1148

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 61; Against: 24; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonooncurrence Date /
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127* FA038
Subject: World Service and
Conference Benevolence Budget.
Amend para. 710.3D.

Petition: FA-10008-07 10-D
Page in Advance DCA: 372

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

128 FA039
Subject: World Service and
Conference Benevolences Budget.
Petition: FA-10197-0710-D

Page in Advance DCA: 372

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 87; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTeiic8 ( )NonconcurTence Date /

129 FA040
Subject: World Service and
Conference Benevolence.
Petition: FA-11 120-07 10-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 146

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 81; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

130* FA041
Subject: Church wide study of

clergy salary and support
structure.

Petition: FA-11432-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1 166

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

131 FA042
Subject: Commission or study
group to examine the method of

determining salaries for pastors
of local UMCs.
Petition: FA-11135-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1 164

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTenoe Date /

132' FA043
Subject: Study of Clergy Salary
and Support Structure.

Petition: FA-10336-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 47

1

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

133*
FA045

Subject: Provision for adequate
and fair clergy compensation.
Petition: FA-11262-0720-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 147

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

134 FA046
Subject: Basic Salary Plan for

Clergy.
Petitions: FA-10198-072 1-D, FA-
10199-0721-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 374, 374.

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

135' FA047
Subject: Responsibilities of

Annual Conference Council on
Ministries.

Petition: FA-12099-0709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 145

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence, because of concurrence on
Petition FA-10 106.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

136' FA048
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Conference Council on Finance
and Administration.
Petition: FA-12064-0709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1145

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 86; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoiiconcuiTence Date /

.1

137 FA049
Subject: Conference Council on
Finance and Administration.
Petition: FA-11561-0709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1145

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 77; Against: 10; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

138* FA052
Subject: Basic Salary Plan.
Petition: FA-10329-0718-D
Page in Advance DCA: 373

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconeurreiice Date /

139* FA054
Subject: Apportionments.
Petition: FA-10109-071 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 146

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

Fon 87; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

140* FA057
Subject: Clergy Support.
Petition: FA-11679-0717-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 147

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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141 FAO«0(MR)
Subject: Limit the General
Church Apportionmenta.
Petition: FA-12255-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1161

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 68; Against: 17; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Change fmal period to a comma and

add:

with the provision that any ad-

ditional funding approved by the

General Conference must be in-

cluded within this cap of

$448,928,000 for the '93 - '96 quad-
rennium.

Minority Report
At this moment in history, it is im-

perative that the United Methodist

Church move forward in its ministry

and mission. This requires bold new
initiatives and prayerful response to

the leading of the Spirit. Instead of

being a call for action, the mtgohty

report is a call for retreat.

The mtgority report would require

cutting programs and staff because of

escalating costs of pensions and health

care and the impact of inflation.

These cuts would be added to reduc-

tions in both staff and program which

have already been made.

The mtgority report could affect

the Black College, the Ministerial

Education, and the Africa University

Funds, as well as funding for General

Church boards and agencies.

Now, therefore, be it resolved that

the General Conference adopt a

budget cap for the 1993-96 quadren-

nium of $472,000,000, which is based

on a 2% per year increase (or 8.24%

for the quadrennium) using the 1992

budget as a base

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

142 FA062
Subject: Reporting Pastor's

Expenses in the Annual
Conference Journal.
Petition: FA-11762-0724-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 69; Against: 15; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
CoDunittee recommends concur-

rence amended as follows:

delete "housing" and substitute

"housing alloixrance in lieu of a
parsonage,"

( X^oncumnce ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

143* FA069
Subject: Clergy Support.
Petitions: FA-10110-0719-D, FA-

122 14-07 19-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 374, 1147.

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

144* FA071
Subject: Justice issues of clergy

salary system.
Petitions: FA-10338-3000-R, FA-

10389-3000-R, FA-11518-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 489, 490,

1165.

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 79; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurTenGe Date /

145^ FA072
Subject: Basic Salary Plan for

Clergy.
Petition: FA-10112-0722-D

Page in Advance DCA: 374

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

146* FA073
Subject: Share Salary Option.
Petitions: FA-11681-0725-D, FA-
12028-0725-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1150, 1150.

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

147* FA075
Subject: Shared Salary Options.

Petition: FA-11680-0725-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 150

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

148^ FA076
Subject: Church-wide study of

clergy salary/support structure.

Petition: FA-11209-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1165

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7
Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

149' FA077
Subject: Basic salary plan for

active and itinerant local pastors.

Petition: FA- 1120 1-0722-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

150* FA078
Subject: Basic Salary Plan.

Petition: FA-10340-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 489

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

151* FA080
Subject: Historically Black
Colleges Related to the UMC and
the Black College Fimd.
Petition: FA-11912-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 163

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;
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Date: 5/8
Ckimmittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

152* FA081
Subject: The Apportionments.
Petition: FA- 122 13-07 11-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1161

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurreiice Date /

153 FA082
Subject: Reduction of
Denominational Budget and
Bureaucracy.
Petition: FA-10335-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 493

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

154 FA084 (MR)
Subject: Report of Task Force to

Study the Feasibility of

Relocating to the GBGM.
Petition: FA-10513-3000-S

Page in Advance DCA: 364

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

Fon 51; Against: 40; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

The chair of the Task Force to

study the Feasibility of Relocation of

the GBGM and members designated

by bim to present the report and
recommendations to the plenary of

the General Conference.

MINORITY REPORT
We request the 1992 General Con-

ference to re-affirm New York City as

the headquarters location of the

General Board of Global Ministries.

To move the General Board of

Global Ministries from New York City

would signal a retreat from the

Church's commitment to inclusive

commimity and racial justice. It

would negate our response as

delegates at this General Conference

to the hurt, pain and anguish of the

peoples within our cities.

The report of the task force does

not assure us of savings in operational

costs and states that a 20 year recoup-

ing of the initial costs of 9 million dol-

lars to move this agency is justified.

Persons in financial institutions re-

quire pay back for such expenditures

to be no more than 5 years. We
should do no less!

We find it unconscionable for this

General Conference to consider put-

ting a cap on the total apportioned

funds and at the same time seek to

move this general agency with funds

from undetermined sources that ap-

pear not to be available for the mis-

sion of the church.

We acknowledge that there are ac-

countability and responsibility con-

cerns regarding the General Board of

Global Ministries that must be ad-

dressed, but we do not believe that

moving the General Board of Global

Ministries would resolve these issues.

Therefore, we recommend that New
York City continue to be the head-

quarters location of the General Board
of Global Ministries of the United

Methodist Church.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

155 FA085
Subject: Location of the Creneral

Board of Global Ministries.

Petitions: FA-10306-3000-R, FA-
10729-3000-R, FA-11829-3000-R, FA-
12296-3000-R, FA-12297-3000-R,

FA-12298-3000-R
Pages in Advance DCA: 371, 370,

1167, 1169, 1167, 1167.

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For 53; Against: 23; Not Voting: 16;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

156 FA086
Subject: Support Relocating the
GBGM.
Petitions: FA-10303-3000-R, FA-
10304-3000-R, FA-10305-3000-R, FA-
11079-3000-R, FA-11080-3000-R,

FA-11081-3000-R, FA-11082-3000-R,
FA-11264-3000-R, FA-12081-3000-R,

FA-12289-3000-R, FA-12290-3000-R,

FA-12291-3000-R, FA-12292-3000-R,

FA-12293-3000-R, FA-12294-3000-R,

FA-12295-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 370, 371,

371, 1168, 1168, 1168, 1168,

1168, 1168, 1168, 1169, 1169,

1169, 1169, 1169, 1169.

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For 70; Against: 6; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence because of our recommendation
for concurrence on Task Force Report

and its Recommendations, Petition

FA10513.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

C(

157 FA087
Subject: Council of Bishops
Appoint Study Committee on
Apportionments System.
Petition: FA-11834-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1 162

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 77; Against: 7; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

158 FA089
Subject: Equitable salary for

full-time and student pastors and
ministers.
Petition: FA-11161-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 164

Membershyi: 93; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )NonconcuTTeiice Date /

159* FA091
Subject: The Equitable Salary
Fund.
Petition: FA- 10897-0722-D
Page in Advance DCA: 375

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For 87; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

160* FA095
Subject: Clergy Compensation
Form for Use in the United
Methodist Church.
Petition: FA-12237-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 175

Membership: 93; Present: 85;

For. 75; Against: 2; Not Voting: 8;

(L
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Date: 5/8
Ck>mmittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence DaU /

161* FAM6
Subject: Funds for Task Forces.
Petition: FA-11931-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1 162

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 76; Against: 5; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

162 FA097
Subject: Accessibility Grants to

Local Churches.
Petition: FA-11831-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 173

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For. 78; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

163 FA098
Subject: Continuation of
accessibility grants to local
Churches.
Petition: FA-11043-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 494

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For 78; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonooneurrence Date /

164 FA099
Subject: Financial Support for
Country and Rural Churches.
Petition: FA-12216-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 174

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 81; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrenee Date /

165* FAIOO
Subject: Clergy status for income
tax purposes.
Petition: FA-11431-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 165

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coiicurreiice ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

166* FA102
Subject: District Listing in the
General Minutes.
Petition: FA-10360-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 219
Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For. 79; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

167* FA103
Subject: Committee on church
owned agriculture land.

Petition: FA-11208-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 173

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )NonconcurrenGc Date /

168* FA104
Subject: Church Owned
Agricultural and other rural
property.
Petition: FA-12318-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 174

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

Fon 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

( )ConcuiTenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

169' FA106
Subject: Organization of the
General Council on Finance and
Administration,
Petition: FA-10899-0905-D

Page in Advance DCA: 377

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

Fon 84; Agjdnst: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrenoe ( )Nonooncurrenoe Date /

170 FA107
Subject: Printing and publication
of official forms aind records.

Petition: FA-11026-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA 378
Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For. 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 6/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )NonoonciuTence Date /

171' FAllO
Subject: Homosexuality: Funding
of Gay Caucus or Group.
Petition: FA-10118-0906-D
Page in Advance DCA 1 152

Membership: 93; Present: 79;

For: 71; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence becatise of recommendation for

concurrence on Petition FA10202
which retains the present language of

Par. 906.12 and adds a new sentence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

172' FA118
Subject: Funding 'Gay* Caucus on
Groups.
Petition: FA-10202-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 379

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

Fon 79; Against: 5; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )CoiicurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

173' FA127
Subject: The Ministerial
Education Fund.
Petition: FA-1227 1-092 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 156

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

Fon 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee reconunends nonooncur-

rence

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrenc« Date /

174' FA128
Subject: Repayment of Service
Loans.
Petition: FA-12270-0921-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 156

Membership: 93; Present: 85;

Fon 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;
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Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Paragraph 921.1 3rd line, "would"

to "may"

( )Conciirrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

179

175' FA129
Subject: The Temporary Creneral

Aid Fund.
Petition: FA-10901-0920-D
Page in Advance DCA: 380
Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

(X^ncurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

176 FA130
Subject: The World Service Fund.
Petition: FA- 1 1074-0912-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1155

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 74; Against: 10; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )ConcuiTence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

177* FA131
Subject: Removal of the General
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: FA-12317-0911-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1154

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

178' FA132
Subject: Direct Siqiport of
Missionaries.
Petitions: FA-11376-0911-D, FA-
11827-0911-D, FA-11828-0911-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1154, 1154,

1154.

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

FA133
Subject: Separate World Service
Funds from Conference
Benevolences Funds.
Petition: FA- 1 1605-07 10-D

Page in Advance DCA 1146

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

Fon 74; Against: 11; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

180 FA134
Subject: General College and
Mission University Fund.
Petition: FA-11078-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 166

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( K^oncurrence ( )NonconctuTence Date /

181= FA135
Subject: Formula for
apportionments.
Petition: FA-11562-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 163

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 82; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( )Conciurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

182 FA136
Subject: The Black College Fund.
Petition: FA-12030-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1163

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoiiciiiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

183 FA137
Subject: No curb on discussion on
homosexuality.
Petition: FA-12310-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA 1 162

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CaiicuiTeiice ( )NonconcurTence Date /

184 FA139
Subject: Special Sundays With
Offering.
Petition: FA-10533-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA 320
Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

185' FA140
Subject: Directives for the
Administration of the General
Funds.
Petition: FA-10534-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 321
Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 82; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( X^ncuirence ( )NonconcUTTence Date /

186^ FA141
Subject: Income From the Board
of IVustees.
Petition: FA-10535-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA: 323
Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence

( )ConcuiTeiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

187'^ FA142
Subject: Churches' Center for
Theology and Public Policy.

Petition: FA-10536-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA 323

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

Fon 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence

( X^ncurrence ( )NoneonGurrenee Date /

f
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188* FA144
Subject: Budget of the General
Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: FA-10538-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 329

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concumnce ( )NoiiconcuiTeiicc Date /

189' FA145
Subject: Reports and
Recommendations presented
with other General Agencies.
Petition: FA-10539-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 329
Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 82; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

190* FMOOl
Subject: Report on the Study of
Homosexuality.
Petition: FM-10865-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA: 265

Membership: 97; Present: 96;

Fon 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

On page 279 DCA Vol 1, add to

recommendation #1: ...across the

whole church. An annotated bibli-

ography is to be added to this

report.

On page 279 DCA Vol 1, delete

recommendation #2 and substitute

the following: We recommend the
development of resources consis-

tent with the Social Principles of

the United Methodist Church
which support ministry to

homosexual persons by in-

dividuals, groups, local churches,

annual conferences, and the

general chiu*ch.

On page 279 DCA Vol 1, amend
recommendation #3: To this end, we
recommend that the United Methodist

Publishing House develop these study

materiids and resources to provide the

church with ways to uso and study the

issuo of homoBOKuality and its relation

to tho church.

On pages 279-80 DCA Vol 1, amend
recommendation #4: We also recom-

mend that the 1992 General Con-

ference establish an Advisory

Committee of eight (8) persons repre-

senting diverse points of view, includ-

ing scholars, pastors, and educators,

to consult and work with The United

Methodist Publishing House in the

development of the resource and study

materials recommended above. If a
practicing homosexual is on the

Advisory Committee, the Commit-
tee shall also include a person
who has abandoned that lifestyle.

This Advisory Committee will be

named by tho Gonoral Conforonco on

Ministrios and the Council of Bishops,

and will be funded by a budget agrood

upon by tho General Council on Mini -

strios and tho Gonoral Council on
Finance and Administration , in con

oultotion with the United Methodist

Publishing House.

On page 280 DCA Vol 1, delete

recommendation #5.

On page 280 DCA Vol 1, delete the

following from recommendation #6:

...their rightful claims in samo son

relationships where they have..

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

191 FM002 (MR)
Subject: Human Sexuality.

Retain the present wording of 71

F.

Petition: FM-10193-0071-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 131

Membership: 97; Present: 96;

For. 55; Against: 38; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Minority Report

The undersigned wish to present a

minority report to the action taken on

Petition Number FM-10193-7ID. We
propose the following as a replace-

ment for the last two sentences of

Paragraph 71F of the 1988 Discipline:

"We acknowledge with humility that

the church has been unable to arrive

at a conunon mind on the com-

patibility of homosexual practice with

Christian faith. Many consider this

practice incompatible with Christian

teaching. Others believe it acceptable

when practiced in a context of human
caring and covenantal faithfulness.

The church seeks further under-

standing through continued prayer,

study, and pastoral experience. In

doing so, the church continues to af-

firm that God's grace is bestowed on

all, and that the members of Christ's

body are called to be in ministry for

and with one another, and to the

world."

J. Philip Wogaman
Carole Cotton-Winn
Helen G. Taylor

Betty J. Finn

Lois Seifert

Ruth E. Harper
Marilyn J. Outslay

QeoShull
Manfred Marquardt

Richard E. Hamilton
Rachel Cheek
Dorothy Ravenhorat

Ken McCaw
Denny M. Silk

William McClung, Jr.

Betty J. Nelson

Phyllis P. Butler

Barbara Blackstone

Nancy Yamasaki
Jan Everhart

Deborah Kies^
Sally B. Geis

Philip H. Carver

Christine A. Dybdahl

Jane Turner Borden
Susan J. Morrison

William C. Kirkwood

( )ConcuiTenoe ONonconcurrenc* Date /

192' GJ021
Subject: Native American
Awareness Sunday.
Petition: GJ-12135-0274-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 179

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrencc ONonooncurrcnce Date /

193* GJ023
Subject: Life Style Covenant
Sunday.
Petition: GJ-11052-0274-D

Page m Advance DCA: 651

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

OConoumnee ( )Noiiooiicun«noe Date /
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194 GJ026
Subject: Anna Howard Shaw Day.
Petition: GJ-10619-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 680

Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For 69; Agidnat: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence amended as follows:

Change "shall" to say "may" in last

paragraph. 1) Will read "may set

aside".

( )Concurrence ( )Noiieancurrence Date /

195* GJ028
Subject: Hundred Dollar Holiday.
Petition: GJ-10618-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 672

Membership: 80; Present: 78;

Fon 76; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconctu-reiice Date /

196^ GJ029
Subject: Earth Day Observance.
Petition: GJ-11386-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 198

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurreiice Date /

197* GJ031
Subject: Establishment of
Commission on Inclusiveness of
Persons with Handicapping
Conditions.
Petition: GJ-10693-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 672
Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

198 GJ033
Subject: Report of the
Advisory/Coordinating
Committee on Older Adults.
Petition: GJ-10861-3000-A$

Page in Advance DCA: 549

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee reconunends concur-

rence.

( )ConcurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

199' GJ035
Subject: Task Force to Formulate
Procedures for Resolving
Theological Disputes.

Petition: GJ-11765^000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1202

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For. 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoiicuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

200* GJ036
Subject: Task Force to Study
Ways to Resolve Theological
Disputes.

Petition: GJ-11945-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1202

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 72; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( K^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

201 GJ037
Subject: The Celebration of

Pentecost.
Petition: GJ-10986-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 678

Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For. 68; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

202* GJ038
Subject: Service of Revival and
Commitment.
Petition: GJ-11615-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 199

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For. 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

203* GJ039
Subject: Special Sunday to Pray
for the President of the United
States.

Petition: GJ-11520-0273-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 178

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For 75; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

204* GJ040
Subject: Establish a 'Drug
Awareness Sunday".
Petition: GJ-11767-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For. 74; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonamcurrence Date /

€
I

205' GJ043
Subject: Report on the Book of

Resolution.
Petition: GJ-10857-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 642

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

206 GJ044
Subject: "MAY" as Christian
Family Month.
Petition: GJ-10971-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 667

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

For 56; Against: 20; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

207* C3J045

Subject: Report on the Church's
Center for Theology and Public

Policy.

Petition: GJ-10855-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 541

Membership: 80; Present: 77;

Fon 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

€
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Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( K!oncurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

208^ GJ046
Subject: Report on Prison
Ministry/Prison Reform.
Petition: GJ-10862-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 553

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

For 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )NoneonciuTence Date /

209*
GJ047

Subject: Report of Task Force to

Strengthen the Small
Membership Church,
Petition: GJ-10791-3000-S

Page in Advance DCA: 640

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence amended as follows:

In Number VI, on line 1, insert after

"Ministry", "inclufling the
possibilities of ecumenical min-

istry".

In Number VI, on line 6, insert after

"connectional",

"and/or ecumenical".

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

210 GJ070
Subject: Administrative and
Judicial Procedures Manual.
Petition: GJ-10691-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 618

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )NonGoncurrenoe Date /

211 GJ072
Subject: The General Council on
Ministries.

Petition: GJ-11639-1001-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 61; Against: 6; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

212 CU073
Subject: Continue the General
Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ-11568-1001-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

Fon 65; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

213' GJ075
Subject: Report on the Study of

Connectional Issues.

Petition: GJ-10852-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 535

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

Fon 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

214 GJ083
Subject: Report and
Recommendation for 1993-96

Quadrennial Theme and Three
Special Programs.
Petition: GJ-10851-3000-A$

Page in Advance DCA: 512

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

Fon 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence amended as foUows:

Quadrennial Theme Budget:

Change $500,000 to $300,000.

Campus Ministry: Change

$1,000,000 to $958,600; $500,000 from
Apportioned Funds and $458,600 from
Agency World Service allocation.

Substance Abuse: Change

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000 from Appor-

tioned Funds, plus additional monies

from the Advance
On page 521, line 2 - Insert "(Con-

nectional and Eccumenical)" between

"Ministry" and "In".

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

215* GJ087
Subject: Establish a Committee
on Older Adult Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10695-0000-D$

Page in Advance DCA: 246

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrance ( )Nonconeurranee Date /

216^ GJ088
Subject: Committee on Older
Adult Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10818-0000-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For. 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurreno« ONonconcuirenoe Date /

217* GJ093
Subject: Task force to Find Cost
Savings for All United Methodist
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11307.3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

218*
GJ094

Subject: Committee on Older
Adult Ministries.

Petition: GJ-11468-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 123

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcumnce Date /

219' GJ095
Subject: Committee on Older
Adiilt Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10761-0000-D

Page in Advance DCA: 244

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonooncurrenee Date /
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220' GJ096
Subject: Establish a Committee
on Older Adult Ministry.

Petition: GJ-11299-0000-D$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 109

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

()Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

221 GJ112
Subject: Report and
Recommendation of the
Inter-agency Task Force on Aids.

Petition: GJ-10732-3000-8$

Page in Advance DCA: 660

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

renca

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

222* GJ116
Subject: Report on 1988 General
Conference "Unfinished Business"
Petition: GJ-10892-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 613

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( Xkmcurrence ( )Noiicancurrence Date /

223' GJ119
Subject: Report to GCFA on
Needs of General Program
Agencies from World Service
Fund.
Petition: GJ-10888-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 607

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

224 GJ120
Subject: Report on Biblical and
Theological Language.
Petition: GJ-10886-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 597

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

Fon 67; Against: 2; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X>>ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

225*
GJ125

Subject: Report on Referral
Preparation for the 1992 General
Conference.
Petition: GJ-10884-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 596

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

Fon 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

226 GJ192
Subject: Membership Guidelines
for the Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ-10669-2601-D

Page in Advance DCA: 625

Membership: 80; Present: 66;

Fon 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Add at end of petition: This para-

graph shall become effective im-
mediately upon passage by the

General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

227 GJ193
Subject: Alternate Membership of

the Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ-10670-2602-D

Page in Advance DCA: 625

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

Fon 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Add at end of paragraph: This
paragraph shall become effective

immediately upon passage by the

general conference."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

228 HE004
Subject: Responsibilities to

General and Annual Conferences.
Petition: HE-10392-1514-D

Page in Advance DCA: 748

Membership: 78; Present: 66;

Fon 46; Against: 19; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

229=^ HE006
Subject: General Responsibilities

of the Division of Higher
Education.
Petition: HE-10391-1513-D
Page in Advance DCA: 748

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

Fon 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoiicoDcurrence Date /

230'*' HE006
Subject: Responsibilities to
Institutions.

Petition: HE-10393-1515-D

Page in Advance DCA: 748

Membership: 78; Present: 72;

Fon 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as foUows:

Amend 1515. Id remove semi-colon

(second line), insert period after "sup-

port."

Move 1515. le to 1514.6

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

231 HE008
Subject: Duties of the General
Board of Higher Education and
Campus Ministry.

Petition: HE-11219-1506-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1230

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

Fon 59; Against: 10; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Noncoiicurreiice Date /

m

232' HE009
Subject: Central Conference
members of the Board of Higher
Education and Ministry.

Petition: HE-11976-1507-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1230

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

Fon 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

OConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

^
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233 HEOIO
Subject: Accountability of
Methodist Seminaries.
Petition: HE-11950-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 78; Present: 69;

For 56; Against: 13; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurreDec ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

242

234' HEOll
Subject: Requirements for
seminary teachers.

Petition: HE-11096-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1234

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonooncurreiice Date /

235 HE012
Subject: United Methodist
Schools of Theology.
Petition: HE-10644-1531-D
Page in Advance DCA: 750

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

For: 58; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

OConcurrence ( )NoneoiicuiTence Date /

236 HE013
Subject: Chairs of Town and
Country Ministry at United
Methodist Seminaries.
Petition: HE-11721-1530-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1233

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 48; Against: 19; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

237* HE014
Subject: Schools of Theology.
Petition: HE-11489-153 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1233

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

Fon 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

238' HE018
Subject: Accountability of the
Theological Schools.
Petition: HE-11571-1530-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1233

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 67; Agtdnst: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

239 HE020
Subject: Purpose of the Schools
of Theology.
Petition: HE-11488-1530-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1233

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For 70; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

240''' HE027
Subject: Affiliation of

Theological Seminaries.
Petitions: HE-10131-1519-D, HE-
11620-1519-D, HE-12280-1519-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1232, 1232,

1233.

Membership: 78; Present: 64;

Fon 59; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

OConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

241''' HE031
Subject: Purposes and Objectives

of the Board of Higher Education
and Ministry.
Petition: HE-10395-1518-D

Page in Advance DCA: 749

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

Fon 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Conunittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

HE032
Subject: Purposes and Objectives
of University Senate.
Petitions: HE-10130-1518-D, HE-
10214-1518-D, HE-11220-1618-D, HE-
11619-1518-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1232, 749,

1232, 1232.

Membership: 78; Present: 64;

Fon 56; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

243 HE036
Subject: Scholarship Endowment
Fund.
Petition: HE-10373-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 751

Membership: 78; Present: 65;

Fon 54; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Conunittee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Whereas, the 1988 General Con-

ference authorized the General Board

of Higher Education and Ministry to

develop a "$100,000,000 Scholarship

Endowment Fund, the income of

which will be used for scholarships for

United Methodist students" (1988

Daily Christian Advocate, Advance

Edition, page F-58). Administration of

the fund and details of its estab-

lishment, including specific formulas

for distribution and digibility were to

be left to the General Board of Higher

Education and Ministry, who original-

ly brought the proposal to the General

Conference

When tho propoanl to oetablish thg

fund was proeontod to Gonoral Con
foroDco, it was roportod that the

Division of Highor Education had tan

tativoly diacuBgod allotting 9 poroont

of tho fund'o Lnoomo for Unitod

Mothodict atudonte attonding United

Mothodist schools and oollogoe and 10

porcont for Unitod MotbodiBt studonta

attonding non UM institutiono, but

that final dotails of this nataro would

bo workod out by tho Division and the

Board of Highor Education and Minis

An amondmont was made on the

floor of Gonoral Conforonco to roetrirt

tho fund only to studonta attonding

Unitod Methodist Lnotitutionsi This
amondmont waa dofoated by a 678 to

344 vote (Daily Christian Advocate,
May 4, 1888, page 474), or 63 poroont
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voting againet roetricting tho echolar

ahipe to only Unitod Mothodist

§ohoolB, and
Whoroas ; at its fall 1988 mooting

,

tho Gonoral Board of Highor Educa
tion and Minifitry, apparently die

regarding tho pooition tokon by tho

1988 Gonoral Conforcnce, approved a

plan for tho $ 100 ,
000

,
000 Scholarship

Fund that would limit funds eololy -te

Unitod Mothodiflt Btudonta attending
Unitod Mothodist schoolsi

Thus , the current structure of the

fund, appears to make it a fund for

Unitod Mothodiflt Bohoolo and ool

logos, moro than for Unitod Mothodist

students. While both our schools and
our students are worthy of support

,

tho intent and wichoe of tho Gonoral

Conforonce seem to have been

nogloctod.

Therefore, be it resolved, that

General Conference direct that a por-

tion of income from the $100,000,000

Scholarship Endowment Fund
authorized by the 1988 General Con-

ference be made available for scholar-

ship for United Methodist students

attending non-United Methodist in-

stitutions, and to charge the General

Board of Higher Education and minis-

try and Division of Higher Education

with establishing and administering

fund guidelines which provide for at

least 10 percent of fund scholarship

monies to be allotted to United

Methodist students at non-United

Methodist schools provided that

funds are available without
restriction from the donor.
Applicants shall be certified by

their local church pastor as

having been an active member of

a local UMC for at least a year
prior to the application.

It is the intent of the General
Conference that these funds be
directed only to fulltime students
in accredited undergraduate in-

Btitutions, and not to those in

preparatory schools, seminaries
or pursuing other graduate
degrees.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

244 HE037
Subject: Development of
Programs on Campus Ministry.
Petition: HE-10374-3000-R
Page m Advance DCA: 752
Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

2nd paragraph: Therfore, be it

resolved, that tho Memphis Con
foronco petition the 1992 General Con-

ference to support ...

The petition would then read

"be it resolved that the 1992 General

Conference supports..."

"Simi Valley" Related to LA

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

245*
HE042

Subject: Refer studies of
Ministries or Diaconate to

General Board of Higher
Education.
Petition: HE-11975-1505-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1230

Membership: 78; Present: 71;

For: 70; Agjdnst: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

246«
ICOIO

Subject: Membership of the
General Commission on Archives
and History.
Petition: IC-10629-1804-D

Page in Advance DCA: 812

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Amend 1804.2:

2. The commission shall be com-

posed of thirty members in the follow-

ing mannen thirteen members shall

b« elected by the General Conference

on nomination of the Council of

Bishops, in which number would in -

dude it is recommended that

there be at least two women, eaone
young adult, one youth.-aadtwo per-

sons from racial and ethnic groups,

and one from the Central Con-
ferences; two bishops(one of whom
shall come from the Central Con-
ferences); five presidents of the Juris-

dictional Commissions on Archives

and History, or where no commission
exists or any DLsciplinaiy conflict

arises, a person designated by the juris-

dictional College of Bishops; and ten

additional members elected by the

general Commission. Net It is recom-
mended that not less than ten of the

total ehaU be womenf and not less

than two eika3i be persons over sixty-

five years of age; not less than four of

the members should be from racial

and ethnic groups, including one each

of the following: Pacific and Asian

American, Black American, Hispanic

American, and Native American.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

247 IC017
Subject: Racism in Rural Areas.
Petition: IC-10522-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 817
Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 57; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Whereas, The United Methodist

Church remains largely a segregated

institution both in the urban and rural

sectors, and
WhorooB , tho isolation of rural

populations oncouragos tho sogroga

tion of pooplcs and their institutions,

Whoroas, tho rural Boctors have con

tinuod to ignore the attitudiB«A

aspocts of both personal and LoBtitu-

tional racism, and

Whereas, the populations of

rural areas are isolated
geographically, we recognize that

this geographic isolation often

resiilts in a social manifestation
that encourages the segregation
of peoples and their instititions,

and;

Whereas, while we affirm ef-

forts by concerned persons and
congregations in our nation's

rural areas who are confronting
racism in their individual and
corporate lives, we must con-

clude that racism remains en-

demic in many rural areas, and
Whereas, racism is inherently a

human characteristic not conducive to

the inclusiveness taught in Christian

"Agape" love;

Therefore, be it resolved, that the

General Conference of 1992 directs

the General Commission on Religion

and Race to establish a Task Force for

the study of the manifestations of

racism, both persontdly and institu-

tionally, in the rural areas. This Task

Force will be representative of Com-
mission members, and representatives

from the General Board of Global Min-

istries, asdthe General Board of

Church and Society and United
Methodist Rural Fellowship. It
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shall consult with persons with

specific interest and expertise in small

town and rural communities. The
Task Force will identify specific

strategies to address the manifesta-

tions of racism and note recommenda-

tions for action through the General

Commission on Religion and Race to

appropriate tigencies of rural conferen-

ces £md general agencies. The General

Commission on Religion and Race will

report to the 1996 General Conference

on the accomplishments in this area.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

248* IC018
Subject: Study on Racism in

Rural Areas.
Petition: IC-11723-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1247

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

249' IC019
Subject: Continue General
Commission on Religion and
Race.
Petition: IC-11577-300O-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1246

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 54; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ONonooneurrence Date /

250*
IC020

Subject: The mass media agenda
of our denomination.
Petition: IC-11527-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1249

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTenoe Date /

251 IC021
Subject: Media Release
Disclaimer.
Petition: IC-11864-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1249

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

Fon 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoDcurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

252' IC027
Subject: Representatives to the
World and National Councils of

Churches.
Petition: IC-12010-2406-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1243

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 63; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 6/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

253*
IC028

Subject: Financial Support for

the National and World Councils
of Churches.
Petition: IC-12011-2407-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1243

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

254' IC029
Subject: Support Continued
Membership in WCC, NCCC, and
COCU.
Petition: IC-12109-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1243

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

255*
IC030

Subject: Membership in the
National Council of Churches of

Christ.

Petition: IC-11166-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1244

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

256* IC032
Subject: Inclusive History.

Petition: IC-10521-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 816

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

renca

( K^oncurrence ( )Noncaneurrenoe Date /

257''' IC033
Subject: History of Racial/Ethnic
United Methodists.
Petition: IC-10632-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 816

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

258* IC034
Subject: Conference Commission
on Archives and History.

Petition: IC-11221-0738-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1237

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee reconunends nonconciir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

259' IC035
Subject: Conference Archives and
History.

Petition: IC-11859-0738-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1237

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

260"' IC036
Subject: Duties of the Conference
Commission on Archives and
History.
Petition: IC-12106-0738-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1237

Membership: 68; Present: 62;
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For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )NoneancuiTence Date /

261^ IC037
Subject: Add Cox Memorial
United Methodist Church,
Hallowell, MA.
Petition: IC-11860-1812-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concun'ence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

262* IC038
Subject: Members of Central
Conference on General
Commission on Archives and
History.

Petition: IC-11977-1804-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 59; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

263* IC050
Subject: Representation from the
Central Conferences on Gen.
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-11982-2204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

Fon 57; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

264* IC052
Subject: Duties of GCCUIC to the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: IC-1 1623-2001-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239
Membership: 68; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconciuTence Date /

265* IC0S3
Subject: Eliminate General
Commission on Christian Unity
and Interreligious Concerns.
Petition: IC-10063-2001-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

Fon 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurTeiice ( )NonconciirTenee Date /

266 IC054
Subject: Representation from
Central Conferences on GCCUIC.
Petition: IC-11980-2006-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1240

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 57; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

267 IC055
Subject: Composition of the

GCCUIC.
Petition: IC-10647-2006-D

Page m Advance DCA: 814

Membership: 68; Present: 61; •

For: 58; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

substitute the word "four" for the

word "five"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

268 IC056
Subject: Responsibilities of the
GCCUIC.
Petition: IC- 10646-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 814

Membership: 68; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

269* IC057
Subject: The Purpose of the
GCCUIC.
Petition: IC-10645-2002-D

Page in Advance DCA: 814
Membership: 68; Present: 66;

Fon 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconeuiTeiice Date /

270* IC063
Subject: Pacific Islanders
Included as Racial and Ethnic
Minority Group.
Petition: IC-10523-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 818

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

271 IC064
Subject: Celebrate and Affirm the

Work of GCORR,
Petition: IC-11785-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1246

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

Fon 58; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Bo it further roeolvod, that the

Gonoral Conforonoo mandatoe the

GonortJ CommicBion on Religion and

Rooo to continue working ea-tbe

olLnunation of racism and tho further

dovcJopmont of a raciaUy inclusivo

church by advocacy' , interpretation

and monitoring. Also by ; 1) develop

ing in cooperation with the Gonoral

Board of DioGiploohip, Curriculum

Reeourcoe and Tho United Methodist

Publishing House roBOurcee which will

enable undorstanding and approcia

tion of tho insightO) oontributionc and

concoms of each of tho racial ethnic

minority groups within tho church; 3)

mnnitnring an d fn^ il itn tingth" ir"-"*--

poration of the Ethnic Minority Local

Church into all areas of tho denomiaa-

tinn , not ftn ftfinimilntinn h\ i l rnthftr a

procoBs of affirmation of diversity

togothor with inter rolationehips

which will shape the character of our

ministry and mifisioD i 3) foetering

dialogues and bettor relationships
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( )CoiicuiTeiice ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

272* IC066
Subject: Representation of
Central Conferences on General
Commission on Religion and
Race.
Petition: IC- 1198 1-2103-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

1

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For 57; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

( )CoiicurTence ( )NoiiconcuiTenee Date /

273' IC067
Subject: Continue the General
Commission on Religion and
Race.
Petition: IC-11574-2101-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

1

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

Fon 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )NonconcurTence Date /

274* IC068
Subject: Duties of GCRR to the
GBCS.
Petition: IC-11624-2101-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1241

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

275 IC069
Subject: Strengthening Greneral

Commission on Religion Race.
Petition: IC-103 15-2 102-D

Page in Advance DCA: 815
Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoiicuiTencc ( )Noneoneurrenoe Dote /

276* IC071
Subject: Conference Commission
on Religion and Race.
Petition: IC-11223-0740-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1237

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

Fon 59; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncunenoe ( )Nonconcurreiioe Date /

277* IC072
Subject: Conference Commission
on Religion and Race.
Petition: IC-10554-0740-D

Page in Advance DCA: 809

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )CoiicurTenee ( )Nonconciirrence Date /

280'

278' IC073
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Commission on
Christian Unity and
Interreligious Concerns.
Petition: IC-1 1140-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239

Membership: 68; Present: 65;

Fon 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Church SociotyChurch and
Society
Add entire petition as paragraph

2003.11 and renumber the subsequent

paragraphs.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

279' IC079
Subject: Terminology Task Force
to the GCORR
Petition: IC-10514-3000-8

Page in Advance DCA: 780

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

Fon 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence

( )Coiicurrenoe ( )NoncoiicuiTenoe Date /

IC080
Subject: Eradication of language
that promotes divisiveness,

segregation or racism.
Petition: IC-11168-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1246

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

Fon 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Noneoneurrenoe Date /

281* IC081
Subject: Eradication of Racism.
Petition: IC-11388-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1246

Membership: 68; Present: 60;

Fon 59; Agidnst: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( K^oncurreaoe ONonconcurrence Date /

282' IC084
Subject: Opposing the Incorrect
use of the Word 'Ethnic'.

Petition: IC-10621-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 817

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

Fon 56; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

OConcurrence ONonconcurrence Date /

283 IC085
Subject: Concordat Agreements.
Petition: IC-1 1956-0653-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1019

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

Fon 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
Conunittee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

284* IC086
Subject: Act of Covenant Between
the United Methodist Church and
other Churches.
Petition: IC-12452-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 68; Present: 62;

Fon 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:
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Iglocia Evangolica National

Mothodista Primtiva do Guatemala -

^lAia Evangelicsa Nacional
Metodista Primitiva de
Guatemala

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

285*
IC095

Subject: Organization and
Membership of the Commission
on Communication.
Petition: IC-12177-1906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 66;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

286' LC002
Subject: The Mission and
Ministry of the Church.
Petition: LC-10841-0103-D
Page in Advance DCA: 828

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee reconmiends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Para. 103: Delete "InclusivonoBB

moonB oponnoBB) aoocptanoO) and cup-

port which onabloe all porsone to par

ticipato in tho lifo of the church, the

community, and the worldi

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

287 LC004
Subject: The Challenge of Doing
Mission and Ministry.
Petition: LC- 10842-0 112-D
Page in Advance DCA: 828

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

288*
LC006

Subject: Affirmation and stress of
clergy.

Petition: LC-11170-0112-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1250
Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

289' LC007
Subject: Guidelines for the
church library.

Petition: LC-11124-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

290 LC009
Subject: Coordinator of Scouting
Ministry.
Petition: LC-12282-0258-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

291 LCOIO
Subject: The 'work area of the
Chairperson of Worship.
Petition: LC-10781-0261-D
Page in Advance DCA: 843

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 72; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as {miended as follows:

The work area chairperson of wor-

ship shall aid all within the congrega-

tion to imderstand the meaning,

purpose and practice of worship, (a)

The chairperson shall cooperate with

the pastor and other persons respon-

sible for worship in planning for wor-

ship using such resources as The
United Methodist Hymnal (1989),

Book ofWorship (1992), and other ra-

cially ethnic supplemental worship

material with other resources includ-

ing those provided by The Gieneral

Board of Discipleship, Section on Wor-
ship. This cooperative planning, led by
the pastor, and done at least quarterly,

shall outline all worship services in-

cluding the use of scripture, music and
special services, (b) The work area

chairperson shall encourage and sup-

port the recognition and support of

musicians in the local congregation,

and discover and develop persons to

serve as church musicians. This

responsibility may also include teach-

ing persons of all ages or heritage of

song and the use of music in worship,

(c) Provided that a committee or work
area on Spiritual Formation does not

exist, the Chairperson ofWorship
shall promote and foster regular in-

dividual and family spiritual formation

using the resources of the General

Board of Discipleship, especially the

Upper Room, (d) In addition, the chair-

person should cooperate with the pas-

tor to encourage the study of worship

by individuals and groups; should

cooperate with the pastor to plan for

the ministry of lay persons as worship

leaders; should cooperate with the pas-

tor to care for furnishings, paraments

and sacramental elements for con-

gregational worship; should cooperate

with the pastor to enable the congrega-

tion to experience the worship style

and contributions of various racial and

ethnic groups; should cooperate with

the pastor to recommend the place-

ment and use of memorial gifts for

worship; should cooperate with the

pastor to encourage wider use and im-

derstanding of visual arts, dramatic

arts, and architectural design as ex-

pressions of faith and means of

proclamation of the gospel.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

292' LCOll
Subject: The Basic Membership
of the Council on Ministries.

Petition: LC-10780-0258-D

Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 78; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6
Committee reconmiends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Delete: "Tho basic momborship of

tho C .O.M . shall indudo tho following

in so far OB tho ofiioo and rolationehips

OKist withia tho local churchi tho Pas

tnr and nthftr RtnfFpftrpffnff "h" °r°

ongagod in program work, tho chair

person of tho Administrative Board
,

tho lay loador; tho procidont of tho ^
Unitod Mothodist Womon , tho pros i \^
dont of tho United Mothodiet Mon ; tho

Buporintondont of tho ohuroh sohoolj

tho director of church music
,
provided

that tho person is a full , affiliato, or an

associato member of tho Unitod
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( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

293 LC012
Subject: Eatabliahment of a
Volunteer Work Area.
Petition: LC-11103-0260-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1267

Membership: 89; Present: 87;

Fon 64; Against: 16; Not Voting: 7;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

ammend para.260: delete proposed

wording and add Chairperson of

Community Volunteers following

"Chairperson of Church and Society."

paragraph 260 in Discipline needs to

be changed. Change name of petition

to WORK AREA ON COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEBIRS. Please note para.

261.2

( X^incurreiice ( )NoneoncurTence Date /

294* LC013
Subject: Shared church facilities.

Petition: LC- 11340-2552-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1276

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

Fon 79; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTeiice Date /

295' LC016
Subject: Charge or Cooperative
Parish Board of Triistees.

Petition: LC-11881-2527-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1273

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For 81; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

line 4 of petition put a period . fol-

lowing the word parsonage.

delete: "beyond thoir % of contribu

tiona to minor capital improvomonte
made during thoir timo on tho chorgoi

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

296* LC016
Subject: Local Church Board of
Trustees.
Petition: LC-10919-2524-D
Page in Advance DCA 847

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

Fon 79; Agidnst: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

297 LC017
Subject: Duties of the Work Area
Chairperson of Church and
Society.
Petition: LC-10580-0261-D

Page in Advance DCA: 843

Membership: 89; Present: 87;

Fon 69; Agidnst: 8; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Add a 261.3 Work Area Chairper-

son of Community Volunteers:

The Commimity Volimteer Work
Area chairperson shall keep the Coun-

cil of Ministries aware of the purpose

and needs of volunteering in the local

community and of the involvement of

the church members in volunteering.

This work area shall develop an under-

standing of the talents and skills of

the church members and make them
aware of matching opportunities for

the giving of personal service; main-

tain liaison between the church, its

members and established social con-

cern agencies within the conmiunity;

and promote volunteering as a benefit

to the church, the individual volunteer

and the agencies as an expression of

our Christian concern.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrenoe Date /

298* LC020
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Chairperson of Worship.
Petition: LC-10140-0261-D

Page in Advance DCA: 843

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

Fon 72; Against: 4; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/6
Committee recommends nonconcur^

rence.

( )ConcurTcnce ( )Nonooncurreiioe Date /

299 LC047
Subject: Rights of Persons with
Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: LC- 10 146-2543-D

Page in Advance DCA: 848
Membership: 89; Present: 67;

Fon 57; Against: 10; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

change totally accessible to

reasonably accessible

amend petition 10146: paragraph
(D)insert the word "Newly con-

structed" ahead of parsonages.

( X^ncunrence ( )Nonconcuimice Date /

300* LC048
Subject: Fair share of property in

a realignment charge.
Petition: LC-11315-2527-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1272

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

Fon 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

301* LC049
Subject: Repair* and Upkeep of

Church Property.
Petition: LC- 12257-2542-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1274

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

Fon 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )NonconcuiTence Dote /

302' LC050
Subject: Merger of Local UM
Churches.
Petition: LC-10235-2545-D

Page in Advance DCA: 849

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

Fon 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

303' LC051
Subject: Unincorporated Local
Church Property.
Petition: LC-10922-2539-D

Page in Advance DCA 848

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

Fon 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrenee ( )Nonconcumnca Date /
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304* LC052
Subject: Incorporated Local
Church Property Sale, Lease,
Transfer, or Mortgage.
Petition: LC-10714-2540-D

Page in Ad\-ance DCA; 848

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

add: "United Methodist* to last

sentence between "both" and 'con-

gregations'

( )ConeuTTenoe ( )NaaeoDeutTcnce Date /

305* LC053
Subject: Local church property.
Petition: LC-1122&-2532-D

Page in Adv'ance E>CA: 1273

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date 5/7
Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Ootiuui B>ee ( )NaDeQncurrei>ce Dace /

306' LC<>&4
Subject: Powers and Limitations
of the Board of Trustees.
Petition: LC-10145-2532-D

Page in Ad\-ance IX1\; 847

Membership: 89: Present: 79;

For. 77; Against 2; Not V'oting: 0;

Date 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renoe.

( ICameumaet ( )SaBoaocurrence Dace /

307 LC055
Subject: Local Church Board of
Trustees.

Petition: L(M0233-2532-D
Page in Advance DCA; 848

Membership: 89; Present; 72;

For 52; Against 17; Not Voting: 3;

Date 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )CaDcurrenee ( ySoBeoocurmiee DaCe /

308' LC056
Subject: The Terms of Trust-ees,

Directors, and Boards.
Petition; LC-10920-2529-D

Page in Ad\-ance DCA; 847
Membership: 89: Present 75;

For 75; Against 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date 5/7
Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( X^oocurrence ( ^NonoancurreDce DaCe /

309' LC057
Subject: Discontinuation or
abandonment of local church
property.
Petition:' LC-11046-2548-D

Page in Advance DC.'V: 849

Memberehip: 89; Present 75:

For. 75; Against 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date 5,'7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )OaBanTenee c )KaDeancurreBce Dace /

310* LCOS8
Subject: New Buildings and
Parsonages.
Petition: LC-12 114-2543-D
Page in Ad%-anoe DCA; 1274

Membership: 89; Present 74;

For 74; Against 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^OBCurrence ( )Konc>3Qc>UTeiKe DaCe /

€1

311 LC059
Subject: Planning requirements
for local church building.
Petition; LC- 11583-2543-D

Page in Advance DC.\; 1274

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For 67; Against 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )OoDearrence ( IHcaeoocamaet Date /

312' LCO60
Subject Planning and Anancing
req\iirements for local church
btiildings.

Petition: LC-1 1102-2543-D
Page in Ad\-ance DCA; 1274

Membership: 89; Present 71;

For. 71: Against: 0: Not Voting: 0;

Date 5'

7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renoBL

OOoDeamaee OSooceBearraiee D«e /

313 MNOOl
Subject Referral to Cotmcil of

Bishops - Study of Ministry
Petition; MN-ll623-3000-R
Page in Ad%-ance DCA; 882

Membership: 98: Present 92;

For 54; .\gainst: 34; Not Voting: 4;

Date 5 6

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

OSoBeaBcurreooe Dace /
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

Committee On Journal
Report

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the follow-

ing corrections, the proceedings as

printed in the Daily Christian Advo-

cate for Friday May 8, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 179, col. 1, par.

5-Substitute "I'm prepared to ... I

think that's germane to the main mo-

tion." for "I'm prepared to remain. .

."

Daily Edition, p. 180, col. 3, par.

3~Substitute "LAWSON" for

"BISHOP LEWIS".

Daily Edition, p. 180, col. 3, par.

9-Substitute "LAWSON" for

"BISHOP LEWIS". Begin new par.

after "Tex Sample" to read as follows:

BISHOP LEWIS: All right, I see

someone back by microphone 13. No,

the other fellow.

Daily Edition, p. 180, col. 3, par.

10-Substitute "CHARLES O. DUN-
DAS" for "CHARUE DENNIS".

H. Sharon Howell,

Chain Committee on Journal
Section C, row 8

Friday Morning

May 8, 1992
Bishop Elias Galvan, presiding

BISHOP ELLVS GALVAN: Will you

please take your seats? Will the con-

ference please be in order? Will you

please be in order and address your at-

tention to the stage? Thank you. At this

point the chair recognizes Sarah Miller

to bring the report of the Committee on

Agenda.

SARAH MILLER (Wyoming): Bishop

Galvan, on behalf of the Committee on

Agenda, I move the adoption of the

agenda printed on the first page of

today's DCA.
BISHOP GALVAN: OK, the motion is

properly before you. I see many of you

are still moving. Will you please take

your seats? There's a motion before you.

Are there any questions on the motion?

Are you ready to act? Please vote when
the light appears. Point of order.

Microphone no. 1. State your point of

order, name, and conference. Micro-

phone no. 1. We're still not getting,

could you go to microphone no. 6?

ARVIN LUCHS (Oregon-Idaho): We
have a problem with some voting

machines on the row in front of us, and

there are some of our delegates who are

not able to vote. I'm wondering if the

chair would make a decision as to how
to handle the disenfranchisement of3 of

our delegates?

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, how did you

discover that they cannot vote? Is it that,

they just, there's no light on it?

LUCHS: Bishop, the machines have

been removed inappropriately, and they

were being replaced. I understand that

now, during the time that it's taken to

do this, they have been finally put back

in place.

BISHOP GALVAN: Good, so we can

vote now; all right, that's good. OK, are

we ready to vote? Yes, at microphone no.

13.

DAVE STANLEY (Iowa): Bishop,

could we have a motion read again,

please? A lot of us did not hear it and do

not know what we are voting on.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, we'll do that.

Will you please do that?

MILLER: On behalfofthe Committee

on Agenda, I move the adoption of the

agenda printed on the first page of

today's DCA.
BISHOP GALVAN: That's the mo-

tion before you. Any questions? Well

we're on to the vote. AD those, please,

vote when the light appears. The motion

is approved. Yes 785, no 5, abstention

11. At this point, I will recognize

Carolyn Marshtdl for some nomina-

tions. Before we do that, there's some-

one seeking the microphone,

microphone no. 7.

ROBERT PIERSON (Oklahoma): I

rise for a personal privilege.

BISHOP GALVAN: Go ahead.

PIERSON: I'm pastor of Christ

United Methodist Church in Tulsa, and

we're 1 of many churches across our

denomination that has a covenant

relationship with a missionary. And one

of the missionaries that we have a

covenant relationship, and that is being

a supporting church of that missionary.

is our first missionary in Russia, Chris

Hena. And we're so excited about the

work that Chris is doing there in Mos-

cow, and I spoke to Chris on the

telephone Sunday evening, and she told

me with excitement that the first con-

gregation that she is working with

comes out of a Bible study group, is

ready to have their first meeting. About

30 Russian families have organized

themselves together to be a new United

Methodist church in Moscow. And
they're going to have their first worship

service together in a rented building

that seats about 300 this Sunday, on
May the 10th. And I would like to aak,

on this day, that we continue in prayer

and fasting, that we might have a mo-

ment of prayer for that new congrega-

tion, that new United Methodist

congregation in Moscow; and I would

like to ask Bishop Minor if he would lead

us in a brief prayer in behalf of that new
congregation.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, this is a re-

quest. I guess we can ask Bishop Minor

to do that.

BISHOP RUEDIGER MINOR:

(prayer)

BISHOP GALVAN: Amen. At this

point I will turn to our secretary for a

report on nominations.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: The report

of nominations is found on pp. 84-86.

This comes from the Council ofBishops,

and I would defer to Bishop Talbert to

make a comment on that report.

BISHOP MELVIN TALBERT:
Bishop Galvan and members of the

General Conference, I call your atten-

tion to the report of the Nominating

Committee from the Council ofBishops,

pps. 84-86. This has been a long and

arduous process for the Council of

Bishops, but I am pleased to report that

we've tried to be faithful and very inten-

tional in our efforts to be inclusive of

age, of gender, and of race in making
these nominations to you. These have

been in your hands now for at least 24

hours. As I understand it, our process

today is simply to formally present

these, and the elections will come later.

I call your attention to two items in this

list of nominations; that according to
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the Book of Discipline, this is the only

time you will have for adding additional

nominations from the floor. And that is

for the Judicial Coimcil, which is at the

bottom of p. 84 and the top of p. 85, and

then for the University Senate, those

nominated by the council, the 12 for the

General Conference to elect 4 at the

bottom of p. 85 and at the top of p. 86.

Now before I formsdly place these before

you, I want to rnake one deletion and

one addition. On the top of p. 85 in the

Judicial Council, no. 12, would you

please strike the name Elizabeth B.

Gimdlach and then add the neime, in

place of Elizabeth Gundlach, Lynn
Caterson? With that, Bishop Gsdvan, I

formally place before you this list of

nominees from the Council of Bishops.

BISHOP GALVAN: The nominations

are now before you. Are there any fur-

ther nominations for the Judicial Coun-

cil or the University Senate? I recognize

the person here in the center, micro-

phone no. 3.

LARRY WILKINSON (Western

North Carolina): I would like to place a

nomination for the University Senate,

Jacob C. Martinson.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, thank you.

Yes, microphone no. 4. 1 hope you'll be

aware that there's no need to make
speeches about your nominations; they

will be printed in theDCA. You'll be able

to submit biographical data, so just give

us the nominations.

ROBERT CASE (Vkginia): I'd like to

place a nomination as a clerical delegate,

as a clerical member of the Judicial

Council, Theodore H. Walter of SC.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you; yes,

microphone no. 4.

GRAYSON ATHA (West Ohio):

Would it be possible to put in the DCA
the present makeup of the Judicial

Coimcil, in relation of male and female

and ethnic representation?

BISHOP GALVAN: You're asking for

the description of ethnic representation

of male and female?

ATHA: Yes, I'd like to know the

present makeup of the Judicial Council.

BISHOP GALVAN: Yes, that's pos-

sible to do.

ATHA: Thank you very much.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you.

Nomination, microphone no. 8. Yes, go

ahead. Microphone no. 8. Will you go to

microphone no. 3, or yes, 3.

JO CARR (Northwest Texas): I would

like to place in nomination for the Judi-

cial Council, Edward HUl from AmarUlo,
TX.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK Thank you.

Are there any more nominations? Yes,

here in the front, microphone no. 4.

PHILIP CONNOLLY (West Ohio): I'd

like to place in nomination the name of

David C. Crago for Judicial Council.

BISHOP GALVAN: Yes, we allow. I

recognize this person on my left,

microphone no. 1. 1 think it's fixed now.

JUNE MCCULLOUGH (Southern

New Jersey): Point of information. For

the information of the body, Lynn
Caterson's correct name is Evelynn.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK thank you

for that correction. Way in the back, way

in the back, microphone no. 11; I think

you'U be closer to that.

JOE PENNEL (Tennessee): Clergy

delegate. I'd like to place a nomination.

Tom C. Yow for the University Senate.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you.

There was another card here in the cen-

ter, microphone no. 12.

JOHN BLACKADAR (New

Hampshire): Clergy. I'd like to move
that nominations be closed.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, the margin is

too close. There are stUl some hands

that I want to recognize. There are

several people who want to make
nominations. Unless the body will vote

me down, I will need to recognize a few

others. I recognize microphone no. 12,

way in the back, right there. It's impor-

tant for you who are trying to reach the

floor to hold your cards facing the front,

because if they are sideways, it's very

difficult for me to see them.

JOSEPH RENNER (Sierra Leone):

Clergy. I'd like to nominate for

Judiciary, Mr. Quee, David Quee. Q-u-

e-e.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you, this

is for the Judicial Council?

RENNER: Yes, my lord.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you,

thank you. Afuc/ias^racias. Anyone else

taking the floor for nominations? I

think that's all the nominations, so the

nominations are closed. I believe we're

ready now to move to the report on the

Committee of Courtesies. Is there Phyl-

lis Ferguson?

PHYLLIS FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): Bishop, I have a resolution

from Bishop Ben Oliphint, Bishop

Bruce Blake, Bishop Ernest Dixon,

Bishop Louis Schowengerdt, and Bishop

John Russell. It's a resolution regarding

Rev. Spurgeon Dunnam. WHEREAS
g^ |

the Rev. Spurgeon M. Dunnam IH led ^ f
the United Methodist Reporter as editor

and chief executive from 1969 until his

death in 1991; WHEREAS the United

Methodist Reporter grew under Mr.

Dunnam's leadership from a regional

publication reaching 80,000 subscribers

in Texas to a national news weekly with

a circulation of more than 500,000;

WHEREAS Mr. Dunnam's strong

editorial voice on the pages of the

Reporter helped set the social agenda for

The United Methodist Church during

the 1970s and 1980s; WHEREAS Mr.

Dunnam was also a well-known leader

across the denomination as a delegate to

the General Conference from the North

Texas Conference, a member of the

General Commission on Commimica-
tion, and a director ofthe General Board

of Global Ministries at the time of his

death; WHEREAS the United

Methodist Association of Communi-
cators is inducting Mr. Dunnam posthu-

mously into its Communications Hall of

Fame today May 8th. Now we therefore,

the delegates to the 1992 General Con-

ference assembled in Louisville, KY,

honor the life and ministry of Spurgeon

M. Dunnam HI. We also express ap-

preciation to Dottie Cox Dimnam, his

widow, for visiting us this day. That's

the end of courtesies, bishop.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you very

much. OK, at this point we're ready to

receive the report of the Committee on

Presiding Officers. I recognize Allen

Norris.

ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Gfdvan and members of the

General Conference, the Committee on

Presiding Officers wishes to express ap-

preciation to the bishops who have

presided thus far in our sessions and

certainly, of course, to those who will be

presiding in the future. While it is con-

sidered an honor to be asked to preside,

the task with a group as large and

diverse as the General Conference is far

from easy, and we are grateful for the

leadership that is provided. Now it is my
privilege to announce that the presiding

bishop for Saturday morning's session

will be Bishop Emerito Nacpil of the

Philippines. i

(Continued next issue)
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Conference Extends Theme
and Approves Hispanic Ministry

United Methodists around the globe now have a

theme for 1993-96, three special programs supporting

the theme, and a comprehensive new program for min-

istry with the nation's rapidly expanding Hispanic

population.

By a margin of 786 to 139, the General Conference

Saturday extended for four more years "Celebrate and
Witness" as a theological focus and mission emphasis.

The denomination's almost 10 million members are

called on to "Celebrate God's Grace" and "Witness for

Jesus Christ."

"This theme provides a unity of piuTSose and coordi-

nates the various emphases of the denomination," the
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Monday Worship to Feature
College Choir

Singing in both of Monday's General Conference

worship ser^^ces is the Philander Smith College "Colle-

giate" Choir from Little Rock, Ark. Choir director is

Stephen L. Hayes and Sharon M. Young is accompa-

nist. The choir will sing at 8:15 a.m. preceding the 8:30

service and will present a pre-service concert at 2 p.m.

before the 2:30 p.m. service at Trinitj' United Methodist

Church.

Records documenting the exact beginning of the

choir is not known, but available information suggests

that a small gi-oup of singers born to ex-slaves were or-

ganized to be the first singing group on campus. Since

that time the choir has continued to grow. In 1934 the

choir reached its greatest prominence under the direc-
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tion of Ruth Helen Gillum. During her tenure, the choir

toured extensively and sang for the first time on radio.

The choir has appeared on radio and television pro-

grams throughout the nation and is considered one of

America's premiere historically Black college concert

choirs. In 1991 they sang for the governor's prayer

breakfast as well as with the Arkansas Symphony Or-

chestra.

Bishop Elias G. Galvan of the Phoenix Area

preaches in the 8:30 ajn. service with Dr. Willard

""Buzz" Stevens, pastor of First United Methodist

Church, Phoenix, Ariz., serving as liturgist.

At 2:30 p.m.. the Rev. Barbara E. Harper, pastor of

Valley United Methodist Church, Birmingham, AL,

brings the message. Rachel Dickson Cheek, a young

adult fi-om Athens, TN, is Uturgist.

Serving as organist in the morning worship is Jane

MiUer, church music consultant for Conrad Music in

Louisville. In the afternoon worship, Philip Peters, or-

ganist at Sellersburg iTX' United Methodist Church is

organist.

The Philander Smith College "Collegiate" Choir will lead singing

and worship today. The choir is from Little Rock, Ark.

GENERAL COXFERENCE
CURRICULUM DISPLAY

Questions or concerns about curriculam

resources?

Visit the cxirriculum area of

Cokesbiir>"'s General Conference store

to examine and purchase curriculum

resources. .4 staff consultant is also

available to discuss your

q[uestions and concerns.
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Bits 'n Pieces

These items are in the "Did you know?" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about delegates

or doings, please jot them down and bring them to Bar-

bara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA office on the lower level

of the convention center.

General Conference is a family affair for Mouzon

Biggs Sr., a lay delegate firom the Texas Conference,

and the Rev. M. Mouzon Biggs Jr., a clergy delegate

from the Oklahoma Conference; May C. Chun, a lay

delegate frwm the California-Pacific Conference, and

her daughter Patricia Reed, a page from the Virginia

Conference: and brothers the Rev. James M. Lawson Jr.

and the Rev. Philip C. Lawson, clergy delegates from

California-Pacific and California-Nevada conferences

respectively.

Congratulations to the newly elected officers of the

United Methodist Association of Commvmicators: Anne
Green WTiiting. Boston, editor of Zion 's Herald and the

Southern New England Conference edition of the

United Methodist Reporter; the Rev. Alvin Horton,

Richmond, Va., Virginia Conference editor and commu-
nications director; Victoria L. Shearin, Columbia, S.C.,

South Carolina Conference communications coordina-

tor; and the Rev. Stephen L. Cox, Kansas City, Mo.,

Missouri West Conference editor and conununications

director.

Richard L. Evans, Boston Area assistant to the

bishop, expressed "thanks to the many United Method-

ist firiends who stopped and offered assistance to my
wife Myma after she fell and broke her hip Wednesday
morning outside the convention center. Following sur-

gerj' later that day, she is recuperating at Methodist

Evangelical Hospital," he said.

Sean Hemingway, a high school junior and General

Conference observer from Springfield, Mass., penned
the following in response to Friday's fast:

To eat, to eat.

The lust to eat.

To suffer, to suffer.

From more than hunger.

The pain is in vain ifyou don't remind:

The horror and evil of the unjust and unkind.

The Rev. Donald A. Ott, Wisconsin Conference dele-

gate and Agenda Committee chair, is a candidate for

the episcopacy.

The Worship Committee appreciates the work of

David A. Wiltse, West Michigan Conference reserve lay

delegate, who designed and printed the beautiful bulle-

tin for the opening Communion and memorial service.

Graphic arts director for the conference since 1977,

Wiltse edits Worship Arts, the national magazine of the

Fellowship of United Methodists in Worship, Music,

and the Other Arts.

Warning to the delegate operating more than one

voting key pad. You have been spotted. The Commis-
sion on General Conference has not told us whether it

will press criminal charges or not. But we advise you to

lay low for a while.

Advance Committee Launches
'Children of the Promise'

With video bites providing a colorful backdrop, the

Genersil Council on Ministries' Advance Committee is

launching '"Children of the Promise," a new churchwide

emphasis on General Advance ministries with children.

This morning delegates and visitors will see the

world premiere of the "Children of the Promise" video.

Exclusive, never-before-seen video clips that demon-

strate the kite-flying prowess of Bishop Judith Craig

(Advance Committee chair) will also be shown.

The delegates' morning coffee break is spyonsored by

the Advance Committee. The tables will be decorated

with beautiful display kites. The tablecloths—with a

kite theme—were colored by children at Advance pro-

jects in Biloxi, Miss.; Browning. Mont.; Chicago; Little

Rock, Ark.; Nashville, Tenn.; and Utica, N.Y. The cook-

ies were baked by youth at the New Hope Bakery, an

Advance project in Omaha, Neb.

Throughout the day, the Advance Committee is host-

ing a "Children of the Promise" open house. Delegates

and visitors are invited to visit the Churchill Downs
Suite, on the second floor of the Hyatt Regencj' Hotel,

today until 9 p.m. Children's drawings and a variety of

photographs are on display.

Open-house visitors will receive complimentary

"Children of the Promise" resources, including a color-

ful, fresh-off-the-press booklet, a kite-shaped button,

and an Advance fan.

Free coffee and cookies will be provided at the open

house.

—Russell H. Scott

BARBARA DUNLAP-BERG PHOTO

Children paint at Moore Community House, Biloxi, Misa.. an
Advance project featured in the new "Children of the Promise"
video.
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United Methodists Take Media
Limelight

Delegates may have been too busy to notice, but

throughout General Conference, United Methodists

have been in the media limelight. General Conference

news has appeared on all major network affiliate chan-

nels. Live and taped interviews, at the conference site

and in studios, have recorded the perspectives and expe-

riences of bishops, delegates, staff, and local organizers

via local news, special programs, and talk-show for-

mats.

"All TV crews must be accredited," said Shirley

Whipple Struchen, media-placement coordinator. 'They

have worked to be unobtrusive as the action is going

on. During the first week of General Conference, we
had two live broadcasts right from the convention cen-

ter.

Along with presenting an overview of General Con-

ference, radio and TV guests have addressed such topics

as abortion, AIDS, the General Board of Global Minis-

tries location, health care, homosexuality, inclusive

language, the Los Angeles crisis, and other world

events.

Interviewees have included the Rev. Brandon I. Cho,

California-Pacific Conference delegate; Bishop Emilio

de Carvalho, Luanda, Angola; the Rev. Morris L. Ployd,

Affirmation spokesperson; the Rev. Edgar S. Coins Jr.,

Louisville Conference delegate; the Rev. WiUiam H.

Hinson, Texas Conference delegate; the Rev. Bernard

Keels, Baltimore Conference delegate; Bishop Leontine

T.C. Kelly; the Rev. Thomas A. "Andy" Langford IE,

assistant general secretary. Worship Section, General

Board of Discipleship; the Rev. James M. Lawson Jr.,

California-Pacific Conference delegate.

Also interviewed have been C. David Lundquist,

general secretary. General Council on Ministries;

Bishop Felton E. May, Harrisburg Area; Bishop Abel T.

Muzorewa, Harare, Zimbabwe; Rhoda Peters, Local Ar-

rangements Committee chair; David M. Stanley, Iowa

Conference delegate; the Rev. Wallace E. Thomas, Lou-

isville Conference delegate; Bishop Jack M. Tuell, Los

Angeles Area; the Rev. Philip J. Wogaman, Baltimore

Conference delegate; and the Rev. William Robert

Yates, pastor of Harlan (Ky.) United Methodist Church.

Assisting Struchen are Dan Burgess, Philip Hill,

and Gregg Tate.

—Barbara Dunlap-Berg

TV Shows U.M. Response to

Women in Prison, Homeless Youth

Tune in your hotel room televisions at 7-8 a.m. and

9-10 p.m. today for a showcase of our United Methodist

TV ministry.

Awareness of the alarming increase in the nvmiber

of women in prison—including many single mothers

—

motivated a United Methodist Women group to provide

a ministry to incarcerated women and their children.

Their story is told in today's "Why We Care" episode.

"Catch the Spirit" looks at how United Methodist

youth are involved in outreach to yovmg people in need

in the United States and around the world. The pro-

gram outlines the Youth Service Fund and takes view-

ers to the National Youth Ministry Organization

annual convention and to the Open Door Shelter, a

Youth Service Fund assisted project that offers safe-

shelter to homeless young people in Chicago.

Watch these programs on Channel 8, Brown Hotel; Channel 6,

Gait House/Gait House East and Holiday Inn Downtown;

Channel 4, Hyatt; Channel 14, Seelbach; and check your

Visitel Channel listing for other hotels.

Le^lative committeee action dominated
the closing days of the first ^veek of the

General Conference. Discipleship

subcommittee one considers its v^ork.

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO
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The Church in the Midst of Turmoil

Yugoslavia Provisional

He requests prayers, patience, Bibles, and diplo-

matic recognition.

His nation is in an identity crisis. It is not what it

was, and it is not yet evident what it will be.

He is Boris K. Trajkovski (Try-kof-ski), 35, an attor-

ney-at-law and lay delegate from Skopje, a city of

600,000 in Macedonia, southernmost province of the

former country of Yugoslavia and land of the legendary

Alexander the Great.

Bom into a Methodist family, Trajkovski partici-

pated in international youth conferences and later di-

rected church youth work in Yugoslavia for 12 years.

Since then, he has served on the general board of his

church. His wife Sara teaches English and works for

the television industry. They have a 4 year-old daugh-

ter and await the birth of their second child in August.

"Yugoslavia is a country where anything can hap-

pen," Trajkovski emphasized, "but the changes are a

challenge for us in the churches because the need for

spiritual nvirture and the opportunity for propagation

of the gospel have never been greater."

Among the resources needed for the mission of

United Methodists in Macedonia, Trajkovski counts

renovation of damaged church buildings and construc-

tion of new ones, additional clergy and mission work-

ers, establishment of educational and social programs,

distribution of books and literature, development of

day- care and retirement centers, a media and press op-

eration, resoxirces for youth, and Bibles. The Skopje

layman also desires the prayers, moral support, and re-

sovirce assistance of the world Methodist community.

"We need the patience of all as we start to work in

former Communist regimes to create a new Europe,"

Trajkovski cautioned. "After 45 years without anything

to satisfy spiritual hunger, our people are starved," he

said, "and they especially need and want the Bible."

The first translation of the Scriptures in the Macedo-

nian language was published last year, the attorney re-

ported, but it is an edition of the Orthodox Church and
unsatisfactory to many Protestants. Many United

Methodist leaders hope arrangements can be completed

for another edition in the near future.

His country is yet unscarred by the combat that has

wracked Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosni-Hercegovina.

Macedonia has declared itself an independent republic,

but has not been recognized by the powerful Serbian

government. Its 2.2 million people are comprised of five

major ethnic groups, among them Albanians who seek

connection with that country. Unemployment, infla-

tion, and anxiety are high.

Macedonia's 20,000 Methodists gather in about 10

congregations and two house churches. Membership is

concentrated in the southeast, according to Trajkovski.

The best possibility for political stability in Macedo-

nia would be its diplomatic recognition by the United

States or the European community, Trjykovski be-

lieves. He reports that U.S. Department of State offi-

cials have indicated that recognition by the United

States depends greatly on the plans of the European

community.

—Tom Potter

Liberia

"We do not know," a Liberian delegate responded

when asked if every delegate from the strife-torn West
Afirican country would make it to General Conference.

"Maybe tomorrow."

That answer may be the reaction of all Liberian

United Methodists. Recent history has taught them not

to predict even what may happen today. Since the 1988

General Conference, Liberia's political system has col-

lapsed and is undergoing reformation.

Liberia's civil war of 1990 left The United Methodist

Church, the oldest Protestant denomination in the

country, just as ravaged as Liberia itself. Three out of

four of the thousemds of people killed were men, leaving

thousands of women and children refugees. The infra-

structures of communications and transportation were

devastated, as were many United Methodist facilities.

One bright spot has been the continuing ministry of

the Rev. John Innis, who stayed in Liberia dxu-ing the

war. Innis is pastor of Garfield United Methodist

Church and principal of the Camphor United Methodist

Mission School. He, his wife Irene, and their children

reached out to almost 2,000 refugees from the nearby

city of Buchanan for nearly three months during the

civil war. Innis somehow organized the resources to

feed, clothe, and house those refugees, while other lead-

ers simply fled to safety. Innis reopened the school with

few resources and volunteer staff to teach more than

125 students.

Innis remains hopeful about the future of The
United Methodist Church in Liberia. "God has been

gracious to us in the midst of this chaos," he said. "God

will provide a path out of our wilderness." Perhaps of-

fering another sign of hope was the recent birth of a

baby boy to the Innis family.

Hospitals have begun to reopen. Earlier this year

the General Council on Ministries' Advance Committee

approved the construction of a new orphanage, to be

supported by United Methodist "second mile" gifts

(Code No. 011551-1 PT).

In Liberia, "maybe tomorrow" becomes the call of

God.

—Billie Dalton
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Carol L. Colley, chair of the Oregon-Idaho delegation, took the

podium on Wednesday, May 6, 1992 to speak to the L.A. crisis

from a Native American perspective.

Colley Serves as Delegation

Chairperson

Carol Colley is the first Native American to be the

chairperson of a conference delegation, except for chair-

people of the Oklahoma Indian Missionary Conference.

This is Carol's second General Conference as a delegate

from the Oregon-Idaho Conference. She has been a di-

rector of the General Board of Church and Society and

the General Commission on Christian Unity and Inter-

religious Concerns.

She was a delegate to the World Council of Churches

assembly in 1991 and currently serves on the Interfaith

Working Group of the National Council of Churches of

Christ in the U.SA.
Carol is a person of many interests. As she works to

finish her dissertation for a doctral degree in ethnic

studies at the University of California at Berkeley, she

also pursues her interest in dancing, the church, and
her family.

Her dancing interests focus on Native American
dancing. But Carol says that dancing is so much a part

of the human spirit that she doesn't confme her inter-

ests to the dancing of her own people. She explores in-

ternational folk dancing and has recently discovered

the gifts of Welch dancing and singing. Carol is quick

to remind anyone who will listen that the Welch were

the first people to introduce four-part harmony to Chris-

tian music. She sings in Welch dialect with a Welch

choir.

She thinks her tribal background is filled with rich

gifts, since her father was a Wasco and her mother an

Eastern Cherokee. European people, she suggests, don't

understand how the Native American people can hold

their deep feelings about the land when they are driven

from their native homes. But, according to Carol, they

never lose the sense that the land is theirs to protect

and care for.

Carol's husband, John, works with children who are

visually impared. They are parents of three children,

Sky, age 17; Brook, 14; and Jade, 7.

—Vern Bigler

Corrections to DCA (Excluding

Proceedings)

Advance Edition and Daily Editions have reversed

the name order of North Geoi^ia delegate Morrell J.

Darko.

Daily Edition, p. 84, col. 2, line 6—Substitute "An-

glemyer" for "Anglemeyer".

Daily Edition, p. 148, col. 1, top picture caption—Pic-

tured is Charles E. Barton (Peninsula Conference), not

J. Walter Ellisor.

Daily Edition, p. 149, col. 2, last par.—Vance Sum-

mers was chair of the Legislative Committee on Confer-

ences and vice chair of the Presiding Officer

Committee.

Daily Edition, p. 156, col. 1, Conferences report,

last line—Delete "probationary members".

Daily Edition, p. 157, col. 2, Higher Education and
Chaplaincy report, lines 30-32—No positions will be

added. The title "executive director" will be changed to

"associate general secretary".

Daily Edition, p. 163, col. 1, lines 22-23—Correct

spelling is 'Tglesia Evangelica Nacional Metodista

Primitiva de Guatemala".

Daily Edition, p. 213, col. 2, Jacob Christian Martin-

son, Line 7—Insert "doctorate" just before "from Van-

derbilt". Martinson is a candidate for the University

Senate and not for Judicial Council, as reported.

Daily Edition, p. 214, Judicial Council Identifica-

tions, Class of 1996—Substitute "2 Lay" and "2 Clergy"

for "3 Lay" and "1 Clergy".

Daily Edition, p. 215, col. 1, Line 14, General Board

of Discipleship,—Substitute "12 persons" for "2 per-

sons".

Daily Edition, p. 223, col. 1, par. 5, item 26—Substi-
tute "$800,000" for $80,000".

Daily Edition p. 168, col. 1, item 28—Substitute
"founding" for "funding".
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Announcements

Monday, May 11

The New Mexico/Northwest Texas Area dinner

honoring Bishop and Mrs. Louis Schowengerdt will be

held Monday, May 11, 5:30 p.m., Ratiskelar Room,

Seelbach Hotel (500 4th Avenue), $16 including

gratuity. Contact Louise Schock, room 1409, or

Leonard Gillingham, room 1810, Gait House, by 12

noon Monday.

•••

The Reconciling Congregation Program will host a

forum Monday, May 11 at 12:45 p.m., suite 615, Days

Inn. Cost $5. "A Journey of Faith," a newly-released

video discussing the process of three United Churches

of Christ becoming "Open and Affirming" churches,

will be viewed.

•••

The Women's Caucus will meet Monday, May 11

immediately following the lunch recess in the north

end of the conference floor. We will adjourn in time to

get lunch before the afternoon session.

•**

The California-Nevada delegation will hold a dinner to

honor Bishop jmd Mrs. Talbert on Monday, May 11, at

6 p.m., the Spine Restaurant, Hyatt Regency.

Tuesday, May 12

The Texas Conference delegation will meet Tuesday,

May 12 at 7:30 a.m. in room 114 of the convention

center.

The West Virginia delegation dinner will be held

Tuesday, May 12 at 5:30 p.m. in the Kentucky Suite of

the Hyatt Regency. Cost - $22. Contact Bill Deel,

(C-6-5) if you plan to attend.

***

The Indiana Area will host a hospitality room for aU

Hoosiers coming to observe General Conference on

Tuesday, May 12 from 2-4 p.m. and Wednesday, May
13 from 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m., Pimlico Room, Hyatt.

Wednesday, May 13

The Baltimore Conference dinner is scheduled for

Wednesday, May 13 at 6 p.m.. Gait House East,

Breathill Room. Contact Sandy Ferguson for

reservations.

•**

The Missouri Area delegation will hold a breakfast to

honor Bishop and Mrs. Handy on Wednesday, May 13,

7 am.. Gait House West, $10 per person.

Representatives from the Missouri Area who are not

part of the delegation may attend by contacting Chris

Ricks or Randy Vineaux by noon on Monday, May 11.

««•

The Pacific Northwest Conference delegation dinner

will be held May 13 at the Old House Restaurant, 432,

South Fifth St., 5:30 p.m. (donation). Contact Jenni

Yeoh (B-10-1) or Mary Gates (reserves' area).

Childr*en of the Promise
New Resources to Help You

Interpret the Advance!

Video—"Children of the Promise." New 20-minute video tells stories of children's ministries

in the United States and around the world. Taped in Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Mississippi,

Montana, New York, Tennessee and other locations. Shows how Advance gifts, through United

Methodist outreach, nurture children, helping them to have a brighter future. With leader's guide.

Available in English, Spanish and close-captioned versions. Available in conference AV libraries

or from EcuFilm, 810 12th Ave. S., Nashville, TN 37202-4744; Tel. (800) 251-4091. Rental $15,

Sale $20.

Booklet—"Children of .he Promise" (English #404602, Korean #405311, Spanish #405322).

New 20-page booklet contains color photos of many of the people featured in the "Children of

the Promise" video. Includes basic information on the Advance: what it is and how to partici-

pate. Use with or without the video. Free for postage and handling.

urclOtn P.O. Box 320, Nashville. TN 37202-0320
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(cauliuiu'<l from front pufiv)

piiH iniiilHl.riKH wiUi luciil fliiircliDH; recruiting women
mill |H>ii|iir 1)1Color iiH (-iiinpiiH ininiHlurH; and oxpandinf;

(Jill lii(,i<rnalioiiiil dirnnnHlonH of Unilod MulhodiHl cam-

|MIH inlnlNlry iirojncl.H.

I'onco wIUj JunIIcu, anoMutr of (,ho Hpucial proKrams,

Ih IiiI.kiuIikI III liolp lliillod MotliocliH(,H addroHH iBHiioH

rtiK'li an railal, political, and oconoinic JiiHUce, and cnvi-

rontiiKMlal lonciTOH Anions other things, tho proj^rani

liopiui to ('iitaliliHli 1(1(1 "covuiiant cont^re^alionH" that

eiuplwiNl/i' poaco and JuhUoo niinlHtrioH, and recruit

5,00(1 pi>oplo into a "pi<ai'«i with JuHtico network."

Till' piii|.'.rani on HuhNtaoiT almw and rolatod vio-

lonri' 111 iloHinnod to i-arry on tho work bo^Oln during the

Iliiihop'H InKiativo on driifiH and rolatod violoniT during

IttiU) ill. (IohIh iniiudo <li>vi>lopnu>nt of coninuinity dem-

oiiNtratloii piii|.'.raniH, and training in Job opportuities

lor .vouth.

In llw (ithor mi^or action of Snturdaj- morning, en-

thuHiiiHlIf approval waw nivon a foiu' yoar Hispanic

mlntNtrlon plan 'rhi> d^>lo^;at<^s cheered as (he elec(n>ni

rally oiinputi>il (ally of S!)'.! .SI was Hashed on tho big

McreiMi at (he fron( of (he pli>i\ary hall.

Hailed on a chuivhwide stud,v of notnls in the U.S.

Iliiipanic iMn\nuu\i(y, e\is(inc. profinuus and resoutvos.

and surveys of llisp;u\ic I'nitc^l Nlediodist leaders and

iH>l\mt>Hrttlons, the pl.io l.i\ : hc.i\\ cuiph.isis en l.i\ in-

volvement and the launching of new congregations and

church schools. Hispanics are reported to be the fastest-

growing ethnic minority group in the nation with a pro-

jected population of almost 45 million by 2010.

"Either we equip the church for ministry with His-

panics today or we risk being a marginal institution to-

morrow," the Rev. Joel Martinez of Dallas told the

delegates. Martinez was a member of the committee

that developed the plan.

Projected funding of $3.1 million for the quadren-

nium was referred to GCFA. The legislative Committee

on Finance has recommended that all such program

funding come under a proposed cap on general church

apportionments.

In the first of what will be a number of such actions,

the delegates approved a "consent calendar" with about

60 pi-oposals that attracted little if any opposition in

legislative committees. Between now and adjournment

May 15 hundi-eds of petitions will be handled in this

fashion.

With legislative committees completing their work

during the weekend, a steadj' diet of plenary sessions

awaits the delegates beginning Monday morning. The

controversial report fi-om a study panel on homosexual-

ity, ordered hy the 1988 General Conference, will be

taken up Mondaj' afternoon.

-Rol>frt Lear

Brawn's PETS Slashes Processing Time
PK'l'S i>>Mld stiind R\r l^vt(\ Krtuient with IVrrific

S,-«vitvj;s, b\>t >( deesi\'t rFtitieu IV.K-kiixi; ^stem
^I'KrS^ is rt v\M\\poter vMo>;vam system \vrittei\ by Jehu

Urrtwn. mS*'.' iliwci.il i\M\(croiue Ci\M\(iu.itor of the

v';«lend^r

PKTS does \u;uvv t.isks, .-ill in .-ux au».»5.in4?l>- sihart

i ,.; . .wattvl pivetVvador.""

,•: c.ich vvt>t\on ll' the

;he vMYNi.M'.s .-v.,, ..;. \ ,v

ttuvi- *''.',c' !r.'.',, •:.,'.> '.• .1

«V\XV)M> '.' ,.,, ..» , ^ ."

c»\r«v»\( ^

s\>\«, the »\'

(hen «\4uu.>. ^ .

(.'>>\*> ^\'w»u\fi. rK\"^ A»\d Its eivr;»JvM-s v*»^'^'*tVvAd 97

l^^.itktxnsi in ^^ m»u«t\^!s "but \« th^t t.»uu^ wx^ h*d An-

«nmV wwtw»»mWdl Bnk«tt^

\Vh«4\ « oiMMBiMfcM kfts fiai^Md with » peftiltea. it

««««• ta ftmwfc «*i Ills PETS—%» b» «ss^EMd « («l-

WfedNP AWHlNrs Alliir il Ims « cahadMr a«adMr.

rant^wtOi tkft «|iiw«x«) «f its ^pwwifcM JMfaW^
««\l!C «mmI» tiK« fi^titjwn t« ttiK» Dm^c fVistMM AWVi^

D(«tm tiSttWKMMl tk«t. «i lib* 1»S8 QwMrd Owfte^

«)M«« il twik GtitMfdw On—JHiii staff «» wr«nt» «f

il ik» t<*lu«$ Siwini MfikbnXS «B w(«nit* •f'siK sw>

haN*e taken 133 hours hours in 19SS—to process about

J.lXX^ calendar items—would take onlj- three hours at

this General Cooterence.

The legislative cv>mmittees this year have worked

t.hr\nij:h aK^ut tie Siime number of calendar items as

c\numittoes did in 19Sv?. "The difference." said Brawn,

"is that this \-«ar ire have a pending tray of zero. Last

General Conferejace we had hundreds of items stacked

up at tins time,"
" - ,• "V— .; •_ ";:'-; "l^CA to print

;; j^ mmittees
•.. ::::- .-i i:"i \zi how

IClk K." *J\".
,1^

Rrawns urork. His fttlier, Mel Btnwn. .? ;

hs in e.tvii e^tioa witiim an hocr
r.er it s PBtatiQa TinK^iBg 3f^<

EffidOBt vitb Terrific Saviiigs, Jbim Brawn'

^iKftraak ^peed to good vls? f:r :hi

. -.-.Oft.

-4MkK*
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Legislative Status Report

Central Conferences

Voted by GC 5

Conferences

Calendar Kerns ^t

Committee Items

1

Unassigned

Committee Items

5 Calendar Items 109

Church and Society

Caler)dar Items

Unassiar>ed ^ ^^81

W Voted by ^^^^^^^V^
Committee "^'^J^^^^^^^^

Unassigned

-0
Voted by GC

Discipleship

Unassigned

3^^^^^.^^ Calendar Items

Ml:
^^^^^^^^ Voted by

ttee Items ^^T^Committee Items ^

Financial

g3 Committee Items

/^^^Un:Unassigned

Voted by GC

Calendar Items ^9^

Faith and Mission

Calendar Items

/ \ -Unassigned

^^^^^^V Voted by

Committee Items 74

General/Judicial Administration Global Ministries Higher Education and Chaplaincy
Calendar Items

266

Committee i!erT,s

Calendar Items

Voted by GC gi

Committee Items

^
-<; '^Voted by GC

3 Unassigned
. / \V__- ' )Commiltee Hems

Voted by GC ( ^ -
\ / Unassigned

Calendar "efs ^y_^^^,/

Independent Commissions Local Church
.oted Dy GC Committee Iterrs

Onassigned

'15

Ordained and Oiaconal Ministry

I // \ 1 Unassigned

IQjA / Committee Items

Calendar Items

Data for 5/09/92 (11X» PVO

Unassigned
144

10

Voted by GC

Committee Items

Calendar Items

Ca'eidar items

'^ i'i

r

/oted by GC

These charts jHCture the work done by each legislative committee. "Unassigned" shows the number of
petitions that the committee has not yet addresssed. "Committee Items" records the number of pietitioos

being worked on somewhere in the committee. "Calendar Items" indicates the number of petitions voted
on and released by the committee. "Voted by GC" shows the number of calendar items that have been
voted on by the General conference plenar> . GRAPHS COURTESY OF JOHN AND MEL BRAWN.
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Legislative Committee Reports - May 9

Church and Society

The committee concvirred with petitions that would:

• add to the Social Principles in par. 72 a section on

"Media Violence and Christian Values," and call

Christians to work together to "halt the erosion of

moral and ethical values" caused by mass media pro-

gramming;
• direct the GBOD to produce more graded literature

dealing with drug and alcohol issues;

• ask congregations to study the facts about driving

under the influence of alcohol and support legislation

to reduce such driving;

• reaffirm the United Methodist stance on gambling

and urge general agencies to continue to provide

study materials on the issue;

• amend the Social Principles section on "Civil Obedi-

ence and Civil Disobedience" to include concern for

laws that are "discriminately enforced";

• amend the Social Principles section on "Migratory

and Other Farm Workers" to lift up the situations of

racial and ethnic minority persons;

• amend Social Principles 72.4 to point to continued

growing world population and to necessary actions

which would slow that trend;

• retain the present Social Principles statement

(par.71.G) on abortion and add a call to churches to

provide "nurturing ministries" to persons who "ter-

minate a pregnancy" as well as those "who give

birth";

• call upon the GBCS and the Women's Division to dis-

continue all forms of support for the Religious Coali-

tion for Abortion Rights (RCAR) and call all boards

and agencies, conferences, districts, and local

chiu-ches not to support RCAR and to cease making
available or renting office space to the organization;

• keep the present resolution on "Responsible Parent-

hood" (p.llO,Boo^ ofResolutions instead of a petition

(DCA, p.136, CS10368) that would make significant

revisions to that resolution. A minority report is be-

ing filed.

—Lee BaJick 'May 9, 4:15p.m.)

Conferences Committee

The committee received a minority report on par.

701.1 asking to restore part-time clergy membership
with some voting limitations.

The committee voted concurrence on the following

petitions:

• par. 701.2—add deaconesses and missionaries regu-

larly assigned by the GBGM and serving within the

bounds of the annual conference to persons who shall

be seated in the annual conference amd be given

privilege of the floor without vote;

• par. 746—establish a new annual conference commit-

tee on Native American Ministry. It will also deter-

mine the distribution of funds from Native American

Awareness Sunday and report on the use of those

funds;

• par. 701.6—require the lay member to report on ac-

tions of the annual conference to the local church;

• par. 705.4—require that deaconesses and missionar-

ies, clergy and lay, active and retired presently serv-

ing within the conference bounds, shall be included

in the journal of an annual conference;

• par. 705—local church reports shall be submitted no

later than 30 days following the close of the calendar

year;

• amend par. 706.3, line 4— substitute "full-time" with

"all," and line 6 "of clergy and local pastors" to "of lo-

cal pastors as clergy members";

• par. 706.5—strongly recommend child and dependent

care be provided during sessions and meetings both

during annual conference and meetings of boards and

agencies;

• substitute par. 726.5.a.—expand the role of Ethnic

Local Church Concerns Committee. There shall be or-

ganized in each annual conference an ethnic Local

Church Concerns Committee, which shall have repre-

sentation on CCOM, assist implementation, evaluate

and report on conference ELC comprehensive plan,

and work with Commission on Religion and Race;

• par. 706.4—give special attention to include clergy-

women, youth, young adults, older adults, persons

with handicapping conditions, and racial and ethnic

persons in the membership of councils, boards, and

agencies of the annual conference;

• par. 726.7.a.—require the conference council on min-

istries to elect the council director upon nomination

by the Personnel Committee of the council or its

equivalent in consultation with the cabinet. Cur-

rently the nomination is made by the cabinet. Amend
line 9 in the Discipline after "to the making of ap-

pointments" — add "and clergy conference relations"

(The vote was 39-23-6^;

• par. 751—district superintendents to appoint direc-

tors of Religion and Race, and if appointed, directors

shall be members of the Conference Commission on

Religion and Race.

The committee voted concun-ence but held for more

information an amendment to par.706.1 which would

read: "An annual conference shall provide for the func-

tions and general conference connections of all boards

and agencies required by the Discipline. In doing this

the Annual Conference may utilize structures unique to

regional aspects of its mission, other mandated struc-

ture not withstanding. (The vote was 38-19-11.) A mi-

nority report was requested.

—Jane Dennis, Dan Gnngler (May 9, 4:20p.m.)
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Discipleship Finance and Administration

The committee deleted "A Native American Service

of Thanksgiving" (pp. 306-310) from the Book of Wor-

ship at the request of Native Americans. It accepted a

recommendation for a commemoration of the Native

American thanksgiving, with incorporation of some of

their material in the section on Native American
Awareness Sunday.

The committee changed title from "For Those Who
Work" to "For Disciples in the Marketplace" and added

two prayers, "For Those Who Work" and For Those

Who Are Unemployed" (Book of Worship, p. 367).

The committee also:

• recommended to GCOM that youth ministries be a

special program in 1993-96 (DI-11364-3000-R as

amended);

• recommended evangelism as the priority for 1993-96

(D1-11362-3000-R);

• asked the National Youth Ministries Organization

and GBOD to consider the globalization of youth min-

istries and the implication of "national" in the youth

organization's name;
• encouraged the GBOD to consider a devotional book

similar to The Upper Room for youth (amended from

DI-12003-3000-M);

• established office of lay preachers as amended, to be

assigned only in churches "to be supplied" when it is

impractical to serve such congregations with clergy

(DI-10007-280-D as amended).

The committee non concurred with a petition that

would provide permissive lemguage for an annual con-

ference Council on Ministries to organize discipleship

duties in other forms than a Board of Discipleship (DI-

11199-0729-D, p.llll). The committee has completed

its work.

—Garlinda Burton, Bettie Story (May 9, 4:30 p. m.)

Faith and Mission

The committee concurred with petitions as amended:
• to add a concise Mission Statement to the Book of

Discipline based on a longer study report of the Com-
mission on the Mission of The United Methodist

Church received by the 1988 General Confer-

ence. (Petition number FM-10312-3000).

• To amend Par. 69, Our Theological Task.

The committee nom-concurred with multiple peti-

tions related to the studies on Baptism and homosexu-

ality based on previous action on the studies.

The committee has completed its work.

—Lynne DeMicheU, Ann Whiting (May 8, 11:00p.m.)

Friday evening and Saturday morning the commit-

tee amended and concurred with revised versions of

several Board of Pensions plan documents—the "Basic

Protection Plan"; sections of the "Comprehensive Pen-

sion Plan"; and the "Staff Retirement Benefits Pro-

gram."

They also voted non-concurrence with several peti-

tions that would have required investments of the

Board of Pensions to be in compliance with the Social

Principles of the chxirch.

By a vote of 46-36-1, the committee concurred with

amendments with the "UMCare Plan." A petition to

phase in the denominational health-care proposal over

10 years was voted non-concurrence by 43-38-2. After

the vote was announced, notice was given of the presen-

tation of a minority report.

—Jean Caffey Lyles, Willie Teague (May 9, 5:45)

General and Judicial Administration

The committee concurred with the following peti-

tions:

• setting church-wide special Sundays with offerings

and establishing Native American Awareness Sun-

day on the third Sunday of Easter (GJ-10827-274-D);

• recommending the 5th Sunday after Easter for the

observance of Rural Life Sunday and allowing for the

Annual Conference to receive an offering in connec-

tion with the observance (GJ-11713-0276-D);

• changing the term of the Judicial Council alternates

from 8 years to 4 years (GJ-10670-2602-D);

• amending petition GJ-11044-3000-R to create a spe-

cial emphasis on reclaiming the cities, adding recom-

mendations that each general agency include the

emphasis where possible in their programming (GJ-

11044-3000-R);

• amending petition GJ-11485-3000-M$ caUing for di-

recting GCOM to study the possibilities of expanding

The United Methodist Church mission in Alaska (GJ-

11485-3000-M$);

• accepting the report on "Sexual Harassment in

Church and Society in the U.S.A." as amended by the

addition of a definition of sexual harassment from

the 1988 Book ofResolutions (GJ-10882-3000-A);

• adopting GCOM's recommendation fro the continu-

ation of the Ethnic Local Church Concerns Commit-

tee for the 1993-96 quadrennium (GJ-10872-3000-A);

• calling for the annual observance of ordained and di-

aconal ministry day in churches (GJ-10372-3000-R).

—Linda Green, Ralph Baker (May 9, 4 p. m.)
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Global Ministries

The committee concurred with petitions that call for:

• understanding The United Methodist Church as a

global church;

• requiring annual accessibility audit for local

churches to discover and remove barriers for persons

with handicapping conditions.

It concurred as amended with petitions:

• calling for placement of Native American young

adults as mission interns in Native American Na-

tions and Tribes;

• continuing support for Evangelical Seminary in

Puerto Rico.

It voted to non concur with petitions that would re-

strict GBGM grant distributions to United Methodist

and Methodist organizations only.

The committee ended its work at 1 p.m.

—Linda Bloom, Betty Thompson (May 9, 1:15 p.m.)

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

The committee concurred with:

• an amended petition that requests all University

Senate-related institutions to be informed of recent

research, and the needs it identifies, concerning His-

panic students and higher education opportunities;

• an amended petition urging the GBHEM to sponsor a

Native American Higher Education Forum in 1993.

if funds are available, to collect data about the high

dropout rate among Native American students and to

identify self-help trends among Native American col-

lege students who feel isolated from mainstream soci-

ety. The petition also encourages the establishment

of a higher education recruitment/retention forum

throughout the conferences of the UMC and the sub-

sequent utilization of the information and material

generated for sensitizing non-Indian members about

Native Americans;

• an amended petition to encourage the GBHEM, in

conjunction with the National United Methodist Na-

tive American Center, to develop and make available

to UM seminai'ies a cun-iculum that deals vs-ith the

UMC and Colonial Conquest. The curriculimi is to in-

clude a process for sensitizing non-Native American

pastors to Native American culture, historj' and lan-

guage.

—Al Hortoiu Kai-en Tisinger (May 9. 12:45 p.mj

Independent Commissions

The committee voted concurrence with a petition

frxnu the Puerto Rico Conference outlining the relation-

ship between The United Methodist Chiu-ch and the

new AflEiliat«d Autonomous Methodist Church of

Puerto Rico. Relations between the churches will forge

an alliance to meet the needs and chsiUenges of the U.S.

Hispanics, in addition to being a link between tlie

United States, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Cov-

ering an 8-year period vmtil the year 2000, the docu-

ment specifies the Methodist Chvu*ch of Puerto Rico will

be (for the UMC) a unique case and shall be considered

in the most favorable manner by the denomination's

general agencies. All decisions affecting the new church

will be t£iken in consultation with it; no unilateral deci-

sions will be taken which might weaken the local mis-

sion as it has developed during the last 92 years.

The new church will be among those included in the

Act of Covenanting and Recognition Service set for 4:30

p.m. Monday.

The committee concurred with the following actions:

• the report of the Terminology Task Force to the Gen-

eral Conference that recommends the term "Racial

and Ethnic Minority" continue in use for functional

or programmatic piu-poses, but only as an adjective

and not a noun—as in "racial and ethnic minority

ministries";

• resolution titled "Confession to Native Americans"

which asserts The United Methodist Church and

predecessor denominations have sinned and continue

to sin against Native Americans and calls on the

UMC to support American Indian Religious Freedom

Act;

• calling on Archives and History (GCAH) and the Pub-

lishing House (UMPH) to join with the General Com-

mission on Religion and Race to identify and make
available literary and historical records and other

contributions to the United Methodist legacy made
by Blacks, Asians, Native Americans, and Pacific Is-

landers;

• commending GCAH for recent works on histories of

Asian Americans, African Americans, Native Ameri-

cans, and Hispanic Americans, and urging chvtrch ar-

chivists and historians at all levels to utilize these

and other historical resources in connection with eth-

nic histories;

• "prayerful support" for Zoar Church Ln Philadelphia

as it celebrates 200 years of service and ministrj';

• affirming the ecumenical interpretations of doctrinal

standards resolving the church's official intent to in-

terpret the 30 Articles of 1563 in consonance with its

best ecumenical insights and judgment;

• supporting seven-part resolution on Pan Methodist

Unitj-, including developing a plan of merger with

the UMC and 3 historically-Black denominations

—

AME, AME Zion. and CME churches. Such a plan

would include a proposed constitution, an organiza-

tion plan, and continuation of the episcopacy and

itineracj-;

• passing a resolution promoting better relationships

between Christians and MusUms;
• seeking cooperation between Church and Societj* and

Religion and Race in efforts to eradicate racism;

• encouraging GCCERC to pursue additional dialogue

with other ecumenical organizations such as the Na-

tional Association of Evangelicals:

• calling on Holy Land tour participants to contact in-

digenous Christian leaders in the Middle East to

hear both sides of the Arab-Israeli conflict;
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• amended by substitution a petition celebrating the

General Commission on the Status and Role of

Women;
• a petition that requires publication of Concordat

Agreements in the DCA instead of the Journal of the

General Conference.

The committee voted non-concurrence on:

• several petitions requesting the discontinuation of

the General Conmiission on the Status and Role of

Women;
• the creation of a task force to study racism emd sex-

ism in rural churches and institutions.

The committee completed its business.

• allowing immigrant churches, with the authorization

of the district superintendent, to have either a lay or

clergy person as chair of the Administrative Board;

• saying inclusiveness means freedom for total involve-

ment of all people in the membership and leadership

of the church at any level;

• saying the function of the local church includes help-

ing people to personally know Jesus Christ and to

live their lives in light of their relationship with God
and defending God's creation and living as an

ecologically responsible community;

• saying each church has a responsibility for evangel-

ism, nurture and witness.

—Kristin K. KnucUon (May 9, 4:45p. m.)

Local Church

The committee concurred with petitions:

• encouraging the lay leader to become a certified lay

speaker;

• establishing the Administrative Board with general

oversight in the administration and program of the

local church to pvursue the church's primary task;

• requiring churches of 50 members or less in changing

population areas to study their potential in the area

and to consider merger or discontinuance among
their options;

• allowing but not requiring one of the pastors in a co-

pastorate to be designated as pastor in charge;

• including praise and worship to the triune God as a

role of the local church;

• requiring congregations in shared facilities to have

liaisons to represent them in their Administrative

Board/Council sessions; requires negotiating a cove-

nant agreement about use of the facility;

• requiring annual conferences to implement a process

of cooperative parish development, provides different

expressions of coo{)erative parishes, requires confer-

ence staffs and leaders to develop skills for enabling

and equipping cooperative parishes;

• allowing ecumenical congregations founded by a local

Methodist church to be afiBliated with an Annual
Conference;

• saying participation in the corporate life of the con-

gregation is an obligation of faithful discipleship;

• adding an obligation to be a faithful member of The
United Methodist Church to the membership vows;

• placing the names of persons baptized by a chaplain

on a General Military Roll and, as soon as possible,

having the names placed on the roll of a local church;

• requiring charge conference to promote awareness of

and concurrence with Policies Relative to Socially Re-

sponsible Investments.

The committee concurred with amendments with pe-

titions:

• allowing a lay leader also serve as a lay member of

Annual Conference;

—Rayford Woodriek, Kathy Kruger Nohle (May 9, 6:00 p.m.)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

The committee voted to establish a new order of dea-

con, ordained to a ministry of liturgy and service, who
would be clergy members of the annual conference. It

was announced that a minority report to this action

will be filed. The committee also concurred with the

recommendation of the Commission to Study the Minis-

try to have one step ordination as Elder with two edu-

cational routes to the order of elder—graduation from a

theological school or completion of the advanced course

of study.

The committee concurred with petitions to:

• add "spiritual growth" to the list of support services

provided by the Board of Ordained Ministry and to

continuing education provisions in par. 436;

• inform all persons interviewed by the District Com-
mittee on Ministry of decisions and reconmiendations

both orally and in writing;

• grant voice and vote to lay members of District Com-
mittee on Ministry;

• designate membership of District Conunittees on

Ministry and Board of Diaconal Ministry with guide-

lines for diversity;

• eliminate the 5-year limit on appointments of clergy

from other annual conferences;

• add a statement to par. 436 relating effectiveness of

ministry to annual appointment;

• require the pastor to certify the accuracy of all finan-

cial, membership, and other reports submitted by the

local church to the annual conference for use in ap-

portioning costs back to the local church;

• specify that full-time service will be defined by the

district superintendent in consultation with the pas-

tor and PPRC;
• require clergy desiring an apipointment beyond the

local church to consult with their bishop and/or dis-

trict superintendent prior to any interviews relative

to such appointment;

• add to the responsibilities and duties of a pastor:

—ministry to persons with handicapping condi-

tions,

—interreligious concerns as well as community and

ecumenical concerns.
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—willingness to assume supervisory responsibili-

ties within the connection,

—oversight of the worship life of the congregation.

The committee voted non-concurrence with several

petitions regarding monitoring and/or determining the

content of courses taught in theological schools.

There was an error in the legislative committee re-

port for Ordained and Diaconal Ministry,DCA, May 9,

p. 206, the second item: the committee voted non con-

currence to add a new par. 52, MN 11884-0052C (Epis-

copal Supervision).

—Judy Smith, Nancye Willis (May 9, 5:00 p. m.)

i

JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEMBERS |



Cokesbury
Book* -f BibiM + Church Siq>pliM

INVITES YOU TO MEET:

James Hamish
Author of:

Believe In Me
and

God Isn't Finished With Us Yet

Autographing books
Monday, May 11

12:00 - 12:30

Bruce Hilton

Author of:

Can Homophobia Be Cured?
and

First Do No Harm

Autographing books
Monday, May 11

1:30 - 2:00

Charles Yrigoyen, Jr.

Author of:

Acts For Our Time
Co-Author of:

United Methodism In America

Autographing books
Monday, May 11

1:00 - 1:30

Bishop Robert Spain

Author of:

How To Stay Alive As Long As
You Live

Autographing books
Monday, May 11

5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

<**y»o«, *.*? 'o,

All signings held in the
Cokesbury Display

•^-i"*' •/isvtV^
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 3
Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

212, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 323, 324, 325, 326, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 337,

338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 345, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 355, 356, 357, 359, 360,

361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 371, 372, 373, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380,

381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 393, 394, 395, 396, 399, 400, 401,

402. 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 409, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416. 417. 418. 419. 420. 421. 422.

423. 424. 425, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434. 435. 436. 437. 438. 439. 440. 441.

443. 445. 446, 447, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456. 457. 459. 460. 461. 462. 464. 465.

466. 467. 468. 469. 470, 471, 472, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484,

485. 486, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495. 496, 497, 498, 499, 502, 503, 504, 505,

506, 507, 508, 512, 513, 515, 516, 517. 518, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528,

531, 532, 533, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 544, 545, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552,

653, 654. 555. 556. 557, 558, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 571, 574, 575, 577, 578, 579,

580, 582, 584, 586, 586, 687, 588, 589. 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 601,

602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 616, 616, 617, 619, 620,

621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 633, 636, 637, 638, 640, 641, 642,

643, 644, 645, 646. 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662,

663, 664, 666, 667, 668, 669. 670, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682,

683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688. 689, 690, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701,

702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 714, 716, 718, 720, 721, 722, 723,

724, 725, 727, 728, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742. 743.

744, 745, 747. 749, 750, 751. 752, 753, 755, 756, 757, 761, 763, 765, 767, 768, 769. 772.

773, 776, 777, 778, 779

Removal from
Consent Calendar

Delegates have requested these calendar items to be removed from Consent Calendar

No. 2:

114, 143, 190, 251.

Calendar items printed with an * after the calendarnumber will automaticallybe placed

on the Consent Calendar. Ifany five delegates wish to remove an item from the Consent
Calendeir for plenary consideration, the delegates shall complete the approved form in

Room 102 by 3 p.m. on the day the calendar item first appears in the DCA. Calendar

items which contain a minority report will be indicatedby the initieds "MR" in parentheses.

314 COOOl
Subject: Authority of the College
of Bishops of a Jurisdiction.
Petition: CO-11795-0620-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1096

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

315' CO002
Subject: The Committee on
Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-12054-0620-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1096

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

316 CO003
Subject: The purpose of the
Annual Conference.
Petition: CO- 10987-070 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 211
Membership: 79; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

317 CO005
Subject: The Jurisdictional
Conference Journal.
Petition: CO-11025-0627-D

Page in Advance DCA: 210
Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

318 CO006
Subject: The Official Journal of
the Jurisdictional Conference.
Petition: CO-10313-0627-D
Page in Advance DCA: 2 10

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

319' CO007
Subject: Representation of

Churches of Small Membership
on General Jurisdictional Boards
Petition: CO-11700-0628-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Amend petition by inserting older
adults, single adults between "yoimg

adults & "persons with handicapping

conditions"

4
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}

And change "small membership chur-

ches" to "churches ofsmall membership"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

320 CO008
Subject: Jurisdictional Council
on Ministries.
Petition: CO-10182-0629-D
Page in Advance DCA: 2 10

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 66; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

321 COOIO(MR)
Subject: Clergy Membership of

Annual Conference. Amend para.

701.1.

Petition: CO-10003-0701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 211

Membership: 79; Present: 70;

For: 58; Against: 10; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

Minority Report

701.1 The clergy membership of an

Annual Conference shall consist of

members in full connection, probation-

ary members, associate members, af-

filiate members, and all local pastors.

(a)....remain as is

(b)....remain as is

(c)....remain as is

(d) All local pastors shall have the

right to vote in the annual conference on
all matters except constitutional amend-
ments, election of delegates to General

and Jurisdictional or Central Conferen-

ces, and matters of ordination, charac-

ter, and conference relations of clergy.

(e) delete

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

322 cooii
Subject: Accountability for

Church Membership.
Petition: CO-101 17-0703-D

Page in Advance DCA: 213

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 57; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

323' CO016
Subject: Update the language of

the Constitution.
Petition: CO-11182-0023-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1083

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

324 CO017
Subject: The distinction between
"ministers" and "clergy".

Petition: CO-11183-0025-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1084

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

325 CO020
Subject: The distinction of

"minister" between clergy and
laity.

Petition: CO-11184-0035-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1084

Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

326' CO021
Subject: Composition of Annual
Conference.
Petitions: CO-10041-0035-C, CO-
11505-0035-C, CO-11802-0035-C, CO-
12195-0035-C, CO-12376-0035-C,

CO-12431-0035-C.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1084, 1084,

1084, 1085, 1085, 1084.

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

327 CO022
Subject: Changing the wording
'Ministerial" to "Clergy".

Petition: CO-11185-0036-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1085

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

328 CO024
Subject: The Annual Conference,
Basic Body in the Church.
Petitions: CO-10042-0036-C, CO-
10043-0036-C, CO-11453-0036-C.

Pages in Advance DCA: 205, 1085,

1085.

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 68; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

329' CO026
Subject: Bishops in Jurisdictions.

Amend para. 505.1 & 2

Petitions: CO-10002-0505-D, CO-
10097-0505-D, CO-11000-0505-D, CO-
11188-0505-D, CO-11454-0505-D,

CO-11594-0505-D, CO-11778-0505-D,

CO-12163-0505-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 206 , 206,

206, 1087, 1087, 1087, 1087,

1088.

Membership: 79; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

330 CO034
Subject: Local Pastors rights in

Annual Conferences.
Petition: CO-11191-0706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1101

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

331* CO035
Subject: Rights of Local Pastors
in the Anniial Conference.
Petition: CO-10188-0706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 214

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 60; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Substitute "All" for fuUtime Gine 4)

local pastors

and restore deleted language at end of

par. 706.3

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

332*
CO042

Subject: Composition and
Character of Annual Conference.
Petition: CO- 10 183-070 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 211

Membership: 79; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

333*
CO043

Subject: Duty of the Lay Member
to Annual Conference.
Petition: CO-10813-0701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 2 13

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

334 CO048
Subject: Boundaries of Annual
Conference and Episcopal Area.
Amend para. 43.

Petition: CO-10001-0043-C
Page in Advance DCA: 206
Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Remove shall and return to may.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

335 CO049
Subject: Transfer of Local
Churches.
Petition: CO-11957-0044-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1230

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 72; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

336 CO052
Subject: Method of election of lay
delegates to General and
Jurisdictional Conferences.
Petition: CO-10962-0039-C
Page in Advance DCA: 205

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

339*

337* CO053
Subject: Journal of an Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10704-0705-D

Page in Advance DCA: 214

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

338' CO054
Subject: Records and Archives of

the Annual Conference.
Petition: CO-10894-0705-D
Page in Advance DCA: 214
Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

CO055
Subject: Listing of Business of

the Anniial Conference in. the
Conference Journal.
Petition: CO-10815-0705-D
Page in Advance DCA: 214
Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconraiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

340* CO057
Subject: Organization of Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO- 1202 1-0702-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 100

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Restore words "or its equivalent."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

4

341 «
CO058

Subject: Conference Committee
on scheduling.
Petition: CO-11425-0702-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 100

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 63; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

342' CO059
Subject: Election of the
Conference Lay Leader.
Petition: CO- 11805-0702-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 100

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

343' CO060
Subject: Jurisdictional
Conference Membership.
Petition: CO-12084-0023-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1083
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Membership: 79; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

344 CO076
Subject: Child and Dependent
Care During Sessions and
Meetings.
Petition: CO-10541-0706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 215

Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 48; Against: 8; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

345 CO077
Subject: Inclusiveness in the
Membership of Councils, Boards,
and Agencies of the Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10816-0706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 215

Membership: 79; Present: 50;

For: 44; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

346 CO079
Subject: Selection of Conference
Council Director.

Petition: CO-10152-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 216

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 39; Against: 23; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add; after making of appointments

and Clergy Conference Relations.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

347* CO081
Subject: Membership of

ConJference Committees, Task
Forces, and Consultations.
Petition: CO-10817-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 217

Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 57; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Conmiittee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(See Attached)

Add: The Committee shall have
representation on the Conference
Council on Ministries. It . . . Be-

tween ethnic local church, line 7 Delete:

The Committee

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

348^ CO082
Subject: Annual Conference
Council on Ministries.

Petition: CO-10189-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 215

Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 5; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

349' CO083
Subject: Membership of the

Anniial Conference Council on
Ministries.
Petition: CO-10794-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 216

Membership: 79; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

350*
CO084

Subject: Conference Council on
Ministries.
Petition: CO-11192-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 102

Membership: 79; Present: 66;

For: 61; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

J Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

351* CO085
Subject: Conference Council on
Ministries
Petition: CO-11193-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 102

Membership: 79; Present: 58;

For: 52; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

352* CO086
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Conference Director.
Petition: CO-11703-0726-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 102

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

353 CO088
Subject: Conference Council
Director Election
Petition: CO-11808-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1102

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 56; Against: 12; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

354 CO090
Subject: The Conference
Scouting Coordinator.
Petition: CO-12260-0726-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 103

Membership: 79; Present: 66;

For: 53; Against: 11; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

355' CO091
Subject: Age Level and Family
Councils. Amend para. 726.6.

Petitions: CO-10006-0726-D, CO-
10190-0726-D, CO-10191-0726-D, CO-
10192-0726-D, CO-11549-0726-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 216, 216,

216, 216, 1102.

Membership: 79; Present: 58;
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For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

356^ CO099
Subject: Committee on Ministry
to Persons 'with Handicapping
Conditions.
Petition: CO-10153-0745-D

Page in Advance DCA: 218
Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

See Attached.

There may be a Committee on Minis-

try to and with Persons with Hand-
icapping Conditions in each Annual
Conference charged with respon-

sibilities for program and advocacy with

membership as the A.C. may determine.

( )Concunrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

357«
COIOO

Subject: Annual Conference
Committees Regarding Persons
with Handicapping Conditions.
Petitions: CO-10051-0745-D, CO-
12096-0745-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 217, 1103.

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

358 coioi
Subject: Committee on Native
American Ministry.
Petition: CO-12129-0746-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 103

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

1. Insert the words "Annual Con-
ference" after "an" before "Committee"
in line 1.

2. Place period after word "member-
ship" in line 6 - deleting "which shaU
consifit of a minimum of olovoni"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

359' C0118
Subject: Part-Time Local Pastors
Serving on Annual Conference
Agencies.
Petition: CO-11702-0706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1101

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

360* C0119
Subject: Membership of the
District Council on Ministries.

Petitions: CO-10738-0749-D, CO-
12261-0749-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 218,

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 62; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

361* C0122
Subject: Committees on Ethnic
Local Church Concerns
Petitions: CO-10542-0726-D, CO-
10566-0726-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 215, 217.

Membership: 79; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

362*
CS002

Subject: Universal Access to

Health Care in the U.S. and
Related Territories.
Petition: CS-10588-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 166

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 92; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 166, Title:

Purpose: A now rocolution on univor

sal ttccosB to health carot Replace
Resolution on "Health Care
Delivery Policy Statement."

pp. 241-247, Book of Resolutions

Page 166, 1st paragraph, line 5

health care as a right ofth»«Il people

Page 166, 2nd column, paragraph 5,

line 6:

...white women. Blacks

—

Black
Americans have a significantly...

line 7:

than whites white Americans
Line 11:

U.S. rates. Asian Amoricans Recent
immigrants

Paragraph 6, line 1:

Even tho middlo claes persons with
middle income have difficulty

finding affordable quality care.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

363*
CS003

Subject: Universal Access to

Health Care.
Petition: CS-10941-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 167

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence:

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

364* CS021
Subject: Task Force on Abortion
Prevalence.
Petition: CS-12302-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1040

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

365 CS023
Subject: Cases under which
abortion should be performecL
Petition: CS-11131-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1040
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Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

366* CS024
Subject: Task force regarfling

abortion.
Petition: CS-12419-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 105

1

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

367* CS027
Subject: Regarding state-by-state

legislation regarding abortion.
Petition: CS-12426-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1052

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

368 CS028
Subject: Driving Under the
Influence.

Petition: CS-10102-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 125

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

369* CS029
Subject: Alcohol and other drugs.
Petition: CS- 10964-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 126

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended sis follows:

Line 4-7

We alse ro«w>mmoB4 support

abstinance from the use of mar\)uana

«b4- any illegal drugs. Ab Since the use

of alcohol -i»- and iUegal drugs are a
m^jor factor in betb-crime, disease,

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

370 CS030
Subject: Civil disobedience and
civil disorder.

Petition: CS-10544-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 126

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 75; Against: 15; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

(30)

Minority Report

Page 127, 1st paragraph, line 3:

to be unjust, or laws which aro die

criminatUy onforcod

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

371 CS033
Subject: Rights of children.

Petition: CS-1 1353-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 90; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Conamittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

372 CS034
Subject: Rights of Children.
Petition: CS-1 1599-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 90; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

373 CS035
Subject: The drug dependent
person and their family.

Petition: CS-1 1286-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1030

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurr«nce Date /

374 CS036
Subject: The Economic
Community and employment.
Petition: CS-1 1248-0073-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1031

Membership: 99; Present: 92;

For: 76; Against: 14; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

375' CS037
Subject: Letter writing campaign
regarding Health Care.
Petition: CS-10989-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 168

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconciur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

376* CS038
Subject: Health Care Service for

all persons.
Petition: CS-10988-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 168

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncon<nirrence Date /

377* CS039
Subject: National Health Care
Plan.
Petition: CS-10605-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 168

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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378* CS040
Subject: Comprehensive Health
Care.
Petition: CS-11908-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

379' CS041
Subject: National Health Care
Plan.
Petition: CS-11815-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1047

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

380 CS042
Subject: National Health
Insurance Program.
Petition: CS-12170-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1047

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

381 4c
CS043

Subject: Nationwide Health
Insurance.
Petition: CS-11817-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1048

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

382 CS044
Subject: Health Care Program.
Petition: CS-11781-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1057
Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

383 CS045
Subject: Comprehensive health
insurance plan.
Petition: CS-11358-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1057

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

384* CS046
Subject: National health
insurance program.
Petition: CS-11357-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1057

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

385 CS047
Subject: National Health Care.
Petition: CS-11677-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1062

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

386*
CS048

Subject: National Health Care
Plan.
Petition: CS-10049-3000-R

Pjige in Advance DCA:
Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

387 CS050
Subject: Support for
recommendations of the Genetic
Task Force.
Petition: CS-11360-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1056

Membership: 99; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

a

388* CS051
Subject: The Church and the
Global mV/Aids Epidemic.
Petition: CS-10722-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 148

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

389 CS052
Subject: Research the AIDS
Situation.
Petition: CS-10694-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 150

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

390 CS053
Subject: Aids Education.
Petition: CS-12133-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1041

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

391 CS054
Subject: Aids Ministry Task
Force in E^ch Local Church.
Petition: CS-12132-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 104

1

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

il
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Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

392 CS056
Subject: The recjuirement of
blood testing prior to Marriage.
Petition: CS-11356-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 75; Against: 16; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

393 CS057
Subject: Compassion and
understanding to persons
suffering from physical and
psychological problems.
Petition: CS-11324-0000-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1020

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

394 CS058
Subject: Population Policy.

Petition: CS-10293-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 180

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

395 CS059
Subject: Task Force on World
Population.
Petition: CS-12202-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1064

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

396 CS068
Subject: The Economic
Community and Gambling.
Petition: CS-12131-0073-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

397 CS096
Subject: Health in Mind and
Body.
Petition: CS-10728-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 175

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 79; Against: U; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended sis follows:

Page 176

I. Reasons for Action

E.line 1, Ethnic Pooplos People

E. line 5, ethnic pooploo people

Paragraph 2, under II.

—We—aflirm—fch«—aeed

—

(of—the

churchiuCk)d in their daily vooationc i

We affirm the need for the

church to avoid policies that harm
mental health, such as those em-
phasizing status and power rather

than Christ-like service to God in

daily vocation.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

398 CS098
Subject: Circumcision
Petition: CS-11259-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1042

Membership: 99; Present: 94;

For: 63; Against: 28; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 1042-1043

I petition the momborehip .i.Body of

Christ, (the ontiro petition)

The United Methodist Church
encourages all involved doctors

and medical institutions to fully

inform the parents of every new-

bom male concerning all the risks

and benefits of circumcision prior

to the giving of their consent for

the procedure.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

399* CS124
Subject: Rights of the Unborn.
Petition: CS- 11673-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 96; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

400* CS128
Subject: Migratory and other
Farm Workers.
Petition: CS- 10543-0073-D

Page in Advance DCA: 126

Membership: 99; Present: 89;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

401* CS129
Subject: Drug trafficking and
covert operation.

Petition: CS-11297-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1074

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

402* CS130
Subject: Drug and Alcohol
Concerns.
Petition: CS-10582-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 152

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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403* CS131
Subject: Drug and Alcohol
Concerns.
Petition: CS-12168-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1055

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

404* CS132
Subject: Labeling of Intoxicants.
Petition: CS-12254-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1062

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

405 He
CS133

Subject: Ban on alcohol beverage
advertisements.
Petition: CS-10966-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 160

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

406^ CS134
Subject: Alcohol and Other
Drugs.
Petition: CS- 12062-0072-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1030

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

407* CS135
Subject: The Oxford House Model
for Drug and Alcohol Abuse.
Petition: CS-11940-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1063

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

408 CS137
Subject: Non Support for
Unrestricted Abortions.
Petition: CS-12299-0000-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1020

Membership: 99; Present: 95;

For: 88; Against: 7; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

409* CS183
Subject: Media, violence and
Christian values.
Petition: CS-11511-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1030

Membership: 99; Present: 92;

For: 85; Against: 4; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 1030-1031

O. MEDIA VIOLENCE AND CHRIS-
TIAN VALUES. As wo ontor tho last

docado of tho 30th Contury , The un-

precedented impact which the media
(principsdly television and movies) are

is having on Christian and human
values within our society becomes more
apparent each day. We express disdain

at current media preoccupation with

dehumanizing portrayals, sensational-

ized through mass media "entertain-

mentr" and "news." These storootypos

practices degrade humankind to a

lovol nover advocated by Christ through

his toaching
i
nor arc othorwiso sane

tionod in biblical or thoological in

trprotation and violate the
teachings of Christ and the Bible.

United Methodists, along with those

of other faith groups, must be made
aware that the mass media continue to

undormiB«

—

often undermines the

truths of Christianity and traditional

family valuoo, by promoting permissive

lifestyles and detailing acts of graphic

violence. Instead of encouraging,

motivating, and inspiring its audiences

to adopt lifestyles based on the sanctity

of life, the entertainment industry »
advocating just often advocates the

opposite: painting a cynical picture of

violence, abuse, greed, profanity, and
a constant denigration of the family.

The media must be held accountable for

the part they play in the decline ofvalues

we observe in society today. Yet the

media remain aloof to the issue, claim-

ing to reflect society rather than to in-

fluence it. For the sake of our human
family, Christians must work together

to halt this erosion of moral and ethical

values in the world commimity. Failure

to do BO could be nothing Iocs than
devastating.

Wo in tho United Methodist Church
rooogniao tho pocitivo role mass media
dooc and can play in shaping Bociotyi

Thoroforo, wo must take a strong stand

against—the—abuse—o£-—broadcasting

privilogooi Direct—dialogue—ameag
saedia

—

professionals,—

B

ponsors,

—

aB4
religious loaders will help influonco fu

turo program content . A long range goal

of tho church would bo to work toward

non confrontational solutions of hoal

ing and reconciliation without infring -

ingupon tho right of socially responsible

freedom of oxpreecioni

Tho window of opportunity may close

on this issuo of media violence and

Christian valuoc unloce wo in the The
church must accept and act on our

responsibility to help enhance the fu

turo of our societjr. To accomplish this
,

Christians

—

should—make—informed
dociBions basod on well rosoarchod fac

tual information . To this ond, local con

gregations—

s

hould establish—ongoing

groups to Btudy and monitor this crucial

issue,

—

Further, tho>f are urged to join

forces with other religious bodies within

their areas , working together to develop

rocommondationc for Bpecifio local and
nationwide actions.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

410 CS184(MR)
Subject: The Social Community.
Amend Para, 72-C, 72-G and 72-L.

Petition: CS-10568-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 125

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 87; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as simended as follows:

Line 11:

...and insights. Christian parents
and guardians and the church have
the responsibility to ensure that

children receive sexual education
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consistent with Christian
morality, including faithfulness in

marriage and abstinence in single-

ness.

Line 16 (last line):

...economic, physical, and sexual
exploitation and from eoxual abuse.

Page 126

Paragraph 72G

In oil plaooc
i

doloto "Poreons with

Handicapping Conditions" and roplaco

with "Pooplo with Disobilitioe i

"

From advocacy groupO) it is oloar that

tho phrase, "persons with handicapping

conditions, " is no longer in common
usage.—"Pooplo with disabilitios" is tho

pharaso used in most etatoci—At aU #3., line 4:

412 CS187
Subject: Confronting the Drug
Crisis.

Petition: CS-10583-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 159

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 160; Under "Policy State-

ment/Actions"

#3., Ime 1:

publish and circulate articles, «b4
programs, and church school cur-

riculum that focus on...

placos in tho social crood and Tho Book
of Disciplino, roplaco tho phraso "por

SOBS—with

—

handicapping—conditions
"

with "pooplo with disabilitioor

L) Genetic Technology - Line 22

...shall should be kept secret and
held in strict...

Minority Report

Line 11:

...with Christian morality^, including

faithfulnosB in marriage and abetinonco

in singlonoss.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

411 CS185
Subject: Drug Trafficking and
Operations.
Petition: CS-10365-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 156

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 84; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

and other drugs.—, including
abstinence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcunrence Date /

413 CS188
Subject: Education on Alcohol
and Substance Abuse.
Petition: CS-10345-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 158

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 87; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 159, 5th paragraph:

Now therefore, be it resolved that wo
petition tho 1993 Gonoral Conforence of

tho Unitod Mothodist Church to direct

the General Board of Discipleship be
directed through the United

Methodist Publishing House,...

line 6, 5th paragraph:

...graded literature at loast twioo a

year-and produce...

Page 156, Second Paragraph, line 4: ^ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

investigations establish—report the

following to be true.

Page 157, Third paragraph, #3. line 3:

who have worked unlawfully with

drug trafilckers...

Third paragraph, #4:

Wo urgo offortc by ... drugs and covort

oporationCi

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

414* CS189
Subject: Driving Under the
Influence.

Petition: CS-10524-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 151

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(189)

Page 151, 7th paragraph:

Whoroao
i
in Nobrankai

8th paragraph:

ontiro paragraph , Wo have had the..,

liconso for life. )

9th paragraph:

But other drivers in...,and. ..

Page 152, Ist paragraph, line 1:

our tradition placos place

Ist paragraph, line 4:

Other states and countrioe...Good life

in Nebraska.

2nd paragraph, #3:

Fo¥

—

Nebraska,—

s

upport—Support
legislation which reduces im-
paired driving in othor states and
countries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

415* CS191
Subject: The Social Community
Population.
Petition: CS- 12 199-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 103

1

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

416 CS192
Subject: Growing Populations.
Petition: CS- 10054-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1030

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 86; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(192)

Page 1030 - Growing Population, line
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Since thegrowing world-wide popula-

tion ...

line 8:

impact on the total world Bocioty

community of their decisions

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

417 CS193
Subject: UMC Position on
Gambling.
Petition: CS-10288-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 181

Membership: 99; Present: 91;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(193)

UMC Position on Gambling, 3rd para-

graph, line 1:

high stakes gambling Native

Amorioon rocorvoo cuch as AkwaBOBno
has led to tragedy and...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

418* CS210
Subject: Oppose Church's support
of abortion organizations.

Petition: CS-11065-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1040

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

419*
CS212

Subject: Discontinue membership
in and all forms of support to
Religious Coalition for Abortion
Rights.
Petition: CS-11253-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1051

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

420 CS226
Subject: Organization of the
General Board of Church and
Society.
Petition: CS-10570-1106-D

Page in Advance DCA: 127

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

421 CS227
Subject: Nominating Committee
of the General Board of Church
and Society.

Petition: CS-10572-1110-D

Page in Advance DCA: 127

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

422 CS228
Subject: The Executive
Committee of the General Board
of Church and Society.

Petition: CS-10571-1109-D

Page in Advance DCA: 127

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

423 CS231
Subject: Conference Board of
Church and Society.

Petition: CS-10569-0728-D

Page in Advance DCA: 127

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

424* CS234
Subject: Opposition to a Call for
a Constitutional Convention.

Petitions: CS-10289-3000-R, CS-

12169-3000-R, CS-12423-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 187, 1068,

1051.

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For. 83; Against: 4; Not Votmg: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^neurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

4

425' CS237
Subject: Coiincil of Bishops
Initiate and Sponsor
Deliberations.
Petition: CS-11697-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1327

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 83; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

426 CS238
Subject: Incorporate the Durham
Declaration into Abortion
Statement.
Petition: CS-10291-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 134

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 75; Against: 9; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

427* DI012
Subject: Retain Present
Language.
Petition: DI-10105-1214-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1114

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

428* DI014
Subject: Include the hymn
Eternal Father, Strong to Save in

the next printing of the United
Methodist Hymnal.
Petitions: DI-11470-3000-R, DI-11471-

3000-R, DI-11472-3000-R.
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Pages in Advance DCA: 1123, 1123,

1123.

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

429* DI016
Subject: Curriculum Resources
Review Committee.
Petition: DI- 12267- 1225-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1116

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

430* DI017
Subject: Curriculum Resource
Materials.
Petition: DI-11466-1224-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 16

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

431 *
DI018

Subject: The Curriculum
Resources Committee.
Petition: DI-11929-1223-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1115

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

432 DI019
Subject: Emphasizing
Theological and Moral Teaching
of The United Methodist Church.
Petition: DI-11678-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 124

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

433* DI020
Subject: Black Leadership.
Petition: DI-11911-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1127

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Last paragraph: ...to fill appointive

positions in the District, Annual Con-

ference,...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

434* DI021
Subject: Introduction to Lection
in the Lectionary.
Petition: DI-11361-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 120

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

4^5' DI022
Subject: Discontinue Use of Term
"Act of God."
Petition: DI-11941-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1 127

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

436* DI024
Subject: Church Curriculum
Resources.
Petition: DI-12266-1224-D$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 16

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

437* DI026
Subject: Curriinilum Resource
Materials.
Petitions: DI-11514-1224-D, DI-

12265- 1224-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1116, 1116.

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

438* DI026
Subject: Spanish Language
Hymnal.
Petition: DI-10792-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 250

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

439* DI027
Subject: Leadership and Ministry
Development Responsibilities.

Petition: DI- 10760- 12 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 244

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

440*
DI028

Subject: Permission to Enlarge
Individual Hymns from the
United Methodist Hymnal.
Petition: DI-12212-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1 128

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

441* DI029
Subject: Amend Wording of
Service for Holy Communion in
Hymnal.
Petition: DI-11930-3000-R
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Page in Advance DCA: 1127

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

442 DI030
Subject: Object to removing the

word "Father" from the Book of

Worship.
Petition: DI-11469-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 123

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 70; Against: 11; Not Voting: 13;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

443* DI033
Subject: Heading Under Section
V, General Board of Discipleship
Curriculum Resources
Committee.
Petition: DI-10764-1223-D

Page in Advance DCA: 248

Membership: 107; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

444 FA017
Subject: Annual Conference
Treasurer/Director of

Administrative Services.

Petition: FA-10896-0715-D

Page in Advance DCA: 373

Membership: 93; Present: 90;

For: 52; Against: 30; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concvirrence

iis amended as follows:

Wherever the title "Conference

Treasurer/Director of Administrative

Services" appears, change the wording

to "Conference Treasurer or Con-

ference Treasurer/Director of Ad-

ministrative Services."

716.2, after the words, "relating to

conference administration", insert the

words, "related to the Conference
Treasurer's or Conference

Treasurer/Director of Administra-

tive Services' responsibilities,..."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

445* FA021
Subject: Tax-Deferred Annuity
Contributions Program.
Petition: FA-10937-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 471

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

446* FA022
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 5.

Petition: FA-10931-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 400

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

447* FA023
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 6.

Petition: FA-10932-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 401

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

448*
FA024

Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 7.

Petition: FA-10933-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 401

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

449 FA025
Subject: Proportional Payments
of the Conference Board of

Pensions.
Petition: FA-10942-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 376

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 72; Against: 6; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

450 FA026
Subject: Proportional payments
for pastoral support.

Petition: FA-10388-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 747

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 48; Against: 31; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence { jNonconcurrence Date /

451* FA027
Subject: Proportional retirement

payments.
Petition: FA-11004-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 377

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 76; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

a

452" FA028
Subject: Cumulative Pension and
Benefit Fund.
Petition: FA-10936-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 403

Membership: 93; Present: 72;

For: 66; Agamst: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

DCA Advance Edition Vol. I

1) Amend Section 5.05b by adding a

new paragraph (4) which would state:

(4) One or more annual partial

lump-sum payments elected by the

Participant in accordance with the

rules established by the Board
prior to the required beginning
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date specified in Section S.OSe
herein and prior to annuitizing the
remaining Account balance in ac-

cordance with other provisions of
this Section.

The current Section 5.05b(4) would
become Section 5.05b(5).

2) Delete Proposed Article 9.01 at

DCA 421 and substitute the following:

9.01 Amendment of the Plan.
The General Conference may
amend any or all provisions of this

Plan at any time by written instru-

ment identified as an amendment
of the Plan effective as of a
specified date. However, the
Board is authorized to amend any
or all provisions of the Plan at any
time by such written instrument in

order to conform the Plan to any
applicable law and/or regulations

promulgated thereunder.

3. Delete in its entirety Section 12.05

(13 lines), at DCA 423.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

453*
FA029

Subject: Retired ordained
minister, serving as a supply
pastor.

Petition: FA-11133-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 150

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

454* FA030
Subject: Proportional Payments
for Retired Ministers.
Petition: FA-10201-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 376

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

455* FA031
Subject: Proportional Payments.

Petition: FA-10056-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 377

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

456 FA032
Subject: General Board of
Pensions.
Petition: FA-11567-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1171

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 74; Against: 5; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

457* FA033
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-12172-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1151

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

458 FA034
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10549-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 376

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 45; Against: 35; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

459* FA035
Subject: Conference Board of
Pensions.
Petition: FA-11203-0737-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 150

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 1; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

460* FA036
Subject: Two retired ministers in

membership of Annual
Conference Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-11960-0737-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1151

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

461 *
FA070

Subject: The Apportionments
Subject to Reduction.
Petition: FA- 10330-0911-D
Page in Advance DCA: 380

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

462*
FA079

Subject: Limit Budget Increase

for Next Quadrennium.
Petitions: FA-10334-3000-R, FA-

10337-3000-R, FA-11122-3000-R, FA-

11266-3000-R, FA-11302-3000-R,

FA-11377-3000-R, FA-11563-3000-R,

FA-11609-3000-R, FA-11832-3000-R,

FA-11942-3000-R, FA-11943-3000-R,

FA-12005-3000-R, FA-12089-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 493, 493,

1161, 1161, 1163, 1161, 1161,

1162, 1162, 1161, 1161, 1161,

1160.

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 78; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence, because of our recommendation

for concurrence on Petition FA 12255, as

amended by the committee.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

463 FA088
Subject: Availability of
Supervisory Appointments.
Petition: FA-10795-0722-D
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Page in Advance DCA: 375

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 64; Against: 19; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended to read as follows:

722.5

In all cases (ethnic or non-eth-

nic), emphasis shall be given to

funding entry-level appointments
in a teaching parish in a station

church, or circuit, or cooperative

parish and/or equivalent or to a
cooperative parish.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

464* FA092
Subject: General Statement on
Church Finance.
Petition: FA-12065-0901-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 151

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concm-rence

as amended as follows:

The work of the church requires

the support of our people. Par-

ticipation through service and
gifts is a Christian duty, a means of

grace, and an expression of our
love to God.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

465 FA093
Subject: Composition of the
Membership of the Episcopal
Residence Committee.
Petition: FA-10821-0736-D

Page in Advance DCA: 376
Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence, because of recommendation for

concurrence on Petition FA-10898.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

466* FA094
Subject: The Episcopal Residence
Committee.
Petition: FA-10898-0736-D
Page in Advance DCA: 376
Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

467* FAlOl
Subject: The Ministerial Pension
Plan.
Petition: FA-11685-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1171

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

468 FA120
Subject: Pension Allowance for

the Episcopacy.
Petition: FA-10903-093 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 380
Membership: 93; Present: 85;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

469* FA121
Subject: Retired Bishops
assigned to Active Episcopal Duty.
Petition: FA- 10904-0932-D
Page in Advance DCA: 380
Membership: 93; Present: 85;

For: 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

470* FA123
Subject: The Episcopal Fund.
Petition: FA-10902-0924-D

Page in Advance DCA: 380
Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

471* FA124
Subject: The Ministerial
Education Fund.
Petitions: FA-11263-092 1-D, FA-
11516-092 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1155, 1156.

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

472" FA125
Subject: The Ministerial
Education Fund.
Petition: FA- 11606-092 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 156

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 79; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

473 FA126
Subject: Spiritual Growth.
Petition: FA- 11682-092 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 156

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 63; Agamst: 18; Not Votmg: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

474* FA138
Subject: The World Service Fund.
Petitions: FA-10525-3000-A, FA-
10526-3000-A, FA-10527-3000-A, FA-
10528-3000-A, FA-10529-3000-A,

FA-10530-3000-A, FA-10531-3000-A,

FA-10532-3000-A.

Pages in Advance DCA: 303, 306,

307, 308, 311, 316, 317, 318.

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 77; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

475* FA143
Subject: References from the
1988 General Conference.

e
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Petition: FA-10537-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 324

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For: 83; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence, as amended by the following:

The GCFA shall also provide to

the General Conference an infor-

mational report on the following
items:

(1) The expenses paid to general

church agency employees attend-

ing General Conference and the

numbers of such employees in at-

tendance.

(2) The cost of study commis-
sions and special task forces.

(3) The cost analysis of special

Sunday offerings.

(4) Statement on Directors and
Officers liability insurance.

.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

476* FA146
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 10.

Petition: FA-10935-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 402

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

477* FA147
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 4.

Petition: FA-10930-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 400

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

478*
FA148

Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 9.

Petition: FA-10934-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 401

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

482*

479' FA149
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 2.

Petition: FA-10928-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 398

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

480* FA150
Subject: Ministerial Pension
Plan.
Petition: FA-10926-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 425

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend 4.01c to read as follows: "For

Participants who do not receive a
contribution pursuant to Section

4.01j(4), serving full-time appoint-

ments and ... (DCA 428).

Amend to delete entire section 11.05

page 49 of petition (DCA 443).

Amend Section E.OS.f to read as fol-

lows:

"hereunder to th« a surviving spouse

who remarried prior to January 1,

1982 shall cease ..." (DCA 447).

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

481* FA151
Subject: Interpretation of
retirement benefits from the
Death Benefit Program.
Petition: FA-11304-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1172

Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

FA152
Subject: Ministerial Pension
Plan.
Petition: FA-11608-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconomends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

483* FA153
Subject: Ministerial Pension
Plan.
Petition: FA-10331-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 424

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Sub Paragraph 2 to road ; to read Sec-

tion E.05a

Sub Paragraph 4 to road i to read Sec-

tion E.OSc

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

484* FA155
Subject: Special arrangements
for participation in the
Comprehensive Protection Plan.

Petition: FA-11303-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 172

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

485* FA156
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section L
Petition: FA-10927-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 398

Membership: 93; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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486* FA162
Subject: Affirmative Investments.

Petition: FA-11835-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1171

Membership: 93; Present: 79;

For: 76; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

487 FA163
Subject: No Investment of Chiu-ch

Fund in Companies Involved in

Pornographic Materials.
Petition: FA-11830-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 174

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 77; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

488^ FA164
Subject: Normal Conditions for

Full Pension Credit.

Petition: FA- 10382- 1606-D

Page in Advance DCA: 384

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

489*
FA165

Subject: Power, Duties, and
Responsibilities of Annual
Conference.
Petition: FA-11607-1606-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1157

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting; 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

490* FA166
Subject: Establish the National
Association of United Methodist
Retired Persons.
Petition: FA-12287-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 176

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

491' FA167
Subject: Retirees Defined Benefit
Program.
Petition: FA-12286-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1175

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

492' FA168
Subject: Pension of Lay Staff

Persons.
Petition: FA-11833-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1173

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcnr-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

493* FA169
Subject: Personal and
Tax-Deferred Accumulations.
Petition: FA-10333-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 488

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

494* FA189
Subject: Staff Retirement
Benefits Program.
Petition: FA-10939-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 448

Membership: 93; Present: 88;

Fon 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

1) Amend Section 5.05b(2) [at DCA
458] by adding a new sub-paragraph (d)

which states:

(d) One or more annual partial

lump-sum payments elected by the

Participant in accordance with the

rules established by the Board
prior to the required beginning
date specified in Section 5.05e

herein and prior to annuitizing the

remaining Employee Account
balance in accordance with other

provisions of this Section.

Current section 5.05b(2)(d) then be-

comes Section 5.05b(2)(e).

2) Delete all of Section 10.05 [DCA
466].

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

495* FA192
Subject: Comprehensive
Protection Plan Section 3.

Petition: FA-10929-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 398

Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

add as the last sentence of Section

3.2d

However, the special arrange-

ments for those Participants who
were enrolled in this Plan on
December 31, 1992, shall include,

for a period of eight years there-

after, the benefits payable under
Section 5.5.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

496*
FA193

Subject: Officers of the General
Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10945-1603-D

Page in Advance DCA: 381

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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497* FA194
Subject: Corporate
Responsibility and the General
Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-11683-1604-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 157

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 77; Against: 2; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

For 69; Against: 10; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

498' FA195
Subject: General Authorization of
the General Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10946-1604-D
Page in Advance DCA: 383

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

499* FA196
Subject: General Authorization of

the General Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-11134-1604-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 157

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

500 FA197
Subject: General Board of
Pensions.
Petition: FA-11205-1604-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 156

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 70; Against: 8; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

501 FA198
Subject: Pensions and Investment
Policies.

Petition: FA- 10059- 1604-D
Page in Advance DCA: 383

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

502' FA199
Subject: Corporate
Responsibility and the General
Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10204-1604-D

Page in Advance DCA: 382

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

Fon 75; Agiunst: 5; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

503* FA200
Subject: Authority of the General
Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA- 10575- 1604-D
Page in Advance DCA: 382
Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

504^ FA201
Subject: Membership of the
General Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10944-1602-D

Page in Advance DCA: 381

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 77; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

505* FA202
Subject: Name, Corporations, and
Locations of the General Board
of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10943-1601-D

Page in Advance DCA: 380
Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 77; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

506* FA203
Subject: Special araangement
policies of the Comprehensive
Protection Plan.
Petition: FA-12451-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurT«nce Date /

507* FA204
Subject: Pastors of the Methodist
Church of Puerto Rico
Continuance in the Pension Plan.
Petition: FA-12150-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1224

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

508* FA205
Subject: Joint Distributing
Committees.
Petition: FA-10948-1609-D

Page in Advance DCA: 385

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

or merge it, in accordance with ap-

plicable corporate law, afler being

authorized ...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

509 FA206
Subject: Conference Board of
Pensions.
Petition: FA-11206-1608-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 158

Membership: 93; Present: 87;

For: 78; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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510 FA207
Subject: Financial Policy of the
General Board of Pensions.
Petition: FA-10576-1608-D

Page in Advance DCA: 384
Membership: 93; Present: 85;

For: 72; Against: 9; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

511 FM004
Subject: Human and Civil Rights
of Lesbians and Gay Men.
Petition: FM-12347-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 142

Membership: 97; Present: 86;

For: 76; Against: 10; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

512 FM005
Subject: Human Sexuality.

Amend 71F.
Petition: FM-12346-0071-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 132

Membership: 97; Present: 86;

For: 86; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

513*
FM006

Subject: No practicing
homosexual to be utilized as paid
staff or voliinteer.

Petition: FM-12348-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 142

Membership: 97; Present: 86;

For: 86; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

514 FM007
Subject: Christian Marriage.
Amend para. 71-C.
Petition: FM-10017-0071-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 13

1

Membership: 97; Present: 86;

For: 77; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

515 FM008
Subject: Report of the Baptism
Study Committee.
Petition: FM-10735-3000-S
Page in Advance DCA: 253

Membership: 97; Present: 85;

For: 83; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

On page 262 Advance DCA, add to

recommendation #2:...quadrennium.

1. According to the study, is there

a difference between Church mem-
bership on the basis of profession

of faith in Christ and initiation

into the family of God?

2. Does the paper teach that bap-
tism is necessary for salvation? If

so, what are the implications of

this teaching?

3. According to the paper, what
is necessary for salvation?

4. If you are made a church mem-
ber by baptism, can you ever lose

your membership?

5. Is the theology of the study
consistent with: (1) the liturgies in

the hymnal? (2) our present prac-
tices in the churches? (3) our
doctrinal standards as found in

paragraph 68, section 3? (4) other
parts of the Discipline? (5) prac-
tices in United Methodist churches
in other parts of the world?

6. What constitutes a valid bap-
tism? Belief or faith, actions, cer-

tain mandated words, proper
ordination of clergy, etc.?

7. What would be the effect of

prohibiting infant dedication?
Private baptisms? Rebaptisms?

8. Does the study document
teach baptismal regeneration? If

so, what are the implications of
this teaching?

9. Does the study document en-

hance or diminish the creative ten-

sion between the sacramental and
evangelical strains of United

Methodism? If so, what are the im-
plications of this teaching?

10. What effect would the dis-

continuance of confirmation and
preparatory membership have on
the life of the church?

11. Is there a necessary relation-

ship between God's initiative in

baptism and the human response
of faith?

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconciirrence Date / '

i

516' FM009
Subject: Baptism study document
considerations.
Petitions: FM-10994-3000-R, FM-
11084-3000-R, FM-11099-0106-D, FM-
11435-3000-R, FM-11564-3000-R,

FM-11610-3000-R.
Pages in Advance DCA: 264, 1250,

1138, 1170, 1138.

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconctir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

517 FMOIO
Subject: Termination of United
Methodist members membership
in the Masonic Lodge.
Petition: FM-11163-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1205

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

518* FMOll
Subject: Infant
Baptism/Dedication.
Petitions: FM- 10032-022 1-D, FM-
10033-0222-D, FM- 10034-0223-D,

FM-11578-022 1-D, FM- 11869-022 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1254, 1254,

1255, 1254, 1254.

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 81; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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519 FM012
Subject: Rebaptism for Those
Baptized as Infants or Children.
Petition: FM-11819-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 138

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 76; Against: 6; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

520*
FM013

Subject: Response to The Study
Document "By Water and the
Spirit".

Petitions: FM-10132-0106-D, FM-
10616-3000-R, FM-11169-0106-D, FM-
11378-3000-R, FM-11479-3000-R,

FM-11839-3000-R, FM-12092-3000-M,
FM-12093-3000-M, FM-12218-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1250, 263,

1250, 1137, 1138, 1137, 1139,

1139, 1140.

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

521 FM014
Subject: "Our Distinctive
Heritage as United Methodist".
Petition: FM-10823-0066-D

Page in Advance DCA: 284

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 82; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

522 FM015
Subject: Chu- Theological Task.
Petition: FM-12067-0069-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 130

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend Par.69, page 85 line 17:.. .see

the living jieutbtruth in Scripture.

Amend Par.69, sentence starting at

the bottom of page 89: In this spirit

we take up our theological task.

We endeavor through the power of

the Holy Spirit to understand the

love of God given in Jesus Christ.

We seek to spread this love abroacL

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

523' FM016
Subject: Re-examine Christian
affirmations of faith of the
United Methodist Church.
Petition: FM-11433-0066-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 129

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

524 FM017
Subject: The word "Christian" be
given a specific definition.

Petition: FM-11478-0066-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 129

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

525* FM018
Subject: The Present Challenge
to Theology in the Church.
Petition: FM-11932-0069-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 130

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

526 FM019
Subject: Our Doctrinal Standards
and General Rules.
Petition: FM-12066-0068-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 129

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

527* FM020
Subject: "Grace Upon Grace' as

the Official Mission Statement.
Petition: FM-11686-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1144

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

528 FM021
Subject: Our Theological Task.
Petition: FM-12101-0069-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 13

1

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

529 FM022
Subject: The Doctrinal
Statement.
Petition: FM-12091-0069-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 130

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 74; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

530 FM023
Subject: Ecumenical
Commitment.
Petition: FM-12090-0069-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 130

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 73; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

531* FM024
Subject: Task Force to Study
Sophia Theology.
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Petition: FM-11771-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1236

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 82; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

532 FM025
Subject: Task Force to Study
Feminist Theology.
Petition: FM-11772-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

533*
FM026

Subject: New Mission Statement.
Petition: FM-10312-3000-D
Page in Advance DCA: 287
Membership: 97; Present: 84;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as {imended as follows:

On page 287 DCA Vol 1, amend point

#2:...Jesus Christ and his boing is equal-

ly...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

534 FM028
Subject: Reaffirm our United
Methodist Doctrinal position.
Petition: FM-11565-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 170

Membership: 97; Present: 81;

For: 62; Against: 16; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

535 FM029
Subject: Task Force to study what
Christians Really Believe.
Petition: FM-11083-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1 144
Membership: 97; Present: 81;

For: 79; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

536' FM030
Subject: Oppose Elimination of
Confirmation.
Petition: FM-12006-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1 139

Membership: 97; Present: 80;

For: 79; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

537 FM031
Subject: Baptism and
confirmation.
Petition: FM-11171-0216-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1253

Membership: 97; Present: 81;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

538' FM032
Subject: Baptism and
confirmation.
Petition: FM-11529-0221-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1254

Membership: 97; Present: 79;

For: 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

539' FM033
Subject: Baptism and
Confirmation of Children in the
Church.
Petitions: FM-10222-0216-D, FM-
10223-0224-D, FM-10224-0225-D,
FM-10611-3000-R, FM-10613-3000-R,

FM- 1061 4-02 16-D, FM-10615-3000-R,
FM-11172-0224-D, FM-11173-0225-D,
FM-11566-3000-M, FM-11818-3000-R,
FM-11838-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 832, 833,

833, 263, 264, 286, 264, 1255,

1255, 1170, 1138, 1139.

Membership: 97; Present: 79;

For: 76; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

540* FM034
Subject: Admission of Children
into Church Membership.
Petitions: FM-10035-0224-D, FM-
10136-0216-D, FM-11840-3000-R, FM-
12036-02 16-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1255, 1253,

1137, 1253.

Membership: 97; Present: 79;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

541* FM035
Subject: Membership
Requirement.
Petition: FM-10135-0209-D
Page in Advance DCA: 83

1

Membership: 97; Present: 79;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

542 FM036
Subject: Baptism and church
membership.
Petition: FM-12339-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 126

Membership: 97; Present: 80;

For: 59; Against: 18; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conciirrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

543 FM037
Subject: Baptized Children
Retained as Preparatory
Members.
Petition: FM-12179-0224-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1255

Membership: 97; Present: 80;

For: 64; Agamst: 12; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

I
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconairrence Date /

544* GJ022
Subject: United Methodist
Student Day.
Petition: GJ-10383-0274-D
Page in Advance DCA: 65

1

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

545 GJ024
Subject: Peace with Justice
Special Sunday Offering.
Petition: GJ-11164-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 199

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

For: 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconunends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

546 GJ030(MR)
Subject: Observance of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Petition: GJ-11040-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 673
Membership: 80; Present: 78;

For: 70; Against: 6; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

Delete paragraphs #3 which begins
with "On that day ..." and #5 which
begins with "Not schedule ....".

Minority Report

Restore the third paragraph (from
originid petition):

"On that day close the Bishop's ofTice,

all conference offices, all district offices,

all local church offices, and, where
feasible, business offices of church-re-

lated institutions;"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Page in Advance DCA: 1 179

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

For: 74; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

548* GJ041
Subject: Observance of Special
Sundays.
Petition: GJ- 10826-0273-D
Page in Advance DCA: 650
Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

549* GJ060
Subject: Resolutions on Special
Days, Local Church Legislation-
Re: Special Sundays.
Petition: GJ-10853-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA: 537

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Cortmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

550*

547' GJ034
Subject: Church-wide offerings.
Petition: GJ-11652-0274-D

GJ061
Subject: Continuation of the
Present Special Sundays.
Petition: GJ-11008-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 68

1

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

551* GJ062
Subject: Church-wide Special
Sundays with Offerings.
Petition: GJ-10827-0274-D

Page in Advance DCA: 650
Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Under paragraph that begins "Native

American Awareness Sunday' change

the wording "second Sunday after

Easter" to read "third Sunday of Easter'.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

552 GJ063
Subject: Establishing Rural Life
Sunday as a Special Sunday with
Annual Conference Offering.
Petition: GJ-11713-0276-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 180

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

553 GJ064
Subject: Setting Rural Life
Siuiday on the Fifth Sunday After
Easter.

Petition: GJ-11712-0275-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 180

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Delete paragraph 275.3

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

554* GJ065
Subject: Rural Life Sunday.
Petition: GJ-10207-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 651

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

555* GJ066
Subject: Rural Life Sunday, Fifth
Sunday after EUister.

Petition: GJ-11210-0275-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 180

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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556''' GJ099
Subject: Opposition to Columbus
Day as a National Holiday.
Petition: GJ-10617-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 666
Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 66; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

557* GJioo
Subject: Columbus
Quintcentenary.
Petition: GJ-11385-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 198

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( }Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

558* GJioi
Subject: Columbus Observance.
Petition: GJ-10370-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 665

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

559 GJiii
Subject: Continuation of Africa
Church Growth and Development
Program.
Petition: GJ-10731-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 663

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

560* GJ114
Subject: Limitation of Boycotts.
Petition: GJ-11162-0825-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186
Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

561* GJ115
Subject: Adopt "Peace with
Justice as a Special Program".
Petition: GJ-12224-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1206

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

562* GJ118
Subject: Report on Inter-agency
Task Force on Aids.

Petition: GJ-10890-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 612

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Note editing change in the first sen-

tence of Report No. 41. This

should read:

"

The 1988 General Conference...."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

563 GMOOl
Subject: Nomination and
Election of Central Conference
Representatives on the GBGM.
Petition: GM- 11853- 14 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 12 1

1

Membership: 110; Present: 106;

For: 106; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

564*
GM002

Subject: Number and method of
election ofwomen members of
the General Board of Global
Ministries.
Petition: GM-11974-1428-D
Page in Advance DCA: 12 12

Membership: 110; Present: 106;

For: 106; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

565 GM003
Subject: Composition of the
Bbcecutive Committee of the
Women's Division and other
Divisions.

Petition: GM-11973-1424-D
Page in Advance DCA: 12 12

Membership: 110; Present: 108;

For: 107; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

566 GM004
Subject: General Board of Global
Ministries Women's Division,
Undesignated Funds.
Petition: GM- 12008- 1427-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1212

Membership: 110; Present: 108;

For: 81; Against: 27; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

567 GM005
Subject: Sovereign Indian
Nations Within the U.S.

Petition: GM-12138-1430-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1212

Membership: 110; Present: 108;

For: 86; Against: 19; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

568 GM006
Subject: Authority of the World
Division.
Petition: GM-12 140- 1432-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1213

Membership: 110; Present: 108;

For: 86; Against: 19; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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569 GM007
Subject: Administration of New
Commitment.
Petition: GM-12141-1437-D
Page in Advance DCA: 12 13

Membership: 110; Present: 108;

For: 86; Against: 19; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

570 GMOOS
Subject: Native American
Comprehensive Plan.
Petition: GM- 11024-3000-8$

Page in Advance DCA: 729

Membership: 110; Present: 103;

For: 102; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

pp. 729,ADCA - col. 2, line 4, »-
digonouB pooplo in the AmoricaBi

Native Americans.

pp. 731, col. 2 - "Action: Implementing
the Plan in the Future"

delete the last sentence in Par. 1.

Substitute the following:

The task force will submit a
report to the General Conference
in 1996 and GBGM will present a
report every quadrennium there-

after."

pp. 731. col. 2, Par. 2:

The Taek Forco will bo composod of

ono diroctor and one stafT person from
oach gonoral agoncy , and two mombors
from each of tho following organiea

tioas; The Task Force will be com-
posed of one director, one staff

person selected by each of the four
General Program Boards, and two
members from each of the follow-
ing: Oklahoma Indian Missionary
Conference, The Native American
International Caucus, and the Na-
tional United Methodist Native
American Center, and at least one
Native American member from the
Alaska Missionary Conference."

p. 731, column 2, last paragraph, last

sentence:

Tho Bourco of funding will bo dotor

mined by tho Gonoral Council on
Finance—a»d

—

Administration , It is

recommended that the source of

funding be new monies, as deter-

mined by the General Council on
Finance and Administration. We
also recommend that the proposed
budget be attached for informa-
tion.

Native American Comprehensive

Plan

1993-1996 Proposed Budget

1. Adminstration:

1993 60,000

1994 65,000

1995 70,000

1996 75,000

Total 270,000

2. Jurisdictional Consultation

1993 50,000

1994 50,000

1995

1996 ,

Total 100,000

3. Training

1993

1994

1995 25,000

1996 25,000

Total 50,000

4. Leadership

1993 40,000

1994 40,000

1995 40,000

1996 40,000

Total 160,000

5. Youth In Mission

1993 25,000

1994 25,000

1995 25,000

1996 25,000

Total 100,000

Consultation Follow-up

6. N/A Theology

1993

1994 30,000

1995 10,000

1996

Total 40,000

7. Nat/NA Health Consultation

1993

1994 30,000

1995 10,000

1996

Total 40,000

8. Consultation on Developing

Eqitable Salaries for N/A Pastors

1993

1994 30,000

1995 10,000

1996

Total 40,000

9. N. A, Curriculum
1993

1994

1995 25,000

1996 25,000

Total 50,000

10. Rural Initiative

1993 125,000

1994 30,000

1995 85,000

1996 110,000

Total 350,000

$75,000 X 4 projects = $300,000

Training Meetings = $50,000

Totals

1993 300,000

1994 300,000

1995 300,000

1996 300,000

Total 1,200,000

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

571 GM009
Subject: Native American History
and contemporary culture as

related to effective church
participation.

Petition: GM-11405-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1216

Membership: 110; Present: 100;

For: 100; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concvurence

as amended as follows:

p. 1216, col. 2, par. 4:

Be it further resolved, that the

General Conference suggostdesignate

the National United Methodist Native

American Center, Inc., bo funded and
docignotod as the Center for the re-

search, development, and training com-

ponents of the requested curriculum.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

572 GMOIO
Subject: Shared financial support
for the Native American Center.
Petition: GM-11406-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 1216

Membership: 110; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8
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Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

p. 1217, col. 1, par. 3, line 2

Therefore, be it resolved, that in

1992 the General Conference endorse

the continued quadrennium funding,

1992{@}1996 1993-1996

line 5 - General Board of Global Min-
istries (GBBM (GBGM)

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

573 GMOll
Subject: Study Committee for

Asian - American Language
Ministries.
Petition: GM-12225-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1227

Membership: 110; Present: 105;

For: 94; Against: 5; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Therefore be it resolved, that the

General Conference mandates the

General Board of Global Ministries

(GBGM)-National Program Division to

create a National Study Committee for

Asian-American Language Ministries

for the purpose of studying these

problems and challenges and formulat-

ing recommendations for ap-

propriatoimmediate action to the 1996

General Conforoncoand appropriate
action to the 1996 General Con-
ference.

Be it further resolved, that the Na-

tional Study Committee for Asian-

American Language Ministries be

composed of at least two thirdsone-

half representatives ofAsian-Americjin

language groups chosen in consultation

with the National Federation of Asian-

Americtm United Methodists

(NFAAUM). Siao of tho committoo-wa
bo dotorminod by tho GBGM National

Program Division in consultation with

NFAAUM .

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

574* GM012
Subject: Transitional Local
Church and Community Task
Force.
Petition: GM-10553-0731-D
Page in Advance DCA: 732

Membership: 110; Present: 107;

For 102; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoncoDciirrence Date /

575 GM013
Subject: Annual Conference
Commission on the Small
Membership Church.
Petition: GM- 102 12-073 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 734

Membership: 110; Present: 107;

For. 103; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add 742 and renimiber subsequent

paragraphs:

There shaUmay be in each Annual
Conference a conference Commission
on the Small Membership Church.

2. The basic membership of the con-

ference commission shall be nominated

and elected by established procedures of

the annual conferences. Each annual

conforonco shall dotormino tho number
and composition of tho total mombor
ship which shall ooncict of not fowor

than twolvo nor more than thirty six.

AH must be members of The United

Methodist Church. Special consultants

without vote may be used as resource

persons. Among the basic members of

the commission shall be representatives

of small membership churches from
each district. Thoro Bhall bo at loast sut

mombors at largo—ie—onsuro—ropro

sontation from rural and urban sottings.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

576 GM014
Subject: Study of Riiral

Community.
Petition: GM-10698-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 737

Membership: 110; Present: 107;

For: 98; Agamst: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

577* GM015
Subject: Composition of Board of
Trustees of Mission Agencies and
Institutions.

Petition: GM-10213-1411-D
Page in Advance DCA: 734

Membership: 110; Present: 103;

For 103; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add a new sub-section 2 in 1411,

renumbering the present 1411.2 to

1411.3:

Former Evangelical United
Brethren mission agencies located

within the United States not directly

owned by the Nationsd Program
Division or the Women's Program
Division of the General Board of Global

Ministries and which receive more than

fifty percent of their charitable dona-

tions through United Methodist chan-

nels of giving shall hold thoir property

in trust for the Annual Conforonco or

Missionary' Conforonco in which tho

mission agency is locatod ; and shall be

governed by a Board of Trustees or

Directors of whom two-thirds of its

elected voting membership shall be

members of The United Methodist

Church.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

578* GM016
Subject: Promotion of the Golden
Cross Offering.

Petition: GM-10838-0731-D

Page in Advance DCA: 733

Membership: 110; Present: 98;

For 93; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as foUows:

Amend 731.4.(33) as follows:

(33) To promote an annual Golden

Cross offering or other means of giving

to be received in eveiy local church on a

day or days designated by the Annual
Conference in support of the health and

welfare ministries within the Annual

Conference, if tho Annual Conference

so directs

and to This offering shall provide

financial support to care for sick per-

sons, older persons, children amd youth,
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and persons with handicapping condi-

tions,
i
with B Special emphasis shall

be given to aiding....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

579* GM017
Subject: Board of Trustees on
Directors of Mission Agencies.
Petition: GM- 10275- 14 11-D

Page in Advance DCA: 735

Membership: 1 10; Present: 103;

For: 103; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

580* GM018
Subject: Environmental
Stewardship.
Petition: GM- 10276- 1459-D

Page in Advance DCA: 737

Membership: 110; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

581 GM019
Subject: Report of the Committee
to Develop a National Plan for

Hispanic Ministry.
Petition: GM-10867-3000-A$

Page in Advance DCA: 715

Membership: 1 10; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend page 724, column 2, to add:

9. To provide a full report to the
1996 General Conference of the

progress toward the results of the

goals of the National Plan.

Amend the first sentence of para-

graph 3 on page 726 so that it reads:

Beyond that, however, we recom-

mend and request that the General Con-

ference apportion to the general

program boards an additional

$3,100,000 for the implementation of

tbie the National Plan For Hispanic
Ministry during the next quadrennium

and that these f^inds be taken from
the General FuncL

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

582 GM020
Subject: Affirmation of Baaic
Rural Worth.
Petition: GM-11856-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 122

1

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 98; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

583 GM021
Subject: Rural Crisis: Special
Program.
Petition: GM-11720-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1221

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 91; Agamst: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

584' GM022
Subject: Resourcing Black
Churches in Urban Communities.
Petition: GM-10975-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 739

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

585' GM023
Subject: Assign, of Conference
Mission and Outreach to Ann.
Conf. Comm. on Parish and
Community Development.
Petition: GM-11715-0731-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1208

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Restore Par. 731.5 to its original for-

mat.

731.5. The Annual Conference shall

•itber establish a Committee on Parish

and Community Development oroocign

this roeponsibility to an oxicting ogoncy

in tha Annual Conforonoo that will fwl

fiUthooo with responsibilities as related

to the objectives and scope of the Na-

tional Division, General Board ofGlobal

Ministries ( 1414). The committee shall

initiate and develop programs with in-

stitutional and voluntary ministries re-

lated to the National Division, Church
and Community Ministry, Congrega-

tional Development, Town and Country
Ministries, Urban Ministries ....

Amend 731.5.e by adding a sentence:

731.5.e) Responsibilities of the sub-

committee on Congregrational Develop-

ment shall include encouraging and

sponsoring the development of new and

established congregations; conducting

research studies and community sur-

veys that plan for tmd assist with

developing innovative strategies for

mission; and reviewing, evaluating, and
making recommendations for loans,

donations, and grants from National

Division. The subcommittee also

shall encourage greater use of pas-

toral models such as tentmak-
ing/bi-vocational ministries, and
part-time pastors, by advocating for

the removal of impodimonto to their uco

and omphasiaing the pastor's ability to

produce offoctivo nurture, outroach , and

witnosB

—

ministries—as—tb«

—

primary

oritorion for appointment .

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

586* GM024
Subject: Mission in the Local
Community Enabling Resolution.
Petition: GM-10620-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 738

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 96; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

587* GM025
Subject: Increasing the Number
of Church and Community
Workers.
Petition: GM-11717-3000-R$
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Page in Advance DCA: 12 18

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 95; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

588 GM026
Subject: Church and Community
Ministry Program.
Petition: GM-11854-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 12 19

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 95; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

589* GM027
Subject: Increase Number of
Church and Community Workers.
Petition: GM-11855-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 1219

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 95; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

590* GM028
Subject: Affirmation of Basic
Rural Worth.
Petition: GM-10699-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 738

Membership: 110; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

591 GM030
Subject: Tent Building
Ministries.

Petition: GM-11934-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1221

Membership: 1 10; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

592' GM032
Subject: Composition of the
Conference Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-10705-073 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 732

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

593* GM033
Subject: Support the adoption of

the National Plan on Hispanic
Ministries.
Petition: GM-11092-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 12 14

Membership: 110; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

594* GM034
Subject: Support the National
Plan for Hispanic Ministry
including funding.
Petition: GM-11486-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 12 14

Membership: 110; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

595* GM035
Subject: National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries.

Petition: GM-11917-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1215

Membership: 110; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

596 GM036
Subject: Promote the Observance
of Native American Awareness
Sunday.

Petition: GM-10519-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 738

Membership: 110; Present: 103;

For: 103; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

597 GM037
Subject: Native American
Representation in the United
Methodist Church.
Petition: GM-11408-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1218

Membership: 110; Present: 100;

For: 100; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

598 GM038
Subject: A New Beginning.
Petition: GM-12137-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1222

Membership: 110; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

ommittee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

d

Par. 6

read:

The first sentence should

Therefore, be it resolved, that the

Native American International Caucus

call upon United Methodists to reflect

and analyze, duHsgbeginning in the

year 1992,

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

599 GM039
Subject: Study on the Building of

Community in Rural Native
American Communities.
Petition: GM-12142-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1222

Membership: 110; Present: 101;

For: 101; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Thoroforo bo it rocolvod) that the 1993

Gonoral Conforonco adoquatoly fund a

study on tho building of community in

rural Native American communitiosi
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Be it further resolved, that the

General Board of Global Ministries and
the National United Methodist Native

American Center be charged with the

responsibility of developing a joint

process, within the 1992-1996 Native

American Comprehensive Plan, to

study both the present and future shape

of ministry in rural Native American
communities;

Therefore be it further resolved,

that the results of the study be reported

to the 1996 General Conference with

recommendations for a course of action

for building community in rurtd Native

American communities into {ind beyond
the year 2000.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

600 GM040
Subject: World Service
Apportionments.
Petition: GM-10128-1411-D
Page in Advance DCA: 734

Membership: 110; Present: 100;

For: 86; Against: 13; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

We tiffirm the Christian imperative

to witness in word and deed to the

redeeming act of God in Jesus Christ.

We, therefore, affirm the missionary en-

deavor to witness in all cultures, to all

peoples, in all places. Missionary sup-

port includes recruitment, preparation

for service, actual deployment of mis-

sionary personnel and appropriate sup-

port for the on-going program initiated

by the missionaries' endeavors.

We, therefore, caU upon the GBGM
to give funding priority to missionary

support expressed in the various forms

of missionary service. Particular atten-

tion shall be given to the utilization of

such fund sources as World Service,

United Methodist Women's financial

support of the National Jind World
Division, Advance Specials, Covenant

Relations, and other channels of un-

designated funding.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

601* GM041
Subject: General Board of Global
Ministries, World Service
Apportionment.

Petition: GM- 12007- 14 11-D

Page in Advance DCA: 12 11

Membership: 110; Present: 103;

For: 98; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

602* GM042
Subject: The Office of Deaconess.
Petition: GM- 10707- 14 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 735

Membership: 1 10; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

603* GM043
Subject: Committee on Deaconess
Service.

Petition: GM- 10708- 14 19-D

Page in Advance DCA: 736

Membership: 110; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

604 GM044
Subject: The Deaconess Program
Office.

Petition: GM-10709-1420-D

Page in Advance DCA: 736

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

605 GM045
Subject: Voting Rights for
Deaconesses.
Petition: GM-11784-1418-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1212

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

606* GM046
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Conference Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-10797-0731-D
Page in Advance DCA: 733

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

p. 733 ADCA, 1st column, 2nd line:

The Annual Conference shall estab-

lish a Committee on Parish and Com-
munity Development or assign this

responsibility to an existing agen-

cy in the Annual Conference

p. 733, 2nd column, line 12:

...calling for representation by small

membership churches...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

607 GM047
Subject: National Plan for
Hispanic Ministries.

Petition: GM-10441-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 739

Membership: 110; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

608 GM048
Subject: The Purpose of Health
and Welfare Ministries
Department.
Petition: GM- 12256- 1439-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1214

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

609* GM049
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Health and Welfare Ministries
Department.
Petition: GM-10710-1440-D
Page in Advance DCA: 736

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;
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Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

p. 737, line 6 to be amended as follows:

HIV/AIDS, environmental health,

and particularly the health needs of

women, children, youth, and the com-
mxmities of color.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

610* GM050
Subject: Responfiibilities of the
Mission Education and
Cultivation Department.
Petition: GM-10711-1449-D
Page in Advance DCA: 737

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

611 GM051
Subject: Responsibilities of the
World Division.
Petition: GM-11336-1431-D
Page in Advance DCA: 12 13

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

612 GM053
Subject: Continuance of Funding
to the Evangelical Seminary of
Puerto Rico.
Petition: GM-12154-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1227

Membership: 110; Present: 70;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

P. 1227, Par. 3, line 7

and to continue the proeont lovol of

funding up to 1996.

613 GM054
Subject: Understanding The
United Methodist Church as a
Global Chtu-ch.

Petition: GM-12155-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1227

Membership: 110; Present: 70;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

614 GM055
Subject: Task Force to Study the
Feasibility of Setting up a
Distribution Transportation
System.
Petition: GM-11063-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1082

Membership: 110; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

615 GM056
Subject: Duties of the General
Board of Global Ministries.
Petition: GM-1 12 15-1402-D

Page in Advance DCA: 12 10

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

616' GM057
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-11440-1402-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1210

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

617 GM058
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-11933-1402-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1210

Membership: 110; Present: 94;

For 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

di

618 GM059
Subject: The Budget of the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-11387-1404-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1210

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 83; Against: 9; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

619 GM060
Subject: Policies of Investment of
the General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-11216-1411-D
Page in Advance DCA: 12 1

1

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

620 GM061
Subject: Limit Meetings of the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM-1 1769-1412-D

Page in Advance DCA: 12 1

1

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 92; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date / ( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date / ( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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621 GM062
Subject: Purpose and
Responsibilities of The National
Division.
Petition: GM-12069-1413-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1211

Membership: 1 10; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

622' GM063
Subject: Responsibilities of the
National Division.
Petition: GM-10706-1414-D

Page in Advance DCA: 735

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 93; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

623* GM064
Subject: Responsibilities of the
National Division.

Petition: GM-10798- 14 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 735

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends conciirrence

as amended as follows:

P. 735, amend Par. 1414.13:

13. Work of the Parish or Community
Development Committee or its

equivalent in an Annual Conference...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

624«
GM065

Subject: GBGM/Nat. Div.

Responsibilities Related to Needs
of Small Membership Churches.
Petition: GM-11716-1414-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1212

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

625 GM066
Subject: Abolish the "Grant
System" of the General Board of

Global Ministries.

Petition: GM-11441-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1218

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

626* GM068
Subject: Task Force for

Integrated Transportation Data
Base System.
Petition: GM-11287-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1082

Membership: 110; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

627* GM069
Subject: Task Force to Study
Feasibility of Transportation for

UMCOR.
Petition: GM-11296-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1082

Membership: 110; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

628' GM070
Subject: Authority of the General
Board of Global Ministries.

Petition: GM-11851-1404-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1210

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 90; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

629 GM071
Subject: The Budget of the
General Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: GM- 12258- 1404-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1211

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 90; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

630 GM072
Subject: Budget of General Board
of Global Ministries.

Petition: GM- 11852- 1404-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1211

Membership: 110; Present: 95;

For: 90; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

631' GM076
Subject: Responsibilities of the

World Division.
Petition: GM-12139-1431-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1213

Membership: 110; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

632 HE007 (MR)
Subject: Rural Chaplaincy as a
Ministry of Laity and Clergy.

Petition: HE-11722-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1235

Membership: 78; Present: 57;

For: 35; Against: 22; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concur-

rence:

Minority Report

Rural Ministry of Lay and Clergy

Whereas, continued decline of rural

America constitutes an ongoing struggle

which holds rural communities in long

term crisis; and

Whereas, the need for specialized and

caring ministries in rural communities

has become critical; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries are persons called by God
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whose gifts and graces are uniquely

suited for mission and ministry with

town £md rural persons, families, com-
munities and churches; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries respond to spiritual dimen-

sions of life when rural peoples who
relate to farming, mining, timbering,

fishing, rural industries and businesses,

etc, experience harmful, social, tech-

noligical and economic changes; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries advocate for the provision of

human services that respond to the

needs of persons, families and com-
munities; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries are interpreters of town and
rural issues to denominational, local and
denominational forms of the Church,

and also to local communities and
society at all levels; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries provide encouragement to

persons who choose to integrate their

theological and ethical understandings

of society and creation in a lifestyle that

calls for a just, pairticipatory and sus-

tainable economy, and also challenge

secular perceptions of environmental

and ecological issues; and

Whereas, persons working in rural

ministries have long-term commit-
ments to serve in communities where
they have been appointed or called by
the Church, and to use their skills for

the purposes given above by participat-

ing in a Network for fellowship, en-

couragement and sharing;

Therefore be it resolved that The
United Methodist Church affirm per-

sons working in rural ministries as a

viable and specialized ministry for town,

countiy, and rural settings; and

Therefore be it further resolved that

The United Methodist Church affirm

persons working in rural ministries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

633' HE043
Subject: Access of Hispanics to
higher education.
Petition: HE-11487-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1215
Membership: 78; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as iunended as follows:

Therefore, be it resolved, that

General Conference requests that all

University Senate related institutions

be informed of this research, the needs

it identifies and the intervention

strategies it surveys by means of the

most appropriate method identified by
the Board ofHigher Education and Min-
istry.

Bo It Further roeolvod, that the

Division of Higher Education assomblo

roprosontativoe of the mombor schools

rolatod to tho University Sonato, for the

study of tho rosoarch related to tbic

issue, and tho communication of tho

challonge to United Methodist loader

ship in Higher Education, as described

in this resolution!

Finally , bo it rosolvod , that General

Conference roquoct the Board of Higher
Education and Ministr^^ to offer its

diroct advocacy' and assistanco to mom
bor schools, and roport to tho 1996

Cronoral Conforonco in detail concern
ing tho results of such advocac^f in tho

recruitment , retention , and eventual

success of Hispanic students onroUod in

those schools and tho poeeiblo dCT'olop

mont of Hispanic programs and institu

tions to address the aforementioned

ifisuos i

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

634 HE044
Subject: Increased support for
programs impacting higher
education of Native Americans.
Petition: HE-11407-3000-R$
Page m Advance DCA: 1217

Membership: 78; Present: 59;

For: 55; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

... formal education.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED,
that the General Conference mandate
encourage BHEM, if monies are
available, to sponsor a Native..."

...implementation, and assessment of

a permanent annual higher education...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

635 HE045
Subject: Education
Responsibilities Concerning
Native American Cultural
Traditions.
Petition: HE-12145-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1223

Membership: 78; Present: 55;

For: 43; Against: 12; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as iimended as follows:

...culture and language.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
that the 1992 General Conference man
4ate encourage that the General

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry
with the National United Methodist Na-
tive American Center to develop a cur-

riculum that deals with the United
Methodist Church and Colonial Con-
quest, that this ciirriculum be made
available to all United Methodist

seminaries, to uso this as a port of their

core curriculum, and that tho Gonoral

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry

provide $25 ,
000 to complete tho project.

This curriculum shall include a process

for the non-Native American pastor to

become sensitive to Native American
culture, history and language.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

636 IC026
Subject: Continue membership in
CCUIC, NCCC and WCCC.
Petition: IC- 11576-2402-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1243

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

637 IC031
Subject: History of Blacks in the
UM Church.
Petition: IC-10520-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 816

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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638 IC039
Subject: Affinnation of Zoar
UMC of Philadelphia.
Petition: IC-11906-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 107

Membership: 68; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

last sentence be amended to read

"...denomination's prayers aB4
prayerful support^M)fZoar U.M.C. ..."

in fourth paragraph:

St. Goorgoe'
St. George's

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

639 IC040 (MR)
Subject: Standing Commission on
Alchohol and Drugs.
Petition: IC-12434-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 4-87

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 46; Against: 11; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

DRUG AND ALCHOL CONCERNS

THE COMMTITEE ON INDE-
PENDENT COMMISSIONS

Whereas we have a deep concern for

the overwhelming social concern of al-

chohol and drug problems in our

country; and

Whereas many of us have been wait-

ing for manyyears for our church to take

leadership in addressing and working
with this problem; and

Whereas we have successfully ad-

dressed other mi^or social concerns

with Independent Commissions; and

Whereas such a commission could

coordinate ministries in the area of Al-

cohol and Drug concerns now happen-
ing across the church by working
specifically in this area; and

Whereas, our Bishops have focused

attention on this blight upon our

society; and

Whereas, we differ with Independent
Commission's action by a mjyority of

the body as a whole;

We therefore call for this General

Conference to consider this matter as a

calendar item allowing for open discus-

sion and fact-finding in order to tiike

full, appropriate action on this most
vital concern.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

640* IC041
Subject: Independent
Commission on alcohol and other
drugs.
Petition: IC-12308-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1206

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 59; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrencc Date /

641 He
IC042

Subject: Commission on alcohol
and drugs.
Petition: IC-10967-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 161

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 56; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

642* IC048
Subject: Support the work and
urge continuance of General
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-11492-2201-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1241

Membership: 68; Present: 54;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

643* IC049
Subject: Supports the continued
existence of the General
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-1 1098-220 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

1

Membership: 68; Present: 55;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

644* IC051
Subject: Responsibilities of The
Commission on Religion and
Race.
Petition: IC- 11 165-2 108-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1241

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

645* IC058
Subject: Ecumenical
Interpretations of Doctrinal
Standards.
Petition: IC-10654-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 818
Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Therefore, be it hereby resolved that

we declare it our official intent to inter-

pret all ourthcsc Articles, Confoccioni

and othor standards of doctrine in con-

sonance with our best ecumenical in-

sights and judgment.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

646*
IC059

Subject: Toward an Ecumenical
Future.
Petition: IC-10651-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 821

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 55; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

647* IC060
Subject: Adopt Toward an
Ecumenical Future".
Petition: IC-12227-300O-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1244

Membership: 68; Present: 58;
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For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconciir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

648 IC061
Subject: Pan Methodist Unity and
the Consultation of Methodist
Bishops.
Petition: IC-11009-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 825
Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

649*
IC062

Subject: Continue in the World
Methodist Council.
Petition: IC-11575-2401-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

650* IC065
Subject: Task Force to Study
Racism and Sexism Rural
Churches and Institutions.
Petition: IC-11861-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1247

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

651* IC070
Subject: Retain Religious Race.
Petition: IC-11862-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1246

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

652 IC074
Subject: Membership in the
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-10559-2204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 8 15

Membership: 68; Present: 60;

For: 58; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

653*
IC075

Subject: The Responsibility of
COSROW in the Annual
Conference.
Petition: IC-1 1622-074 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 68; Present: 56;

For: 54; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

654* IC076
Subject: Responsibility of the
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women.
Petition: IC-10558-2203-D

Page in Advance DCA: 815
Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 59; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

655*
IC077

Subject: General Commission on
the Status and Role of Women.
Petition: IC-11773-2202-D

Page m Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

656 IC078
Subject: Churches in Covenant
Communities.

Petitions: IC-10277-3000-R, IC-10278-

3000-R, IC-10353-3000-R, IC- 10354-

3000-R, IC-11010-3000-R,

IC-11167-3000-R, IC-11273-2003-D,

IC-11311-3000-R, IC-11863-3000-R,

IC-12107-3000-M.

Pages in Advance DCA: 822, 822,

822, 822, 823, 1244, 1239, 1245,

1244, 1245.

Membership: 68; Present: 53;

For: 43; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

657 IC082
Subject: Confession to Native
Americans.
Petition: IC-10652-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 818

Membership: 68; Present: 60;

For: 48; Against: 8; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Thoroforo , bo it rosolvod that tho

United Mothodist Gonoral Conforonco

confo6606 that it has §innod against its

Native American brothers and BietorS)

and ofTors this formal apology for its

participation , intended and unintondod,
in tho violent coloniaation of thoLr land.

Therefore, be it resolved that the
United Methodist General Con-
ference confesses that the United
Methodist Church and its

predecessor bodies have sinned
and continue to sin against its Na-
tive Americanbrothers and sisters,

and offers this formal apology for
its participation, intended and
unintended, in the violent
colonization of their land.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

658 IC083
Subject: Retain the Commission
on Religion and Race.
Petition: IC-10351-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 825

Membership: 68; Present: 60;

For: 59; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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659* IC087
Subject: Holy Land Tours.
Petition: IC-10978-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 821

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

660* IC088
Subject: Holy Land Toiuy.
Petition: IC-11688-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1249

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

C) Recommends that United

Methodists planning individual or group

tours to Israel\Palestine consult with

the United Methodist liaison in

Jerusalem and the Middle East Council

of Churches Ecumenical Travel Office;

to seek opportunities to worship
with indigenous Christian con-
gregations and to visit United
Methodist supported mission sites;

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

661 IC089
Subject: Supporting the
Resolution on Christian-Muslim
Relations.

Petition: IC-12108-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1244

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

662 IC090
Subject: Our Muslim Neighbors.
Petition: IC-10653-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 819

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 52; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

663' IC091
Subject: Support the
Consultation on Church Union
proposal.
Petition: IC-11310-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1245

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

664 IC092
Subject: Continuing Membership
in the Consultation on Church
Union.
Petition: IC-10650-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 822

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

665 IC093
Subject: Responsibilities of
GCCUIC.
Petition: IC- 11490-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1240

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 56; Against: 7; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend 2003.4 as follows:

"...(such as the World Council ofChur-
ches, regional councils of churches, the

National CouncU of the Churches of

Christ in the U.S.A., the National As
eociation of Evangolicals, the World
Methodist Council, and Consultation on
Church UnionK..."

Add to end of paragraph:

We further encourage dialogue
with other organizations such as

the National Association of Evan-
gelicals.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

666 IC094
Subject: Responsibilities of
GCCUIC.
Petition: IC- 1149 1-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1240

Membership: 68; Present: 63;

For: 55; Against: 4; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(primarily ovangolical groups)

renumber those paragraphs that fol-

low

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

667 IC096
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Commission on
Christian Unity and
Interreligious Concerns.
Petition: IC-1 1979-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1240

Membership: 68; Present: 54;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends referral to

the General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

668' IC097
Subject: Celebrate and Support
the Ongoing Work of the General
Commission on the Status and
Role of Women
Petition: IC-11786-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1248

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 53; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended by substitution, as follows:

Progress has been made by the
General Commission on the Status
and Role of women toward
eliminating sexism in our church
from 1972-92.

The United Methodist Church is

committed to inclusiveness in our
church; but females and males are
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not yet equally represented in
policy- and decision-making
bodies, especially in administra-
tion and finance, [footnote 1]

The United Methodist Church
stands in opposition to the sin of

sexual harassment in our church
and in society [footnote 2]; how-
ever, sexual harassment in our
church continues to victimize both
females and males, both clergy and
laity, [footnote 3]

Be it resolved that the United
Methodist Church:

celebrate the 20th Anniver-
sary of the General
Commission's efforts to be ad-

vocate, catalyst and monitor
for a gender inclusive church;

* affirm the work and the neces-

sity for the continuance of the
General Commission in its

ministry;

* support the work being done
by the General Commission
throughout the entire church
to educate United Methodists
in understanding and
responding to the issues of
sexual harassment through
training, resources, policies

and procedures; and

support the work and funding
of the General Commission to

strengthen effective par-
ticipation and insure equi-

table representation of
females in policy- and
decision-making positions at
all levels in our church as en-
couraged by United Methodist
disciplinary guidelines.

[footnote 1] "Survey on the Par-
ticipation of Women in the Local
Church," General Commission
on Status and Role ofWomen, 1991.

[footnote 2] "Sexual Harassment
in Church and Society in the USA,"
Book of Resolutions, adopted 1988.

[footnote 3] "Sexual Harassment
in the United Methodist Church,"
Office of Research, Greneral Coun-
cil on Ministries, November 1990.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

669*
IC098

Subject: Members of Central
Conference on the General
Commission on Communication.
Petition: IC-11978-1907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 57; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

670 IC099
Subject: Establishing A
Covenanting Church.
Petition: IC-10999-0650-D

Page in Advance DCA: 925
Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

671 ICIOO
Subject: Relationship Between
United Methodist Church and
New Affiliated Autonomous
Methodist Church of P.R.
Petition: IC-12151-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1225

Membership: 68; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

2.3 All ofthe agreements between the

general agencies and the Puerto Rico

Annual Conference entered into the
records of the general agencies and
the Puerto Rico Annual Con-
ference for the transition period will be
honored by the general agencies and
The Methodist Church of Puerto Rico.

2.5 In order that no action shall be
taken that can be construed as having

vestiges of racism or discriminationr

Thoroforo, the General Commission on
Religion and Race will retain jurisdic-

tion on this matter through 1992-2000

time period.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

672*
ICIOI

Subject: Affiliated Autonomous
Methodist Church of Puerto Rico
and The United Methodist
Church.
Petition: IC-12153-3000-R

Page m Advance DCA: 1226

Membership: 68; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

673* IC102
Subject: Affiliated Autonomous
Methodist Churches.
Petition: IC-10998-0648-D

Page in Advance DCA: 925

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

674 IC103
Subject: Concordat agreement
with an Autonomous Methodist
Church.
Petition: IC-10997-0647-D

Page in Advance DCA: 925

Membership: 68; Present: 61;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

675* IC104
Subject: Continue the
Commission of Religion and
Race and Continue Status Role of

Women.

S
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Petitions: IC-10350-3000-R, IC-10352-

3000-R, IC-11865-3000-R, IC-11919-

3000-R
Pages in Advance DCA: 826, 826,

1247, 1248.

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 56; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

676* IC105
Subject: Prejudice against
Muslims and Arabs in the U.SA.
Petition: IC-11041-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 179

Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

677* IC106
Subject: Duties ofUM
Communications.
Petition: IC-12438-1906-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 68; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

678 LC014
Subject: Shared Facilities with
Congregations and Groups.
Petition: LC- 10563-2552-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1275

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows;

amend petition to retain original lan-

guage of Discipline in paragraph

2552.1a: Charge Conferences(s)

delete from para. 2552. le)-

trict Committoo on Religion and Raco
shall—monitor—all coneultationB—a»d
plans rolatod to tho transfor/or ubo of

property to insuro fairnocB and equity in

situations involving two or more local

congrogations or ministrios. and insert

at the end of para. 2552.The district

Committee on Religion and Race
shall monitor all consultations
and plans related to the trans-

fer/or use of property to insiire

fairness and equity in situations

involving two or more local con-

gregations or ministries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

679 LC023
Subject: A Local Church.
Petition: LC-12110-0201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1250

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence. '^

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

680 LC025
Subject: Cooperative Parish
Ministries.
Petitions: LC-10217-0206-D, LC-
11225-0206-D, LC-11787-0206-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 830, 1251,

1252.

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

681= LC026
Subject: Teaching Parish,
Petition: LC-11725-0205-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1251

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

682 LC027
Subject: Cooperative Parish
Ministries.

Petition: LC-10218-0206-D

Page in Advance DCA: 830
Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

683 LC028
Subject: The Local Church as a
Connectional Society.

Petition: LC-12071-0203-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1251

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

684* LC038
Subject: Organization and
Administration.
Petition: LC-10225-0244-D

Page in Advance DCA: 834

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

685* LC039
Subject: Coordinatbr of
Communications.
Petition: LC- 10077-0263-D

Page in Advance DCA: 844

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

686 LC062
Subject: Board of Trustees •

Powers and Limitations.
Petition: LC- 1092 1-2532-D
Page in Advance DCA: 848

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

add: "The Board of Trustees shall

also review annually the adequacy
of Personnel Insurance." between

first and second sentences.
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New third section now reads "The
purpose ofthese reviews is to assure that

the church, it's properties, and it's per-

sonnel are properly protected against

risks."

Add this text para.2532.5 "The
Board of Trustees in cooperation
with the Health and Welfare Mini-
stries Representative shall con-
duct or cause to be conducted, an
annual accessibility audit of their
buildings, grounds, and facilities

to discover and identify what
physical, architectural and com-
munication barriers exist that im-
pede the full participation of

persons with handicapping condi-
tions; and shall make plans and
determine priorities for the
elimination of all such barriers.

The Accessibility Audit for chur-
ches shall be used in filling out the
annual church/charge conference
reports."

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

687^ LC063
Subject: The Administrative
Council as the Basic
Administrative Structure for
Local Churches.
Petition: LC-11728-0245-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

688' LC064
Subject: Local Church
Organization and
Administration.
Petition: LC-11788-0245-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

689'

Petition: LC-10227-0245-D
Page in Advance DCA: 835

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

690* LC066
Subject: Staff-Parish Relations
Committee.
Petition: LC-11873-0245-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

691 LC067
Subject: Honorary Members of
the Administrative Council /
Board.
Petition: LC-10845-0246-D

Page in Advance DCA: 836
Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 68; Against: 12; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

692'

LC065
Subject: Basic Organizational
Plan for the Local Church.

LC068
Subject: General Provisions for
honorary members.
Petition: LC-11142-0246-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260
Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoncDncurrence Date /

693 LC070
Subject: The Meaning of
Membership.
Petition: LC-10768-0211-D

Page in Advance DCA: 832
Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

add: "Thus,"

should read: 'Thus, they make known
their desire to live the daily lives as dis-

ciples of Jesus Christ."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

<

694* LC071
Subject: Shared Facilities.

Petition: LC-10561-0206-D

Page in Advance DCA: 830
Membership: 89; Present: 82;

Fon 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

695' LC073
Subject: Admission into the
Church.
Petition: LC- 10770-02 16-D
Page in Advance DCA: 832

Membership: 89; Present: 76;

For: 76; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

696 LC075
Subject: Church Membership, A
Part of Discipleship.
Petition: LC- 10769-02 13-D
Page in Advance DCA: 832

Membership: 89; Present: 76;

For: 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

697^ LC077
Subject: Admission into the
Church.
Petition: LC-10399-0218-D

Page in Advance DCA: 832
Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9
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Committee recommends concur-

[ rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

698* LC079
Subject: Confinnation Classes:
Duty of the Pastor.
Petition: LC-10036-0225-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1255

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

699* LC080
Subject: Higher Echication
Training and Scholarships.
Petition: LC-10349-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 751

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Delete para, five, six, and seven.

Change para, eight to read, "Be it

therefore resolved that the General

Conference:"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

700 He
LC081

Subject: Special attention of the
different groups of people.
Petition: LC-12437-3000-M

Psige in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 77;

For: 75; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

701* LC083
Subject: The Administrative
Conference.
Petition: LC-11443-0248-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1262

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

702 LC089
Subject: A New Form of
Cooperative Parish Ministry.
Petition: LC-11726-0206-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1252

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

703' LC091
Subject: Inactive member
category.
Petition: LC-11313-0228-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1256

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

704* LC092
Subject: The Church's Moral and
Spiritual Obligation to Care for

its Members.
Petition: LC-10773-0228-D

Page in Advance DCA: 833

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Agjdnst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

705* LC097
Subject: Care of members.
Petition: LC-11579-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

706 LC099
Subject: Removal of Names from
Membership Role.
Petition: LC-10137-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1257

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

707* LCIOO
Subject: Grace Period for

Inactive Members of a Local
UMC.
Petition: LC-10316-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 834

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For 69; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

708* Lcioi
Subject: Membership Records
and Reports.
Petition: LC-12037-0232-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

709' LC102
Subject: Care of Members.
Petition: LC-11872-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

710' LC103
Subject: The Basic Membership
Church Records.
Petition: LC-10915-0234-D
Page in Advance DCA: 834

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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711* LC104
Subject: Maintain Accurate
Membership Rolls.

Petition: LC-12180-0232-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 74; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

712* LC105
Subject: Pastor's report at
Charge Conference.
Petition: LC-11530-0233-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1259
Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

713 LC107
Subject: Tenure of Office.

Petition: LC-12038-0251-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 60; Against: 23; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

714' LC108
Subject: Lay Member of the
Annual Conference.
Petition: LC-12229-0251-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

715 LC109
Subject: No local pastor or spouse
eligible as lay member or
alternate.

Petition: LC-11393-0251-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 69; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

716 Lciii
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Lay Reader.
Petition: LC- 12073-025 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

717 LC112
Subject: Local church lay leader.
Petition: LC- 11392-025 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 77; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

720*

718 :ic

LC113
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Lay Leader and the PPR
Committee.
Petition: LC-10139-0251-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

C )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

719 LC114
Subject: Duties of a Lay Leader.
Petition: LC-10622-0251-D

Page in Advance DCA: 839
Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 71; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

LC116
Subject: Election of the
Committee on Nomination and
Personnel.
Petition: LC-10317-0249-D
Page in Advance DCA: 838
Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 83; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

4

721' LC118
Subject: Members at Large of the
Administrative Board / Council.
Petition: LC-10069-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 837
Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

722*
LC119

Subject: Local church's right to

set apportionment acceptance.
Petition: LC-11495-0247-D

Page m Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

723' LC120
Subject: Pastor's report to

Charge Conference.
Petition: LC-11581-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 75; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

724* LC121
Subject: Promotion of policies
relative to Socially Responsible
Investments.
Petition: LC-11227-0247-D

Page m Advance DCA: 1261
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Membership: 89; Present: 77;

/k For 72; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

^ Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

725* LC126
Subject: The Church Historian.
Petition: LC-12012-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

726 LCI29
Subject: World Service and
Conference Benevolence. Amend
para. 247.

Petition: LC-10010-0247-D
Page in Advance DCA: 836
Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 69; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

727* LC132
Subject: Mandatory Church
Historian.
Petition: LC-11532-0250-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

728' LC133
Subject: The Purpose of the
Administrative BoarcL
Petition: LC- 10775-0253-D
Page in Advance DCA: 84

1

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

729 LC135
Subject: Affiliate and Associate
Members on Administrative
Board.
Petition: LC-10073-0254-D
Page in Advance DCA: 84

1

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 60; Against: 22; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

730 LC136
Subject: Local Church Offices
and Chairpersonship.
Petition: LC-10138-0249-D
Page in Advance DCA: 837

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 80; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as foUows:

Amend para. 249.8:

change the last line wording "
shall" to

"may"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

731 LC137
Subject: The Membership of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-10776-0254-D

Page in Advance DCA: 841

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Delete Coordinator of Scouting Mini

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

732' LC138
Subject: Membership of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-11101-0254-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1265

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

733 LC140
Subject: Annual Accessibility
Audit.
Petition: LC-12 158-0262-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1267
Membership: 89; Present: 77;

For: 76; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

Amend Para. 262.2 (f) and shall in
cooperation with the Board of
Trustees conduct an annual audit...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

734* LC141
Subject: Study of local church
potential.

Petition: LC-11446-2550-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1275

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

735 LC142
Subject: Study of Local Church
Potential.

Petition: LC-11883-2550-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1275

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

736 LC143
Subject: To Permit the Local
Coordinator of Communications
to Record a Video History of the
Congregation.
Petition: LC-12 157-0262-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1267

Membership: 89; Present: 77;

For: 76; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date / ( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date / ( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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737* LC144
Subject: Interpreters for Persons
with Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: LC- 103 19-0262-D
Page in Advance DCA: 844
Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 73; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

738* LC146
Subject: Council on Ministries.
Petition: LC-12441-0257-D
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

739* LC147
Subject: Work Area Chairperson.
Petition: LC-12442-0260-D
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

740*
LC148

Subject: Organization of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-11339-0255-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1265

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

742* LC150
Subject: Organization of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-10777-0255-D

Page in Advance DCA: 84

1

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 81; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

Add after "The officers shall be lay

persons "In the case of immigrant
churches, exceptions may be made
^th the authorization of the Dis-

trict Superintendent."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

743' LC151
Subject: The Work Area on
Evangelism.
Petition: LC-12013-0252-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1265

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

744* LC152
Subject: Support Scouting
Ministry.
Petition: LC-12281-0254-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1265

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 76; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
€1

746 LC154
Subject: The Committee on
Pastor-Parish Relations.
Petition: LC-11146-0269-D$
Page in Advance DCA: 1269
Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 52; Against: 28; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend para. 269.2 to read as follows:

Only one person from an immediate
family residing in one same household
shall serve on the committee.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

747* LC155
Subject: The Committee on
Pastor-Parish Relations.
Petition: LC-11145-0269-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1269

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

748 LC156
Subject: Committee on
Nominations and Personnel.
Amend para. 269.L.
Petition: LC-10037-0269-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 70; Against: 15; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

741*
LC149

Subject: Organization of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-11627-0255-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1265
Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

745 He
LC153

Subject: Responsibilities of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-11144-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

749* LC157
Subject: A Structure for the Class
Meetings.
Petition: LC-10783-0268-D

Page in Advance DCA: 845
Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting. 0;

Date: 5/8

i
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Committee recommends concur-

m rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrenc8 Date /

750* LC158
Subject: Prison Ministry.
Petition: LC-11444-0263-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 1: change "shall" to "should"

Line 6: delete "living within the

church community"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

751 LC159
Subject: Program Agencies.
Petition: LC- 12039-0263-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 86;

For: 80; Against: 1; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

752* LC160
Subject: Coordinator of Scouting
Ministry.
Petition: LC- 12283-0263-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

753 LC161
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Health and Welfare Ministries
Representative.
Petition: LC- 107 13-0262-D
Page in Advance DCA: 844

Membership: 89; Present: 86;

For: 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended as follows:

Amend para. 262.2 line 2:

eepecially gwpport for World Division,

National Division , and UMCOB Ad
von00 Spooiole related to health and wol

faro ministrios;

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrenee Date /

754 LC162
Subject: The Church School.
Petition: LC- 11936-0263-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 77; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

755* LC163
Subject: Youth Ministry.
Petition: LC- 10782-0263-D
Page in Advance DCA: 845
Membership: 89; Present: 86;

For: 79; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend para. 263.2 line 9: ...the local

church may also wish to...

Amend para. 263.2 line 13: ... would
be responsible for upholding the quality

of these programs.

Re-paragraph 263 as follows: 2.

'Youth Ministry" - the term "youth min-
istry" is an Inclusive title, encompassing
all the concerns of the church and all

activities by, with, and for youth. The
youth ministry of the United Methodist

Church shall include all persons from
approximately 12 through 18 years of

age (generally persons in the seventh

grade through the twelfth grade, taking

into account the grouping of youth in

the local schools), who are currently as-

sociated with the church or any of its

activities. Youth who are full members
ofthe church have all rights and respon-

sibilities of church membership except

voting on matters prohibited by state

law. (See Para. 226)

a) the coordinator ofyouth ministries

and theYouth Council, when organized,

shall be responsible for recommending
to the Administrative Council or Coun-
cil on Ministries activities, program em-

phases, and settings for youth. The
coordinator and coimcil shall use avail-

able resources and means to inform
youth concerning the Youth Service

Fund and shall cultivate its support:

provided that prior to this cultivation or

as part of it, the youth shaU been chal-

lenged to assume their financial respon-

sibilities in connection with the total

program and budget ofthe local church.

b) The local church may designate one
of its settings as the United Methodist

Youth Fellowship.

c) The local church may designate the

Scouting Ministry as one of its settings

and elect a Coordinator ofScouting Min-
istry who would be responsible for

upholding the quality of these

programs.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

756*
LC164

Subject: Pastor-Parish Relations
Committee.
Petition: LC-10075-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 846

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence. »>

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

757* LC165
Subject: Committee on
Pastor/Staff-Parish Relations.
Petition: LC- 1 1 148-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1270

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

758 LC166
Subject: The composition of the
Local Church Pastor-Parish
Committee.
Petition: LC-11147-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1269

Membership: 89; Present: 85;

For: 69; Against: 16; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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759 LC167
Subject: Responsibility of local

lay leader.

Petition: LC-10142-0269-D

Page in Ath-ance DCA: 847

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For 71; Against; 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurreDce ( )Noiiconcurrence Date /

760 LC168
Subject: The Committee on
Pastor/Parish Relations.
Petition: LC-10232-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 846

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For. 71; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Delete all wording except the first sen-

tence (to be inserted as third sentence of

para.269e) with two word changes:

1) Change
'

shall' to "should"

2) Change 'minietor- to "pastor'D

The sentence would now read:

To fulfill his/her obligation under

ordination, his or her connectional

responsibility under appointment, and

his/her dut\' as a pastor, the pastor

should be present at each meeting ofthe

Committee on Pastor-Parish Relations

except where he/she voluntarily excuses

himself/herself.

( )Concurreiice ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

761 LC170
Subject: The Church Historian.
Petition: LC-12439-0247-D
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )CoDcuiTence ( jNoncoDcurrence Date /

762 MN006
Subject: Duties of the
Jiirisdictional Committees on
Ordained Ministries.

Petition: MN-10457-0633-D
Page in Advance DCA: 913

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For 88; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....F\mding wiU shalL...

( K^ncurrence ( )Nonct)DauTeDce Date /

763 MN008
Subject: Episcopal Supervision.
Petition: MN-11884-0052-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1278

Membership: 98; Present: 97;

For 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

764 MN009
Subject: Episcopal Supervision.
Petition: MN-12056-0032-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 97;

For 48; Against: 40; Not Voting: 9;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

I >CoDcurrence ( )NoiKsiKurTeDce Date /

765 MNOIO
Subject: Update the language of
the Constitution.
Petition: MN-11231-0053-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 97;

For 94; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence

( X^oncuirence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

766 MNOll
Subject: Limiting the bishop's
tenure.
Petition: MN-11341-0053-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For 87; Against: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence I INonconcurrence Date /

767 MN012
Subject: E^isco|>al Supervision.
Petition: MN-12057-O053-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For 92; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concun-ence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

768 >LN013
Subject: Episcopal Supervision.
Petition: MN-12324-0053-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coiicu)Tence ( )NoDconcujTence Date /

769 MN078
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Division of Ordained Ministry.

Petition: NCs'-10270-1527-D

Page in Advance DCA; 919

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )CoDcurreiice ( )Xonconcurrence Date /

770 MN079
Subject: Laity to the Division of

Ordained Ministry of the GBHE
and Ministry.
Petition: MN-10271-1528-D
Page in Advance DCA: 919

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For 83; Against: 11; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^oncuirence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /
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771 MN080
Subject: Addition of Laity to the
Division of Ordained Ministry of
the GBHEM.
Petition: MN-11750-1528-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1324

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 72; Against: 18; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

772 MN081
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Board of Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN-11696-1529-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1324

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....continuing education and
spiritual growth opportunities for

all ordained ministers subsequent to or-

dination and spiritual growth oppor
tunitios....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

773* MN085
Subject: Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN- 12079-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1323

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

774 MN086
Subject: Registrars
Responsibility to Supervising
Pastors.
Petition: MN-10173-0733-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1322

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 73; Against: 25; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

777*

775 MN087
Subject: The District Committee
on Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN- 12049-0752-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1324

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 90; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add: The Conference Board of

Ordained Ministry shall provide
orientation for new members, in-

cluding distribution of any avail-

able written guidelines.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

776 MN088
Subject: Composition of the
District Committee on Ordained
Ministry.

Petition: MN-10461-0752-D
Page in Advance DCA: 917

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 94; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Delete all ofAmend Para. 752.1

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

MN104
Subject: Composition of District
Committee on Ordained Ministry.
Petitions: MN- 10089-0752-D, MN-
10090-0752-D, MN- 10 175-0752-D,

MN- 10266-0752-D, MN-10268-0752-
D, MN-10327-0752-D, MN-10788-
0752-D, MN- 10993-0752-D,

MN-1 1240-0752-D, MN-1 1988-0752-

D, MN- 12248-0752-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 916, 916,

916, 917, 917, 917, 917, 918,

1323, 1324, 1324.

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence. *

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

778* MN175
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Division of Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN-11502-1529-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1324

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 93; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Data /

779* MN176
Subject: The Division of
Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN-10716-1529-D
Page in Advance DCA: 919

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 90; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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Check daily postings throughout the Cokesbury display and the Daily Christian Advocate for scheduled appearances.

Signing! by:

Grant S. Shockley • Anne Broyles • Art Guillermo • Tom Tozer • Maxie Dunnam • James Thomas • Homer Noley • Donald E Messer

J. Ellsworth Kalas • William Hinson • Kenneth Carder • George Hunter. Ill • Robert C. Morgan • Earl G, Hunt, Jr. • James A. Harnish

Charles Yngoyen • Bruce Hilton • Rotierl Spam • Zan Holmes • Eddie Fox • Kenneth Kinghom • Manone Kimbrough
Michael Ripski • James Moore
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The Committee on Journal hereby
certifies the proceedings printed in

the May 9th edition are accurata

H. Sharon Howell
Chair Committee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

(Continued from page 248)

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you. I now
recognize the Committee on Agenda,

Sarah Miller for a report, for tomorrow's

agenda.

MILLER: I need to announce to those

who have been nominated to the Judi-

cial Council from the floor, that we need

100-word biographies, maximum of 100-

word biographies, on them today, by 5

o'clock to the DCA office. Let me repeat

that: biographical information on Judi-

cial Council nominees, from the floor

today, must be submitted to the DCA
office by 5 p.m. today. The Book ofDis-

cipline mandates that we set on the day

of nomination the day of election for

members of the Judicial Council. So, in

accordance with that par. 2601 of the

1988 Book ofDiscipline, 1 move that the

election of the members of the Judicial

Council be held on Monday, May 11th.

BISHOP GALVAN: OK, the motion is

before you. Are there any questions on

the motion? Any discussion? Ail right,

vote; please vote when the light appears.

BISHOP GALVAN: The motion is ap-

proved with 859 yes, 7 no, and 28 absten-

tions.

MILLER: I have announcements. I'd

like to announce that the agenda for

tomorrow, Saturday, May 9th, will in-

clude a variety of items related to the

General Council on Ministries. Some of

those have not been completed in time

to have their calendar numbers printed

in the DCA today. So I would like to

move on behalf of the Agenda Commit-
tee the suspension of the rules, in order

that we might consider tomorrow morn-
ing these following reports: reports on
the quadrennial theme, on older adult

ministries, on prison ministry, deafmin-

istries, and the National Hispanic Plan.

BISHOP GALVAN: Could the motion

on this still suspend the rules? It re-

quires two-thirds. Are we ready to act on
it? Please vote when the lights appear.

The motion is approved; 803 yes, 58 no,

and 15 abstentions.

MILLER: That concludes our report

sir.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you very

much. There's a card in the back. Will

you please go to microphone 12?

BILL HARVEY (East Ohio): Just a

housekeeping question. We've received

some, what we believe to be, un-

authorized material distributed. One is

an open letter to Greneral Conference

delegates from someone in Tennessee

and then a lay nominee to the Judicial

Council from NC. We're not sure how
this got through here, but we wonder, is

this legal for delegates to distribute

these among the General Conference?

BISHOP GALVAN: There's a rule

that pertains to it, and we're now seek-

ing the rule to make sure that we're

under the rules.

HARVEY: Thank you.

BISHOP GALVAN: The rule is on p.

94, rule 12. It's a short rule. Let me just

read that: "After the first day, only the

DCA shall be placed on desks of the

members, with additional copies for the

first ministerial and first lay reserve

delegate from each delegation." That's

the rule, they've said if there is any other

kind of distribution made that it would

be out of order. I recognize microphone

no. 3, the person on microphone no. 3.

LARRY WILKINSON (Western

North Carolina): I think the gentleman

has referenced to some materijJ that

was distributed from the Western North
Carolina Conference. I checked this

with the pages. They assured me it was

in order, and we've tried to concur with

the direction ofthe General Conference,

sir, and if we're in error, I certainly

apologize.

BISHOP GALVAN: I believe that

would be out of order. Microphone no.

7, the person seeking microphone no. 7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): Some ofthe items in the Consent

Calendar might be changes to the Con-

stitution, and rather than going through

the paper work, might we ask the chair.

when the items are changes to the Con-
stitution, can they be in the Consent
Calendar or should they be voted by the

General Conferences as a totality?

BISHOP GALVAN: This is your sug-

gestion, right? OK, we have some who
will be able to answer that question.

JOHN BRAUN (coordinator of the

calendar): I have to apologize. We had a

computer glitch last night andwere here

until about 1 in the morning, and this is

my fault that those items have appeared

on the Consent Calendar. I will remove
them today, and they will not be on the

Consent Calendar tomorrow, and in the

future, items pertaining to the Constitu-

tion wiU not appear on the (Consent

Calendar. Please accept my apology.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you. I see

several cards in the back. Microphone
no. 1, no. 11, 2 I's.

SUSAN HASSINGER (Eastern Pen-

nsylvania): A point ofpersonal privilege

BISHOP GALVAN: Go ahead.

HASSINGER: I'm very grateful for

the worship that's been prepared for us

each day and for the proclamation ofthe

Word and the way that we join in song

together; but I've noted that for three

days, we have omitted the prayers of the

people, and I would just like to request

those who prepare and lead in worship

ifperhaps we could include our common
intercessions as we prepare for the work

of the day. Thank you.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank yoa We
have arrived now to the order ofthe day

to close this session, so I'm going to turn

now to our secretary for some an-

nouncements, and then we will close our

plenary this morning.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: I would

remind you of action that was taken in

our opening session regarding an-

nouncements. I quote, "I remind you

that announcements are to be made
through the DCA; oral or projected

notices are to be limited to the official

operation of the Conference, its ad-

ministrative and legislative commit-

tees." You will note that

announcements do appear in each DCA,
and we will be adhering to that inas-

much as that was not called to our atten-

tion in specifics yesterday, and there

were a couple of announcements made.
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We will make 2 this morning. But from

now on, we will be very strict in adhering

to that action.

First one then for today is a request

that all Black and African clergywomen

meet in front of the reserved section at

12:30 for a luncheon meeting.

And secondly, the General Council on

Finance and Administration will meet

tonight at 6 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency

Hotel. Again, I would remind all of us of

the worship services this afternoon at

2:30.

BISHOP GALVAN: Thank you. I now
call on Bishop Milhouse to offer the clos-

ing prayer of this plenary session.

BISHOP PAUL W. MILHOUSE:

(prayer)

BISHOP GALVAN: Amen.

Satvirday Morning

May 9, 1992
Bishop Emerito Nacpil, presiding

(song)

(benediction)

(song)

BISHOP EMERITO NACPIL: Thank
you. Will you kindly now be seated? May
I on your behalf express our gratitude to

Bishop Minor? Brother Minor, we heard

a word of the Lord from you this morn-

ing. And, Brother Puslecki, we thank

you for representing our brothers in

Poland in our worship this morning. We
are grateful. May we now proceed to the

business items. May I call on the chair-

person of the Agenda Committee, Mr.

Donald Ott.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): Bishop

Nacpil, members of the conference, this

is Saturday, May 9th. Your bodies are

telling you that God has done a good

thing in setting before us tomorrow, a

day of rest and change. Let me en-

courageyou and thank you. I've received

word that as ofyesterday morning, there

were more calendar items processed into

the Daily Christian Advocate office at

this 1992 General Conference than any

previous General Conference we're able

to trace. You are doing good work. I

would remind you that beginning in our

plenaries today and days following, that

the timer light will be on on all items,

including the total amount allocated for

report as in today's agenda, 90 minutes

for General Council on Ministries re-

lated items. Also operative for all

speakers.

I'm moving an agenda item. Bishop,

which is revised from that which is

printed on the front page of this

morning's DCA. You may want to be

alert to the changes that come with this

motion to adopt the following agenda. I

move that the agenda printed on the

front page of today's DCA be adopted

with the following revisions: Strike

"other calendar items"; change plenary

adjournment to 10:50 (ten five zero); set

Legislative Committees for 11:00 a.m.

Bishop, I move its adoption.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right, you have

heard the revised agenda. You're ready

to vote. Please. All right. Those . . . you'd

better vote now when the light appears.

Yes vote, 747 and the no vote, 9. The
revised agenda is adopted.

OTT: I thank you. In light of that let

me take a minute to explain the process

which will be in effect this morning and

for other times in the conference when-

ever there is a report from the General

Council on Ministries or the General

Council on Finance and Administration.

This is a procedure of following the dis-

ciplinary statement that the general

councils report direct to the conference.

The general council will present a

report. The legislative committee to

which that report is related will present

next its approval or amendment and

move the relevant calendar item. There

would then be floor debate. In cases were

there are complex issues, the presiding

officer may decide that there might be

division of the report consideration, and

that would vary with the complexities of

the situation. After legislative commit-

tee amendments are considered, there

would be further amendments from the

floor in order. When the report is finally

perfected, the General Council report

would then be voted upon. Thank you,

Bishop.

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you. WUl
you allow the Chair a moment of

privilege? You may want to know that

Bishop Hancock of the Alabama-West

Florida Area is at this very time under-

going bypass surgery. May we hold a

moment of silence and offer prayer on

his behalf

(prayer)

BISHOP NACPIL: Then I now caU

the Calendar Committee chairpersons.

Charles Jordan and Joan Brown. Yes, I

recognize the lady in green. You may
come to the nearest microphone.

Microphone number 9.

MARGIE TURBYFILL (Virginia):

Bishop Nacpil, I would like to move that

Bishop Minor's sermon this morning be

printed in the DCA.
BISHOP NACPIL: Is there a second

to that? All right. Did you mention your

name and conference? Will you kindly

do that?

TURBYFILL: Margie Turbyfdl, clergy

member of the Virginia Annual Con-

ference.

BISHOP NACPIL: Fine. Thank you.

You still take a discussion on this? Yes?

Microphone 5.

RON KOO (North Texas): I would

amend the motion to include all the

bishops' sermons in the DCA.
BISHOP NACPIL: Is there a second

to that amendment? All right. You ready

to vote on the amendment to the mo-

tion? The amendment is to include in

the main motion all the sermons of the

bishops preaching at the General Con-

ference in the morning. Get ready to

vote. Please vote when the light appears

on the amendment. The yes vote is 684,

and the no vote is 188, and the amend-

ment is adopted. Be ready to take a vote

now on the main motion. Those . . .

please vote when the light appears.

BISHOP NACPIL: Yes vote is 731,

and the no vote 120. That motion is

adopted. The Calendar Committee?

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern Il-

linois): Bishop and members of this

General Conference, I have three mat-

ters to bring to you this morning. Two
of them require your immediate action,

and they are the following:

I would call your attention to Consent

Calendar No. 1, which is found on p. 166

in the DCA, and I would also ask you

while you're doing that to refer to the

calendar items which were removed

from that Consent Calendar and are

listed on p. 227 in the DCA. While you

are finding those. Bishop, I would move
the adoption of the Consent Calendar

No. 1 as corrected by the removals.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right, are you

ready to take your vote? No. 7. No.7,

come to no. 7 mike, please.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): I'm very sorry to do this. Chuck,

but I think 9, 10, 15, 16 might also be

constitutionally related. 9, 10, 15, and

16.
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BISHOP NACPIL: WeU, if it is a con-

stitutionally related item, it should not

be included in the Consent Calendar.

Can we get an answer to that?

JOHN BRAWN: I think I can provide

an answer to that. John Brawn, Coor-

dinator of the Calendar. Those par-

ticular items you just cited are

recommended as nonconcurrence, and

we got a ruling yesterday that because

they are nonconcurrence, it won't have

an effect on the Constitution and there-

fore it can appear on the Consent Calen-

dar.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right, on that

basis we include it in the Consent Calen-

dar then. Please vote when the light

appears on the Consent Calendar No. 1.

The yes votes 790, the no votes 19. The
Consent Calendar is adopted.

JORDAN: Another matter that I have

is a request that the rules be suspended

for consideration of an item that will

appear on the Consent Calendar on

Monday, not having had the required

24-hour period. This item refers to Judi-

cial Council elections, and the JudicisJ

Council elections are scheduled for

Monday. These items may be found on

p. G25 in theAdvance DCA. Thenos. are

10669 and 10670. Bishop, I would move
suspension of the rules for considera-

tion of these items following the report

of the General Council on Ministry.

BISHOP NACPIL: You heard the mo-

tion for the suspension of the rules.

Please vote when the light appears. The
yes vote 793, the no vote 60. (Absten-

tions 20). More than 2/3. A suspension

of the rules motion is adopted.

JORDAN: And now I would identify

for you those calendar items which are

a part of the General Council on Mini-

stries Report. Don Ott shared with you

the design of that report and these are

the calendar items.

The first item would be calendar item

no. 214 found on p. 237 in theDCA, and

that is the report and recommendations

for the 1993-96 quadrennial theme and

three special programs.

The next item is found on ... is

calendar item no. 33, found on p. 168 in

the DCA, and that is the report on

Developing Congregations for Deaf

Ministries.

The next item is calendar item 198,

and that is found on p. 236 in the DCA.
That is the report of the Advisory' Coor-

dinating Committee on Older Adult

Ministries. And then the fmal item is

calendsir item 208, found on p. 23 7 in the

DCA, and that is the Report on Prison

Ministry and Prison Reform. These are

the legislative items which will foUow

each of the reports that are given, and

at this time we would be prepared to

receive the report of the General Coim-

cil on Ministries.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right, now, in

accordance with the procedures that

were announced to us this morning we
shall hear the report of the General

Coimcil on Ministries. I will call on

Bishop Felton May to present the report

and following that report . . . yes?

Microphone 7.

ARTURO FERNANDEZ (California-

Nevada): Bishop, I would like to move
the suspension ofthe rules in order that

we may hear an additional item with the

report of the General Council of Mini-

stries. If I have a second, I'd like to speak

to that. The report of the Committee to

Develop a National Plan . .

.

BISHOP NACPIL: WeU, this is a un-

debatable motion, suspension of the

rules, you either vote it up or down.

FERNANDEZ: May I proceed?

BISHOP NACPIL: No. I will put the

matter to a vote now. Those who would

suspend the rules, please vote when the

light appears. WeU, the yes vote is 473,

the no vote is 398. That is less than 2/3.

FERNANDEZ: Bishop, I make the

motion without the assembly knowing

at aU what the suspension referred to.

It's not . . . when Charles Jordan made

a motion for the suspension of rules he

gave the reason why he was asking for

that suspension. I didn't give the reason.

This is an important item that was al-

ready scheduled.

BISHOP NACPIL: WeU, you asked

for the suspension of the rules in order

that you want to hear a portion of the

report of the Council on Ministries that

was not scheduled in the agenda that

was proposed to us.

FERNANDEZ: No, it was scheduled.

Bishop. It was previously scheduled, but

it was deleted from the DCA by mistake,

and we needed to get it back on the

agenda.

BISHOP NACPIL: The body under-

stood what the purpose for the suspen-

sion of the rule was.

FERNANDEZ: We are dealing with

the development of a National Plan for

Hispanic Ministry. That was supposed

to be on the calendar this morning, but

it did not appear in the DCA, and so that

is why we are moving for a suspension

of the rules that this be considered as...

BISHOP NACPIL: The vote has al-

ready been taken. Yes? Microphone 9.

TOM MURPHY (Virginia): Is it in

order to move reconsideration?

BISHOP NACPIL: It is m order.

MURPHY: I so move.

BISHOP NACPIL: Did you vote with

those who voted for?

MURPHY: I did.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. Is there

a second? All right, those who would

vote . . . Let me put it this way, please

vote now for the reconsideration when
the light appears. Yes?

BISHOP NACPIL: Let me remindyou

this will take 2/3 vote. AU right. The yes

is 78%, 709; the no vote 188, 20%. That

is 2/3 in my judgment. Let's reconsider,

right. Therefore, the matter is before us

again. The agenda item. Oh, I see, that's

right. The suspension of the rules is

what is before us. You may give your

reeison now.

FERNANDEZ: The Legislative Com-
mittee. The General Board of Global

Ministries completed its work and for

some reason this report was not in-

cluded in the DCA for this morning, and

we are moving that we consider this

report this morning. We wiU provide

copies ofthe proposal, which is found on

p. 715 of the red book, and the amend-

ments that we're making to it wiU ap-

pear, to aU, wiU be provided for aU the

delegates to consider this morning.

BISHOP NACPIL: AU right. We, now
vote on this motion to suspend the rules

so that an agenda item in the report of

the Council on Ministries may be in-

cluded for this morning's consideration.

WiU you please vote when the light ap-

pears? Theyes vote 725, the no vote 172.

The rules are suspended. WeU, you need

to have a motion now to include that

item in the agenda. Go ahead.

FERNANDEZ: I move that we add the

report of the committee to develop a

National Hispanic Plan to the agenda

for this morning. To the ... as a calendar

item.

BISHOP NACPIL: Is there a second

to it? AU right. The motion is to include

in the agenda for this morning the con-

sideration of the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries. Are you ready to

vote? Please vote when the light ap-

pears. The yes vote 75 1, the no vote 152.

That motion is adopted, and it'U become
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a part of our agenda this morning.

Bishop Felton May.

BISHOP FELTON E. MAY: Bishop

and brothers and sisters of the General

Conference, I apologize for wearing a

hat on the podium, but there is a tremen-

dous amount of cold air coming from
above, and the part in my hair just can-

not tolerate that. Someone said to me
the other day after I had fmished my
sermon, if I would bejust a little bit more
enthusiastic I would get my point across.

I promise to be just a little bit more
enthusiastic this morning as I share the

report of the General Council on Mini-

stries. Paraphrasing an old- fashioned

song. Oh, what a beautiful morning, oh,

what a beautiful day, I've got that

wonderful feeling everything's going

God's way.

This is a marvelous time for the

church in the world, and I am delighted

that I am a part of that with you. As
delegates to the 1992 General Con-

ference, you have gathered to discern

God's vision for the future ofThe United
Methodist Church. But more than that,

you are taking actions that will imple-

ment our shared vision and direct the

future of United Methodism for many
years to come. Seeking God's wisdom is

often an uncertain task, and your service

SIS delegates to the General Conference

perhaps has convinced you that a single

clear vision has not yet emerged among
the people called United Methodist.

With God, empowered by God's Holy

Spirit, we wiU create our field of dreams.

And when we create our field of dreams,

people will come.

My experience as president of the

General Council on Ministries in this

quadrennium has provided sufficient

opportunity for me to reflect on the

tremendous responsibility of this coun-

cil for development, implementation,

and coordination of a shared vision for

our denomination. Perhaps in these

opening remarks, we can place before

you a conceptual framework to guide us

as we seek to discern God's vision. It will

outline the broad strokes of the General

Council on Ministries reports and

recommendations. Together, all the

recommendations which will come

before you from the General Council on

Ministries comprise the action of repre-

sentatives from your annual conference

and Central Conferences, as well as rep-

resentatives of a Council of Bishops and

colleagues from program agencies.

Rather than merely seeing these items

isolated or the property of several legis-

lative committees, we would like for you

to see them as a package-a collective

response to 25 disciplinary respon-

sibilities of the General Council on Min-

istries. F\irther, you will see the action

by the Council on Ministries reporting

on 30 additional matters referred to us

by the 1988 General Conference.

The General Council on Ministries is

recommending the continuation of the

denominational theme. Celebrate and
Witness: Celebrate God's Grace, Witness

for Jesus Christ as a theological focus for

our church. It captures the enthusiasm

ofthe Council ofBishops' initiative Vital

Congregations and Faithful Disciples,

and supports the mission statement,

Grace upon Grace, God's Mission and
Ours, approved by the 1988 General

Conference. It has been widely used

across United Methodism over the past

4 years, and many of your annual con-

ferences, as with mine, have already

used this theme in exciting and creative

ways. We believe that it can be a rallying

point for the church as we move towards

the 21st century.

Three special programs are being

reconunended by our coimcU to fociis

our response to 3 urgent needs in the

church: drugs and violence, peace with

justice, and campus ministries. These

reports deserve your careful review and

can be found in the Advance DCA, pp.

512 and 591.

Another significant report of our

council contains recommendations for a

plan to carefully access the framework

of our ministry, our ministry organiza-

tion, and structures during the next

quadrennium. Because of its review of

connectional issues, the General Coun-

cil on Ministries is calling for a thorough

review of all approaches to resourcing

our various ministries. This report as

found on p. 535 oilheAdvance DCA, but

let me hasten to say that we're not call-

ing for restructuring to save a dollar for

those who do not understand the scrip-

tural understanding of what it means to

be a good and faithful steward. Rather,

we seek to design a global connectioned

movement to rescuing the perishing, to

care for the dying all around the world.

These are but 3 of the 43 reports which

the General Council on Ministries will

be presenting to you. They are illustra-

tive of the scope and impact of the

council's responsibilities to the church.

The last General Conference asked

GCOM to assist the whole church by

conducting studies. These included a

comprehensive action plan for our min-

istries through the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries. This report makes

dear the urgent response needed in the

whole church for ministries among our

Hispanic sisters and brothers.

The General Council on Ministries

has led the church in our response to a

new beginning; has provided a study of

homosexuality for the church; has

proposed coordinated ministries among
older adults, those in prison, and the

deaf. A study ofsexual harassment in the

church and society was completed at the

request of the last General Conference.

And CiCOM htts facilitated the small-

membership church study and the goal

to increase membership study.

I would wantyou to also know that the

research conducted by this organization

is widely recognized as some of the best

and most timely, pointing us toward a

vision and focus for our future. Each of

you recently received a report of the

Delphi research study called "Issues in

Our Future."

In the past few days, you have wit-

nessed the violence and unrest which

erupted in Los Angeles and elsewhere.

Did you not recall the results of this

important Delphi study as it identified

racism as the no. 1 issue facing society

into the next century? It also cited cities

in crisis, violence, crime, and drugs, and

the gap in wealth between rich and poor,

as the top 4 societal issues for the church

to address.

Throughout this quadrennium, the

members of GCOM have faithfully and

thoroughly responded to the mandates

of the General Conference and the Boo*

of Discipline. Its responsibilities as the

chief coordinating agency have given

unnumbered opportunities to provide

resourcing for local congregations, an-

nual conferences, and agencies of omi

church.

I know firsthand how GCOM
provided essential coordination for the

episcopal initiatives on drugs, for it grew

out of an executive committee of the

General Council on Ministries that

Bishop Craig moved that Dr. Lundquist

and I should journey to Miami to see

firsthand the riot-torn neighborhoods

and the drug-infested neighborhoods of

Miami city. It was there that my 247th

conversion took hold of me, and when I
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saw the hell in which persons were
living, I then knew that God would in-

deed bring wholeness and healing to

those persons through the church. So
the initiative was born truly out of the

innards of the General Council on Min-

istries. Without their assistance,

together with the support of other

general agencies, the drug initiative

would not have been effective. In this

effort, as in much of the work of the

GCOM, it is skillfully completed by
entrusted volunteers from all around
the world and a dedicated staff, without

making headlines. Perhaps GCOM is

our best-kept secret. Its style is to serve

and to resource others who provide ef-

fective front-line ministries. It is

catalytic at best. Oh, this is not a new
story. Were you aware that the General

Council on Ministries has been the

United Methodist denomination's

response to similar organizational com-
ponents in Methodist and Evangelical

United Brethren denominations for

more than 40 years?

The present list of 30 referrals from
the last General Conference, together

with its own ongoing list of 25 discipli-

nary responsibilities, indicates to the

members of the General Council on
Ministries that its coordinating, plan-

ning, evaluating, futuring, andvisioning

components of our denominational or-

ganization is crucial to the careful

deployment of denominational resour-

ces for effective ministries. What you see

amongst the several reports and recom-

mendations of GCOM listed on pp. 265-

281, 495-615, and 715-731 of the

Advance Daily Christian Advocate are

opportunities and challenges for a min-

istry faithfully developed by repre-

sentatives from your annual

conferences.

Brothers and sisters of the General

Conference, we have our marching or-

ders for the 21st century. Those march-
ing orders can be scripturally grounded.

One, to beat our swords into plowshares

and our spears into pruning hooks and
to study war no more in the world. We
have our marching orders into the 21st

century to letjustice roll down like water
and righteousness like an ever-flowing

stream We are indeed the people of

God. An old cliche is, "Are we a people
of faith or are we a people of fear?"

The General Council on Ministries

has stepped out on faith to provide that

which will galvanize this General Con-

ference into a viable, Christ-centered ex-

pression of the ministry of Jesus in the

world. It may be awesome; we may be

fearful; but the word of St. Paul to the

church at Rome paraphrased is a word
that I would leave you with this morn-
ing. "If God is for us, then who can be
against us? Who can separate us from
the love of Christ?"

I am convinced-having been a part of

GCOM for 8 years~I am convinced as

one who has been born again in Christ,

that neither death nor life, nor angels

nor principalities, nor things present

nor things to come, nor height nor
depth, nor anything in all creation, will

be able to separate us from the love of

God in Christ Jesus. And your General

Council on Ministries seeks to express

that love through you into the world.

Thank you.

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you.

BISHOP MAY: The General CouncU
on Ministries now, bishop, presents

petition 10851, entitled, "Report and
Recommendations for a 1993-96 Quad-
rennial Theme and Three Special

Programs," found on p. 512 of the Ad-
Dance Aduoca/e. The legislative commit-
tee action on this item can be found in

calendar item 214, p. 237 of the DCA.
This report contains information

about work done by the GCOM in rela-

tion to an assignment given to it, along

with a recommendation for action by

this 1992 General Conference. This

matter is therefore before the General

Conference, and on behalf of the

General Council on Ministries, I present

it to be approved.

I am pleased now to present the Rev.

Ms. Sharon Rader, who wUl speak con-

cerning the content of this report. Fol-

lowing this report, the chairperson of

the General Judicial Administration

Legislative Commission will then

present the action ofthe legislative com-
mittee on the calendar item.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. Thank
you. Sharon?

SHARON Z. RADER (West

Michigan): Bishop Nacpil, delegates and
friends, according to the Discipline, a

theme is a theological focus, a missional

emphasis, a prophetic statement, or a

program catalyst for ministry. A theme
enhances programs or ministries basic

to the life of the church and serves as a

rallying point for constituents involved

in those programs. In 1988 1 joined with

about half of you as the General Con-

ference ofthat year adopted for the first

time ever a quadrennial theme,
"Celebrate God's Grace, Witness for

Jesus Christ," most often called

"Celebrate and Witness." The theme
was to provide theological focus, mis-

sional emphasis, prophetic statement,

program catalyst.

Imagine my surprise when I went to

the first charge conference that I was to

conduct on the Grand Rapids District in

1989, and found that the congregation

to which I journeyed had on their bul-

letin board a full display announcing
"Celebrate and Witness." The pastor

was preaching on the theme. The ad-

ministrative board was studying the

document and using the theme in its

program-planning processes. The con-

gregation was naming outreach and
caring. And as I moved across the dis-

trict over the succeeding months and
asked each congregation where they

were experiencing God's gracious action

in their lives, and how they were work-
ing to convince the world of the reality

of that grace, I was renewed over and
over again in my excitement for the

church's vital ministry.

In spite of the Gallup organization's

recent report that 30% of United
Methodists say that actions of the

General Conference will affect their

congregations not much at all, and 46%
say they will affect them only somewhat,

it seemed that "Celebrate and Witness"

was impacting the folks, at least in West
Michigan. Later in 1990, when the

General Council on Ministries asked,

through the Interpreter magazine, how
many local congregations were using in

some way the quadrennial theme, al-

most half of us~in fact 49.7% of United

Methodist congregations-had used

"Celebrate and Witness" for programs

and other church activities.

Annual conferences, districts, special

events all added to the groups using the

theme in some way. And who knows
how much church stationery from

general agencies to local congregations

has reminded and announced the bibli-

cal and theological concept, which has

been essential in the elements of Chris-

tian faith for centuries? Celebrate and

Witness.

Since the fall of 1988, the General

Council on Ministries has done careful

listening and work across the

denomination, including regular con-

sultation with the Council of Bishops
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and particular, particularly with the 6

colleges of the council. Our task,

together with the Council of Bishops,

was to determine the need for and to

develop plans for themes, missional

priorities, and/or special programs for

the ministry ofthe church in the coming

quadrennium. Research was done as-

king United Methodists to name the

most important issues facing society and

the church. Membership growth and

evangelism were the most frequently

cited issues facing the denomination in-

ternally, we found. And there was a

strong undercurrent ofconcern and sup-

port for the local church and its minis-

try.

Response to the question of critical

issues in society to which the church

must respond focused on current human
suffering and issues with both immedi-

ate and long-term consequences. The
most frequently cited issues, as Bishop

May has indicated, included drugs and

alcohol; the combined problems of

hunger, homelessness, and poverty; and

stewardship of the earth. Following ex-

tensive work to seek to know the will of

the church regarding themes, missional

priorities, and/or special programs, the

General Council on Ministries adopted

quadrennial theme and special

programs you have now before you.

Beverly Abbott chaired the Future

Directions Task Force on behalf of the

division on research, planning, and

futuring; and she will present the recom-

mendation to you. Beverly.

BEVERLYABBOTT (Maine): Bishop,

and friends and members of the General

Conference. Our theme for 19-for the

next quadrennium-contains 4 com-

ponents. The theological focus, mis-

sional emphasis, prophetic statement,

and a program catalyst for ministry,

"Celebrate and Witness: Celebrate

God's Grace, Witness for Jesus Christ"

is a theological premise for ministry as

we seek to reclaim our Wesleyan

heritage. It is more than a slogan or a

logo. It is response to God's gift of grace.

The phrase Celebrate God's Grace

identifies the theological undergirding

in "Grace upon Grace, God's Mission

and Ours," the mission statement ofThe
United Methodist Church.

The other phrase of the theme. Wit-

ness for Jesus Christ, is intended as a

response to God's gracious self-giving.

We read in Acts where Jesus instructs

the apostles, "You will be my disciples in

Jerusalem, in all ofJudea, and Samaria,

and to the ends of the earth." This con-

cept of witness is both the person who
proclaims the message and the par-

ticular words of the proclamation.

These two phrases Celebrate God's

Grace, Witness for Jesus Christ, identify

a biblical and theological mandate for

ministry in The United Methodist

Church as we approach the 2 1st century.

The most significant aspect of the

quadrennial theme is the invitation to

local congregations to develop goals and

strategies to be in vital ministries. The
theme encourages congregational initia-

tives and invites engagement in the local

and global context. The theme focus on

congregational initiative is comple-

mented by the episcopal initiative "Vital

Congregations-Faithful Disciples."

As The United Methodist Church

seeks to discern where God is leading,

several important components of a

vision begin to emerge. In careful listen-

ing to the church, it is evident con-

stituents believe God is leading the

denomination to focus on the vision of

vital churches and the development of

leadership for the future.

Reflection on the mission of the con-

gregations and through needs assess-

ment for local programming

opportunities is also enhanced through

the resources of"Celebrate and Witness:

Celebrate God's Grace, Witness for

Jesus Christ." On p. 516, you will note

then, in order to accomplish these pur-

poses, the General Council on Ministries

is prepared to do the following 5 items:

(1) to coordinate, to accomplish, to

continue the coordination of planning

and implementation of the theme;

(2) to develop and distribute resour-

ces;

(3) to study the processes of the quad-

rennial cycle of denominational plan-

ning and implementation of several

special emphases;

(4) to coordinate the development and

implementation of denomination-wide

emphases during this quadrennium; and

(5) to review the program-planning

process of the denomination. Consult

with the Council of Bishops regarding

special emphases of the council which

have potential program components.

The recommendation regarding the

quadrennial theme, I present to you:

The General Council on Ministries, in

consultation with the Council of

Bishops, recommends that "Celebrate

and Witness: Celebrate God's Grace,

Witness for Jesus Christ" be the theme

ofThe United Methodist Church for the

1993-96 quadrennium. You will fmd on

p. 516, the right-hand column, further

recommendations related to the theme.

These are recommendations to our con-

gregations, to our districts, to our annual

conference council on ministries, to the

Council of Bishops, and to our general

agencies. On the top, on the right-hand

column, on p. 517, you will fmd the

budget recommendation to the theme. If

you'll look on your DCA, today's on p.

237, you wiU see the budget recommen-

dation for the quadrennial theme has

been amended to read, $300,000.

Now ifwe can speak for a few minutes

about special programs. The recommen-

dation regarding special programs is

fotmd on 516. You will note at the top of

the right-hand column the defmition of

a special program. A special program is

a quadrennial emphasis approved by the

General Conference and assigned to a

general agency. Designed in response to

a distinct opportunity or need in God's

world which is evidenced by research or

other supporting data and proposes

achievable goals within the quadren-

nium. Following are the recommenda-

tions regarding special programs.

The first recommendation is a special

program, "Campus Ministry: Mission at

the Center," a special program of the

General Board of Higher Education and

Ministry. If you will note in your, on p.

237 in the DCA, there has been an

amendment to this recommendation.

The amendment is that this special pro-

gram would be funded at $958,600-

$500,000 through apportioned funds;

$458,600 through a, through the

agency's World Service allocation for,

under a request for funding approval as

a World Service Special Gift.

You will also note there is an amend-

ment to the document concerning cam-

pus ministries, that is found on p. 521,

so line 2 is an insertion, is on the right-

hand column, under goals number 1.

Number 1 goal will read, "We will have

created a mission statement with broad

consensus for the church's ministty,

connection^ and ecumenical, in higher

education," and the sentence goes on as

written.

The second recommendation for a

special program is a program, "Peace

with Justice." This special program is

one of the General Board of Church and
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Society. There is not a financial obliga-

tion with this; it will be funded through

the Peace with Justice Sunday offering.

And the third special program that we
are recommending is "Substances

Abuse and Related Violence," a special

program offered by the General Board

of Global Ministries in collaboration

with several agencies and in cooperation

with the Council of Bishops. There is

also, if you will look on p. 237, there is

an amendment to this funding package.

It is recommended that the special

program be funded at $2 million, from

apportioned funds plus additional

monies from the Advance. This is the

recommendation in the program.

RADER: The Gallup survey of United

Methodists, to which I referred earlier,

indicated that a little over 1/4 of United

Methodists in the United States feel the

denomination's primary task should be

to proclaim the gospel, while another

26% give top priority to the spiritual care

of church members. Coupled with those

important tasks, 34% said serving the

commimity was critical. Now I think if

you add all those figures together, it

seems to mean that 75% of those sur-

veyed do know who we are as John
Wesley's descendants. We are a people

claimed by God's grace in Jesus Christ,

claimed to share good news to a hunger-

ing, hurting world. The recommenda-

tions in report no. 2 intend to

strengthen us in our mission and in our

ministry. It gives voice to our identity

and our purpose. The report encourages

us to grow in vitality and mission. The
report is before you.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. We shall

now, in accordance with the process we
have adopted, hear the response of the

legislative committee. Walter Kim-
farough?

WALTER KIMBROUGH (North

Georgia): Bishop, you've heard in es-

sence the response of the legislative

committee as it relates to the amend-
ments. The only thingyou need to know
now is thevote ofthe legislative commit-

tee on General and Judicial Administra-

tion. Sixty-nine persons voted

concurrence, 1 person voted nonconcur-

rence, and 3 persons voted to abstain.

BISHOP NACPIL: That is to be found

on . . . under the item 214. Now, my
understanding is that the calendar item

214 is now an amendment to report and
recommendations of the General Coun-

cil on Ministries. Before we treat it as an

amendment, I would like to ask the

General Council whether to facilitate

business, they would agree with this

amendment. If they are acceptable, if

not . . . you have not acted on it. All right.

I shall then submit this response of the

legislative committee 214 amending the

figures, and those figures are there indi-

cated for your consideration. Anybody?
Yes, sir? Microphone 12 or 7, either one.

Microphone 7.

THOMAS W. FLINN (Baltimore): It

may appe2ir obvious to us aU, but I was

wondering why the figure was changed

from $1 million to $2 million. What
planning has taken place since the

original figure that was presented? I

know all of us are aware of how serious

the drug problem is, but was there just

an underestimation at the beginning of

the funds that would be needed?

BISHOP NACPIL: Brother Kim-
brough, will you respond to the query?

KIMBROUGH: The feeling of the

members of the legislative committee,

after hearing the reports that had been

made here in the plenary regarding the

needs in the larger community, the

sense ofthe legislative committee is that

we would give ownership of this minis-

try to the church. The total figure has

not changed, but instead of dividing it

$1 million and $1 million, the recom-

mendation was to put the $2 million

under the apportioned funds, and then

to turn to the Advance for any addition-

al funds that could be secured. The
needs in our community are great in-

deed, and the Delphi study that was

conducted over a 2-year period of time

indicated that as we move into the next

century, this is one of the critical needs

facing America and the world.

BISHOP NACPIL: Go ahead, over

here. Microphone 2.

JAMES A. HARNISH (Florida): I

would move that we table consideration

of the budget items for the specisil

programs until we receive the report

from the General Council on Finance

and Administration, and the Financial

Administration Legislative Committee,

jind if there is a second, I'U speak to it.

These are exciting programs, and I am
deeply committed to each of them.

BISHOP NACPIL: Will you kindly

please wait? You are asking for a motion

to table the motion. This is undebatable.

HARNISH: I'm sorry.

BISHOP NACPIL: There's a motion

to table this financial consideration

until we hear a report from the GCFA
My understanding is that this will auto-

matically go to (jCFA just the same, and
they will bring back a report on the

matter in the process of the conference,

and then we can make a final action,

take a fmal action on the matter later.

HARNISH: OK So in other words, we
wiU not be voting on the financial con-

siderations this morning then.

BISHOP NACPIL: Not finally in any

case. You are voting tentative figures

that will be submitted to GCFA and the

fmal figure will be brought to us by

GCFA in its report.

HARNISH: Thank you
BISHOP NACPIL: Will you then

withdraw your motion?

HARNISH: Sir, if the motion is in

order, I would leave the motion and
allow the house to determine it.

BISHOP NACPIL: WeU, it's not in

order. Yes, sir? Yes, sir? Microphone 8,

no. 8. Is it on? WeU, will you move to

another microphone? No. 3, over here.

BOB E. Waters (Texas): Does our pas-

sage of the fmancial items in this recom-

mendation, even though sent to GenersJ

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion, mean that GCFA having seen

them voted up by this morning's plen-

ary, must report the amount at precisely

the amounts that we have voted without

regard to what they do to the total

budget when that budget fmally comes

in?

BISHOP NACPIL: Not necessarily,

that's my understanding. They may
change the figures precisely in con-

sideration of its effect on the total

budget.

WATERS: You mean that even if we
say we want a million dollars for campus

ministry, GCFA may say in its ultimate

report, no, we want a 1/2 million dollars

for that item. That is correct?

BISHOP NACPIL: That is my under-

standing.

WATERS: Thank you, sir.

BISHOP NACPIL: Anybody else? I

will put the matter to a vote now. What
is before you is the amendment on

GCOM's report on those 2 recommen-

dations put before us coming from the

legislative committee appearing in your

DCA, calendar item 214. Those . . . will

you kindly vote when the light appears

now?

The yes vote is 696; the no vote is 2 18.

(11 abstentions). What is proposed in

calendar item 214 is thereby adopted.
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Now, the whole report now is recom-

mended as amended. Are you ready to

take a vote on the whole report as

amended? Vote as the light appears now.

The vote is 786 yes and 139 no. (10

abstentions). You have just adopted our

quadrennial theme plus the three special

programs thereto attached.

BISHOP MAY: Bishop?

BISHOP NACPIL: Yes?

BISHOP MAY: I am pleased to

present now petition 10867, entitled,

"Report of the Committee to Develop a

National Plem for Hispanic Ministry,"

found on p. 715 of the Advance DCA.
The legislative committee action on this

item is before us by our earlier action

this morning with a suspension of the

rules. This report contains information

that has been done by us in relation to

an assignment given to GCOM by the

1988 General Conference. This matter

is, therefore, before this General Con-

ference, and on behalf of GCOM, I

present it to be approved. I am pleased

to present Bishop Elias Galvan, who will

speak concerning the content of this

report on behalf of the General Council

on Ministries. Bishop Galvan.

BISHOP NACPIL: Bishop Galvan?

BISHOP ELLAS G. GALVAN: Thank
you, Bishop Nacpil. Members of the

General Conference, guests and visitors,

I wUl be assisted in our brief presenta-

tion in behalf of the Committee on the

National Plan for Hispanic Ministries by

the chairperson. Donna Atkinson, and

the secretary, Joel Martinez, and we
shall be brief.

First, let me state the obvious. The
Committee on the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries is not a Hispanic

group concerned with Hispanic mini-

stries. It was created by the action of the

1988 General Conference, and its mem-
bership was carefully selected to repre-

sent the entire church. For 4 years the

committee has worked to carry out faith-

fully the mandate it received. Its report

is printed as has been mentioned in the

advance edition of the Daily Christian

Advocate, p. 715 through p. 728.

In the early phase of its work, the

committee engaged in extensive re-

search. It reviewed the U.S. census

figures and the projections they made
for Hispanic population in the near fu-

ture. It sent a questionnaire to every

Hispanic congregation to assess their

needs and to hear about their dreams. It

carefully reviewed the comprehensive

plans on ethnic ministries which many
annual conferences filed with the

General Council on Ministries in pre-

vious years. It held a series of consult-

ations in every jurisdiction in which

most of the annuiil conferences par-

ticipated. It interviewed a variety of per-

sons in leadership positions across our

church. It reviewed Hispanic work of all

the denominations with a special atten-

tion to those who have been successful

in reaching this minority. It held a series

ofmeetings and interviews with the stadT

and directors of general agencies and

program boards regarding the resources

now available for Hispanic ministries.

Our research confirmed our initial as-

sumption. There is a great interest and

concern at every level of our church for

Hispanic ministries, and the deep desire

to find ways to expand our present min-

istry. Our church can trace its work

among Hispanics to 1850 when Enoch
Nicholson and Benigno Cardenas were

assigned as the first missionaries to the

Hispanic community of New Mexico.

Today we can point with pride to many
successful ministries in different parts of

the U.S. which the committee affirms

and celebrates.

But our research also revealed several

struggling congregations and a great

dejil offrustration around Hispanic min-

istries. There has not been, in the his-

tory of our church, a national strategy to

reach out to this minority. The lack of a

national strategy has hindered our min-

istry among Hispanics, causing a

duplication of resources, limited sharing

of information about successful models,

and discouragement where attempts to

be a ministry with this minority have

given limited results.

No other report calls for the develop-

ment of a new way of doing ministry.

The plan builds upon many elements

and experiences of ministry that have

been tested successfully in the past. It is

firmly rooted in our Wesleyan heritage

of the class meetings and the circuit

riders. It borrows from the experiences

of our sister churches, Methodist chur-

ches, in Latin America. It incorporates

those elements which have proven suc-

cessful in other denominations. Several

components ofthe plan have been tested

successfully in United Methodist chur-

ches in different parts of the U.S., but

most recently in El Paso, and the

Colonias in south Texas. We believe that

the plan points the way as to how our

church can address the challenge and

opportunity before us.

DONNA ATKINSON: Thank you.

Bishop Galvan, Bishop Nacpil, and

delegates and friends. Five years ago in

Northern Illinois Conference, the seeds

were being planted for two new chur-

ches where there was no ministry to

Hispanic people. Involving lay people

from 2 of our Hispanic congregations,

and the leadership of lay missioners

under the direction of the local pastors,

these faith communities first outgrew

homes tmd are now outgrowing the

small storefronts where they now meet.

Because Creciendo al Ritmo is a

grassroots project, it has been able to

reach out to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd genera-

tions of Hispanics. Evangelism has

taken place on street corners, buses, and

laundromats. Children and adults have

been baptized, programs of outreach

and empowerment have been estab-

lished, and the church is growing. The
faith communities are developing their

own leadership, and the time will soon

come for chartering. To worship and

pray with them is to be infused with the

vitality of spirit and to sense the Holy

Spirit at work. Creciendo al Ritmo del

Pueblo is one of the many examples of

ministry taking place and models that

are outlined in the plan.

On that first Pentecost, people from

every nation heard the mighty works of

God being proclaimed in their own lan-

guage. Ours is a vision which, as on that

first Pentecost, all can hear the wonders

of God's grace and mercy in their own
tongue, fulfilling the gospel mandate to

proclaim the good news to all people.

Ours is a vision of a church firmly

rooted in the Wesleyan tradition, com-

bining a strong emphasis on evangelism,

an evangelism that touches the hearts

and souls of people, winning them to

Christ, and a ministry^illed with a pas-

sion for justice, seeking to provide equal

access for all to quality health care,

education, adequate food, housing, and

so building a just society.

Ours is a vision of a dynamic, growing

church, joyously sharing and bringing

the good news of Jesus Christ in a mul-

tiplicity of places-urban, suburban, and

rural-that recognizes the variety of cul-

tural traditions within the Hispanic

community.

Ours is a vision where the church at

every level will be challenged to engage

in ministry with Hispanics. Annual con-
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ferences will be asked to develop com-

prehensive plans, train lay missioners,

encourage local churches where

demographics indicate to assess com-

munity needs. General boards and agen-

cies will provide resources to equip the

local church, clergy and lay, as they are

in ministries.

Ours is a vision which empowers the

laity to proclaim the good news ofJesus

Christ, converting people and trans-

forming society. Drawing from both

Hispanic and non-Hispanic churches,

lay missioners will be trained to estab-

lish new faith communities, revitalize

existing congregations, develop church

school extension programs, and begin

new outreach ministries.

Bishop White in the Episcopal Ad-

dress called for renewed vitality in the

church. Others, as well as recent events,

remind us that all too often we have

abandoned the city, so much in need of

God's healing grace.

This plan with its emphasis on

strengthening the local church and em-

powering the laity for mission and min-

istry, will bring a new energy to The
United Methodist Church. It will take

the church back into the heart ofthe city

so deeply woxmded, and as well it will

open the eyes of the church to the many
places in rural and suburban ministry,

suburban America, where there are

fields ready for the harvest.

We have sought to present a plan that

is faithful to the context, that will free

local churches to be involved in evan-

gelism and mission, rather than burden-

ing them with heavy fixed costs. It is a

plan that seeks to channel resources

where needed, engaging laity and clergy

in a mutuality of ministry. It has been a

privilege for me to serve on this task

force. Working on the plan has chal-

lenged me, as I am sure it will the whole

church, to greater faithfulness in minis-

try.

JOEL MARTINEZ (Rio Grande):

Buenos dias, good morning.

BISHOP NACPIL: Good morning.

MARTINEZ: This is a serious evan-

gelistic plan. Unapologetically so.

Today's data and the trends point us

forcefully in that direction. You need to

know that the United States is already

the 3rd largest Hispanic nation in the

hemisphere.

You also need to know that every cen-

sus projection in the last 20 years has

been exceeded in the actual count. A

combination of the birth rate and the

immigration flow have always exceeded

the projections of the Census Bureau.

You also need to know that scarcely 4

General Conferences from today, 11 an-

nual conferences in the connection wUl

have Hispanic populations exceeding a

million within their bounds. Several of

these conferences wiU have populations

exceeding 3 million within their bounds.

An additional 5 annual conferences will

have Hispanic population presence of

between half a million and 900,000.

It is ourjudgment that we either equip

the church for mission with this com-

mimity today, or we risk becoming a

marginal institution tomorrow by writ-

ing off a significant sector of our diverse

national community. The goals of the

plan, then, are focused on gathering our

people around the baptismal font, the

holy Scriptures, and the holy meal, as

commimities of faith, witness, and ser-

vice. These goals are measurable and, we
believe, achievable if all the energies and
the prayers of the church will unite be-

hind this effort.

Our soundings both before coming to

General Conference and while walking

thehaUszmd visiting the legislative com-

mittees during this week indicate that

that support is there. Mission evan-

gelism in the United Methodist heritage

has always been, if you wUl, staffed by

the laity from Wesley's days until now.

So our goals of recruiting and training

and placing 2,000 lay missioners to be in

witness and service in our communities,

in the barrios, the colonias, and the

rural countryside, is the beginning and

indeed the heart of the plan.

We want to organize a thousand faith

communities throughout the connec-

tion. We want to challenge local chur-

ches to reach out with 3,000 ministries

of outreach, and to help us organize 500

extension church schools. And out of

these efforts in vital and growing

groups, we want to move toward or-

ganizing 100 new Hispanic congrega-

tions and revitalizing 100 existing local

churches. This is everyone's calling, and

you will find those goals on p. 72 1 ofyour

Advance DCA. Thank you very much.

BISHOP NACPIL: Bishop Galvan.

BISHOP GALVAN: In behalf of the

committee, let me express our apprecia-

tion to all of you and the entire church

for the very positive way in which the

plan has been received. A special word
of thanks to every annual conference for

the carefxil way in which they answer
our inquiries and share information

with us. We're also grateful to the

general agencies and program boards

for their assistance during our research,

for their helpful and insightful feed-

back. To the General Council on Mini-

stries, our profound gratitude for their

support and guidance and for the shar-

ing of their staff. Dr. David Lindquist

and especially Dr. Mearle GrifTith,

whose assistance to the committee has

proven invaluable.

Finally, my own appreciation to the

members of the committee of the na-

tional plan. Some of the members are

here on the stage, and I want them to

stand. Others are delegates on the floor.

The majority of them are home praying

for you and me at this moment. Bishop,

I will want you to recognize the chair of

the legislative committee to make the

presentation.

BISHOP NACPIL: Fine. Bishop Gal-

van is very sure that you will approve

this plan.

TWICK C. MORRISON (Mississippi):

Bishop Nacpa, the action of the Global

Ministries Legislative Committee on the

National Plan for Hispanic Ministries is

for concurrence as amended. You had

the piece passed out to you; it's a

separate sheet that wiU indicate the 2

amendments. The vote, you will note,

was a imanimous vote. One person was

not voting. The 2 amendments: the 1st

deals with adding a provision for this

committee to report back to the next

General Conference, and the 2nd
amendment dealt with the funding. If

you wiU listen carefully, the funding as

requested was not chjmged, $3. million

for this Hispanic ministry and the

source of funding to be taken from

general funds, which means in essence

it would be through World Service ap-

portioned funds. Bishop, I yield for the

presentation to Arturo Fernandez, who
chaired the subcommittee to present the

work of the legislative committee.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. Brother

Fernandez.

FERNANDEZ: Bishop and members,

delegates of this great general assembly,

I would like to give £ui opportunity for 4

members of the committee that worked

so hard, smd so represent the excitement

and joy of our committee that I can't do

that for them, and I would like for them
to come and give us about a 1-minute

presentation each.
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BISHOP NACPIL: Fine, go ahead.

JEANNIE TREVINO-TEDDUE
(Central Texas): A keystone to this plan

is the lay missioners for Hispanic mini-

stries which has already been described,

and you can find that on p. 722 of the

Advance DCA.
But I wanted to give you just a real

quick example of how this can work. I

know a layperson from a small central

Texas town, and that town has a popula-

tion of under 15,000, and several years

ago she recognized the opportunity that

her church had for ministry with

Hispanics. She is an Anglo teacher who
teaches English as a second language to

Hispanic adults. And she realized that in

order to maximize the participation of

her students, they needed to have child

care, and working with her pastor she

got her congregation to provide child

care and tutoring for her students.

Again, working with her pastor and

her church, they became very intention-

al about involving the Hispanic children

in vacation Bible school, and many did

participate. Now the children are incor-

porated into the life of that church.

Every Sunday morning she picks up the

children, and they participate in the

Sunday school program, in worship, in

the children's choir, and also as acolytes.

Some of the Hispanic parents of these

children are now attending that con-

gregation.

With the passage of this plan, she

could be provided with the training

that's being proposed that would help

further her ministry with Hispanics. She

would also be provided with the oppor-

tunity to become one of the 2,000 lay

missioners, trained and in service, by the

end of the quadrennium. The next per-

son is Jack Hooper from San Antonio.

D. JACK HOOPER (Southwest

Texas): Dear friends, it's an exciting mo-

ment for this native Texan that I have

lived to see our great church finally get

serious about Hispanic ministries. It's

clear, to me at least, that the future of

The United Methodist Church is directly

related to our success in ministry to this

our fastest-growing segment in our

population. Let me touch briefly on the

highlights of 2 components of this plan.

First, the local congregation. All con-

gregations, and let me stress all,

Hispanic and non-Hispanic congrega-

tions, are asked to identify specific needs

of specific Hispanic groups in their com-

munity, such as women and children.

and also specific community challenges

such as school dropouts, substance

abuse, eta Congregations will also,

across the church, and will also access,

or assess, excuse me, assess their church

in their community for resources that

could be employed in meeting these

needs and challenges. And then on the

basis of these assessments, congrega-

tions will set their own goals and make
their own plans for Hispanic ministries

in their communities, reaching out from

3 to 5 years with specific annual objec-

tives leading to the accomplishment of

their goals. Of course, materials to guide

the congregation in this task of assess-

ing wiU be provided by the general

board.

One final note: the congregation's

mission plan will also explore the pos-

sibilities of starting new faith com-

munities in places where there is

potential for Hispanic ministries. In all

of these tasks, lay missioners will be

utilized to the fullest measure. Now
finally, what is the role of the annual

conference? Each annual conference is

to determine where new Hispanic work

needs to begin. The annual conference

will also develop training opportunities

to:

1) provide the required leadership for

initiating and expanding Hispanic min-

istries;

2) sensitize the entire church to these

needs.

These training opportunities include:

1) training of lay missioners for

Hispanic ministry;

2) training for clergy persons to help

them understand the Hispanic com-

munity and how they can be in partner-

ship with the laity in such ministry.

[Audio-tape not clear] training to sen-

sitize non-Hispanic persons, lay and or-

dained, to the needs of Hispanic

ministry.

And finally, each annual conference

will be asked to make funds available for

the development of new Hispanic chur-

ches. Let me remind you that I've only

touched on the highlights in these two

components of the plan. If you really

want to get excited about the future of

The United Methodist Church and

Hispanic ministries, and they will, in my
estimation rise or fall together, then

read the plan in your DCA. Thank you.

The next speaker is Earl Bledsoe, who
will speak on the role of the general

boards.

W. EARL BLEDSOE (Texas): First of

all, let me say that I'm excited and very

supportive of this Comprehensive Plan

on Hispanic Ministries. This is my first

opportunity at General Conference to be

able to witness the launching of a great

ministry, not to, not for, but with my
brothers and sisters that are in our very

midst, especially in the state of Texas.

I'm grateful and excited about this op-

portimity. As you've read the plan on pp.

726-727, you'll find that it's not only

comprehensive, but it's also intercon-

nected. That is, that our boards and our

agencies will be working together in the

direction, in collaboration with the Na-
tional Committee on Hispanic Mini-

stries, and we'll be doing things in terms

of supporting this plan, not only the

Bo£u-d of Global Ministries but also the

Board of Church and Society, the Board
of Discipleship, and the Board of Higher

Education and Ministry. I'm excited,

and I pray that we, on this one, will go

with God.

HAEJONG KIM (Northern New Jer-

sey): Good morning, I am an Asian-

American sidekick in support of

Hispanic-American brothers and sis-

ters, not only supporting Hispanic-

Americans, but I think this is a good plan

for our United Methodist Church.

I'm excited about it because, as a

Korean-American, I know what it means
to have a special-language ministry. Be-

cause, you see, it is in incarnational min-

istry that the language of the people and

the culture of the people are so impor-

tant. The gospel ofJesus Christ must be

incarnate, must be preached in the lan-

guage of the people, and this is one of

such programs, and I'm excited about it.

Having chaired the task force to quad-

rennial goal of the Korean-American

ministries, I know this is a good struc-

ture and good plan.

There seems to be some anxiety

around the price tag of $3. 1 million, but

really it is a bargain because, you see,

this is nickel and dime stuff. Becauseyou

break it down, $3 million dollars into 4

years, and then into 9 million United

Methodists, it'll costyou less than a dime

a year. So, what a bargain. This is a

wonderful program. This is EMLC in-

carnate. Let this General Conference be

incarnated into this type of program to

preach the gospel. Let us make this

General Conference to be remembered

not as a place where our hearts were

strangely chilled, but they're strangely
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warmed; that this is a place where we
set, not as a thermostat, but be a ther-

mometer where we set the temperature;

that we are not a meteorologist but . . .

[microphone lost power]. Bear with us.

Bear with us, friends. The connection is

being checked.

(Congregation singing while waiting

for microphone to be fixed.)

BISHOP NACPIL: We're OK You
may continue.

KIM: Yes, I just have a last sentence.

That we should not be a meteorologist

but a rainmaker.

FERNANDEZ: Sisters and brothers,

James 1:17 reminds us that every good

gift and every perfect gift is from above

and comes from God. The Hispanic Na-

tional Plan is about sharing the perfect

gift, Jesus Christ, who has come into

this world. It is about discovering the

hidden Christ that is in the midst of

human brokenness and sufiering. Some
time in the early '70s, a U.S. tour mis-

sionary by the name of Judy Webster

from Thousand Oaks, CA, came to work

with me in the inner city of Houston.

Among the many families we served,

one stands out across the years.

Gualalupe and her 4 children had been

deserted by her husband. We found a

home for them, and one day Judy was

invited by Gualalupe to come and share

a meal with them. Judy accepted, after

hesitating for fear of taking something

of the little that they had. After finish-

ing the humble meal of beans and tortO-

las, Judy stayed awhile and played with

the 4 children.

When Judy announced she was ready

to leave, Lupe, who was about 8 years

old, told her, "Wait a minute, I want to

give you something," and she ran to her

room. When she came back, she an-

nounced to Judy, "I want to give you my
best thing." She asked Judy to stretch

out her hand and to close her eyes. And
then, Lupe proceeded to place her gift on

Judy's hand. When Judy opened her

eyes, what she saw in her hands was

Lupe's beautiful rosary.

Judy's immediate response was to tell

Lupe that she could not accept her gift.

When Lupe's mother, Gualalupe heard

Judy say that, she said, "Judy, take the

gift, it is her best thing."

Gualalupe taught Judy a lesson that

day that she has never forgotten. The
greatness of the Hispanic National Plan

is in helping the church to reach out to

people with the perfect gift, Jesus

Christ. That is our mission. But just as

important, Gualalupe teaches us even

today that there are gifts of love and

other signs of God's presence to be

found and received from among the

poorest of God's people. Bishop, I move
the acceptance of the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries as in p. 715~since

we don't have it as a calendar item in the

regular way, no. 10867-3000~on p. 715

of theAduance DCA, and as amended by
the legislative committee, and that

amendment is on your tables.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. My dear

friends, what is before you is the main
motion to adopt the Hispanic plan and
the amendments being proposed by the

legislative committee. Are you ready to

vote on the amendment? Yes, over here.

Microphone 2.

BARBARA WILLIAMS RIDDLE
(Florida): I'd like to make an amend-

ment to the amendment.

BISHOP NACPIL: Fine, it's in order.

RIDDLE: The amendment would be

that our General Conference indicate by

our vote that it is our clear under-

standing that these financial figures

voting in this exciting, yet additional

ministries, are not binding on GCFA
and are subject to review and final

recommendation to the General Con-

ference by the Financial Administration

Legislative Committee. If I get a second,

I'll speak to it.

BISHOP NACPIL: Well, that is al-

ready our rule, although there is no

amendment coming from the legislative

committee on the figure recommended
by GCOM on the matter. These figures

stUl go to GCFA, and it wUl come back

to you for action.

RIDDLE: All right, I guess I'm re-

questing that we as a General Con-

ference put that in writing so that we all

have a clear understanding of that, and

I'm requesting ....

BISHOP NACPIL: It is part of our

rules, and it's in writing.

RIDDLE: All right, thank you.

BISHOP NACPIL: Yes, sir, over here.

Microphone no. 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West): I just

don't want to rain on this parade. We,

for the past year in a committee in Kan-

sas City, worked on the planning and

research for 2 new Hispanic congrega-

tions, 2 annual conferences, 3 districts

in The United Methodist Church in our

area. We had been working about 7

months when we were fortunate enough ^
to have an early draft of this National ^
Plan. It was so extremely valuable to us

on the local level. I hope we take this

home and don't see this only as a nation-

al program; though that's desperately

important, it works locally. It saved us

from making some serious errors Jind

really helped a bunch ofus Anglos get in

touch with some things. Let's not rain

on this parade; let's sing in the rain.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. We are

ready to vote on the amendment. Please

vote when the light appears, on the

amendments.

The vote on the amendment is 857

yes, 61 no. The amendments are

adopted; therefore, the whole report is

now amended in terms of these amend-
ments. Are you ready to take a vote on

the whole report? Please vote when the

lights are on. Go ahead. You are about

to adopt a Very important piece of legis-

lation. Let us celebrate, 892 for, 54

against.

(song)

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you. May I

now call on Brother PCimbrough to bring

a calendar item to us on the Judicial

Council?

KIMBROUGH: Bishop, I had asked

Carolyn Johnson, who is the vice chair-

person of our legislative committee, to

make this recommendation. She's on

her way. I want to call your attention to

the Advance DCA, to p. 625. Deals with

para. 2601, petition no. 10669, entitled

Membership Guidelines for the Judicial

Council. Carolyn Johnson is here now,

and I defer to her.

CAROLYN D. JOHNSON (North In-

diana): Bishop, and members and

friends of the Generjd Conference, on

behalf of Legislative Group 6, I would

move concurrence with amendment for

petition item no. 10669, with the

amendment as follows: "This paragraph

shall become effective immediately

upon passage by the General Con-

ference."

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. You have

the amendment. Any discussion? Are

you ready to vote? Please vote when the

light appears. 832 for and 75 against.

That amendment is adopted. i

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop. "

Likewise, on calendar item 227, Alterna-

tive Membership ofthe Judicial Council.

For petition no. 10670, I would move
concurrence with the amendment:
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"This paragraph shall become efiective

immediately upon passage by the

General Conference."

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. The mo-

tion is for concurrence. You may vote

when the light appears. The vote is 851

yes, 58 no. The amendment is adopted.

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop.

BISHOP NACPIL: May I now call on

Brother Ott for agenda items and then

Vance Summers for presiding officers?

OTT: Bishop, members of the con-

ference, it's time to hear the tentative

agenda plemned for Monday. We will

convene here, 8:30 for worship; 9:00

elections, Judicial Council, Commission

on the General Conference; 9:20 the

General Council on Ministries for the

Advance; 9:50 calendar items; 10:15

break; 10:30 calendar items; 12:30

recess; 2:30 General Council on Mini-

stries, the homosexuality study; 4:30 act

of covenant recognition; 5:00 recess;

7:30 in the evening, calendar items; 9:30

adjournment.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right, you

heard the agenda for our session on

Monday. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. The vote is 915 yes, and 14 no.

That agenda is adopted for Monday. May
I now hear the report from the Presiding

Officers Committee?

VANCE SUMMERS (West Ohio): I

am Vance Summers, vice chairperson of

the Presiding Officers Committee. Our

chairperson is away today. Bishop Nac-

pil, members of General Conference and

friends, on behalf of the Committee on

the Presiding Officers, I wish to an-

nounce the presiding officers for Mon-
day. Bishop Woodrow Hearn of the

Nebraska Area will preside on Monday
morning. Bishop David Lawson of the

Wisconsin Area will preside on Monday
afternoon, and Bishop George Bashore

of the Pittsburgh Area wiU preside on

Monday evening.

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you. Now,
we will be dismissed to our legislative

committees following prayer, to be given

to us by Bishop Scott Allen; but, before

we do that, we will hear some an-

nouncements from our secretary.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: There will

be a meeting of the Higher Education

and Chaplaincy Legislative Committee
in room 211 following this morning's

plenary session to consider referred peti-

tions. I refer you to the DCA of today, on

p. 214. The request was made yesterday

morning for the current data on the

Judicial Council. There is one correction

to make in that; and that is, in the class

of 1996, there are 2 lay and 2 clergy

instead of 3 and 1 as printed.

And also, it has been brought to our

attention, on p. 215 there v/as a request

made that there be a report of general

agency staff attendance at this 1992

General Conference. The General Board

of Discipleship has 12 persons present

rather than 2, as reported there. That

was correct in their report, and it is

simply a printing error.

Two other items for our guidance

during this session: One, the process for

lifting items from the consent calendar.

The process for that has been brought to

the attention of this conference and that

is that there is a specific form on which

this is to be done. It is located in the

secretary's ofilce, room 103. Those of

you wanting to remove items from the

calendar, please pick up that form, com-

plete it, and return it according to the

instructions.

And then lastly, but certainly one of

great import to all of us as we operate in

this arena: On p. 96, rule 11.3, states,

"Only delegates within the area of the

conference when the vote is taken shall

be entitled to vote. No delegate shall cast

a vote in place of any other person." We
need to emphasize that last sentence,

"No delegate shall cast a vote in place of

any other person," for there are instan-

ces that continue even after it has been

brought to the attention of persons in-

volved, that persons are casting 2 and 3

votes on the machines. Please be guided

by our own r\des as well of those of

common courtesy and Christian com-

mitment.

BISHOP NACPIL: Dear friends, I did

not expect to be put on this hot seat, but

you kept your cool and you made me
comfortable. Thank yoa Let's have the

prayer.

BISHOP SCOTT ALLEN:

(prayer)
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Delegates Affirm 20-Year Stance
on Homosexuality

A 17-word phrase first heard in a General Confer-

ence in 1972 was overwhelmingly reaffirmed Monday
as the controversial keystone of The United Methodist

Church's stance toward homosexuality. In another

vote, the bulk of a four-year task force report was re-

ceived and referred to the churches for study.

By a vote of 710 to 238, the delegates reaffirmed the

Social Principles statement that the practice of homo-

sexuality is incompatible with Christian teaching. The
phrase originally came into the church's official pro-

nouncements when it was added from the floor during

the General Conference in Atlanta.

The action rejects a majority of a four-year study

committee ordered by the 1988 General Conference. By
a margin of 17-4 that panel said that the present state

of knowledge and insight in the biblical, theological,

ethical, biological, psychological, and sociological fields
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Estonian Choir To Lead Tuesday Services
Singing in today's worship service is "Credo," a

youth choir from Estonia, a part of the former Soviet

Union. The choir will sing at 8:15 a.m. before the 8:30

service in the convention center and at 2 p.m. before

the 2:30 service at Trinity United Methodist Church.

The choir's appearances at General Conference are

sponsored by the Mississippi Conference.

Bishop Robert C. Morgan, Jackson (Miss.) Area, has

visited Estonia. Bishop Morgan and Bishop Hans
Vixby, Estonia, have traveled and visited together in

Northern Europe and the United States.

"Credo" singers, ranging in age from 19 to 28, will

tovir in Georgia and Mississippi as part of their trip to

the United States. They will sing this evening at St.

Matthew United Methodist Church, Louisville.
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"Credo," a youth choir from Estonia, will present concert^ and
help lead worship today.

Preaching in the ecumenical worship service this

morning is Bishop Vinton R. Anderson, who presides

over the Fifth Episcopal District (the 14 states west of

the Mississippi River) of the African Methodist Episco-

pal Church. Organist is Sam Batt Owens, director of

music at the Christ Church Cathedral, Louisville.

In the afternoon service the Rev. Mark Trotter, sen-

ior pastor of the First United Methodist Church, San
Diego, Calif., brings the message. Liturgist is Lois Seif-

ert, diaconal minister and consultant in church pro-

gram ministries from Claremont, Calif. Organist is

Florence Pilkington, organist/choir director at Crescent

Hill United Methodist Church, Louisville.

(continued from frontpage)

A number of other m^or actions were taken Monday
as the 998 delegates moved through their first full day

of plenary sessions. They were told at one point that at

their present rate of progress, the conference would con-

tinue until June 12. The established adjournment time

is 10 p.m. May 15.

The delegates greeted with applause and singing the

final approval for the Puerto Rico Annual Conference to

become an affiliated autonomous chvu-ch. The move
first was authorized in 1972, but only now have all the

arrangements been worked out.

Earlier Monday, the conference approved a "message

to the nation" concerning issues raised by the Rodney
King trial verdict in Los Angeles and its aftermath.

"For too many years our lips have uttered the right

words while our hearts and bodies have lacked the cour-

age to back them up.. ..People see each other not as

neighbors, but as strangers, competitors, and enemies,

based upon the color of their skin, their national origin,

and how much money they earn."

The conference began a busy Monday by hearing a

captivating report on the Advance program of second-

mile, designated giving.

—Robert Lear
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Bits 'n Pieces

These items are in the "Did you know?" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about delegates

or doings, please jot them down and bring them to Bar-

bara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA office on the lower level

of the convention center.

Mary J. Judd, local volunteer recorder for the

Higher Education and Chaplaincy Committee, has an
interesting tie to the history of United Methodism.

Through her husband, Marcus Judd, she is great-grand-

daughter-in-law of Nathan Judd, who was ordained an

elder of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South in 1849

by Bishop Joshua Soule, one of the bishops who pre-

sided over the 1845 conference in Louisville where the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South was organized.

General Conference is a family affair for Barbara

Blackstone, fifth-time lay delegate from Western Penn-

sylvania Conference, and her daughter, Carlen Black-

stone, first-time lay delegate from Eastern

Pennsylvania Conference; Bishop William W. Dew Jr.,

Portland (Ore.) Area; his wife, Mitzie; and their daugh-

ter, Linda Dew-Hiersoux, a page from Oakland, Calif.;

Alfred Rhonemus, a lay delegate, and the Rev. Sharon

A. Rhonemus Hausman, both from the West Ohio Con-

ference.

Congratulations to Wanda Hays Eichler, Pigeon,

Mich., a reserve delegate from the Detroit Conference,

and Dale L. Fooshee, Garnett, Kan., a lay delegate from

the Kansas East Conference, recently elected United

Methodist Rural Fellowship president and vice presi-

dent respectively.

It may be a first. Two children and two bishops cast

votes on the General Conference floor. The historic

event occurred when Dr. DeWayne S. Woodring, execu-

tive director of the Commission on the General Confer-

ence, needed to test a new computer program. In order

to check the voting machines, he recruited all available

personnel—including Bishop Paul L. A. Granadosin of

the Philippines, Bishop J. Woodrow Hearn of the Ne-

braska Area, and the Boston-Kemple family, parents

Karen and Tom, and daughters Gretchen, 8, and Fawn,

6, of Germantown, Ohio. Gretchen was especially en-

thusiastic. "You mean we can even use double-digit

numbers?" she asked excitedly. The test went off with-

out a hitch.

Mark Wharff, assisted by Joann "Pep" Cooke and D.

Scott Johnson, is busy coordinating the work of pages
and marshals. Among the volunteer marshals is

Aurora S. Cudal, Philippines Conference lay leader and
world secretary of the World Federation of Methodist

Women.

Three members of the East Ohio delegation are from
Church of the Savior United Methodist Church, Can-
ton. They are the Rev. William R. Harvey, senior pas-

tor; the Rev. Benita Rollins, associate pastor (reserve);

and Jean Thompson, a homemaker and full-time volun-

teer.

Bishop Roy Short's wife of 65 years, Louise, is here

with him, as is their son, Riley. She makes sure he gets

to the Council of Bishops meetings.

The organ being used in the convention center dur-

ing General Conference and in the Sunday program at

the Macauley Theater is a Rodgers 730. It was in-

stalled by Jane Miller, church music consultant for the

local Rodgers dealer, Conrad Music Co. of Louisville.

Conrad Music also provided the Yamaha Clavinova at

the convention center and the Yamaha grand piano at

the Macauley Theater.

Herman "Will, who was on the staff of the General

Board of Church and Society and its predecessor agen-

cies for 38 years and who is now retired, is attending

General Conference as a visitor. He recently under-

went a "directional coronary atherectomy," a new pro-

cedure for opening blocked coronary arteries. One of

his sons is the president and chief executive officer of

the firm that produces, sells, and offers training for the

use of this new device.

Four of the 16 delegates from the Central Illinois

Conference are related to Grace United Methodist

Church, Decatur, 111. They include the Rev. Vemie T.

Barnett, the Rev. Donald J. Jones, Jimmy Sober, and
Porter J. Womeldorff.^ 'DHH

—

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

United Methodist talce to the streeU! Charie* W. Courtoy (Florida)

and Eugene M. Zimmerman (Florida) talce advantage of the

pleasant Louisville weather.
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TV Highlights Russian Easter

Celebration

Tune in your hotel room televisions at 7-8 a.m. and
9-10 p.m. today for a showcase of our United Methodist

TV ministry.

For more than 75 years, Christians in Russia cele-

brated the joy of Easter in the midst of religious perse-

cution and political oppression. Several weeks ago,

however, Russian Christians were able to proclaim

"Christ is risen!" openly and fearlessly.

To celebrate this new freedom. United Methodist

Communications, the General Board of Global Minis-

tries, and the Louisiana Area broadcast live two simul-

taneous and identical worship services from Moscow,

Russia, and Shreveport, La. With Bishop Ruediger Mi-

nor in Moscow and Bishop William B. Oden in Shreve-

port, the historic service included children's and adult

choirs from both locations.

Lydia Istomina, lay pastor of a new United Method-

ist church in Russia, and the Rev. W. Dwight Ramsey,
Broadmoor United Methodist Chvirch, Shreveport,

preached from the pulpit in Moscow.

This worship service was broadcast Easter morning
on the Vision Interfaith Satellite Network (VISN).

Watch these programs on Channel 8, Brown
Hotel; Channel 6, Gait House/Gait House East and
Holiday Inn Downtown; Channel 4, Hyatt; Chan-

nel 14, Seelbach; and check your Visitel Channel

listing for other hotels.

Africa University:

A Vision ...

During the Africa University presentation on
Thursday, May 7, 1992, delegates saw and heard

results of a 1988 vision, including the logo.

These Africa University buildings

were built by Volunteers in

Mission. Left to right are the

dining hall, faculty offices, and
outdoor study pavilion. Photo
furnished by the General Board of

Higher Education and Ministry,

used courtesy of the Rev. Ken
Jones of Gaithersburg, Md., who
worked on these buildings.
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The Church in the Midst of Turmoil

Sierra Leone

"My wife and I were ready to go out on a walk when
we heard the shooting in the streets," recalled the Rev.

Joseph J.K. Renner, describing the outbreak of a mili-

tary coup in Freetown, Sierra Leone. The coup, which

took place during the past two weeks, toppled the civil-

ian government of this West African nation of 2.2 mil-

lion persons.

Automatic gunfire interrupted
their planned stroll.

"It was almost a 'bloodless coup' with only a few

killed and wounded among the soldiers guarding the

State House," Renner continued. "Within three days all

the shooting had stopped and there was dancing in the

streets on Saturday," he said. However, six missionar-

ies from the western church were evacuated as a pre-

caution and the United Methodist delegation was
delayed in arriving in Louisville.

Currently serving as conference secretary and chair

of the General Conference delegation, Renner is also a

local church pastor. Early in his ministry he was secre-

tary to the president of Sierra Leone and headed sev-

eral different departments in government social service

agencies.

Over the last decade, the civilian government, al-

though democratically elected, became very corrupt.

Services deteriorated, the cost-of-living skyrocketed,

and government payrolls lagged as state officials "self-

ishly amassed wealth," Renner noted. In recent years,

the Sierra Leone Central Conference repeatedly ex-

pressed through resolutions its "concerns about inade-

quacies and corruption" in the government, he said.

'This coup will not adversely affect the church,"

Renner speculated. "On the contrary, the coup will give

leaders of the church an opportunity to help the new re-

gime establish a better situation."

Some United Methodists, many of whom are already

key community leaders, will be invited to participate in

this reorganization, Kenner explained. Although the

military junta has suspended the constitution and is

ruling by decree, it has declared as priorities the secur-

ing of the border against marauding Liberian raiders

and then the establishment of a broad-based commu-
nity committee to organize the election of a multi-party

government.

United Methodism in Sierra Leone now includes a

growing membership of about 70,000 persons in more
than 100 established congregations. There are also

about 200 preaching centers and a number of educa-

tional and health-care institutions located primarily in

rural areas. Rooted in a 120-year-old United Brethren

tradition. United Methodist ministry today closely co-

operates with British Methodism.

Bishop Minor Stresses 'Mutual

Encouragement'

Calling for remembrance of suffering pioneers, the

sharing of a common faith, and cooperative efforts,

Bishop Ruediger R. Minor yesterday presented mem-
bers of the Global Ministries Legislative Committee
with a glimpse of United Methodist activities and op-

portunities in the former Soviet Union.

The suffering and faithful witness of the martyrs

and "misused" have "plowed the field for the new seed

we are privileged to sow today," said the present episco-

pal leader of the Germany East Conference. Following

the proposed reunification of all German conferences.

Bishop Minor is slated to assume episcopal leadership

of United Methodism in the new Commonwealth of In-

dependent States.

He cited the internment and eventual murder of a

former Estonian superintendent in a Siberian forced la-

bor cEunp shortly after World War II. He told about the

20-year imprisonment of the founder of Methodism in

Estonia. Others in the Estonian church, he said, have

experienced "mishandled trust" and misuse at the

hands of oppressive political leaders.

'The church is growing in Russia," Bishop Minor re-

ported. 'There are a lot of new initiatives, and we have

real reason to celebrate!"

He cited United Methodist congregations in Samara
on the Volga river, the Ukraine, and Moscow. Many
United Methodist churches in the United States pro-

vide foodstuffs, resources, and other support. He said he

thought an old story of hate was giving way to a new
"love story."

Bishop Minor believes his new role, as well as the

role of the connectional church in Russia, should be

based on Romans 1:11-12: "For I am longing to see you

so that I may share with you some spiritual gift to

strengthen you—or rather so that we may be mutually

encouraged by each other's faith, both yours and mine."

"We need each other," Bishop Minor concluded. 'The

more we work together, the more we follow the Lord to-

gether, the more we will build the temple for his king-

dom."

—Tom Potter
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Historian Compares Two Louisville

General Conferences

During the 1989-92 quadrennium, when mentioning

Louisville as the 1992 General Conference site, history-

minded United Methodists have been quick to recall

that the last time General Conference was here was in

1874.

The Rev. Charles W. Brockwell Jr., ordained United

Methodist minister, church historian, and history pro-

fessor at the University of Louisville, compared the two

Greneral Conferences.

"In 1874," he said, Methodist Episcopal Church,

South delegates "were interested in unity, and so are

we." Then, as now, people on both sides of issues cared

"about unity and about winning with integrity."

The 1874 attitude sharply contrasted with the 1845

Louisville Convention, at which delegates made func-

tional the split in the Methodist Episcopal Church by

inaugurating the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.

According to Brockwell, the 1874 General Confer-

ence met about two blocks from the Commonwealth
Convention Center. About 200 delegates attended, com-

pared with this year's delegation of almost 1,000.

In 1874, Brockwell said, "the most outstanding

achievement was the beginning of the healing between

the northern and southern Methodist churches."

Two years earlier, the Methodist Episcopal Church

had appointed several persons to serve as messengers of

goodwill. One of the lay members of the Fraternal Mes-

sengers was former Union Army General Clinton B.

Fisk for whom Fisk University was named.

"The General Conference of the southern church ac-

cepted the messengers and their message and re-

sponded by suggesting a joint conference," Brockwell

LOUISVILLE CONVENTION. 1845

The Methodist Episcopal Chorch was
first church to divide over Issues
which led to Civil War. Fourth St.
Church, formerly at this site,
hosted Louisville Convention In May
1845. Delegates of southern and
southwestern conferences formed
the .M. E Church. South, following
separation plan adopted by General
Conference. 1844. p«,.^., ,,

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

This sign reminds visitors of the 1845 Louisville Convention.

You'U find it right outside the convention center on Fourth
Avenue.

said, noting that the August 1876 meeeting of the two

churches at Cape May, N.J., marked the beginning of

"a new era" where people "agreed not to hate each

other anymore."

It was 1939, however, before official imification

marked what began with the Cape May Statement.

Brockwell sees several issues as threats to United

Methodist unity today. He expressed hope that these is-

sues can be faced and moved beyond without loss of in-

tegrity.

-Wilma DeSpain

Ecumenical Representatives
1992 General Conference

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) Dr. Donald B. Manworren
Evangelical Luthem Church in America The Rev. Dr. William G. Rusch
National Conference of Catholic Bishops The Most Rev. Thomas Kelly

The Orthodox Church in America The Very Rev. Leonid Kishkovsky
United Church of Christ The Rev. Robert Keller

Church of the Nazarene Jack Stone

World Council of Churches The Rev. Donald Black

The Reformed Church in America The Rev. Gordon Van Wyk
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) The Rev. James E. Andrews
African Methodist Episcopal Zion The Rev. James M. Sloan
The Episcopal Church The Rt. Rev. David B. Reed
The Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of

North and South America The Rev. Fr. Gregory C. Wingenbach
National Council of the Churches of

Christ in the U.S.A The Rev. Sygnman Rhee, President
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Announcements
The Committee on Correlation and Editorial Revi-

sion is now located in Room 101.

loved ones; the pain of lesbians, gay men, and their

family members, as well as the joy of reconciliation. A
lunch will be available for $5.

Checks for the Albany Area Challenge will be re-

ceived through Thursday. The challenge supports

equally the Los Angeles Relief Advance and local relief

for the 11,000 homeless of Louisville, our host city!

Checks should be made out to the "Albany Area Chal-

lenge" and delivered to Bill Barney B-7-1 or Dorothy

Earl B-3-1. Thanks to those who have supported the

challenge.

Tuesday, May 12

The Tennessee Conference dinner is scheduled for 6

p.m., Tuesday, May 12 at the Days Inn - Downtown,

101 E. Jefferson. Bishop and Mrs. Ernest Newman will

be guests of honor. Contact Ben R. Alford for more in-

formation, room 1509, Gait House.

The Rio Grande and Southwest Texas Conference

delegations will meet for dinner with Bishop and Mrs.

Ernest T. Dixon Jr. Tuesday, May 12, at 5:45 p.m.,

Keeneland Room, mezzanine, Hyatt Regency Hotel.

Cost: $18 per person.

The Detroit Conference and West Michigan mem-
bers will meet Tuesday, May 12, after the evening ses-

sion in rooms 218 and 219 at the convention center.

Wednesday, May 13

There will be a meeting of the General Board of Pub-

lication (and former board members) Wednesday eve-

ning. May 13, in room 115 at the conclusion of the

plenary session.

The Native American Recognition and Healing Wor-

ship Service will be held on Wednesday morning, May
13, at 8:30 a.m. Songs will be used out of the new Na-

tive American hymns and worship resource. Voices.

Anyone may purchase this worship resource from

Cokesbury for $9.95.

Thursday, May 14

The North Texas Conference delegation will honor

Bishop and Mrs. Bruce Blake, with a dinner on Thurs-

day, May 14, at 5:30 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency. Call

Barbara Marcum at the Seelbach, 585-3200, or Judy

Gilhealth at the Gait House East, 1 198, for information

and reservations.

LOST - Minolta 35mm camera in convention cen-

ter. Several important photos already taken. If

found, please contact Brad Kisner, General Confer-

ence director of music.^

The three Illinois conferences invite persons inter-

ested in looking at ways to combat gambling in Illinois

to meet Tuesday, May 12, at 1:45 p.m. in the bleachers

in back of Section A. Mary Akers, Chicago, NIL, Sec. B,

Row 19.

Delegates of the Eurojsean Central Conferences are

invited to meet Tuesday, May 12, at 9:30 p.m. in room
203 of the convention center. Bishop W. Klaibeu.

"An Unexpected Journey," a new video from Denver
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays, will be

shown in the Affirmation/Reconciling Congregation

Program Hospitality Suite today at 12:45 p.m. The
video shows families dealing with the "coming out" of

Corrections to DCA
(Other Than Proceedings)

Daily Edition, p. 157, col. 2, Higher Education
and Chaplaincy report line 32—Substitute "Assis-

tant" for "Associate."

Daily Edition, p. 253, col. 1, par. 4—Substitute

"Wilma" for "Sara." His daughter is Sara.

Daily Edition, p. 253, col. 1, par. 10—Substitute

"2,000" for "20,000."

Daily Edition, p. 275, col. 1, item 428, line 4—
Substitute "For: 0; Against: 90" for "For: 90;

Against: 0." Line 6—Substitute "nonconcurrence"

for "concurrence."
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Seeing Double?

In an unusual "double bill," two sets of twins are

among the 998 delegates to the 1992 General Confer-

ence.

Identical twins James A. Hamish of the Florida

Conference and John E. "Jack" Harnish of the Detroit

Conference are enjoying a family reunion of sorts in

Louisville. And it's not the first time. Both were dele-

gates to the 1988 General Conference in St. Louis and

alternate delegates to the 1984 General Conference in

Baltimore.

The Hamish twins have a long list of similarities.

On the day of their DCA interview, for example, both

just happened to dress in identical khaki suits, blue ox-

ford shirts, brown socks, and tasseled loafers. The only

difference was the conservative, small-print tie worn by

James and the wild safari print tie Jack sported.

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

Twin* James A. Harnish (Florida) and John E. Hamish (Detroit)

are interviewed by Jane Dennis, editor of the Arkansas United

Methodist

But the gregarious pair also like to point out the

many ways they differ. Originally from western Penn-

sylvania, the brothers attended the same seminary,

married, and then headed in opposite directions. Jack,

pastor of Court Street United Methodist Church, Flint,

Mich., is very involved in conference programs and

ministries. Meanwhile, James is pastor of St. Luke
United Methodist Church, Orlando, Fla., and the

author of six books.

"We're ministering in very different worlds," Jack

said. His church is located in the "rust belt" and strives

to be "a sign of hope in the downtown of an old, dying

city." Jim, on the other hand, leads a church in the

more lively "urban south Sunbelt."

They also have distinctly different preaching styles.

"Jack is more dramatic," James said. "I'm more conver-

sational in style, with a heavier content."

But despite the differences, both admit their sense of

"what the church is all about" is very similar.

CYNTHIA ASTLK PHOTO

Twins Richard Stockton (Western North Carolina) and Thomas B.

Stoclcton (Riclunond Episcopal Area) are both present at this

conference.

Double takes are also directed to Bishop Thomas
Stockton of the Richmond Area and his identical twin

brother Richard "Dick" Stockton, a lay delegate from

the Western North Carolina Conference. While Bishop

Stockton is a veteran of such church gatherings, this is

the first General Conference experience for his brother,

a businessman from Winston-Salem, N.C.

"I keep trying to tell Dick how to vote, but he never

listens to me," joked Bishop Stockton.lt seems the

bishop's brother and mirror image is even stealing

some of his thunder while in Louisville: "He's been get-

ting some of the hugs I'm supposed to get!" Bishop

Stockton said in mock jealously.

The Stockton twins are old hands at handling the

looks of surprise and confusion often prompted by their

uncanny resemblance. "We have a feeling when people

are looking at us and aren't sure who's who," Dick

Stockton said. In order to avoid further confusion, "I

make sure when I'm on [Dick's) turf that 1 speak to eve-

rybody and introduce myself," the bishop added.

The Stocktons were reared in Winston-Salem, "in a

fine Christian home, by church-oriented parents,"

Bishop Stockton noted. He "felt the pull to the ordained

ministry," while brother Dick followed in his father's

footsteps and entered the world of retail business.

Despite their different career paths, the Stocktons

share a mutual love for the church.

"Dick is a dedicated layman who can do as much
good for Christ as I can," Bishop Stockton remarked.

—Jane Dennis
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Legislative Status Report

C*ntral Conferences
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These charts picture the work done by each legislative committee. "Unassigned" shows the number of
petitions that the committee has not yet addresssed. "Committee Items" records the number of petitions
being worked on somewhere in the committee. "Calendar Items" indicates the number of petitions voted
on and released by the committee. "Voted by GC" shows the nvunber of calendar items that have been
voted on by the General conference plenary. GRAPHS COURTESY OF JOHN AND MEL BRAWN.
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Legislative Committee Reports

Church and Society

The committee concurred with petitions that would:

• retain only basic paragraphs of the lengthy "Opposi-

tion to a Call for a Constitutional Convention" (pp.

458-62, Book ofResolutions);

• revise the Social Principles statements on collective

bargaining, work and leisure, and consumption (pEU*.

73. B, C, and D);

• amend paragraphs in the Discipline dealing with re-

sponsibilities of the General Board of Church and So-

ciety (GBCS), its executive and nominating

committees, the GBCS organization, and the confer-

ence Board of Church and Society;

• place in the Book of Resolutions a comprehensive

statement on "Understanding Living and Dying as

Faithful Christians," emphasizing dying with dignity

and urging churches to promote mercy and justice en-

hancing "holy dying";

• add to the Social Principles statement on tobacco

(par. 72.J) support for restricting smoking in public

places;

• insert a new Social Principles paragraph on adoption

that supports "the use of proper legal procedures"

and decries actions "tantamount to the marketing of

children";

• amend the Social Principles statement on "Single

Persons" (71. E), changing the word "unmarried" to

"single";

• add to Social Principles paragraph 71a statement on

'The Scientific Community" that encourages dia-

logue and involvement between theological and sci-

entific communities to help "enable humanity to

sustain life on earth";

• amend Social Principles paragraph 74.A to note that

"the form and leaders of government" are determined

by citizens' voting;

• amend the Social Principles paragraph on gambling

(73.G) to emphasize that the church deplores public

lotteries;

• direct the GBCS to provide to every Native American

United Methodist Church consultation to empower
congregations to engage in social witness;

• direct the General Board of Higher Education and
Ministry (GBHEM) and the National United Method-

ist Native American Center to develop "culturally

relevant" materials on AIDS, and call a national con-

sultation on pastoral care and AIDS;
• provide information to the church on the Native

American Religious Freedom Act of 1978, and have

the church support legal actions and legislation re-

lated to the act;

• speak about the long-term changes in Europe and
call for church actions that will help bring a Europe

"at peace with justice";

• call for increased commitment to end world hunger
and poverty that would involved United Nations

agencies and members in public policy and commu-
nity action efforts;

• initiate a comprehensive study (by GBCS) on "low-in-

tensity conflict," followed by educational materials

and advocacy activities on the issue;

• amend the church's resolution on "Nuclear Safety in

the United States" (Book ofResolutions, pp. 59-66) to

include an urging to close down the Rocky Flats Plu-

tonium Processing Plant;

• ask local churches to "develop a climate of support"

for legislation to ban all nuclear weapons testing and

send communications carrying the concern to the

President and other government officials;

• call on nations having nuclear weapons to increase

efforts on nuclear arms reduction, to halt testing of

nuclear warheads, to move toward closing weapons

production facilities, to disband efforts on a strategic

defense system, and to carry out other related ac-

tions;

• replace several resolutions on Central America in the

present Book of Resolutions, and call for actions by

the U.S. government, the United Nations, and

United Methodist Church (including study, interac-

tion with Central American churches, and prayer);

• voice concern about and urge action on Israel's re-

fusal to grant a visa to the Rev. Alex Awad, Palestin-

ian-American commissioned as a U.M. missionary;

• amend "Our Social Creed" (Social Principles par. 76)

to include a dedication to "individual fi-eedom for all

people of the world";

• instruct the GBCS to initiate a number of actions re-

lated to El Salvador and hvunan rights violations

there;

• involve church bodies and individual members in dis-

cussion and advocacy efforts urging General Electric

Co. to end nuclear weapons production.

—Lee Ranck (May 11, 2 p. m.)

Conferences

The committee voted concurrence on petitions:

• that changed the term "Executive Session" to

"Clergy Session";

• that require annual conferences to provide time in

their sessions for an address or report by the confer-

ence lay leader;

• that permit elected lay member observers of the

board of ordained ministry to attend the clergy ses-

sions with voice. Only the ordained ministers in full

connection may vote. Others may be admitted by ex-

press actions of the clergy session, but have no voice

unless by actions of the clergy session (vote 41-14-0);

• that add Central Conferences to the episcopal nomi-

nation and election process;

• that allow bishops to serve a third quadrenniimi in

the same episcopal area when recommended by the

jurisdictional committee on episcopacy with two-
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thirds vote of jurisdictional conference (effective 1992

General Conference);

• that recognize the inteijurisdictional committee on

episcopacy as the official body through which cross-

jurisdictional transfers shall be arranged;

• that fill vacancies in the annual conferences' elected

representation on jurisdictional committees on episco-

pacy by nominees of the annual conference delega-

tions who serve until elected by the jurisdictional

conference;

• that provide for establishment of full ministerial

membership of indigenous people in missionary con-

ferences;

• that recommend (in light of new (General Conference

formula) that delegations shall have twice as many
delegates at jurisdictional conferences as at General

Conference;

• that establish a new formula for determining number
of delegates from an annual conference to General

Conference, using the most current lay and clergy

membership figures combined.

The committee had to reconsider a petition regard-

ing par. 505, Bishops in Jurisdictions. It changed the

language from earlier action on par. 505.1 about "ful-

filling the mission of the church. ..[as the] basis in deter-

mining the number of bishops." The subcommittee

reported that the (Jeneral Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration (GCFA) said mission cannot determine

number of bishops in each jurisdiction; the number
must be determined by a formula according to the Con-

stitution (see par. 15.10). The committee added 505.2,

stating missional needs shall determine number of

bishops in Central Conferences (recommended to take

effect at end of 1992 General Conference).

The committee voted concurrence on resolutions and
other petitions:

• encouraging the inclusiveness of General and juris-

dictional conference delegations;

• prohibiting delegates from receiving expense money
from the general church or its boards and agencies in

addition to per diem payments.

The committee voted nonconcurrence on several peti-

tions:

• on term of bishops in an episcopal area;

• on jurisdictional and inteijurisdictional committees
on episcopacy;

• on prohibiting a general church agency or staff mem-
ber, when representing any church agency, from is-

suing a public policy statement contrary to a position

of the (reneral Conference;

• on recording and publishing General Conference indi-

vidual delegate votes;

• on child care provided for delegates to 1996 General

Conference.

The committee concluded its work.

—Dan GangUr, Jane Dennis (May 9, 11:45 p.m.).

General and Judicial Administration

The committee concurred with petitions:

• on fair process of trials and appeals by reversing

numbered paragraphs 2 and 3 for clarity (GJ 10684-

2620-D);

• on chargeable offenses of clergy after amending by

adding an additional offense—misrepresentation of

credentials;

• to strengthen the Black church for the 21st century;

• on defining when and how an annual conference may
challenge the actions of general, central, or jurisdic-

tional bodies;

• on the presidential duties of bishops after amending
to change the words "due process" to "fair process";

• on requiring local clergy to obtain consent from the

appointed "clergy or local pastor" before holding a re-

ligious service within the bounds of the pastoral

charge;

• on involuntary retirement of clergy 00664-451-0);

• on grievance procedures after amending the petition

to remove the statute of limitations in cases of sexual

and child abuse a0665-453-D).

The committee completed its business.

—Linda Green, Ralph E. Baker (May 9, 11:08 p.m.)

Local Church

The committee reconsidered a petition on which it

had earlier voted nonconcurrence. It voted concurrence

as amended, spelling out duties of the charge confer-

ence and deleting a sentence that states: 'The charge

conference shall determine the amount accepted for

World Service and Conference Benevolences."

The committee removed from the table a petition

concerning local church property proposed for sale, and
inserted certain language currently in the Discipline,

par. 2539, with amendments.

The committee voted concurrence with petitions

which:

• state that in a charge conference that involves more
than one church, the secretary of the administrative

council/board of one of the churches shall be elected

recording secretary;

• encourage that churches use denominational stand-

ards for computer information data and information

as local church standards;

• list duties of administrative council/board chairper-

son;

• specifically include interpretation of appointment of

women as a duty of pastor-parish relations commit-

tee;

• encourage churches to establish a policy that pastor-

parish relations committee members not succeed

themselves;

• state that a lay member of annual conference be a

member of the pastor-parish relations conmiittee, in

addition to the regular five to nine persons, unless

the lay member is ineligible to serve on the commit-

tee;

• include spiritual renewal among those matters about

which the Pastor-Parish Relations Committee is to

consult with the staff.
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The committee also voted concurrence with amend-

ments that:

• specify that in giving due notice of charge conference

meetings, two or more means of notification be used;

• include directions to administrative board to evalu-

ate effectiveness of goals;

• add to duties of administrative board to "embrace

tithing as a minimum standard of giving, embrace

regular worship attendance, and embrace regular at-

tendance at church school and/or Bible study classes;

• include a statement that housing provision for clergy

meet annual conference housing standards, and that

housing shall not be considered as renumeration;

• state that the council on ministries shall have re-

sponsibility for "programs related to the church's pri-

mary mission";

• specify that any staff member under consideration by

employing agency shall be notified prior to a meeting

where his/her employment is discussed and be

brought into consultation immediately thereafter;

• outline of a process for adding members to a pastor-

parish relations committee where there are special

multi-language needs in the congregation.

—Kathy Kruger Noble, Rayford Woodrick (May 9, 9:30 p.m.)

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

The committee concurred with petitions to:

• establish guidelines for family leave for ordained

ministers when an immediate family member needs

full-time care;

• require that ordained ministers' compensation be

maintained for no less than the first eight weeks of

maternity/paternity leave;

• establish procedures for readmission of clergy mem-
bers of an annual conference after involuntary retire-

ment, amended to require two years of service as a

local pastor prior to readmission to conference mem-
bership;

• establish guidelines for completion of candidacy for

deacons, including requirements for educational

preparation and minimum years in candidacy;

• require deacons on leave to report to the charge con-

ference and conference board of deacons;

• define the responsibilities of bishops regarding dea-

con's assignments, transfers, and reporting responsi-

bilities;

• define, as amended, the conference relationship for

the order of deacon as clergy members of the annual

conference;

• define how bishops will work and relate with dea-

cons, e.g., annual meetings, arrangements for service

asssignments, transfers, reports;

• outline the process of initiating, reviewing, and ap-

proving the service assignments of deacons;

• change the word "guaranteed" to "annual" appoint-

ment;

• establish the educational requirements of elders,

which includes the two track system recommended
by the Commission to Study the Ministry, and the

steps into full conference membership;

• grant local pastors under full-time appointment the

voting privileges of clergy members of the annual

conference with the traditional exceptions noted;

• require that the ordination liturgy text and rubrics

be used in all annual conferences as approved by the

General Conference (see the new Book of Worship);

• establish the rights of deacons in the annual confer-

ence, e.g., voice and vote, service on boards as clergy

members, eligibility to election to Greneral Confer-

ence.

The committee voted nonconcurrence to call upon

the bishops to appoint U.M. clergy to serve under the

assignment of the Mission Society for United Method-

ists (vote 74-3-1). The committee also rejected changes

to par. 402.2 such as removal of "self-avowed practicing

homosexuals" to "persons practicing homosexuality"

(44-18-2). It voted nonconcurrence on a petition that

would reject clergy candidates "who promote homosexu-

ality as a Christian lifestyle" (67-0-1). Also, the commit-

tee rejected changes to par. 304.1 that presently

demands "fidelity in marriage and celibacy in single-

ness" of clergy to "fidelity in relationships" (53-18-0).

The committee was alerted to the possibility that the

legislation which provides for a new order of ordained

deacon might not be Ln conformity with the Constitu-

tion. In that event, amendments are being explored.

—Laura Okumu, Keith Pohl (May 10, 9 :15p.m.)

The following legislative committees have completed

their business (May 11, 5 p.m.):

Central Conference

Conferences

Discipleship

Faith and Mission

Finance and Administration

General and Judicial Administration

Global Ministries

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

Independent Commissions

Local Church

Petitions Referred

FROM PET# PAR.# TO PET.# PAR.#

CO 10511 0701D MN 10511 0701D
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Report of the General Council on Finance
and Administration on Petitions

Now in Process With Financial Implications
The 1988 General Conference adopted a motion from

the floor which asked GCFA to list in one place in the

Daily Christian Advocate all petitions with financial re-

quests of $25,000 or more.

The Council has identified the following such peti-

tions (all amounts shown are on a quadrennial basis):

Petitions for which a Legislative Conunittee "concur-

rence" recommendation has been printed in the DCA:

Task Force on Feasibility of Relocating GBGM, FA-
10513-3000-3$: $100,000 (Calendar #154, p. 232).

Special Program: Campus Ministry, GJ- 1085 1-3000-

A$: $500,000 (apportioned) (Calendar #214, p. 237).

Special Program: Substance Abuse, GJ-1085 1-3000-

A$: $2,000,000 (apportioned) (Calendar #214, p. 237).

1993-1996 Quadrennial Theme, GJ-1085 l-3000-A$:

$300,000 (Calendar #214, p. 237).

Committee on Older Adult Ministries, GJ-10861-

3000-A$: $100,000 (Calendar #198, p. 236).

Developing Congregations for Deaf Ministries, GJ-

10863-3000-A$: $104,500 (Calendar #33, p. 168).

National Plan for Hispanic Ministry, GM-10867-
3000-A$: $3,100,000 (Calendar #581, p. 289).

Native American Comprehensive Plan, GM-11024-
3000-R$, $1,200,000 (Calendar #570, p. 287).

Shared Financial Support for Native American Cen-

ter, GM-11406-3000-R$, $800,000 (Calendar #572, pp.

287-288).

Increase Number of Bishops in Northern Europe

Central Conference, CC-12445-3000-M$: $512,000 (Cal-

endar #101. p. 227).

The following are petitions for which Legislative

Committee recommendations have not been printed in

the DCA; information as to Legislative Committee ac-

tion has not been formally reported to GCFA. Legisla-

tive committees may have already acted with either a

"concurrence," "nonconcurrence," or "referral" recom-

mendation:

Stewardship Initiative in the 1993-1996 Quadren-
nium, DI- 11428-3000- R$, $2,900,000.

Zimbabwe Annual Conference Pension Fund, FA-
11039-3000-R$. $300,000.

Resources for Healing Ministries with Homosexuals,
FM-12288-3000- R$, $100,000.

Establishment of a General Board of Evangelism,

GJ-11055-3000-R$, $12,000,000.

Task Force for Creation of General Board of Evan-
gelism and Church Development, GJ-11847-3000-M$,
$50,000.

Educational Responsibilities Concerning Native

American Cultural Traditions, GM-12145-3000-R$,

$25,000.

Study of Episcopal Tenure, MN-11752-3000-M$,

$175,000.

Not included in this report are a number of petitions

which originally had financial implications, but which,

because of legislative committee amendments or non-

concurrence recomxnendations, no longer have such im-

plications.

GCFA is also monitoring other petitions which po-

tentially have financial implications, but for which no

dollar amount estimates have been supplied, and which

therefore cannot be appropriately included in this list-

ing at this time.

KEITH KENDALL PHOTO

Bishop Joel Ajo Fernandez from Cuba arcepU copies of Vuia

NueLv en Crista Jeaus from Duane Ewers, editor of Church School

Publications. A shipment of this curriculum will be sent to Cuba
to help children, youth, and adults grow in Christian faith. Ewers
also presented a check for $160 to help with shipping costs.
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 4
Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

328, 336. 336, 358, 559, 781, 785, 789, 796, 797, 799, 801, 802, 803, 804, 806, 807, 809,

811, 815, 816, 817, 821, 822, 823, 825, 826, 827, 829, 831, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 837,

840, 843, 844, 846, 847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 855, 859, 862, 863, 865, 867, 872, 876,

878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 884, 885, 891, 894, 897, 899, 901, 903, 907, 908, 916, 918, 919,
920, 923, 924, 927, 929, 930, 935, 937, 938, 941, 947, 949, 956, 956, 959, 960, 961, 962,

963, 964, 965, 969, 976, 977, 978, 980, 981, 983, 984, 988, 989, 990, 991, 1002, 1004, 1006,
1007, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1017, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1026, 1027, 1034,

1036, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1043, 1045, 1046, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1061, 1052,
1053, 1054. 1056, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067,
1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077. 1078. 1079. 1080. 1081. 1083. 1084,

1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091. 1093. 1094. 1095. 1096. 1097. 1098, 1099. 1103,
1105, 1106, 1108. 1110, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1118, 1121, 1131. 1135. 1136. 1140. 1142. 1144.
1147. 1148. 1149. 1150. 1151. 1152. 1154. 1155, 1166, 1157, 1168, 1160, 1161, 1163, 1165,
1166, 1167. 1168, 1169. 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176. 1177, 1180, 1181, 1186,
1187, 1190, 1191, 1195, 1197, 1198, 1201. 1214. 1215. 1216, 1217. 1220. 1222. 1223, 1224,

1226, 1229, 1230, 1236, 1237. 1239, 1243. 1246. 1247. 1248. 1251. 1252. 1263, 1258. 1259,
1260. 1261, 1262. 1263. 1264. 1265, 1266, 1268, 1269. 1272. 1273

Removal from Consent Calendar

Delegates have requested these calendar items to be removed from Consent Calendar
No. 4. 474. 515. 662, 663, 668, 734.

Calendar items printed with an * after the calendar number will automatically
be placed on the Consent Calendar. If any five delegates wish to remove an item
from the Consent Calendar for plenary consideration, the delegates shall

complete the approved form in Room 102 by 3 p.m. on the day the calendar item
first appears in the DCA. Calendar items which contain a minority report will

be indicated by the initials "MR" in parentheses.

Corrections
to Calendar

p. 265 Vol . 4 No. 5

321 COOIO
Subject: Clergy Membership of
Annual Conference, amend para.
701.1
Petition: CO-10003-0701-D
Page in Advance DCA: 211
Membership; 79; Present 70;
For. 58, Against; 10; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends concurrence as

substituted and amended:

Amend Para. 701.1 from theDtsctp/ine

701. 1 The clergy membership of an An-
nual Conference shall consist of

members in full connection, probation-

ary members, associate members, af-

filiate members, and local pastors under
full-time appointment to a pastoral

charge.

(a)....remain as is

(b)....substitute lay for "clergy" before

'delegates'

(c)....Associate and affiliate dorgy mem-
bers shtdl have the right to vote in the

Annual Conference on aU matters ex-

cept constitutional amendments, elec-

tion of lay delegates to the General and
Jurisdictional or Central Conerences,

and matters of ordination, character,

and conference relations of clergy.

(d) Local pastors under full-time ap-

pointment to a pastoral charge shall

have the right to vote in the annual
conference on all matters except con-

stitutional amendments, election of lay
delegates to General and Jurisdictional

or Central Conferences, and matters of

ordination, character, and conference
relations of clergy.

(e) substitute: Affiliate clergy mem-
bers shall have the right to vote in

the Annual Conference on all mat-
ters except constitutional amend-
ments, election of delegates to the
Cieneral and Jurisdictional or
Central Conerences, and matters
of ordination, character, and con-
ference relations of clergy.

Minority Report

Amend Para. 701.1 from the Discipline

701. 1 The clergy membership of an An-
nual Conference shall consist of mem-
bers in full connection, probationary

members, associate members, affiliate

members, and all local pastors under
full time appointment—to a pastoral

chargOi

(a)....remain as is

(b)....remain as is

(c)....remain as is

(d) All local pastors shall have the right

to vote in the annual conference on all

matters except constitutional amend-
ments, election of delegates to General

and Jurisdictional or Central Conferen-

ces, and matters of ordination, charac-

ter, and conference relations of clergy.

(e) delete

( )Concurrence ( )Noncurrence Date /

P. 267 Vol. 4 No. 5

347 CO081
Subject: Membership of
Conference Committees, task
Forces, and Consultations.
Petition: CO-10817-0726-D
Page in Advance DCA: 217
Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 57; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended:
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a) Committee on Ethnic Local church

Concerns. There shall be organized in

each Annual Conference a Committee

on Ethnic Local Church Concerns. It

shall relate to all conference agencies to

enable the incorporation of the work

and concerns of the ethnic local church

in the agencies' agenda, programs,

budgets, and assist in the implementa-

tion of the conference's Comprehensive

Plan for the continued development and
strengthening of the ethnic local

church. The Committee shall have
representation on the Conference
Council on Ministries. It shall

develop criteria for use in evaluat-

ing racial/ethnic projects and
programs within the conference
and in reporting on its work to the

Council on Ministries. It is recom-

mended that the Committee be com-

prised ofone-third lajrwomen, one-third

laymen, and one-third clergy. It is fur-

ther recommended that two youth be
included and at least one-half of this

committee shall be racial/ethnic, where
feasible. Consideration should be
given for representation from each
district. It shall also include a cabinet

representative.

The committee's findings will be
referred to the Conference Com-
mission on Religion and Race. It

will cooperate with the

commission's efforts to monitor
the implementation of the Com-
prehensive Plan and the racial in-

clusiveness of the conference as it

develops and supports the various

ministries.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncurrence Date /

Calendar #450. The correct ADCA
page for petition # FA-10388-0737-D is

377 not 747.

Calendar #329. Remove Petition CO-
10097-0505-D.

End of Calendar
Corrections

780 CO027
Subject: Business of the
Conference
Petition: CO-11285-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 104

Membership: 79; Present: 67;

For: 63; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

1. Line 6 delete more

2. Last para...the physically challenged

be considered for representation

at all conferences within...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

781*
CO028

Subject: The Laity address to

Annual Conference.
Petitions: CO-10380-0704-D, CO-
11244-0704-D, CO-11347-0704-D, CO-
11458-0704-D, CO-11548-0704-D,

CO-11959-0704-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 214, 1100,

1101, 1100, 1101, 1101.

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

782*
CO032

Subject: An Expression of
appreciation to Dr. Carlton R.
Young for his ministry to the
Church
Petition: CO-11038-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 218

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

add after hymnals for Methodists,

and United Methodists;

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

783 CO033
Subject: Composition and
Character of the Clergy
Membership of an Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10700-0701-D
Page in Advance DCA: 213

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

delete "deaconesses and"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

784 CO044I
Subject: Delegates Expenses to

General Conference
Petition: CO-10601-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 219
Membership: 79; Present: 52;

For: 51; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

785' CO045
Subject: Terms used in the Book
of Discipline.

Petition: CO-11459-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 106

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

786 CO050
Subject: Business of the Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10814-0704-D

Page in Advance DCA: 214

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Replace:

Add to Para 704.3 after 1st para:

Attention shall be given to inclusiveness

(para 103) and new (para 113)

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

787 CO051
Subject: Election of Bishops.
Petitions: CO-11047-0506-D, CO-
11116-0506-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 207, 1088.

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 56; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

i
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence

( )Concurrenec ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

788* CO061
Subject: Bishops in Jurisdictions.
Petition: CO-10808-0700-D
Page in Advance DCA: 218
Membership: 79; Present: 66;

Fon 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

789 CO063
Subject: Assignment and
termination of Bishops.
Petition: CO-11506-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1089

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

Fon 55; Agsdnst: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

790 CO065
Subject: Term of service for
Bishops in their area.

Petitions: CO-11455-0507-D, CO-
11595-0507-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1089, 1090.

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For 50; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurreiice ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

791 00074 (MR)
Subject: Assignment Process of
Bishop.
Petition: CO-10099-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1090

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For 52; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

... A bishop may be recommended for

assignment to the same residence for a

third or fourth quadrennia only if the
Jurisdictional Committee on Epis-

copacy on a two-thirds vote and the

Jurisdictional Conference by a two-

thirds vote determines such assignment

to be in the best interest of the jurisdic-

tion. This legislation is to be effective at

the close of the 1992 General Con-
ference.

Minority Report

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

792 CO078$(MR)
Subject: Conference Agency
Membership.
Petition: CO-10048-0706-D
Page in Advance DCA: 2 15

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 38; Against: 19; Not Voting: 11;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

1. by Substitute; Attached

Replace 706. 1 Delete present 1st section

of Par. 706.1

Substitute for 10599

An Annual Conference shall provide

for the functions and general conference

connections of all boards and agencies

required by the Discipline.

In doing this the Annual Conference

may utilize structures tmique to regional

aspects of its mission, other mandated
structures not withstanding.

2. Minority Report Attached

Minority Report

We, the undersigned present a minority

report to the action taken on Petition

No. CO-10048-706-D

We propose the following as a replace-

ment which will retain Par. 706. 1 in its

entirety.

1. The Annual Conference shall struc-

ture itself for effective mission in any
mode deemed appropriate. In each An-
nutd Conference, there may be con-

ference program boards related to the

general program boards organized as

the Annual Conference shall determine.

The Annual Conference shall provide

for the connectional relationship be-

tween the general program boards and
the conference, districts, and local chur-

ches, and shall specifically assign the

program responsibilities related to the

objectives and scope of the gcnered pro-

gram boards to agencies of the Annuid
Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

793 CO089
Subject: Conference Council
Staff Selection
Petition: CO-11809-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 107

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Replace Insure with Recommend

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

794* CO092
Subject: Episcopal nomination
and election.

Petition: CO-11001-0506-D

Page in Advance DCA: 207

Membership: 79; Present: 61;

For: 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

795' CO093
Subject: The Jurisdictional
Conference.
Petition: CO-12252-0611-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1094

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 55; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Paragraph 3, Line 8 Add next after the

word year

Paragraph 3, Line 13 Add sending and
receiving.. .Jurisdictional Conferences

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

796 CO102
Subject: Episcopal search
committee in each Jurisdiction.

Petition: CO-11241-0506-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1088

Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

^

I

V

(#

^
*.
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797* com
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committees on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 10 113-0623-D

Page in Advance DCA: 2 10

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

798 CO120
Subject: Organizations of a
Missionary Conference.
Petition: CO-10598-0660-D
Page in Advance DCA: 210
Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Substitute: A missionary Con-
ference that has not established

the right of full ministerial mem-
bership may ordain indigenous ra-

cial and ethnic persons as deacons
who, although they are not as-

sociate members, shall be ac-

corded all the rights and privileges

of associate membership in the
Missionary Conference except the

right of guaranteed appointment,
provided that they have completed
all of the necessary requirements
for candidacy and such other re-

quirements the Missionary Con-
ference may establish.

Further, these persons have the right to

pursue transfer of their ministerial

relationship to another annual con-

ference as an tissociate member and pur-

sue a relationship of full connection

under the guidance of that annual con-

ference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

800 C0129
Subject: On-Site Child Care at

the 1996 General Conference.
Petition: CO-11671-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1105

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 47; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

801 CO130
Subject: Matters at General
Conference.
Petition: CO-11811-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 105

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

802 CS022
Subject: Task Force to Study the
Church's Teaching on Abortion.
Petition: CS-12303-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1040

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

804* CS026
Subject: Take a stronger stand
against abortion.
Petition: CS-12422-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1051

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renee.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

805 CS031
Subject: The Scientific

Community.
Petition: CS-1 1920-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1027

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 90; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete paragraphs 1,2,3, and 4 (pages

1027-1028)

Fourth line from the bottom of page

1028:

the command to participate in taking

care of and enhancing

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

806' CS032
Subject: Rights of racial and
ethnic persons.
Petition: CS-1 1426-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1028

Membership: 99; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

799* C0128
Subject: Individual Delegate
Votes at General Conference to
be Recorded and Published.
Petition: CO-11598-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 105

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 52; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

803* CS025
Subject: Boards and agencies
regarding abortion.
Petition: CS-12427-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1052

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 96; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

807 CS067
Subject: Abstinence of gambling.
Petition: CS-1 1354-0073-D

Page in Advance DCA: 103

1

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 88; Against: 3; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

f^
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808 CS083
Subject: Terrorism.
Petition: CS-12210-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1080

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 70; Against: 11; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Afler line 3: hopolocchopelessness,

Point #3: Urge the President of the
United States

Point #5: line #3: racism^ <uid anti-

Semitism.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

809' CS122
Subject: Alternatives for

abortion.
Petitions: CS- 100 16-007 1-D, CS-

10039-007 1-D, CS- 10050-007 1-D, CS-
10053-0071-D, CS-10194-0071-D,

CS-10195-0071-D, CS-11049-0071-D,

CS-11154-0071-D, CS-11246-0071-D,

CS- 1230 1-007 1-D, CS- 12304-007 1-D,

CS- 12305-007 1-D, CS-12401-0071-D,

CS- 12402-007 1-D, CS- 12403-007 1-D,

CS- 12404-007 1-D, CS-12405-0071-D,

CS- 12406-007 1-D, CS- 12407-007 1-D,

CS- 12408-007 1-D, CS- 12409-007 1-D,

CS- 124 10-007 1-D, CS- 124 12-007 1-D,

CS- 124 13-007 1-D, CS-12414-0071-D,

CS- 124 15-007 1-D, CS- 124 16-007 1-D,

CS-12417-0071-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1022, 1022
,

124, 1022, 125, 195 , 124, 1022,

1023, 1047, 1023, 1023, 1025,

1025, 1025, 1025, 1025, 1026,

1023, 1024, 1026, 1026, 1026,

1026, 1027, 1027, 1027.

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 89; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

810 CS123
Subject: Retain the present
statement regarding abortion.
Petition: CS- 11 153-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1022

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 85; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1022-23, paragraph 71G, line 17:

...abortion. We call for the church to

provide nurturing ministries to

those persons who terminate a
pregnancy. We encourage the
church to provide nurturing mini-
stries to those urho give birth.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

811* CS144
Subject: Rights of the unborn.
Petition: CS- 11473-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 96;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

812 CS186
Subject: The Economic
Community Collective
Bargaining and Consumption.
Petition: CS- 11992-0073-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 86;

For: 69; Against: 9; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1032

Paragraph 1, line 3:

social cost of doing business, such as

omploymontunemployment and

Under B: last line:

tho procose of collective bargaining
or any labor management dis-

agreement. We likewise reject the

permanent replacement of a
worker who engages in a lawful

strike.

Under D: line 3:

organize to achieve these goals . As con

Bumore wo rocogniao tho power that wo
can oKorciso in oncouraging manufac
tuFere

—

and—producors—to—

s

upport

television—and—radio—programming
which dottle moot conBJtivoly with Chris

tian is6U06 and lifoetyloe . Further , this

power can bo oxtondod to coorco bus i

nosBos to romovo displayed materials

which are offensive to tho Christian
community . Therefore, wo support or

ganinod ofl"ort6 of oonBumorc to oohiovo

those objoctivosi and to express dis-

satisfaction with harmful
economic practices through such
appropriate methods as boycott,

letter writing, corporate resolu-

tion, and advertisement. For ex-

ample, these methods can be used
to influence better television and
radio programing.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

813 CS190
Subject: The political community
and government leaders.

Petition: CS-11249-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

(190)

Page 1032, second paragraph,line 1:

The form and the leaders of all govern-

ments sbaU-should be...

line 3:

guaranteed to all adult citizens.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

814' CS194
Subject: Adoption and the Social
Principles.
Petition: CS-11672-0071-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1023

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 89; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1023

ontiro documonti

Children aire a gift from God to be
welcomed and received. We recog-

nize that some circumstances of

birth make the rearing of a child

difficult. We affirm and support

the birth parent(s) whose choice it

is to allow the child to be adopted.

We recognize the agony, strength,

and courage of the birth parent(s)

who choose(s) in hope, love, and
prayer to offer the child for adop-
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tion. In addition, we affirm the

receiving parent(s) desiring an
adopted child. When circumstan-
ces warrant adoption, we support

the use of proper legal procedures.

We commend the birth parentCs),

the receiving parent(s), the child to

the care of the church, that grief

might be shared, joy might be
celebrated, and the child might be
nurtured in a community of Chris-

tian love.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

815' CS195
Subject: Death with dignity.

Petition: CS- 11352-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1027

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

816 CS196
Subject: Holy Living/Holy Dying.
Petition: CS-10730-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 143

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

817 CS197
Subject: Abstinence from the use
of tobacco.
Petition: CS-11157-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1063

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

818 CS198
Subject: Single persons.
Petition: CS- 11552-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1022

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

819 CS199
Subject: The Social Community
and Tobacco.
Petition: CS- 11991-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 103

1

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1031, last line:

restriction of smoking in public places

and work places

.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

820* CS205
Subject: Death with dignity.

Petition: CS- 115 10-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1027

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

823*

821 CS206
Subject: Death With Dignity.
Petition: CS-1 1990-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1028

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

822 CS207
Subject: Decision concerning
divorce.

Petition: CS-1 1152-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1021

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 81; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

CS208
Subject: The nurturing
community and divorce.
Petition: CS-1 1551-007 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1021

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 81; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

824 CS209
Subject: Covenant Relationship.
Petition: CS-12198-0071-D

Page m Advance DCA: 1022

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 79; Against: 11; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

825' CS211
Subject: All UM Agencies cease
Housing and Support of Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights.

Petition: CS-11295-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1049

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

826 CS213
Subject: Association with, and
support to, the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights.

Petition: CS-11130-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1050

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

827 CS215
Subject: Oppose support for and
membership in the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights.

Petition: CS-11066-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1050
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»
Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

828* CS217
Subject: Organization of General
Board Church and Society.

Petition: CS-11798-1106-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1036

Membership: 99; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Committee Item #217

Page 1036, Column 2, Organization of

General Board Church and Society:

with the addition of three Central Con-
ference members—one clergy, one

layman, and one laywoman--to be

elected by the Commission on Contral

Conforonoo Affaire Council of Bishops

upon nomination by the Central Con-

ference College of Bishops.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

829* CS218
Subject: Capital Punishments.
Petition: CS-10282-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 182

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 82; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

830 CS219
Subject: Boycott of motion
pictures and T.V. programs that
show violence.
Petition: CS-11556-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1047

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 76; Against: 6; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

831 CS220
Subject: Criminal justice and the
political community.
Petition: CS-11355-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 83; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

832' CS221
Subject: Oppose Capital
punishment.
Petition: CS-11255-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 82; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

833 CS222
Subject: Promote campaign of

disapproval of careless and open
displays of violence.
Petition: CS-11252-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1054

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

834' CS223
Subject: The Social Community.
Petition: CS-11247-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1028

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 81; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

835' CS225
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Church and
Society.
Petition: CS-11 127-1 104-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrcncc Date /

836' CS229
Subject: Conference Board of
Church and Society.

Petition: CS-11194-0728-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

837 CS230
Subject: Oppose the violence and
profanity displayed on television.

Petition: CS-11251-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1053

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Dote /

838 CS232
Subject: Responsibilities of the

GBCS.
Petition: CS- 12087-1 104-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1036

Membership: 99; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Committee Item #232

Page 1036, column 2

In rocponBo to tho call by tho 1988

Ctonoral Conforonco to promote a min

istry of conflict roBolution (Book of

Rosolutions, SP73) , In cooperation

with other appropriate boards and
agencies, the board shall encourage
and promote ministries and models
of tho dovolopmont of contors—for

meditation and conflict resolution both

ecumencially and within the agencies

and institutions of the United

Methodist Church.
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Additional Amend - In cooperation with

ecumenical agencies and other ap-

propriate

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

839' CS240
Subject: Pastoral Care and the
Aids Epidemic in Native
American Communities.
Petition: CS-12147-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1223

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1223, paragraph 5:

Therefore, be it resolved, that the 1893

Gonoral Conforonco direct the General

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry
and the National United Methodist Na-
tive American Center continue to

develop...

Paragraph 6, line 1:

..., that General Conference direct en-

courage the National...

Line 6:

...this curriculumr, consistent with
the availability of independent
funding.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

840 CS260
Subject: Parental Family
Responsibility.
Petitions: CS-10020-3000-R, CS-

10021-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1048, 1048.

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 86; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

841 DIOOl
Subject: Oppose "Green Com
Ceremony" in the Book of
Worship.
Petition: DI-11363-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1121

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 85; Against: 11; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Whereas, a "green com ceremony" has

been proposed for the new Book ofWor-
ship, and

Whereas, inclusion ofthis ceremony has

been opposed by the Oklahoma Indian

Missionary Conference and the Native

American International Causus,

Therefore, be it resolved that the "green

com ceremony" not be included in the

Book of Worship of The United
Methodist Church.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

842 DI002
Subject: United Methodist Book
of Worship.
Petition: DI-10176-3000-S

Page in Advance DCA: 251

Membership: 107; Present: 95;

For: 94; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 25, Roeponoos may include one or

moro of tho following;"

Responses should include an In-

vitation to Christian Discipleship,

followed by a hymn of invitation

(UMH 337 - 50); or by a baptismal,
confirmation, or reaffirmation

hymn (UMH 604-11); or by one of

the hymns listed under Commit-
ment in UMH 939; or by another
hymn that is an appropriate
response to the sermon. Responses
may include:

Renumber beginning with Item 2

1) A first commitment to Christ,...

2) A Reaffirmation of Faith (see 000-

000)

3) Appropriate portions of the Baptis-

mal Covenant:

a) Holy Baptism (sec 000-000)

b) Confirmation (see 000-000)

c) Congregational Reaffirmation of

the Baptismal Covenant (see 000-000)

d) Reception into The United
Methodist Church of those not already

United

Methodists (see 000-000)

e) Reception into the Local Congrega-
tion (see 000-000)

4) Installation and recogni-

tion...workers, or groups (see 000-000)

5) Other acts of worship...

6) Consecration or dedication...

7) Congregational or individual com-
mitment to specific actions such as mis-

sion, reconciliation and others...

8) A time of...

9) The Apostles' Creed...

We Believe in...99 My Tribute

Page 102: All on Pages 99 - 100 under

"Commendation and Welcome" except

the last 3 italics lines of rubrics, to be

inserted on Page 102 between "Com-
mendation and Welcome" and the 3

lines of italics rubrics

Page 130: DECLARATION OF MAR-
RIAGE: The wife and husband...on
their joined hands or wrap a stole

around.

Page 132: A SERVICE FOR THE
RECOGNITION OF A MARRIAGE OR
THE BLESSING OF A CIVIL MAR-
RIAGE

Page 135, Line 20: Hu6band(6) to wife

(wivos) Husband to wife (husbands
to wives)

Page 135, Line 31: Wifo (Wivoe) to bus -

band(B) Wife to husband (wives to

husbands)

Page 135, Lines 20 & 31: an both the

husband and wife's vows) In the name
of God, I reaffirm that and with a
thankful heart, I once again
declare that...

Page 170: Line 6 of text: When all else

fails, you still are God.... We thank you
for the life and hope you give

through the Resurrection of Your
Son, Jesus Christ.

Page 184, Prayer ofWisdom music: Fol-

lowing "WORDS and MUSIC: Steve

Garnaas-Holmes" (Proverbs 9:1-

6),provided the composer agrees with

this addition.

Page 250: A clearer symbol ofAlpha and

Omega is needed.

Page 257, Par. 4, line 2:. ..and the Imposi-

tion of Ashes is can be a powerful...

Page 299: Include scripture references

in prayers. Light - Psfilm 27:1; Beauty -
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Psalm 27:4; Rest - Matthew 11:29; Bread
- John 6:35; Milk - 1 Peter 2:2; Honey -

Ezekiel 3:3; Rainbow - Revelation 4:3;

Dove - Mark 1:10; Promised Land -

Psalm 119: 57; Shepherd - John 10:11;

Gate - John 10:9; Lamb - John 1:36;

Grove - Ezekiel 47:12; Lover - Isaiah 5:1;

Well -John 4:14; Sovereign - Psalm 8:1,

Psalm 99:1; Banquet - Isaiah 25:6;

Crown - Isaiah 28:5; Holy One - Psalm
7 1:22; Altar - Psalm 43:4; Cloud - Exodus
16:10

Pages 306 - 310: Delete A NATIVE
AMERICAN SERVICE OF
THANKSGIVING

Page 314: "Commemoration of Native

American Thanksgiving," shared by

members of the Native American
Caucus, has been referred to the

Editorial Committee of the Book of

Worship to incorporate some of the

material into the included of the Native

American Awareness Sunday.

Page 319, Line 4: Under "Prayers,"

"Have mercy on your Church, troubled

and divided." The "C" in church is being

dropped to lower case. Do not capital-

ize.

Page 330, Par. 1 (new): Through
prayer the Holy Spirit testifies

with our spirit that we are God's
children. The Holy Spirit enables
our prayers. "Likewise the Spirit

helps us in our weakness; for we do
not know how to pray as we ought,
but that very Spirit intercedes
with sighs too deep for words."
(Romans 8:26) Note: Existing para-

graphs become #2 and #3.

Page 330, Par. 2 (new):...avoid lengthy

discourses, by a singlo porson . Silent

prayers,...

Page 337, 2nd Prayer: Bakorwoman
Qg4, Replace with: God, like a baker-

woman. You bring...

Page 363, In Bold Section: O Mother
Ged, Replace with: O Creator God, may
the waters...

Page 367: For Those Who Work,
Replace with: For Disciples In The
Marketplace

Page 367: Add, FOR THOSE WHO
WORK: O Living Word, by whom all

things are created, bless all who work
daily, in home, field, and marketplace.
Labor with them until the creation of
the new heaven and earth. In Jesus'

name we pray. Amen.

Page 367: Add, FOR THOSE WHO
ARE UNEMPLOYED: O God of the

vineyard, you call us all to productive

labor, to employ ourgifls and talents for

you. We pray for those who are un-

employed. Strengthen their weak
knees, and lift up their drooping hands,

until all be employed for the common
good and we all share fully in our true

work of praising you with heart and
mind and soul forever. Amen.

Page 402, Bold Type, Line 2: in ministry

t» with the people...

Page 421: CONSECRATION OF THE
HOME CONSECRATION OF A
PARSONAGE

Page 421:...we consecrate this homo
committing to God' s lovo and caro all

(the one) who dwolUs) thoroin . this

home for the pastors (diaconal
ministers) of Name of Church and
their families.

Page 421: Eternal God, bless this home
r provided as a parsonage to assure
the domestic comfort of those
called of God and appointed by the
Bishop to serve this congregation.

Page 421: May ike—momborc of

thi6...Jo6U6 Christ our Lord, those who
reside here experience the support
of the congregation as very special

persons in this family of God. Help
us to love each other as you have
loved us and help us all to live in

the peace of Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen

Page 440, Line 9: 'You are God's

Temple?

Page 446, Line 3 from bottom of page:

"Upon acquisition or completion of any
church building parsonage .... or othor

church ...
" Add footnote ;

—

"For dodica

tion of a parsonago, boo pago dSO ,

"

Page 455, Par. 2 under "Presentation Of
The Building":. ..and for service in the

onlightonmont of God's pooplo. the
preparation of God's people for
discipleship.

Page 462, Line 4 of text not including

rubrics: "It w£is God's gift for a season .

We are thankful for the many ways
in which it has served the mission
given to it by Jesus Christ. «h4 It

has accomplished its purpose.

Page 463: - 524: The word "oversight" or

"oversee" which occurs any place in the

ordinal service be consistent with the

action already taken by the Legislative

Committee in the use of the words "su-

pervision," or "supervise," or "support"

and refer to the Editorial Committee for

implementation. With the exception of

those services referring to the Office of

Bishop.

Page 469, Line 7-11: Delete these lines

and substitute with lines 9 - 17 on Page
477

Page 469, Line 9: Insert "Through faith

in Jesus Christ, and are the unique and
authoritive standard for the Church's

faith and life," Note: Current Line 1

1

remains as is.

Page 470, Line 7:...a diaconal minister r

in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.

Amen.

Page 477, Line 6 from the bottom of the

page:. ..and submitting to accepting
the authority of those who are ap-

pointed to servo over you supervise
your ministry?;

Page 487, Line 16:. ..and submitting to

accepting the authority of those who
are appointed to servo over you super-
vise your ministry?

Page 494: Delete the opening para-

graph, lines 4, 5, 6, 7. Replace with the

following: This service is a combination

of The Order for the Consecration of

Diaconal Ministers, (000), The Order for

the Ordination of Deacons, (000), and
The Order for the Ordination of Elders

(000). It is designed for use when these

three events tfike place in one service.

Worship planners will wtmt to review

the other services and introductory

comments to select the appropriate ser-

vice.

Page 502, Line 22:...minister in your

Church r in the name of the Father
and Son and the Holy Spirit

Page 503, Line 26:...andsubmitting to

accepting the authority of those who
are appointed to sorvo ovor you super-

vise your ministry?

Page 506, Line 18:...and submitting to

accepting the authority of those who
are appointed to sorvo ovor you super-

vise your ministry?

Page 516, Line 16:. ..in your Church r in

the name of the Father, and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit.

Page 525 - 554: The word "oversight" or

"oversee" which occurs any place in the

ordinal service be consistent with the

action already taken by the Legislative
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Committee in the use of the words "su-

pervision," or "supervise," or "support"

and refer to the Editorial Committee for

implementation, with the exception of

those services referring to the Ofiice of

Bishop.

Page 529: AN ORDER FOR ADMIS-
SION OF MINISTERIAL CAN-
DIDATES TO CLERGY
MEMBERSHIP IN AN ANNUAL CON-
FERENCE

Page 534, Line 12:...{md called to a spe-

cial ministry of oversight supervision
and leadership. You are called...

Page 534, Line 15:...and to ovorooo su-

pervise and support the Church's life,

work...

Page 534, Under Presentation of Signs

ofDistrict Superintendency: Name, take

this Bible, and be among us as one who
proclaims the Word i- for the edifica-

tion of believers and conversion of

the world.

Page 534, Under "The Covenant Ser-

vice", Line 13: You are called to

guard the faith, to seek the unity
and to exercise the discipline of the

church, and to oversee the Church's life,

work and mission.

Page 536, Line 1 from the bottom of the

page:

Who will present Bishop
for welcome to this

area?

Name

Page 552, Line 20:...in the name of the

Creator, Father, and of the Christ
,

Son, and of the Holy Ghost , Holy
Spirit.

Page 554, Line 7:. .in the name of the

Croator , Father, and of the ChriBt,

Son, and of the Holy Ghost Holy
Spirit.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

843 DI003
Subject: Support Adoption of
Proposed Book of Worship.
Petition: DI-12098-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 127

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

844* DI004
Subject: Service of Infant
Dedication.
Petition: DI-11160-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1118

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

845 DI005
Subject: Addition to the Proposed
Book of Worship.
Petition: DI-12171-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1127

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 57; Against: 35; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

846' DI006
Subject: The service of the
dedication of infants.

Petition: DI-10992-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 249

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

847 DI007
Subject: Establish preferred
language to describe God.
Petition: DI-11158-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1118

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 95; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

848' DI008
Subject: Inclusive language.
Petition: DI-11159-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1118

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conairrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

849* DI009
Subject: Oppose the new "God
Language."
Petition: DI-11260-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 120

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 95; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconciu"-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

850* Dioio
Subject: Establish Preferred
Language to Describe God.
Petition: DI-11072-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1117

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

851* Dion
Subject: Season after Pentecost
and Kingdomtide Service.

Petition: DI-12311-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 14

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

852 DI013
Subject: Support Present
Language in the Book of Worship.
Petition: DM0104-0729-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1111

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

c
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853' DI015
Subject: Relationships of the
Curriculum Resource Committee.
Petition: DI- 11027- 1226-D

Page in Advance DCA: 248
Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Conimittee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

854* DI031
Subject: Worship Responsibilities
of the General Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-11927-1214-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 114

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 90; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

855 DI032
Subject: Amendments to the
Proposed Book of Worship.
Petitions: DI-11515-3000-R, DI-11560-

3000-M, DI-11604-3000-R, DI-11821-

3000-R, DI-11822-3000-R,

DI-12307-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 124, 1 124,

1124, 1126, 1126, 1128.

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 90; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

856* DI034
Subject: General Board of
Discipleship Responsibilities.
Petition: DI-11708-1201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1112

Membership: 107; Present: 90;

For: 86; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Paragraph 1201.1: ...and local churches
of all membership sizes , including thoso
of small momborship , in their eiTorts...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

857 DI035$
Subject: Stewardship Initiative

in the 1993-96 quadrennium.
Petition: DI-11428-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 112

1

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 80; Against: 12; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

858 DI036
Subject: Stewardship of the
General Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI- 10757- 12 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 242

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

859* DI037
Subject: Devotional Life
Responsibilities of the General
Board, of Discipleship.

Petition: DI-11928-1216-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 15

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 92; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renc&

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

860 DI038
Subject: Devotional Life
Responsibilities of the Upper
Room.
Petition: DI-10758-1216-D

Page in Advance DCA: 243

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

861 *
DI039

Subject: The Mission Education
Program of the General Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-10702-1210-D

Page in Advance DCA: 24

1

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

862* DI040
Subject: Ekhicational
Responsibilities of the General
Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI-11925-1207-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1114

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

863 DI041
Subject: Traditional Language in

the Book of Worship.
Petitions: DI-11783-3000-R, DI-11801-

3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 125, 1 125.

Membership: 107; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

864 DI042
Subject: Christian Education and
Age Level Ministries of the
General Board of Discipleship.

Petition: DI- 10753- 1207-D

Page in Advance DCA: 24

1

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 93; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

865* DI043
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of
Discipleship/Evangelism.
Petition: D1-11926-1212-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1114

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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866* DI044
Subject: Evangelism, the
Responsibility of the General
Board of Discipleship.

Petition: DI-10754-1212-D

Page in Advance DCA: 242

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

867* DI045
Subject: Board of Evangelism.
Petition: DI-11559-1212-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 14

Membership: 107; Present: 94;

For: 91; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

868* DI046
Subject: Evangelism
Responsibilities of the General
Board of Discipleship.

Petition: DI-10755-1213-D

Page in Advance DCA: 242

Membership: 107; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

869 DI047
Subject: Adopt "Vision 2000."

Petition: DI-11820-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 126

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Line 4: ...churches in crisis" as the a
vehicle for growth...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

870 DI048
Subject: Make Evangelism the # 1

priority for the next
quadrennium.
Petition: DI-11362-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 120

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 87; Against: 7; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended eis follows:

Line 1: ...become the #1 Missional P
priority of The United Methodist

Church...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

871 DI050$
Subject: Consultation/workshop
to enhance the gifts and skills of
spiritual directors.

Petition: DI-11073-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1118

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Paragraph 7, line 3: ...petition the

General Conference to instruct recom-
mend that The Upper Room...

Paragraph 8, line 2: ...the General Con-
ference to further instruct recommend
that The Upper Room...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

872 DI051$
Subject: Spiritual Directors
Program.
Petition: DI-10346-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 250
Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

873 DI052
Subject: Study of the Holy Spirit.

Petition: DI-10696-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 250

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Second paragraph: ...study of the Holy
Spirit including the gifts and fruit

of the Holy Spirit.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

874* DI054
Subject: Elnlist and involve the
youth in the life of the church.
Petition: DI-11364-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 121

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 97; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 2, RESOLVED: Insert as 3): That
the General Conference urge that

at least one half-time staff posi-

tion be provided within each con-

ference to work in connection with
the Conference Council on Youth
Ministries and that adequate fund-

ing be provided within each an-

nual conference budget for youth
ministry as outlined in the Book of

Discipline.

Old 3) becomes 4)

5) That the General Council on
Ministries plan to recommend
youth ministry as a program em-
phasis for the 1997-2000 quadren-
nium.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

875' DI055
Subject: United Methodist
National Youth Ministry.

Petition: DI-11198-1305-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 17

Membership: 107; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

876*
DI057

Subject: Membership of the
NYMO Steering Committee.
Petition: DI-11603-1307-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1117

Membership: 107; Present: 100;

For: 98; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

877'
t

DI058
Subject: Publish a Youth
Devotional.
Petition: DI-12003-3000-M
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Page in Advance DCA: 1127

Membership: 107; Present: 100;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete present petition and amend to

read as follows:

Encourage the Board of Discipleship to

consider development of a youth devo-

tional, similar to The Upper Room, with

input from CCYM's and NYMO.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

878 DI059$
Subject: Resources and Materials
for Families of Incarcerated
Persons.
Petition: DI-10367-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 249

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

879' DI060$
Subject: Native American School
of Evangelism.
Petition: DI-12146-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1223

Membership: 107; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( iNonconcurrence Date /

880* DI061
Subject: Conference Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-11199-0729-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1111

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 96; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

881 DI062
Subject: Conference Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-12023-0729-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1111

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 98; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

882 DI063
Subject: The Purpose of the
General Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI-11923-1201-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1112

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

883* DI064
Subject: Adding Language to

Paragraph 1202 which Indicates
Responsibilities of the GBOD.
Petition: DI-11709-1202-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1113

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 98; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

884 DI065
Subject: General Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DM1197-1202-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 13

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 96; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

886'

885' DI066
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI-11924-1202-D

Page in Advance DCA: 11 13

Membership: 107; Present: 93;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

DI067
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Discipline.

Petition: DI-10701-1202-D

Page in Advance DCA: 24

1

Membership: 107; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

887* DI068
Subject: Authority of the General
Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI-10751-1202-D

Page in Advance DCA: 24

1

Membership: 107; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

888' DI069
Subject: Conference Board of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-10745-0729-D

Page in Advance DCA: 237

Membership: 107; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

889*
DI070

Subject: Renumber and Move
Paragraphs.
Petition: DI- 10790- 12 11-D

Page in Advance DCA: 242

Membership: 107; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

890* DI071
Subject: African American
Family Life.

Petition: DI-10603-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 249

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence a

amended as follows:
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Title: African American Family Life

1. Delete Para. 5, 6, 9(#2 at the bottom)

2. Delete in Para. 7 the word "finally"...

'The California Nevada Conference

petitions the General Conference to re-

quest..." the colon (:) after the word
"the" at the end of line 1 in Para 7

3. Delete in Para 8 the number "1"

4. Join Paragraphs 7 and 8, making one
psiragraph

Delete the word "to" in Paragraph 8 fol-

lowing the words "General Board of Dis-

cipleship"

5. Add the word "mentoring," in para 8,

Line 3, just before the word "counseling"

6. Add: the words "African American"

before "Family Life"

"Be it resolved that the General Board
of Discipleship identify or create resour-

ces and materials to assist local churches

in developing a program of mentoring,

counseling and referral which includes

strategies to strengthen African

American family life."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

891 DI072
Subject: Age Level and Family
Ministries.
Petition: DI-10609-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 249

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

892 DI073
Subject: Worship Responsibilities
of the General Botu-d of
Discipleship.
Petition: DI-10756-1214-D

Page in Advance DCA: 242

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

893* DI074
Subject: Local Church Lay
Speaker.

Petition: DI-10741-0277-D

Page in Advance DCA: 234

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

894* DI075
Subject: Lay speakers.
Petitions: DI-11513-0277-D, DI-

11758-0277-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1109, 1109.

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

898*

895' DI076
Subject: Local Church Lay
Speaker.
Petition: DI-10742-0278-D

Page in Advance DCA: 235
Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

896 DI077
Subject: The Certified Lay
Speaker.
Petition: DI-10789-0278-D

Page in Advance DCA: 234

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

•897* DI078
Subject: Certified Lay Speaker.
Petitions: DI-11759-0278-D, Di-

ll 760-0278-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 109, 11 10.

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

DI079
Subject: Renewal of Certificates
of a Certifies Lay Speaker.
Petition: DI-10743-0279-D

Page in Advance DCA: 235
Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

899' DI080
Subject: Church Lay Speaker.
Petition: DI-11761-0279-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 10

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

900 DI082
Subject: Lay Preachers.
Recognize and Utilize the O^ice
of Lay Preachers.
Petition: DI-10007-0280-D

Page in Advance DCA: 235
Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 79; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

2. ...to a church or charge by tbe a dis-

trict superintendent...

2. a) The lay preacher may be util-

ized in charges or churches which
are left "to be supplied" when it is

impractical to serve such con-

gregations with part-time local

pastors, or ordained clergy.

2. c) The lay preacher is to sorvo undor

be supervised by a pastor-in-

charge, who shall be named by the

district superintendent and to

whom he/she is accountable...

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

901* DI083
Subject: Lay Preachers for

Assignment by District

Superintendents.
Petition: DI-11707-0280-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 10

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;
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Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

902' DI084
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on United Methodist
Men.
Petition: DI-10744-0635-D

Page in Advance DCA: 236

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 86; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

903* DI091
Subject: District Board of Laity.

Petition: DI-10739-0700-D

Page in Advance DCA: 239

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

904* DI092
Subject: Coordinating Committee
on Lay Work.
Petition: DI-12025-0748-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 12

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 86; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

905' DI094
Subject: District Committee on
Lay Speaking.
Petition: DI-10749-0753-D

Page in Advance DCA: 240
Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

906 DI095
Subject: District Level United
Methodist Men Organization.
Petition: DI-10750-0756-D

Page in Advance DCA: 240
Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

911*

907^ DI096
Subject: Constitution of District

United Methodist Men.
Petition: DI-12277-0755-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1209

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 88; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

908 DI098
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on United Methodist
Men.
Petition: DI-12263-1204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 11 13

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

909' DI099
Subject: Heading Under Section
V, Ministry of the Laity.

Petition: DI-10759-1217-D

Page in Advance DCA: 243

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

910* DIlOl
Subject: Leadership and Ministry
Development.
Petition: DI-12027-1218-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1115

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

FA050
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Conference Council on Finance
and Administration.
Petition: FA-11200-0709-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 145

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 55; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

912* FA059
Subject: Commission on
Equitable Salary.
Petition: FA- 11371-0722-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 51; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/11

Committee reconmiends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Insert "base'immediately before the

word "compensation" in all lower case

references to "compensation".

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

913 FA065
Subject: Clergy Support.
Petition: FA- 1 1368-07 19-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 147

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 54; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

add "base compensation" to lower

case reference

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

914 FA066
Subject: Plan and method of
clergy support.
Petition: FA- 1 1367-07 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1147

Membership: 93; Present: 56;

For: 48; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

In line 7:

based on the current base compensa-

tion paid to the . .

.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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915* FA067
Subject: Clergy support budgets.
Petition: FA- 11366-07 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1146

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 53; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Paragraph 710.1a to read: . . .

including base compensation, .

.

Amend Paragraph 710. le to read: . . .

Commission on Equitable Compensa-
tion to be used for compliance with the

approved schedule of equitable base
compensation for pastors.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

916 FA083$
Subject: Support Proposed
Budget For 1993-96 With Annual
Increase of 4.2%.
Petition: FA-12100-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1161

Membership: 93; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

917 FA112
Subject: Fiscal Responsibilities
in Response to the HTV Crisis.

Petition: FA-10550-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 379

Membership: 93; Present: 74;

For: 66; Against: 6; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

918' FA119
Subject: Human Sexuality.
Retain present stand on funding
"gay" caucus or group.
Petition: FA-10116-0906-D
Page in Advance DCA: 379
Membership: 93; Present: 73;

For: 65; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence because of concurrence on FA-
11202 which retains the existing

language with one additional sentence

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

919* FA122
Subject: Episcopal Budget.
Petition: FA-10058-0925-D

Page in Advance DCA: 380

Membership: 93; Present: 59;

For: 55; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

920*
FA154

Subject: General Council on
Finance and Administration's
Committee structure.

Petition: FA-11961-0905-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 151

Membership: 93; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

921 FA157
Subject: Real property held in

trust by Annual Conference
Board of Trustees.
Petition: FA- 12329-25 15-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 159

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 51; Against: 15; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

922 FA158
Subject: District Parsonage and
the Board of Trustees.
Petition: FA-12319-2517-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 159

Membership: 93; Present: 65;

For: 44; Against: 20; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

923* FA159
Subject: Board of Church
Location and Building.
Petition: FA-11121-2518-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 159

Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

924* FA160
Subject: Authority of the Board
of Church location and bmlding.
Petition: FA- 1130 1-25 18-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 159

Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

925 FA161
Subject: Relocation Across
District Boundaries.
Petition: FA-12029-2520-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 159

Membership: 93; Present: 59;

For: 52; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

926*
FAX70

Subject: Powers, Duties, and
Responsibilities of the Annual
Conference Board.
Petition: FA-10947-1606-D

Page in Advance DCA: 384

Membership: 93; Present: 74;

For: 69; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

In Para 1606.16 b, Line 3: (75% or

100% if elected by the applicable Con-

ference)

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

927* FA171
Subject: Financial
Responsibilities.
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Petition: FA-12316-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 153

Membership: 93; Present: 69;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

928 FA172
Subject: Responsibility of the
General Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: FA-12269-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 153

Membership: 93; Present: 72;

For: 40; Against: 23; Not Voting: 9;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

929* FA173
Subject: Fiscal Responsibilities.
Petition: FA-11825-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 152

Membership: 93; Present: 69;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

930* FA174
Subject: Fiscal responsibilities of
the Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petitions: FA-11374-0906-D, FA-
11826-0906-D, FA-12268-0906-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 151, 1 153,

1153.

Membership: 93; Present: 69;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

931 FA175
Subject: General Council on
Finance and Administration.
Petition: FA-11204-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1152

Membership: 93; Present: 69;

For: 61; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

932' FA177
Subject: Administrative
Responsibility of the Council on
Finance and Administration.
Petition: FA-10574-0907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 379

Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

933 FA178
Subject: Fiscal Responsibilities
Regarding Abortion.
Petition: FA-10203-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 379
Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 44; Against: 20; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

934 FA185 (MR)
Subject: Denominational Health
Care Plan.
Petition: FA-11477-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 170

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 43; Against: 38; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

At any time during a five year phase-in

period beginning January 1, 1994 and

ending January 1, 1999 Annuid Con-

ferences may enter the denominational

health plan, UMCare. This proposal

would allow any Conference which

chooses to do so to join the UMCare by

January 1, 1994.

For those Conferences that need addi-

tional time or data to evaluate the effect

of the plan on their Conference, the

extension would grant them such time.

The extended entry dates would enable

Conferences time to terminate their ex-

isting health insurance contracts and to

make a smoother transition into

UMCare.

William K Quick
William Carter Smallwood

Neil Gunn
Robert Oetjen

William R. Harvey
Phyllis R. Rodriguez

Herbert Sadler, Jr.

John A. Mason
June D. McCullough
Charles Eurey
Charles Lippse

James W. Ferree

Anita Billingsley

Benis Lutz

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

935* FA186
Subject: Denominational health
care plan.
Petition: FA-10390-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 424

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 75; Against: 4; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

936 FA187
Subject: Table the
Denominational Health Care
Plan to the 1996 General
Conference.
Petition: FA-11476-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 170

Membership: 93; Present: 81;

For: 60; Against: 17; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I

I

3
t
3

937^ FA209
Subject: Office location of

general agencies, boards,
commissions and organizations.

Petition: FA- 1 1365-2400-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 145

Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /
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938^ FA210
Subject: Self-Funded Health
Insurance Program.
Petition: FA-12031-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1 170

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends referral to the

General Board of Pensions for action.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

939 FA211
Subject: Fiscal Responsibilities.
Human Sexuality.
Petition: FA-12393-0906-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 154

Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 36; Against: 24; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

940* FA217
Subject: Investment Ethics.
Petition: FA-10736-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 491

Membership: 93; Present: 57;

For: 52; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 492 DCA, second column, insert at

the end of paragraph #1, before the

colon "within the parameters of

legal and fiduciary responsibility:"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

941* FA218
Subject: Committee to study ways
of providing housing for the
retired pastors.

Petition: FA-11267-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 172

Membership: 93; Present: 74;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

942' FA219
Subject: Sale, Transfer, Lease, or
Mortgage of District Property.
Petition: FA- 10908-2523-D
Page in Advance DCA: 389
Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

943* FA221
Subject: Election of Membership
by Jurisdictional Conferences.
Petition: FA-10950-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

944*
FA222

Subject: Administrative General
Agencies.
Petition: FA- 10949-0803-D
Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

945 FA223$
Subject: Zimbabwe Annual
Conference Pension Fund.
Petition: FA-11039-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 494

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 74; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends referral to

GCFA
( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

946* FA224
Subject: Normal Retirement for
all General Agency Staff

Personnel.
Petition: FA-10911-0814-D
Page in Advance DCA: 655

Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

947^ FA227
Subject: Trust clauses in deeds.
Petition: FA-11075-2503-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 158

Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Noneoneurrence Date /

948* FA228
Subject: The Membership and
Authority of Annual Conference
Board of Trustees.
Petition: FA-10906-2512-D

Page in Advance DCA: 387
Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concmrence as

amended as follows:

On DCA 388, column 1, Ime 22, make
the following addition:

whose properties are held in their own
name or in the name ofby their own
duly ....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

949* FA229
Subject: Episcopal residence.
Petition: FA- 1 1474-25 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 158

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

950* FA230
Subject: Board of Church
Location and Building.
Petition: FA- 10907-25 18-D
Page in Advance DCA: 389
Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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951 FA231
Subject: Approval of
Construction Purchase or
Remodeling Plans for Local
Churches.
Petition: FA-10822-2520-D

Page in Advance DCA: 389

Membership: 93; Present: 61;

For: 43; Against: 17; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

At end of paragraph:

The design for renovation shall provide

for equal access to persons with hand-

icapping conditions as provided by law

where ready achievable and finan-

cially feasible.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

952* FA232
Subject: Pulpit supply and
proposal for compensation.
Petition: FA-11396-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Insert a "," after the word compensation

( )Concurrenee ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

953*
FA233

Subject: Policies Relative to

Socially Responsible Investments.
Petition: FA-10952-0816-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656

Membership: 93; Present: 59;

For 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurreilce ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

954 FA236
Subject: Compensation of the
pastor and other staff appointed
by the bishop.
Petition: FA-11391-0247-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

955' FM003
Subject: Human Sexuality.

Amend 7 IF.

Petitions: FM- 100 18-007 1-D, FM-
10019-0071-D, FM- 10040-007 1-D,

FM-10052-0071-D, FM- 10092-007 1-D,

FM- 10093-007 1-D, FM- 10094-007 1-D,

FM-10095-0071-D, FM-10098-0071-D,

FM- 10 103-0072-D, FM-10196-0072-D,

FM-10274-3000-R, FM-10285-3000-R,

FM-10307-3000-R, FM- 10597-0072-D,

FM-10612-3000-R, FM- 10824-007 1-D,

FM- 11268-007 1-D, FM- 11305-007 1-D,

FM-12209-3000-R, FM- 12288-3000-

R$, FM-12312-3000-R, FM- 123 13-3000-

R, FM-12328-3000-R,

FM-12332-3000-R, FM-12334-3000-R,

FM-12335-3000-R, FM-12336-3000-R,

FM-12337-3000-R, FM- 12340-007 1-D,

FM-12341-0071-D, FM- 12342-007 1-D,

FM-12343-0072-D, FM-12344-0072-D,

FM-12345-3000-R, FM-12350-0071-D,

FM-12351-0071-D, FM- 12352-007 1-D,

FM- 12353-007 1-D, FM-12354-3000-R,

FM-12355-3000-R, FM- 12356-007 1-D,

FM-12357-0071-D, FM-12358-3000-R,

FM- 12359-007 1-R, FM- 12360-007 1-D,

FM-12361-3000-R, FM- 12362-007 1-D,

FM- 12363-007 1-D, FM-12364-0071-D,

FM-12365-0071-D, FM-12366-0071-D,

FM- 12367-007 1-D, FM- 12368-007 1-D,

FM- 12369-007 1-D, FM-12370-3000-R,

FM-12371-3000-R, FM-12372-0071-D,

FM-12373-0071-D, FM-12374-0071-D,

FM-12375-0071-D, FM-12377-0071-D,

FM-12378-0071-D, FM-12386-3000-R,

FM-12388-3000-R, FM-12389-3000-R,

FM-12391-0071-D, FM-12394-3000-R,

FM-12454-3000-R, FM-12456-3000-R,

FM-12457-3000-R, FM-12458-3000-R,

FM-12459-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 13 1, 1 13 1,

1133, 285, 285, 1134, 284, 284,

1131, 286, 286, 281, 150, 283,

281, 282, 285, 1131, 1045,8

1140,8 1140, 1131,8 1140, 1141,

1141, 1141, 1141, 1142, 1132,

1132, 1132, 1136, 1136, 1142,

1132, 1132, 1133, 1133, 1142,

1142, 1133, 1133, 1143, 1134,

1134, 1143, 1134, 1134, 1134,

1134, 1134, 1135, 1135, 1135,

1143, 1143, 1135, 1135, 1135,

1143, 1133, 1136, 1143, 1144,

1144, 1144, 1144,

Membership: 97; Present: 86;

For: 86; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

956 GJ025
Subject: Reduce Number of
Special Days with Offering.
Petition: GJ-12173-0274-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 179

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 68; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

957* GJ027
Subject: Celebration of Ministry
Day.
Petition: GJ-10372-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 673

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

In title, add: Ordained and Diaconal
before Ministry Day

Afler "affirming", add: ordained and
diaconal and afler ministers, add

their

After "affirmation or, add: ordained
and diaconal

After "Celebration or, add: Ordained
and Diaconal

Under (1) after "the", add ordained
and/or diaconal ministers)

Under (2) after "sent into the", add: or-

dained and diaconal

After "to have a 'Celebration of, add:

Ordained and Diaconal

Add a first paragraph as follows:

Whereas all Christians are called

to ministry

In new second paragraph, line 2, delete

holy and

In line 4, delete sorvioo to others and

replace with "in representative minis-

try"

In Para.2, remove the word "Christian"

on line 1 and the words "in the Ten-

nessee Conference" on line 2.
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In para. 4, remove t he words "Ten-

nessee Annual" and add the word
"General" on line 1.

Between the words "all" and "local", add

the words "United Methodist".

On line 2, remove the words "within

the".

On line 3, remove the word "conference"

and at ther end of the line add the word
"each".

On line4, remove the words "duringthe"

and the dates "1991-1992".

On line 12, remove the word "especially"

and put a period after the word "con-

gregation".

On line 13, remove thewords "theyoung
people"

In para. 5, on line 1, remove the word
"the" and replace it with the word "each"

On line 2, remove the word "the" and
between the words "Conference" and
"Diaconal", add the word "Board or.

On line 3, remove the word "Board"

On line 5, make the semi-colon a period.

Remove the last two paragraphs entire-

ly.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

958' GJ032
Subject: Compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act
for Employers.
Petition: GJ-11045-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 670
Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

959* GJ042
Subject: Prioritization of
Funding Requests.
Petition: GJ-12221-1005-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 64; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeunrenoe Date /

960 GJ048
Subject: Discontinuance trora

Probationary Membership.
Petition: GJ- 10425-04 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 893

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

961' GJ051
Subject: Prohibiting Private
One-on-One Pastoral Care.
Petition: GJ-11416-0440-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1302

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

962' GJ052
Subject: Leave of Absence of
Ordained Ministers.

Petition: GJ-12193-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1306

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

963' GJ053
Subject: Leave of Absence for
Ordained Ministers.

Petition: GJ-10440-0448-D

Page in Advance DCA: 902

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

964''' GJ054
Subject: Clarification of the
Leave of Absence.
Petition: GJ-11342-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1305

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

965' GJ055
Subject: Leave of Absence.
Petition: GJ-11587-0448-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1306

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

966 GJ056
Subject: Report on the World
Service Special Gifts Program.
Petition: GJ-10860-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 548

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

967'^ GJ057
Subject: Report on Task Force on
Spanish Language Resources.
Petition: GJ-10859-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 548

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 67; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

968 GJ058
Subject: Report on Monitoring of
Groups.
Petition: GJ-10858-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 546*

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

969 GJ059
Subject: The Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ-11841-0059-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1178

Membership: 80; Present: 70;
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For: 65; Against: 3; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

970* GJ067
Subject: Report of the GCOM
Ethnic Local Church Concerns
Committee.
Petition: GJ-10872-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 581

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

971 4c
GJ068

Subject: Report on Program
Related Agencies, Commissions
on Communications, Archives,
and History.
Petition: GJ-10870-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 570

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

972' GJ069
Subject: Report on Inter-agency
Response to the Refugee Crisis.

Petition: GJ-10868-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 568

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

973' GJ071
Subject: Report on the
Evaluation of the General
Council on Ministries.
Petition: GJ-10871-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 576

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 68; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

On page 581 of Report No. 22, add the

word"Secretary" following the word

"Conference" on line 1 of recommenda-
tion 6.

In the last paragraph of the Recommen-
dations on page 581, beginning "Assume

a proactive role ..., after the words

General Conference, add the word

"Secretary"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

974 GJ076 (MR)
Subject: Report on the General
Agency Headqpuu^ers/Staff
Location.
Petition: GJ-10866-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 563

Membership: 80; Present: 75;

For: 56; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence.

Minority Report

Delete last two paragraphs of present

Petition 10866.

Replace with: A task force on reloca-

tion of Board of Global Ministries
has been functioning for the past

quadrennium to study this agency.

We are aware that a serious ex-

amination of the remaining agen-
cies of the church is needetL We
recommend that this examination
be done in the 1993-1996 quadren-
nium under the leadership of the

General Council on Ministries, in

cooperation with the Council on
Bishops, the General Council on
Finance and Administration, the
Commission on Central Con-
ference Affairs and other groups
across the connection. We deter-

mine there is no need to duplicate

the study of the task force and ex-

pend further monies for additional

study of the Board of Global Mini-

stries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

975' GJ077
Subject: Retain the General
Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10369-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 672

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 65; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

976* GJ078
Subject: Disbursement of General
Funds by the Annual Conference.
Petition: GJ-10766-0818-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656
Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

977"* GJ079
Subject: Strengthen General
Council on Ministries
Supervisory Role.
Petition: GJ- 11086-0802-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 181

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

978'*' GJ080
Subject: Organization of the
General Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ-11843-1007-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 187

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

979'^ GJ081
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ-10837-1006-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

980 GJ082
Subject: Additional
Representation on General
Council on Ministries.
Petition: GJ-11844-1007-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 187

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

I
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For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

985'

981 GJ084
Subject: Study and Celebration of
Native American people.
Petition: GJ-10974-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 673

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

982' GJ085
Subject: Report on Native
American Ministries Within the
United Methodist Church.
Petition: GJ-10873-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 583

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

983 GJ086
Subject: UMC Program and
Fiscal Year.
Petition: GJ-10125-0820-D

Page in Advance DCA: 657

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

984* GJ089
Subject: Moratorium on Study
Committees Through the 1993-96
Quadrennium.
Petition: GJ-11849-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

For: 67; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

GJ090
Subject: Recommendation to

GCFA Regarding World Service
Fund Allocation for the 1993-96
Quadrennium.
Petition: GJ-10889-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 611

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 72; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

986 GJ091
Subject: Funding of New Study
Committees.
Petition: GJ-11616-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

987* GJ092
Subject: 1984 Goal for Doubling
Membership by 1992.
Petition: GJ-12082-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

988 GJ097
Subject: Adopt "Gospel Call to a
New Beginning".
Petition: GJ-12222-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1205

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rcnce.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

989 GJ098
Subject: New Beginning.
Petition: GJ-11484-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 197

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

990* GJ102
Subject: Toward a New Beginning
Beyond 1992.

Petition: GJ-10655-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 674
Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

991* GJ103
Subject: Gospel Call to a New
Beginning.
Petition: GJ-10825-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 674

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

992* GJ106
Subject: Mission and Aging of
Global Population.
Petition: GJ-10723-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 664

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

(

993' GJ108
Subject: Report on Goal to

Increase Membership.
Petition: GJ-10887-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 598

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 72; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

994* GJ109
Subject: Two-quadrennia
(1992-2000) Emphasis on
Building New Churches.

«
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Petition: GJ-11088-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 73;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Dat« /

995 GJ113$
Subject: Committee to Study
Ebcpanding United Methodist
Mission in Alaska.
Petition: GJ-11485-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 198

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 58; Against: 15; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends

amended as follows:

concurrence

Amend last ptiragraph to read: "General

Council on Ministries to study

the possibilities of expanding." Delete:

"form a committee to".

Amend title by removing "Committee"

and substituting GCOM to Study

Expanding United Methodist Mission

and Ministry in Alaska."

Amend third line from end - Add after

the word "mission" "and ministry."

In first paragraph , delete "at the center"

and substitute "..at an important point.."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

996' GJ117
Subject: Quadrennial Report of
the General Council on
Ministries for the 1989-92
Quadrennium.
Petition: GJ-10850-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA: 498

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

997* GJ121
Subject: Report of the GCOM
Task Force on Inclusiveness.
Petition: GJ-10874-3000-A
Page in Advance DCA: 583

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

998* GJ123
Subject: Report on the Work of
the Inter-agency Task Force on
Legislation.

Petition: GJ-10878-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 590

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

999* GJ124
Subject: Report on the Training
Events for New District

Superintendents and Conference
Council Directors.

Petition: GJ-10879-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 591

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1000* GJ126
Subject: Composition of the
Membership of District
Conference.
Petition: GJ-10828-0747-D

Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

1001* GJ127
Subject: Report
Telecommunications.
Petition: GJ-10885-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 597

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1002* GJ128
Subject: Disability Leave for
Clergy Persons.
Petition: GJ-10443-0450-D

Page in Advance DCA: 905
Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1003* GJ129
Subject: Retired Ordained
Ministers.
Petition: GJ-10664-0451-D

Page in Advance DCA: 622

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1004* GJ130
Subject: Recompense for a
widow.
Petitions: GJ-11525-3000-R, GJ-

11948-3000-R, GJ-11949-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1198, 1199,

1199.

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1005* GJ131
Subject: Grievance Procedures.
Petition: GJ-10665-0453-D

Page in Advance DCA: 622

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Par. 453.1a. After "informed", insert by
the district superintendent

or bishop.

Par. 453. la. Following "toward," delete

a and add justice for and

Par. 453. la. Delete word voluntary .

Par. 453.1b. Following "filing of the

grievance," delete the period and add

I
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except in the case ofsexual or child

abuse.

Par. 453. lb. Following "child abuse" in-

sert there shall be no limitation.

Delete the rest of the sentence (ending

with "has occurred").

Par. 453.1b. First paragraph, following

"sixty days," delete without reflection on
hie/hor character .

Par. 453.1a Delete word "finnufdly"

twice in first sentence. Delete whole

sentence beginning with "all shall be."

Par. 453.1c. Before "two alternates,"

add One lay observer shall be ap-

pointed by the bishop annually.

In the last sentence of the first para-

graph following "all," insert clergy

members. In the same sentence, fol-

lowing "elected" add annually.

At the end of Par. 453, add a new para-

graph reading:

At the end of Par. 453, add a new para-

graph reading:

This paragraph, as it relates to the
process for nomination, appoint-
ment or election of individuals, of-

ficers, courts, administrative
bodies, review bodies, or commit-
tees, shall become effective imme-
diately upon the conclusion of the
1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1006* GJ133
Subject: Grievance procedures.
Petitions: GJ- 11422-0453-D, GJ-

12245-0453-D, GJ- 12430-0453-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1309, 1309,

1309.

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1007* GJ135
Subject: Affirm Clearly the Right
to Trial.

Petitions: GJ- 11897-0453-D, GJ-
1 1985-0453-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1313, 1313.

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1008* GJ136
Subject: Recommendation to
Administrative Location.
Petitions: GJ-10027-0453-D$, GJ-

1 1343-0453-D, GJ- 12046-0453-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1309, 1309,

1309.

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1009* GJ137
Subject: Grievance Procedures
and Complaints.
Petition: GJ- 10254-0453-D
Page in Advance DCA: 907

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1010* GJ138
Subject: Disability Leave.
Petition: GJ-10663-0450-D

Page in Advance DCA: 62

1

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1011* GJ139
Subject: Leave of Absence.
Petition: GJ-10662-0448-D

Page in Advance DCA: 620

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Par. 448.1., Line 14: Following "unless",

insert the eight year limit is

Par. 448.1, Line 24: Replace tbey with

clergy members on leaves of ab-

sence shall

Par. 448.1, Line 25: Following "agen-

cies", add and may not be elected or
serve as delegates to General or
Jurisdictional Conferences.

Add new paragraph at end of petition as

follows:

448.6. This paragraph, as it relates

to the process for nomination, ap-

pointment or election of in-

dividuals, officers, courts,

administrative bodies, review
bodies, or committees, shall be-

come effective immediately upon
the conclusion of the 1992 General
Conference.

Line 10, Delete "before" and add "in

session Mrith'

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1012* GJ140
Subject: Conference Nominating
Committee.
Petition: GJ- 10 122-08 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 654

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

In sentence beginning "Elected lay

members..." delete "of the Division of

Ordained Ministry" and "Ordained Min-

istries" so that the sentence reads:

"Elected lay members of the General

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry

may serve
"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1013* GJ141
Subject: Policies Relative to

Socially Responsible Investments.
Petition: GJ-11212-0816-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1014* GJ142
Subject: Meetings of General
Boards and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11944-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 67;
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For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1015* GJ143
Subject: Management Consultant
to Evaluate the General Boards
and Agencies of the Church.
Petition: GJ-11947-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1016* GJ144
Subject: Organizational Meetings
After the General Conference.
Petition: GJ-10910-0807-D

Page in Advance DCA: 654

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1017* GJ145
Subject: Mandatory Quotas on
Boards, Agencies and
Committees.
Petition: GJ-11091-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1204

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1018* GJ146
Subject: Non-Financial
Consultation Needs of General
Boards and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11766-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1202

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete paragraph beginning "1 want to

petition...." and paragraph beginning

"Our concern is..." and replace with

When a general board of agency
needs a non-financial consult-

ation, it is suggested that whenever
possible a United Methodist
university, college, or medical
facility be contacted to see if it can
meet the neecL

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1019* GJ147
Subject: Policies Relative to

Socially Responsible Investments.
Petition: GJ- 10577-08 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656

Membership: 80; Present: 46;

For: 44; Agiiinst: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Under Section 1. Genertd Provisions, in

line 6 following "educational

institutions", insert: annual con-

ferences and in line 13

following "support racial discrimina-

tion", insert: apartheid

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1020* GJ148
Subject: Policies Regarding
Socially Responsible Investments.
Petition: GJ- 122 19-08 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1021* GJ149
Subject: General Commission on
the Statiis and Role of
Conservatives.
Petition: GJ-11438-2352-D$

Page in Advance DCA: 1 188

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurTence Date /

1022 GJ150
Subject: Lay Representatives.
Petition: GJ-11850-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreno* ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

1023 GJ153
Subject: Eliminate the
Organization and Responsibility
of GCOM.
Petition: GJ-10022-1001-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1024* GJ154
Subject: General Program Boards
Membership.
Petition: GJ-10121-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1025* GJ155
Subject: Inclusiveness of
Membership on General Boards
and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-10796-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 46;

For: 44; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1026* GJ156
Subject: Membership on Program
Boards.
Petition: GJ-10060-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;
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Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1027* GJ157
Subject: General Program Board
Additional Membership.
Petition: GJ-10062-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1028 GJ159
Subject: Report on the Referral
Regarding the Size of General
Agency Program Boards.
Petition: GJ-10856-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 541

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 62; Against: 8; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

1029* GJ160
Subject: Committee to Nominate
Additional Members to General
Programs, Agencies, or Coiincils.

Petition: GJ-10831-0806-D

Page in Advance DCA: 654

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1030* GJ161
Subject: Election and Terms of
Officers of Program Boards.
Petition: GJ-10833-0808-D

Page in Advance DCA: 654

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting. 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1031* GJ162
Subject: Organizational Meeting
of General Program Agencies.
Petition: GJ-10832-0807-D

Page in Advance DCA: 654

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1032* GJ163
Subject: Nominations for

Membership to General Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11005-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1033 GJ164
Subject: Report on the Study of
the Connectional Principle.

Petition: GJ-10854-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 539

Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1034* GJ165
Subject: Eliminate the General
Commission on the Status and
Role of Womien.
Petition: GJ-11611-0803-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1035* GJ166
Subject: Task Force for Creation
of General Board of Evangelism
and Church Development.
Petition: GJ-11847-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1202

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1036* GJ167
Subject: Study to Merge the
GBCS, GCRR, and GCSRW.
Petition: GJ-11617-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1037 GJ168
Subject: Streamline Church
Bureaucracy Place in Council of

Bishops.
Petition: GJ-11687-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1038* GJ169
Subject: Reduce Administration
of the United Methodist Church.
Petition: GJ-12094-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1039* GJ170
Subject: The Mission Society for

United Methodist as a Mission
Organization.
Petition: GJ-11569-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 199

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 61; Against: 5; Not Voting. 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I
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1040* GJ171
Subject: National and General
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11521-0801-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 180

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1041* GJ172
Subject: Reorganizing and
Streamlining Church.
Petition: GJ-12223-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1205

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conairrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
'

1042 GJ173
Subject: Study to Streamline the
Church Boards, Agencies and
Committees.
Petition: GJ-11090-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 59; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1043* GJ174
Subject: Restructuring Task
Force for General Church.
Petition: GJ-10347-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 679

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1044 GJ176
Subject: Establish General Board
of Evangelism.
Petition: GJ-10697-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 670

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 54; Against: 12; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1045* GJ177
Subject: Constitutional
Convention for Church Structure.

Petition: GJ-10348-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 666

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1046* GJ178
Subject: Continuation of the
Incorporation of Ethnic Local
Church Concerns in the Life of

the Denomination.
Petition: GJ-11054-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 670

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1047 GJ179
Subject: Provisions Pertaining to

Staff of General Agencies.
Petition: GJ- 10765-08 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 655

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 57; Against: 8; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1048* GJ180
Subject: The Advance.
Petition: GJ- 1165 1-09 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1049* GJ181
Subject: Create Commission to

Study Structure of Boards and
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11946-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1200

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1050* GJ182
Subject: General Council on
Finance.
Petition: GJ- 11654-0803-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 181

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1051* GJ183
Subject: The Advance Committee.
Petition: GJ-11660-1007-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 187

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1052* GJ184
Subject: Amenability and
Accountability of the BoarcL
Petition: GJ-1 1661-1503-d

Page in Advance DCA: 1229

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1053* GJ185
Subject: Accountability and
Evaluation of General Agencies.

Petition: GJ-1 1653-0802-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1284

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

I
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Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1054* GJ186
Subject: The General Secretary of

Program Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11658-0813-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1055* GJ187
Subject: The Jurisdictional Pool.

Petition: GJ-11655-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1183

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1056* GJ188
Subject: Eliminate General
Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ-l 1330- 100 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 186

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1057* GJ189
Subject: Responsibilities of
Elected Staff.

Petition: GJ-1 1329-08 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1058* GJ190
Subject: Representation on
General Agencies.
Petition: GJ-1 1657-08 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1059* GJ191
Subject: Committee to Study
General Council on Ministries

and Other Committees, Boards
and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11139-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1060* GJ194
Subject: World Service Special
Gifts.

Petition: GJ-1 1650-0913-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1155

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1061 GJ195
Subject: General policies of the
General Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: GJ-1 1648-091 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 155

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1062 GJ196
Subject: Administrative
Responsibilities.

Petition: GJ-11647-0907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 154

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1063* GJ197
Subject: Consultants to the
Executive Committee.
Petition: GJ-11645-0905-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1151

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1064* GJ198
Subject: Membership of the
Commission on Communication.
Petition: GJ-11663-1907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconoir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1065* GJ199
Subject: Accountability and
Reporting.
Petition: GJ-11662-1904-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1238

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Votmg: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1066* GJ200
Subject: Financial Needs of the
Commission on Communication.
Petition: GJ-1 1664- 1908-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1239

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I
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1067* GJ201
Subject: Responsibilities of

General Commission on
Christian Unity and
InterreligiouB Concerns.
Petition: GJ-11665-2003-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1240

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1068* GJ202
Subject: Authority and Powers.
Petition: GJ-11666-2204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1069* GJ203
Subject: Staff of the Commission
of the Status and Role of Women.
Petition: GJ-11667-2208-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1242

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1070* GJ204
Subject: Amenability of the
General Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: GJ-11644-0904-H
Page in Advance DCA: 1151

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1071 GJ206
Subject: Maximum Period of
Membership on a General Agency
to Three Consecutive Terms.
Petition: GJ-1 1965-08 10-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1072 GJ207
Subject: General Agency
Membership.
Petition: GJ-11481-0810-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Votinjg: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1073 GJ209
Subject: Ethnic Membership on
Boards and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11914-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 53;

For: 51; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1074* GJ210
Subject: Policies Relative to

Socially Responsible Investments.
Petition: GJ-12033-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1201

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1075* GJ211
Subject: Study of the
Jurisdictional System by the
General Council on Ministries.
Petition: GJ-11967-1006-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 187

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 61; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1076* GJ212
Subject: Election of General
Secretaries.

Petition: GJ-11214-1006-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1187

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconeuiTenca Date /

1077* GJ213
Subject: Institute 'One Member,
One Vote" Democracy for our
Church.
Petition: GJ-11768-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1202

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
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For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1081* GJ217
Subject: Eliminate Additional
Membership to General Boards.
Petition: GJ-10023-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 62; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1082 GJ218
Subject: Limit Membership of
General Boards, Agencies, and
Councils to 50.

Petition: GJ-12174-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 45; Against: 13; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1083 GJ219
Subject: Budget
recommendations.
Petition: GJ-11646-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 152

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1084* GJ220
Subject: The World Service FuncL
Petition: GJ-11649-0912-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 155

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1085* GJ221
Subject: Committee to Nominate
Additional Members.
Petition: GJ-10024-0806-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1086 GJ222
Subject: Board meetings of
General Agencies and Ehcecutive
Committees.
Petition: GJ-11964-0808-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1087 GJ223
Subject: Additional Members of
Program Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11656-0806-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 184

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1088 GJ224
Subject: General Agency
Membership.
Petition: GJ-11842-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1089* GJ225
Subject: Travel of Members of
General Boards and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11763-0804-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1090* GJ226
Subject: Inclusiveness of the
Church.
Petition: GJ-11269-0004-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1 177

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2; .

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1091* GJ227
Subject: Policies Relative to

Non-discrimination.
Petition: GJ- 1138 1-08 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1092* GJ228
Subject: Policies Relative to

Non-Discrimination.
Petition: GJ-10123-0815-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 64; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1093* GJ229
Subject: Eligibility of all United
Methodist Members to Vote in

General and Special Elections.

Petition: GJ-11306-0000-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1 177

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

t
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1094* GJ230
Subject: Representation of
Central Conferences on General
Pro(p:«ni Boards.
Petition: GJ-11963-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1095* GJ231
Subject: Additional Membership
on General Program Boards.
Petition: GJ-11480-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1096* GJ232
Subject: Nominations by
Conferences to Jurisdictional
Pool.
Petition: GJ-11612-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1097* GJ234
Subject: Small Membership
Church Representation on
General Church Boards and
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11714-0805-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1098* GJ235
Subject: General Agency
Membership.

Petition: GJ-11522-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1099* GJ236
Subject: Add Lesbians and Gay
Men to Membership of Program
Boarils and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11270-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 182

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 63; Against: 3; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1100* GJ237
Subject: Central Conferences
Representation on Church
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-10734-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 665

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1101 GJ238
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Council on Ministries.

Petition: GJ- 10384- 1006-D

Page in Advance DCA: 659

Membership: 80; Present: 79;

For: 48; Against: 28; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1102* GJ239
Subject: Process for General
Board Staff Positions.

Petition: GJ-1 1006-08 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 67; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

On line 3 after "the", add the word,

'General'.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1103* GJ240
Subject: Stewardship of Time and
Money of General Boards and
Agencies Meeting.
Petition: GJ-10371-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 681

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenc« Date /

1104 GJ241
Subject: Update the Language of

the Constitution.
Petition: GJ-11404-0061-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1 178

Membership: 80; Present: 53;

For: 51; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1105* GJ242
Subject: Eliminate Structure of

GCOM.
Petition: GJ-10210-1001-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 4; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1106* GJ243
Subject: Duties of the General
Secretary of General Coiincil on
Finance and Administration.
Petition: GJ-1 1659-08 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 63; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

>

^
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1107* GJ244
Subject: Black Church Growth.
Petition: GJ-11913-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1108* GJ245
Subject: Advisory/Coordinating
Committee on Older Adults.
Petition: GJ-11910-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 127

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1109 GJ246
Subject: Inclusiveness of the
Church.
Petition: GJ-12443-0004-D

Page in Advance DCA: 4-127

Membership: 80; Present: 70;

For: 47; Against: 19; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1110* GJ247
Subject: Church-wide year of
Remembrance, Repentance and
Renewal.
Petition: GJ-10972-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 678

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1111 GJ248
Subject: Adopt "Campus Ministry:
Mission at the Center' Special
Program for 1993-96.

Petition: GJ-10515-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 750
Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1112* GJ249
Subject: Ethnic Local Church
Concerns.
Petition: GJ-11915-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1203

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1113 GJ250
Subject: Program to emphasize
inclusiveness in all dimensions of

the church.
Petition: GJ-12309-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1206

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends conoirrence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1114* GJ251
Subject: Meetings Open to News
Media.
Petition: GJ- 12220-082 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 185

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1115* GJ252
Subject: Support to Strengthen
Ethnic Minority Local Church.
Petition: GJ-11384-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1204

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1116 GJ253
Subject: Strengthening the Black
Church for the 21st Century.

Petition: GJ-11916-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1204

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

Fon 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1117* GJ255
Subject: The Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ- 10676-26 12-D
Page in Advance DCA: 627
Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recorrmiends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1118 GJ256
Subject: Duties of the Judicial
Council.
Petition: GJ-12176-2612-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 188

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1119* GJ257
Subject: Trial Cotirt.

Petition: GJ- 10678-26 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 627

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1120* GJ258
Subject: Opinion or Decision of a
Committee on Appeals.
Petition: GJ- 10679-26 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 627

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1121* GJ259
Subject: Power to review
decisions of a committee on
appeals of a Central Conference.
Petition: GJ-1 1969-26 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 189

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence DaU /

1122* GJ260
Subject: Declaratory Decisions.
Petition: GJ- 10680-26 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 628

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1123* GJ261
Subject: Report of the Task Force
to Study Chapter VUL
Petition: GJ- 10692-3000-S

Page in Advance DCA: 616

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1124 GJ262
Subject: Involuntary
Termination of Office.

Petition: GJ- 10452-05 13-D
Page in Advance DCA: 909

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1125* GJ263
Subject: Membership of the
Jurisdictional Review
Committee.
Petition: GJ- 10846-05 13-D
Page in Advance DCA: 909

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Dote /

1126* GJ264
Subject: Review process in
involuntary termination of office.

Petition: GJ-1 1022-05 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 909

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For 57; Agjdnst: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1127* GJ265
Subject: Grievance Procedures
Against Bishops.
Petition: GJ-11448-0513-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 15

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1128* GJ266
Subject: Presidential Duties of
Bishops.
Petition: GJ-10666-0515-D

Page in Advance DCA: 624

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

In the first sentence, change the word
"due" to "fair".

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1129* GJ267
Subject: Confidentiality in the
Interviewing and Reporting
Process.
Petition: GJ- 10667-0733-D
Page in Advance DCA: 624

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence { jNonconcurrence Date /

1130 GJ268
Subject: Duties and
Responsibilities of the Judicial
Council.
Petition: GJ-10668-2600-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1131 GJ269
Subject: Election of Judicial
members.
Petition: GJ-11382-2601-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 188

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1132 GJ270
Subject: Filling Vacancies on the
Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ- 1067 1-2603-D
Page in Advance DCA: 626

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1133 GJ271
Subject: Judicial Council
Members Right to Consult
Outside on Cases Pending.
Petition: GJ-10308-2605-D

Page in Advance DCA: 659

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

Following the word "session", add a new
sentence:

'Questions of procedure may be
raised with the presiding officer

or secretary of the Judicial Coun-
cil.

5
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Renumber the bold print as Paragraph

2606 and renumber the succeeding

paragraphs.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1134* GJ272
Subject: Membership in Judicial

from a Central Conference.
Petition: GJ-10672-2605-D

Page in Advance DCA: 626

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1135* GJ273
Subject: Members of the Judicial

Council.
Petition: GJ-11968-2605-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 188

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1136 GJ275
Subject: Responsibility of the

Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ-12175-2607-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 188

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1137 GJ276
Subject: Defining Whose Action
can be Heard by the Judicial
Council.
Petition: GJ-10674-2609-D
Page in Advance DCA: 626

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( X^ncurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1138* GJ277
Subject: Actions of the Judicial

Council.
Petition: GJ- 10675-2610-D

Page in Advance DCA: 627

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1139* GJ278
Subject: Hearing and
Determination of Appeals on a
Judicial Council.
Petition: GJ-10677-2611-D

Page in Advance DCA: 627

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1140* GJ279
Subject: Leave of Absence for

Ordained Ministers.

Petition: GJ-10956-0448-D

Page in Advance DCA: 903

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1141* GJ280
Subject: Members in Full
Connection.
Petition: GJ- 10660-0422-D

Pjige in Advance DCA: 619

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1142* GJ281
Subject: Election of General
Secretaries by the Council of

Bishops.
Petition: GJ-11238-0527-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1318

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1143* GJ282
Subject: Standards for Computer
Information and Data.
Petition: GJ-10834-0822-D

Page in Advance DCA: 657

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 51; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

In the first paragraph, 3rd line: ... com-

puterized information

and data which may need to be
shared electronically with

other connected units shall at-

tempt to use ...

Paragraph 2, line 3: ...shall consult with

and provide an itlternate

plan to the GCFA prior to implement-

ing...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1144* GJ283
Subject: Access to Judicial

Council.
Petitions: GJ-11087-2615-D, GJ-

1 1845-26 15-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1189, 1189.

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

1145* GJ284
Subject: Confidentiality in the

Judicial Process.
Petition: GJ- 1068 1-26 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 628

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1146 GJ286
Subject: Filing of Judicial
Council Decisions.
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Petition: GJ-10683-2619-D

Page in Advance DCA: 629

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

In first paragraph, add "bishop" before

the word "chancellor".

In 2619.1, following "ninety days",

add(90).

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1147* GJ288
Subject: Anniial Conference
Judiciary Committee.
Petition: GJ-11331-2620-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1189

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1148* GJ290
Subject: Additional chargeable
offenses.

Petitions: GJ- 12 103-262 1-D, GJ-
12320-262 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1193, 1193.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

Fon 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1149* GJ291
Subject: Chargeable Offenses.
Petitions: GJ-11614-2621-D, GJ-
11846-2621-D, GJ-11970-2621-D, GJ-
12272-262 1-D, GJ. 12273-262 1-D,

GJ- 12274-262 1-D, GJ- 12275-262 1-D,

GJ-12429-2621-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1192, 1 192,

1192, 1192, 1192, 1192, 1192,

1192.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1150* GJ292
Subject: Chargeable offenses.

Petitions: GJ- 11483-262 1-D, GJ-
11523-262 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1191, 1191.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1151* GJ293
Subject: Chargeable offenses.

Petitions: GJ-11137-2621-D, GJ-
1127 1-262 1-D, GJ- 11482-262 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1191, 1191,

1191.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1152* GJ294
Subject: Chargeable Offenses.
Petitions: GJ- 10 126-262 1-D, GJ-
10309-262 1-D, GJ- 10703-262 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 659, 659,

659.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1153* GJ295
Subject: Guidelines on Charges.
Petition: GJ- 10686-2622-D

Page in Advance DCA: 630
Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1154* GJ296
Subject: Requirement of a vote
on specification.

Petitions: GJ- 11383-2622-D, GJ-
12104-2622-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1193, 1193.

Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For. 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Coneurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1155* GJ298
Subject: Investigation
Procedures.
Petition: GJ-12034-2623-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 194

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1156* GJ299
Subject: Investigative
Procedures.
Petitions: GJ- 11764-2623-D, GJ-

12 105-2623-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 193, 1 193.

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1157* GJ301
Subject: Nomination of the
Committee on Investigation.

Petition: GJ- 103 11-2623-D

Page in Advance DCA: 660

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1158* GJ302
Subject: Investigation

Procedures.
Petitions: GJ- 102 11-2623-D, GJ-

103 10-2623-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 659, 659.

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1159* GJ303
Subject: Fundamental Principles

and the Joint Review Process.

Petition: GJ-10688-2624-D

Page in Advance DCA: 633

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

Add nimibers in parenthesis after each

written number.

Example: (30).

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1160* GJ304
Subject: General Trial
Procedures.
Petition: GJ-12035-2624-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 195

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

1161* GJ305
Subject: Reporting an audit of all

costs of trials.

Petitions: GJ-11332-2624-D, GJ-

11439-2624-D, GJ-11524-2624-D, GJ-

11971-2624-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 194, 1 194,

1194, 1194.

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1162 GJ306
Subject: Trial Procedures.
Petitions: GJ-10127-2624-D, GJ-
10635-2624-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 660, 660.

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1163* GJ308
Subject: General Appeal
Procedures.
Petition: GJ-10914-2625-D

Page in Advance DCA: 660
Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1164* GJ310
Subject: Miscellaneous
Provisions.
Petition: GJ-10690-2626-D

Page in Advance DCA: 639

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1165* GJ311
Subject: Financial responsibility

of the conference upon acquittal

of a pastor under charges.
Petition: GJ-H334-2627-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 196

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1166 GJ312
Subject: Impeachment of Jufiicial

Council members.
Petition: GJ-11335-2628-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 196

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1167* GJ313
Subject: Establishment of an
impartial panel to review
personnel cases.

Petition: GJ-11526-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 199

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1168* GJ314
Subject: Judicial Administration
and Procedures.
Petition: GJ-12251-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 133

1

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1169* GJ315
Subject: Membership of the
National Youth Ministry
Organization.
Petition: GJ-11643-1307-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1117

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 54; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1170* GJ316
Subject: Annual Conference
journal.
Petition: GJ-11641-0705-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1101

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1171* GJ317
Subject: Council of Bishops.
Petition: GJ-11668-0527-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 18

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 52; Against: 3; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

<
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1172 GJ318
Subject: Jurisdictional Youth
Ministry Organization
Convocation.
Petition: GJ- 11642-0632-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1110

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 53; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1173* GJ319
Subject: Removal of time dated
material.
Petition: GJ-11640-0611-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1094

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 51; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1174* GJ320
Subject: Standards for Computer
Information and Data.
Petition: GJ- 109 12-082 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 657

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1175* GJ321
Subject: Inclusiveness of the
Church
Petition: GJ-11328-0004-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1 178

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1176 GJ322
Subject: Inclusiveness of the
Church
Petition: GJ-12134-0004-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1178

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1177* GJ323
Subject: Miscellaneous
Provisions.
Petition: GJ-10385-2626-D

Page in Advance DCA: 660

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1178 GM079
Subject: Objectives and
Responsibilities of the United
Methodist Committee on Relief
Department.
Petition: GM-10712-1459-D
Page in Advance DCA: 737

Membership: 110; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1179 LC005
Subject: Called to Inclusiveness.
Petition: LC- 10843-0 113-D
Page in Advance DCA: 828

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 70; Against: 8; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/6

Committee reconmiends concurrence as

amended as follows:

amend para. 113: The mark of an in-

clusive society is one in which all per-

sons are open, welcoming, fully

accepting, and supporting of all other...

In the United Methodist Church in-

clusiveness means the freedom for the

total involvement of jdl persons who
meet the requirements of the United

Methodist Book of Discipline, in the

membership and leadership of the

church at any level and in every place.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1180* LC018
Subject: Election of local church
historian.

Petition: LC-11309-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1249

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1181 LC021
Subject: Function of the Local
Church.
Petitions: LC- 10065-0202-D, LC-
102 16-0202-D, LC- 10560-0202-D, LC-

10578-0202-D, LC- 10844-0202-D,

LC- 1 1935-0202-D, LC- 12070-0202-D,
LC-12 11 1-0202-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 829, 829,

829, 829, 829, 1250, 1250, 1250.

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1182 LC022
Subject: Membership in the UMC
and in Racial and Ethnic
Supremist Groups.
Petition: LC-10219-0208-D

Page in Advance DCA: 83

1

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 40; Against: 38; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1183* LC024
Subject: Full membership in the
United Methodist Church.
Petition: LC-11337-0208-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1253

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence aa

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 208 to read: The United

Methodist Church, a fellowship of

s

V
r
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believers is a part ofthe Church Univer-

sal, and celebrates its diversity.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1184 LC029
Subject: "E^vangelistic, Niirture

and Witness" language which
indicates basic responsibilities of
UMCs.
Petition: LC-11724-0204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1251

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 204 to read: Each local

church shall have a definite evangelistic,

nurture, and witness responsibility for

its members...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1185* LC030
Subject: Pastoral Charge. Amend
205.1
Petition: LC-10280-0205-D
Page in Advance DCA: 830

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 77; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1186 LC031
Subject: The Pastoral Charge.
Petition: LC-11774-0205-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1251

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1187 LC034
Subject: Affirm the Churches
Open to all Believers.
Petitions: LC-10134-0208-D, LC-
10220-0208-D, LC-10221-0208-D, LC-
12228-0208-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 83 1, 83 1,

831, 1253.

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 70; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1188* LC036
Subject: Functions of the Local
Church.
Petition: LC- 10767-0202-D
Page in Advance DCA: 829

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For: 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 202, Line 9: tho noods of

Line 11-12: ago groupS) cultural groupC)

racial groups , othnic groups , and groups

with handicapping conditions

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1189 LC061
Subject: Unincorporated local

church property
Petition: LC-11582-2539-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1274

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 2539: Unincorporated

Local Church Property - Sale, Transfer,

Lease, or Mortgage.

...leased for a term which oxcoodc five

years of one year or more ivhich

shall include leases for less than
one year if such a lease in consecu-
tive with the same leasee to a non-
United Methodist church or
ministry, ...

Amend Para 2539.3: Prior to consent-

ing to tho any proposed action re-

quired under this paragraph
involving any United Methodist

church property, the pastor, district su-

perintendent, and the district Board
of Church Location and Building
shjdl insure that: (a) full investigation

shall be made and, if warranted an ap-

propriate plan of action shall be
developed for the future missional needs
of the community; (b) the transfer or

encumbrance shall conform to the Dis-

cipline; and (c) the congregation, if no
longer to continue as an organized

United Methodist church, does not sell

but may transfer title of its facilities

to another United Methodist church or
agency.

Delete whole petition para 25391 in Dis-

cipline Delete exceed 5 years and add
one year or more. Amend 2539.3 in last

sentence to any congregation.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1190* LC072
Subject: Admission into the
Church.
Petition: LC-10398-0217-D

Page in Advance DCA: 832

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1191* LC076
Subject: Vows Administered in
Settings Different from a Local
Church.
Petition: LC-10771-0217-D

Page in Advance DCA: 832

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1192* LC078
Subject: Training for Children of
the Church.
Petition: LC-10772-0225-D

Page in Advance DCA: 833

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

line 3: church school, all members of

the church to provide training...

amend para. 225 line 3: all members of

the church

congregation to provide training...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1193* LC084
Subject: The Church Conference.
Petition: LC-11123-0248-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1262
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Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 248 as follows: ...The

Church Conference shall be authorized

by the district superintendent. It may
be called at the discretion of the district

superintendent or following a written

request to the district superintendent by

one of the following: the pastor, the

Administrative Council, the Ad-
ministrative Board, or 10 percent of the

membership of the lo«d church....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1194* LC088
Subject: Affiliate and Associate
Membership.
Petition: LC-10067-0227-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1255

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1195* LC090
Subject: Affiliate and associate
membership.
Petitions: LC-10066-0227-D, LC-

10638-0227-D, LC-11141-0227-D, LC-

11312-0227-D, LC-11871-0227-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 833, 833,

1255, 1256, 1256.

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1196 LC095
Subject: Admission into the
Church.
Petition: LC-11528-0217-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1254

Membership: 89; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Substitute Para. 217 with the following:

A duly appointed minister of the
United Methodist Church while

serving as a chaplain of any or-

ganization, institution, or military
unit, or as a campus pastor, or
while otherwise present where a
local church is not available may
receive a person into membership
of the United Methodist Church
when such a person shall have con-

fessed faith in Christ and expressed
a desire to live daily life as a dis-

ciple of Jesus Christ and agreed to

assume the obligations of being a
faithful member of the church.
Where possible, before the vows of

membership have been ad-
ministered such appointed mini-
ster shall consult with the pastor of

the local church ofthe choice ofthe
person concerned, and upon agree-
ment by the pastor, a statement of

the vows of membership shall be
issued and the pastor thereof on
receiving such statement shall

duly enroll that person as a mem-
ber.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1197* LC098
Subject: Re-classification to a
member to inactive.

Petition: LC-11390-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1198* LC106
Subject: The Administrative
Council as the Organizational
Form.
Petition: LC-10802-0252-D

Page in Advance DCA: 839

Membership: 89; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1199* LCllO
Subject: Definitions of the
Chairman of the Administrative
Board of Council.
Petition: LC-10229-0251-D

Page in Advance DCA: 838

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1200 LC115
Subject: Duties of Church Lay
Leader.
Petition: LC- 1007 1-025 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: DCA128
Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 54; Against: 25; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

...recommended that tb« a leader also

serve as tb« a Lay Member ofthe Annual
Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1201* LC122
Subject: Administrative Board
members at large.

Petition: LC- 11 143-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 62; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1202* LC124
Subject: Election of the
Recording Secretary of Charge
Conference.
Petition: LC-10774-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 837

Membership: 89; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1203* LC130
Subject: The Charge Conference.
Petition: LC-10917-0246-D

Page in Advance DCA: 836

Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

5
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Amend as follows...advsince by two or

more of the following: (except., .provide)

from the pulpit of the church, in its

weekly buUetin, a local church publica-

tion or by mail.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1204* LC139
Subject: Anniial accessibility

audit.

Petition: LC-10141-0262-D

Page in Advance DCA: 844

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 76; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

amend para. 262.2(f) line 1 by adding:

and shall in cooperation with the

Board of Trustees, conduct

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1205* LC172
Subject: Local Church Property.
Petition: LC-11882-2540-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1274

Membership: 89; Present: 80;

For: 76; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 2540:. ..lease is consecutive

with the same leasee) to a non-United

Methodist church or ministry, ...

Amend Para. 2540.3: Prior to consent-

ing to any proposed action required

under this paragraph involving any
United Methodist church property the

ptistor, district superintendent, and the

district Board of Church Location and
Building shall ensure that: (a) full inves-

tigation shall be made and, an ap-

propriate plan of action shall be
developed for the future missional needs

of the community; (b) the transfer or

encumbrance shall conform to the Dis-

cipline; and (c) the congregation, if no
longer to continue as an organized

United Methodist church, does not sell

but may transfer title of its facilities to

another United Methodist church or

agency.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1206* LC175
Subject: Housing as
Renumeration.
Petition: LC-10318-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Review the recommendation of the

P.P.R. Committee regarding
provision of adetfuate housing for

the pastor<s); and report the same
to the Charge Conference for ap-

proval. Housing provisions shall

comply with Annual Conference
housing policy and parsonage
standards. Housing shall not be
considered as part of compensa-
tion or remuneration.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1207 LC177
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-10778-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 68;

For: 62; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 256.3(c): Delete botwoon

BocBion of the Charge Conforoncoi

Add d) Shall embrace tithing,

regular worship attendance,
regular church school and or Bible
study attendance.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1208 LC185
Subject: Standards for Computer
Information and Data.
Petition: LC-10916-0245-D

Page in Advance DCA: 836

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 245: Entire paragraph

should be in BOLD, beginning with

"and the operations and legal

guidelines for church computer
data established and maintained

by the General Council on Finance
and Administration.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1209* LC186
Subject: Responsibilities of The
Council on Ministries.

Petition: LC-10779-0257-D
Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend para. 257 line 2: church's

primary task mission

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1210* LC189
Subject: A New Local Church or
Mission.
Petition: LC-12075-0270-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1272

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 270. 1 to read: "...with the

consent of the Bishop in charge and
his/her the Cabinet..."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1211* LC191
Subject: The Administrative
Council as the Basic
Administrative Structure for
UMC.
Petition: LC- 11729-0252-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1264

Membership: 89; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 252. 1 as follows:

The Administrative Council shall bo the

basic organisational and tho initial form

of Btructuro provide for the planning

and implementing of a program of nur-

ture, outreach, aa4 witness and
resources in the local church, and for

the administration of its organizational

and temporal life. The council shall

have all of the responsibilities of the

Administrative Board (Paragraph 256)

i
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and the Council on Ministries (Para-

graph 257), including evaluation,

setting of goals, and developing
strategies and plans of action for

implementing its ministries. The
Administrative Council shall be

amenable to and function as the execu-

tive agency of the Charge Conference

(Paragraph 246). Its membership shall

include the combined membership of

those named to the Administrative

Board and the Council on Ministries

insofar as the officers, or combination of

offices, listed in Paragraphs 254 and 258

exist within the local church or are

otherwise provided for in this para-

graph.

2. The administrative and program
responsibilities of the Administrative

Council may be carried out by as few as

eight nino persons and the pastor. Ac-
cording to the needs of the church,
committees or task forces may be
developed to work with the follow-

ing leaders:

a) The Chairperson of the Administra-

tive Council who also may serve as the

church lay leader and/or lay member to

the annual conference.

b) The church Lay Leader who may also

serve £is chairperson of the Administra-

tive Council, as a member ofthe pastoral

charge's Pastor Parish Relations Com-
mittee (Paragraph 269.2), on the local

church's Finance Committee (Para-

graph 269.4), and shall cany out the

responsibilities stated in Pfu-agraph 251.

c) The Nurturing Ministries Chairper-

son, who shall give attention to educa-

tional, worship, and stewardship

components of ministry, and who may
also serve as the Sunday School Super-

intendent (Paragraph 262. 1).

d) The Outreach Ministries Chairper-

son, who shall give attention to local and
liirger community ministries of compas-
sion and advocacy, church and societal

issues, global ministries concerns,

health and welfare ministries, aB4
Christian unity and interreligious con-

cerns, religion and race, and status

and role of women.

e) The Witness Ministries Chairperson,

who shall give attention to evangelistic

outreach to persons, membership care,

spiritual formation, communica-
tions, lay speaking ministries, and wit-

nessing through the sharing of personal

and congregationfd stories of Christian

experience, faith and service.

The Age-Level and Family Ministries

Coordinator, who shall give attention to

coordinating ministries for each age

level and families.

g) The Finance Chairperson, who shaU
give attention to fintmcial cultivation

and stewardship concerns of the church,

and to the support of the church's min-
istries (Paragraph 269.4).

h) The Board of Trustees Chairperson,

who shall give attention to property,

facilities, trustee and legal concerns

(Paragraph 2532).

i) The Church Treasurer, who shall

maintain be responsible for main-
tenance of financial records of income
and disbursements, make financial

reports to each Council meeting, and
serve on the Finance Committee (Para-

graph 269.4b).

j) The Pastor

k) Additional persons shall be named to

the Council as needed to serve in desig-

nated leadership roles.

3. The Administrative Council shall

authorize the addition of all positions to

the Administrative Council; the

Nominations and Personnel Committee
(Paragraph 269.1) shall nominate per-

sons to the positions to be filled; and the

Chsirge Conference shall elect them to

their offices.

4. Meetings, a) The Administrative
Coiincil shall meet at lease

quarterly. Special meetings may
be ordered and set by the Ad-
ministrative Council, or called by
the chairperson or pastor.

b) In order that the Administrative

Council may give adequate considera-

tion to the missioned purpose ofthe local

church, the first agenda item at each of

its meetings shall be released to its min-

istries of nurture, outreach and witness.

The administrative and supportive

responsibilities of the church will then

be given attention.

c) The Administrative Council shall

meet annually for strategic planning

concerning the congregation's future

mission and ministry.

5. Quorum. The members present and
voting at any duly announced meeting
shall constitute a quorum.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1212 LC197
Subject: Committee and/or
Employing Agency.
Petition: LC-12161-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

amend para. 269. 1 line 1:

any mombor of tho stafF

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

1213* LC198
Subject: The Committee on
Pastor-Parish Relations.
Petition: LC-10400-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 847

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend para 269.2 sentence 4:

the committee shall meet only
with the knowledge of the pastor
and/or the district superinten-
dent. It may meet with the district

superintendent without the pastor

being present; however, when the
pastor is not present, the pastor, or
any member of the staff under con-

sideration, present or not present,

shall be informed.

Until such a policy has been
adopted, the committee and the

pastor shall have the authority to

hire, evaluate, promote, retire, and
dismiss nonappointed personnel.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1214* MN018
Subject: Pastoral Appointment.
Amend para. 436.
Petitions: MN-10038-0436-D, MN-
11415-0436-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1296, 1296.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1215 MN019
Subject: Clergy Appointment
Designation.
Petition: MN-12120-0436-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1300

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1216* MN020
Subject: Appointments of

Ministerial Members.
Petition: MN-10249-0436-D
Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1217* MN021
Subject: Appointment to Various
Ministries.

Petition: MN-12243-0436-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1300

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1218* MN022
Subject: General Provisions for

Clergy Members.
Petition: MN-12192-0436-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1300

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

General provisions-all clergy members
who are in good standing in an annual

conference and who are effective »»4
compotont in ministry...shall bo offered

receive annually an appointment...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1219 MN024 (MR)
Subject: The Nature of Diaconal
Ministry.
Petition: MN-10463-0302-D

Page in Advance DCA: 869

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 64; Against: 27; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Rename: The Nature of Diaconal MiD '

istiy the Ministry of Deacon

Line 3 to read: ....set apart by ordina-

tion to the order of deacon for the

ministry of liturgy and service.

Minority Report

Legislative Committee #11, Ordained

and Diaconal Ministry Committee Item

Number 24: Petition #Mn- 10463-302-

D;CSMN

In barely three days a majority of the

Legislative Committee on Ordained and

Diaconal Ministry voted to recommend
the establishment of a new order of or-

dained deacon in our denomination, a

recommendation contrary to that of a

study commission which, after four

years of work, proposed a consecrated

order of lay deacon. In a statement of

April 18,1992 sent to delegates to the

General Conference, the Chair and

Vice-Chair of the Commission For The
Study Of Ministiy gave the following

rationale for consecration ofa new order

of lay deacon: "The Deacon should be

consecrated ... Ordination and consecra-

tion have been used interchangeably.

However, ordination is linked to the

sacramental life of the church and the

preaching of the Word. In the United

Methodist tradition, ordination is also

inseparably related to the privileges and

responsibilies of itineration and annual

conference appointment in a covenant

relationship. Consecration clearly indi-

cates a non-itinerating ministry and a

non-sacramental ministry and is part of

our on-going tradition."

The mtyority's proposal has far reaching

consequences for the life of the church,

especially in the light of important ques-

tions left unanswered. The Council of

Bishops raised a number of these ques-

tions in its proposal for a "Sabbath of

Prayer, listening, and reflection." The
majority proposal does not address the

concerns of our bishops, and it is impor-

tant to apply some of these concerns to

the mtgority recommendation.

1. Does the recommendation articu-

late a dear and consistent theology of

mission and ministry which forms the

basis for the recommended change?

2. Would not the creation of a new
ordained order of deacon for liturgy and

service confuse and devalue our under-

standing of the ministry of all baptized

Christians? Specifically, what would a

deacon be able to do by virtue of ordina-

tion to liturgy and service that a lajrper-

son does not do in the daily practice of

her or his discipleship?

3. Would the recommended reorder-

ing allow ministry to function more

faithfully and effectively?

4. Are we prepared to abandon our

historic understanding of ordination

which has been so clearly stated in the

first paragraph of this report?

5. Does the recommendation erase

United Methodism's historic inconsis-

tencies, or does it merely confuse and
enlarge them?

Additional implications growing out of

the recommended new order of or-

dained deacon raise further concerns: .

6. The mjgority proposal would pro-

vide for two covenants of ordained per-

sons: the covenant of deacon ordained

for liturgy and service, and the covenant

of elder ordained for Word, Sacrament,

and Order. The present linkage be-

tween the orders of deacon and elder

would be broken. How would these or-

ders, under the new proposal, relate to

one another in the life ofthe church and

the annual conference? Is there a clear

theological basis for disrupting this

linkage?

7. The proposed new order of deacon

is defined as non-itinerant. If servan-

thood would be a major purpose of the

new order, why would it center in per-

sonal initiative to seek one's place and

nature of service through personal con-

tacts and arrangements with only an

"after the fact" approval by the bishop

and cabinet? Why would not persons in

this new order, like the elder, be com-

mitted to offering themselves without

reserve to be appointed where the

church that ordains them determines

their gifts and grace are most needed to

further the church's mission in the

worid?

8. With the redefining of the orders of

deacon and elder, seminary education

and the course of study program would
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be made equal tracks toward ordination

as an elder. Does not this proposal tend

to dilute our commitment to seminary

education as the preferred route in

prepartion for ordained ministry?

Additional as-yet unclear implications

of the majority proposal include: the

meaning of conference membership for

the new ordained deacon; complexities

of relationships that would exist among
diaconal ministers, local pastors, as-

sociate members, and the "traditional"

ordained deacon, all of the which would

continue for some time; and the implica-

tions of the proposal for our ecumenical

relationships.

In the light ofthese concerns, we believe

it unadvisable to take the action

proposed by the minority for paragraph

302.

We thank God for the important minis-

try in and through the church by person

whose calling is to a form of ministry

different from that ofordained clergy as

presently defined in the Book of Dis-

cipline. We believe it is imperative that

the church continue in its commitment
to authenticate the ministry of these

persons alongside those in other

categories of ministry within the

church.

To that end we recommend to the 1992

General Conference:

1. that it affirm the call ofthe Council

of Bishops for a "Sabbath of prayer, lis-

tening, and reflection" so "a new begin-

ning tow£ird a future ordering of

ministry may emerge;"

2. that the majority proposal for para-

graph 302 (along with all legislative

proposals related to the Commission
For The Study Of The Ministry report)

be referred to the Council of Bishops for

the purpose of perfecting the concept of

the proposal, clarifying implications,

and preparing appropriate, orderly, and
consistent legislation for the 1996

General Conference, with the under-

standing that the Council of Bishops
may call upon related appropriate per-

sons and church agencies for consult-

ation;

3. that the present disciplinary order-

ing of ministry be maintained during

this time of listening, reflection, and
prayer.

Kay Albury-Smith

Barry H. Anderson
Armin E. Besserer

James B. Bortell

Albert J. Bowles, Jr.

Paul W. Clayton

Jerome K. DelPino

Thomas W. Eblen

Robert H. Edwards
Ragne Fransson

John E. Hamish
James A Harrell, Sr.

Gregory K. Jackson

Yemba Kekumba
Wiliam B. Lawrence
Ronald M. McCauley
J. Lawrence McCleskey

Helmut Nausner
Charlotte A. Nichols

Luhata R. Okoko
Wade S. Panse

Deborah L. Pritta

Helen L. Rainier

Phil Roughton
J. Tom Sofge, Jr.

Neil L. Stein

James E. Swanson
D. Max Whitfield

Rebecca C. Youngblood

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1220 MN025
Subject: The nature of Diaconal
Ministry.
Petition: MN- 11097-0302-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1221 MN026
Subject: Entrance into the Order
of Deacon
Petition: MN-10464-0303-D
Page in Advance DCA: 869

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For: 66; Against: 27; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Line 5:....elected by deacons and
elders of the Annual Conference....

Line 6: conBOcratod ; ordained

Line 7: as lay persons as ordained
members of the Annual Con-
ference.

Line 10: oiSoe order

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurr«ncc Date /

1222 MN033
Subject: Membership of

Conference Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN- 11987-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1322

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1223 MN034
Subject: Orientation for new
Members of Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN- 10265-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 914

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 97; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

>
>

S

r

1224* MN038
Subject: Ordained Associate
Members as Observers of Board
of Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN- 11747-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1322

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 93; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1225 MN047$
Subject: Appointments to Various
Ministries.

Petition: MN-10641-0438-D
Page in Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For: 84; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

X
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1226 MN051
Subject: The Itinerant System.
Petitions: MN-10251-0437-D, MN-
10252-0437-D, MN-11236-0437-D,

MN-11739-0437-D, MN-12045-0437-

D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 898, 898,

1300, 1301, 1302.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

Fon 88; Agidnst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1227 MN052
Subject: Full-Time Service for

Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN-10434-0437-D

Page in Advance DCA: 898

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 87; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

....as defined by the District Superinten-

dent in consultation with Pastor and
PPRC...

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1228 MN053
Subject: The Itinerant System.
Petition: MN-10955-0437-D
Page m Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1229 MN059$
Subject: Support for ordained
ministers appointed to a pastoral
charge.
Petitions: MN- 10084-044 1-D, MN-
11317-0441-D, MN- 11692-044 1-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1303, 1303,

1303.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1230* MN060
Subject: Appointment beyond the
local United Methodist Church.
Petition: MN-1 1543-0442-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1303

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1231* MNlOl
Subject: Membership of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: MN-10501-0254-D
Page in Advance DCA: 879

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Lines 2 & 3: ....or pastors; deacons;

diaconal ministers; deaconnesses;

and home missionaries appointed
to serve therein;....

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1232 MN102
Subject: Responsibilities of

Conference Board of Deacons
Petition: MN-10459-0734-D

Page in Advance DCA: 915

Membership: 98; Present: 76;

For: 53; Against: 22; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

734.1, line 3: ....a Board of Diaconal

Ministry Deacons, consisting of not

fewer than nine persons, of whom at

least one-third shall be clergy elders,

twe one-thirds lay members, and at

loast ono half of tho lay mombors shall

b«—ia

—

diaconal—ministry—caroors,

proforably diaconal minictry (Soo Para

graphs 303 3 17 i)D one-third deacons.

734.3a: To study diaconal ministry

needs....

734.3m: To examine candidates who
have completed their candidacy for

diaconal deacon and to make recom-

mendations to the Annual Conforonco

Deacons and Elders for vote concern-

ing their consocration ordination.

734.4b: ....recommend to the Deacons
and Elders of the Annual Con-

ference....

734.4e: ....administered by the Division

of Diaconal Ministry Deacons....

Change the words diacontd ministry to

deacon throughout, the words Board of

Diaconal Ministry to Board of

Deacons, the words Division of

Diaconal Ministry to Division of

Deacons, the words Board of Ordained

Ministry to Board of Elders.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1233 MN103
Subject: Membership of the
Board of Deacons
Petition: MN-10460-0734-D
Page in Advance DCA: 915

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 91; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

last line: ...and rsteiai ethnic persons.

Throughout change Board of Diaconal

Ministry to Board of Deacons and
diaconal ministers to deacons

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1234 MN108
Subject: The Ministry of Deacons.
Petition: MN-10500-0109-D
Page in Advance DCA: 879

Membership: 98; Present: 76;

For: 48; Agamst: 27; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend 109 to read:

The Meaning of Ordination: Or-

dination is a gift of God, given in

answer to the prayers of the

Church to those authorized and
empowered to be representative

ministers, some to Word, Sacra-

ment, and Order, and some to

Liturgy and Service. It is the

means through which persons
from the general ministry are set

apart for representative ministry

for the purpose of perpetuating the
Gospel and enabling the ministry
of the whole Church. In ordina-

tion, the Church affirms and con-

tinues the apostolic ministry
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which it authenticates through
persons called and empowered by
the Holy Spirit. Ordination marks
them as persons who represent to

the Church its own identity and
mission in Jesus Christ. The or-

dained ministry of the United
Methodist Church consists of

deacons and elders. No designa-

tions are to be applied so as to

deprive any person of any right or
privilege permanently granted by
the Methodist Church, the Evan-
gelical United Brethren Church,,

or the United Methodist Church.

Change former Para. 109 to 109.1, as

follows:

Diaconal—Ministry . Deacons. The
diooonol minietore Deacons are caUed

to specialized miniEtries of eorvicoi jus

tioo, and lovo liturgy and service....

Diaconal ministors Deacons focus their

service through.. ..enabled especially,

but not exclusively, in diaconal ministry

by the deacon. Diaconal ministry

Deacons are called to intensify and
make more effective....

Change former Para. 1 10 to Para. 109.2,

as follows:

Ordained Ministry Elders.- Tho or

dainod minietors elders are called to

specialized ministries of Word, Sacra-

ment, and order. Through these dis-

tinctive functions ordainod minititoFS

elders devote themselves....ends of the

earth. The ordainod ministry of elder

is defmed....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1235 MNllO
Subject: Appointments beyond
the local United Methodist
Church.
Petition: MN- 110 17-0442-D

Page in Advance DCA: 900

Membership: 98; Present: 90;

For: 85; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1236 MNiii
Subject: Renewal Leave for
ministers.
Petition: MN-11499-0446-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1305

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 87; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenc* ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1237* MN113
Subject: Change of conference
relationship for fUll,

probationary, and associate
members.
Petition: MN-11318-0447-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1306

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1238* MN114
Subject: Ordained Ministers
Seeking a Change in Conference
Relationship.
Petition: MN-10495-0447-D
Page in Advance DCA: 878

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1239* MN115
Subject: Persons leave - eligible

for Committee Membership.
Petitions: MN-10086-0448-D, MN-
10168-0448-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 901, 901.

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1240 MN142
Subject: Ministering to Persons
with Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: MN-10165-0439-D
Page in Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 90;

For: 78; Against: 9; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

....in a ministry with all rhrist iMiSi ta
alwding ministry with persons with the

handicapping conditionsr-Mtr

bearing, sight, mob ility , leat al Mid
gmwt iffnal impaimwnts

( )ConcuiT«ncc ( )NoncDncurr«ne* Dal* /

1241* MN144
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.
Petition: MN-10804-0439-D
Page in Advance DCA: 900
Membership: 98; Present: 90;

For 87; Agidnst: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 6/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Paragraph 439. Ik: amended by ddetion

of proposed Paragraph 439.1k

Paragraph 439. la: amended to read: To
preach the word, plan and load wowhiy
oversee the worship life of the con-

gregation, read and ....

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiT«nc« Date /

1242* MN146
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.
Petition: MN-10435-0439-D
Page in Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 6/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Paragraph 439.11: ...become so

involved; and to pray and labor for

the unity of the Christian com-
munity.

( )Concurrenc« ( )NonconcuiTmicc Dal* /

1243* MN146
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.
Petitions: MN-11740-0439-D, MN-
12121-0439-D, MN-12122-0439-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1302, 1302,

1302.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Agsdnst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

OConcurrenee ()Nonconcurr*nc* Dal* /

S

^
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1244* MN148
Subject: Sabbatical leave for

ordained ministers.

Petition: MN-11418-0446-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1305

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 87; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1245* MN149
Subject: Retirement of ordained
ministers.
Petition: MN-11421-0451-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1308

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Note: Typographical error in line 2:

...church charge

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1246* MN150
Subject: Re-admission after

surrender of ministerial office.

Petition: MN-11500-0456-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 13

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1247 MN160
Subject: Employed of Disabled
Ordained Ministers.
Petition: MN-1 1998-0453-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 13

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1248* MN161
Subject: Maternity/Paternity
leave.

Petitions: MN-11419-0449-D, MN-
11636-0449-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1307, 1307.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1249* MN163
Subject: Responsibilities and
duties of a pastor.

Petition: MN-11316-0439-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1302

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1250 MN164
Subject: Responsibilities and
duties of a pastor.

Petition: MN-11016-0439-D

Page in Advance DCA: 900

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1251* MN165
Subject: Authority and Duties of

Local Pastors.

Petitions: MN-10013-0406-D, MN-
10159-0406-D, MN-11105-0406-D,

MN-11178-0406-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1285, 1285,

1285, 1285.

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1252 MN169
Subject: Mediation as a process of

reconciling.

Petition: MN-11398-0000-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1277

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1253* MN171
Subject: Authority and Duties of

Local Pastors
Petitions: MN-10239-0406-D, MN-
11011-0406-D, MN-11232-0406-D,

MN-1 195 1-0406-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 889, 890,

1285, 1286.

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1254 MN181
Subject: Authority and Duties of

a Local Pastor.

Petition: MN-10417-0406-D
Page in Advance DCA: 889

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 61; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1255* MN210
Subject: Rights and
Responsibilities of Full Clergy
Members.
Petition: MN-10428-0423-D

Page in Advance DCA: 894

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1256* MN224
Subject: Support for ordained
ministers appointed to a pastoral

charge.
Petition: MN-11417-0441-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1303

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 84; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1257 MN225
Subject: The Order of Elder
Petition: MN- 10482-0433-D

Page in Advance DCA: 874

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

4
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For: 55; Against: 37; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Lines 2 and 3: ....consists of elders and
deacons.

Para. 435.3, line 6: ....be coneocratod

ordained...

Para. 435.5, line 5: ....deacon's orders,

a« defined in Para. 434, 1988 Book
of Discipline, after December 31,

1992.

Para. 435.6: Include words deleted in

petition to read: ....Order^, who has
been received as a minister in full

connection with an Annual Con-
ference, and who has been or-

dained elder.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1258* MN236
Subject: The appointment
making process.
Petition: MN-11533-0500-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1278

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1259* MN238
Subject: The Ordained Ministry -

Tenure.
Petition: MN-12181-0400-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1278

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1260* MN244
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.
Petition: MN-10166-0439-D
Page in Advance DCA: 899
Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1261* MN245
Subject: The Itinerant System.
Petition: MN-10803-0437-D

Page in Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For: 86; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1262 MN246
Subject: The Itinerant System.
Petition: MN- 10250-0437-D

Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1263 MN247
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.
Petition: MN-10642-0439-D

Page in Advance DCA: 899

Membership: 98; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1264* MN248
Subject: Clergy who fail to

submit annual reports.

Petition: MN- 11545-0452-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1308

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurreiice Date /

1265 MN249
Subject: Responsibilities and
Duties of a Pastor.

Petition: MN-11634-0439-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1302

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1266 MN251
Subject: Duties of Annual
Conference Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN- 10283-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 914

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 94; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1267 MN257
Subject: Candidacy for Deacons
Petition: MN-10465-0304-D
Page in Advance DCA: 869

Membership: 98; Present: 84;

For: 55; Against: 16; Not Voting: 13;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

2. Persons set apart by the church
for oonoocration ordination to the

ministry of liturgy and service are re-

quired to maintain the highest stand-

ards represented by the practice of

fidelity in marriage and celibacy in

singleness. Since the practice of

homosexuality is incompatible with

Christian teaching, self-avowed practic-

ing homosexuals are not to be accepted

as candidates, consocratod ordained as

Deacons or approved for service assign-

ments.

[Renumber following present para-

graphs under 304,number8 2-7 to 3-8]

Add #9: All persons entering into

this process shall receive written

communication about decisions

made regarding their relation-

ships with the Annual Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1268 MN259
Subject: Ordination to the Order
of Deacon.
Petitions: MN-10236-0307-D, MN-
10404-0307-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 885, 885.

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;
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Date: 6/9

Committee recommends nonconoir-

renca

( )Coiicurrenee ( )Noneoncurrenoe Date /

1269^^ MN269
Subject: Requlrementa for
Ordination as a Deacon
Petition: MN-10403-0306-D
Page in Advance DCA: 885

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^neurrencc ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1270 MN281
Subject: Deacon's Relationship to
the Employing Agency.
Petition: MN- 12 184-03 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 78;

For 59; Against: 13; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends conciirrence as

amended as follows:

Line 4: ....contracts and/or personnel
policies....

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcvurTeiice Date /

1271 MN282
Subject: Termination Proceflures
for Deacons
Petition: MN-12185-0317-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 64; Against: 17; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Liine 1: Since diaconal—miniHteni

deacons....

Line 4: ....in the written contract

and/or personnel policies

( )Concurrence ( )Nonooncurrenoe Date /

1272''' MN285
Subject: Office of Deaconess.
Petition: MN-10474-03 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 872

Membership: 98; Present: 80;

For. 80; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 6/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence and referral to the General Board
of Global Ministries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1273 MN289
Subject: Conference relationship
of Deacons
Petition: MN-12325-0313-D
Page in Advance DCA: 128

1

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1274 MN295
Subject: Educational
Requirements.
Petition: MN-10489-0400-D
Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 44; Against: 24; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1275 MN303
Subject: Rights and
Responsibilities.
Petition: MN- 10492-0423-D

Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Conmiittee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1276 MN312
Subject: Ordination of Deacon.
Petition: MN-12017-0307-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1280

Membership: 98; Present: 74;

For: 50; Against: 24; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend Para. 307 to read:

Ordination Conference Relation-
ship.-The deacon's relationship teas a
clergy member in the Annual Con-

ference of the United Methodist Church
shaU be conferred by the act of ordinn

tia» vote of the deacons and elders

of the Annual Conference. Ordina-

tion should take place in the Annual
Conference where loeai membership is

held. Ordination to the office order of

deacon shall be at the Annual Con-

ference session following the guidelines

established by the Division of Deacons.

The Services for Ordination of deacons

and elders sm^ shall be incorporated

into one service. The bishop and
secretary of the Annual Conference

shall provide credentials to the deacon

upon ordination.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

Committee on Journal
Report

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the follow-

ing corrections, the proceedings as

printed in the Daily Christian Advo-

cate for Monday May 11, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 308, col. 3, par.

2--Substitute "BRAWN" for

"BRAUN."
Daily Edition, p. 309, col. 2, par. 3,

line 16--Substitute "where" for

"were."In cases where there are com-

plex issues . .

.

Daily Edition, p. 311, col. 3, par. 4,

line 5~Capitalize "Study" in Delphi

Study.

Daily Edition, p. 314, col. 2, par. 3,

line le-Capitalize "Study" in Delphi

Study.

Daily Edition, p. 318, col. 1, line

5,~Immediately before "Bear with

us." begin a new par. with the addi-

tion of "BISHOP NACPIL:."

H. Sharon Howell
Chair Committee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

Monday Morning

May 11, 1992
Bishop J. Woodrow Hearn

(song)

(benediction)

(Agenda Committee)

BISHOP J. WOODROW HEARN:
First item that is on the agenda is a

report from the Agenda Committee. I

recognize Don Ott to bring us that

report. Before he does so, however, I

would like to express appreciation to

Bishop Galvan for the message that he

has given us this morning, which is a

very good start for us on this Monday
morning for the session of our con-

ference. Don Ott, ifyou will give us now
the report of the Committee on Agenda.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): Bishop

and members of the conference, today is

Monday. It is May 1 1th. We are in the 1st

full day of plenary sessions: morning,

aflemoon, and evening. We have 46 1/2

hours of plenary session yet avaUable to

us. Your agenda committee is keeping in

mind that you have committed that time

to our care on your behalf. We would also

remind ourselves and you that there are

2 kinds of time-that which is docked in

hours and that which is God's time, the

right time. We look to you to determine

that. I would like to say a word to you as

we move into this 1st full day of plenary,

the relationship between the Agenda

Committee and the Calendar Commit-

tee. YourAgenda Committee establishes

blocks of time and special reports to the

conference, in other words, the overall

picture. The Calendar Committee, on

the other hand, determines what legisla-

tive committees and what issues in them
are to be reported to you within the

times marked the calendar items.

Bishop, the agenda for today was

adopted on Saturday morning. There is

no need to act now. I will report to the

conference as things may warrant

change through the day.

(Judicial Council Elections)

BISHOP HEARN: Thank you, Don.

Next item on the agenda for this morn-

ing, which was announced the other day,

is for the elections. The election that we
are to do first this morning is that for

members of the Judicial Council. If all of

the delegates who are standing will

please get to your seats as soon as pos-

sible, because there are some instruc-

tions that you are going to need to follow

in order to be able to cast your ballot for

members ofthe Judicial Council, I would

like first of all to call your attention to p.

262 of the DCA. On p. 262, you will find

the numbers which you will need to use

when you are voting for your selection of

persons for the Judicial Council. Actual-

ly, this morning we will be making his-

tory, because for the first time you will

be using the electronic voting system for

the casting of ballots in this manner. So,

you will need to follow the instructions

specifically in order to do this. The p. no.

is 262 in the DCA. You will notice that

there is a series of numbers. Each one of

the persons ... I see a card back here in

the middle. Yes, if you wiU go to

microphone No. 7.

THEODORE AGNEW (Oklahoma

Conference): I appreciate the care with

which the information has been

provided for us, especiaUy on this page,

but as a layperson, I am curious to know
who of the Judicial Council members
still serving will be serving until 1996.

BISHOP HEARN: AU right, we'U ask

for that information to be provided to

the house. Ted, while that information

is being gotten for us, I'm going to go

ahead and proceed with our instruc-

tions. But, we will get the answer to your

inquiry before we actually go into the

voting. Yes?

GRAYSON ATHA (West Ohio): Par.

2601 of the Discipline says 9 members;

at least 1/3 will be women. Has that been

struck down by the council?

BISHOP HEARN: Yes, that's been

struck down. It is advisory only in the

sentence that it appears in the par. in the

Discipline.

ATHA: OK then, just for my informa-

tion, in my calculation from the-and I

want to express my appreciation for this

account put in the Saturday daily record

on p. 214"is my calculation correct that

if we should elect 5 White males in this

election that our Judicial Council will

have only 1 Afro-American and 1

woman?
BISHOP HEARN: That information I

think was given in the DCA, and I think

that the house needs to vote for those

persons thatyou choose to vote for in the

voting process. OK, over here on this

side. Yes?

CAROL COLLEY (Oregon-Idaho):

This concerns language translation.

BISHOP HEARN: Yes?

COLLEY: Now that we are entering

into voting, I respectively request or

move, however it's done, that when we
are ready to vote on any matter, the

presiding bishop allows sufficient time

for the language interpreters to finish

translating the issue.

BISHOP HEARN: This is a veiy sen-

sitive issue. I have a note on the top of

my pad to make the same an-

nouncement. And so, ifyou will allowme
to do that without proceeding further,
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we will do that in a moment. Yes, over

here. Microphone 4.

ROBERT CASEY (Virginia): Bishop,

I have a mild protest to make. A mild

protest is that once people are

nominated, they become nominees for

the General Conference, and we don't

have 2 classes of nominees, those by the

Council of Bishops and those by the

plenary session. And I reaUy don't like

the nominees being discriminated

against that way. It looks like we have 2

different classes of nominees; both clas-

ses are eligible to be elected. We don't

have 2 classes, they're all nominees.

BISHOP HEARN: When we get to the

voting process, the nominees will appear

on your screen in alphabetical order.

Thank you for that comment. Now if

you will look on p. 262 so that you can

get the no. for the persons that you

would like to vote for. We will be voting

in 2 separate categories. The 1st

category will be that of voting for clergy

members. There are 3 of those to be

elected according to the Discipline in

1992, and later we will be votingfor 2 lay

members of the Judicial Coimcil. At the

time that we start the voting process, I

will indicate to you that you are to vote

for your 1st selection. After you have

punched that in and that process has

been completed, then I will ask you to

vote for your 2nd selection, and you wiU

punch that in. And when that process

has proceeded, then I will askyou to vote

for your 3rd selection.

Now each time this is done, the chair

will attempt to pause long enough for

the translations to be carried out. We
need to be sensitive to the fact that there

is a lag time between what is spoken,

and the translation then is made so that

our delegates who are using translation

need a little extra time. This is not only

true in this election process, but it is also

true when we are carrying out other

items of business. You will need to

punch in both ofthe digits. You will need

to vote for 3 selections. You will also

need to be certain that you do not vote

for the same person twice. Ifyou vote for

the same person twice, the computer
will invalidate your voting, and you will

not be recorded as voting at all in that

particular election process.

I remind you again that the 1st ballot

that we will take will be for 3 clergy

members to the Judicial Council. The
alphabetical listing of those are now on
the screen so that you see how they will

appear there, and you will select 3 out of

that, voting for them in sequence as the

chair indicates that the time has come
for you to vote.

Dr. Agnew's question about composi-

tion currently is now ready for us, and I

am asking the secretary of the con-

ference to share that information with

the house.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Those per-

sons continuing on the Judicial Council

in alphabetictd order: Sally Askew,

Wayne Coffin, John Corry, and Tom
Matheny.

(First Ballot)

BISHOP HEARN: We are now ready

to proceed with the taking of this ballot.

So if you will prepare yourself to make
your 1st selection, and when the light

appears, you will punch in your 1st selec-

tion.

Now, ifyou wUl prepare for the choos-

ing ofyour 2nd selection, and when the

light appears, ifyou will make your 2nd
selection.

Ifyou now will get in your mind your

3rd selection, and when the light ap-

pears, ifyou now will punch in your 3rd

selection. This completes your voting on

the 3 clergy members to be elected to the

Judicial Council.

We will go now to the process for the

selection of the 2 clergy, 2 lay members
that are to be elected in 1992. In a mo-

ment, you wUl see on your screen the list

of the nominations, again in alphabeti-

cal order. As you look at this list, you will

need to select 2 persons for whom you

will vote. And in a moment, I will indi-

cate that you are to punch in your 1st,

and then following, your 2nd selection.

When the light appears, if you will

vote for your 1st selection.

Now, if you will prepare yourself to

make your 2nd selection. The list will be

back on the screen in just a moment.

Now if you will, prepare to make your

2nd selection, and when the light ap-

pears, if you will vote for that choice.

This completes the casting of the bal-

lot for both 3 clergy and 2 laypersons to

be selected for the Judicial Council. It

will take the machine a little while to

process this. And so the report of this

ballot will be reported back to you as

soon as it is ready. If you wUl give the

chair the discretion to interrupt at the

appropriate time, so that this informa-

tion can be given to you, we hope that it

wUl begiven before the recess this morn-

ing so that you will have the informa-

tion. And then the 2nd baUot-if the

information has been made avaUable to

us-we will proceed immediately afler

the recess to take the 2nd ballot. When
this procedure is finished, then some-

time today, we will go to the election of

the University Senate and the other

election matters. The 2nd item on the

agenda this morning is a report for the

General CoimcU on Ministries. And I'll

call on Bishop May to lead us through

that report.

(General Council On Ministries Report)

BISHOP FELTON E. MAY: Bishop, I

am pleased once again to continue the

report for the General CouncU on Mini-

stries. What a great morning this is,

because it is time for us to Advance. I

mean to Advance for Christ and his

church. And so therefore. Bishop, I

would ask this body to find petition no.

10877, 10877, entitled "Report on the

Advance for Christ and His Church,"

found on p. 587 of the Advance DCA.
The legislative committee action on this

item can be found in Calendar Item 25,

p. 168 of the DCA. This report again

contains information processed

through the General CouncU on Mini-

stries, as we have the wonderful

privUege of doing the work of the "Ad-

vance for Christ and His Church." I'm

pleased to present this morning. Bishop

Judith Craig, who wUl speak concerning

the content of this Advance report.

Bishop Craig.

(Advance for Christ and His Church)

BISHOP JUDITH CRAIG: Bishop

Hearn, delegates, friends of the 1992

General Conference, it is my privUege to

bringyou a special report ofthe commit-

tee "Advance for Christ and His

Church." And to assist me, I have asked

for some folks to join me on the stage

live, and on the screen through

videotape. WUl they come and join me

(SONG)

BISHOP CRAIG: God intends the

human spirit to soar like that. Like mul-

titudes of kites, in various shapes, sizes,

designs, and colors. We human beings,

chUdren of all ages, are created to dip

and dance and weave and play with the

wind, lUce the kites you just saw on the

screen. Our loving God, is like a string

that both lets us show off and keeps us
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from flying out of control. There is

something inherent in children that in-

stinctively makes them know this.

Something we adults may forget until

the child within us, and the children

around us, remind us.

Wouldn't we all like to live in a world

where children could be free to fly kites?

Free from the terrors and degradations

that dominate and shape the lives of so

many of those of whom Jesus said, "Do
not hinder them; let them come to me,

for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven."

We have heard multiple references in

the last few days to the horrors visited

upon children too young, too innocent,

too powerless to prevent them.

While we are in session today, 40,000

children around the world will die from

hunger and hunger-related diseases.

Uncoimted children will be shot with

guns. Uncounted children will be born

with drug additions. Uncounted

children will be sexually assaulted. Un-

counted children will be hated for condi-

tions they did not cause. Yet, every one

of those children counts. But also while

we are in session today, because of

United Methodist giving through the

Advance, uncounted children will be res-

cued from drugs. Uncounted children

will be immunized against deadly dis-

eases. Uncounted children will learn

that they can read. Uncounted children

will come to know that Jesus loves them,

regardless of things like disadvantages,

or gender, or skin color. Uncounted

children will eat a good meal. I'm being

upstaged by uncounted children.

Quite all right with me. With all these

children who count, will be cared for,

and loved, and valued today, becauseyou

and tens of thousands like you give

through the Advance. And, Danielle,

you've had so much to eat, you weigh

more than I can hold any longer. The
Advance Committee has beautiful

documentary evidence of the power of

the United Methodist love in the lives of

children. And we're proud to present to

you this morning. Children of the

Promise, a new video produced by

United Methodist Communications.

(VIDEO~"Children of The Promise")

(End of video tape)

BISHOP CRAIG: We give opportunity

and hope to children all around the

world, near to the homes of many of us

in this world gathering, and in places

where we may never go personally. We
will do it in the next years through the

Advance program, called "A Child". And
even this child can remember the num-
ber: 123456.

The video you have seen is in your

annual conference; please borrow it

from your conference or district

secretaries of Global Ministries or your

conference resource library. You may
even copy it, and share it everywhereyou
wish and will. You well know that the

Advance for Christ and His Church is

much more extensive than this par-

ticular focus. But it is this promise of

future, God's future, we lift for you

today. At the coffee break this morning,

there will be a sweet reminder of Ad-

vance ministries, whenyou taste cookies

baked by youth at New Hope btikery, in

Omaha, NE, jm Advance project. Thank
you, Nebraska' We invite you to the Ad-

vance open house all day today.

I think you got a yellow invitation as

you came in. It's the Churchill Downs
suite, the second floor of the Hyatt

Regency Hotel. There you will find a

great assortment of new Children of the

Promise Resources, all free for your

taking. There is an exhibit of art

produced by children in some of our

Advance projects. There are displays

and staff people to talk with you, and

there are kites, including a 50-foot-long

Chinese dragon kite suspended from the

ceUing. Don't miss it. All that and free

coffee and cookies, too. I hope you will

check it out; that's the Advance open

house, Churchill Downs suite, second

floor, Hyatt Regency Hotel, all day. We'll

be looking for you. And remember
123456. Now, I invite you to dose this

time ofreport and celebration by singing

the catchy song that's been in your

heads all through the film, and you've

got the words on the back of your fan.

Let's sing with the children, will you?

(SONG)

BISHOP MAY: Bishop Heam, this

concludes of the report of the Advance

for Christ and His Church. Thank you,

sir.

BISHOP HEARN: To Bishop May and

Bishop Craig, we are indebted for this

inspired report that they've presented to

us. This reminds us ofwhat it's all about,

doesn't it? And I like to tell you about

that New Hope bakery in Omaha, NE,
but if I dia, every bishop on the stage

would want to tell about some of their

Advance projects, too. So instead, we'd

better go on to the next item on the

agenda, which is the report of the the

Message Committee, and Bishop Tal-

bert and Randy Day are to make this

presentation. Yes, personal privilege,

no. 3.

(Judicicd Ballot Count)

HARRYKENT (South Carolina): Just

at the dose of this report from GCOM is

related to Advance, but part of that is

also UMCOR. The people of South

Carolina would very much like to offer

heartfelt thanks to all of the United

Methodists who volunteered in South

Carolina after the destruction of Hur-

ricane Hugo, and give thanks to the

church for all of the funds that came
from UMCOR, helping us to recover

from that disaster. Thank you.

BISHOP HEARN : Thank you for that

word; we appreciate it very much. We
have the report from the judicial ballot,

and I'm going to interrupt here and give

you the result of that report. You see the

report that is on the screen. We're going

to ask for this to remain on the screen

for a moment, so that you might miike a

recording of what information you need

to take off of it. From this report, it

becomes obvious that there has not been

an election. The Discipline requires that

a m^ority vote is necessary for election.

Alfred has 299, Crowe 442, Holmes 490,

Kambor 58, Lefelar 90, Schaad 91, Sweet

235, Thomas 238, Walter 191, Wright

203. We're going to take the second bal-

lot immediately as we come back from

the break, so you will need to be here on

time for the break. Have you had the

opportunity now to record the informa-

tion that's before you? I see just at look-

ing at it, that . . . can we go back to the

other slide please, the technician?

Obviously, something is wrong with

the percentage figures. I'd like to ask

from the technicians' room, which is in

the back, ifyou could bring me the num-
ber of total ballots that were cast, so that

we can take a look at the m^ority that

is there. The house would hold just a

minute; we're going to get the informa-

tion that we need because obviously

there is something wrong with the per-

centage figures on the side. I'm informed

that they're bringing in information

we've requested; it will be here momen-
tarily. Yes?

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): During this lull in time, may I
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request to be advised where the bios for

the University Senate people are,

nominees? Have we misplaced them?

We can't find them in our sector.

BISHOP HEARN: I'm informed that

the bios for the University Senate are

not required to be presented, to be

printed.

GOLDSCHMIDT: According to

Bishop Galvan's comment on p. 248 of

theMay 9th DCA, we were told that they

would be presented and printed.

BISHOP HEARN: I think that was in

reference to the Judicial Council, and if

it appears that it was in reference to the

University Senate, that is incorrect in-

formation. (Microphone) 7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I may be alone in

my feelings, Mr. bishop, but, I feel very

uncomfortable voting for the University

Senate nominees without seeing their

bios. So I would like to move that these

bios be printed.

BISHOP HEARN: OK, I am going to

ask you to hold that until we get the

information that we have gotten be-

cause technically we are in the process

of processing a vote, and while that is

being done, no other business is suppose

to be conducted by the house. Why the

delay? You have as much information as

I do on that. We ask the house: would

you just rather go ahead and take the

break now? If you take the break and

we'll try to get the information for you

when you come back. The break this

morning is scheduled for 15 minutes, so

if you will be back in the house in 15

minutes, we'll proceed.

(break)

BISHOP HEARN: The delegates will

please find your way to your seats, We
know that 15 minutes is an awfully short

break time for this large a group but you

have been so faithful this morning and

most of you are already here making

your way back to your seats. For that, we
are grateful.

(hymn)

Please be seated. If the conference

will please be in order, we will proceed

with this morning's agenda. We're going

to go to the report of the Message Com-
mittee. The technicians are still working

back in the truck with the computers to

give us a valid count and as soon as we
get that, we will report it to the house. I

want to recognize now Bishop Mel Tal-

bert who will begin the report of the

Message Committee. If you will please

be in order and give Bishop Talbert your

attention. Thank you.

(Message Committee Report)

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Bishop Heam emd members of the

General Conference, last week we
paused appropriately to receive

firsthand information on developments

in Los Angeles Jind surrounding com-

munities following the acquittal verdict

for the 4 law enforcement officers

charged in the beating of Rodney King.

People in all walks of life expressed their

outrage at the obvious miscarriage of

justice. That verdict triggered violent

reactions of many people of all racial

backgrounds throughout this country.

After spending time last week, listening

and reflecting as a General Conference,

you created a special task force, a Mes-

sage Committee to suggest the possible

response for us as the church. This Mes-

sage Committee is now prepared to

share its report. We pray that our efforts

will become your expressions and your

response. Now is the moment for us to

respond to this real-life situation.

CHESTER JONES: "God has told

you, O mortal, what is good; and what

does the Lord require of you but to do

justice, and to love kindness, and to walk

humbly with your God." Micah 6:8

We are a violent people. Our skins

may be of different hues, but our blood

runs red. It stains the crumbling curbs

of our cities, the tree-lined streets of our

suburbs and the soil along rural roads all

across the United States. No one is im-

mune.

Despite 30 years of lawmaking on is-

sues ranging from civil rights to man-

datory sentencing of persons convicted

of violent crimes, recent events in Los

Angeles clearly demonstrate we have

made little progress in the struggle for

justice and peace in our nation. The root

causes are many. Racism, economic clas-

sism, greed, militarism, sexism, a "we-

versus-they" mentality, and a media

culture that glorifies violence, to name a

few, contribute to our societal accep-

tance of violence as just another aspect

of life in the United States.

At the center of this crisis is a vacuum,

a vacuum of the spirit, a belief that life

is cheap, easy to blow away with the

firing of a gun, to beat with the swing of

a dub, or to batter with a closed fist.

JEANNIE TREVINO-TEDDLIE:
(Central Texas): In 1967, speaking at

Riverside Church in New York City,

Martin Luther King Jr., the American

prophet, said: "We are dropping bombs
in North Vietnam that are exploding in

the barrios and ghettos of America." A
quarter-century later, we are no longer

dropping bombs in Southeast Asia, but

those words continue to ring in our ears.

The bombs are still exploding in our

barrios and ghettos. As Dr. King said,

"Racism and militarism are cut from the

same bloodstained fabric of fear, hate,

and despair."

As persons of faith, we profess to

believe that life is sacred. We believe

that each person is of equal worth in the

eyes of (Jod. We are called to live these

beliefs in all that we do.

As the nation continues to recoil in

shock from the television images of

police {^saults; of images of lootings,

burnings, beatings, shootings, and stab-

bings, The United Methodist Church is

painfully examining what those images

portray.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina): What
we have uncovered makes us very un-

comfortable, for we are not what we
profess to be. For too many years, our

lips have uttered the right words while

our hearts and bodies have lacked the

courage to back them up. We live with a

"we-versus-they" mentality. People see

each other not as neighbors, but as

strangers, competitors, and enemies,

based upon the color of their skin, their

national origin, and how much money
they earn. How can we expect our

children to love their neighbors? We
must confess these sins and make a com-

mitment before God that we will work

to bringjustice and peace to our troubled

world. From Proverbs, we learn that

"without vision, the people will perish."

And from the ancient Cree legends, we
learn of a Native American response to

a troubled world. The Cree tell of a sick

Earth, where the animals disappetu-.

When that happens, a tribe of people of

all creeds, colors, and cultures appears.

The tribe comes to restore the Earth to

its former beauty through its belief in

deeds and not words.

ANNA RHEE: The 1992 General

Conference is about deeds, not words. It

is calling the church to action, moving

us from repentance to hope. We must

open our hearts and arms to those af-

fected by violence and the root causes of
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death and destruction. Some of those

steps are:

* Beginning in Los Angeles, create

"Shalom Zones," a block-by-block resur-

rection of damaged lives, and looted and

burned-out homes, businesses, and

buildings.

* Declare every church a "Saving

Station", a 7-day-a-week sanctuary of

safety, where fear is replaced by hope,

and hate is transformed into God's un-

conditional love.

* Create a truly new America of com-

passion, love, and respect, where neigh-

bors love their neighbors as themselves.

Our new America would truly guaran-

tee the rights guaranteed by our Con-

stitution. Rich and poor; Black, White,

red, yellow and brown; femide and male

would be equal in the eyes of the law. In

our new America, those responsible for

protecting us would do that. They would

not intimidate, terrorize, or brutfdize. In

our new America comprehensive health

care would be ensured for all who are

sick and hurting. And in our new
America, we would elect leaders whose

interests are truly the people's, and not

those of groups who profit from ex-

ploitation, destruction, and death. Our

peace dividend would be real, not politi-

cal shadows.

RANDY R. DAY (New York): We urge

all persons of faith and concern across

the nation tojoin us. We must make this

a movement where healing and whole-

ness come to persons who are suffering

from the pain of injustice and oppres-

sion. We must enable persons to liberate

themselves from centuries-old shackles.

Some of us have been shackled by 500

years of injustice.

We must be clear in teaching our

children that violence is not a solution

to our problems, no matter how
desperate we may be. Our actions must

show our children that liberation, hope,

and reconciliation come only from God's

love for all humankind. Micah has told

us what God requires of us: "to do jus-

tice, to love kindly, to walk humbly."

This is a Kairos moment. This is a

God-given moment.We must move from
pushing away to embracing each other.

We must move from lockups to locking

arms in love and peace. We must move
from our separateness to become a

country united under God, offering op-

portunities and justice for all. The time

is right; the time is now. Join us. As
Rodney King prophesied, "We can get

along here; we can all get along; we've

just got to do it."

Thank you. Bishop, on behalf of the

Message Committee we move adoption

of the message.

BISHOP HEARN: The message has

been presented to you orally. Have
copies been distributed to the house?

DAY: We also would move to suspend

the rules for distributing the messages.

We've been told that they are on the

floor, but I've not seen them.

BISHOP HEARN: All right.

DAY: The marshals tell us that they

are here.

BISHOP HEARN: Are the messages

in the back of the hall now?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.

BISHOP HEARN: OK If you wUl

suspend the rules for receiving this

printed document that's being dis-

tributed now, if you will vote when the

light appears to suspend the rules for

receiving the printed document, the oral

presentation of which you have just

heard, you will vote when the light ap-

pears. I'd like for the technicians to in-

form the chair as to what's going on in

the back. OK. I've been asked to call for

the vote one more time. This is a typical

Monday morning with technology, you

know? If you will suspend the rules to

receive the printed document, the oral

report of which you just heard, you will

vote when the light appears. I'm going

to see if there's no objection from the

house. Those ofyou who would suspend

the rules to receive this, lift your hand,

please. Thank you. Those who are op-

posed? It's obviously much more than

the 2/3 vote required, so the document

will be put on your desk.

DAY: Bishop?

BISHOP HEARN: Yes.

DAY: While they are being dis-

tributed, I'd call upon Debbie Wilcock.

Theyouth have a song to teach us, a song

of peace. And we'll do that as these docu-

ments are passed out.

BISHOP HEARN: And if the ushers

would distribute those as quickly as pos-

sible while Debbie is coming to make
this presentation to us.

DEBORAH J. WILCOCK (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Good morning, I'm serv-

ing as a spokesperson for all of the youth

and young adults who are here at

General Conference. Violence such as

took place in Los Angeles is a subject

very close to the hearts of the young
people across the United States. And

though those of us here are few in num-
ber, it has struck chords in our hearts as

well. Now we would like to shaire a song

with you. Please, listen to the words,

take them to heart, and join in the song.

(SONG)

BISHOP HEARN: The report from

the Message (3onunittee that has been

distributed to you has been moved, put

before us by the committee for adoption.

It is now before the house. Are you ready

to vote? When the light appears, if you

will vote, please, on the message which

has been presented to us. The vote is

"Yes," 802; "No," 74, (13 abstentions).

The message is adopted. I had been sent

a message from the back that the voting

machine was ready to go again. And it

was, wasn't it?

ARTURO M. FERNANDEZ (Califor-

nia-Nevada): Bishop?

BISHOP HEARN: Yes.

(Message Committee Offering)

FERNANDEZ: Bishop, sisters and

brothers, on behalf ofthe Message to the

People of the United States Committee,

I move that this General Conference

receive an offering during Tuesday

morning's worship service. This offering

will be for the people ofLos Angeles who
continue suffering in the aftermath of

the crisis.

BISHOP HEARN: This is another

part of the report from the Message

Committee for the receiving of an offer-

ing on Tuesday morning. Yes? If you'll

go to microphone no. 7, please.

LUCILLE VANZANT (Oklahoma):

As many of you recall, that I asked this

to be considered when the concern was

raised on the floor before, I stated at that

time that I was willing, with my meager

funds, to give what I had. I believe that

the committee asked that as a result of

the fasting that we did, the money that

was saved from eating dinner and lunch

and breakfast be given for this purpose.

I again emphasize that no greater

amount can be given at this time than

can be given from the heart. And so, in

the morning, I emphasize again that we
remember the purpose of the fast and

that we give from the heart. That's what

God wants us to do.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. Ifyou wiU

make a decision concerning the receiv-

ing of the offering on Tuesday morning

at the worship service, you will vote

when the light appears. The vote is
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"Yes," 821; "No," 95. The offering is

authorized. Thank you. Just a minute;

go to microphone no. 8, please.

LaRAYNE WAHLSTROM (South

Dakota): Will we please be informed to

whom the checks could be made out for

that offering?

BISHOP HEARN: I believe that the

checks should be made out to UMCOR,
Is this correct from the committee? All

right, there's a question over here. Same
question. All right, thank you. OK,
Randy.

DAY: We have one other motion from

the committee. On behalf of the Mes-

sage Committee, I move that the

General Conference send a delegation of

bishops and General Conference

delegates from the 5 U.S. jurisdictions to

deliver, in 2 groups, the message. First,

during the May 16th "Save Our Cities,

Save Our Children" march on

Washington, and secondly, to the people

of Los Angeles, within 30 days of ad-

journment of this General Conference.

Members of the delegation will be

named by the secretary ofthe Council of

Bishops and the chair of the Message

Committee. Thank you.

BISHOP HEARN: It is a motion that

is before us coming from the committee.

OK, over here, go to microphone no.

2.

EMILY ANN ZIMMERMAN
(Florida): Bishop, there's not quite

enough time for the interpreters to in-

terpret. I'm sitting right in front of the

booth, and we need a little more time

before the vote's taken, please.

BISHOP HEARN: We appreciate

your calling this to our attention, and

it's going to be a problem with all presid-

ing officers. So, if you'll keep reminding

us, it'll be helpful and we're grateful to

you for it. Apologize to our people who
need that. Back here in the back,

microphone no. 6. Barry?

BARRY BAILEY (Central Texas):

Bishop, I would like to suggest that per-

haps 1 bishop take this, and the money
we had saved could be put in UMCOR.
If we're really serious about this, let's

put some teeth in it. I make that as a

motion. If there's a 2nd. I've already

made my speech. There's a 2nd.

BISHOP HEARN: OK, this is an

amendment to the motion that we have

before us.

BAILEY: Yes.

BISHOP HEARN: It has been

seconded. If you then will make your

decision concerning the amendment to

send 1 bishop instead of 6, you wiU

please vote when the light appears.

DAY: Bishop?

BISHOP HEARN: Yes.

DAY: I'm sorry; we didn't say 6

bishops.

BISHOP HEARN: Oh, it's a clarifica-

tion here.

DAY: It would be an equal number of

bishops, laypersons, and clergypersons.

And we're choosing persons in those .

.

. you can amend it as you wish. That was

just the idea from the committee. And
we're choosing persons in those areas,

so we don't think there's great expense.

We do believe that there is the impor-

tance of keeping this on the agenda of

the nation, and this is one way of doing

that. We understand the concern of

money. But we don't think there's big

cost here.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the

amendment still is there that there be 1

bishop, rather than whatever number. If

you're ready to make a decision concern-

ing this, you will vote when the light

appears. The vote is "Yes," 664; "No,"

252, (12 abstentions). So the amend-

ment carries. One bishop is good; 6 mud-

dies the water. The motion is now before

us as it has been amended. Yes, over

here.

V.L. DAUGHTERY JR. (South Geor-

gia): I move that as a part of the process

with this paper, that we convey a copy

from the secretary of our conference to

each of the candidates for the office of

president of the United States.

BISHOP HEARN: The chair will

receive this as an amendment to the

main motion that's before us about

sending these delegations. That seems

to be somewhat compatible, if there's no

objection. If you're ready on making a

decision of this motion to send copies to

the candidates, you'll make your

decision and vote when the light ap-

pears. The vote on the amendment is

"Yes," 834; "No," 64, (7 abstentions).

The amendment carries. The main mo-

tion as amended is now before us. I see

a hand way in the back. Yes, sir.

JOSEPH RENNER (Sierra Leone):

Bishop, this is a world committee, and

we are representatives from all over the

world. The par. which is the most declar-

ing, teaching our children that violence

is not the solution to our problem, no

matter how desperate we may be. Our

actions must show our children that the

vision, hope, and [audio-tape is not

clear] come only from God's law to all

mankind. The problems now being

tested in par. [audio-tape is not clear]

are also being faced in many parts ofour

world. And, therefore, it is my opinion,

bishop, that the message that this, or

something similiir to this, could also

come from this august body to our dif-

ferent countries where problems similar

to what we are now facing are also being

experienced. I think the task force,

probably in its supplementary message,

might prepare something which we can

take back expressing the concern of this

conference of the problems now facing

our different parts of the world.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the chair

would like to observe that we have al-

ready adopted the paper, and so it has

been adopted. But, informally, could we
ask the task force if they would take the

suggestion that's been made by our

brother from Sierra Leone and look at

this, and if they feel that it's proper to

bring something to our attention later

on in our conference, I don't see any

objections to that, and so we will

proceed in that way. Now the main mo-

tion that is before us has to do with the

sending of these delegations on these 2

different times as it has been amended
twice. Ifyou are ready to vote now on the

main motion as amended that is before

us, you will make your decision and vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 798;

"No," 83, (10 abstentions). And so the

motion carries. Does this complete the

report from the task force? We express

appreciation to the task force for the

work that they have done in our behalf

and for the presentation that was made
this morning. All right, back here in the

middle. Microphone 8.

(Proposed Missional Priority)

J. FAY CLEVELAND (Western New
York): I would like to offer a motion for

consideration. Whereas the events of

recent days and the witnesses we have

heard illustrate dearly the need for a

massive and sustained effort through

primary attention in ordering or reor-

dering of program jmd budget at every

level of the church; I move that the

General Conference, this General Con-

ference, request the General Council on

Ministries, the General Council on

Finance and Administration, and the

Council of Bishops to develop a mis-

sional priority proposal for considera-
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tion by the 1996 General Conference

which responds to this continuing crisis

and addresses the injustices from which

it springs. And I further move that in the

development of the proposal or the

proposed missional priority, that fund-

ing be provided by allocation of at least

5% of the World Service apportionment

to this priority and to call upon annual

conferences and local churches to assign

5% of their budgets to the same priority.

BISHOP HEARN: Is there a 2nd to

the motion?

CLEVELAND: May I speak to the mo-

tion?

BISHOP HEARN: Yes, you may.

CLEVELAND: I believe it's apparent

to all of us in this church and in the

church that God's call is upon us for such

a response. The hurt and pain of our

society call us to declare this a priority.

To do less than this-that is, to declare it

a missional priority-is an inadequate or

incomplete response on the part of the

church. Significant components for such

a proposal are before us at this General

Conference, but it did not seem timely to

try to introduce a suggestion of a mis-

sional priority at this time.

BISHOP HEARN: OK, under our

rules, a matter which relates to the

financing would need to go to theGCFA
A matter relating to missional priority

under Discipline needs to go to GCOM.
And there's also a question raised in

your motion which has to do about the

binding of a 1996 General Conference,

so I think that a reference here would be

the proper way for this to proceed.

CLEVELAND: It was my intent,

bishop, that a reference would be to

GCOM, GCFA, and the Council of

Bishops for the preparation of a

proposal for consideration at the 1996

General Conference.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, if it's a

reference motion, we can take it in that

order. There is a reference that this mat-

ter be referred to these 3 agencies of the

church. If you then will make your

decision concerning this reference, you
will vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

582; "No," 257, (28 abstentions). And so

the reference is made. Yes, back here in

this section. Microphone 13.

BERNARD KEELS (Baltimore): I

would move that we declare the site of

the 1992 General Conference tis a saving

station. I would further move that we be

allowed to present the sign ofthe United

Methodist saving station symbol. If I

could have a 2nd?

BISHOP HEARN: Is there a 2nd? It

has been seconded

BERNARD KEELS: It has been my
distinct privilege to live in the environ-

ment for the last 20 months of the

United Methodist saving station. I have

seen God's transforming power il-

luminate a conununity that was called

the separate city of Washington, D.C.

I've seen some 190 people come to Christ

because they felt that the brick and mor-

tar of the walls of that church now were

penetrable. It will be an excellent symbol

for this body to say to the children of

tomorrow that we will do something to

save the world, for we realize soon that

it will be their turn to save the world. I

think God is speaking at this moment.

BISHOP HEARN: This is a motion

that's before the house. Ifyou will make
a decision on this motion to declare the

site of the 1996 General Conference a

saving station. 1992?

BERNARD KEELS: 1992.

BISHOP HEARN: 1992, very good.

This site as a saving station. If you will

make a decision concerning this, you

wUl vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

618; "No," 209. So the action is affirm-

ative. Yes, over here, if you will go to

microphone 7.

GERARDO F. SAMSON (Middle

Philippines): Bishop, it is my personal

privilege ... I would like to make a strong

request to the conference for a prayer-

even for just a short prayer for our

Methodist brothers and sisters and for

the entire country, our country, the

Philippines. It was election day yester-

day, and now our people have voted their

respective preferences, the national

elections. But even so, the heat of politi-

cal contest seems to be getting more and
more serious and in danger of more
political violence to erupt. Media reports

indicated that there are deaths and in-

juries, and this has taken place in some
parts of Rizal and Mindanao. We are

concerned for our people. We want the

prayer from this conference. I strongly

request bishop to please lead us in

prayer.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. We don't

need to take a vote to pray for our

brothers and sisters. Will you please bow
your heads, and let us pray.

(prayer)

BISHOP HEARN: (jo to microphone

7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Would the amend-
ment be in order now?
BISHOP HEARN: Yes.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I so move. It's not

an amendment, sorry. It was a primaiy

motion that we include the names ofthe

nominees-the dossier of the nominees-

-for the University Senate in the DCA
prior to voting.

BISHOP HEARN: OK. The situation

is that this would require a changing of

our rules, and so it would take, Ist of all,

a 2/3 vote that the rules be suspended.

So ifyou want to make that motion Ist

GOLDSCHMIDT: I will, but may I

inquire which rule you are referring to?

BISHOP HEARN: OK There is no

provision made in the rules for the-beg

your pardon?We do not know ofany rule

guiding this. So at this time, if we'll add

to the instructions that are normally

covered in the rules, it seems to the chair

that the proper way to proceed would be

to simply take the 2/3 vote and then

proceed with the matter.

GOLSCHMIDT: I would be glad to do

that, but I wish we had known that. The
presiding officer told us that this would

be published at an earlier gathering.

BISHOP HEARN: I understand that.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I move that we
suspend the rules.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. Now the

other thing that I think for information

ofthe house that we need to share is that

this means that we would need to delay,

then, until this matter is taken care of-

which will probably take a day or 2 days

for it to be done.

BISHOP HEARN: And if you'would

suspend the rules for this matteryou will

indicate by suspension of voting when

the light appears for this suspension.

("Yes," 527; "No,"343, (13 abstentions).

It did not get the 2/3 vote, and so we will

proceed as we have been proceeding. We
need now to turn to the next item that

is on the agenda for this morning which

has to do with acts of covenanting, and

Gilbert Caldwell, I believe, is to make
that presentation.

(Calendar Item No. 284)

GILBERT H. CALDWELL (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop Heam and mem-
bers of the General Conference, we are

using the Blue Book. "The Act of

Covenant" is found on p. 162, and the

action of the committee under calender
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item 284 is found on p. 243. The legisla-

tive committee votes concurrence with

simply the correction of spelling of

Iglesia Evangelica Nacional Metodista

Primitiva de Guatemala. Simply offer-

ing correction ofthe spelling, bishop; we
concur. AH right, the page numbers

again, the actual covenant is found on p.

162 in the Blue Book, and the action of

the committee Calendar Item 284 is 243,

the bottom right-hand comer. And on

the next page, bishop, 244 is where we
made the simple amendment through

changing the spelling of the words of

one of the chiirches.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the item

that's before us then is Calendar Item

No. 284. Is that correct?

CALDWELL: That's correct.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, it's found

on p. 243, it's the change of a name. If

you will adopt this, or ifyou will make a

decision on this, you will vote when the

light appears. The vote is 700 . . . excuse

me, would you put that back on the

screen for us, please, the count of the

vote? Thank you. The vote is "Yes," 784;

"No," 37, (26 abstentions), so the item

does carry. Thank you very much. That

completes the report at this time. OK,

we return . . . We turn now to calendar

.

. . way in the back there, let's hear from

those bleachers. Go to microphone 15.

PORTER J. WOMELDORFF
(Central Illinois): Thank you, bishop. I

would have a motion of procedure, if

that's in order, please.

BISHOP HEARN: We'll try it.

WOMELDORFF: I would move that

when calendar items and petitions are

announced from the podium that the

page number be given first. And if I have

a second, I'd like to speak very briefly.

BISHOP HEARN: Can we just agree

on that? We don't need to go any fur-

ther, do we? It's obviously helpful to the

house if the page number is given first

and then the calendar item is given.

Thank you for calling that to our atten-

tion. We come now to recognize Charles

Jordan for calendar items. Chuck.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern Il-

linois): Bishop and delegates to the

General Conference, I would call your

attention to the Consent Calendar No.

2, which is located on p. 227 of your

DCA. And I would also referyou to those

items which have been removed from

that Consent Calendar on p. 264.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. Give us

just a minute now. Repeat that page

number on which the . .

.

JORDAN: 227, the Consent Calendar

No. 2, and on p. 264, the removals from

that Consent Calendar. Then I would

move adoption of the corrected calen-

dar. Consent Calendar No. 2.

BISHOP HEARN: OK You under-

stand that in this action, both of these

items would be operative, the Consent

Calendar as it appears on 277 up in the

upper comer. But removed from that

are the items that appear on p. 264. So

with this information, the motion for

the adoption of the Consent Calendar is

before us. OK, back here first. (Item 166)

(Item No. 166)

CONNIE TAKAMINE (Roclqr Moun-
tain): I would move to suspend the rules

in order to lift Item 166 off the Consent

Calendar, which has financial implica-

tions.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, this is a

motion to suspend the rules so that this

item can be removed from the Consent

Calendar, and that was item no. 116.

Correct?

TAKAMINE: 166.

BISHOP HEARN: 166, thank you.

Item no. 166. The first thing that will .

.

. yes? I'm being advised by one of the

guys who's behind me that if it is a

financial matter, it automatically is sent

to GCFA.
TAKAMINE: It did not have a dollar

sign behind it, and it really weis not

determined that it had financied im-

plications until after the committee had

already considered it.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. Let's vote

1st of all on the suspension of the rule

for consideration of this, and then we
will ask Connie to give us more informa-

tion about the item itself If you will

suspend the rules for the consideration

of taking this item off of the Consent

Calendar, you will vote when the light

appears. The vote is "Yes," 759; "No,"

146, (8 abstentions), which is 53% and

within our rules, the rules are

suspended. OK, Connie?

TAKAMINE: OK I would move to lift

Item 166, which is dealing with petition

10360. This deals with adding each

church in a charge to the General

Minutes. This was considered by Finan-

cial Administration and approved be-

cause of incorrect information that this

would be feasible. However, after fur-

ther study and review, it was found that

this would add 600 to 700 pages, or 2 to

3 inches to the General Minutes, which

has financial implications. And the com-

mittee had tried to reconsider this, but

this was after the time in order to lift it

off the Consent Calendar.

BISHOP HEARN: The intention,

then, is to lift this offthe Consent Calen-

dar and it then would go back to Finance

Administration. Is that the correct

situation?

TAKAME^TE: Yes.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. If you

then would vote to remove this off ofthe

Consent Calendar, with the under-

standing it would go back to Finance

Administration, you will make your

decision and vote when the light ap-

pears. The vote is "Yes," 866; "No," 59,

(5 abstentions), 93%, so this item is

passed. OK Chuck? Excuse me, there is

. . . someone wishes the floor in the back,

back here. And somebody right here.

Microphone no. 7.

SUSAN D. MESSENGER (North In-

diana): Bishop, I'm the secretary of the

conference's subcommittee, and we
have 6 items that ought to have been on
the Consent Calendar. Can they be

added?

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the com-

mittee will need to respond to that.

JOHN BRAWN (Coordinator of the

Calendar): I've looked through those

and some of them are not appropriate,

and I'll talk to you about that, but the

ones that are I'll add to tomorrow's Con-

sent Calendar, and that will give

everyone a chance to see them in writ-

ing.

MESSENGER: Thank you.

BISHOP HEARN: Thank yoa Up
here . . . you go to microphone no. 2. It's

behind you.

(Item No. 98)

YEMBA KEKUMBA (West Zaire):

Bishop, I move that Rule 27 be

suspended, requiring notification by 3

p.m. of the day calendar items appear in

the DCA for removed of items from the

Consent Calendar for the following

items. Calendar Item no. 98, petition no.

CC 11056 related to the creation of a

Zaire Central Conference for a discus-

sion in plenary. The reason is that some
delegates-French speaking-were not

aware of this rule because of the prob-

lem of the translation.
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BISHOP HEARN: The calendar items

you are referring ... to is 1st of all No.

98? And what is the 2nd one?

KEKUMBA: Just 1.

BISHOP HEARN: Just 1. Just 98. All

right. I thoughtyou had 2. We'll be in the

same situation here, where 1st of all,

we'll have to suspend the rule and then

we would deal with the item itself. So

would you like to make a motion? You

did make the motion to suspend the

rules.

KEKUMBA: Yes, that is the motion.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. The mo-
tion to suspend the rule then is before

us. Yes?

GILBERT H. CALDWELL (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop, we have not

adopted the Consent Calendar, which

was the prior, I believe.

BISHOP HEARN: I think that he

wishes to remove this one before you

adopt the Consent Calendar.

CALDWELL: All right, I'm sorry.

BISHOP HEARN: I believe that's his

intention. Then if you will make your

decision on the suspension of the rule, if

this item might be removed from the

Consent Calendar, you will vote when
the light appears. The vote is "Yes," 805;

"No," 89, (13 abstentions). It is more
than the 2/3 required majority, so the

rule is suspended. And now your motion

is to remove from the Consent Csdendar

Item No. 98. Is that correct?

KEKUMBA: That's correct, bishop.

HEARN: All right.

KEKUMBA: Thank you.

BISHOP HEARN: If you will remove

item No. 98, you will make your decision

when the light appears. The vote is

"Yes," 855; "No," 54, so item no. 98 is

removed. The Consent Cidendar is now
before us with these 2 modifications that

we've made in it. If you will take action

on the Consent Calendar, you will vote

when the light appears. The Consent

Calendar is adopted; "Yes," 906; "No,"

19, (5 abstentions). So it is adopted.

CALDWELL: I'd like to have John
Brawn, the Coordinator of Calendar, to

share with us some information.

JOHN BRAWN: I have 2 items for this

body. The 1st is an explanation. Some
petitions were coded with a dollar sign

at the end of the petition number to

indicate that that petition had fmancial

implications. Sometimes the action of

the legislative committee modified the

petition so that it no longer has financial

implications. In other times, the reverse

was true. In either caae, we collected

information on each committee item

about whether or not it had fmancial

implications. And its placement on the

Consent Cdendar, or the pulling it and
keeping it from being placed on the Con-

sent Calendar, has to do with whether

the petition as amended has fmancial

implications. Unfortunately, because of

the way we report through theDCA, that

information is not available toyou in the

DCA. And that is why when you look at

the DCA, sometimes you see petitions

that have a dollar sign that are on the

Consent Calendar, tind petitions that

don't have a dollar sign that are not on

the Consent Calendar; it's because ofthe

changes that the committee has made or

the recommendation of nonconcur-

rence. We found a couple of errors there.

We're going to try and change the

process so that the committee item's

fmancial implications status is reported

in theZJCA. Ifwe can make that work by
tomorrow, we wUl. If not, we'll have it

for sure by 1996. But I wanted to explain

why it looks different than what you
might expect.

The 2nd piece of information I have

for you is that we have now ac-

complished approximately 90 minutes of

plenary session dealing with calendar

items and, excluding the Consent Calen-

dars, have approved 3. That's ap-

proximately 30 minutes each. Looking

at the number of calendar items which

we will have to accomplish which are not

on the Consent Calendar, at our current

rate we will be here until June 12th of

this year. I need you to know that on

average we cannot spend even 7 minutes

on each Consent Calendar. We can

spend about 6 3/4 minutes on each

calendar item in order to get out of here

by the end of the day on Friday. So, if

you're planning on spending more time

than that on one, it ought to be some-

thing that's above average in impor-

tance. I wanted to bring that to your

attention early on so that we don't get

into a bind in midweek.

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballot No. 2)

BISHOP HEARN: He gave us a sober-

ing word, didn't he? Chuck, we have

received information from the tech-

nicians that they are ready to go on the

ballot for the Judicial Council, so I'm

going to askyou to hold forjust a minute,

and we will receive that information.

There have been 2 elections. (Holmes

555, Henry-Crowe 508, Alford 332,

Sweet 264, Thomas 250, Wright 228,

Walter 212, Lefelar 104, Schaad 100,

Kambor 65.) You will notice that on the

bottom line there is the pertinent infor-

mation; the number of votes that were

cast is 968. And the number needed then

for election was 485. Up at the top you
will notice that Zan Holmes Jr. has been

elected with 555. And Susan Henry-

Crowe has been elected with 508. You
remember that we were voting for a total

of 3, so this means that when we cast the

next ballot, you will need to vote for only

1. We're still in the clergy category. Yes,

I see back here in the back. No. 7.

PHILIP GRANGER (North Indiana):

Bishop, I understand the problems with

percentages, but I am confused. It ap-

pears that the total vote count has now
changed.

BISHOP HEARN: Yes, there is a

reason for that. Hold on just a minute. I

sent my runner back here to the back to

get the information for us, and I was

getting the rest of the information. In

the 1st go round, what they did was to

kick out all of the ballots that had voted

for fewer than 3 persons. Under Roberts

Rules ofOrder, you cannot vote for more

than the necessary number, but you can

vote for fewer, and so they have put back

in those ballots where there were fewer

than 3 persons voted for, and this is an

accurate count reflecting that cir-

cumstance. Now, you recall the proce-

dure. You need to use the numbers that

are located over on the left-hand side of

the screen. This time, remember 2 have

been elected. We need to vote for only 1.

So you will cast your ballot for only 1. If

you would prepareyourself, in a moment
I'll ask for the light to appear. I'm trying

to slow down so that the translation can

catch up with us. Now if you will cast

your ballot when the light appears, for 1

person only.

(Judicial Council Lay Ballot No. 2)

BISHOP HEARN: Now, I would like

to ask for the screen to show the results

on the lay ballot. Again, you see the same

information at the bottom, votes that

were cast"976, votes needed to be

elected-^89. (Bailey 364, Douglas 247,

Dolliver244, Pascual 213, Hill 145, Quee

77, Fox 72, Crago 43). This indicates that

there has been no ballot, no one elected

on the laity. You will recall also that we
vote for 2, so you need to prepare your

decision concerning the 2 persons that
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you would like to vote for as laity mem-
bers of the Judicial Council. Using the

numbers on the left-hand side of your

screen, if you will make your decisions

in just a moment. I'll call for the light to

appear, so that you can punch in your

vote.

All right, remember now that you

need to vote for 2 persons, and when the

light appears, if you will make your

selections. Excuse me, I said something

that has confusedyoa What have I said?

Excuse me. We're going to start all over

on this.

You will punch in your 1st selection

1st, and then I will indicate to you when
to punch in your 2nd. So be ready to vote

for your 1st selection, when the light

appears. Now, we'll ask for the screen to

be put back up. And in a moment, we will

ask for the light to appear again so that

you can make your 2nd selection. And
when the light appears, you will punch

that in. All right, as soon as these results

are available, we will again interrupt our

process so that we can take the addition-

al ballots. I think I'll ask the technicians,

do you have the result on the clergy

ballot yet, since there was only 1 to be

elected? They do not have it yet, so we
will proceed here on the floor. Chuck,

turn back to you.

JORDAN: Bishop, and members of

the conference, I would begin with these

calendar items, with the appropriate

persons and the legislative committees.

We have one more item from Inde-

pendent Commissions, which is related

to that which was previously done on

acts of covenant, Bill Caldwell. Then
there will be, Sandra Kelley Lackore will

share with us the Financial Administra-

tion, then Central Conferences items,

conferences items, and then possibly

some items from the General Council on

Ministries.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the Inde-

pendent Commissions?

(Calendar Item No. 671)

GILBERT H. CALDWELL (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop Hearn, and

members of the General Conference.

We are deEiling with Calendar Item no.

67 1 on page . .

.

BISHOP HEARN: OK, they've asked

that the page be given first. So, ifyou will

give us the page no. and then the calen-

dar item.

GILBERT CALDWELL: P. 298 in the

blue book, Calendar Item 671. The sub-

ject: relationship between The United

Methodist Church and new aftiliated

Autonomous Methodist Church ofPuer-

to Rico. The text ofthat petition is found

on p. 1225 in the white book. Bishop

Hearn, following our presentation and

the action of this Genertd Conference, it

is my imderstanding that Bishop C. Dale

White has a brief statement to make.

The action of the committee is foimd on

p. 298, with amendments to item no. 2.3

and 2.5. With those amendments,

bishop, we move their approval.

BISHOP HEARN: AU right, the mo-

tion is before us from the committee.

Calendar Item no. 671. If you'll make
your decision on Calendar Item 671, you

will vote when the light appears. Some-

body out there has a heavy finger. Will

the technicians inform the chair as to

what the situation is with the voting?

We'll need to revote, I'm informed. If

you'll make your decision on Calendar

Item 671, be prepared to vote when the

light appears. They need 60 seconds.

Those of you who would vote for item

no. 671, if you will lift your hands?

Thank you. Those who are opposed?

The vast majority of the delegates have

voted in favor of it. So item no. 671 is

passed.

BISHOP C. DALE WHITE: Since

being authorized by the 1972 General

Conference to become an autonomous

affiliated church, the people of Puerto

Rico have during these years been

dreaming and planning for that even-

tuality. Sometimes people have been as-

king me, are the Puerto Rico people

ready for an autonomous affiliated

relationship? And as bishop ofthe Puer-

to Rico Annual Conference, I want to say

a resounding, "Yes, they are ready."

They are ready with leadership which is

committed, which is able, which is

sophisticated. They are ready with a

unity of purpose and a shared vision.

They are ready with an amazing vitality.

They are a growing church with 15 new
missions now advancing and a broaden-

ing resource base. And they are com-

mitted to a dynamic covenant

relationship with The United Methodist

Church as we continue together as

partners in mission and ministry. The
Puerto Rico people would like to ask

that you join them, with them now in a

moment of celebration of this new

relationship between the Puerto Rico

folk and The United Methodist Church.

They are ready, I believe, for the proces-

sional.

(SONG)

(Methodist Church ofPuerto Rico)

VICTOR L. BONILLA (Puerto Rico):

Sisters and brothers, today we celebrate

20 years of a prophetic mission of The
United Methodist Church in Puerto

Rico. At the 1972 General Conference,

the delegation from Puerto Rico re-

quested an enabling act in order to be-

come an affiliated autonomous church

when we were ready. This is the histori-

cal moment for that action. We have

learned that we can be as strong as we
wish if we are willing to work-to dis-

cipline and sacrifice ourselves and to be

faithful to our Lord and church, which

can be a living testimony of Wesleyan

teachings. Many bishops have guided us

through this process. And to each one of

them, we express our gratitude. The
bishops' leadership-their patience and

their trust in the Puerto Rictm leader-

ship-has been supportive in reaching

our objectives. Jesus Christ has been our

central calm, who has sustained, in-

spired, and guided us in all decision-

taking. When our strength weakened,

Jesus gave us new strength, opened new
doors, and placing our angels who
helped us through this pilgrimeige. He
lighted our way and showed us new skies

and new lands. There have been many
angels. I do not want to make the mis-

take of leaving out some names. To all

of them-pastors and laity, heads of

agencies, executives, support personnel-

-thank you, thank you very much. They
are angels of the Lord, and perhaps they

do not know it. You have helped us not

to be afraid and to look to the future

with faith and hope. The Spanish people

in the United States and Latin America

have motivated us to go forward. Today

we have reached what some consider an

impossible dream: to be the Puerto

Rican church, led by its own people,

created in an insular style and [audio-

tape not clear], and inspired by the

spiritual experience within our histori-

cal and cultural context that places us in

the Hispanic world-especially the

Caribbean and Latin American world.

Today we can be part of CIEMAL,
[audio-tape is not clear], the World

Council of Churches, the World

Methodist Council, the National Coun-

cil of Churches. By its own right, with
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responsibilities, duties, and privileges,

this General Conference is historical to

both you and us because a new church is

bringing birth to one single organiza-

tion. Mother and daughter, united and

embracing each other to go toward the

same goal, objective, and guided by one

God, one Savior, one Holy Spirit, whose

seal of guarantee is one faith and one

baptism. Today we caa affirm our

natural commitment toward the

development of mission in the United

States, Puerto Rico, and the whole

world, Mission that directs us to the

message of good news to a world of bad

news. God blessyou tdl, and may he bless

us and help us to build his reign

together. Thank you, thank you veiy

much for yesterday, for today, and for

tomorrow.

BISHOP HEARN: Our prayers and

our best wishes continue to surround

this church, and we will look forward to

opportunity for having continued

relationships with them in the years yet

to come. And we will look forward to the

progress that they shall make in the

years that Jire to come in the spreading

of the gospel in their island. Now we
turn back to the agenda that has been

put before us.

(Calendar Item No. 141)

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Yes, Bishop

Heam and members ofthe General Con-

ference. I would refer you to p. 23 1 ofthe

DCA Calendar Item no. 141. The text of

this petition is on p. 1161 of the white

DCA. No. 141 is in the left-hand column.

It deals with putting a limit on the

general church apportionments. It's

beforeyou with an amendment from the

legislative committee, and the legislative

committee recommends concurrence as

amended. And Bishop, I would place it

before you.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, this is the

top section of 141. The chair is a little

puzzled here because it seems to the

chair that this item is not in order be-

cause the rules call for the report of the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration to be before us at the time

that such recommendations as this

come before the house. This item is

stated within the rules that on page . . .

It's in the plan of organization that

when the General Council on Finance

and Administration presents its report

to the General Conference for action,

the committee then shall present its

recommendations and any proposed

amendments. This section of the plan of

organization would seem to indicate

that at this time, this calendar item

would be out of order until the General

Council on Finance and Administration

has its opportunity to make its report to

the house.

LACKORE: With all due respect, sir,

the committee recommended that it be

placed before you.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. Under
that stipulation then, the chair would

have to rule that this is out of order until

such time as the General Council on

Finance and Administration were to

make its report. All right. Go to

microphone no. 8.

EWING WERLEIN JR (Texas):

Bishop, I was vice chair ofthe committee

and want to support the committee chair

on this matter. This petition was ap-

proved by the Financial Administration

Legislative Committee by a very large

vote, as the delegates will notice: 4-1.

The problem associated with this is that

(jCFA has requested not to present its

proposal until Thursday morning of the

conference. It has appeared to us, based

upon our very detailed conversations

with them, that they will have great dif-

ficulty coming up with a budget if the

conference, if the delegates should ap-

prove the recommended cap that is com-

ing out of the legislative committee, so

as to limit the increase in the apportion-

ments budget to the 7.61% increase over

the previous quadrennium that is being

recommended. We need, therefore,

some help from the chair if this is to be

ruled out of order, in order to know how
do we get this before the delegates so

that the conference can express its will

today, in sufficient time for GCFA then

to bring to us a reasoned budget if the

delegates should approve the recom-

mendations of the committee?

BISHOP HEARN: Ewing, the chair

understands the difficulty and the prob-

lem that's being mentioned here. It

seems to me that one method ofproceed-

ing, taking into account both the need

which the committee has and the need

which GCFA has to fulfill its disciplinary

responsibility, would be to use the plan

of organization item which is located on

p. 88, item no. E, which is that we have

proposals or questions, resolutions or

matters not in the regular business of

the General Conference. And the way

this is done is to refer it to the Agenda

Committee. If we then could refer, the

committee and GCFA, working together

with theAgenda Committee to negotiate

how the responsibility of both could be

fulfilled here before the house at the

time, it seems to me to be 1 way that

would appear to the chair as a metms of

getting beyond the problem which you

have presented.

WERLEIN: Bishop, in that connec-

tion, it's my understanding from the

chair of the legislative committee who
attended the Agenda Committee on

Thursday morning, and it's my under-

standing - 1 begyour pardon - on Friday

morning, and it's my understanding,

from having attended in her place at her

request on Saturday morning, that the

Agenda Committee has recommended
that this come on at this time, which is

why the chair of the legislative commit-

tee has made the proposal to the plen-

ary.

BISHOP HEARN: Yes, I understand

that.

WERLEIN: Rule E only applies that

the Agenda Committee does not agree

and does not put it on the agenda which,

as I understand it, they now have.

BISHOP HEARN: I think that the

house could make a reference to the

Agenda Committee asking this legisla-

tive committee and the General Ckiuncil

on Finance and Administration to

gather to negotiate with the committee

a time on the agenda when this item can

be presented according to the rules and

according to the jDtsctp/ine, if that could

be done.

WERLEIN: And can that be done in

such a way as to reach this subject today,

rather than to wait as late as Thursday,

just the day before we adjourn, which is

the late date that GCFA wants to make
its report?

BISHOP HEARN: I think that it cer-

tainly could include the moving up of the

report. Now, whether that could be done

today or tomorrow, I don't have the wis-

dom to do that. But I think that the

intention of getting it before the house

as soon as possible is certainly an item

that could be referred properly. Yes?

Mr. Werlein, did you make a motion?

You did not make a motion in that last

statement. All right, yes. OK, over here

and then over here.

DAVID SEVERE (Oklahoma):

Bishop, is it in order to appetd the rule

of the chair on that matter to the house?
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BISHOP HEARN: Yes, it is.

SEVERE: I so appeal.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. The chair

will state the chair's position, and first

of all I need to ask if the committee

wishes to state their position. That's in

order.

LACKORE: The committee's position

was that this be on the agenda of the

General Conference just as soon as pos-

sible so that the General Conference

could consider what the implications of

the budget would be as they voted finan-

cial matters.

BISHOP HEARN: All right. The posi-

tion of the chair is in sympathy with the

committee's desire to get this matter

before the house as soon as possible.

That seems to be something that would

be desirable and beneficial to the house.

The chair's ruling is based upon the

rules of the conference and also respon-

sibility assigned to the General Council

on Finance and Administration in the

Discipline. The rule and the plan of

order for this conference clearly state

that this committee's recommendations

and proposed amendments need to be

presented at the time that the General

Council on Finance and Administration

is making their report to the conference,

and also the fact that in the Discipline,

the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration is given the responsibility

for presenting the budgetary matters to

this house. Therefore, the ruling which

the chair has made is that these two

things need to be done together, so to do

it separately, as is being suggested now
by the committee, is out of order, and

the appeal has been made now to the

house. Those who have their hands up,

I cannot recognize you on the floor until

this matter has been resolved. So, the

chair is making the ruling that the pro-

cedure needs to take a method that

would be in keeping with the rules of

order and also with the plan of order,

with the plan of organization, and also

with the disciplinary responsibilities

that are given to the General Council on

Finance and Administration.

The chair also feels that it is proper to

make the suggestion that this matter be

referred to the Agenda Committee so

that the two groups, GCFA and the

legislative committee, can talk to them
about getting it to the floor as soon as

possible. It is in light of this information

that the chair has made the ruling. Now,

in a moment we will vote. Ifyou sustain

the chair in ruling that the matter is out

of order as presented, you wiU vote yes.

If you do not sustain the chair, you will

vote no. In just a moment I will ask for

the light to appear and you may cast

your ballot. Ifyou will please vote when
the light appears.

The vote is "Yes," 553; "No," 381, (17

abstained).

The chair is sustained. And, for the

good of the house, the chair would like

to recommend that we follow the proce-

dure that was in the discussion when I

was talking with Mr. Werlein and that

these two groups get together and work

with the Agenda Committee to get this

matter back to the floor as soon as pos-

sible.

Where is that voice coming from?

LACKORE: Bishop?

BISHOP HEARN: All right, I'm going

to recognize the chair, and then I'll come
over here.

LACKORE: Bishop, I would move ref-

erence to the Agenda Committee so this

may be dealt with as soon as possible.

BISHOP HEARN: Is there a second?

All right, ifyou will make your decision.

Yes, over here, Tex Sample? Excuse me,

I have somebody over here, Tex would

you hold on just a minute, please?

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West): I wiU

wait.

BISHOP HEARN: Good. Who was it

over here? Do you still want the floor?

OK Microphone No. 5.

JIM HOLSINGER (Virginia): Bishop,

would it be in order to suspend the rules,

in order that we can take up this matter

at this time?

BISHOP HEARN: That presents a

difficult problem for the chair because

there's also disciplinary matters that are

connected with this, and we can suspend

our rules, but we can't suspend the Dis-

cipline. Sample? Microphone no. 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West): My
problem with this is that I might be

willing to put a cap on what the General

Conference places before the church,

but I've not been in that committee. I

want to hear what the programs are. I

particularly want to hear what the mis-

sion of this church is. My pastor asks me
every year to increase my giving. Every

year. Now, if we've got mission, I'm will-

ing to give more money. Ifwe don't have

mission, I'm willing to put a cap on it.

Why can't we hear a little bit? What's

the intensity and the need to fore-

shorten this so much? Why can't we

allow a little empirical data to come
before oxu- group? I think we need to

know what our church is going to do,

then we can make a wise decision and an
informed decision.

BISHOP HEARN: The motion that is

before us is a motion for reference. I

want to remind you that we have that

motion before us. All right, if you are

ready, when the light appears, you will

vote on the question of reference. The
motion for reference-please make your

vote. "Yes," 810; "No," 124. The refer-

ence is passed.

LACKORE: Thank you, sir.

BISHOP HEARN: Thank you.

Central Conference Commission is the

next section of the calendar items.

Bishop NacpU is making that report.

(Central Conference Calendar Items

No. 6 and 7)

BISHOP EMERITO NACPIL: Mr.

Chairman, I call the attention of the

Conference to Calendar Items 6 and 7,

and p. 166 of the Daily Christian Advo-

cate.

BISHOP HEARN: Would you give us

that page no. again, please?

BISHOP NACPIL: P. 166.

BISHOP HEARN: Thank you.

BISHOP NACPIL: The Calendar

Items are 6 and 7. These calendar items

were removed from the conference

calendar no. 1 because they relate to

constitutional issues. We bring them
back to you for your consideration and

action now. Calendar Item no. 6 deals

with episcopal administration in

Central Conferences. The original peti-

tion came from the Council of Bishops.

Its wording is to be found in theAcfuance

Daily Christian Advocate, p. 924. The
petition seeks to amend by deletion par.

30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 in section 6 of the

Constitution. The rationale for this

amendment is that par. 30 is already

superseded by the present par. No. 49.

Par. 31 is superseded by the present par.

No. 50. Par. 32 is superseded by the

present par. 52. Par. 33 is superseded by

the present par. 51. And par. 34 is being

edited and transferred to become a new
par. of the present par. 527. Since this

provision now applies to all bishops of

the church, the background to this

amendment appears in the introduction

and rationale on that same page, the

bottom par., and if I may be permitted,

I will read that.

BISHOP HEARN: Yes.
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BISHOP NACPIL: During the 19708

and 1980s legislation pertaining to the

bishops in Central Conferences was

changed at several points, slowly ac-

knowledging that all bishops of the

church have the same status, privileges,

and responsibilities. Therefore, we have

today several sections in the Discipline

which are redundant and others which

need completions or additions in order

to be in accordance with the legislation

and practice of today. The following

petitions approved by the Council of

Bishops at its November 1991 meeting

are designed to correct these inade-

quacies. It should be noted that none of

these petitions introduced anything

new, they just bring the Discipline up to

date-and so we respectfully submit

them to you. The Central Conference

Commission recommends concurrence

with this petition.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, this peti-

tion is before us. I remind you that this

is a constitutional matter. Therefore it

requires a two-thirds vote of this annual

conference, of this General Conference,

and then, in addition to that, you know
that the ratification process would be in

place for any amendment to the Con-

stitution that might be passed here.

BISHOP HEARN: Microphone 3.

HARRY KENT (South Carolina): By
point of order, I do not believe that we
can consider a single motion that

amends a multiple number of items or

sections of the Constitution.

BISHOP HEARN: You're asking for a

division of the question; the chair would

rule that that division is in order. There-

fore, when we get to the place where we
would consider these, you will make a

decision on each one of these articles

separately. And the question will be put

by the chair in that order.

BISHOP NACPIL: All right. We theu

recommend concurrence with the dele-

tion of par. 30 by reason of the fact that

it is now superseded by par. 49.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, we have

before us par. 30. It's Article 1 as it is

listed in the Constitution. If you will be

prepared to make your decision and to

cast your vote when the light appears.

The vote is "Yes," 881; "No," 24, (15

abstentions). Obviously this is beyond

the 2/3 required vote and so it passes.

BISHOP NACPIL: We recommend
amendment by deleting par. 31 by

reason of the fact that this is already

superseded by par. 50.

BISHOP HEARN: Par. 3 1 is before us.

Ifyou will prepare to make your decision

and cast your vote when the light ap-

pears. The vote "Yes," 915; "No," 18,

which is beyond the 2/3 required

m^ority, and it pttsses.

BISHOP NACPIL: The commission

recommends the deletion of par. 32 be-

cause it is already superseded by the

present par. 52.

BISHOP HEARN: Par. 32 is before us.

Ifyou will prepare to make your decision

and vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

917; "No," 13. That's more than the 2/3

vote required and so the item passes.

BISHOP NACPIL: The commission

tdso recommends concurrence with

deletion of par. 33 because it is super-

seded by the present par. 51.

BISHOP HEARN: Par. 33 is before us.

Ifyou'll make your decision and be ready

to vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

917; "No," 9. It obviously has the 2/3

vote that is required for passage.

BISHOP NACPIL: And fmally, Mr.

Chair, we recommend concurrence with

par. 34 being deleted, and following,

being edited, transferred to become a

sub-paragraph of par. 527.

BISHOP HEARN: This is a deletion

and then the transfer of the material to

another section within the Discipline.

Item no. 34 is before us. Ifyou'll prepare

to make your decision, and if you will

vote when the light appears. The vote is

"Yes," 928; "No," 19. Obviously, it has

the 2/3 vote required and passes.

BISHOP NACPIL: The next item is

Calendar Item no. 7. The subject of

which is changing the word

"ministerial" to the word "clergy." The
original petition appears on p. 1019 in

the 2nd edition of the Advance DCA.
The rationale for the petition to change

the word "ministerial" to "clergy" is

that the word "ministerial" has a larger

denotation than the word "clergy." All

Christians are ministers. To change the

word "ministerial" to "clergy" would

then denote the ordained clergy. What
is being amended is par. 27, section 5,

article 2 of the Constitution.

BISHOP HEARN: This matter is now
before us. It also requires a 2/3 vote.

BISHOP NACPIL: The commission

recommends concurrence.

BISHOP HEARN: If you wUl prepare

to make your decision and please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 897;

"No," 43. It obviously carries by more
than the 2/3 vote and is passed.

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank yoa
BISHOP HEARN: The next items are

. . . yes, go ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 8)

VANCE SUMMERS JR. (West Ohio):

I wish to caU your attention to matters

of Constitution. They are Calendar

Items 8 . . .

.

BISHOP HEARN: They want the

page 1st, please.

SUMMERS: I'm sorry. Calendar

items found on pp. 166 and 167 of the

blue book DCA. The first is Calendar

Item no. 8; the text is found on p. 1083

ofvol. 2 oTtheAdvance DCA. The subject

is update of language, and it has to do

with the alignment of the disciplinary

language changing "minister" to "cler-

gy." The legislative committee recom-

mends concurrence, 67 for, 3 against, 1

abstaining.

BISHOP HEARN: Calendar Item no.

8 is before us. A 2/3 vote is required. If

you wUl prepare to make your decision,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 882; "No," 34. The required 2/3

has obviously been achieved, and it pas-

ses.

(Calendar Item No. 9)

SUMMERS: Calendar Item pp. 1083

and 1019, Calendar Item 9. The subject

is General Conference membership. The
recommendation of the legislative com-

mittee is nonconcurrence.

BISHOP HEARN: The recommenda-

tion is nonconcurrence. This item is

before us. If you will prepare to make
your decision and if you will vote when
the light appears. 804 have voted to

agree with the committee for noncon-

currence, 69 have voted no; 91% have

voted "yes." The item passes.

(Calendar Item No. 11)

SUMMERS: P. 1066, Calendar Item

1 1. It is another language update. It is for

alignment of language. The recommen-

dation is for concurrence.

BISHOP HEARN: This is legislative

item no. 6, Calendar Item no. 1 1. Ifyoull

prepare to make your decision.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 884; "No," 21. A 2/3 m^ority
has been achieved. It passes.

(Calendar Item No. 12)

VANCE SUMMERS JR. : I referyou to

pp. 1086-1087 Ac/yance DCA Vol. H. P.

167 oftheDCA is listed as Calendar Item
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13. The subject is clergy delegates to

General Conference. The action of the

legislative committee is concurrent, 43

for, 22 against, and 6 not voting.

BISHOP HEARN: There is a ques-

tion. We're going to let them check and

then we'll be sure of what's before the

house.

SUMMERS: I beg your pardon, I

think it is 13. Please bear with me.

BISHOP HEARN: Let's just give

them a minute to get it together and

then we'll try it again.

SUMMERS: You are correct. I beg

your pardon.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, why
don't you just put the matter before us

again and start all over, just so

everybody knows what is being placed

before the house.

SUMMERS: The subject--the pages

are 1086, 1087, AdvanceDCAWol II and

p. 167 as Calendar Item 12. It's petition

no. 1 128 1. Does that help? The action of

the legislative committee is for concur-

rence~43 for, 22, against, and 6 not

voting.

BISHOP HEARN: Calendar Item No.

12 is before us. Over here. Yes, you. Yes.

Go to microphone no. 4. We'll take you.

Yes, you're 1st.

ANDRE BAHULE (Mozambique):

We would like to ask the person who is

telling the page and the numbers to

speak slowly because the translator is

not translating for us, for those who
don't speak functionary English.

BISHOP HEARN: Thankyou for that

helpful word. All of us will need to

remember to speak more slowly and

especially in giving these numbers of the

pages and the calendar items. OK, we'll

go again to No. 4, and then we'll come
over here.

THEODORE WALTER (South

Carolina): I normally speak slow. I'd like

a clarification in regards to striking

traveling preachers. Judicial decision

537 indicated that ministerial and
traveling preachers are not

synonymous. But in defining that, does

this mean now that, with the deletion of

this, that probationary and etssociate

members would then be, and maybe also

local pttstors, be eligible to be elected to

General Conference in jurisdiction

delegates?

BISHOP HEARN: We'U ask the com-

mittee for that information.

SUMMERS: That is correct. They will

be eligible to vote in the conference as

delegates to General, to Jurisdictional

or Central conferences.

BISHOP HEARN: OK, there was a

hand way in the back there. Yes, you.

The woman delegate, that's good.

Microphone 7.

MARGARET PAIGE (Detroit): Cler-

gy, I rise in support ofthis constitutional

amendment to give the right to all clergy

members to vote on the election of cler-

gy delegates to General Conference and
Jurisdictional and Central Conferences.

This is a matter of justice. We in The
United Methodist Church have defined

ourselves in Christ's ministry as 2 com-

plimentary and equal groups when
meeting in annual. Central, provisional,

jurisdictional or General Conferences.

These groups are lay members and cler-

gy members as definedby the Discipline.

Without this proposed change, we are

saying, when it comes to the election of

delegates to this body, the General Con-

ference, lay members may elect lay

delegates. We do not say only those lay

members who hold a certain position in

the church may elect, but when it comes

to clergy members, almost 6% of those

who are now defined by our Discipline

as clergy may not be involved in the

election of clergy delegates.

It would be as if we have defined our

membership here in General Con-

ference into 2 equal groups, where the

groups are defined as follows:

Group A) persons who are from

Central Conferences, the Northeastern

and the North Central Jurisdictions.

Group B would be persons who are

from the South Central, the

Southeastern and the Western jurisdic-

tions.

Then when it came to elect delegates,

all those in group B may elect 50% ofthe

delegates. Group A may also elect 50%
of the delegates, but those of you from

the Western Jurisdiction may not vote,

even though you are defined as part of

group B. The Western Jurisdiction rep-

resents the same percent of clergy that

we now eliminate by using the words "in

full connection" and "traveling

preachers."

The constitutional amendment
before you is a justice issue. We in The
United Methodist Church are all mini-

sters and then are defined as either cler-

gy or lay. There is no other choice as we
order our lives and conferences. I urge

you to vote in support of this constitu-

tional amendment to allow all clergy

members to elect clergy delegates to

General Conference.

BISHOP HEARN: This was a state-

ment for the adoption of the item. Yes.

Microphone No. 3, I need to ask the

delegate, are you going to speak for or

against the item?

DALE FOOSHEE (Kansas East): I am
going to speak for.

BISHOP HEARN: AU right, let's hold

youjust a minute. Ifthere is anyone who
wishes to speak against it, you are en-

titled to the floor. Over here on the far

right. No. 3, if you'll just hold there, we
will come back to you next. OK, over

here. No. 5.

JAMES LOGAN (Virginia): I want it

to be clearly understood that I am on the

side of justice. At the same time I think

that we are faced with a very serious

matter in terms of the historic policy of

the churches that make up the tradi-

tions that now constitute The United

Methodist Church. I do not worship his-

tory, but I will remind you that since

1785, the term "traveling preachers"

has been entered into the Discipline of

the former Methodist Church or the

former church bodies before that. That

definition may have changed from time

to time in terms of function, but never

has there been a provision which ig-

nores certain distinctions in the various

forms and the categories of ministry. I

think this confuses the matter when we
ignore those forms and categories.

No. 2, provision for non-conference

members or members who are not in full

membership of the conference to vote is

provided for on issues that pertain espe-

cially to the business of the annual con-

ferences. The flaw in this proposal to my
mind is that it does permit persons who
cannot vote on orders nevertheless to

vote on the matter of representation

that does pertain to orders and to full

conference membership.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, we'U

come back now to microphone No. 3.

FOOSHEE: Bishop, this is a matter of

ministry. It's a matter of ministry we are

called to our ministry into the world. A
significant part ofthat ministry is a min-

istry to the small-membership churches

of the world. In the hearings that we
held in committee we add several folks

from Third World countries who testify

to the fact that this is a very beneficial

move in terms of the total ministry of

The United Methodist Church in the

world. It's a ministry with people. The
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focus here is on the future. It is a way in

which we can move to be more global,

and it is a way in which we can move to

be more multi-cultural, and it's a way in

which we can move to be more, more
inclusive. Thank you.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, back

here. If you are going to speak against

the item, you wUl be in order. No. 7.

MICHAEL COYNER (North In-

diana): I'd like to ask a question, and

then I may speak against it.

BISHOP HEARN: All right.

COYNER: Interpretation, bishop~the

proposal coming from the legislative

committee I have been a part of on the

study of the ministry is going to be

proposing an ordained deacon, clergy,

but non-itinerating. If that would pass

and if this would pass, would such per-

sons be eligible to be elected as clergy

delegates to General Conference?

BISHOP HEARN: OK, I'll refer that

question to the committee to respond,

please.

SUMMERS: I would need to respond

by having the subcommittee chairper-

son perhaps address that.

BISHOP HEARN: AU right, who is

that subcommittee chairperson thatyou

would like to ask?

ED SOMERS: Peggy Paige.

HEARN: All right, Peggy Paige, ifyou

will respond to the question.

Microphone No. 7.

PEGGY PAIGE (Detroit): The answer
to the question is: this will be however

we decide to define clergy in the Dis-

cipline. So, if we decide later to define

diaconal ministers as clergy members,

they will be in this category of clergy. If

they are defined as lay, they will be in

the category of lay. So, it depends on the

how the Discipline will define who are

clergy members and who are lay mem-
bers.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, Ed Some-
rs, do you wish to make any other state-

ment?

SOMERS: Well, I don't know how to

make a statement when we're talking

about a potential 1,100 people who
might be determined clergy or they

might not, depending on the vote of the

ministry study. I think that would

depend, that action would greatly affect

how I'd vote on this, but we need to do

this first, I gather. Is there any way to

defer that until we know the issue ofthe

clergy later?

BISHOP HEARN: That would require

a motion.

SOMERS: I would move then we table

this action until we've had a final

decision on the Commission to Study

the Ministry.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, the mo-
tion is to table. Is there a second to that?

It's been moved and seconded to table.

Ifyou wUl makeyour decisions, this is an

item on which there is no debate, I

believe. I see you in the back, but this is

an item on which there is no debate, so

we'll have to wait until we've disposed of

it. If you will make yo»ir decision and

please vote on the matter of the tabling

when the light appears. The vote is

"Yes," 618; "No," 325, so this calendar

item has been laid on the table.

(Judicial (Council Clergy Ballot No. 3)

SOMERS: I have no other items at

this time.

BISHOP HEARN: All right, I want to

inquire, is there a vote count ready on

the Judicial Coimcil? There is one avail-

able for us, so we will go to that. Hope-

fully, we can complete giving you this

information before we go to the break

for limch. You will notice down at the

bottom again that votes cast were 938,

number needed for the election was 470,

and there is no election. Alford, 306,

Sweet, 218, Walter, 171, Wright, 87,

Thomas, 68, Schaad, 26, Lefelar, 17, and

Kambor, 9. You will need to prepareyour

ballot. Remember, you are voting for

only one. Two clergy have already been

elected, the two at the top. Do not vote

for either one of those, but be prepared

to vote for only one tising the niimbers

that you see on the left-hand side of the

screen. I'll give you a moment to con-

template your ballot, and then I will ask

you to cast your vote for one.

Now, if you will cast your vote when
the light appears, for your choice.

(Judicial Council Lay Ballot No. 3)

We have asked now: is there a count

on the lay ballot also available, and here

it is on the screen before us. You notice

again votes cast, 972, needed for elec-

tion, 487. There is no" election, and so

you will need to prepare your ballot this

time again; remember that you are

voting for 2 persons. We will vote for

them in order in just a moment. I'll give

you a moment to study the screen. Cater-

son received 467, Bailey, 442, Douglas,

260, Dolliver, 232, Pascual, 192, Hill,

109, Quee, 32, Fox, 34, Crago, 29. If you
will make your decision now and be

prepared to vote for 2 people, but I'll give

you the sequence for the voting in just a

minute. Now you will vote only 1 at a

time. Ifyou wiU be prepared now to vote

for your first selection, please vote when
the light appears. If we may have the

screen back up again. Now, with the

screen up before us, ifyou will prepare.

Can we have the screen back. There it is.

Ifyou wiU prepare now to cast your 2nd
choice, your 2nd selection. And if you
will enter your vote when the light ap-

pears. This ballot, of course, will be

reported to us at probably the aflemoon

session, and we will continue the process

of voting then.

We have come very close now to the

time for our adjournment. There is a

matter; at an earlier session we took an

action by the General Conference asking

that the morning sermons be printed at

some time. This is an item which is un-

budgeted for the General Conference

and our Plan of Organization in Section

No. 9 says that such items that are not

budgeted are to be referred to the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration. I'm simply calling this to

your attention and making notation

that by this announcement this matter

is being referred as called for in our Plan

of Organization to the General Council

on Fintmce and Administration for their

consideration. I want to ask now the

secretary, are there other an-

nouncements that need to be made?

Carolyn, ifyou will make those, please.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Yes, Bishop.

An announcement that the Global Min-

istries Legislative Committee will have a

brief meeting immediately upon ad-

journment of the morning session,

meeting in committee room 111. An-

nouncement ofanother nature: that is to

share with all ofyou a message from the

Alabama-West Florida delegation that

they share the sadness on the death of

Joan Matheson, who is the wife of clergy

delegateJohn Ed Matheson, who passed

away Saturday. He was here at the

beginning of the session; her condition

worsened, and he, of course, has

returned to Montgomery, Ala. Her ser-

vice is this afternoon.

BISHOP HEARN: These are aU of the

announcements that we are aware of at

this time. I want to express appreciation

to, again, to Bishop Galvan, for starting

our day in worship and also to the
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Bethune-Cookman Choir that provided

music for this. Excuse me, Philander-

Smith Choir; the note I was given was

incorrect. I'm going to see the bishop

that sent me this note as soon as we
a4Journ. I have asked one ofthe bishops

from the Central Conferences of Africa

to be the person to lead us in our prayer.

Bishop Onema Fama will come now and
lead us in the prayer dosing this session.

Bishop Onema has made the decision

that he will lead us in prayer in the

French language out of honor of the

many non-English users ofthe language

as their first language who're present

with us and also in honor of the delega-

tion that is here from Zaire. So will you
stand now while Bishop Onema Fama
leads us in prayer?

BISHOP FAMA ONEMA:

grayer)

(song)

BISHOP DAVID J. LAWSON: Will

you please continue to stand, to prepare

yourself for a time ofprayer? In prepara-

tion for that prayer, I have a note from
a colleague and brother that I cannot

interpret very much. It is from Bishop

Heinrich Bolleter. He simply says he

tried to find me: "I had to leave for

emergency reasons." His superinten-

dent in Yugoslavia is in need of support;

he is no longer able to care for the dis-

trict in Macedonia. And then he has

some other people he wants informed

about this. So that, some place in this

world, facing things which many of us

do not know and regularly do not have

to face, there is someone who is facing a

difficulty. And I'm aware, as I've talked

to other colleagues who have come here

from various settings and places, that

outside the boundaries of the United

States there are many, many people who
are living life at the veiy edge as they try

to be faithful Christians and fulfill their

responsibilities in the life of the church.

And that must also be true in the states

... in the United States from which

some of you have come. So, I'd like to

invite you to be with me in a period of

prayer.

(PRAYER)

BISHOP LAWSON: I come from a

state called Wisconsin. At a national

gathering, as some of you will remem-
ber, the National Christian Educators

Fellowship, some friends heard me
bragging about Wisconsin, and they said

"I suppose you say that's where God
lives." No, we in Wisconsin are pretty

clear God does not live there. God
chooses to live much closer to God's

work. But, when God wants to relttx and
play, God comes to Wisconsin. We turn

to the chairperson of the Agenda Com-
mittee for a report and recommenda-
tions.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin Con-

ference): Bishop Lawson, members of

the conference, I have 2 matters £is we
begin our Monday afternoon session.

One relates to this evening's session and
one to the referral sent to the Agenda
Committee by your action this morning.

First, for this evening's session, I would
move an order of the day be set for 7:30

p.m. for 20 minutes for a report by the

task force to study the feasibility of the

relocation of the General Board of

Global Ministries. That to be followed

by the legislative committee report and
other actions including minority report.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. Your
motion then is?

OTT: Would be to set an order of the

day at 7:30.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. Is

there a 2nd? It does not require a 2nd.

Anybody care to speak to that? Any-
thing need to be said? If you're ready,

then, to express yourself when you've

made your decision, please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 810; "No," 37.

That order of the day is established.

(Agenda Committee Report on Calen-

dar Item No. 141)

OTT: Bishop Lawson, the 2nd matter

concerns the referral from this morn-
ing. Your Agenda Committee met
during the noon bresik, including repre-

sentatives, leadership and staff of the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration and the legislative commit-

tee mjgority and minority reports. We
have an agreement to recommend to

you. It is as follows: that Wednesday
morning be set for the report from the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, including their analysis of

budget as it would look under both the

majority and nfmority reports of Calen-

dar C141. Those would be printed in

Wednesday morning's DCA. We would

be ready, then, to deal with them at that

time. I would want you to understand

that these conversations are including

persons who have special interests in

other matters that have fmancial im-

plications, so that the attempt would be

made beginning this evening to deal

with matters tonight and tomorrow
morning that have financial implica-

tions. They, then, could be immediately

sent to GCFA which will deal with them
through the day tomorrow, printing

results and bringing them for our discus-

sion and debate on Wednesday morn-
ing.

It is your Agenda Committee's judge-

ment as well as all the parties with

whom we've discussed this, that this

would meet the rules of the conference

and the disciplinary requirements. In

order to make that possible, one motion

is required, and that is that the con-

ference now suspend the rule requiring

24-hour advance printing of a matter.

The printing of the material would ap-

pear Wednesday morning at the same
time as the discussion. So I would move
suspension of the rules for waiving of

the 24-hour rule.

BISHOP LAWSON: That matter is

before you. Does anybody need to speak

to that? Is your mind dear? It will take

2/3's ofyou to decide this. If your mind
is dear then, would you please vote

when the light appears? "Yes," 828;

"No," 48. The rules are suspended.

OTT: Thank you.

BISHOP LAWSON: The rules are

suspended for the purpose of hearing

from you a motion concerning the agen-

da on Wednesday morning.

OTT: I deeply appreciate the help. I

move that an order of the day be set for

Wednesday morning at 9 to hear the

report of the General Council on

Finance and Administration and related

matters.

BISHOP LAWSON: It's before you.

Anybody need to speak to it? You seem
that your mind is dear, so when you're

ready to vote, please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 875; "No," 17, and the

agenda is established for Wednesday
morning. Thank you.

OTT: Again, thank you.

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballot No. 4)

BISHOP LAWSON: The word to me
is that we have a ballot report for the

Judicial Council and so we'll prepare

ourselves for that voting. We shall

receive, first of all, the screen reporting

the dergy ballot. You can see from the

screen that we have no election. You're

now in the process of deciding what one

dergy person you will vote for. You're
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identifying their number on the screen,

and now you are prepared to vote. Will

you enter the number of the person you

choose to vote for when the light ap-

pears?

(Judicial Council Lay Final Election)

BISHOP LAWSON: And now you are

prepared to receive a report on the lay

ballot for Judicial Council, and it'll ap-

pear on the screen. (Bailey 940, Caterson

632, Dolliver 366; the rest are O's). You
can see from the screen that you have 2

elections. And thus, that balloting is

closed. Beg pardon? Too many O's. Let's

see the screen, please, on the lay ballot

again. So what we'll do, rather than take

our time trying to fix something over

which we have no control is that we'll

ask the people who do have control over

it to look at it and send it back to us when
they're ready. And that'll save us the

attempt to try to be an election commit-

tee of the whole. We come now to our

planned agenda for the day, which is a

report from the General Council on Min-

istries.

I want you to know that in the course

of this afternoon, we will be looking at

the report concerning homosexuality

which was ordered by the last session of

the General Conference. I'd like to talk

with you a little bit about the procedure

so that you can help make it happen and

will be fully informed about the flow of

the experience. First of all, we will

receive a report from the committee es-

tablished by General Conference to

make the study. At the end of it, Jis you

know because you've read the material,

there is a series of recommendations.

Immediately before I move to you on the

floor, you will receive then a report from

the legislative committee, and you have

found their material and you'll want to

index it now for yourself so you're

prepared to participate. And it's on page

... in the blue book on p. 235, and we'll

be relating to Calendar Item 190, so

you'll have that material ready to your-

self. And we'll be receiving from the

chairperson of the legislative committee

a series of amendments to the study

report. We will handle those amend-

ments one at a time, and act on them one
at a time, and they'll be subject to your

own perfection, disagreement, or agree-

ment. Then when that process is com-

pleted, we will have handled the report

of the committee. But you will have ob-

served that they will have removed from

their report the item having to do with

the Social Principles par. 7 IF for sub-

sequent consideration. We will then

move to that discussion, handle a

mtyority and minority report in the nor-

mal fashion of our rules, tmd then we'll

be fmished for the afternoon with this

item. I call now on Bishop Felton May,

who is the chairperson of the General

Council on Ministries, to begin his

report.

BISHOP FELTON E. MAY: Bishop

Lawson, brothers and sisters all, the

bishop said that God went to Wisconsin

for a rest, did he not?

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, this is true.

BISHOP FELTON: It was only be-

cause he had designed the prototype in

Central Pennsylvania that he came.

Four years ago, while I was sitting here

on this platform witnessing your vote to

establish a study committee and then to

refer it to the General Council on Mini-

stries, I said to myself, "Self, I feel so

sorry for the presiding officer of the

Generfd Council on Ministries. May God
have mercy upon whoever assumes that

position," not knowing that I would be

that person. But I want to report to you

that it has been a gift in no small

measure to serve as the president of the

General Council on Ministries and to

participate with a committee that was

framed by the members of that body to

do the study that is before you. I want to

affirm their integrity, their wisdom, and

their commitment to Christ as they have

made a noble attempt to follow the direc-

tions that you set for them 4 years ago.

Secondly, I want to jiffirm the resource

persons that they garnered to help them
with the study. And last but not least, I

would want you to join with me and

share an expression of appreciation to

the Rev. Mrs. Nancy Yamasaki who
chaired the study committee in a way

that was 2nd to none, gracefully and

grace-filled in the name of Christ. Won't

you thank her? Therefore, Bishop Law-

son, it now becomes my responsibility to

present to this body petition no. 10865,

entitled "Report on the Study of

Homosexuality" found on p. 265 of the

Advance DCA, p. 265. The legislative

commit'ee action on this item can be

found in Calendar Item 190, p. 235 ofthe

DCA. This matter is, therefore, before

the General Conference, and on behalf

of the General Council on Ministries, I

present it to be approved. I now am
pleased to present the Rev. Mrs. Nancy

Yamasaki who will speak concerning the

content of this report and wUl be joined

by persons to help amplify the material

that you have in hand. Rev. Yamasaki

(Report of the Study ofHomo-
Sexuality)

NANCY YAMASAKI (Pacific

Northwest): Bishop Lawson, sisters and

brothers in Christ, it is a privilege to

bring before you the "Report of the

Study on Homosexuality." I would like

to introduce to you those members ofthe

study committee who will be making our
presentation. After my brief overview of

the committee's process, Jeanne Bar-

nett of CjJifomia-Nevada Conference

and William E. Lux of Iowa will bring us

a dialogue about the human experience.

Then, Dr. David A. Seamands of the

Asbury Seminary, Dr. Victor Paul Fur-

nish of Perkins School of Theology will

bring us the views on the biblical issues.

Dr. Sally Geis of IlifT School of Theology

will bring before us the scientific issues.

Dr. J. Phillip Wogaman of Wesley

Theological Seminary and Bishop

Richard C. Looney of the Macon, GA,

area will speak on what the church can

and cannot teach, as well as make com-

ments regarding the Social Principles.

Called to undertake the study of

homosexuality by the General Con-

ference of 1988 because the interpreta-

tion of homosexuality has proved to be

particularly troubling to conscientious

Christians of differing opinion and bibli-

cal, theological, and scientific questions

related to homosexuality remain in dis-

pute, the committee appointed by the

General Council on Ministries held 8

plenary meetings. A wide range of writ-

ten resources were read for an in-depth

study of this issue. Resource persons

were invited to share their expertise in

the areas of Bible, theology, ethics, and

the sciences. They represented a diver-

sity of theological positions and a broad

variety of scientific perspectives. Recog-

nizing that this issue affects the lives of

people, lesbians and gay males as well as

their family members were asked to

share their experiences with the com-

mittee. Among them were those who
were not comfortable with their orienta-

tion and wished to change their lifestyle.

There were also those who were com-

fortable with their orientation and were

working toward civil rights in both

church and society. Church leaders and

representatives of action organizations
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including Good News, Reconciling Con-
gregations, Transforming Congrega-

tions, the Methodist Federation for

Social Action, and AfTirmation also ap-

peared before the committee. Listening

posts were held in each jurisdiction

where members in local churches and
conference leaders could dialogue with

committee members. In addition,

numerous communications from
United Methodists across the church

were received. Although the work has

not been e£isy, it has been fruitful. We
used a consensus model of decision-

making and voted only once when we
adopted the fmed report, and it was a

unanimous vote. As you know, there are

issues on which we differ, and some-

times the discussions became quite

heated. Yet, I felt that we were able to be

church, a committed and caring com-

munity, seeking to be faithful to the

gospel.

YAMASAKI: Many of you have kept

us in prayer during this process. I wish

to thank you. They were effective

prayers. There were moments when we
got stuck in our process. Differing

opinions kept us from progressing. For

example, at our last meeting. Bill Lux,

who EdTirms the more conservative view

on the issue, had problems with much of

the report. He was having also a prob-

lem articulating what he thought would

be important to include in the report. As
we listened to him, Tex Sample, a

scholar identified with the liberal side,

stated, "Is this what you mean?" He
articulated theologically what Bill was
trying to say. Bill replied, "That's it!"

and then later on added, "Come on over

to our side, Tex. " Each time our progress

was hindered by division of thought, we
were able to make passage, and further

bonding took place among the commit-

tee members. It seemed truly, that

Christ's spirit must have been at work
in our midst. We bringyou our report at

this time.

JEANNE BARNETT (California-

Nevada): Homosexuality is not a theory

or a concept; it is human experience that

affects millions of people. Sexual orien-

tation is human beings at their core,

their personhood. This committee was
constantly aware of that as we worked.

WILLIAM D. LUX (Iowa): You may
have heard the commendations that

Nancy Yamasaki has had chairing this

difficult committee, where, in fact, we
came together as congenial and friendly

and amenable and gracious and all of

those fine at^ectives that you can think

of, and that went on and on for the first

10 or 15 minutes of this quadrennium,

and then we finally settled down to the

business of the committee, and I met
Jeanne Bamett.

BARNETT: We were in DaUas, TX,

and we came from different parts of the

geography and didn't know one
another. We were visiting casually at

lunch one day. I am from Sacramento,

CA.

LUX: And I said I live in Manchester,

lA, but I came to this meeting from
Phoenix, where we were vacationing.

BARNETT: WeU, I lived in Phoenix

during World War II and graduated

from high school there. Bill.

LUX: Well, duringWorldWar H, I had
a nice invitation to take a South Pacific

cruise. I think they overdid it a bit. It

took us 2 1/2 years to get back home.

Tell me, Jeanne, did you come to

California with your husband and your

family?

BURNETT: "Oh my," I thought.

What assumptions in that question.

Well, here we go, Jeanne. No, I am a

lesbian. I have never been married I am
in a committed couple relationship.

LUX: You're what? WeU, I admit, gays

in the Navy and in college, I never sat

down beside knowingly, beside a lesbian

before in my life. And I tried to figure

out what was going through this

person's mind. And what I asked her

then was, "How did you come by this?

Was it through your family, or your

background, or was this inherited? Tell

me what happened, Jeanne."

BARNETT: I said no. Bill, we gave up

on that theory a long time ago. And so,

we began our work as a committee,

going through the process of getting ac-

quainted and understanding. And I've

shared that story with my friend, show-

ing that we came from diverse parts of

geography but with different ex-

perience, different understanding ofour

subject of homosexuality. In our study,

we heard of the pain of hundreds of gay

men and lesbians. We learned of the

violence against gay men and lesbians.

Our gay brothers and lesbian sisters are

in pain. They are wounded, beaten, and
denied justice in our courts. And we
wonder, where is the "shalom zone" for

our gay men and lesbian sisters. The
church is called to be a voice for those

who have no voice. How do we respond?

The church is called to be a home where
we will all be at home. How do we
respond? No longer, I pray, like a

specimen imder a narrow focus of a
microscope, like I have felt sometimes.

Our knowledge and experience is en-

riched by the gay men and lesbians

within our church. There are thousands

across the denomination along with

their parents, family, loved ones, and
friends. Some in the closet, afraid to

speak, fearful of coercion, rejection, loss

of jobs; some openly welcome, happily

serving in a wide range of service in our

churches.We are not talking about some
unknown "they, them, those people."

We are talking about us. Us, here today

and among us across our membership.

May we give light here today, like the

light in the city on a high hill, for in-

clusion and imderstanding of all per-

sons. We are to love as we are loved. And
in that sense of wholeness, and healing,

1 send to each ofyou love and shalom.

LUX: We built an understanding, the

2 of us in the last 3 years, and we talked

pretty candidly about our feelings. She
knows that after 3 years of our study,

that I am not stiU awaiting any genetic

or any further scientific evidence to

either confirm or deny Scripture. And
Jeanne knows too, I have said many
times, that I deeply feel that from every

aspect of my experience and from our

tradition and from my reasoning and
from Scripture, I deeply feel that the

practice of homosexuality is contrary to

Christian teaching. But at the same
time, within this committee we have

built a level of trust and imderstanding

where we can speak to each other under

the umbrella ofJesus Christ and of (rod,

and we can get along together. And we
need to call this church to do that veiy

thing, Jeanne. Thank you. (Applause)

DAVID A. SEAMANDS (Kentucky):

Bishop, sisters and brothers of the

church. One does not have to take the

Bible literally in order to take it serious-

ly. The Book ofDiscipline considers the

Scripture authoritatively.

BISHOP LAWSON: My brother, may
I . . . this is really terrible. You've got

your presentation started, and I'm inter-

rupting, and I do apologize to you. But

perhaps the folks and I can come to an

understanding that in a situation of a

plenary body such as this, where you

have strong feelings on one side or the

other, it's normal to want to celebrate

when someone says something you
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agree. Unfortunately, that kind of thing

produces losers and winners, and that

seems so incompatible to the nature of

our gathering. And so I've just uninter-

rupted you and been rude at that mo-
ment to simply invite the folks to

participate with heart and mind fully

and with a great deal of respect for

others. Thank you for letting me inter-

rupt yoa

(Primacy ofScripture)

SEAMANDS: Thank you, bishop, and

I appreciate that. I remind you that our

Book ofDiscipline contains many state-

ments affirming that Scripture is

primaiy. It is the true rule for faith and

practice, and the norm by which we
judge and interpret tradition, reason,

and experience. The historic position of

the church has never condoned the prac-

tice of homosexuidity. Feeling that it is

incompatible with 2 great central teach-

ings which are like parallel tracks, or

trtyectories, which form a common
thread running throughout Scripture.

First is the positive track regarding

human sexuality in general. Again and
again, Jesus and Paul, as it were in

defense of creation, go back to the begin-

ning and tell us that there is a sacred

order in the creation of maleness and
femaleness which reveals the divine in-

tention for humankind, and becomes
the basis of heterosexual monogamous
marriage, which in turn sets the limits

ofsexual intercourse. The negative track

is simply the corollary of the positive.

Therefore, Scripture does not condone

any form of sexual intercourse outside of

heterosexual monogamous marriage. So

fornication, adultery, incest, bestiality,

and same-sex behavior are considered

incompatible with God's will as revealed

in creation. Now let's dearly under-

stand. This is not based on a few isolated

proof texts or lists of sins. It is an un-

changing, consistent common thread

running throughout all Scripture. It is a

common thread of unremitting hostility

toward same-sex intercourse. It is clear,

it is unambiguous, it is unequivocal, and
unanimously negative.

All biblical scholars agree on that

point. We cannot circumvent these

Scriptures by some form of cultural

relativism, comparing it with the tem-

porary injunctions which are no longer

binding upon us. No, there is no com-

mon-thread teaching on eating shrimp
or mixing cloths and garments or

producing hybrid plants or animals.

Neither can we weaken these Scriptures

by reading back into them modem
psychological interpretations, where we
say homosexuality is a new word of

recent origin. The biblical writers knew
nothing of homosexuality as we under-

stand it; of homosexual orientation; of

committed and meaningful relation-

ships between gays and lesbians. There

are many such new psychological words

and phrases that are not mentioned in

Scripture. The Bible knows nothing

about being sexually active. It does speak

a lot against fornication. It does not

mention having multiple sex partners or

meaningful gay and lesbiiin partner-

ships. But it does speak without excep-

tion against the practices of adultery and
same-sex intercourse. Based on the

Leviticus passages, chapters 18 and 20,

Paul repudiates same-sex intercourse as

an unnatural sin of the Gentiles; in

Romans 1, as unacceptable kingdom be-

havior, which he presumes will be aban-

doned at conversion (in 1 Corinthians

chapter 6); and, is a violation of the

moral law in 1 Timothy chapter 1. What
happens when we move the biblical basis

of sexual intercourse from the objective

standard of heterosexual, monogamous
marriage and replace it with the subjec-

tive orientation and quality-of-relation-

ship basis? In a short time, we move into

accepting any kind of sexual relation-

ship which meets this subjective-rela-

tional standard, like sex between

unmarried singles, pre-marital and

extra-marital sex, as well as same-sex

intercourse. At our last General Con-

ference 4 years ago, the masthead for the

publication The Open Hand was this;

Affirmation, United Methodists for Les-

bian and Gay Concerns. This times it

reads, United Methodists for Lesbian,

Gay, and Bisexual Concerns. I want to

frankly express my concern at this new
concern and wonder what possible fu-

ture orientations and practices we may
be called upon to accept once we have

gotten rid of the biblical standard-

heterosexual, monogamous marriage. I

dose by reminding us that we are a

world church. What we say here, we do

not just say for ourselves, but we send a

dear message to Methodists

everywhere. As the Reverend Sundo
Kim, pastor of the largest Methodist

church in the world in Seoul, Korea, said

to me four and a half months ago, "Tell

your friends that when you ask us to

approve of homosexual practices, you
are asking us not just to approve of be-

havior condemned in Scripture, but you
are also asking us to accept behavior

which is considered immoral by even our

non-Christian neighbors."

VICTOR PAUL FURNISH: Indeed,

let us affirm without reservation the

primacy and authority of Scripture.

These are not in question. The question

is how Scripture is authoritative and
how it can inform our thinking about

same-sex relationships. We must look

beyond the passages where same-sex

acts are alluded to. Then we will see that

our present statement in the Social Prin-

dples in factjumps the track ofthe dear,

compelling biblical witness that matters

most. Four points:

Number 1: The authority of Scripture

derives not its specific do's and don't's,

but from its compelling witness to God's

self-disdosure in Christ. The one dear

track or thread throughout Scripture is

what it says about the covenant love of

God, present for us in Christ as saving

grace. In Christ we experience this love

as both an unconditional gift and an

unconditioned daim. So the first and
fundamental question is not what the

Bible happens to imply about same sex-

acts; the defming, decisive question is

what expresses the grace of God and

what does not.

Point 2: All specific biblical teachings,

induding the allusions to same-sex acts,

must be assessed in the light of this one

compelling scriptural testimony to

God's gift and claim of love. Those al-

lusions must not be isolated from this

decisive kerygmatic core of the Bible.

Nor should they simply be lumped

together without regard for their respec-

tive cultural and historical context.

Point 3: When we take account of

those contexts, we discover first that

they are quite varied. For example, the 2

verses in Leviticus address the matter of

ritual purity and pollution. They are not

addressed to moral questions like good-

ness or justice. Yet, the Romans passage

stands in a letter where Paul, following

Jesus, explicitly rejects distinctions be-

tween ritual deanness and undeanness.

And the point in Romans is that all of us

have sinned and fallen short of the glory

ofGod and that we all alike must live out

of the grace of God. The second thing we
discover from the context is that the

biblical writers presupposed things

about same-sex acts that we now know
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ought not be simply presupposed. They
presupposed that everyone is

heterosexual and that all same-sex acts

are willful and rebellious. They had no
idea about sexual orientation, let alone

about the possibility ofpredisposing fac-

tors, biological or whatever. They,

therefore, also presupposed that all

same-sex acts are lustful, abusive, and
exploitative. These are the kinds of acts

that passages like Romans 1 and 1

Corinthians 6 and 1 Timothy 1 have in

view. Our question about monogamous,
covenanted relationships was not on

their agenda. When we apply the biblical

references to this question, we are

misapplying them.

Point 4 and finally:We must therefore

look beyond these scattered allusions.

What must inform us is the compelling

scriptural track of God's covenant love.

It has to be our task, no easy ... to think

through with the guidance of the Holy

Spirit and with all of the human
knowledge available to us, what this

gospel of God's grace requires and

precludes concerning same-sex relation-

ships. Is not this what we have done in

fact, and quite properly, in the case of

divorce? When Jesus quoted the Genesis

creation accounts it was not to condemn
same-sex acts-that was not the topic-

but to condemn divorce, absolutely and
with no exceptions. Whom God has

joined together, let no one separate. In

addition, a second marriage after

divorce was called adulterous.

Matthew's version does allow divorce

where there's been licentious behavior,

but with only that one exception, not for

any other. And still, even in Matthew, as

consistently throughout the New Testa-

ment, a second marriage after divorce is

regarded as adulterous, incompatible

with the will of God. Yet, I have heard

no one suggesting that our church simp-

ly adopt the scriptural rules about

divorce and remarriage. We have recog-

nized that the issues are much more
complex than they were or were seemed
to be when those rules were formulated.

So we have listened for the word of God
and attended to the leading of the Spirit

in our own day. We have learned from

our pastoral experience, and we have

learned as much as possible from the

human sciences. We thus continue to

aflirm the scriptural norm of life-long

marriage to just one spouse, but we also

recognize that there are instances where
divorce, sometimes even remarriage

after divorce, can be a faithful expres-

sion of God's grace. It should be the

same as regards same-sex relationship.

No scriptural reference nor any collec-

tion of such references can be simply

copied out as church policy. Scripture

informs us in a more fundamental and
lasting way. I do not claim that Scripture

affirms same-sex relationships. Indeed,

it only envisions degraded, abusive

same-sex encounters and it condemns
those and so must we. But neither does

Scripture preclude the possibility that in

the case of a monogamous faithful

relationship, as sometimes in the case of

divorce and a second marriage, God's

grace may find meaningful expression.

That this can, indeed, be so, has been

confirmed many times over through the

faithful stewardship and the grace-filled

lives ofmany of our brothers and sisters

in Christ.

(Science and Homosexuality)

SALLY B. GEIS (Rocky Mountain):

Bishop Lawson, friends in Christ.

Science in the church . . . two questions.

First, why do scientists have such a hard

time communicating with the church on

this subject? And second, what did the

study committee learn from science?

First question. The communication

problem exists partly because the

church bases its decisions on sources

different from the ones science uses. For

example, social science tells us that

there is no measurable difference be-

tween the children raised by lesbian

mothers and straight mothers. There-

fore, scientific logic alone would suggest

that the church quit worrying about

whether mothers are gay or straight.

Instead, worry about mothers whose

lifestyles we know are harmful to their

children: drug and alcohol abusers, for

example, who are both sometimes les-

bian and sometimes straight. Another

communication problem for scientists is

that we in the church, conservatives and

liberals alike, want to use science to

prove that moral conclusions we hold

already are correct. Conservatives want

proof that sexual orientation is environ-

mentally caused, it can be changed, and
homosexual practice is unhealthy.

Liberals want proof that sexual orienta-

tion is genetically determined, it cannot

be changed, and homosexual practice is

not unhealthy. The problem for conser-

vatives and liberals alike is that scien-

tists do not study homosexuality~or any

other subject, for that matter-to sup-

port moral conclusions. Remember
Galileo. In discovering that the earth

rotated around the sun, rather than the

other way around, he did not mean to

create a religious heresy, but his con-

clusions almost caused him to be burned

at the stake because the church fathers

believed they were contraiy to the

Bible's view of creation. If he had
trouble communicating, the problems in

commimicating about this subject are

even more complicated. Take the ques-

tion about whether homosexual practice

is unhealthy. Scientists are not playing

word games when they say it cannot be

answered. Why? Because there is no
scientific definition of homosexual prac-

tice. Genital sexual practices-including

mutual masturbation, oral and anal in-

tercourse-that we usually associate

with homosexuals are engaged in by

both hetero- and homosexual persons.

Should the church choose to condemn
anal intercourse, science would have

some facts to support the decision. But

anal intercourse occurs in many kinds of

relationships: sometimes in incest,

when fathers molest their children-

usually their daughters, but sometimes

their sons. It occurs sometimes in

monogamous marriage, where it can be

abusive to women. And sometimes it is

abusive in gay male relationships-the

relationships usually associated with

the practice. Scientific evidence also

supports the condemnation of promis-

cuity. Monogamous people have fewer

sexually-transmitted diseases than

people with multiple partners. This is

true for everyone: men and women,

straight and gay. However,

monogamous relationships can be un-

healthy if one partner carries an infec-

tion or is violent. Heterosexual

monogamy is unhealthy when wives are

brutalized sexually by their husbands.

For science, it is abuse and exploitation

that are harmful. When the church

singles out homosexual men and women
to condemn, including many who are

neither abusive nor promiscuous, scien-

tists are frustrated with the logic. I hope

these illustrations help you understand

the study committee's dilemma in using

science. Now you, the General Con-

ference delegates, must decide how to

use this information that is so difficult

to explain-particularly about a subject

that causes so much emotion among
persons who affirm the current Social
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Principles as they are presently worded

and those who do not.

My second question. All is not con-

fusion. We did leam--on the study com-

mittee-some useful things from science,

if not all we had wanted. For example,

we hoped to learn something simple

about the cause of homosexuality. Un-
fortunately, that did not happen. In-

stead, we learned that human sexuality

is a very complex subject. It involves the

fantasies and fears of our minds, the

genetic composition of our bodies, the

relationships we have with other people.

Biologists told us about research on hor-

monal differences between gays and

straights, as well as studies on brain

differences. Unfortunately, their

evidence is not as conclusive as Galileo's.

Shortly after we fmished our study, the

Salk Institute reported fmdings about

the interior hypothalamus, which con-

trols the sex urge. Gay men's

hjrpothalami are formed more like

women's than like those ofstraight men.

The same result w£is reported earlier by

researchers in the Netherlands, and

though more study is needed, science

may be very dose to an answer about

cause. From social scientists we learned

there are cultural differences in the

defmitions of homosexuality. For ex-

ample, AIDS educators told us that men
in some cultures are insulted if, as they

put it, they're accused of being fags or

queers. To them, a queer is someonewho
plays the passive role in anal or oral

intercourse. Laying like a women is the

homosexual act. One case study involved

a truck driver who was proud of being

faithful to his wife. During long trips he

relieved his sexual needs by playing the

inserter role in anal intercourse with

males-an act he believed had nothing to

do with being homosexual. This infor-

mation about cultural defmitions of

homoscxutdity is of life-saving impor-

tance to AIDS educators. It may also

explain why male homosexuality is so

much more offensive in our culture than

female homosexuality. Some
anthropologists suggest that our long

history of male sexual dominance and

female submissiveness is related to our

attitude toward homosexuality.

Sociological studies about the lifestyles

ofgay and lesbian couples tell us that gay

people are as apt to be good neighbors,

conscientious workers, and loving fami-

ly members as straights. Some bad ap-

ples in both barrels. The impression that

all homosexuals are sex abusers is not

true. What is true is that males are more
aggressive sexually than females. But it

is estimated that about 90 % of the time

the victims of male sexual abuse are

females, not males. Science has not

given us all the answers we want. But I

urge us to make use of what we have

learned, and make it available to

everyone in the church-particularly if

we are going to make judgments about

this intimate dimension of each other's

lives.

PHILIP J. WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

Writing in the New York Times last Sep-

tember, Peter Steinfels commented on

the Study Ckimmittee Report from

which you're hearing. "Most reflection

on these topics would be improved if

they were preceded by reading these

documents. Maybe study committees

too have a place in God's mysterious

plans." I think most of us on the study

committee would agree that there is

mystery here. In its own life these last 4

years, the study corrmiittee has sought to

provide a model for the church in how to

deal with controversial, difficult, ex-

plosive issues with honesty, generosity,

mutual respect, and Christian love. No
power plays. No preemptive strikes. We
have been careful not to exclude points

of view, even when voiced by 1 or 2 or 3

or 4 members of our committee. They
heard from a wide variety of viewpoints

on this subject. Our final report em-

bodies that principle of mutual respect.

The report comes to a focus in a very

important question: What can the

church responsibly teach? As we have

written in the report, responsible teach-

ing is accountable to truth about the

faith we profess. And it is accountable to

truth about the reality we are examin-

ing. Responsible teaching limits itself to

conclusions that are solidly and clearly

grounded. When we do this well, we un-

dergird the integrity of the church and

gain the respect, if not always the agree-

ment, ofsociety-at-large. Our study com-

mittee was not asked to do our thinking

ideologically. We were asked to help the

church sort out the claims and the

counterclaims. In this section of the

report, we have criticized views on both

sides. We have noted some of the points

we can all agree upon. And we have

acknowledged the most important

points of disagreement within the com-

mittee. This part of the report was

signed by all of us, and anything that

everybody on our committee could agree

to is worth the notice even of the

General Conference. For instance, we
agreed sexual expression should be

governed by love and self-discipline, and

sexual relations should always be in the

context of responsible, committed,

monogamous, loving adult relation-

ships. In a relationship where each

partner can be an expression of God's

grace for the other, we are agreed on

that. We are agreed that the specific

causes of homosexual orientation

remain unclear, although various scien-

tific theories contribute to our overaU

understanding. We are agreed that there

are substantial numbers of persons of

homosexual orientation within the

church whose gifts and graces manifest

the work of the Spirit among us. We are

agreed that the basis ofmoral judgments

in this or any other area cannot be statis-

tical head counts or subjective feelings.

We must not in that sense be moral

relativists. We simply do not know yet

whether sexual orientation is fixed

before or after birth, although many
have experienced sexutd orientation

from early childhood. We also do not

know yet the extent to which change is

possible. It appears that some have been

able to change. It appears that others

have tried very hard to change and have

not been able to. And as we have noted,

we all take the Bible seriously, although

our committee members are divided

about the way we should use the Bible.

The last General Conference asked us to

comment on the implications of our

study for the Social Principles. All of us

agreed that there needs to be a section

added on human and civil rights for gay

and lesbian persons. Regardless of one's

feelings about the morality of

homosexuality, these rights for protec-

tion from abuse, protection in property

relationships and caring relationships,

cannot be neglected in a democratic

society. We differ among ourselves, as

you know, about whether homosexual

practice can ever be approved by Chris-

tians. We do agree that the church has

not yet arrived at a common mind on

that. We do agree that there are many
things about homosexuality we do not

know. We do agree that there are honest

differences ofopinion between informed

and committed Christians. I do not want

to confuse the later legislative situation

by speaking of mtyority and minority

reports. But let me put the disagreement
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this way. Some of »is are saying that

when we are not sure, we should stay

with our present position. Others of us

are sajdng that when we are not sure, we
should avoid condemning a practice.

When in doubt, do not hurt, do not stig-

matize.

BISHOP RICHARD C. LOONEY:You
will note that we have an almost fully

consensus dociunent because we came

to know and respect each other enough

to list honestly our deep and fundamen-

tal differences. We do not agree on the

way the Scripture is to be weighed. We
do not agree on the weight to be given

tradition. We do not agree on the affir-

mation of same-sex unions. We do not

agree about the statement in the Social

Principles.

But in the midst of our fundamental

disagreement we came to respect each

other, and I trust that our continuing

debate today will reflect that same kind

of respect. It's a bit intimidating to fol-

low gifted scholars and then to be put in

the position of saying a good word for

the church's long-held position; when
that position has been put in print as

one based on ignorance and prejudice,

one with no rational basis, one with a

literalistic proof-texting, and to be

somehow identified with those who
abandoned the church to self-satisfied,

holier-than-thou religious right. And to

those words we aU could add our own
labeling words: homophobic, reaction-

ary, literalistic; and there are many
labels on the other side. Name-calling is

not a way to discuss the complex and

anguishing issues that divide us. Nor is

labelingfair to thegiants ofthe faith like

St. Paul and Augustine, like Luther and

Calvin, like Wesley and Karl Barth,

whom I would assume we would all ac-

cept were informed and rational. Nor is

it fair to those thousands of United

Methodists who have struggled with this

issue during the last 5 General Con-

ferences.

I'm happy to say a word that I con-

sider to be informed and rational about

the church's position. If you read the

whole statement you will see that it is a

bitlanced, compassionate statement

that recognizes the sacred worth of all

persons, whatever their orientation. It

says the church is to be in ministry with

all persons, and it insists that the civil

and human rights of all persons are to

be protected. But at the same time it says

that there are standards for sexual con-

duct and that the church has the right

to talk about what is incompatible with

those standards.

Let me quickly review where we
diverge and where the church, now the

minority on the committee, but the

church, has stood. The basis for this

stand is scriptural, and that has been

beautifully presented and I don't need to

add to it. If we psychoanalyze every

phrase in the Bible that we do not agree

with, if we assume that we can read the

minds ofthose, who were far more intel-

ligent than sometimes we like to say, of

that long period ago, where do we stop?

And if we say the practice of

homosexuality is culturally tainted, why
in the same paragraph do we not say

that other sexual sins are not culturally

tainted? And if St. Paul had an inade-

quate understanding of sexual orienta-

tion or practice in Romans, what are we
to do with the following sentences that

talk about malice, deceit, murder,

slander? How do we decide which verses

we accept as legitimate and which verses

we throw out as culturally tainted? It is

faithful to Christian tradition. I've men-

tioned some of the giants of the faith.

This kind of consensus, so long built in

Jewish and Christian tradition, cannot

be easily jettisoned without creating

mass confusion among us. This position

is in the mainstream of globid Chris-

tianity. We jo3'fully celebrate the fact

that we are a global church, and yet we
risk alienating those in many parts of

the world who are somehow confused by

our seeming willingness to change this

position. Science cannot give us the

answer. The thing that amazed me
about the study is how deeply divided

the scientific community is. You can find

scientists who tell you that it's genetic

or hormonal, others who will tell you

that it's learned by age 2, others who will

tell you that there's a window of oppor-

tunity in adolescence. Do we change

something so longstanding on such

divided advice? And it is a hopeful state-

ment. It holds out the possibility for

change, or at least the ability to resist,

to those who wish. And again there are

reputable scientists who say for those

who wish to change it is possible, and

success rates of up to 50% have been

experienced. And do we casually throw

out the experience of individuals who
have found that they were not only

changed but given a new fullness of life?

Let me just say in closing that this state-

ment is consistent with the church's ^
right and responsibility to affirm stand- ^
ards of appropriate sexual conduct. Per-

sons have every right to disagree with

that and to practice a different standard.

But the church should not be expected

to bless what it considers contrary to I

Scripture, tradition, reason, and ex-
*

perience. We have a long list of incom-

patible practices in the Social Principles,

and we are not labeled as being unlov-

ing, hateful, or phobic May we find

divine wisdom as we struggle to balance

compassionate love with high moral

standards.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, as our

chairperson comes . forward, I must do

something I've been trying to discover

when to do. For it's been my prayer that

we would indeed focus mind and heart

on this matter and seek for God's dis-

cernment as we move. I have a very

mundane annoimcement, but I think

some of you will be quite angry if you

don't know this. The note says that the

police are indicating that all

automobiles parked at meters will be

towed immediately. No meter parking is

permitted between 3 and 6 p.m. I

presume that there are 4 or 5 ofyou who I

would like to know that.

NANCY YAMASAKI: One can per-

ceive that there are divergent views

among the experts as well as the com-

mittee members. We have had to live

with paradox. Although it was not our

intention to provide a model for the

church, perhaps the committee's

process can be used as an effective

model. Seemingly opposite views were

held in tension as 1 whole. In Christian

thought, life and death are seen on a

continuum as our despair and hope. The
paradox ofagreement and disagreement

can also be held in tension together by a

caring, covenantal community centered

in Christ Jesus. Study of diverse

materials by a diverse community in-

cluding gay males and lesbians enables

one to learn how others come to their

conclusions and also helps draw one's

own conclusions. And, in the process of

learning, one does grow and become en-

riched. Where we have learned to objec-

tify the other-whether the other is

liberal, whether the other is conserve- ^
tive, whether the other might be gay or ^
lesbian-within the context of com-

munity of learning it is possible to

humanize one another, to be able to see

Christ in one another, to be able to see
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Christ's spirit at work in a caring, com-

mitted community. And so, I commend
our study to you with an invitation, an

invitation to experience something very

profound and within the caring, Chris-

titin context-to learn and to grow in the

name of Christ on the subject of

homosexuality. And now I would like to

thank all the members of the committee

and ask them at this time if they would

please stand and be recognized. Those
on the floor who are visiting and are

members, delegates, as well as those up

here. Thank you very much.

BISHOP LAWSON: And with that

closing statement you now have before

you the report and that specifically in-

volves on p. 279 of the Advance Chris-

tian Advocate those recommendations

and, as I indicated earlier, we will now
go quickly to the legislative committee

chairperson for their action on this

report.

(Recommendations of the Study Com-
mittee)

CHARLENE KAMMERER (Florida):

I am chair of the Faith and Mission

Committee. Bishop Lawson and mem-
bers of the conference, I invite you to

turn to the references that Bishop Law-

son has cited, first in your red book, pp.

265 to 280. We will be directing our

attention to pp. 279 and 280 of the

report. Also, you will want to turn to p.

235 in the DCA blue book. We begin

there with Calendar Item 190. You have

just heard an overview report from the

Committee to Study Homosexuality

chaired by Nancy S. Yamasaki. The
Faith and Mission Committee has had

the privilege of very seriously consider-

ing the report ofthe study committee. In

a spirit of cooperation and compassion,

we have struggled with our recommen-
dations and action. I am deeply grateful

for the participation of each person on

our committee as we informed one

another and as we created community.

Special appreciation is expressed to our

vice chairperson, Jim Harnish, and Mr.

Ronald Koo, secretary, for a lively spirit

of coUegiality. As the Faith and Mission

legislative committee, we chose to do our

work as a committee of the whole

throughout last week.

Now, if you will turn with me in the

DCA red book you might want to com-

pare 279 and 280, which list the six

recommendations of the study commit-
tee. Bishop Lawson, I would like for us

to consider reconunendations 1 through

4 and no. 6 of that report at this time.

Recommendation 5 has been removed

from the study report itself by action of

the legislative committee. It will be ad-

dressed in the DCA blue book, p. 235.

If you will turn with me to the

committee's recommending concur-

rence as amended, Calendar Item 190,

235 blue book. On recommendation no.

1, we would add after the final word, "An
annotated bibliography is to be added to

this report."

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, this is

an amendment that is before you. On
recommendation no. 1 in the red book,

p. 279, on the right hand column, half-

way down, there is amended a sentence

which reads, "An annotated bibliog-

raphy is to be added to this report." This

amendment is beforeyou. Anything that

wants to be said? Yes, sir. Jim,

microphone 5.

JAMES HOLSINGER (Virginia): I'd

like to move an amendment to recom-

mendation no. 1 by deleting everything

after the word "Conference" and replac-

ing that materiid with the following,

"Refer the Study of Homosexuality con-

ducted by the General Council on Mini-

stries during the 1989-92 quadrennium

to the United Methodist Publishing

House." Recommendation 1 would then

read as follows.

BISHOP LAWSON: May I interrupt

you, please, Jim?

HOLSINGER: I beg your pardon?

BISHOP LAWSON: May I interrupt

you, please? Because I called you by

name, I did not then invite you to state

your name and your conference, but

more important than that, what we have

before us is a motion to amend, which is

amended by one sentence. You are not

making a . .

.

HOLSINGER: It would be an amend-

ment to the amendment, then.

BISHOP LAWSON: WeU, it's not real-

ly that. I think what you're proposing is

another, quite free-standing amend-

ment and I'll need to invite you to think

about that in another moment. All right,

thank you. Anybody else want to speak

to this amendment which is specifically

before us? I see no one requesting the

floor, and so, with the amendment
before you as identified on p. 235 of the

red book, the addition of a sentence to

recommendation no. 1. If you have your

mind about you on this regard then

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 766; "No," 153, and a sentence is

added. And now recommendation no. 1

is before you without any amendments
before us. Would anyone care to . . . yes?

You're coming to microphone 5.

HOLSINGER: Thank you, Jim Hol-

singer from Virginia. I'll again go

through the proposed amendment to

recommendation no. 1. 1 would move to

amend recommendation no. 1 by delet-

ing everything after the word
"Conference" and replacing that with

the following, "Refer the Study of

Homosexuality conducted by the

General Council on Ministries during

the 1989-92 quadrennium to The United

Methodist Publishing House." Recom-
mendation 1 would then read in total as

follows, "We recommend that the 1992

General Conference refer the Study of
Homosexuality conducted by the

General Coimcil on Ministries during

the 1989-92 quadrennium to The United

Methodist Publishing House." With a

second I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is it seconded? It

is variously seconded.

HOLSINGER: I would like to simply

make this motion in an effort to make
the first recommendation conform with

recommendations 2, 3, and 4, which are

designed to provide study material by

the United Methodist Publishing House
and this would simply make sure that

this document gets to them in an ap-

propriate way, and I believe that it would

help to make all 4 of those recommenda-

tions conform themselves together.

Thank you.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, the

matter is before you. Does anjrthing

need to be said to it? Yes, you're coming

to microphone 4.

BETH CAPEN (New York): Yes,

Bishop. Before we take a vote on this

amendment and the following amend-

ments, I would move that a repre-

sentative in our long-standing history in

The United Methodist Church to hear

the rights and to honor the right of

groups to speak for themselves. I would

move that a representative of Affirma-

tion, which is the United Methodist

caucus for gay, lesbians and bisexual

concerns, be allowed to address this con-

ference for up to 10 minutes before a

vote is taken on the calendar items con-

tained in 190, 1 mean before we vote on

the amendments in Calendar Items 190

and 191.
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BISHOP LAWSON: I acknowledge

your motion and indicate to you that

when the time comes to receive that

motion or require a motion to change

the rules, but need to say to you that we
are right now in the middle of consider-

ing an amendment, and so, at another

moment, at smother time, perhaps your

chance can come to make that motion.

But right now we need to stick tight to

what is before us.

CAPEN: Bishop, if I may, I thmk that

because of the nature of Mr. Holsinger's

motion it would be appropriate, because

as I see it his amendment very much, or

from my perspective, has a big impact on
Calendar Item 190 and on the study.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you for

that comment. Are there other com-

ments to be made from the floor? Are
your minds clear on this matter? We
then call on the chairperson of the com-

mittee, if she desires to say anything

about this?

KAMMERER: I do not believe that if

we pjiss this motion it would significant-

ly alter our succeeding point, so I do not

think there would be a problem with the

committee on this motion.

(Calendar Item No. 190 vote)

BISHOP LAWSON: If your mind is

clear on this matter, we've already had

the closing comment by the chairper-

son. We are in the midst of receiving a

vote. Ifyour mind is clear on this matter

please vote when the light appears.

BISHOP LAWSON: "Yes," 515;

"No," 418. The amendment is now a

part of the main motion. And I do not

have a copy of it. Is a page bringing that

to me? This recommendation no. 1 is

before you, and I acknowledge

microphone 4.

BETH CAPEN (New York): Thank
you, bishop, at this point I'm unclear

because my understanding of the rules

is that for the body to recognize some-

one, we do not have to suspend the rules.

This morning there were 2 persons who
spoke who were not delegates and,

therefore, it would not require the 2/3
vote. I would ask for guidance on that so

that I can be referred to that rule.

BISHOP LAWSON: It is myjudgment
that the persons you are referring to

were part of committees presenting

reports, which is a different matter, and
I think your pathway would be to £isk

this group to set aside the rules for the

purposes of hearing your motion.

CAPEN: OK, thank you, Bishop.

Given that, then, I would move in ac-

cordance with our long history of sup-

porting the rights of groups to speak for

themselves, that this body suspend the

rules to allow a representative of Affir-

mation to come and speak to us now
concerning their feelings about the

Calendar Items 190 and 191.

BISHOP LAWSON: So, the purpose

ofyour motion to suspend the rules is in

order that we might hearyour motion to

allow that.

CAPEN: Yes.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is there a 2nd to

that? It is variously seconded. We have

a motion to suspend the rules; youknow
the purpose for the suspension. Your

mind is now clear on that matter, and
will you express your mind when the

light appears? This wiU require 2/3 of

you to decide this. ("Yes," 392; "No,"

558.) Then you have not reconsidered

the rules. It is the chair'sjudgment then,

that we cannot receive your motion.

Thank you. Would you put the numbers
back up again? Now, we'U just take a

minute and see what we want to see.

Now I'd like to suggest that while you

are in the process of this expression, you

might want to move yourself outside the

bar of the conference in order that we
cannot put me in a position of asking

you to leave. So would you like to step to

the side, please? Thank you; now we
turn then to your next recommendation.

Point of order? You are coming to

microphone 10?

(Meaning ofReferral to UMPH)

JIM LAWSON (California-Pacific):

Brother bishop, I'd like to know what
the meaning of the Jim Holsinger

amendment is. If we have voted to refer

this to The United Methodist Publish-

ing House, does that not mean then that

this report is no longer before us as a

General Conference?

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. That

was a point of inquiry as I understand it.

And at least as he explained his motion,

it was to harmonize that 1st recommen-
dation with that which follows. He ex-

plained it as an implementation ofwhat
followed, and consequently it is my un-

derstanding that it has not removed an

item before us, but it simply flows with

the rest of the report. And that is my
judgment.

LAWSON: However . .

.

BISHOP LAWSON: I turn to you, and
you are coming over to microphone 4?

JANE TURNER-BORDEN (Troy):

Just a very minor point of order; you
asked that the chairperson of the com-
mittee speak to that motion. The chair-

person of the committee did not speak

to it. The chairperson of the section

spoke to it.

BISHOP LAWSON: And that was, is

my understanding, proper procedure

When we come to the point when we're

going to vote on the committee's recom-

mendation, she will indeed have final

word. We're dealing right now with the

recommendations and amendments
from the legislative committee. And
now I would appreciate voting members
ofthe conference being aware ofthe fact

that our rules do ask you to remain

seated so that other members can be

acknowledged at the points in time

when they'd like to speak. And it would

be helpful to the chair if you would ac-

knowledge and act on that rule. Yes, sir,

microphone 8.

DENNY SILK (Nebraska): I do need a

bit of clarification. It's in the same line

as Mr. Lawson's request. I would need to

have that 1st recommendation read for

me now, because I'm not clear whether

the words "receive the report" have

been eliminated or not.

BISHOP LAWSON: The motion that

we have before us is as follows. After the

word "Conference," delete the

remainder ofthe sentence and replace it

with "refer the Study of Homosexuality,

conducted by GCOM during the 1989-92

quadrennium, to The United Methodist

Publishing House."

SILK: Could I continue then?

BISHOP LAWSON: Please.

SILK: I would like to ... if I mitke a

motion to reconsider, then can I speak

to that motion?

BISHOP LAWSON: How didyou vote

on that, sir? On the prevailing side?

SILK Yes, I did, because I wasn't

clear, and I thought that the chair had

indicated the conformity was accept-

able, but I'm not sure now.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, you

may move that.

SILK: I'd like to move reconsideration

of the action we just took on the amend-

ment that came from there.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is that seconded?

It's variously seconded. Sir?

SILK; WeU, perhaps . .

.
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BISHOP LAWSON: Excuse me, ex-

cuse me.

SILK; I'm sorry.

BISHOP LAWSON: We do have to

call for a vote, don't we? Yes. If you

would reconsider that amendment
which I've just read, would you please

indicate now by voting when the light

appears. You have 'Tes," 493; "No,"

453, and the motion is reconsidered.

And what was it you wanted to say? The
motion is reconsidered, the matter is

now before us; what was it you wanted

to say?

SILK: It seems important to me that

there might be some conformity, but it

seems to me that the amendment
d^mitely changes the direction which

we are going. It seems imperative to me
that we receive this report. If we simply

refer it to The United Methodist

Publishing House, then we have not

acted to receive and in that sense, we
also do not act to pass this study to the

local church or the church-at-large. I

believe that receiving this report,

regardless ofwhat we do with the rest of

it, is critical to not waste the effort that

has been made by these and many others

over the last 4 and indeed beyond that.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. We
do not have a motion now on the floor;

we have reconsidered a motion, and the

floor is open. So, we are coming back

here, microphone 11. Yes, the person in

the white blouse.

CARLEN BLACKSTONE (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Thankyou. I rise to ques-

tion our procedure at this particular

point and to ask for a suspension of the

rules. Because of the fact that I feel dis-

illusioned, and I don't know ifI'm speak-

ing for many of you, but we spent an

entire morning dealing with an issue 2

days ago where someone in our body

asked for us to have a chance to respond

without a need for legislation and that

was never provided for us. We just spent

2 of the 2 hours that were allotted for us

for homosexuality and the presentation

of that study, 1 hour and 15 minutes-

more that 1/2 of that time-to hear a

report that we had already read and had

heard in many different ways.

BISHOP LAWSON: Excuse me,

ma'am, your motion is?

BLACKSTONE: Yes. My motion is to

suspend the rules for an opportunity to

be able to have people to respond to that

report. Because of the fact that we have

not had any chance, if we were not in

that Faith and Mission subcommittee, to

have any input at all one way or the

other. I have difficulty with . .

.

BISHOP LAWSON: The purpose of

my interrupting you, I apologize for

doing it again, is that I have not yet

asked for a 2nd and you are speaking to

this motion.

BLACKSTONE: OK
BISHOP LAWSON: And so, is there a

2nd to that? It is variously seconded.

And we'd like to ask you what rule it is

you are seeking to suspend?

BLACKSTONE: I'd like to suspend,

or I'd like to change the order in order

for us to have a time to be able to

dialogue about this before we specifically

deal with legislation as the committee

presents that.

BISHOP LAWSON: And so, if I un-

derstand correctly, when you, if you

should happen to receive a suspension of

rules in the vote that's going to be taken

in a moment, you would then be moving

for an open-mike time?

BLACKSTONE: For 20 minutes of an

opportunity to respond to that report.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right. You all

then understand the purpose by which

she requests a suspension of the rules. It

is seconded. It will take 3/4 of you to

agree. Ifyour mind is clear on that mat-

ter, will you vote now when the light

appears?

"Yes," 288; "No," 655.

Rules are not suspended. Excuse me.

Thank you. Would you give me the

screen again? Would you give me the

screen again, please? The numbers are

"Yes," 288; "No," 655. Rules are not

suspended, and the floor is now open.

Yes, ma'am. Microphone 2.

JUDY MOXLEY (Florida): I would

like to have the report from Mrs. Kam-
merer and let her continue with what

we've done because when you get into

these recommendations, you find that

there is a proper place for the publishing

house. And I feel we should go on with

her report and let her make it.

BISHOP LAWSON: That's a plea to

continue, and I hear a point of order.

Yes, sir. You're going to microphone 13.

CHARLES DUNDAS (Minnesota):

Bishop, I need to ask a question about

order. Did we not vote to reconsider the

motion that was made?

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, you did.

DUNDAS: Is that motion not before

us, Bishop Lawson?

BISHOP LAWSON: It is before yoa

DUNDAS: Well, may we speak to that

motion?

BISHOP LAWSON: Ifyou'd like to.

DUNDAS: It seems to me that what

that motion does, in a very subtle way,

is to take this report out of the hands of

the programming bodies of the church

and to place it in the hands of the

Publishing House, which is not a

programming body of the church but a

publishing body of the church. I think

that we need to be very, very careful that

we [not] let the management, and the

dissemination, and the study of this

report get out of the hands of the

programming agencies of the church.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, that is

a speech contrary to this motion. Would
anybody care to speak for it? Yes, sir.

Microphone 6.

V. L. DAUGHTERY (South Georgia):

I rise to amend the motion that is before

us: that afler it is sent to the Publishing

House, I move that the writers selected

be approved by the Curriculum Resour-

ces Committee ofThe United Methodist

Church.

BISHOP LAWSON: May I share with

you, sir, a quandary the chair is now
experiencing? The procedure we have is

that we're receiving the legislative

committee's recommendations as

amendments. Jim Holsinger's motion

was an amendment to an amendment.

You just offered me a 3rd-order amend-

ment. And so I think the route to any-

thing like what you want to do is to

decide on his amendment, and then the

floor will be open iigain. At the moment,

the floor is not open to amendments; it's

only open to comments. And I'm looking

for somebody who would like to speak in

favor of this amendment. A point of

clarification. Yes, ma'am. Microphone 9.

PHYLUS FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): My point of clarification,

bishop, is how can we refer something if

we do not receive it? How can we refer

this report the to the Publishing House

if it is not received by this General Con-

ference?

BISHOP LAWSON: I must accept,

then, your comment, which is a question

as an attempt to speak contrary to this

amendment.

FERGUSON: I am asking a question.

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, I under-

stand.

FERGUSON: OK answer it.

BISHOP: We will call to our attention

the fact that the report now belongs to
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the body. It is no longer the property of

the legislative committee, and the body

may do with it as it desires. And however

it sends it, it'll be sent-if it is passed. Are

you going to microphone 6?

SAMPLE: Bishop, I have some un-

clarity about the motion to refer. If this

motion to refer should go through, does

that mean that basically our discussion

is over and that we do not, then, con-

tinue to discuss the other items under-

neath the report of the legislative

committee?

BISHOP LAWSON: The amendment,
as articulated by the mover of the

amendment, refers specifically to

recommendation number 1. And thus it

is limited in its context to recommenda-

tion number 1. And it is thejudgment of

the chair that it would not keep us from

handling the other recommendations.

SAMPLE: Thank you.

BISHOP LAWSON: Point of order.

Yes. Number 6.

CAROLYN JOHNSON (North In-

diana): I have a point of order and also

a point, I think, of clarification. Calen-

dar Item 190: The recommendation

from the committee is to concur the

amendment, and those amendments are

all under 1 calendar item. Now I under-

stand that we operationally are treating

them as though we have divided the

question. But in reality, since the ques-

tion wasn't officially divided, would not

the entire calendar item, then, come

back to us so that the resolution on any

one individual sub-amendment within

that total move concurrence with

amendment would still have to come

back before the total body-unless it is

your ruling that indeed each section of

that calendar item has indeed been a

divided question.

BISHOP LAWSON: You will recall, at

the very beginning of this deliberation,

I indicated to you a plan of operation

which announced the division of the

question. The question is, in fact,

divided.

JOHNSON: So it was divided from

the chair and not from the body?

BISHOP LAWSON: That is true.

JOHNSON: Thank you.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. Now
let's try very hard to focus ourselves a bit

because our real purpose here is to make
a decision about this. Yes. Microphone

13.

JUNE GOLDMAN (Iowa): Bishop,

could you please clarify for me. It was my

understanding that prior to your re-

quest that the standing delegates be

seated, that early on you had requested

that those persons in this demonstra-

tion at the front of the room would

leave. I thought you had asked that.

BISHOP LAWSON: I did in fact ask

that, and I will occasionally ask it again.

If the body wants to instruct me to do

otherwise, I'd be glad to respond to your

instruction. But at this point in time, if

we could continue to operate, I'm willing

to continue to try to do that. Come over

here on this side to microphone 14. Yes,

sir. Going back to 14.

DICK HAMILTON (South Indiana):

I'd like to speak against the amendment
because it seems to me it deletes a very

critical and central notion: and that is

for study and use across the whole

church. That's entirely central to this

report to which a great deal of money

and effort have been invested-and, let

me point out, the entire committee has

supported. I come from a local church,

as do many ofyou, where we have lacked

good information-the basis for the kind

of discussions that have gone on and will

go on in our local churches arotmd this

issue for many years to come. I am so

encouraged by the content of this report

in putting before us the best informa-

tion and judgments that we have from

people of our own number here in this

church and this body. And I want to be

very sure that this not be buried in a

publishing and editing situation but that

we be sure it goes to local churches. Of

course, the Publishing House has to be

an instrument of that; but it is crucial,

in my mind, that the General Con-

ference say we want to make this avail-

able for study and use across the whole

church. I stand in opposition to the

amendment from the floor and in the

support of the recommendation as

printed.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, I think by

my count that I have received the

speeches against that I may receive: that

is 3. And the floor is open for speeches

in favor of. And I turn to the gentleman,

yet now over here-Maxie, not yourself,

but the other person.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I move
all that's before us. We've got other fish

to fry.

BISHOP LAWSON: Sir, I thank you

for the indication about fish. The rules

of the conference indicate that I cannot

receive that motion until I've had 2 on

each side, {md I have not had. So if there ^^
are any persons present who would like ^p
to speak in favor of this motion, this is

the time to do it. Now, Maxie, I'm com-

ing to you.

MAXIE DUNNAM (Memphis): I'm

speaking against the amendment to the

amendment. I am speaking against the

amendment that was made afler recon-

sideration, and in favor the action that

we took. And I simply urge the body to

read the balance of the recommenda-

tions. And they will see clearly that out

of the study committee are coming

precisely the recommendations ofthe~I

mean out of the legislative committee-

are coming precisely the recommenda-

tions that the study committee made.

That is that we make this study available

to the church. And that's spelled out in

items 2, 3, and 4. And if we would read

those, we would see that that's the way

it would be.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, may I ask

because I'm confused by your com-

ments. The motion before us is to refer

the study ofhomosexuality conducted so

and so and so to The United Methodist

Publishing House. And you were speak-

ing in favor of that?

DUNNAM: I am. And items 2, 3, and

4~which were the recommendations of

the original study committee, and have

been affirmed by the legislative commit-

tee-will take this to the church, as Mr.

Hamilton wants it to be taken, and as all

the rest of us want it to be taken.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, we have

room for 1 more speech in favor of this

amendment if anybody cares to make it.

I see only 1 card up in this center section.

Sir, no. 13.

DAVID M. STANLEY (Iowa): Bishop,

I want us all to be very clear what we are

doing here. I ask you to vote for Jim

Holsinger's amendment because it is es-

sential to prevent any implication that

we are endorsing, or as a General Con- i

ference, agreeing with the thrust of this 1

committee report. Now I respect the in-

tegrity and the Christian love of people

on both sides of this issue. I think all of

us are trying to do what we believe CJod

is leading us to do. But the people in the

pews back home do not want this report

accepted. They do not want this report

endorsed "for study and use across the A
whole church." They are very willing, I

think, to have whatever useful insights i

are in it, be part of the development of 1

further materials for ministry to
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homosexual persons, and that is exactly

what the committee, the legislative com-

mittee, report calls for. But I believe the

great m^ority of the members of The
United Methodist Church who have

heard of this report are concerned that,

for whatever reason, and I'm not ques-

tioning anybody's good intentions, we
ended up with an very unbalanced com-

mittee, 17 to 4. And a committee that

basically rejected the clear meaning of

Scripture and 2,000 years of church

tradition. A committee that fsuled to

recognize the effectiveness of Christian

transforming ministries, run by ex-

homosexuals who are, in fact, healing

thousands of homosexuals and helping

them overcome that temptation.

If we leave in the word "receive," we
know it will be interpreted by some
people as some sort of approval. If you

want to leave no doubt in the minds of

your folks back home, you've got to take

that word "receive" out. And then simp-

ly do what the previous speakers have

pointed out makes a lot of sense: refer it

to The United Methodist Publishing

House, which under pars. 2, 3, and 4, is

charged with developing the study

materiiJs and the ministry materials, so

this church can do a much better job of

ministering to people who have this

problem. It makes the whole thing con-

sistent. I urge you to vote yes.

BISHOP LAWSON: A point of infor-

mation, and then we are ready for our

vote. I must place the vote. Yes,

microphone 3. Microphone 3? •

C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio):

Point of information, bishop. Would you
interpret for us, please, the traditional

parlance of the General Conference? Is

the word "receive" synonymous with

"endorse"?

BISHOP LAWSON: It is . . . you're

asking me to speak for the world, Joe.

But my . .

.

SPRAGUE: My understanding would

be that those would be quite different.

And if I'm mistaken, I would like to

know that.

BISHOP LAWSON: Quite different.

In my understanding also is that the

word "receive" is a procedural accep-

tance of report in fact, in the present of

the group without value judgment at-

tached to the acceptance. That's my un-

derstanding of it, Joe. The rules of the

conference require now, since we've had

3 speeches on either side, that I place

before you the vote. Prepare . .

.

KAMMERER: Bishop Lawson. Since

the body voted to reconsider, may I

speak again to the amendment?
BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, I think you

must do that, ifyou desire.

KAMMERER: As chair ofthe commit-

tee, I would now like to speak against the

Holsinger amendment. It is clear to me
that as Mr. Holsinger directed us, he

perhaps intended it to be an implement-

ing amendment. However, as the body

has discussed it, it would violate the

spirit and the intent of our legislative

subcommittee, which is to both receive

it and the rest of the passage there. So I

would speak iigainst the Holsinger

amendment.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, the matter

is beforeyou. Now, the only thing I could

take would be a procedural motion at the

point. And you have such? Microphone

no. 3.

BOB W. PARROTT (Texas): We have

the Holsinger amendment. Then we had

another amendment, and so when we
say amendment, what amendment are

we talking about? We need clarification;

that's what I'm asking for.

(Vote on Holsinger Amendment)

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, thank you

for asking that question. It'll be helpful

to everyone. You may remember that

you pointed over to your right, and

referred to an amendment from over

there. And you may remember that I

indicated that was, in this situation, a

3rd-order amendment and would be out

of order. And so we have now, the Hol-

singer amendment is the only thing

before us. And we now prepare to vote,

and you will clarify your mind on this

while I read it to you. No. 1 as follows:

After the word "conference," delete the

remainder of the sentence and replace it

with: "refer the study of homosexuality

conducted by the General Council on

Ministries during the 1989-92 quadren-

nium to The United Methodist Publish-

ing House." That is the matter before

you. And your mind is now dear on how
you want to vote. And will you please

vote when the light appears? You have

"Yes," 377; "No," 585, and the amend-

ment does not move forward. And what

we have before us now is the recommen-

dation of the legislative committee,

which is the 1st recommendation under

190 calendar item. We've had . . . speak-

ing out; calling for the question without

recognition from the chair is not a mo-

tion. I see a card down here. Go on to

microphone 2.

J. LAVON KINCAID (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Bishop, it seems to me that

we are ready to vote. Therefore, I call the

question on all this before us.

BISHOP LAWSON: Excuse me, sir.

Do you mean when you say, what is

before us, this specific recommendation

on reconunendation No. 1. OK. Is that

seconded? In order to dose debate, 3/4

of you need to agree with this . . . 2/3,

excuse me, need to agree with this. Ifyou

would dose debate and prepare yourself

to vote, would you vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 875; "No," 74. You have,

in fact, voted to dose debate and move
on to the amendment that is recom-

mended. So I call your attention on p.

235, Calendar Item 190, left hand

column. What you have before you is a

recommendation that you add a sen-

tence. Thank you. We are adopting . .

.

that has, that sentence is "an annotated

bibliography is to be added to this

report." We approved that. Now we have

this recommendation before us. With

that sentence added, you're approving

the 1st recommendation of the study

committee with a sentence added Ifyou

will approve recommendation No. 1

with this added sentence, will you vote

when the light appears?

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballot No. 5)

(Judicial Council Lay Ballot Confirma-

tion)

BISHOP LAWSON: "Yes," 773;

"No," 183, and recommendation no. 1 ia

now complete. Now I call ourselves to

attention that we are coming up to an

order of the day, and there are a couple

of things that need to happen, and so,

Charlene, we're going to have to come

back to you. We do have before us a vote,

a ballot, which is ready. A Judicial Co»m-

cil vote 1st, and we'll ask the people to

recommend to us the screen, and you

will see that we do not have an election.

(Alford, 363, Sweet, 244, Walter, 228,

Wright, 16, Schaad, 7, Thomas, 6,

Lefelar, 4, Kambor, 3)

You need to elect 1 dergy person. You
are prepared to decide on the person you

want to vote for. You're looking at their

number, and you are now ready to vote

for 1 dergy person and 1 only. Please do

not vote for any persons already elected;

a few ofyou are doing that. You're choos-

ing 1 person, and when the light ap-

pears, please vote. And now that ballot
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is complete, and we'll wait with interest

for its return. Do we have any other

ballots completed? Do we then have . .

.

we sent back to the technicians the lay

ballots, so we could see the accurate

information there, and can we look at

that now? We do have 2 elections now,

and you see the completed numbers

which was what we wanted to see awhile

ago. You do have 2 elections, and this

ballot is complete (Caterson, 528,

Bailey, 509, Douglas, 287, Dolliver, 206,

Pascual, 150, HiU, 73, Fox, 24, Crago, 23,

Quee, 15).

We have a very important item to

come before us involving brothers and

sisters in Christ from around the world

and with other denominations. I wonder

if now you all might agree, since we're

moving the agenda to the brothers and

sisters from outside the United States,

that we might want to give space and

room so we can have a consecration

service up here. I've really tried very

hard to give plenty of time and not to

disturb a statement that you all have

been wanting to make both with your

feet and with your sign, but I do want to

say now that, as important as you feel

your issue is, what we have before us is

a situation that we do not want to make
less than what it ought to be, as people

come to us from around the world.

So I'd like once again to ask you, ifyou

would please, both refrain from the

stamping in the stands and to remove

the sign from in front of us. This would

be very helpful ifyou could do this and

allow us to participate with these folks

in this experience.

The time is now 4:29, right now 4:30.

The conference is recessed for 15

minutes.

(recess)

BISHOP LAWSON: You may bring a

cookie along if you bring one to me.

Folks, if you would return to your seat

now, that would be wonderful. We have

a high moment before us, and you'll

want to be present for it and fully par-

ticipating in it. Those in the corners still

grabbing for cookies come quickly to

your seat. Now, I have 6 cookies, please

don't bring anymore. If you will turn in

your hymnsd, please, to 191. 191. There

are several language possibilities, and

let's lift 1 verse of 191, and you choose a

language and sing in it. Let's all stand

and sing, shall we?

(hymn)

BISHOP LAWSON: And now we turn

to Bishop Forrest Stith, who wiU be

leading us in this moment.

BISHOP FORREST C. STITH: Good
fiftemoon. We are here in a historic mo-
ment. You may remain standing if you

like. We are about to enter a very his-

toric moment. For over 150 years The
United Methodist Church and its

predecessors have engaged in missions

around the world. Over the last 50 years,

many of these churches that were

developed have moved into an affiliated

or an autonomous relationship with our

church. We have celebrated with them
in the past on their accomplishments

and the development of their own self-

determination, and they are moving for-

ward with Jesus Christ. We continue to

be in dialogue with them and other

Methodist and Christian churches

around the world. Now we come to a

point of history where maturity is

present on both sides, where we have

learned that we do not have all the

answers. That our culture is not solely

ordained by God, but the expression of

Jesus Christ is manifest around the

world. So we come in mutuality and

missions.

The act of covenant of which we are

about to proceed does not replace any

other relationships we have had in the

past, but moves us forward into new

dimensions of spiritual growth, mutual

support, and global common cause. It is

to these purposes that these churches

here today come to share with you in an

act of covenant. And though our body is

developing covenant relationships in

the whole ecumenical community, we do

not need to await that moment where all

are together to affirm our relationships

to our brothers and sisters, many who
are close in our own world. You have a

service of recognition beforeyou, and we
will follow it after we have turned in our

hymnals and sung together no. 523.

(hymn)

(responsive reading)

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you; you

may be seated.

(Act of Covenant)

BISHOP STITH: For the past 2 years,

the Council of Bishops has been in con-

sultation with the churches listed on

your service of dedication and with

many other churches around the world. M
We come now with these ready who ^
have signed the Act of Covenant in their

own General Conferences, tind after

yourvote this morning, we likewise have

signed it by the secretary of the con-

ference and the president of the Coimcil

of Bishops. I would ask both Bishop

Yeakel and Bishop Talbert to come for-

ward with our documents, and then in-

dividually I will call upon the churches

who are here present and ask them to

come, and they will change documents

with the Act ofCovenant which you may
find printed elsewhere Ln your Daily

Christian Advocate. I call upon the

Iglesia Metodista Unida, Puerto Rico

church, newly affiliated autonomous

church, to come and share in the docu-

ment. The Methodist Church in the

Republic of China, or we know familiar-

ly as Taiwan, Bishop Kuey. The
Methodist Church of Indonesia. The
Basel Christian Church of Malaysia has

not yet arrived, so we will share the

document with them tomorrow. Then
the Iglesia Evangelica Naciontd

Metodista Primitiva de Guatemala

church. And the Methodist Church of

Nigeria. And the Methodist Church of

Ghana. Again, the Kenya church will

arrive later this week, and they will

receive their document likewise. These

are they, then, who have joined with us

in the unique and new Act of Covenant

which declares us as equals under God's

mercy and grace. Would you stand for

"Praise God from Whom All Blessings

Flow"? No. 94.

(song)

BISHOP LAWSON: The patriarch of

the Nigeria church, Mbang, will speak to

us now for our closing benediction.

(benediction)

BISHOP LAWSON: Ifyou wiU now be

seated, please?

BISHOP LAWSON: We turn our at-

tention now at the time that has come
approaching the order of the day to the

chairperson of our Agenda Committee.

OTT: Dear friends of the conference,

I bring you a motion regarding the eve-

ning session. This, after consultation in

several quarters. I would move that the ^Tj

evening agenda be revised so that it

would be as follows: 7:30 p.m., continua-

tion and completion of the report from

the Committee on the Study of

Homosexuality for 60 minutes; 8:30
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p.m., report of the task force on the

feasibility of the relocation of the Botird

of Global Ministries; other calendar

items; and adjournment, 10 p.m. I would

move it, Bishop Lawson.

BISHOP LAWSON: It is beforeyou. It

requires a 2/3 vote. If you would estab-

lish this agenda for this evening; excuse

me, I can't say it that way. If you have

got your mind about you about whether

you will not establish this agenda for this

evening, if you will express yourself by

voting when the light appears. "Yes,"

854; "No," 49. Sir, that is the agenda for

this evening. We are at 5:00, the order of

the day. We are dismissed for the eve-

ning meal. We will see you at 7:30.

Announcements, excuse me. If you

stand up halfway, but don't move any

more, let's hear anouncements.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: There are 2.

One, the General Council on Finance

and Administration will meet immedi-

ately following tonight's plenary here in

the convention center, room 207.

BISHOP LAWSON: We do have a

secretary's mike. Carolyn, you're not

making the route. OK, try again, please.

MARSHALL: The General Council on

Finance and Administration will meet

immediately following tonight's plenary

in room 207. The council will also meet

in room 207 tomorrow morning at 7:30

a.m. and also at 12:30 following adjourn-

ment. And a 2nd one, of a personal na-

ture, but one which will be very

important to the individual involved, if

(audio-tape is unclear) would please

check at the front desk at the Quality

Hotel, there is some important informa-

tion there for her.

BISHOP LAWSON: And now, you

may go for dinner.

(Evening Session)

BISHOP LAWSON: Ladies and

gentlemen, of course you know where

your seats are, and it's time now to

begin. We are going to turn to our song

leader, who is now back from the air-

port, and he's going to be leading us in

song. And he'll tell you where to turn to.

p. 577. If you would finish the sentence

you are speaking right now and then

quit talking, that would be just great.

Okay?

(SONG)

BISHOP LAWSON: WhUe you are

standing, I'd like to draw you into an

experience of prayer, if I might, and £isk

you tobeinthe process of quieting your-

self- centering yourself in the presence

and awareness of the presence of God.

(prayer).

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballto No. 6)

(Explanation ofParliamentary Proce-

dure)

Ifyou would be seated, please, we have

a report of a bidlot of Judicial Council,

and we'll ask those who help us in this

way to place it on a screen. And now you
see it there. You will notice that there is

not an election-that you are voting for

one clergy person. You're looking at the

list now and deciding who you will vote

for, and you're identifying their number
so you'll be prepared to vote with that

number in just a moment. I'm told again

that you are voting for persons who have

tdready been elected. And so the people

who are running this good equipment

have removed those people's numbers.

It'll be more difficult now to vote for

them. So now I would like to draw your

attention to the screen. You have made
the decision about who you would like to

vote for. You're positioning yourself to

make that vote. And will you enter the

number of your choice when the light

appears? The ballot seems to be com-

plete, and so we'll declare the ballot com-

plete.

And now I'd like to have your atten-

tion a little bit. I'd like to think with you

very briefly about what we are about this

evening. You will remember, as I intro-

duced the enterprise earlier in the day,

that I had indicated toyou that we would
hear the committee report, which we
did, and had placed before us in proper

order their recommendations in the red

book on p. 279; and then we would hear

from the legislative committee, and we
would hear their recommendations one

at a time {is distinct and separate items.

You will also remember that I indicated

at the time that once the report is per-

fected, then the report as a whole is open

for discussion-3 speeches on either side.

And so we'll start down that road again.

I'd like to invite you to think about how
you participate in this-because the legis-

lative committee's recommendations

are, by the nature of the circumstance

we're in, amendments to the report.

That means, then, that if you make an

amendment, that's all the amendments
we can receive. Sometimes there is the

desire to amend that amendment, and

that is a 3rd-order amendment, and I

cannot receive it. So that, strategically

speaking, if I were in your seat, I would

remember that when you have that

amendment from the floor, the next

move you have-the only way that you

can accomplish something that you

might have in mind-is to wait for that

amendment to be acted upon. Then
there's room for another amendment. If

you'll think about that and work with us

a little bit, we'll not spend time in par-

liamentary stuff, because what we, of

course, want to do this evening is to

focus our attention carefully. Remember
that our m^or purpose is to make wise

decisions. We'll conspire together to

move in that direction-not hurry inap-

propriately but, none the less, moving

with thoughtful haste. We have 60

minutes. I was asked a while ago, "Can
we do this in 60 minutes?" to which I

replied, "Why not?" And I want to tell

you it's the only way I'm going to get out

of the chair. So if you would, please,

concentrate on this, I'd be grateful. Now
you'll remember that we turned to the

legislative committee chairperson, and

you're drawing your attention now in

the blue book to p. 235, Cidendeir Item

No. 190. We've acted on their first

amendment, and we are now ready to

hear their next motion.

BISHOP LAWSON: Charlene, we
turn to you.

KAMMERER: P. 235 in the blue book

on recommendation 2. The committee

votes to delete all of recommendation

no. 2 in the study and substitute the

following: We recommend the develop-

ment of resources consistent with the

Social Principles of The United

Methodist Church, which support min-

istry to homosexual persons by in-

dividuals, groups, local churches, annual

conferences, and the general church.

BISHOP LAWSON: That is before

you. Yes, sir. You're coming to

microphone 3.

PETE WEAVER (Western Pennsyl-

vania): I'd like to offer an amendment to

item no. 2, about halfway down, that

substitute, by inserting the words, "and

with," in the phrase "ministry to

homosexual persons," so that it would

read, "ministry to and with homosexual

persons." If I could have a 2nd I'd like to

speak to it.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is it seconded? It

is variously seconded.
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WEAVER: Friday night, and every

other Friday night at the congregation

where I am privileged to be a part, 100

to 150 persons with AIDS and their

families and friends gather in what is

called the Shepherd Wellness Com-

munity Ministry. It is a ministry to, but

has quickly and marvelously become a

ministry with, because where the un-

conditional love of God is shared, and

where God's grace arrives and begins to

do things, people want to join. And so

that congregation, incorporating the

diversity of opinion about

homosexuality that is represented in

this General Conference, that congrega-

tion has discovered what it means to

minister with one another for the sake

of that unconditional grace and love of

God. And so I offer this amendment
because we are not just talking about

ministry to, but when ministry is effec-

tive by God's grace, and thanks be to

God, it then becomes ministiy with. And
we all begin to grow and to learn. This

is completely in harmony with the

present language of 7 IF, where the last

sentence reads, "We commit ourselves

to be in ministiy for and with all per-

sons."

BISHOP LAWSON: I thank you, sir.

Anyone care to speak to this amend-

ment? Any one need the floor? I see no

one asking for the floor. You understand

that in the 5th line ofthat motion insert-

ing the words "and with," so it reads

"which supports ministry to and with

homosexual persons," etc. If your mind

is clear on how you expect to vote, then

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 742; "No," 190, and you have

placed that material in the motion. And
now this motion is still before you, and

the floor is open. Are you ready to vote

on this? Yes, I see you. You're going to

microphone no. 7.

HELEN TAYLOR (Oklahoma): I

propose an amendment to what is writ-

ten here in the book simply by adding

the words at the end of it "with the

understanding that these resources will

reflect diversities of informed view-

point."

BISHOP LAWSON: This is at the end

of the statement?

TAYLOR: Yes.

BISHOP LAWSON: "With the under-

standing that. .
." Please say that again.

TAYLOR: "With the understanding

that these resources will reflect diver-

sities of informed viewpoint."

BISHOP LAWSON: AU right, thank

you. Is that seconded? It is varioiisly

seconded. Would you care to speak to it?

TAYLOR: I think it's important in our

study of resources to be consistent with

the Social Principles. It's also important

for them to be done with prayer, and

genuine spiritual discernment, and with

love. It is also important that in love we
are given the opportunity to hear vary-

ing informed voices. The phenomenon

of homosexuality has been a part of the

human race for a very long time. It will

continue to be with us. The church will

be in discussion about this issue as some-

one has said in another body here. The
question is, will we discuss it as in-

formed persons? Thank yoa
BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. Now

that matter is before you. A page wiU

help me by bringing a copy of that.

Would anybody care to speak to this?

Thank you. You're coming out to

microphone 9.

WILLIAM MCCLUNG (Virginia): I

rise in opposition of this amendment

because in no. 4, recommendation no. 4,

which we have yet to get to, says this: "8

persons representing diverse points of

view."

BISHOP LAWSON: All right. Thank
you. That's a speech against. Anybody

care to speak for it? The person over to

the right. Microphone no. 10.

BECKY HAASE (California-Pacific):

I would like to speak in support of the

amendment. I feel one of the beauties of

the study that we have before us is that

there really has been dialogue with a

diversity of opinion presented. With the

original amendment before us, I think

that there is the danger that we could

have a position presented which is more

one-sided, and I think it is important for

us to reserve the opportunity for real

dialogue among the different positions

that are within our United Methodist

Church. I support the amendment.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. The
motion is supported. And we are ready

to vote. Areyou ready to vote? Question?

What is the nature of the question and

who said that? Oh, call for the question.

Thank you. That's simply an opinion

expressed by an anonymous person. If

you are ready to vote, then if you will

make your mind clear about whether

you'd like to add this material to this

amendment, and now, if your mind is

clear, vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 478; "No," 468, and the motion M •

does pass. The matter is added, and that ^
whole matter ia now before you. Areyou

moving to the point whereyou are ready

to vote? Yes, sir. You're coming to

microphone 3. Microphone 3.

LARRY WILKINSON (Western

North Carolina): I call the question, sir.

BISHOP LAWSON: Are you moving

that we call the question on this one

item?

LARRY WILKINSON: Yes, sir.

BISHOP LAWSON: And is it

seconded? AU right, it is seconded. It

takes 2/3 of you to decide to close

debate. If you have your mind clear on

this, would you please vote when the

light appears.

'Tes," 875; "No," 77. You have clearly

decided to dose debate and move for

vote. What is before you is this recom-

mendation no. 2, as you have variously

amended it. You've had time now to

think about it. You're ready to vota

Would you please vote when the light

appears?

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballot No. 7)

"Yes," 783; "No," 159, and this mat-

ter has been approved. If I may interrupt

you for just a moment, there is a clergy

ballot available on the Judicial Council.

So, let's ask the people who care for

these things if they would give us this

matter. You can see the results. You do

not have an election. You are voting for

1 person. You want to now give a little

thought; take your time to get your mind

clear about what you need to do now.

You've identified the number of the per-

son for whom you desire to vote. You're

prepared to use that number to express

yourself. When the light appears, please

vote. Thank you. That completes that

ballot. And we turn now back to you,
j

Charlene, for your guidance. I

(Calendar Item No. 190, Recommenda-
tion No. 3)

KAMMERER: In recommendation

no. 3. This is an implementing recom-

mendation that directly follows recom-

mendation no. 2. To this end we

recommend that The United Methodist

Publishing House develop these study

materials and resources. The addition of U
the word "these" and we strike "to pro-

vide the church," etc Recommendation

no. 3 is before you.

BISHOP LAWSON: Anyone care to

speak? Are you clear on this? And you're
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ready to vote, it seems. And so, ifyou will

then vote on this proposed change.

When the light appears, please vote. Ex-

cuse me just a moment. I'm told it will

take a few seconds to cue it up. Some of

you hung around pool rooms long

enough to know what that means, the

rest ofyou can ask your neighbor. While

we're waiting, we'll all watch the screen

with great anticipation. I'd like to share

with you that when we have completed

the Judicial Council election process, we
will then remember that we have to elect

3 lay and 4 clergypersons as alternates,

and we'll do that tomorrow. OK? Which
one ofyou out there was doing this? Let's

do this again because I frankly can't tell

you whether the vote we just saw was

attached to what we did. So, let's prepare

ourselves to vote on recommendation

no. 3 at the bottom of the left-hand

column, and now when the light appears

you may vote on that issue. All right,

"Yes," 866; "No," 85. And you've ap-

proved that one, Charlene we turn to

you.

KAMMERER: On recommendation

No. 4, we voted to amend this recom-

mendation in several areas. You will

notice in the description of the 8-person

advisory committee, that we have added

the word "pastors" between the listing

of scholars and educators. If you move
on down the wording, you will see this

additional statement, "If a practicing

homosexual is on the advisory commit-

tee, the committee shall also include a

person who has abandoned that life-

style." And then you will see that the

advisory committee will be named by .

.

. Strike the General Conference on Min-

istries, that should be Council on Mini-

stries. And leave in the Council of

Bishops, and will be funded by The
United Methodist Publishing House.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, you see

a motion that has in it additions and
deletions, they're clearly before you.

Yes? You're coming to microphone 6.

V.L. DAUGHTERY (South Georgia):

I would like a point of information, and
on the basis of the answer, the privilege

of offering a substitute motion. I would

like to ask what the approximate cost of

the functions of this advisory committee

would be. According to our rules

amended at the beginning of this con-

ference, that is supposed to be stated.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, thank
you. And this goes to the publishing

house? Our rules have to do with matters

that are supported by CFA, so the rule

probably does not touch this, but the

question is alive {ind let me see if Char-

lene might know the answer.

KAMMERER: We did not have

specific budget dollars to report to you.

It was shared with our committee that 1

or 2 meetings, no more than 2, would be

needed to meet with persons from the

publishing house. And then this ad-

visory committee would no longer func-

tion. And it was within the parameters

of the existing budget within the

publishing house to do so.

BISHOP LAWSON: AU right.

DAUGHTERY: Bishop?

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, sir.

DAUGHTERY: In light ofthat I would

like to offer, if permissible, a substitute

motion.

BISHOP LAWSON: And what would

be your motion?

DAUGHTERY: A motion is, as a sub-

stitute for 4, "We also recommend that

the 1992 General Conference instruct

the Curriculum Resources Committee of

The United Methodist Church to con-

sult and work with The United

Methodist Publishing House in the

development of the resoxirces and study

materials." If I get a second, I would like

to speak to it.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is it seconded?

DAUGHTERY: We already have...

BISHOP LAWSON: Excuse me, sir,

I've not heard a second. All right, it is

variously seconded. Would you do us the

kindness, please, of identifying . . .you'd

indicated this was a substitute?

DAUGHTERY: Yes, sir, for 4.

BISHOP LAWSON: For all of 4?

DAUGHTERY: Yes, for all of 4.

BISHOP LAWSON: OK, thank you.

Go ahead, please.

DAUGHTERY: May I speak to it?

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, please.

DAUGHTERY: The Curriculum

Resources Committee is already in place

and is so ordered by the Discipline ofthe

church. It is a committee that has

responsibility for all of the curriculum

materials of The United Methodist

Church. It has 10 persons on it from the

Board ofDiscipleship; it has 10 members
at large. By its own constitution, it is

chaired by a bishop of the church. It is

in place, it involves 20 persons who will

be doing other business, it will save the

church money, and it will make use of a

standing committee.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, that ia

before you. You understand that what
this does is to delegate this respon-

sibility to the Curriculum Resources

Committee and the publishing house in

consultation with each other. Would
anybody care to speak to it? Yes. Back
over here? No, ma'am, over here in the

white blouse, and you're coming to

microphone 10.

BEVERLY J. SHAMANA (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I rise to speak against

the amendment. I am a member of the

Board of Publications, and know that

there are a variety of committees and
groups that provide learning materials

and teaching and study materials. I

would hope that this study material

would be prepared for the wide con-

stituency of our church, and materials

that would go beyond the curriculum

that is provided for Sunday school clas-

ses. There are older adult materials;

there are racial/ethnic materials; there

are language materials. And so I hope we
would leave the constitution of this

group within the publishing house to

their discretion. I believe that they know
best how this can be put together, and so

I would speiik to the defeat of this

amendment.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank yoa
Anybody care to speak for the amend-
ment? You're ready to vote? Your mind
clear?

KAMMERER: Bishop Lawsoh, could I

make a statement on the amendment?
BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, you certainly

could.

KAMMERER: I would not support the

amendment, because it does not address

the concern that the committee had in

amending Recommendation No. 4. Our
concern was the diversity ofthe advisory

committee, most especially to work with

The United Methodist Publishing

House; so I would urge you not to sup-

port the amendment.

BISHOP LAWSON: Nowyou're ready

to express yourself, will you please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 210;

"No," 749. The amendment does not

succeed and this Recommendation No. 4

is still before you as presented. Yes.

You're coming to microphone 3.

FRANK GAYLORD (Wisconsin): I'd

just like some information, please. How
do you propose to know if you have a

practicing homosexual on the commit-

tee?
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CHARLENE KAMMERER (Florida):

Our committee did not discuss that in

full, but I would presume that if a mem-
ber of the committee chose to identify

that part of who they are with the com-

mittee, at that point, then, the commit-

tee would also have to bring in a person

who has abandoned that lifestyle.

GAYLORD: The amendment says

nothing about whether or not the per-

son avows to homosexuality.

KAMMERER: I believe the language

is "practicing homosexual."

BISHOP LAWSON: Okay, that infor-

mation is for you. And I recognize you,

sir; you are standing by microphone 4.

DON HAND (Southwest Texas): I'm

Don Hand from the Southwest Texas

Conference. I move that the amended
recommendation no. 4 of the im-

plementing recommendations of the

Report on the Study of Homosexuality

as it appears on p. 235 of the DCA be

amended by adding after the last sen-

tence the following: Before adjourn-

ment of this General Conference, the

Council of Bishops shjJl provide for the

delegates a list of the names of the

proposed members of the advisory com-

mittee with brief biographies of each

member for approval by the delegates.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, you

have heard that motion. Is it seconded?

Is it seconded? It is variously seconded.

Sir, do you have anythingyou care to say

to it?

HAND: It seems to me that this con-

ference should complete its work, and it

should know who the members of this

committee will be, and it should have an

opportunity to approve or disapprove of

those members as they are presented.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, thank

you, sir. The matter is before you. It

mandates the Council of Bishops to

complete the naming of these persons

with biographical sketches attached-

bring them back here for your approval.

Are you clear on this? Yes? Let me~yes,

I think that was the case: for your ap-

proval. Microphone 2.

RESSIE MAE BASS (Florida): I would

urge us to vote this amendment down
because I think it is very unfair to strap

the Bishops already with a tremendous

responsibility for this General Con-

ference, and I hope we will trust them to

do what the amendments-what the

report says. So I urge you to vote down
this amendment.

BISHOP LAWSON: That's a speech

against; is there anybody who'd care to

speak for it? I see that you might be

ready to vote. If your mind is clear,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 118; "No," 757. The amendment
does not succeed, and so this matter is

before you as presented. Are you ready

now to make up your mind about this? I

see microphone 2. And then we'll want

to move ourselves, I hear your saying,

quickly to a vote.

TOM GARNHART (Wisconsin): I

wish to speak in opposition to the

amendment proposed by the conmiittee,

especially because of its reference to

practicing homosexual. I have been the

pastor for 1 1 years of a reconciling con-

gregation-and very proud to be so~but

am aware of the total meaninglessness

of the term "practicing homosexual" to

anyone other than those who think

there's something wrong going on in

somebody else's life. My own particular

orientation happens to be heterosexual,

being married with a lovely woman, and

I will admit to you that I am a practicing

heterosexual; but that tells you absolute-

ly nothing about what my sexual life is

or is not. And when we identify someone

as a practicing homosexual, we have

labeled them with something that is

derogatory to us who are in the majority

in the community-and is meaningless

in terms of ministry and working with

people who identify themselves as being

gay men or lesbians or bisexuals. They
are identifying themselves when they do

so, because that's how they understand

their feelings and inner self to be. And
it means nothing about what sexual

practices may or may not be. Thank you.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you.

That's a speech against what is before us

in recommendation no. 4. Would some-

body care to speak for the recommenda-

tion? I see back in the back row many
waving hands, but I'm not real sure

which one of you want the floor. There

is a gentleman standing, and I have

recognized him; and he is going to

microphone 14.

GREGORY DELL (Northern Illinois):

Bishop, I move to amend by deleting the

words added by the study committee

beginning with the words "If a practic-

ing homosexual" and concluding with

the words "that lifestyle," and with the

second I'd speak very briefly to it.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, is it

seconded? It is seconded. Sir.

DELL: Bishop, as has already been

addressed by this conference, this

begins to lift up a very confusing and
complex matter. As the church tries to

sort its mind on issues of homosexuality,

it's not clear that the btdance to a prac-

ticing homosexual is a person who has

declared themselves no longer practic-

ing. One could easily argue that the

balance to a practicing homosexual is a

practicing heterosexual, and, converse-

ly, that the bidemce to someone who has

changed their lifestyle from

homosexuality might be a person who
has changed their lifestyle from

heterosexuality. I think it's time the

conference just affirm the integrity of

the Council of Bishops in this process-

voted to sustain my amendment by

deleting this wording so that we can get

on with the business ofthe General Con-

ference.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right. Thank
you. Is there someone who would care to

speak against this proposal to delete?

Yes, sir, you are standing. You're coming

to microphone 14.

JOHN MILES (Little Rock): I move
the question of all that's before us.

BISHOP LAWSON: Mr. MUes, you

are moving all that's before us in recom-

mendation for, I assume?

MILES: Yes, sir.

LAWSON: All right. Thank you. Is

that seconded? All right. Now it'll take

two-thirds ofyou to close off this debate.

Would you please vote when the light

appears.

BISHOP LAWSON: "Yes," 752;

"No," 93. You have closed debate. We
have two things, a progress we need to

make. First of all, we have before us a

motion to delete the bold type in the

sentence in the middle of that proposal,

which reads, "If a practicing

homosexual is on the Advisory Commit-

tee, the committee shall also include a

person who has abandoned that life-

style." You'll want to vote yes or no now,

on whether you agree or disagree with

the deletion of it. To vote yes is to delete

it. To vote no is to leave it. Would you

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 486; "No," 372, and those items

are deleted. I hear a point of order.

Where is it located, please? All right.

You're going to microphone 10.

JAMES M. LAWSON JR (California-

Pacific): A number of our machines over

here were not working.
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BISHOP LAWSON: Okay. Thankyou
for that information. And, in fact, that

is really quite critical to our life. We call

that to the attention of the technicians.

Okay, let me see if I can call this. Ifyou
would, no. one, delete that sentence,

would you raise your hand? Thank you.

If you would not, would you raise your

hand? The sentence is deleted. That

brings us to the main motion, without

the sentence. If you would approve

recommendation #4, as amendment
with the exception of the bold sentence,

would you raise your hand? Thank you.

Ifyou would not? And recommendation

#4 is approved. And, Charlene, we turn

toyoa
CHARLENE KRAMMERER

(Florida): And you remember, now, that

we moved to recommendation no. 6 be-

cause 5 will be dealt with in other calen-

dar item. In recommendation no. 6, the

committee action wjis to delete the fol-

lowing from the recommendation. And
if you turn in your red book, in section

G, p. 280, section G, it's in the right hand

column, line 5, there you would see the

phrase. The recommendation from the

committee is to delete the following: in

same-sex relationships.

BISHOP LAWSON: So recommenda-

tion no. 6 is before you and you see it on

p. 280, right hand column, center of the

column, G: Rights of Homosexual Per-

sons, and that is before you with the

exception of the phrase, five lines down,

in same-sex relationships, and that mat-

ter is before you. Someone. Yes, sir.

You're going to microphone 13.

DAVID STANLEY (Iowa): Thank
you, Bishop. I have an amendment to

offer. Amend the main motion as fol-

lows: On p. 280, DCA vol. I, delete

recommendation No. 6 and insert as a

substitute paragraph 7 IF of the Social

Principles is amended by inserting

before the period at the end of the third

paragraph, "and to be protected against

violence and unlawful threats." Thus,

that sentence of 7 IF, which appears

near the bottom of p. 95 of your Dis-

cipline would read: "We insist that all

persons, regardless of age, gender, mari-

tal status, or sexual orientation, are en-

titled to have their human and civil

rights insured and to be protected

against violence and unlawful threats. If

there is a second, I would like to speak

to that amendment.
BISHOP LAWSON: Is it seconded? It

is seconded.

DAVE STANLEY: Now you know
what this amendment does. Instead of

adding a whole new long paragraph to

the Social Principles, it adds only eight

words and avoids duplication. Because

with this amendment, we don't need the

new paragraph 71G. In committee, we
have been warned again and again, keep

Social Principle languitge short, concise,

and avoid duplication. Now, if you turn

to the new paragraph 71G, which is on

p. 280 ofyour DCA, you'll notice that it

really is in three parts. The first sen-

tence says, "Certain basic human rights

and civil liberties are due all persons."

We are committed to support these

rights and liberties for homosexual per-

sons. That is an almost exact duplication

of what's already in paragraph 7 IF. We
surely don't need to say it twice, in two

different paragraphs. The second sen-

tence of proposed new 71G is the very

long sentence. Would you just read that

language through. And particularly the

language "in protecting their rightful

claims where they have shared material

resources, pensions, guardian relation-

ships, mutual powers of attorney, and

other such lawful claims typically atten-

dant to contractual responsibilities,

which involve shared contributions,

responsibilities and liabilities, and equal

protection before the law. " Now, I would

like to {tsk for a show of bands, all ofyou

who understand clearly what that lan-

guage does, would you please raise your

hand?

BISHOP LAWSON: I would like to

suggest to you that one of the fun things

I get to do is to take votes. I would like

to suggest to you... I am sorry that your 3

minutes are up sir, and so, let me ask

you, only for clarification not for

speech.. .I'm looking now at paragraph

7 IF, where is it in that material that

you're making this addition?

DAVE STANLEY: The new language,

Bishop, the words, "and to be protected

against violence and unlawful threats,"

would go right at the end of the third

par. It's the par. at the bottom of the

page, that begins "We deplore all

forms," and we're down to the last sen-

tence, the sentence, "We insist that all

persons, regardless of age, gender, mari-

tal status, or sexual orientation, are en-

titled to have their human and civil

rights ensured." The effect of the

amendment is to keep that entire sen-

tence, but add to it at the end the words,

"and to be protected against violence

and unlawful threats."

BISHOP LAWSON: All right Thank
you. The matter is before you. Anybody
care to speak to it? Yes. You are coming
to microphone 3?

BARBARA BLACKSTONE (Western

Pennsylvania): I think the delegate that

just spoke reaUy is not working in our

best interest when he's just trying to

save us verbiage, and I think he is aware

of that. The conunittee spent a great

deal of time trying to spell out legal

rights, which have not been in our Social

Creed. These legjd rights mean that care

agents can have all of those powers that

have been spelled out in order to protect

somebody when they are in a hospital,

when they have shared incomes, a host

of things. So this is one time that we
don't need to make this whole creed

brief. We need, for the first time here, a

very clear statement about the himian

rights, which have always been the in-

tent of the creed and which now is a

result of a very thorough study having

been spelled out. Now, this is what we
have heard our brothers and sisters as-

king for and we don't need to just trim

it down. I think he's aware of that.

BISHOP LAWSON: That's a speech

against the amendment. Is there some-

body who would care to speak for it?

Over here. You are coming out to

microphone 2.

(Continued in Next Issue)
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General Conference Actions Span the Globe
Actions from ministries serving Native Americans

and other groups in the United States to Christians in

the former Soviet Union were approved Tuesday as

delegates tackled scores of reports from legislative com-

mittees.

The Native American plan outline calls for affording

better access to health care and education, evangelizing

in "culturally sensitive" ways, equipping pastors to

serve Native American congregations, and "eradicating

the racism that is the root cause" of the community's

cultural isolation. A four-year budget of $1.2 million

was referred to the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration CGCFA).

A wide-ranging set of proposals to bring deaf and

hearing-impaired people into a more active role was ap-

proved by an overwhelming m^ority on a show-of-

hands vote. Needs of three separate hearing-impaired

populations will be addressed.

The plan includes developing new congregations of

deaf people using American Sign Language, producing

sign-language Christian education resources, training

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

Early morning on the conference floor, food for body and
thought is distributed. Charles E. Barton Jr. (Peninsula) Alls the

candy bowls for his delegation, while a volunteer sets out the

morning's edition of the Daily Christian Advocate.

Deaf candidates for the ministry and using new tech-

nologies for conununication. A proposed four-year

budget of $104,500 was referred to GCFA.
Delegates approved a series of recommendations for

ministries to older adults. Included aire such areas as

spiritual growth, education, training, mission, service,

and fellowship.

Hailing their decision as a "new horizon for mis-

sion," delegates authorized by 879-42 addition of a full-

time bishop to supervise the work of the church in the

new Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).

Bishop Ruediger Minor of Dresden, Germany, told the

conference he has made several trips there in recent

months, traveling more than 10,000 miles by air and
nearly 10,000 miles by mini-van while supervising the
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Clergywomen's Quartet to Highlight
Daily Worship Services

"Sister Spirit," a quartet of clergywomen from the

Wyoming Conference, leads Wednesday worship serv-

ices. They sing at 8:15 a.m. prior to the 8:30 service in

the convention center and again at 2 p.m. before the

2:30 worship service at Trinity United Methodist

Church.

"Sister Spirit" members, who have been together

since 1989, have sung in a variety of settings ranging

from a small lakeside pavilion to some of the confer-

ence's largest sanctuaries. They sang at annual confer-

ence sessions, district-sponsored programs, conference

United Methodist Women's gatherings, and the 1991

Northeastern Jurisdiction laity retreat. As four active
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"Sister Spirit" vrii\ help lead worship today. From left, members
are Susan Heafield, Rebekah Sweet, Vicki Johnson, Janet Bryant
Clark.

clergywomen, the members are committed to their calls

to ordained ministry within The United Methodist

Church.

Quartet members include the Rev. Janet Bryant

Clark, who with her husband, the Rev. Doug Clark,

serves the Appalachian and Little Meadows (N.Y.)

United Methodist chvirches; the Rev. Susan Heafield,

pastor of the Rome and North Orwell Union (N.Y.)

churches; the Rev. Rebekah Sweet, director at Sky

Lake Retreat and Conference Center; and the Rev.

Vicki Johnson, pastor of Gibson, Lakeside, and South

Gibson (N.Y.) United Methodist churches.

Bishop Melvin Talbert of the San Francisco Area

preaches in the morning. Liturgist is the Rev. Peter

Chen, pastor of Wesley United Methodist Church, San

Jose, Calif Organist is Melanie Williams, music associ-

ate at Christ Church United Methodist, Louisville.

In the afternoon, the Rev. Joseph Chrispin Renner,

conference secretary of the Sierra Leone, West Africa,

Area will bring the message. Liturgist is Doris J. Rudy,

Evanston, 111., lay leader of the Northern Illinois Con-

ference. Organist is Madge Hoon, Christ Church United

Methodist, Louisville.

Corrections to DCA
(Other Than Proceedings)

Daily Edition, p. 347, col. 1, Item No. 879—This
item was referred to GBOD, not recommended, as

reported, for nonconcurrence.
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^Mother God* Edited; Assembly Adopts Worship Book

Chvirch liturgy adopted for United Methodist use

May 11 contains fresher, more diverse references to the

Deity than ever before, even some referring to God as

"parent" and "both mother and father."

The Book of Worship, first ritual book since the de-

nomination formed in 1968, was overwhelmingly ap-

proved (809 to 149) by delegates of the 1992 General

Conference meeting here. Designed for use by local

church pastors and worship leaders, the book contains

ofdcial ritual and optional prayers, songs and orders of

worship.

A 23-member revision panel worked during 1985-87,

sifting through traditional and modern songs, services

and prayers in developing a book to satisfy eclectic

tastes and concerns.

Bishop Susan M. Morrison, who headed the revision

panel, was pleased with the vote, praising the new im-

ages for God reflected in many prayers as "a move for-

ward."

Besides traditional references to "father" and

"Lord," God is addressed as "Grandfather, Great

Spirit," "Author of Life," "Parent," and "God, our

grove, our lover, our well."

However, the denomination's law-makers stopped

short of allowing direct references to "0 Mother God."

Gender-specific references for God stirred discussion

about the Book of Worship. As with the 1989 United

Methodist Hymnal, delegates squared off on question of

God's feminine and masculine natiures, their decisions

often hinged on the difference between simile and meta-

phor.

Two prayers beginning "0 Mother God," and "Bak-

erwoman God" were edited to "0 Creator" and "God,

like a bakerwoman," ostensibly to make them more pal-

atable to grass-roots United Methodists.

Several delegates, including Jane Turner-Borden of

Saratoga Springs, N.Y., tried unsuccessfully to resur-

rect the direct references to God as mother. 'The legis-

lative committee has written out women ... written out

'Mother God,'" she said, calling for reconsideration.

But, beleaguered by a backlog of other business Gen-

eral Conference delegates voted overwhelmingly to

sidestep debate on language and trust the work of both

the revision panel and the legislative committee.

Along with language updates, the new worship book

boasts diversity in ritual from ethnic minority tradi-

tions. The new worship book includes a service of "Las

Posadas" (Christmas Eve) from Mexico; prayers and

songs from Cherokee, Lakota, Dakota and Suquamish
traditions and the "Tongsung Kido" (Pray Aloud), a

Korean Christian model for praying.

"A Native American Service of Thjmksgiving" was
deleted at the request of Native American delegates

and members of their churchwide caucus, in deference

to some tribal leaders who opposed a "Christianized"

version of a traditional Indian rite.

During discussion of the Book of Worship there was
a brief scuffle about a service of infant dedication, re-

jected earlier by both the revision committee and the

legislative committee as an attempt to undermine the

historic United Methodist practice of infant Baptism.

The Rev. Riley B. Case, Kokomo, Ind., urged fellow

delegates to includes such a service because it was in-

cluded in the 1963 ritual book of the former Evangeli-

cal United Brethren Church (a forerunner of United

Methodism). He also favored it for parents who may
not support infant Baptism.

However, Bishop George W. Bashore, Pittsburgh, a

former Evangelical United Brethren pastor, denied con-

sistent use of the service in his former denomination.

He suggested that infant Baptism was historically af-

firmed in EUB and forerunner churches, and eflfectively

persuaded General Conference delegates to leave out

the dedication service.

The book may be released as early as this fall, and

priced at $24.95, said the Rev. Andy Langford, Nash-

ville, Tenn., editor.

—M. Garlinda Burton
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Lost in Wonder, Love, and Praise

A Celebration Through Music
The red velvet curtain went up. Out into the bright

light stepped 275 singers to present a Festival of

Hymns. FVesented by the Louisville Annual Conference

for the General Conference on Sunday, May 10, at 4

and 7 p.m., two packed houses in the Macauley Theater

were delighted and inspired by the massed choir and
the Junaluska Singers.

The Louisville Conference Massed Choir, accompa-

nied by Yamaha piano, Rodgers organ, and a 26-mem-
ber orchestra, provided the first half of the program.

Under the direction of Michael Beattie and Daniel R.

Stokes, the musicians from 16 area churches enter-

tained and led the audience/congregation in an abbrevi-

ated version of the Festival of Hymns which was
originally written for the dedication of the 1989 United

Methodist Hymnal.* An interpreter signed the per-

formance for the hearing impaired.

"Now Thank We All Our God" was the first of sev-

eral hymns arranged for the choir and congregation to

sing to each other. The music soared to the brass and

crystal chandeliers above. The French horn introduc-

tion set the mood perfectly for "Amazing Grace."

Women's voices with piano and men's voices with organ

led to the triumphal final stanza. Trumpets and so-

pranos soared an octave above the melody to declare

"we've no less days to sing God's praise than when we'd

first begun."

Annie Cain Bolden, wife of associate director Mi-

chael Bolden, brought the house to its feet with her last

note of "Blessed Assurance." Daniel Light, who holds a

master's degree in piano performance from the Univer-

sity of Louisville, brought the choir to a "bluesy," gos-

pel style on the second verse. Each additional verse

built to the climactic high note.

The Massed Choir finished its 45-minute segment of

the program with "Lift High the Cross." Trumpet,

French horn, and tympani contributed to the thrilling

finish.

After a 25-minute intermission. Dr. Glenn Draper
moved the assembly from "Blessed Assurance" to "I

Am Bound for the Promised Land" for the Junaluska

nam
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Bits 'n Pieces

These items are in the "Did you know?" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about delegates

or doings, please jot them down and bring them to Bar-

bara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA office on the lower level

of the convention center.

First United Methodist Church, Birmingham, Mich.,

boasts five delegates representing the Detroit Confer-

ence. They are the Rev. Juanita J. Ferguson (reserve),

Phyllis M. Martz (reserve), the Rev. Lynette Stallworth

(reserve), Harold S. Stanton, and the Rev. Robert P.

Ward.

Three members of the East Ohio Conference delega-

tion are from Church of the Savior United Methodist

Church, Canton. They are the Rev. William R. Harvey,

senior pastor; the Rev. Benita Rollins, associate pastor

(reserve); and Jean Thompson, a homemaker and full-

time volunteer.

Two members of the Little Rock Conference delega-

tion hail from Lakeside United Methodist Church,

Lake Village, Ark. Marilynn Loyd is a lay delegate,

and her pastor, the Rev. Paulette O'Dell, is a reserve

clergy delegate.

Bishop Roy Short's wife of 65 years, Louise, is here

with him, as is their son, Riley. She makes sure he gets

to the Council of Bishop meetings.

Tom Jackson, lay delegate from the North Georgia

Conference, is the third generation of his family to be a

delegate to General Conference. His great-grandfather

was James E. Dickey, president of Emory University

and a bishop of The Methodist Episcopal Church,

South. His grandfather was the Rev. Henry H. Jones of

the North Georgia Conference, a delegate to the 1939

Uniting Conference. Jackson first served as a General

Conference delegate in 1988.

Everyone had the opportunity to experience music

with a greater dimension Sunday afternoon and eve-

ning. The Rev. LaVerle Carrington masterfully signed

the performance of the Louisville Conference Massed

Choir and the Junaluska Singers at Macauley Theater.

The rhythm and feeling expressed through his inspired

hand movements gave even greater meaning to being

"lost in wonder, love, dnd praise." Carrington directs

disability ministries for the Central Illinois Conference.

Among the volunteer marshals for this General Con-

ference is the Rev. Danita R. Anderson, Northern Illi-

nois Conference Council on Finance and

Administration president. She is the first and only

Black clergywoman to hold this position in her confer-

ence and across the United States. This is her third

General Conference as a marshal.

People have "discovered" InfoServ's three-minute

General Conference summju-y tapes! During May 5-8,

United Methodism's telephone information service re-

ceived 850 calls for the English-language tape; 102 re-

quests for the Spanish-language version; and 25 calls

for the Korean-language tape. These are toll calls, In-

foServ director Woodley McEachern notes, and Info-

Serv's toll-free regular information line continues

receiving telephone inquiries related to a variety of is-

sues. The English-language summary tape is available

around-the-clock, (615) 742-5432. Korean- and Spanish-

language tapes may be heard on request via InfoServ's

toll-free line, (800) 251-8140.

Mrs. N.A. Mayes, Houston, Texas, is attending her

12th General Conference. She was elected a delegate to

the 1956 and 1960 General Conferences and has at-

tended every session since then, including the special

sessions in 1966 and 1970. Although she won't tell her

age, Mrs. Mayes admits she was born in the 19th cen-

tury. She is the widow of the Rev. F.D. Mayes, Texas

Conference, and the mother of the Rev. Allan M.

Mayes, retired associate general secretary of the Gen-

eral Board of Pensions.

As of noon May 12, gifts to the Albany Area Chal-

lenge topped $3,400. Half of that amount was added to

that day's offering for the Los Angeles relief (Advance

Special No. 901735-2); the other half wUl help feed Lou-

isville's estimated 11,000 homeless people.

When U. Methodists meet in convention,

They attract everybody's attention.

They meet night and day

'Cause they like it that way.

Passing motions too numerous to mention.

—Vern Bigler

BETTIK STORY PHOTO

Pour of the 16 delegate* from the Central lUinois Conference are

related to Grace UMC in Decatur, ni. From left are Jimmy Sober,

Porter Womeldorff, Donald J. Jonea, and Vemie T. Bamett.
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Observer, 72, Cherishes

1912 General Conference Medallion

In 1912 Dr. Frank Warren Merrell attended the

Methodist Episcopal General Conference in Minneapo-

lis as a clergy delegate from the Rock River Gil.) Con-

ference. One souvenir was a 1912 General Conference

medallion.

Eighty years later the keepsake has returned to

General Conference in the possession of the original

owner's grandson, the Rev. Roger W. Merrell, 72. Roger

followed in the footsteps of his grandfather and his fa-

ther, the Rev. Lloyd Frank Merrell, who was a member
of the Detroit Conference. After 37 years in the minis-

try, Roger serves as pastor emeritus of Newberg United

Methodist Church, Livonia, Mich.

He is obviously proud of his grandfather whose dis-

tinguished career included serving as pastor of several

churches, district superintendent, conference treasurer,

and associate professor of philosophy at Northwestern

University, Evanston, 111.

Louisville is the fourth General Conference Roger

Merrell has attended. He was also an observer in St.

Louis (1988), Baltimore (1984), and Portland, Ore.

(1976).

Why does he keep coming back? He says he enjoys

"keeping up on the latest developments, the fellowship,

and the great inspiration of worship and singing."

Yes, he knows the next General Conference will be

in Denver. And in four years at age 76, he plans to be

there for "keeping up," inspiration, fellowship, and

downhill skiing—which is free for persons 70 years old

and over in many ski areas.

—Wilma De Spain

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

This 1912 General Conference medallion now belongs to Roger

W. Merrell. The obverse reads "Minneapolis, Minnesota May
1812."

TV Focuses on Refugees, Russian
Food Lift

Tune in your hotel room televisions at 7-8 a.m. and
9-10 p.m. today for a showcase of our United Methodist

TV ministry.

"Why We Care About Refugees" features a compas-

sionate account of the plight of people searching for

freedom and peace. Stories of refugee families from El

Salvador, Ethiopia, and Haiti are told, along with the

testimonies of persons who reached out to help.

"Catch the Spirit" crews visit Moscow in today's pro-

gram. Co-host Hilly Hicks talks with citizens about

Russia's uncertain future. Recently, United Methodists

in the United States, in cooperation with the Russian

Orthodox Church, participated in a United Methodist

Committee on Relief project to help feed hungry Rus-

sians. More than 9,000 food parcels were delivered in

the first food lift. The request for local church participa-

tion created an avalanche of response.

Watch these programs on Channel 8, Brown
Hotel; Channel 6, Gait House/Gait House East and
Holiday Inn Downtown; Channel 4, Hyatt; Chan-

nel 14, Seelbach; and check your Visitel channel

listing for other hotels.

The Judicial Council Officers for
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Bishop Thomas Recalls Final Days
of Methodism's Central Jurisdiction

Bishop James S. Thomas is the only bishop ever

elected by a jurisdictional conference whose members
knew they were electing an episcopal leader to serve

another jurisdiction.

His story is one man's account of the last days of

Methodism's Central Jurisdiction. "It was a jurisdic-

tion," he says, "but it certainly was not central!" The

jurisdiction included 18 conferences extending from the

Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific, from New Orleans to

Chicago, and from northern New York to Liberia.

Bishop Thomas was the 13th bishop elected by Meth-

odism's racially segregated jurisdiction. By June 1964

plans were in place to end the Central Jurisdiction.

When delegates met at Bethune-Cookman College in

Daytona Beach, Fla., that same month and year, they

elected James Thomas to the episcopacy on the 17th

ballot, knowing that by 1968 the jurisdiction would be

no more.

The young bishop was assigned to the Chicago Area

of the Central Jvuisdiction, which embraced what was
then known as the Lexington Conference.

"I was a Central Jurisdiction bishop for 23 days,"

says Bishop Thomas. "On July 8 I was warmly wel-

comed at the North Central Jurisdiction Conference,

meeting in Cleveland, Ohio. The next day I was as-

signed to the Iowa Area, the first Black bishop to serve

a White episcopal area."

Bishop Prince Taylor also was assigned that year to

a Central Jurisdiction Area for less than a month. But
since he had already served in Liberia for two quadren-

niums, his tenure in the jurisdiction was eight years.

Bishop Taylor thinks the story of the "missionary"

bishops is instructive. After the Uniting Conference of

1939, the Methodist Church assigned some of the over-

seas work to various jurisdictions for the purpose of

episcopal supervision. Bishop Taylor says he was not

surprised when, in 1956, he—the new bishop—was sent

to Liberia. "It was certainly a non-White conference,"

he said.

He recalls how the Northeastern Jurisdiction met at

Syracuse University in 1964. Appropriate actions to en-

able the transfer of bishops had been taken by the Gen-

eral Conference, the various jurisdictions, and some of

the annual conferences in keeping with "amendment
nine."

"I was pleased and not surprised," says Bishop Tay-

lor, "when Bishop Ward and Charlie Pju-lin asked me to

come to Syracuse. When I got there, we discovered we
still needed the approval of the Central Jurisdiction

College of Bishops before the Northeastern Jurisdiction

could assign me. So I called my four colleagues in the

college that very night. By the next morning I had
wires from all of them, and I was voted in by the Juris-

dictional Conference. It happened so fast that Charlie

Parlin, who was chairman of the Episcopal Committee,

didn't have time to write a motion before it came to the

floor."

Less than a month after he was assigned to the Bal-

timore Area of the Central Jurisdiction, Bishop Taylor

was assigned to the New Jersey Area of the Eastern Ju-

risdiction. Before the quadrennium ended, the Central

Jurisdiction was history.

Bishop Thomas describes in elaborate detail the

complex mechanism set in motion by "amendment
nine," citing an intriguing calendar for scheduling con-

ferences and enabling motions, writing resolutions, and

developing procedures for moving bishops, phasing out

conferences, and transferring churches.

"The plan was probably the best we could get," he

says. "But it opened the door for the church to pick off

our strongest Black churches one by one, leaving the

others to get by as best they could."

As he recalls the events of the '60s, he especially re-

members the General Conference of 1960. Delegates

were divided as they wrestled with racial inclusiveness.

In 1956 a committee had been appointed to study the

Central Jurisdiction. Their report, adopted in 1960, was
seen by many as a stalling action rather than as a

strong effort to eliminate what they believed to be a sin

within the church.

Bishop Taylor speaks of the 1960 conference as

"moving slowly toward inclusiveness." Bishop Thomas
remembers it as a time of bitter disappointment.

Church records reveal that Jim Thomas, a young

Black preacher who was not a member of that General

Conference but who was present in Denver when it

met, rose from his disappointment to serve for the next

few years on the Central Jurisdiction's "Committee of

Five."

The five set two clear objectives. They would pres-

sure the church to move toward racial inclusiveness

and do everything in their power to persuade their

Black brothers and sisters not to leave the church they

loved so much.

"Some of our finest Black pastors," says Bishop Tho-

mas, "were talking about walking out...leaving the

church. We told them, 'We can't leave; it's our

church.'" In 1962 the Committee of Five called a group

of concerned church leaders together in Cincinati. Most

of the group agreed they would not "bolt," as Bishop

Thomas puts it.

Asked why Black Christians did not leave the

church, his answer was simple and direct. "We knew
there were innumerable Christians in the church who
kept the prophetic witness alive. They were, to many of

us, role models for our Christian lives. Their voices,

like their lives, never ceased to insist that the gospel is

inclusive. It has always been so."

Asked to name some of the propetic giants of that

era. Bishop Thomas names Paul Kern, Dwight Loder,

William C. Martin, Richard C. Raines, Ralph Sockman,

Ernest Freemont Tittle, and Ralph Ward. "There are

many, many others," he says, "all the way back to

Wesley and before."
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He has especially warm memories of one of his role

models, Bishop Raines. "He was a gentle but strong op-

ponent of exclusion of any kind. He insisted on a special

service to recognize my inclusion in the North Central

Jurisdiction. As I settled in an unfamiliar community
in Iowa, he called me many times to be sure I was all

right. 'Jim,' he would say, 'I just want you know I'm

here any time you need me.' And he always was."

He mentions a colorful, but less well-known figure,

the lay delegate of several General Conferences, Ches-

ter Smith. Smith came to be known throughout the

church as "the conscience of the General Conference"

because he was so consistently outspoken for peace, jus-

tice, and inclusiveness. Bishop Thomas remembers him

with gratitude because he was a "no-compromise Chris-

tian."

For 40 years Bishop Thomas has been at the center

of the church's slow but certain movement toward in-

clusiveness. Asked to explain why so many Christians

a generation ago, or today, believe in a doctrine of

"separate but equal," Bishop Thomas replies, "We can

only imderstand by placing such people in the context

of three centuries of stereotyping and an insidious

merging of culture and theology which blinds even our

best-loved sisters and brothers to what it means to be

one human family."

—Vern BigUr

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

Bishop Jamea S. Thoma* (right) listen* at the Black Methodiata

for Church Renewal dinner on Sunday, May 10. He is joined by
Bishop Felton E. May.

RALPH BAKER PHOTO

Bishop Prince A. Taylor Jr. was elected to the episcopacy in 1966.

View From the Eye of the Needle

I wonder how many miles of thread and yam have

gone into needlework projects during this General Con-

ference. I've seen cross-stitch, needlepoint, crochet,

knitting, and crewel embroidery. ..busy fingers creating

something beautiful and concrete from a plethora of

tangled strings.

What a hopeful metaphor for the General Confer-

ence and the church as a whole. We are a diversity of

multicolored, multi-textured threads. We often are tan-

gled and in knots. It takes time, patience, perseverence,

and know-how to turn these threads into something

beautiful.

It is the essence of faith to believe that the General

Conference and the church can do just that. As one of

the hopeful, prayerful needleworkers here, I hope that

the church will emerge with something concrete and

beautiful that we can live with at the end of this Gen-

eral Conference.

—Patricia Ann Meyers
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Eight years of planning culminate

as General Conference unfolds

An estimated 20,000 to 30,000 local volunteer hours

went into the making of the 1992 General Conference,

according to Bill Yates, Local Arrangements Commit-

tee co-chair.

Eight years ago the Loviisville Conference voted to

host General Conference, and about three years ago

Bishop Robert H. Spain, Yates and the other co-chair,

the Rev. Wallace E. Thompson, pastor of Christ Church

United Methodist, began getting the wheels in motion.

The three men—along with six vice chairs, a secretary,

and a treasurer—met quarterly, then monthly, then

weekly.

A retired executive and member of Fourth Avenue

United Methodist Church, Yates figures that during

the first two years he spent about 30 percent of his time

preparing for General Conference and "for the past

year . . . 100 percent of every day and every night."

The six vice chairs worked with 40 coordinators, ar-

ranging transportation, staffing the first aid station,

welcoming delegates at the airport, making preaching

assignments, and finding cookie bakers.

"You name any type of transportation needed at any

hour, and we have had it," Yates says. 'These drivers

have had transportation available from 7 a.m. to mid-

night or after." The cookies—more than a million alto-

gether—arrive firom kitchens all over the Louisville

area.

Another major feeding effort is the daily luncheon

for international delegates, served at Fourth Avenue
Church. The General Board of Global Ministries pays

for catering, but local volunteers serve and clean up af-

terward.

"Our conference started setting aside $12,000 a year

for four years," Yates said. "It was the least ever to be

set aside for a General Conference. We had to raise ad-

ditional funds." Their fund-raising efforts included the

area program, "Lost in Wonder, Love and Praise," and

the bishops' reception.

For the opening Communion service, the committee

recruited 80 local clergy to serve the sacrament to

4,000 visitors, while the bishops offered the bread and
the cup to delegates.

Will the committee's work end with the final Gen-

eral Conference action Friday night? "Volunteers will

be very much involved in the 'aftermath,'" Yates said,

adding that final work will take up to a month.

Although Yates said no tasks have proven impossi-

ble, emergencies have arisen: teeth to be pulled, other

types of medical assistance to be provided, barriers to

be removed, and reasonably priced housing within

walking distance of the convention center to be found.

—Wilma DeSpain

(continued from frontpage)

church's work in CIS for the past several months at the

request of the Council of Bishops.

"Everywhere I went ... I found the true marks of the

people of God: dedication and enthusiasm for the work,

openness for others, and fellowship, but also suffering

for Christ's sake," he said. "Human beings are at work,

but truly this work is from God," Bishop Minor said.

In another international action, the General Confer-

ence on Monday afternoon recognized "Acts of Cove-

nant" with eight churches that developed fi-om world

mission work. Under the covenants. The United Meth-

odist Church and each autonomous partner church will

recognize one another's baptisms and ordained minis-

tries as authentic. They commit themselves to share

Holy Communion and to conduct joint programs and ex-

change visits.

Covenanting churches are the new Methodist

Church of Puerto Rico, the Methodist Church in the Re-

public of China, the Methodist Church of Indonesia, the

Basel Christian Church of Malaysia, the National

Primitive Evangelical Methodist Church of Guatemala,

the Methodist Church in Nigeria, the Methodist

Church in Kenya, and the Methodist Church in Ghana.

Late Monday night, the delegates voted by 485-470

to relocate the General Board of Global Ministries firom

New York City. A site-selection task force will recom-

mend to the 1996 General Conference a new headquar-

ters location for the board, and spell out funding

sources and other factors related to the plan.

The move had been recommended by a task force or-

dered by the 1988 General Conference. The task force

said there should be long-term economic benefit to the

church because of lower cost of services, materials, and

facility operating costs; and a location closer to the cen-

ter of United Methodist population could help create a

greater sense of ownership among church members.

Late Monday the delegates completed election of the

Judicial Council for 1993-96. Named to the church's

highest court were Evelynn S. Caterson, Absecon, N.J.;

Wesley Bailey, Winston-Salem, N.C.; and the Revs. Zan

Holmes, Dallas; Susan Henry-Crowe, Atlanta; and

Theodore H. Walter, North Augusta, S.C.

Tuesday afternoon, Tom Matheny, Hammond, La.,

attorney, was elected to his fifth term as council presi-

dent. Other officers are Sally Askew, Elberton, Ga.,

vice president; and the Rev. Wayne W. Coffin, Okla-

homa City, secretary.

Four persons were elected to the University Sen-

ate—Carolyn Johnson, West Lafayette, Ind.; Marjorie

Suchocki, Claremont, Calif.; and the Revs. F. Thomas
Trotter, Anchorage, and Julius S. Scott, Augusta, Ga.

Trotter and Scott were elected chief executive officers

and will be responsible for coordinating the work of the

25-member Senate.

—Robert Lear
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Announcements
Unfortunately, the DCA staff is unable to provide

audiotapes of the Sunday service due to copyright re-

strictions.

Northern Covenant will gather for fellowship

Wednesday, May 13 after the last plenary, room 203.

Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska areas, welcome.

The Delegate Lounge, located in room 113 on the

lower level, is open daily. The Host Committee still has

a backlog of nearly 100,000 cookies available for

munching in the closing days of General Conference.

Delegates are invited to drop by for a refreshing fiUup.

Wednesday, May 13

The New York West Area delegation will meet

Wednesday, May 13 for dinner, Churchill Downs Room,

Hyatt Regency, 6 p.m. Cost is $18 per person. Contact

Don Bueg, room 1028, Gait House.

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry Legislative Com-
mittee will meet briefly in room 201 immediately fol-

lowing the morning session on Wednesday, May 13.

There are three routine petitions we need to vote on.

Thursday, May 14

The General Commission on the Status and Role of

Women will sponsor a briefing on "Sexual

Harassment" and "How To Prevent Sexual

Harassment in the Church," Thursday, immediately

following noon adijoumment (45 minutes only), room

115, convention center.

Today's luncheon forum of the Reconciling Congre-

gation Program will be "Studying Homosexuality,"

with members of the UMC Study Committee on Homo-

sexuality—Jeanne Barnett, Sally Geis, Tex Sample,

David Seamands and Wesley Williams—reflecting on

their study process and offering advice to congregations

and conferences undertaking such studies. The forum

will be in the Finish Line Banquet Room of the Days

Inn Hotel at Liberty and Second, 12:45 p.m. A sand-

wich lunch will be available for $6.50. Please call 585-

2200, ext. 615 to reserve.

The Inter-Jurisdictional Executive Committee on

Episcopacy will meet Thursday, May 14, room 203, con-

vention center immediately following the afternoon ses-

sion.

Languugc is patvevfuli
Words That Hurt,

Words That Heal

Language About
God and People

How does our Christian

faith enable us to use

words that heal rather

than words that hurt?

Words TJtat Hurt, Words
Tftat Heal provides the

opportunity to study the

nature.and power of

language, particularly

language about others, language and

the church, and language about God.

This resource teaches us to have more

caring and suppnirtive attitudes and

behaviors toward others by

thoughtfully considering words that

commend and affirm.

Includes a User's

Guide for individual

study, a Leader's

Guide, and an

Annotated Biblio-

graphy. Perfect for

short-term study

groups, midweek
study groups, and

Sunday school classes.

CDl-147130. Paper,

SI.95

Order from your local

Cokesbury store or call toll

(ree 1-800-672-1789. Order

by Fax anytime: 1 -800-445-81 89 Mall orders

to: Cokesbury Service Center 201 Eighth

Avenue South. P.O. Box 801. Nashville, TN

37202-0801

©Cokesbury
Book* • e»t*» • Cturcl RvaourcM '
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Legislative Status Report

Central Conferences

Calendar Items

Voted by GC

Unassigned

Conferences

Calendar Items

Church and Society
Voted by GC

58 Committee item
^oted by GC

16 Committee Item .^^^K^^^.^"
Q ^^^^^^^H?VVV\ Unassigned

Unassigned

Calendar Items

Discipleship

Calendar Items

Financial

Voted by GC
135

Committee Item

Unassigned

Committee Item

15

8

Unassigned

Calendar Items

138

Faith and Mission
Voted by GC

-55

Committee Item

Unassigned

Calendar Items

General / Judicial Admin

Calendar Items

282

Global Ministries Higher Education and Chaplaincy

58

Voted by GC

Committee Item

Voted by GC

Calendar Items

21

Committee Item

Unassigned

Independent Commissions
Calendar Items Calendar Items

^27 127:

/O Committee Item

Local Church Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

Voted by GC

1

Unassigned

Data for 5/12/92 Midnight

Committee Item Committee Item

Committee Item 289
2

Unassigned

104

^^^^^^ Unassigned

21 Voted by GC

Voted by GC

M3t

Calendar Items

These charts picture the work done by each legislative committee. "Unassigned" shows the number of

petitions that the committee has not yet addresssed. "Committee Items" records the number of petitions

being worked on somewhere in the committee. "Calendar Items" indicates the number of petitions voted

on and released by the committee. "Voted by GC" shows the number of calendar items that have been
voted on by the General Conference plenary. GRAPHS COURTESY OF JOHN A^fD MEL BRAWN.
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Legislative Committee Reports

Church and Society

The committee concurred with petitions to:

change the language in the Social Principles pream-

ble from "God our Father" to "God our Creator"

(with a minority report suggesting use of both Fa-

ther and Creator);

lift up a wide variety of practices to achieve environ-

mental justice for a sustainable future, including

elimination of over-consumption, altered lifestyles,

and measures to protect the air, earth, and water,

and conserve energy;

amend the Social FVinciples paragraph on "Animal

Life" (70 C) to "reject the abuse" of animals used in

medical and cosmetic research;

add words to the Social FVinciples section on "Our
Social Creed" to declare the "right and duty of per-

sons to work for the glory of God and for the good of

themselves and others...";

reaffirm the denomination's commitment to "mis-

sion and ministry" in Appalachia, coordinated

through the Appalachian Development Committee

jind working with ecumenical, community, and gov-

ernment organizations in programs dealing with the

"worsening conditions" in the area;

• call on churches to analyze their water usage as well

as upon manufacturers, government, and consumers
to develop and use water-conserving techniques and
practices;

• lift up conditions of racial harassment, call on

church agencies to establish policies addressing such

harassment, and urge church and government agen-

cies to deal with hate crimes;

• provide a new resolution on "Sexual Harassment
and The United Methodist Chvurch," giving guidance

on specific implementation (including educational

resources, sexual harassment policies in place at

United Methodist agencies and institutions, and ad-

vocacy for just laws to eliminate sexual harassment)

of the present sexual hetrassment resolution (pp.

374-77, 1988 Book ofResolutions.

—Lee Ranck (May 12, 4:45 p. m.)

Additional Petitions

256. Petition Number LC- 12463-256-0; James and Dorothy O'Quinn,

ChesapeaKe, VA.

Housing Not to be Considered as Part of

Compensation or Remuneration.

Amend 1I256.3f:

3f

.

Housing shall not be considered as part

of compensation or remuneration, but shall be con-

sidered as a means provided by the local church, and for

the convenience of the locol church Annual Conference,

to enable its ministry of tho Annual Conforonco .1

733 •Petition Number MN-12461.0733-D. EPA.

Lay Observers on the Conference Board
of Ordained Ministry.

Amend 1733.1

1. Each Annual Conference at the first session follow-

ing the General Conference shall elect, for a term of four

years, a Board of Ordained Ministry, consisting of not

fewer than six ordained ministers in full connection fcay

observers shuil be elected and not fewer than six layper-

sons who shall te participate in the work of the board

but without vote except on matters prohibited by Para.

36, Article 2 in the Constitution.

Petitions Ruled Invalid

FM 11837 -0071D
FM 12455 -3000R

733. Petition Number MN- 12462-0733-0. MNN.

Lay Observers on the Conference Board
of Ordained Ministry.

Amend 11733.1

1. Each Annual Conference at the first session follow-

ing the General Conference shall elect, for a term of four

years, a Board of Ordained Ministry consisting of not

fewer than six ordained ministers in full connectionr with

a corresponding number of laypersons. Lay oboorvors

persons shall be elected to participate in the work of the

board but wthout with vote, except on matters

prohibited by Para. 36, Article 2 in the Constitution.
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Report of the
General Council on Finance and Administration

on General Fund Budgets

The recommendations of the General Council on Finance and Administration related to general apportioned

fund budgets are found in summary form on page 301 of the Advance Edition of the Daily Christian Advocate, and
in the individual fund reports on pages 303-318 of the Advance Edition.

The following reports are included in the pages which follow in this edition of the DCA:
• Report of the General Council on Finance and Administration on Budgetary References from the 1992 General

Conference.

• A recommended revised budget for the World Service Fimd, incorporating a new line item for "1992 G«neral Con-

ference New Programs." This line item would serve as the source of funding for those new programs for which

GCFA is reconunending allocations from the World Service Fund. This revised budget includes funding for those

items without increasing the fund toted of $495,652,000 contained in the original recommendation.

Following these reports are informational reports related to the m^ority and minority reports of the Financial

Administration Legislative Committee:

• Budget Information Related to the Minority Report: Quadrennial Total, $472,000,000 -- Summary
• Budget Information Related to the Majority Report: Quadrennial Total, $448,928,000 — Summary
• Budget Information Related to the Minority Report: The World Service Fund
• Budget Information Related to the Majority Report: The World Service Fund
• Bucket Information Related to the Minority Report: The General Administration Fund
• Budget Information Related to the Majority Report: The General Administration Fund
• Budget Information Related to the Minority Report: The Interdenominational Cooperation Fund
• Budget Information Related to the Majority Report: The Interdenominational Cooperation Fund
• Other Changes Which Would be Needed to Implement the Minority and/or Majority Report

• Programmatic Impact of Three Budget Proposals

Report of the

General Council on Finance and Administration

on Budgetary References

from the 1992 General Conference

The recommendations included in this report are predicated on General Conference approval of the GCFA recom-

mendation for the World Service Fund budget. This report provides $4,000,000 for the programs which have been

referred to GCFA for funding recommendations.

In the informational reports related to the majority and minority reports of the Financial Administration Legis-

lative Committee, $2,000,000 and $2,500,000 respectively is reserved for these programs. Should the General Con-

ference adopt either of those reports, GCFA will report recommendations in reduced amoimts for these purposes to

the General Conference for its action and determination before its adjournment.

Ten legislative committee reports have been adopted by the General Conference and referred to the General

Council on Finance and Administration, for recommendations as to how the programs contained in them will be

funded. The following are GCFA's recommendations related to these items:

1. Special Program: Substance Abuse. The report as amended and adopted by the General Conference re-

quests the allocation of $2,000,000 from apportioned funds, with additional funds to be sought by way of general Ad-

vance Specials.
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GCFA recommends that $1,000,000 be included in the World Service Fund budget for the quadrennium onratio,

and that approval to seek additional funds by means of general Advance specials be requested. The receipts allo-

cated to this program shall be administered by GBGM.

2. Special Program: Campus Ministry. The report as amended and adopted by the General Conference re-

quests $500,000 from apportioned funds and $458,600 from the General Board of Higher Education and Ministry
World Service Fund allocation.

GCFA recommends that funds be allocated as available to this special program from the budget of the General
Board of Higher Education and Ministry.

3. National Plan for Hispanic Ministry. The report as adopted by the General Conference requests $3.1 mil-

lion in apportioned funds for the implementation of the plan.

GCFA recommends that $2 million for program be included in the World Service Fimd budget for the quadren-
nium, on-ratio, allocated to the general program boards approximately as follows, with final allocation to be deter-

mined by the Committee on Hispanic Ministries through the GCOM in consultation with the program boards.

General Board of Church and Society $ 300,000

General Board of Discipleship $ 300,000

General Board of Higher Education & Ministry $ 300,000

General Board of Global Ministries $1,100,000

Consideration may be given by GBGM to the possibility of seeking approval for additional funding through gen-

eral Advance specials and by the other boards through World Service Special gifts.

The operating costs of the Committee on Hispanic Ministries, including staff, (as outlined in the Advance DCA,
page 724), will be determined by the General Council on Ministries and the four program boards in consultation

with the Committee on Hispanic Ministries. Such expenditures will come from existing board budgets and/or

GCFA contingency funds.

4. 1993-1996 Quadrennial Theme. The report as amended and adopted by the General Conference requests

$300,000 for implementation of the Quadrennial Theme, "Celebrate and Witness: Celebrate God's Grace—Witness
for Jesus Christ."

GCFA recommends that funds needed for this piupose be allocated by the General Council on Ministries and
United Methodist Communications, from their budgets, in such amounts as they may determine.

5. Report of the Task Force on the Feasibility of Relocating the General Board of Global Ministries.

The report of the Task Force requested an amount up to $100,000 for a Site Selection Task Force. As amended and
adopted by the General Conference, this task force is to bring specific recommendations to the 1996 General Confer-

ence as to site, costs, and related matters. It appears that $100,000 would be inadequate to fund the work expected
of the task force. GCFA therefore recommends that the expenses of the task force authorized in the report, up to

$300,000 for the quadrennium, be paid from the World Service Fund, on a budget approved by GCFA.

6. Developing Congregations for Deaf Ministries. The report as adopted by the General Conference requests

$104,500 for the work of a National Coordinating Committee on Deaf Ministries, accountable to the General Board
of Global Ministries.

GCFA recommends that the work of the National Coordinating Committee on Deaf Ministries be funded by the
General Board of Global Ministries from its budget.

7. Committee on Older Adult Ministries. The report as adopted by the General Conference requests $100,000
for the work of the committee.

GCFA recommends that the work of the Coounittee be funded by the General Board of Discipleship from its

budget.
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8. Native American Comprehensive Plan. The report as adopted by the General Conference requests

$1,200,000 for the program and its administration.

GCFA recommends that $700,000 be included in the World Service Fund budget for the quadrennium, on-ratio,

and that receipts be allocated to the General Board of Global Ministries. GCFA further reconmiends that any addi-

tional funds needed for the implementation of the Plan be provided by the General Board of Global Ministries

and/or other program agencies from their budgets, in such amounts as they may determine.

9. Shared Financial Support for Native American Center. The report as adopted by the General Conference

requests funding for the Center in the amount of $800,000 for the quadrennium, with specific levels of support as-

signed to each general program board.

GCFA recommends that the General Council on Ministries, prior to the end of the 1989-92 quadrennium, con-

vene representatives of the General Board of Higher Education and Ministry and the General Board of Global Min-

istries and the Native American Center to recommend to GCFA the amount and source of additional funding for the

Center from their budgets or other sources.

10. Increase Number of Bishops in Northern Europe and West Africa Central Conferences. Provision for

additional episcopal areas was not made as the Episcopal Fund budget for the quadrennium was planned. Should

the General Conference act to authorize additional areas, GCFA is authorized, if it finds it necessary, to adjust the

Episcopal Fvmd apportionment after the first year of the quadrennium to provide for the expenses of new areas.

Printing of Morning Devotional Addresses in the Daily Christian Advocate. Audio and videotape of

morning devotional. Episcopal, and Lay addresses are available for purchase; an order form will be found on page

111 of the Daily Christian Advocate. The estimated cost for printing these addresses in the DCA during the 1992

General Conference is $6,420. This amount would be charged against the General Conference line item in the Gen-

eral Administration Fund. While the Council has not formally acted on this matter, we do not believe that this

would be a wise use of general chiu-ch funds.

«
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General Council on Finance and Administration

Amended Report No. 1

World Service Fund Budget
1993 - 1996

(Substitute for budget printed on page 305, Advance OCA)

Prior Claim:

General Council on Ministrie*

Interpretation Resources

General Council on Finance and Administration

Total Prior Claims

On -Ratio:

Program Agencies
General Board of Church and Society

General Board of Discipleship

General Board of Global Ministries

General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry

HANA Scholarships

General Commision on Christian Unity

and Interrellgious Concerns
General Commission on Religion and Race

Minority Group Self -Determination

General Commission on the Status and
Role of Women

Total Program Agencies

Administrative and Other
General Council on Ministries

United Methodist Communications
General Services

Telecommunications
Interpretation Services

Special Salary & Pension Aid

American Bible Society

University/College Fund
Project Equality

Contingency Fteserve

1 992 General Conference New Programs

Total Administrative and Other

Total On-Ratio

Grand Total

1992

616,000

1993 1994

850,000 877,000 912,000

1996

$886,000

287.000

710.000(1)
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Budget Information Related to the

Minority Report
Financial Administration Legislative Committee

World Service Fund
1993 - 1996

(This budget does not represent the recommendation of the General Council on Finance and Administration. It was prepared by
GCFA to assist the General Conference In making informed ciecisions about funcjing r>atiorwJ and international mission and ministry.)

1992 1993 1994
Prior Claim:

General Council on Ministries

Interpretation Resources

Geneial Council on Finance and Administration

Total Prior Claims

On- Ratio:

Program Agencies
General Board of Church and Society

General Bc^ard of DIscipleship

General Board of Global Ministries

General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry

HANA Scholarships

General Commtsion on Christian Unity

and Interreilgious Concerns

General Commission on Religion and Race
Minority Group Self-Detennination

General Comrrvssion on ttie Status and
Role of Women

Total Program Agencies

Administrative and Other
General Council on Ministries

United Methodist Communlcatiorw
General Services

Telec^onrvnunications

Interpretation Services

Special Salary & Pension Aid

American Bible Society

Unrversity/Cc^lege Fund
Project Equality

Contingency Fheserve

1992 General Conference N&h Programs

Total Administrative and Other

Total On-Ratio

Grand Total

1995 1996

$888,000

287,000

710.000(1)
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Budget Information Related to the

Majority Report
Financial Administration Ljegislative Committee

World Service Fund
1993 - 1996

(Thia budget does not represent the reccmmsndation of the General Council on Finance and Administration. It was prepared by

GCFA to assist the Geneial Conference In inaking informed decisions about funding national and international mission and ministry.)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Prior Claim:

General Council on Ministries

Interpretation Resources

Geneial Council on Finance and Administration

Total Prior Claims

On- Ratio:

Program Agencies
General Board of Church and Society

Geneial Board of DIscipleship

Geneial Board o( Global Ministries

Geneial Board of Higher Education

and Ministry

HANA Scholarships

Geneial Commision on Christian Unity

and Interrellgious Concerns
General Commission on Religion and Race

Minority Group Self- Detarmir^ation

General Commission on the Status and
Role of Women

Total Program Agencies

Administrative and Other
General Council on Ministries

United Metiiodist Communications
General Services

Telecommunications

Interpretation Services

Special Salary & Pension Aid

American Bible Society

University/College Fund
Project Equality

Contingency Reserve

1 992 General Conference New Programs

Total Administrative and Other

Total On-Ratio

Grand Total

$688,000

287,000

710,000 (1)
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Other Changes Which Would be Needed

to Implement the Minority and/or Majority Report

Report No. 2

Ministerial Education Fund

The following changes would be recommended for Report No. 2, should the General Conference choose to adopt

the majority or minority report of the Financial Administration Legislative Committee, as found in Calendar No.

141:

Advance DCA, page 306: Amend item 3, Apportionment:

a) The apportionment shall be defined as 2 percent of the sum of the following local church expenditures: local

church current program expenses, local church operating expenses, plus 45% of the amount paid for salaries and ex-

penses of pastors and associates. The base. ..for the years 1988, 1989, and 1990.

b) ...the following annual apportionments:

1993 24.15% $25,293,000

1994 24.70% 25,869,000

1995 25.30% 26,497,000

1996 25.85% 27,073,000

Total: 100.00% $104,732,000

Report No. 5

The Episcopal Fund

The following changes would be recommended for Report No. 5, should the General Conference choose to adopt

the m^ority report of the Financial Administration Legislative Committee, as found in Calendar No. 141:

Advance DCA, page 311: Amend item 1, Amount of Salary, the second paragraph:

Bishops' salaries for calendar 1993 shall remain at the level established for calendar 1992. The eumual increase

in bishops' salaries for calendar 1994, 1995, and 1996 shall be set...

Advance DCA, page 315: Amend Section VII. Apportionment for the Episcopal Fund, the second paragraph:

The apportionment for calendar 1993 shall be at a rate of 2.44% of such salaries.
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Report No. 14

Budget of the General Council on Finance and Administration

The following changes would be recommended for Report No. 14, should the General Conference choose to adopt
either the majority or the minority report of the Financial Administration Legislative Committee, as found in Cal-

endar No. 141:

Advance DCA, page 329: Amend the annual budget amounts as follows:

1993
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PROGRAMMATIC IMPACT OF THREE BUDGET
PROPOSALS

When the Church of Jesus Christ compromises its redemptive capacity to dream, it forfeits its highest calling: to be
the commvmity of faith. The writer of "Hebrews" makes the bold declaration that faith possesses substance.

It is when redemptive dreams take on genuine substance that we see how pragmatic and costly it is to be a follower

of Jesus. The presumed first earthly father of the Church, Simon Peter, had the same characteristic as many who
came after him: he boldly mouthed the faith, but stumbled miserably when our Lord firmly insisted there is a

world of difference between platitude and profession.

This is the moment when the idealism of our faith is translated into action.

Plainly, we who serve on the GCFA believe all of us are called to dream faithfully, to convert faith to substance, and

to clearly show the way fi-om platitude to consequence. That call is further clarified by the General Conference's

summons to "Celebrate and Witness." The reality that we now encounter is that if certain budgets are approved,

the consequence will be the diminishment, and in some cases, the loss of programs and services we at one time be-

lieved to represent the best substance of our faith-expression.

Let us be specific.

(The following data has been compiled with the assistance of General Agency staff. Final decisions would, of course,

be made by the elected board members.)

THE GCFA PROPOSED BUDGET: $495,652,000

Under the GCFA proposed budget, there would be the following consequences:

General Board of Higher Education and Ministry

1. A major reduction of the University/College Fund used for one-time grants for any of the 123 institutions in

need of emergency assistance during times of financial stress, usually three or fovir annually.

2. Serious curtailment of campus ministry. Specifically, assistance to annual conferences will be eliminated and
efforts to establish a national student movement will be thwarted. Funding would be curtailed for the special pro-

gram on campus ministry approved by General Conference with support fi-om 38 annual conferences.

General Commission on Communication

1. Reduce the number of "Catch the Spirit" TV programs by 30%.
2. Reduce the number of issues of local church program journals The Interpreter and el Interprete.

Creneral Board of Church & Society

1. Native American Comprehensive Plan cannot be addressed.

General Commission on Religion and Race

1. Thwarts the new initiative to address racism as a global issue; no funds to provide resources and assistance to

the Central Conferences.

General Commission on the Status and Role of Women

1. Eliminates the catalytic ability of the church to act on emerging issues such as violence against women.
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THE MINORITY REPORT BUDGET: $472,000,000

In addition to the reductions accompanying the GCFA-proposed budget, this quadrennial budget will result in

the sacrifice ofthese programs:

General Board of Higher Education and Ministry

1. Reduction in the Ministerial Education Fund could result in a $200 tuition increase per student at a time

when seminary students are graduating with an average debt load of $20,000 per student.

2. Reduction in the Black College Fimd at a time when the eleven historically black colleges are experiencing en-

rollment increases.

3. A significant reduction in recruitment and enlistment of high school and college students for the ordained and

consecrated ministries in a time when 40% of current clergy are nearing retirement before the end of the decade

and at a time when there is increased interest in the ministry.

4. Reduction in support for ethnic centers in seminaries to train ethnic pastors and those who will work with eth-

nic congregations.

Oeneral Board of nisriple.tihip

1. A 17% reduction in resources and assistance to annual conferences, districts, and local churches in the pro-

gram areas of Christian education and age-level ministries, covenant discipleship, ethnic local church, evangel-

ism,family ministries, ministry of the laity, stewardship. United Methodist Men, and worship.

General Board of Church and Society

1. Eliminate the ability to follow up on referrals fi-om the CJeneral Conference when appropriations do not accom-

pany legislation. Historically, the board has been able to respond to unfunded legislation though at the expense of

ongoing programs.

2. Cease Infant Formula work.

3. Eliminate Genetic Science Task Force follow-up.

4. Reduce ecumenical and coalitional activities.

5. Reduce the joint New York and Washington Seminar Program, which provides leadership training for student,

adult and ordination groups fi"om various annual conferences.

6. Reduce the ethnic local church grant program, which assists local churches in expanding their ethnic minis-

tries.

7. Reduce resources provided to annual conferences for leadership training.

8. Reduce the number of ethnic local church interns from the present 20 per year.

9. Cancel the quadrennial convocation to train and inspire local church leaders and Annual Conference Boards of

Church and Society.

10. Eliminate publishing of the Social Principles in Spanish.

11. Eliminate publishing of the Social Principles in Korean.

General Commi.s.sion on Communication

1. Reduce InfoServ 800 lines and the time open.

2. Discontinue the InfoServ local church address line.
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3. Reduce the number of "Catch the Spirit" TV programs by 50%.

4. Reduce support for conference communication, promotion, and interpretation efforts.

5. Further reduce issues of local church program journals Interpreter and el Interprete.

6. Cancel media training for new bishops and other church leaders.

7. Reduce communication training for local church leaders.

8. Discontinue development of Christian values TV series for children.

9. Reduce United Methodist-centered public media broadcast TV specials fi^jm 3 to 2 a year.

10. Reduce news coverage of important United Methodist events in the public media and church press.

11. Curtail new initiatives for support of conference and local church radio ministries.

12. Reduce support for minority communications projects.

13. Discontinue communication intern program.

14. Reduce communication education scholarship programs.

15. Curtail educational and programmatic video projects directed to local churches.

General Council on Ministries

1. Reduce assistance to annual conferences and district councils on ministry in the areas of research and fiitur-

ing.

2. Reduce assistance to and cooperation among general agencies in the areas of research and fiituring.

3. Eliminate annual training event for new annual conference cabinet members.

4. Reduce ability to act on work on General Conference referrals and reports to General Conference.

General Commission on Status and Role ofWomen

1. Eliminate the church's proactive ability to respond to sexual harassment and abuse by elimination of field

service contacts, production of resource packets, consultation with bishops and district superintendents, and re-

search and data gathering activities.

2. Eliminate the church's ability to mediate disputes such as sex discrimination charges involving sexual harass-

ment.

3. Eliminate programs conducted in annual conferences for women in leadership.

4. Reduce number of annual conferences and other constituency groups which receive direct assistance from 57

per year to 30 per year.

5. Reduce the number of issues of "The Flyer" from 4 to 2 smnually.

6. Reduce the number of seminaries, general boards, and agencies which would be monitored from 3 to 1 annu-

ally.

7. Reduce the production of churchwide resources.
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8. Eliminate the three regional training events which prepare women for leadership roles at all levels of the

church structure.

General Commission on Christian Unitv and Interreligious Concerns

1. Eliminate the implementation of new programs mandated by General Conference such as dialogue with

churches from the evangelical and pentecostal traditions.

2. Reduce the number of annual conferences which would receive training programs, leadership and pl anni ng as-

sistance.

3. Eliminate preparation of an ecumenical history of the United Methodist Church which has been under way for

5 years.

4. Eliminate resources provided to United Methodists in the area of ecumenical and interreligious programs of

reconciliation and dialogue.

5. Eliminate official United Methodist presence in national dialogues wh^n invited to participate in ending cen-

turies-held schisms such as with the Lutherans, Roman Catholics, and Episcopalians.

6. Terminate scholarships for seminary students which enable learning experiences of formation in an ecumeni-

cal and global context.

7. Severe reduction of training materials and programs provided annual conferences.

8. Significantly reduce the United Methodist voice at ecumenical tables when critical national and global deci-

sions are made.

9. Reduce support for seminarian attendance at the National Workshop on Christian Unity.

General Commission on Religion and Race

1. Decrease number and amount of grants from the Minority Group Self Determination Fund. Fund is accessible

to projects sponsored by local United Methodist congregations, conmiunity groups and United Methodist related

groups where the decision making group is predominantly racial and ethnic minority persons.

2. Reduce by 7% the approximately 250 projects traditionally funded per quadrennium. Examples of projects cur-

rently funded:

A. In Oklahoma City - A community group is sponsoring a project which addresses drug and alcohol abuse with

Native American Youth from many of the approximately 15-20 tribes in that metropolitan area.

B. In California - A Vietnamese-language newspaper, sponsored by a local United Methodist congregation, that

provides to the community a channel of communication that is not otherwise available. A by-product has been an

increase in members.

C. In Virginia - a Black congregation is sponsoring a community tutorial program that has seen significant in-

crease in grades for the elementary school participants.

D. In Arkansas - A Black congregation is sponsoring in the community an innovative program addressing the

crisis of substance.

E. In many communities - Hispanic congregations are providing classes in English as a second language as

well as orientation classes to help expedite the transition into the community for new immigrants.

3. Severe aurtailment of current emphasis on ministry through and with annual conferences. The thrust is

predicated in on-site training and consultation and assistance with Commissions on Religion and Race; Cabinets,

Boards of Ordained Ministry and other annual conference agencies.

A. There would be fewer consultations with Cabinets and Boards of Ordained Ministry to assist in achieving

more effective cross-racial appointments.
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B. There woiild be fewer consultations with districts and local congregations around situations where ethnic

minority congregations share facilities with predominantly white congregations.

C . There would be reduced resourcing of training and educational experiences to increase effective ministry in

a multicultural church and society.

4. The Commission would not be able to resource the Task Force to Study Racism in Rural Areas, currently un-

der consideration by the General Conference.

5. There would be a reduction in the on-site monitoring of theological schools, general agencies and annual con-

ferences for racial inclusiveness in employment, participation and program delivery.

6. Less follow-up monitoring to determine the effectiveness of the mergers of the former Central Jurisdiction (all

Black) annual conferences with the geographical annual conferences.

General Board of Global Ministries

1. Send fewer missionaries from the United States when those who leave service are not be replaced.

2. Transfer of significant financial support for missionaries to the local church.

3. Reduce programs at the Mission Resource Center for the training of missionary personnel.

4. Reduce grants to partner churches in the Central Conferences, autonomous churches in Afirica, Latin America

and Asia for program and personnel. Reduce funds and services to the Oklahoma Indian Missionary Conference,

the Alaska Missionary Conference and the Rio Grande Conference. Reduce fiinds and services to the newly created

autonomous affiliated Methodist Church of Puerto Rico.

5. Reduce leadership development grants and scholarship assistance for students and emerging leaders of part-

nership churches.

6. Curtail new program initiatives such as HIV/AIDS ministry, church and community based health care pro-

grams and the Russia initiative.

7. Reduce implementation of racial-ethnic programs funded from World Service (outside GCFA-designated funds)

for church development, outreach ministries and salary support.

8. Reduce ability to support new program initiatives of the 1992 (Jeneral Conference, specially Substance Abuse
and Violence, the National Plan for Hispanic Ministries and the Native American Comprehensive Plan.

9. Reduce allocations for Africa Church Growth and Development programs.

10. Reduce the number of church and community workers.

11. Reduce placement opportunities for young adults in both mission intern and US-2 programs.

12. Reduce funding for urban and town and country ministries.

13. Reduce support for annual conference programs of mission education training and resource development pro-

grams.

14. Reduce grants for chiurch redevelopment and new church starts and redevelopment.

MAJORITY REPORT BUDGET: $448,928,000

Adoption of this budget will result not only in the reductions cited above, but in these additional loss conse-

quences to our witness:

Episcopal Fund

1. Salaries for bishops will be frozen in the first year of the quadrennium at their 1992 level.
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General Board of Higher Education and Ministry

1. M^or reduction for provision of expert assistance to Africa University.

2. Reduction in the Ministerial Education Fund could result in a $400 tuition increase per student at a time

when seminary students are graduating with an average debt load of $20,000 per student.

General Board of Di.scipleship

1. A 33% reduction in resources and assistance to annual conference, districts and local churches in the program
areas of Christian education and age-level ministries, covenant discipleship, ethnic local church, evangelism, family

ministries, ministry of the laity, stewardship, United Methodist Men, and worship.

General Board of Church and Society

1. Eliminate ecumenical and coalitional work to transform Christian faith into social action.

2. Eliminate joint New York and Washington Seminar Program, which provides leadership training to student,

adult, and ordination groups from annual conferences.

3. Eliminate ethnic local church grant program, which helps local churches expand their ethnic ministries.

4. Further reduce resoiirce assistance and training programs for annual conferences.

5. Eliminate the ethnic local church intern program.

General Commission on Communication

1. Drastically reduce InfoServ 800 lines and time open.

2. Cancel "Catch the Spirit" TV program.

3. Drastically reduce support for conference promotion, communication and interpretation efforts.

4. Reduce United Methodist-centered public media broadcast TV specials from 3 to 1 a year.

General Commission on the Status and Role ofWomen

1. Reduce from 57 to 25 the number of annual conferences and other constituent groups which would receive di- i

rect assistance.

2. Reduce publication of 'The Flyer" fi^m 4 issues annually to 1.

3. Eliminate monitoring of seminaries and general boards and agencies.

4. Eliminate production of churchwide resources.

General Commission on Christian Unity and Interreligious Concerns

1. Eliminate training materials and progreuns for annual conferences.

2. Eliminate support for seminarian attendance at National Workshop on Christian Unity.

General Commi ssion on Religion and Race

1. Further decrease nvunber of grants trom the Minority Group Self Determination Fund. Approximately 15%
cut from the estimated 250 currently funded per quadrennium.

2. Further reduce ministry with and through the annual conferences.
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3. Eliminate on-site monitoring of theological schools, general agencies and annual conferences would be elimi-

nated.

General Board of Global Ministries

1. Reduce the number of missionary positions sent from the United States.

2. Possibly eliminate programs at the Mission Resource Center for the training of Missionary personnel.

3. Further reduce grants to partner churches such as Central Conferences, autonomous churches in Africa, Latin

America and Asia for program and personnel. Possibly eliminate funds and services to the Oklahoma Indian

Missionary Conference, the Alaska Missionary Conference and the Rio Grande Conference. Possibly eliminate

funds and services for that newly created autonomous affiliated Methodist Church of Puerto Rico.

4. Eliminate new program initiatives such as HIV/AIDS ministries, church and community based health care

programs and the Russia initiative.

5. Eliminate implementation of racial-ethnic programs funded from World Service fimds (outside GCFA desig-

nated funds) for church development, outreach ministry and salary support.

6. Eliminate the GBGM ability to support new program initiatives of this General Conference.

7. Greatly reduce grants for church redevelopment and new church starts and redevelopments.

Accompanying these program reductions will be corresponding reductions in travel, facilities, and staff.
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 5

Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

786. 788, 793, 794, 795, 798, 805, 810, 813, 814, 818, 819, 820, 828, 838, 853, 854, 856,

858, 860, 861, 864, 866, 868, 869, 873, 874, 875, 877, 883, 886, 887, 888, 889. 890. 892.

893. 895. 896, 898. 902, 904, 905. 906. 909. 910. 911. 912. 913. 915. 926. 932. 940, 942.

943. 944. 946, 948, 950, 952, 953. 954. 957. 958. 966. 967. 968. 970, 971. 972. 973. 975.

979. 982. 985, 986. 987, 992. 993. 994. 996. 997. 998. 999. 1000. 1001. 1003. 1005. 1010.

1011. 1012, 1018, 1019, 1025, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1073, 1092, 1100, 1102, 1107,

1113, 1115, 1116. 1117, 1119. 1120, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130,

1132, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1141, 1143, 1145, 1146, 1153, 1159, 1164, 1178, 1183,

1184, 1186, 1188, 1189. 1192. 1193, 1194, 1196, 1199, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1208,

1209, 1210. 1211, 1212. 1213. 1218, 1227, 1228, 1231, 1235, 1238, 1241, 1242, 1244, 1245,

1249, 1250, 1255, 1256, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1286, 1287.

1288. 1289. 1290, 1291. 1292. 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1302, 1303, 1304,

1305, 1306, 1307, 1308. 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319,

1320, 1321. 1322. 1323, 1324, 1326, 1330, 1331, 1332. 1334. 1335. 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339,

1340, 1342. 1345, 1346, 1347, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1356, 1358, 1360, 1362,

1363, 1365, 1366, 1367. 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372. 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1378,

1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1398,

1399. 1400, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414.

1415. 1416, 1419, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1425. 1426. 1427. 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1435,

1436, 1437. 1439. 1440, 1441, 1442, 1444, 1445. 1447. 1448, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1454,

1455, 1456. 1457, 1458, 1459, 1461, 1462, 1465, 1466. 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473,

1474, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480. 1481. 1482. 1483, 1484, 1485. 1486. 1487. 1488.

1489. 1490. 1491. 1492. 1493. 1494. 1495. 1496. 1497. 1498. 1499. 1505, 1506. 1509

Removal from Consent Calendar No. 4

Delegates have requested these calendar items to be removed from Consent

Calendar No. 4: 811, 1072, 1175.

Calendar items printed with an * after the calendar number will automatically be

placed on the Consent Calendar. If any five delegates wish to remove an item from the

Consent Calendar for plenary consideration, the delegates shedl complete the approved

form in Room 102 by 3 p.m. on the day the calendar item first appears in the DCA.
Calendar items which contain a minority report will be indicated by the initials "MR" in

parentheses.

Corrections
to Calendar

p. 244 Vol. 4 No. 4

292* Lcoii
Subject: The Basic Membership
of the Council on Ministries.
Petition: LC-10780-0258-D

Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 78; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/6

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete: "The basic membership of the

C.O.M. shall include the following in so

far as the office and relationships exist

within the local church: the Pastor and
other staff persons who are engaged in

program work, the chairperson of the

Administrative Board; the lay leader;

the president of the United Methodist

Women; the president of the United

Methodist Men; the superintendent of

the church school; tho director of

church music, provided that tho poreon

is a full , afllliato, or an associato mombor
of tho Unitod Mothodist Church i tho

coordinate of ago lovolsiii
"

P. 361 Vol. 4 No. 7, Calendar No. 1044

Minority Report

The undersigned believing that im-

poratant emphasis on evangalism would

be gained by the creation of a General

Board of Evangalism,

Resolve:

That the report and resolution found at

p. 670 of Advanced DCA (Redbook),

petition no. GJ- 10697-3000, be ap-

proved as written.

Scott A. Williams

Wesley Hamrick
Reginald W. Ponder
Dale C. Waters

William S. Deel

Richard Stockton

Taylor Phillips

Mary Virginia Taylor

End of Calendar
Corrections

1277 CO004
Subject: Amend the Term
"Elxecutive Session."
Petition: CO-10600-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 2 19

Membership: 79; Present: 52;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1278 CO009
Subject: Composition and
Character of the Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10599-0701-D
Page in Advance DCA: 2 1

1

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1279* CO023
Subject: Composition of the
Annual Conference. Amend para.

701
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Petitions: CO-10004-0701-D, CO-
10045-070 1-D, CO- 10046-070 1-D, CO-
10047-0701-D, CO-10114-0701-D,

CO-10184-0701-D, CO-10185-0701-D,

CO-10186-0701-D, CO-10187-0701-D,

CO-10379-0701-D, CO- 10793-070 1-D,

CO-11003-0701-D, CO-11126-0701-D,

CO-11190-0701-D, CO-11509-0701-D,

CO-11701-0701-D, CO-11937-0701-D,

CO-12059-0701-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 211, 211,

212, 1098, 211, 211, 212, 212,

212, 212, 213, 213, 1098, 1098,

1099, 1099, 1099, 1100.

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1280* CO030
Subject: Inclusive delegation
from annual conferences
Petition: CO-11350-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 105

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 62; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1281 CO031
Subject: Executive Session
Petition: CO-11351-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 105

Membership: 79; Present: 52;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1282 00039$
Subject: Study the feasibility of
holding Biennial Regional
Annual Conferences.
Petition: CO-11550-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1 105

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1283 CO046
Subject: Number of lay members
of Annual Conference
Petition: CO-11348-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1104

Membership: 79; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1284 CO047
Subject: Commend Rev. Donald
E. Wildman for His Efforts

Regarding Sex and Homosexual
Activity in the Media
Petition: CO-11938-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1 108

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 46; Against: 4; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1285 CO056
Subject: Term Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-11699-0506-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1089

Membership: 79; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1286 CO067
Subject: Responsibilities of the

Secretary - Designate of General
Conference.
Petition: CO-11755-0605-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1091

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1287 CO068
Subject: Rules of Order of

General Conference.
Petition: CO-11756-0606-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1091

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1288 CO069
Subject: Voting requirements for

clergy benefits.

Petition: CO-11242-0607-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1091

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1289 CO070
Subject: The Functions of the
Interjurisdictional Committee on
Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-11243-0612-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1095

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 53; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1290* CO072
Subject: Composition of the

voting membership of General
Conference.
Petitions: CO-1 11 17-0602-D, CO-
1 1282-0602-D, CO- 11507-0602-D, CO-
1 1547-0602-D, CO- 11958-0602-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1090, 1091,

1091, 1090, 1091.

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 55; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1291 CO073
Subject: Petitions to General
Conference.
Petitions: CO-10567-0608-D, CO-
10810-0608-D, CO-11345-0608-D, CO-
11508-0608-D, CO-11792-0608-D,

CO-12164-0608-D, CO-12196-0608-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 208, 208,

1091, 1092, 1092, 1092, 1092.

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

i

I

J
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For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1292* CO075
Subject: Celebrating 100 years of
Lay Education in the trad ition of

Scarritt Bennett Center
Petition: CO-11401-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 107

Membership: 79; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1293* CO080
Subject: Presence of Conference
Council Director at Cabinet
Meetings.
Petitions: CO-10381-0726-D, CO-
12060-0726-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 216, 1 102.

Membership: 79; Present: 68;

For: 67; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1294* CO087
Subject: Annual Conference
Council on Ministries.
Petition: CO-11807-0726-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 102

Membership: 79; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1295* CO094
Subject: Interjurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-11794-0612-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1095

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1296* CO095
Subject: Inter-Jurisdictional
Committee on the Episcopacy
Petition: CO- 1 1804-06 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1095

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1297 CO096
Subject: Interjurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy's
Responsibilities.

Petitions: CO- 10 180-06 12-D, CO-
12053-06 12-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1096, 1096.

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1298* CO097
Subject: Members of
Jurisdictional Committee on
Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 11283-0623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1299* CO098
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petitions: CO-10181-0623-D, CO-
12086-0622-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 210, 1096.

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1300 CO104
Subject: Speaking for the Church.
Petition: CO- 10 100-06 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 208

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 33; Against: 17; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

1301 CO105
Subject: Speaking for the Church.
Petitions: CO-10101-0610-D, CO-
11456-06 10-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 209, 1092.

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 47; Against: 6; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1302* CO106
Subject: Speaking for the Church.
Petition: CO-12165-0610-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1093

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 52; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1303* CO108
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Secretary of General Conference.
Petition: CO-11757-0611-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1093

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1304* CO109
Subject: Resolutions and
positions adopted by the General
Conference.
Petitions: CO- 1 1346-06 1 1-D, CO-
11596-0611-D, CO-1 1597-061 1-D, CO-
11793-0611-D, CO-12259-0611-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1093, 1093,

1093, 1094, 1094.

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 52; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1305* coiio
Subject: Interjurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-10179-0612-D

Page in Advance DCA: 209

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1306* C0112
Subject: The Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 11284-0623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1307* C0113
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 11457-0623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1308* C0114
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 11796-0623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1309* C0115
Subject: Duties of the
Jurisdictional Committee on
Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 12055-0623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1310* C0116
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 12 166-0623-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1097

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1311* C0117
Subject: District Director of

Ethnic Local Church Concerns.
Petition: CO-10839-0700-D

Page in Advance DCA: 811

Membership: 79; Present: 52;

For: 50; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend by changing shall in line 3 to

may, and shall in line 5 to would.

(New Par. bet. Par. 750 and Par. 751)

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1312 C0123
Subject: Concordat Agreements.
Petition: CO- 11 754-0653-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1019

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1313 C0124
Subject: Speaking for the Church.
Petition: CO- 12020-06 10-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1093

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 48; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1314* C0125
Subject: The Membership of
Jurisdictional Conferences.
Petition: CO-11803-0608-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1092

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1315 C0126
Subject: The Membership of
Jurisdictional Conferences.
Petition: CO- 108 12-06 14-D
Page in Advance DCA: 209

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1316 C0127
Subject: Interjurisdictional

Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO- 11 189-06 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1095

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 54; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1317 C0131
Subject: Editorial Changes
Submitted by General
Conference Delegates.
Petition: CO-12080-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1106

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

[
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1318* C0132
Subject: Editorial Change.
Petitions: CO-10963-3000-R, CO-
12097-3000-R.

Pages in Advance DCA: 4-209, 1105.

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1319 C0133
Subject: Inclusiveness at General
and Jurisdictional Conferences.
Petition: CO-11349-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 104

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 53; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1320* C0134
Subject: Annual Conference
Executive Session. Amend para.
704.6.

Petition: CO-10031-0704-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 100

Membership: 79; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1321 C0135
Subject: Mandates Time for a
Laity Report at Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10737-0704-D
Page in Advance DCA: 2 14

Membership: 79; Present: 61;

For: 60; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1322 C0136
Subject: The Jurisdictional
Conference.
Petition: CO-12085-0613-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1096

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1323 C0137
Subject: Information on the
Status of Business During the
General Conference.
Petition: CO-11797-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 106

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 57; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend last paragraph, line 1, after "The
Petitions Secretary shall consider ar-

ranging for the setting up and
maintaining of an electronic bul-

letin board system...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1324 C0138
Subject: Election and assignment
of Bishops.
Petition: CO-11119-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 104

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 50; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1325 C0141
Subject: Lay Observers Elected
the Board of Ordained Ministry.
Petition: CO-10119-0704-D
Page in Advance DCA: 214

Membership: 79; Present: 55;

For: 41; Against: 14; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

with substitute as amended as follows:

Substitute: Amend Para. 704.6 so that it

will read:

6. The Annua] Conference... in open ses-

sion ^Fev4€led-frbM-fc))e-eeAl«Fe()ee-»F-^he

bishop may ordor an onocutivo soseion of

tho clohgy mombors to concidor quoc

tions rotating to matters of ordination
,

choroctori and oonforonoo rolotionBhipe.

Questions relating to matters of or-

dination, character, and con-

ference relations of clergy shall be

the business of the clergy session.

The actions of the clergy session
shall be for and on behalf of the
Annual Conference. The
provisions of The Book of Dis-

cipline applicable to an Annual
Conference shall also be ap-
plicable to the clergy session. All
clergy members (Para. 701.1) of the
Annual Conference and the elected
lay members or observers of the
Board of Ordained Ministry may
attend and shall have voice in the
clergy session. Only the ordained
clergy in full connection may vote
(Para. 701.1a). Others may be ad-

mittedby express action of the cler-

gy session but shall not have vote,

nor, unless specifically granted by
the clergy session, shall have voice
(Para. 422).

An OKOcutivo soceion shall cons ist of the

ordainod minietors in full connoction

unloes others aro admitted by oupross

action and invitation of tho OMOcutivo

session .

—

No one so invited shall have

voto, nor, unless specifically granted by

the executive Boesion, shall have voice

(Para. 133) .

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1326* C0142
Subject: Committee to Propose
Revisions in the Book of

Discipline.

Petition: CO-12130-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1 106

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 52; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconctir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1327 C0144
Subject: Two Quadrennia,
Maximum Years a Bishop
Assigned to an Area.
Petition: CO-12095-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1089

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 50; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1328 csooi
Subject: Amendment to the
Social Creed.
Petition: CS-11128-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1069

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 41; Against: 27; Not Voting: 16;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1329 CS012
Subject: Task Force on the
American free Trade Agreement.
Petition: CS-11463-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1073

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 46; Against: 30; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1330* CS013
Subject: Task force to study the
North American free trade
agreements' impact on the
Western Hemisphere.
Petition: CS-11290-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1331* CS014
Subject: Task force to study the
impact of trade relations between
the U.S. and Cuba.
Petition: CS-11292-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1332 CS015
Subject: Task force to study U.S.
Japanese business practice and
impact on trade relations.

Petition: CS-11288-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1333 CS020
Subject: Military Service - War
and Peace.
Petition: CS-12201-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1033

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 65; Against: 16; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1334 CS061
Subject: War and Peace.
Petition: CS-11994-0075-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1034

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1335* CS062
Subject: Concern for war and
peace.
Petition: CS-11256-0075-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1034

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1336 CS063
Subject: Military Service.

Petition: CS-11813-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1032

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

1337* CS064
Subject: The Political
Community Criminal Justice and
Military Service.
Petition: CS-11993-0074-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1033

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1338 CS065
Subject: National policies of
enforced military service.

Petition: CS-11254-0074-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1034

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 75; Against: 4; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1339 CS066
Subject: Military Force Guided
by the Standards Expressed in

the Church's Tradition.
Petition: CS-12167-0075-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1034

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1340* CS077
Subject: The World Community.
Petition: CS-12211-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1073

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 75; Against: 2; Not Voting: 7;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1341 CS084
Subject: A Call for Increased
Committment to End World
Hunger and Poverty.
Petition: CS-10724-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 184

i

I
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Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For 73; Against: 8; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/10

Conunittee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

pg 185, B.2,2nd column

2. Maldistribution of Wealth. Cor-

rupt practices of entrenched
politicians and neo-colonial

governments favor monopolistic
policies of privileged families and
corporations.

3. Policies of lending insititutions. The
stiff policies and conditions imposed
on undeveloped and under-developed

nations by lending institutions, such as

the World Bank (TORD) and the Inter-

national Monetary Fund (IMF), have

resulted, in many cases, as in the Philip-

pines, in unjustly favoring the interests

of the privileged few, and further ag-

gravating and perpetuating the sad state

and the ill efffects of poverty and
dehumanization of peoples in weak and
defenseless nations.

These lending practices are also

widespread in disadvantaged com-
munities in developed nations.

Make original 2 to become 4.

Make original 3 to become 5.

Make original 4 to become 6.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1342 CS085
Subject: Increase commitment to

end World Hunger and Poverty.
Petition: CS-11325-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1070

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1343 csioo
Subject: Low Intensity Conflict.

Petition: CS-11196-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1076

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 45; Against: 33; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/10

replace it with the following

A Resolution on Low Intensity Conflict

WhercM, our sisters and brothers in

Christ from around the world tell us of

a new kind of war threatened or raging

in their own countries; and

Whereas: often these attacks are on
those who stand with the poor; and

Whereas: governments, particularly of

superpowers, have developed an in-

tentional strategy for wars against the

poor at home and abroad called "Low
Intensity Conflict," and

Whereas: Jesus Christ, the Prince of

Peace, calls us to resist war in all forms
and to work and pray for peace.

Be it therefore resolved:

that the General Conference condemn
this strategy called "Low Intensity Con-

flict" and instruct its secretary to send a

letter to the Secretary General of the

United Nations with a copy to the

United States President, and,

Call on the General Board of Church
and Society to use its existing means of

communication to inform and educate

United Methodists concerning this

military strategy.

ct. Jack Nelson - Pallmeyer, War
Against the Poor, (Maryknoll) cited by

Bishop White in the Episcoped Address

to the 1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1344 csioi
Subject: Nuclear Disarmament:
The Zero Option.
Petition: CS- 1 1 782-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1078

Membership: 99; Present: 83;

For: 75; Against: 6; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Advance DCA, Volume 11, page 1079, left

hand column, third asterisk

... Great Britain, France, and China
should join the schedule. The process

should be implemented in an agreed

and verified sequence that is balanced

Committee recommends concurrence as right hand column, fourth asterisk

amended as follows:

delete the entire petition

W«

—

anticipate—tivat—Great

—

Britain ,

Franco,—and

—

Qhaa—will—9b««6e

—

1«

climinato all of thoir tactical nuclear

weapons and that any unadmitted poe

Boeeore will do likowiooi

All nations possessing tactical

nuclear weapons should eliminate
them in an agreed and verified se-

quence that is balanced so that at

no stage coiild any nation gain an
advantage.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1345* CS103
Subject: Nuclear safety in the
United States.

Petition: CS-11359-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1037

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 76; Against: 3; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

p. 1037

D. Phasing...Plant,aB4 a thorough.. .at

these sitesr, and no more nuclear
arms testing

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1346* CS104
Subject: Comprehensive test ban
treaty.

Petition: CS-11427-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1080

Membership: 99; Present: 82;

For: 73; Agamst: 2; Not Voting: 7;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1347* CS105
Subject: Discontinue Tests of
Nuclear Weapons.
Petition: CS-10294-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 198

Membership: 99; Present: 82;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1348 CS115
Subject: Nuclear Weapons
Production at the General
Electric Company.
Petition: CS- 11675-3000-R
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Page in Advance DCA: 1065

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 64; Against: 14; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

c) encourage all local churches, an-

nual conferences and other agen-

cies to follow the good example of

the Board of Pensions in divesting

of its GE stock and notifying GE of

the reasons for its action.

re-nimiber c) and d) to "d)" and "e"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1349* CS139
Subject: Concern for El Salvador.
Petition: CS-11558-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1075

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

page 1 ... El Salvador.

2. Calls for a halt to all U .S . war rolatod

aid to tho Salvadoran armod forcos .

And by our action of withdrawing

military oupport, wWe encourage all

other ...

3. Supports efforts in nogotiatod

peacemakingkooping and the ...

5. Supports the voluntary repatriation

of...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1350* CS146
Subject: Environmental Justice
for a Sustainable Future.
Petition: CS-10584-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 128

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 78; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

p. 129 4th paragraph under "Energy"

'Support a call for a sustainable
National Energy policy.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1351* CS147
Subject: The Natural World and
Animal Life.

Petition: CS-11989-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 102

1

Membership: 99; Present: 81;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

pg 1021, first sentence:

...pets and others domestic animals,

animals used in research, and the

painless...,

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1352 CS158
Subject: The Natural World.
Petition: CS-12349-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 102

1

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1353* CS159
Subject: The natural world and
animal life.

Petition: CS-11245-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1021

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 81; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1354* CS160
Subject: Energy Resources
Utilization.

Petition: CS-10091-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1020

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 83; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1355 CS177 (MR)
Subject: Preamble to the Social

Principles.

Petition: CS-10546-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 124

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 46; Against: 36; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

Minority Report

...Creator and Father

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1356 CS178
Subject: Our Preamble.
Petition: CS-12061-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 102

1

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 80; Against: 2; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1357 CS182
Subject: The Pure Unfermented
Juice of the Grape in Holy
Communion.
Petition: CS-11939-0070-D

Page in Advance DCA: 102

1

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 69; Against: 9; Not Votmg: 6;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1358 CS200
Subject: Justice for Reverend
Alex Awad.
Petition: CS-11674-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1073

Membership: 99; Present: 82;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 13;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1359 CS201
Subject: End U.S. Military

presence in Bolivia.

Petition: CS-11298-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1082

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 62; Against: 14; Not Voting: 8;

i

I

1
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Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1360 CS203
Subject: Central America: Peace
and Just Life Justice with
Freedom
Petition: CS-10717-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 189

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 76; Against: 3; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 189,

Title: Central America: Peace and Just

I>iv»Ju6tice With Freedom

Page 190, 2nd column, 3rd Paragraph:

BocauBo of the crios for poaco,iiifor the

Snlvodoran pooploi"

2nd column. Last paragraph, #1:

Withdraw oconomic support Support
to tho military forcos in El Salvador , and
tranefor aid to a reconstruction fund

which can be used to rebuild the Sal-

vadoran nation aftor a nogotiatod poaco

aggroomont is roachod
j

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1361 CS214 (MR)
Subject: Discontinue all Forms of
Support to RCAR.
Petition: CS-10608-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 135

Membership: 99; Present: 90;

For: 46; Against: 44; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 135, line 8:

which allows any and all abortions in

eluding thoso for birth control purposos
or for gender coloction in tho first

trimostor and allows regulation of obor

tions in tho socond trimostor only to

protoct tho mothor , states that States

may not regulate abortion in the
first trimester and allows regula-

tion of abortions in the second
trimester, only to safeguard
women's health; and that States
may regulate abortion in the third
trimester to protect a viable fetus,

except when the woman's life or

health is in danger, thus putting the

RCAR position...

Minority Report

We oppose concurrence and support

non-concurrance. The Religious Coali-

tion on Abortion Rights is the only ec-

ciimenical religious organization that

defends the religious liberty of faith

groups on matters relating to the legal

right to medically safe abortion. It rep-

resents the various member denomina-

tional groups affiliated with it in trying

to keep the government from imposing

the doctrine of any one religious group's

position on abortion issues.

The effort to keep United Methodist

agencies from cooperating with RCAR is

also an effort to silence United

Methodist women and men who want to

work on these issues with persons from
other faiths. RCAR, unlike more asser-

tive organizations for abortion rights, is

a moderate coalition which does not in-

terfer in or seek to influence the position

or actions of any of its denominationally

related groups. Instead, it seeks to rep-

resent the positions of those groups

before government and with each other

toward the aim of maintaining religious

liberty for all.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1362 CS224
Subject: Responsibilities of the
General Board of Church and
Society.

Petition: CS- 10545- 1104-D

Page in Advance DCA: 127

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 83; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Social Justiccr, according to

guidelines stated in the Discipline

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1363 CS233
Subject: Understanding Living
and Dying as Faithful Christians.

Petition: CS-10656-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 138

Membership: 99; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 139, 2, The Human Condition,

paragraph 1, line 4:

either denying or exalting death. Our
propensity, however

God has made doath as woU as lifo to

bo a port of creation Death as well as

life is a part of human existance.

Page 139, 3, The Healing Christ.line 1:

Through Jesus Christ God has entered

th«-human suffering

Page 139, 4, Steward of Life, paragraph

4, line 2

CA&£^£.^*Aaca

Page 139, 5, Christian Hope, line 2:

and die,

Page 140, 3, Relationships and Care,

ptireigraph 1, line 4:

frequently require difficult decisions.

Religious, cultural, and per

sonal differences among family and
friends must be considered with special

sensitivity.

pariigraph 2, line 2: nureoe support
staff

Page 140, a. Communications with the

dying person and family

paragraph 1, line 6: and neither

patients OF-nor families avail

able

paragraph 2, line 8: can offer support
and guidance to those in

volved in decision-making.

Page 140, b. Suicide, paragraph 2:

...ering suicide^, delete the rest of the

paragraph

Page 140, b. Suicide, paragraph 3, lines

6-9:

A particular An Important pastoral

concern is the guUt and stigma

often felt by survivors, particularly

when survivors they have

not been included in prior considera-

tions. A particular pastoral oonoorn

is the guilt and stigmas that often result.

Page 140, 3rd paragraph, 4th line

or ass istod suicide
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Page 140, right hand column, 2nd para-

graph under "b. suicide" (1) God's

sacred gift of life

Pjige 140, 1st paragraph at top of page

and neither patients or familiosfami-
ly members

Page 141, 1. Respect for Persons: Holy
Dying

paragraph 3, line 1: medical interven-

tion ran at

paragraph 3, line 10: and W«dt-circula-

tion may...

Page 141, 2. Justice for all

paragraph 1, lines 1-2: All persons

deserve to have accccB to the moans

necesssiry for a dignified death to be
able to die with dignity,

regardless of age.

Page 141, 3. Self-Determination

paragraph 1, line 7: a proxy or execute
a durable power

Page 142, 4. Pain and Dying

paragraph 2, line 4: can by-be al-

leviated

paragraph 2, line 7: in the early etotos

stages of certain diseases

Page 142, 6. United Methodist

Response

b., line 1: for care of tho dying dying
persons

d., line 2: hospital ethnic committees

in hospitals and nursing

facilities and

d.,line 4: on behalf of Ute-dying per-

sons and

e., line 3: treatment of tbe-dying per-

sons .

f., lines 8-10: the human community
promote embody mercy and jus

tice for all persons affocting both in

dividual porsone and social sys

terns.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1364 CS236 (MR)
Subject: Opposition to a call for a
Constitutional Convention.
Petition: CS-11129-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 88;

For: 77; Against: 8; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Advance DCA, Volume 11, pages 1067-

68, Pettition 11129

delete all of petition

Book of Resolution, Page 458-462:

1st paragraph through the last para-

graph: ...for the ordering of society."

With tho ruloB for governing, which

has Borvod as well for two conturiosi

Therefore, Be it resolved that the

General Conference: ...

Minority Report

Our constitution wisely gives the people,

through their state legislatures, the

right to call a constitutional convention.

This is the only way the people can get

action on a constitutional amendment
that an unresponsive Congress refuses

to propose. Thomas Jefferson said the

people's right to call a convention is a

safe guard of freedom.

Under Article V of our constitution,

two-thirds of the state legislatures can

call a convention . The state legislatures

or the Congress have the power to limit

a convention to proposing only one
amendment. A convention cannot

amend the Constitution. It can only

propose an amendment, which then re-

quires ratification by 38 states.

This resolution opposing any constitu-

tional convention shows a lack of faith

in the American people and in our con-

stituion.

There is no "Christian position" on this

issue. Christians can be for or against

calling a convention. There is no good
reason for the Church to take any stand

on this issue.

We propose this substitute motion:

Delete the resolution on "Opposition to

a Call for a Constitutional Convention",

on pages 458 through 462 of the Book of

Resolutions.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1365* CS239
Subject: Native American Social
Witness Program.
Petition: CS-12144-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1223

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Page 1223, paragraph 4:

...resolved, that tho 1993 General Con
foronco mandate that the General Board
of Church and Society make available,

on request, to every Native American
United Methodist Church and ministry

a-training and consultation program
on social witness...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1366 CS259
Subject: Native American
Religious Freedom Act of 1978.
Petition: CS-12226-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1228

Membership: 99; Present: 93;

For: 91; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended eis follows:

Page 1228, Title: Native American In-

dian Religious Freedom Act of 1878

Whereas, tribal people have gone
into the high places, lakes, and iso-

lated sanctuaries to pray, receive
guidance from God, and train

younger people in the ceremonies
that constitute the spiritual life of

Native American communities;
and

Whereas, when tribes were forcibly

removed from their homelands
and forced to live on restricted

reservations, many of the
ceremonies were prohibited; and

Whereas, most Indians do not see any

conflict between their old beliefs and the

new religions religion of the Chris-

tian church; and

Whereas, during this century, the
expanding national population
and the introduction of corporate

farming and more extensive mini-

ng and timber industry activities

reduced the isolation of rural

America making Whereas , it was-dif-

ficult for small... non-Indians; and

Whereas, federal agencies began to

restrict Indian access to sacred
sites by establishing increasingly
narrow rules and regulations for

managing public lands; and
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Whereas, in 1978,...their traditional

religions; and

Whereas, today a m^or crisis exits i»

Indian country in that there is no real

protection for the practice of traditional

Indian religions within the

framework...evidentiary hearing; and

Whereas, congress has passed
many laws which are designed to

protect certain kinds of lands and
resources for environmental and
historic preservation, none of

these laws are designed to protect

the practice of Indian religion on
sacred sitesr, and

Whereas, the only existing law directly

addressing this issue, the American In-

dian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
,
is

simply a policy which etatomont with

"no tooth" and provides te-limited legal

oaueo of action relief to aggrieved

American Indian religious prac-

ticioners.

THEREFORE, BE ITRESOLVED, that

tho 1993 Gonoral Conforonco direct

the...Ministriesrand the General BoEird

ofChurch and Society to-make available

to the church information on the

American Indian Religious Freedom Act
ef4978r;and

BE ITFURTHERRESOLVED, that the

General Board of Church and
SocietyTho Unitod Mothodist Church
support, by whatovor moans nocoBBary

,

legislation which will provide for a legal

cause of action when sacred sites may be

impacted by governmental action.

Proposed legislation shouldwo«)14 also

provide for more extensive notice to and

consultation with tribes and affected

parties, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the

1992 Gonoral Conforonco direct thatr-ia

court casos rolatod to tho Amorican In

dian Roligious Froodom Act of 1978, the

General Board of Church and
Society mayUnitod Mothodist Church
enter and support tho logal cauEo of ac

t ion, and court cases relating to the

American Indian Religious
Freedom Act, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED , tho

1992 Gonoral Conforonco communicato
with Senator Daniol K. Inouyo, Chair

tho chair of tho Sonato...will support,

through—the

—

above—actionei—the

Amorican Indian Roligious Froodom Act

of 1978 to onsuro that tho principlo of

roligiouc froodom,,.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that

the General Board of Church and
Society communciate with the
Senate Select Committee on In-

dian Affairs declaring the position

of the United Methodist Church ex-

pressed through the May 1992
General Conference, is to

strengthen the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act of 1978 and
preserve the God given and con-

stitutional rights of religious

freedom for American Indians.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1367 DI085
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on UMM.
Petitions: DI-10297-0635-D, DI-12262-

0635-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 236, 1110.

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1368* DI086
Subject: Conference Board of

Laity.

Petition: DI-12024-0730-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1111

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 84; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1369 DI087
Subject: Conference Board of

Laity.

Petition: DI-10746-0730-D

Page in Advance DCA: 238

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1370* DI088
Subject: Annual Conference
United Methodist Men's
Organization.
Petition: DI- 10747-0743-D

Page in Advance DCA: 238

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1371* DI089
Subject: Establish an Annual
Conference UM Men
Organization.
Petition: DI-103 14-074 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 810

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1372* DI103
Subject: Men's Work
Responsibilities.
Petitions: DI- 10298- 1222-D, DI- 12264-

1222-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 247, 1115.

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1373* DI104
Subject: Commission on Central

Conference Affairs.

Petition: DI-11799-1204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 13

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 96; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1374* DI105
Subject: Establish a Conference
United Methodist Men
Organization.
Petition: DI- 12276-0742-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1208

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1375* FA005
Subject: Organization of the
General Board of Publications.

Petition: FA-1055M702-D
Page in Advance DCA: 385

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1376 FA006
Subject: Membership of the

General Board of Publications.
Petition: FA-10552-1706-D

Page in Advance DCA: 385

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1377 FA007
Subject: The United Methodist
Publishing House.
Petition: FA-11029-1709-D

Page in Advance DCA: 385

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1378 FA009
Subject: Agencies and
instrumentalities of the United
Methodist Publishing House.
Petition: FA-11031-1711-D

Page in Advance DCA: 386

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1379* FAOIO
Subject: The objectives of The
United Methodist Publishing
House.
Petition: FA-11032-1713-D

Page in Advance DCA: 386

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1380* FA012
Subject: Duties and
responsibilities of The United
Methodist Publishing House.
Petition: FA-11033-1718-D

Page in Advance DCA: 386

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1381 FA013
Subject: Officers of the
corporation of the United
Methodist Publishing House.
Petition: FA- 11035- 172 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 387

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1382 FA014
Subject: The executive officer of

the United Methodist Publishing
House.
Petition: FA-11036-1722-D

Page in Advance DCA: 387

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1383* FA015
Subject: Printing for church
agencies.
Petition: FA-11037-1741-D

Page in Advance DCA: 387

Membership: 93; Present: 92;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1384 FA055
Subject: World Service
Apportionments.
Petition: FA- 12004-07 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1208

Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 55; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1385 FA056
Subject: Methods or formulas for

the approved Connectional
Ministries budget amounts.
Petition: FA- 1126 1-071 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1146

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 39; Against: 24; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1386* FA058
Subject: Commission on
Equitable Salary.
Petition: FA- 11202-0722-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1387* FAOGl
Subject: Reporting of travel and
other expenses.

Petition: FA-11372-0724-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1149

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 54; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1388 FA063
Subject: Compensation for clergy

appointed beyond the local

church.
Petition: FA-11373-0725-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

i
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For: 54; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1389 FA105
Subject: Replace the Word
'Apportionment' with 'Covenant
Gifts'.

Petitions: FA-10368-3000-R, FA-
11050-3000-R, FA-12215-3000-M.

Pages in Advance DCA: 488, 488,

1174.

Membership: 93; Present: 69;

For 62; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1390* FA108
Subject: Clergy Support.
Petition: FA-10111-0721-D

Page in Advance DCA: 374

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconciir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1391* FA109
Subject: Composition of the

Commission on Eq[uitable

Salaries.

Petition: FA- 10548-0722-D
Page in Advance DCA: 375

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

1. It is recommended that in selection

2. commission members shall ensure

Membership: 93; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1393 FA176
Subject: Other Administrative
Responsibilities of the General
Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: FA-10900-0907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 380

Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 43; Against: 15; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1394* FA183
Subject: Health Insurance for

ministers.
Petition: FA-11475-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 166

Membership: 93; Present: 81;

For: 75; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1395* FA184
Subject: Optional enrollment of

full-time employees of local

churches in the church's medical
insurance.

Petition: FA-11265-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 169

Membership: 93; Present: 81;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

insofar as poeeiblo adoquato ropro , )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence DaU /

sontation of racial and othnic porson s

and womon consideration shall be
given to inclusiveness.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1392* FAiii
Subject: Apportionments
Voluntary, Not Mandatory.
Petition: FA-11836-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 162

1396* FA191
Subject: Membership of the
General Council on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: FA-11824-0905-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1151

Membership: 93; Present: 71;

For: 66; Against: 1; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Conunittee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

" at least two ofwhom shall be racial

and ethnic persons, with one layman,

ono la3rwoman and one clergy being

consideration being given to the
selection of members of Central Con-
ferences, and with most of them. . .

."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1397 FA208 (MR)
Subject: UMCare
Petition: FA-10938-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 472

Membership: 93; Present: 83;

For: 45; Against: 36; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconunends concurrence as

amended as follows:

#1. Amend Section 3.02b (2) and Sec-

tion 3.02d by adding to each section a

sentence which shall read as follows:

However, it shall exclude a person
\irho is employed by a general agen-

cy as a missionary of The United
Methodist Church.

#2. Amend Section 2.28 by adding the

following:

.... located in the United States of

America:

#3. Add a new subsection 3.04d(4)

which shall read as follows:

(4) If a Plan Sponsor "employs'

less than four Employees, the

seventy percent requirement shall

be reduced to a fifty percent re-

quirement.

#4. Amend subsection 3.07d by deleting

the following:

(2) The oligibility and participation of

the surviving Spouoo of a poroon who
was a Part icipant in UMCaro at tho time

of his/hor death ehall coa&o at the time

of romarriapo to Bomoono other than a

Participant in tho Plan i

#5. Amend subsection 3.07g to read as

follows:

g. A Plan Sponsor described in Sec-

tion 2.22d or an Employee may be ex-

cluded from continued participation in

the Plan for failure to make required

contributions on a timely basis.

(1) The Board shall notify in writ-

ing by certified mail/return

receipt requested the Plan Sponsor
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and the Employee of their failure

to make required contributions on
a timely basis.

(2) If the Plan Sponsor and/or the

Employee fails to make the re-

quired contributions within sixty

days of such notice, the Plan Spon-
sor and/or the Employee shall

cease to be a Plan Sponsor or a
Participant.

(3) Such terminated Employee
shall have the right to re-enroll if

he/she meets the enrollment re-

quirements of Section 3.06 herein.

(4) Such terminated Plan Sponsor
shall not be eligible to re-adopt

this plan for a period of three years

after such termination.

#6. Add a new subsection 3.07h which

shall read as follows:

h. An Employee who is described

in Section 3.02 herein shall not be
required to participate in the Plan
if said Employee provides to the

Board, in lieu of an election made
pursuant to Article V, a certifica-

tion that such person is a member
of an American Indian tribe recog-

nized by the government of the

United States ofAmerica which en-

titles such person to free health

care benefits, in accordance with
Section 1601 et seq. of Title 25 of

the United States Code, as

amended from time to time, and
the regulations promulgated
thereunder, through the Indian

Health Service of the United States

Department of Health and Human
Services.

#7. Add a new subsection 3.07i which

shidl read as follows:

i. An Employee who is described in

Section 3.02 herein shall not be re-

quired to participate in the Plan if

said Employee provides to the

Board, in lieu of an election made
pursuant to Article V, a certifica-

tion that such person is receiving

health care coverage, the premium
for which is not paid in whole by
the Employee, as the result of such
Employee's prior employment that

entitles him/her to such coverage,

from a health care plan of the

United States government, other

than Medicare, or from the health

care plan of a former employer.

#8. Renumber the current 3.07h as

3.07J

#9. Amend Section 4.01:

his/her Account a specified amount (

of his/her Compensation if an Active

Participant or of his/her personal con-

tribution if a Retired Participant) for

such Period . .

.

#10. Amend 4.05a to read as follows:

by the Plan Sponsor. However, in

the event the Participant who is

described in Sections 3.02 or 3.04

herein, fails to make the contribu-

tions required pursuant to Sec-

tions 4.01 and 4.03, the Plan
Sponsor shall remit to the Board
the amount which has not been
paid pursuant to Sections 4.02 and
4.03 above, in addition to the Non-
elective Contribution.

#11. Amend Section 4.05d to read as

follows:

twenty years of service. In the event

that such Retired Participant has

more than 20 years of service as

described hereinabove, the

premium shall be prorated among
the Plan Sponsors based upon the

following formula: a fraction,

where the numerator is the num-
ber of applicable years served in a
Conference/General Agency and
where the denominator is the total

number of applicable years, times

twenty.

#12. Amend Section 7.03b(5)(a) & (b)

as follows:'

a. $ 1
,
000

,
000 $2,000,000 unless noted

otherwise.

b. ... substance abuses expenses for

outpatient treatment.

#13. Amend Section 7.05 as follows:

Such wellness benefits may shall

include, but not ...

#14. Amend Section 7.07 to read as

follows:

7.07. Pre-Existing Conditions. If the a
Participant described in Section

3.03 or Section 3.04 herein was

receiving care ...

#15. Amend Section 7.13a to read as

follows:

area cost factors for a twelve-

month period ending between
January 1, 1993 and June 30, 1993

in ttfTiMrt imminlintirly pri 'rr *" *h" ""*

Plan Year for those Plan Sponsors ...

#16. Delete Section 17.04 and sub-

stitute the following in lieu thereof:

17.04 Prior to the effective date,

the Board shall complete a cost

analysis study with respect to the

best method or methods of ad-

ministering each of the Programs
hereunder. Such study shall in-

clude, but not be limited to, a
solicitation of proposals from
various service providers. There-

after, the Board shall review on a
periodic basis the selected method
or methods.

#17. Amend Section 3.04b(3)(a), Sec-

tion 3.05b(l), by replacing "17 1/2

hours" with "30 hoiu^", and conform all

other portions of the Plan in the same
way by substituting "30 hours" in place

of "17 1/2 hours" wherever the latter

appears.

#18. Amend section 3.04c by deleting

the following:

, but may oxcludo lay omployooc who are

normally echodulod to work loss than 30

hours per week.

#19. Paragraph 3.06d(3) delete all.

MINORITY REPORT

Whereas each annual conference ought

to have the right to review the health

care plan and decide for itself if it wants

to participate.

And Whereas various conferences have

health care plans that expire at different

dates.

And whereas this plan is very complex

and will no doubt have many problems

of unknown nature for its first few

years,

And whereas if only excellence will

entice annual conferences, this will be a

strong incentive to improve the plan and

thus attract other annual conferences.

Be it resolved that the General Board of

Pensions be instructed to develop a

health care plan which incorporates the

aspect of voluntary participation by the

annual conferences and that this plan be

presented for approval at the 1996

General Conference.

William R. Harvey
William Carter Smallwood

Neil Gunn
Charles Eurey

Bill O. Beverage

(
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Charles Lippse

William Kellon Quick
Robert A. Oetjen

Richard Selleck

Kermit O. Burrous

Dennis A. Scheer

Benis Lutz

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1398 FA212
Subject: Annual Conference
Board of Trustees.
Petition: FA- 10205-25 12-D
Page in Advance DCA: 388
Membership: 93; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1399* FA213
Subject: Annual Conference
property.
Petition: FA- 11207-25 12-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1158

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 56; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1400* FA214
Subject: Annual Conference
Investment Stewardship.
Petition: FA- 11684-25 12-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 158

Membership: 93; Present: 57;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1401 FA215
Subject: Local Church
Investment Stewardship.
Petition: FA- 12233-2523-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 160

Membership: 93; Present: 56;

For: 47; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1402* FA216
Subject: National Association of
Commission on Equitable
salaries.

Petition: FA-11375-0907-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 154

Membership: 93; Present: 60;

For: 56; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Cancurrence ( )NonconcurreDce Date /

1403* FA225
Subject: Local Church Board of
Trustees.
Petition: FA-10905-2506-D
Page in Advance DCA: 387

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1404* FA226
Subject: Landmark Policy.

Petition: FA- 10299-25 12-D
Page in Advance DCA: 388

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 61; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1405* FA234
Subject: Grievance procedures.
Petition: FA-12327-2626-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 195

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1406* FA235
Subject: Obligation and
responsibility of the General
Commission on Finance and
Administration.
Petition: FA-12387-0906-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 143

Membership: 93; Present: 59;

For: 58; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenc* Date /

1407* GJ049
Subject: Disobedience to the
Order and Discipline of the
Church.
Petition: GJ-10661-0440-D

Page in Advance DCA: 620

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconciir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1408* GJ050
Subject: Special Provisions for

Ordained Ministers.

Petition: GJ-10436-0440-D

Page in Advance DCA: 900

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

In the first sentence: Replacepastorwith

clergy member or local pastor

In the second sentence: Replace «f-

dainod minietor with clergy member
or local pastor

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1409* GJ074
Subject: 74e Global Nature of the
United Methodist Church.
Petition: GJ-11007-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 667

Membership: 80; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete paragraphs #1,2 and 3 and in-

sert:

Whereas, there must be developed
a truly global church which has an

integrity which affords dignity for all

parts of the United Methodist
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Church. Our church must be an expres-

sion of the global nature of our

church membership. "A member of a

local United Methodist Church is a

member of the total United Methodist

connection." (par 210), and

Whereas, there must be equity (parity)

between what are now called Centeral

Conferences and Jurisdictional Con-

ferences; and

Whereas, we must provide for connec-

tional unity with the flexibility and

freedom for meeting regional needs; and

Whereas, we must redefine some
General Conference responsibilities as

regional ones. Much of the current

General Conference agenda is focused

exclusively on United States issues and
needs. At least some of this agenda

could be handled in a North American
Regional Conference just as similar

regional agenda could be addressed in

other Regional Conferences; and

Wherejis, we must be sensitive to how
God seeks to manifest the Gospel in

each unique culture and nation. We
must also maintain a vital global con-

nection in order to prevent both narrow

parochialism and detrimental

regionalism; and

Whereas, our global vision for the

United Methodist Church includes, but

is not limited to, the following:

1. Provision of a means by which The
United Methodist family can live and

serve together in a common dignity and

respect as together we respond

to the mission of Jesus Christ.

2. A serious responsiveness to the uni-

que needs and expressions of faith in

each of the regions of the world and
provision for freedom for creative

response to unique characteristics.

3. Connection of our global United

Methodist membership at essential

points and through common global mis-

sion.

4. Responsiveness to the radically

changed and changing world culture in

which we are called to do ministry in

Christ's name.

The following paragraph should read:

'Therefore be it resolved that the

General Conference authorize the

Council of Bishops, in cooperation with

the General Council on Ministries, the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, the General Board of

Global Ministries, the General Commis-
sion on Christian Unity and Inter-

religious Concerns, and the

Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs (selecting at least three non-epis-

copal members) to continue to develop

this proposal on the Global Nature of

the United Methodist Church and to

report to the General Conference 1996;"

Delete the following paragraphs begin-

ning with "Some issues to be studied.."

The last paragraph should read: "And
be it further resolved that the Council of

Bishops submit the attached report as a

progress report to the General Con-

ference."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1410* GJ104
Subject: Report on 1992 "The
Year of a New Beginning".
Petition: GJ-10864-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 560

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

To be effective immediately

upon adoption by the

1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

1411* GJ105$
Subject: Toward a New Beginning
Beyond 1992.

Petition: GJ-10733-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 675

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 67; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

This petition to take effect

immediately upon adoption by

the 1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1412* GJ107
Subject: Report on Sexual
Harassment in Church and
Society in the USA.
Petition: GJ-10882-3000-A

Page in Advance DCA: 594

Membership: 80; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

On page 594 of the Advance DCA tmder

Process and Implementation

in the second column, the third para-

graph which begins,

"A survey instrument..., after the word
"in" delete tho Social Principles, and add

on pages 374-377 of the 1988 Book
of Resolutions:

Social harassment is any un-

wanted sexual advance or demand,
either verbal or physical, which is

perceived by the recipient as

demeaning, intimidating or coer-

cive. Sexual harassment must be
understood as an exploitation of a
power relationship rather than as

an exclusively sexual issue. Sexual
harassment also Includes the crea-

tion ofa hostile or abusive working
environment resulting from dis-

crimination on the basis of gender.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1413* GJiio
Subject: Quadrennial Emphasis
on Reclaiming the Cities.

Petition: GJ-11044-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 678

Membership: 80; Present: 74;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Change title to read: "Special emphasis

on Reclaiming the Cities"

Change "quadrennial emphasis" to "spe-

cial emphasis" wherever it appears in

the petition.

Add: 6. That this special emphasis
be implemented, as appropriate,

by each program board and agency
and coordinated by the GCOM.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1414* GJ122
Subject: Report on Grants from
the World Service Contingency
Fimd, 1989-92.

Petition: GJ-10876-3000-A
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Page in Advance DCA: 585
Membership: 80; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1415* GJ132
Subject: Grievance Procedures
for Ordained Ministers.
Petition: GJ- 10446-0453-D
Page in Advance DCA: 907

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1416* GJ134
Subject: Base for Complaints.
Petitions: GJ- 11637-0453-D, GJ-

1 1694-0453-D, GJ- 11896-0453-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1313, 1313,

1313.

Membership: 80; Present: 58;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

1417 GJ152
Subject: General Agency
Membership.
Petition: GJ-10438-0810-D

Page in Advance DCA: 655

Membership: 80; Present: 71;

For: 61; Against: 7; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1418 GJ175$(MR)
Subject: Establishment of a
General Board of Evangelism.
Petition: GJ-11055-3000-R$

Page in Advance DCA: 671

Membership: 80; Present: 69;

For: 56; Against: 10; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

Because of our deep love for Christ and
our commitment to the future of the

United Methodist Church, we file this

minority report in opposition to action

by the legislative section. General and
Judicial Administration. The vote of

non-concurrence with committee item

no. 175 that sought to establish a Board
of Evangelism turns down a sincere at-

tempt to liil high the cross and proclaim

the "good news" of Jesus Christ in a

world often void of good news.

Because we worship a seeking and sear-

ching God and are called to be a seeking

and searching people;

Because ours is a Christ centered faith

and we are called to be a Christ centered

people;

Because we live in the midst of a mis-

sion field where biblical illiteracy

abounds;

Because many in the world have notyet

come to know the transforming power
of the living Christ;

We therefore encourage General Con-
ference to consider an evangelism em-
phasis that can only begin with

evangelism planned, initiated, and nur-

tured by a Board of Evangelism in the

United Methodist Church. Though at

first this proposal appears contrary to

the fact, we believe taking evangelism

out of the General Board of Discipleship

and setting it up on its own would en-

courage stream lining of the General

Church structure.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1419* GJ208
Subject: Copyright Rules and the
United Methodist Church.
Petition: GJ-11228-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1205

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1420 GJ233 (MR)
Subject: Membership of Program
Boards.
Petition: GJ-11613-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 183

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 52; Against: 13; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

In order to keep the program boards

from becoming too costly, the

undersigned resolve:

That the number of members in pro-

gram board not exceed 75, including

episcopal members, and further that

this limitation shall become effective for

the 1992 Jurisdictional Conferences.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1421* GJ254
Subject: Basic Membership of
General Program Boards.
Petition: GJ-10830-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 652

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

Replace paragraph 2 with the following:

Amend the last three sentences of

805. 2. c as follows:

There shall be not less than five nor

more than twolvo

nine additional members of each

general board. It is recommended
that such additional membership

maintain the one-third laymen, one-

third laywomen, and one-third clergy

balance. In addition, each board shall

elect tbfee six persons from the Central

Conference, onoclorgy , ono layman, one
laywoman , and one alternate for each,

who may attend if the elected member
cannot attend. In the election of the
Central Conference members, it is

recommended that two be clergy,

two be laymen, and two be
laywomen.

This amendment shall take effect

immediately after the conclusion
of

General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /
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1422* GJ274
Subject: Method of Organization
and Procediire for the Judicial
CounciL
Petition: GJ-10673-2606-D
Page in Advance DCA: 626

Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

By adding:

2606.1. The Judicial Council shall

provide it« own method of or-

ganization and procedure, both
with respect to hearings on appeals
and petitions for declarators-

decisions. All parties shall have
the privilege of filing briefs and
arguments and presenting
evidence, under such rules as the
council may adopt from time to

time, provided that at the time of

filing, copies of such briefs are
delivered to all parties of record.

2606.2. The Council shall meet at

the time and place of the meeting
of the General Conference and
shall continue in session until the
adjournment of that body, and at

least one other time in each calen-

dar year and at such other times as

it may deem appropriate, at such
places as it may select from time to

time. Seven members shall con-
stitute a quorum. An affirmative

vote of at least six members of the

council shall be necessary to

declare any act of the General Con-
ference unconstitutional. On
other matters a majority vote of

the entire council shall be su^i-

cient. The council may decline to

entertain an appeal or petition for

a declaratory decision in any in-

stance in which it determines that

it does not have jurisdiction to

decide the matter.

( X^oncumnce [ iNoncoDCurrence Date /

1423* GJ287
Subject: Preliminary
Assiimptions.
Petition: GJ-10684-2620-D
Page in Advance DCA: 629
Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

amended as follows:

Reverse paragraphs 2620.2 and 2620.3

and renumber them.

In paragraph 2620.7, remos'e and
jttrioc.

'
and change to

read 'committees and courts of The
United Methodist Church."

( X^ofKurrence ( )NoncoiKurraKe Date /

1424 GJ289
Subject: Chargeable Offenses.
Petition: GJ- 10685-262 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 629
Membership: 80; Present: 57;

For 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Add new 262 1. Ij - Misrepresentation
of Credentials

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTeiKe Date /

1425* GJ297
Subject: Investigation
Procedures.
Petition: GJ- 10687-2623-D

Page in Advance DCA: 630
Membership: 80; Present: 56;

For 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence its

amended as follows:

In 2623.1b, following grievance, add; ex-

cept in the case of sexual or child

abuse. Delete sentence following aA^
stxyoars

In 2623.5a, in first sentence following

pastor in charge", add or co-pastors

(205.1).

In 2623.5b, in first sentence following

"pastor", put s in parenthesis.

In 2623.5b, in third sentence, following

"pastor in charge', add or co-pastors

Add at the end of paragraph, This
paragraph, as it relates to the
process for nomination, appoint-
ment or election of individuals, of-

ficers, courts, administrative
bodies, review bodies, or commit-
tees, shall become effective imme-
diately upon the conclusion of the
1992 General Conference.

Following each number, put the number
in parenthesis immediately following.

Example: thirty-two (32).

In 2623.6, add to first sentence except
in the case of sexual child abuse.

( tConcujTence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1426 GJ300
Subject: Investigations Procedure
Petition: GJ- 12 136-2623-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 193

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/11

(Committee recommends concurrence

With reference to the Editors of the

Administratrve Procedural Manual

( )ConauTeiKe ( )N(MconcuiTeDce Date /

1427* GJ307
Subject: General Appeal
Procedures.
Petition: GJ-10689-2625-D

Page in Advance DCA: 637

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

Fon 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as foUows:

In 2625.2d., delete sentence beginning

with "Financial assistance".

At the end of this same peiragraph, add;

This paragraph, as it relates to the

process for nomination, appoint-

ment or election of individuals, of-

ficers, courts, administrative
bodies, review bodies, or commit-
tees, shall become effective imme-
diately upon the conclusion of the

1992 General Conference.'

( )CoiKurrence ( )NonconcuiTen«e Date /

1428 GM067
Subject: General Board of Global
Ministries Budget.
Petition: GM-12149-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA; 1224

Membership: 110; Present: 88;

For 53; Against: 35; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

(Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurTence ( )NonconauTence Date /
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1429* GM077
Subject: Trustees of Church
Institutions.

Petition: GM- 10206-2553-D

Page in Advance DCA: 389
Membership: 110; Present: 61;

For: 61; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1430* GM078
Subject: Requirements of trustees
of church institutions.

Petition: GM- 11076-2553-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 160

Membership: 110; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1431 LC032
Subject: Church Membership.
Petitions: LC-10133-0208-D, LC-
10579-0208-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 830, 831.

Membership: 89; Present: 74;

For: 70; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1432 LC033
Subject: Teaching Parish.
Petition: LC-10799-0205-D

Page in Advance DCA: 830

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 81; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9 •

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Amend para. 205.3 Line 6

...A teaching parish 6beui4 shall have a

demonstrable...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1433 LC035
Subject: Membership of a local

United Methodist Church.
Petition: LC-11338-0209-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1253

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

1434 LC069
Subject: The Meaning of
Membership.
Petition: LC- 12072-02 11-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1253

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 36; Against: 27; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1435* LC074
Subject: Admission into the
Church.
Petition: LC- 1 1868-02 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1253

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1436 LC082
Subject: Change the Age for

Older Adults.

Petition: LC-11877-0249-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1262

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1437* LC085
Subject: Local church
property-sale, transfer, lease, or
mortgage.
Petition: LC-11445-2540-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1274

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against>0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnc* Data /

1438 LC086
Subject: The Basic
Organizational Plan for the Local
Church.
Petition: LC-10801-0245-D
Page in Advance DCA: 835

Membership: 89; Present: 83;

For 76; Against: 7; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete Para. Tho basic organiaational

plan for the looal church shall include

provision for tho following units;—

a

Charge Conforonco, an Administrat ive

Council or Administrative Board and
Council on Minietrioc , a Committoo on
Pastor Parish Rolations,—a Board of

Trustoos , a Committoo on Financo, a

Committoo on Nominations and For

Bonnoli and euch other oloctod loadoro
i

commiBeions, councils, committooc, and
tack forces as tho Chargo Conforonoe
may dotormino.

Amend Para. 2, Line 9: E!very local

church shall choose a plan for or-

ganizing its administrative and
programmatic responsibilities.

Insert in 245.1 so that it will read:

Local churches may establish an
Administrative Council, Nurture,

Outreach, Witness, Resources Min-
istries model which shall be both
the administrative body to which
the mentbers, organizations, and
agencies are amenable, and the

programmatic body which shall

consider, develop, and coordinate

goals and program proposals for

the church's mission in accordance
with the mission of The United
Methodist Church.

Renumber #3 as #4.

Add as 245.3 An alternative plan
may be developed in accordance
with the provisions of Para. 247.2.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1439* LC087
Subject: Chair of the Committee
on Nominations and Personnel.
Petition: LC-11775-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266
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Membership: 89; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1440* LC093
Subject: Nonparticipatory
Membership.
Petition: LC-11389-0227-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1256

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 73; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1441* LC094
Subject: Staff-Parish Relations
Affiliate Member.
Petition: LC-11870-0227-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1256

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 72; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1442* LC096
Subject: Care of Members.
Petition: LC-11580-0230-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1258

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1443 LC125
Subject: Powers and Duties of the
Charge Conference.
Petition: LC-10918-0247-D
Page in Advance DCA: 837

Membership: 89; Present: 72;

For: 54; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Delete: "The Charge Conforonco shall

dotormino the amount aocoptod for

World Sorvico aad Conforonce

Bonovoloncos.
"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1444* LC127
Subject: Mandatory Church
Historian.
Petition: LC-11531-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1445* LC128
Subject: Election of a Church
Historian.
Petition: LC-11874-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1446 LC131
Subject: Recording Secretary of

Charge Conference.
Petition: LC-10068-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 836

Membership: 89; Present: 61;

For: 53; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1447* LC134
Subject: The Administrative
Council: Membership and
Responsibilities.

Petition: LC- 10072-0252-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1263

Membership: 89; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1448* LC145
Subject: The Council on
Ministries.

Petition: LC-12014-0257-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 78;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1449 LC169 (MR)
Subject: Committee on
Nominations and Personnel.
Petitions: LC-10078-0269-D, LC-
10143-0269-D, LC-10144-0269-D, LC-
10231-0269-D$, LC-11275-0267-D,

LC-11395-0269-D, LC-11493-0269-D,

LC-11494-0269-D, LC-11876-0249-D,

LC-11880-0269-D, LC-12040-0269-D,

LC-12041-0269-D, LC-12160-0269-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 845, 846,

1269, 846, 1269, 1270, 1270,

1270, 1262, 1271, 1269, 1269,

1271.

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 49; Against: 31; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

MINORITY REPORT

There shall be elected annuidly by the

Charge Conference in each local church

a Committee on Nominations and Per-

sonnel who are members of the load

church. This Committee is to be com-

posed of not more than nine persons, in

addition to the pastor and lay leader.

Delete 'The pactor ohall bo the Choir

person" and add "The Chairperson
shall be elected by and from the

membership of the committee. The
pastor may be elected as the chair-

person."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1450* LC171
Subject: Chairperson of

Outreach.
Petition: LC- 12440-0252-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1451* LC173
Subject: The organizational
structure of the Local Church.
Petition: LC-12453-0264-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For 67; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1452* LC174
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Administrative BoariL
Petition: LC-10074-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 841

Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1453* LC176
Subject: Adequate Housing for

the Pastor.

Petition: LC-10230-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 842

Membership: 89; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1454* LC178
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Administrative Board.
Petition: LC-12156-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1455* LC179
Subject: Recommendation of

pastor's compensation to charge
conference.
Petition: LC- 1 1394-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1456* LC180
Subject: Local Church Officers.

Petition: LC-10228-0249-D

Page in Advance DCA: 837

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1457* LC181
Subject: Removal of local church
officers.

Petition: LC- 113 14-0252-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1264

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1458* LC182
Subject: Removal of Officers and
Filling Vacancies.
Petition: LC-10279-0251-D

Page in Advance DCA: 838

Membership: 89; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1459* LC183
Subject: Accessibility of

facilities.

Petition: LC-11176-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1270

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1460 LC184
Subject: Duties of the Committee
on Pastor Parish Relations.
Petition: LC-10562-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 847

Membership: 89; Present: 64;

For: 51; Against: 13; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends conctirrence as

amended as follows:

Par.269.2f(l) at end of sentence to read:

...including cross-racial appointments,

appointments of women, and sen-

sitivity to open itineracy.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1461* LC187
Subject: Transfer of a Local
Church.
Petition: LC-1 1983-027 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1272

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1462* LC188
Subject: The organizational
structure of the local church.

Petition: LC-11175-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1270

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1463 LC192
Subject: The Local Church and
Eco-Justice.

Petition: LC-12178-0202-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1251

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 72; Against: 10; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9
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Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1464 LC193
Subject: Diaconal Ministry
Advisory Committee.
Petition: LC-12232-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 64;

For 55; Against: 7; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1465* LC195
Subject: Duties of the Pastoral
Advisory Committee.
Petition: LC-11397-0269-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1270

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1466 LC196
Subject: Pastor Parish Relations
Committee.
Petition: LC-12074-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 65;

For 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1467 LC199
Subject: The committee on
pastor-parish relations.

Petition: LC-12322-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1272

Membership: 89; Present: 59;

For: 43; Against: 15; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Para.269.2, line 5 to read: "However, in

situations where the mitioionalmulti-
language needs of a particular charge

warrant a larger committee..."

( )Cancurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1468* LC200
Subject: The Committee of

Finance.
Petition: LC-12231-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 64;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1469* LC201
Subject: Family Members.
Petition: LC-11879-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1470* LC202
Subject: Membership of the
committee of Pastor-Parish
Relations.

Petition: LC-12435-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 4-128

Membership: 89; Present: 62;

For: 62; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1471* LC203
Subject: Diaconal Ministers
Appointed Beyond the Local
Church.
Petition: LC-12230-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1271

Membership: 89; Present: 64;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1472* LC204
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Coordinator of Communications.
Petition: LC- 10076-0262-D

Page in Advance DCA: 843

Membership: 89; Present: 82;

For: 82; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1473 LC205
Subject: Change Language in

Structure of the Local Church.
Petition: LC- 12 159-0263-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1268

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1474* LC206
Subject: Salary and Other
Remuneration of the Pastor and
Staff.

Petition: LC-12112-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 89; Present: 75;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1475* MN062
Subject: Appointments Beyond
the Local United Methodist
Church.
Petition: MN- 10437-0443-D

Page in Advance DCA: 900

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 84; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date -/

1476* MN067
Subject: Certified Candidates for

Ordained Ministry.

Petition: MN-10158-0404-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1285

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Conmiittee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoDConcurrence Date /
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1477 MN068
Subject: Candidacy for ordained
ministry.
Petition: MN-11534-0404-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1285

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1478* MN106
Subject: The Committee on
Pastor Parish Relations (Staff-

Parish Relations)
Petition: MN-10502-0269-D
Page in Advance DCA: 879
Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1479* MN107
Subject: Limit tenure for bishops.
Petition: MN-11399-0500-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1278

Membership: 98; Present: 80;

For: 77; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1480* MN206
Subject: Transfer to Another
Conference.
Petition: MN- 1047 1-03 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 871

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 66; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1481* MN211
Subject: Members in Full
Connection.
Petition: MN- 11892-0422-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1292

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenoe ( )Nonooncurrenoe Date /

1482 MN212
Subject: Elimination of the
Category - Associate Member of
the Annual Conference.
Petition: MN-11736-0421-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1291

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1483* MN213
Subject: Progression of Associate
Members.
Petition: MN- 10427-042 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 894

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenc« ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1484* MN214
Subject: Rights of Persons with
Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: MN-10321-0421-D
Page in Advance DCA: 894

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1485* MN233
Subject: Mandatory Retirement
Age of Ministers. Amend para.

451.6.

Petitions: MN-10026-0451-D, MN-
10444-0451-D, MN- 11 150-045 1-D, MN-
11151-0451-D, MN- 11420-045 1-D,

MN- 11588-045 1-D, MN- 11589-045 1-D,

MN-12123-0451-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1307, 906,

1307, 1308, 1308, 1308, 1308,

1308.

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

Fon 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I486* MN234
Subject: Retirement of Ministers
on Honorable Location.
Petition: MN-10169-0452-D
Page in Advance DCA: 906
Membership: 98; Present: 91;

Fon 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

....registrar of the Board of Ordained

Ministry at least 90 days prior to the
Annual Conference session.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1487 MN241
Subject: Spiritual Growth.
Petition: MN- 11691-0423-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1292

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1488* MN243$
Subject: National Convocation on
the Ordained Ministry for Native
Americans.
Petition: MN-12148-3000-R$
Page in Advance DCA: 1224

Membership: 98; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1489* MN250
Subject: Honorable Location.
Petition: MN- 12244-0452-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1308

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1490* MN260
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Committee on
Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-10924-0735-D
Page in Advance DCA: 916

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )ConcurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1491* MN261
Subject: Annual Conference
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-10262-0735-D
Page in Advance DCA: 9 16

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1492* MN262
Subject: Conference Committee
on Episcopacy.
Petition: MN- 1 1322-0735-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1323

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1493* MN263
Subject: Powers and Duties of the
Annual Conference.
Petition: MN-10512-0703-D
Page in Advance DCA: 88

1

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1494* MN265
Subject: Ministry in the Christian
Church.
Petition: MN-10477-0401-D
Page in Advance DCA: 873
Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1495* MN266
Subject: Eligibility to Become a
Deacon.
Petition: MN- 10475-03 19-D

Page in Advance DCA: 872

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1496* MN267
Subject: Deacons.
Petition: MN- 10237-03 17-D

Page in Advance DCA: 887

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1497* MN274
Subject: Completion of
Candidacy.
Petition: MN-10466-0306-D
Page in Advance DCA: 870

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Section C, line 1: Graduate courses in

the basic studies of the Christian faith

3, line 1: ....preceding conoocrotion or-

dination

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1498* MN275
Subject: Consecration of
Deacons.
Petition: MN-10467-0307-D
Page in Advance DCA: 870

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1499* MN276
Subject: Change in Conference
Relationship.
Petition: MN-10472-03 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 871

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 65; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee reconmiends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Line 4: ....local church membership
charge conference relationship....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1500 MN278
Subject: Composition and
Character of the Annual
Conference.
Petition: MN-10511-0701-D
Page in Advance DCA: 881

Membership: 98; Present: 75;

For: 56; Against: 16; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Line 3: The clergy shall be the ordained

elders and deacons.

Line 7: For purposes of la^' oqualizatyion

only, doacons shall not bo included in

the lay momboro total numbon

3i Diaconol ministorB Doooono arc lay

mombors of the Annual Conforoncoi

7, last line: ....Board of Deacons and
Elders.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1501 MN279
Subject: Rights of Deacons.
Petition: MN-10565-0309-D

Page in Advance DCA: 886

Membership: 98; Present: 76;

For: 53; Against: 22; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

All diaconal ministors deacons shall

have tho right to rocoivo cloar documon '

tation of ovaiuatione and receive writ-

ten communication about decisions

made regarding ovoiy and any phase of

their ministry and relationship with the

Annual Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

4

i
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1502 MN280
Subject: Rights of Deacons
Petition: MN-11886-0309-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1280

Membership: 98; Present: 77;

For: 46; Against: 26; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

Para. 309.1: The Diaconal ministor

deacon shall have the rights of voice

and vote in the Annual Conference

where membership is held; shall be

eligible to serve as a layclergy person

on boards, commissions or committees
of the Annual Conference and hold of-

fice on the same; shall not be eligible for

election as a laff clergy delegate to the

General or Jurisdictional Conference.

The diaconal minister deacon shall at-

tend the sessions of the Annual Con-
ference. Any diacttnal minister deacon
unable to attend shall report.. ..to the

bishop conference secretary....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1503 MN283
Subject: Relationship to the
Employing Agency.
Petition: MN- 10473-03 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 871

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 55; Against: 17; Not Voting: 7;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1504 MN284
Subject: Deacon's Relationship to

the Employing Agency.

Petition: MN- 104 12-03 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 887

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 68; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1505* MN286
Subject: Relationship of a
Deacon.
Petition: MN- 11628-03 15-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 72; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1506* MN287
Subject: Conference Committee
on Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-10174-0735-D
Page in Advance DCA: 915

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 73; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1507 MN288
Subject: Conference Committee
on Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-11638-0735-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1323

Membership: 98; Present: 80;

For: 44; Against: 28; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Dote /

1508 MN294
Subject: Consultation and
Review.
Petition: MN-10508-0535-D
Page in Advance DCA: 880

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 53; Against: 17; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence as

amended as follows:

2. line 2: ....shall develop annually....

4. line 2: ....Board for of Deacons....

4. line 5: ....Board for of Deacons....

4. lines 6-7: The purpose of tho mooting

is to gain understanding of thoir intor

rolatodnocs in ministry !

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1509* MN311
Subject: Open Itineracy and
Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: MN-11898-0530-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 14

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

'
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the following

corrections, the proceedings as printed

in the Daily Christian Advocate for

Tuesday May 12, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 385, col. 2, last par.

line 5--Substitute "I'd" for "I."

Daily Edition, p. 385, col. 3--"(Judi-

cial Ballot Count)" belongs in par. 2

just before "We have the report . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 386, col. 1, par. 4,

line 2-Capitalize "Mr. Bishop."

Daily Edition, p. 386, col. 1, par. 5,

line 6--Substitute "supposed" for "sup-

pose."

Daily Edition, p. 392, col. 1, par. 3,

line 8--Substitute "Gill Caldwell" for

"BUI Caldwell."

Daily Edition, p. 392, col. 3, par. 1,

line 11 up from the bottom-Substitute

"adjusting process" for "audio tape not

clear."

Daily Edition, p. 392, col. 3, par. 1,

line 4 up from the bottom-Substitute

"like" for "audio tape not clear."

Daily Edition, p. 396, col. 1, par. 1,

line 3-Substitute "concurrence" for

"concurrent."

Daily Edition, p. 396, col. 2, par. 5,

line l~Add a ")" afler "Group B."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 1, par. 4,

line 1-Capitalize "Bishop."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 1, par. 4,

Line 3-Place commas before and after

the phrase "on the study of the minis-

try."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 1, par. 8-

Substitute "SUMMERS" for "ED
SOMERS."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 1, par. 11-

-Substitute "at 7" for "Ed Somers."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 1, par. 12-

-Substitute "Coyner" for "Somers."

L

Committee On Journal Report

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 2, par. 2-

Substitute "Coyner" for "Somers."

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 2-Remove
"(" from "Judicial Council Clergy Bal-

lot No. 3" Move same headline below

the speech following it.

Daily Edition, p. 397, col. 2, par. 3-

Substitute "SUMMERS" for "SOME-
RS."

Daily Edition, p. 398, col. 1, line 22-

-Insert "Monday Afternoon, May
11, 1992. Bishop David Lawson,

presiding" just before"BISHOP

DAVID J. LAWSON."
Daily Edition, p. 399, col. 3, par. 1,

line 27-Insert a comma after "1988."

Daily Edition, p. 400, col. 2, par. 6,

line 1-Substitute "had met" for

"admit."

Daily Edition, p. 400, col. 2, par. 6,

line 3-Insert a comma between

"beside" and "knowingly."

Daily Edition, p. 401, col. 3, par. 2,

line 2-Insert "from" between "not"

and "its."

Daily Edition, p. 401, col. 3, par. 2,

line 12-Hyphenate "same-sex."

Daily Edition, p. 402, col. 1, par. 1,

line 5"Substitute "not" for "no."

Daily Edition, p. 402, col. 2, par. 1,

line 12 up from the bottom-delete the

second printing of "were."

Daily Edition, p. 403, col. 1, par. 1,

line 24 up from the bottom-Substitute

"woman" for "women."

Daily Edition, p. 405, col. 1, line 24-

-Substitue "Legislative" for "Study" in

the headline.

Daily Edition, p. 406, col. 2, par. 3,

line 13-Insert "[A demonstration of

protest ensued.]" following "back up

again."

Daily Edition, p. 406, col. 2, par. 3,

line 13-Begin a new par. with

"BISHOP LAWSON: Now, we'U just

take . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 407, col. 1, par. 4,

line 16~Insert "years" after "4."

Daily Edition, p. 408, col. 3, par. 2,

line 4-Following "conducted" changes

copy to read as follows: ".
. . so on, and

so on, and so on . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 409, col. 3, par. 2,

lines 20-21~Change sentences to read

as follows: "Now we have this recom-

medation before us with that sentence

added. You're approving . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 409, par. 3, line

1-Move "BISHOP LAWSON: and the

first three sentences to just above the

Judicial Council headline.

Daily Edition, p. 409, par. 3, line

3-Begin new par. with "BISHOP
LAWSON: Now I call ourselves . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 409, par. 3, line

8-Begin new par. with "We do have

before us . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 410, col. 3, line 29-

-Capitalize "church."

Daily Edition, p. 411, col. 1, par. 1,

line 6-Substitute "now" for "not."

Daily Edition, p. 411, col. 1, par. 5,

line 10-Substitute "Rachel Hattie

Fixico" for "audio-tape is unclear."

Daily Edition, p. 412, col. 3, par. 7-

Move first sentence above the above

the Judicial Council headline. Begin

new par. with "If I may interrupt . .

."

Daily Edition, p. 413, col. 1, line 1 up

from the bottom-Capitalize "Publish-

ing House."

Daily Edition, p. 415, col. 1, line 6-

Substitute "1" for "one."

H. Sharon Howell
Chair Comnilttee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

(Continued from Page 415)

T. TERRELL SESSUMS (Florida): I'd

like to speak in support of the amend-

ment. As a former legislator and a prac-

ticing lawyer, I'm almost tempted to

speak against it, but I feel that what it

proposes to do is to give certain people

civil rights and legal rights fitr beyond

what most folks enjoy. I think it's going

to lead to a tremendous number of dis-

putes and I think would attempt to pro-

vide many of the traditional historic

dower rights and other private property

rights to people who profess to have a

common law or legally sanctified

homosexual marritige, to give them ex-

actly the same legal rights that we've

provided over the centuries to try to

enhance and protect the family and
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heterosexual marriage. So I would sup-

port the amendment as clariTication and

simplification that is consistent with the

provisions currently contained in the

Social Principles.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right, thank

you, sir. Would anyone care to speak

against the amendment? Yes, you're

coming to microphone 4. Microphone 4.

RICHARD PARKER (New York): Yes,

I'd like to speeik in opposition to the

amendment. I'm delighted that after

this careful study by this committee they

have decided that it is time for us to put

into the Discipline specifically those

rights which are assumed to be available

to other kinds of family settings in our

country and to extend them to persons

in same-sex relationships. I think it's

important to spell that out. It's time to

do it, and I'm glad that it's being in-

cluded in the Discipline.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now the matter

is really clearly before you, don't you

think, and aren't you ready to express

yourself?

CHARLENE KAMMERER (Florida):

I would like a dosing statement.

BISHOP LAWSON: And you would

then, Charlene, have a chance to speak

to it.

KAMMERER: I am aware that our

committee felt very strongly that this

section should be added in regard to civil

rights for homosexuid persons in the

Discipline and separated out. It was an

overwhelmingly high number of the

committee members who supported

this.

BISHOP LAWSON: What you have

before you is an addition of words which

I still do not have before me-at the end

of this paragraph. And I must ask you

then to go to a microphone and ask a

page to be of help to us at this point.

DAVID STANLEY (Iowa): Bishop, I

handed the amendment to a page about

five minutes ago, but apparently it didn't

get there.

BISHOP LAWSON: Okay.

STANLEY: The amendment would

add at the end ofthe last sentence of par.

3 of 7 IF. It's the last full sentence at the

bottom of p. 95 of your Discipline, the

sentence that reads, "We insist that all

persons, regardless of age, gender, mari-

tal status, or sexual orientation, are en-

titled to have their human and civil

rights insured." And then the new lan-

guage added is, "and to be protected

against violence and unlawful threats."

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, that matter

is before you. Thank you for reading

that, I now have it. That matter is before

you. If you would, you want to decide

about whether you want this substitu-

tion for section G called "Rights of

Homosexual Persons," and if you want
to substitute these words, "tmd be

protected against violence and unlawful

threats." If you then have your mind
dear about what you need to do, then

would you please vote when the light

appears.

They're replacing something . . . Ifyou
would accept this as a substitute by ad-

ding to the Book ofDiscipline the words

"and to be protected against violence

and unlawful threats," if you would ac-

cept that as a substitute instead of the G
section, "Rights of Homosexual
Persons", would you raise your hand.

Hold them up for a moment. Thank you.

If you would not accept this substitute

would you raise your hand, and, my
goodness, you're confusing tonight. And
just like a miracle, the machine is back

in place.

And so those ofyou, now you're ready

to vote and you know what the issue is,

and when the light appears please vote.

"Yes," 441; "No," 509, and the amend-
ment does not carry, and now you're

back to par. G on p. 280 of the red book
with the exception of the words "in

same-sex relationships," the matter is

before you.

Are you dear on this, areyou ready to

vote? Then if you're ready to vote and

the question is approval of this materisd,

when the light appears please vote.

"Yes," 739; "No," 210, and this matter

is approved.

KAMMERER: Bishop Lawson, I

would like to move that in regard to

recommendation no. 5 that we delete it

in order to complete our report.

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, we have

before us a recommendation or a motion

to delete recommendation no. 5, and you

understand that it doesn't disappcar-

it's really Calendar Item No. 191~so this

is a matter of deaning up legislation. So

you know what the issue is, the deletion

of recommendation no. 5. When the

light appears please vote. "Yes," 831;

"No," 88, and that has been deleted

from this report.

Now we have before us, as amended
by our action and recommendations of

the legislative committee, the whole

matter of the report, variously amended

and perfected. It is before us. Are you
ready to dedde this? You think you are?

Then we come to the point where two

dosing speeches are possible. Charlene

I think you speak first and then we turn

to ... I beg your pardon . . . please go

ahead Charlene.

KAMMERER: We thank you for your

serious reflections with us who have

spent considerable time and energy in

discussing the study report. We are

grateful for aU those who partidpated

with us in this effort and I am glad to

know that you have concurred with our

committee for the most part in regard to

our amendments, and I ask that you

support the entirety now of the report.

BISHOP LAWSON:We turn now to

chairperson of the study committee for

our dosing statement and then we'll

vote.

NANCY YAMASAKI (Pacific

Northwest): I also wish to thank you for

supporting the work of the conmiittee,

for being willing to struggle honestly, to

be willing to engage oneself totally, and

also to be willing to discern the spirit of

God. I would urge you to vote on the

work of this legislative committee in its

entirety, knowing that it affords the

church the opportunity to learn, to

grow, to become enriched by studying

homosexuality.

(Calendar Item No. 190 Final Vote)

BISHOP LAWSON: Now the matter

is before us and you are ready to vote,

and so consequently you will turn now
to your sense of this matter. It has been

variously talked about and amended by

us and when the light appears you will

vote. "Yes," 767; "No," 190, and as it has

been amended, the study committee

report is approved.

We thank all of you for your good

work. We're not done with the topic, but

we are finished now with the study com-

mittee, and we turn our attention to

Calendar Item No. 191 and turn to the

.

. . Charlene, before you begin, the chair-

person of the Agenda Committee needs

to give us some suggestions. He's going

to microphone 3.

DON OTT (Wisconsin): With some
assurance that the chair of the Task

Force on the Relocation of the (General

Board of Global Ministries will second

this motion, he has the order of the

evening. I move the extension of time to

complete this matter-30 minutes, if

necessary.
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BISHOP LAWSON: You are that per-

son, sir? All right, you are seconding it.

It is before you. The question before us

is the extension of time. Ifyou think this

a good idea, this is the time to vote.

When the light appears, please vote. If

you don't think it's a good idea, also it's

a time to vote. "Yes," 806; "No," 120.

And thus you have extended the time a

half an hour. The time was to expire at

8:30, so I understand that we have now
moved the time to 9:00. Isn't it interest-

ing how words begin to run together

after awhile? Try your very best to un-

derstand what I am trying to say, will

you? Now, Charlene, ifyou would guide

us.

(Calendar Item No. 191)

KAMMERER: I am trying very hard,

Bishop. Page 235 in the blue book. Ifyou

would stay with us, we are on Calendar

Item 191. This calendar item addresses

the present wording of par. 7 If in the

Discipline. And I would like to read it for

us in caseyou do not haveyour copy with

you. It is p. 96 in the Discipline.

"HomosexutJ persons, no less than

heterosexual persons, are individuals of

sacred worth. All persons need the min-

istry and guidance of the church in their

struggles for human fulfillment, as well

as the spiritual and emotional care of a

fellowship which enables reconciling

relationships with God, with others, and

Mdth self. Although we do not condone

the practice of homosexuality and con-

sider this practice incompatible with

Christian teaching, we affirm that God's

grace is available to all. We commit our-

selves to be in ministry for and with all

persons."

BISHOP LAWSON: All right. That is

before you, and it is a replacement ofthe

last two sentences.

KAMMERER: Bishop Lawson, I have

not made my speech yet. May I?

BISHOP LAWSON: My goodness.

Have you made your motion? Okay.

KAMMERER: After struggling with

recommendation no. 5 in the study

report which, as you remember, is the

only recommendation which contains a

mtyority and minority report within the

conunittee, the m^ority report was to

delete all of recommendation 5. In es-

sence, this means that par. 7 If would

remain in its present form. In our work
together, this is where committee mem-
bers felt the most struggle and surely

experienced the most pain. The m^ority

report is concurrence to retain the word-

ing of paragraph 7 If in the Discipline.

There was a minority report within the

committee, and when you are ready,

Bishop, I will present Dr. Wogaman.
BISHOP LAWSON: I am ready.

(Minority Report)

KAMMERER: Dr. PhUip Wogaman
will present the minority report.

PHILIP WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

Thank you, Charlene, and Bishop.

Bishop Lawson, I want to begin by

thanking you for your sensitive way of

handling a difficult situation this after-

noon. That was a textbook example of

how to do it. As presenter of the

minority report, it was not a very com-

fortable moment. I feared that such a

disruption might make it too easy for

some people to do the wrong thing. Yet

I understood and understand the pain

out of which the demonstration came.

And I think I also want to thank the

house for the maturity of its response.

The whole thing underscores in my
mind the importance of the kind of

mutual respect that mtikes dialogue pos-

sible.

And that is what the minority report,

finally, is all about. Indeed, that is what

both the m^ority and minority reports

of the study committee were all about,

up to a certain point. In this present

minority report, you will notice that

there is not one word which demeans

the views of those within the church

who consider homosexual practice to be

wrong. Theirviews would continue to be

included in the Social Principles. But

when you go home, you can make that

point clear. You can help them see that

United Methodists have nothing to fear

from honest dialogue. You will notice

that not one word ofthe minority report

condones sexual looseness or exploita-

tion or promiscuity-not one word. You
will notice that the minority report is

grounded in the greatest biblical,

theological theme of all: the grace that

God has bestowed on ail-that theme of

God's covenant love, which is the great

common thread of Scripture and tradi-

tion. Some of the little threads of ap-

plication have to be understood

sometimes in new ways, as when the

church came to new understanding

about slavery; as when the church came
to new understanding about women.
Even the greatest of theologians have

been wrong about some things. What

they have been right about is the great

common thread: God's covenant of gra-

cious love.

The minority report, unlike the

mtgority it seeks to replace, acknow-

ledges an important truth: There are

informed, thoughtful, and morally prin-

cipled people in the church who believe

that homosexual practice is acceptable if

practiced in a context of human caring

and covenantal faithfulness. Many in

this room disagree with that, many in

this room agree with it, and many may
not be sure. But everybody should be

able to see that it is the truth that that

position is held by morally responsible

people.

The minority report, unlike the

m^ority report, takes two additional

truths seriously: first, that there is no
generally accepted theory about the na-

ture and origin of homosexuality. There

is consensus that many homosexuids

have experienced this orientation from

early in life. My friends, this means
there is a real possibility that

homosexual orientation is not chosen

and that many homosexuals could not

change. Even in this afternoon's state-

ment that 50% of those who have tried

to change were able to, I found myself

thinking, "What about the other 50%?"

Second, that large numbers of

homosexual persons function quite nor-

mally. Many of these people are active

members ofour churches. Many ofthem
manifest the fruit of the Spirit among us

without a hint of scandid. That is not

true of all; it is true of many. So what is

the issue? This great church of ours has

an opportunity now to take an impor-

tant step beyond the bitter polarization

of the past 20 years that have plagued

American Protestantism. It is in our

grasp tonight. Polarization is inevitable

when there is not mutual respect of

views held in good faith. We can take

that giant step beyond polarization.

My fellow delegates, mutual respect

and intellectual humility are the way out

of the divisiveness. God does not expect

us to have all the answers. God does

expect us to be open to new truth and to

respect one another. This minority

report is grounded in the truths we do

have. It has the virtue of being a true

statement. It will be respected wherever

people respect the truth. It will con-

tribute to the integrity of the church.

But, most of all, the minority report

keeps faith with a very important prin-
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cipal: When in doubt, when there is not

yet sufficient grounding for a settled

consenstis, above all, do not hurt; do not

stigmatize. The church must not con-

demn unless it is sure. The church as a

whole should not teach as moral truth

what it cannot demonstrate to be moral

truth.

BISHOP LAWSON: AU right, now,

the chair imderstands that this is a

minority report, and normally we would

shift now to the perfecting of the

mjoority report; however, the m^ority

report is the current content of The

Book ofDiscipline. Would you not agree

with me that there is not perfection to

be done there, and that would, then-no,

don't read that wrong, it's just a matter

of parliamentary inquiry-and so, then,

it would seem to me that we would be in

a position now of perfecting the

minority report in preparation for vote.

That's the way I would like to suggest

that we proceed, and so what we have

before us now is the opportunity to per-

fect the minority report. And I turn to

you, sir.

Yes, microphone 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West):

Bishop, I'm speaking in behalf of the

minority report; is that in order?

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes.

SAMPLE: Tex Sample, Missouri

West. I want to talk especially to those

in our body who believe that the present

position of our church on homosexuality

is wrong, but who fear what will happen

should we change to a position that does

not condemn homosexual practice. You
will very likely decide what happens

here. At the end of Shakespeare's King

Lear, one finds the words, "to speak

what we feel and not what we are sup-

posed to say." Please reflect on those

words. I know some will fear what will

happen ifwe change our view. But think

also for a moment that our task in the

church is not to vote our fears but to

proclaim our faith, and to speak the

truth as we have been given to see it.

Please let me say that we do not need to

fear crucifixion, because the triumph of

resurrection always comes to faithful

living in the economy of God. We do not

fear the tragedies of Friday which come

by the bearing of the cross, because the

sunrise ofSunday morning is coming. By

the most conservative estimates, 3% of

our population in the United States is

gay and lesbian, meaning a population

virtually the size of The United

Methodist Church. In terms of the Kin-

sey estimate of 10%, we have 26 or 27

million gays and lesbians. Will you think

with me for a moment about the enor-

mity of the pain they face? Please vote,

please speak what you feel, and not what

you're supposed . . . not what we, are

supposed to say.

BISHOP LAWSON: When several

cards are up at the same time and they

are flashing, and all of you are really

doing it for somebody else, you really

confuse me. Would the one person who
wants the mike raise their card? I turn

to you now, sir; you're going to

microphone 2. We will need translation,

sir.

(One African Response)

KASONGO MUNZA (North Shaba): I

speak French, please. Is there anyone?

TRANSLATOR: The translator is

ready.

MUNZA: OK.
BISHOP LAWSON: We have a point

of order. Excuse me, sir, for a just a

moment. Point of order.

(translation into French for delegate)

BISHOP LAWSON: Microphone 4.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: If our

brother is using a trtinslator, I move that

he be allowed double the normal time for

his statement.

BISHOP LAWSON: That's not a

point of order; that's a procedural mo-

tion.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Excuse

me, just shouldn't he be allowed that?

I'm sorry for making it a motion.

BISHOP LAWSON: Yes, may I . . .?

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: This is to express our

deep concern about the homosexuality

issue.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: This is a practice

which is almost unknown in our Zairean

tradition and customs.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: It is foreign to us.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: After hearing the

reports of the legislative committee on

Faith and Mission, we want you to know
our position.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: Number 1: The prac-

tice of homosexuality, as we understand

it, is unbiblical and non-Christian.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: Number 2: The
United Methodist Church is a world

church to which we all belong, but the

homosexual issue is regional.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: We do not want our

culture contaminated by what we con-

sider to be a disease.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: By your acceptance

of this practice, you risk spreading it

throughout the church.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: Number 3: We have

greeted with joy and gratitude the initia-

tive of creating the Africa University.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: However, we now
fear that this regional problem might be

imported through the teaching given at

the imiversity.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: We implore you not

to send us anyone who is involved in the

practice of homosexuality or who ac-

cepts it as a normal and acceptable prac-

tice for Christians.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: If this false teaching

were brought to our university and our

church, it would be a source of terrible

division and could destroy the church of

our Lord.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: Number 4: Could you

imagine John Wesley favoring

homosexuality, or even the church's

continuing consideration of this issue?

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: We ask that this

statement be made available to the en-

tire assembly.

MUNZA: (speaks in French)

TRANSLATOR: I thank you very

much, Bishop.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank yoa I now
see if there is anyone in the house who
would care to speak in favor of the

minority report. And I turn back here,

center; you're coming out to microphone

13. No, the gentleman, please.

MERUN J. ACKERSON Oowa):

Bishop Lawson, I'm Merlin Ackerson,

clergy delegate from Iowa Conference. I

support the minority report for 3

reasons this evening.

One is my faith. My faith centers in

Jesus Christ above everything else, even

above the Scriptures. I believe we need

to be concerned about squaring every-

thing that we do with the gospel. More
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importJint to square it with Jesus Christ

than with the Book of Leviticus. I also

think that the faith of Jesus Christ is

that which, indeed, teaches me that all

persons, all persons are not only created

by God, but by the grace of God are

saved by grace. Yes, indeed, all persons

are equal in the eyes of God.

Secondly, I'm concerned about

brothers and sisters who are gay and

lesbian, who feel the deep pain of our

intolerance and rejection and prejudice

and even hatred, because we do not like

them or do not approve ofwho they are.

Our intolerance is giving ourselves and

others, I'm afraid, in our society, a

license to discriminate against these

people. This discrimination ranges in

everything from our state legislators

failing to pass civil rights legislation to

protect people who are homosexual, to

our Boy Scout organzations, which will

not allow them to belong, or to be

leaders of the Scouting program, to the

street gangs who have been known for

torturing these people in our society.

Besides my faith and besides my con-

cern for my brothers and sisters, I'm

also concerned about a young man who
came to me just the other day. His name
is Legion. He had just about given up on

God because of the way that God had

been interpreted to him by some of our

churches and pastors, who indicated

that he was unworthy and sinful and in

need of changing his sexual orientation

since he was a homosexual. Even after

wanting to change and praying earnest-

ly for that change, he was told that he

was still unworthy. Even when he found

out it was not possible to change. Yes, he

felt the harsh judgment of the Chris-

tians who continued to say that he was

not only unworthy but sinful. What he

needed when he came to me was what

all of us need, and what most of us just

assume as we go about in life, and that

is the affirmation of we who are persons

of God's creation and objects of God's

love in Jesus Christ. We need tiffirma-

tion. Well, I stumbled as I tried to

respond to his need because of what my
church says and what many of us

believe, that he is not worthy, that he is

sinful, as if somehow we heterosexuals

are without sin.

I'm concerned, and I therefore sup-

port the minority report for those 3

reasons: my faith in God through Jesus

Christ above everything else; my friends

and my brothers and sisters who are

feeling the intolerance and giving

license to that intolerance; and then

about this one person who is, like many
others, not feeling affirmation.

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you. Now
the floor is open if someone cares to

speak to it, for someone who would

speak against the minority report. And
I'm going to the back, to the gentleman

in the rear whom God has decorated in

a very fine fashion.

Microphone 14.

TOM A. ABNEY (Little Rock): Thank
you. Bishop. I'm not very polished par-

liamentarily, and I'm not very skilled

oratorily. Just a coimtry preacher on a

4-point circuit. But I'd like to say that I

don't believe that the matter is one of

moral responsibility when we're dealing

with same-sex relationships. I think it's

a matter of moral irresponsibility, par-

ticularly in view of the persistent posi-

tion of the Methodist Church in its

Discipline, and also ofthe ciilture and its

law. I don't think that it is a true state-

ment to say that in the view of Scripture,

grace always takes the place of law. I

think the Scripture also supports the

position that law is a teacher, an instruc-

tor of that which is acceptable in the

sight of God.

I had an experience in a fast food

restaurant this evening, wherein one of

the pages-my roommate-and I, met 6

people who were former Methodist

people but who left the Methodist

church because they found it impossible

to understand its vagaries in values and

its loss of a sense of direction. We spoke

to them specifically of this issue and

they reminded me and my friend that

their leaving was not a matter of fear,

but a matter of conviction, that they

wanted to be in a church that knew what
it believed and spoke what it stood for. I

speak in opposition to the minority

report.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now we've had 2

speeches, 2 "for" and 2 "against". We're

restraining ourselves from applause,

thank you. And we can now, at any

point, begin to vote. The floor is still

open for speeches on either side. I come
over here to this side of the house.

You're coming to microphone 2.

KENNETH D. McCAW (West

Michigan): What appeals to me in my
support of this minority report Ls that it

gives me permission to consider that the

practice of homosexuality is incom-

patible with Christian teaching. That

has been my learning biblically, my
faith, it is where my mind stiU is. But I

also find myself with humility con-

templating something that I never im-

agined. I've come to understand that

there are persons in Jesus Christ who
experience Christian grace and gifts and
who are homosexually-oriented per-

sons. I'm puzzled. I'm not certain that

this is a clear analogy, but it's the one

that fits for me. I imagine that it could

be a little bit like Christians as reported

in the 15th Chapter of Acts who said,

"We have only known for 2,000 years

that the grace of God rests on circum-

cised males, and then it is heard that the

grace of God rests on Greeks, who are

not circumcised." And they have to ask

themselves, what shall we do? I do not

know what to do. What appeals to me
here is the removal of language that

could be condemnatory, and it still gives

me permission to express my views and

then to say there are other views that I

don't yet understand. I can only pray the

Holy Spirit will continue to guide and

shape us.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now what I can

receive is a speak ztgainst the minority

report. Is that you, sir? All right.

CHARLIE COFER (South Georgia):

Somebody mentioned awhile ago some

honest dialogue, and then we heard

some honest dialogue out of our brother

from Zaire. I want to tell you, I've heard

some things here today that really worry

me. We said, "Do not hurt these people."

I've got to tell you, I was hurt as a 12-

year-old Boy Scout. We had 16 members

in the troop, at least 4 of whom were

molested by the Boy Scout leader, who
was homosexual. It took me many years

to come to the point where I could for-

give that man for what he did. I can feel

for the women who have experienced

rape, I can feel for those ofyou who have

experienced racism, because I had my
boyhood taken away from me, in a

sense, at the age of 12 by a homosexual.

Please keep the language the way it is,

and don't hurt the children.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now you know
where we are now. We have had 3 "for"

and 3 "against", and the rules of the

house require that I put the vote. We
have a request for an amendment. I can

receive that. All right, sir, you're going

to microphone 3.

JACK PATTERSON (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Bishop and house, I would

like to move to amend by . . . after the
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first sentence, where it begins, "Many
consider" and the 2 sentences there

beginning with those words, "Many con-

sider this practice incompatible with

Christian teaching, others believe it ac-

ceptable when practiced in a context of

human caring and covenantal faithful-

ness." I'd like to move to amend by dele-

tion of those two sentences. If I have a

second, I'd like to speak to that.

BISHOP LAWSON: Is it seconded? Is

it seconded? I hear a second, please

speak.

PATTERSON: My feeling is that

some of the language in these 2 senten-

ces is realty repetitious in relationship to

the sentence which comes before it, and

that extraneous material is really not

needed since it simply speaks to the 2

sides of the issue, the sides and the sen-

tences which are inflammatory. And I

know that many do not feel that we
should be looking at this issue in

relationship to what's happening in the

local church back home, but I'm one of

those who feel that we should. I think

that this language, with these 2 senten-

ces gone, then would make this report

compatible with what we have just done

in relationship to the study materials. If

it is not deleted and if this report were

to pass, I feel for what I go home to and,

I think, what a lot of other pastors here

will go home to.

The last time on Sunday a week ago

that I saw Terry, who is the father of

three young daughters, and a very fme

working family in my church. I don't

think Terry has ever graduated from

high school, but Terry said to me, "Ifany

part of this psisses, Jack, I'm out of

here." Now, I know some ofyou may be

saying, "Let him go." But I want to say,

when will this great United Methodist

Church cease letting the people go? I

stand before you as a forgiven person,

from sin in my life, and I think that we
need to come to the place where we
speak that forgiveness, and where in-

deed we put a halt to doing things which,

in essence, are going to let the people go.

We've let them go for too long. We need

to see their side, too. We need to speak

and minister to them.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, what you

have before you is a motion to amend by

deletion. In line 5 a sentence begins,

"Many consider." That sentence and the

next one has btfen moved to delete. That

matter is before you. We are moving

toward the end of our time and so you

want to be conscious of that and guided

by that as we come along to this. Yes, sir,

I'm coming back to you who is standing,

right there, you're coming across to the

aisle quickly to microphone no. 12.

BILLY YORK (North Alabama): I'd

like to call a question on all that is before

us.

BISHOP LAWSON: All right. The
question has been caUed on all that is

before us. Is it seconded? It is seconded.

You understand that this will conclude

debate on all that is before us. I under-

stand your intention is to both the

amendment, minority report, and final-

ly report on the m^ority report, is this

correct? OK. Ifyou would close debate in

this way, it takes 2/3 of you to decide

this; would you when the light appears,

vote. Please vote. "Yes," 838; "No," 117.

You have decided to vote and so what

you have before us is a sequence of mo-

tions. The 1st before you is an amend-

ment to delete. The sentences are "many
consider and others believe." You are

voting on whether or not you will delete

that and ifyou would

WOGAMAN: Bishop?

BISHOP LAWSON: Thank you, PhU,

you do have the right to speak and my
deep apologies to you, sir.

WOGAMAN: You noticed.

BISHOP LAWSON: With a litUe help.

WOGAMAN: Thank you. I must say

to my friend and colleague, that I join

you and, I'm sure, the other framers of

the minority report join you, above all

else in not wishing to be inflammatory.

Above aU else, we want to heal the

church, to heal it by removing the im-

pression that there is only one possible

view. Your amendment, as I understand

it, does that, and so I think so far as that

part ofthe motion, I would be content to

see it go as it will. I wish to speak to 2 or

3 other issues which may then come
down in your thinking about the

remainder.

First, to take note of the various

speeches against the minority report.

They all represent positions that can be

held in the life of the church except for

1 thing. They do not begin to com-

prehend the moral and intellectual

seriousness of those United Methodists

who disagree. I think Brother

Patterson's amendment does. Much has

been said about the peace of the church.

We are all concerned about that. In

the long run, the peace of the church

must go through the avenue of dialogue

and mutual respect.

I note the views expressed concerning

the implications for Christians in other

countries. Such views are not repudiated

in the minority report. The conference

needs to know that 2 of the sponsors of

the minority report are from other

countries, and that the same view was

expressed by the third-world repre-

sentative in the study committee.

The conference also needs to remem-
ber that under par. 638 ofthe Discipline,

Central Conferences have brought

authority to edit or modify the Dis-

cipline to sxiit their situation. And so we
come to the moment of truth. My col-

leagues, let this be a moment of truth.

Let this be a moment for our great

church to take the kind of leadership

which tonight it can take. God bless you.

BISHOP LAWSON: Now, Charlene,

as maker of the m^ority motion, do you

have anything you would like to say?

KAMMERER: Point of inquiry, some-

one. Am I speaking to the amendment
or the final statement here before we
vote?

BISHOP LAWSON: The fmal state-

ment
KAMMERER: All right The Faith

and Mission Committee, we found, was

a microcosm ofthe church as we learned

much from the report, from those who
served on the study committee, and

from one another as we, too, struggled

with it We heard differing views from

each other, and we tried to listen to one

another out of respect and dignity for all

persons, remembering our brothers and

sisters who are gay men and lesbians in

the church.

Finally, our discernment in the

minority of the committee members
voted for neither option in recommen-

dation 5 from the original study. The
wisdom of the mtyority was that the

present position in the Discipline

regarding homosexuality should stand.

We respectfully submit to you the

mjyority report.

BISHOP LAWSON: And the matter is

dearly before us. We've been at it a little

bit, and I think you're ready to vote now,

and, in fact, the laws of the church re-

quire that we continue to move ahead.

And so we take these things in progress.

The first thing before us is the motion

to delete the 2 sentences which I noted

a minute ago: on line 5 of the minority

report, to delete those 2 sentences begin-
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ning, "Many consider, others believe .

.

.." That is what is before you. When the

light appears, please vote.

"Yes," 451; "No," 500. And the dele-

tion is not made.

And now the minority report is before

you. And you are ready now to vote on

the minority report. If you vote it up, it

becomes the msyority report; ifyou vote

it down, it is not. And it is before you;

and when the light appears, please vote.

"Yes," 372; "No," 594. The minority

report is not before us.

And that brings us, then, to the

majority report, which, in essence,

leaves par. 7 IF as it is in those last two

sentences. Point of order. Microphone

14.

MARK HORST (Minnesota): I believe

that calling the question is not in order

at this time because there have not been

2 speeches for and against the majority

report.

(Calendar Item No. 191 Final Vote)

BISHOP LAWSON: The matter is

property of the house; and the matter

has been settled; and we are in motion

to vote. And so now you have before you

the m^ority report, which, in essence,

will continue the last 2 sentences in par.

7 IF. When the light appears, please

vote.

We will not be applauding now be-

cause you will not be able to hear what I

say. "Yes," 710; "No," 238. And the

majority report is sustained.

And I believe, Charlene, that that

brings us to the conclusion of the

material from you at this time? We're

out of time, I believe, and so, on this

matter, the agenda committee has given

us this time to be at this point. I'd like

to express appreciation to Bill Grove and

Joe Yeakel, who are sitting behind me.

They are major companions and very

helpful people, and I'd like to introduce

to you Bishop George Bashore, who will

be bringing himself to the chair now to

continue the business of the evening.

BISHOP GEORGE BASHORE: I

wonder if we could have the song direc-

tor, please, lead us in a hymn. Will you
please?

Will you stand and join me in number
374. We'll do all 4 verses, but be ready

on no. 3 to carry it by yourselves. 374:

"Standing on the Promises".

(song)

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: "We
ShaU Overcome."

(song)

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Thank
you. Thank you very much. I feel almost

as if I'm a relief pitcher after a person

has pitched a no-hitter for 8 innings and

his arm may be worn out a little bit, and

I feel like I'm a little bit on the spot at

this point because Bishop Lawson cer-

tainly did a wonderful job &s you indi-

cated with his leadership.

Now, I tmderstand that we're ready,

also, to have the results of the last vote.

So if this will be placed on the screen,

please. You can see by the results that

we have no election, and so I will ask

that you be ready to vote. Utilize the

numbers to the left of your screen, and
please vote when the light appears. All

right, the ballot's complete. We need to

wait. All right. We'll receive the report

later.

Now we're ready to look at the whole

matter of the report for the study of the

relocation of the General Board of

Global Ministries. Randolph Smith is

the chairperson of that study commit-

tee, and the committee will be given 20

minutes in order to give the report, and

following the giving ofthat report, then,

we will turn to the legislative committee.

Randy.

(Relocation ofGBGM Report)

WILLIAM RANDOLPH SMITH
(Texas): I've had the privilege of serving

as the chair of the task force to consider

the feasibility of relocating the General

Board of Global Ministries. Ifyou would

turn to p. 364 in your Advance DCA,
you'll find our report at that point. I've

been told that we are under some time

constraint; and so you may see a strange

sight tonight, and that's a Texan trying

to talk fast. But we'll move along as

quickly as we can.

We began as strangers, but I want to

commend the members of our teisk

force. I served on the Hymnsd Revision

Committee and was constantly amazed
at the strong friendships that were

formed out of our sometimes tough ses-

sions. The same has been true in the

work of this task force, where mutual

love and respect overrode differences of

opinion. We didn't expect to be met with

popular acclaim, since it was clear the

church had differing views. But we
hoped our work would be constructive

and enlightening, and we feel it has

been. I ask you to be attentive to our

report tonight.

The last few months, and especially

during these days of General Con-

ference, you've been inundated with in-

formation in opposition to our report.

We've had no way to respond about the

merits of our report, and we ask you to

be open in hearing us now. Our first

presenter tonight is Dr. Norman E.

Dewire, a clergy member of the West

Ohio Conference. Ned is president of

the Methodist Theological School in

Ohio. He served 12 years as the general

secretary ofthe General Council on Mis-

sions and 6 years as an employee of the

General Board ofGlobal Ministries serv-

ing as the executive of ecumenical coali-

tion. Ned?

(Task Force and Its Task)

NORMAN E. DEWIRE: Thank you,

Randy. As you look at p. 364 and p. 365,

I have 3 points I want to make.

The 1st is to turn our attention to the

charge and the organization of the task

force.

First of all, the task force was created

by the 1988 General Conference, asking

15 persons to be named: 1 lay woman, 1

lay man, 1 clergy person from each of

the 5 jurisdictions in the United States.

The 5 Colleges of Bishops named the

committee. As Randy said, we were not

known to each other. We were not re-

lated to any agency. No staff was as-

signed, and the task force commenced
its work.

Secondly, the 1988 General Con-

ference was very clear about what the

task force was to do and what it was not

to do. It said to us: study the feasibility

of relocation and bring back recommen-

dation. It did not say "Move the board."

The 1988 General Conference did not

say "Decide a city." The 1988 General

Conference did not say "Develop a plan

to move." The 1988 General Conference

did not say "Bring a financial plan." All

it said was "Study the feasibility of

whether the board's headquarters could

be relocated, and bring back a recom-

mendation, assuming that the 1992

General Conference would have to make
decisions about whether or not to relo-

cate the general board." Then after this

General Conference decides, and only

then, can anyone get to a city, a specific

plan, specific finances.
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Third, under the charged organiza-

tion, in the organizational meeting of

the task force, we discussed for some
while why it is that this matter of the

location of the General Board of Global

Ministries keeps rising on the floor of

the General Conference since 1972-

1972, 1976, 1980, 1984 General Con-

ferences--and, finally, in 1988 there was

this action to establish this task force.

This time, unlike any other time, this

task force was unrelated to any general

agency. It was intended by the 1988

Generid Conference to be agency un-

biitsed. For 20 years now the matter has

been coming up-- 1972 to 1992- the mat-

ter of the headquarters' location for the

General Board of Global Ministries.

This time the task force is free-standing

from any agency in its work and limited

to "Is it feasible to move the board"

If you look on p. 365 on the left

colunm, there are 6 questions there with

dots off to the left which are part of that

discussion about why the matter has

come up now for 20 years. Fourth under

this 1st point, the task force agreed that

we were not charged with examination

ofthe functions ofthe general board. We
were not charged with the evaluation of

the board's performance. We were to

study the feasibility of moving the head-

quarters-that is, moving the offices at

475 Riverside Drive, and no other offices

of the general board. We were to study

the feasibility from a long-term perspec-

tive, not short-term gain and loss.

We asked the question, "What would

enhance the work of The United

Methodist Church through the General

Board of Global Ministries in the long

term, looking at a variety of condi-

tions?" All right, my 2nd point is the

information-gathering process, p. 365,

right-hand column. Just quickly tick

those off. We had conversations with the

5 Colleges of Bishops in the United

States and with the Central Conference

bishops. We developed a questionnaire.

We employed, not an agency of the

church, but the United Methodist

Reporter, the Institute on Research, to

develop a questionnaire. That question-

naire was sent to all 88 General Con-

ference delegates, all missionaries,

bishops, etc.~you can read there.

It's interesting that the mtyority of

missionaries told us that they wanted

the board relocated. The questionnaire

obviously was impartial because ques-

tions were raised to Randy Smith and

others of us by both sides that the ques-

tions weren't fair. When some of that

happened, we assumed it was a fair ques-

tionnaire and balanced. We also had

meetings with the General Board of

Global Ministries directors and execu-

tive staff. We discussed with other

denominational relocation officers what
their experience has been-particularly

the Evangelical Lutheran Church, the

United Church of Christ, and the Pres-

byterian Church U.S.A. And, finally, as

a part of data-gathering, we employed

Price Waterhouse. Price Waterhouse

knows the general agencies in The
United Methodist Church, but they are

much wider than just being an auditor.

We hired them because ofthe breadth of

their capabilities, their organizational-

development structures, their ability to

consult with massive organizations

about a variety of issues. We selected 10

cities outside of New York. We did not

select these cities as a fixed list, but

selected the cities only to say, "Hey,

these are cities that could be looked at

and should be looked at as a way to

examine New York or somewhere else."

And Price Waterhouse did the

demographic, cultural, sociological, and

economic study of New York City and

the 10 other cities. We started working

with Price Waterhouse in June of 1991,

and they completed their report in

March of 1992.

My final point is on p. 366, left

column. You notice the 4 msyor areas.

We worked long and hard as a task force

of 15 persons to develop and perfect a list

of areas and 13 criteria before we took

any data or analyzed any data. And you

will notice the 1st of the 4 mjyor areas-

that is, financial. What are the costs of

moving relative to the long-term poten-

tifd cost savings? Come on down to the

bottom of that page; you will note the 13

criteria. The very 1st and most impor-

tant criteria of the task force for Price

Waterhouse to look at New York com-

pared to other 10 cities, and to consider

whether it is feasible to move the board,

is whether or not there are persons in

other cities of sufficient diverse racial

ethnic backgrounds. So I call your atten-

tion, then, that we carefully develop

these mtyor areas and these 13 criteria,

and then set to work collecting data and

analyzing the data.

Our next presenter is Mr. Phil Susag,

a lay person, a native of Minnesota, and

a member of the Southern New England

Conference delegation. Ned chairs his

conference council on ministries and

served for 8 years as a director of the

General Board of Global Ministries and

8 years as the chair of his conference

board of global ministries. Phil.

(Relocation Study Results)

PHIL SUSAG (Southern New
England): Bishop Bashore, members of

the General Conference, it fell to me to

do a considerable amount of the analysis

of the work which we did as a task force,

and I'd like to review that with you. The
interviews conducted with the jurisdic-

tional Colleges of Bishops, the Central

Conference bishops, and with staff and

directors of General Board of Global

Ministries showed wide differences of

opinion relative to the headquarters

location~as did the survey of 4,400 in-

dividual United Methodists.

In the broadest sense, the surveys in-

dicate that the Northeastern and

Western jurisdictions lean toward stay-

ing in New York, while the Southeastern

and South Central Jurisdiction folks

leaned towards moving out ofNew York.

The North Central Jurisdiction was so

close to exactly equally divided that we
have to say that it was equal.

Our in-depth consultations with the

Lutheran Church, the UCC, and the

Presbjrterian Church representatives

were helpful in helping us to understand

the reasons for their moves and to un-

derstand their experiences encountered

in those moves. The Presbyterian ex-

perience was sufficiently detailed and

paralleled to our own situation to be

helpful in developing our financial con-

clusions. We are grateful to them for

their willingness to share their ex-

perience and to permit us to use their

data in our studies.

Following their study over a period of

9 months. Price Waterhouse reached the

following conclusions. All of the cities

studied met all of the requirements

listed in our criteria. The cost of living

index for New York is 50% higher than

the average of all of the other cities

studied, except for Chicago and San

Francisco. The average salary paid to

GBGM staff is almost exactly equal to

the average salary for office workers in

all of the study cities other than New
York, Chicago, and San Francisco. How-
ever, the average salary for similfir per-

sons in New York is 1/3 higher than the

GBGM average. The facility cost of
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$11.75 per square foot per year at the

Interchurch Center in New York is an

extremely beneficial and below market

rate in New York City. However, it is

well within the market range for com-

parable accommodations in other cities.

Using the actual experience of the Pres-

byterians in their move to Louisville,

Price Waterhouse computed the es-

timated expense for aGBGM move to be

$9 million in 1991 dollars. In addition to

the specific expense data which was

given to us by the Presbyterijms related

to their move, they shared other points

which were helpful to us. Following

their move, their facility operating costs

were reduced by approximately $1 mil-

lion per year. The cost of living dif-

ference between New York and

Louisville permitted some of their staff

who moved to own their own homes for

the 1st time.

In summary, the relative cost of living

in New York compared to the average of

the other cities suggests the potential

for 1) a real reduction in the cost of

goods and services needed to support

the headquarters' operation, 2) lower

cost for meetings, and 3) better living

conditions for staff. The salary structure

of GBGM should be more attractive to

potential employees in locations other

than NewYork. The exact cost ofa move
cannot be established in advance. It can

be substantially controlled by the

policies established by the organization

being moved. In other words, GBGM
would have control over the cost. There

is no actual long-term cost involved. The
funds required could be recovered ovef

a period of time from the savings in

various categories of expenses. It is

reasonable to borrow the needed funds

from invested funds of the church to be

repaid at market-rate interest. On that

basis, income needed for mission

programs is never reduced as a result of

a move. Based on the Presbjrterian ex-

perience and on informal overtures to

the task force, it is reasonable to assume

that significant incentives would be of-

fered to us once a decision v/as made to

move GBGM out of New York.

The value of those incentives will

depend on the negotiating skill of the

committee tissigned to accomplish a

move. The net result of all this is that it

was very clear to us that, indeed, it is

feasible and yea, even desirable, for the

church to move the Board of Global

Ministries out ofNew York. Thank you.

(Recommendation to Relocate)

SMITH: I had intended to go over the

criteria with you which are set forth on

p. 368, but time will not permit that. I

invite you to look at the criteria, I mean
the results of our feasibility, and I ask

you now to turn to our recommenda-

tions on p. 369 because I want to em-

phasize toyou, in our recommendations,

what I believewas the reasonableness of

the conclusions of our task force. We
have come to you with the suggestion

that a new task force site selection com-

mittee be appointed, composed of 10

persons: 3 from our task force, 3 from

the General Board of Globid Ministries,

2 from the General Council on Mini-

stries, and 2 from GCFA, with the inten-

tion that they will select a new site and

work with the coordinator. One thing

we are convinced is that if a move is

anticipated, we should have someone

work with us to help negotiate the best

terms possible. That recommendation

goes on to say in par. 4 of our recommen-

dations that that new task force would

arrange the funding and relocate the

General Board of Global Ministries by

Dec 31, 1995. If it is unable to arrange

the funding, it is then instructed to

develop plans for relocation, and submit

the fmancial aspects to the GCFA by

April 30, 1995, and to prepare a recom-

mendation to the 1996 General Con-

ference on the financing.

We feel this keeps this entirely within

the hands of the General Conference.

We feel that it moves our process along.

Do you realize that if you accept our

recommendations, and everything goes

smoothly, it will have been 7 1/2 years

since this study first began before the

move actually takes place? We can't

know what costs will be until we decide

to proceed. We know there are offers

which are available to us, and incentives

to move which will be made by various

locations, but we are in no position to

talk to them because that was not the

charge to our task force. We must make

a decision to proceed in order that the

new group can be in the position to

make the best possible arrangements

for this church which will increase funds

for our mission work. If our plan is ap-

proved, mission funds should be avail-

able in greater abundance, not less. And
so I urge you to support our report. And
lastly you will see in item 5, we recom-

mend that you receive this report and

dismiss our task force. We agree with

the editorial board of the Michigan

Christian Advocate in its statement of

March 27, 1992, which I paraphrase.

"We want to spend millions for mis-

sions; we don't want to spend millions

for moving. But it's better than continu-

ing to spend more millions to maintain

offices in the most expensive city in the

country." Thank you.

(Judicial Council Clergy Ballot No. 7

Report)

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

you. Randy. Before we have the report

from the legislative committee, we have

the results from the clergy ballot and

those will be placed on the screen for us.

As you see, there is no election, so will

you be ready to vote, utilizing the num-
bers on the left part of your screen,

please. (Walter 429, Alford 378, Sweet

20, Lefeler 8, Schaad 5, Kambor 4,

Wright 4, Thomas 3) All right, please

vote when the light appears. All right,

the ballot's been cast. Now will you give

your attention, please, to the chairper-

son of the Financial Administration

Legislative Committee, Sandra Kelley

Lackore.

(Calendar Item No. 154; Petition No.

10513)

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Bishop

Bashore and members of the General

Conference, I would call your attention

to p. 232 in your blue DCA. The report

of the task force to study the feasibility

of relocating the Board of Global Mini-

stries is found in the left column, no.

154, and as called to your attention pre-

viously, the text is on p. 364 of the Ad-

vance DCA, Petition No. 10513 with the

recommendations occurring on p. 369.

Members of the General Conference,

the Financial Administration Legisla-

tive Subcommittee had an awesome task

in front of it, and it chose to divide itself

into 5 subcommittees. Randy Smith

presented to the subcommittee that con-

sidered the relocation study, a presenta-

tion of the work of that task force. That

was followed by a report by the General

Board of Global Ministries. They were

allotted the same amount of time, and

presented a position report and a rebut-

tal to the report of the relocation study

to that task force. It was found that as

we started to have hearings ofboth sides

of this report, that our numbers in-
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creased, causing us to seek 2 additional

locations in order to accommodate the

number of persons that were interested

in this presentation. Following the 2 30-

minute presentations, there was tm op-

portunity for questions and answers

that continued into 3 separate meetings.

The 3rd meeting of the subcommittee

was devoted to debate of the recommen-
dations of the task force, and all mem-
bers in that group were permitted to

speak as long and as often as they

desired. And when there were no more
statements to make on either side of the

question, a vote was taken and the sub-

committee voted to support the recom-

mendation of the task force to move the

General Board of Global Ministries out

ofNew York by a vote of 12 in favor. I'm

sorry, sir; I'm talking about the subcom-

mittee report.

I'm sorry, I don't have the 2nd. It's 9

against? 5 against. 12 in favor and 5

against. When this subcommittee

brought their recommendations to the

full legislative committee, we again per-

mitted presentations by both sides in

order to bring as fair a hearing as pos-

sible to the members of the Financial

Administration Legislative Subcommit-

tee. We then requested that persons that

had not had the opportunity to par-

ticipate in the subcommittee be given

the first opportunity to address the ques-

tions. We did that and had as extensive

a hearing as time would allow of both

sides of this issue. After ail of this hear-

ing and all of these discussions, the sub-

committee, the Legislative Committee

on Financial Administration, voted, 51

for tmd 40 against with 1 person abstain-

ing, in favor of the study report of the

task force to study the feasibility of

relocating the Board of Global Mini-

stries. I place this before you.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

yoa Now, the recommendations that

are on p. 369 ofyour red book. Those are

the ones that are before us. All right.

LACKORE: Do you have the minority

report, sir?

BISHOP BASHORE: Now there is

listed as you know, on p. 232 ofyour blue

book, under 154, item 154, a minority

report, and there is a spokesperson for

that minority report, Harriett Olson.

HARRIETT J. OLSON (Northern

New Jersey): Thank you. Bishop

Bashore.

(Characteristics ofa Minority Report)

BISHOP BASHORE: Harriett, I need

to make a statement. We face a dilemma.

Whenever there is a minority report,

that report should be presenting some
alternative other than simply afllrming

the negative part of the main motion.

And as we look at the minority report, it

seems to the chair that nothing new is

being presented in this proposal; that,

rather, it simply argues the point in op-

position to the main matter which is

before us. And so, it seems to me that the

minority report is out of order. What I'd

like to suggest, however, because this is

an important matter and we do not want

to limit discussion other than that which

is given to us by our rules, I would like to

suggest that Harriett, who is prepared to

speak, be given an opportunity to give

the 1st speech in opposition to that

which is before us.

OLSON: May I just question the

chair's interpretation? The minority

report suggests not only that we stay,

that the board stay in New York, but

that this body be given the chance to

affirm that decision and not merely

reject the study's conclusion. That's why
we felt that it was acceptable as a

minority report.

BISHOP BASHORE: I appreciate

that, but that really is the same thing as

voting in opposition to the m^or item

which is before us, and I think that it is

really out of order. But you're welcome
to, ifyou desire, to give the 1st speech in

opposition.

OLSON: Thank you, bishop. As a real

estate and environmental attorney, I

read many varieties ofreports every day.

I make it a practice to advise my clients

that reports that don't meet the issues

directly invite further scrutiny. This is

my reaction to the report of the task

force to study relocation. Let me list

some of the unanswered questions.

First, the Price Waterhouse study ad-

dresses the costs of moving out of New
York. It does not address the costs of

arriving in a new location. Let me il-

lustrate. The report indicates that site-

related costs are not included in the $9.

1

million estimate. The Presbyterian

Church spent over $20 million adding

onto and refurbishing their new space

here in Louisville. While I would not

suggest that $20 million is an estimate

of the cost to move in to a new building,

it does indicate that considerable costs

is often involved in preparing a building

for occupancy, either as a tenant or as a

new owner.

Next, the Price Waterhouse report in-

dicates that the current rent is among
the lowest of all the cities surveyed. It

does not go on to estimate the increased

cost of operating in more expensive

space that would be experienced in some
cities under consideration.

Further, the task force report ac-

knowledges that Price Waterhouse did

not consider the increased expenses to

the staff mortgage program that would

result from a move. This program is es-

sential in enabling clergy in parsonages

and missionaries in the field to come on

staff at the board, and these costs must
be included in any complete cost es-

timate.

Price Waterhouse was not asked to

study how the cost of moving could be

fmanced. The task force did a net

present value calculation on the incom-

plete $9.1 million cost figure and seems

ready to accept a 20-year payback on the

identified portion of these costs.

Next, another issue which is not ad-

dressed in the report is an explanation

for the assertion that the location of the

board could affect its ability to com-

municate to United Methodists, located

in the United States, about mission.

Finally, I wonder about how the study

would have been affected ifpersons from

Central Conferences had been included

in any ptut of this process. Those are

persons whose experiences could have

helped us to evaluate whether the

board's location helps or hinders its

work in our global church. While our

U.S. churches do depend on the board

for education and assistance in mission,

the primary work of the board is to be in

mission in the United States and around

the world.

Thus, I've concluded that the study is

seriously flawed. Yet the m^ority of the

legislative committee was willing to rely

on the study. Why is that? We need to

expose the subtext of this discussion to

understand the decision we are about to

make. Some of us are ready to accept the

study as dispositive because of discom-

fort with the diversity present among
the board's staff in New York city and its

miliea I've also heard expressed a con-

cern about the accountability and
responsiveness of the board. Friends, I

agree that this is an issue. We must not

prevent dialogue about issues that affect

our corporate ministry. We owe it to the
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church to deal with these issues directly

through contact with the board and its

directors, and not through throwing un-

quantified and unquantifiable sums of

money into an attempt to move the

board in order to assert turf control,

gain power, or exact accountability.

Thank you very much.

BISHOP BASHORE: AU right, thank

you.

Now we've had a speech against. Now
we're ready to open this for your debate

here on the floor. Right down here in the

front. Microphone 3, please.

PETER D. WEAVER (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I'd like to offer an amend-

ment.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right.

(Relocation Recommendation No. 4)

WEAVER: This is actually a sub-

stitute motion for Recommendation No.

4, on p. 370. And the substitute motion

would be, "The site selection task force

is to recommend to the 1996 General

Conference a site, plans for such a loca-

tion, and all funding sources and

aspects." If I have a 2nd, I would like to

speak to it.

BISHOP BASHORE: Yes, you have.

WEAVER: Sometimes in life I find

that we are eager to leave before we
know where we are going. Every time I

do that I get lost. Who among us would

decide to move our home until we knew
where we were going? Even the city

from which I come, Pittsburgh, though

nearly perfect, has some pros and cons.

And I would suggest we need to measure

those pros and cons against the pros and

cons of New York City. And we need to

measure it in the context of the bottom

line, which is not finances, but how
those pros and cons support or detract

from the work of Jesus Christ for a

global church with a world as our parish.

As many of you know, the General

Council on Ministries and GCFA have a

parallel recommendation coming to this

General Conference that we should not

move any agencies until a full com-

prehensive study is made ofwhere those

locations should be. How do we know
that the grass is greener on the other

side of the fence, when we do not know
whether we are going to land in the

bluegrass of Kentucky, or the prairie

grass of Oklahoma? We've not even

seen, I understand, the Price Water-

house details of the report. When we
were driving through Oklahoma a few

years ago, we saw signs that said, "Do
not drive through the smoke." Naively,

I asked a gas station attendant what that

means, and he said, "Just don't drive

through it because you can't see where

you're going." I suggest we not start

driving until we can see where we're

going.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Thank
you. Now we have the eimendment

before us. So we need to speetk; may I

have a copy of that amendment, please?

We need to speak to the amendment.

Yes, right back here. Microphone 8.

DONALD G. KLARUP (South

Dakota): Bishop, I have a procedural

question.

BISHOP BASHORE: Yes?

KLARUP: And this has to do with

that report from GCOM and GCFA,
which adds another dimension to this

whole discussion. The question is, is

there some way in which we can have it

considered, along with the matter that's

now before us? The report is in the Ad-

vance DCA. There is also a minority

report to be presented and copies ofthat

are available, and pages are ready to

hand it out. And I, if it's in order, would

move to suspend the rules to allow that

to happen.

BISHOP BASHORE: I think the only

way to accomplish that would be to

suspend the rules and then to test the

body.

KLARUP: I so move.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, you

are moving to suspend the rules. All

right, there is support for that. We will

be ready to vote on whether you are

willing to suspend the rules. You heard

the rationale that was given. Please vote

when the light appears. All right, the

motion to suspend the rules faUs. "Yes,"

492; "No," 450, and we need 2/3 vote.

So that fails. The Weaver amendment is

what is before us. You are willing to

speak to this. Over here on my far left.

T. TERRELL SESSUMS (Florida

Conference): Bishop, I wish to speak

against the amendment.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

you.

SESSUMS: As a chamber of com-

merce official, I have been involved in a

number ofcorporate relocations, includ-

ing those of major corporations from

New York, such as Chase Manhattan,

CitiCorp, Solomon Brothers, Time

Inc.'s Magazine Subscription Bureau.

We have competed with excellent cities

in other parts of the country. But in

talking with the officers of these com-

panies and their corporate relocation

experts, we have found that the thing

that has been pushing them out of the

New York area has been that by reloca-

tion they have been able to significantly

increase productivity and at the seime

time substantially reduce net operating

cost. This Eunendment would delay our

ability to achieve those savings, and
would perhaps cause us to miss a win-

dow of opportunity. Because of the

general state of our nation's economy,

the costs of relocation are as favorable

now and are as apt to be as favorable as

they possibly can be over the next

several years. If this is delayed untU 1996

or later, we will delay an important

decision and pay an excessive premium
for any relocation that needs to be made.

I recommend that you vote against this

amendment, and stick with the report

that has come out ofthe legislative com-

mittee. Thank you.

BISHOP BASHORE: Thank you.

Now is there a speech for the amend-

ment? Yes, right here. Microphone 4, I

guess, or 9. Microphone 4. Thank you.

(Call for Financial Plan)

KIRBYJON CALDWELL (Texas):

Bishop, my fellow Methodists, I am a

friend of the chair. Randy Smith, who is

a great Christian as each of you know.

And I think, in a sense, we have perhaps

done our chair and task force a disser-

vice by not allowing them to identify

potential sites specifically. Like the

gentleman from Florida, I also sit on the

chamber of commerce in Houston,

which is called the Greater Houston

Partnership. And seldom does a com-

pany consider a msgor move without a

comprehensive financial plan. I think

we need a comprehensive, unbiased,

cost-benefit analysis financial plan

whereby we are able to ascertain not

only where we are going but how we are

going to get there and how much it's

going to cost. Right now we simply have

generjdities. I think we need specifics,

bishop jind my fellow Methodists. I

move that we allow this great commit-

tee, which has done a yeoman's task, to

continue its task and let us know where

we are going, shorten that list of 10 cities

and let us know how we are going to get

there and how much it's going to cost.

Thank you.
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BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

yoa Now we can have a speech for or

against the amendment. All right, way
in the back. All right. Yes, microphone

13.

DON MESSER (Rocky Mountain): I

stand to support the amendment. I do

firmly believe that it would be irrespon-

sible for The United Methodist Church,

at this time, to move forward with such

a plan as has been proposed by the

mtgority without really understanding

its implications in terms of the global

mission of the church. We have not

heard from the Central Conferences, but

we know that the impact and mission

could be disastrous ifwe were to commit

this church to a substantial investment

of funds with no way to pay for it.

Likewise, we need to have clearly before

this General Conference all the facts and

figures necessary for determining the

finances. None of us would call a travel

agent and say we want to go from New
York City, and we'd like to know how
much the ticket's going to be. We know
what the travel agent would say. The
travel agent immediately would jisk

where we want to go. And we'd have to

say, "I don't know, but I want to know
the price." We don't know what the

price will be, but we know that it cost the

Presbyterians 31 million when they

planned on 21 million.

We know another distinguished firm

has suggested the cost will not be 9 mil-

lion in 1991 dollars, as the mjyority

report suggests, but it could be as much

as 16 to 18 million according to the Fan-

tas report, which has never had a real

opportunity for exploration by this

body. Ifmy wife and I are having marital

problems, I don't think any counselor

would suggest that the way to solve

those problems are by for us deciding

just to move and go to some other loca-

tion, just any place. No, we have

problems. The board has faUed us in

some ways. The board of directors is

committed to changing that~the path of

the board-and overcoming any dys-

functionality that we can identify. But

let us not seek to solve our problems by

simply blindly moving without knowing

the cost or the location. I support the

motion because I believe it's the most

responsible thing we can do to extend

the mission of Jesus Christ to the whole

world. Thank you.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

you. Now I need to inquire of the body.

We have come to the point of our agree-

ment for adjourning this evening, so

what does the body desire? I hear all

kinds of things; I need some motion,

though, if we're going to act. All right?

Yes. I hear some yelling "adjourn," some
yelling "work".

J. FAY CLEVELAND (Western New
York): I call for the question on all that's

before us.

BISHOP BASHORE: Well, can we do

that? Well, we can take it on the amend-

ment, I think. Fay; I don't think we can

go. We've really not had debate on the

motion as such. You want to take it on
the amendment?
CLEVELAND: Yes, please.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. The
call for the question on the amendment
is before the body. Please vote when the

light appears. All right. You're willing to

stay a little. Well, no, you're willing to

move on this amendment. "Yes," 672;

"No," 267. All right. The amendment is

before us.

LACKORE: Bishop

BISHOP BASHORE: I need to turn to

the chairperson of the committee.

LACKORE: Thank you, bishop. As
the chair of this legislative committee, I

listened intently to both sides of this

issue. And I would call to your attention,

in the text of the report of the subcom-

mittee of the task force on p. 365, their

reflection on the times that this General

Conference has asked for studies of this

issue. And I would, as a business person,

say I understand the need for financial

information. But before you, you have a

question that has repeatedly come
before you. I would ask that you act

decisively.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Now
we're voting on the substitute for no. 4

on the top of p. 370 of theDCA Advance

Edition. That substitute is that the site-

selection task force is to recommend to

the 1996 General Conference a site,

plans for such a relocation, and all fund-

ing sources and aspects related to that

plan. We're ready to vote. Please vote

when the light appears. All right. It

prevails. "Yes," 504; "No," 461. Now we
have the motion before us as amended.

There was only 1 speech in opposition

and no speeches for. What's the desire

of the body? We have reached the time

for adjournment. Yes? Microphone 3.

DON HAYNES (Western North

Carolina): We've got miles to go and

bridges to cross, and we came here to

work. I move extension of adjournment

until 10:15.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Is

there a 2nd? Yes. Extension until 10:15.

All right, are we ready to vote on that?

OK, I believe we are. Please vote when
the light appears. All right, it does

prevail. "Yes," 829; "No," 122. We're

ready to move. We're ready for a speech

for the motion that is before us. All right,

I'll go way back to the back on section D.

All right. Microphone 11.

TYRONE GORDON (Kansas West):

I'd like to mttke an amendment to

recommendation no. 3. I woidd like to

move that the task force be increased

from 10 members to 13 members, and

the rettson being is that we have no rep-

resentatives from the Central (Con-

ference on that task force. And being

that this is the global ministries, this

task force should be global in its

makeup.

BISHOP BASHORE:AU right, now, is

there support for that amendment? Yes,

there is. All right, that is the amend-

ment, now, which is before us. We're

ready to debate the amendment. Yes,

right here, microphone 7.

PAUL R. DIRDAK (California-

Nevada): I suppose that what I'm trying

to do, bishop, is to amend the amend-

ment by adding another piece of it

BISHOP BASHORE: All right

(Call to Increase Task Group Size)

DIRDAK You will notice that the

amendment just made changed the

number 10 to the number 13 on the 3rd

line of Recommendation 3. But if you'll

go down further to the end of, I guess the

next sentence, you'll need to change that

as well in order to be dear. And so, at

that point, after the words "respectively

by the agencies," I would change the

period to a conuna and add these words:

"and 3 representing the Central (Con-

ferences, selected by the Central Ckin-

ference bishops." I will read it again:

"and 3 representing the Central Con-

ferences, selected by the Central Con-

ference bishops."

BISHOP BASHORE: All right Is

there support for that? All right I think

that's accepted. Any objection to that

being accepted as part of the amend-

ment? I don't hear any. All right we can

move on, I believe.

DIRDAK May I speak to the amend-

ment?

BISHOP BASHORE: All right
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DIRDAK: It's dear to me and to

many, I think, that what's at stake is not

so much matters of money but matters

of mission. The General Conference

began some days ago, you all will

remember, with a tremendous discus-

sion of mission in the midst of a violent

society. Given that circumstance and

the circumstance which we all com-

mended to one another about it, we in

the Western Jurisdiction have asked

ourselves, "What is central?" And
believe it or not, those of us who live as

far away from New York as you can get

without getting wet, think that New
York is central. It's central to mission.

The question is not only the question of

centrality, it's central to what? There

are people who would like to move the

board who think that the board needs to

be central to its donors. We think it

needs to be central to mission. At least

provide for the Central Conferences to

participate in this enterprise so that the

project can continue to be central to

mission.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, that's

a speech for the amendment. Is there a

speech against the amendment? Over

here, please; microphone 14.

CHARLES E. LIPPSE (Holston): I

would like to oppose the amendment to

be supportive of the recommendation

from the committee for relocation. Of
course, I have a Southern accent, but I'm

not as Southern as I might sound. When
they play "Dixie," I go out for coffee. I

was baptized in a northern Methodist

church; old Southern Methodism is not

a part of my background. I would have

attended Union Seminary in New York,

if I could have {ifforded it. I love New
York and I study at Union quite often. I

didn't sign the "Memphis Declaration,"

and I'm not in favor of the Mission

Society, though a board of directors

member is in my church and powerfully

lobbies the other way. I am really want-

ing to see the general board reformed.

I've had 35 years experience as a pastor

or district superintendent, and I'm con-

vinced that it needs reform. I have

friends who are members of the board

of directors, who think it needs to

change: missionaries, Methodists in

other countries. The board simply has

become a bit callous, big, insensitive, out

oftouch, and I don't know any other way
to get the job done but to relocate and

refonn.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, now
we need 1 more speech in opposition to

the amendment. All right, we've had

speeches in favor of the amendment.

Yes, over here, please; microphone 2.

RESSIE MAE BASS (Florida): This

whole discussion around relocation of

the General Board of Global Ministries,

for me has not really addressed the

financial and human costs for such a

move. Or whether, indeed, mission will

be better served from another location.

I haven't heard anything about that yet.

Rather it has chosen to focus on the high

cost of living in New York City, the

liberal and ecumenical influence of the

Northeast on policies of the board, and
nearness to the center of The United

Methodist Church. We are a global

church, so we say, and I believe that we
are. But the process used by this task

force ignored the Central Conferences

and the autonomous churches to which

we relate through the General Board of

Global Ministries. There was no

presence on this task force of such con-

stituency. The fastest-growing portion

of this church is on the continent of

Africa. We have many members in

Europe and the Philippines. Ifyou count

all ofthis, I askyou, "Where is the center

of The United Methodist Church?" Is it

Africa? Is it Asia? What are we saying to

our sisters and brothers outside of the

United States? Yes, we claim to be a

global church, but are we really? Are we
really? My sisters and brothers, our ac-

tions tonight must reflect what we really

believe if we are serious about it. Be-

cause of our commitment to the gospel

of Jesus Christ, "millions for mission,

not moving," must be our motto. And
believe me, removing the board from

New York City is not going to refonn it.

Let's be real.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, now.

We need to be dealing with the amend-

ment. It's the amendment that is before

us, which is the substitute really, or to

add, amend number 3 on p. 369 of the

Advance Edition, to add 3 more mem-
bers, 10 to 13, 3 representing the Central

Conferences. Are we ready to vote? I

think the body is ready to vote. All right,

when the light comes on, will you please

vote? All right, the amendment prevails,

"Yes," 721; "No," 238. All right, we're

back to the main motion as amended.

Now, we've had a speech for and a

speech against. All right, I'll go way

down here to my right, in section A.

Microphone 5.

ZAN HOLMES JR (North Texas):

Bishops and members of the General

Conference, I rise to speak against this

proposed relocation, primarily because I

am suspicious ofinstitutions, particular-

ly church institutions, who want to

move away from our m^jor cities. I get a

feeling that I've seen this movie before.

I'm troubled because it reminds me of a

familiar pattern that I've seen us swal-

low all too often in our United

Methodist Church, a church that I love.

I've seen us pick up and move when the

neighborhood changes; I've seen us pick

up and move when the population in the

schools change; I've even seen us pick up

and move when some pastors change.

I'm pastoring a church right now that

exists in a community that was deserted

by another United Methodist congrega-

tion that moved in order to solve its

problems. We now have some 3,500

members in that same spot, and the

place where they moved is confronted

with the same problems they had before

they left.

And I suspect that when we leaveNew
York and get to whereever we are going,

the first people we're going to meet are

ourselves.

BISHOP BASHORE: AU right.

HOLMES: We cannot solve our

problems by running. We cannot solve

our problems in our m^or cities and in

the church by running. Now, aren't you

glad that God doesn't treat us like we
treat each other? If we are not as close

to God as we used to be, let me ask the

question. Who moved? I invite us not to

vote with our feet and run, but to vote

with our faithfulness and remain inNew
York City to be God's people witnessing

there, to be God's people for the world,

to show that we are going to be faithful.

BISHOP BASHORE: Thank you,

Zan.

HOLMES: Thank you.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Thank
you very much, now we need a speech in

favor, please, in favor? All right, yes?

Right here in the middle. Microphone

14, please.

GREGORY MCGARVEY (South In-

diana): Bishop, I rise to very reluctantly

support the report as amended. I cer-

tainly wish it had not been amended, but

I stand to support it because it leaves us

with the opportunity to continue to look

at the relocation process. I believe that
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the issue of relocation ia much more
than dollars. I do believe, as several

others have said, that it revolves around

the issues of accountability, as well as

the issue of balance, accountability. We,

as a General Conference, asked the task

force to take a serious look at the pos-

sibilities of relocating the General Board

of Global Ministries.

When it was learned by general board

what the results of that task force were,

they immediately approached 2 other

general agencies seeking funds that

there might be another study done.

Being denied those funds, they found

them themselves and produced the Fan-

tis report, which was given the numbers
that had been given to the task force

after 7 months by Price Waterhouse.

And so Fantis then used those numbers

and came up with a report that seeks to

discredit the Price Waterhouse work,

with 30 days or a little over a month of

work. I question the accountability of

the board when it uses that kind of tech-

nique to deal with something that they

just don't want to do.

The other issue is balance. I think it's

an issue of theological and cultural

balance. There are a lot of us in the

hinterlands of this country, as well as

across the world, and there are people

from the Central Conference that are

strongly in favor in moving the General

Board of Global Ministries. I have had

people from Zaire, Africa, this week say

to me, "At all costs, let's get the board

out of New York."

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, now
we have had 2 speeches for and 2

against. Do you want to fmish this mat-

ter? All right, can we have a motion to

extend the time to complete this matter

before us? All right, I hear a number of

moves seconded. Get ready to vote, ifyou

are willing to extend the time to com-

plete this matter. Please vote when the

light appears. All right, you are willing

to move on. "Yes," 851; "No," 103. I

commend your endurance. All right,

now, a lot of people want the ... I'll go

way over here, I haven't been over here,

way in the back. Section D. Question,

please. Yes, right here. Question?

Microphone 4.

CLELIA HENDRIX (South Carolina):

Bishop Bashore . . .

BISHOP BASHORE: Yes?

HENDRIX: And members of the an-

nual conference. There is another part

of this whole issue that needs to be ad-

dressed. And I am in a quandary at this

time as to when the report of the site

location in staiT committee will be given

to this group. It does have great implica-

tions for the discussion under way. And
it was my understanding that this report

would be brought at the same time the

Board of Global Ministries moving issue

would be brought to the calendar. And I

have not yet seen a place in the calendar

where this report has been requested.

And I would certainly implore the chair

to include the information in this loca-

tion report in what is being discussed

right now.

BISHOP BASHORE: Well, let's see if

we can find some information for you,

please, about your inquiry. Can someone
answer this, please?

LAKORE: Are we talking about the

report of the site, the one that you

deferred or that you asked the question

about initially before you started this?

That question came up, and I believe you

decided not to deal with it at this time.

HENDRIX: Could I tell you . .

.

BISHOP BASHORE: Yes, I think

that's the report that we had called for

and this body voted down . .

.

LAKORE: That's right.

BISHOP BASHORE: . . .the suspend-

ing of the rules, so that we can deal with

that matter.

HENDRIX: Well, this is the report,

this is the study that is miindated, a

quadrennial study, by the GCFA and

GCOM, and this cofnmittee has worked

very, very hard during these 4 years. We
have visited all of the sites, and there is

information concerning all the boards

and agencies that should be brought to

this group at this time, and I think it's

imfair to take it in part.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

you, I appreciate that, but this body

decided not to suspend the rules, and so

I'm sorry, I believe you're out of order.

Now, back here on microphone 11,

please?

ALFRED JOHNSON (Eastern Pen-

nsylvania): Director of Metro Ministries

in Philadelphia Bishop, is an amend-

ment in order?

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, yes.

JOHNSON: I move to amend this

report by the deletion of no. 2, item no.

2 on 369, and then the deletion of the

word "select" under no. 3 in the 2nd line,

and in lieu of that word, the word

"propose." And if I receive a second, I

could speak to that.

BISHOP BASHORE: You have it All

right, Al.

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop.

First, I'd like to say, that not having

all of the facts and figures, similar to

what others have said, and not to be

redundant, that I'm open to hearing new
information and I'm open to hearing a

proposal.

Secondly, I think we would serve the

General Conference better by not direct-

ing a move at this point until we have

that information, and no. 2 initiates a

direct move.

Thirdly, I'd like to share just 2 things:

1, from working with an inner city,

similar to what Dr. Holmes has already

said. Persons are moving away from our

larger cities, particularly as they become
more disenfranchised, and what I'm

dear about is, no matter where we move,

not only will we meet ourselves, but we'll

meet ourselves coming back again. Be-

cause no matter how far we run from the

problems, we'll fmd ourselves moving

from all parts ofthe city trying to escape.

Secondly, I'd like to just share a story

that I think kind of befits where I stand

on this issue. I belong to a group in the

city where we are working on supervis-

ing ourselves in competency in urban

ministry. And interestingly enough, we
are a multiracial, multigendered group,

and also interdenominationtd. Interest-

ingly enough, we are all very committed

to remaining in a place where we can

really test out our skills of how God can

use us. One of our colleagues immedi-

ately wanted to move the site to a nicer

section of the area called Philadelphia.

And we suddenly realized that by trying

to move the site, we were trying to move
away from the very thing we felt God
calling us to do, and that is to deal with

the issues as opposed to run from the

issues. I think by directing a move at this

time would certainly be premature, and

that we really need to challenge as to

whether God is calling us not to run

from the problems, but to confront and

solve the problems. I'd like to ask the

support for this amendment.
BISHOP BASHORE: WeU, Al. Let me

suggest that I believe, no. 1, the 2nd part

of your amendment already has been

covered by the Weaver amendment that

was adopted by this body, which is really

to make that kind of proposal. And no.

2, I would suggest that the 1st part of

your amendment is really kind of out of

order because you will accomplish the
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same end simply by voting no against

the main motion. So I would take your

speech as a speech in opposition to the

main motion.

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right. Now,

back here, yes, with the white shirt, no.

13.

JAMEY A. HEAL (Minnesota): I'd

like to propose an amendment.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right.

(Youth on Site Task Force)

HEAL: I'd like to amend Recommen-

dation No. 3 so the 3rd line would read,

"This task force shall consist of 13 per-

sons, including at least 1 youth." If I

have a 2nd, I'd like to speak to that.

BISHOP BASHORE: Is there a 2nd?

Yes, there is. All right.

HEAL: The relocation of these offices

affects everybody of this church, includ-

ing the youth, because someday the

youth are not going to be youth. We're

going to be the pastors, the bishops, and

even the people working in these offices,

so this relocation will affect us in the

future.

BISHOP BASHORE: I wonder if

you're ready to vote on this, or do you

want to ... all right, over here.

Microphone 2, this way, Sharon?

Yes, is it a point of order or inquiry? I

already gave the floor here, please. All

right.

SHARON RADER (West Michigan):

Bishop, I rise to share some informa-

tion. According to our rules, it says that

the Commission on Central Conference

Affairs . . . if they have a concern for any

paragraph assigned to one of the legisla-

tive committees, the commission shall

offer its recommendation to the ap-

propriate legislative committee for con-

sideration and for recommendation to

the General Conference. The Commis-

sion on Central Conference Affairs did

speak to this issue when they met a week

ago today, and if I have your permission,

I would like to share their judgment on

this matter.

BISHOP BASHORE: Sharon, can you

hold just a minute? We have a motion

that was made by a gentleman here

regarding adding a youth delegate ... or

youth member of the site-selection task

force, and I think we should care for that

matter. And I think-is this related to

this? OK, well, let's ... I think we're

ready to vote on this matter. Let's vote

on this amendment that would include

a young person in the site-selection task

force. All right? I believe you're ready to

vote. Will you please vote when the light

appears. All right, it does prevail: "Yes,"

556; "No," 405. All right, now we'U con-

tinue here with Sharon. Please,

microphone 2.

(Central Conference Site Recommenda-
tion)

RADER: Yes, thank you, bishop.

When the Commission on Central Con-

ference Affairs met a week ago Monday,

they passed the following motion: "The
commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs expresses strong concerns about

the relocation of the General Board of

Global Ministries. Further, the Com-
mission endorses the proposition that

the General Board of Global Ministries

remain in New York City. Two strong

re£isons for this endorsement for

remaining in New York City include the

accessibility of that city for internation-

al travelers and the need to continue

The United Methodist Church's mission

with the Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States and not to dilute the

efforts and fmancial resources of the

board with that mission at this time.

Further, the cost of a move and the

question of sources for such moving . .

.

funds, raises concerns about the

church's ability to meet missional

needs." I offer this information to the

General Conference.

BISHOP BASHORE: Thank you for

that information. Yes, right here,

microphone 4, plejise.

WILLIAM BOUKNIGHT (South

Carolina): Sir, I would like to call the

question on everything that you will

{dlow.

BISHOP BASHORE: I don't think

you want that much. All right. There is

support for that? Yes, all right. This is

the call for the question. Ifyou will vote

on whetheryou want to vote, please vote

when the light appears. All right, you're

ready. "Yes," 896; "No," 65. And we'll

turn to the chairperson of the commit-

tee for the wrap-up speech.

LACKORE: Bishop, I have a question

1st. My question is: Does this not have

to be referred to the General Council on

Finance for additional funding?

BISHOP BASHORE: The financial

piece of that would be, yes. That would

be automatic.

LACKORE: OK, I will defer to the

chairperson of the task force to make a

concluding speech.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, thank

you. Just for clarification, it's that piece

for $100,000, you know, the cost that

will be referred to the GCFA. All right.

Randy.

SMITH: For 3 1/2 years, our taak

force has studied this plan. Our commit-
tee does not agree with the criticism that

has been brought to bear on Price

Waterhouse tonight, nor of the critique

which was given. Price Waterhouse has

done a thorough and outstandingjob for

this church. When missionaries were

approached, in confidential fashion,

through our questionntdre, not subject

to pressures that might be brought to

bear upon them, we received over-

whelming support from those mis-

sionaries that a move should be made.

We have nothing to gain in our task

force from a move or a stay. There is no

one on our committeewho had anything

to gain. And we have objectively viewed,

pledging among ourselves that the

result we all want is to increase the mis-

sion program of this great church, that

a move should be made.

When we began, we took no straw

votes. We agreed among ourselves that

we would make no effort to find out

what we felt until we had accumulated

all of the information we could obtain

and what we thought was necessary for

a proper decision. As I walked out of my
house to go to our last meeting at which

the vote would be taken, my wife asked

me, "How do you think this will turn

out?" And I said to her, "I don't have the

foggiest idea." We have not shared that

information with one another. We voted

9 to 4 with 2 absent in favor of the move.

It is not a regional vote. Two out of the

3 from the task force from the Northeast

Jurisdiction itself voted in favor of the

move; 3 out of 3 from the North Central

Jurisdiction voted in favor of the move;

both of those present and voting from

the Western Jurisdiction voted "no"; 2

out of2 from the South Central Jurisdic-

tion who were present voted "yes." 2 out

of 3 from the Southeast Jurisdiction

who were present voted "yes." Of the 5

on our task force currently or in the past

having served on the General Board of

Global Ministries, 4 voted to move. The

financial and communication and

transportation facilities available in this

world today will permit the General
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Board ofGlobal Ministries to conduct its

mission afTairs from any location in this

country of a sizable city.

BISHOP BASHORE: OK, Randy, we
need to wrap it up.

SMITH: All right, bishop. I want to

read you Much has been made about

other denominations. I want to readjust

a p&Tt of an article to you that appeared

in the Louisville Courier-Journal on
May 9, 1992.

BISHOP BASHORE: I'm sorry,

Randy, I think we have to call it . .

.

SMITH: I'mjust going to wrap up with

this, is all.

(Relocation Ballot)

BISHOP BASHORE: Well, no, I think

the body is ready to vote. So, I think we
have to move ahead with the vote. OK,
thank you. You can paste it up on,

Where's the seat? All right, I think we're

ready to vote now. You understand that

we're voting on the report that has come
to us for the study ofthe feasibility of the

relocation of the Board of Global Mini-

stries? Concurrence was given by the

legislative committee, and then we have

amended that report. That is what we're

voting on. We're ready to vote. Please

vote when the light appears. It does

prevail. "Yes," 485; "No," 470. AU right.

(Judicial Council Clergy Final Election)

Now we have a few wrap-up items.

You've been gracious and patient. And I

do have the announcement of a ballot.

We'll put the ballot in front of us. There

is an election: (Theodore Walter 579;

Joyce Alford, 307; Robert Sweet, 7) is the

third person that's elected; that will care

for this. All right. Now, we need to turn,

please, to the Committee on the Agenda.

Don?
DON OTT (Wisconsin): Tomorrow is

Tuesday. Let me announce to you a ten-

tative agenda. We'll begin at 8:30 in the

morning with worship, including an of-

fering. At 9:05 a.m. a presentation of

ecumenical representatives; 9:20 am.,

Generd Council on Ministries-related

items with fmancial implications. Break

at 10:15 a.m.; 10:30 a.m. General Coun-

cil on Ministries continues with finan-

cial implication items. Recess, 12:30

p.m. Calendar items in the afternoon,

2:30 to 5. The evening session, 7:30, in-

cluding The Book of Worship; and ad-

journment at 9:30 p.m That's an

announcement only of a tentative agen-

da. There is one item for motion, please.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, let us

have your attention, please.

OTT: In order to consider The Book of
Worship tomorrow night, we need to

suspend the 24-hour printing rule. I

would so move.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, there

is support for that This is to suspend the

24-hour printing rule so that we can deal

with The Book of Worship tomorrow

night. I'm sure you're ready to vote.

Please vote when the light appears.

All right, you've granted that ap-

proval. "Yes," 862; "No," 16. We need

the Committee on Presiding Officers,

please.

ALLEN NORRIS: We indeed are

blessed with excellent episcopal leader-

ship in the art of presiding, and we are

grateful for the care shown in guiding

our deliberations today. Your Commit-
tee on Presiding Officers is pleased to

announce that the presiding bishops for

Tuesday, May 12, will be Bishop Judith

Craig of the Michigan Area for the

morning session. Bishop C.P. Minnick

of the Raleigh Area for the afternoon

session, and Bishop Roy Sano from the

Denver Area for the evening session.

BISHOP BASHORE: All right, now, I

want to commend the 2 persons who
were my backup: Bishop Herbert Skeete

of the Boston Area, and I want to take

special note-have you noticed that

Bishop Joseph Yeakel has been in that

chair all day long? We really appreciate

that.

Now my friend and mentor, Bishop

James Ault, will conclude with prayer.

Let us stand for prayer.

(song)

BISHOP BASHORE: There is an an-

nouncement, please?

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Just 2.

Church and Society will meet immedi-

ately following our adjournment in room
105, and then a reminder, the Council

on Finance and Administration, room
206.

BISHOP JAMES AULT:

(benediction and adjournment)

Tuesday Morning

May 12, 1992
Bishop Judith Craig, presiding

BISHOP JUDITH CRAIG: As you are

finding your scats, let me say one more
word about that marvelous youth choir

from Estonia, however. They are here

because the Mississippi Area learned

about them through their bishop.

Bishop Morgan, and raised the money to

bring them here. We are grateful to Mis-

sissippi for that. We hope these young
visitors will e^joy themselves in this ex-

perience. Guests may be interested to

know that this evening at 7:30 this choir

will be in concert at St. Matthews United
Methodist Church, a few blocks from

here. You can fmd that address, I'm sure,

at the information table ifyou wish to go

this evening to hear them. And I'm also

told that if you would like the memoiy
of their music to linger in more than

your heart, there are tapes available so

that it may linger in your ears. Thank
you again for being here, friends from
Estonia; thank you, MississippL

Now let the house come to order as

quickly as possible, please, so that we
may move with some dispatch into our

morning. I'm grateful to be presiding

over a house that has shown itself to be

in such good order and so gracious. It

causes me to look forward to this morn-

ing with you and this privileged position

with gratitude and a bit of wonder and
awe. If you can find your seats quickly,

please, I would like to begin by turning

to Don Ott and the Committee on Agen-

da; and you will want to hear what is

before us. Don, I think most of the

delegates are seated; why don't you

begin? Good morning.

DON OTT (Wisconsin): Very good.

Good morning, bishop, and delegates. It

will be understandable if you are in-

credulous when I tell you that it is only

Tuesday, May 12th. We have before \is

32 1/2 remaining hours of plenary time.

John Braun, the coordinator of calen-

dar, has been up all night to prepare the

reports before you today to move the

calendar items along. He's in bed at this

hour, but he would like you to know
about p. 329 in today's DCA
You will find there a graph indicating

to you the progress that we may be

making on all the calendar items from

the various legislative committees. What
you want to focus on each day is the

amount of space in each graph that is

crosshatched. We want you to increase

the amount of cross-hatch. Now, your

Agenda Committee has been looking at

all the references in Scripture to the

word "time." We have done our own
computer analysis and discovered that

in theNew Revised Standard Version of
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the Scriptures, the word "time" appears

555 times. I cite to you 2 biblical texts for

today. The first from 1 Chronicles 15:13:

"Because you did not carry it the first

time, the Lord broke forth upon us be-

cause we did not care for it in the way

that is ordained." And the second refer-

ence for today from 1 Kings 18:29: "As

midday passed, they raved on until the

time of the offering." The verse ends,

"But no one heeded." May it not be true

of us.

Bishop, I would move that the agenda

for this day be set as printed on the first

page of today's DCA, with the under-

standing that Native American report

will follow the GCOM items this morn-

ing and the Book of Worship will be

scheduled for 7:30 p.m. tonight. I move
that that agenda be set.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. This agen-

da is before you from the committee.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 791; "No," 3. We have the agen-

da adopted before us. Thank you, Don.

We turn now to meeting our ecumenical

representatives, and I believe, Carolyn

Hopkins, you are going to make those

introductions for us.

CAROLYN HOPKINS (South Geor-

gia): Thank you, bishop. It's a pleasure

for us to be able to have ecumenical

guests with us this morning, and we
possibly have 2 in the house who have

not found their way up. Is the Rev.

James M. Sloan or the Rev. Gordon Van
Wyk in the audience? If so, please come
to the stage. We have with us this morn-

ing the Rev. James E. Andrews, the

Presbyterian Church USA. Bishop Vin-

ton . R. Andrews of the African

Methodist Episcopal Church, and also

he is a member of the presidium of the

World Council of Churches.

BISHOP CRAIG: It's Bishop Ander-

son, I believe. Bishop Anderson.

HOPKINS: What did I say? I'm sorry.

OK, the next is Rev. Donald Black, who
is the interim executive director of the

World Council of Churches; Dr. Joe

Hale, executive secretary of the World
Methodist Council; the Rev. Robert

Keller, United Church of Christ; the

Most Rev. Thomas Kelly, Archbishop of

Louisville and representing the Nation-

al Conference of Catholic Bishops; the

Very Rev. Leonid Kishkovsky of the Or-

thodox Church in America; Dr. Donald
Manworren, Christian Church, Dis-

ciples of Christ; the Rt. Rev. David Reed,

the Episcopal Church; Rev. Dr.

Sygnman Rhee, president ofthe Nation-

al Council of Churches of Christ; the

Rev. Dr. William G. Rusch, Evangelical

Lutheran Church in America. Do we
have the Rev. James MacArthur Sloan?

Dr. James Stone, the Church of the

Njizarene. Has the Rev. Gordon Van
Wyk arrived? The Rev. Fr. Gregory C.

Wingenbach of the Greek Orthodox

Church. I'm sure that you tire pleased

that these could be with us this morning
to join in.

BISHOP CRAIG: Let's have them aU

stand that you may greet them together.

Will you all stand?

What a marvelous sign ofGod's inten-

tion for wholeness, to have these per-

sons among us. We are grateful for their

presence.

We are ready now to turn to some
election matters, this time, for the

University Senate. We will not be elect-

ing the alternates to the Judicial Council

until we elect representatives to the

University Senate. And then later we
will come back to the alternate elections

for both bodies. Let's turn to our

secretary, Carolyn Marshall, for some
instructions about election to the

University Senate.

(University Senate Ballot)

CAROLYN MARSHALL: The
nominations as they were presented

from the Council ofBishops, for Univer-

sity Senate, are found on pp. 85-86 in the

DCA. In addition to that, at the time

that nominations were open to the floor,

there were 2 additional nominations in

the category of chief executive officers.

They were Jacob C. Martinson and Tom
C. Yow. Since the time of the nomina-

tions were presented, there has been 1

withdrawal. That in the listing, which

came from the Council of Bishops, that

of Ken Pye. The rules for the election of

persons to serve on the University

Senate are that election is by plurality.

Therefore, there will need to be only 1

ballot taken. The names have been

prepared and are on the screen. And,

bishop, I would presume we could

proceed then with the election.

BISHOP CRAIG: How many are we
electing, Carolyn?

MARSHALL: We are electing 2.

BISHOP CRAIG: Two.

MARSHALL: Two in each category.

BISHOP CRAIG: Two in each

category. So we'll begin with the

category of chief executive officers,

which now appears on yoiu- screen. We
are to elect 2. Let the chair give you a

moment to study those numbers. You'll

remember our procedure from yester-

day, thatyou will determine which 2 you
wish to ballot on. Make a note of those

numbers. In a moment, we'll call for

your 1st vote, allow that to be taken,

then call for your 2nd vote. Is the house

clear? Are you ready? We're going to

elect 2 from this category.

Please vote your 1st choice when the

light appears. Thank you. Now are you

ready for your 2nd choice?

Please, be ready and vote your 2nd
choice when the light appears. All right,

thank you. Now, do we have another

category coming up on the screen? This

is the next category, 2 from this category

also, is that correct, madam secretary?

MARSHALL: Right.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, let me give

you time to look at the screen; you are

to vote for 2. Let me give you time to

prepare yourselves. Select the numbers

that you wish to vote for. Areyou ready?

Then prepare to vote for your 1st

choice when the light appears. Thank
you.

Now, if you are ready with your 2nd

ballot, please vote when the light ap-

pears.

All right, thank you. Now, I assume it

will take awhile to compile that before

we get a report. All right, they'll let us

know when we can have a report. Thank
you very much. Now we're going to turn,

return to items from the General Coun-

cil on Ministries. Let the chair remind

you that in matters of reporting from

the General Council on Ministries, as

with the General Council on Finance

and Administration, the council 1st

makes a report, and then the action on

that report is brought by the chair ofthe

legislative committee. This morning,

speaking on behalfofthe General Coun-

cil on Ministries, is the person who has

served as vice chair for the last quadren-

nium. I present to you, Ms. Jean Dowell.

Excuse me, as you're coming, Jean, let

me say, I have been handed a note. The
translation for French is on channel 3.

Please make that announcement in

French also over the speaker system,

will you?

(FRENCH TRANSLATION)

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, I hope

that's understood. You got that? All
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right, thank you. All right, Jean, let's

proceed.

JEAN DOWELL (Minnesota):

Bishop, members of the conference, it

had been the intention of the council to

bring you 3 reports this morning. How-
ever, we have chosen in the interest of

time to bring you only 2. The 3rd report

would have been brought to you by

Bishop Craig, who is presiding. We also

feel that. Bishop Craig, 1 task for you in

the morning is sufTicient.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much.

DOWELL: We do want to call your

attention, however, to that 3rd report. It

is a report which you would find in your

Advance DCA on p. 553, Entitled

"Report on Prison Ministry, Prison

Reform." It deals with the participation

of bishops, district superintendents,

coimcil directors, and other leaders in

your annual conference in the develop-

ment of ministries where you live your

life as a United Methodist in relation-

ship to this ministry. We ask that you

give it your attention.

(Calendar Item No. 33; DeafMinistries)

If you would turn in your DCAs to p.

556, to a report on "Developing Con-

gregations for Deaf Ministries." The
legislative committee for, the legislative

action for this item can be found on p.

168 of the DCA; it is calendar item 33.

This report contidns information about

work done by the General Council on

Ministries in relation to an assignment

given to it, along with a recommenda-

tion for action by this 1992 General Con-

ference. The matter is, therefore, before

this General Conference, and on behalf

of the General Council on Ministries, I

present it to be approved.

Bishop, I would like to present Holly

Elliott, and would ask for permission for

her to address this body. Holly would

speak to us concerning the content of

this report on behalf of the General

Council on Ministries. And following the

report, the chairperson of the General

Judicial Administrative Legislative

Committee will present the action ofthe

legislative committee on this calendar

item.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Jean

has requested the privilege of the floor

for Holly. Hearing no ... if I hear no

objection? Does the chair hear any objec-

tion? Then I think you're willing to hear

from her. Please come.

DOWELL: Holly, wiU you address the

body?

HOLLY ELLIOTT: Good morning.

Bishop Craig and friends. I bringyou the

greetings of the United Methodist Con-

gress of the Deaf. Four years ago.

General Council on Ministries carried

our proposal to General Conference and
established a yearly consultation be-

tween members of UMCD and repre-

sentatives of the 4 program boards. So

for the past 4 years, coordinated by the

General Council on Ministries and

shepherded by health and welfare min-

istry of the General Board of Global

Ministries, we have been together in

ministry with deaf people in The United

Methodist Church.

You have, I don't have time to share

all the benefits ofthat collaboration, but

I do want to share 2 important messages.

One, it really works, and 2nd, we don't

want to stop. Our current proposal is

before you, I'm not going to review that

now. I would like to give you some back-

ground information that will help you

interpret that proposal.

Did you know that there are more
then twice as many hearing-impaired

people in the United States as United

Methodists? Ten million United

Methodists, 24 million hearing-im-

paired people, and the numbers are

growing as the population becomes

older and the environment becomes

noisier.

Who are we? Basically United

Methodist Congress of the Deaf is mini-

stering with 3 basic populations.

First, we have the pre-lingually deaf

people, those who were born deaf and

whose first language is American Sign

Language. They don't consider themsel-

ves disabled. They consider themselves

a culture with their own language.

Statistically, probably about 12,000 pre-

lingually or culturally deaf people may
be associated with The United

Methodist Church, but only a fraction of

those are really in ministry with the

church.

Second group is the deafened group,

those who became deaf after language is

established: much different needs.

These people think hearing. They iden-

tify with hearing people, and most of

their family and friends are hearing, so

it's a big change in their lives when they

become deaf, mostly as adults. Statisti-

cally about 70,000 people who have be-

come deaf are related to the Methodist

church.

The third group is hard-of-hearing

people, 500,000 hard-of-hearing United

Methodists. So you see we have a big

responsibility to 3 populations with dif-

ferent needs.

Where are they? Hiding? Dropouts?

My story is fairly tjrpical. I'm going to

share some of it with you. I am a

preacher's kid. I went to a Methodist

college with a goal of becoming a church

choir director. But in my junior year I

lost the upper half of the piano key-

board. The lower half was fine, upper

half nothing. I didn't think I was deaf; I

could hear. I just wished people would

stop mumbling when they talked. So I

continued. I got the B.A. in music; I

married a college classmate; we moved
to a small town in California; and I

directed a church choir. How? Well, I

could hear the bass; I could pattern the

music in my head, I could lip-read the

sopranos, and I always knew if the

sopranos were off pitch by the expres-

sion on the tenors' faces. Thank God for

expressive tenors. But my hearing loss

was progressive, and by 1968 I couldn't

hear the basses any more. My husband

died that year, the same year that my
youngest son left home for college.

My pastor said to me, "Holly, why
don't you stop fighting the deafness and

begin using it?" It took me 20 years to

learn how to say 3 words, "I am deaf."

So I went back to college and got a

masters in counseling, moved to San

Francisco, and joined the clinical staff of

University of California Center on Deaf-

ness as a clinical social worker.

Then I began looking for a church.

Couldn't find one, tried several, sat

there: nothing. I tried just worshiping

without imderstanding what was going

on. It was not the same. So I stopped

going to church for 10 years. Then on

Pentecost Sunday in 1978, I went back

to church again. Temple United

Methodist Church was celebrating the

ethnic diversity of its congregation by

asking people to participate in the ser-

vice in their 1st language. A friend of

mine said, "I know a deaf woman who
knows sign-language. Can we use some
sign language?" Yes. So on Pentecost

Sunday in 1978, 1 found myself standing

in front of a church congregation again,

leading singing. This time in sign lan-

guage. The hymn was "O, for a

Thousand Tongues to Sing," and being
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a preacher's kid I knew till the words. I

didn't have to hold a book. I found a

person in the 1st row that I could lip read

to stay in sync with the organ; and I

came home again.

That hymn led to the establishment

of a sign language choir at Temple

Methodist Church, which led to the es-

tablishment of a deaf ministry

mainstream at Temple Methodist

Church, which led to involvement with

the United Methodist Congress of the

Deaf, which led to contacts with nation-

al boards, which led to the consultation

between UMCD and the 4 program

boards, which led to Louisville, KY, in

1992, which hopefully and prayerfully

wUl lead to the establishment of a na-

tional committee for developing deaf

ministries. Now in closing I would like

to celebrate the Americans with Dis-

abilities Act and, at the same time, bring

deaf ministries into context with dis-

ability access.

(Responding to Differently Abled)

Listen to Matthew 25: "Then the holy

person shall say to the people on the

right, 'Come, you who are blessed by my
maker, and receive the birthright that

hsis been prepared for you since the

beginning of the world. I was deaf and

you provided sign language interpreters.

I was hard of hearing, and you provided

assisted-listening devices. I had a child

with Down's Syndrome, and you invited

my whole family to serve as greeters. I

was in a wheelchair, andyou made a way

for me to approach the Commimion
table. I was schizophrenic, and you in-

vited my sharing in your prayer group. I

was vision impaired, and you bought an

enljirging copier machine. I had AIDS,

and you visited me. I was a recovering

alcoholic, and you entrusted me with

responsibility. I had no voice, and you

gave me a funded conference task force.

'

"Then the righteous will reply,

'Friend, when did we ever greet you in

the sign language of the deaf or provide

you with F.M. or infrared transmitters?

And when did we affirm the significance

of your mentally retarded child? Yes,

and when did we make a way for your

wheelchair to approach the Lord's

Table, or share the burden of your

diminished eyesight? Yes, and when did

we afford you respite from the social

stigmas of dreaded disease and chemical

dependence? And when did we support

your advocacy with a task force?'

"And the Holy One will then respond,

'I tell you, indeed, wheneveryou did that

for any ofthese, my brothers and sisters,

you did it for me."

"Are ye able?' said the Master."

WALTER KIMBROUGH (North

Georgia): Bishop Craig, coming behind

such a moving, challenging, stimulating

presentation by Holly Elliott, I'm

pleased to report the recommendation

of the General Judicial Administration

Legislative Committee: 74 persons

voted concurrence; 1 person voted non-

concurrence; 2 persons abstained.

There is a budget request to report no.

14, already been identified for us in the

Advance DCA. It comes to the amount

of $26,125 per year, or a total of

$104,500 for the quadrennium. I gladly,

bishop, commend this report to the

General Conference.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you, Dr.

Kimbrough. We are on p. 168 ofthe blue

book. Calendar Item No. 33. Once we act

upon it, it will be automatically referred

to the GCFA because of its fmancial

implications. The matter is before you.

Is there a discussion? I recognize this

gentlemen; will you go to microphone 3,

please?

WILLIAM HINES (West Ohio):

Bishop and General Conference, I'm a

clergyman. I have a personal investment

in seeing that this legislation is passed.

Our first child was bom deaf, and for

over 30 years we've tried to do every-

thing we possibly could to give him op-

portunities to be a person of worth and

dignity in our society. When he was very

little, his sisters would say to us,

"Mommy, wiU Jesus make Jeffy hear

someday?" Jesus has never made Jeffy

hear with his ears, but he's heard with

his heart. I come on behalf of the West

Ohio Conference and Carolyn Nolls and

those persons who are deaf in our con-

ference who need this kind of ministry.

I come on behalf of a grandchild who is

bom to Jeff and his deaf wife, who is

both blind, deaf, and suffering severe

cerebral palsy. We are way behind the

Baptists in this ministry, and it's time

we catch up. And this is a very small

amount to do it, and I rise in support of

this amendment—of this motion.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you, Mr.

Hines. That's a speech for. Is there

anyone who wishes to speak against?

Anyone who wishes to speak against?

Are you against the motion? Are you

against the motion? All right, then, you

may take microphone 5. I see no one
wishing to speak against.

RON KOO (North Texas): I rise to

support this motion, the report. I also

have a testimony to make. My first

daughter, Caroline, is bom deaf. She is

mainstreaming into high school. She's

an honor student, but it's hard on her. I

want her to be taught in a Methodist

church. She has gone through the con-

firmation, but now she has dropped out

because there is no program for her. The
Baptist church wants to her to join and

has reached her severtd times. And she

said to her mother, "My father will

never approve it." Being a longtime

Methodist, my heart pained. Oflen she

discussed with me; she says, "How come
Calvin~her younger brother-knows

about a story from Sunday school about

Moses, about David, about Jesus, about

all the gospel?" She says, "How come I

know so little?" I want you to approve

this because there are so many people

like thiswho need the gospel. Thankyou
very much.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Now
you seem ready to vote unless there is

someone who wishes to speak against.

Are you against the motion? Are you

against the motion, sir? Come to

microphone 8 and let me know your

intentions, please, or microphone 13 is

closer. Thank you.

DAN KENYON (Baltimore): I am
deaf, and I strongly support this motion.

There are just a few deaf ministries

throughout this countiy. There are 3

deaf ministries in the Baltimore Con-

ference. There's one in Cincinnati,

Ohio. There are Circuit Rider deaf min-

istries in Oklahoma and in North

Carolina. There are a few interpretive

ministries in Indiana and California and

a few other places. How many of your

annual conferences have deaf church?

The deaf church is one where they have

pastors who speak in sign, just as I am
doing now. How many ofyour churches

have sign ministries to pass the word to

deaf people? Ifyou don't know, ifyou're

not sure, chances are there are no deaf

ministries in your conference. Please

support this proposal. We're ready to go.

Fifteen members of The United

Methodist Church for the deaf are ready

to work with this committee. Thank
you, and God bless you. I love you.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Now
that's been 3 speech for; I've seen none

against. Therefore, the house seems
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ready to vote. Please prepare to speak
your will on this proposal, Calendar
Item 33, and vote when the light ap-

pears.

We don't have electronic voting, I un-

derstand. I think this will not be that

difiicult for the chair. Ifyou will approve

Calendar Item 33, will you lift the hand?
Thank you. Opposed? It is adopted. Will

you permit the chair? Thank you. Will

you permit the chair; where there are

many, many stories that could be told in

this house, many, many people in this

house who would be deeply moved by

this because they are hearing-impaired

or deaf. Yo\ir chair is among them. You
may see the backup people tap me on the

shoulder. It is because I am deaf in my
left ear. You may approach me, and I

don't respond. I've no^ ignored you, I

have an F.M. receiver/sender hearing

aid that goes crazy in this room with this

sound system. So, I am not wearing it.

So, if you see my help tap me on the

shoulder, they are not beating on me.

They are helping this hearing-impaired

young bishop. All right, Jean, let's move
ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 198; Older Adult
Ministries)

DOWELL: May I share that HoUy El-

liott is the immediate past president of

the United Methodist Congress for the

Deaf. She is a member and a gift of the

Temple United Methodist Church in

San Francisco.

In your DCA on p. 549, you will find

the report of the Advisory Coordinating

Committee on older adult ministries. It

is petition 10861 which the General

Council on Ministries now presents. The
legislative committee action on this item

can be found on p. 236 of the DCA. It is

calendar item 198. This report contains

information about work done by the

General Council on Ministries in rela-

tion to an assignment given to it, along

with a recommendation for action by

this 1992 General Conference. This mat-

ter is, therefore, before the General Con-

ference. On behalf of the General

Council on Ministries, I present it to be

approved.

Bishop, I would ask that we might give

permission to speak to Bert Pruess

Jones, who would speak to us concern-

ing the content of this report on behalf

of the General Council on Ministries,

and then following Mr. Jones, the chair-

person of the General Judicial Ad-

ministration Legislative Committee
would present the action of the legisla-

tive committee on this calendar item.

BISHOP CRAIG: AU right, thank you,

Ms. Dowell. We need permission for Mr.

Jones to speak. Do I hear any objection?

Hearing or seeing none, we welcome
you, Mr. Jones.

DOWELL: Bert Pruess Jones is the

chairperson of the Advisory Coordinat-

ing Committee on Older Adult Mini-

stries, which is coordinated by the

General Council on Ministries. He is a

member of the First United Methodist

Church in Austin, TX, Mr. Jones, will

you address General Conference?

BERT PRUESS JONES: When I first

retired from the Air Force some 19 years

ago, after what I would modestly

describe as a chedlenging and productive

career, I was initially alarmed and then

disappointed, for after several days, no
one came knocking at my door asking

for a decision on an appropriately sensi-

tive or important matter. I was doubly

disappointed when the only phone calls

I got were from persons who wanted to

dean my carpets or sell me siding for my
house. At my pastor's suggestion, I was
encouraged to find another equally chal-

lenging way to apply my time and
talents. So, I became a mission volunteer

in my local church and began to find

opportunities for service at both district

and conference activities.

In the last 8 years, I have been a

spokesperson for the older adult minis-

try, and have been actively involved as

helping others to see the potential that

this ever-growing resource presents to

The United Methodist Church. I was

delighted to see last Saturday morning

that choir from the Shepherd of the

Hills United Methodist Church in Sun
City West, AZ, who spoke to us in music,

and I was doubly delighted to find that

the average age was 68 years. I do not

need to spend a lot of time rehearsing

the demographic statistics that have to

do with our graying of our congregations

or the thinning of our hair, as is in my
instance.

Never before in the history of the

world has there been such a

preponderance of older adults. Suffice it

to say, that almost 12% of our U.S.

population is 65 years or older, and when
you turn to The United Methodist

Church, over 2 1% or 2.3 million of our

members fit this category of over 65. By
the year 2000, it is projected that over

50% of our membership will be 60 years

or older. That says in effect, that The
United Methodist Church is growing
older at a faster rate than the U.S.

population. The quest for a more viable

older adult ministry began almost 10

years ago at Yahara in Wisconsin when
a group of 46 older adults were gathered

together for the first national consult-

ation of older adults in the Methodist

church. Some of the participants at that

particular consultation are seated

among you as delegates today. Some of

that group have gone on before us, but

they have left a legacy for you and me
The purpose of the gathering at Yahara
was to exiimine the status of this minis-

try within the Methodist church, and to

have the older adults have an oppor-

tunity to provide some direction to this

particular ministry in the futura During
the consultation, there were several im-

portant concerns that were expressed by
the consultees.

First, older adults have resources and
potential that are being underutilized by

The United Methodist Church;

2, there is a pressing requirement for

greater intergenerational under-

standing of the special needs of this seg-

ment of our congregation.

And 3, there is an ongoing and critical

need for more older adult involvement

in the planning, in the preparation, and

the implementation of our older adult

ministries.

In other words, this ministry must be

by and with as well as for older adults.

To facilitate these objectives, the 1984

General Conference established the

Task Force on Older Adult Ministries to

survey the status of these programs

within The United Methodist Chiu-ch to

determine their strengths and their

shortfalls, and to recommend what ac-

tion might be taken to make this minis-

try more effective. We gathered data

from retirement homes, general church

agencies, racial and ethnic caucuses;

held hearings in each jurisdiction and in

several annual conferences and local

churches. In its report to the 1988

General Conference, the task force reaf-

firmed the principle that an effective

older adult ministry must be by and with

and for its constituents. Further, it

recommended that a need existed to

coordinate more effectively the plan-

ning for older adult ministries among
the various program boards of the

general church, and to provide local
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churches and annual conferences a

single focal point where information on

older adult ministries might be ob-

tained. To accomplish these recommen-

dations, the 1988 General Conference

established the Advisory Coordinating

Committee on Older Adult Ministries

under the administrative responsibility

of the General Council on Ministries.

The report of this committee, as you

have been told, is found on p. 549 of the

Advance DCA.

(Board ofDiscipleship Proposal)

During its temwe this quadrennium,

the committee met periodically with

each of the 4 program boards, each of

which has some significant respon-

sibility for older adult ministries, and

established a network where their

separate program emphases could be

coordinated. The committee also iden-

tified focal points of information where

a local church or annual conference can

obtain information on older adult min-

istry resources. Since the establishment

of this committee, almost all annual

conferences now have older adult coor-

dinators.

In an effort to enhance this ministry,

the committee hosted the 1st national

convocation of older adult coordinators

and ministries in Fort Worth, TX, in

January of 1991. Workshops were

provided for developing Bible programs

for older adults in the local church to

include ethnic congregations, informa-

tion on older women and their special

needs, information on the current inter-

national emphasis on aging, the minis-

try of care-givers and their unique role

in society, the problems of elderly abuse

and other critical concerns. The con-

vocation was very well-received and has

resulted in many closer bonds with local

churches. Our correspondence confirms

that the convocation has encouraged

several local churches to develop in-

novative and exciting older adult ac-

tivities and more opportunities for

service among the older adult congrega-

tions.

In the committee report, we have also

recommended that the administrative

responsibility for coordinating this com-

mittee should now be placed with the

Board of Discipleship as one of their

special age-level emphases. This

proposal has been coordinated with all

4 program boards and has been

reviewed and concurred in by the legis-

lative committee assignment. It has

been my personal privilege to be as-

sociated with this ministry for the last 8

years, 1st as a member of the task force

and currently as the chair of the ad-

visory coordinating committee.

I wish to express my personal ap-

preciation to the General Council on

Ministries for their continuing support

during the past 8 years in shepherding

this progrEun thrust through the past 8

yefirs. The older adult ministry of our

church, the committee, and I personally

have been richly blessed by this support.

In closing, let me affirm once more that

I am proud to be a member of The
United Methodist Church, a church that

recognizes the value and potential of

older adults, a church that continues to

offer us an opportunity to serve the body

of Christ. Thanks be to God.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you, Mr.

Jones. Dr. Kimbrough?

KIMBROUGH: Bishop Craig, the

General Judicial Administration Com-
mittee is happy to report its results.

After considering report no. 12 as found

on p. 549, the vote: 75 concurrence,

nonconcurrence, and 1 person not

voting. There is a budgetary item affixed

to this in the amount of $100,000 for the

quadrennium, and this has been for-

warded to Finance and Administration.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much. We are on Calendar Item 198 on

p. 236. It is before us, understanding

reference automatically to the General

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion. Is there any discussion? You look

ready to vote, and the miracle; oh, ex-

cuse me, I see a card back here near

microphone 12. Come to 7.

THOMAS W. FLINN (Baltimore): I

couldn't let this moment go by without

sharing with you the experience of our

older adult population that from day to

day I am becoming more and more in-

formed about. It seems to me that it is

untold wealth of knowledge and ex-

perience that is passing us by daily. All

of us have the opportunity to call on

these individuals and ask for their help.

The Board of Discipleship in their sur-

vey found out that the older adults were

looking for personal enrichment, fellow-

ship within the church, opportunities

for an on-hand experience, transmis-

sion of our faith and heritage that they

would pass on to other generations. But

I say to you today that there are many
other persons out there that the church

is not meeting their needs. They are in

our homes; they are in our retirement

communities; and I urge each and every

one of us to not only support this with

our vote, but support it with our own
personal experiences when we go back

to our local corrmiimities and we ask our

local church what they can do to not

only minister to these people, but to

receive from them the wealth and the

experience that they can give to us. As a

Methodist doctrine tells us, that Wesley

believed that the living core ofthe Chris-

tian faith was certainly revealed in

Scripture. It was illumined by tradition

and verified in personal experience and

then confirmed by reason. Let us take

that into our minds as we go back to the

local church and let us receive the

wealth of knowledge that these persons

can give us. Thank you very much.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. I take

that {IS a speech for Calendar Item 198,

which is before us. Is there any further

discussion?

Seeing none, you look ready to vote;

and the miracle has occurred again

today, and we're back on the electronic

voting, I'm told. So if you have your

mind ready for Calendar Item 198, will

you please vote when the light appears.

Well, hello? Oh, let's let me keep looking

at you. Ifyou will approve Calendar Item

198, will you lift the hand? Thank you.

Opposed? It is adopted. I'm grateful that

the votes are like this when this is not

working. Do you have anything else

from the General Council, Jean?

DOWELL: General Council is pleased

to have had the opportunity to bringyou

these reports. They reflect the role of

the General Council in coordinating the

work of the general program boards. We
will have reports at a later time.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much. Now this young bishop who is

getting older every day probably is like

many of you and would welcome the

break a little early, and we are ready to

be in recess for . . . excuse me, I see a

card; would you like to come to

microphone 8, just before recess? Let's

hold steady and let this delegate come to

microphone 8. Please be courteous and

give her your attention. Thank you.

PHYLUS P. BUTLER (Baltimore):

On behalf of the Baltimore Conference

delegation, of which Daniel Kenyon,

who spoke earlier, is, to our knowledge,

the first deafvoting delegate from a deaf

congregation-and we do thank the
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General Conference for the provisions

they've made for his full participation in

this body-and at this time we would

move that the address by Holly Elliott be

printed in the DCA. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. It is my
understanding, madame secretary, that

all the proceedings are printed in the

DCA; is that not true? Are these presen-

Utions in the DCAl We'll have to check

that. Let's let the house tell us if they

want it, then. Can we do that? Will you

allow me to learn something back here?

We'll hang on to that. We believe it's

part of the verbatim, but, just in case,

we'll give you a chance to vote on that

with the understanding that if there's a

fmancial implication, it will have to be

referred--if we discover it is not part of

the verbatim. If you would have this

printed were it not ordinarily to be part

of the verbatim, will you raise the hand?

Thank you. Opposed? We will explore

that, and it will be printed one way or

the other. Thank you very much. Now,

we are in recess for 15 minutes, please.

(recess)

BISHOP CRAIG: As we come back

together, let us join in no. 140, hymn no.

140, "Great Is Thy Faithfulness."

(hymn)

BISHOP CRAIG: Indeed so, indeed

so. Let the company be seated, please,

and the house begin to be in order as

quickly as possible. You look just like

Detroit in West Michigan, slow coming

back from breaks. I guess a conference

.

. . oh, I see some of you, exnise me. A
conference is a conference is a con-

ference when it's brejik time, isn't it?

Please let me urge the delegates to has-

ten to your seats. Out of courtesy to

those who have important matters to

bring before us, the chair is hesitant to

begin until you are in place. Let the

delegates come quickly, please, now.

That is to say, you can talk again over

lunch, and it's going to be closer to lunch

than we intended by the time you sit

down if you don't hurry. All right,

friends, the chair would respectfully re-

quest that delegates come to their seats,

and all other persons please cease con-

versing so the delegates may hear, and

we are going to begin. Thank you for

your cooperation and your respect for

those who have matters to bring before

us. Thank you very much.

(Holly Elliot address printed and on

tape)

I do have some good news for you.

First of all, let me tell you that Holly

Elliott's speech will appear in the DCA
as a matter of course, as a part of the

verbatim.

Secondly, a request had been sent to

us, and we have now found the answers.

Someone asked if a video presentation

might be made available. We are told

that Cokesbury will make the Holly El-

liott presentation available upon re-

quest, audio or video. So, if you have

interest in having that, you may go to

Cokesbury. It's wonderful to have these

support systems in the church that help

us carry the memories in more than our

own minds and hearts.

Now the house is still not in order.

There is much speaking around the

edges. May I please request, once more,

that conversations cease or go to the

halls. This house needs to be in order

and about the business of this Gcnerid

Conference. Thank you so much for

helping that happen. I appreciate your

kindness and cooperation. We are ready

to turn to the calendar committee, Char-

les Jordan.

CHARLES W. JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference, again it is time to approve our

Consent Calendar, and I would refer you

to p. 264 in the DCA for Consent Calen-

dar No. 3. And then I would call your

attention as well to p. 335, where you

will see there the removals from that

Consent Calendar. You may notice when

you get to p. 335 and when you look

under the removal paragraph, that it

says, "Consent Calendar No. 4." That is

a typo. These are the items being

removed from Consent Calendar No. 3,

which we are presenting to you this

morning. And I would move the adop-

tion of Consent Calendar No. 3, the cor-

rected Consent Calendar No. 3, as you

have put those 2 items together.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, what we
have before us is Consent Calendar No.

3, found on p. 264 with the corrections

as noted on the page that I've just lost,

Charles. Yes, sir. I see you. Go to

microphone 7, please.

JORDAN: 335. Yes.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you, that's

the item for correction. Yes, microphone

7, please.

RAUL B. ALEGRLV (California-

Nevada): Bishop, would it be in order to

be able to have removed from the Con-

sent Calendar Item No. 451? Is that pos-

sible?

JORDAN: Which is item no. 451?

ALEGRIA: Proportional retirement

payments.

BISHOP CRAIG: It requires your

suspension of the rules in order to do

that at this moment, ifyou wish to make
that motion.

ALEGRIA: I would so move then.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, is there

support? Is there support? I hear it,

thank you. The motion Lb to suspend the

rules for the purposes of receiving a mo-

tion to remove something from the Con-

sent Calendar. When you are ready to

vote, please vote when the light appears.

This is to suspend the rules, requires

2/3. "Yes," 413; "No," 281, that is not a

2/3 vote, the rules are not suspended.

Thank you. We're back on the motion

for the Consent Calendar. Right here.

Microphone 3, please. We're on Consent

Calendar no. 3 on p. 264.

KENNETH H. PLUMMER (Central

Pennsylvania): Calendar item 428,

which is on the Consent Calendar today;

I think there has been a misprint in it

because our committee, the full commit-

tee, voted nonconcurrence, and it's

listed as concurrence. It's Calendar Item

No. 428.

JORDAN: 428?

BISHOP CRAIG: We'U check that.

JORDAN: Then we'll check on that

for you. Thank you, Ken.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right the item is

before us. The Consent Calendar. Any
further questions or discussions? Then

if you will speak your mind on the Con-

sent Calendar, will you vote when the

light appears. Thank you. "Yes," 727;

"No," 31. That calendar is adopted.

JORDAN: Thank you.

The items that will come before you at

the beginning of this time together have

fmancial implications, and since we are

preparing for a budget presentation on

Wednesday morning, it is necessary for

us to get these items in this day. Twick

Morrison of the Global Ministries Legis-

lative Committee will present items, the

m^or item being that one of the Native

American pltm for ministry. After her

items, will be followed by Janice Riggle

Huie with items from the Local Church

Legislative Committee. Our Agenda

Committee, Don Ott, said to you that
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this was Tuesday. And it is Tuesday, and

there is still much, much to be done. But

I would just share with you that your

Calendar Committee has faith in this

deliberating body, and we have faith

that this body of committed Christians

will do that which they need to do. And
we are thanking you in advance for the

work that you will do this week that will

culminate on Friday evening. Thank
you.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

We turn now to Twick Morrison.

(Calendar Item No. 570; Native

American Comprehensive Plan)

TWICK C. MORRISON (Mississippi):

Blue DCA, p. 287, p. 287, item 570. In

the red DCA, p. 729, 729, entitled "Na-

tive American Comprehensive Plan."

Bishop Craig, members of the body, it

was exciting in the Global Ministries

Legislative Committee to experience

both the globality and the diversity of

our great United Methodist Church. It

was an unforgettable experience to see

our sister and brother from Hungary,

our brothers and sisters from Africa,

working on the 2 m^jor studies that

came before our committee. You
adopted 1 of those the other day when
you adopted the Hispanic plan. This

morning we bring to you with great en-

thusiasm the 2nd of the major studies,

the Native American Comprehensive

Plan. By a unanimous vote of concur-

rence, the Global Ministries Legislative

Committee puts before this body the

Native American Comprehensive Plan.

Looking, ifyou will, on p. 287, the 1st

column, you will see the amendments
which the legislative committee brings

to you. The first 3 are made for consis-

tency and clarity in the plan. I call your

attention to the 4th of these, which is at

the bottom of that first column. It deals

with the funding. I will read the para-

graph for you. "It is recommended that

the source of funding be new monies as

determined by the General Council on

Finance Administration." You see the

budget spread before you; the total

would be $1.2 million across the quad-

rennium. Having indicated to you the

vote of the legislative committee as a

unanimous vote, I yield to Dr. Rhymes
Moncure, who was on the task force that

initiated this plan.

RHYMES H. MONCURE (Missouri

East): Bishop Craig, members of the

General Conference, on one occasion.

an individual who was ill was brought to

Jesus. He was brought to him on a pallet

by some friends. Because so many per-

sons had surrounded the home where

Christ was, there was no way the man
could get in dose to Jesus. The man's

friends carried him and his pallet to the

roof of the home. There they began to

remove parts of the covering of the

house, lowering the man down on his

pallet before Christ, where he received

the attention and the help he sought.

Subsequently, he was restored to com-

munity, all because everyone on that day

was willing to try a new thing. The
General Conference in 1988 instructed

the General Board of Global Ministries

to form a task force to be part of and

develop a Native American Comprehen-
sive Plan. That was a new thing. As a

part of that task force, I, along with

other members, learned much in work-

ing toward this end with my Native

American sisters and brothers.

We learned, for instance, that there

are over 500 different tribes, many of

whom speak different languages, com-

ing from different milieus-some rural,

some urban, some from reservations.

We soon discovered that there was going

to be quite a challenge to develop this

comprehensive plan, because we all

were doing a new thing. The task force

worked in a variety of places and loca-

tions, traveling to those places where

there were large Native American

populations, some Methodists, and

some were not. We met with spokesper-

sons and the leadership of several or-

ganizations that represented many. We
were all doing a new thing. We
celebrated the wonderful diversity

among this people of God. Because of

the diversity, I saw early on that there

was going to be no generic comprehen-

sive plan that was going to address all

needs. In other words, no 1 size was

going to fit all. The plan needed

specificity, it needed to be tailored, it

needed to address specific needs. That

plan hM been developed.

The chief goals of those plans are

listed in the places where Twick Mor-

rison has called your attention. I would

like just to lift up those 4 goals.

The 1st is confession, the acknow-

ledgement of past failures. We recog-

nized early on that there were some
things that we had done right and well,

and there were some things in some
places where we had missed the mark.

The 2nd goal of that comprehensive

plan was to develop a partner relation-

ship.

The 3rd component was to develop

ministries of mutual trust and account-

ability.

And the 4th, of course, was a plan of

action to implement the plan in the fu-

ture. The cost of the plan is $ 1.2 million;

amortized out over 4 years. It comes to

approximately $300,000 across the

quadrennium. I would like to urge this

General Conference to accept this Na-

tive American Comprehensive Plan as

we continue to do a new thing. At this

time, I'd like to present Tom Roughface,

who is the conference superintendent of

the Oklahoma Indian Missionary Con-

ference. Tom also worked in the legisla-

tive committee here at this General

Conference that hammered out the

legislation for the comprehensive plan.

So, at this time, Tom Roughface.

THOMAS ROUGHFACE (Oklahoma

Indian Missionary): Thank you. I'm

scared and nervous, but Native

Americans, we're at our best when we're

scared and nervous. Ifyou don't believe

it, listen to our people tell our version of

history. When George Custer ap-

proached the Indians at Little Big Horn,

he said, "They're probably scared and

nervous."

Bishop Craig, I join with our

presenters and the Global Ministries

Legislative Committee and the task

force on a NativeAmerican Comprehen-

sive Plan in bringing to this General

Conference, for the first time, in The
United Methodist Church or former

Methodist Church, a comprehensive

plan. A plan reflecting the minds, the

heart, and the strategies of Native

Americans. This document represents

the opportunity for Native Americans to

put forth their ideas and their plans to

reach our people in ways unprecedented

in our great church. It's a plan by Native

Americans, marshaling Native

Americans in our church to diverse min-

istries to Native Americans, whereby

the objects of mission become people in

mission. There are dollars attached to

this plan, as all good plans usually

presented here do, but our committee

was able to translate these dollars into

lives, translate dollars into people to be

reached.

As a Native American on the Global

Ministries Legislative Committee, I

speak as a Native American. And speak
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of you to bring to remembrance the

times that, as a people, we are forgotten,

and the times that if we are remem-
bered, we're referred to and grouped or

categorized. We hope that as we can

come with this plan, with your endorse-

ment, it will help us to all become
partners together. You with us, us with

you. A chance for the church, our

church, our annual conferences, our

general boards and agencies to know us.

We invite you to a partnership, you and
us becoming we, the people, with every

good reason to be called United

Methodists. I'd like to present to you
now Betty Admussen.

BETTY ADMUSSEN (Missouri

West): Bishop Craig, members and

friends of this General Conference, I

come to you today with my Eastern

Shawnee tribal name of Bea'ta gum se

ga, which means that I come from the

Turtle Clan, and I bring greetings from

my Native American brothers and

sisters. I come to you with a background

rooted in the tradition of my tribe. I

come from a family who struggled for an

education at the encouragement of a

mother who was born in Indian ter-

ritory, and when she was 6 years of age,

there was not a school in Indian ter-

ritory that would accept her. This vras

the year 1889, and my grandparents

wanted their firstborn child to have an

education, so they made arrangements

with the Indian agent who came out and

took my mother at 6 years of age in the

back of a buckboard wagon from Indian

territory to Carlisle, PA, to go to school.

I come from a mother who struggled

for an education, who had a 6th-grade

education, but had a doctorate degree in

life. I come from a tribe rooted in the

tradition of the Methodist church be-

cause a Black man by the name of John
Stewart was given a vision that he was

to take the gospel of Jesus Christ to a

certain group of brown-skinned people,

and he set out to search for those people.

He found the Wyandottes, the

Delawares, and my tribe, the Shawnee. I

come as the great-niece of Charles

Bluejacket Sr., who was one of the 1st

Indian Methodist ministers in the state

of Kansas.

But I come first of all this morning as

a child of God. We Native Americans

come celebrating the African University

and the fact that our global brothers and

sisters will have a chance for education.

We come with joy and happiness for our

Hispanic friends, for the opportunity

that they have to reach out in mission.

We come this day with great excitement

at the idea that for the 1st time in history

of The United Methodist Church, we
have a comprehensive approach to Na-

tive American ministry with the total

Native American communities. The
church needs to learn the history, the

tribal distinctions, the current condi-

tions of Native American people. The
church needs to understand that Native

American spirituality respects the whole

of creation, and that it gives people a

sense ofbelonging to and having respon-

sibility for a created order.

While we Native Americans may have

different languages, customs and tradi-

tions, and religious practices, we share a

sense of tribal pride which is closely

linked to family, land, and spirituality.

Today on the reservations, in the rural

areas, and in the urban centers, Native

Americans contend with massive

problems such as {tlcoholism, suicide,

drug abuse, diabetes, depression, cancer,

heart disease, and the AIDS virus.

Hospitals, clinics, and counseling ser-

vices are often inaccessible, under-

funded, and understaffed. Health

insurance is often not available. Many of

these conditions could be altered by en-

couraging congregations and church

agencies serving Indian populations to

have program or support community in-

itiatives that will make possible the

strengthening of family solidarity,

stewardship of creation, and culturtd

self-esteenL I come to you this day as-

king, "May I continue to join you at the

table? May I continue to bringmy Native

American brothers and sisters to the

table? Or are we to continue to ride in

the back of the buckboard wagon?" It's

my pleasure to introduce to you this

morning Joel Martinez from the Rio

Grande Conference.

JOEL MARTINEZ (Rio Grande):

Thank you, Betty. This comprehensive

plan is about partnership. The Native

American community in our denomina-

tion is inviting tdl of us to join them in

common mission. For too long, others

have planned and proposed and imple-

mented for Native American ministries.

Through this initiative, Native

Americans are leading us into a new day

of collaborative work as full partners in

mission with the native peoples.

A central feature of this plan as you

have read it is to resource annual con-

ferences as they seek to reach out in

ministry to Native American peoples. It

is, therefore, a proposal that annual con-

ference leadership should welcome and
enthusiastically support. Native

Americans are God's gifted, and giving,

and generous people. They are calling on

the church to welcome their gifts as full

partners in the church. This is really a

fu^t step in the long-term, comprehen-

sive, empowering approach to mission

with Native Americans. We dare not

squander this opportunity. The Native

American peoples marched alone

through the trail of tears. They now
invite us all tojoin them in trails of hope.

Let us join up by adopting this plan

unanimously and enthusiastically.

Thank you.

MORRISON: Now that you have

caught the vision and sensed the pos-

sibilities of this program, I would ask

Susan Hassinger, who was the chair of

the subcommittee in the legislative body

that dealt with this, to give a point of

information to the body regarding the

committee's choice of new monies.

(Native American Funding Request)

SUSAN W. HASSINGER (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Thank you, Twick.

When the Native American Comprehen-
sive Plan came before our subcommit-

tee, there was no source of funding listed

in the plan. It was indicated that, accord-

ing to guidelines from GCFA and the

rules of the General Conference, if no

source of funding was designated, fund-

ing would come from the general pro-

gram board which had had the oversight

ofthe task force assigned to it. Our legis-

lative committee felt that the request for

new monies as amended was critical for

the following reasons:

1

)

as you see as you look over the plan,

all the 4 program agencies are involved

in the task force and the plan implemen-

tation;

2) this is a new focus, not an ongoing

program;

3) this is a comprehensive plan that

attempts to assess and deal with the

diverse needs of Native Americans; and

4) not to do this would put pressure on

an already strained budget of an agency.

Thus, after carefully considering the

various possibilities and the various op-

tions for funding, the legislative com-
mittee unanimously concurred on the

recommendation for new monies.
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MORRISON: Bishop, I move adop-

tion of Calendar Item 570, the Native

American Comprehensive Plan.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you, Twick.

Now, let the chair request and ask a

question of the house. We have an

amended item before us on p. 287,

Calendar Item 570. We've been told by

the chair that the first 3 amendments
really are some harmonization amend-

ments. The 4th amendment is of a dif-

ferent order. It would be the chair's

desire to be able to act on the first 3

amendments together, unless 1 of the

first 3 is debatable. I am referring to the

amendments that are in the left-hand

column ofp. 287, Calendar Item 570, the

first 3 amendments. Is there anyone

wishing to debate anything in those 3

amendments? Seeing nothing, I am
going to assume you are ready to vote on

those 3 amendments. Excuse me, were

you still waiting to speak? All right.

Then, if you will draw your conclusion

concerning those 3 amendments. Calen-

dar Item 570, p. 287.

Will you please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 889; "No," 20. Those

amendments are adopted. Now what is

before us is the 4th amendment that

begins with the last 2 words in the left-

hand column and continues into the

center column at the top of p. 287. This

amendment is before us. Is there discus-

sion? Microphone 6, please.

(Native School ofEvangelism)

V. L. DAUGHTERY JR. (South Geor-

gia): I have a question for the committee.

We have a separate petition before us

coming from another legislative com-

mittee concerning a native school of

evangelism. And that, if approved by

this body, will require funding and will

also be a msgor expense item of that

board. Is there any reason why this peti-

tion was not included in this budget, if

that is an important item, or could it be?

BISHOP CRAIG: Can you speak to

that, either of you?

MORRISON: That was not before our

committee and there has been no con-

sultation.

BISHOP CRAIG: Apparently it is in

another Legislative Committee in

Higher Education, and there hits not

been consultation, sir.

DAUGHTERY: I would like to move
an amendment, if it is in order.

BISHOP CRAIG: Let's hear it.

DAUGHTERY: I move that the Na-
tive American Comprehensive Plan in-

clude in its agenda and budget a national
native school of evangelism with spend-

ing provided from the Native American
Comprehensive Plan's budget of $1.2

million. If I get a 2nd, I'll speak to it.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Second.

BISHOP CRAIG: I hear support.

DAUGHTERY: Great. There is a

desire on the part of the International

Caucus from Fayetteville for this school

to be held again. It was held previously.

The cost of the school, when held pre-

viously, was approximately $70,000.

When all the other items are paid in the

Section of Evangelism on the Board of

Discipleship, the programming budget

is approximately $40,000. There is a

desire for that school to be held again,

and if that desire is strong, then I feel it

ought to be in this comprehensive plan.

Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. May the

chair ask ifsomeone from higher educa-

tion-Janet Stephenson is chair of that-

-Janet, are you on the floor? It was in

Discipleship. Excuse me, can someone
from Discipleship bring us any word of

clarity about this? Can you bring it from

Discipleship, sir? I just wanted to check.

Have we got anybody over here?

HASSINGER: Bishop Craig?

BISHOP CRAIG: Are you from the

legislative committee, from the Legisla-

tive Committee on Discipleship?

Microphone 9.

SONG JA PARK (California-Pacific):

I am a member ofthe Discipleship Legis-

lative Committee, and in that commit-

tee we voted with an amendment to pass

that particular petition. The amend-

ment w£is that we will delete the word

"national," so it's not going to be the

national school of evangelism. It will be

part of the board of . . . the General

Board of Discipleship's work.

BISHOP CRAIG: AU right. That's in-

formation that may be helpful as you

debate the amendment. The amend-

ment is before us, and I'm waiting for a

copy of it so that we can read it. Are you

wanting to spettk to the amendment,

ma'am?
HASSINGER: Bishop Craig?

BISHOP CRAIG: Yes.

HASSINGER: May I give some infor-

mation from our legislative committee

because that petition originated with

Global Ministries and then was referred

to Discipleship?

BISHOP CRAIG: Let's hear your in-

formation, Susan.

HASSINGER: OK As I indicated, it

first came to Global Ministries, and
what we heard was that this is an ongo-

ing school of evangelism that has been

held previously, and the Native

American Comprehensive Plan that was

before our section was for new work,

and that was why it was referred.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. That's a

matter of information. Now, are you
speaking to the amendment at

Microphone 4? Excuse me, Microphone

4, tiy again.

SHIRLEYBYERS (Troy): I also wasm
that legislative committee. On page . .

.

BISHOP CRAIG: Which 1, please?

BYERS: On Board of Discipleship. On
p. 347, Calendar Item 879, it is reported

that we voted nonconcurrence with

that, but that it be referred to the Board

of Discipleship, the Evangelism Com-
mittee, for their continuance of the pro-

gram. I would speak for the amendment,

feeling that this gives it the emphasis

that it really needs. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

That's a speech for the amendment.

Back by microphone 12, please.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop Craig, I would speak against this

amendment for several reasons. The
plan itself is a comprehensive plan. The
school of evangelism would be regional,

and it would deal with different sections

of the community and different groups

as well. To try to bunch this together, it

would take away from the effectiveness

of what the plan is calling for, and so I

would urge us not to parcel out what we
are trying to do for the first time in the

history of our church.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, that's a

speech against the amendment. Is there

is a speech for the amendment? Are you

for the amendment? All right, wouldyou

go to microphone 8, please?

JUDY BENSON (Oklahoma): I speak

in favor of the amendment. The school

of evangelism is a national/internation-

al event which draws Native Americans

from all over the United States and na-

tive people from all over the world. I

believe that evangelism is one of the

most important parts of our denomina-

tion. It's essential if we are going to

grow, and I think it is an important part

for our Native American brothers and

sisters. And it certainly should be in-

cluded in this plan for the Native

i

I
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Americans, and so I would vote in sup-

port of that amendment.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thank you.

That's 2 speeches for. We're ready for 1

against. Are you against the amend-
ment? Microphone 3.

C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio):

I would speak against the amendment.
It's been interesting to watch, through

the processes of GCOM, the work of

native persons and others as they have

developed their plan, given their under-

standings of the ministries which need

to apply within the community that they

know best. This is a classic example of

empowerment of indigenous persons,

and I think it behooves us to support

that kind of activity. It was said from the

podium, this is a 1st, and I for one do not,

in any way, want to water down such an

historic 1st.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thank you.

We've had 2 speeches for, 2 against. We
can now have someone speak for the

amendment. For the amendment,

anyone wishing to speak? Does anyone

else wish to speak against the amend-

ment? Are you wishing to speak against

the amendment, sir? You have a ques-

tion, would you go to microphone 12,

behind you?

FLINN: My question is in regard to

this plan. Incidentally, I'm very much in

favor of this. I think it's very well or-

ganized, very much presented. But I also

was on the Board of Discipleship in the

legislative section and heard that report.

The question that I have is, are there

other Native American programs that

are going to be coming in other legisla-

tive sessions, that we could take this as

a whole ball of wax, or do you feel that it

would be too much of a watering-down

process to do this? I'm just trying to get

a handle on what we're trying to do for

our Native Americian brothers and

sisters.

BISHOP CRAIG: The request is for

information, as to whether or not in

addition to the one that was in Dis-

cipleship, there are other Native

American items coming forth. Does

anyone on the platform have that infor-

mation? Can you help us with that,

anyone here? Betty?

ADMUSSEN: I would answer that

there are other programs, but they are

entirely different than this program, en-

tirely dilTerent than this program.

BISHOP CRAIG: There are others

coming, though?

ADMUSSEN: Yes, there are.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thank you.

I am able to receive a speech for the

amendment. Are you for the amend-
ment, dear at the back? Microphone 14.

NANCY D. DUEL (Northern Illinois):

I was also in that Legislative Committee

on Discipleship, and it was my under-

standing that we had moved to refer that

document to the Board of Discipleship.

So I don't think that we should continue

debating this until we know what the

actual action was. Is the secretary or the

chair of the Legislative Committee on

Discipleship have that information, be-

cause we've had about 3 opinions out of

that group?

BISHOP CRAIG: Ann, I see the vice

chair of the committee there. Ifyou'll go

to microphone 4, please, Ann, thank
yoa
ANN B. SHERER (Texas): It was

moved incorrectly, printed in the DCA
incorrectly, we moved referral.

BISHOP CRAIG: You moved referral

to the Board of Discipleship.

SHERER: Yes.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, so that the

item that was before the Legislative

Committee on Discipleship has been

referred to the General Board of Dis-

cipleship. It has not come here for that

to be sustained. But it is currently in that

condition. Now we're on the amend-

ment. Let me read you the amendment
again, so you'll remember where we are.

The amendment is "I move that the

Native American Comprehensive Plan

include in its agenda and budget a na-

tiontd native school of evangelism, with

funding provided from the Native

American Comprehensive Plan's budget

of $1.2 million." We have had 2 speeches

for and 2 against. Does anyone else wish

to speak for this amendment. For the

amendment, sir? Microphone 12.

BILLY L. YORK (North Alabama):

Bishop, I'd like to move ... to call to

question on all that is before us.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, by all that

is before us, you mean this amendment?
And the amendment to the amendment?

YORK: The amendment and the

proposal.

BISHOP CRAIG: Well, all that is

before us right now is the amendment to

item 4, the amendment, and that

amendment itself All right, that's a call

to close debate. Will you spetdt your

mind when the light appears? All right,

you have spoken to close debate at

"Yes," 747; "No," 175. We have a right

of last speech before the vote from the

committee.

MORRISON: Yes. The committee
would oppose the amendment. Not be-

cause the committee would be averse to

the idea of an evangelism program, but

because we think it dilutes the com-
prehensive plan that is before you.

(Native School ofEvanglelism Ap-
proved)

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, now we
are ready to vote on the amendment to

the amendment. Let me remindyou that

we started with an amendment on p.

287. But, we now have before us the

Daughtery amendment, which I just

read toyou a moment ago. Areyou dear?
We're voting on the amendment to the

amendment. When you're ready to

speak your mind, please be ready and

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 232;

"No," 665. The amendment to the

amendment fails. We are now on the

amendment that you find on p. 287, the

top of the center column. Please prepare

yourself to speak your will on this and

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 796;

"No," 107. The amendment is adopted.

Now the entire report is before us on the

Native American Comprehensive Plan.

I see a card; go to microphone 7, please.

The delegate there.

LUCILLE V. VANZANT (Oklahoma):

I rise in support of this plan. Because,

this is the first time the whole world of

United Methodists can embrace a people

with pride rather than hang our heads

and dwell in the past of shame. I thank

God for allowing us this opportunity to

support our brothers and sisters in

Christ. And together, we will walk this

path in only one pair of moccasins, leav-

ing only one set of footprints.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much, that's a speech for. Does someone
wish to speak against the entire report?

I sec a card very far at the back, in the

very back row, in the red dress. Are you

against the proposal? You have a ques-

tion? Please come to microphone 14.

MAXINE ALLEN (Little Rock): And
my question is regarding the wording,

"new monies." I guess I'm just a little

slow. Would you explain to me what that

means? Does that mean that it's going to

be on top of the budget proposal that's

going to be coming before us, or does

that mean that if this is adopted, it's
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going to reduce proportionately aU of

the other items in the budget? I am just

very unclear about this; please explain.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you for your

question. Let me remind you that

regardless of what we do, it's all going

back to GCFA. But let's see what the

committee's intention is. Can you speak

to it?

MORRISON: It was the intention of

the committee in saying "new monies,"

that these funds would not come out of

the already-proposed existing budgets,

but would be on top of those budgets.

That was explained by the chairperson,

Susan Hassinger, that this was an at-

tempt not to further squeeze the budgets

of the boards and agencies.

BISHOP CRAIG: I hope that clarifies

that question. Now, the entire report is

before us. Are there any speeches

against? Are you wishing 'to speak

against the report? A point of informa-

tion, microphone 8, please.

ROGER W. ESCHLIMAN (Nebras-

ka): The task force that's going to be

formed, I'm not sure what the groups,

the Native American International

Caucus and the National United

Methodist Native American Center, I'm

not really sure what those are. But, my
question is, are those groups large

enough to encompass Native Americans

from a wide variety of traditions? For

example, the Navahos at Four Corners,

and others?

MORRISON: I would like to point you

to the amendments on p. 287, which

were an attempt to be very specific as to

the persons who would be on that task

force. And the intent is to have as broad

representation as possible.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Thank
you for your question of clarification.

Anyone wishing to speak against the

entire report? Another question, all

right, over here, microphone 5.

JOE M. WHITTEMORE (North

Georgia): Bishop, I certainly do not want

to speak against the plan. But is this a

time that I could offer an additional

amendment to the plan?

BISHOP CRAIG: Yes, sir, it is.

WHITTEMORE: On p. 729, in the

right-hand column, the 1st full para-

graph, which begins "the development

of." The last sentence of that paragraph

reads, "Any United Methodist com-

prehensive plan . .

."

BISHOP CRAIG: Excuse me, I hear a

point of order. Yes, sir, will you state

your point of order? Excuse us.

Microphone 3.

PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Madam chairmtin, I believe

the floor was gained by raising a calling

question. This is not a question; this is a

move to amend.

BISHOP CRAIG: That's correct. I did

expect you to be asking a question. He
asked me a question whether or not he

could make an amendment. I think the

house can decide whether or not it's

friendly to his amendment or not, and

the chair would prefer to allow the

gentleman to speak.

WHITTEMORE: Thank you, madam
chairman.

BISHOP CRAIG: Continue, please.

(Offer Them Christ)

WHITTEMORE: The last sentence,

which says, "Any United Methodist

comprehensive plan for Native

Americans must begin with a commit-

ment to," insert here, "offer Christ as

Savior to". So, that it would read, "must

begin with a commitment to offer Christ

as Savior, to rehabilitate lives, and to

eradicate the racism that is the root

cause of the isolation." And if there is a

2nd, I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP CRAIG: Is there support?

Here's support.

WHITTEMORE: There are 2 specific

rationales for this amendment, I think.

First, how can any comprehensive plan

for evangelism in mission not contain

some reference to the Great Commis-

sion? One of our episcopal candidates

yesterday morning said, "We just must

name that name." Second, and this

seems very important because many of

us have a Native American heritage, we
are not talking here about outsiders. We
are talking about one of the great

strengths of this plan, and that is Native

Americans offering Christ and mission

to Native Americans. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: We are now on an

amendment by insertion of the words,

"offer Christ as Savior" on p. 729. Does

anyone wish to speak against the

amendment?
MORRISON: We do not speak against

the amendment.

BISHOP CRAIG: It would be hard to

speak against offering Christ, wouldn't

it, Twick?

MORRISON: But I wUl call to the

attention of the body that that element

does appear later in the plan ifyou'll tell

me . . . it's earlier in the plan, but in the

mission statement. At the mission state-

ment it is there, but if the body would

like to put it at this point, there is no

objection, of course, from the commit-

tee.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyoa
We're on the amendment. We can have

a speech against the amendment. What
is your desire, sir? Microphone. You
wish to speak against the amendment.

Would you come to microphone 10?

JAMES LAWSON (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I want to speak against

the amendment for 2 or 3 reasons. In the

1st instance, it's here in the wrongplace.

It does not need to be in this spot. This

is a paragraph, as I understand it, that

analyzes a part of the situation that Na-

tive Americans have faced for 500 years

in this Western Hemisphere and in the

United States. Secondly, it seems to me
by putting it in this spot, it smacks ofthe

old missionary notion where these per-

sons have no spirituality. They are not

creatures of God who already knows the

Great Spirit, but who must 1st of all,

abide by some simple formula before

they are, therefore, acceptable in the

fellowship. And I resent that as a pastor,

and as a Christian. Thirdly, I think that

1 of the great heresies in western Chris-

tianity at this moment is that we've

made Jesus Christ a code word. We've

cut Jesus Christ off from the kingdom

he primarily preached and taught, and

we, therefore, allow people to say Jesus

Christ is Lord without reference to

whether or not Bush is their lord, or the

United Nations is their lord, or someone

else is their lord. And this is a part ofthe

confusion in the church in relationship

to the society and culture in which we
live, and, therefore, I oppose this

amendment at this place in this docu-

ment.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thank you.

We are on the amendment to insert the

words. Is there someone who would

speak for the amendment? Yes, would

you go to microphone 2, please, sir?

RICHARD BURNS (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I simply want to share this

one because when the Spirit begins to

move upon me I must speak. I have all

often wished in scouting that Indian

blood flowed within my veins. I learn the

Indian dances and many of their ways.

Not long ago I was preaching in a

downtown city church in Washington,

D.C., and a Black sister came up after I
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was through preaching and she says, "I

can't believe it, that they've put my
words in a White man's voice." And I'm

simply saying that as we approach this,

we must be very, very careful that we do

not become so distinct in our

nationalities that we forget the

centrality of Jesus Christ. For there is

neither Jew nor Gentile, nor bound nor

free.

I'm simply saying that through the

history often times when we become in-

clusive and move off into our

nationalities or our theological opinions,

we sometimes get our focus off of Jesus

Christ, baptism. Communion, all of

those things, but the centrality is Jesus.

And so it's extremely important. I'm

highly in favor of this program and also

of the amendment because we must,

must in every way, keep Jesus Christ at

the very center, lest we become, again,

turned aside. For many years in our con-

ference we talked about former M's and

former EUB's. It took years for us to

become United Methodists, and even

now some people have never merged. So

I'm simply lifting up this great concern

I have, and maybe it's a concern of

others, that we become so individual

that we forget the centrality we have in

Jesus.

A young Black brother, when we were

in seminary, we took a stand with him

because he was refused service in a

cafeteria in one of the schools. I asked

him, when I had a chance to be with him

by myself, I said, "Do you think that

when liberty comes and idl the freedom

comes, that you may lose something."

And when he thought awhile about it

and began to ask, he said, "Yes we may."

So then I'm simply saying that often

times when we become so individualis-

tic, we may lose what we're really trying

to do, and that is our centrality in Jesus.

I would say that we should support this

and put Jesus Christ wherever we can

find a place for him. Amen?
BISHOP JUDITH CRAIG: Thank

you, sir. All right, we are still on the

amendment to insert words. Is there

anyone who wishes to speak against the

amendment? Clear in the back.

Microphone 11, please.

JAMES KING (Tennessee): Bishop, I

move the question on all that is before

us.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, this is a

question for all that is before us, and all

that is before us is the amendment and

the entire report. Please decide ifyou are

ready to vote, and speak your will on the

call to the question when the light ap-

pears. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 829; "No," 112. You are

ready to vote. Do you have any final

word, Twick, before we move through

these two motions?

MORRISON: I would simply say in

closing that the development of the Na-

tive American Comprehensive Plan is a

task that has been deferred much too

long. The committee urges adoption of

the item before you.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thank you.

Now we have an amendment first, which

is to insert the words on p. 729, "All for

Christ as Savior." We're on that amend-

ment. Will you decide how you wish to

speak on that amendment {md vote

when the light appears? "Yes," 503;

"No," 441. The amendment fails.We are

now on the entire report . . . I'm sorry,

I'm sorry. It prevails, excuse me. We
were having a discussion about what

time it is back here. The amendment has

prevailed, so the entire report is now
before us as amended by the insertion of

those words. Please decide how you wish

to vote on the entire plan, the Native

American Comprehensive Plan, and

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 904;

"No," 45. The plan is adopted.

Thank you very much. All right. Yes,

microphone 8.

DAVID SEVERE (Oklahoma): I move
that all agencies now funding Native

American ministries be encouraged by

this General Conference to continue

present fundings at no less then the 1992

levels throughout the 1993-96 quadren-

nium. If I have a 2nd, I would like to

speak to it.

UNIDENTIFIED: Second.

SEVERE: It is very important now
that we have passed this monumental

and historical and much, much needed

plan that we tttke steps to be sure that

we maintain the levels of funding that

now exist. If ... I know we have voted

for new monies, but ifwe allow our agen-

cies to say, "Oh, well, you have this new
fund," and to take now-existing funds

away from them . . . folks, we are talking

about ministries that are marginal now.

We're talking about ministers and

families that live on bare subsistence.

We must be sure that we do not reduce

that level. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: Excuse me, David,

will you stay at the microphone and read

the motion again? I want to be sure it's

in order.

SEVERE: All right. I move that all

agencies now funding Native American

ministries be encouraged by thia

Generid Conference to continue present

funding at no less then the 1992 levels

throughout the 1993-96 quadrennium;

and I make it that way because I under-

stand that if it were not permissive, it

would be out of order.

BISHOP CRAIG: It is in order. It is a

word of encouragement from this

General Conference to our general agen-

cies. This motion is before you. Is there

any discussion? I see a card at the back.

Yes. Yes, ma'am. No, but near

microphone 12. Yes, ma'am.

JANET STEPHENSON Gowa): I

chair the Board of Higher Education

Division of Higher Education, and I

would point out, reluctantly, that if this

General Conference chooses to cut the

funding for HANA Scholarships, which

are direct grants to Native American

students, it will be very difficult to main-

tain the current level of funding for the

next quadrennium. So if you choose to

pass this motion, which I agree with in

spirit, you must be aware of the fact that

you are also committing yourself to keep

the level of the HANA funding at least

at the level that it is now. Please remem-

ber that you have responsibility to do

that ifyou pass this motion. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG. I call that a speech

against the motion, although I want to

remind you that the motion is advisory

and encouraging only. There is nothing

in the language that commands tmy-

thing sending a signal from this General

Conference. Any other discussion on the

Severe motion? Yes, over here I see a

card; microphone 5.

LARRY BAUMAN (North Georgia):

Bishop, I move the previous question.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. This is a

call to dose debate. But the rules of the

house require that there must be oppor-

tunity for 2 speeches for and against

before I can receive that motion. Are

there any other persons wishing to

speak? Seeing none, I believe the house

is ready to vote. Were you wishing to

speak? All right, microphone 1.

DAVE BRAZELTON (Florida): My
concern is that I hope that all agencies

want to concur with this, but many of

our programs are not necessarily the

same each year. We do a mtgor program

1 year, not the next, and then the 3rd
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year. So I just hope the General Con-

ference would understand that it would

be more in keeping to keep the level at

the entire quadrennial level, rather than

1 year, namely 1992.

BISHOP CRAIG: The chair takes that

as a speech against. That's 2 speeches

against. Is there anyone else wishing to

speak, or are you ready to vote on the

Severe motion? I think you're ready to

vote. Will you please vote when the light

appears?

"Yes," 628; "No," 277. The motion

carries. All right, Twick, we're back to

you.

MORRISON: Bishop, for the record, I

would note that this plan that we just

voted deals with the concerns in Calen-

dar Item 599 and, therefore, that finan-

cial item would no longer be before us.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Thank
you.

(Calendar Item No. 572; Native

American Center Financing)

MORRISON: The next item is blue

DCA, still on p. 287, Calendar Item 572

at the right-hand column, the very bot-

tom. The subject is shared financial sup-

port for the Native American Center, p.

287, Item 572. Should you want to look

at the content, it's p. 1216 in the white

DCA-p. 1216 in the white DCA As the

title indicates, this petition deals with

shared financial support for the Native

American Center. The National United

Methodist Native American Center

that's presently located in Oklahoma
City has functioned as 1 ofthe 4 national

centers focused on ethnic enlistment,

training, and assistance of ordained and

diaconal ministers. Heretofore, this cen-

ter has been funded at the level of

$160,000 per year; you can see that

spread before you in the white DCA It

is related to the Board of Higher Educa-

tion and Ministry and has received its

funds solely from that source. The in-

tent of this petition is to spread that

support across 3 additional program

boards, which you see there before you.

They would be the General Board of

Global Ministries, the General Board of

Discipleship, and the General Board of

Church and Society. This would in-

crease the funding to $200,000 per year.

The proposal states that GCFA will ap-

propriate money for this purpose. That
would be sharing between 4 boards in-

stead of 1 board for the support of this

national center.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Have you

put it before . .

.

MORRISON: I move that we adopt

this item. You will see that the vote of

the committee was 99 for, 1 against.

BISHOP CRAIG: And I see that on

the top of p. 288 there are some editorial

corrections. Those amendments arejust

minor editorial amendments. Is that

true?

MORRISON: They are editorial.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Then it's

the judgment of the chair that we can

put the matter before us without having

to act on the amendments separately.

This matter is before us. Yes,

microphone 12, please.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop Craig, I would like to speak in

favor of this motion, for in 1980 the

Board ofHigher Education and Ministry

met with a group of Native American

people from across this nation; and we
deliberated, we struggled, to come to

some consensus about what is needed to

enable the recruitment, deployment,

and the training of Native American

pastors across this nation. And for the

last almost 12 years we have been trying

to put into place a program that would

begin to address the needs of our com-

munity. And, once again, it seems its if

each Generjd Conference were making

history because we're moving. People

are beginning to become aware of who
we are. There are training programs

that have been put into place, as well as

other activities and events that have

taken place that are enhancing our com-

munity. And I would urge our General

Conference to share the support of this

center and its objectives so that we can

continue to recruit persons for ordained

ministry. We need pastors. There are

communities across this country that

have never had a Native American ptis-

tor, and this is one means by which this

can take place. And we also have pastors

that are retiring, and we don't have

those pastors in seminary. Today we
only have 5 Native American persons in

all of our schools of theology. And we
need this so that we can have a future

for our people.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

Calendar Item 572 on p. 287 is before us.

Are you ready to vote? I see a card over

here; microphone 5.

BISHOP CRAIG: Are you for or

against, sir?

STEVEN MOTT (Southern New
England): A question . .

.

BISHOP CRAIG: A question.

MOTT: Could you explain to me what
this specifically has to do with the

specific goals of the Board of Church

and Society, and also what is the opinion

of the General Conference Council on

Ministries on this allocation of funds?

BISHOP CRAIG: Who can respond to

that question, please? Is that anything

you have information on, Twick?

TWICKMORRISON: No, it's not. But

I would call the body's attention to p.

1217, the 3rd par. down. The intent

through . . . the 3rd line, "through a

shared focus among these 4 boards,"

and my assumption is it would be then

broader than simply recruitment for or-

dained and diaconal ministers.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. I saw a

card over here. Microphone 2, please.

I'm sorry, I called on the man in the

yellow tie. That's you.

JAMES HARNISH (Florida): I would

move that we postpone financial con-

siderations on this very important item

until we receive the report from GCFA
and the Financial Administration Com-
mittee. If there's a 2nd I'll speak to it.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Second.

BISHOP CRAIG: I hear support.

HARNISH: This is another of these

exciting programs. This is no reflection

on the content of the program, but a

reflection on the process, that we are

binding to some extent the hands of

GCFA as they look at the overall budget.

In the local church there are a multitude

of things that I would love to be able to

do, but I have to sit down and look at the

whole budget and see what I can work

in and what we can't work in. And I'm

just concerned that here in Louisville it's

easy to believe that there's an unending

supply of money somewhere in the

world. But, most of us have to go back

and face other realities, and I'm con-

cerned about our process and would

recommend that we postpone this until

the GCFA report comes in. Hopefully,

they'll be able to include aU these figures

in there, but I simply think we're bind-

ing the GCFA and the Financial Ad-

ministration Legislative Committees.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

Let me ask the calendar chair. Do you

have any word concerning GCFA's

desire for us this morning? What is you

point of order, sir? Microphone 4.

i

I
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RICHARD S. PARKER (New York):

Bishop, it's my opinion that a motion to

postpone acting on fmancial matters

until after GCFA reports to us is out of

order because the reason for acting on
flnancial matters now is precisely to

refer them to GCFA so that it comes
back to us with their report. And I don't

think we could wait until after they've

reported to us then to take up a Tmancial

matter to discuss.

BISHOP CRAIG: I think your point is

weU taken. Thank you veiy much, and
the chair rules it so. All right, we're back

on item 572. We've had a speech for.

Does someone wish to speak against

item 572? A question? Microphone 2.

DEBORAH L. PRTITS (North

Central New York): A question. I

remember reading or hearing that there

had been discussion about moving the

Native American Center from its cur-

rent location to the location of the

School of Theology at Claremont. And,

if that is so, I wonder if someone could

give us information about those negotia-

tions and how the School of Theology at

Claremont might be in support of the

center in terms of fmancial considera-

tions.

BISHOP CRAIG: Can you speak to

that, Susan?

SUSAN MONCURE: That subject did

come up in our legislative subcommittee.

We've indicated that those negotiations

have been completed. I believe the move
would occur in August. Is somebody

from the subcommittee recalling that?

And that this would be in support of that

move ofthe arrangements that are being

made.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Now, I see

a card, in the purple dress, right over

here. Can you come to microphone 9?

We are on Calendar Item 572. We've had

a speech for. Are you against?

Microphone 9.

MARY ELIZABETH MOORE
(California Pacific): The negotiations

are completed. The center is welcomed

at the School of Theology at Claremont

with enormous enthusiasm from our

faculty, students, and Board ofTrustees,

and the financial contribution of the

School of Theology at Claremont-ex-

cuse me-will be free housing and

secretarial administrative support, and

we have already voted the director of the

center to be an adjunct member of our

faculty.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much for that information. Now, is the

house ready to vote on Calendar Item

572? I think the house is ready to vote,

and I'm going to ask you to please settle

your mind on item 572 and vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 786; "No," 138.

The item is adopted. Twick, you have 2

or 3 more, don't you?

MORRISON: We have 3 more items

that have financial implication.

BISHOP CRAIG: Let's continue

(Calendar Item No. 576; Rural Com-
munity)

MORRISON: Next page, in your blue

DCA, p. 288. It's entitled "Study ofRural

Community." In your red book; if you
want to see the original petition, it's p.

737. This petition asks for a study on the

building ofcommunity in rural America.

The deep concern is expressed for the

devastation brought about by rapid so-

cial change and economic forces beyond

the control of persons living in rural

areas. The petition asks for a suggested

$100,000 per year. The rural community

study task force would be related to the

Office of Town and Country Ministries

of the General Board of Global Mini-

stries. The committee, the legislative

committee, voted nonconcurrence. The
vote was 98 for concurrence, and 7 did

not support the committee. With deep

sensitivity to the needs lifled up in the

petition, but at the same time with the

concern for monetary demands being

placed on the budgets of boards and

agencies, the committee voted noncon-

currence.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, now. Let

me remind you of the position this puts

us in. What is before us is the motion of

nonconcurrence. It's one of those mo-

ments when in order to sustain noncon-

currence, you vote "yes". If you want to

overturn nonconcurrence, you vote

"no". A "yes" vote sustains the recom-

mendation of the legislative committee.

Having said that, let's turn to discussion.

I see you, sir, in the middle. Microphone
3. All right.

DALE FOOSHEE (Kansas East): I

first would like to speak to the fact that

this particular study is very, very impor-

tant. As a person who has worked in this

area for some 5 or 6 years, besides being

a farmer, I want to speak for the fact that

this docs need to happen. Then I want

to make an amendment to strike out the

funding part and refer this to Board of

Global Ministries for follow through.

BISHOP CRAIG: Sir, strictly speak-

ing, I cannot receive your amendment.
You made a speech Ist I'm going to be

generous and . . . I'm getting encouraged

behind me: "Be generous." It's nice to

have generous friends, isn't it? Now,
your motion again, please.

FOOSHEE: I move to delete the fund-

ing and refer this to Board of Global

Ministries.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right The
proposal is for reference of the tesolu-

tion study of rural community to the

Board of Global Ministries with no f\md-

ing. All right, that motion is before us. Is

there support? All right. We now have

before us a motion of referral. Is there

discussion on the motion of referral?

Yes, clear back in the back. Microphone

11.

MARION MUTfflAH (North

Dakota): Another of the reasons why we
voted nonconcurrence on this is because

there is another petition which says

practic£dly the same thing without the

monetary component with which we did

concur, and that one you will see on p.

738 of your DCA . . . excuse me, p. 1220

of your DCA, if you would like to com-

pare that.

BISHOP CRAIG: Are you speaking

for or against referrjd?

MUTHIAH: I'm speaking against

referral because the content is included

in a petition which we did concur with,

which is found on p. 1220, the "Affirma-

tion of Basic Rural Worth."

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much. That's a speech against referral.

Does someone wish to speak for refer-

ral?

BISHOP JUDITH CRAIG: Here in

the middle. Microphone 3.

FRANK DORSEY (Kansas East): I

contend there is a difference in the peti-

tions-that it should be referred because

it has to do with study, and the reason

for the study is a strategic 1. It is the way

in which we build community in the

rural sector of our country, which is

literally devastated by the crisis we're

undergoing.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Thank
you. We're on the motion to refer. Any
further discussion?

MORRISON: I would remind the

body, when you make the reference, that

board still has to fund the study.
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BISHOP CRAIG: All right. The mo-

tion beforeyou is a motion to refer to the

Board of Global Ministries with no fund-

ing attached. Please prepsire yourself to

vote, and vote when the light appears--

on the motion to refer. "Yes," 445;

"No," 478. It is not referred. We are back

on item 576. We are discussing whether

or not to sustain the recommendation

for nonconcurrence. Is there any further

discussion? You look ready to vote.

Remember: to sustain the committee's

nonconcurrence you vote "yes"; to dis-

agree with the committee's recommen-

dation of nonconcurrence, you vote

"no". Please prepare and vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 690; "No," 237.

The nonconcurrence is sustained. What
else do you have Twick?

(Calendar Item No. 583; Rural Crisis)

MORRISON: Page 289 of the blue

DCA, item 583, dealing with a similar

subject. If you want to see the original

petition, it's white DCA, p. 1221. White

DCA, p. 1121. It is a petition that calls

for a special program entitled "Rural

Crisis." This proposal addresses the

same critical needs expressed in the

preceding petition. It calls for the

General Conference to designate the

continuing rural crisis as a special pro-

gram~the amount at $100,000 per year;

a total of $400,000 for the quadrennium.

Following the same rationale of the pre-

vious petition, the committee voted non-

concurrence. There were 8 persons who
did not vote with the committee.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

We're in Calendar Item 583. We're in

the same position we were just in. The
recommendation is for nonconcurrence.

Is there a discussion? I see a card far to

the back, microphone 13.

ED KAIL (Iowa): Bishop Craig, mem-
bers of the General Conference, I'm

serving in the chair oftown and country

ministries at St. Paul School of Theol-

ogy. I am privileged in that position to

work with United Methodists and

others throughout the heartland region

in considering the concerns of town and

rural people. It's hard for us to talk

about a crisis anymore because this on-

going change in rural communities has

been going on for so many years now.

It's difficult to sit and listen to us glibly

talk about critical issues and critical

needs and then be in the danger of not

doing anything about them as a General

Conference. Rural communities and

rural people have, indeed, been devas-

tated, and one of the symbols and signs

of that devastation is what's gone on in

Los Angeles.

Have you ever wondered where aU

those folks came from? And what

wounds and pain and frustration they

have carried with them from the

countryside over the last 50 years, en-

ding up in the urban centers of our

country? They came from the

countryside, leaving behind even worse

conditions. It is time for our church to

take fresh looks at the situation and

speak to those underlying causes-an

ethos that says that technology is always

to be favored over people and the wel-

fare of community, that the profit and

welfare of the few is to be valued over

the welfare of whole commimities of

people who are forgotten. It is past time

for us to address rural crises because

rural crises that are not addressed turn

into urban crises that then erupt in

violence and looting and death. I would

ask for your nonconcurrence with the

committee. Time for us now to stand

with rural sisters and brothers who
remain, before they, too, become more
dispossessed, urban refugees. Please,

nonconcur with the committee.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. We take

that as a speech against nonconcur-

rence. Is there anyone who wishes to

speak for nonconcurrence? Yes,

microphone 1.

ARVIN LUCHS (Oregon-Idaho):

Bishop, Arvin Luchs, Oregon-Idaho

Conference. I have an amendment to

propose.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right.

LUCHS: If the body would look at p.

1221 ofthe white edition oftheAduance

DCA. My amendment is this: that the

1st sentence read, "Therefore, be it

resolved that the General Conference

designate the 'continuing rural crisis' as

a special concern of The United

Methodist Church for the quadrennium
1993-96." The remainder of that para-

graph to be deleted. If I have a 2nd, I'll

speak to that.

BISHOP CRAIG: I hear support.

LUCHS: Bishop, and members of this

conference, I join many of you in con-

cern over the budget of this General

Conference and the apportionments

that will result from that. But I think

that we would be vastly neglecting a

large segment of this country and the

world if we were not to express our con-

cern and say in loud and bold terms that

a crisis stiU exists. The effect of my mo-
tion would be to make this a resolution

of this General Conference. It has no
funding, but it says loudly and dearly a

crisis still exists and United Methodists

are united in concern. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou
veiy much. Now we're on this amend-
ment; let's be sure you understand

where it is: at the top of p. 1221, replac-

ing "special program" with "crisis," and

putting a period after 1996. All right,

how about down in the front right here?

Microphone 3. Stay in your seat; stay in

your seat. I'U come back there.

BEN EDWARDS (West Ohio): I feel

like I'd be betrajring many persons I feel

I'm supporting if I didn't speak to try to

see that this continues as a program. I

need to remind the conference that 2/3

of our churches are imder 200, and at

least 1/3 of the money we are trying to

shepherd comes from these people. And
my experience with rural people is they

often pay their apportionments with

much more enthusiasm and faithfulness

than the larger church. I'm concerned

about what's happening to the rural

church. I'm concerned that increasingly

they cannot afford full-time ministry,

which makes me think we'd better take

the local pastor proposal seriously. But

let's not turn our backs upon a faithful

people who are going to go on the best

way they can. And in many rural areas,

the only sense of community people are

going to find is in the rural church. So

let's get behind this measure and defeat

the nonconcurrence. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: Well now, sir, we
are on the eunendment. I take that as a

speech against the amendment-to

make it a concern and not a special

program. Is that correct? All right. It's a

speech against the amendment. We are

on the amendment. Yes, back by

microphone 10. We are on the amend-

ment.

BECKY HAASE (California-Pacific):

We have a point of order, bishop. The
motion before us is nonconcurrence,

and the amendment, therefore, would

amend nonconcurrence-which it seems

to me ifwe amend it and then vote it, we
would be voting down an amended docu-

ment. And I think the intent is really a

substitute motion, making that change,

and I would like the chair to rule on that

BISHOP CRAIG: Let the chair turn

around a minute.
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Thankyou for allowing me to turn my
back on you for a moment. The chair is

going to rule that it is an appropriate

amendment. We can decide later

whether we are concurring or noncon-

curring. We are perfecting the document

that is before us. The document is before

us; the recommendation of the commit-

tee is that when we finally decide on it,

we nonconcur with the document. But

we have the opportunity to perfect that

which is before us before we decide

whether or not to sustain the commit-

tee. Therefore, the amendment is in

order. All right. We've had a speech

against the amendment. Does anyone

wish to speak for the amendment? Yes,

sir, microphone 3, please.

FRANK L. DORSEY (Kansas East): I

want to support the amendment because

I do not believe that the Generjil Con-

ference would support the funding, but

I do believe that it must continue to be

before us~the concern for rural United

States concerns which is in a mjyor

crisis. In the '80s, we lost 600,000 farm

families, 2.4 million people. We have

over 92,000 jobs lost. If you take the

multiplier effect, we have lost 120,000

businesses; we have dislocated

thousands upon thousands of people

that are moving. Many of them are

literally persons who are invisible, but

they are moving into our cities. They are

people that are unrooted by this crisis,

and I believe the amendment would

preserve the importance of keeping this

before the church. In Kansas in 1988,

the suicide rate in rural communities

was 4 times that of the urban com-

munities. In 1989 it was 3 times. In Ok-

lahoma, it was 3 times. There is such

devastation of rural community that this

church must continue, must continue, to

keep this before its agenda.

BISHOP CRAIG: I thank you. That's

a speech for. Now, are you ready to vote

on this amendment? I think you're ready

to vote on the amendment, are you not?

All right. The amendment is on the top

of p. 1221; would change "special

program" to "concern" and put a period

after "1996." Please determine your

position and vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 619; "No," 309; the amend-

ment is sustained, and now we have a

perfected document before us, as

amended with a recommendation still

for nonconcurrence. We are back on

debating nonconcurrence. I see a card

near microphone 12.

DONALD L. CARVER (Iowa): Bishop,

are we ready for a speech against concur-

rence?

BISHOP CRAIG: Actually, I'm ready

for a speech for nonconcurrence. So

anyone wishing to speak now in support

of the recommendation for nonconcur-

rence on the now-amended document.

Areyou wishing to speaking for noncon-

cvirrence? Please come to microphone

13.

KHIN KHIN JENSEN (Minnesota): I

chaired this particular subcommittee.

We agonized over this, and as the chair

of our legislative committee indicated

that we affirmed the crisis, and we really

feel that the budget item was what really

persuaded us to vote nonconcurrence. I

know the issue is now before us, and I

hope the body will vote nonconcurrence

with our legislative committee.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Let the

chair remind you that what is before us

is now an amended document. There is

no funding in it. It ends after the " 1996"

designation, and "special program" is

now "concern." Now, you are wishing to

speak against nonconcurrence. You may
come to microphone 12.

(Active Rural Congregations)

CARVER: I want to speak against

nonconcurrence because I want us to be

very tdive to the rural crisis. A lot has

been said about how bad it is, and it is

bad. I am a superintendent of a rural

district in Iowa, and I deal with it every

day. But I want you to know that things

are happening there. I don't want you to

think that it's dead. Yes, there are losses

of population, and there's a crisis in

finances, but we have exciting things

happening in our rural churches that I

think are happening all over, and we
need to know about that.

We need to know about parish nurses

who are volunteering their time to get

out and help people. We need to know
about the children's programs that are

going on as the churches are reaching

out to non church members. We need to

know about the kind of evangelism that

is alive and awakening. I have a group of

lay people excited in our district, and

we're reaching out to small villages who
have no United Methodist churches in

them. And we have lay people who are

going out there, or beginning to go out

there (we'rejust starting this thing), and

are going to reach these small com-

munities to minister. One of the things

we're aware of in our area, and I have a

suspicion it's a reality in other parts of

the country, and that is that over 50% of

our population are people xmder the age

of 45. There are young people, there are

children, there are young families that

are in the rural area; and I simply want
us to know that things are happening

out there. It is a crisis. We are going to

deal with it. We need the church's strong

support. I'm sorry we do not have the

investment of money; we do need that.

But certainly let us nonconcur with this

action and give serious attention to the

rural crisis. Thank you very much.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right now,

friends. Are we coming dose to a time to

be ready to vote? I think we really are.

Microphone 14; I'm going to call on you
and see what your issue is.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I move
all that is before us.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. All that is

before us is now the amended item. Let's

be in order. This is a motion that's in

order, and what is before us is Calendar

Item 583. If you will . . . I'm sorry. Will

you . . ..

MORRISON: The chair would like a

last word.

BISHOP CRAIG: We need to see if

they want to vote yet, Twick. All right?

MORRISON: All right. Excuse me.

BISHOP CRAIG: We are voting on

whether or not you want to vote. Please

vote when the light appears.

BISHOP CRAIG: "Yes," 872; "No,"

64. You're ready to vote. Now would you

like to say 1 last word on the amended
resolution?

MORRISON:We are at a strange place

parliamentarily.

BISHOP CRAIG: Yes.

MORRISON: I would speak for the

intent of the legislative committee. Now
that the monetary concerns have been

removed from this petition, the commit-

tee would concur with it, so that the

committee would not be offended at the

response of the body to turn to a dif-

ferent conclusion on this item.

BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Thank
you. Now, the vote is still on nonconcur-

rence. Let me remind you that if you

wish to sustain nonconcurrence, you

vote "yes." If you wish not to sustain

nonconcurrence you vote "no." We are

on the amended item. Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 123; "No," 824.

The item is adopted as amended. Any-

thing else, Twick?
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MORRISON: One more . .

.

BISHOP CRAIG: Let me tell the

house where we are. Friends, we are at

12:05. We have approximately 15-20

minutes of legislative time left before

lunch. We had hoped to bring you all of

the items with financial implications.

There is another committee patiently

waiting on the stage that has 12-14 such

items. We have a report of a ballot. We
have some kindnesses we must care for.

I just want you to know where we are.

What is your point of order? Please rise.

Coming to microphone 14.

MILES: Bishop, does not the body

have the right and the authority to cut

off debate at any time, even before 2:00?

BISHOP CRAIG: No, sir, not by our

rules, not without suspending the rules.

The rules require that the opportunity

will have been given for 2 speeches for

and against.

MILES: Would you give us the length

of time that we're now doing those

speeches?

BISHOP CRAIG: Three minutes. I

thank you. One more, Twick.

(Calendar Item No. 573, Asian-

American Language)

MORRISON: Blue DCA p. 288, Item

573. Page 288, Item 573, entitled "Study

Committee For Asian American Lan-

guage Ministries". In the white DCA p.

1227 . . . white DCA 1227. This petition

addresses the unique missional oppor-

tunity that The United Methodist

Church has to reach out to Asian

Americans who have brought with them

distinctive and rich cultural heritages

and languages. It asks the General Con-

ference to mandate the General Board

of Global Ministries, National Program

Division, to create a national study com-

mittee. The legislative committee voted

as amended a concurrence, 94 for, 5

against, and 6 were not voting. The
amendments are before you. On p. 288

in the 1st column, rather than for action

coming back to the 1996 General Con-

ference, they asked for immediate ac-

tion. It is printed incorrectly there. You
should strike the bold print that says

"appropriate action to the 1966 General

Conference."

BISHOP CRAIG: Read it for us the

way it should read, Twick. Starting with

"Problems and challenges."

MORRISON: All right. "Problems

and challenges and formulating recom-

mendations for immediate action."

BISHOP CRAIG: All right, thankyou.

MORRISON: And be it further

resolved in the 2nd paragraph that there

be 1/2 representatives who are Asian

American rather than 2/3. Those are

the amendments. It is moved by the

legislative committee, you adopt item

573.

BISHOP CRAIG: AU right. The chair

is going to put this before you as

amended, unless someone wishes to do

something different than that.

MORRISON: There's someone.

BISHOP CRAIG: Yes, microphone 8,

I think.

PETER Y. K. SUN: Bishop, is it in

order to make a motion for this par-

ticular subject?

BISHOP CRAIG: What is the motion

you wish to make?

SUN: I would like to move that we
refer this petition to the General Board

of Global Ministries. If I have a 2nd, I

would like to spestk.

BISHOP CRAIG: Is there support?AU
right, it's in order. You may speak.

SUN: Asian-American communities

are immigrant communities with dif-

ferent languages and cultures. They are

a growing language of churches with

many problems as well as challenges.

What the study committee will do is to

recommend missional policies for these

growing immigrant churches. The com-

mittee need not be a large 1. General

Board ofGlobal Ministries will decide on

the size of the committee and how often

it can meet. The problem is money.

We are . . . the American mind-set is

that we can't do anything without

money. For we of Asian-American

mind-set, it's a little bit different. Yes,

we can do, with or without money, if

work must be done. What would happen

if Jesus Christ didn't go to Jerusalem

because nobody was funding his trip?

This is the basis on which we Asian

Americans are doing the ministries of

Jesus Christ.

What will happen when this petition

wUl report to the Board of Global Mini-

stries? Simple. We will sit down with

Board of Global Ministries staff persons

for guidance and wisdom, and we will

find the ways and means of doing the

ministry ofJesus Christ, with or without

money. We Asian Americans are very

good at it. The only reason we brought

this petition to the General Conference

is that we are part of The United

Methodist Church. We Asian Americans

also need affirmation of love, concerns, A

,

and blessings of General Conference. ^
Please support this motion. Thank you.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much. This a motion to refer to the

Board of Global Ministries. Is there any

need to discuss? I see cards back there,

in the yellow, microphone 13.

JENSEN: Bishop, is it in order for me
to move the substitute amendment to

this? And I'll give you the reason, if I

have a 2nd.

BISHOP CRAIG: It's a substitute for

a referral, or an amendment to referral?

JENSEN: An amendment to referral.

BISHOP CRAIG: An amendment to

the motion to the referral. It's in order.

Let's hear it.

JENSEN: OK I have conferred with

staff of the National Division of the

General Board of Global Ministries be-

cause we realized that when this came to

us, as much as we are in sympathy with

it, and I being of Asian background was

very sympathetic, but there was no

budget item.

BISHOP CRAIG: Let's hear your

amendment, please.

JENSEN: The amendment would be

to add the figure of $25,000 which, ac-

cording to the staff, would cover the

national study plan.

BISHOP CRAIG: AU right, is there

support to the amendment?

JENSEN: There is a 2nd here.

BISHOP CRAIG: Yes, I see a hand.

Thank you. AU right, now you may
speak to it. Thank you.

JENSEN:Thankyou. By the very fact

that this came to the study committee

on Asian American, on the study com-

mittee on rural churches in crisis, meant

that General Conference really doesn't

know where to put us Asian Americans.

And I would like to speak to the fact that

there is a study needed. We need to be

clear who the different Asian groups are.

We are in mission with aU of them, and

I think that this amendment would

strengthen the feasibUity of having this

study ministries on Asian-American

language groups. Thank yoa
BISHOP CRAIG: All right. Thank

you very much. Now let's be clear about

where we are. We have a motion before

us to amend a motion to refer. We have ^
a motion to refer to the Board of Global ^
Ministries. Now we have a motion to

amend it by sending with it a request for

$25,000 budget. Are we dear with where

we are, on the motion to amend the
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motion to refer? I see a card back here.

Microphone 6, please.

I do want to tell you I was in error

awhile ago. We have 1 more item of a

financial implication that we need to

bring this morning, but there are several

other matters. Microphone 6.

CAROLYN JOHNSON (North In-

diana): Just a parliamentary inquiry.

BISHOP CRAIG: Your name, please?

JOHNSON: Are we not at a 3rd level,

if indeed the motion was amended, and
wouldn't referral be a 2nd level and an

amendment to refer taking us beyond

where we should be?

BISHOP CRAIG: Carolyn, I put the

matter before us m amended. We are not

voting on the amendments that are on

p. 288. 1 put it before us as amended.

JOHNSON: OK.
BISHOP CRAIG: So. I think we're

only at the 2nd order. Thank you for

counting for me, though.

JOHNSON: All right.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much. All right. We're on the amend-

ment to the amendment to refer, which

would add $25,000 to the referral. Are

you ready to vote? Please vote when the

light appears. Twick, are you wanting to

speak? Twick, do you want speak to this

at all? "Yes," 384; "No," 528. The
amendment to the referral motion is

defeated. Now we are on the motion to

refer to the Board of Global Ministries.

Are you ready to vote? Any word from
you, Twick? All right. Please determine

your decision and vote when the light

appears. Did I hear a point oforder? No?
OK. Excuse me. "Yes," 701; "No," 165.

The item is referred to the Board of

Global Ministries.

MORRISON: That completes the

fmancial implication petitions coming

from Global Ministries.

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you very

much, Twick. Now I'm told .. . thank you

... I am told that the items that you had,

Janice, have no fmancial implications,

but that there is 1 from the Central

Conferences Commission that does have

fmancial implications. We'll call on

Bishop Nacpil to come at this point. May
we hear Bishop Nacpil before we come
to you, sir? Just come ahead, please. May
we receive this one more report before

we have anything else from the floor,

please? Thank you.

(Calendar Item No. 101, Northern
Europe Bishops)

BISHOP EMERTTO P. NACPIL: May
I call the attention of the conference to

p. 227 of the DCAl Calendar Item 101.

This petition seeks to increase the num-
ber of bishops in Northern Europe
Central Conference from 1 to 2. The
petition, printed on p. 127 of the DCA,
originally comes as a joint action of the

bishops of the Central Conferences in

Europe, the Board of Global Ministries,

and the Council of Bishops. The Com-
mission on Central Conference Affairs

has voted unanimously for concurrence,

and we urge the General Conference to

do the same. With the end of the cold

war, the recovery ofthe independence of

Eastern European countries, and the

rise of the Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States, a whole new horizon for

mission has opened up. We have been

given the opportunity to express more
directly our solidarity with God's people

who are already in these countries. We
have been challenged to expand our

work in countries like Poland, Estonia,

Yugoslavia, and others. In one case, as in

Germany, we have been given the oppor-

tunity to integrate our work. Through
the marvelous facility of the Consent

Calendar, you took the action of unify-

ing 2 Centra] Conferences in Germany
into 1 Central Conference to be called

Germany Central Conference, and thus

to reduce the number of bishops from 2

to 1. I think it might be good for us to

recognize the delegates coming from

Germany. They originally came as

delegates from 2 Central Conferences,

but by this action they will come sub-

sequently to us as delegates from 1 Ger-

many Central Conference. Would they

please stand and be acknowledged?

BISHOP CRAIG: Where are they?

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you. But

above all, new mission work has been

started in some countries in the Com-
monwealth of Independent States,

notably Russia. The word is being

preached. People are responding in faith

and repentance, and they are being or-

ganized into local churches and incor-

porated in the body of Jesus Christ, by

the people called Methodists. Respond-

ing to this new kairos for mission, the

Council of Bishops assigned one of its

members in Europe, in the person of

Bishop Rucdiger R Minor, to provide

episcopal oversight over this

Macedonian, or for mission. And for

more reports. Bishop Minor has done

marvelously well. Further considera-

tions among parties concerned, includ-

ing fellow Christian leaders in Eastern

Europe. The Board of Global Ministries,

United Methodist Bishops in Europe,

and the Council of Bishops confu-m the

wisdom of providing episcopal oversight

over this new mission. To continue this

episcopal supervision, we come to you
with this petition of increasing the num-
ber of bishops in the Northern Europe

Central Conference from 1 to 2, and so

make this possible. With the permission

of the conference and the chair, I would

like to call on Bishop Minor, as vice chair

of the General Commission on Central

Conference Affairs, to give you a few

highlights of this new mission work that

is now going on in Eastern Europe and

in the Commonwealth of Independent

States.

BISHOP CRAIG: I think the house

would like to hear from Bishop Minor.

Any objection? Come ahead, Bishop

Minor.

(Current Condition ofFormer Soviet

States)

BISHOP RUEDIGER R. MINOR:
Thank you. Friends, "change" is too

weak a word to describe the situations of

the former Soviet Union. The whole

political and social structure is crum-

bling. The former grim order has been

replaced by a laissez faire freedom that

is almost anarchy. I quote, "The new

democratic government is only fighting

for political posts, but it is not able to

keep the city clean," a Moscow
businessman complained in a conversa-

tion a few days ago. The situation is full

of contradictions.

In some places, the old economic

structures are still working. But

everybody is calling for a market

economy. There is no market. Stores are

empty. But outside people are in large

crowds, for something between a black

market or a flea market. Prices are ar-

bitrary, but too high for everybody who
earns his or her living in an honest way.

Stories usually tell the worst~for ex-

ample, that 4 pounds of bananas on the

"free" market are a doctor's monthly

salary-but it's true. What is true for

prices pertains also to other values in-

cluding political, human, psychological,

and spiritual values.

There are still people who cling to the

Communist ideology, as the demonstra-

tions on Red Square show. But the

majority sees only ruins of its former
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value system and longs for new values.

Religion and church are looked upon as

possible sources of that. In several

places I had discussions with students

from high schools and colleges that are

among my most treasured memories

from Russia. These young kids were dis-

cussing religion and were curious about

religion, earnestly and honestly.

The churches have a tremendous

task, and are struggling with this new
task, not only how to fulfill it, but also

with the challenge to cooperate with

other people. It is my conviction, and I

quote, "that The United Methodist

Church can offer a unique option in

faith and witness for the people of the

former Soviet Union. A holistic Wes-

leyan theology, in keeping with creative

times, a personal piety, vital learning,

and social service and witness could

offer an attractive option for many."

I won't puzzle you with lists and
statistics, but let me introduce to you

some of our sisters and brothers there.

Elena Rukavishnikova is an English

teacher by training. She is now the

leader of the Methodist groups in St.

Petersburg. She told me, "I was raised

in the belief that there is nothing above

my head but sky." Now, she even gave

up her job to give all her life to some-

thing above her head.

Endel Rang is the pastor of a Russian-

speaking church in Estonia. He became
a Christian in the "lager," the work
prison camp. They had no Bible there.

They had only 2 leaves, but on 1 of them
there was Ephesians 4. "There is one

body and one spirit. Just as you were

called to one hope that belongs to your

call. One Lord, one faith, one baptism,

one God and Father of us all." They had

no freedom, they had no food, they had

nothing. But there they found all.

Ivan Vuksta is the lay pastor of our

church in Kameniza in Western Uk-
raine, the only surviving Methodist

Church outside Estonia. He was a

teacher when the Russians took power

after World War 2. He had to leave his

job, and successively many other jobs,

because he did not compromise. When
the KGB was interrogating him, he

quoted, with tongue in cheek, com-

munist songs about Russitu "I know of

no other country where a person can

breathe freely."

But Pavel Istomin is now a retired

professor of education in

Ekaterinaburg. He was a member of the

central committee of Komsomol, the

highest body of the communist youth

organization. At the age of 14, hejoined

the Red army to fight for his country. He
was believing in communism and

honestly gave all his strength for it. But

he had no chance to become a high-

ranking party officer since his father

was a believer. Now, he has found the

faith of his fathers and he learned to

pray again. These are some of the per-

sons.

Friends, I am now in the Ural Moun-
tains; about 1/3 in the country. I will not

continue through the other remaining

2/3 because I know we are short of time,

but I hope you allow me to fly back as

fast as possible and let me not stuck

there. Just to tell you what the church is

doing there and how this mission could

be described. It could honestly be

described as God's work among us and
with us. The people who I've found on

my travels in Russia have the true marks
of the people of God. Dedication and

enthusiasm for the work. Openness for

others and fellowship, but also suffering

for Christ's sake. Human beings are at

work but truly this work is from God.

The church there is the church in mis-

sion. Preaching the word, offering

Christ in a personal way but also mean-

ingful for society. Teaching, teaching

people whose minds have been formed

by Marxist ideology. This is a special

talent for the Methodists.

Marxist ideology is the last resort of

the Enlightenment, the last fruit of the

Enlightenment, and Methodism is the

first post-Enlightenment religious

movement. Social services: we cannot do

preaching without helping people in a

holistic Methodist ministry. Our church

will establish according to par. 663 of

theBook ofDiscipline, a mission with its

headquarters in Moscow. We will have a

network among our brothers and sisters

there with a seminar for leadership

development to be held in October this

year. A Russian language newsletter to

share stories and concerns has been

started. There will be a network on this

side of the Atlantic to join the forces of

conferences and churches who are will-

ing to share and assist. In many mini-

stries, especially church development

and planting, we are in a spirit-led move-

ment of enthusiasm and mutual sen-

sitivity. I come down, I'm landing with

brief personal remarks. Through the

last few months I have been traveling 4

times to the former Soviet Union, more
that 10,000 miles by tiir and almost

10,000 miles by mini van, on roads that

best could be described as freshly-

plowed fields.

I have enjoyed this ministry. It waa

challenging and rewarding, and I thank

you for your prayers and your support.

May God bless the ministry of The
United Methodist Church, and especieJ-

ly the ministry in Russia, and the other

countries of the Commonwealth of In-

dependent States. And let me say with

this young boy on the bottom, (Russian)

"Thank you very much."

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Bishop.

BISHOP NACPIL: Bishop, we move
concurrence with this petition.

BISHOP CRAIG: Now, I know it's the

order of the day, and I know this house

wants to act on this item. I trust you are

ready to vote. Sir, I see your card.

Microphone 7. I know we are at the

order of the day. I trust you will just be

patient and let us finish this item.

ROBERT D. PIERSON (Oklahoma):

Just a brief affirmation of this proposal

and just an addition to it. I mentioned

early last week that Chris Henna, our

1st missionary in Moscow was attempt-

ing to start a church last Sunday morn-

ing. I talked to her yesterday and there

were 500 people in worship on Sunday

morning for that first meeting of that

church. It's just an affirmation of this

work.

(Additional Bishop approved)

BISHOP CRAIG: Thank you. Thank
you very much. All right. Calendar Item

101 is before us. Please vote your will

when the light appears. "Yes," 879;

"No," 42. Sisters and brothers, this may
be the soundest vote for evangelism

we've heard in a long time in The United

Methodist Church. Let's celebrate. All

right now, friends, we are at the order of

the day. We have some announcements.

I had hoped to get a report. I see a card.

I really need a motion to extend the

time. Will you go to the microphone 1

and let us see what your item is? We will

extend at least long enough for some
announcements I trust. Will the house

please be seated.

JUNE D. MCCULLOUGH (Southern

New Jersey): I would like to move that

in accordance with the provisions of rule

8, beginning with the afternoon session,

the length of speeches be 2 minutes.
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BISHOP CRAIG: The motion is in

order. Let's see what . . . *re have to

suspend the rules to do that, I believe.

No? June, may I in all respect, so that we
can move on with other items, can we
ask you just to be ready to bring that at

the beginning of the afternoon session?

I think that might hold us a few minutes

here, and I'll not be in the chair, but I

think it'll be remembered that you were

there. You're welcome C.P. Now I would

like to recognize Bishop

Stith for a moment of privilege, if the

house will, please.

BISHOP FORREST C. STITH:
Bishop Craig and members of the con-

ference, yesterday we perfected an act of

covenant with 6 out of 8 churches with

which we had negotiated over the past 2

years. One of those church's bishops has

just now arrived. Bishop Datuk Thu En
Yu, from the Bazel Christian Church of

Malaysia. Bishop Yu, would you be

received by this congregation?

BISHOP CRAIG: We are glad you

have arrived. And we celebrate this

covenant with you. Thank you so much,

Bishop Stith. Now let's turn to our

secretary for some announcements.

You'll be interested in these.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: All right.

Several announcements as far as meet-

ings are concerned. Financial Ad-

ministration will meet following the

evening plenary in room 207. Legislative

committee on Church and Society will

meet in room 105, note these times: 1:15,

5:45, and after adjournment this eve-

ning. Question has come as to some
delegate who is here who would like to

have a forum for removing items from

the Consent Calendar. It is unsigned and

there is no way of knowing who made
the request. However, may I remind you

that on every report of the Consent

Calendar the instructions for picking

that up in room 102 is noted. They are

also available in 103.

As a part ofthe evening agenda we will

be considering the proposed Book of

Worship. You have all received that as

one of the pre-conference mailings.

Would you please remember to bring it

with you as you come to the evening

session?

And then 1 that will be of particular

interest to all of us is a report on the

collection which was taken during the

morning worship today for the Los An-

geles situation. "That total as received in

this room this morning, was $21,549.63.

We are mindful that there are persons in

attendance now who were not here

when that offering was taken, and cer-

tainly would want to be a part of con-

tributing to it. And so arrangements

have been made that there will be per-

sons with baskets as you leave this ses-

sion who will be very happy to have you

share in this opportunity. Please share

this information also with any persons

who are not here now who would want

to contribute. Any additional monies

can be turned in at the Treasurer's office

on the mezzanine.

BISHOP CRAIG: That was a wonder-

ful United Methodist announcement,

wasn't it? That's it? AU right. The chair

is certainly grateful for the good spirit of

this house this morning and the

privilege of presiding. I particularly

want to thank Bishops Morrison and

Grove who have sat behind me and all of

my colleagues on the stage who under-

gird each presiding officer with prayer-

ful concern and intent. It is a privilege to

sit here, and I thank you and now call

upon Bishop Walter Klaiber to dismiss

us with prayer.

BISHOP WALTER KLAIBER: Let us

stand.

Qirayer)

(recess)

(Continued Next Issue)
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Delegates Limit Budget Increases

Heeding grass-roots pleas to hold down spending, the

United Methodist General Conference Wednesday ap-

proved a four-year churchwide budget of $472 million.

Increases in apportionments to local churches will aver-

age 2.5 percent a year.

In another m^or debate Wednesday night the dele-

gates decided that four more years of reflection was
needed on the ordering of the denomination's ministry.

The subject has been under study for more than two

decades.

The budget adopted Wednesday includes $1.9 mil-

lion for new programs approved by the General Confer-

ence, including plans for ministries with Hispanics,

Native Americans, the Deaf and older adults, and the
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A study committee headed by Ruth Daugherty, West

Chester, Pa., had spent four years in the most recent

study that cost about $180,000. She also had headed a

study during the 1985-88 quadrennium.

Wednesday morning the delegates took part in a

service ordered as a "faithful response to the signifi-

cance of 1492" and the suffering and oppression of Na-

tive Americans.

While 1492 represented fi-eedom and opportunity for

some. Native Americans in the church say it marked

for their people the beginning of "oppression, degrada-

tion, and genocide." Bishop Melvin G. Talbert,

preacher for the service, called on delegates and visitors

to be instrimients for healing. God's people are called to

"hug the world" and be a bridge, he said.
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Earlier Wednesday the General Conference acted in

an effort to combat what several speakers described as

"the devastation of oiu- rural communities." By a vote

of 824-123, the conference approved "Rural Crisis: Spe-

cial Concern," a measure that calls on the chvu-ch to

identify and train creative leaders and provide finan-

cial resoiu-ces with which to respond to the crisis.

In proposing the effort, the United Methodist Rural

Fellowship asserted that now is a critical time for The
United Methodist Church to "respond to the devastat-

ing conditions experienced by numerous rural churches

and communities." Oversight of the program will rest

with the Board of Global Ministries.

—By United Methodist News Service

Kansas Choir Leads Thursday's

General Conference Worship
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The 86-voice chancel choir of First UMC, Pittsburg, Kan., will

lead in the worship services today.

The chancel choir of First United Methodist Church,

Pittsburg, Kan., leads Thursday's worship services.

They sing at 8:15 a.m. before the morning service in the

convention center and again at 2 p.m. prior to the after-

noon service at Trinity United Methodist Church. The

choir is directed by Susan Marchant.

This 35-voice adult choir has earned a regional repu-

tation for the quality of its work and has appeared as a

feature choir for meetings of the Kansas East Confer-

ence. The choir serves a congregation of approximately

1,200 members. In 1988 the group toured England and

performed at Wesley's Chapel in London.

Marchant has been on the faculty of Pittsburg State

since 1979. She has directed the First United Methodist

Church choir since 1980. Marchant also serves as or-

ganist for both of today's worship services.

During the morning service Bishop Sharon Brown
Christopher of the Minnesota Area will preach. Dr.

Kihn Kihn Jensen, St. Paul, Minn., serves as liturgist.

Dr. Jerome King Del Pino, pastor of Crawford

United Methodist Church, Winchester, Mass., delivers

the afternoon message. Liturgist is Barbara Jantz, a

lay delegate of Dimcan, Okla.

r
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Bits 'n Pieces

These items are in the "Did you know?" department.

If you have interesting tidbits to share about delegates

or doings, please jot them down and bring them to Bai-

bara Dunlap-Berg at the DCA office on the lower level

of the convention center.

The Rev. William J. "Bill" Barney is the first Ver-

monter to chair the Troy Conference delegation and the

first native Vermont pastor in the delegation since the

1940 merger of the Troy and Vermont conferences.

The Rev. Charles W. Brocfcwell Jr., Louisville, is en-

joying the company of his father, the Rev. C. Wilbur

Brockwell Sr., 81, and his father-in-law, the Rev. R.

Wright Spears, 79, both General Conference observers

fi"om the South Carolina Conference.

The Rev. Charles Logsdon Christopher, retired mem-
ber of the Wisconsin Conference, is the only bishop's

husband attending General Conference. He recently

was elected president of the bishops' spouses organiza-

tion.

Ruth A. Daugherty, Eastern Pennsylvania Confer-

ence delegate, and the Rev. Lee B. Sheafifer, Virginia

Conference delegate, are siblings. Both are fifth-time

delegates. Daugherty chairs the Ministry Study Com-
mittee and is married to the Eastern Pennsylvania

Conference Council on Ministries (COM) director.

Sheafier is Virginia Conference COM director.

G.W. French Jr., a member of First United Method-

ist Church, Dallas, has worked as a metrshal since

1968, including the called session in 1970. His wife,

Royleen, is working her second General Conference as a

marshal.

The Rev. Ewing T. Wayland, Little Rock, Ark., is a

visitor to the 1992 General Conference. The retired

clergy member of the North Arkansas Conference has-

not missed a General Conference since 1952. He served

as Daily Christian Advocate editor for three General

Conferences and later was general secretary of the Gen-

eral Council on Finance and Administration. Accompa-

nied by his wife, Frances, he says he remains acutely

interested in the church and church issues.

Both delegates fi-om the Mindanao Conference (Phil-

ippines) are physicians. Leo A. Soriano, M.D., a clergy

delegate, recognized the need for physicians and re-

ceived training in order to provide medical assistance

for the poor as well as spiritual nurture. Benjamin T.

Agbisit, M.D., a lay delegate, works at the United

Methodist medical-dental clinic near Kidapawan. His

wife, Dr. Andrea A. Agbisit, a reserve lay delegate, is a

dentist at the clinic.

Conununity United Methodist Church, Virginia

Beach, Va., has three delegates attending this General

Conference: H.S. "Ab" Abemathy (reserve); Betty C.

Whitehurst; and Betty's husband, the Rev. Walter A.

Whitehxirst, (reserve).

In the Alabama-West Florida Conference, the Rev.

John Ed Mathison and Charles Auburn Holston, who
head the clergy and lay delegations respectively, hail

fi"om Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church, Mont-

gomery, Ala.

Baltimore Conference has two couples serving as

delegates. They are the Rev. Warren R. Ebinger and
Mary R. Ebinger, and the Rev. Walter J. Zabel (reserve)

and Nancy G. Zabel.

Two of Troy Conference's delegates are fi-om Sara-

toga Springs [N.Y.] United Methodist Church. They are

the Rev. Jane T. Borden and Bruce Conklin, lay leader.

The two Virginia Conference youth delegates. Holly

Peele and William L. "Bill" McClung Jr, are former

members of the "Voices of Youth: Awakening the

Church to Mission" choir, which sang at the 1991

World Methodist Conference in Singapore.

Thirty-two bishops' secretaries were honored at a

luncheon Tuesday at the Gait House. Host was Jane

Williams, former secretary to Bishop Robert H. Spain,

Louisville Area.

TV Spotlights Ministries

With Children and Youth

Tune in your hotel- room televisions at 7-8 a.m. and
9-10 p.m. today for a showcase of our United Methodist

TV ministry.

"Why We Care About Children" reports on Opera-

tion Classroom, a project that takes tools for learning to

children in Liberia and Sierra Leone and ofi'ers Indiana

children an opportunity to experience what it means to

give to others.

"Catch the Spirit" focuses on children and youth and

describes the ministry of people who work for their

well-being. Segments highlight the National Black

Child Development Institute, which addresses chil-

dren's needs and the effects of violence on children; the

Asian Women's Resource Center, San Francisco, where

child-care providers learn to help preschoolers with lan-

guage and social skills; and Chi Chi Rodriguez and the

Youth Foundation, dedicated to helping children and

youth fi-om abusive home situations who are involved

with drugs or in trouble with the law.

Watch these programs on Channel 8, Brown Hotel;

Channel 6, Gait House/Gait House East and Holiday

Inn Downtown; Channel 4, Hyatt; Channel 14, Seel-

bach; and check your Visitel channel listing for other ho-

tels.
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Bishop Ajo's Goal: to Be *Pastor' to Cuban People
"When God wants to use you," says Bishop Joel Ajo

Fernandez of Cuba, God "can use you anywhere at any

time, especially if you are willing to put the suffering of

others fu-st." With that comment, the air around this

intensely energetic bishop is charged with a sense of

authority.

Bishop Ajo was bom to a family of peasants in 1944.

His father died when Joel was 9 months old. His

mother raised him until he was 4 years old, then deliv-

ered him to an uncle more than 100 miles away be-

cause she could no longer feed or clothe her son. That

same poverty kept her from visiting Joel more than an-

nually dvuing his childhood.

Joel's surrogate parents were Quakers who attended

a Methodist church. "It was there I learned to read," he

recalls. "Each morning I read The Upper Room." At

age 8, Joel enrolled in the local state school, but when

he transferred to a Methodist school at age 12, his faith

started to take on deeper dimensions.

"Because I needed the love of my mother so much,"

he believes today, "I became rebellious. I was known as

a reckless boy. If something happened at school, I was

in on it." The bishop's eyes twinkle as he describes

himself at that age.

A missionary at the school became Joel's father fig-

ure and began to influence his life. He "helped me to

understand the importance of [the people in] the home
who raised me," Bishop Ajo says.

Joel's faith transformation at age 15 happened at a

worship service at the school. His father figure told

him he had been praying for him and that the students

would follow in Joel's steps. The next day. Bishop Ajo

preached his first sermon.

"A new life began for me," he says. A year later the

Cuban revolution began, and Joel returned home. He
wanted to attend seminary, but his surrogate parents

objected. Then the local pastor invited Joel to be his co-

pastor. He accepted. A month later the district super-

intendent offered Joel an opportunity in volunteer

ministry and study.

"In this beautiful period in my life," Bishop Ajo re-

members, "when I began to walk God's path, ... op-

pression began.

"I was arrested because my church, in the poorest

area of the city, had the highest number of children in

the church school. My ministry was seen as a threat to

the Marxist state." Bishop Ajo was arrested and de-

tained for two years and seven months. During that

time, he ministered to a diverse group of prisoners—the

social outcasts of Cuba.

Bishop Ajo's spirituality was affected greatly by that

experience. He learned to love the other prisoners as

well as his jailers, who sought spiritual help from him.

As time went on, his jailers trusted him to the point of

wanting him to stay when he was released. "I have a

pastoral ministry," he said. "I want to go back."

At age 24, Joel married. Soon thereafter, Joel's wife

and son accompanied him to seminary, where, he says,

he was influenced by the Presbyterians. They "helped

me to see that I had something to share with society.

Their analysis forced me to reflect on my own theol-

ogy," he recalls. "When I left seminary, I knew I must

do something for my society in the church."

He began working with Bishop Rodriequez. His life

began to depend increasingly on God through the Holy

Spirit. He was appointed chaplain to assist in the Cen-

tral American Games in Cuba. This gave Bishop Ajo

the opportunity to "confront directly what the govern-

ment was doing."

Today Bishop Ajo is committed to "give everything

as a gift of service to society and the mission of the

church.

"I was selected bishop by the work of the Holy

Spirit," he says. "During the first round there were 80

ballots, then deadlock. ... A year later, "34 ballots

were taken before my selection," he says.

Bishop Ajo sees serious needs in Cuban society and

the church. "We are trying to be faithful—to be pastor,

not bishop only, to all Cuban people as well as to the

members of the Methodist Church in Cuba."

-Billie Dalton

Marshals and Pages Provide

Valuable Services

Eighty-seven marshals and 86 pages from 67 U.S.

annual conferences, the Philippines, and Zimbabwe as-

sist the General Conference with its work. They provide

service with a smile as they walk miles each day.

Pages carry messages and distribute approved mate-

rials. Their coordinator is Joanne "Pep" Cooke from

Warsaw, 111.

Marshals are the greeters, ushers, and 'Tx)uncers."

They make sure only persons with proper credentials

are admitted within the bar of legislative committees

and delegate seating area on the plenary floor. They
stand guard during committee sessions, recesses, and

closed-door periods. Their coordinator is D. Scott John-

son of Evansville, Ind.

Marshals and pages apply to work at General Con-

ference. They are chosen intentionally to represent a

microcosm of the denomination. They are 53 percent

men; 47 percent women; 49 percent clergy; 51 percent

lay; 74 percent White; 15 percent Black; 3 percent His-

panic; 5 percent Asian American; 3 percent Native

American; 7 percent ages 18-30; 28 percent ages 3145;

33 percent ages 46-60; 32 percent 61 and older.

Mark Wharff, assisted by his wife, Laura, is the co-

ordinator of pages and marshals. He solicited applica-

tions through publications such as the Diaconal Dialog,

Newscope, and The United Methodist Reporter.

Pages and marshals come at their own expense to

serve the General Conference. The offering taken

Thursday will be divided among them to help defray

their expenses.

—Patricia Ann Meyers
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Conference Snapshots

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

Elise "Mia" Adjali, executive secretary, Women's
Division, General Board of Global Ministries,

makes a comment in the Global Ministries

committee.
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Octogenarian Attends His Seventh General
Conference

BILLY BR08S PHOTO

Winslow Wilson, delegate to seven General Conferences, finds the

church "big enough to include people of different convictions."

When the Rev. Winslow Wilson attended his first

General Conference in 1936, the topic of interest was
the union of the Methodist Episcopal Church; the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church, South; and the Methodist Prot-

estant Church. He was a student at Boston University

School of Theology, attending the conference as one of

the "Seminary Singers."

After celebrating his 80th birthday May 3, Wilson

boarded a plane to Louisville to observe the 1992 Gen-

eral Conference. Between 1956 and 1972, he attended

seven conferences as a delegate. Since his retirement in

1972 he has attended every General Conference as an

observer.

Asked about major changes he has seen, Wilson

cited three areas. "There were more heated debates

when the conference wasn't so big," he said. He also

noted increased lay participation and larger numbers of

women and racial ethnic delegates.

The development of caucuses is one change he wel-

comed. "They forced into the open the kind of behind-

the-scenes maneuvering that always took place," he

commented.

Wilson has always believed in facing issues openly.

In 1940 friends and foes warned him that he was jeop-

ardizing his future ministry by refusing to register for

the draft on the groimds of conscientious objection. Be-

cause of his resistance, he was imprisoned for nine

months in 1941.

After Wilson's release. Bishop Ralph Spaulding

Cushman appointed him to a Wisconsin church. Wilson

noted that the bishop disagreed with his actions but

never hesitated to appoint him. He has written a yet-

unpublished book about his prison experience called A
Year and a Day.

"Never did I find what I had done was held against

me," he said. "My testimony is that the church is big

enough to include people of different convictions."

Wilson traced the awakening of his social conscience

to his teen years. At the 1936 General Conference he

remembers being appalled at the creation of the Cen-

tral Jurisdiction based on race.

He served for 12 years in the Division of World

Peace as a member of the former General Board of

Christian Social Concerns.

In addition to serving as pastor of several local

churches in Minnesota, Wilson was twice appointed as

a district superintendent and was a member of the con-

ference program staff.

After his retirement, Wilson began extensive world

travels. Five trips on freighters took him to South

America, Africa, the Mediterranean, the Far East, and

New Zealand. Three weeks before General Conference

he returned from a visit to Costa Rica and Guatemala.

His personal goal is to visit 100 countries, and he has

only three left to go.

Since retirement Wilson has also served 13 short-

term pastorates, mostly for clergy on sabbatical leave.

As for the church today, Wilson replied, "I am con-

cerned that we tend to concentrate on secondary issues.

Bringing good news to the poor, helping the broken-

hearted, releasing the captives are the things the world

desperately needs."

Wilson, who has observed and helped the church

through two unions and more than a dozen General

Conferences, concluded, "Many of us radicals don't

have much confidence in the church, but I do."

—Billy BroBs

Corrections to DCA
(Other Than Proceedings)

Daily Edition p. 127, Petition No. CC12446—
Change the increase of the number of bishops from

two to three, rather than three to four.
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Youth: Today's
Church

Don't call them the church of the

future. They are today's church! And
without them, there will be no church in

the future.

They don't represent a special-interest

group. They aren't "equalization" or

quota members. They are legitimate dele-

gates elected by their annual conferences,

members of boards and agencies, pages,

and observers. They are full participants

in the General Conference.

They range in age from 16 to 27 and
are among the 2.9 percent of delegates

present under age 30. Bright, articulate,

passionate, they are high school, college,

and seminary students, and a career poli-

tician. They are all terrific!

Who are they? They are: Jamey A.

Heal, Elk River, Minn.; Miguel A. Velez,

San Juan, Puerto Rico; Scott Low, Wjesterville Ohio;

Bill Buff, Valdese, N.C.; Debbie Wilcock, Terre Hill,

Pa.; Holly M. Peele, Norfolk, Va.; Todd Hausman, Mid-

dletown, Ohio; Alice Fleming, Charlotte, Mich.; Carie

Pilat, Medina, Ohio; Sean Hemingway, Springfield,

Mass.; Kerry Krieger, Luthersburg, Pa.; Josh Davies,

Lincoln, Neb., American University, Washington, D.C.;

Joe David Martinez, Edinburg, Texas; Jason Dick, Mar-

tinsburg. Pa.; William McClung Jr., Chesapeake, Va.;

Stefanie Gray, Augus, Calif.; Greg Hastings, Vancou-

ver, Wash.; Stephen T. Euper, Saginaw, Mich.; Chris-

tine Bergmann, Brooklyn, N.Y.; and Rachel Cheek,

Athens, Tenn.

When they aren't attending legislative sessions,

speaking on the conference floor, running, observing, or

lobbying, you might find them on the third floor of Gait

House East—after 10 p.m. Providing a supportive com-

munity for one another, they discuss the high and low

points. They share scholarship and other pertinent in-

formation. They develop strategies for maximum effec-

tiveness, especially in their legislative committees.

They are pro-active for higher education and ministry

issues.

Asked what they would say to other delegates, the

youth asked to be treated "as equals. We're all United

Methodists. We're not different because we're younger."

They thanked their delegations "for putting up with

us" and expressed appreciation for the opportunity "to

sit and listen to all the conversations. Our horizons

have definitely been broadened this week," they said,

"and we wouldn't trade [this exjjerience] for anything."

The youth are grateful for "those who have respected

our opinions."

The delegates voiced concern about a variety of is-

sues. Inclusiveness was definitely on their minds, par-

ticularly racial ethnic inclusiveness among themselves.

Conscious that they are a predominantly White group.

, RALPH BAKER PHOTO

Back row: Greg Hastings, Bill McClung Jr, Alice Fleming, Holly Peele, Joshua
Davies, Jamey Heal. Middle row: Debbie Wilcock, Jason Dick, Sean Hemingway, Bill

Buff, Stephen Euper, Stephanie Gray. Front row: Carie Pilat, Joe David Martinez,

Rachel Cheek, Todd Hausmann, Christine Bergman, Kerry Krieger.

they talked about how they might be more inclusive in

their local churches, annual conferences, and schools.

They wondered aloud whether or not the conference

is really dealing with the critical issues facing society

today. They observed that money often takes prece-

dence over mission. They encouraged one another to

use their voices, votes, and presence to make a differ-

ence in the conference and the church.

The youth shared some of the high points of General

Conference from their perspective:

• Seeing "youth empowerment in action": knowing
their skills and leadership abilities are equal to other

delegates.

• "Knowing I had a hand in shaping the church. I can

take that back and know 1 made my mark. I also be-

came secretary pro-tem for my subcommittee."

• Voting to take the proposed Book of Worship to the

floor. "I hope to become a minister, and the work I

was part of today will be part of my whole life."

• Participating in the writing of a General Conference

letter to the U.S. government, responding to the situ-

ation in Los Angeles.

• Getting youth legislation passed.

• Participating in the AIDS memorial service.

• Arguing for the campus ministry proposal and get-

ting it to the conference floor.

• Hearing positive support for campus ministry.

• Ending the fast and writing a poem about it.

• Attending the General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry banquet.

• "Witnessing the respect and Christian love my com-

mittee showed for each other during controversial de-

bate."

• "Going to bed; I'm tired!"

— Patricia Ann Meyert
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Announcements
The 118th annual convention of the National

Woman's Christian Temperance Union will be held Au-

gust 17-23, 1992, at the Wyndham Harbour Island Ho-

tel, Tampa, Fla. Contact Nancy H. Zabel, Baltimore

Conference for more information.

Thursday, May 14

Friends and supporters of the General Commission
on the Status and Role of Women invite you to join in

sharing a cake in celebration of the 20th anniversary of

the commission. This cake will be provided at the tradi-

tional cookie time during the afternoon bre£ik. The cake

is paid for by friends and supporters of GCSRW in

thanksgiving for the commission's 20 years of work.

The General Conference has petitioned the Judicial

Coimcil for a decision as to the legality of the General

Conference setting a limit, either in dollar amount or

percentage increase, for the total cap that GCFA shall

use in setting the GCFA recommendations for amounts
of all funds, in total, provided for in t906. 1 of the Disci-

pline. An oral hearing will be held on Thursday, May
14 at 10 a.m. in room 111 of the convention center.

All persons whose cars have been damaged by roof

leakage in the Gait Hotel parking garage are invited to

meet in the lower lobby at the convention center out-

side room 117 at the close of the Thursday morning's

session.

The UM Western Jurisdiction Fellowship of Commu-
nicators will have a lunch meeting at 12:30 p.m. on

Thursday, May 14 in room 203 of the convention cen-

ter. Food will be available.

"Sexual Orientation: Reading Between the Labels"

will be shown at the Reconciling Congregation Pro-

gram's luncheon forum today, 12:45 p.m.. Days Inn,

suite 615. The video provides basic information on sex-

ual orientation as it relates to youth and gives a first-

hand view of what lesbian, gay, and bisexual youth

experience in growing up. A $5 lunch will be available.
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Legislative Status Report

Central Conferences Conferences

Calendar Items

Calendar Items

139

Volod by GC

Church and Society

Calendar Items

172\

Committee Items

ed by GC

Discipleship

Calendar Items

59'

Voted by GC

Financial Admin

Calendar Items

136j
Committee Items

6

Faith and Mission

154'

Voted by GC

128

Voted by GC

Calendar Items

/12

General /Judicial Admin

Calendar Items
119

Committee Items

9

8

Unassigned

223
Voted by GC

Global Ministries Higher Education and Chaplaincy

58

Voted by G

Calendar Items

Committee Items

Calendar Items

Committee Item

31

Voted by GC

Independent Commissions Local Church

28

Calendar Items

r.>i«_j.>. i»»»,J*^^ Committee Items
Calendar Items

, Committee Items

2

91

Voted by G

Data for 5/13/92 Midnight

Ordained and Diaconal Ministry

•e Itei

239v

Unasstgned

128'

Voted by GC

167

Calendar Items

Unassigned

32

73

Voted by GC

These charts pictiure the work done by each legislative committee. "Unassigned" shows the number of

petitions that the committee has not yet addresssed. "Committee Items" records the number of petitions

being worked on somewhere in the committee. "Calendar Items" indicates the number of petitions voted

on and released by the committee. "Voted by GC" shows the number of calendar items that have been
voted on by the General Conference plenary. GRAPHS COURTESY OF JOHN AND MEL BRAWN.
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LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
Church and Society

The committee concurred with petitions to:

• amend the resolution on "Population" (p. 285 of The

Book of Resolutions) to make it more consistent with

the Social Principles statement on abortion;

• oppose food and medicine blockades or embargoes,

call on world leaders not to use embargoes, and re-

quest the U.N. "to declare the practice of impeding

the flow of free commerce of food and medicine to be a

crime against humanity";

• affirm and become involved in the "Justice, Peace,

and Integrity of Creation" process of the World Coun-

cil of Chiurches, emphasizing efforts to achieve a just

economic order, true secvu-ity of all nations, a culture

in harmony with creation, and eradication of racism

and discrimination;

• add to the concerns and actions in present resolutions

on southern Africa a new statement on the "Web of

Apartheid, South Africa, and the Destabilization of

Its Neighbors" that calls for individual, church, and

government actions;

• update the present resolution on Mozambique, offer-

ing a message of support and concern to the churches

and people of the country, pledging to make support

tangible through the Africa Church Growth and De-

velopment Fund and the UMCOR program in Mo-

zambique, and urging governments to stop funding

RENAMO;
• amend the present resolution "In Support of the

United Nations," urging nations to "let the ideals

and visions of the Charter of the United Nations

serve as their guide to a new spirit of international

cooperation;

• call on United Methodists to celebrate annually on

Oct. 24 the founding of the U.N., and disseminate in-

formation on the U.N. in a variety of ways;

• describe the situation regarding the environment,

health, economics, political styles, and civil and hu-

man rights along the U.S.-Mexico border, and recom-

mend government and church actions;

• have each local church establish care-giving teams

trained to minister to persons with AIDS and their

families;

• proclaim bilingual education as a necessary program

for this country and affirm to the President, legisla-

tors, and governors the rights of children to bilingual

education;

• strengthen The Book of Resolutions language about

accessibility of parsonages, churches, and meeting

places beyond the local church;

• ask general and conference agencies to assist urban,

suburban, and rural churches to acknowledge and

deal with numerous issues generated by drastic

changes in rural society;

• call for United Methodists who are members of clubs

or other organizations practicing "exclusivity based

on gender, race, or socioeconomic conditions" to con-

sider working for policy changes or resigning;

• petition the President and Congress to stop "all pro-

active U.S. military involvement and reapportion dol-

lars designated for military spending to domestic

educational, health care, employment, and retraining

programs, and call for hearings on "creative redistri-

bution of U.S. wealth";

• continue an Infant Formula Monitoring and Action

Committee, urge infant formula companies to follow

provisions of the WHOAJNICEF Code and the Baby
Friendly Hospital Initiative, urge United Methodist

hospitals to embrace the Baby Friendly Hospital In-

itiative, and affirm the need to support breast-feeding

on a global scale;

• call for the "immediate release of all Puerto Rican po-

litical prisoners and prisoners of war" and for recog-

nition of Puerto Rican right to self-determination;

• ask governments and United Methodist conferences

and congregations to act in ways responding "to the

human suffering and the ecological and economic dis-

aster brought about the Gulf War, and support nego-

tiations for bringing peace with justice in the Middle

East;

• call all levels of the church to affirm ministries on

mental ilness, and build a UMC mental illness net-

work (through General Board of Church and Society)

to coordinate these ministries;

• lift up "literacy, the right to learn" as a basic human
right and a "social force for change," and carry out

educational efforts and other projects promoting this

concern;

• indicate support for and unity with the people of

Puerto Rico in their efforts toward selfdetermination

and independence;

• update the existing resolution on the ratification of

human rights covenants and conventions;

• urge United Methodist agencies, as well as public

and private employers, to include persons with dis-

abilities in existing affirmative action plans.

The committee also voted to bring (by the chair of

the Church and Society Committee) to the plenary ses-

sion a resolution on the upcoming United Nations Con-

ference on Environment and Development ("Earth

Sunmiit") in Brazil.

The committee concluded its work at midnight,

Tuesday, May 12.

—Lee Ranch (May 13, 1:30 p.m.)

All legislative committees have completed their work.

\



Cokesbury
Books + Bibles + Church Supplies

INVITES YOU TO MEET:

Brian Bauknight Manfred Marquardt

Author of:

Gracious Imperatives

Autographing books
Thursday, May 14

10:30 - 11:00

Author of:

John Wesley's Social Ethics

Autographing books
Thursday, May 14

12:00 - 12:30

Vernon Bigler,
former editor of

Motive Magizine

signing copies of:

The Best ofMotive

Autographing books
Thursday, May 14

11:00-11:30

William Quick

Author of:

Signs ofOur Times

Autographing books
Thursday, May 14

1:30 - 2:00

^"I "^^o,
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Donald Messer

Author of:

* A Conspiracy of Goodness
* Contemporary Images

of Christian Ministry
* Send Me'?

Autographing books
Thursday, May 14

2:00 - 2:30

All signings held in the
Cokesbury Display
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 6

Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

1512, 1513, 1515, 1516, 1517. 1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1527, 1528, 1529,

1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1636, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544,

1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552, 1553, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560,

1561, 1563, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579,

1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594,

1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1608, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613,

1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1624, 1625, 1628, 1630, 1631, 1632,

1633, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648,

1651, 1652, 1653, 1654, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1666,

1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681,

1682, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1698, 1699,

1700. 1702, 1704, 1705, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1718,

1719, 1720

Removal from Consent Calendar
Delegates have requested these calendar items to be removed from Consent Calendar

No. 5: 1159, 1292, 1296, 1356, 1363, 1495, 1497, 1499.

Calendar items printed with an * after the calendar number will automatically be

placed on the Consent Calendar. If any five delegates wish to remove an item from the

Consent Calendar for plenary consideration, the delegates shall complete the approved

form in Room 102 by 3 p.m. on the day the calendar item first appears in the DCA.
Calendar items which contain a minority report will be indicated by the initials "MR" in

parentheses.

Corrections
to Calendar

p. 299-300 Vol. 4 No. 5

686' LC062
Subject: Board of Trustees •

Powers and Limitations.
Petition: LC- 1092 1-2532-D
Page in Advance DCA: 848

Membership: 89; Present: 84;

For: 84; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

add: "The Board of Trustees shall

also review annually the adequacy
of Personnel Insurance." between
first and second sentences.

New third sntcnce now reads "The
purpose of these reviews is to as-

sure that the church, it's proper-
ties, and it's personnel are
properly protected against risks."

Add this text para.2532.5 "The
Board of Trustees in cooperation

with the Health and Welfare Mini-

stries Representative shall con-

duct or cause to be conducted, an
annual accessibility audit of their

buildings, grounds, and facilities

to discover and identify what
physical, architectural and com-
munication barriers exist that im-

pede the full participation of

persons with handicapping condi-

tions; and shall make plans and
determine priorities for the

elimination of all such barriers.

The Accessibility Audit for chur-

ches shall be used in filling out the

annual church/charge conference

reports."

P. 337 Vol. 4 No. 7

791 CO074 (MR)
Subject: Assignment Process of

Bishop.
Petition: CO-10099-0507-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1090

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 52; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

... A bishop may be recommended for

assignment to the same residence for a

third quadrennia only if the Jurisdic-

tional Committee on Episcopacy on a

two-thirds vote and the Jurisdictional

Conference by a two-thirds vote deter-

mines

such assignment to be in the best in-

terest of the jurisdiction. This legisla-

tion is to be effective at the close of the

1992 General Conference.

Minority Report

... A bishop may be recommended for

assignment to the same residence for a

fourth quadrennium only if the Juris-

dictional Committee on Episcopacy on a

two-thirds vote and the Jurisdictional

Conference by a two-thirds vote deter-

mines such assignment to be in the best

interest of the jurisdiction. This legisla-

tion is to be effective at the close of the

1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence { )Nonconcurrence Date /

P. 454 Vol. 4 No. 8 Calendar No. 1314

Title Should be: Petitions to General

Conference

P. 469-470 Vol. 4 No. 8

1439* LC087
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Administrative Board
Petition: LC-11775-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1266

Membership: 89; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Par 256. "The pastor in charge or co-

pastors shall be the administrative of-

ficer(s) . .

.

Delete remaining paragraphs of peti-

tion.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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Additional Petition

71 Petition Number C8- 12404-007 1-D;

Adminitiratiut Council, Cenirai MC,
Laurinburg. NC.

Include the Durham Declara-

tion in Paragraph 71.

Include the Durham Declaration in

Paragraph 71.

End of Corrections/
Addition

1510 CC012$
Subject: Increase Number of
Bishops in the West Africa
Central Conference From Two to

Three
Petition: CC-12446-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 4-127

Membership: 39; Present: 29;

For: 29; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/4

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Change title and petition to read: In-

crease number of Bishops in the
West Africa Central Conference
from two (2) to three (3).

To provide for the supervision for the

rapid growth in Nigeria, be it resolved

that the number of bishops in the West
Africa Central Conference be increased

from throo two to (ewf three.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1511 CO025
Subject: Voting Rights for
Deaconesses.
Petition: CO-11779-0701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1099

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 48; Against: 10; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1512 CO029
Subject: Composition of Annual
Conference.
Petition: CO-10005-0701-D
Page in Advance DCA: 212
Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 61; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1513 CO038
Subject: Number of Bishops to be
Elected in a Jurisdictional
Conference.
Petition: CO-10893-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 207

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 55; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1514 CO040$
Subject: Bishops in Central
Conferences & Jurisdictions.
Petition: CO-10178-0505-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1088

Membership: 79; Present: 73;

For: 64; Against: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1515* CO062
Subject: The Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy
assignment process.

Petition: CO-11002-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 207

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 56; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1516 CO064
Subject: The Appointment
Process.
Petition: CO-11791-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1090

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1517 CO066
Subject: The Assignment Process.
Petition: CO-12052-0507-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1089

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1518 CO071
Subject: Composition of the
Voting Membership of General
Conference.
Petition: CO- 10809-0602-D
Page in Advance DCA: 208

Membership: 79; Present: 56;

For: 47; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend para. 602 by adding a new
602. 1 c), a new para. 602.2, a new para.

602.3, and a new para. 602.4:

l.c) Remain as is.

2. The number of delegates to

which an Annual Conference is en-

titled shall be computed on the
basis of total membership of the
Annual Conference arrived at by
adding the number of clergy mem-
bers of the Annual Conference to

the number of members of loi^al

churches in the Annual Con-
ference.

3. Sixty days ]m4of—1» follow-

ing...without exceeding that num-
ber.

Change b) to read: b) E^ch Annual
Conference shall be represented by
an equal number of lay and clergy
delegates.

Change c) to read: c) Each Annual
Conference shall be entitled to at

least one clergy and one lay

delegate.

Change para. 4 to read: 4. Delegates
to the General Conference shall be
elected at the session of the annual
Conference held in the calendar
year preceeding the session of the
General Conference. Considera-
tion shall be given to electing an
inclusive delegation (Para. 103.

and new Para. 113). Annual Con-
ferences are not precluded from es-
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tablishing nominating procedures

to identify candidates for election

to General and Jurisdictional Con-
ferences provided that all person
eligible for election, in accordance
with the Constitution, may be
elected whether or not they have
been formally nominated. At least

thirty days...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1519* CO103
Subject: Nomination and
Election of Bishops.
Petition: CO-12058-0506-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1089

Membership: 79; Present: 59;

For: 59; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1520* com
Subject: The Book of Resolutions
to Include Guidelines for Writing
Resolutions.
Petition: CO- 1081 1-06 11-D
Page in Advance DCA: 209

Membership: 79; Present: 53;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1521* com
Subject: District Director of

Religion and Race.
Petition: CO- 10556-075 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 811

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 3: oholl may

Reads: ...may appoint a district direc-

tor.

Line 8: to the District Director, if

appointed, shall be a member of...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1522 C0139
Subject: Participation of lay

members of the Annual
Conference in matters of

ordination.
Petition: CO-11118-0701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1098

Membership: 79; Present: 62;

For: 59; Agamst: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1523 CO140
Subject: Lay and Clerical

Delegates Voting Rights.

Petition: CO-12197-0701-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1099

Membership: 79; Present: 63;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Votmg: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1524* C0143
Subject: The Membership of

Jurisdictional Conference.
Petition: CO-12447-0614-D

Page in Advance DCA: 000209

Membership: 79; Present: 34;

For: 33; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1525 C0145
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: CO-11048-0507-D

Page in Advance DCA: 208

Membership: 79; Present: 57;

For: 50; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1526 C0146
Subject: Number of Bishops in

Central Conferences and in

Jurisdictions
Petition: CO-10097-0505-D

Page in Advance DCA: 206

Membership: 79; Present: 54;

For: 46; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend Paragraph 505, Line 11 of

point 1: After..."for each additional"

substitute 310,000 for 300,000...

Add point 2: In Central Conferen-
ces, the number of Bishops shall be
determined on the basis of mis-

sional needs, as approved by the

General Conference on recommen-
dation of the Commission on
Central Conference Affairs.

Add point 3: This legislation shall

take effect upon adjournment of

the 1992 General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1527* CS055
Subject: Care Giving Teams for

Aids Victims and Their Families.

Petition: CS-11909-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 75; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Title: Care Giving Teams For Per-

sons With Aids

Whereas, AIDS has emerged in to

epidemic proportions in the United

States and in the world, and

Whereas, AIDS is being transmitted

more and more through contaminated

needles used to iiyect drugs, and

Whereas, recent statistics indicate

that Black Americans are being

disproportionately infected and that

cultural needs are not being adequately

addressed, and

Whereas, current information often

does not reach black communities.

Be it resolved, that each local church

be encouraged to establish care-giving

teams which will be trained to minister

specifically to persons with AIDS and

their families, giving particular atten-

tion to those communities where needs

are not being addressed; and

Be it further resolved, that using

materials from General Church Agen-

cies, these teams would be trained to
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provide AIDS education in churches and

communities.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1528 CS069
Subject: Environmental Racism.
Petition: CS-10594-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 132

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1529* CS070
Subject: Sexual Harassment and
The United Methodist Church.
Petition: CS-10547-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 181

Membership: 99; Present: 67;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1530* CS071
Subject: Domestic Violence and
Sexual Abuse.
Petition: CS-11327-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1043

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1531* CS072
Subject: Domestic Violence and
Sexual Abuse.
Petition: CS-10726-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 146

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1532* CS073
Subject: Hate crimes.
Petition: CS-10990-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 179

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1533 CS074
Subject: Support Legislation

Prohibiting Malicious
Harassments.
Petition: CS-10156-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 133

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1534* CS075
Subject: Violence in our society.

Petition: CS-11557-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1070

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1535* CS076
Subject: Condemn all sexual acts

outside marriage.
Petition: CS-11553-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1053

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rcnce.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1536* CS078
Subject: The English Language
movement.
Petition: CS-11293-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1056

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 75; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1537* CS079
Subject: Bilingual education.
Petition: CS-11460-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1055

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 73; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1538 CS080
Subject: Literacy, The Right to

Learn: A Basic Human Right.

Petition: CS-10720-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 174

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1539* CS081
Subject: English as the Official

Language of the U.SA.
Petition: CS-12206-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1056

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 75; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1540* CS082
Subject: The United Nations
Women's Convention.
Petition: CS-11814-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1064

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1541* CS086
Subject: Oppose food and
medicine blockade or embargoes.
Petition: CS-11464-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1074

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 66; Against: 1; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12
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Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1542* CS087
Subject: Justice, Peace, and the
Integrity of Creation.
Petition: CS-10721-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 201

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 66; Against: 1; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1543* CS088
Subject: Bring Peaceful Solution
to Sierra Leone and Liberia.

Petition: CS-10606-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 197

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1544* CS089
Subject: Rights of Persons with
Handicapping Conditions.
Petition: CS- 118 12-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1030

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1545* CS090
Subject: Affirmative Action Plans
and People with Disabilities.

Petition: CS-10581-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 150

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Second Paragraph: People with dis-

abilities, liko racial othnic pooplo and
womoni

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1546* CS091
Subject: Rights of persons with
handicapping conditions.

Petition: CS-1 1155-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1547* CS092
Subject: Employment Provisions
for Disabled Persons Who are
Ordained Ministers.
Petition: CS-11996-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1056

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1548* CS093
Subject: Accessibility regarding
handicapping conditions.

Petition: CS-11070-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1057

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1549* CS094
Subject: Accessibility of

Parsonages and Churches.
Petition: CS-11816-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1054

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1550* CS095
Subject: Accessibility of meeting
places beyond the local church.
Petition: CS-12315-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1054

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1551* CS097
Subject: Ministries on Mental
Illness.

Petition: CS-10591-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 177

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

Beginning of Petition:

Purpose: A now resolution on montal
illnoss.

Replace Resolution on Mental
Health (SP72)

pages 268-272 in 1988 Book ofResolu-

tions

Page 178, 1st paragraph, line 6:

...hospitalization, or other forms of

treatments where research proves
successful outcomes achieved.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1552* CS099
Subject: Americans with
Disabilities Act.

Petition: CS-11810-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1104

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1553* CS102
Subject: Infant Formula Abuse.

Petition: CS-10590-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 192

Membership: 99; Present: 71;

For: 67; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

pg. 194, first column after point #1:

The Committee is to be con-

vened by GBCS and shall include

i
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one person from the 1984-88 Infant

Formula Task Force, one person
from the 1988-92 Infant Formula
Task Force, two persons chosen at-

large for their expertise on Infant

Formula issues and two members
of GBCS.

pg. 194, first column, point #4:

4. We urge Nestle/Carnation, Bristol-

Myers Squibb and Gerber to end all

public advertising of infant formula

inthe U.S. 4i)M—feik—te

—

rcoogniao

broactfooding ae tho proforrod option .

This advertising violates...

( )Concurrenc« ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1554* CS106
Subject: The Church's Response
to Changing Rural Issues.

Petition: CS-11705-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1038

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For 72; Against: 2; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1555* CS107
Subject: Publication of

Information on Land Value
Taxation.
Petition: CS-12208-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1037

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1556* CS108$
Subject: Task Force to compare
Creationism to Evolution.

Petition: CS-11156-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1037

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1557* CS109
Subject: The Appalachian
Mission.
Petition: CS-11294-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1064

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1558* csiio
Subject: Our Social Creed.
Petition: CS-11921-0076-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 62;

For: 59; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Conciirrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1559* csiii
Subject: Our Social Creed.
Petition: CS-12063-0076-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 62;

For: 58; Against: 1; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1560* csim
Subject: Task Force to examine
the effectiveness of Economic
Boycotts.
Petition: CS-11062-3000-M$

Page in Advance DCA: 1065

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rehce.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1561* CS113
Subject: Membership in club or
organizations which practice
exclusivity.

Petition: CS-11403-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1062

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For 71; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

... United Methodist Social Principles,

and

Whoroas, many Unitod Mothodista

currently belong to suoh clubs ond/or

organiaations.

Therefore, ...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1562 CS114
Subject: Web of Apartheid, South
Africa and the Destabilization of

Its Neighbors.
Petition: CS-10718-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 187

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 63; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

page 1 ... Resolutions "Southern

Africa" (1988), "South Africa" (198B) ,

and "Mozambique"...

page 4 ...RENAMO in Mozambique.

and UNITA in Angola. . ...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1563 CS116
Subject: Support and Concern to

Mozambique.
Petition: CS-10295-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 189

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

page 189, column 2, paragraph 1:

....building new congregations,

demonstrating self-sufficiency farming,

providing new opporutnities for mis-

sion, and bringing new converts to

Christ and His Church, the church of

Mozambique is an inspiration to us all.

The government of the Republic

of Mozambique has initiated con-

versations with RENAMO in order

to advance peace and these conver-

sations are now at an advanced
stage. The Bishop of the United
Methodist Church of Mozambique,
Joas Somane Machado, is involved

in these conversations on behalf of
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the Christian Council of Mozambi-
que. We have a strong hope that
peace will come soon to Mozambi-
que even though we are unable to

say when.

Therefore, the United Methodist

Church:

a) Offers a special message of support

and concern to the churches of Mozam-
bique, encouraging them in their

struggle for self-determination
and freedom;

b),

c) Sends a message to the delega-
tions of the Mozamabican gover-
nemnt and RENAMO meeting in

Rome encouraging them to work
with all possible speed to findways
to overcome obstacles so as to

declare a cease-fire and end the suf-

fering of the people of Mozambi-
que;

e)d) Opposes any efforts by ©uf
govornmontoany government, or by
individuals or non-governmental or-

ganizations, to support RENAMO
(MNR);

d)e) Urges our governments,
especially the United States of
America, to pressure the govern-
ment of South Africa to cease fund-
ingRENAMO and to desist from all

other efforts to do OBtablieh de-stabi-

lize the government of Mozambique,
and;

o) Authorize the Council of Bichopo to

soloct thopooploof Mozambiquoin
thoir strugglo for solf dotormination

and froodomi

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1564* CS117
Subject: Rights of United States
Citizens.

Petition: CS-11071-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( >Concurrcnce ( )Nonconcurrence Dale /

1565* CS118
Subject: The Political
Community.
Petition: CS-11922-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1067

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1566* csii9$
Subject: Task Force on Children.
Petition: CS-12203-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1042

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1567 CS120
Subject: Renewal of the
Stewardship Covenant.
Petition: CS-10362-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 131

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1568 CS121
Subject: Response ^vhen
Expressing Personal Injury.

Petition: CS-12204-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1070

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1569 CS125 (MR)
Subject: 1992 Amnesty for Puerto
Rican Political Prisoners and
Prisoners of War.
Petition: CS-10516-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 182

Membership: 99; Present: 74;

For: 39; Against: 26; Not Voting: 9;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 183; 3rd paragraph:

Whereas, about at least 18 Puerto
Ricans are...

5th paragraph, #1, line 2: ... request

to the President and Congress of the
United States, the immediate ...

...UN Resolution #1514 (XXV). (Dec-
laration on the Granting of Inde-
pendence To Colonial Countries
and People)

5th paragraph, #3, line 2:

... harassment of the against the ad-

vocates...

4. That a copy of this resolution be
forwarded to the President of the

United States, the Governor of Puerto

Rico and to the Puerto Rico Annual Con-
ference.

Minority Report:

This resolution implies support for

"armed struggle". It labels as "political

prisoners" persons who were lawfully

convicted of terrorist conspiracy or

similar crimes.

Substitute for the entire resolution:

Title: Review Sentences of Puerto

Rican Prisoners

We urge a prompt review of the sen-

tences of Puerto Rican prisoners con-

victed of terrorism, conspiracy, or

related offenses, to determine whether

their sentences are fair and propor-

tionate. If not, we urge prompt remedial

action.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1570 CS126
Subject: Puerto Rico Colonial
Status and the Right To Self
Determination.
Petition: CS-10517-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 202

Membership: 99; Present: 71;

For: 60; Against: 9; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended by substitution of:

GM-12152,DCA 1226 with these addi-

tional amendments:

Puerto Rico Colonial Status and The
Right of Self-Determination

Arabic 4 - President of the United
StatesGovornmont , the Governor of

Puerto Rico Govornmont
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Minority Report attached

Substitute:

Title: Puerto Rico

The United Methodist Church af-

firms and defends the right ofthe people

of Puerto Rico, in a free election, to

determine the future of their homeland.

This includes but is not limited to the

options of independence, statehood, or

commonwealth status. We urge a

prompt election for this purpose.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Dat« /

1571 CS136
Subject: Human Intervention: No
Military Involvement.
Petition: CS-11907-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 106

1

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 57; Against: 15; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(New Title:) ENABLING FINAN-
CIAL SUPPORT FOR DOMESTIC
PROGRAMS

Whoroae,—^The United Methodist

Church has declared war to be incora

patible with the teachings of Jesus

Christ; and

Whoroaci Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

wrote that racism and its perennial ally

economic exploitation provide the key to

understanding most ofthe international

complications of this generation; and

WhorooB
i
General Colin Powell of-

fered testimony to the Congressional

Black Caucus that the military presently

provided the only means whereby

thousands of black youth and young
adults could obtain a decent standard of

living and an education, going on to say

that such opportunities should also be

made available by the private and the

rest of the public sectors; and

Whoroaa,

—

^While there is un-

employment among other

minority groups, tens of thousands of

African-American male and female

young adults have never been employed,

and are therefore, not counted in cur-

rent unemployment statistics; and

Whoroas, the majority ofpublic school

districts (especially those which serve

the masses of urban black, Hispanic,

and poor people) find themselves facing

severe financial shortfalls, staff cuts, the

elimination of vital programs, and
school closings; and

Whorooo, those same communities

are experiencing social trauma due to

plant closings and the relocation of in-

dustry to countries where the wages are

from $.50 to $1.00 an hour; and

Whoroas, the Free Trade Agreement
proposed by President George Bush will

facilitate further plant closings and cre-

ate further hardships for black,

Hispanic, and other poor communities.

We i^^tition the president and con-

gress of the United States to como all

pro active reduce the U.S. Military 4b-

volvomont presence by recognizing
principals of soviregnty in every

region of the world.

We pPetition the President and Con-
gress ofthe United States to reapportion

dollars which havo boon docignatod for

military spending and thoso dollars

which—hove—boon—saved (fGsahy

reduced military spending and base

closings, for domestic programs which

willenable the financial support for

incuro an increase in quality educational

offerings for all Amoricans in the public

school systems of the country, adequate

health care for all Amoricans, the crea-

tion of sufficient employment oppor-

tunities for oil Amoricans, and a new
comprehensive employment training

act which will funnol appropriate
federal dollars into elements of the

private sector which are currently in

compliance with Affirmative Action

guidelines, for the purpose of encourag-

ing their participation in the re-training

of American workers, and redevelop-

ment of plants within the continental

United States.

Petition tho Procidont and Congroee

of tho United States to conduct nation

wido hearings on thocroativorodistribu

tion of wealth in tho United States of

Amorica; and that thoeo hearings in

elude testimony from transnational cor

porations,

—

industry ,—small

—

business
persons , the unemployed , tho employed

and tho marginally omployod, with a

view toward enhancing tho creativity
,

rights, participation , and privileges of

all Amoricans in our world market

ooonomy ,

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence DaU /

1572* CS138
Subject: Ratification of Human
Rights Covenants and
Conventions.
Petition: CS-10593-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 202

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

move "International (Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights," to the end of

Paragraph 1.

Insert at end of litst line of the resolu-

tion, before the period: , with any
reservations that may be necessary
to protect the rights and safety of

children and the proper respon-
sibilities of parents.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1573* CS140
Subject: U.S. - Mexico Border.
Petition: CS-10596-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 196

Membership: 99; Present: 71;

For: 65; Against: 4; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1574* CS141
Subject: Concerns of Israel and
Palestine.

Petition: CS-12001-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1075

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1575* CS142
Subject: Resolution on The
United Nations.
Petition: CS-10604-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 203

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 1; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:
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Insert new par. at third par.: There-

fore, we tu-ge the United States

government to provide its full

share of financial support for the

United Nations, related interna-

tional organizations, and United
Nations peacekeeping forces.

Add fourth par. as follows: Further-

more, we call upon United Methodists to

celebrate each year the founding of the

United Nations on October 24, and af-

firm their commitment to the principles

and goals ofthe United Nations charter;

urging them to participate in the
Ecumenical Study of the National
Council of Churches prepared to

celebrate the Fiftieth (50) anniver-
sary of the United Nations looking
toward the new century.

Last par.: along with the 168 mombor
states of tho United Nationsi

Last par.: ohnrtor

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1576* CS143
Subject: Support for the United
Nations.
Petition: CS-12205-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1082

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1577* CS145
Subject: Racial Harassment.
Petition: CS-10518-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 178

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

pg 179; Third paragraph:

1. Abusive and/or derogatory lan-

guage.. .racial and ethnic traits,

heritage, and characteristics.

2. A behavior.. .racial and ethnic

traits, heritage, and characteristics.

3. Documentation...racifd and ethnic

traits, heritage, and charac-
teristics.

Last paragraph:

Be it further resolved, that The
United Methodist Church and all

its agencies:

1. Encourage law enforcement per-

sonnel to maintain accurate records on
hate crimes and bring to justice the per-

petrators of such violence and intimida-

tion.

2. Support hearings on hate crimes,

particularly in those states where statis-

tics reveal an increase in the activity of

the Klu Klux Klan and other hate

groups.

3. Support Congressional hearings

when there are allegations of govern-

ment involvement or negligence exacer-

bating such violence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1578* CS148
Subject: Reduction of Water
Usage by United Methodists.
Petition: CS-11706-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1040

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

page 1040

First paragraph:

Bo it roeolvod that mombors of this

Gonoral Conforonco roduco usage of

water both whUo sojourning in Louie

villo and whon th<y return to thoir

homosi and

Second paragraph:

Be it further resolved that members...

Third paragraph:

Finally , be—^Be it further resolved

that The United Methodist Church
calls on industry, makers of govern-

ment policies and regulations, manufac-
turers, developers, and consumers be
called upon to reflect on the importance

of water conservation and problems
difficulties being faced...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1579* CS149
Subject: National Comprehensive
Energy Policy.

Petition: CS-10160-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 132

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1580* CS150
Subject: Energy Policy.
Petition: CS-10344-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 13

1

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1581* CS151
Subject: Pollution in
Metropolitan Areas.
Petition: CS-10287-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 130

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1582 CS152
Subject: A Sustainable Society
for Pollution.
Petition: CS-10286-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 130

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1583* CS153
Subject: The Environment.
Petition: CS-10273-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 130

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1584* CS154$
Subject: Task force to study
waste management systems.
Petition: CS-H289-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1040

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1585* CS155
Subject: Stewardship of creation.
Petition: CS-11258-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1038

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1586 CS156$
Subject: Task force to study
cleaning up the environment.
Petition: CS-11291-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1037

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1587* CS157
Subject: Work area chairperson
for conservation.
Petition: CS-11257-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1037

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1588* CS161 (MR)
Subject: Investment Ethics.
Petition: CS-11676-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1065

Membership: 99; Present: 49;

For: 44; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended by substitution:

Investment Ethics: An Amendment
to the Proposed New Resolution

We petition the 1992 General Con-
ference to adopt the propossed new
resolution "Investment Ethics," but with

the addition of material under Policy

and Implementation of policy, section

l.b, so the section will read:

B. Toemploy this combination of so-

cially responsible approaches that con-

tribute to economic justice and
corporate responsibility:

1. Avoidance by non-purchase or

divestment of holdings in companies

a. producing tobacco products or

alcoholic beverages, or mantiging or

owning gambling establishments, or

have as their primary business the

production, distribution, or sale of por-

nographic materiid;

b. ranking among the top 100

Department of Defense (DOD) contrac-

tors (those receiving the largest volume
of prime contract awards) for the past

three; and having DOD contracts larger

than 10% of sales for voting securities

and 5% of sales for non-voting

securities. The GCFA shall publish the

listing of the top 100 DOD contractors

annually.

c making components for

nuclear explosive devices; or

d. manufacturing chemical or

biological warfare materials.

2. Affirmative investing in com-
panies, banks, funds, or ventures which
are seeing specific targeted social goals

upon which the church places high

value, such as those which:

a. Encourage recycling and use

recycled products;

b. Work within legally imposed
discharge limits for toxic chemical,

noise, and water temperture;

c. Do not sell chemicals that

would be banned in the company's
country of origin;

d. Invest in low-income housing;

e. Invest in companies which
have positive records in hiring and
promotingwomen and racial ethnic per-

sons;

f. Companies owned by women
and racial ethic persons.

3. Shareholder advocacy through

which the agency exercises its rights as

shareholder to persuade corportaions to

end irresponsible behavior or live up to

high moral standards by using any com-
bination of the following approaches:

- letter of inquiiy or expression of

its position to management

- dialogue with management

- voting proxies

- soliciting votes for a particuleir

reason

- doliciting or co-sponsoring

resolutions for votes at stockholder

meetings

ings

- speaking at stockholder meet-

- legal action

- publicity

- working in coalitions with other

concerned shareholders

- petitioning the SEC or Congress

for changes in the proxy rules

Also add a new #5 as follows:

Where financial considerations

preclude immediate divestment of

securities held in violation of the above

policy goals, boards, agencies, and in-

stitutions of the United Methodist

Church shall develop a plan for meeting

the criteria whioch will bring them into

compliance no later than the 1996

General Conference.

Re-number existing #5 as #6.

Re-number existing #6 as #7.

Minority Report:

Paragraph B.l.b. implies that it is

morally wrong for a company to do busi-

ness with the Defense Department-
even to sell things like uniforms and

medical supplies.

This is too extreme. If we believe it is

wrong to invest in these companies,

what are we saying to United

Methodists who work for these com-

panies?

This paragraph assumes it is wrong to

produce goods for the Defense Depart-

ment. This is equivalent to demanding
total unilateral disarmament by the

United States. That would increase the
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risks of war, aggression, iiyustice, and

oppression.

b . ranking among the top 25 Dopart -

mont of Dofonso (DOB) contractors

(thoBO receiving the largoct volume of

prime contract awards for tho pact throe

yea]«H

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1589* CS162
Subject: A Resolution on
Investments Policy.

Petition: CS-10281-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 181

Membership: 99; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1590* CS163
Subject: Socially Responsible
Investment Guidelines.
Petition: CS-11195-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1066

Membership: 99; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1591* CS164
Subject: Investment Ethics.

Petition: CS-11780-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1066

Membership: 99; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1592* CS165
Subject: Pornography.
Petition: CS-12314-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1054

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1593* CS166
Subject: Violence and
Pornography on TV.
Petition: CS-12002-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1054

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1594* CS167
Subject: Pornography Issues.

Petition: CS-12022-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1020

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1595* CS168
Subject: Boycott K-Mart and
Waldenbooks.
Petition: CS-10154-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 151

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1596* CS169
Subject: Requirements Prior to

Marriage.
Petition: CS-11600-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1597* CS170
Subject: The Church take a stand
on moral issues.

Petition: CS-11555-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1598* CS171
Subject: Support Action
Opposing Pornography.
Petition: CS-12088-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1049

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1599 CS172
Subject: The American Family
Association.
Petition: CS-12234-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 1042

Membership: 99; Present: 59;

For: 49; Against: 6; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1600* CS173
Subject: Oppose the Promotion
and Distribution of Pornography.
Petition: CS-10108-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 151

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1601* CS174
Subject: Requirements for

Marriage.
Petition: CS-11601-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1046

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )ConcurrenGe ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1602* CS175
Subject: Issues of Pornography.
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Petition: CS-12400-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1042

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1603 CS176
Subject: Reaffirm Adoption as an
Option for Families.
Petition: CS-12207-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1041

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1604* CS179
Subject: A More Economically
Just Society.
Petition: CS-10364-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 180

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1605* CS180
Subject: The "Memphis
Declaration".
Petition: CS-11402-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1047

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Dale /

1606 CS181
Subject: Adopt the Memphis
Declaration as policy.
Petition: CS-11554-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1047

Membership: 99; Present: 69;

For: 62; Against: 1; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1607 CS202 (MR)
Subject: The Middle East in the
Aftermath of the Gulf War.
Petition: CS-10719-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 194

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 54; Against: 15; Not Voting: 9;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Minority Report:

ALTERNATIVE TO THE MffiDLE
EAST IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE
GULF WAR

The days following Iraq's illegal in-

vasion ofKuwait in August of 1990 mark
a critical turning point in the history of

the region and the world. In response to

Saddam Hussein's invasion and sub-

sequent plundering of Kuwait, a multi-

national military coalition, sanctioned

by the United Nations, confronted ag-

gression cooperatively. It has become
quite clear that the bi-polar world of the

Cold War period is indeed past.

We must not remain stuck in the men-
tality of the Cold War alliances, nor can
we focus on selective, narrow matters at

the expense of those that are encom-
passing and crucial. Injustices persist

throughout the Middle East. Respect

for basic human rights and freedoms is

ignored by many governments. It is

preposterous to ignore the human rights

violations committed by the govern-

ments of Egypt, Israel, Iran, Iraq, Jor-

dan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Syria

(including Lebanon which is now sig-

nificantly controlled by Syria). At this

time, we recognize the unique pppor-

tunities that now exist to advocate
peace, justice, and democracy, specifi-

cally emphasizing human rights and
religious freedom, in the region.

Great material damage was done to

Kuwait, and many of its citizens were
killed, imprisoned, and tortured by the

Iraqi forces. Large numbers of foreign

workers in Kuwait fled, many of them
spending weeks in desert refugee camps
before succeeding in returning to their

homelands. Their lives were devas-

tated, and the loss of their earnings in

hard currency had a severely adverse
effect on the economies of a number of

countries in the developing world. After

the war the Kuwaiti government was
restored but did not begin the
democratic reforms it had promised its

own people. Large numbers of non-
Kuwaiti residents, deportees have found
no state that will accept them. The
economic situation in the Occupied Ter-

ritories of Palestine, weak at best, was
devastated.

The attempts of many Iraquis, espe-

cially Kurds and Shiites, to rise up
against President Saddam Hussein
failed and brought about brutal repres-

sion, further material destruction, and
tragic displacement oftens ofthousands
of Iraqi citizens. Much of the civilian

population of Iraq continues to suffer

from the effects of the bombing carried

out by the coalition forces and by Presi-

dent Hussein's forces in certain areas of

the country. Food and medicine
shortages have much suffering, in par-

ticular among children, elderly persons,

and persons with special medical

problems. The continuing enforcement
of the economic sanctions, while in-

tended to require Iraq's compliance with
agreements regarding nuclear non-

proliferation and disarmament, has also

greatly exacerbated the suffering of the

innocent civilian population.

The current Middle East peace

negotiations mark the realization of a

new moment of opportunity. Direct

dialogue between Israel and its Arab
neighbors is a first constructive step

toward stability and peace in the region.

The state of war against Israel by its

Arab neighbors, continued state-spon-

sored terrorist activity, as well as Israel's

continued building of settlements in the

disputed occupied territories obstruct

the peace process and disedlow viable

compromise. Likewise, we acknow-
ledge the necessity for further definition

and consideration of the legal status of

the remaining territory occupied by Is-

rael according to United Nations

Security Council resolutions 242 and
338.

Throughout the region, minority

rights are abused, especially the rights

of Palestinians in Israeli-occupied ter-

ritories and jilso Palestinians in other

Middle Eastern nations, the Kurdish

minorities in Iraq and Turkey, and the

millions of migrants from Third World
countries who live and work in oil-rich

Arab states. Particular concern must be
paid to the oppression of women and
religious minorities in the region. The
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church looks with deep concern on the

persecution and harassment of in-

digenous Christian minorities being

persecuted in Middle Eastern nations.

Indeed, the state of religious liberty in

the Middle East is a compelling concern

to the church. We understand that

freedom of conscience extends beyond

private worship and includes the right

to public witness, charitable activity,

education, and evangelizing. A psir-

ticular test of religious freedom is the

right to choose and to change one's

religion. We defend the right of any
individuiil to change his or her religion,

as well as the right of others to

proselytize.

Under the Islamic system of Shari's

law, conversion from Islam to another

religion is punishable by law. Because

of the close linkage between the

religious and political realms, converts

to Christianity may be considered not

only religous heretics, but also political

traitors, and so subject to the death

penalty. The inaccurate tendency to

equate Christianity with the West, com-
bined with strong, albeit at times under-

standable, anti-Western sentiments,

also create an environment in which

conversion is seen as cultural betrayal

and participation in imperialism.

Zionism, when it prohibits evan-

gelism and conversion, is also oppres-

sive. Israeli laws that prohibit bribery

as an enticement for conversion are

vague and can be used to further restrict

relgious rights.

The following are further examples of

problems that need to be addressed:

* Though Saudi Arabia's King Fahd
recently announced steps to reform his

nation's govenment and establish a con-

sultative council, the reality has been

little change for the religious freedom

and human rights of Christians, women,
and other minorities. Saudi Arabia

remains one of the most religiously in-

tolerant nations in the world.

* Pidestinians in the Israeli-occupied

territories are denied their rights to self-

determination and are denied bstsic civil

and political rights of all sorts.

* Though Egypt's constitution

guarantees religious freedom to non-

Muslims, the government has been pres-

sured into appeasing Islamic

fundamentalists by intimidating, har-

rasing, arresting and even torturing

Christians.

* In Iran, Chaldean Catholics and
Presbyterians have been denied request

to print Bibles, construct chapels, and
engage in registered charitable ac-

tivities. A Christian pastor, Hossein

Soodmand, was executed in December,
1990, apparently on charge of apostasy,

based on his earlier conversion from
Islam. Severe discrimination continues

against the Baha'i community.

* Christitms and Jews in Yemen,
while aUowed to conduct worship in

private homes, are prohibited from
maintaining synagogues or churches.

The United Methodist Church's ad-

vocacy regarding human rights in the

Middle East should be governed by these

principles:

1. The United Methodist Church and
its agencies should be committed to

serious study of the Middle East and the

religious faiths of the region.

2. Racism of all types, including anti-

Semitism and xenophobia within the

West, should be vehemently denouced.

Religious tolerance in predominantly

Christian nations must be carefully

protected and preserved. But the need

to sustain tolerance must not be allowed

to eclipse either the evangelistic impera-

tive of the gospel or the mandate to seek

justice for religious minorities in Is-

lamic-dominated areas.

3. A full understanding of democracy

is necessary when considering what is

necessary for peace and justice in the

Middle East. The definition of

democracy is broader than majority

rule. A democratic government protects

minorities, guarantees human rights,

and does not seek to control or restict

the practice or affirmation of religion.

4. We urge our own governments and
international bodies to vigorously advo-

cate human rights and religious liberty,

and to demonstrate our commitment to

these principles through foreign policy.

Human rights must have an equal place

on negotiating tables with economic and
security concerns. We offer special sup-

port for the work of the United Nations

Special Rapporteur on Religious In-

tolerance.

5. The United Methodist Church will

engage in both quiet diplomacy and
public advocacy for religious freedom

and deomocracy in Middle Eastern na-

tions.

6. The United Methodist Church calls

upon the U.S. government to review all

aid to nations of the Middle East in

compliance with Section 502B of the

Foreign Assistance Act, which states

that "no security assisttmce may be

provided to any country which engages

in a consistent pattern of gross viola-

tions of internationally recognized

human rights."

7. The United Methodist Church
urges all governments of the world, and
especially those in countries where the

United Methodist Church has congrega-

tions, to apply intemationl law equitab-

ly to all states and peoples of the Middle

East.

8. The United Methodist Church en-

courages all United Methodists to

strengthen and expand their education

and advocacy programs dealing with

Middle East issues, to do the 1992

ecumenical study on the Middle East,

and to join with other Christians, with

Jews, Muslims, people of other faiths

and all persons ofgood will - at the local,

state, national, and international levels

- to help break down the dividing walls

of hostility, make peace and create in

Jerusalem a rejoicing for all the nations.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1608* CS204
Subject: United Methodism in a
New Europe.
Petition: CS-10585-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 191

Membership: 99; Present: 83;

For: 79; Against: 0; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 191, paragraph 3, line 2:

That violonoo continuoo in parte of

Europe. There is civil war going on
in many parts of Europe.

Paragraph 4, line 2:

...last four decadesr. However, some
countries still struggle for identity

and recognition, e.g. the Republic
of Macedonia. We are concerned
therefore, that a special effort

should be made by governments so

that consensus and harmony can
now be extended to the whole of

Europe. The United Methodist
Church needs to raise their
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members' awareness of the issues

thus involving them in the effort to

build a "new house* in which all

people will feel at home.

Consensus and harmony...

Page, 191-1, Paragraph 1 at end:

...social and political equality. The
current priorities of the church's

human rights program are:

* national minorities and groups
in minority - like situations such as

foreigners and indigenous popula-
tions;

* protection of refugees,

migrants, asylum seekers and dis-

placed people;

* development of the common
rule of law in a manner that

favours people's well being;

* religious freedom;

* social policy questions such as

capital punishment, conscientious
objection and social rights for all,

Including justice for women and
children;

* environmental and energy
policies for a sustainable way of

life.

Page 192, paragraph 3, line 1:

Wo livo in a timo of reconciliation We
live in a time in which there is a
great need for the Gospel of recon-

ciliation, a time when we can
share...

Page 192, left hand column, 10th line

from top

...from economic and other prac-

tices...

Committee requests Boris Kiril Tr^-

kouski, Yugoslavia Provisional Con-

ference, be allowed to address

conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1609 CS216 (MR)
Subject: Responsible Parenthood.
Petition: CS-10366-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 136

Membership: 99; Present: 97;

For: 61; Against: 29; Not Voting: 7;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended by substitution:

Retain the resolution "Responsible

Parenthood" in the 1988 Book ofResolu-

tions

Minority Report

UPDATE FOR CONSISTENCY

A - Substitute for item 9:

Assist the states to provide for the

notification and the consent of parents

prior to abortion or medical treatment

on unemancipated children and youth.

Ensure that a minor can judically bypass

the consent requirement in cases of

negligent or abuse.

B - Substitute for item 7:

(a) Ensure that medically safe legsJ

abortions are available for those instan-

ces where tragic conflicts of life with life

justify abortions. Ensure economic as-

sistance for the poor.

(b) Work to lessen the need for

abortions that are related to birth con-

trol or gender selection.

C - Delete the sentence in the fifth

paragraph from the top which reads:

We support the legal right to abor-

tion as established by the 1973 Supreme
Court decision.

D - In the fourth paragraph the top,

first sentence, delete the phase:

"through contraceptive or human
failure"

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconairrence Date /

1610 CS235
Subject: Pastoral Letter on
Economic Justice.

Petition: CS-10626-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 923

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1611* CS241
Subject: The Pediatric Bill of
Rights Preamble.
Petition: CS-11461-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1063

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrencc ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1612 CS242
Subject: Sanctity of Human Life

Sunday.
Petition: CS-12428-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1053

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1613* CS243
Subject: Adoption as an
Alternative to Abortion.
Petition: CS-12425-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1052

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1614* CS244
Subject: Population relating to

abortion.
Petition: CS-12424-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1053

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1615* CS245
Subject: Rights of the unborn.
Petition: CS-124 18-0072-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1029

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1616 CS246
Subject: Social Principle
Statement on Abortion.
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Petition: CS-12399-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1052

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1617 CS247
Subject: Our Social Creed.
Petition: CS-11995-0076-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1618 CS248
Subject: Adopt "Right to Life".

Petition: CS-11462-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1049

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1619 CS249
Subject: The sanctity of pre-bom
human beings.

Petition: CS-11067-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1053

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1620 CS250
Subject: Discontinuance of the
Pamphlet "Faithful Witness on
Today's Issues".

Petition: CS-11250-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1045

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1621 CS251
Subject: Withdraw Faithful
Witness Booklet from Circulation.
Petition: CS-11465-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1045

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1622 CS252
Subject: Statement on Abortion.
Petition: CS-10363-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 135

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1623 CS253
Subject: Forced Contraceptive
Use and Sterilization.

Petition: CS-10283-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 133

Membership: 99; Present: 68;

For: 37; Against: 23; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence and reference to the General

Board of Church and Society.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1624* CS254
Subject: Abortions as an
Acceptable Means of Birth
Control.
Petition: CS-10284-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 134

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 66; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Page 134-135, entire documont

That the 1992 General Con-
ference instruct the General Board
of Church and Society to delete the
phrase "including the right to abor-

tion" following the words "a strong
birth control program" in the Faith-

ful Witness on today's Issues: Human
Sexuality, p. 22. Furthermore the

General Board of Church and Society

cease distribution of copies of the cur-

rent publication Faithful Witness on
Today's Issues: Human Sexuality.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1625* CS255
Subject: Oppose Support for the
Freedom of Choice Act of 1991.

Petition: CS-12420-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1051

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1626 CS256 (MR)
Subject: War and Peace.
Petition: CS-12460-0075-D

Page in Advance DCA: 4-207

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 69; Against: 11; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Minority Report

In paragraph 75C, in the fiflh line,

after the words "or among them;" - add

the folloeing — that, nonetheless, oc-

casions can arise in a sinful and unjust

world where a measured use of force to

restrain injustice is a regrettable but

necessary action;

(then continue with the rest of para-

graph 75C)

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1627 CS257
Subject: Medical Rights for

Children and Youth.
Petition: CS-10290-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 180

Membership: 99; Present: 74;

For: 54; Against: 17; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1628 CS258
Subject: Accessibility for persons
with handicapping conditions.

Petition: CS-10968-3000-R

Q
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Page in Advance DCA: 493

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1629 CS261
Subject: 261 Population and
Family Planning.
Petition: CS-10292-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 134

Membership: 99; Present: 74;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

p. 134, DCA

End of first paragraph delete rest of

paragraph after "program" in 3rd sen-

tence from top at right-hand column

Arabic 4, restore and of abortion in

last sentence

Delete all of Rationale

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1630 CS262
Subject: Boards and Agencies
Regarding Abortion.
Petition: CS-10607-3000-M

Page in Advance DCA: 135

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

1631* CS263
Subject: United Methodist
Mission in Appalachia.
Petition: CS-11718-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1220

Membership: 99; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1632* CS264
Subject: The Political

Community and Military Service.

Petition: CS-12200-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1069

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1633* CS265
Subject: Abortion Including
God's Given Rights.
Petition: CS-12300-0071-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1035

Membership: 99; Present: 78;

For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1634 DI049
Subject: Christian Formation
Responsibilities of the General
Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI- 10740- 1200-D

Page in Advance DCA: 244
Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 84; Against: 13; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 5: ...acts of compstssion, faith

sharing, justice, worship...

LIne4ofitem3: ...acts ofcompassion,

faith sharing, justice, worship...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1635* DI053
Subject: Comprehensive Youth
Ministry.

Petition: DI-10762-1221-D

Page in Advance DCA: 247

Membership: 107; Present: 99;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 4: remove colon after church;

and replace with period:

Amend Para. 1221: ...levels of the

Church;.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1636* DI056
Subject: United Methodist
National Youth Ministry
Organization.
Petition: DM 1800- 130 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 1 16

Membership: 107; Present: 100;

For: 99; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Referred to NYMO as amended:

Delete first 3 Paragraphs.

Keep last paragraph (in bold) "The
United Methodist National Youth ... to

the 1996 General Conference."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1637 DI081
Subject: Transfer of Certification
by Lay Speakers
Petition: DI-10296-0279-D

Page in Advance DCA: 235

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 3: ...may transfer his/hor cer-

tification to his/hor the new district

upon receipt...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1638* DI090
Subject: Responsibilities of the
District Lay Leader.
Petition: DI-10748-0748-D

Page in Advance DCA: 239

Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Para. 748: DCA page 239: ...both

within Um—congrogation congrega-

tions and through their ministries in

the home, work place, community, and
world...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1639 DI093
Subject: The District Board of
Laity.

Petition: DI-12026-0753-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1112
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Membership: 107; Present: 87;

For: 87; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Line 1: Each district...conference

ebaUmay

Line 13, nimiber 2: ...lay speaking

and may include district president of

UMW,...

( )Concurrence ( )Nanconcurrence Date /

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Para. 1222: Men's Work Roepon
Bibilitio6...unit6 of United Mothodist
Men . Responsibilities. The respon-

sibilities of the United Methodist
Men's Division shall be to have
primary oversight...

2. b) Provide resources..

.

to onablo

enabling men for outreach....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1646 FA188
Subject: Claim for unpaid salary.

Petition: FA- 11370-072 1-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1 149

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 51; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

In paragraph 721: for unpaid base
compensation

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1640* DI097
Subject: Organization of the
General Board of Discipleship.
Petition: DI-10752-1204-D

Page in Advance DCA: 241

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

page 241: ...who shall be selected by

the CoUogo of Bishops Commission
on Central Conference Affairs.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1641* DIIOO
Subject: Ministry of the laity.

Petition: DI-11132-1218-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1115

Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

Editorial:

1218.8.

Note says Add Para.

This paragraph subsection already ex-

ists; therefore, it must become 1218.9.

This is noted correctly in the petition

but is incorrect in DCA-Vol 2.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1642 DI102
Subject: United Methodist Men's
Division.

Petition: DI-10763-1222-D

Page in Advance DCA: 247
Membership: 107; Present: 89;

For: 89; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

1643* FA064
Subject: Determination of the
pastor's salary.

Petition: FA-11369-0720-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1 148

Membership: 93; Present: 58;

For: 51; Against: 3; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Paragraph 720: pastor's Baloriocbase
compensation

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1644* FA090
Subject: Equitable salaries for all

ministers.
Petition: FA-11136-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1164

Membership: 93; Present: 86;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1645* FA179
Subject: Affirm full participation
of gays and lesbians in the church.

Petitions: FA-12383-0906-D, FA-

12384-0906-D, FA-12385-0906-D, FA-
12392-0906-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 153, 1 153,

1153, 1154.

Membership: 93; Present: 68;

For: 63; Against: 3; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1647 FA190
Subject: Basic Protection Plan.
Petition: FA-10940-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 390

Membership: 93; Present: 76;

For: 66; Against: 5; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend Sections 5.03 and 5.04 of the

Basic Protection Plan (DCA pages 393-

394) as follows:

5.03. Disability Benefits:

a. Eligibility for Benefits:

(1) By Reason of Illness. In the event

an Active Participant who has been an

Active Participant in this Program for at

least one yoar six months becomes i»-

tally and permanently disabled (as

defined in subsection b below) by reason

of illness, such Active Participant shall

be entitled to a disability benefit under

this Program.

(2) By Reason of Accident. In the

event an Active Participant becomes

totally and pormanontly disabled (as

defined in subsection b below) by reason

of an accident the Active Participant

shall be entitled to a disability benefit

under this Program.

b. Definition of Disability: The
Plan Sponsor shall choose for its

Active Participants one of the fol-

lowing definitions of disability:

(1) An Active Participant wUl be con-

sidered totally and permanently dis-

abled for the purposes of this Program

if the Active Participant has been deter-

mined by the Board to be totally and

permanently disabled as defined by the

Social Security Administration of the

United States (exclusive ofany disability

resulting from (a) service in the armed
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forces of any country, (b) warfare, (c)

intentionally self-inflicted injury, or (d)

participant in any criminal or unlawful

act).

(2) An Active Participant will be
considered disabled for the pur-
poses of this Program as of the date
the Board determines on the basis
of medical evidence that such Ac-
tive Participant was unable to per-

form the usual and customary
duties of his/her employment by
reason of bodily ixgury, disease, or
mental or emotional disease or dis-

order which will presumably last

for at least six continuous months,
(exclusive of any disability result-

ing from (a) service in the armed
forces of any country, (b) warfare,
(c) intentionally self-inflicted in-

jury, or (d) participation in any
criminal or unlawful act). After
having received benefit payments
for twenty-four months, the Active
Participant shall be considered
disabled only if such Active Par-

ticipant is unable to engage in sub-

stantially all of the usual
customary duties pertaining to any
employment for remuneration or
profit in such occupation for which
such Active Participant shall be
considered disabled only if such
Active Participant is unable to

engage in substantially all of the
usual customary duties pertaining
to any employment for remunera-
tion or profit in such occupation
for which such Active Participant

is reasonably qualified by train-

ing, education, or experience.

c. Application for Benefit:

(a) An Active Participant whose
Plan Sponsor elected the defini-

tion contained in Section 5.03b(l)

above shall complete an application for

benefit form provided by the board
enclosing either:

(1) a copy of a determination of

the Social Security Administration in

accordance with Title 42, Chapter 7,

Subchapter II, Section 423(d) of the

United States Code that the Active Par-

ticipant is totally and permanently dis-

abled and eligible to receive benefits

from the Social Security Administration

on account of such disability; or

(2) only in the ovont the Act ive

Participant has mado an oloction pur

Buant to section M02(o) of tho Internal

Rovonuo Codo of 1986 , as amondod
i

medical evidence that the Active Par-

ticipant is totally and permanently dis-

abled in accordance with the standards

prescribed by the Social Security Ad-
ministration, the costs of which, includ-

ing a reasonable processing fee charged

by the Board, shall be borne by the Ac-

tive Participant.

(b) An Active Participant whose
Plan Sponsor elected the defini-

tion of disability defined in Sec-

tion 5.03b(2) above shall complete
an application for benefit form
provided by the BoartL The Board
may require medical proof of such
disability, including, but not
limited to, a requirement that the
Active Participant submit to medi-
cal examination at the request of

the Board. The Program shall pay
all reasonable medical fees, as

determined by the Board, for any
examinations requested more fre-

quently than annually.

d. Commencement of Benefit:

(1) For an Active Par-
ticipant whose Plan Sponsor
elected the definition of disability

defined in Section 5.03b(l) above,
the annual disability benefit shall be

payable on a monthly basis commencing
on the first day of the month following

a five-month waiting period commenc-
ing on the date on which the Active

Participant became totally and per-

manently disabled as determined by the

Board.

(2) For an Active Par-
ticipant whose Plan Sponsor
elected the definition of disability

defined in Section 5.03(b)(2)

above, payment of benefits shall

begin retroactive to the first day of

the month following the date of

disability as determined by the
Board.

e. Termination of Benefit:

The benefit payable hereunder shall

cease upon the earlier of the following

two events: (1) the death of the Active

Participant, or (2) either (o) tho dato on
which—paymonto—from—y»e

—

Social

Security Administration coaso for tho

samo total and permanent disability , or

(b) if tho Active Participant has made an
oloction purcuant to Doction 1 102(0) of

tho Itornal Rovonuo Codo of 1BM6 , as

amondodi the date on which the Active

Participant is no longer disabled deter-

mined in accordance with a periodic

medical review, the cost of which shall

be borne by the Participant, in accord-

ance with procedures established by the

Board.

5.04. Amount of Disability

Benefit. The Plan Sponsor shall indi-

cate in the Adoption Agreement the

{imount of the benefit coverage to be
payable hereunder. This amount shall

be stated as a percentage of an Active

Participant's Compensation in effect as

of the date on which the Active Par-

ticipant became totally and pormaaeat-
ly disabled.

a. Options Available For Ac-
tive Participants Who Are Cler-

gypersons. For those Active

Participants who are Clergypersons,

(1) a Plan Sponsor may elect one
of the following percentages to be the

annual disability benefit: 10% or 20%
of the greater of Participant's Compen-
sation or the Denominational Average

Compensation; or

(2) a Plan Sponsor may elect one

of the following percentages to be the

annual disability benefit: 10% or 20% of

the Denominational Average Compen-
sation.

b. Options Available For Active

Participants Who Are Lay
Employees. For those Active Par-

ticipants who are lay employees,

(1) a Plan Sponsor may elect one

of the following percentages of the Ac-

tive Participant Compensation to be the

annual disability benefit: 50%, 60% or

70% of Compensation. Said benefit shall

be reduced by the amount which the

Active Participant receives from the So-

cial Security Administration for the

same total and permanent disability.

Add a new section 6.11 which would

read as follows:

6.11 Protection of Benefits
From Prior Plans.

a. Any person who as ofDecember 31,

1992 had paid up death benefit coverage

as a Retired Participant in the Basic

Protection Plan shall thereafter con-

tinue to have the same death benefit

coverage at no additional cost to the

Retired Participant or his/her Plan

Sponsor.

b. Any person who as ofDecemberSl,

1992 had death benefit coverage from
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the former Death Benefit Program or

the Death Benefit Program Plus shall

thereafter continue to have the same
death benefit coverage, provided

his/her Plan Sponsor continues to make
the required premium contributions in

the amount to be established by the

Board.

Delete Section 8.01 at DCA 397 and
substitute therefor the following:

8.01 Amendment of the Plan.

The General Conference may
amend any or all provisions of this

Plan at any time by written instru-

ment identified as an amendment
of the Plan effective as of a
specified date. However, the

Board is authorized to amend any
or all provisions of the Plan at any
time by such written instrument in

order to conform the Plan to any
applicable law and/or regulations

promulgated thereunder.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1648 FA220
Subject: Notifying the Local
Church of Amount Apportioned
for World Service and Conference
Benevolence.
Petition: FA- 10070-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 93; Present: 82;

For: 74; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1649 FA237$
Subject: Translating Book of
Discipline into Hausa Language.
Petitions: FA-10300-3000-M$, FA-

10301-3000-M$, FA-10302-3000-M$.

Pages in Advance DCA: 494, 494,

494.

Membership: 93; Present: 67;

For: 54; Against: 11; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

Should be cared for in the World
Division of the General Board of Global

Ministries.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1650 FA238
Subject: Flan and Method of
Clergy Support.
Petition: FA- 12450-07 18-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 93; Present: 55;

For: 47; Against: 7; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Para. 718: ...for the Equitable salary

base Compensation Fund...based on

the current cash sakuybase Compensa-
tion paid...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1651 FA239
Subject: Provisions Pertaining to

Staff.

Petition: FA-10951-0814-D

Page in Advance DCA: 655

Membership: 93; Present: 75;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1652 FA240
Subject: Reduction in budget and
bureaucracy.
Petition: FA-11517-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1 162

Membership: 93; Present: 81;

For: 78; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1653* FA241
Subject: Shared Salary Options.
Petition: FA-10200-0725-D

Page in Advance DCA: 375

Membership: 93; Present: 84;

For: 78; Against: 3; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1654* FA242
Subject: Student Local Pastor
Enrollment in the
Comprehensive Protection Plan.

Petition: FA-10332-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 471

Membership: 93; Present: 76;

For: 75; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1655 FM027
Subject: Reaffirm the Doctrinal
Standards.
Petition: FM-11051-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 287

Membership: 97; Present: 81;

For: 53; Against: 27; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1656* GJ285
Subject: Decision of the Judicial

Council.
Petition: GJ- 10682-26 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 629

Membership: 80; Present: 55;

For: 53; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

"Committee recommends concur-

rence as amended as follows:

At the end of paragraph 2618, add:

"This legislation shall take effect

immediately upon passage by the

General Conference."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1657* IC107
Subject: Puerto Rico Colonial
Status.

Petition: IC-12152-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1226

Membership: 68; Present: 36;

For: 34; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1658* LC117
Subject: Lower the Age for Older
Adults to Over 55.

Petition: LC-11875-0247-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1261

Membership: 89; Present: 77;
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For: 77; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1659* MN002
Subject: Offices of Bishops and
District Superintendents.
Petition: MN-11109-0504-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1314

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1660 MN003
Subject: Offices of Bishop and
District Superintendent.
Petition: MN- 10450-0503-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1661* MN004
Subject: Offices of Bishops and
District Superintendents.
Petition: MN- 10044-0503-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1662* MN017
Subject: The nature of

superintendency.
Petition: MN-11 108-050 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 13

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1663* MN027
Subject: Retain Orders of Deacon
and Elder.

Petition: MN-10357-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 921

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1664* MN028
Subject: Retain the Order of
Deacon.
Petition: MN-10356-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 920

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1665 MN031
Subject: One Ordination with two
tracks.

Petition: MN-10025-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1666* MN042
Subject: Rights of a Retired
Bishop.
Petitions: MN-11742-0510-D, MN-
1 1986-05 10-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1315, 1315.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1667 MN044
Subject: Bishops in Central
Conferences.
Petition: MN- 1102 1-05 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconeuiTence Date /

1668 MN046
Subject: Nomination for the
Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-10030-0506-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 14

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1669* MN048
Subject: Vacancy in the office of

Bishop.
Petition: MN-11018-0508-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1670 MN049
Subject: Termination of Office.

Petition: MN-11019-0509-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1671 MN050
Subject: Retirement age of

Bishops.
Petitions: MN-11501-0509-D, MN-
11591-0509-D, MN-11741-0509-D,

MN-11999-0509-D, MN- 12 124-0509-

D, MN-12125-0509-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1314, 1314,

1314, 1314, 1314, 1314.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13
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Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1672* MN054
Subject: Commission to study
The Ministry Report.
Petition: MN-11546-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1327

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1673* MN055
Subject: Vision, Mission and
Restructuring of the United
Methodist Church.
Petition: MN-11503-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1327

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1674* MN056
Subject: Study for the office of

District Superintendency.
Petition: MN-11452-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: j 1326

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1675* MN057
Subject: The Study of Ministry
dealing with the Office of

Deaconesses.
Petition: MN-11451-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1326

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1676* MN058
Subject: The office of District

Superintendent.
Petition: MN-11450-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1326

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Agamst: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1677* MN077
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Division of Ordained Ministry.

Petition: MN-10272-1529-D

Page in Advance DCA: 919

Membership: 98; Present: 95;

For: 95; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1678 MN083
Subject: Committee on District

Superintendency.
Petition: MN-10925-0754-D

Page in Advance DCA: 918

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1679* MN089
Subject: Specific Responsibilities

of Bishops.
Petitions: MN- 10255-05 14-D, MN-
10256-0514-R, MN-11237-0514-D,

MN- 11743-05 14-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 910, 919,

1315, 1315.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1680* MN120
Subject: Continuation of

candidacy.
Petition: MN-11584-0405-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1285

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1681 MN132
Subject: Continuation in

Probationary Membership.
Petition: MN- 10424-04 17-D

Page in Advance DCA: 893

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1682 MN133
Subject: Continuation in

probationary membership.
Petition: MN-11538-04 17-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1290

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1683* MN134
Subject: Candidates Preparing
for Ordination Through
Ministerial Course of Study.

Petitions: MN-1 1276-04 16-D, MN-
11537-0416-D, MN-1 1733-04 16-D,

MN-12042-0416-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1289, 1289,

1289, 1290.

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1684* MN140
Subject: Responsibilities of

District Superintendents.
Petition: MN-10506-0519-D

Page in Advance DCA: 880

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 65; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

I
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Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1685 MN147
Subject: Requirements for
Election as Associate Members.
Petitions: MN-11540-0420-D, MN-
11735-0420-D, MN-11891-0420-D,
MN-12043-0420-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1291, 1291,

1291, 1291.

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1686 MN152
Subject: Cabinet and the
Appointment Making Process.
Petitions: MN-10923-0529-D, MN-
11111-0529-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 911, 1319.

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 44; Against: 26; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1687 MN153
Subject: Cabinet and the
Appointment Making Process.
Petition: MN-10455-0529-D

Page in Advance DCA: 911

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 64; Against: 6; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1689* MN156
Subject: Requirements for

election as an associate member.
Petition: MN-11586-0420-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1291

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1690* MN157
Subject: Requirements for

Election as Associate Members.
Petition: MN-10426-0420-D
Page in Advance DCA: 893

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1691* MN159
Subject: Readmission after

involuntary retirement.
Petition: MN-10449-0458-D
Page in Advance DCA: 907

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 90; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

(3.... A period ofat lesist onoyoar two
years of service...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1693 MN191
Subject: Clergy Membership of
Annual Conference.
Petitions: MN-10014-0412-D, MN-
10486-0412-D, MN-11234-0412-D,
MN-11732-0412-D.
Pages in Advance DCA: 1287, 875,

1287, 1287.

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

Fon 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1694* MN192
Subject: General Provision
Admission and Continuance.
Petition: MN-1 1953-04 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1695* MN193
Subject: Amenability of

Probationary Members to the
Annual Conference Regarding
Performance in Ministry.
Petition: MN- 12 187-04 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1688* MN155
Subject: Eligibility and Rights of

Associate Members.
Petitions: MN-10242-0419-D, MN-
10243-0419-D, MN-11235-0419-D,

MN-1 1539-04 19-D, MN-1 1632-04 19-

D, MN-11734-0419-D, MN-12189-
04 19-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 893, 893,

1290, 1290, 1290, 1291, 1291.

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

1692* MN186
Subject: Eligibility and rights of

probationary members.
Petition: MN-1 1536-04 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1696* MN194
Subject: Conference and District
Board of Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN- 12240-04 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1697 MN196
Subject: Qualifications for

Ordination.
Petition: MN- 10248-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 896
Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 48; Against: 21; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1698 MN228
Subject: Retired Ordained
Ministers.
Petition: MN- 10324-045 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 905

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1699* MN229
Subject: Charge Conference
Membership.
Petition: MN- 10376-045 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 906

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1700* MN232
Subject: Retirement Benefits for

Ordained Ministers.

Petition: MN- 10959-045 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 906

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1701 MN253
Subject: Christian and
Ministerial Conduct of Retired
Ministers.
Petition: MN-10325-0451-D
Page in Advance DCA: 905

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 84; Against: 8; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1702* MN254
Subject: The Appointment
Process. Amend 533.5.

Petition: MN- 10028-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 81; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1703 MN255
Subject: The Process of
Appointment Making.
Petition: MN-12127-0533-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 82;

For: 46; Against: 28; Not Voting: 8;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1704* MN256
Subject: Confirmation of

appointments.
Petitions: MN- 10087-0533-D, MN-
12338-0533-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1320, 1321.

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1705* MN271
Subject: Special variation in the
Order of Deacon.
Petition: MN-10979-0108-D
Page in Advance DCA: 884

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1706 MN291
Subject: Process of Service
Assignments of Deacons.
Petition: MN-10507-0534-D
Page in Advance DCA: 880
Membership: 98; Present: 80;

For: 56; Against: 23; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Section DC, Lines 1-2: ....responsible

for i& initiating their own service

assignments....

Line 3: ....are also encouraged....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1707 MN298
Subject: Certificate of Honorable
Location.
Petition: MN- 10499-0452-D

Page in Advance DCA: 878

Membership: 98; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1708* MN306
Subject: Specific Responsibilities

of Bishops.
Petition: MN-10643- 514-D

Page in Advance DCA: 910

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 68; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1709* MN313
Subject: Process of Appointment
Making.
Petition: MN- 12078-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1321

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1710* MN314
Subject: Election to Probationary
Membership.
Petition: MN- 11890-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1289

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1711* MN315
Subject: Longer Tenure of

Pastors in Appointments to the
Local Church.
Petition: MN-11746-0534-D

Page in Advance DCA: 132

1

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1712* MN316
Subject: Laying on of hands.
Petition: MN-11414-0435-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1296

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For 70; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1713* MN317
Subject: The appointment
making process.
Petition: MN-1 11 14-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurr*nce Date /

1714* MN318
Subject: Action on granting
status regarding license,

ordination or conference
membership.
Petition: MN-1 10 15-04 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1715* MN320
Subject: The Process of

Appointment Making.
Petition: MN- 10960-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 912

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1716* MN324
Subject: Frequency of
Appointment and Service
Assignments.
Petition: MN-10510-0537-D

Page in Advance DCA: 881

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1717* MN333
Subject: The Act of Ordination.
Petition: MN- 10433-0432-D

Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For 63; Against: 10; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrene* Date /

1718* MN334
Subject: Transfer of Ministers

from Other Annual Conferences.
Petition: MN-10432-0427-D

Page in Advance DCA: 896

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee
rence.

recommends concur-

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1719 MN336
Subject: Selection and
Assignment of District

Superintendent.
Petition: MN- 10328-05 17-D

Page in Advance DCA: 911

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1720* MN345
Subject: Lay Observers on
Conference Board of Ord.
Ministry

.

Petition: MN-12461-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 98; Present: 67;

For 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( K>>neurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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of The United Methodist Church

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the following

corrections, the proceedings as printed

in the Daily Christian Advocate for

Wednesday May 13, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 479, col. 2, lines 29

& 35-- Substitute "BILL HINSON
(TEXAS)" for "UNIDENTIFIED
SPEAKER."

Daily Edition, p. 480, col 3, line 29-

Substitute "speech" for "speak."

Daily Edition, p. 481, col. 3, line 14-

Substitute "broad" for "brought."

Daily Edition, p. 483, col. 1, line 21-

End puctuation should be "board?"."

Daily Edition, p. 487, col. 1, par. 3,

line 6-Capitalize "Report."

Daily Edition, p. 489, col. 1, par. 3,

line 5-6-Substitute "Fantas" for "Fan-

tis."

Daily Edition, p. 489, col. 1, par. 1,

line 8-Capitalize "Report."

Committee On Journal Report

Daily Edition, p. 491, col. 3, par. 2,

line 7-Substitute "Brawn" for

"Braun."

Daily Edition, p. 492, col. 1, par. 3,

line 14—Capitalize "Presidium."

Daily Edition, p. 492, col. 3„ 3rd line

up from the bottom-Substitute "An-

nouncement made by translation in

French." for "French Translation."

Daily Edition, p. 493, col. 3, line 3-

Insert "[Speaking and signing]" imme-

diately after "HOLLY ELUOT:."
Daily Edition, p. 500, col. 1, line 24

up from the bottom-Insert

"American" between "Native" and

"School."

Daily Edition, p. 501, col. 3, lines

11-12-Delete complete heading.

Daily Edition, p. 505, col. 1, par. 5-

Substitute "SUSAN HASSINGER
(Eastern Pennsylvania):" for "SUSAN
MONCURE."

Daily Edition, p. 506, coL 1, par. 4,

line 4-Substitute "Saint" for "St."

Daily Edition, p. 506, col. 2, par. 5,

line 6-Capitalize "Continuing Rural

Crisis."

Daily Edition, p. 508, col. 2, par. 10,

Iine4-Insert in brackets "[number of]"

immediately after "growing."

Daily Edition, p. 509, col 1. par. 4-In-

sert "I'm Carolyn Johnson, North In-

diana Conference." immediately

foUowing "CAROLYN JOHNSON
(North Indiana):."

Daily Edition, p. 510, col. 2, para. 1,

line 6-Insert in brackets "[get]" imme-

diately following "not."

H. Sharon Howell
Chair Committee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

(Continued from page 511)

BISHOP C.P. MINNICK; Thank you.

Let us come to order, please. And will

you find hymn no. 379, "Blow Ye the

Trumpet, Blow . . . theyear ofjubilee has

come."

(hymn)

BISHOP MINNICK: Be seated,

please. Will you please find your places

as rapidly as possible? You look

nourished, revived, and ready to work

again. That we prepare our hearts and

minds to do the work that is ours to do,

will you turn now to, and remain seated,

to no. 347, "Spirit Song," and let us sing

this as our prayer of invocation.

(song)

(prayer)

(University Senate Elections Report)

BISHOP C. P. MINNICK: We've been

reminded repeatedly by our chair of

Agenda and the chair of Ctdendar that

we have a lot of work to do and limited

time in which to do it. So, with that in

mind, we shall proceed with the business

of the afternoon.

First of all, we have the results of the

vote on the University Senate, and we'll

receive that now if . . . well, it's on the

screen. Election is by plurality, and, as

you can see, there have been 2 elections

in this category. All right, you now need

to elect 2 persons from the . . . I'm sorry,

that completes-oh, I'm glad-it com-

pletes that election. Let us see the

second result there. Carolyn Johnson

and Maijorie Suchocki have been

elected. Yes, that's correct. Yes, because

it only requires a plurality rather than a

majority. They are elected. All right,

thank you. We turn now . . . yes, I see a

card here to the right; microphone 14.

RAY BRANTON (Louisiana): Sir, I

move to suspend the rules for the

remainder of the General Conference to

provide that the body may order the

previous questions after one speech for

and one speech against an item.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. It does

require the suspension of the rules to

take this action. Is there a second to that

motion? All right. It is not debatable. It

will take 2/3 vote to do this. If you will

suspend the rules for this purpose at this

time we'll . . . well, let me say it another

way. Well, you've heard the motion; will

you vote when the light appears? "Yes,"

363; "No," 414. You have not suspended

the rules, and so we shall proceed by the

rules previously adopted. We turn first,

now, for the afternoon to the Committee

on the Local Church, Janice Huie, chair.

Yes, over here. Microphone 7.

VKJTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): Thank you. While our minds are

still fresh with frustration voting for

people we do not know, I'd like to move

that we recommend the 1996 General

Conference-notice the word is recom-

mend, we cannot bind them-that they

consider publishing dossiers of the

nominees for the University Senate.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. You
heard that motion, is there a second to

it? Is there discussion of it? All right.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 691; "No," 68. You have approved

that motion for the dossiers to appear

prior to the General Conference of 1996.

Yes. Microphone 5.

AUSTIN FREDERICK (Southwest

Texas): I would like to move that each
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presentation be limited to 10 minutes

for each calendar item before the matter

is brought before the body for debate.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Is

there a second to that? Each calendar

item be considered for 10 minutes

before it is brought . .

.

FREDERICK: Limited to 10 minutes.

BISHOP MINNICK: AU right. All

right, that motion is before you. Any
discussion of it? Ifyou will approve, will

you please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 533; "No," 285. You have ap-

proved that. All right, we'll try again.

Janice Huie, we turn toyou for the Com-
mittee on the Local Church.

Yes, no. 5. Microphone no. 5. Try it.

JEROME K DELPINO (Southern

New England): Point of order. Bishop.

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes.

DELPINO: Does that vote that wejust
took require a 2/3 vote?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, it does.

DELPINO: Thank you.

BISHOP MINNICK- To change the

time of speeches requires only a

majority and not a change of the rules,

but upon second consideration, that

particular motion will require suspen-

sion of the rules. So if you will suspend

the rules to take up that matter, will you
vote when the light appears. "Yes," 538;

"No," 276. You have not suspended the

rules. Please let me see that again. It

takes 66.6 when .... All right, now, let

me . . . the abstentions do not count. So

it did pass by 2/3 majority. It is passed.

Now please move your motion now. The
motion is to limit the presentation ofthe

committees to 10 minutes, correct? All

right. Now ifyou will approve that, now
would you please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 572; "No," 254. Andyou
have approved that motion. Now we
turn again, Janice.

JANICE HUIE (Southwest Texas):

And I'U try to give some of your 10

minutes back in these opening remarks.

I do want to begin, though . . . and I hope

you will accept my own personal ap-

preciation for the members of the Com-
mittee on the Local Church. The spirit

ofcharity and cooperation in which they

worked made it a joy to be a part of that

process, and I affirm and celebrate that

and want to call it to your attention.

Because of that spirit, you, the body, the

entire General Conference, benefit. We
had 240 petitions that came to the Com-
mittee on the Local Church. We have

only approximately 30 calendar items to

bring to you, and it's thanks to that

group that we bring to you this number.

Now as we move into these items, you
will want to notice, I believe, that there

are 3 different themes which nm
through both the calendar items that

will be coming to you this afternoon as

well as several items on the Consent

Calendar.

The first one is that this committee,

in a number of places, sought to open

more options to a local church as it or-

ders its own common life. That is, we
sought to help churches become more
flexible, so that they could respond in

ministry to a changing world.

(Calendar Item No. 87,

Ministry ofAll Christians)

A second theme you will notice in

these calendar items and in others, is

that this committee sought to help local

churches become more inclusive, espe-

cially in terms of multi-language needs,

in terms of racial and ethnic issues, and

to persons with handicapping condi-

tions.

The third themeyou will notice is that

we sought to help the local church be-

come more mission focused. Christ calls

us to be Christ's instrument of transfor-

mation in the world, and we sought to

do that in a number of different ways.

Now if you will turn with me please.

You wUl need your blue books, red

books, white books. We'll start with the

blue book, p. 172. The Calendar Item is

No. 87, the Petition Item is 11100. It's

found in the white book on p. 1250.

Now, this petition seeks simply to add

the phreise in the paragraph concerning

the church, "the ministry of all

Christians" to add the phrase to become

"perfect in love of God and neighbor."

While the committee on the Local

Church did not disagree with Brother

Wesley's theology, we did think that the

current statement in the Discipline is

already dear, strong, and more power-

ful, that this new phrase simply dilutes

the present language. We recommend
nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, Item

No. 87 is before you. The committee

recommends nonconcurrence. I believe

the body is ready to vote. Ifyou support

the committee in nonconcurrence,

remember, you vote yes. Ifyou disagree

with the committee, you vote no. So

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 829; "No," 58. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-
tion of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 97,

Work Area Chairperson)

HUIE: Thank you. Now continue in

the blue book, p. 173, Calendar Item 97.

The Petition number is 12015. You will

find this in the white book, p. 1266. As
you follow in the white book, you will

notice that it is in the bottom column, I

mean in the right-hand column, the bot-

tom ofthe page, and that the body ofthe

petition is located on 1267. All right, this

is legislation which spells out that a

work area chairperson may develop

video resources in cooperation with the

coordinator of communications. Of
course, a work area chairperson can al-

ready do that and much, much more. We
believe this added unnecessarily to the

Discipline. We recommend nonconcur-

rence.

BISHOP MINNICK: AU right, the

committee's recommendation is before

you. Any discussion? I believe you are

ready to vote. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 858; "No," 28. You have

supported the committee in its recom-

mendation of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 291,

Worship Chairperson)

HUIE: Thank you. Now, back to the

blue book, p. 244. This is Calendar Item

No. 291. Petition 10781. You will find it

in your red book, p. 843. You have al-

ready noticed in your red book that this

is a revision ofthe duties ofthe chairper-

son on worship. The amendments you

see in your DCA simply make explicit

that the chairperson ofthe work area on

worship should cooperate with the pjis-

tor. It also suggests that other racially

ethnic supplemental worship material

might be used. We recommend concur-

rence as amended.

BISHOP MINNICK: I'm sorry, I was

looking for the number. Will you repeat

that for me, please?

HUIE: Which number?

BISHOP MINNICK: Page 291.

HUIE: Yes, Calendar Item 291.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

HUIE: Calendar Item 291, Petition

1078, in your ADCA, the red book, p.

843.

BISHOP MINNICK: And you have

made 2 amendments?

HUIE: Yes. Yes, 2 changes.
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BISHOP MINNICK: All right, these

changes are before you.

HUIE: Sir?

BISHOP MINNICK; Is there a discus-

sion?

HUIE: Sir, it was my understanding

that on these petitions, since they were

not from GCFA or GCOM, we simply

handled, we didn't have to deal with

each individual amendment, but we
dealt with the whole petition itself.

BISHOP MINNICK; All right.

HUIE: As amended.

BISHOP MINNICK; All right. This is

before you as amended. If you will sup-

port the committee . . . well, please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 846;

"No," 44, and you have supported the

committee's recommendation of con-

cxirrence. All right.

(Calendar Item No. 297;

Chairperson Community Volunteers)

HUIE: Thank you. Now back to the

blue book, p. 245. We are at Calendar

Item 297, in the middle column. The
Petition number is 10580. It's found in

the white book, p. 1267. Please note that

just across in the blue book, the DCA,
just across the column is a Calendar Item

No. 293. These are related items. Wc are

beginning with Calendar Item 297.

You'll see that what is printed out there

is ajob description for a work area chair-

person of community volunteers. This

person may be . . . this person would be

added to the administrative council or to

the council on ministries. This is permis-

sive legislation. We believe that it en-

courages mission outside the local

church and in the community through

volunteering. We are aware that many
churches are already doing this, helping

persons to become more aware of minis-

try opportunities in the larger com-

munity. This would formalize that

position. We are recommending concur-

rence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. It is

before you. Yes, microphone 7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Could you please

clarify where it specifies that it is per-

missive? I see the word shall. Is there

something preceding in 261 that makes

all these offices permissive?

HUIE: That is correct.

BISHOP MINNICK; AU right. The
committee's recommendation is before

you. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 843; "No," 51. You have sup-

ported the conunittee's recommenda-
tion.

(Calendar Item No. 293, Work Area
Community Volunteers)

HUES: Thank you. Now back to the

blue book, p. 245. We are going to return

to Petition 290, to Calendar Item 293.

What this calendar item does is, it is an

attachment. Let me see. You need to

turn in your ADCA, the red book, to p.

843. And this is Petition Item 1 1 103. It's

on p. 1267, 1 beg your pardon.

BISHOP MINNICK: Page 1267 in the

white book.

HUIE: Yes, here it is. Here it is.

Now, this simply adds that the work
area on community volunteers ... it adds

that in the proper place in the Dis-

cipline. We recommend concurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. It is

before you. Ifyou will support the com-

mittee and its recommendations, please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 849;

"No," 46. You have supported the

committee's recommendation of con-

currence.

HUIE: Thank you very much. The
Rev. Luther Henry chaired 1 of our sub-

committees that deals with property,

and I call on him to present the next 2

petitions.

LUTHER W. HENRY SR. (Central

Texas): Thank you, Bishop Minnick.

BISHOP MINNICK: Brother Henry.

(Calendar Item No. 299,

Accessible Parsonages)

HENRY: General Conference delega-

tion, the next petition is Petition No.

299, found on p. 245 of the blue DCA,
dealing with Petition No. 10146. You
may also find in the Advance Edition,

the red book, on p. 848, this petition.

The committee recommends concur-

rence with the following amendments:

that we change "totally accessible" to

"reasonably accessible." And putting in

front of parsonages, the following

words, "newly constructed parsonages."

Our move is stopped.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

299 is before you. Please vote. Yes, right

here, microphone no. 2.

PAUL MEUSCHKE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Perhaps the committee

might except this one. But I'd like to

move that after the words "newly

constructed" or "newly purchased."

BISHOP MINNICK: "Newly con-

structed or newly purchased." Is there a

second to that? It's seconded.

MEUSCHKE; We talked about that.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

MEUSCHKE: We did talk about that,

but the committee did not concur.

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, I believe

that the body must make this decision.

MEUSCHKE: I think the reason's

rather obvious. I won't make a speech.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. The
amendment is before you. Any discus-

sion of that amendment? Yes,

microphone 13.

KATHY REEVES (Northern Illinois):

I have a question, and then I might have

something to say after it. I would like to

know the rationale of the committee for

making its decision in regards to, first on

the amendment, and then in regards to

saying not using the words "total acces-

sibility."

HENRY: Yes, the rationale for that

was that this particular section talks

about repair and remodeling, and ... of

church buildings. And the committee

felt that in some of your older buildings

it may be cost-prohibitive to require

total conformity to this particular peti-

tion, in terms of making it accessible,

and thought that perhaps it would be

better for local churches if we would

encourage them by using the term

"reasonably accessible" and encourage

local churches to move in that direction.

REEVES: I would like to make a com-

ment if it's possible at this time, bishop.

BISHOP MINNICK- Yes, a comment?
REEVES: Yes.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

REEVES: As many of you probably

know, in 1991 we celebrated in the

United States, the ADA, the Americans

with Disabilities Act. And some of you

may also know that wc are beginning to

try to see what that looks like for our

churches. The reality is there is a separa-

tion between state and church, but there

is also a moral imperative to be a church

that is inclusive. The reality is that there

are persons with handicapping condi-

tions who are already involved in minis-

try in The United Methodist

Church-vital ministries as pastors and
laypersons in our denominations.

The time has come, my friends, when
we need to look at accessibility and the

sense of full participation in the life of

the church. It isn't enough to be able to

enter into a sanctuary and not be able to
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enter into a parsonage ifyou are a pastor

or a person using those facilities. I un-

derstand it is very expensive to try to

make the church fully accessible at one

time. But how long do we have to wait

for the church to become accessible? I

think the words "to work toward acces-

sibility," the way it is written now, it

sounds as if it's something that you can

continue to work at and maybe it'll hap-

pen.

I would encourage this General Con-

ference to let us find ways that we can

say to our sisters and brothers with

handicapping conditions who are al-

ready sharing their gifts for ministry

and mission throughout our church, let

us say by being more supportive, by

saying we are willing to be inclusive as a

church, and that includes our churches

and our parsonages and other facilities.

Thank you, bishop.

BISHOP MINNICK: Now, my sister,

is that a speech against the amendment
that is there, or did you want to make
another amendment?
REEVES: I would like to make

another amendment.

BISHOP MINNICK: Now you may
make an amendment to the amendment
that's there.

REEVES: Or at least add to it. I would

think ... I would like it to have stronger

language . . . that the church shall work

for full participation. And I would like to

say, rather than just giving it the sense

of saying, "We'll do it in time."

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, just a mo-

ment.

REEVES: I would like to say the

church will make . . . work toward total

accessibility.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

REEVES: OK?
BISHOP MINNICK: Would we ade-

quately express what you are fcelingjust

to change that word from "reasonably"

to "totally"? Would that be your amend-

ment?

REEVES: Yes.

BISHOP MINNICK: I believe she's

indicating "yes" on that. We need a 2nd
to that, and this would change the word
"reasonably" to "totally," and we would

add in this same . . . well . . . this would

be an amendment to the amendment.
And it would also change the words

"newly purchased and newly con-

structed." All right, areyou ready to vote

on this? If you will support the amend-
ment. Wait a minute. I see somebody

here with a yellow card here. All right,

microphone 13.

FRANK TROTTER (Baltimore ):

Bishop, point of order. Are we still ad-

dressing the amendment that was made
by Mr. Meuschke from Western Pen-

nsylvania?

BISHOP MINNICK- I was about to

put them together, but first let's take the

amendment to the amendment, which

substitutes the word "totally" for

"reasonably." If you will support, will

you please vote when the light appears?

The sign is here, and I'll read it one of

these days. "Yes," 339; "No," 548. The
amendment to the amendment does not

carry. Now we're back to the amend-

ment, which substitutes the word . . .

which adds the words "newly con-

structed and newly purchased," both of

them. All right, please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 696; "No," 226.

You have supported the amendment.

And now we are back to the Item 299 as

amended.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 835; "No," 62. You have sup-

ported the committee.

(Calendar Item No. 307,

Local Church Board of Trustees)

HENRY: Our next calendar item is on

p. 246 of the Daily Christian Advocate,

the blue book. The subject is the local

church board of trustees, the Petition

No. is 10233. It's found on 848 in your

Advance DCA. The committee recom-

mends concurrence. This petition simp-

ly says to the local church that when
they have funds invested that they

should be socially responsible.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item no. 307 is

before you, please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 811; "No," 67. You have

supported the committee's recommen-

dation of concurrence.

HENRY: Thank you.

HUIE: Thank you. Now if you will

turn in your blue books to p. 300, Calen-

dar Item 691, it's in the middle column

halfway down the page, 691, to Petition

10845. It's found in the red book p. 836.

This petition simply removes some

restrictions from electing a person as an

honorary member of the administrative

board or council. We recommend con-

currence.

BISHOP MINNICK; Item No. 691 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 840; "No," 48. You have

supported the committee's recommen-
dation of concurrence.

HUIE: Now, if you will turn in your

blue book to p. 302, Calendar Item 713,

the left-hand column about midway
down, the Petition item is 12038. It's

found in your white book, p. 1263. This

petition would limit most officers in the

church to only 3 consecutive years in a

position. The conunittee feels that that

is too restrictive, especially for small

churches, and we believe that local chur-

ches could continue to set their own
terms of ofTice. We recommend noncon-

currence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 713 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 790; "No," 133. You
have supported the committee's recom-

mendation of non-concurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Continuing on p.

302 in the blue book, 302 in the blue

book. Calendar Item 715, further down
the column, left-hand side. Petition

Item 11393, p. 1263 in the white book.

This petition would prohibit local pas-

tors or spouses of a pastor from serving

as a lay member to Annual Conference.

Again, we believe this is too restrictive,

especially for small churches, and we
would support the freedom of each

church to decide. We recommend non-

concurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item No. 715 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 784; "No," 133. You
have supported the committee's recom-

mendation of nonconcurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Continuing in the

blue book, p. 302, the middle column.

Calendar Item 717, Petition 11392. In

this petition the lay leader-this is p.

1263 in the white book-in this petition

the lay leader is urged to become a cer-

tified lay speaker. We recommend con-

currence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

717 is before you. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 747; "No," 171.

You have supported the committee's

recommendation of concurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Again, the blue

book continuing on p. 302, now Calen-

dar Item 719, the bottom of the middle

column. Petition 10622. It's found in the

red book p. 839. This petition would add

the lay leader as an ex-officio member of

the pastor-parish committee. The lay

leader is already a member of finance,

nominations, and the administrative

board or council. We did not want to
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load the lay leader up any more. We
recommend nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK; Item 719 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 754; "No," 157. You
have supported the committee's recom-

mendation of nonconcurrence.

HUrE: Thank you. In the blue book p.

303, Calendar Item 726, the leR-hand

column, midway down. Petition 10010.

It's found on p. 836 in the red book. This

petition invites the charge conference to

determine each year the amotmt it will

accept for world service and conference

benevolences. We thought this unwise.

We recommend nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 726 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears.

"Yes," 776; "No," 144. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tion of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 729;

Administrative Board Membership)

HUIE: Thank yoa Now, continuing

on p. 303, Calendar Item 729, that's in

the middle column, top. Petition 10073.

It's found in the red book p. 841. This

petition allows for 10% ofan administra-

tive board or council to be affiliated or

associate members. We thought this un-

wise because it confuses one of the

privileges of membership. We voted

nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 729 is

before you. Yes, microphone 6. And
then, brother, I'll get to you, at 11, after

that. Microphone 6. Well, brother, come

to microphone 6. 1 thought the delegate

was heading for that microphone. Go
ahead, please.

GEORGE CARUSO (North Indiana):

I want to speak against the nonconcur-

rence. I serve a local church that is

breaking through the 200 barrier. We're

attracting a number of upward-moving,

executive-type people, professionals. We
need them in our leadership. We need

them badly in our leadership, as our

membership is aging. The dilution of

10% of oiir administrative board by non-

members I do not see as a hazard. I

strongly urge that we adopt this

measure, recognizing the mobility ofour

modem-day society.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, that's a

speech against the committee's recom-

mendation. Is there someone who

speaks for that recommendation? Yes,

over here. Microphone 5.

JEROME K. DELPINO (Southern

New England): Bishop, I come to speak

in support of this simply because we're

not dealing with issues of quantification

here. We're dealing with what is the

meaning of membership in The United

Methodist Church. And if membership

indeed has any real prerogatives that are

based upon one's owning of covenant

with the denomination and being faith-

ful to its order and discipline, that

should not be confused with simply

bringing in numbers per se. Hence, I

would say that what we want to say in

this has been adequately represented by

committee, and we should take seriously

that full membership in a local church is

indeed a prerogative that is granted and

one that brings significant respon-

sibilities. We aught not dilute those.

BISHOP MINNICK; All right. Yes,

microphone 12.

REBECCA KAY BARGER (Bal-

timore): It's my understanding that af-

filiated membership is a full

membership in another United

Methodist Church within our body. So,

we're ... is that correct, bishop?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, that's cor-

rect.

BARGER: I was hoping so because we
have several affiliate members in the

church that I serve. It seems to me that

we are ttdking about a connectional body

here and that if a person is going to be

in a particular location temporarily for

6-8 or 2-3 years, that they may not want

to change their membership if they real-

ize they are going to be returning to the

area where they have their full member-

ship. So, I would speak against the mo-

tion for nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Is there

someone to speak for the motion of non-

concurrence? Microphone 7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): I believe maybe we can clarify

this by making an amendment on the

amendment. Would that be in order?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, that would

be in order.

GOLDSCHMIDT: As we look at the

Discipline, par. 227, we see the defini-

tion for affiliate member, which agrees

with the previous spokesperson. And,

also, we see the definition for an as-

sociate, which is a member of another

denomination. So, the amendment will

be to delete the words "or associate." In

that matter, the only people that can be

members hereafter will be United

Methodist Church members.

BISHOP MINNICK- All right, there is

a motion to delete the words "or as-

sociate." All right. Over here,

microphone 6.

DICK LENOX: Did you get 2nd of

that. I thought so.

BISHOP MINNICK Yes.

JAMES BRYAN (Missouri West): I

serve two churches that I think are situa-

tions where both the amendment we've

just heard and the committee recom-

mendation would be a difficulty for us.

One, I've had a church in a resort area

where many of the people who are very

active in my church were members in

their home commimities, but for 3, 4, 5,

or 6 months out of the year are very

active in my local church. Secondly, I

serve a church in a imiversity town. We
have many students who are visiting

with us all of the time. We want to in-

volve them in every way we can. They
are active members in their home chur-

ches, not only United Methodist chur-

ches, but other cooperating Protestant

denominations. And we like to involve

them in our local church at every level,

and I would like the freedom to do that.

Thank you.

BISHOP MINNICK So you are speak-

ing against deletion of the word "as-

sociate."

BRYAN: Yes.

BISHOP MINNICK All right. Is there

someone else who would ... all right, I

believe you're ready to vote. If you will

support the amendment to delete the

"associate," this will be before you. Yes.

CHARLES JOHNSON (South

Carolina): Doesn't the Discipline specify

that affiliate members are not able to

hold certain positions that will give

them votes on the administrative board?

BISHOP MINNICK Yes, but I believe

this is not in conflict with that.

JOHNSON: I think the . . . when the

last motion was made, was not part of

the rational for making the motion, the

fact that affiliated members are entitled

to be officers in the church?

BISHOP MINNICK: In certain posi-

tions, yes.

JOHNSON: OK, but, you know, that's

the point I'm trying to make. In certain

positions, but the Discipline specifies,

"not positions that will give them votes

on the administrative board."
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BISHOP MINNICK: And that'll be

the responsibility on the Committee on

Nominations, yes.

JOHNSON: That's the point I'm

trying . . . right.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. The

amendment to the amendment is to

delete the word "associate." Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 441;

"No," 478. The amendment does not

prevail and you have not deleted that

word.

Now we're back to the committee's

recommendation of nonconcurrence.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 605; "No," 319. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tions of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 746,

Pastor-Parish/Single Household)

HUIE: Thank you. Page 304 in the

blue book. Blue book p. 304. Calendar

Item 746, right-hand column, at the top.

Petition Item 11146. You'll find this in

the white book p. 1269. This petition is

an attempt to prevent both a husband

and a wife, or other family members

residing in the same household, from

serving together on the pastor parish

relations committee. We recommend

concurrence as amended. And you see

the amendment there in the blue book

by the calendar item.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

No. 746 is before you. Please vote when

the light appears.

"Yes," 833; "No," 76. Your support of

the committee's recommendation of

concurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. In the blue book,

p. 304, continuing down the column on

the right-hand side. Calendar Item 748,

Petition Item 10037. It's found in your

white book, p. 1268, down in the bot-

tom, and the rest of the petition is on p.

1269. Currently, at least 1 youth and

young adult are already among the duly

elected membership of the nominating

conmiittee. This petition would man-

date that a youth be added in addition to

the regularly elected membership. Our
recommendation is nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item Number
748 is before you. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 854; "No," 50.

Your support of the committee's recom-

mendation of nonconcurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. The blue book, p.

305, Calendar Item 754, the middle

column at the top. Calendar Item 754,

Petition 11936. It's found in your white

book, p. 1268. Ofwhat this petition does

is to focus attention on the positive ap-

plications of science and technology to

human welfare. It's in the context of the

church school. We recommend concur-

rence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 754 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 834; "No," 91. You sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tion of concurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 759,

Lay Leader on Pastor-Parish)

HUIE: Thank you. Now again on p.

305, the right-hand column at the bot-

tom. Calendar Item 758, Petition 11147.

It's found in your white book, p. 1259.

This petition would add the lay leader to

the pastor-parish relations committee,

in addition to persons who are already

in the regular membership. We recom-

mend nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 758 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 793; "No," 126. Your

support of the committee's recommen-

dation of nonconcurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Now turn the page

to p. 306~the blue book, p. 306 in the

upper left-hand corner. Calendar Item

759, Petition 10142. It's found on p. 846

in the red book. This petition would add

the lay leader to the pastor-parish [rela-

tions committee] within the 5-9 mem-
bers of the pastor-parish [relations]

committee. Again, we recommended

nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 759 is

before you. Yes, microphone no. 4,

please.

BILL HATAWAY (Texas): I ap-

preciate the conference giving me 3

chances to get to this thing. I didn't

realize we could, but. I'm one of these

people who have served at most of the

work areas in the church, and I really

believe that it is instrumental for the lay

leader to be part of the pastor-parish or

staff-parish committee in order to know

what is going on in the church. Now this

person is responsible for all of the infor-

mation of what's going on in the church,

and in every work area, and the annual

conference, and the district conferen-

ces. Ijust feel like it would be instrumen-

tal to have the lay leader as part of the

pastor-parish or staff-parish committee.

Therefore, I would speak against non-

concurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Is

there a speech in support of the

committee's recommendation of non-

concurrence? Yes, microphone 4, please.

HELEN POTTER (West Ohio): I have

served on the pastor-parish relations. At

other times, I have been lay leader at

several levels of our church. The lay

leader is a liaison between the laity and

the pastor-a confidant, many times, of

lay persons to talk to them, and certain-

ly a person who is a confidant of the

pastor. Serving on the pastor-parish

relations committee gives you a com-

pletely different relationship with the

pastor. A pastor would not feel as free, I

don't believe, to talk and spend time

with the lay leader in a confidential

relationship as they would otherwise. I

support the committee in the recom-

mendation.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

759. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 761; "No," 160. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tion of nonconcurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Now on p. 306,

continuing down that left-hand column

of Calendar Item 760, Petition 10232.

It's found in the red book-I'm getting

colors mixed up here-p. 846. This is a

rewrite of 2 of the paragraphs concern-

ing the duties of the pastor-parish rela-

tions committee, and the petition says

explicitly that the pastor should be

present at pastor-parish relations

committee's meetings. It did seem

strange to some of us that we needed to

put that in the Discipline-that the pas-

tor needs to be told to attend-but we

concurred as amended. You see the Ijin-

guage as should.

BISHOP MINNICK: AU right. Item

760 is before you as amended by the

committee. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 839; "No," 82. You have

supported the committee's recommen-

dation of concurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 1179;

Inclusiveness)

HUIE: Thank you. Now in your blue

books, p. 371, Calendar Item 1179, the

middle column near the bottom. Peti-

tion 10843. It's in the red book, p. 828.

This petition defines what we mean by

inclusiveness as United Methodists. It's

a positive statement about who we are

as United Methodist church. Ovu- recom-

mendation is for concurrence.
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BISHOP NONNICK; Item No. 1179 is

now before you. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 845; "No," 35. You
have supported the committee's recom-

mendations of concurrence.

HUIE: Thank you. Now in the blue

book, p. 373, Calendar Item 1200. It's

found in the right-hand column near the

top ofthe page. It's in yourADCA, p. 128.

This petition recommends that a lay

leader may also serve as a lay member of

the annual conference, and you'll note

that we concur as amended. The original

petition said "the." There are many
churches where there is more than 1 lay

leader. This is a recommendation. It's

permissive legislation, and we concur as

amended.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 1200 is

before you. Yes, I see a yellow card.

Microphone 9, please.

WILLIAM PEEPLES (Louisiana):

Isn't the lay member to the annual con-

ference a member of the PPR?
HUIE: Yes.

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes.

PEEPLES: And so a lay leader would

also be a member to the annual con-

ference and the PPR?
HUIE: They could be.

PEEPLES: OK.
BISHOP MINNICK: Item 1200. Yes,

microphone 7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I will vote against

this, having served as lay leader and lay

delegate for too long a time. I realize the

uniquenesses of these 2 functions. For

the lay leader, priorities call more to

cany the Bible and be loving, whereas

the lay delegate is going to be called

more to carry the Discipline and be

legalistic. And it's hard to do both tasks

effectively.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. This a

vote against the committee's recommen-

dation. Right here, microphone 3.

KEN PLUMMER (Central Pennsyl-

vania): Is there not a lay member for

every charge, and there is a lay leader in

every church? Ifyou have 4 charges, you

have 4 lay leaders, but you may only be

entitled to 1 lay member. If I understand

this motion, it is putting all lay leaders

as members, lay members. This is per-

missive legislation. And it says A, and

notB.

HUIE: Yes, it says A, and not B. Right.

That's what our amendment is: to make

it A, and not B.

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, microphone

10.

W. E. ARNOLD JR. (North Arkan-

sas): Bishop, I would like to just simply

emphasize what has been said. This is

permissive. And the reason it's permis-

sive is because if we look at what we're

asking to be done, we know that when
you see the experience and thejob ofthe

lay leader of the local church, which it

says clearly in the Discipline, that it is

the primary lay representative of that

local church. When we keep that in

mind, and then look at the paragraph

talking about the lay leader's duties,

which state that along with the pastor

the lay leader shall serve as the inter-

preter of the actions and the programs

of the annuid conference and the

church. What better way could a lay

leader be equipped, along with the pas-

tor, and that is to be at annual con-

ference, to know what's going on
through the whole church, to work
hand-in-hand with that petstor, so that

we can be a connectional church and

help the people at home know what

we're supposed to do. And I suggest to

you that the lay member of annual con-

ference does his or her job, but they go

to annual conference and they prepare,

and they come back and they make their

report. Basically that's what they do, but

the lay leader has that knowledge and

can use it all year long. It is permissive

and we're simply saying here that this is

the best of all ways, but it's permissive.

Our annual conference has a large num-
ber oflay leaders serving as lay members
of annual conference, and it's really

proving successful. Thank you.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Right

in the middle, microphone 7. Yes, the

delegate in the gray suit.

BYRON BROUGHT (Baltimore):

Serving as a district superintendent I've

noticed that often there is an accumula-

tion of power, and power plays on the

part of certain lay persons within a local

congregation. Existing within the Dis-

cipline are precious checks and balances

to prevent the accumulation of power,

and I would like to spetik against concur-

rence with this, that these duties might

be spread out to different persons within

a congregation.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Is there

someone who would speak for concur-

rence? All right, microphone 7.

JOHN SHEPPARD (California-

Nevada): I have a point of information.

What page is this on? Some of us are

trying to find it.

HUIE: Page 848.

SHEPPARD: Page 848?

HUIE: Right. It's 838-1 beg your par-

don~838. But the amendment . . . it's

important to look at the amendment,
which is on 373 in your blue DCA. The
amendment is a significant amendment
BISHOP MINNICK: All right Yes,

over here. Microphone 1.

WILLIAM B. COOK (Oregon-Idaho):

Bishop, I am conference lay leader. I

strongly oppose having this permissive

language put in. It voids the checks and

balances. It takes away the confidence

level between a petstor and a lay leader,

which is necessary in the local church.

BISHOP MINNICK All right We
need a speech for it, for concurrence.

Back at microphone 11.

BARBARA P. SHELDON (Kansas

West): I support this legislation. It's per-

missive. It is very much sought after by

our members of our small membership

churches. It gives them a bit of flexibility

with a limited membership that they

desperately need.

BISHOP MINNICK- AU right We've

had two speeches on each side. I'll go

ahead to the front to Microphone 3,

please.

PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I move the previous ques-

tion.

BISHOP MINNICK AU right Point

of information. Is there a second on the

call for the previous question? It's

seconded. All right. Microphone 4.

PHILIP SUSAG (Southern New
England): As I read in the blue book of

the DCA, it says "a leader," not "a lay

leader." Is that a misprint?

HUIE: It's in the section on lay leader.

It says a leader, that is right, but it is in

the section of the Discipline that is con-

cerning the lay leader.

SUSAG: So it does say "a lay leader"?

I mean, that is nit-picking . .

.

HUIE: Some churches have more
than one lay leader, and that's part of

the reason for the clarification.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right We are

ready to take the vote on the previous

question. We need a 2/3 m^ority for

this. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 730; "No," 191. You're ready to

vote. Item no. 1200 is before you. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 533;

"No," 390, and you have supported the

committee's recommendation for con-

currence.
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(Calendar Item No. 1207,

Administrative Board Responsibility)

HUEE: Thank you. One last petition.

In the blue book, p. 374, the middle

column, about halfway down the page.

Calendar Item 1207, Petition No. 10778.

It's found in the red book, p. 842. The
original petition clarifies some of the

responsibilities of the administrative

board. It is with pride that we present to

you this amendment, which you see in

your blue DCA, which says that mem-
bers of the administrative board shall

embrace tithing, regular worship atten-

dance, regular church school and/or

bible study attendance. We recommend
concurrence as amended.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

no. 1207 is before you. Yes, microphone

no. 4, please. Yes.

KIRBYJON CALDWELL (Texas):

Bishop, thank you very much. As a

member of that legislative committee, it

gives me great joy to hear you respond

with so much enthusiasm. And let me
emphasize, if I may, quite humbly, I may
add, we've been hearing budget tight

here, budget problem there. Brothers

and sisters, we resdly don't have a budget

problem. What we have is a stewardship

problem. We have a discipleship prob-

lem. We have an evangelism problem

and these three means are designed to

help us address those issues. We like to

focus in on the other side of the equa-

tion, the liability management side, the

expense control side. Let's look at the

revenue side. We are no. 300 or lower in

terms of mainline Protestant per capita

givers. Everybody is above us. It's

shameful, it embarrassing. Any docu-

ment you read, we're at the very bottom

of per capita giving. Brothers and

sisters, this can and must get better.

Thank you very much.

BISHOP MINNICK: I assume that

was a speech for.

HUIE: Now you know one of the

reasons we had such a great time in our

committee.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 1207 is

before you. I see a person asking for

microphone 14.

JOHN J. THOMAS (South Indiana):

Is that a misprint or is that correct

where it says "and/or bible study, or

bible study attendance"? Do we have a

choice?

HUIE: Correct.

THOMAS: May we tithe, or bible

study, or, or . .

.

HUIE: The choice would be . . . some
people are doing Disciple Bible Study .

.

. so the choice is regular church school

and/or bible study. It's not a choice

among all the rest of those. I mean, we
are assuming that we'll do all the rest of

those.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 1207 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears.

"Yes," 868; "no," 56. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tion of concurrence. Yes, microphone 6.

BARRY BAILEY (Central Texas Con-

ference): It's goning to be a postscript

here. I was just going to say that in order

to put teeth in this, I think it would be

nice to propose to our administrative

board, since we're going to be utterly

religious in this matter, that they

seriously take, they take serious con-

sideration of paying 100% of the appor-

tionments-we're now paying 85%. We
can all attend Bible studies and do all of

this lovely thing, but we're talking about

taking it seriously. I'd like to make an

amendment; we just voted on it, but I'd

like for our administrative boards to

take seriously we pay 100% ofthe appor-

tionments.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, thank

you for that comment.

HUIE: Bishop, and this concludes this

portion of the report from the local

church. Congratulations to the body;

you did 27 petitions in just over an hour.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, and

thank you and your committee. All

right, I have a note here that seems to

be urgent. It says, "I'm too fat already,

so it's not for me, but the guest visitors

are devouring all the cookies before

break time." Now I realize we don't have

a break, but the chair has the privilege

ofcalling a recess. Let's take a 10-minute

recess and come back.

(recess)

BISHOP MINNICK: Move back into

business. Will you find your places,

please, and we'll return to the business

of the session. Will you please take your

seats now as we move to further calen-

dar items. Please be seated, thank you.

Let us be in order, and we will turn now
to the Legislative Committee on Higher

Education and Chaplaincy. Janet

Stephenson is the chair. Please be

seated and give your attention. All right.

microphone no. 4, please give your at-

tention.

KENNETH SUMMERS (Wyoming
Conference): I have a point of par-

liamentary inquiry. We made a motion

limiting debate to 10 minutes per calen-

dar item. How will that affect the items

with m^ority and minority reports?

BISHOP MINNICK: It is the chair's

understanding that the person present-

ing the committee report will have 10

minutes, and the person presenting the

minority report wiU also have 10

minutes.

SUMMERS: Thank you, bishop.

JANET STEPHENSON aowa):

Bishop?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, I hear a

voice.

STEPHENSON: It's me.

BISHOP MINNICK: What micro-

phone? I apologize, I should have known
it was you.

STEPHENSON: And I apologize.

BISHOP MINNICK: Thank you,

Janet.

STEPHENSON: I'll start again.

Bishop, friends, members of the con-

ference, I am the chair of the Legislative

Committee on Higher Education and

Chaplaincy. The responsibility of our

committee was to discuss and make
recommendations to this plenary body

on all items dealing with schools and

colleges, campus ministries, theological

schools, and chaplains and related min-

istries.

The report we are bringing consists of

13 items that were not on the Consent

Calendar and 1 that was lifted. I want to

express my appreciation to the commit-

tee which worked with care and

diligence and efficiency and which com-

pleted its work in short order. Partly

because we had a light petition load,

mostly because it was a good committee,

and thirdly because the temperature of

the room in which we did our work

ranged between 55 and 60 degrees, and

we had to move fast to keep warm. I also

would like to express my appreciation,

in addition to the members of the com-

mittee, to the subcommittee chair, Sam
Montgomery, Phylemon Titus, Paul

Bailey, and Tom Christian. And to my
able fellow officers. Dr. Alfred Norris,

Dr. Sam Wynn, who served as vice chair

and secretary respectively.

I've tried to organize this report to

minimize the number of times you have

to flip back and forth between books. So,
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to begin our report, I will ask you to take

your blue book and your red book.

Calendar Item No. 228; Responsibility

to General and Annual Conferences)

The first item is calendar no. 228.

BISHOP MINNICK; Page please, if

you will.

STEPHENSON: On p. 238.

BISHOP MINNICK: Page 238.

STEPHENSON: That's Calendar 228,

p. 238, in the blue book. Now, ifyou will

cross-reference to p. 748 in the red book.

Page 748, and it's the par. of the Dis-

cipline numbered 1514.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, 1 mo-
ment please. Item 238 in the blue book.

STEPHENSON: Item 228.

BISHOP MINNICK: I'm sorry.

STEPHENSON: On p. 238

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 228 on p.

238 in the blue book.

STEPHENSON: Then, in the red

book the actual petition is listed, and it

says par. 1514. It's in the right-hand

column on p. 748. The petition was to

change the Discipline so that the

Division of Higher Education of the

general board would approve changes in

institutional sponsorship by annual con-

ferences, the General Conference, and,

by, or between Genereil Conference

agencies. The recommendation of the

committee is for nonconcurrence.

It was felt that with the of possibilities

of litigation and with the undo legal en-

tanglements with institutional manage-

ment, that this would not be a wise

move. So I giveyou the recommendation

of the committee for a nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Persons who are

using translators have asked us to slow

down just a little bit and repeat the in-

formation given so that they may find

their places. We are on item 228, p. 238

in the blue book, "Responsibilities to

Generfil and Annual Conferences" is the

title. Item 228 is before you. The com-

mittee has recommended nonconcur-

rence. Will you please vote when the

light appears? "Yes," 707; "No," 19. You

have supported the committee's recom-

mendation for nonconcurrence. All

right. Please. Microphone 5.

THALIA MATHERSON (North

Texas): Thank you, bishop. The
electronic equipment is not working in

section A, row 1.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. We
have several sections in which the

electronic equipment is not working.

Let's take that vote again with a show of

hands. The committee recommends
nonconcurrence. If you will support the

committee's recommendation on item

228, lift the hand, please. Thank you.

Oppose, by the same sign. And you have

supported it.

(Calendar Item No. 235,

Context ofSeminary Education)

STEPHENSON: Thank you. The next

item is found on p. 239 of the blue book.

It is Calendar Item No. 235, that's 235.

And on p. 750 in the red book . . . 750. It

is entitled, "Disciplinary Ptiragraph

1531." It deals with United Methodist

schools of theology and reads, "All semi-

nary education is to be in the context of

ecumenical, interreligious, and global

perspectives." This is one of a series of

proposals that were brought to suggest

or mandate what the theological semi-

naries could or should teach, and it was

in that context that the committee

recommends nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 235 on p.

239 is before you. All right. Microphone

9. Well, areyou closer to 10? Whichever.

Microphone 9, please.

MARGARET TURBYFILL (Virginia):

I certainly understand what the commit-

tee chair has presented, and yet I also

think that this is not mandating content

of what is to be taught, but rather is

giving guidance for the context. And I

think that there is a big difference, given

the history here in the South of some
denominations withdrawing into them-

selves, and this seems like a very positive

motion or petition.

BISHOP MINNICK: So you are speak-

ing against the committee's recommen-

dation of nonconcurrence. Is there

someone to speak for it? Yes,

microphone 5.

WILLIAM CROUCH (North Texas):

It seems to me that it is very difficult

even to define what is the context of

interreligious, ecumenical, etc., here,

and that it would be far better to leave

our theological schools untramplcd by

such a restriction.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

Microphone 3.

FRANK GAYLORD (Wisconsin): We
have said several times in the course of

our conversation of these days that we
are a global church. Certainly the

theological education of the pastors

ought to be in a global context.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. That's

2 speeches for. Is there anyone who
would speak against the committee's

recommendation? Yes, microphone 13.

PHILIP J. WOGAMAN (Baltimore): I

need to be instructed by the chair on

how many have spoken. I wish to speak

in favor of the committee's recommen-

dation.

BISHOP MINNICK; All right Two
have spoken in support of the

committee's recommendation and 1

against it. You want to speak for it? Does
anyone want to speak against it? One
right here. Microphone 2.

JUDY CRANE (Wisconsin): I wish to

support the petition as it was proposed

and against the committee's recommen-

dation. I believe that in terms of

ecumenical understanding, in terms of

our global understanding, in terms of

understanding who we are in the midst

of our brothers and sisters of other

religions, other denominations, and in

the context of the entire world, I think

this is essential in the seminary educa-

tion today.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Now,

Brother Wogaman. You may speak for

the committee's recommendations.

Microphone 13.

WOGAMAN: I'm very much in favor

of the purposes of that proposed item.

Certainly, theological education must be

in a global context and must be ecumeni-

cal and must be conscious of the inter-

religious situation. I don't know of any

of our United Methodist seminaries that

are not self-understood in that way. But

I think I join the committee in its assess-

ment ofwhere we would be if we started

going down that path. I can think of a

lot of other agendas that might seem

sensible to some people in the church,

and pretty soon the theological schools

might be in a kind ofa straightjacket. We
have had a trust relationship between

the churches and their theological semi-

naries that has been very productive in

the life of the church, and so I would

support the judgment of the committee

that we should not concur in that peti-

tion.

BISHOP MINNICK; AU right. We
may have 1 more speech by our rules, by

one who is against the committee's

recommendation. All right, microphone

14.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): If

necessary suspend the rules. Call the

question. We got other hogs to slop.
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BISHOP MINNICK: AU right. I think

we are ready to vote. Are we not? The
item is number 235. The committee has

recommended nonconcurrence. Please

vote when the light appears. You still

cannot vote. The equipment is not

there. And now I've got to go back to

what I was doing when I began, asking

for a hand vote. AU right, if you will

support the committee's recommenda-

tions ofnonconcurrence, please lift your

hand. Thank you. Opposed by the same
sign. And you have supported it.

(Peace Studies Scholarships)

STEPHENSON: Bishop, the next

item before you has not been assigned a

calendar nxmiber. It was in 1 computer

printout which we received. It was not

in the DCA when it arrived. Therefore,

I would ask ifwe could suspend the rules

to consider this item, and then could it

be assigned a calendar item later?

BISHOP MINNICK: WeU now, the

calendar committee might have to

respond to that, if it can be All right,

it will be necessary to suspend the rules

to consider it. What is your decision? Do
you want to do that?

STEPHENSON: Would it necessitate

a meeting ofthe Higher Education Com-
mittee again to consider that? We have

all ready acted on it. We voted noncon-

currence.

BISHOP MINNICK: I would think

not.

STEPHENSON: All right.

BISHOP MINNICK: Let's try this and

see. Ifyou would suspend the rules ... is

the equipment working now? It's not.

All right. This takes a 2/3 vote. If you
would suspend the rules to consider this

item which has not yet appeared in the

DCA, will you lift the hand? Thank you.

Opposed? And you have suspended the

rules. AU right.

STEPHENSON: Thank you. I think

that is a noncontroversial item, but who
knows? It is . . . would you please turn in

your red book to p. 752? The item is

entitled "Peace Studies Scholarships."

Are you with me?
BISHOP MINNICK: Yes.

STEPHENSON: P. 752, "Peace

Studies Scholarships." It is a petition

that was forwarded from an annual con-

ference, and the last paragraph is the 1

that has to do with higher education. It

reads, "Therefore, be it further resolved

that United Methodist affiliated institu-

tions of higher education be encouraged

to add peace studies to their m^or
studies offerings." This is a petition

similar in intent to the 1 we previously

voted nonconcurrence to, and so know-
ing how you acted on the previous peti-

tion, gave me courage to submit this one

for your concern. I think that the same
arguments that applied to the previously

considered petition apply here. There-

fore, the legislative committee would

recommend nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK; AU right. P. 752

in the red book, "Peace Studies Scholar-

ships," the committee recommends
nonconcurrence. Ifyou will support the

committee's recommendation, lift the

hand. Thank you. Opposed? And you
have supported it.

(Calendar Item No. 243,

Scholarship Endowment Fund)

STEPHENSON: Thank you very

much. The next item before us is Calen-

dar Item 243 in the blue book, p. 239. It

is on p. 239 in the blue book. Calendar

Item 243. Then if you will turn to your

red book, p. 751, just turn back from the

page you were before. That is p. 751 in

the red book. The title of the item is

called "Scholarship Endowment Fund."

This item has a little history. You may
recaU at the 1988 General Conference,

the General Board of Higher Education

and Ministry was authorized to set up a

$ 100 mUlion scholarship fund. That is in

process of being put in place, and this

petition would ask that at least 10% of

those funds be given to United

Methodist students at non-United

Methodist institutions. The committee

recommends concurrence with the peti-

tion as is amended, as you see on p. 239.

Those amendments will be explained to

you by Tom Jackson, who is secretary of

our subcommittee on campus ministry.

May I defer to him, plejise?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes, you may.

TOM JACKSON (North Georgia):

Thank you, Janet, and Bishop Minnick,

In that we deleted 4 paragraphs and

added back 2 1/2, the committee

thought it would be helpful to explain

those in advance. In 1988, General Con-

ference defeated, by a 578 to 344 vote,

an attempt to restrict use of these

scholarship funds to United Methodist

institutions only. Now in 1992, it is the

purpose of the original petition to desig-

nate at least 10% of proceeds from the

fund to United Methodist students at

non-United Methodist-sponsored col-

leges. Because of restrictions placed on
many funds by donors to the fund as to

how the gifts may be used, the commit-
tee amended the petition to have at least

10% of the funds designated for United
Methodist students at non-United

Methodist institutions, but only if such

unrestricted funds are available. Now in

the great scheme of things, the doUars

avaUable through this fund are not that

much. As such, the committee operated

under the premise that these scholar-

ships are for students and not for in-

stitutions.

We propose that this fund be for

United Methodist students wherever

they attend coUege. In the committee's

opinion, there are many and varied

scholarships and funding programs. We
realize that not aU together are adequate

to meet all needs. Each miast be targeted

to where it can be most eft"ective. None
can be aU things to everyone. There are

other funds for seminaries. A free public

education is available to students in

preparatory school grades. The purpose

of the scholarship endowment fund, as

the committee sees it, should be to send

United Methodist students to coUege to

obtain an undergraduate college degree.

The United Methodist Scholarship,

funded through the Student Day offer-

ing similarly is limited to undergraduate

students.

Then we come to the question, what

is a United Methodist student? Many
students at Methodist coUeges are not

Methodist. Most Methodists do not at-

tend United Methodist coUeges. There-

fore, the committee deemed a

certification process to be necessary and

added the requirement that an applicant

have been an active member of a United

Methodist church for at least 1 year

prior to the application for the scholar-

ship. This requirement already exists for

both United Methodist scholarship and

the United Methodist loan program.

The committee deleted the 2nd through

5th paragraphs of the original petition

because they contained background in-

formation not necessary to implement

the main motion, and were deemed un-

necessarUy recriminatory toward our

very fine general board.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

No. 243 is before you. scholarship en-

dowment fund. AU right. Microphone 2.

PAUL J. MEUSCHKE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Bishop, I'd like to move to

amend. I am looking at the petition, the
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calendar item on page . . . I'm on p. 240.

That paragraph that begins, "Therefore,

be It resolved," . .

.

BISHOP MINNICK; Yes?

(University Senate Responsibility)

MEUSCHKE: In line, let's see: 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Where It says "attending

non-United Methodist institutions," im-

mediately following the word "institu-

tions," add, "approved by the University

Senate."

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Is there

a second to that? It's seconded.

MEUSCHKE: My reason for this is

that we have a review body within our

denomination which reviews institu-

tions of higher learning to see whether

they £u-e in conformance with those

standsirds which are consistent with

who we are £is United Methodists. And I

think those schools or those students

attending schools seeking scholEirships

to attend such schools, should meet this

partimlar stsmdard. I think the scholar-

ship should meet that particular stand-

ard.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, the

amendment is before you. Microphone

9.

MARILYNN M. HUNTINGTON
(California-Pacific): I would like to

speak against the amendment. It seems

to me that we have so many of our

United Methodist students-and I just, a

few years ago, finished having 3 go

through state universities in the state of

California-find accredited institutions,

no scholarship funds were available to

them through the United Methodist

Student Scholarship funds. I believe

that through the application processes,

there would be enough safeguards to see

that students were attending schools

that were accredited and by having the

year requirement for membership, it

would insist that people were active in

their churches. Let's support our young

people in any school that they want to

attend. They're fine United Methodist

students and we want to support them.

BISHOP MINNICK; That's a speech

against the amendment. Is there one for

it? Microphone 10.

VIVIAN A. BULL (Northern New Jer-

sey): The University Senate is charged

with visiting United Methodist-related

institutions only. And I would submit

that it would be impossible for the

senate to evaluate non-Methodist-re-

lated institutions. And I think the item

further below, in that resolution, sug-

gesting that accredited institutions

would be only those imder considera-

tion, would deal with the issue.

BISHOP MINNICK: So you're against

the amendment? That by stating . .

.

BULL: What I am sajdng, sir, is I think

there Ls a misunderstanding in relation-

ship to what the University Senate

visits. It's only Methodist-related in-

stitutions.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

No. 243 is before you. All right, the

amendment approved by the University

Senate is the addition. Please vote when
the light appears. All right, it is stiU not

working. Ifyou will support the amend-
ment, wouldyou lift the hand? Opposed?

You have not supported the amend-

ment. So we are back to the Item 243 as

a whole. Yes, Microphone 7.

JOHN E. CORSON (California-

Nevada): I move in the last paragraph,

the 3rd line, to strike the word "fuU

time." If there is a' second, I'll speak to

that.

BISHOP MINNICK: Now, where are

you?

CORSON: The last paragraph of the

amendment statement, the 3rd line. The
word "full time," I wish to delete.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. The
amendment is to delete the words "full

time."

CORSON: Do I have a second?

BISHOP MINNICK- Is there a

second? It's seconded.

CORSON: Presently in the state of

California, higher education institutions

are severely impacted. There are many
students on their way toward graduation

that cannot get the courses they need,

and may not technically qualify as full-

time students. I would prefer for the

scholarship committee overseeing the

project to give the kind ofguidelines that

would allow a student that was caught in

that kind of situation to still be eligible.

This happens to many 5th-year seniors

in colleges in our state.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. You
have heard the amendment. Is there

someone who will speak against it?

Microphone 12, did you want to speak

against it? Did you want to speak for it?

Yes, microphone 12.

DAVID B. QUEE (Sierra Leone): I

speak for the amendment because there

are many students who would, other-

wise, have not got their education, if

they had not had the opportunity of a

scholarship. And the scholarship should

not be circumscribed to be a full time

scholarship. That is why I speak for the

amendment.
BISHOP MINNICK; All right. It is

before you now. The amendment to add

the word, to delete the word, "fuU time."

Yes, yes. Microphone 2.

T. TERRELL SESSUMS: Bishop, I

served upon the legislative committee. I

speak in opposition to the amendment,
not because I am not in sympathy with

it. Probably most American students in

post-secondary education attend on a

part-time basis. But, we are dealing with

an established scholarship program that

provides scholarships in the amount of

approximately $3,000 per student per

year to be matched by an institution. It

seems to me that that is a substantial

amount of scholarship aid to be given to

a student who may be a part-time stu-

dent pursuing only 1 course. And at our

United Methodist institutions, the over-

whelming m^ority of students are full

time students, taking 12 or more hours

in contrast to students at public, junior,

and community colleges. So I would sug-

gest the amendment is well-intended,

but does not fit the program. Now, if it

passes, it may very well be that you can

go back to the drawing board and revise

a scholarship program that impacts

many students that are United

Methodist institutions, but I think the

wise thing to do rather than to be the

proverbial committee to design a horse

that ends up with a camel, that we defeat

the amendment and call upon the Board

ofHigher Education and its staff to work

out proper adaptations for part-time stu-

dents.

BISHOP MINNICK The amendment
before you is to delete the word "full-

time" in the last paragraph in the left-

hand column on p. 240. Microphone 8.

EWING WERLEIN, JR. (Texas):

Mine is simply a point of inquiry for the

chair or others that might help us. What
sum of money has been actually raised

for this $100 million scholarship fund

that we authorized at the 1988 General

Conference, so that we would know
what the size of the fund is at present,

please?

JACKSON: The committee's under-

standing is that the total at present is

approximately $30 million.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, the

amendment is before you. I believe the

electronic equipment is now working.
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The amendment is to delete the word

"full-time." Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes" 379, "no" 533. The
amendment fails, "full-time" is not

deleted. All right, we're back to the item

as a whole. Are you ready to vote? All

right, microphone no. 5.

CHRISTINE BERGMANN (New

York): I would like to propose an amend-

ment to the committee's amendment. It

starts in the paragraph, "applicants

shall." I would like to delete the word
"active" in the third line, and if I have a

second, I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, it's

seconded.

BERGMANN: Many undergraduate

students are unable to attend one single

United Methodist church while they are

students. They are forced to go to many
United Methodist churches. They may
be active in many United Methodist

churches, but because of this, their local

pastor may be unable to certify that they

are an active member in the church.

Therefore, I would like to delete the

word "active," leaving "member." Their

pastor can still certify that they are a

member of The United Methodist

Church.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, the

amendment is before you to delete the

word "active." Is there someone who
would speak? All right, the amendment
is before you, please vote when the light

appears. "Yes" 238, "no" 657. You have

not deleted the word "active." Yes,

microphone 2.

CHARLES PEARCE (Florida):

Bishop, I have a point of inquiry, sir.

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes.

(Scholarships Available in

Central Conferences)

PEARCE: Is this money available to

the Central Conferences, sir?

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, would

the committee please respond?

JACKSON: We discussed this. It is

our understanding it is not restricted to

the United States. It's available to the

worldwide Methodist church.

PEARCE: It is not restricted, so it

would be available.

JACKSON: To the Central Conferen-

ces, yes.

PEARCE: It would be available to the

United Methodist student from a

Central Conference country, right?

JACKSON: That was our under-

standing.

PEARCE: Thank you very much.

BISHOP MINNICK: Microphone 2

again, over here.

GREGORY HASTINGS (Oregon-

Idaho): Bishop, I would like to propose

an amendment that at the end of the

paragraph that says, "United Methodist

students at non-United Methodist

schools ..."

BISHOP MINNICK: What page are

you on?

HASTINGS: Page 240.

BISHOP MINNICK: 240.

HASTINGS: Left-hand column.

BISHOP MINNICK: Now, in the first

paragraph there "that's" not ....

HASTINGS: "That" is not deleted,

yes.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

HASTINGS: I would like to delete

"provided that funds are available

without restriction from the donor."

And I'd like to speak on that for a

second.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, now
state your amendment again, ifyou will,

please. Thank you.

HASTINGS: I'd like to amend by a

deletion of the words, "provided that

funds are available without restriction

from the donor."

BISHOP MINNICK- All right, is there

a second to that? It's seconded.

HASTINGS: Bishop, I am a recent

graduate of Oregon State University,

and through my 5 1/2 years of my term

of education, I have been a very active

member of this church. Throughout

those 5 1/2 years, I believe, to my
knowledge, I have not received any

available funds from this United

Methodist church as far as scholarships

are concerned, or have had that oppor-

tunity to have that given to me. I feel

that this statement restricts that 10%,

and I feel that our students going to

public schools or state schools should

have a full opportunity to get these

monies from this scholarship. Thank
you.

BISHOP MINNICK- All right, the

amendment is before you.

JACKSON: Bishop, may my commit-

tee address that?

BISHOP MINNICK; Yes, let's hear

from microphone 4 and then . .

.

DONALD J. HAND (Southwest

Texas): I believe that probably legally

this language is required because there

may have been some donations made
with the stipulation that the funds be

used for scholarships in Methodist in-

stitutions. If they do not have funds

without that restriction, I believe they

could not legally provide them for

scholarships to non-Methodist schools.

BISHOP MINNICK: Did you want to

comment?
JACKSON: Yes sir, if I could. I work

as a development officer at a public

university and often in a fund to which

private gifts are received, the amoimt of

unrestricted dollars will be less than

10% of the fund, so this phrase is put in

as a failsafe if the amount of un-

restricted dollars falls to less than 10%.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, you

hear the reasoning ofthe committee and

the amendment, therefore, is before

you. Microphone 14.

MARK HORST (Minnesota): Call the

question on all that is before us.

BISHOP MINNICK: AU right, we've

not had three speeches on both sides of

this amendment, but I believe you're

probably ready to vote without that mo-

tion. It appears to me that you are. Ifyou

wiU amend to delete that last sentence

of the first paragraph on p. 240,

"provided that funds are available

without restriction from the donor,"

well I believe the equipment is working

now, please vote when the light appears.

"Yes" 162, "no" 732. You have not

deleted that sentence. Are you ready tof

vote now on item 243? Microphone 4.

BETH CAPEN (New York): I would

like to propose an amendment to the

last paragraph on p. 240 of the proposed

petition wherein after the words, "to

full-time students," to insert the words,

"unless that student is a single parent,"

in which case part-time, the funds could

go to a part-time student.

BISHOP MINNICK: Is there a second

to that? All right, you may speak to it.

CAPEN: There are a number of per-

sons in our community and some in my
local church who are parents who can-

not, do not, have the resources to go to

school on a full-time basis because of

various problems such as child care. And
because of that, it would be a shame to

restrict them from access to these funds

if they do qualify simply based upon the

fact that because of the children they

cannot go full-time. I have faith in the

committee that they can design their

own guidelines and policies whereby

they can judge between someone who's

going for a regular degree as opposed to

someone who's just taking one course.
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BISHOP MINNICK All right, the

amendment is to add the words, "unless

a single parent."

JACKSON: Bishop?

BISHOP MINNICK: Yes.

JACKSON: The committee did dis-

cuss these sorts of situations, and our

conclusion, regretfully, is that sadly this

is a limited fund which cannot be all

things to all people, and we deem it to be

designed for the regular undergraduate

college student.

BISHOP MINNICK- The amendment
is before you. Please vote when the light

appears.

"Yes," 312; "No," 584. You have not

amended it. Now, I believe we're ready

to vote on this matter. We've had ample

questions tdl oveA/the floor. Well,

microphone 14.

MAXINE ALLEN (Little Rock): I just

have a question. In one instance, you

said that there w&s $38 million in the

fund, and in the sentence you just com-

pleted a few moments ago, you said that

the funds were limited. So my question

is, how many students are currently

under scholarship and what is the

average amount of scholarship per stu-

dent?

JACKSON: The $30 million that has

been raised to date is the corpus of the

fund which, of course, could not be

touched. The scholarships would come

from the interest derived from that $30

million. At present time, the fund is not

operational, and will not become opera-

tional until the $100 million mark is

reached.

BISHOP MINNICK All right.

Microphone no., the female delegate,

microphone No. 7, 12 now. Microphone

12, please.

KAY BARGER (Baltimore): Bishop, I

would like to move the question on all

that is before us.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, is there

a 2nd? Ifyou will support the call for the

previous question, lift your hand. Op-

posed? It is obviously, almost unani-

mous. Item No. 243 is before you. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 867;

"No," 44. You have supported the

committee's recommendation of con-

currence with the amendment.

STEPHENSON: Thank you. Friends

you can put away your red books now

and get out . .

.

BISHOP MINNICK: Microphone no.

5, please.

D. JACK HOOPER (Southwest

Texas): I wish to move suspension of the

rules to limit the speeches on each mo-
tion to 2 speeches for and 2 speeches

against.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, is that

seconded? All right, if you will suspend

the rules where you hear the motion. It

is to suspend the rules for the purpose of

2 speeches for and 2 speeches against on

each item. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 735; "No," 180. You
have suspended the rules. Now if you

will support the motion, 2 for and 2 . .

.

all right.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): Agenda
Committee. I would like to speak against

the motion.

BISHOP MINNICK I believe we're

under the previous question, Don. No?
OTT: Thank you.

BISHOP MINNICK Oh, I apologize.

No, you're right; we just suspended the

rules.

OTT: Thank you, bishop. I'd just like

to report to the conference that the

Agenda Committee discussed this mat-

ter and this possibility, which was a

cariy over from this morning's session,

at our noon meeting. It is the sense of

your Agenda Committee that we have

some heavy waters and difTicult issues,

that deserve adequate floor debate,

ahead of us; that we're making good

progress; that this is Tuesday afternoon;

that it is a bit early to make that limita-

tion.

BISHOP MINNICK All right, that's a

speech against the motion. All right. The
motion is 2 speeches for, 2 speeches

against on each item. Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 365; "No," 556.

The motion fails. All right.

(Calendar Item No. 236, Seminary
Chair of Town and Country)

STEPHENSON: If you wUl take your

white books, I don't think we will be

needing the red books, so you may put

those to 1 side for the remainder of our

report. Take the white books and look

on p. 1233, the Calendar Item in the blue

book is No. 236 on p. 239. The page in

the blue book is 239. The Calendar Item

is 236. You will find the petition on p.

1233 in the white book, entitled "Chairs

ofTown and Country Ministry at United

Methodist Seminaries." The item is to

amend Disciplinary par. 1530 by adding

an item that says, "Each United

Methodist seminary or school of theol-

ogy shall maintain or establish a chair of

town and country ministiy." Again, the

same reasoning that applied in a couple

of previous motions: the money, the

resources, and so on to establish such

chairs is prohibitive, and, therefore, the

recommendation of the committee to

you is for nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MINNICK The committee

recommends nonconcvurence.

Microphone 3.

SHARON A. HAUSMAN (West

Ohio): I understemd where the commit-

tee is coming from. However, I want to

speak against that motion, or the

committee's decision. I grew up in a

rural church served by student pastors,

and I went to seminary, and I didn't

learn anything about working in rural

churches or small-membership chur-

ches. Student pastors, a lot of times

that's all they think they're going to

work in, is just to be student pastors

until they go on to real churches. These

churches could be places of mission if

what was important to the people were

that there is ministry to be done and

leadership. Lay leadership needs to be

trained, and they're going to be best

trained through the pastors. So there is,

for me I know, as one who works in rural

ministry and finds it very fulfilling, a

need to legitimize that, and I can see a

possibility through this particular peti-

tion that was given to us.

BISHOP MINNICK This is a speech

against support of committee's recom-

mendation. Yes, microphone 8.

ROGER W. BARR (Pacric

Northwest): I have an amendment to

make, if we'll read through it. "Each

United Methodist seminary or school of

theology" delete "shall maintain or"

and substitute "is encouraged to" and

then we continue, "establish a chair of

town," delete the "and," "country and

small membership church ministry." I

so move to amend.

BISHOP MINNICK: The amendment
is before you. Is it seconded? It is

seconded.

BARR: This is an encouraging state-

ment. It also takes into account that a

large number of our small-membership

churches are not only in town and

country settings but also in urban and

suburban settings. It is my experience

and the experience of many of my col-

leagues, that if adequate training in ad-

ministration and understanding the

dynamics of small-membership chur-
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ches was experienced by seminary stu-

dents, that that would enable them to

have success in small-membership chur-

ches and be able to move on, as many do,

to larger churches.

BISHOP MINNICK- Please share

with me again on how you amended the

last sentence. Chair of town . .

.

BARR: Chair of town, country, and

small-membership . .

.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right.

BARR: . . . church ministry; small-

membership church ministry.

BISHOP MINNICK: AU right, that

amendment is before you. Microphone

3.

THOMAS LANGFORD (Western

North Carolina): Bishop, I served as

dean of a theological school for 10 years.

I think in that time every program agen-

cy, every special emphasis in the church,

asked that we establish a chair in that

area. Phil Wogaman was exactly right.

Once we start down this road, there's no

stopping. I think we simply have to trust

the seminaries to be sensitive to the

variety of needs, and make as many op-

portunities as possible as they can.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right, that's

a speech against the amendment. It is

before you. The amendment to sub-

stitute the word "is encouraged" for

"shall maintain or establish," and add

the word "and small-membership

church" after town and country. Please

vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 429; "No," 458. The amend-

ment does not prevail. Item no. 236 is

beforeyou. The committee recommends
nonconcurrence. Plejise vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 749; "No," 164.

You have supported the committee's

recommendation of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 58;

Campus Ministry Special Program)

JANET STEPHENSON (Iowa):

Thank you. The next item is Calendar

Item No. 58. You'll need to turn back in

your blue book to p. 170. The Calendar

Item is 58, on p. 170. If you look on p.

1234 in the white book, you will see that

the item pertains to the campus minis-

try special program.

BISHOP MINNICK: Janet, I'm sorry,

will you give me that number again?

STEPHENSON: Yes, the Calendar

Item No. is 58 on p. 170; the item itself

is on p. 1234 in the white book, and it

deals with the campus ministry special

program. Even though this was a com-

mittee deeding with issues pertaining to

higher education and campus ministry,

the campus ministry special program
was not placed in our committee since it

called for funding. Therefore, this peti-

tion is an endorsement of the campus

ministry program mission of the center,

which was already presented to this

group earlier this week. The intent of

the group in endorsing the petition was

that the funding endorsing it as a special

program wets special funding and not to

come out of the general board's budget.

That is the endorsement that is before

you. I urge your concurrence with this

item.

BISHOP MINNICK- Item no. 58 is

before you: campus ministry special pro-

gram. Microphone no. 7.

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT (North

Indiana): I need the guidance from

either you or the chair of the legislative

session that dealt with GCOM business,

because was this not already adopted?

And do we really have to adopt the same

thing twice?

STEPHENSON: The committee

received this petition as an endorse-

ment, and we would not have put it on

the Consent Calendar or taken it off the

Consent Calendar except it had a dollar

sign with it; and, therefore, it is for us to

act on. It is an endorsement of a pro-

gram that has already passed, except

that the funding is a question as to

whether or not it will be a special pro-

gram with funding outside of the

General Conference Board's budget;

and our endorsement is for that kind of

funding.

GOLSDCHMIDT: Yes. Thank you for

your reply. I strongly suggest we all vote

against so we don't end up with 2 con-

flicting, possibly conflicting, legislations

at the end of the game.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item no. 58 is

before you. The committee recommends
concurrence. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 704; "No," 195. You
have supported the committee's recom-

mendation of concurrence.

STEPHENSON: Thank you. The
next item is Calendar Item No. 59 on p.

170 in the blue book and on p. 1229 in

the white book. That's 170 in the blue

book, item 59; and it is on p. 1229 in the

white book. It has to do with the Con-

ference Board of Higher Education. It

deals with circumstances in which, if

there's an absence of an annual con-

ference Board of Higher Education and

Campus Ministry, the duties will be as-

sumed by the Conference Council on

Ministries. Because of the urgency of

each conference having such a board to

deal with higher education matters, the

committee voted nonconcurrence with

this item; and that is our recommenda-

tion.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 59 is before

you, with the committee's recommenda-

tion of nonconcurrence. Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 861;

"No," 69. You have supported the

committee's recommendation of non-

concurrence.

STEPHENSON: Next item is on p.

294 in the blue book- It is Calendar Item

No. 634. That is p. 294 in the blue book,

Calendar Item 634; and ifyou will look

in the white book, the actual item itself

is printed on p. 1217. This is one of the

items that you heard about earlier today

that was referred from the Board of

Global Ministries to our committee. The
title of the item is Increased Support for

Programs Impacting the Higher Educa-

tion of Native Americans. I would point

out to you that this had a dollar sign

attached to it. During the course of the

committee deliberations, it was

amended so that the funding provisions

were omitted. Therefore, the items

should have been placed on the Consent

Calendar. The vote was 55 to 3; 55 in

favor ofthe item amended to remove the

funding appropriations. The dollar sign

was not removed in the computer; there-

fore, it came out as not being on Con-

sent. So the item is before you; it is . .

.

it should be on the Consent Calendar

because the funding provisions were

removed, and I would ask your support

in concurring with that proposal.

BISHOP MINNICK: Item 634 is

before you. Committee recommends

concurrence. Please vote when the light

appears.

"Yes," 897; "No," 37. You have sup-

ported the committee's recommenda-

tion of concurrence. Now we have about

2 minutes. Do you have another 1 we can

handle there before the order of the day

is to recess-unless there is some motion

to extend the time?

STEPHENSON: All right. I saved the

controversisJ stuff for the last.

BISHOP MINNICK: We appreciate

that.

(Calendar Item No. 635; Education

and Native American Culture)

I
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STEVENSON: We can try on the next

item which is 635, on p. 294, which im-

mediately follows the one we just acted

on. It is on p. 1223 in the white book. It

also has to do with responsibilities con-

cerning Native American cultural tradi-

tions. Let me give you the numbers
tigain. In the blue book it is 635 on p. 294.

In the white book it's on p. 1223: Educa-

tion Responsibilities Concerning Native

American Cultural Traditions. Again,

the committee deleted the references to

funding, and you will see those amend-
ments as in your DCA I would like to

defer to Sam Wynn, who will speak to

you regarding this item. We did recom-

mend concurrence with the item as

amended.

BISHOP MINNICK- All right, Sam
Wynn.
SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, I would rather that Janet con-

tinue. You are in a good mood. All I

would like to make reference to is that

over the course of a number of years we
have sought within our community to

begin to introduce some kind of cur-

riculum, or courses, in our seminaries

that deal with the conquest and the

relationship of our church. And so all of

this is asking that we begin to look at

something like this as well as to make it

available to our seminaries. Most of our

seminaries do not have these kinds of

courses, and this would begin to start

something of this nature in our semi-

naries. A lot of pastors who go to Native

American churches don't have any back-

ground or any working relationship, and

this would begin to equip them to do

such.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Item

635 is before you. The committee recom-

mends concurrence. Microphone 9.

JIM LOCKWOOD-STEWART
(California Pacific): I rise in part of the

matter as personal privilege. I'm seated

at this session in the chair to which Rev.

Marvin Abrams, a Native American pas-

tor in our conference, was elected; and I

also attended in March of this year a

Western Jurisdiction Urban Network

Conference at which Native American

leaders of our jurisdiction led us and

shared with us in a particularly mean-

ingful way. I think this form of educa-

tion, this awareness of a culture that

existed in our land before the arrival of

European culture, is crucial. On behalf,

though not speaking for him, of my

brother in Christ, Rev. Abrams, I en-

dorse this proposal.

BISHOP MINNICK; Thank yoa The
item is . . . yes, I was just being reminded

that Brother Abrams has left the site of

the conference because of the death of a

sister, and he is certainly in our thoughts

and prayers as is the whole family.

Thankyou for lifting that up for us. Item

635 is before you. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 821; "No," 102.

You have supported the committee's

recommendation of concurrence. We
have come to the end of the business for

this afternoon. Please let me say to you

my word of deep personal appreciation

for your gracious support; and I am
grateful, too, to my colleagues, Bishop

Yeakel and Bishop Grove, who sat be-

hind me. Thank you. There are no an-

nouncements for this afternoon, but I

have iisked Bishop Abel Muzorewa from

Zimbabwe to come and lead us. Oh, are

there announcements? Oh, I didn't

know that; I thought there were no an-

nouncements. I beg your pardon, there

are announcements.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: Church and

Society will meet at 5:45 in room 105.

The Commission on Central Conference

Affairs will meet after the session

tonight in room 205/206. Then an addi-

tional reminder, and perhaps something

that will be of assistance to many of the

delegates, to bring the Book of Worship

as you come for the evening session. We
have also been made aware that there

are some additional copies of the Book

of Worship --not enough for everybody

who are delegates here to have another

copy-but if you forgot one and do need

one, there are a limited number avail-

able at the left, at your right, of the stage.

Please pick up those copies, if you need

them, before you leave this evening.

BISHOP MINNICK: All right. Does

that complete the announcements?

MARSHALL: Yes.

BISHOP MINNICK: WUl you be in an

attitude of prayer as Bishop Muzorewa

comes to lead us?

BISHOP MUZOREWA:

(Prayer)

(song)

BISHOP MINNICK: Go in peace.

Tuesday Evening

May 12, 1992
Bishop Roy I. Sana, presiding

BISHOP ROY I. SANO: And turn to

hynm no. 68 in your hymnal, when in

our music God is glorified. The 1988

General Conference said, the Book of

Worship is to be related to our hymnal,

and if there is a hjrmn that relates both

the hymnal and the Book of Worship, it

is no. 68, 68. We will remain seated so

that those who are coming in can walk

in behind you. It's one of the great

hymns of Peter Green that was intro-

duced earlier in the conference. Let us

be in order, please.

(hymn)

BISHOP SANO: Let's be seated Turn
first, please, let's give our attention to

Don Ott. Don?
DONALD A. OTT (Wisconsin): Good

evening, bishop, and members of the

conference. We want to thank you as

Agenda Committee people and en-

courage you in the direction you've

moved today. The secret to our moving

through this week and all the items of

business is in watching ourselves and

the things that need to be said and how
often. You, of course, will set the pattern

and the flow. Our encouragement to you

as an Agenda Committee would be on a

night like tonight not to extend the tima

We have a legislative committee still

working and will be after our session

tonight, and we'd encourage you also,

not yet at least, to limit debate. I thought

you might like to know that, regarding

calendar items, there are approximately

420 non-consent calendar itemsyet to be

cared for. We have done approximately

50. Let's have a good evening. Bishop?

BISHOP SANO: Thank you, Don.

Charles Jordan, calendar items, please?

There's not a report at this time? Then
let the chair call your attention to the

fact that the Higher Education Legisla-

tive Committee had 5 additional items

they needed to bring before us, but we'll

proceed 1st to the order of the day,

namely the Book of Worship. And after

we have acted on the Book of Worship,

we'll then turn to the higher education

recommendation. That's the outline,

broadly speaking, of our work for this

evening.

Before we turn to the presentation of

theHymnal, excuse me, theBook ofWor-

ship, let's see how many we have. Looks
good. I think most of us are within range

of seeing the items. I partly held that up

to remind you the size of this item. Be-

cause I thinkyou can appreciate that, on
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behalf of the legislative committee, I'm

going to suggest that we suspend the

rules and to extend the presentation to

25 minutes. This is only the presenta-

tion part. As you may have noticed, just

in the recommendations sdone there are

51 items. But just in the presentation

portion, nevertheless, I think you would

want to get an orientation to this Hym-
nal, get a look ... I keep calling it

Hymnal, the Book ofWorship, and so to

get an orientation to it in the presenta-

tion. Let's just ask for a hand vote on

this. How many ofyou will suspend the

rules? Lift your hand. Thank you. Those

who will not? We will suspend the rules.

Those willing to extend the time of the

presentation to 25 minutes will lift the

hand. Thank you, those opposed, same
sign. We have extended the presentation

a maximum to 25 minutes. I turn now to

Rex Bevins.

(Calendar Item No. 842;

Proposed Book of Worship)

C. REX BEVINS (Nebraska): I am
chair of the Discipleship Legislative

Committee. Bishop Sano and members
of this General Conference, please turn

to the report of the United Methodist

Book of Worship, Petition No. 10176

3000R, and also turn to p. 3 . .

.

BISHOP SANO: Let's see, I think we
agreed, give us the color of the book, the

page, and then item.

BEVINS: It's the blue Book of Wor-

ship that Bishop Sano held up a few

moments ago, and then turn to theDaily

Christian Advocate, pp. 342, 343, and

344, Calendar Item No. 842. Two
reports will be given to present the

proposed Book of Worship. First the

Book of Worship Committee will sum-

marize its work, and following the

report ofthe Book ofWorship Ccommit-

tee, the Discipleship legislative commit-

tee will present its action on the report.

The Book of Worship Committee has

provided this conference with a

proposed Book of Worship that is in-

clusive of our diversity and faithful to

our traditions. This significant achieve-

ment is the result of prodigious work of

committee members, the editor, the

staff of the section on worship of the

General Board of Discipleship, consult-

ants, contributing authors, reader con-

sultants, and the committee's

willingness to listen to the church.

All persons involved in the process are

deserving of high commendation, but

none are more deserving of praise than

Bishop Susan Morrison. Bishop Sano, I

request that the General Conference

grant Susan Morrison the privilege of

presenting the report of the Book of

Worship Committee.

BISHOP SANO: Those who will grant

her voice will lift the hand. Thank you.

Those opposed, same sign. Granted.

Bishop Morrison, please.

BISHOP SUSAN J. MORRISON:
Thank you. Let's get our books out a

minute and turn to p. 360 to the first full

prayer on that page. And let us pray

together.

Q}rayer)

Well, I think the first thing I want to

say is we have a book for you. But it's not

just for you. It's for your grandchildren

and your nieces and your nephews~the

neighbor youth down the street that you

yearn might find a welcome space and

hear through that person's experience

and words the gospel of Jesus and his

love.

The Board of Discipleship put

together a very diverse community, a

committee, and they were given a gift:

the preparation of this new Book ofWor-

ship. I believe we handled this respon-

sibility with gentle care and with

integrity. Throughout the process, we
attempted to practice the gift of reading

the heart to discern God's Spirit work-

ing in your midst and in our midst. The
committee, living the marvelous diver-

sity of the family of God, worked at

being a faith community itself-listening

to one another intervene, making most

of our decisions through the process of

consensus, building one another up,

centering our life in prayer and worship.

I'd like to introduce that committee to

you and have them stand. Most of them

are on stage. A few, I think, are out

among the rest ofyou~just to recognize

them for all their work.

(Research Process)

In all ofour work, we used a variety of

means to discern the sense of the Spirit

moving. In the winter of 1989, soon after

the creation of the committee, question-

naires and requests for information

went out throughout the denomination.

The Interpreter included a question-

naire on worship to its 250,000 readers.

A self-mailing questionnaire was

enclosed in 40,000 copies of the Circuit

Rider. Three thousand questionnaires

went to members of the Fellowship of

United Methodists in Worship, Music,

and the Arts. And another 400 were sent

to the Order of St. Luke.

These first questionnaires revealed,

among other things, that what the

people wanted was a source book for

pastors and for lay leaders of worship,

which would be focused directly on the

worship life ofthe congregation. And so,

the form of the book in which you have

today is based directly on your response.

In addition, eveiy member ofthe com-

mittee conducted a series of focus

groups, over 100 in all, to ask questions

and to dialogue face to face. In the spring

of 1990 there was a follow-up question-

naire sent out to 1,800 selected leaders

ofthe church, including all the delegates

that were at the 1988 General Con-

ference.

Also was held a small-membership

church consultation. Throughout the

process, we also used consultants, such

as ones from the multi-cultural Worship

Round Table as well as seminary profes-

sors teaching worship. The pattern of

our process was as follows: review,

evaluation, revision, consultation, and

further review. We believe it was a

thorough and a fair process.

We also learned from the work of the

Hymnal Committee. For instance, we
used the same language guidelines that

the Hymnal Committee used. Instruc-

tional material for worship leaders is

printed like it is in the hymnal, and

there are many thousands of references

to hymns from the Hymnal. Other

general features include a New Revised

Standard Version of the Bible as the

basis for Scripture readings. All the

material is available to be printed in

bulletins; you don't need special permis-

sion.

Print is in a size that's easier to use in

public reading, and there's new artwork

throughout the book. We've got a book

for you, but not just for you gathered

here, I would remind you, but for your

grandchildren and your nieces and your

nephews and that neighborhood youth

down the street that you might yearn

could find a welcome space to be touched

by the gospel of Jesus and his love. This

is a book for all of us and all our life

transitions-and I want to emphasize

"all of us"~a book I hope that, through

the diversity of its materials, its prayers,

its liturgies, its services, there will be

something that will touch your life jour-
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ney. A coming home. You know how it

is to feel like you're at home in worship?

A place where all our brothers and
sisters are included in, where they might

feel that welcome space, where they

might be touched by the gospel message.

It's a book for future generations. There

is much rich, rich tradition in the book.

But I believe that one of the things that

our committee has learned is that in the

nurturing of tender new shoots from

older branches, those shoots give birth

to new frontiers--to new and fresh ways

God's Spirit is flowing in our midst. And
in the last analysis, is it not the Holy

Spirit that makes worship come alive?

In a new worship resource called Bir-

things and Blessings there's an interest-

ing imagery used. The authors say an

order of worship is best viewed, not as a

junglegym on which to climb up unyield-

ing bars, but as a flying trapeze whose

fluidity demands that we often let go-let

go and trust ourselves to the air. Or, to

put it in the words of Scripture from

John 3:8: "The wind blows where it will,

and you hear the sound of it, but you do

not know from whence it comes or

whither it goes." So it is with everyone

bom of the Spirit. The Book of Worship

is a resource. There's always room for

religious creativity. We must learn to let

go and trust the fluidity of the Spirit

moving among us in new and fresh ways

that is both a living and life-giving ex-

perience.

MORRISON: There will be 3 people

from our committee which will workyou

through the book in a brief way, Rev.

Ann Sherer, Lavon Wilson, and Andy
Langford, who's our general editor.

(Book of Worship and
Cultural Diversity)

ANN SHERER (Texas): As we offer

this gift of The Book of Worship to you,

the General Conference, I would like to

note 3 things:

First, this book is not a book of law. It

does not say "shall" or "shall not," ex-

cept when quoting thcDiscipline. It of-

fers suggestions, not mandates. No
particular action, no particular act of

worship is required. The Book of Wor-

ship affirms our United Methodist tradi-

tion of order and freedom.

Second, this Book of Worship, as

proposed, is entirely compatible with

the 1988 United Methodist Hymnal. The
Hymnal contains the text needed by the

people for participation in the general

services. The Book of Worship includes

those services and adds commentary

and suggestions needed by pastors and

other leaders of worship.

Third, the book reflects the cultural

diversity of our great United Methodist

Church. I invite you now to examine

several sections of this book. I know you

have already been reading it. The 1st

section oiTheBook ofWorship found on

pages 1-170, this section is the general

services. And it includes the basic pat-

tern ofworship and the services of Word
and Table, baptismal covenant. Chris-

tian marriage, death and resurrection.

None of these services have been

changed. However, in response to ex-

press needs. The Book of Worship

provides additional texts and additional

resources. Some of those additional

texts include the former Methodist ser-

vice of Holy Communion and infant

Baptism; the traditional service of mar-

riage from the EUB and the former

Methodist tradition; a shortened version

of baptismal covenant 2, baptismal

covenant 2a (this has been requested by

several of our large-church pastors), an

order for a wake out of the African-

American tradition. The Book of Wor-

ship Committee sought to expand the

possibilities of variation and use of the

general services. Then, in sections 6, 7,

and 8 of The Book of Worship, these are

found on p. 378 to p.438, there are

several new and revised occasioned ser-

vices.

I would like to share with you 3 I find

of particular value. On page 398, there is

the celebration of new beginnings in

faith which grows out of our evangelical

heritage and provides the opportunity

for an individual to share with the com-

munity a new experience of Christ.

Then, on p, 395, there is an Order of

Thanksgiving for the birth or adoption

of a chUd. It can be an immediate act of

worship with a family who needs further

nurture before they can take the baptis-

mal, vows with integrity. It can mark the

adoption of a child already baptized, it

can express gratitude for the safe

delivery of a child.

Then, on pp. 422-438, there are heal-

ing services. These services are based on

sound biblical and theological reflection,

and they call us to an awareness that

hetding is physical, emotional, and

spiritual. We offer to you, the General

Conference, and through you, to pastors

and leaders of worship, resources to

meet pastoral and congregational need,

options from which to choose and struc-

ture on which to build.

BISHOP MINNICK: Thank you, Ann.
Lavon.

(Music as Acts of Worship)

LAVON WILSON (Central Illinois): I

ask if you will continue in your docu-

ment as we look at the Music as Acts of

Worship, which you will find on pp. 171-

200. And as you're looking for that, John
Wesley said, "to sing all and see that you
join with a congregation as frequently as

you can and let not a slight degree of

weakness or weariness hinder you. If it

is a cross to you, take it up, and you will

find it a blessing."

I would also like to say to you that the

late Roger Deschner, who was one ofthe

persons who worked with us, said that

"anything that could be said, could be

sung." The composers that you will see

in that particular section were chosen

with a wide reflection of people that

include ethnic diversity, large-and

small-membership churches, formal

and informal styles of worship. I would

like to hasten to say to you that much of

this music presented here is new. You
may copy that without worrying about a

copyright.

I would think that it would be ap-

propriate ifwe would turn to p. 189. You
already know this, sind I would like for

you to sing along with me very briefly.

(song)

WILSON: You make an excellent

choir. As I continue on, ifyou will notice

that the Christian Year, which picks up

on pp. 201-311, the resources of the

Christian Year were among the most

frequent for the new Book of Worship.

The table of contents provides an out-

line of all of the topics. I would like to

say that the Christian Year also contains

a few new and signiflcant changes over

previous resources. First and most sig-

niflcant is the inclusion of the New
Revised Common Lectionaty, adapted

for use by the United Methodists. You
will find this on p. 205-215. This is a

completely new revision ofthe 3 year set

of readings for use in worship.

I would also like to say to you that on

p. 203 and p. 204, in the Christian Year

section, you will find the 3 things as

often that the leaders and pastors have

mentioned that they need. One is the

Christian colors for the appropriate days
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ofthe season. And secondly, the various

signs and visuals for the year that may
be included. When we hasten on to pp.

312-329, we also find that we have Spe-

cial Sundays and other Special Days. We
felt that the resources in this section of

the book fall into 2 categories: Special

Sundays of The United Methodist

Church and other days; and that the

Special Sundays of The United

Methodist Church include all those days

approved by the previous General Con-

ference for churchwide emphasis.

TheBook ofWorship has made it clear

that these days, while mandated for ob-

servance, but not to take precedence

over the observance of the particular

days of the Christian year. And so,

therefore, we have separated those.

Also, would like to say that in the ser-

vices. The United Methodist Book of

Worship Committee monitored careful-

ly the proceedings of the . . . will be

monitoring carefully the proceedings of

the 1992 General Conference and will

make any changes necessary to bring

this section of the book in conformity

with the actions of the General Con-

ference. I would like to £isk you again if

you would look on p. 324 with me. The
Aldersgate Day or Sunday prayer, you

will find in the middle of the page.

Would you pray this prayer with me at

this time?

(prayer)

(General Acts of Worship)

WILSON: The next section that you

will find are the General Acts of Wor-

ship found encompassed between pp.

330 and 377. These General Acts ofWor-

ship include some ofthe most distinctive

new resources in the proposed Book of

Worship. And it expands a very broad

repertory of prayers and includes wor-

ship resources that have never before

been considered for adoption by this

denomination. The prayers and acts of

worship in this section witness the great

variety of effective prayers, and they are

intended to encourage worship leaders

and congregations to find their own
style of speaking and listening to God.

This is not to provide an exhaustive list

of resources, but just merely a sampling

of what is possible and encouragement

for persons to develop their own prayer

language. As we go over to the Daily

Praise and Prayer, which is the latter

section of there, you will find that there

are 5 service orders of Daily Praise and

Prayer, expanding on the true services

of Daily Praise and Prayer found in The
United Methodist Hymnal, which only

encompasses the morning and evening

praise and prayer. I would like to say to

you that it is our hope that this ex-

panded section ofThe United Methodist
Book of Worship will enable United

Methodism to reclaim daily prayer as a

means of grace eternal, essential to

Christian life. Thank you.

BISHOP SANO: Chair will need to

interrupt the presentations. If you'll . .

.

can we have a presentation in 3 minutes,

Andy? OK Those ofyou who will extend

it by 3 minutes, lift the hand. Thankyou.

Those opposed, same sign. Thank you.

It is extended 3 minutes.

LANGFORD (Western North

Carolina): The very last section of The
Book of Worship that we would like to

look at begins on p. 463, the Services for

Consecrations and Ordinations. In this

section of the book, we have taken the

current Disciplinary statements of our

church defining who we are in ministry

and how we set persons aside for minis-

try in our church. The most frequently

asked question of me this week has

been: what happens if the ministry

study produces a new ordering of minis-

try in the church? What I'd like to say

quickly is that these services reflect our

current Discipline and our current un-

derstanding of ministry. If the ministry

study comes out with a new report, we
have been monitoring that work. We
have another whole set of services con-

sistent with that work that we will put

in following your decision on that work.

Final statement. Who is our

audience? As we try to describe to you

primarily pastors and musicians in local

congregations, they wanted 1 complete

comprehensive source book, and I

believe that we will provide for you and

for our denomination and for the church

universal, the most comprehensive wor-

ship resource ever seen before, and we
are excited and proud about that. But

who is our audience? Susan has already

said, it is the women and the men, the

youth, and especially the children in our

local congregations. Our desire is

through our liturgy, through the way we
pray, through the way we worship

together to form disciples of our Savior

Jesus Christ. The way we worship

together shapes who we will be as Jesus'

followers. I think especially of my

daughters, Ann Green, age 1 1, and Sara,

age 7. This Book of Worship will shape

who they are in their relationship to

God. It will tell them as they grow up,

that men and women are created equal

in the eyes of God and are worthy of

God's love. It will tell them that all

Christians throughout the world,

though they speak in many languages in

many ways, all relate to their Creator. It

will tell them in every moment of their

lives, from the time they begin school tiU

the time they graduate. Through their

marriages; God forbid, through their

divorce. At times ofpain, and at times of

joy, God will be there, and the liturgy

will allow them to speak.

Tonight, you are being asked not just

to create a worship book for pastors and

musicians. You are being asked to create

the book of spiritual formation, of cor-

porate spiritual formation for our

people. I urge you to sustain the desires

of the pastors, musicians, and people

who have called for this book. To en-

dorse the work of the committee, to

support the legislative committee in all

of its amendments, and by your action

tonight create for our denomination

The United Methodist Book ofWorship.

Thank you.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you.

BEVINS: Bishop and members of the

conference, the amendments that the

Discipleship Legislative Committee is

proposing were developed as the com-

mittee spent several days reviewing

every page, every service, and every

prayer. We revised the book at dozens of

places, and finally voted 94 to 1 to en-

thusiastically place this Book ofWorship

before you with the amendments that

are found on pp. 342, 343, and 344 ofthe

Daily Christian Advocate, Calendar

Item 842. Our committee report will be

given by the chairs of the subcommit-

tees which develop the amendments.

The Rev. Donald Haynes will present

the amendments to the General Ser-

vices and Music as Acts of Worship.

Next, Mary Brooke Casad will lead us

through the amendments that relate to

the Christian year. Special Sundays and

other Special Days, General Acts of

Worship, daily praise and prayer, oc-

casional services, and healing services

and prayers. Then Don Haynes will

return to present the amendments on

services relating to congregations and

buildings, consecrations and ordina-

tions, other annual conference and dis-
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trict services, general church services,

and an ecumenical service of Holy Com-
munion. They will speak in that order.

(Process for approving Item 842)

BISHOP SANO: Before we have Don
come forward to speak, let the chair

propose a process. As you notice, this is

the section where I call to your attention

the fact that I counted 51 proposed

amendments. This is a way the chair

would propose that we handle it. As the

interpretation is given to you on each

proposed amendment, please flag those

items you wish to either debate or

amend. If you wish to either debate or

add any further amendments, note

those items. After we have had a full

description of all of these proposed

amendments, I will see how many ofyou

wish to either speak or propose an

amendment to the body. Now let's work

through a possible scenario. Let's say

that we have 10 of you who wanted to

speak or propose amendments. That

would mean that no one wanted to speak

supposedly for 40, or 41 of the 51. The
chair would suggest that we act on those

41 as a whole. And then we would only

have 10 more remaining. Now I'll ex-

plain the steps more carefully as we
come to them, but this is the a broad

outline. We will have all of the amend-
ments described and the rationale of-

fered to you. Ifyou want to debate them
or amend them, please flag them. And
then I, we'll see how many of you wish

to speak on any 1 ofthese items and then

from there, I will explain further on the

procedure. Is there any question on this

proposed?

Before we move in decisive points of

this process, I'll give you a chance to

comment on the processes being

proposed. Let's then turn to Don
Haynes, please, and he will lead us

through the 1st section.

DONALD W. HAYNES (Western

North Carolina): Thank you, Bishop

Sano. I call your attention first to p. 25

of the proposed Book of Worship and

simultaneously to p. 342 of the Daily

Christian Advocate, Calendar Item 842.

Our committee has worked with

scrutiny, and we have several amend-

ments. We report this book to you with

excitement and with pride, and wc high-

ly anticipate placing it in practice.

Turning now to the 1st amendment,

under the division "Response to the

Word." The amendment will now read,

"responses should include an invitation

to Christian discipleship, followed by a

hymn of invitation," etc The rationale

for this amendment is that the recon-

figuration in the {unendment accents

the 1st commitment to Christ and reaf-

firmation of faith as normative respon-

ses to the gospel when it is preached.

This also substitutes "should" for

"may" to define such an invitation as

normative.

The next {imendments I should like to

present to you as a group. In The Book

of Worship on pp. 56-81, these are

prayers of great thanksgiving for the

entire Christian year. There retdly is no
amendment here. We simply call your

attention to the fact that the committee

wishes to sustain the alternate language

in the parentheses, because God is

greater than any adjective. Biblical im-

agery is rich in addresses for God. Hym-
nody is even more diverse. A favorite

gospel hymn addresses the deity, "Rock
of Ages, Cleft for Me." In recognition

and appreciation of the ways in which

God is revealed to us and experienced by

us, the "Prayers of Great Thanksgiving

Throughout the Christian Year" are

provided with a primary text which says,

"Father Almighty" and a parentheses,

which says "Almighty God." At the close

of each of the great thanksgiving

prayers, the deity is addressed as "Al-

mighty Father (God)."

I should now call your attention to p.

102 of the proposed Book of Worship.

This is the Ijist part of a new abbreviated

baptismal covenant, perhaps one of the

greatest requests that The Book ofWor-

ship Committee had before it. At the

conclusion of that brief order of Holy

Baptism, the committee feels it neces-

sary to amend by insertion in the sec-

tion, "Commendation and Welcome."

Believing that while we affirm the need

for brevity in this new service, we also

feel that the congregation must respond

as participants in the nurturing com-

munity, and partners in the baptismal

covenant.

The next amendment is on p. 130,

excuse me, yes, 130 in the marriage

ceremony under the section, "Declara-

tion of Marriage." This is an amend-
ment by addition, and it brings The Book

ofWorship into total parallel or identical

language with the new United Methodist

Hymnal. Adding in the rubrics that the

minister is to "wrap a stole around."

"May wrap a stole around," thank you.

The next amendment is on p. 132.

This is an amendment in the title of a

new service which many of ua welcome.

The service is entitled "A Service for the

Recognition of a Marriage or The Bless-

ing of a Civil Marriage," and we believe

that the deletion of the words "of a

marriage" will clarify the title.

The next amendment is on p. 135, also

a new service which we welcome. An
order for the reaffirmation of the mar-

riage covenant. The m^ority ofthe com-

mittee feels that the new words which

are inserted here emphasize the terms of

endearment.

The next amendment is on p. 170.

This is the last part of a new and much-
needed service, "A Service of Death and

Resurrection for a Stillborn Child."

Reading it, it reads, "we thank you for

the life and hope you give through the

Resurrection of your son Jesus Christ"

This amendment undergirds one of life's

most difficult losses with the {tffirmation

and hope of the Resurrection. I should

like now to jdeld to Mary Brooke Casad

of the North Texas Conference for

presenting the next section of the Book

of Worship Report, bishop.

MARY BROOKE CASAD (North

Texas): I want to invite you now to turn

to p. 250. You will see art-work at the top

of the page. The committee proposes

that a dear symbol is needed. The Greek

letters alpha and omega need to be more
distinct, so the individual letters would

be clearly visible. Ifyou would turn now
to p. 257, par. 4, line 2. The change called

for Ls to delete the word "is" and replace

it with "can be." In order to be respon-

sive to various interpretations, the

words "can be" acknowledge that per-

sons experience this service in different

ways. The line would then read, "The
imposition of ashes can be . . .

."

If you will turn now to p. 299, the

committee has recommended that

Scripture references be included for

these prayers in hopes that this will pro-

vide a useful worship resource and a

helpful aid.

Now if you would turn to pp. 306, we
will be looking at 306 through 310, and

also if you would turn to 314, you'll see

that our recommendation is to delete "A
Native American Service of Thanksgiv-

ing."

(Native American Service

of Thanksgiving)
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Representatives from the Native

American International Caucus and the

Oklahoma Indian Missionary Con-

ference requested to speak to our Dis-

cipleship Legislative Committee. At that

time they asked that the "Native

American Service of Thanksgiving"

found on pp. 306-310, which is adapted

from the Shawnee Nation United Rem-
nant Band Green Com Ceremony, not

be included in the Book of Worship.

Many nations do not practice this ser-

vice, and others consider it a violation of

sacred rights. Our committee honored

this request by voting to delete the ser-

vice from the Book ofWorship. Persons

from the Native American community

shared information about Native

American Thanksgiving celebrations.

This material was referred to the

editorial committee for placement in the

Native American Awareness Sunday

section on p. 314. It encourages United

Methodists to plan Thanksgiving

celebrations in consultation with repre-

sentatives of the Native American com-

munity in their local area.

If you would look now on p. 319, line

4 under "Prayers," the committee

proposes that the capital "C" in

"Church" be dropped to lower case. And
this proposed change is made to give

emphasis to the fact that it is the people

who make up the church who are often

troubled and divided.

Page 330 offers a new paragraph, and

you see that it is printed in your DCA, p.

343, through prayer the Holy Spirit. It

continues and gives the Scripture refer-

ence, and this new paragraph sets the

scriptural context ofprayer and reminds

us that corporate prayer incorporates

our individual prayers. Also on p. 330,

the 1st paragraph, which would become

the 2nd paragraph, asks us, we are asked

there to delete the words "by a single

person." Since many unmarried persons

in our culture are called single persons,

the statement is unclear and might be

misconstrued to be exclusive. The intent

is that the new statement will help

everyone avoid lengthy discourses.

BISHOP SANO: Is there general con-

sent on that? Consider that adopted.

CASAD: Ifyou will look now on p. 337

at the 2nd prayer, the recommended
change is to delete the words "baker

woman God" and replace with "God like

a baker woman." The change proposed

here is in keeping with the biblical tradi-

tion of the use of simile that Jesus fre-

quently used, as is found in Luke 13:18-

21, in the parables of the mustard seed

and the yeast.

Turn now to p. 363, and you wiU see

in the bold type the recommendation of

the committee is to delete the words,

"Oh, Mother God" and replace with

"Oh, Creator God." This proposed

change keeps the form of address for

God consistent throughout the prayer.

You will see the first "Oh, Creator God,"

then it is repeated again.

On p. 367 the proposed change is for

a title change, that the title "For Those

Who Work" be deleted, and be replaced

with "For Disciples in the

Marketplace." This title change more
accurately reflects the subject of the

prayer. In the same section, the commit-

tee proposes the addition of 2 new
prayers as found in yourDCA to provide

further resources. The prayers are en-

titled "For Those Who Work" and "For

Those Who Are Unemployed."

On p. 402, the committee recom-

mends that the word "to" be deleted and

replaced with the word "with." That's in

the bold type on line 2, so that the line

would then read, "In ministry with the

people." This accurately reflects that

persons serve one another in the name
of Jesus Christ.

On p. 421, please note that there has

been a mistake in the DCA. 421. "The
Consecration of the Home" title and

prayer will remain as printed on p. 421.

Immediately below the rubrics which

begin "The service may conclude," an

additional title and prayer are proposed

for inclusion. These are found in the

DCA in the p. 421 amendments. The
title would then read, "Consecration of

a Parsonage," followed by the words,

"when appropriate" in parentheses.

The prayer appears beforeyou now in

the DCA and provides a worship aid for

a particular occasion. I now turn to Don
Haynes to continue our report.

DONALD W. HAYNES (Western

North Carolina): Thank you, Mary.

Bishop Sano, members of the con-

ference.

My coaches have reminded me that I

omitted to note an amendment on p.

184.

Choir directors in my parishes across

the years have always told me to please

stick to preaching and to leave the music

to them. And I have always been re-

quested not to sing when mikes are on,

so that's why I omitted it. But on p. 184,

there was some concern for the biblical

foundations for addressing the deity

with the word "wisdom" and with a bit

of research, we should like to add the

footnote that this comes from Proverbs

9:1-6, and it is changed here, or this

footnote will be inserted at the permis-

sion of the author.

I should like to call your attention

now to p. 440. Again, from the Scrip-

tures, "You are God's temple," from the

1 Corinthians passage, should not be

followed with a question mark. We
hope. Page 446, theDCA is in error her&

The amendment is only to delete the

word "parsoniige" in the 1st line under

the Service for the Consecration or Re-

consecration of a Church Building. Fol-

lowing the comma, the words, "or other

church unit," should rem£iin. The
reason, obviously, for this deletion and

the insertion of 3 periods, is that it

avoids confusion, since this service does

not fit the consecration of a parsonage.

And the footnote should not be struck,

as is indicated in your DCA, but rather

added, so that a person looking at this

service is immediately referred to the

service which Mary Brooke just

presented to us, "For the consecration,

not dedication, of a parsonage, see p.

420." I might say in passing this, that

there is no service per se for the dedica-

tion of a parsonage, and it is impossible

at this point in time to meet publishing

deadlines for adding the pages that that

would require. So just abit of improvisa-

tion might be required of you at that

point.

I should call your attention now to p.

462. Again, a very sad moment in the life

of the church, an order for disbanding a

congregation. The amendment, by in-

sertion, was suggested by a very sensi-

tive and perceptive member of our

committee, and the rationale is that it

softens the blow.

And now the ordinal. From pp. 463-

524, and from pp. 525-554, we are refer-

ring this whole section to the editorial

committee, asking them in each in-

stance that might be detected by word

search on their computer to change the

words, "oversee" and "oversight" to the

words "supervise" and "supervision."

And I think it's important that we hear

the rationale for these changes. This

amendment is made in appreciation of

the connotation which the word "over-

seer," and all its derivatives, has for our
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brothers and sisters in the African-

American tradition.

I shaU now call your attention to p.

469. This is an amendment to that sec-

tion ofthe consecration of diaconal min-

isters in which the bishop is examining

the candidates. The rationale for the

change is to enhance the theological

dimension of the diaconal vow, and to

make it parallel to the vows for deacons

and elders. I might add, parenthetically,

that there is a contingency service in a

computer that would reflect any actions

which this body might take concerning

the ordination of the diaconate, so we
need not worry at that point.

Now, on p. 470, there is an amend-
ment to the Trinitarian formula in this

same service. And at this point, I should

like to call your attention to other

amendments that are identical. Here, on

p. 470, then on p. 502 in the Combina-
tion Service for Diaconal Ministers, for

Deacons, and for Elders, and on p. 516,

for the consecration of bishops, and on

p. 552, for the commissioning of mis-

sionaries, and 554 for the commission-

ing ofdeaconesses. The rationale for this

amendment is that it brings consistency

to the Trinitarian formula. It brings the

same language to the consecration of

diaconal ministers, the consecration of

bishops, and the commissioning of mis-

sionaries and deaconesses which is al-

ready used in this book in the Order of

Baptism, the Order of Christian Mar-

riage, and the Ordination of Deacons

and Elders.

Now, I call your attention to p. 477.

And the committee puts beforeyou iden-

tical amendments for pp. 477, 487, 503,

and 506. The issue here is the connota-

tion which language has. The word
"submit" and "submitting" recalls the

memory of great pain in some people's

lives, some who have been oppressed in

the work place, some who have been

forced to submit to abusive parents, and

some who have been forced to submit to

abusive spouses. I should hope that we
would be sensitive to the painful old

tapes which this word plays for some
persons. The words at the last part of

that sentence, "serve over," have a con-

notation of phjrsical superiority. And
again, the word "oversee" which was

suggested as a substitute by some and

does have a tradition in the church,

nevertheless brings forth memories of

the slave plantation. The committee was

troubled as we struggled with these

words and several attempts at adjust-

ment were made. We are indebted to Joy

Barrett of the Detroit Conference for

proposing the language which brought

us together. And, if it is necessary, I

should suggest that you later allow her

to speak to that. The next page is 529.

Renaming the "Order for the Admis-
sion of what reads here as "Ministerial

Candidates" to membership in the an-

nual conference. All Christians are in

ministry. Therefore, we propose to

strike the word "ministerial" and to add

before the word "membership," "cler-

gy." "An Order for the Admission of

Candidates to Clergy Membership in An
Annual Conference."

On p. 534 a new service for the

celebrating of the appointment of a dis-

trict superintendent, and it's good to

know that there might be occasions

when that is a matter to be celebrated. I

call your attention to the fact that there

is an error in the line sequence for this

amendment, as you probably have al-

ready noted, and should like to ask you
as you consider on p. 344 of the DCA,
line 12 and then the 3rd paragraph

down, p. 534 under the covenant service,

line 13. Would you make an arrow

please, and move 13 up under 12, and
then it will read line 12, line 13, and line

15. The reason for these, I think, is per-

haps already reflected in the rationale

for other places. Line 12 "oversight" to

"supervision and leadership." This

amendment adds the word "leader-

ship," recognizing the role of the super-

intendent is more than one of authority.

Line 13 changes the district superinten-

dent covenant so that it parallels, with

some adjustments, the covenant of the

general superintendents, the bishops.

There is an error in the DCA under line

13. The words "guard the faith," "you

are called to guard the faith." "Guard
the faith" should not be in bold print

because this is not an addition or tin

insertion, this is in the text. And, the

word "oversee" in your DCA should

have been struck, inserting in its place,

the words "supervise and support," so

that it would read, "You are called to

guard the faith, to seek the unity, and to

exercise the discipline ofthe church, and
to supervise and support the church's

life, work, and mission." On p. 536 in the

Consecration of the Bishop, at the bot-

tom of that page, the new line is there

because it seemed awkward to address a

question to the new bishop, which is

really a question to the chair ofthe Com-
mittee on Episcopacy.

Bishop Sano, this completes the

amendments of the legislative commit-
tee. The committee chair will complete

our report, and I thank you for your

leadership and the conference for your

patience through a tedious process.

BISHOP SANO: And we want to

thank you for your careful work. Very

helpful orientation. Now, let's test with

the house whether you are prepared for

this approach. I'm going to ask how
many of you have any of these amend-

ments you wish to debate, oryou wish to

propose an amendment, and we will

separate those out from all of these

proposals. Whatever remains, we will

test with the house whether they are

prepared to vote on them as a whole. Is

the procedure dear? OK, let's, maybe I

could see you better . . . yes, is there an

inquiry? A question? Microphone 1,

please. Microphone 1.

(Copyright Question)

WILLIAM B. COOK (Oregon-Idaho):

Am I correct that any change in any

prayer will have to be approved by the

original writer before it could be in-

cluded in this book?

BISHOP SANO: Yes, let's see, Andy,

do you answer that question about

copyright?

LANGFORD: The response is that if

any prayers are changed, it depends. If

it's in public domain, this conference has

absolute freedom. If it's not in public

domain and the copyright is held by an

author or by a publisher, this body may
choose to change anything it wishes; we
would then have to negotiate to see ifwe
would have permission then to print it.

But I think my suggestion is for you to

make the changes you wish to make, and

then we'll have to see if we have permis-

sion to print them.

BISHOP SANO: All right. Thank you.

Let's see if there are any other inquiries?

Let's only deal with inquiries at the mo-
ment. Yes, microphone 1 1. That was, by

the way, the first speech was by Don
Cook, Oregon-Idaho. Bill.

RILEY B. CASE (North Indiana):

Bishop, I'm wondering about some
other petitions that relate to the Book of
Worship. I'm thinking specifically of

Calendar Item 845 which would call for

a Service of Infant Dedication. When
can that be presented?
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BISHOP SANO: Yes. After we have

gone through and attempt to deal with

these amendments as a whole and in-

dividually, then the chair will call for

additional items and at that point, blue

book p. 342, Item 481 and p. 344, Item

485 will be brought by the committee.

Are there any other inquiries at the mo-
ment? Yes, down here, microphone 2.

J. LAVON KINCAID SR. (Western

Pennsylvania): Bishop, my question is

in regards to where there is a direct

quote from Scripture, is it permissible

for an amendment?
BISHOP SANO: You want to try

answering that, Rex? I would assume

that if you're going to re-translate, and

it said in the introduction it's NRSV,
we'll just have to take the quotes off.

BEVINS: If it's a direct quote from

Scripture, Bishop Sano, the committee

will stick with the Bible.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is this an

inquiry? Microphone 7. The recorders,

by the way, need a chance to hear from

the chair, a reiteration ofyour name and
conference. Microphone 2.

JERRY D. HOLLIDAY (Kansas East):

Yes. I was on that committee also, and I

have 2 inquiries of things that were

changed that they did not get in here,

and the presenter did not give it. So I call

your attention to p. 363 in the bold sec-

tion. I believe the phrase, "let the waters

of your wound heal," was deleted. No?

OK. I'll call your attention, then, to 1

other 1 on p. 421. The "Consecration of

a Home" was not changed to Consecra-

tion of a Parsonage, because it was

brought out there are more than 1 type

ofhome or homes that this could be used

for. When you change it to Consecration

of a Parsonage, you specifically limit it

to 1 type of home, and there are other

types of homes that this could be used

for.

CASAD: Bishop Sano, may I speak to

that?

BISHOP SANO: Yes, please.

CASAD: As I stated, there was a mis-

take in the DCA regarding the proposed

change. The Consecration of the Home,
title and prayer, will remain as printed.

Immediately below that an additional

prayer will be included, entitled Con-

secration of a Parsonage (When Ap-
propriate), and then the prayer as you
see it amended in your DCA.
HOLUDAY: OK.

BISHOP SANO: Any further in-

quiries? Is this an inquiry? Microphone

10.

ROBERT B. BRANDT (Northern

New Jersey): Bishop, in relation to that

same page on addition ofa Consecration

of a Parsonage, will the blessing, the

symbolic acts, and the Holy Com-
munion remain in that service for the

blessing of a home?
BISHOP SANO: Why don't we have

you stand here. Rex? It seems like we
may have a few more questions.

BEVINS: Yes, it will.

BRANDT: Thank you.

BISHOP SANO: All right. Any other

inquiries? Back there, microphone 14.

(Stoles in Marriage Ceremony)

REBECCA YOUNGBLOOD (Missis-

sippi): Point of curiosity. I consider

myself to be pretty updated in worship

stuff, but I just wanted to ask the com-

mittee to explain the addition of the

wrapping of the stole in the marriage

ceremony-where that comes from. It is

new to me and all of us on our row, and

we'd like to hear about it. Thank you.

BEVINS: Thank you. The rational

which we gave was that this was already

in the Hymnal. But there is another

rational. When the pastor chooses to

wrap his or her stole around the joined

hands of the new husband and wife, he

wraps it there as a symbol of the yoke of

Christ. He or she wraps it there. Thank
you.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you.

Microphone 12, way in the back. Let's

only have inquiries that are really going

to change or that might eventually lead

to an amendment. Just a moment.

BEN ALFORD (Tennessee): Bishop,

let me inquire of the chair if on p. 334 .

. . some ofus were ofthe impression that

the committee did change the word in

the middle of the page~the prayer

beginning, "With all our heart we take

refuge in God," line 5-the word "pure"

to "true." It's an inquiry.

BISHOP SANO: OK Mary Brooke?

CASAD: That prayer has been taken

out oiTheBook ofWorship and replaced

with a prayer that is on your blue

authorized correction sheet.

BISHOP SANO: Was that distributed

in the legislative committee?

CASAD: That was distributed to all of

the delegates the first day that we ar-

rived.

BISHOP SANO: Oh, aU right. OK We
need to pause for a moment because

some persons from Central Conferences

were not able to pick up the extra copies.

Ifyou have a copy at home and are close

to a person that you could follow the

discussion and can give yours up, can

you hold your Book of Worship up, and

if we can have the tellers pleiise pick

them up. Could wejust pause to haveyou

do that, please? Lift the book high. Here
is 1. Do we have some more? There is 2.

Let's see if we can have some more. WiU
5 help?Who did I get this note from?You
have 1 you could share? Are there others

of you who could share? Here's 1 up

here. All right, let's see, then, ifthere are

any other inquiries that would correct

the book, or, if it is an inquiry that might

eventually lead to an amendment. Back

there, please. Let's see if we can finish

this up with another 2 more beyond this.

Microphone 12.

TOM HOLTSCLAW (North

Carolina): Bishop, I, too, served on the

committee. I was wondering if there

might be a possibility of making some
kind of statement, possibly on [Csilen-

dar Item] 330 or near there, where we
would say something about the use . .

.

BISHOP SANO: The chair hears this

as a proposed amendment.

HOLTSCLAW: Excuse me?
BISHOP SANO: The chair hears this

as a proposed amendment, and there

will be an opportunity to make proposed

amendments later.

HOLTSCLAW: OK, thank you.

BISHOP SANO: Any other inquiries?

Please, down here, mike 2. Mike 2.

DAVID BADGER (Western Pennsyl-

vania): Bishop, extremely trivial change

on p. 464 about the permission to use

cameras during a service.

BISHOP SANO: Is this a debate or .

.

BADGER: Potentially, later, an

amendment.

BISHOP SANO: OK AU right, the

chair is going to ... is this an inquiry?

All right. Mike 13.

FRANK TROTTER (Baltimore): A
question. Some elderly members of my
congregation in the present Hymnal

have trouble reading the print that is

printed in red ink that is directly before

instructions in certain parts oftheHym-

nal. They cannot see it. And I am
wondering, as a point of inquiry, is it

possible in The Book of Worship that
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that ink be printed more darkly, or a

more appropriate ink be found?

LANGFORD: We say red ink. If you'll

look in the Hymnal, in fact, it will be in

italics; and, in fact, it's kind of a dark,

earth-red kind of ink which, at least in

our testing, is proven candy red by per-

sons who are color blind or have difficul-

ty reading that. So we are playing with

the inking to try to alleviate that prob-

lem. And the people at the Publishing

House have been very helpful about

that.

BISHOP SANO: All right. Let's keep

in mind, friends, that we need to be

moving on. The chair will be closing the

inquiries with these next 2 cards. Please,

right here. You want to go to

microphone 8, please? If you could say

the name slowly, please.

EWING WERLEIN JR (Texas): The
deletion of the term "Oh Mother God"
at p. 86-1 beg your pardon~p. 363, to

which our attention has been called: Is

that the only such reference, or are there

any other references to "Oh Mother

God" and, if so, where are those, pleeise?

CASAD: There are other prayers

found in the general acts of worship and

in occasional prayers, occiisional ser-

vices. It would take a little research right

now to go through and flag those. Ifyou
would give me a minute, I would be glad

to go through and report on those in a

minute.

BISHOP SANO: AU right. One more,

and then the chair will explain the next

stages of the process. Microphone 9.

(Book of Worship in

Different Languages)

AKASA UMEMBUDI (Central Zaire):

Bishop, I would like to know . . . this is

a general question. I would like to know
if there is any provision for translation

from English to foreign language-such

as French, for example-so that this

valuable book can be accessible to many
members of this church as a global

church whose main language is French.

BISHOP SANO: Could anyone

answer that?

LANGFORD: At this point, the book

is only being presented to you in

English. We have negotiated copyright

permissions for international rights, not

only in English but also in other lan-

guages, and also for it to be electronically

based. Therefore, this fall you should

also be able to receive the entire book on

1 disk to put in your computer. At this

point, we will need to be in negotiations

with the Publishing House. There were

no plans, at this point, to publish this

resource in languages other than

English, but it's entirely feasible and is

entirely possible to be done.

UMEMBUDI: Excuse me, bishop. I

think you are in a good place at a good

time. I would like to know also about The
Book of Discipline. Until today, the

people who speak French don't have

that Book ofDiscipline.

BISHOP SANO: Is a representative of

the Publishing House here who can

answer that now? Or shall we note that

question and have it answered later?

Can you answer that, please? Could you

identify yourself?

THEO W. SCHAAD (Switzer-

land/France): May I share information

with you? That the Constitution of our

church gives the Central Conferences

the right to adapt the Discipline for the

situation in the place ofthe Central Con-

ference. And so, all Central Conferences

have made their own Disciplines. But we
have the same Constitution. And, about

The Book of Worship, let us say that

French-speaking parts in Africa took

over the French liturgy from the Swit-

zerland/France Annued Conference.

BISHOP SANO: OK, do you have a

further inquiry?

SCHAAD: OK, I will check on that.

BISHOP SANO: OK, please, Mary
Brook.

CASAD: I would like to give the infor-

mation requested by Ewing Werlein.

Page 298 and p. 336; p. 298, the prayer

at the bottom of the page; p. 336, the

prayer at the top of the page, and the

second prayer from the bottom.

BISHOP SANO: OK, the chair would

now like to turn to describing the

process for handling the amendments
that are proposed by the committee.

As indicated already, the 2 additional

items, 841 and 845, will be handled

separately. After we have handled the

amendments from the committee, and

these additional amendments from the

blue DCA, the floor will be open for

additional amendments beyond the

ones that have come from the legislative

committee.

So now, on to the matter of treating

the amendments from the legislative

committee, the chair would suggest that

we see a raising of hands. How many of

you either have speeches to make on any

of the amendments or have amend-

ments to propose on these, the report

from the legislative committee.

Let us bear in mind, as you have

heard, this is not a book of law that is to

be followed as printed, as may be true in

other communions. You have heard this

described as a resource. Now if you will

review the items that you may have

checked that you either wish to speak to

or propose an amendment, please review

that list and then I will call to see how
many of you wish to speak or propose

amendments. Ifyou want to look at your

list there, let's give them a chance to

review this, and then if there are some
questions, I'll ask for questions before I

ask you to raise your hand.

All right, let's see, back here, was that

a question, an inquiry? Could you go to

mike 9?

HELMUT NAUSNER (Austria

Provisional): Is it in order, bishop, to

raise an amendment now?
BISHOP SANO: No, it is not.

NAUSNER: OK.
BISHOP SANO: I'm gonna ask for

who wanted to raise amendments.

All right. Let's see how many of you

either want to speak to any of the

proposed amendments or propose an

amendment to these reports. Let me
have you stand and wave your cards.

Could the committee help me get an

estimate? OK, we estimate that there are

approximately 25. Even if we have 25

separate amendments, there are 25 of

these that we can adopt as a whole. Now
if I can have the help of the chair of the

committee; also record which 1 of these

amendments you either wish to speak to

or amend. WUl you please quickly go to

the microphone and stay there and they

will call out microphone numbers that

you could speak to. Please go to the

mikes now.

Delegates speak from different

microphone locations. Delegates do not

identify themselves.

(Delegates List Page to Amend)

BISHOP SANO: Let's start over here

at mike 1. Let's give your attention,

please, so you could follow along. Mike
1. Simply tell us which one you wish to

speak to; page number.

DELEGATE: Page 337; p. 363.

BISHOP SANO: AU right, next.

DELEGATE: Page 3 14.

BISHOP SANO: All right, next.
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DELEGATE: In the blue DCJ^ Peti-

tion 845; it deals with child dedication

service.

BISHOP SANO: No, we're only on

842. We'll deal with those later. Next,

please, on mike 1. There are none? Mike

1 1, please. Give us your page numbers

for item 842.

DELEGATE: Page 367 at the bottom.

BISHOP SANO: The very last one;

367. OK, mike 7, please.

DELEGATE: 502, 503, 516, and 470.

BISHOP SANO: Let's see, give those

more slowly.

DELEGATE: 502, 503, 516, and 470.

BISHOP SANO: All right, next on

mike 7.

DELEGATE: 363, at the bottom.

BISHOP SANO: Let's see, that's been

noted already, I believe. Yes, mike 7.

DELEGATE: 298. I'm sorry, sir.

DELEGATE: She has 7, but they're

aU related to 1 concern, the language of

"Mother God."

BISHOP SANO: Have they already

been noted?

DELEGATE: Yes.

BISHOP SANO: If they have been

noted . .

.

DELEGATE: 1 or 2 have; some may
have not.

BISHOP SANO: Let's come back to

you and call out what additional needs.

[Mike] 12.

DELEGATE: [referring to most im-

mediate exchange] Let me say the num-
bers she has in her list, if I may: 298, 323,

337, 436, 421, 363, 377. But as we under-

stand it, she wants to address a general

concern that relates all those pages.

BISHOP SANO: Some of those are

not on here. Please understand, we're

only trying to reduce this. This approach

may not work here, but let's see ifwe can

make it work. Only the ones that are

listed here, please. Could you help her

because we need to go on and get tabula-

tion? Mike 12.

DELEGATE: Bishop, I want to make
an observation. What has been

presented to us is a suggested Book of

Worship. And each of us here can make
amendments to every line. And there-

fore, if we want to take what everybody

wishes to suggest, then we end up with

nothing. My own view is that we have

this book suggested to us. And we can

adapt it in the way we want it. And,

therefore, I would suggest that all these

amendments could be observed in our

several congregations, but to go ahead

and accept the book as a resource.

BISHOP SANO: That was what the

chair was trying to say and other

speakers have said. Those of you who
wish to make amendments, we urge you

to be£Lr in mind, this is not a book of law,

this is not a book of law, but a resource.

OK, back on mike 12.

DELEGATE: Yes, on p. 502, line 22,

and all other references in ordination

and consecration services that are

similar to that.

BISHOP SANO: Yes, ma'am, we need

to ask all of you~if the numbers have

been already noted, please do not

reiterate. Those have all been noted. Up
here, in mike 3.

DELEGATE: Would that count p.

314, 315, Native American?

BISHOP SANO: 314 and 315 was

noted here, but 314 was already noted.

DELEGATE: 336.

BISHOP SANO: It has been noted.

No, it has not; it was not even proposed.

That's a separate amendment. Yes.

Mike 3. OK, Mike 8.

DELEGATE: Bishop, the prayer that

was added on p. 343 of the DCA, for

those who are unemployed.

BISHOP SANO: What page are we
on?

DELEGATE: 343 of the DCA. It's the

prayer that was added by the committee.

BISHOP SANO: What page is it?

DELEGATE: 343 of the DCA. The
prayer is on p. 367 of the proposed Boo/j

of Worship, but this is the prayer that

w£is added for the unemployed by the

committee, DCA, page 343.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is that

mike 7?

DELEGATE: Right now you're just

calling for amendments on what's al-

ready been amended, am I correct?

BISHOP SANO: That's being

proposed, yes.

DELEGATE: Our sister from Mexico

most likely would like to speak when 363

comes up.

BISHOP SANO: All right.

All right, fine. Is that mike 4.

DELEGATE: 337, 363.

BISHOP SANO: 337, 363 have al-

ready been proposed.

DELEGATE: I have an amendment
on p. 129 of the general service. It's a

part of the marriage ceremony, and it

has not been mentioned.

BISHOP SANO: No, and those

amendments will be called for from the

floor later. [Mike] 9, please.

DELEGATE: I want to make an

amendment on p. 529 and 534. On p. 344

of the DCAs
BISHOP SANO: Yes, thank you, mike

9.

DELEGATE: I desire to make a brief

semantical amendment to pp. 535-536.

BISHOP SANO: 535 is not on this list,

but 536-is it related to the proposed

amendment?
DELEGATE: It is an addition.

BISHOP SANO: Then that's

separate. We'll deal with that as amend-

ments proposed from the floor. Mike 10,

please.

DELEGATE: Page 130.

BISHOP SANO: 130, OK Are there

any other proposals? Chair does not see

any. There is 1, thank you on 5 or 4.

(Motion to Suspend Rules and
Eliminate Amendment from the Floor)

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): If it's in order, I would like to

propose a motion that we suspend the

rules, and if I can have a 2nd, I'll explain

my reason.

BISHOP SANO: All right.

SWEET: In light of the counsel that

we have received in terms of The Book

of Worship on being advisory position

rather than a doctrinal statement, my
motion, if the rules are suspended, my
motion would then be to accept the en-

tire Book of Worshipas presented

without amendment.

BISHOP SANO: Let's see, you're as-

king to depart from this procedure that

I have proposed. Is that what you're

saying?

SWEET: Yes, sir.

BISHOP SANO: Sounds likeyou have

a lot of following out there.

SWEET: Bishop, that would include

the amendments that have been

presented from the legislative commit-

tee.

BISHOP SANO: Yes, those are only

the amendments proposed from the

legislative committee. All right. The
chair is treating this not so much as

suspension ofthe rules, but as proposing

another procedure to follow than what

has been proposed from the chair. Is

that what you hear? OK. You want to

restate that motion.

SWEET: The motion I would have

made after a suspension of the rules?
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BISHOP SANO: Yes, we do not need

a suspension of the rules. Yes.

SWEET: I would move that we accept

The Book ofWorship as presented by the

legislative committee with the amend-
ments proposed by them.

BISHOP SANO: Now what you are

doing with that motion is, you're also

eliminating additional motions from the

floor.

SWEET: Yes, sir.

BISHOP SANO: Do you understand

that?

SWEET: I'm clear that's what I'm

doing, sir.

BISHOP SANO: All right, OK.
SWEET: If I may speak to the motion,

I'll say why.

BISHOP SANO: Does that eliminate

any discussion on 841 and 845? It does

not, does it?

SWEET: No, it would not.

BISHOP SANO: OK, all right, we just

wjmt to know what we're going to be

stating before the house. OK, any other

questions before the chair states a ques-

tion. Let's see if we got a 2nd.

SWEET: Bishop, may I speak to it.

BISHOP SANO: All right, there is a

second. Go ahead emd speeik.

SWEET: Bishop, it seems to me that

the study commission has done a superb

job for the General Conference. The
legislative committee has spent many
hours. All ofthe points ofview have been

clearly represented in that legislative

committee. We've had ample time to

look at The Book of Worship to examine

it. We've been told that it is not a book

of doctrine, it is not a book of discipline.

It is a book of worship for us to use as a

resource. We are not bound by every line

of its contents. We're opened to be crea-

tive with the contents of that book. We
are not put in a position of causing our

congregations to be threatened by stuff

that we have to impose upon them. With

good pastoral care, any of the pastors

will use what makes good sense to them

in their own parish. Laypeople will use

those prayers and resources that will be

most helpful and creative and useful to

them.

Given the number of potential

amendments that I heard proposed to

the chair in the last few minutes, I sug-

gest we may be here until 6 a.m., break-

ing just in time to get here for the

morning session.

BISHOP SANO: All right, we need to

pause to confer where we are parliamcn-

tarily. So, if you'll allow us to visit here

for a moment.

BISHOP SANO: Let's come to order,

please. We have a wave fanning us on.

Thank you. Let's take our places, please.

Could the mover of that motion state

that motion in writing and repeat it for

us at this time? The chair and par-

liamentary backups here, we need to

confer.

SWEET: I move that we adopt The
Book ofWorshipas proposed by the com-

mittee with the amendments endorsed

by the legislative committee. Bishop

Sano, it occurs to me that I should have

also included the words without further

debate.

BISHOP SANO: No, that part . . .

yeah, that part is a separate motion and

you cannot combine those 2 motions.

SWEET: I thought I had originally.

Perhaps I didn't.

BISHOP SANO: OK, the chair wUl

entertain this motion without the mo-
tion to cut off the debate. So that ifyou

could restate that motion again.

SWEET: I move that we adopt The
Book ofWorship as proposed by the com-

mittee with the amendments endorsed

by the legislative committee. Bishop, did

I earlier say, without further amend-
ment. That's the phrase that I do not

have written down.

BISHOP SANO: All right, reread it

again.

SWEET: I move that we adopt The

Book ofWorship as prepared by the com-

mittee with the amendments endorsed

by the legislative committee without fur-

ther amendment.
BISHOP SANO: OK Being advised

that that would 1st require a suspension

of the rules.

SWEET: I so move.

BISHOP SANO: This is not

debatable, and those who will suspend

the rules will lift a hand. Thank you.

Those oppose, same sign. OK we have

suspended rules; let's hear the motion

again.

SWEET: I move that we adopt The
Book ofWorship as proposed by the com-

mittee with the amendments endorsed

by the legislative committee without fur-

ther amendment.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is there a

2nd? There is a 2nd. All right, we need

to give opportunity.

SWEET: I think I've spoken clearly

enough.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is this . .

.

Yes, microphone 5.

STEVEN MOTT (Southern New
England): I'm very much in favor of the

book as it now is, but I think this is a way
to create a veiy bad feeling among the

minority of the members of this meet-

ing. Even though I urge members even

ifyou are in support of the book as it is,

to vote against this because I think this

is not in favor of good will amongst us.

BISHOP SANO: All right, that's a

speech against. Is there a speech for? Is

there a speech for? Mike 13.

JAMEY A. HEAL (MinnesoU): I'm

speaking in favor ofthe motion. We can-

not make all people happy, no matter

how long and hard we work on this. As

you have stated, chairperson, this is a

book of resource, not of law. We could

work on this for a year, and we would

not have a book that would make 100%

of the people of The United Methodist

Church happy. All we can do is to strive

to make the m^ority of the people

happy. We have to trust the people who
were on the legislative committee to do

what is generally right for the whole

church. I urge that we accept the book

as amended by the legislative committee

because if they feel it's good like that, we
have to trust them that th«y are in the

right.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is there a

speech against, down here? You had

your hand up? I'm sony, the woman,
please. Mike 4.

JANE T. BORDEN (Troy): Over half

ofour constituency is female, and I think

this w£is a wonderful book in the original

presentation of it. The editorial commit-

tee, the legislative committee, has writ-

ten out some of the language that might

have been very much appreciated by

women pastors and many male pastors.

You have kept in and incorporated every

minority, every nation, ancient Colum-

bia, things from Scotland, things from

Brazil, things from every nationality, al-

most other languages; you have written

out Mother God. You have written out

other names for the deity. In many
cases, you have written it out. I would

like a substitute motion that we take it

as originally presented to us before any

amendments were done at all.

BISHOP SANO: This is a speech for.

We have only had 1 speech against. Is

there a speech against the motion? Back

there? Way in the back. 14. Are you
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debating the classification of that

speech?

BORDEN: I'm against.

BISHOP SANO: No, the chair heard

her to be supportive of the committee.

Could the ... all right, thank you. She
has spoken. I will take her word. All

right, mike 14.

ELIZABETH B. ST.CLAIR (Penin-

sula): I am in opposition to the proposed

resolution, proposed amendment,
whatever that's called, because I heard

that we would accept the amendments
to the . . . that are written from the

committee's proposal, and whilesome of

those amendments I like-inclusion of

prayers for those out of work-there are

other amendments I don't like and don't

want to have those copies in the finished

product. So, I'm afraid we would lose

some of the good ones and keep some of

the bad ones, that I think are bad.

BISHOP SANO: So you did consider

that a speech for?

ST. CLAIR: No! That's against!

BISHOP SANO: All right. Maybe if

you spoke in Japanese, I'd be able to

follow. All right, we have had 3 speeches

against; that's the maximum. We can

only have 1 more speech for before we
go for the vote. Is this a speech for? OK
Mike 12, 7? Seven, please, mike 7.

TOM FUNN (Baltimore): My col-

leagues told me to make it short and
sweet. I would just like to say that the

committee has worked 4 years on this

Book of Worship. It has gone to the

General Board of Discipleship, and they

have refined it. It has come to the legis-

lative sessions, and we spent many,

many nights refining it, and I think that

we have as close to a perfect book that

we can get. I urge your approval of this

Book of Worship so that we can all

celebrate.

(Book of Worship Approved)

BISHOP SANO: All right, we have

had the 3 speeches for and 3 against. I

will read the motion, and then we will

vote on this 1 by the electronic voting.

OK, I move we adopt the Book of Wor-

ship as proposed by the committee with

the amendments endorsed by the legis-

lative committee without further

amendments. Please vote when the light

appears. We have a Book of Worship!

"Yes," 809; "No," 149.

BEVINS: Bishop, we had indicated

that there are 2 additional items thatwe
would consider. Item No. 841 which has

already been dealt with by the legislative

committee. It is on p. 342 of the Daily

Christian Advocate. It is to remove the

"Green Com Ceremony" in the Book of
Worship. This committee vote was 85 to

remove it and 11 against and 2 not

voting. I recommend that the action of

the committee be supported.

BISHOP SANO: OK, the chair will

call for the vote on this on the electronic

voting. Is there any discussion? There is

none. Please vote on 84 1 when the light

appears, whether you will support the

committee or not. The committee is sup-

ported. "Yes," 870 ; "No," 26.

(Calendar Item No. 845;

Infant Dedication Service)

BEVINS: Then on p. 344 of the DCA,
Calendar Item No. 845 has to do with an

infant dedication service. The commit-

tee voted nonconcurrence, 57 for, 35

against, and 6 not voting.

BISHOP SANO: Right, you have

heard the report from the committee.

Any questions? There is none. Vote
whetheryou will support the committee

or not. There is?We will hold the voting.

Just a 2nd. Microphone 11.

RILEY B. CASE (North Indiana): I

know that once we begin to get into a

voting mode, we like to vote to approve

or disapprove everything that comes
along without great debate, but this par-

ticular calendar item has a great deal of

interest on the part ofmany people, and
I hope we would allow some discussion

and some debate on it.

This presentation I oppose, by the

way. I am opposing the action of the

committee. This presentation started

out with the remark that the new Book

of Worship would be inclusive of our

diversity and faithful to our tradition.

This is ofgreat concern to some of those

in the former EUB church and par-

ticularly, from the former United

Brethren church, who had understood

that they were part of the diversity and
part of that tradition, and who were told

at the time of the merger that the rights

and the traditions and the practices of

the former churches would be respected.

And have been wondering where that

respect is, particularly when it comes to

some of those practices, like the option

of infant dedication. People on the com-
mittee indicated that they received

many requests for such a service-5% of

those who were surveyed. Some people

say that this is an insignificant minority

in the church. Maybe it was not even a

majority in the former United Brethren

Church, but I would submit to you that

5% is a significant minority. The com-
mittee has argued that the service of

thanksgiving for the birth or adoption

of a child would be a substitute. My
friends, it is not really a substitute.

Could we honor those practices and
rights {md the understandings of some
of those in the former United Brethren

Church? Over a 100 years ago there was
a great revival in my city ofKokomo, IN.

143 persons were baptized. They formed
a church; they began to look around for

some denomination to affiliate with.

They did not want to be Methodist, in

part, because of the practice of infant

baptism. They preferred an option. The
presiding elder of the United Brethren

Church came along and argued that they

could have that option in the United

Brethren Church, and they became
United Brethren. A nearby church to me
heard a woman remark that she was

dedicated; her mother was dedicated

before that, and her grandfather was

dedicated before that. She always under-
stood that that was a part of the tradi-

tion. I can take you to at least 20

churches in our conference that have

baptismal tanks.

BISHOP SANO: If you could com-
plete your sentence, please, the red light

is on.

CASE: I would urge us to allow this

service in this Book of Worship in order

to respect the rights and practices of

those who have held to this tradition.

BISHOP SANO: Do we have any fur-

ther discussion? There is? Mike 4.

MICHAEL B. SLAUGHTER (West

Ohio): Bishop, the church I serve is a

former EUB church, and in our 1964

Book of Worship we had a service of

infant dedication. The people in my
church still choose that as an option. We
have been so careful to respect the tradi-

tions of our Native American brothers

and sisters; can we not be as careful to

respect the traditions of the EUBs?
BISHOP SANO: OK, we've had 2

speeches against. Is this a speech for, in

support of the committee? Mike 5.

(Infant Dedication Theological Issues)

DONALD W. HAMILTON (Yel-

lowstone): I think the matter that we
have here is a deeply theological one. It's

not a matter of convenience or not a

matter of tradition as much as it is a
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theological position that has been a part

of the Methodist/Wesleyan heritage,

back to Wesley and through Wesley on

back to the early church. And that is

infant baptism is a declaration of faith

in the grace of God. The emphasis in

infant baptism is upon God's action

rather than upon our human response

or action. An infant dedication service

puts most of the emphasis on the

parents responding and their action,

their taking to the altar their child to

dedicate that child to God. Infant bap-

tism is a sacrament, a means of grace, an

action of God in the Holy Spirit. This is

entirely different-where we come to the

point of giving people the choice to dedi-

cate their infants or the infant baptism

is a significant and deeply theological

shifl for our church if we were to take

this. I am in favor of the motion as

presented by the committee.

BISHOP SANO: All right. Speech in

favor. Back here, please. Mike 13.

MERLIN J. ACKERSON (Iowa):

Bishop Sano, I rise to support the

committee's recommendation that we
not concur in having the infant dedica-

tion service; the reason being that we
have practiced during our tradition and,

in fact, our tradition of infant Baptism

goes way back, we think, to the Bible

itself. There are roots in the Bible or

evidences in the Bible where we prac-

ticed infant baptism or family baptisms,

and so forth, and we continue to do that.

I think my major objection to dedication

services, though they sound good, is the

confusion that it oftentimes leaves in

people's minds as to whether they were

baptized when they were a child or

whether they were simply dedicated.

And there is, of course, a big difference

in terms of our theological under-

standing of baptism and church mem-
bership.

I would suggest that we continue our

practice and encourage our families to

have their children baptized; and, of

course, if they don't want to, the sdter-

native is to have a believer's baptism

later on-but to counsel with them to

encourage them to have baptism be-

cause in infant baptism there is an act of

dedication. As mentioned earlier, ob-

viously baptism is God's movement
toward us. But dedication in the act of-

or in~baptism gives us a chance to

respond to that as parents or as persons

who are sponsors for the child. So I

support the committee.

BISHOP SANO: All right, friends,

we're going to need to extend the time

until we complete this item. Those who
wiU extend the time will lift the hand.

Thank you. Those who will not? We will

extend the time through the completion

of this item. We have had 2 speeches for;

2 against. Only 1 more on each side is the

maximum allowable. Down here, please.

Mike 3.

BOB W. PARROTT (Texas): I caU for

the question on Calendar Item 844.

BISHOP SANO: All right, is there a

2nd? There is a 2nd. Those in favor of

dosing debate will lifl the hand. Thank
you. Those opposed? The question has

been called for. I'm going to turn to the

electronic voting. Oh, yes, thank you.

The committee wanted a speech.

BEVINS: Bishop, I would like to re-

quest the conference to permit Bishop

George Bashore to provide the conclud-

ing comment on this.

BISHOP SANO: Those who will grant

Bishop Bashore a voice will lift the hand.

Thank you. Those opposed, same sign.

It is granted. Bishop Bashore, please.

Thank you. It has been called to my
attention some seem to be calling it 844,

numbering 844; it is 845. It is 845 that is

before us. Yes, Bishop Bashore?

(History ofInfant Dedication)

BISHOP GEORGE BASHORE: All

right, some of you may know that I am
from the predecessor Evangelical

United Brethren tradition, and I've been

asked to attempt a solution for the

mystery of the appearance of the service

of infant dedication in that tradition. It's

very difficult to trace. Such an explora-

tion was undertaken by the Hymnal
Revision Committee, and we have tried

to trace this through documents and

also through oral tradition. As near as

we can tell, there is no history at all of

the service of infant dedication nor prac-

tice of infant dedication in the predeces-

sor Evangelical Church. There also is no

record prior to 1945 in the United

Brethren in Christ Church. And there

has been no recognition in The Books of

Discipline of both of those predecessor

denominations. It is true that after the

1946 union, the service of dedication-

into dedication-appeared in The Book

of Worship. It was no different from the

service of baptism in its wording, except

for the baptismal formula, the pronoun-

cement of baptism. The former Evan-

gelical Church thought it must have

come from the former United Brethren

tradition. The former United Brethren

Church thought it must have come from
the former Evangelical Church.

No official action seems to be recorded

at all. In fact, oral tradition portrays

some bishop somewhere who thought it

should be included, and somehow it

magically appeared. Now some have said

it comes from the former Anabaptists

background of the United Brethren in

Christ Church; but if you trace that

Anabaptist background, you will see

that, in those traditions, such a service

really is only a modem phenomenon.

Infant baptism is in the confession of

faith that is in oxuBook ofDiscipline. We
believe children are under the atone-

ment of Christ and, as heirs of the

kingdom of God, are acceptable subjects

for Christian baptism~and it goes on.

This inclusion of the service of infant

dedication in The Book ofWorship of the

former Evangelical United Brethren

Church caused confusion and

diminished the focus on infant baptism.

I agree with what was said that grace is

primary and operative at any age and

that baptism is the beginning of a

process of becoming in Christ. Hopeful-

ly, we will take the action which is being

encouraged by the committee which

highlights the centrality of grace and

clarifies, I think, for us the norm for

faith and practice. Thank you.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you. We wiU

now call for the vote. Whether you will

support the legislative committee or not,

vote when the light appears. There are

760 in support of the committee; and

"No," 197. The committee is sustained

in their recommendation.

BEVINS: Bishop Sano, this concludes

our report.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you very

much.

HAYNES: Bishop Sano, I request a

point of personal privilege.

BISHOP SANO: Yes, please.

HAYNES: I should request the

privilege of asking this conference to

express its appreciation to the Book of

Worship Committee; to the General

Board, of the Book of Worship Commit-

tee, especially the signatories, Bishop

Morrison, Bishop White, and Ezra Earl

Jones to the General Board of Dis-

ciplcship, especially its Section on Wor-

ship staff, Andy Langford, Hoyt

Hickman, and Diana Sanchez; and to

the officers of the legislative committee,
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Rex Bevins, Ann Sherer, and LaVon
Wilson for the leadership which they

have given us and the book they have

provided us.

BISHOP SANO: Can they stand

where they are? Thank you. Sarah

Miller has words about the agenda. Ifwe
can take our seats, please, to hear about

tomorrow.

SARAH S. MILLER (Wyoming):

Thank you, bishop.

SANO: Please, Sarah.

MILLER: I'd like to report that we
have already agreed that tomorrow

morning's worship would be a Native

American service of repentance and

healing. Following that, there will be a

recognition of retiring bishops, and then

we had agreed previously that tomorrow

morning's main agenda would be Coun-

cil on Finance and Administration con-

sideration of the budget. In the

afternoon, there will be a brief time for

courtesies, and then we will proceed

with calendar items afternoon and eve-

ning. We don't need a motion to approve

that. The afternoon and evening are

simply tentative at this time. We may
have more detail tomorrow morning.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you. Allen

Norris on presiding officers.

J. ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Sano, and members of the

General Conference, the Committee on

Presiding Officers is ready to announce

at this time, 2 of the presiding officers

for Wednesday, May 13. Bishop Joseph

Yeakel of the Washington Area will

preside during the morning session, and

if the matters dealing with finances

should extend beyond the morning ses-

sion, he wOl remain in the chair until

those items have been completed.

Bishop William B. Grove of the West
Virginia Area will preside at the after-

noon session, and we will be prepared at

tomorrow morning's session to an-

nounce the presiding bishop for the eve-

ning session.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you. I am sure

you want to thank the parliamentary

backup that we've had tonight. And you

folks have been thanking the presiding

bishops regularly, but you will notice

tonight that the proposal from the chair

did not move along as smoothly as was

hoped. But the suggestion came from
the floor, I think you ought to thank

yourselves for being helpful to each

other. Carolyn Marshall, an-

nouncements, and then I am going to

call on Bishop Wilbur Choy to close us.

Carolyn, please.

MARSHALL: Bishop and delegates.

BISHOP SANO: Mike?

MARSHALL: Bishop Sano and
delegates. For some of us, the meetings

for today are not over. May I remindyou,

the Commission on Central Conference

Affairs will meet soon after this ac^oum-

ment in room 205. The Legislative Com-
mittee on Financial Administration will

also meet. That will be in room 207, and

the Legislative Committee on Church
and Society in room 105. Those of you

in Church and Society, as well as others

who have watched you as you have

worked and been with you in spirit, will

be interested and appreciative of the

note that is on here which says you
expect to finish this evening.

BISHOP SANO: Thank you. Let us

rise.

BISHOP WILBUR W.Y. CHOY: Day
is dying in the west. Heaven is touching

earth with rest. Wait and worship while

the night sets the evening lamps alight

through all the sky. Let us pray.

(prayer)

BISHOP SANO: Amen.

Wednesday Morning

May 13, 1992
Bishop Joseph H. Yeakel, presiding

BISHOP JOSEPH H. YEAKEL: Let

me call now on the chairperson of the

committee, the Committee on Agenda.

Don Ott, please.

DONALD A. OTT (Wisconsin): Good
morning, bishop and members of the

conference. Today is Wednesday, May
13, 1992. We have yet remaining, 24 1/2

scheduled hours of plenary. I'm pleased

to tell you that the last legislative com-

mittee, early this morning, completed

its work, and adjourned. As you know, I

have been researching all the Bible ver-

ses that contain the word "time." I have

1 this morning for you that responds to

the number of you who have asked me
through yesterday about particular mat-

ters and when will they appear on the

agenda. Mark 13:33, "Take heed, watch,

for you do not know when the time will

come." The burden of managing the

flow of our work has shifted a bit, from

the Agenda Committee to the Calendar

Committee, which Charles Jordan

chairs. He and the coordinator of the

calendar have a report to you now, prior

to the adoption of the agenda.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Dr. Jor-

dan.

CHARLES W.JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference, I would first call your attention

to our Consent Calendar No. 4, which is

located on p. 335, p. 335, Consent Calen-

dar No. 4. And when you have found

that, then I would ask you to turn to p.

451, andyou will there find the removals

from that calendar.

BISHOP YEAKEL: 335 and 45L 451

is in today's edition.

JORDAN: And I would add to that,

Calendar Item 1159, which is found on

p. 370, if you wish to refer to that, and

that is also to be removed. Calendar

Item 1159 is to be added to that list.

Pardon?

BISHOP YEAKEL: They're saying

it's not on . . . 1159 is not on p. 335, is

that what you're saying? Yes?

JOHN BRAWN: Calendar Item 1159

was added to Consent Calendar No. 4.

And the delegates who removed it were

so effective that they had the paper in

the office before the office was ready to

receive it. And we didn't find it again

until after 1:00 last night. That's why it's

not listed as one of the removals from

Consent Calendar 4. But it is officijJly

removed from Consent Calendar 4, if

you could make that notation. It is an

additional removal from Consent Calen-

dar 4. That's Calendar Item 1159.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We need it for the

record, if you'll just note it on p. 451. All

right, the Consent Calendar with these

removals, then, is before you. I take it

you're ready to adopt. If you'll adopt,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 792; "No," 13. The calendar is

adopted.

JORDAN: Now, I would share with

you foryour information, that this after-

noon our calendar items will include

calendar items related to the study of

ministry and other items related to min-

istry. Among our calendar items this

afternoon will be items related to the

study of ministry and other items. This

evening our calendar items will include

abortion items from the Legislative

Committee on the Church and Society.

Now, I'd like to have John Brawn come

and share with us some information

about where we are.
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BRAWN: Good morning, the good
news is that we're 1/3 of the way
through the calendar process ap-

proximately. The bad news is we've ex-

hausted more than 1/3 of our time. So,

I'm afraid that we're running behind.

For those of you who are keeping track

of the large picture, I guess I want to

alert you, if you look in the DCA at the

pie charts, and you just glance at the

whole page, and you look at how much
is in the cross-hatch pattern that indi-

cates what has been voted by the

General Conference session, it looks like

there is more happening than what's

happening. And that is because many of

those pies that show a lot of cross-hatch

pattern involve very few calendar items.

Central Conferences, is an example.

While it's mostly or more than half

taken care of, it only represents 12 calen-

dar items. In the opposite corner, Or-

dained and Diaconal Ministry, which

represents nearly 1/4 of all of our calen-

dar items has very little cross-hatch pat-

tern. We expect to have about 1,960

calendar items, by the time this is done

Friday night. So far, with the exception

of what we just did a moment ago, we've

worked on 664 ofthem. We're about 1/3

of the way there; let's keep pressing on.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

OTT: Bishop, I would then move the

adoption of the agenda for this day as

printed on the 1st page of today's DCA,
with the addition of a report from the

Presiding Officers' Committeejust prior

to the noon recess.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, with this

addition then, the agenda's before you.

If you'll adopt, will you lift the hand? If

not, will you lifl the hand? Thank you, it

is adopted, and we'll move ahead.

I'll give you a Scripture verse, too. It's

Revelation 2:10, "Do not fear what you

are about to endure." We'll turn now to

the secretary of the Council of Bishops,

Bishop Melvin Talbert, to present the

bishops who will be retiring at the ses-

sions of the Jurisdictional and Central

conferences. Bishop Talbert.

(Retiring Bishops)

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Bishop Yeakel, and members of the

General Conference, there are many op-

portunities and privileges that I have as

result of being secretary of the Council

of Bishops, representing this church in

various arenas. But I have a great

privilege this morning to present to you

those colleagues of mine in the council

who are retiring this year. And so, let me
have tJl of those who are retiring just

come here and stand across the front of

the stage. All of those who are retiring.

I want to present these persons toyou by

name, and as the names are called, I will

just ask them to raise their hands, so

that you will know who they are. But I

would {isk you to hold your applause

until I will name all of them.

We have 19 persons who are retiring,

which means that after the Jurisdiction-

al Conferences of this year, we will have

19 new colleagues in the Council of

Bishops. So I begin with the Central

Conferences: Paul Granadosin of the

Baguio Area, Tom Bangura of the Sierra

Leone Area, Abel Muzorewa of the Zim-

babwe Area.

Of the North Central Jurisdiction:

Edscl Ammons of the Ohio West Area,

Leroy Hodapp of the Indiana Area, and

Rueben Job of the Iowa Area.

Northeast, 2: James Mathews, now
this is a unique situation, he's retired

once and he kept pulling like a horse,

and he was needed again, so he's back in

space and serving, and he's the oldest

and the senior bishop serving at this

time. So Jim Mathews is serving in the

Albany Area; and he'll be retiring again.

Dale White of the New York Area.

And then South Central; Ernest

Dixon Jr. of the San Antonio Area, W.T.

Handy Jr. of the Missouri Area; Ken
Hicks of the Kansas Area; Ben Oliphint.

Ben cannot be with us today because he

went home. He was having a little dif-

ficulty before the conference and

decided he would not push himself, and

so we miss him. But he's retiring from

the Houston Area. John Russell from

the Fort Worth Area, Lou Schowengerdt

from the Northwest Texas-New Mexico

Area.

And then Southeast: Ernest

Fitzgerald from the Atlanta Area; Char-

les Hancock-he's not here this morn-

ing; You know he's in the hospital; and

the message we received this morning,

that he is doing well. And we wish him
well. Ernest Newman, Nashville Area;

Robert Spain of the Louisville Area. And
then of the Western Jurisdiction: Los

Angeles Area, Jack Tuell. Let's express

our appreciation to them, these our col-

leagues.

BISHOP YEAKEL: My brothers of

the Council of Bishops, the General

Conference has honored you. I want to

say a word, on behalf of the council, to

you for your service. I'm reminded that

Augustine once wrote, "For you I'm a

bishop, but with you I'm a Christian.

The 1st in office accepted, the 2nd to

grace received~a danger and the other

sjifety. And if I'm gladder by far to be

redeemed with you than I am to be

placed over, I shall more faithfully be

your servant in Christ." Thank you for

your ministries as servants of Jesus

Christ. We honor you. And in that point

of honoring, we have 1 of our number
who has an achievement, that I think

he's the only one can claim. He is the

father of 6 sons. Bishop and Mrs.

Granadosin, and all of the sons are here

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Charles

Lock, Steven Lock, and Edward Lock.

I'm sureyou would want to hear them as

we honor these retiring colleagues.

BISHOP GRANADOSIN: Thank you

very much, and good morning to

everyone. I would like to give 2 songs to

you this morning. And we'd like to dedi-

cate these songs . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I'm sony we've

agreed to 1 song, please. We'll need to

stay with that.

GRANADOSIN: A song that I will

have to give and dedicate to all the retir-

ing bishops, especially our father.

(song)

BISHOP YEAKEL; Thank you veiy

much.

I probably should have been a little

more on the ball than I was. I have a note

or two passed up to me that there are

certain members ofthe retiring bishops'

families that are here for the conference.

I think I would probably not be helpful

if I identified only certain persons. Will

the spouses and immediate members of

the retiring bishops' families stand

where you are and let the conference

greet you? Many of them are in the

bleachers to the center and in the back

and there are others through the con-

ference.

(Judicial Council Clergy Reserve
Ballot No. 1)

And now we shall prepare ourselves to

take a ballot for the reserve members of

the Judicial Council. You will be voting

for 4 clergy persons and then we will

take the ballot for 3 lay persons. These
will require a minority to be elected. I

have in hand a notation and a letter, a

note from Joyce Alford asking that her
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name be deleted from the nominees for

the clergy alternates for the Judicial

Council. We haven't had time to com-

municate that to the folks, well we have

had time, just like that. See howyou can

be emulsified? All right, you have the

names beforeyou. You will need to make
note of 4 of these persons; the nimibers

corresponding to the name for 4 ofthese

persons. I will give you just a moment to

' jot these on your pads and then we will

' proceed as we have done before. You will

vote for one at a time each time the

indicator is lit, and then we will go to the

second, third, and fourth and that will

complete the ballot. You will wait for my
instructions, please. I take it you are

ready. Will you vote now or cast your

ballot for 1 of your 4 when the light

appears? Thank you.

Now we vote for a second, choice.

Vote when the light appears.

I'm sorry, vote when the light ap-

pears.

Now your third choice, vote when the

light appears. All right, now, if you will

vote for the last of your nominees.

Vote when the light appears. And that

completes the ballot for the clergy. As
indicated before, it takes a little time to

report it because the equipment will

check to see if you voted for the same
person 4 times.

(Judicial Council Laity Reserve
Ballot No. 1)

Now the laity slate is before you. You
will be voting for 3 persons this time, 3,

so if you will note on your pad some
place the numbers assigned to these

persons' names. It will require a

majority of the votes cast to be elected.

These are the reserve members of the

Judicial Council. It appears to me that

you are ready.

All right will you vote for your first

person when the light appears?

And will you vote for the second per-

son when your light appears?

All right, now the third person, when
the light appears. All right, that com-

pletes the ballot and we will report it

back and follow up when we have the

opportunity. Thank you.

We turn now to the calendar items for

the day and we have been assigned the

work of finance. Let me indicate where
you will find this information in your
various books. You will need to be on p.

231 in the blue book; that will be a

primary reference, at least introduce the

matter. You will need primarily to be on
p. 301 in the red book. However, there

is going to be presented an amended
budget and so on. So, we will work basi-

cally out of today's edition of the blue

book, beginning on p. 430. Before we
begin our work, you will allow me just a

moment to try and set the stage for what
we will be doing.

If you would like to turn in your red

book to p. 90, I think wiU give us the

primary context for our work. We've had
some confusion on this, and we have

agreed between the committee, the

legislative committee, the Council of

Finance and myself, we think we have a

way to work through this without con-

fusion, hopefully. If we all understand

from the beginning, then we can make
the progress that we need to make this

morning. The rules, the organization

rules of the conference, it's like theDts-

cipline, you've got to read in several

places. It doesn't read consecutively, al-

ways. No. 5 on p. 90, the very bottom of

the right hand column, to the top of p.

91, is what controls this session.

The Financial Administration Com-
mittee is to receive all of the petitions

relating to the work concerns of the

Council of Finance Administration and

the Board of Pensions and the Board of

Publication, and for this conference the

report on the location of the General

Board of Global Ministries. Now follow-

ing the budget and recommendations

prepared by GCF&A, shall be submitted

to the committee for study and review.

This rule and the one next, no.6 for the

Council on Ministries, the reports go to

the committees. The committees do not

have the authority to change their

reports.

All ofthe other legislative committees

and indeed. Publications and Pensions,

come under the possibility of change.

But, the 2 councils must report to the

body their work, without any change.

Following in the red book again, when
the Council does present its report, for

action, then the committee shall present

its recommendations and may propose

amendments. Now that's the purpose in

our procedure this morning.

I want to say a word about the popular

subject, the "cap" of the budget. We do

not have a unified budget. We have as-

signed to the General Council on
Finance and Administration the respon-

sibility for 7 discrete, general funds.

They must come to this body seriatim,

one at a time. When you finish the work
on those 7 funds, then you can put your
calculators to them and get a total and
say, "Well, altogether, that's the

budget." And in that sense, it is. But,

see, GCF&A does not bring you a com-

prehensive or unified budget in that

sense. So that you begin to pick and
choose and move around in the budget

categories. They must be presented to

you as discrete funds. Therefore, to

move for a cap is not an appropriate

motion. We have met and talked about

this, and as I understand, the legislative

committee and the minority reports are

prepared to make specific amendments
to each of these discrete funds at the

time the fund is before you. Now that,

added up together, achieves what it is

that they desire to achieve and their

responsibilities of recommendation and
amendments, and we are going to

proceed in that fashion.

The Council will need just a few

minutes beyond the 10 minutes to make
their initial presentation, not many. I

would take it that you would grant them
that, so that you will have the informa-

tion before you. They also have several

persons who are not members of the

conference that need your permission to

speak. May I ask ifyou are willing to set

aside the rules to receive these persons

at the appropriate time? If you'll do so,

would you lift the hand? If not, will you

lift the hand? You have granted permis-

sion, and I think we are ready to begin.

Does any one need any information

before I turn to the Council of Finance?

Back at microphone no. 12, please, this

is information only.

If you will give your name and con-

ference, please?

PHILIP R. GRANGER (North In-

diana): Bishop, I do need some direction.

I appreciate the need to bring the budget

in sequence, but what I am concerned

about is, is that it appears that as we try

to deal with the totality of the funding

of the church, that we are going to pit

groups against each other rather them

deal with the total financial burden of

the church. Is there a way to take this

differently? I am seeking some direction

and instruction.

BISHOP YEAKEL: No, as I under-

stand it and as we have talked together,

I see no way to compile them as 1. We
have to deal with them, seriate them. We
cannot abrogate the Discipline. The
rules of the conference cannot abrogate
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the Discipline. It would be possible, later

on, to bring a resolution that would

change our structure, but we are under

the present structure. This w£is put in

place in 1972 when the new structure,

the agencies, took place. What we didn't

realize we had done was to restructure

the actions of the General Conference.

We then made these 2 agencies, we gave

them privileged position to report

directly to the conference, smd then gave

a legislative committee the privilege of

review and recommendation. But we did

not send to them the authority to

change, and until we change the Dis-

cipline, and we can't do that now and

make it retroactive. So this is what we
are working with. Thank you for your

inquiry. Let me turn now then to Bishop

John Russell, who is the chairperson of

the Council on Finance and Administra-

tion to begin the process of introducing

their work to us.

(Budget Overview)

BISHOP JOHN W. RUSSELL: Thank
you. Bishop Yeakel. I see it's indicated

you will need today before you beginning

p. 430 of today's DCA. The General

Council on Finance Administration has

prepared this information to provide

you information so that you may be able

to make an informed decision about all

of these funds. You will note on p. 430 a

recommended revised budget of world

service that GCFA will bring today. In-

corporating a new line item for 1992,

General Conference new programs. And
all of these new programs are within the

recommended budget of the General

Council on Finance and Administration.

In addition to that, you will find

recommended budgets for the mtyority

report of the legislative committee and

the minority report of the legislative

committee. This is done to assist us in

the process and to provide you that

necessary information. In the process of

developing the proposed budget for the

general church funds, hundreds of

leaders, clergy, and lay have par-

ticipated. Members of boards and agen-

cies which developed their proposed

budgets, budget review committees,

General Council on Ministry, working

together with the small committee of

GCFA, and then GCFA developed

specific amounts.

Beginning on p. 291 of the Advance

DCA, you will find background and in-

formationid material which sets the con-

text for considering the role of the

general church funds and the overall

mission and ministry of The United

Methodist Church. I hope that you have

had opportunity to examine these pages

because they contain significant infor-

mation. They set the backdrop against

which GCFA believes its fimding recom-

mendations for national and interna-

tional mission of our church must be

viewed. But this is only information, and

we do not want to spend the time today

on charts and graphs, for we have much
to do. I do want to highlight a few pieces

of information that you have seen.

In 1990, 80 cents of every dollar spent

by local churches remains in the local

church and community and that share

has increased over the years. In 1990, all

the genersJ funds of the church ac-

counted for 3.9 cents out of each local

church dollar, and of that only 2.8 cents

was received through the apportioned

general funds. Both the apportioned and

nonapportioned general funds shares of

the local church dollar have decreased

over the slightly less than 2 decades

tracked in the data in these pages.

Benevolence funds, including

benevolences paid directly by local chur-

ches and benevolences administered

through the United Methodist Women's
connectional channels account for just

less than 12 cents of each local church

dollar down from 14 cents in the early

'70s.

The first 7 of the GCFA reports you

will be considering, deal with budgets for

the general apportioned funds. In

presenting these recommendations,

GCFA is very much aware that

budgetary matters have been the source

of great pain at every level of the

church's life over the last few years.

Local churches and annual conferences

have faced painful choices as they strug-

gle to cope with the effects ofa recession-

ary economy on their own budgets. In

the midst ofthat kind of pain, it is tempt-

ing to say that what needs to be cut are

the general funds of the church, and

tempting to believe that the increases in

general funds are the primary source of

pressure on local church budgets. But

the facts do not indicate this. By
whatever measure, amount of portion,

amount paid, or amounts available to

general program agencies for their mis-

sion in ministry, the general church

share of the local church's dollar has

declined over the last 2 decades. A

review of the proposed budgets for the 7

general funds will reveal that a little

more than 50% of the 1993 total will be

administered by United Methodist

general agencies. The remainder is ear-

marked for colleges, universities,

theological schools, ecumenical agencies

in ministry, the cost of holding General

Conference itself, and causes unrelated

to the size or number of the general

agencies of the church. What a careful

review of our figures show, that much of

the budgetary pain felt throughout the

denomination is the result of rising costs

in the area of clergy support, and more

specifically in pension and health

benefit costs. Our local churches and

annual conferences have much to

celebrate about the manner in which

they have addressed these challenges.

However, a part ofthe price we have paid

has been reduced support for benevolen-

ces and mission causes.

As we consider the proposals for the

support of general church funds, a part

of what we Jire being asked to decide is

whether we will continue to fund our

church's missional outreach ministries

at a reduced share of the total dollars of

the church. We trust that this General

Conference will affirm our commitment

as a connectional church, and be in mis-

sion together through the significant

ministries represented by these 7 funds

of the church. At this time I would like

to ask Bishop Forrest Stith to come to

make a presentation.

(Hard Financicd Reality)

BISHOP FORREST STITH: Thank
you. Bishop Yeakel and members of the

General Conference. I want to take a few

moments to share with you about the

process of our budget building and the

ambivalent feelings experienced by your

GCFA over these past 2 years, especially

{ts we attempted to bring to you a realis-

tic budget.

On the one hand, we have heard the

cries of the people of Egypt that there

was difficulty economically within the

land. It was best expressed for me at the

last session of 1 of my annual conferen-

ces, which had been struggling with the

health-insurance crisis and reducing a

great deal of its mission and ministry. I

shared in that conference, as a part of

my episcopal address, the statistics we
had gleaned and just shared with you by

John Russell on how local congregations

were actually providing the general
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church fewer dollars than 10 years ago.

After my address, a layman who was

adept in mathematics came up to me
and said he had spent a good part of the

remaining session evaluating my figures

to make sure the church was not fooling

him. His conclusion was the figures we
were presenting were accurate and that

a higher percentage of dollars was

remaining at the local level and, in fact,

his local congregation was giving less

than 10 years ago, when put in inflation-

ary dollars. But then he added to me
"That's ail well and good, but we are

part of a small-member congregation

which was actually decreased in num-
bers and ability to pay dollars while our

costs have escalated in pastoral support,

in building and maintenance needs.

The dilemma, he said, "is not what we
have done less of, but that we have less

to do."

Across the church we heard this plea

over and over again, not that the needs

were invalid and not that they need to

do less, but, in fact, the ability to support

those needs seems to be more and more
difficult.

And so we fo\md ourselves in a

"Catch-22." We experienced through

budget hearings for over a year the

needs of our agencies, our boards, the

exciting programs and ministry and

mission in this country and throughout

the world, and our hearts were lifted.

But concomitantly, we heard the cries of

the people. But then we recognize some
ways we could even correct our dilemma

we would not be able to respond to if we
reduce too much the budget.

The slides above me indicate our

struggle, and sometime during this ses-

sion, I hopeyou will turn to p. 445 in this

current DCA, and you will see that even

in our 4% budget, which is small, we
were reducing those items which could

impact our image, our self-esteem. Items

like those in The Saturday Evening Post

could be things we could do if we had

more dollars throughout the country,

but we had not more dollars. We could

enable better disciples if we had more
dollars, but we were bringing them
down. And those that could add new
numbers in this country and around the

world in evangelistic efforts will also be

reduced by our 4% budget.

The optimum opportunities in the

ethnic minority communities where
evangelism is best and those places in

Eastern Europe and Africa and around

the world all give us examples of what
we ought to do, but in our 4% budget we
were not able to do. Then, coming here,

we hear the minority and majority

reports in the legislative committees;

and not only would those items be

reduced in those budgets, but in some
cases eliminated altogether. The
"Catch-22"~what we need most
desperately to turn this ship around, we
are reducing or eliminating. Indeed, in

our process we finally had to ask the

question, "What is our purpose for

being?" As holders of the financial en-

tities of this great church, is our call to

hold on, to maintain what is, or to really

be the essence of connectionalism and
be the light of the world.

And so we struggled~in great pain

and distress-as we heard the needs and
yet, our inability to produce. And finally,

what we have come out with for you is

in those long number of pages as our

best attempt to give you the essence of

mission and ministry for this denomina-

tion, and at the same time holding the

line as much as we could, so the con-

gregations caught up in their inability to

pay, could still be challenged and have a

feeling of progress in this world.

And so, we were reminded, not only

did God hear the cries of the people, but

called them forth to a new vision to go

forth into a promised land. Not to stay

where they were, not to retrench, but to

come forth-for that finally was our only

hope through Jesus the Christ. And it is

in that spirit we commit to you our

present budget.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Bishop Ed Boul-

ton will make a presentation.

(A Parable)

BISHOP EDWIN C. BOULTON:
Whenever the church of Jesus Christ

talks about money, it must be done

against the fabric of our theology. I offer

you a parable intended to be, even at

best, a feeble expression of that theol-

ogy.

Once upon a time, there was a man
who following a painful, unwelcome,

and untimely turn of events in his life,

reacted by turning inward upon himself

By his own reaction, therefore, the

script of his life's story was changed and

he thus began the process of becoming

a cripple, which is not the same as

having a handicapping condition. The
key distinguishing the one from the

other was the turning in upon himself

His wounded state became the new self-

created center of his shrinking universe.

The stars and moon surrounding the

black hole that wtuited to suck every-

thing into its vortex were fear, anger,

self-depreciation, uncertainty, and a

passionate committment to preserve

what little, in that collapsing universe of

his, seemed to be left. He once fancied

himself a pro-active tind not usually

reactive person. At his earlier best, he
was even a pioneer on occasion, a person

ofgoodwill, hope, optimism, and a crea-

ture of happy faith. Faith and risk-

taking were in these etu-lier days easier

and more natural to embrace. Now he

was fast becoming a cripple, because at

his root, at the very stem of his being,

his damaging preoccupation with

preserving a diminishing center were

robbing him of the life-giving fluids of

faith, joy, hope, and an outward-

directed love.

What a pathetic trade-off in which he

engaged. In the place of these energy-

giving electrolytes of the soul, his bar-

gaining chips were usually fear, anger,

insecurity, and that damning need to

huddle over and to protect what little

seemed to remain. But one happy day a

good physician, a skilled surgeon he was,

said to this man with a handicapping

condition, "You know, sir, there is a

better way." This once-upon-a-time

man knew there was a better way; at

least intellectually he knew it. Being a

preacher, this emerging cripple had

helped others stabilize their own satel-

lites, which were tumbling out of con-

trol. But his own satellite, with its new
center of self-reverence, he could not

latch on to or change its sure-to-bum-up

plunge.

But the good physician, in his quiet

reason and gentle assurance, turned the

trick. And since then, this man, destined

always to be a person with a handicap-

ping condition, is less a cripple than he

once was.

Is it not true that this odyssey of 1

sinner is very much the story of the

church of Christ? The circumstances

vary from age to age. The script is age-

less. The script written for our stage is

dominated by global upheaval, collaps-

ing economies, holes in the roof of our

global atmosphere, alien words in our

worship liturgy, disquieting thoughts

about people unlike we imagine oursel-

ves to be; and we turn inward. We must

protect what little remains. We abandon
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the dance of our youth years. And the

bits and pieces of the shredded dance

card are the baleful litany of anxiety,

anger, fear, and a sometimes desire to

return to Egypt. The Great Physician is

about the task of healing me, for which

I am more grateful than I can express.

The same Great Physician would heal

an always handicapped and a sometimes

crippled church. Do you doubt it? And
while Jesus was proclaiming the mes-

sage to them, a man was brought who
was paralyzed. Four men were carrying

him, but because ofthe crowd they could

not get near him. So they opened up the

roof over the place where Jesus was, and

when they had broken through they

lowered the stretcher on which the

paralyzed man was lying. When Jesus

saw their faith-ah, their faith-he said

to the paralyzed man, "My son, your sins

are forgiven." Now there were some
bishops-lawyers-sitting there, and they

thought to themselves, "Why does the

fellow talk like that? This is blasphemy.

Who but God alone can forgive sins?"

Jesus knew in his own mind what they

were thinking, and he said to them,

"Why do you harbor thoughts like

these? Is it easier to say to this paralyzed

man, that your sins are forgiven, or to

say stand up, take up your bed, and

walk? But to convince you that the Son

of man has the right on earth to forgive

sins." He turned to the paralyzed man,

"I say to you, stand up, take up your bed,

and go home." And he got up and at once

took his stretcher and went out in full

view of them all, so that they were as-

tounded and praised God. We would all

be healed.

BISHOP RUSSELL: The reports of

the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration which require your action

are found in the Advance Edition of the

DCA, beginning on p. 303. The first fund

will be the World Service Fund. You will

need today's DCA, p. 433, and the Ad-

vance, 303, and I call on Lloyd Wake, if

he would come and present this report.

(Amended World Service Fund Budget)

LLOYD K. WAKE: Bishop Yeakel, and

sisters and brothers. The General Coun-

cil on Finance and Administration

brings this amended World Service

Fund budget today, having followed the

procedures as outlined in our Discipline.

A task force from the Genersd Council

on Ministries and the General Council

on Finance and Administration worked

together to hear program and budget

requests from each of our general pro-

gram agencies for the 1993-1996 quad-

rennium. These hearings were thorough

and intensive. Hard and penetrating

questions were asked about priorities,

the agency's responses to missional op-

portunities and challenges. The total

financial request from our agencies,

amounted to $234 million. Ailer study-

ing and critiquing the agency's program

and budgets, the General Council on

Ministries task force recommended a

total of $187,600,000. A reduction of

$46,400,000 as a minimum funding re-

quirement for all our agencies. The
General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration task force in turn reported

back to the GCOM task force its recom-

mendations of $179,000,534. A further

reduction of $8 million.

These reductions are very painful to

the 2 councils and the agencies, because

they represent minimal financial sup-

port for the mission and ministry of our

great church. However, we feel this

budget is realistic and feasible. In addi-

tion to the program agencies, other

budget requests were heard directly by

the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, and these items are before

you in the amended budget on p. 433 of

today's DCA. The General Council on

Finance and Administration has revised

its World Service budget to provide $1

million per year for new programs voted

by this General Conference. Programs

such as the Hispanic Ministry, Native

American Ministry, substance abuse.

After decisions have been made on the

general funds, the General Council on

Finance and Administration wUl

present recommendations on the alloca-

tion of the $1 million per year. This

budget represents an increase of4% per

year over the previous fund total. This,

my friends, is not a budget of fear, but

one of hope and promise. This report is

now before you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, the

report is before you, let me be sure that

we all have the information we need. In

today's edition of the blue book, you

should be looking at p. 433. If you want

to see the original report, you would turn

to p. 305 in the red book. These 2, side

by side, the total number of dollars are

the same. The difference between the 2,

in the blue book the line item under

Administrative and Order, or the item

right above the Total Administrative

and Other, you see that? Administrative

and Other? There is a million dollars

annually included in the proposal that

represents the ministries in addition to

the budget proposed that have since

come through the General Conference

and its actions. Now there can still be

more of those in the next couple of days,

we can't, we ciinnot control that at this

point. But this response brings to us

then the budget on 433 which is the one
we will be working from. It may help

you, it may help you if you would put a

finger in red book 301, p. 301. Because,

we will turn now to the legislative com-

mittee, which will be proposing figures

in totals as found on p. 435. In other

words, on p. 435, if you will take Item

No. 1, World Service. Do you see it? It

turns sideways compared to the other

information. That's what is going to be

coming beforeyou. It's not there yet, but

so you will have the comparative infor-

mation. The minority report is right

above it on p. 434, and you can look at

those 3 summary, or compilations, of

what will be coming in the process, fund

by fund. Does that help you? I hope it

does. I turn now to the legislative com-

mittee, Sandra Kelley Lackore.

I see a card all the way in the back. I

take it this is a question? If it is not a

question, you are not in order, sir. We
are proceeding with the agreements.

Pardon? Not at this time. We turn to the

legislative committee.

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Bishop, the

Financial Administration legislative

committee, in reviewing the budgets of

the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, took an action which I

tried to present the other day on Calen-

dar Item No. 141 on p. 231. 1 would just

call your attention to that, so that that

would set the stage for what is to

proceed. Because it does in fact list the

amount that the majority report would

place beforeyou as we make recommen-

dations on individual line items. Similar-

ly, just below that is the minority report,

which also includes a line item, both of

which tie to the figures that the Bishop

just called to your attention on p. 434

and p. 435 of today's advance, of today's

DCA. In presenting the majority report,

the chair of the subcommittee on

budget, William Quick will make that

report.
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BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Technically, we are having the

legislative committee's report.

KELLEYLACKORE: Yes, you are, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, all right. Bill

Quick, please?

(General Funds Request)

WILLIAM K QUICK (Detroit):

Bishop Yeakel, and members of the

General Conference. I am presenting

the report of the Financial Administra-

tion legislative committee, which

recommends to the General Conference

a total apportion for general funds for

the quadrennium of $448,928,000. We
will handle those apportionments in

order and in sequence, as the chair has

directed. This quadrennial apportion-

ment request for the coming 4 years is

an increase of $31,760,666 over the ap-

portionment budget for the present

quadrennium. Despite the recession,

despite the spiraling clergy health care

costs, despite the net loss of 1/4 million

members in this quadrennium, the

majority budget is a 7.61% increase in

apportionments for the new quadren-

nium over the last quadrennium.

Let me give you some figures. As we
struggled in that legislative committee,

and the report which I bring on their

behalf. According to CF&A, 50 of our 72

annual conferences paid an average of

2% less in 1991 than in 1990. Seven of

the conferences paid all apportionments

in full in 1990. Five conferences paid

100% in 1991. Three conferences

dropped drastically in their giving, 1

paying 27% less than in 1990.

Now when you gauge the hard times,

the economic crisis brought on by this

prolonged recession in the United

States, one might reason that we should

have expected such a drop. Yet accord-

ing to the Finance Council staff, the

news is no happier by comparing the

church's 1991 giving with the same
period 4 years ago, 1987. That com-

parison reveals that 21 annual conferen-

ces, nearly 1/3 of the total, have been

meeting less and less of the apportioned

budget each year since 1987. We are

happy to report that 6 annual conferen-

ces-and I want to name them: Wiscon-

sin, South Carolina, Western North
Carolina, Rocky Mountain, Oklahoma,
and Texas-have steadily increased their

percentage of giving to the generid

church budget in the past quadrennium.

Yes. I have asked 2 members of the com-

mittee, Barbara Riddle and Ewing Wer-
lein Jr., to make a brief statement, and

then. Bishop, I will give the dosing

statement and apportionment.

BARBARA W. RIDDLE (Florida): I

am a member of the Financial Ad-

ministrative Committee, and I am here

to attempt to communicate to you the

m^ority viewpoint. I also come with 2

other perspectives. I am a local church

pjistor in Florida, senior pastor ofa large

membership church, almost 2,000 mem-
bers. We did pay out 100% of over

$110,000 in apportionments last year. I

am also president of our Conference

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion: 4 years president, 3 years vice-

president. So I also share that

perspective.

First, we wantyou toknowthatasyou
have done in your legislative commit-

tees. We considered for concurrence and

nonconcurrence many, many petitions,

coming from our local churches and an-

nual conferences. We received 11 peti-

tions from annual conferences out of 72

requesting this General Conference to

hold the budget at 0% increase, and 1

even requested a reduction. Another 4

of our annual conferences wanted us to

hold the budget at approximately the '92

level. Now that's formal communication

from 15 of our 72 annual conferences.

That's . . . over 20% of our annual con-

ferences have formally communicated
with this General Conference, and that

doesn't include individuals and local

churches. As Bill has communicated for

you there are many reasons that we
come recommending this. One, we have

a declining payout rate. In this past year

we dropped 2 1/2%. We have 2/3 of our

annual conferences who dropped 2% in

their giving this past year. The total

amount apportioned increased almost

20% in this quadrennium. The dollar

amount is $68,500,000, and if you will

look on p. 333 ofyourDCA, you will find,

ifyou start adding up those figures, that

we have already accepted or we have

proposed special additional programs

totaling over $24 million. In this time,

we have lost 1/4 million members, so we
have increasing budget and declining

base ofsupport. We shared personally in

this committee.

We shared our stories, and I shared

that in Florida in February, we had a

called session of the annual conference

to remove $1 million from our budget.

We reduced conference staff, support

staff. We are recommending freezing

our D.S. salaries for 1993. We con-

sidered reduction of our number of dis-

tricts, and there were similar stories

throughout. The reality is that our local

churches and our annual conferences

are speaking to this General Conference

about this important financial matter.

And I now invite Ewing Werlein to

speak to us.

(Growth in Giving)

EWING WERLEIN JR. (Texas):

Thank you Barbara, brothers and
sisters in Christ. I am a lajfperson, I am
a lifelong Methodist like many of you,

and my grandfather was a Methodist

preacher, my son is a Methodist

preacher, my wife and I are tithers, and

I come from a local church that paid

100%. I speak in support of the majority

view of the committee. An overwhelm-

ing majority of 80% of this committee

has supported this majority report. I

wish to provide for you, please, some
figures. I regret we have no staff in our

legislative committee. We were able to

produce no graphics, and I cannot put

these things before you, but if you will

take a pencil or pen and write these

figures down. I want to call your atten-

tion to the fact that the budgets before

you are asking budgets for apportion-

ments. They are asking budgets only.

They are not spending budgets. No one

from GCFA will tell you that they are

spending budgets. We can only spend

the offerings which we actually receive,

and I want to give to you, what is not

reported in the red book or the DCA,
what we have actually received this

quadrennium. Rounded to the nearest

100 thousand dollars.

In 1989 the figure is, or was,

$84,100,000. In 1990, the figure was

$88,300,000. In 1991, the figure was

$91,600,000. We do not have 1992. But

to make an estimate, we have taken the

estimate based upon '92's apportion-

ment, and assume that we are able to

receive at least as high a percent as we
received last year, or 85.07% of the as-

king budget. The estimated receipts in

1992 should be $95,500,000. When those

are totaled up, you will see that our

estimated giving-the actual offering

receipts, and this is at^usted to accom-

modate for the retained part of MEF
funds in the annual conferences~the

total is $359,500,000. Please keep that

figure before you as we proceed. What is
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involved at this point, really? In thejudg-

ment of the overwhelming minority of

your legislative committee, it is the in-

tegrity ofour apportioned giving system.

(Fairness ofApportioned Giving)

As more and more conferences are

unable to pay their fair shares, the con-

cept ofapportioned giving and its under-

lying principal of fairness is being

discredited and is falling into disrespect.

We do not believe that we should permit

that to happen.

The m^ority of your Financial Ad-

ministration Committee is of the view,

and this is by an 80% vote, that by

presenting asking budgets that are more
reasonably proportioned of what the

church has shown it is able to do, we will

be able to increase that percentage of

giving up to levels where it ought to be.

Where more churches and more con-

ferences can pay 100%, they are going to

have a greater sense of accomplishment,

a greater sense of investment, in the

ministry of the church.

Now as we go through line by line on
the budgets that the GCFA puts to you,

bear in mind that there is no proposal

being made to cut budgets. To the con-

trary, the majority budget, which in total

is $448,900,000, is an increased asking

budget over the last quadrennium. Pre-

dictably, it will produce more money in

this quadrennium than we received in

the current quadrennium. If, for ex-

ample, we do no better in this quadren-

nium with the budget we're asking you

to support, than we did in the last quad-

rennium, in just last year, if we do no

better than an 85% yield, it will bring an

additional $22,500,000 in. That much
additional over the current quadren-

nium. But if we can by having a

reasonable asking budgets increase our

level of giving to 90%, then with the

budget the msgority is askingyou to sup-

port, our total increased giving will be an

additional $44,500,000.

We believe that by support of the

mjuority report from your FinancijJ Ad-

ministration Committee, you will be

supporting a step toward reinforcing the

integrity of the apportion-giving system,

and producing not only larger budgets,

asking budgets, but also larger contribu-

tions by tens of millions of dollars

beyond what we have received this quad-

rennium.

BISHOP YEAKEL: May I remind you
the ten-minute rule is to apply to the

legislative committees. I've been a bit

generous, but we'll need to move on now.

WILLIAM K QUICK; Bishop, thank

you. We heard the expressions of the

deep love ofour United Methodism. And
the generosity of our church can be

tracked from that first Christmas Con-

ference in Baltimore in 1784, when 60

poor circuit-riding preachers gave

enough money to send a missionary to

Antigua. To the more than $41,000

which you gave yesterday for our sisters

and brothers in Los Angeles, we've

heard that deep love and we have wit-

nessed it. But we heard the deep pain as

well, expressed by practically everyone

in the legislative committee. The
decision we believe has nothing to do

with vision. Time and time again in the

debate persons were crying out for the

necessity to recognize needs in local

communities. One person said, "People

don't support budgets ..."

BISHOP YEAKEL: I'm sorry to inter-

rupt you. Bill, but we need to move to get

the information before the body, and I

think we've heard essentially from the

committee. There's a minority report I

wish to get on yet to. Are you about

prepared to make your motion?

QUICK: Yes, we are. We move, bishop,

that the World Service item, which you
will find on 435, be $217,838,000 for the

quadrennium. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you veiy

much. Now, if you will, let's hear from

the minority committee, a report. You
wanted to do some . .

.
, Sandra.

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England Conference): I

just call the attention to the members
that the vote on that item is reflected in

no. 141ofp. 231, and the vote was 68, 17

and 1. Also, it's my understanding,

bishop, that the figure that Bill just put

before you, we are not acting on. So

we're not putting that figure in front of

you. We wUl be putting line items in

front ofyou as the reports are made. And
now, Tracy Merrick will make the

minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: May I ask. Is that

not identical with the total of the four

numbers across the page on 435?

LACKORE: Yes it is.

BISHOP YEAKEL: So, it in essence is

the number?
LACKORE: Yes.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

LACKORE: For that particular item.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, for that par-

ticular item. That's the only item we're

on.

LACKORE: Only that item.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Only that item.

OK. Now, let Tracy Merrick, please

(Finance minority report)

TRACY R. MERRICK (Western Pen-

nsylvania): If you will turn to p. 434 in

today's DCA, you will see printed there

the total figures which GCFA has

produced and which represent the num-
bers coming from the minority group.

The item which is before us at this par-

ticular point is the line item labeled

world service. And it totals, if you total

across the years for the quadrennium,

$236,430,000. And bishop, at this point,

I would like to share a little rationale

concerning that particular item in the

totaling of the budget as we would

propose it. And you'll see those totals on

that page as well, year by year, and ifyou

total across for the whole quadrennium

this would be $472,000,000.

The detail for theWorld Service Fund,

coming from the minority report, will be

found on p. 436. And that's the detail

you would need to compare with that

coming from the majority of the legisla-

tive committee on p. 437. Although the

item that is before us right now deals

purely with the World Service Fund, we
would like you to understand some of

the rationale as to why a group of us

representing the minority in the legisla-

tive committee, decided that a minority

report was in order.

We are all aware, all of us gathered

here, about the painful nature of the

financial situation we face today. We
were aware of the realities of that at

annual conference and local church

levels. And, we are also aware of the

incredible opportunities for us to be

about mission and ministry in Christ's

name in the quadrennium approaching.

I would like to make four points in this

regard.

First, the financial realities that we
face have impacted all levels of the

church-local churches, our annual con-

ferences, and the general church as well.

In fact, at the general church level, this

has already resulted in some restructur-

ing and cuts. This process will need to

continue, as we view it, regardless of

which one of these budgets is adopted,

even the 2% budget or the 4% budget

coming from GCFA.
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Two, there are opportunities for mis-

sion which need to be addressed during

this upcoming quadrennium. Exciting

programs, programs we've heard a great

deal about so far during this General

Conference. The execution and im-

plementation of the Hispanic Ministries

Plan; the Native American Plan, the

wonderful program, "Children of the

Promise;" programs of outreach to the

former Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe; as well as the exciting and

refreshing concept of Shalom Zones.

Not all, but many of these will have

budgetary implications and they will

need financial allocations if they are to

be successful.

Thirdly, and this is a question that we
would pose to everyone who is a delegate

to this General Conference. Is this great

church really ready to retreat, from a

programming standpoint? This church

which has provided incredible programs

in recent memory, programs like the

Disciple Bible Study, Covenant Dis-

cipleship, fine support of our semi-

naries, hundreds of programs using

Advance Special dollars-we saw in the

film the other day, spread all over this

great land; Utica, New York; BUoxi, Mis-

sissippi; Montana; Chicago; Illinois.

Now, we realize that the dollars that

go to directly to support these programs

are Advance Special dollars, but the con-

duits that allow the dollars to reach their

destinations are supported by the

budget. Programs that we have heard a

lot about from the last quadrennium,

including the special assignment of

Bishop May to Washington, D.C. And is

this church really ready to retreat from

programs such as the establishment of

the Africa University? For, some of

these programs may turn out to be just

as significant as that. Are we truly

prepared to take a step backwards when
we're at the threshold of incredibly sig-

nificant ministries?

Fourth, although a $472,000,000

budget is proposed by the minority com-

mittee as an alternative, it will not allow

all the ministries that we as a General

Conference would love to undertake.

However, it will provide $23,000,000

more than the budget passed by the

legislative committee. As you can tell

from the GCFA report, this will mean
less stepping back, more support for

ministry and mission. In fact, if you

want details as to what this will mean
relative to the GCFA proposed budget.

you will find some ofthe program reduc-

tions for both the minority report and

the m^ority report listed in theDCA on

pp. 444-450.

The majority report does represent a

decrease. In fact, if you look at p. 435,

you will see in the first year, 1993, that

it represents a 3% decrease. The
minority report, on the other hand, does

not represent decreases on an annual

basis beginning in 1993. From there,

both programs have increased budgeted

amounts. But we're all concerned about

inflation and the costs of doing business.

In fact, both budgets probably will

present problems there, although I

don't know that any of us have a crystal

ball and know specifically what the in-

flation rate is likely to be in the coming

quadrennium. We do view this par-

ticular proposal as a compromise be-

tween the 2. We view it as an

opportunity for us to have a very

moderate increase in the General Con-

ference budget, which would allow us to

catch up, ifyou will.

In closing, I would like to remind us

of some of the messages we've heard so

far this General Conference, messages

which we should bear in mind as we vote

on these 3 proposals. We have heard

from Bishop Galvan: the next 8 years

will probably see more significant chan-

ges than we've ever seen before. And
Bishop May reminded us that it is time

to advance in the cause of Christ and his

church. And in the spirit ofthe beautiful

sister who stood up when we were debat-

ing the offering for the problems in Los

Angeles, she said, "Bishop, isn't there

something we can do now?" And we
would respond, "Yes, there is something

we can do now," and that is to provide

sufficient dollars for us to move ahead in

ministry and mission. We would hope

that our United Methodist Church

would move ahead as a body, enabled to

reach out. We would urge your support

ofthe budget at the level indicated in the

minority report at this time, under the

World Service category. Please seek

God's leadership and vote accordingly.

(Presiding Bishop Summarizes Budget)

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you very much. What I want to do is to

try to summarize what's been presented

to you, and to have you understand ex-

actly where we are. We're then going to

take a ballot. We're going to take a

recess and come back in 10 minutes, and

we will go to work beginning with the

proposed amendment from the

Minority group. We must work our way
back up; that's our legal situation. There

are 2 comparative totals that I believe

would be helpful to you. One is the total

number of dollars proposed in the

General Fund World Service apportion-

ment. From the CF&A, the total, that's

the 4% increase, comes to $239,863,000.

The legislative committee will be

proposing consistently, as will CF&A be

proposing consistently, a 4% in its

totality. The legislative committee will

be proposing a zero (0) increase, which,

in effect, is holding the level for 5 years.

And their total for World Service would

be $217,837,000. The mmority report,

which is where we will start when we
come back, would propose a total over

the 4 years for World Service of

$236,430,000.

Now if you want to lay alongside of

that the totals for the 3 funds, the CF&A
total for all 7 apportioned general funds,

and that's what we're talking about,

would come to $495,652,000. The
Majority, or the legislative committee,

proposes that to be $448,928,000. And
the minority report, which is 2% of the

1992 budget-that's different, 2% of the

1992 budget-would come out at

$472,000,000 over the 4 years for every-

thing that will eventually be before us in

the 7 general apportioned funds. Now,

I'm going to hold you right there and

come back to the minority report, their

amendment to start. I have a ballot to

announce. Oh, I've been asked to do the

ballot after? All right, we'll do it after.

We are in recess for 10 minutes, 10

minutes.

(recess)

(hymn)

(Judicicd Council Clergy

Reserves Elected)

BISHOP YEAKEL: Let the body be in

order, please. Please come quickly. I

have a ballot to report, and there is a

ballot to be taken, then I will try to

amend and perfect the information you

have, and then we will go to work. The

clergy ballot for reserves for the Judicial

Council is now on the screen,. There

were 4 to be elected, and you see that 4

have been elected: Robert K. Sweet,

Glenda Thomas, Richard L. Wright,

Donald E. Lefelar. (Sweet 765, Thomas

619, Wright 550, Lefelar 482, Schaad
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383, K&mbor 341.) How do you
pronounce it? Lefelar! Thank you. Being

one whose name gets mangled regularly,

I'm a little bit sensitive on that.

Now, we, because of your election

yesterday, added an inappropriate num-
ber oflaypersons to be elected as reserve

members to the Judicial Council. You
did what I instructed you to do; you
voted for 3. 1 should have instructed you

to vote for 4, so that I'm declaring the

laity ballot invalid. We are not going to

report that to you. What I will ask to

have put on the screen are the names of

the nominees, lay nominees, who are

eligible to be elected as reserve members
of the Judicial Council, laity members.

Can we have those names, please? The
laity slate. It will be with us in just a

moment.
All right, here we are. Please take . .

.

no, we need to have you take it off and

take the numbers off, please. I'm in-

formed it's going to take 5 minutes to

take those numbers off, and that's fme,

it's still a lot faster than the way we used

to do it. So, let's stay with it.

Now, as we adjourned, I gaveyou some
numbers, and I've gotten notes from

many of you. If you'll go into your red

book, p. 30 1, theWorld Service line item,

please recognize that the first column to

the left is the present 1992 apportion-

ment. Those figures are there only for

information. If you add up the 4 num-
bers under colimins 93, 94, 95, and 96,

1

gave you a figure of $239,000,000. It

should have been $249,000,000. Ifyou'd

write that number, $249,863,000. You
with me? That's the total that World
Service proposes. Now, ifyou keep open

there and go to p. 434 in the blue book,

and go through the same thing. In other

words, don't use the first column, but

take the columns 93, 94, 95, and 96, this

is the Minority proposal. It is a 2% incre-

ment per year, compounded using the

1992 figure as its basis. That totals

$236,430,000. OK?
Now, let's just take a minute and do

the same thing for the legislative com-

mittee, which is on p. 435. The same
information applies. Now, they have in-

formed me-that is the legislative com-

mittee-that they were working against

the '92 apportionment as well, so that,

in fact, in the overall compilation, there

is a 7.6 1 proposed increase. But using the

straight figures, if you add up the 4

columns on line no. 1, World Service, it

totals $217,837,000. That gives you a

comparative figure on World Service.

And the only thing that is before us at

the moment is theWorld Service general

fund, an apportioned fund, Report No. 1

in the red book, and now amended in the

blue book line items on p. 433. The com-

parable data to 433 in the blue book is

found on pp. 436-437. You will have to

flip back and forth if you want to com-

pare these. The additional ingredient is

that there is included now a new line

item entitled "1992 General Conference

New Program Proposed by World Ser-

vice at $1 million annually," and the rest

of the report has been reduced ap-

propriately.

The motion that is before us is the

minority report, which has moved to

amend the total World Service figure to

be $236,430,000 for the quadrennium
1993-96. Are you clear on that state-

ment? That's all I want to know. If you

are waving cards, that means you are not

dear. You are clear on that statement?

The amendment is before us.

Now, I see the person right here in the

center, will you go over to microphone 7,

please? And I will try to move around the

auditorium. I was . . . I'm going to test

the body. May I? Let me interrupt you

before you speak, sir. The annual con-

ference over which I try to preside has

about 400 more voting members than we
have in the General Conference. We
have a physical setup just like this. I have

toyed in my own mind with asking you

whetheryou would be willing to set aside

the rules to tiy a little different approach

to getting equity and saving time in the

conference, and that is to say, on an

item, if you wish to participate. If you

would go to a microphone and stand

there with your card up, I can move from
mike to mike and save the travel time of

identifying you in the seat. I also would

get an idea of what the intensity of the

debate is by the number of people either

moving toward a mike or at a mike. And
the other thing is, the rules of the con-

ference would still be in force. Three

speeches for and against, and then we go

to vote. That changes none of that; it's

just to change-I think it's a rule, what is

it, 3 or 7 or 8~which says how you get

the floor. Would anybody want to live

dangerously and experiment this morn-

ing with that procedure? Can I take that

as a motion to set aside the rules for this

purpose? Ifyou will adopt the motion to

set aside the rules to change the way you
get the floor, would you lift the hand? If

not, wouldyou liH the hand? I take it you
have the 2/3 minority, and may I

presumeyou mean for this purpose? OK,
we're on the amendment; those of you
who want to speak to it or get my atten-

tion, would you go to a microphone?

Take your card, so I can see you. And I

am starting with microphone 7. Name
and conference, please. Microphone 7.

JOHN E. CORSON (California-

Nevada): Bishop, I want to raise a ques-

tion and then make a statement. The
question is in terms ofprocedure. I want

to be sure that if the minority amend-

ment prevails, that does amend the

m^ority report?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir.

CORSON: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: And then we
would have to vote on it again so it would

amend the World Service of the CF&A.
It would have to go through each step to

become the primary action.

(Debating Finance minority report)

CORSON: Thank you. I came to

General Conference . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Excuse me, which

side are you speaking to?

CORSON: I am speaking in support of

the minority amendment.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. You're

in order; go ahead, sir.

CORSON: I came to General Con-

ference favoring the GCFA budget of

$495 million with the allocation that it

has for World Service. But as I have

listened to colleagues from across this

great church, I've become aware that

other conferences, like ours in Califor-

nia-Nevada, are struggling with some
fiscal reeditics that have made it very

difficult. I am also aware that in the

legislative committee we have adopted,

and are bringing to this body for later

review and action, a new United

Methodist health-care proposal that is

going to have severe impact on a number
of conferences. It will bring relief to

others. I am also aware that we have

voted some important new mission

thrusts as a church, which I support, and

I am fearful that if we do not support at

least the minority report, that there will

be inadequate funding for these impor-

tant new steps forward. And so, as a

result, as I have tried to deal with the

fiscal realities that seem to be facing us

as a nation and as a church, and try to

balance with the missional oppor-

tunities and challenge before us, it seems
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to me that anything less than the

minority report is a step backwards. It's

a retreat. It's negative. It's defeatist.

And I want to be a part of a church that

is moving ahead, that is progressive,

that embraces the new opportimities

that God is giving to us to be in ministry

and mission. And so it is for this reason

that I stand in support of the minority

report, and suggest that it is a creative

compromise that will enable the church

to move forward instead of backwards.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. At mike no. 15, are you speaking

against the amendment?
JOEL E. HUFFMAN (Desert South-

west): Bishop, I would simply like to

present some numbers.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. You are

in order. Go right ahead. Your name and

conference, please.

HUFFMAN: As I calculate the per-

member giving and how this would be

affected in these 3 budgets, let me give

you those specific numbers.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Now, I need to

inform you, sir, I'm going to listen to

your numbers, but you wiU be a speech

on 1 side or the other. It's not neutral.

Go ahead.

HUFFMAN: The $448 mUlion budget

represents a per-member giving for the

quadrennium of $24.60. The $472 mil-

lion budget represents a $26.70 per

member giving. And the $495 million

budget represents $28.20 per member
giving. I was not raised a Methodist; I

was raised a Presbyterian; and then I

went through a religious revelation. I

married a preacher's kid. I am as rabid

a Methodist as any of you here, and I

sense that we do need to move forward.

However, like my brother from Cal-

Nevada, I sense some stretch. And I

think we can do this with the minority

report budget. So, I would advocate for

that.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you very much. Microphone 13, are you

speaking against?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Bishop,

I have a substitute motion, if it's in

order?

BISHOP YEAKEL: It's not in order

till we deal with the ... we have . . . we
are already at the 3rd level. We have the

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: May I

ask a question of information?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, let me just,

so everybody understands, we have the

CFA motion; that's the primary motion.

We have the legislative committee,

that's the secondary motion; and the

minority report is the tertiary motion.

We've got to get 1 of those off before we
can take a substitute or any other

amendments. So . .

.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: So, if

we want to get to the original GCFA
motion, we have to get . . . defeat every-

thing?

BISHOPYEAKEL:You have to defeat

everything to get to it. You vote this

down, you vote the next down, and you
get to the primary 1.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Fine.

BISHOP YEAKEL: OK, that was a

question. Now, at mike 12, are you

speaking against the motion? You are in

order, then. Your name and conference,

please.

DON M. PIKE (Central Texas): Let

me establish the context from which I

speak. I belong to an annual conference

that has paid its apportionments in full,

longer than any of us can remember.

Two times this year, I have said to my
finance committee-once when they

wanted to refuse accepting the appor-

tionments, and once not pay them—that
if they did that, I'd call my bishop and

ask him to move me. So, I'm in favor of

the apportionments. But when we
began to pledge our 1992 budget, we
presented it to our charge conference on

the basis that we understood it to be a

bare bones budget, the least we could

possibly get by with. But we failed to

raise that budget by $120,000. The
reason being is, one of my executives

explained to me that in the commercial

real estate business, that he had not had

any real income in 3 years and was

paying his pledge and supporting him-

self out of his savings. Our real estate

market is flat. We are faced with defense

cutbacks-such as the dosing of

Carswell Air Force Base-the petroleum

industry is down, and that's happening

all across the connection: the eastern

seaboard, the west coast, and all around.

We cut back, we found some ways to do

some creative financing and to get more
bang for our bucks, and it really has not

destroyed our momentum at all. I tedked

to 1 of my associates Monday afternoon,

and he said we took in 13 new members
Sunday, which tells you that we are pret-

ty much alive. We found ways to do more
with less. We seem to operate out of a

mythical philosophy that the way you

solve your problems and promote your

programs is with more money. Our
school district has been faced with that

The community refused to raise the

fmance cap, and aU of the horror stories

that we heard that was going to happen

to our school district have not hap-

pened. I am chairman of the board of a

hospital system whose annual budget is

more than the quadrennial budget of

this annual conference. We have learned

a hard lesson in terms of health care-

that we are going to have to find ways to

do more with less-and we've estab-

lished a relationship with a hospital in

Poland, so that we can understand how
you can do that. We at the local church

level are having to cut back. I spoke with

1 of our female clergy during the break,

and she was teUtng me that, in 3 years,

no one on their staff has received any

kind of salary increase. To cut back, to

hold the line is not a death sentence. It

will force us to establish priorities and

to see how we can do more with less. If

you take a table and you cut some of the

legs offthe bottom, the top comes down,

and I think that's where we are as a

denomination. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

Let me tell you where we are. There

have been 2 speeches for the minority

report, or amendment rather, and there

has been 1 speech against it. I am open

for a speech against. Microphone 6, are

you speaking against?

JOHN E. HORTON (South Georgia):

That's correct.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order,

sir. Your name and conference, please.

HORTON: I'm not sure where CF&A
gets its figures because the church that

I serve, which is a large downtown

church, our conference and district ap-

portionments amount to 20% of our

operating budget. I want to remind

everybody that the 1993 msyority

recommendations would be a 14% in-

crease over the projected income for

1992. This is not a "moving backwards"

budget as some would make you think.

We need to streamline our ministries.

We cannot financially be all things to aU

people no matter how much we would

like to. My wife and I have 5 daughters;

we can't give them all everything they

want. That doesn't mean we love them
any the less. The question is; will we
continue to sacrifice the ministries of

the local church on the altars of the

general board bureaucracy? I am rather
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insulted by the sheet that was printed by

our general boards and agencies indicat-

ing the things they would cut out if we
drop back to the m^ority opposition.

They picked all of the pet projects of

every special-interest group in the

General Conference in order to play to

the crowd. I am offended by that. And
contrary to what you have been told this

morning, reducing the demands from

the general church will, in fact, free the

local church to enlarge its ministry be-

cause the local church is the only place

that the church grows.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you, sir. Now, the microphone is open

for a speech in favor. Are you in favor at

No. 7? No. 7, you are in order then,

please. I'm going to work my way around
the room, folks. If you look around, not

all of you are going to get a chance to

speak on this item. No. 7.

FRITZ MUTTI (Missouri West): I rise

to speak in favor of the minority report.

We are at a unprecedented time in his-

tory. God is putting before us tremen-

dous opportunities to be in mission and

ministry for Jesus Christ. When you

move from one era to another, the winds

of change are often strong and difTicult.

Bishop Minor put before us the other

night a nautical image which I think is

helpful to us. We often refer to the

church as a ship, and that ship now is

sailing on very stormy seas. Sometimes

the temptation is to be afraid and fearful

in the storm and to abandon the ship. To
take to the lifeboats of Con-

gregationalism and forget that we are all

part of one ship. It's helpful, I think, to

look to a story in the Book of Acts, in

which the apostle Paul was on a ship in

a storm. At that time he reminded the

people on the ship that unless those men
stay with the ship, you cannot be saved.

We are 1 church, 1 ship on a very stormy

sea. What we are being asked to do in the

minority report is just kind of hold the

line, hold the ship steady. And we are

reminded then of another story of a

storm, in which Jesus was on the sea

with the disciples and he said, "Why are

you afraid in the storm? Have you still

no faith?" I believe the minority report

asks us to have faith in a future that God
is calling us to. An unimaginable future

of great opportunity and possibility. I

hope this body of leaders in the church

will support it.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

yoa I can only take a speech against. Are

you speaking against it, no. 8? No. At

mike 10, are you speaking against? No.

At mike 15, areyou speaking against the

minority report? The 1st person, please.

Are you speaking against? You are. You
are in order then. Mike No. 5.

JAMES W. HOLSINGER (Virginia): I

am speeiking against the minority

report. My friends, you know, when we
look over the last 4 years' income and, of

about $360 million, and projected over

the next 4 years we would raise ap-

proximately $420 million; and when you
look at the World Service Fund, as we
look at the 3 budgets before us, we would

look at a 12-25% increase over our best

projected income. And that will result,

no matter how we cut it, in a 10-20%

across-the-board reduction in all the

programs covered by this fund, based

upon the particular budget which we
might pass. This particular methodology

of trimming budgets is called "horizon-

tal-budget cutting" and occurs simply

when income does not match expendi-

tures. To cut out whole programs based

upon priorities is "vertical-budget cut-

ting." One ofthese 2 methods is required

any time that income does not match
projected or actusd expenditures. I sub-

mit, my friends, that we unfortunately

will do 1 or the other this quadrennium.

This is not having a lack of faith but is a

forthrightly dealing with the issue. We
must be honest with ourselves and

recognize that whichever of these 3

budgets we adopt will require horizon-

tal-budget reductions that will range

from 10-25% during the next 4 years.

Let's simply be honest with ourselves.

Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. We have exhausted the speeches.

We now are ready for the question. That
will give you time to get back. The only

thing that is in order from the floor are

questions of information from the chair.

No further motions are available. So,

we've eased that at times. I just want you
to be informed. Microphone no. 10, what

is your question, please? Name and con-

ference.

HARRIETT J. OLSON (Northern

New Jersey): Bishop Yeakel, would you

just clarify for the house the impact of

the voting? I think the delegate raised .

BISHOP YEAKEL: I wUl do that, Har-

riett; when we finish with the final

speeches, I'll do that. And if it's not

clear, raise your card, and we will dear

it. All right, I turn now to Tracy Merrick

who represents the minority report for

a final statement.

TRACY R. MERRICK (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I would simply say and
reiterate that we see this as a reasonable

compromise position that will allow our

church to proceed in ministry and un-

dertake some of the very exciting

programs that I think all of us reaUy

want to see us as a general church under-

take. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

Sandra Kelley Lackore, you're speaking

for the mjyority for the legislative com-

mittee or who? Dr. Quick, you have 1

final statement. Brief

WILUAM K QUICK (Detroit):

Bishop, we believe that the budget

proposed is a realistic budget, and asyou

have already indicated, it is for the quad-

rennium-for the total program~an in-

crease of 7.61%.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. Now,
Bishop John Russell for the Council on

Finance and Administration.

BISHOP JOHN RUSSELL: Just 1

brief statement. We believe that the

minority report is inadequate to fund

the mission and ministry of our great

denomination.

(Instructions for Voting on
Mminority report)

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. You
have before you the minority report on

p. 434 No. 1, Report No. 1, World Service

'93-'96, a total of $236,430,000 ag-

gregate. If you vote yes-I'm sorry, I'm

explaining the vote—ifyou vote yes, then

this becomes the substitute for the

mjyority, or the legislative committee's,

report. You then would vote again,

without further debate, to make it the

primary motion. And for a 3rd time you

have to debate, or you have to vote, not

debate. We move right on, 3 votes on it

if it's in the positive. Ifyou wish to get to

1 of the other 2 votes or proposals, you

would vote no. Ifyou don't want this, or

you wish to get to 1 of the others, you

would vote no. Now, Harriet, I haven't

answered your . . . questions only. Har-

riett, no. 10, please. We are not open for

any other amendments or motions or

anything else. Just questions, yes, no.

10.

OLSON: My question is, that I was

under the impression that if we voted

"yes" on the minority report, it became
the main amendment, and we would
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then have a vote between the minority

report and the GCFA budget, so we
would still be able to vote up the GCFA
budget at a later date.

BISHOP YEAKEL: That is correct.

OLSON: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We would vote, it

becomes, if we adopt the minority

report, it becomes then the legislative

committee report. It replaces that ifyou

adopt it. Then you have a "yes" or "no"

vote. If you vote "yes", it becomes the

primary consideration. Ifyou vote "no",

then we take, the Council on Finance

and Administration becomes the

primary. That's the choice. OK? We're

clear on that? Questions only.

Microphone 12.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, under, on p. 430 and 431, the

Special Programs?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

WYNN: The proposed budget . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: What is your

question?

WYNN: My question has to do with:

is this the proposed budget by . . .?

BISHOP YEAKEL: No, no, it is not.

(Minority Budget Amendment
Approved)

It's not. That will, in essence, will

become report No. 16 of the GCF&A,
and we wUl treat it at that time. You will

have a chance to get into that item. It is

not before \is at the moment. Are you

ready? If you will adopt the minority

proposed amendment to the budget

totaling $236,430,000 as the World Ser-

vice figure for the quadrennium, please

vote as the light appears. You have

adopted the minority proposal, "Yes,"

486; "No," 464.

It is now before you as the motion of

the legislative committee. If you vote

yes, then it becomes the primary mo-

tion. Ifyou vote no, then we will vote on

the motion of the Council on Finance

and Administration. So, yes means this

is it. And no means you prefer the Coun-

cil on Finance's propos:d. Questions

only. Microphone 15.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Are you
saying amendments are no longer in

order?

BISHOP YEAKEL: We are agreed

that amendments are in order at this

time, and if I said differently, you'll for-

get it. Are there any amendments at this

time? An amendment cannot be that

which puts us back to where we were.

Nor can it be that which simply cancels

this decision and moves us to the Coun-

cil on Finance. Microphone No. 15. Go
to a mike ifyou want to speak. We used

the change ofrules for this session. We'll

see if it works. Microphone 15. Name
and conference, please?

PORTER J. WOMELDORFF
(Central Illinois): Bishop, I would like to

move to increase the minority report by

such amount as will bring the 1992

General Conference programs to a

quadrennial total of $4 million.

BISHOPYEAKEL: I don't . . . Say that

again, please?

WOMELDORFF: I would like to move
to increase the minority budget by such

amount as will bring the line item for the

quadrennial . . . 1992 program quadren-

nial budget to $4 million.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I am trying to un-

derstand what you are saying. You are

really back on p. 433, areyou not? What
you want to do, or is it what you want to

do, is to take the line item, the 1992

General Conference new programs, you

want to change the $1 million to $4

million?

WOMELDORFF: No sir, on the

minority report which is presently in the

range of $600,000 a year, I want to make
that $1 million a year.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, OK 436.

Now, I am with you. You want to amend
the minority report on p. 436, the

General Conference new programs. Are

you with me? The first figure is

$625,000. Is that correct, that's where

you are?

WOMELDORFF: Yes, sir. And I

would amend each of those to be $1

million.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. We wUl

get the numbers. But you want to in-

crease the total that amount of dollars.

WOMELDORFF: That is correct, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Is there a second?

There is. Wouldyou like to speak to that,

sir?

WOMELDORFF: Yes, sir. I think we
have heard compelling reasons for sup-

porting the special programs at the level

that the GCFA proposed, and I am only

trying to harmonize this minority

report, which I support, in the area of

the special programs to the GCFA pro-

gram.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. And microphone No. 3, are you

speaking in favor or against that?

Neither. Something else. Microphone

#5, in favor, against, not? Microphone
#4 in favor, against? I take it you are

ready to vote on this. If you will adopt

the amendment to increase the line item

of the 1992 general programs to $1 mil-

lion each year of the quadrennium,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 432; "No," 511. It has not been

increased. The budget is before us.

Microphone #4.

ROBERT T. CASEY (Virginia):

Bishop, I would like to make the total .

.

. Emiend the minority report to make the

total $226,116,000. If I have a second, I

would like to speak to it.

BISHOP YEAKEL: This is the total

for the quadrennium. $226,4 . .

.

CASEY: 226,116,000. That's 4 times

the apportionment.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. This is a

motion to reduce it by approximately

$10 million in round numbers. Is that

correct?

CASEY: I expect that's about right,

Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. You may
speak, sir.

CASEY: I think we need to ask in-

tegrity in our apportionments. Last

year, or in 1990, we apportioned, World

Service apportionments went up by

$2,400,000 over top of the . . . 1991 was

$2,400,000 over the 1990 apportion-

ment. We actually increased our giving

by $220,697. We raised, we asked for

$2,400,000. We got $220,697. It seems to

me, we have got to have some realism

and integrity to what we are doing. The
previous quadrennium, or this quadren-

nium, we may raise $360,000,000 which

is precisely~on our total budget-which

is precisely what we asked for 4 years

before. We are at least 4 years behind in

our budgeting. I think it is unrealistic to

project figures which have no oppor-

tunity or chance of being supported. I

think we owe it to our churches to be

responsible. It is all nice. I would love to

be able to have a $500 million, $600

million budget. But let's have some

realism in what we are doing. Let's have

some integrity. Let's be honest about it.

If we are going to raise $2,400,000 more

1 year, and we raised $200,000, we can

raise all these figures we want to on

budget. We are not going to raise the

funds by that method. If we do it the

other way, where there is some chance

for the churches to make it, then they

may work to do it When someone goes

broke, and when someone has debt, and
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the debts get so big that they can't meet
them, they just forget about them. As
long as they can try to reach them, then

they make an efTort. I think the same
thing is true with apportionments in the

church. Bishop, and I would encourage

us not to go beyond 4 times what we are

doing in 1992.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. That's a

speech in favor of the motion to reduce

the figure of 236,430 in thousands of

dollars to $226,116,000. Someone has

questioned whether the traffic light is

working up front. I take it is. It is not

coming on at all? It does not come on
until the second minute. The green light

should come on at 2 minutes, and the

yellow light at 1 minute, and then the

red light, you're off. But it is not working

at all? All right. Thank you. We will get

it checked out. Now, speaking against

the amendment to this figure.

Microphone No. 10.

BECKY HAASE (California-Pacific):

Bishop, I am not sure whether this is a

speech against or actually a point of

order, because we . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, a point of

order must do with a rule that has been

transgressed.

HAASE: All right.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We used point of

order to cover everything, and . .

.

HAASE: All right. Let me just speak

against the motion, and I think you will

understand my point. We havejust voted

the minority report to replace the

majority report, which basically was an

even budget. This motion now basically

takes us back to an even budget, because

the proposal is 4 times the 1992 annual

apportionment, and therefore I think

that this would exactly go against what
we have just voted. It is approximately

$8 million above the actual figure that

the majority report gave, but in essence,

it is actually voting for the same thing

that we have just defeated.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Let me
explain. The reason I didn't rule it out of

order was because it was not exactly

what had been defeated. It's ap-

proximately halfway in between the 2.

At microphone 8, are you speaking for

or against this?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
Against.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I will have to wait.

At 13, are you speaking for this amend-
ment?

DAVE STANLEY (Iowa): Yes, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right, you are

in order.

STANLEY: Much of my life in the

church has been devoted to stewardship

and work for better stewardship. I per-

sonally have often made the statement

that I have heard some ofyou make here,

that we don't have a money problem in

The United Methodist Church. We have

a stewardship problem. But deeply as I

am committed to helping to increase all

of our stewsu-dship, I think we have got

to be realistia Now, the minority report,

that we just by a very narrow margin

voted Jis our working document, calls for

a $472 million quadrennial budget. And
I am only going to give you 1 statistic,

and ask you to please remember this

statistic. That is a 31% increase. 31%
higher than our actual level of giving in

the current quadrennium, '89-'92. We
are asking people to give 31% more in

the new quadrennium over what we are

actually giving in the current quadren-

nium.

I submit that is not good stewardship.

That if we are to ask our people back

home to be better stewards, we must be

better stewards. And that huge a gap

between what Brother Werlein called

the asking budget and the giving budget,

it invites people to ignore us. It invites

people to lose faith in the apportion-

ment system. It invites people to believe

we are not being serious here in repre-

senting the people who elected us. It

creates a credibility problem. The
United Methodist Church is starting to

sound dangerously like the United

States federal government, and the dif-

ference is when they come in with

spending $400 billion over receipts, they

print money to cover the difference. We
don't have a printing press, and we
ought to remember that. I have read the

horror list this morning. The list of all

those good programs that I support that

are going to have to be canceled if we
vote for a lesser budget. In government

they call that "firemen first," and it's

firemen first who are going to be laid off

when anybody says you've got to limit

spending. Our friend Pike from Texas

said that very well. I submit to you that

if we can afford to have as many general

agencies staffpersons take time offfrom
their regular work to attend this General

Conference-and I would be interested

in knowing just how many of them are

here-'We might find some ways to save

on the staff side and increase money for

the program side with the lower figure

suggested by this amendment which I

strongly support

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right

All right, we've asked the body not to

engage in that kind of response. We are

a family to that degree. We've got a prob-

lem, a challenge that we're going to solve

as a family, and it doesn't to help to see

what kind of applause we can get from

the stands and even from the delegates.

The delegates, let's stay with it now.

Microphone 8, you indicated you were

speaking against. I'll take you; you're in

order.

DAVID DOLSEN (Rocky Mountain):

Bishop Yeakel and members of this con-

ference, we heard a call for fasting; we
heard a sister talk about sacrficial

giving; we participated and hearts were

warmed. The minority report makes a

call for sacrifice of$28.70 per member or

$6.68 a year, to fund World Service. This

$6.68 . . . you have heard from this group

of how the World Service dollars will

meet the global church need, from semi-

nary students to missionaries. If you
want your 2 cents worth-in fact, for less

than 2 cents a day per member, you can

have these programs. I would urge the

rejection of this amendment.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right, thank

you. Microphone 2, are you speaking

against? I'm sorry, for the motion?

CHARLES PEARCE (Florida): I'm

speaking for the motion, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order.

PEARCE: Excuse me?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Go ahead, those

were just voices from on high. Go ahead.

PEARCE: Yes, Lord.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You're welcome!

PEARCE: The Florida Conference is

pleased, proud to be the largest con-

tributor to The United Methodist

Church throughout the world- And the

money is given. I come from a smaU, 650

member church in the country, which

proudly has paid 100% of its apportion-

ments. I'd like to make a few points.

Number 1, the minority report says

2%. This is not . . . our money is not a

retreat. The compromise has just been

made by my brother.

Number 2, the Africa University

budget figure is the same on the m^ority
report as it is on the minority report.

And we have been told that the 1992

receipts are expected to be $95 mUlion,

and the 1993 M^ority apportion was
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$108 million. Now we're still going to be

above what we expected for 1993.

And lastly, the majority report, which

we have defeated, said that the 4 year

grand total would have been a 25% in-

crease over the received funds for the

last 4 years. I would think that halving

the number between the M^ority and

the minority report would be a good

compromise that our brothers and

sisters in the grass roots could accept

and pay out 100%. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Microphone 6, are you opposed to

the amendment?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I'm for,

I'm in favor.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Microphone 11,

are you opposed to the amendment?
Microphone 3, are you opposed to the

amendment?
C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio):

Point of information, Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Point of informa-

tion.

SPRAGUE: Last week we overwhelm-

ingly passed the concept of "Shalom

Zones," and that concept was referred to

Global Ministries and then was asked to

be referred on to GCF&A for financial

implications. In none of these budgets

do I see anything reflected about that.

BISHOP YEAKEL: That's correct,

Joe. Let me just say that there may yet

be other concerns that haven't filtered

through CF&A. I was not aware or alert

enough to that. I've been informed this

morning, we've informed CF&A; that's

yet on their platter. They will bring back

that information appropriately before

work done Friday night. It will get

through.

SPRAGUE: In view of that, would I be

in order, then, to speak against the

amendment?
BISHOP YEAKEL: You can speak

against this amendment, for any reason,

as long aa you want. Speak against it,

you're in order.

SPRAGUE: I think this isjust another

indication of the dilemma in which we
find ourselves. Namely, it is that kairotic

moment, when there is ample oppor-

tunity for mission and vision. And to

back peddle is hardly that which is ex-

emplary of the people of God at this

time. So I would heartily speak against

that which is before us and would advo-

cate not only for the minority report, but

eventually for what GCF&A has advo-

cated.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, now I

know I'm going to lose some friends

today, but we've had 3 speeches for and

3 speeches against. You might want to

rush to your keypads, because we're

going to vote in just a minute. There are

no motions, only information. If you

need information, I'll respond to your

questions. At microphone no. 1, what is

your question, please?

OSWALD BRONSON (Florida): My
question is, if we vote in favor of this

motion, what does it do to the minority

report motion that we just passed?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, it reduces it

by about $10 million dollars. That's the

intent of the motion. And then that

would become the motion, which you

would vote up or down, when we finish

perfecting it, as to determine whether

you want to continue without, or go to

the CF&A proposal. Microphone 6,

what is your question, please?

CAROLYN JOHNSON (North In-

diana): My question relates to 906.1 A
and B, in that, when, I guess I need you

to ...

,

BISHOP YEAKEL: What is 906.1 A
and B?, I don't know.

JOHNSON: In The Book of Dis-

cipline.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, I'm with

you now.

JOHNSON: 906. 1 A & B, refers to the

fact that ....

BISHOP YEAKEL: I know what that

refers to, go ahead.

JOHNSON: Oh, all right, thank you.

My question is, since that refers to

amount and distribution, my question

is, will we then, prior to a last vote, ifany

ofthe amendments pass, and we're deal-

ing with amendments to bottom lines,

when will we indeed look at distribu-

tions?

BISHOP YEAKEL: When we get to

the end ofthe 15 reports in the red book,

report no. 16 will be the information you

have about these special, extra

budgetary requests. You'll be able to per-

fect them at that time.

JOHNSON: And that wUl be when?
BISHOP YEAKEL: That wUl be hope-

fully sometime this morning.

JOHNSON: All right.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Or this afternoon,

or tonight, or tomorrow morning. We
will get to it.

JOHNSON: Bishop, I do think it is

BISHOP YEAKEL: No, I don't want
to know what you think, did you get the

answer to your question?

JOHNSON: OK That's helpful to

know that you do not wish to care to

know what I think.

BISHOP YEAKEL: No, we're not

debating. The rules of the conference

have concluded that kind of speech. So

it's information only. We're ready to

vote, will the minority chair have the

last word, and then the council.

MERRICK: I think it's clear that the

minority preference would be that this

amendment not be adopted, because the

minority report would provide an addi-

tional $10 million to the sorts of

programs we're all excited about.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you, will

the chair. Bishop Russell, do you have a

statement?

BISHOP RUSSELL: GCF&A will cer-

tainly be opposed to the amendment to

the minority report.

BISHOPYEAKEL: All right, you have

it before you. If you vote "yes" to this

amendment, you will reduce your prior

action by a little over $10 million. Ifyou

vote "no" to the action, we're back to

what you've adopted previously. Please

vote when the light appears.

($10 Million Reduction Rejected)

"Yes," 429; "No," 530. You have not

amended the minority report, which is

the primary report at the moment. Yes,

microphone no. 7.

RAUL ALEGRIA (California-

Nevada): I would like to amend the

World Service budget line item by ad-

ding . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Where are we,

please? What page? Can you give this so

we can track you?

ALEGRIA: On the m^ority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We're not on the

m^ority report.

ALEGRIA: Excuse me, the minority

report, p. 434. 1 would like to amend the

World Service budget by adding quad-

rennially to the total . . . the amount of

$5,304,500 to the total. So that there is

full funding for the new programs.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Your intention is

to increase the item of the 1992 General

Conference new programs, is it not?

ALEGRIA: Yes.

BISHOP YEAKEL: What is the

amount of dollars thatyou are addingon

to that?
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ALEGRIA: Bottom line would be, for

the quadrennium, $5,304,500.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Per year?

ALEGRIA: No, for the quadrennium.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, so it

adds up to about a $1,200,000 a year.

ALEGRIA: Approximately.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Could we take it

approximately? Would that be offensive

to you?

ALEGRIA: No.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, so the

body knows what it's doing. You are

moving to amend the line item that now
starts at $625,000; goes to $637,000,

then back to $625,000; so that that total

becomes $5,304,000, divided by 4. Cor-

rect?

ALEGRIA: Correct.

BISHOP YEAKEL: O.K It's an in-

crease of approximately 28 or 29, or . .

.

ALEGRIA: No, 2.3%.

BISHOP YEAKEL: $2.3 mUlion?

That's a million; you've got $4 million in

already. And you want to increase, no

I'm sorry, that's the figure I don't have

in my head. O.K., that line item, as it is

in the minority budget, totals

$2,512,000. You want to substitute a

total figure of $5,304,000, correct?

ALEGRIA: I want to add that to that

bottom line.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, to bring it up

to $5,304,000.

ALEGRIA: Correct.

BISHOP YEAKEL: O.K, if take

$5,304,000 and subtract $2,512,000,

you'll have your information at the

seats. Is there a second to the motion to

increase this line item in this fashion? I

have a second; you may speak.

ALEGRIA: I believe that these addi-

tional funds should be added to the 1992

General Conference new programs line

item. They would be spread evenly,

across all 4 years. The new World Ser-

vice total would be only $241,934,500,

which represents a total incretise of only

2.3% to the proposed World Service fig-

ure. It's going to enable our church to

reach out in new directions in mission. I

think one of the real concerns that we
have as a denomination as we look at

ourselves, as members of our local chur-

ches, is that we want to place our church

and keep it caught between the longing

for love and the struggle for the legal

tender. And we need to start looking at

dollars that we request and we ask, not

as ways that we can somehow see that

it's going to come out of our pocket but

as opportunities to be in mission and be

reaching across the world in the name
and for the cause of Christ.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right, thank

you.

ALEGRIA: If we can do it, we should.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I'm sorry. I

thought you took a breath and were

ready to sit down. I apologize. For the

information of the body, this would in-

crease that line item a total of

$2,792,000. That's the difference in

these 2 items. Now, speaking against,

microphone 9, are you speaking against

this motion? You are in order, sir.

KARL K STEGALL (Alabama-West

Florida): One of the greatest messages

that this General Conference could send

back across the people in the pews of

The United Methodist Church is that we
are trying to be fiscjdly responsible in

adopting a World Service apportion-

ment, that, in the words of Bob Casey, is

realistic I think there's something we're

overlooking here, and that is that

whatever World Service apportionment

we adopt today, we're going to take back

home and combine with conference

benevolences. And for those annual con-

ferences that have sent petitions and are

trying to get their houses in order and

are trying to freeze their increase in con-

ference benevolences until they can in-

crease their giving patterns, this type of

proposal would be disastrous. I have

served as a president of a conference

Council on Finance and Administration;

1 have served as the chair of our

Southeastern Jurisdictional Council on

Finance and Administration; and I have

served as the finance chair on one of our

large program agencies. I want you to

know today that I believe with all of my
heart that this particular proposal is dis-

astrous; would be very self-defeating;

and is totally unrealistic when combined

with the conferences' conference

benevolences. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you very much. Now, microphone no. 15.

Are you speaking in favor of this?

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I move
the previous question on all that's before

us that's allowable. We've got other corn

to shuck.

BISHOP YEAKEL: John, you're 2

speeches too soon. Our rules require 1

speech on each side; I have 1 speech, or

2 speeches on each side.

MILES: Point of order. I made a mo-
tion to suspend the rules.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I didn't hear you

say that.

MILES: Excuse me, sir. I make a mo-
tion to suspend the rules.

BISHOP YEAKEL: To allow for the

call for the question.

MILES: Call for the question of all

that's before us that you will allow.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right. Thank
you. Ifyou will suspend the rules for this

particular motion, please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 270; [720] "No,"

224, it has the 2/3 minority. We've

suspended the rules. Now, it's for the

purpose of calling the question. Let the

chair inform the body that ifyou call the

question on all that's before us, we will

take this amendment without any fur-

ther debate. We will go to whatever the

minority report is, if it's amended or if

it's not amended, and then we will vote

on that, as to whether that becomes the

primary motion or not, and then we will

vote on the primary motion without any

further debate. Obviously, the folks will

have their opportunity to respond, and I

would like to clarify my activity at that

time, but you now have the chimce to

decide whether you want to invoke the

question call. Ifyou want to move to vote

on all that's before us, however you wish

to vote, please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 263; [763] "No," 193, the

2/3 majority requirement has been

achieved. We turn now to the person

making the minority report.

TRACY R. MERRICK? Thank you.

Bishop Yeakel. The members that for-

mulated the minority report document

did talk about this sort of amendment,

and I know that I speak for them in

saying that we would defmitely enter-

tain this positively, because we are very

interested in these sorts of programs.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. And now for the Council.

BISHOP STITH: I understand.

Bishop Yeakel, that we're dealing now
with all that is before us, so let me
respond from the GCFA standpoint. If

you would turn in your books to 436 and

437, I simply want to point out a

clarification of where we are. Since we
have rejected the m^ority report on the

right, I do not need to refer to it, except

to show, again, that it did, in fact, remain

the same for 4 years but did decline

sequentially through the years. If you

look at the bottom figure on the left of

World Service Fund for the minority

report on p. 436, you will see that for the
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years of 1992 and 1993, they are basical-

ly identical in terms ofgrand totals. And
there's a slight increase from there to

the end of the year, not significantly,

roughly about $4 million to $5 million,

for total additional askings from be-

tween 1992 throughout the whole quad-

rennium for 5 years. So, you're not

reaching about much of an increase at

all to get the 2%. I simply want to point

that out and remind you that,

meanwhile, in our local churches, last

year, our expenditures for all funds

reached 5. 1% of total expenditures for

our local congregations. So, we need to

balance the 2 now, slightly over 2-3%,

with the 5.1% that we're giving there.

Then, in terms of the special programs

themselves, I would remind you that we
received over $7 1/2 mUlion this very

week, in terms of additional askings. We
responded to that in a very affirmative

way because we felt that was the

phalanx of the church that would really

excite our people and, In a sense, drag

the rest of mission with it. Nevertheless,

we were able, only because of the budget

dollar allocation, to put $4 million in

ours, $2 million in the majority, and $2.5

million in the minority which it now is.

So our druthers would be the $4 million

we think is realistic, but in terms of the

reality, I think we would affirm all that

we can do to enable the advance portion

of our church to move forward in a very

exciting missional way. So our proposal

is still the same. If we had our druthers,

we would rather stay with our report to

do the 4%, which is a slight increase, but

we understand where the church is and
we will govern ourselves accordingly.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. The
speeches have been made and we are

now ready to vote. We will take 3 votes

in order. The first vote will be on the

amendment. The amendment proposes

that the 1992 General Conference new
programs line item be increased by

$2,792,000, so that it would total

$5,304,000 over the quadrennium.

That's the first decision. Depending on

that, then, I will know how to guide you

on the minority report, as amended or

not amended, and then we'll go to the

CF&A. You understand the sequence, so

you can decide how you want to vote.

Please vote, when the light appears, on
the amendment. The amendment to in-

crease the line item in the minority

budget: "Yes," 409; "No," 545, the

amendment is lost.

(World Service Report Adopted)

We have before us now the minority

proposal which became the report ofthe

legislative committee by your action on

p. 436 without amendment. It has a total

of $236,430,000 World Service Fund ap-

portionment for the quadrennium. If

you will adopt, you'll vote "yes." If you
wish to get to the CF&A proposal, you
would vote "no."

Please vote when the light appears.

All right, the motion, "Yes, "678; "No,"

282. You have adopted the minority

report as the primary report, and it is

beforeyou for adoption now. Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 835;

"No," 109, the World Service report is

now adopted.

Before we turn to report No. 2, 1 knew
I had a problem with my quick response

to the speaker at microphone No. 6. 1 did

not mean that as a discourtesy; the prob-

lem comes when people use the issue of

asking a question for the purpose of

making a statement and engaging on

further debate. I do apologize to the

person at that microphone; I don't know
whether it was Dr. Carolyn Johnson or

not. But I apologize to you. I did not

mean it personally, but I had answered

your question. Another person hsis sent

me a note saying "Shouldn't I turn these

questions over to the various speakers?"

It's the responsibility of the chair to

answer any questions or to get help in

answering them. At the time the call for

question is in place or we've automat-

ically exhausted our speeches; which is

the same thing. I don't mean to be

abrupt, but I'm trying to serve you in

moving on and we can give a lot of

microphone time otherwise. All right,

we turn to CF&A now for report No. 2,

report No. 2 of the Ministerial Educa-

tion Fund. Frank Finkbiner, I believe, is

to present this fund. The basic informa-

tion will be found in the red book on p.

306.

BISHOP YEAKEL: At microphone

no. 1, please.

JOHN P. SIMON (Florida): Could I

make an inquiry?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir, what is

your inquiry?

SIMON: When a person makes a mo-
tion for an amendment . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes?

SIMON: When we are ready to vote,

does that individual not have an oppor-

tunity to make a final statement?

BISHOP YEAKEL: The only people

that have the opportunity for a final

speech are, in this instance, the Council,

the legislative committee, or the

minority report when there is 1, and if

they have been recognized in the

process. No one from the floor can make
a motion and have the last speech on any

matter.

SIMON: All right, just an inquiry.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you, sir, I think that will be helpful for

the body. Mr. Frank Finkbiner?

(Ministerial Education Report Fund)

FRANK FINKBINER: Bishop Yeakel,

members of the General Conference,

the Ministerial Education Fund Report

No. 2 is found on p. 306, and the relevant

figures are in the second column on that

page. The General Council on Finance

and Administration is recommending
increases that average approximately

4.2% for the Ministerial Education

Fund. The Council is convinced that this

falls far short of what is needed as the

general churches share of support for

the denomination's theological schools.

In the course of our deliberations, the

General Board of Higher Education and

Ministry presented convincing evidence

that candidates for the ordained minis-

try are graduating with increasingly

heavy levels of student indebtedness.

And that, even with the recommenda-

tion increases that we are making, sup-

port from this fund wiU continue to

represent a declining share of the

budgets of our theological schools.

GCFA believes that the 4.2% is fair and

that it deserves our support. During the

decade of the '90s, when it is estimated

that as many as 40% of the active clergy

may be retiring, we are asking our semi-

naries to produce both quality and quan-

tity in order that they will be available

to serve the church in the years to come.

We are convinced that this asking is a

minimum and that to do less would not

be to serve the church in the years to

come. Bishop, we commend this to you

and it is now before you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. There is a legislative committee

response. Bill Quick, you are respond-

ing.

(Continued In Next Issue)
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Delegates Approve UMCare, 'Shalom Zones'

By a margin of 91 votes the General Conference ap-

proved Thursday the blueprint for comprehensive,

churchwide health care for clergy and selected groups of

lay employees in the hope it will provide an answer to

spLraling medical costs that have put annual confer-

ences and general agencies in a financial crunch.

The plan, known as "UMCare," was drafted under

auspices of the church's General Board of Pensions to

replace a patchwork of health-care plans across the de-

nomination with costs and benefits that vary widely.

Immediately after the two-hour debate had been con-

cluded, the proposition was referred to the Judicial

Council for a ruling on the constitutionality of the pro-

vision that all annual conferences must participate.

Robert Stevens, Seattle, who chaired the study com-

mission, told the 998 delegates the plan will afford sta-

bility of premium costs, predictability of claims, and

uniformity of benefits on a churchwide basis. Stevens,

treasxirer of the Pacific Northwest Conference said he is

convinced the plan is good for the church.

«
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Corrections to DCA
(Other Than Proceedings)

Daily Edition, p. 454, Calendar Item No. 1314—
Correct petition title is "Petitions to General Confer-

ence."

Daily Edition, p. 466, Calendar Item No. 1412,

last par., line 1—Substitute "Sexual" for "Social."

Daily Edition, p. 525, Calendar Item No. 1514—
Committee voted "Nonconcvirrence" rather than
"Concurrence."
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Louisville Choir to Lead Final Day's
Worship

The chancel choir of Louisville's St. Paul United
Methodist Church leads the closing day's worship serv-

ice. The choir sings at 8:15 a.m. prior to the 8:30 serv-

ice. Michael Beattie directs the choir and is organist for

the Friday services.

The choir presents a range of anthems from the clas-

sics to spiritual and contemporary pieces. They also

sing for six yearly performances of the Louisville Boar's

Head and Yule Festival, produced annually by the

church. The choir has performed several major works
including Requiems of Mozart, Durufle, and Faure;

Handel's Messiah; Bernstein's Chichester Psalms; and
Britten's Noye 's Fludde.

Beattie has been the organist^choirmaster for 12

years at St. Paul where he directs several choirs. He
holds degrees from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
and from the College-Conservatory of Music, Univer-

sity of Cincinnati.

Bishop Edsel A. Ammons of the West Ohio Area de-

livers the sermon Friday morning. The Rev. Gail Rohr-

bacher is liturgist.

Bishop Thomas S. Bangura of the Sierra Leone Area
leads the General Conference brief closing worship
service. Beattie serves as organist.

nniv
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General Conference Goes High-Tech
Electronics have made this the most high-tech Gen-

eral Conference in the history of the denomination, pro-

ducing significant gains in time and accuracy.

That's the way Dr. DeWayne S. Woodring, confer-

ence business manager and executive director of the

Commission on General Conference since 1976, summa-
rized the comments of delegates.

An electronic voting system, computer processing of

work by legislative committees, computerized text com-

position and page design of the Daily Christian Advo-

cate, timing lights to guide plenary session

commentary, closed-circuit television coverage, large-

screen projection of all plenary sessions, live and taped

telecasting of conference news events, and radio-trans-

mitted interpretation in six languages have led to the

"electronicization" of General Conference.

"It's a fact that our church led the religious world in

using electronic voting at a major gathering,"

Woodring said. "Four years ago at our St. Louis confer-

ence, a number of ecumenical representatives saw our

voting system in action, and now the Nazarenes, Pres-

byterians, Evangelical Lutherans, and many others

have put it into place in their own assemblies.

"Veteran delegates will recognize that the 'big bug'

in St. Louis did not come to Louisville," Woodring
grinned, recalling computer program malfunctions

which temporarily fouled smooth operation of the 1988

conference and left Woodring stuck in what he termed

"one of the most embarrassing moments of my life.

'The biggest innovation at this present conference,"

Woodring suggested, "is the use of computers in all leg-

islative committees so that all assigned petitions are at

the fingertips of the members."

The new PEtition Tracking System has eliminated

wasteful duplication, produced much greater accuracy,

and gained valuable time, Woodring said. For example,

time required to receive 2,000 calendar items from com-

mittees, assign a number, and deliver to the DCA has

shrunk from 133 hours to three hours, according to esti-

mates based on the calculations of John Brawn, confer-

ence calendar coordinator.

Availability of the key text of all assigned petitions

in a second Advance Edition of the DCA gave delegates

a head start on committee work, too. This new service

grew out of computer software improvements and a new
cooperative arrangement between the ofiGces of the

DCA and the petition secretary.

Computerized text composition and page design of

the Daily Christian Advocate, direct input of both pro-

ceedings and calendar items, and delivery of camera-

ready pages to the printer now characterize a daily

production system which has become increasingly so-

phisticated during the past eight years, according to

editor J. Richard Peck.

The timing lights placed at the front of the plenary

hall, Woodring continued, were proposed and developed

to provide visual cues for time limits on commentary
from the floor. The green signal indicates time is run-
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DeWayne S. Woodring directed the aetting-up of tlie conference

floor.

ning; yellow cautions that half of the time is expended;

and red notes time is up.

Initiated at the 1988 conference, television coverage

of plenary sessions and projection on the giant screen in

the hall permit close observation and "a sense of in-

volvement and intimacy" not otherwise possible in a

gathering of more than 1,000 persons, Woodring said. A
leased, German-made, television-image projector, worth

about $500,000, is used.

Several live telecasts on major networks have origi-

nated at the conference site, and more than 20 leaders

have been interviewed for radio and TV, Shirley Whip-

ple Struchen, media placement coordinator and United

Methodist Communications (UMCom) staffer, reported.

Radio-transmitted interpretation of plenary dialogue

in six languages, introduced in 1988, "still presents

something of a challenge in the first week," according

to Woodring.

Since 1957 Woodring has served Methodist churches

in Indiana and Oregon, pioneered religious television

and radio programming, served as an administrative

assistant to three bishops, and directed the business af-

fairs and operations management of five General Con-

ferences. He has served 10 years as executive director

of the Religious Conference Management Association,

an interfaith organization of 1,600 members who plan

more than 6,000 meetings for more than five million

persons per year. Woodring also serves as a member of

the executive committee of the World Methodist Coun-
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Bits 'n Pieces

Several congregations are well-represented at Gen-

eral Conference. The Oklahoma Conference delegation

includes the Rev. James B. Buskirk, Tom Junk, and

Robert L. Parker from First United Methodist Church,

Tulsa, as well as the Rev. M. Mouzon Biggs Jr., Nancy
K. Foster, and Emma M. Richardson from Boston Ave-

nue United Methodist Church, Tulsa. First United

Methodist Church, Vallejo, Calif., boasts two Califor-

nia-Nevada Conference delegates, including Raul B.

Alegria and the Rev. Phillip C. Lawson. Rio Grande

Conference delegates from La Trinidad United Method-

ist Church, San Antonio, Texas, are the Rev. Arturo

Mariscal and Delia Escareno whose husband, Antonio

'Tony" Escareno, serves as a Spanish-language transla-

tor/interpreter for General Conference. Another La
Trinidad member is the Rev. Roberto L. Gomez, a Gen-

eral Conference secretary.

First cousins and third-time delegates to General

Conference are the Rev. Merlin J. Ackerson, Iowa Con-

ference, and John S. McCabe, Northern Illinois Confer-

ence.

When Joe David Martinez of El Buen Pastor United

Methodist Church, Edinburg, Texas, was accepted as a

page for General Conference, he realized the date con-

flicted with his exams at Pan American University. Af-

ter some negotiation, however, he was granted special

permission to take his exams early. Martinez is the

first person from the Rio Grande Conference to serve as

a page. His father, Samuel G. Martinez, is a reserve

delegate from the Rio Grande Conference.

The Rev. Thomas A. and Anne Collins, Raleigh,

N.C., are here at General Conference for the 12th and

sixth times respectively. Thomas Collins attended the

1944 session in Atlanta and served as a delegate or re-

serve delegate in 1960, 1964, 1966, 1968, 1972, and

1988. Anne Collins first attended General Conference

in 1964 and was seated as a delegate in 1984. This

year, as in 1988, she served as a reserve delegate.

The 20-foot screen at the front of the convention cen-

ter is 194 feet from the high-tech projector at the back

of the auditorium and 30 feet above the floor. Free-

lance engineer Rob Bloomquist, who operates the pro-

jector, has worked with the Academy Awards
ceremony, the Democratic National Convention, and

the Southern Baptist Convention. He says he likes to

work with United Methodists because they seem to en-

joy themselves so much.

Health alert: One case of chicken pwx has been diag-

nosed at the first aid station. The victim is an interna-

tional delegate. "It's unlikely there will be an

epidemic," said Dr. Donald Mosley. Symptoms are fe-

ver, itching, and a rash (red blisters with a raised whit-

ish center) on the chest and abdomen.

TV Features U.M. Outreach

in Russia, Various Arts

Tune in your hotel room televisions at 7-8 a.m. and
9-10 p.m. today for selected programs which are part of

our United Methodist TV ministry.

"Reaching Out" features a synopsis of the mission

initiative in Russia and the republics of the former So-

viet Union. Patriarch Alixi II of the Russian Orthodox

Church brings greetings to The United Methodist

Church. The program also features Chris Hena, a

United Methodist missionary serving in Moscow; a new
congregation in Ektrenaberg; and our food and medical

relief efforts. It also introduces a new church exchange

program called "To Russia With God's Love."

"Catch the Spirit" features segments focusing on

various arts—sculptvu-e, music, and storytelling. The
crew visits with Tim Holmes, who creates sculptures in

his basement in Helena, Mont.; Patrick Matsikenyiri,

who presents a brief history of the evolution of church

music in Afirica; and Jim May, who travels to the Asso-

ciation for the Preservation and Perpetuation of Story-

telling. Co-host Hilly Hicks stops by the Cokesbiiry

Resource Center in Nashville, Tenn., to discover just

what is available.

Watch these programs on Channel 8, Brown Hotel;

Channel 6, Gait House/Gait House East and Holiday

Inn Downtown; Channel 4, Hyatt; Channel 14, Seel-

bach; and check your Visitel channel listing for other ho-

tels.

(continued from previouspage)

cil, and helped plan conferences in Honolvdu, Nairobi,

and Singapore.

Among the most amusing incidents at past General

Conferences, Woodring said, hapj>ened in Baltimore in

1984 when mice slipped out of the hay Geft over from a

circus recently departed from the convention center)

and dashed to and fro across the podium, surprising the

presiding officer. Another time the huge dome of the

convention center (Pittsburgh, 1964) was automatically

rolled open, creating a strong suction which violently

whipped the stage curtains, rocked the stage setting,

and sent materials at each delegate's place into a paper

whirlwind. The dome has not been opened since then,

Woodring said.

—Thomas Potter
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A General Conference Day in the Life of . .

.

Just how does a bishop or a delegate spend his or her

days during the 10-day General Conference?

A Bishop
Bishop W.T. Handy Jr., Missouri Area, said his days

are rather relaxed—sometimes even boring—as he sits

in sessions day in and day out.

At 7 a.m., the bishop shares breakfast with friends.

Afterward, he takes his seat on the convention center

platform with other members of the Council of Bishops.

"As a bishop, I can't say anything—^just observe,"

Bishop Handy said. "I have a strong interest in legisla-

ture because the decisions made there will affect the

next four years of administration."

He was a General Conference delegate from 1964 to

1980, when he was elected bishop.

"I have enjoyed the honor and privilege to preside

[over General Conference sessions]," he noted. "But the

opportunity brings great responsibility and anxiety."

When Bishop Handy is not attending sessions, he

tends to his usual responsibilities. "I am constantly in

contact with my office back home," he said. "I try to

help with the personal affairs of my clergy family

whenever I can."

After adjournment each night. Bishop Handy visits

with friends before going home.

"Because I'm in sessions all day, I am unable to fel-

lowship with friends as long as I'd like," said the

bishop, who will retire this year. "But I would rather be

a bishop than a delegate again."

A Clergy Delegate

West Chester, Pa., district superintendent Gilbert H.

Caldwell starts his days at 7 a.m. with a meeting of the

Calendar Committee. As chair of the Independent Com-
missions Committee, Caldwell may have a larger daily

agenda than most. His nights usually end around mid-

night.

The DCA caught up with Caldwell while he was sit-

ting at his desk between sessions, writing notes to his

district colleagues.

"I'm inviting them to observe the special time of

prayer, fasting, and sacrificial giving during the Pente-

cost weekend," said Caldwell.

"I've always been amazed at how such a diverse

group of Christians can be moved in new directions by

the influence of God," Caldwell stated in a letter to

clergy in his district.

Asked what elements of the conference he finds most
meaningful, the superintendent said, "I find worship to

be energizing and the spirituals, such as the ones sung

by [the choir fi^jm] Estonia, heartwarming."

After the conference is acljourned each night, and
many delegates are meeting with their delegations or

with caucuses, Caldwell gathers with ConneXion, a

group of people which meets to reflect on the progress of

the General Conference.

"Connexion is a wonderful way to come together to

reflect our joys and sorrows, as well as our hopes and

finistrations," he said. "I appreciated the planning and

orientation of the inter-ethnic caucus and the opportu-

nity for reflection and debriefing as I met with Connex-

ion."

A Lay Delegate

First-time lay delegate Chris Harman of the Louis-

ville Conference said she used her personal vacation

time to serve as a delegate.

"My friends think I'm crazy to spend my vacation

here," said the bank trainer from Henderson, Ky. "But

I don't regret it; I'm having fun."

Harman said her day begins around 8:15 with a

breakfast meeting with the Southeastern Jurisdiction.

At breakfast, she explained, "we discuss issues, and

episcopal candidates answer our questions."

According to Harman, her day ends only after she

has spoken with her jurisdiction after the 10 p.m. ad-

jourment of plenary sessions.

"I feel it's my obligation to stay all day and all

night," she said. "But I'm never tired. I find great spirit

and energy each day, after seeing the level of dedica-

tion and commitment of our church."

Harman said she is excited to be a first-time General

Conference delegate, even when she doesn't agree

"with all the decisions made."

—Heather Peck

International langfuage editor* aerving the News Koom for United

Methodist Communications are the Rev. Jungrea Chung, editor

of the United Methodist Korean-language journal and pastor in

the Northern Ne^ Jersey Conference, and the Rev. Julio Gomez,
pastor in the Southern New Jersey Conference.

InfoServ, the toll-free information service of UMCom, makes
available to Spanish- and Korean-speaking United Methodists

daily three-minute summaries of the General Conference actions,

written and recorded by Chung in Korean and Gomez in Spanish.

Callers speaking Korean or Spanish have been calling InfoServ's

number, (800) 261-8140, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Central Time,

Monday - Friday, asking to hear the tape.
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Pakistani's Journey Crosses
Generation, Careers, Continents
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Christine W. Xavier (Rocky Mountain) listens to discussion

during a plenary session. Her life has spanned two careers and
three continents.

She comes to this General Conference from Rawal-

pindi, Pakistan, in a journey of faith spanning one

whole generation, two careers, and three continents.

Now a clergy member of the Rocky Mountain Con-

ference, the Rev. Christine Williams Xavier reportedly

is the first Pakistani clergywoman to sit as a General

Conference delegate.

For the past four years, Xavier has served as pastor

of Brush Church, a White congregation of about 300

members located in a small town northeast of Denver.

Fifty-five miles away, her husband, Dr. Francis Xavier,

also a United Methodist minister, serves churches in

Keensburg and Hudson. Additionally, the Xaviers give

pastoral leadership to a South Asian fellowship group

in Denver comprised of about 80 persons.

"Ever since I was a little girl," recalled Xavier, "I

have had this desire deep down in my heart to com-

pletely devote myself to God, but I never thought I, as a

woman, would be ordained. However, my father always

said, 'Wherever you may go, whatever you may do, God
can always use you for his glory. You have a mission to

fulfill."'

Descended from generations of Christians native to

the India subcontinent, Xavier's sense of mission is

rooted in a family as well as a faith tradition. In the

late 19th century, one of her great-grandfathers, after

service as a physician in the British Army, established

a mission medical clinic in the northern part of what
would later become Pakistan. Her grandfather and fa-

ther also served as physicians. Members of her family

were active Christians in the Church of Pakistan tradi-

tion, which united British Methodist, Presbyterian, and
Anglican denominations.

Convinced that a clergy career in Pakistan was
closed to her, Christine Xavier became qualified as a

secondary school teacher and administrator. In the late

1960s, she and her husband, Francis, came to the

United States to earn advanced degrees at Ohio Univer-

sity in Athens, Ohio. Within a few years, they returned

to Pakistan and their careers in private Christian insti-

tutions in Rawalpindi, not far from the city of Is-

lamabad.

Then, in 1972, a crisis developed.

"The Islamic government started taking over private

Christian institutions," Xavier recalled sadly. "They

permitted no Christian teaching, no Christian symbols,

and no Christian staff members. My husband was im-

prisoned on the ridiculous charge that he 'attempted

suicide' because he led a small group of students and

faculty members in a one-day fast protesting the gov-

ernment action. We didn't know where he was for 48

hours.. .and in those days when people disappeared, you

just never saw them again!"

While her husband was detained, Xavier and her

two teen-age daughters joined other women in a march

to the Pakistani president's house, peacefully protest-

ing nationalization of Christian schools. Near the state

house, soldiers opened fire on the crowd, killing several

persons and wounding others, Xavier whispered, her

thoughts wandering painfully through old memories.

Within a week her husband was released, and the two

of them turned to ministering to families of the killed

and to the wounded.

As the situation in Pakistan deteriorated, the

Xaviers found new opportunities in Nigeria where at-

tractive teaching positions were opening up and "the

children could grow up without fear." The Xaviers

moved to Kano where for four years Christine taught in

one college, and Francis served as head of the English

department at another college.

"Although we were both professional educators, we
felt called to ministry as clergy," Xavier continued. In

1979 at the recommendation of a cousin who is a retired

college professor, Christine, Francis, and their growing

family left Nigeria for Denver, Colo., and Iliff School of

Theology.

In the Rocky Mountain Conference, Christine

Xavier serves on the board of ministry and two special

episcopal task forces. Here at the General Conference,

she serves on the Legislative Committee on Inde-

pendent Commissions.

Of her three daughters, Zarin is completing a doctor-

ate at Iliff, Norin is taking a recess from graduate work

at the University of Denver, and Seemie is at the Uni-

versity of Colorado, Boulder. Her son, Pasha, a 6-foot-2-

inch high school freshman, is on the basketball squad.

"God is still opening doors for us," Christine Xavier

said, pausing briefly in the midst of an "exciting" new
chapter of a life in ministry.

—Tom Potter
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Seminarians Gain Fresh Insights

Students from several United Methodist seminaries

are attending General Conference with the hope of

gaining a new perspective of the church at work. "We
don't have an official class here," said David Schoeni,

24, a student at Candler School of Theology, Emory
University, Atlanta. "I'm doing an independent study

and have been here all week. I have been following my
home pastor from the Kansas East Conference."

Schoeni said he changed some of his preconceptions

of the church. He said he thought the church would
treat General Conference as a battle rather than a

place to discuss different ideas. "I was pretty much con-

vinced that I would be disillusioned by what went on at

General Conference," Schoeni said, "but in some crazy

way, I found hope. I saw people, myself included, who
really cared about the chiurch."

There are students from Asbury Theological School,

Wilmore, Ky.; Methodist Theological School in [Dela-

ware] Ohio (METHESCO); Candler School of Theology;

United Theological Seminary, Dayton, Ohio; and Gar-

rett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Evanston, 111.

The Rev. Edward "Ed" Trimmer, associate professor

at METHESCO, came to General Conference with 24

students. Each student focuses on a particular caucus

and then watches its work in legislative committees.

"We had to do a lot of research in the DCA: Advance
Edition I and //, " said Kevin Coleman, 34, a

METHESCO student from the East Ohio Conference.

Coleman chose to study the complex proposals from the

Ministry Study Committee.

Kenneth Hill, 43, a METHESCO student from the

Mississippi Conference, followed the action in the Local

Church Legislative Committee. He said that as a class,

they each had to do hours of studies on a particular is-

sue.

Virginia Dupre-Ivester, 25, a Candler student, said

she was "disappointed that the door was shut on cer-

tain issues.

"Before I arrived at the General Conference, I feared

being powerless," she said. "I felt that way Monday
when I was emotionally involved in the homosexual is-

sue. And I was disappointed because we didn't hear

frt>m all the church's members. To me, this was disem-

powering."

Dupre-Ivester also expressed hope in the future after

"seeing the commitment from all different sides of the

church."

One thing all the students agreed upwn was the

friendliness of delegates, committees, and other semi-

narians.

"The openness of the conference has been pleasant,"

Schoeni said. "It was a good feeling because I could

walk into any room and be welcomed as well as re-

spected."

"I'd like to thank the General Conference delegates

for talking to and receiving my students; not only in

the legislative subcommittees, but in the whole proc-

ess," Trimmer said. "I think this really gives us hope in

the church."

Trimmer said he was already looking forward to

leading another seminary course in Denver during the

1996 General Conference.

Perhaps the students have learned some political

skills at General Conference. "If you speak to the right

delegate," Coleman concluded, "they'll get you one of

those blue and white umbrellas."

—Heather Peck

A More Relaxed Conference
for Betty VanDyke

Betty VanDyke is more relaxed than ever before at

this session of General Conference.

After serving on the secretarial staff of General Con-

ference since 1950 (beginning with EUB conferences),

the retired administrator for United Methodist Commu-
nications (UMCom) is spending her time in Louisville

observing some major changes. Forty-two years ago, she

served on a staff that typed all copy on stencils and
then ran mimeograph machines.

VanDyke explained, "My first General Conference

was in 1950. I had only worked for the Evangelical

United Brethren (EUB) for three weeks before 1 was put

to work. I honestly knew nothing about the conference

before I arrived there in Dayton."

VanDyke's first job was to type stencils, mimeo-

graph copies, and "make sure the ink did not leak onto

the carpet.

"I had no idea how long and hard my days would be

working for the press," she said. "After running around
on my feet all day, I was exhausted when I left each

night."

In 1968, at the Uniting Conference in Dallas, Van-
Dyke became an understudy to the office manager. She
assumed that post in 1972. "I was in charge of all the

conference reports for the Daily Christian Advocate, as

well as how many people worked, and for how long."

Since retiring from UMCom in 1989, VanDyke said

she does not miss the deadlines at all.

"I wish I could have worked on the computers the

press is using now," she said. "I find them simply fasci-

nating. Still, I don't miss the pressure for deadlines.

"I remember at the Baltimore conference in 1984,

we had to move all of our equipment in one building to

another building a few blocks away," she explained.

"And they still expected us to meet deadlines the next

day. I think I grew more gray hairs that week than any
other."

—Heather Peck
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(continued from front page)

Also related to health matters was a resolution

adopted on the consent calendar. The resolution—Uni-

versal Access to Health Care in the U.S. and Related

Territories—calls for a comprehensive national health

care plan, saying the current health care system is in

need of serious change.

"Nearly 37 million Americans are denied appropri-

ate health care simply because of their economic status

and/or disability," the resolution asserts. "Within this

group are some of the most vulnerable members of soci-

ety, particularly 11 mniilion-13 million children."

Another resolution adopted via the consent calendar

"unequivocjdly condemns the rejection and neglect of

persons with HIV infection and illness and all crimes of

hate aimed at persons with HIV infection or who are

presumed to be carriers of the virus."

In another major action Thursday, the General Con-

ference received a report from a comprehensive study of

baptism conducted during the past four years and re-

ferred it to local churches and other groups for study.

Specific recommendations for adoption as a statement

of Uniteci Methodist belief will be made to the 1996

General Conference.

The report has sparked controversy because of some

of its theological concepts centering around infant bap-

tism, later profession and reaffirmation "of the faith

into which we were baptized," and the strong statement

that baptism is not repeatable.

"Contemporary United Methodism needs to recover

and reformulate its understanding of baptism," the

study panel said in introducing its report.

The Commission on the General Conference organ-

ized Thursday for 1993-96. John J. Thomas, Brazil,

Ind., the longest continually serving lay delegate, was
elected to chair the panel that will plan the 1996 ses-

sions at the Colorado Convention Center in Denver.

Other officers are the Rev. Don R. Locher, Sierra

Madre, Calif., vice chairperson of facilities; the Rev.

William K. Quick, Detroit, vice chairperson of program;

and Hollie Stewart, Lacey's Springs, Ala.

Thursday morning the 998 delegates made rural

chaplaincy a specialized ministry. The program is ex-

pected to strengthen United Methodist presence in wide
areas of the church.

Enabling action for the "shalom zone" concept pro-

posed early in the sessions in the Commonwealth Con-

vention Center received overwhelming acceptance. A
Shalom zone is described as a "strategically located city

block or its equivalent rebuilt with necessary buildings,

businesses, and social services needed for life, liberty,

and the pursuit of meaning."

The first such zone will be developed in Los Angeles,

but it is hoped work there will become a prototype for

ministry in other places. Development and implemen-
tation of such ministries was referred to the General

Board of Global Ministries.

After listening to stories of political tensions in

Zaire, delegates Thursday authorized the Africa Cen-

tral Conference to create a new conference in Zaire.

The action is expected to be taken during the Central

Conferences' 1992 meeting in Zimbabwe.

Bishop Emerito P. Nacpil, introducing the proposal,

said problems resulting from tensions in Zaire include

difficulties in obtaining visas and passports, expensive

travel, and language barriers.

—Robert Lear

Announcements
Friday, May 15

The Treasurer's office will close today at 2 p.m.

***

The United Methodist Publishing House
Resource Center and the DCA Sales Booth will

close today at 2:30 p.m.

Thanks to everyone who contributed to the

Albany Area Challenge. Over $1,800 will be
contributed to Louisville United Against Hunger
and over $1,800 will be added to the ofiFering for

Los Angeles Relief (Advance #901735-2). It is not

yet a part of that total.

The Reconciling Congregation Program will hold

its final luncheon forum today at 12:45 p.m. at the

Days Inn, suite 615. The video, "Reconcihng,"

was created by St. Francis in the Foothills UMC
(Tucson) in order to tell their story of becoming a

Reconciling Congregation and what that has

meant to their church family. A sandwich lunch

will be available for $5. The Hospitality Suite 615

will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for those

interested in learning more about the Reconciling

Congregation Program and Affirmation.
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Additional Resolution

Development of a "Shalom Zone." Guideline Recommendations:

PetMon No. CSM-134e4.S000-B) JoMph C. Bprague, WOH.

Enabling Motion:

TTiat in solidarity and consultation with indigenous

persons and local churches in a selected neighborhood,

The United Methodist Church commit itself to the crea-

tion in Los Angeles of a "shalom zone." h. shalom zone

would be one strategically-located city block or its

equivalent rebuilt with the necessary buildings, busi-

nesses, and social services needed for life, liberty, and

the pursuit of meaning. To create this shalom zone. The
United Methodist Church, working through the na-

tional division, would issue a call posthaste for staff

and volunteers, money such as that just mentioned, and
the material, love and labor to rebuild both physical

structures and human lives broken by the cycle of pov-

erty and deprivation. The response to this call in money
and people would be coordinated through the Los Ange-

les Planning and Strategy Committee. Let the call go

forth for workers with children and youth, community

organizers, M.D.'s, nxirses, dentists, counselors, law-

yers, business people, architects, contractors, plumbers,

electricians, and all who are willing to help. To this

army of shalom would be added an intentional remnant
of persons small in number, but large in the love of Je-

sus, who would commit themselves to live as neighbors

and urban missioners in the shalom zone for an ex-

tended period of time so as to claim the shalom zone for

Christ. Once this model is in the process of being devel-

oped. The United Methodist Church would invite the

ecumenical and interfaith commimities of this nation to

duplicate our effort by creating similar zones of hope.

This proposal, to be referred to the Legislative Section

on Global Ministries for the development of implement-

ing strategies, attendant budgets, and reported to

GCF&A and to the plenary as soon as possible.

1. That the underlying principle of the Shalom Zone

Ministries will be the self-determination of the people

in the affected communities;

2. That the Shalom Zone plan will be developed in

cooperation with the Los Angeles Planning and Strat-

egy Committee ofThe United Methodist Church;

3. That in the Shalom Zone there will be designated

Saving Stations, that Mission Evangelism will be an es-

sential component of the Saving Station, and that op-

portunities for understanding, reconciliation, and

healing will be explored;

4. That there be Listening Stations where inter-eth-

nic dialogue takes place;

5. That the Shalom Vision include not only immedi-

ate relief but also address systemic change and commu-
nity development.

Action Recommendation

1. That the General Conference refer the develop-

ment and implementation of Shalom Zone ministries to

the General Board of Global Ministries, to be coordi-

nated by the National Division;

2. Authorize a Shalom Zone Committee that would

advise the GBGM on the mobilization and leveraging

of resources available for creating Shalom Zones;

3. That the Council of Bishops appoint the commit-

tee of no less than 8 and no more than 12, to be con-

vened by the President of the National Division;

4. That the committee be convened no later that

June 15, 1992;

5. That in consultation with the Los Angeles Com-
mittee the Task Force be ready to make the urgent ap-

peal to the church for volunteers;

6. That there be a new Advance designation for Sha-

lom Zones;

7. That The United Methodist Chvurch invite the ecu-

menical and interfaith communities, both national and

international, to duplicate our efforts by creating simi-

lar zones of hope.

Peace with Justice Sunday

June 14, 1992

Contact UMCom for resources
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Judicial Council Decision

Decision No. 673

In Re: Legality of General Conference Instructions

to the General Council on Finance and Administration

to Prepare a Proposed Budget Within Specified Limits.

Digest

The General Conference cannot legally impose a

limit on the General Council on Finance and Admini-
stration quadrennial budget recommendations to the

General Conference. Any change must be done by es-

tablished legislative processes.

Statement of Facts
During the 1992 session of the General Conference,

a motion was adopted to petition the Judicial Council

for a declaratory decision "as to the legality of the Gen-
eral Conference setting a limit, either in dollar amount
or percentage increase, for the total cap that the GCFA
shall use in setting the GCFA recommendations for

amounts of all funds, in total, provided for in Para-

graph 906.1 of the Discipline."

At an oral hearing held on May 14, Jerry Brewster,

maker of the motion to request the decision, appeared

before the Council. Ewing Werlein, Jr. and William K.

Quick also appeared, representing the Legislative Com-
mittee on Financial Administration and speaking in

support of the petitioner.

Craig Hoskins represented the General Council on

Finance and Administration.

Bishop Joseph Yeakel, who was presiding over the

General Conference business session when the reports

of the General Council on Finance and Administration

and the Legislative Committee on Financial Admini-

stration were considered, also appeared before the

Council for the purpose of providing information.

Jurisdiction

The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Para-

graph 2615 of the 1988 Discipline.

Analysis

Under 1988 Discipline Paragraph 906.1 the General
CoimcU on Finance and Administration must submit to

the General Conference budgets for the General Funds
of the denomination. Paragraph 906.1(a) states, 'The
Council shall make recommendations to the General
Conference as to the amount and distribution of all

funds." The power of the General Council on Finance
and Administration to recommend amounts and distri-

bution of all funds is plenary; the method by which the

General Council on Finance and Administration shall

proceed in developing budget recommendations is con-

tained in Paragraph 906.1(b) (1-7). Conference Rule
XIV requires the General Council on Finance and Ad-
ministration reconunendations be submitted to the edi-

tor of the Daily Christian Advocate 120 days prior to

the opening of General Conference. Rule VIIKcXS) re-

quires the "budget and recommendations prepared by

GCFA [to] be submitted to... [the] Financial Admini-
stration Committee for study and review."

We hold the 1988 Discipline requires and the rules

contemplate the General Council on Finance and Ad-
ministration to have plenary authority, within the

structures of Paragraph 906.1(bXl-7) to set the amount
and distribution of all funds listed in Paragraph 906.1

in its budget recommendation. Under existing legisla-

tion, the General Conference may not set a dollar or

percentage cap on the quadrennial budget prepared by
the General Council on Finance and Administration

nor could it require zero based budgeting in the prepa-

ration of that document. Therefore, the General Con-
ference may not set a ceiling unless it changes the

Discipline through established legislative processes.

We express no opinion as to the constitutionality of any
such change.

The General Council on Finance and Administration

submits a budget to the General Conference and this

budget must be part of the report the Legislative Com-
mittee on Financial Administration makes to the Gen-
eral Conference (See Rules VIIKcXS)). We know of

nothing in the Discipline which would prevent the leg-

islative committee from preparing its budget report for

submission to the General Conference based on an
agreed upon overall budget cap and then allocating the

budgets of the specific funds in accordance with that

cap. Nor is there any reason why the legislative com-
mittee could not call upon staff of the General Council

on Finance and Administration to assist it in this en-

deavor. All of this, however, must be done after the

submission of the budget recommendation by the Gen-

eral Council on Finance and Administration to the

Daily Christian Advocate and to the legislative commit-
tee.

Decision

The General Conference cannot legally impose a
limit on the General Council on Finance and Admini-
stration quadrennial budget recommendations to the

General Conference. Any change must be done by es-

tablished legislative processes.

May 14. 1992

Tom Matheny, President

Wayne Coffin, Secretary
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General Council on Finance and Administration
Report No. 16

Financial References
from the 1992 General Conference

As provided in the Plan of Organization of the

General Conference, Section DC, ten legislative

committee reports have been adopted by the

General Conference and referred to the General

Council on Finance and Administration, for

recommendations as to how the programs contained

in them will be funded. The May 14 Daily Christian

Advocate contained GCFA recommendations for the

allocation of a $4,000,000 Une item in the World

Service Fund budget among certain of these items, as

follows:

• the Substance Abuse Special Program, $1,000,000:

• National Plan for Hispanic Ministry, $2,000,000;

* Native American Comprehensive Plan, $700,000;

* Site Selection Task Force for the General Board

of Global Ministries, up to $300,000.

The World Service Fund budget adopted by the

General Conference on Wednesday, May 14 provides

a hne item (1992 General Conference New
Programs) in the amount of $2,512,000 for these

items, a reduction of $1,500,000 from the GCFA
proposal. Following that action, GCFA has consulted

with representatives of the General Council on

Ministries, the Substance Abuse program, the

National Plan for Hispanic Ministries, and the

Native American Comprehensive Plan. Persons
representing both the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries and the Native American
Comprehensive Plan affirmed that they
needed the amounts originally recommended
by GCFA if their programs were to be at all

viable. They stated that, if funding were
reduced from those levels, they would prefer

that the General Conference not fund the

programs at all, because a lower level of

funding would make it impossible for the

programs to succeed. Groups representing the

special programs adopted by the General Conference

have expressed a desire to bring an amendment
regarding the funding level before the General

Conference.

In light of these representations, GCFA now brings

its recommendations.

1. Allocation of $2,512,000 for 1992 General
Conference New Programs. A. National Plan
for Hispanic Ministry. The report as adopted by
the General Conference requests $3.1 million in

apportioned funds for the implementation of the

plan.

GCFA recommends that $1.9 million for program be

included in the World Service Fund budget for the

quadrennium, on-ratio, allocated to the general

program boards approximately as follows, with final

allocation to be determined by the Committee on

Hispanic Ministries through the GCOM in

consultation with the program boards.

General Board of Church and Society
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2. Special Program: Campus Ministry. The
report as amended and adopted by the General

Conference requests $500,000 from apportioned

funds and $458,600 from the General Board of

Higher Education and Ministry World Service Fund
allocation.

GCFA recommends that funds be allocated to this

special program from the budget of the General

Board of Higher Education and Ministry, as the

board may determine.

3. 1993-1996 Quadrennial Theme. The report as

amended and adopted by the General Conference

requests $300,000 for implementation of the

Quadrennial Theme, "Celebrate and Witness:

Celebrate God's Grace-Witness for Jesus Christ."

GCFA recommends that funds needed for this

purpose be allocated by the General Council on

Ministries and United Methodist Communications,

from their budgets, in such amounts as they may
determine.

4. Developing Congregations for Deaf
Ministries. The report as adopted by the General

Conference requests $104,500 for the work of a

National Coordinating Committee on Deaf

Ministries, accountable to the General Board of

Global Ministries.

GCFA recommends that the work of the National

Coordinating Committee on Deaf Ministries be

funded by the General Board of Global Ministries

from its budget, as the board may determine.

5. Committee on Older Adult Ministries. The
report as adopted by the General Conference

requests $100,000 for the work of the committee.

GCFA recommends that the work of the Committee

be funded by the General Board of Discipleship from

its budget, as the board may determine.

6. Shared Financial Support for the National
United Methodist Native American Center. The
report as adopted by the General Conference

requests funding for the Center in the amount of

$800,000 for the quadrennium, with specific levels of

support assigned to each general program board.

GCFA recommends that the General Council on

Ministries, prior to the end of the 1989-92

quadrennium, convene representatives of the

General Board of Higher Education and Ministry,

the General Board of Global Ministries, and the

Center to recommend to GCFA the amount and

source of additional funding for the Center from

their budgets or other sources. The Center is also

encouraged to seek approval for funding through

general Advance special gifts.

7. Report of the Task Force on the Feasibility

of Relocating the General Board of Global
Ministries. The request as amended and adopted

provides for a task force of 13 persons, including at

least one youth: three from the General Board of

Global Ministries, two from the General Council on

Ministries, and two from the General Council on

Finance and Administration, selected respectively by
those agencies; three from the Central Conferences,

selected by the Central Conference bishops; and
three from the 1989-1992 task force, selected by the

Council of Bishops. As amended and adopted by the

General Conference, "the Site Selection Task Force is

to recommend to the 1996 General Conference a site,

plans for such a location, and all funding sources and
aspects" (DCA, page 486). The report provided for

travel costs to be paid from general agency budgets

and requested an amount up to $100,000 for other

costs of a Site Selection Task Force.

GCFA recommends that the expenses of the task

force described in the report, up to $300,000 for the

quadrennium, be paid from the contingency reserve

of the General Administration Fund, on a budget
approved by GCFA. Travel costs for members of the

task force selected by GBGM, GCOM, and GCFA
shall be paid from their budgets. On request of the

task force, GCFA and/or GCOM shall provide staff

services.

8. Number of Bishops in Jurisdictional and
Central Conferences. Provision for additional

episcopal areas was not made as the Episcopal Fund
budget for the quadrennium was planned. Should

General Conference actions result in an increase in

the number of episcopal areas, GCFA is already

authorized by the General Conference, if it finds it

necessary, to adjust the Episcopal Fund
apportionment after the first year of the

quadrennium to provide for the expenses of new
areas.

9. Special Program: Substance Abuse. The
report as amended and adopted by the General

Conference requests the allocation of $2,000,000

from apportioned funds, with additional funds to be

sought by way of general Advance specials.

GCFA recommends that funds be allocated to the

program from the budgets of the General Board of

Global Ministries and other program boards which
have programs related to substance abuse, as they

may determine. GCFA also recommends that the

General Board of Global Ministries seek approval for

additional funding through general Advance special

gifts.
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General Council on Finance and Administration
Report No. 17

Additional Recommendations and Reports

1. other General Conference Actions With
Financial Implications. A significant number of

resolutions or other actions embodied in legislative

committee reports adopted by the 1992 General

Conference call for one or more of the following:

1. Educational or promotional resources to be

provided by general agencies.

2. Task forces or consultations (interagency or

otherwise) to be organized.

3. Research or study to be done.

4. Copies of General Conference actions to be

distributed.

5. Other actions to be taken which imply the

commitment of funds by one or more general

agencies.

In some cases specific agencies are given

responsibility, while in others the instruction or

request is more general.

Unless the report names a specific source for funding

and has been referred to the General Council on

Finance and Administration for a funding

recommendation, as required by the Plan of

Organization, it is the assumption of the GCFA and,

by adoption of this report, the sense of this General

Conference that any costs associated with carrying

out the provisions of the report will be borne by the

agencies from their regularly budgeted funds.

Established procedures exist for agencies to request

supplementfd funding from contingency funds

administered by the General Council on Ministries

or the General Council on Finance and

Administration.

2. Printing of Morning Devotional Addresses
in the Daily Christian Advocate. Two items

were referred to the General Council on Finance and

Administration requesting that the morning

devotional addresses be made available to the

Conference. One of those requested the printing of

those addresses in the DCA. The estimated cost of

the printing in the DCA would be approximately

$6,400.

It was subsequently requested that copies of the

sermons be made available for sale. Arrangements
have been completed by the DCA staff for sermons

delivered prior to Friday to be available for purchase

at the DCA booth for 50 each. Copies of Friday

morning's sermon will be available by 3 p.m. Friday.

Audio and video tapes of morning devotional,

Episcopal, and Lay addresses are also available for

purchase; an order form will be found on page 111 of

the Daily Christian Advocate.

3. Native American Awareness Sunday and the
Annual Conference Committee on Native
American Ministries. When GCFA presented its

reports on Wednesday, May 13, an omnibus motion

was made grouping several of the reports, including

"Report No. 9: Special Sundays With Offerings"

(Advance DCA page 320). That report, in item 6,"

Native American Awareness Sunday," provided that

the annual conference share of the offering is "to be

administered by the conference Board of Global

Ministries." After debate on the omnibus motion

was closed and it was not possible to make
amendments, the attention of the conference was
drawn to Calendar No. 358, DCA page 268, which

the Conference had adopted as amended on a

Consent Calendar. That action provides for a

mandatory annual conference Committee on Native

American Ministry (Advance DCA page 1130, 746,

petition CO-12128-0746-D), and specifies, "It shall be

the responsibility of this committee to determine the

distribution of the Native American Awareness

Sunday offering..." GCFA representatives were

unaware of Calendar No. 358. In response to a

question, the conference was told that, in cases of

conflicting actions by the General Conference,

matters approved in plenary session take precedence

over those adopted on consent calendars. The GCFA
report was then adopted.

Members of the legislative committee have expressed

concern as to whether that action invalidates the

entirety of Calendar No. 358. Hoping to help clarify

the situation, the Council is reporting its

understanding that, unless the General Conference

reconsiders its actions. Calendar No. 358 is adopted

and will be in The Book of Discipline, except for the

provision that the Committee on Native American

Ministry will allocate the annual conference share of

the Native American Awareness Sunday offering.
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Amendment to General Council
9 on Finance and Administration

Report No. 5
The Episcopal Fund

The following change is recommended for Report Fund, the second paragraph. The sentence now
No. 5, The Episcopal Fund, to implement action reads:

taken by the General Conference Wednesday, May _, _^ ^ , , , ,.„_ , „ ,

,„ m, ~. . ,., J 4. 11 u * J *u The apportionment for calendar 1993 shall be at a
13. The effect of the amendment will be to reduce the . , JI ,-0, , . , • , , , ,

rate of 2.5% of such salaries as reported for calendar

1990.
1993 Episcopal Fund apportionment from the

amount recommended by GCFA to the level

approved by the Conference. GCFA recommends amending the sentence to read:

Advance DCA, page 315: Amend one sentence in The apportionment for calendar 1993 shall be at a

Section VII. Apportionment for the Episcopal rate of 2.4725% of such salaries as reported for

calendar 1990.
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» Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 7

Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

780, 782.

1729, 1730,

1746, 1747,

1765, 1766,

1780, 1781.

17%, 1798.

1814.1816,

1836, 1836,

1862. 1853,

1870. 1871.

1886. 1887,

1903, 1904.

1920. 1921,

783, 787, 1225, 1554, 1603, 1721.

1731, 1732, 1733. 1736. 1737. 1738

1748. 1749, 1750, 1761. 1766, 1757

1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772,

1782, 1783, 1784. 1785, 1786, 1787,

1799, 1801, 1802. 1803. 1804. 1805
1816. 1817, 1818, 1819. 1820. 1821,

1839. 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843. 1844,

1854. 1855, 1856, 1867. 1858. 1859,

1872. 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877,

1888, 1889. 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893,

1905, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911,

1922, 1923. 1924, 1925, 1926

1722, 1723, 1724.

, 1739, 1740. 1741,

1758. 1769, 1760,

. 1773. 1774, 1775.

1788. 1789. 1790.

1806, 1807, 1808,

1822, 1823, 1826,

1845, 1846. 1847.

1860. 1861. 1863,

1878. 1879. 1880,

1894, 1895. 1896.

1912. 1913, 1914.

1725,

1742,

1761.

1776,

1791,

1809,

1831,

1848,

1866,

1881.

1898.

1915.

1726.

1743.

1762.

1777,

1792,

1810,

1832.

1849.

1867,

1882.

1899,

1916,

1727,

1744,

1763,

1778,

1794,

1811,

1833,

1850,

1868,

1884,

1901,

1917,

1728,

1745,

1764,

1779.

1796.

1812,

1834,

1851,

1869,

1885,

1902,

1918,

Removal from Consent Calendar

Delegates have requested these calendar items to be removed from Consent
Calendar No. 6: 1513, 1521, 1528, 1542, 1563, 1588, 1594, 1608, 1615, 1641, 1654.

Calendar items printed with an * sifter the calendar number will automatically

be placed on the Consent Calendar. If any five delegates wish to remove an item

from the Consent Calendar for plenary consideration, the delegates shall

complete the approved form in Room 102 by 3 p.m. on the day the calendar item
first appears in the DCA. Calendar items which contain a minority report will

be indicated by the initials "MR" in parentheses.

Corrections
to Calendar

p. 335 Vol. 4 No. 7

Removal from Consent Calander

should read 633 not 663.

P. 456 Vol. 4 No. 8

1343 CSIOO (MR)
Subject: Low Intensity Conflict.

Petition: CS-11196-3000-R.

Page in Advance DCA: 1076

Membership: 99; Present: 84;

For: 45; Against: 33; Not Voting: 6;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

delete the entire petition

replace it with the following

A Resolution on Low Intensity Con-

flict

Whereas, our sisters and brothers in

Christ from around the world tell us of

a new kind of war threatened or raging

in their own countries; and

Whereas: often these attacks are on
those who stand with the poor; and

Whereas: governments, particularly

of superpowers, have developed an in-

tentional strategy for wars against the

poor at home and abroad called "Low
Intensity Conflict," and

Whereas: Jesus Christ, the Prince of

Peace, calls us to resist war in all forms
and to work and pray for peace.

Be it therefore resolved:

1. that the General Conference con-

demn this strategy called "Low Inten-

sity Conflict" and instruct its secretary

to send a letter to the Secretary General

of the United Nations with a copy to the

United States President, and,

2. Call on the General Board of

Church and Society to use its existing

means of communication to inform and
educate United Methodists concerning

this military strategy.

c.f. Jack Nelson - Pallmeyer, War
Against the Poor, (Maryknoll) cited by

Bishop White in the Episcopal Address

to the 1992 General Conference.

Minority Report

Consequences of Conflict

Whereas, contemporary warfare fre-

quently involves a level of conflict short

offormal and massive force engagement
of two or more armies;

Whereas, such lower intensity forms
of conflict are frequently undeclared or

even covert, and often take the form of

tragic civil war in which outside parties

may or may not participate;

Whereas, such types of conflict are

less {imenable to international rules of

warfare, particularly regarding the

status of non-combatants and prisoners

of war;

Therefore, be it resolved:

1. that the United Methodist Church
calls upon all who choose to take up

arms, or who order others to do so, to

evaluate their actions in accordance

with historic Church teaching limiting

resort to war, including questions of

proportionality, legal authority, dis-

crimination between combatants and
non-combatants, just cause, and prob-

ability of success.

2. that the United Methodist Church
urges the governments of the nations in

which the church exists to support

negotiations for peace and support the

United Nations and other multination-

al, regiontd peacekeeping forces.

3. that the General Conference in-

struct its secretary to send a letter con-

taining the admonition and support

outlined above to the chief executive of

the above nations and to the Secretary

General of the United Nations.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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Special Consent Calendar No. A

By Motion from the Floor

This Consent Calendar contains all calendar items which have not yet been addressed

in plenary session and have received between 10 and 6 votes against (inclusive) in

Legislative Conmuttee.

19, 36, 38, 39, 40, 54, 66, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 111, 129, 137, 156, 157, 162, 163, 176, 194,

201, 211, 231, 242, 321, 322, 344, 408, 411, 426, 449, 487, 500, 501, 509, 510, 511, 514,

519, 529^ 530, 546, 618, 656, 657, 665, 762, 775, 790, 800, 812, 830, 870, 900, 914, 917,

925, 931, 1028, 1042, 1047, 1240, 1254, 1285, 1301, 1327, 1341, 1344, 1357, 1364, 1384,

1389, 1401, 1417, 1418, 1438, 1446, 1463, 1464, 1504, 1511, 1514, 1518, 1525, 1526, 1562,

1570, 1599, 1650, 1687, 1701, 1707, 1717.

The following Calendar Items have been lifted from Special Consent Calendar A by

submission of five signatures of voting delegates.

84, 111, 129, 156, 176, 321, 411, 449, 514, 530, 546, 618, 656, 657, 830, 900, 1028, 1341,

1364, 1418, 1518, 1526, 1562, 1570.

P. 525 Vol. 4 No. 9

Calender No. 1514 should read, "Com-

mittee recommends nonconcurrence."

P. 538 Vol. 4 No. 9

Calendar No. 1624 should read, "Com-

mittee recommends nonconcurrence.

End of Corrections

1721 CS127
Subject: In Support of the United
Nations.
Petition: CS-10595-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 202

Membership: 99; Present: 72;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/12

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1722 GJ324
Subject: Base of complaints.
Petition: GJ- 11590-0453-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1309

Membership: 80; Present: 42;

For: 41; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1723* GJ325
Subject: Evangelical United
Brethren Council of
Administration.
Petition: GJ-10835-0822-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658

Membership: 80; Present: 42;

For: 41; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1724* GJ326
Subject: General Church Special
Day Offering.

Petition: GJ-10913-0916-D

Page in Advance DCA: 658

Membership: 80; Present: 42;

For: 41; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncoiicurrence Date /

1725 GJ327
Subject: Two Church-\^ide
Sundays Provide Opportunities
for Annual Conference Offering.

Petition: GJ- 10909-0273-D

Page in Advance DCA: 650

Membership: 80; Present: 42;

For: 41; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1726* GJ328
Subject: Disbursement of funds
by Annual Conference.
Petition: GJ-1 1058-0818-D

Page in Advance DCA: 656

Membership: 80; Present: 42;

For: 41; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1727 GM029
Subject: Church and Community
Workers.
Petition: GM-11857-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1219

Membership: 110; Present: 99;

For: 97; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1728* GM031
Subject: An Affirmation of Basic
Rural Worth.
Petition: GM-11719-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1220

Membership: 110; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1729* GM052
Subject: Native American Young
Adults in Mission.

Petition: GM-12143-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1222

Membership: 110; Present: 94;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

P. 1222, Par. 1 remains as is.

Amend Par. 2:

Whereas, the Miecion Education and
Cultivation Program Department, Na-

a
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tional and World Divisions and the
Mission Personnel Resources Pro-
gram Department of the General
Board of Global Ministries of The
United Methodist Church sponsors the

Mission Intern Program, which placos

the World Division assigns young
achilts 4» overseas afigignmonts to

develop leadership skills, and the Na-
tional Division assigns young
adults within the boundaries of the
United States to develop leader-
ship skills, and

Par. 3 remains as is.

Amend Par. 4:

Therefore, be it resolved, that the

Mission Education and Cultivation Pro
gram Dopartmont Personnel Resour-
ces Program Department, World
and National Divisions be directed to

plaeeassign Native American young
adults-iftto "Native American Nations

and Tribes" within the territorial boun-

daries of the United States in addition

to overseas assignments.

Amend P&t. 4 by replacing the word
"to" with the word "in" as follows:

Therefore...Native American young
adults in "Native American Nations and
Tribes" within the boimdaries of the

United States and in overseas assign-

ments.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1730 GM073
Subject: Developing a National
Consensus for Clergy and Laity.

Petition: GM-11512-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1076

Membership: 110; Present: 70;

For: 64; Against: 2; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1731 GM074
Subject: Annual Accessibility

Audit.
Petition: GM-10969-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 494

Membership: 110; Present: 70;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( jNonconcurrence Date /

1732 GM07S
Subject: Call to the Bishops to
Undergird Cooperative Parish
Ministry.
Petition: GM-11751-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1328

Membership: 110; Present: 70;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1733 GM080
Subject: DEVELOPMENT OF
"SHALOM ZONE".
Petition: GM-12464-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 110; Present: 66;

For: 66; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 6/13

Committee recommends concurrence
as amended.

DEVELOPMENT OF "SHALOM
ZONE"

ENABLING MOTION

Motion adopted by the General Con-
ference, May 6, 1992, printed in DCA,
pages 143-144

That in solidarity and consult-

ation with indigenous persons and
local churches in a selected neigh-
borhood. The United Methodist
Church commit itself to the crea-

tion in Los Angeles of a "Shalom
Zone."

A shsdom zone would be one strategi-

cally-located city block or its equivalent

rebuilt with the necessary buildings,

businesses, and social services needed
for life, liberty, and the pursuit of mean-
ing. To create this shalom zone. The
United Methodist Church, working
through the National Division, would
issueacall posthastefor staff andvolun-
teers and the material, love, and labor to

rebuild both physical structures and
human lives broken by the cycle of

poverty and deprivation. The response

to this call in money and people would
be coordinated through the Los Angeles
Planning and Strategy Committee. Let

the call go forth for workers with

children and youth, community or-

ganizers, M.D.'s, nurses, dentists, coun-

selors, lawyers, business people,

architects, contractors, plumbers,

electricians, and all who are willing to

help. To this army of shalom would be
added an intentional remnant of per-

sons small in number, but large in the
love of Jesus, who would commit them-
selves to live as neighbors and urban
missioners in the shalom zone for an
extended period of time so as to claim

the shalom zone for Christ. Once this

model is in the process of being

developed, The United Methodist

Church would invite the ecumenical and
interfaith communities of this nation to

duplicate our effort by creating similar

zones of hope. This proposal, to be

referred to the Legislative Section on
Global Ministries for the development

of implementing strategies, attendant

budgets, and reported to GCF&Aand to

the plenary as soon as possible.

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES

1. That the underlying principle ofthe

Shalom Zone ministries will be the self-

determination of the people in the af-

fected communities;

2. That the Shalom Zone plan will be
developed in cooperation with the Los

Angeles District Planning and Strategy

Committee of The United Methodist

Church;

3. That in the Shalom Zone there will

be designated Saving Stations, that mis-

sion evangelism will be an essential

component of the Saving Stations, and
that opportunties for understanding,

reconciliaton and healing will be ex-

plored;

4. That there be Listening Stations

where inter-ethnic dialogue takes place;

5. That the Shalom vision include not

only immediate relief but also address

systemic change and community
development;

6. That the Los Angeles area be the

locale of the first Shtdom Zone with the

hope that the Shjilom Zone concept be-

come a prototjrpe for proactive ministry

in other places.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

That the General Conference
refer the development and im-
plementation ofShalom Zone min-
istries to the General Board of
Global Ministries, to be coor-

dinated by the National Division,
and that the General Conference
authorize the Council of Bishops to

appoint a Shalom Zone Committee
to assist the General Board of

Global Ministries in identifying
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and mobilizing assets and resour-

ces available for creating Shalom
Zones.

- The committee to be no less than 8

and no more than 12 to be convened by

the President of National Division no
later than June 15, 1992;

- The expense of persons serving on
the Shalom Zone Committee to be borne

by the institution or agency from which
they come;

- At the appropriate time, the Bishop

of the Los Angeles Area to make an

urgent appeid across the church for

Volunteers in Mission;

- A new Advance for Christ and his

Church category be designated for

Shalom Zones;

- The United Methodist Church to

invite the ecumenicsd and interfaith

communities to duplicate our efforts by

creating similar zones of hope.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1734 MN005
Subject: Homosexuality and the
Ministry.
Petition: MN-10377-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 92

1

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 49; Against: 20; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1735 MN007
Subject: Update the language of
the Constitution.
Petition: MN-1 1230-00 18-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1278

Membership: 98; Present: 97;

For: 94; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1736 MN014
Subject: Episcopal Supervision.
Petition: MN-11053-0053-C
Page in Advance DCA: 884
Membership: 98; Present: 97;

For: 90; Against: 5; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1737* MN015
Subject: Episcopacy Assistance.
Petition: MN-11689-0056-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For: 96; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1738 MN016
Subject: Episcopal Supervision.
Petition: MN-11690-0057-C
Page in Advance DCA: 1279

Membership: 98; Present: 96;

For: 96; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1739* MN023
Subject: Lay Observers on
Conference Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN-10171-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 913

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend paragraph 733.1 (line 4f):

Lay obsorvors shall be olactod to par

tioipoto in the work of the board but

without—veto. Each annual con-

ference shall elect two lay persons
and may at its discretion elect fur-

ther lay members, up to one third

of the membership of the Board.
Lay members shall have a vote ex-

cept on matters prohibited by
paragraph 36 Article 2 in the Con-
stitution."

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1740 MN029$
Subject: Study of Bishop's
Relationship to Annual
Conference.

Petition: MN-10355-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 920

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1741* MN030
Subject: Authority and rights of
Lay, Local and Associate Pastors.
Petition: MN-10320-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 920

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

Eon 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1742* MN032
Subject: Reject ordination of
homosexuals as ministers.
Petition: MN-12432-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1332

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Agamst: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1743* MN035
Subject: Ordained Deacon's
proposal.
Petition: MN-10378-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 921

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1744* MN036
Subject: Authority and Duty of

Local Pastors.

Petition: MN-10359-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 921

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

T
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>
Committee recommends nonconctir-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1745* MN037
Subject: Maintain Present Rules
of Clergy Administering
Sacraments.
Petition: MN-10358-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 921

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcunrence Date /

1746 MN039
Subject: Nomination of Board of
Ordained Ministry.
Petition: MN- 10326-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 914

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1747 MN040
Subject: Laity as Full Members of

Annual Conference of Board of
Ordained Ministers.
Petitions: MN- 10029-0733-D, MN-
10088-0733-D, MN-10172-0733-D,

MN-10261-0733-D, MN- 10264-0733-

D, MN-1 11 15-0733-D, MN- 11239-

0733-D, MN- 12247-0733-D,

MN- 12285-0733-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1321, 913,

914, 914, 914, 1322, 1322, 1323,

1323.

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1748* MN041
Subject: Spiritual Growth.
Petition: MN-11693-0445-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1304

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended aa follows:

Paragraph #2: In most cases the or-

dained ministers' continuing education

and spiritual growth program should

allow for eU»^ such leaves at least one
week each year....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1749* MN043
Subject: Status of retired
Bishops.
Petition: MN-1 1020-05 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 908

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1750* MN045
Subject: Bishops in Central
Conferences.
Petitions: MN-10451-0512-D, MN-
12047-05 12-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 908, 1315.

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1751 MN061
Subject: Affiliate Relations to
Annual Conference.
Petition: MN- 107 15-0443-D

Page in Advance DCA: 901

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee reconmiends concur-

rence.

( )CancuiTence ( )Noneoncurrence Date /

1752 MN063
Subject: Accepting Homosexuals
In the Ministry.
Petitions: MN- 10080-0402-D, MN-
10 148-0402-D, MN- 10 149-0402-D,

MN-10150-0402-D, MN-10151-0402-
D, MN-10155-0402-D, MN-10623-
0402-D, MN- 10624-0402-D,

MN-1 1629-0402-D, MN- 12330-0402-

D, MN- 1233 1-0402-D, MN-12379-
0402-D, MN-12380-0402-D, MN-
12381-0402-D, MN- 12382-0402-D,

MN- 12390-0402-D, MN-12396-0402-
D, MN- 12397-0402-D, MN- 12398-

0402-D, MN-12433-0402-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 887, 888,

1282, 1282, 1282, 1282, 888,

888, 1282, 1284, 1284, 1282,

1282, 1283, 1283, 1283, 1283,

1283, 1283, 1283.

Membership: 98; Present: 64;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )NoncancuiTence Date /

1753 MN064
Subject: Relations of ordained
ministers to the ministry of all.

Petition: MN-1 1104-0402-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1282

Membership: 98; Present: 64;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1754 MN065
Subject: Ordination of
Homosexuals. Retain para. 402.2.

Petition: MN-10012-0402-D
Page in Advance DCA: 887

Membership: 98; Present: 62;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1755 MN066
Subject: The Certified Candidate.
Petitions: MN-10414-0404-D, MN-
10981-0404-D, MN-11411-0404-D,

MN-11889-0404-D, MN- 12238-0404-

D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 889, 889,

1284, 1285, 1285.

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 53; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1756 MN069
Subject: Candidacy for Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN-10413-0404-D
Page in Advance DCA: 889
Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add as second sentence in introduc-

tory paragraph: All persons entering

into this process shall receive cloar

dooumontotion written comniiinica-

tion about aH decisions made regarding

the different phases of their candidacy.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1757* MN070
Subject: Delay action on the
Ministry Study until the 1996
General Conference.
Petition: MN-11449-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1325

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1758 MN071
Subject: The appointment of

pastors to the Mission Society.

Petition: MN-11323-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1325

Membership: 98; Present: 78;

For: 74; Against: 3; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1759 MN072
Subject: Pastor/Clergy/Chaplain
consecrated through a ceremony
of laying on of hands.
Petition: MN-11280-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1325

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1760* MN073
Subject: Study commission to

revisit the effective role of
national bishops.
Petition: MN-10727-3000-S$
Page in Advance DCA: 1325

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

1761 MN074
Subject: Conference Approved
Evangelists.

Petition: MN-10807-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 923

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1762 MN075
Subject: Revising Proposed
Description of Deacon's Ministry.
Petition: MN-10625-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 923

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1763 MN076
Subject: Alternate path for

consecration as Diaconal
Ministers.
Petition: MN-10431-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 923

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1764* MN082
Subject: Purpose of the
Committee on District

Superintendency.

Petitions: MN-10849-0754-D, MN-
11300-0754-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 918, 1324.

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1765 MN084
Subject: Voting and Sacramental
Rights for Clergy.
Petition: MN- 11955-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1329

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1766 MN090
Subject: Considering Community
Contexts in the Appointment
Making Process.
Petition: MN-11954-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1329

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1767* MN091
Subject: Call on Bishops to

Clarify Terms Renewed,
Redeemed Consultation.
Petition: MN-11904-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1329

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1768* MN092
Subject: Non-Seminary Pastors.

Petition: MN-11903-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1329

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10
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> Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1769 MN093
Subject: Appointment of Clergy
to Rural Ministry.
Petition: MN-11753-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1328

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1770 MN094
Subject: Limit Bishops' Terms.
Petition: MN-11905-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1329

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

Fon 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1771* MN095$
Subject: Terms of Episcopacy
Leadership.
Petition: MN-11698-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1327

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

Fon 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

1772 MN096$
Subject: Study of Episcopal
Tenure.
Petition: MN-11752-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1328

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For 62; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1773 MN097
Subject: Selection, Assignment,
and Term of District Superi
ntendents
Petitions: MN-10170-0517-D, MN-
1 1320-05 17-D, MN-1 1344-05 17-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 13 16, 13 16,

1316.

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 63; Against: 7; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( X^ncurrence ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

1774 MN098
Subject: Presidential Duties of
Bishops.
Petition: MN-10453-0515-D
Page in Advance DCA: 910
Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurrenGe Date /

1775 MN099
Subject: Working with Ordained
Ministers.

Petition: MN- 10454-05 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 910
Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1776* MNIOO
Subject: Membership of the
Conference Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petitions: MN- 10458-0733-D, MN-
12048-0733-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 915, 1322.

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

1777 MN105
Subject: The Ministry of Deacon.

Petition: MN- 10462-0300-D

Page in Advance DCA: 869
Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

1778 MN109
Subject: Inclusiveness in the
Selection of District
Superintendents.
Petition: MN-10847-0517-D
Page in Advance DCA: 911

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcxir-

rence.

( )ConcuiTence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1779 MN112
Subject: Ministers Sabbatical
Leave.
Petition: MN-10167-0446-D
Page in Advance DCA: 901

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

renca

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1780* MN116
Subject: Family Leave for
Ordained Ministers.
Petition: MN-10439-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 902

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....They shall have no claim on con-

ference funds except by vote of the cler-

gy members in full connection. They
may participate in the Conference
Health and Pensions through their
own contributions. They shall be
eligible for membership on conference

committees, commissions, or boards.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1781* MN117
Subject: Limitations on Years of
Service.
Petition: MN- 11902-05 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 17

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 60; Against: 10; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Last line: ...than ciKtoon twelve
years.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1782* MN118
Subject: Limitations on Years of
Service.
Petitions: MN-11321-0518-D, MN-
11900-0518-D, MN- 1190 1-05 18-D,

MN-12246-0518-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1316, 1316,

1317, 1317.

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1783 MN119
Subject: The Certified Candidate.
Petitions: MN-10081-0404-D, MN-
10157-0404-D, MN-10238-0404-D,

MN-11630-0404-D, MN- 12239-0404-

D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 888, 1284,

888, 1285, 1284.

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1784* MN121
Subject: Probationary
Membership.
Petition: MN-10423-0413-D
Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1785 MN123
Subject: United Methodist Policy
that all Churches Shall Have a
Pastor.
Petition: MN-12194-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 1331

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1786* MN124
Subject: Diaconal Minister's
Relationship to the Employing
Agency.
Petition: MN-12162-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 133

1

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1787 MN125
Subject: Revise the Study of the
Ministry Report.
Petition: MN-12128-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1330

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( jConcurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1788 MN126$
Subject: Task Force to Study
Ways to Address the Concerns of

Pastoral Care and Counseling.
Petition: MN-12051-3000-M$
Page in Advance DCA: 1330

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 63; Against: 9; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1789 MN127
Subject: One Conference Board of
Ministry.
Petition: MN-12019-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1330

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1790* MN128
Subject: Responsibilities of
District Superintendents.
Petition: MN-1 1423-0523-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1317

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1791 MN129
Subject: Continuance as a local

pastor.
Petition: MN-11106-0409-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1287

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 76; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1792* MN130
Subject: Ministers ft*om Other
Denominations.
Petition: MN-10430-0426-D

Page in Advance DCA: 895

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For: 86; Against: 5; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1793 MN131
Subject: Appointments of
Ordained Ministers from Other
Annual Conferences.
Petition: MN-11776-0426-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1294

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For: 74; Against: 19; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

CI
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Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenc« Date /

1794* MN135
Subject: Requirements for
admittance to probationary
membership.
Petition: MN-11277-0416-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1289

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 66; Against: 2; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1795* MN136
Subject: Non-personnel
responsibilities of District
Superintendents.
Petition: MN-11110-0524-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 18

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1796* MN137
Subject: Realignment of
churches.
Petitions: MN- 11 125-0523-D, MN-
1 1592-0523-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1317, 1317.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1797 MN138
Subject: Duties of the District

Superintendent.
Petition: MN-11695-0520-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 17

Membership: 98; Present: 70;

For: 42; Against: 27; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1798 MN139
Subject: Specific Responsibilities
of District Superintendents.
Petition: MN- 10786-05 19-D

Page in Advance DCA: 911

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1799* MN141
Subject: Jurisdictional
Committee on Episcopacy.
Petition: MN-11899-0513-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 15

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1800 MN143
Subject: Service Appointment of
Diaconal Ministers
Petition: MN- 10469-03 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 870

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 57; Against: 12; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend: ...in places sorvico aeeign

Htent service appointment

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1801* MN151
Subject: Ministers from other
denominations.
Petitions: MN-11498-0427-D, MN-
11633-0427-D, MN-12117-0427-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1295, 1294,

1294.

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1802 MN154
Subject: The Bishop as the
Ecumenical Officer within the
Judicatory and Districts.

Petition: MN-12126-0527-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 18

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1803 MN158
Subject: Rights of Local Pastors
Petition: MN-10415-0406-D
Page in Advance DCA: 889

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

All local pastors havo tho right to

shall receive tieef written communica-
tion OKplaining all about decisions

made regarding tho difforont phases of

thoir ministry and their relationship

with the Annual Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1804* MN162
Subject: Maternity/Paternity
Leave for Clergy Members.
Petition: MN-10957-0449-D
Page in Advance DCA: 904

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1805* MN166
Subject: Readmission After
Surrender of the Ministerial
Office.

Petition: MN-10448-0456-D
Page in Advance DCA: 907

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 67; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:
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page 907, line one: ono yoar two Committee recommends nonconcur-

years service rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1806* MN167
Subject: Disability Leave for

Clergy Persons.
Petition: MN-10958-0450-D
Page in Advance DCA: 905

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Coiicurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1807* MN168
Subject: Voluntary Family Leave.
Petitions: MN-10253-0450-D, MN-
10375-0450-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 904, 904.

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1808* MN170
Subject: Ordained Minister's

Salary while on Maternity /
Paternity Leave.
Petition: MN-10442-0449-D

Page in Advance DCA: 904

Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For: 86; Against: 5; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....ordained minister's salwy com-
pensation will be maintained for no

less than the first eight weeks of leave.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1809* MN172
Subject: Support the Report of

the Study on Ministry.
Petition: MN-12249-3000-M
Page in Advance DCA: 133

1

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1810* MN173
Subject: Authority and Duties of

Local Pastors.

Petition: MN-10416-0406-D
Page in Advance DCA: 889

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1811* MN174
Subject: Composition of District

Committee on Ordained Ministry.

Petitions: MN-10267-0752-D, MN-
1 1749-0752-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 917, 1323.

Membership: 98; Present: 98;

For: 96; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1812* MN177
Subject: Ministers from Other
Denominations.
Petition: MN-12242-0426-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1294

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For: 93; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1813 MN178
Subject: Ministers from other
denominations.
Petition: MN-11497-0426-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1294

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For: 76; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1814* MN179
Subject: Appointment of

Ministers from other Conferences
and Denominations.
Petition: MN-10639-0426-D
Page in Advance DCA: 896

Membership: 98; Present: 94;

For: 92; Agidnst: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoncancuiTence Date /

1815* MN180
Subject: Ordained Ministers fk-om

Other Conference and Other
Denominations.
Petition: MN-10493-0426-D
Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1816 MN182
Subject: Authority and Duties of

a Local Pastor.

Petition: MN-10483-0406-D

Page in Advance DCA: 875

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Agamst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1817* MN183
Subject: License as a Local
Pastor.
Petition: MN-10418-0407-D
Page in Advance DCA: 890

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

{ )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1818* MN184
Subject: Appointment as a Local
Full-time Pastor.

Petition: MN-10953-0407-D

Page in Advance DCA: 890

J
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Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Agiunst: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends conctir-

rence.

( )Concurreiice ( )NonconcurTence Date /

1819* MN185
Subject: Licensing as a local
pastor.

Petition: MN-11012-0407-D
Page in Advance DCA: 891

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Aeaend 407 by dolotkjn and addition ;

Delete: inporform tho dutioe of a poe

tor undor pastoral appointmont shall

havo a liconso ae a local pastor. Tho
district committoo and Board of Or
dainod—Ministry—may authorigo tho

licensing of thoeo persons...

prescribed and supervised by the

Division of Ordained Ministry or bb«-

half one-third of their work

Amond 407 .4 by dolotion :

4 . If thqy aro applying for liconso as a

local pactor i Been

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcunrence Date /

1820* MN187
Subject: Amenability of Clergy.

Petition: MN- 10422-04 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcurTence Date /

1821* MN188
Subject: Rights of Clergy
Members.
Petition: MN- 1042 1-04 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....have the right to shall receive «l«aF

written communication oupliuniBg-all

about decisions made regarding the dif

foront phases of their ministry 4n»d

their relationship with the Annual
Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1822* MN189
Subject: Rights of Clergy
Members.
Petition: MN- 10420-04 12-D

Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1823* MN190
Subject: Clergy Membership of
Annual Conference.
Petition: MN-10241-0412-D
Page in Advance DCA: 892

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1824 MN195
Subject: Qiialifications for

Ordination.
Petition: MN-10164-0431-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 63;

For 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1825 MN197
Subject: Qualifications for
Ordination.
Petition: MN- 11 107-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 63;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrenee ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1826 MN198
Subject: Qualifications for
Ordination.
Petition: MN- 10083-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 896
Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1827 MN199
Subject: Qualifications for
ordination.
Petition: MN- 10985-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 896

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 50; Against: 23; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1828 MN200
Subject: Qualifications for

Ordination.
Petition: MN- 11895-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 63;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1829 MN201
Subject: Requirements for

Ordination.
Petition: MN- 12284-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 63;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenoe Date /

1830 MN202
Subject: Qualifications for
Ordination.
Petition: MN- 12 119-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 63;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;
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Date: 5/10

Conunittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1831 MN203
Subject: Credentials and Records.
Petition: MN- 10470-03 11-D

Page in Advance DCA: 871

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 60; Against: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1832 MN204
Subject: Credential and Records
of Deacons
Petition: MN- 10407-03 11-D

Page in Advance DCA: 886

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 67; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1833* MN205
Subject: Transfer of Deacons
Petitions: MN- 10409-03 12-D, MN-
12 182-03 12-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 886, 1280.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

[Deals with present Diaconal Mini-

sters; new order of deacon will have

separate legislation.]

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1834 MN207
Subject: Criteria in the
Appointment Making Process,

Petition: MN- 11789-0532-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1835* MN208
Subject: Appointment making
criteria.

Petition: MN-1 11 13-0532-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 19

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1836* MN209
Subject: Longer Pastoral
Tenures.
Petition: MN- 10805-0532-D

Page in Advance DCA: 9 12

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1837 MN215
Subject: Requirements for

election as an associate member.
Petition: MN-10983-0420-D
Page in Advance DCA: 894

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 53; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1838 MN216
Subject: Requirement for

admission to the Ministry.

Petition: MN-10984-0424-D

Page in Advance DCA: 895

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 53; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1839 MN217
Subject: Responsibility of pastors
and clergy.

Petition: MN-11593-0530-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 19

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee reconunends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1840* MN218
Subject: Persons with
handicapping conditions in the
appointment making process.

Petition: MN-11112-0530-D
Page in Advance DCA: 13 19

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1841 MN219
Subject: Open Itineracy as Part of

the Appointment Making Process.

Petition: MN-10848-0530-D
Page in Advance DCA: 912

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1842* MN220
Subject: Pastor and Clergy
Appointment Making.
Petition: MN-10787-0530-D
Page in Advance DCA: 912

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1843* MN221
Subject: Appointment making
across conference lines.

Petition: MN-10456-0530-D

Page in Advance DCA: 911

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

«
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1844* MN222
Subject: The Appointment
Making Criteria.

Petition: MN- 11777-0532-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....health, housing,-a»4 educational

needs ofthe famUy, bousing noodfi of the

familyi and the spouse's career

( )Concurrenc« ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1845* MN223
Subject: Rights of local pastors.

Petition: MN-11730-0406-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1285

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 55; Against: 10; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1846 MN226
Subject: Maternity/Paternity
Leave.
Petition: MN-10497-0449-D
Page in Advance DCA: 878

Membership: 98; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/11

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1847* MN227
Subject: Disability Leave for

Clergy.
Petition: MN-10498-0450-D
Page in Advance DCA: 878

Membership: 98; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Conunittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1848* MN230
Subject: The Guaranteed
Appointment.
Petition: MN-12241-0423-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1292

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenc* ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1849* MN231
Subject: RighU and
Responsibilities of Full
Members.
Petitions: MN- 10082-0423-D, MN-
12076-0423-D, MN- 12 190-0423-D,

MN-12191-0423-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1292, 1292,

1292, 1292.

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1850 MN235
Subject: Review of Full and
Associate Conference
Membership.
Petition: MN- 10445-0452-D

Page in Advance DCA: 906

Membership: 98; Present: 60;

For: 60; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTcnce Date /

1851 MN237
Subject: Conference Relationship
of Deacons
Petition: MN- 12 183-03 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For 67; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1852 MN239
Subject: Service Appointment of
Deacons
Petition: MN- 10406-03 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 886

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 60; Against: 8; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as foUovra:

1st Paragraph:

Line 1: ....diooonal minintor deacon

Line 3: ....Diaoonal Ministry Deacons

2nd Paragraph:

Line 2: .... diaconal minietw deacon

Line 4: ....Diaconal Min istry Deacons

Line 9: ....Diaconal Ministiy Deacons

( X^ncurrence ( )Nonconairr*nce Date /

1853* MN240
Subject: Empowerment of
District Superintendents with
Small Membership Churches and
Cooperative Ministries.

Petition: MN-1 1744-0523-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 18

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 71; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Add new after 523.7:

523.9. To develop with iq>

propriate district committees
strategies that give careful atten-

tion to the needs of churches of

small membership and to the for-

mation of cooperative ministries.

[re-number present 10-12]

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1854* MN242
Subject: Maintain compensation
of pastors.

Petition: MN-1 1400-03 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )NonconcuiTencc Date /

1855 MN252
Subject: Recruitment and
development plan for Local
Pastors.

Petition: MN-10411-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 922
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Membership: 98; Present: 73;

Fon 71; Against: 2; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

Amend the following paragraph:

Be it further resolved that the Board

of Higher Education, Division of Or-

dained Ministty, in consiiltation

with Annual Conference Boards of

Ordained Ministry and District

Boards of Ordained Ministry, develop a

recruitment and career development

plan specifically focused on lay persons

in Black congregations who can serve as

local pastors, and make a report on the

implementation of that plan to the 1996

General Conference.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1856* MN258
Subject: Relationship of a
Diaconal Minister.

Petition: MN-12018-0315-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1857* MN264
Subject: Educational
Requirements.
Petition: MN-10490-0400-D
Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1858 MN268
Subject: Diaconal Ministers
Change in Conference
Relationship.
Petitions: MN- 104 10-03 13-D, MN-
114 10-03 13-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 886, 1281.

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

Fon 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1859* MN270
Subject: Candidacy for Diaconal
Ministry.
Petitions: MN-10079-0304-D, MN-
10401-0304-D, MN-10408-0304-D,

MN-10980-0304-D, MN- 11885-0304-

D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 884, 884,

884, 885, 1279.

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

I860* MN272
Subject: Categories of local

pastors.
Petition: MN-11585-0408-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1286

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 80; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1861 MN273
Subject: The Purpose of

Ordination.
Petition: MN-12118-0430-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1862 MN277
Subject: Working with Deacons.
Petition: MN-10505-0517-D
Page in Advance DCA: 879

Membership: 98; Present: 74;

For: 63; Against: 11; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

2. Line 7: ....the bishop shall may
originate with the deacon , the Bishop,

or the Superintendent and be...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1863* MN290
Subject: Mandatory Retirement
for Deacons
Petition: MN- 11887-03 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1281

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee reconmiends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1864 MN292
Subject: Presidential Duties of

Bishops.
Petition: MN-10503-0515-D
Page in Advance DCA: 879

Membership: 98; Present: 80;

For: 57; Against: 23; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

5 elders {md deacons to con '

oocrato diaconal miniotors , to...

6 to approve and set the service

assignments....

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1865 MN293
Subject: Working with Ordained
Ministers.
Petition: MN- 10504-05 16-D

Page in Advance DCA: 879

Membership: 98; Present: 74;

For: 54; Against: 16; Not Voting: 4;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

....Elders, Deacons, and Local Pas-

tors

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1866* MN296
Subject: Ordained Associate
Members as Observers of Board
of Ordained Ministry.

Petition: MN-10260-0733-D

Page in Advance DCA: 914

Membership: 98; Present: 98;
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For 98; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

For 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur- Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence. rence

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1867 MN297
Subject: Leave of Absence of
Ordained Ministers.
Petition: MN-11319-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1306

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For 86; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concurrence

and reference to Chapter 8 for consis-

tent language.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1868 MN299
Subject: The Purpose of
Ordination.
Petition: MN-10479-0430-D
Page in Advance DCA: 873

Membership: 98; Present: 82;

For: 68; Against: 4; Not Voting: 10;

Date: 5/14

Committee reconunends concur-

rence.

( )CortcuiTence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1869 MN300
Subject: The Act of Ordination.
Petition: MN-10481-0432-D
Page in Advance DCA: 874

Membership: 98; Present: 66;

For: 64; Against: 1; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1870* MN301
Subject: Retfuirenients for

Admission to Full Membership.
Petitions: MN-10163-0424-D, MN-
10245-0424-D, MN-10246-0424-D,

MN-10247-0424-D, MN- 10322-0424-

D, MN-10429-0424-D, MN-11541-
0424-D, MN-11542-0424-D,

MN-11737-0424-D, MN- 12 116-0424-

D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1293, 894,

895, 895, 895, 895, 1293, 1293,

1293, 1293.

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

( )Concurrene* ( )Noneoncurrenoe Date /

1871* MN302
Subject: Requirements for
Admission in an Annual
Conference.
Petition: MN-10244-0424-D
Page in Advance DCA: 894

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 70; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1872* MN304
Subject: Rights of Diaconal
Ministers/Deacons.
Petition: MN-10468-0309-D
Page in Advance DCA: 870

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconeurrence Date /

1873 MN305
Subject: Rights of Diaconal
Ministers.

Petitions: MN-10147-0309-D, MN-
10405-0309-D, MN-11984-0309-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1280, 885,

1280.

Membership: 98; Present: 83;

For: 78; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurr*ncc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1874* MN307
Subject: Voluntary Leave of
Absence.
Petition: MN-11635-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1307

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For: 88; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrcnce Date /

1875 MN308
Subject: Leave of Absence.
Petition: MN-10496-0448-D
Page in Advance DCA: 878
Membership: 98; Present: 60;

For: 51; Against: 9; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noneoneurrenee Date /

1876 MN309
Subject: Appointments Beyond
the Local United Methodist
Church.
Petition: MN- 10785-0443-D

Page in Advance DCA: 901
Membership: 98; Present: 92;

For 92; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1877 MN310
Subject: Affiliate Relations to
Annual Conference.
Petitions: MN- 10085-0443-D, MN-
1 1544-0443-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1304, 1304 .

Membership: 98; Present: 88;

For 88; Against: 0; Not Voting; 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1878* MN319
Subject: Course of study for

ordained ministry.
Petition: MN-11013-0408-D
Page in Advance DCA: 891

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concixr-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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1879 MN321
Subject: Retirement Provisions
for Full-time Local Pastors.

Petition: MN- 10954-04 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 891

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1880* MN322
Subject: Frequency of Pastoral
Appointments.
Petition: MN-10806-0534-D
Page in Advance DCA: 913

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1881* MN323
Subject: The Order of Elder.

Petition: MN- 10640-0435-D

Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Conmiittee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1882* MN325
Subject: Connectional
Responsibility.

Petition: MN-10509-0536-D

Page in Advance DCA: 880

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1883 MN326
Subject: Qualification for

Election to Probationary
Membership.
Petition: MN- 10488-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 58; Against: 11; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concurrence

as amended as follows:

...Board of Ordainod—Ministiy

Elders...

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1884* MN327
Subject: Eligibility and Rights of

Probationary Membership.
Petition: MN- 10487-04 13-D

Page in Advance DCA: 875

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1885* MN328
Subject: Continuance as a Local
Pastor.
Petition: MN-10485-0409-D

Page in Advance DCA: 875

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1886* MN329
Subject: Categories of Local
Pastor.
Petition: MN-10484-0408-D

Page in Advance DCA: 875

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1887 MN330
Subject: Qualifications for

Ordination.
Petition: MN- 10480-043 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 873

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1888 MN331
Subject: Ordination and the
Apostolic Ministry.
Petition: MN-10478-0429-D
Page in Advance DCA: 873

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1889* MN332
Subject: Reorder Chapter Three.
Petition: MN-10476-0400-D
Page in Advance DCA: 872

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1890* MN335
Subject: Discontinuance of Local
Pastor.
Petition: MN- 104 19-04 10-D

Page in Advance DCA: 89

1

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrencp ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1891* MN337
Subject: Making Frequency
Appointment.
Petition: MN-10259-0534-D

Page in Advance DCA: 913

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1892* MN338
Subject: Admission and
Continuance of Full Membership
in Annual Conference and Order
of Elder.
Petition: MN-10323-0435-D

Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

«l
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For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1893 MN339
Subject: Process of Appointment
Making.
Petition: MN- 10258-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 912

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1894* MN340
Subject: Pastors Appointed to

Rural Congregations.
Petition: MN- 10257-0533-D

Page in Advance DCA: 912

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1895* MN341
Subject: Qualifications for

Election.
Petition: MN- 10 162-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 66; Against: 3; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1896 MN342
Subject: Older Associate
Members and the Order of Elder.

Petition: MN-11738-0435-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1296

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrencc ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1897 MN343
Subject: The Order of Elder.
Petition: MN-10784-0435-D
Page in Advance DCA: 897

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For 54; Against: 18; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrenc« ( )NonconcuiTence Date /

1898 MN344
Subject: Responsibilities of the
Conference Board of Global
Ministries.

Petition: MN-11748-0731-D
Page in Advance DCA: 132

1

Membership: 98; Present: 67;

For 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1899* MN346
Subject: Lay Observers on the
Conference Board of Ordained
Ministry.
Petition: MN-12462-0733-D
Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 98; Present: 67;

For: 67; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1900 MN347
Subject: Qualification for

election to probationary
ntembership.
Petition: MN- 10982-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 893

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For 53; Against: 18; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1901* MN348
Subject: Support pastoral
appointments for a minimum of
four years.

Petition: MN-11278-0435-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1296

Membership: 98; Present: 64;

For 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1902* MN349
Subject: Continuance of full

membership in the annual
conference.
Petition: MN-11496-0424-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1296

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1903 MN350
Subject: Qualifications for

Election to Probationary
Membership.
Petition: MN- 12 188-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1289

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/13

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NonconcutTence Date /

1904* MN351
Subject: Clergy Members from
Other Denominations.
Petition: MN-10494-0427-D
Page in Advance DCA: 878

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Cancurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1905* MN352
Subject: Compensation
established by the annual
conference for full time local

pastors.

Petition: MN-11412-0408-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1286

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 85; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14
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Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1906 MN353
Subject: Admission to the Order
of Elder and Full Membership in

the Annual Conference.
Petition: MN-10491-0424-D
Page in Advance DCA: 876

Membership: 98; Present: 73;

For: 41; Against: 27; Not Voting: 5;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconnirrence Date /

1907* MN354
Subject: Ordination,
appointment, re-appointment or
election to office of homosexuals.
Petition: MN-11149-0000-C

Page in Advance DCA: 1277

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1908* MN355
Subject: Candidacy for Diaconal
Ministry.

Petition: MN-10564-0304-D
Page in Advance DCA: 884

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1909* MN356
Subject: Categories of Local
Pastors.
Petition: MN-11952-0408-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1286

Membership: 98; Present: 76;

For: 76; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1910* MN357
Subject: Categories of Local
Pastors.
Petition: MN-12186-0408-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1286

Membership: 98; Present: 72;

For: 72; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1911* MN358
Subject: Full-Time Local Pastors.
Petition: MN-11631-0408-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1287

Membership: 98; Present: 85;

For: 76; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1912 MN359
Subject: Educational
requirements for continuance as

a local pastor.

Petition: MN-11014-0409-D
Page in Advance DCA: 891

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 64; Against: 4; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Conmiittee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1913 MN360
Subject: Qualification for

election to probationary
membership.
Petition: MN- 114 13-04 14-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1288

Membership: 98; Present: 79;

For: 78; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /

1914* MN361
Subject: Membership of Local
Pastors on Annual Conference
Boards, Commissions, and
Committees.

Petitions: MN-11535-0408-D, MN-
11731-0408-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1286, 1287.

Membership: 98; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1915* MN362
Subject: Statement on
ordination.
Petition: MN-11409-0430-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 77;

For: 74; Against: 2; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1916* MN363
Subject: The Purpose of

Ordination.
Petition: MN-12077-0430-D
Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 91;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1917* MN364
Subject: Classification of

Ordination.
Petition: MN- 12044-0433-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1295

Membership: 98; Present: 91;

For: 91; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/10

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1918* MN365
Subject: Limitations on years of

service for a D.S.

Petition: MN- 12326-05 18-D

Page in Advance DCA: 13 17

Membership: 98; Present: 64;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14
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Committee recommends nonconcur-
rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1919 MN366
Subject: Approve and adopt the
ordination of homosexuals.
Petition: MN-12333-3000-R
Page in Advance DCA: 1141

Membership: 98; Present: 64;

For: 44; Against: 18; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1920* MN367
Subject: Employment Provisions
for Disabled Ordained Ministers.
Petition: MN- 11997-045 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1308

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1921* MN368
Subject: Requirements for

Admission.
Petitions: MN-11893-0424-D, MN-
12115-0424-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1294, 1293.

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 63; Against: 5; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1922* MN369$
Subject: Categories of Local
Pastors.
Petitions: MN-10240-0408-D, MN-
11233-0408-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 891, 1286.

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1923* MN370
Subject: Charge conference
membership.
Petition: MN- 11447-045 1-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1308

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1924* MN371
Subject: Including Community
Contexts as a Criterion to be
Taken into Account when
Appointments are made.
Petition: MN-11745-0532-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1320

Membership: 98; Present: 68;

For: 68; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1925* MN372
Subject: Miscellaneoua referred
petitions.

'

Petitions: MN-10161-0414-D, MN-
10402-0305-D, MN-11894-0424-D,

MN-12050-3000-R, MN- 12395-0402-

D, MN- 12448-05 14-D, MN-12449-
0733-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1288, 885,

1294, 1330, 1282,

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 69; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrence Date /

1926* MN373
Subject: Readmission to

probationary membership.
Petition: MN-10447-0454-D
Page in Advance DCA: 907

Membership: 98; Present: 69;

For: 64; Against: 4; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/14

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrencc Date /
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

The Committee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the following

corrections, the proceedings as printed

in the Daily Christian Advocate for

Thursday, May 14, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 550, col. 1, p2ir. 10-

Insert the name "RIGGLE" immedi-

ately after "JANICE."
Daily Edition, p. 550, col. 2, sub-

head—Move the sub-head down two

par.

Daily Edition, p. 551, col. 2, par. 1,

line 6-Substitute "DCA" for "ADCA."
Daily Edition, p. 551, col. 2, line 22

up from the bottom-Substitute

"Accessibility" for "Accessible Par-

sonages."

Daily Edition, p. 551, col. 2, par. 9,

line 2-Insert in brackets "[Calendar

Item No.]" immediately after "Petition

No."

Daily Edition, p. 551, col. 3, par. 2 &
4-Substitute "HENRY" for

"MEUSCHKE."
Daily Edition, p. 553, col. 2, par. 1,

line 20-Substitute "ought" for

"aught."

Daily Edition, p. 553, col. 2, par. 2,

line 1-Substitute "on" for "of."

Daily Edition, p. 554, col. 2, sub-

head, line 1-Substitute "758 & 759" for

"759."

Daily Edition, p. 554, col. 2, par. 6,

line 4-End sentence with "could" and

begin new sentence with "But."

Daily Edition, p. 555, col. 11, par. 12,

line 1-Insert "is" immediately follow-

ing "This."

Committee on Journal Report

Daily Edition, p. 556, col 2, par. 5,

line 2-Substitute "going" for

gonmg.

Daily Edition, p. 557, col. 2, subhead,

line l-Insert begin parentheses "(" at

line beginning.

Daily Edition, p. 557, col. 1, par. 12,

line 1-Delete "of before "pos-

sibilities."

Daily Edition, p. 557, col. 3, par. 4~

Substitute "JUDITH GRAIN" for

"JUDY CRANE."
Daily Edition, p. 559, col. 3, par. 2-

Insert "(Florida)" after "SESSUMS."
Daily Edition, p. 562, col. 2, par. 4-

Substitute "GOLDSCHMIDT"
for"GOLSDCHMIDT."
Daily Edition, p. 563, col. 1, par. 5,

line 2-Substitute "as a" for "of the."

Daily Edition, p. 563, col. 2, 4 lines

up from the bottom-Insert "(Recess)"

as a new line above the line "BISHOP
MINNICK."

Daily Edition, p. 564, col. 1, par. 3,

line 10-Substitute "Committee" for

"Ccommittee."

Daily Edition, p. 566, col. 2, par. 2-

Insert "ANDERSON T. [ANDY]"
before "LANGFORD."

Daily Edition, p. 568, col. 1, lines 4 &
5 up from the bottom-Substitute

"Bakerwoman God" for "bakerwoman
God."

Daily Edition, p. 570, col. 2, par. 4-

Substitute"r'for"it."

Daily Edition, p. 570, col, 2, par. 8,

lines 1 & 4-Substitute "rationale" for

"rational."

Daily Edition, p. 571, col. 1, par. 1,

line 5—Substitute "can be read" for

"candy red."

Daily Edition, p. 571, col. 2, par. 6,

line 2-Substitute "Brooke" for

"Brook."

Daily Edition, p. 577, col. 3, par. 1-

Insert "SON OF" immediately before

"BISHOP."
Daily Edition, p. 577, col. 3, par. 4-

Substitute a colon for a semicolon after

"YEAKEL."
Daily Edition, p. 583, col. 3, par. 4,

line 9-Capitalize "World Service."

Daily Edition, p. 586, col. 1, par. 4-

Insert "I'm Joe E. Huffman, Desert

Southwest Conference." immediately

after "HUFFMAN."
Daily Edition, p. 586, col. 3, par. 4-

Insert "I'm John Horton, South Geor-

gia." immediately after "HORTON."
Daily Edition, p. 587, col. 3, subhead-

-Substitute "Minority Report" for

"Mminority report."

Daily Edition, p. 589, 6 lines up from

the bottom-Substitute "DAVID DOL-
SEN (Rocky Mountain)" for

"UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER."
Daily Edition, p. 589, par. 2, line 1-

Delete "DAVID" and "(Rocky Moun-
tain)."

H. Sharon Howell
Chair Committee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

(Continued From Page 592)

BILL QUICK (Detroit): Bishop

Yeakel and members of the conference,

the majority and the minority reports

recommend the same apportionment

for the Ministerijil Education Fund for

the coming quadrennium. It is

$104,732,000.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, this is

properly before you. Now, what we will

be debating is the report from the legis-

lative committee, which Dr. Quick has

moved be the amendment. It would

amend the total figure of $110,465,000

to $104,732,000. 1 take it you are ready,

you are ready to vote? I apologize.

Microphone 13, please, yes?

JOHN S. McCABE: (Northern Il-

linois): Bishop?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes. sir?

MCCABE: I would like to speak in

favor, against this mtgority report and

in favor of the CF&A figures. I think it

is interesting to note that we are suffer-

ing a lot of pain at the conference levels,

and we're losing track of the fact that

only 4 cents of every church dollar

reaches the general church in appor-

tionments, and that's really what we are

talking about today. If you look at real

growth in church budgets, the only real

growth you see, ifyou consider constant

dollars, is at the locsd church level,

which over the last 15 years has in-

{
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creased 11.5%. At the jurisdictional and
annual conference level, real growth in

budgets have increased 15. 1%, and then

when you get to the general agencies, we
see a decrease in constant dollars of-16%

over the last 15 years. Now then, when
you look at MEF in real dollars, it has

had a decrease in constant dollars of

24%. Now, if you look, at the general

church's support of the seminaries over

the last 20 years, we used to support

these seminaries, their total budgets, to

the tune of 33%. Now we support them
less then 20%. To offset this we have had

to incretise tuition to the students, and

those percent£iges have reversed. Twen-

ty years ago, the students paid less than

20% of total seminary budgets. Now they

are paying over 1/3 ofseminary budgets.

We have put the very burden of these

decreasing funds on the students which

are the life of the church. Last year they

graduated with an average seminary in-

curred debt of $13,700 apiece. Ifyou add

this to the debt they incurred at their

undergraduate level, they may be

graduating with 20, $25,000 worth of

debt. I am in favor of increasing MEF in

any way we can, and this way I can do

that by supporting the GCF&A budget

on this line item. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. That's a

speech against the amendment. Now
microphone 8, are you speaking for or

against?

PHILIP J. WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

Against, Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Does anyone wish

to speeik for? I see no one at the

microphones. Under our present arran-

gements, you are in order then, please

do.

WOGAMAN: Thank you, Bishop. I

also wish to speak in favor of the GCFA,
which means against the amendment.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Would you iden-

tify yourself, please?

WOGAMAN: Thank you. I want to

share my unique vantage point on this

question. For 26 years, I have been a

member of the faculty of one of our

theological seminaries, which means I

have first-hand opportunity to see the

pain, the diflicidty that so many of our

students have had. But as some of you

know, this next summer, this summer, I

will become pastor of a church, which

means I will be a part of the effort to

raise theMEF funds. But my miyor con-

cern in speaking to this, is the enormous

pain one has as a theological professor

in seeing the large numbers of our stu-

dents who are incurring these enormous

debts, and wondering where on earth

they are going to be able to find the

funds, with low ministerial salaries, to

pay for them. I urgently request the

General Conference to go along with the

GCFA proposal, which is a modest in-

crease-which doesn't really, even so,

keep pace with the needs we have-and

help to make it possible for us to meet

some of these students' needs. Thank
you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

Microphone 6.

CHARLES McCLURE (Central

Texas): I rise to speak in favor of the

amendment.
BISHOP YEAKEL: You're in order,

sir.

McCLURE: It is difficult to ever talk

against student aid, which is what we are

talking about, and seminary aid. And
yet, I think it's only fair to point out that

the figure we do not have before us is the

$93 something million figure that was

the quadrennial Ministerial Education

Fund for the current quadrennium. The
majority report from the legislative com-

mittee raises that to more than $104

million, which is a 5.4% increase for the

quadrennium. The GCFA figure would

be an 18.2% increase for the quadren-

nium over the previous quadrennium.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you, sir. I see no one at the microphones.

I'll turn to Bill Quick, please, as the

presenter of the legislative committee

amendment.

QUICK: Bishop and friends, the

mjyority and minority reports are the

same, I emphasize that. The figure we
propose is $104,732,000. You should

know that is 11.7% increase for the

quadrennium over the present quadren-

nium. 11.7% increase. We urge you to

vote for the majority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. Now
for the Council. Bishop Russell?

BISHOP RUSSELL: We're in favor of

theGCFA recommendation. I know that

you have read the information on p. 445

about how seminary budgets would be

reduced if the minority report is passed.

And today we've talked a great deal

about pain in the local church. If you

want to talk about pain in the local

church, talk about a seminary graduate

who goes to his or her first appointment

out ofseminary with a $20,000 indebted-

ness, to receive an appointment, let us

say, to receive a salary of $20,000. Then
we're talking about pain in the local

church.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. We're now ready to vote. I have

been told that all of us who speak and

refer to numbers need to slow down for

the translators when we're speaking

about numbers. The CF&A proposal is

$110,465,000. The amendment is

$104,732,000. The differential is

$5,733,000. Please vote when the light

appears. Pardon? I'm hearing a point of

order. Pardon? What is the point of

order? Yes, at microphone no. 13, what

did I misspesik?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We
need some clarity as to exactly what

we're voting on.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What a

yes means and what a no means.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. Ifyou
vote yes, you will adopt the legislative

committee's amendment. Ifyou vote no,

the CF&A proposal is before you for

adoption. Is that the information you

needed? I apologize.

Now, please vote when the light ap-

pears. The yes vote is 523, the no vote is

416. The legislative motion is adopted

and becomes the main motion. Are you

ready? If you will adopt . . . you are not

ready? You are ready? If you will adopt

the main motion which is now the Legis-

lative Committee Report in the amount

of $104,732,000 for the Ministerial

Education Fund, please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 799; "No," 143.

The Ministerial Education Fund as you

have perfected it has been adopted.

(Judicial Council Laity Reserve

Ballot No. 2)

Now before we go on to the Report No.

3, I have a ballot to report and to take.

May we have the results of the ballot on

the screen, please? This is for the Judi-

cial Council for reserve members, laity.

All right, as I indicated to you earlier, we
did take a ballot but we didn't have the

right information as to the needs for

that ballot; I asked you to vote for 3. We
need to vote for 4. I've declared the

original ballot invalid on the basis that

voting for 4 would make a substantial

difference than voting for 3, and perhaps
exclude someone inadvertently. You
need to decide upon 4 persons from

these 7 forwhom you would vote. I'll give

you a little time to get your numbers. All
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right, we're ready for the ballot. The
sequence for which you vote for the per-

sons is immaterial. You understand

that, but you need to know, and don't

vote for the same number twice.

Will you now indicate when the light

appears your first vote?

We're now ready to receive your

second vote. Please indicate when the

light appears.

Now your third vote. And your final

selection. All right, thankyou, the ballot

is completed. We'll have the report £is

soon as possible.

Now, we need to go back to the Mini-

sterial Education Fund for 1 permissive

action. The fund was dependent upon a

specific formula that provided the num-

bers that CF&A presented to you. You

have amended the numbers. Would you

be willing to have someone make a mo-

tion to authorize CFA to appropriately

revise that formula so it produces the

amount of dollars you have adopted?

That's what we need. I have that mo-

tion? Is there a second? Yes, question.

We're on p. 306 in the red book.We need

to authorize CFA to . . . OK, on p. 442

would be a better 1, I'm told. 442 is a

better reference point. Oh, the new for-

mula is there, oh, thank you. Just like

manna from heaven. The new formula

is on p. 442, so if I could ask the maker

of the motion to adopt, would be to

adopt on 442, and the second, or would

agree. Now sir, your question at

microphone no. 3.

Here is the new formula.

ROBERT E. STILLWELL (South

Carolina): Yes, perhaps when I have had

time to look at this page back at my seat,

it would be answered. But my question

concerns, would we be giving permis-

sion to GCF&A to alter the 75%/25%
ratio.

BISHOP YEAKEL: No sir. That's not

the issue.

STILLWELL: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The formula I am
speaking of is the 1 by which the appor-

tionments are made to generate these

total amount of dollars. It has nothing

to do with the breakdown between the

conference receipts that are retained

and the 75% that goes to the fund itself.

Areyou ready to vote on this? You would

be adopting the formula on p. 442.

Ifyou wUl adopt, please vote when the

light appears. We have a glitch. All right.

The machine is locked up. It's ready for

lunch. Ifyou will adopt, will you lift the

hand. If not, will you lift the hand. I can

read that vote, it's passed.

Now, Report No. 3 is on p. 307. The
Black College Fund. Who is speaking for

the Council? Frank Finkbiner, please.

(Black College Fund)

FINKBINER: Bishop, this is found on

p. 307. The relevant figures are in the

second column on that page. Black Col-

lege Fund Report No. 3. The Black Col-

lege Fund provides a source of financial

support for 10 colleges and 1 medical

school which are related to The United

Methodist Church, and which have his-

torically served primarOy the education-

al needs of African-American students.

It is important to note, however, that

despite this primary focus, all of these

schools are open to students of all racial

and ethnic backgrounds. And their stu-

dent bodies are in fact, racially inclusive

and international in character. The
recommended increase for the Black

College Fund is 4% each year of the

quadrennium. With many, if not most,

colleges and universities experiencing

financial stress, the Black College Fund
is now particularly crucial to these

schools. GCFA enthusiastically recom-

mends these amounts and they are now
before you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. You have the dollar amount,

$44,384,000 over the 4 years. Now, Bill

Quick. There is a legislative committee

report to amend.

QUICK; Bishop and members of the

conference. We too support our Black

colleges. The legislative committee in its

report adopted a recommendation for

the Black College Fund, which is rough-

ly flat for the quadrennium. I would

remind you that for the years for infor-

mation that we have, $9,345,000 was

apportioned for the Black College Fund,

$7,903,000 given. And so our recom-

mendation is $38,375,000, and may I

just say to the conference, if we just

could go back, get our congregations to

increase the giving by just 3%, from 85%
to 88%, this would produce an additional

$1,150,000 for our Black colleges.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. The motion to amend is to the

figure $38,373,000. Now there is a

minority report attached to this report.

TRACY MERRICK (Western Pen-

nsylvania): The numbers associated

with the minority report are on p. 434,

line 3, the Black College Fund. If you

totsd the 4 years of the upcoming quad-

rennium, you will note that that totals

$41,704,000. The difference between

the minority and the majority reports at

this particular point amounts to

$3,331,000. The minority proposal

would be an increase of approximately

3.7% for the quadrennium over the 1992

level, or just under 1% a year.

BISHOP YEAKEL: OK, thank . . .

excuse me.

MERRICK: We would urge you to

adopt the minority numbers. Thank
you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The minority

report is now before the body.

Microphone No. 1, please.

OSWALD P. BRONSON SK
(Florida): I'm Oswald Bronson, Florida

Conference, the President of Bethune-

Cookman College. Bishop, I rise to sup-

port GCFA. If I can't get that I have to

take what I can get.

BISHOP YEAKEL: And you are

speaking against the minority report?

BRONSON: Yes, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, all right. You

are in order, sir. Go ahead.

BRONSON: I suspect, Bishop, that

there may be certain assumptions by

which the various committees have been

working with reference to the Black Col-

lege Fund. One may well be that these

colleges have now reached their mjixi-

mum use and perhaps integration has

come fully and they're no longer needed.

I rise to say that this is far from the

truth. We recognize now, that our in-

stitutions are growing. Granted, 80%
may be found in the majority schools.

But 20% are found, of the minority stu-

dents are found in our institutions, but

we graduate by far a greater percentage.

We must recognize also that these in-

stitutions started shortly after the Civil

War, after the Emancipation Proclama-

tion. When both northern and southern

Whites joined with Black leaders in es-

tablishing academies that would provide

basic fundamental learning, and read-

ing and writing and arithmetic for some

4 million ex-slaves. These institutions

eventually became colleges. Think what

they have done over the years.

Yes, they produce the doctors, the

lawyers, the teachers. But in The United

Methodist Church, where many of our

pastors, some of our bishops who are

here before us, have come from these

institutions. And so when we look at

what these institutions have produced,
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being fully accredited not only by their

regional agencies but also by the Univer-

sity Senate, we have colleges that are

institutions of quality. But even more
than that, we must also recognize that to

send a message at this time to Los An-

geles and to Washington and to New
York that The United Methodist Church

is reducing its asking as the m^ority

report suggests. In '92 we have $10 mil-

lion apportioned, and in '96 you can see

it is by far less than what is was in '92.

This sends a message that I think that

we do not want to send. And then with

our institutions . .

.

BISHOPYEAKEL: I'm sorry, sir, your

time is expired. Thiink you very much. I

think I heard a murmuring when you

were speaking against the amendment.

I thought I understoodyou to be in favor

oftheproposal of GCFA. Wouldyou like

to clarify whether you were speaking

against the amendment or in favor of it,

please? Microphone No. 1.

BRONSON: I am speaking in favor of

GCFA. If you can't get what you want,

take what you can get, and use that to

get what you want.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, then, which

way are you speaking on this amend-

ment?

BRONSON: GCFA.
BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, you've

spoken against the amendment.

Microphone No. 6. Are you in favor or

opposed to the amendment?
JAMES E. SWANSON (South Geor-

gia): I have a question first. Bishop, and

then I will tell you, make the statement.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

SWANSON: Are we currently now
considering the amendment of the

minority report to the mtyority report?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir, we are.

SWANSON: OK WeU, I would like to

speak against the minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You want to speak

against the m^ority report and in favor

of the minority report?

SWANSON: At this time.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order.

You may speEik.

SWANSON: Bishop, when we look at

all of the proposals, we have just voted

an increase in our ministerial education-

al fimd. The meyority report also asks us

to at least maintain our current giving to

the Africa University fund. This is the

only fund in the mtoority report's recom-

mendation where we see a decrease in

funds being asked for. Ifwe are to main-

tain the current quality of leadership

that now The United Methodist Church

has among its Black constituency, I

think this church needs to go on record

as saying we will not pit particular en-

tities against each other, but that we will

support those institutions that have con-

tinued to support The United Methodist

Church. I think it would be a travesty for

us to increase the givings to other areas

and to decrease the giving in this par-

ticular area. Therefore, I would urge this

body to defeat the majority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

Microphone no. 11, which way are you

going, please?

ALFRED JOHNSON (Eastern Pen-

nsylvania): I'm speaking against the

minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are speaking

against the minority report. You are in

order. Will you identify yourself, please?

JOHNSON: I am seeking against the

minority report in support of GCF&A
report. It appears to me that on many
occasions and as we have been continu-

ing, it is always easier to move toward

the middle position, which indeed may
seem fair. But I think this occasion and

some others that we have already voted

on, require us to stretch out a little bit

more. I think the Black colleges are ex-

tremely important, and I believe that

GCF&A has spent inordinate time to

consider this event, and I think in their

prayer and hard work, they have con-

sidered a better figure. I speak against

the minority report only to support

GCF&A's report for a higher amount.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right.

JOHNSON: I think that this is the

time to do it.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

Microphone no. 10.

HARRIETT J. OLSON (Northern

New Jersey): I would like to speak in

favor of the minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order.

OLSON: The 2 points. Bishop, and

members of the conference. The first is

that the m^ority report is premised on

an assumption that asking for less will

yield more. I submit to you that that is

not accurate. The only way that we in-

crease our giving is to ask for more.

Those of you who are development of-

ficers for colleges and institutions, know
that to be the case, and I ask you to

consider that in your voting. The other

thing that I'd like to point out is that

again we are voting now between, we

will vote first, between the majority and

the minority reports and we would not

be, by adopting the minority report, we
would not be compromising an ability

later to decide on GCFA's original

proposal.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. Microphone no. 7. Which way are

you speaking, please?

LUCILLE V. VANZANT (Oklahoma):

I was speetking for the minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order,

please.

VANZANT: I am a mother, who has

sent children to college. I am a mother

whose faith in God gave us the ability to

give everything to our children that God
enabled us to do. I am a mother whose

faith is in God's ability to do what is

right. As I have sat this morning, it

seems like we have taken the purse

strings of our faith and have shut them
up to the opportunities of God. I am so

thankful for our Bishop Dan Solomon.

As you heard this morning, Oklahoma
paid more than their were services. But

our bishop gave the local churches an

opportunity to let God dip his hand into

their purses. I appreciate Dan Solomon

for that.

We are trying to control God's purse

strings, and when it comes to the Black

College Fund, there are millions ofBlack

students who are leading in our chur-

ches today, who have been recipients of

this Black College Fund. I know that

The United Methodist Church is a

people of faith. I know for a fact, that

had it not been for my White brothers

and sisters and others who saw the faith

that God instilled in them and used it for

his purpose, that we could not stand

here today and say that we have leaders

who have been nurtured in Black col-

leges.

I want to thank you, I want to thank

all of you, for there are so many of us of

color, so few of us of color in this

audience, that it is you who have enabled

this to happen. Please don't regress in

your support. I beg of you, let God use

your purse strings for the betterment of

his kingdom. In this General Con-

ference and across the church and

United Methodism.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Microphone no. 5. Areyou speaking

for or against, please?

ZAN W. HOLMES JR. (North Texas):

I'd like to ask a question. Bishop Yeakel.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir?
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HOLMES: I want to be very dear.

Which of these proposals gives the most

money, the most much-needed money,

to these institutions? Which one? I want

to be very clear.

BISHOP YEAKEL: WeU, I thmk the

absolute answer is it depends upon how

much our people give. The asking

budget of CFA is $44,400,000 in round

numbers. The msgority report is

$38,400,000, and the minority report is

$41,700,000, and it is the $41,700,000

that we are acting on right now.

HOLMES: So the minority report . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: .. .is in the mid-

dle.

HOLMES: . . . will provide more

money?
BISHOP YEAKEL: It will provide

more money. It's a larger asking budget

than the majority report.

HOLMES: Well, I want to be sure.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I know it is tricky,

and I am trying to be . .

.

HOLMES: That is what I am trying to

get around.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The majority

report seeks $38 million about 400

thousand. The minority report seeks

$41,700,000. That's the choice before

you now.

HOLMES: So the minority report will

provide more money for these institu-

tions?

BISHOP YEAKEL: If it's given, yes.

HOLMES: If it's given.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

HOLMES: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

Microphone 3, please. Which way are

you going, microphone 3?

BARBARA BLACKSTONE (Western

Pennsylvania): Parliamentary inquiry?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

BLACKSTONE: So willyou clarify for

us then, before we vote, that several of

those speeches that were for GCF&A's
recommendation would be following a

vote, a positive vote for the minority

report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: That's, thank

you, and I will try to clarify it.

Microphone no. 11.

DENNIS H. SCHEER (Kansas West):

Dennis Scheer, Kansas West Con-

ference.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Which way are

you going, please?

SHEER: Point of clarification.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir.

SHEER: Bishop, I was a member of

that Financial Administration Commit-

tee, and in fact, all 3 of these proposals

are GrCFA recommendations. The com-

mittee did not vote individually on the

1-7 items.

YEAKEL: Just, let's get clarification

on that, please. Ms. Lackore?

SA>fDRA KELLY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Yes, I placed,

as the chair ofthe legislative committee,

the requested information that did come

from (jCF&A after consultation with

the boards and agencies before the legis-

lative committee. At that time, I tested

the legislative committee as to whether

they wanted to change the figures that

had come from GCF&A at the request of

the legislative committee, and the group

indicated on both reports that they did

not want to move those figures or ac^ust

them in any way.

SHEER: Bishop?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

SHEER: I guess the point is that

GCF&A did set the priority on, on all 3

of them.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

KELLEY: Bishop?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

KELLYLACKORE: I believe that that

is not clear and not particularly ac-

curate. It was done in consultation with

members of the General Council on

Finance Administration's board and

secretaries of the general agencies.

BISHOP YEAKEL: My under-

standing, if I have any left, is that some-

time in the late hours of the night, or the

wee hours of the morning, the m^ority

and minority reports from the legisla-

tive committee agreed to use the figures

provided by CF&A, to get it before us,

and that's what's before us.

Let me tell you where we are. We have

3 votes to take to complete the work on

this report. It appears to the chair that

most of the arguments have been made.

The issue is, what dollar amount do you

want to use. Is that a fair assumption?

Would you be willing to allow me to

put these 3 motions 1 after another and

complete this work without . .

.

Ifyou will set aside the rules to invoke

the question, will you lift the hand? If

not, will you lift the hand? Now, if you

will approve the call for the question,

will you lift the hand? If not, will you lift

the hand? Thank you.

What we are voting on, after we hear

from the minority and then the mfyority

and then the Committee, is the proposal

to set the Black College Fund figure at

$41,704,000 for the quadrennium. Now,

the minority spokesperson first.

TRACY R MERRICK (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I will only repeat that this

represents about $3 million more than

what's represented in the m^ority

report. You heard your adoption.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. Who
is speaking now for the majority? Bill

Quick?

QUICK: Bishop and members of the

conference, please know, there was not

1 word, not 1 request from any person

on Financial Administration to reduce

the apportionment for Black colleges.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. For

the Council. Do we need a speech for the

Council? Forrest, Bishop Stith?

BISHOP STITH: Yes. CFA finds itself

in an interesting dilemma, parliamen-

tary-wise. On the 1 hand, we still affirm

the $6 million difference between the

majority and CFA needed for the Black

College Fund. And a $3 million differen-

tial between the minority report and the

GCFA. In some other categories, these

dollars may not be significant. But what

we are about in the Black college en-

deavors, these $3 million and $6 million

can make the difference of life and

death. In a time where the colleges are

experiencing enrollment and a point in

our history where our mettle is being

tested as to whether we are truly in-

clusive, no report that we could adopt

can be more crucial than this. Our par-

liamentary dilemma is however, that to

save ourselves for another day, we may

need to vote the minority report so that

you can in turn vote for the GCFA
report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

BISHOP STITH: You use your own

wisdom.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Excuse me.

Thank you. I figured you had finished

when you got that far. OK, your first

vote is to choose between the mjyority

report, which is proposed to be amended

by the minority report. If you vote yes,

you will be voting for the minority

report of the 41.7 million. Ifyouvoteno,

you are voting for the msgority report of

38.4 million. Does that help you in that

fashion? And your choices are yes and

no. Please vote when the light appears.

Black College Fund Minority Report

Approved)
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You have adopted the minority report:

"Yes," 678; "No," 272. Your choice now
is whether you wish to continue the vote

on the mtgority . . . whether you wish to

continue the 41.7 million, or whether

you wish to adopt the 44.4 million ofthe

Council on Finance. Ifyou vote yes, your

vote is for the $41 million figure. Ifyou

vote no, you are voting in favor of the

$44 million figure. Are we dear? Please

vote when the light appears. The yes

vote is 504, the no vote is 444. You have

adopted the, what is now the legislative

committee's amendment, and that be-

comes the main motion, and we need to

take the ballot on the main motion. If

you will adopt the $41,704,000 figure as

your main motion, you will vote yes. If

not, vote no. Please vote when the light

appears. Excuse me, there is a question.

Question before the ballot? Microphone

no. 3.

CHARLES L. JOHNSON (South

Carolina): I wanted to be clear whether

we are voting to accept the $44 million?

BISHOP YEAKEL: If. . . No. You have

already decided that.

JOHNSON: OK
BISHOP YEAKEL: You can vote, you

have to vote on this as the main motion

because of . .

.

JOHNSON: May I see the results of

the previous ballot again, please?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Sure, can we bring

the previous ballot up? They are gon&

The figures are on the tape, I didn't write

it. It was 500 and some, and 400 and

some. "Yes," 504; "No," 444.

JOHNSON: Oh, OK
BISHOP YEAKEL: And theyes was in

favor ofthe minority report that became

the mfgority report. OK? So this is a

confirmatory vote. If you will adopt,

please vote when the light appears. Anl
it is adopted. "Yes," 858; "No," 84. Now,

we have come to the time to adjourn for

lunch. Will the chair of the Committee

on Presiding Officers please come? Do
you want to do it from microphone 13,

Al? Microphone 13, please. Then you

will turn to the Secretary. Please hold

steady, just a minute. Yes.

J. ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Last evening we named 2 presiding of-

ficers for today's sessions. Of course the

Committee on Presiding Officers is

monitoring the flow of our agenda and

our considerations today, but should our

agenda permit us to move beyond finan-

cial considerations and ministry mat-

ters, then the presiding officer for this

evening's session will be Bishop Melvin

G. Tjdbert of the San Francisco area.

But we will continue to monitor it

carefully. Bishop Yeakcl will be in the

chair when we resume this afternoon, as

we continue financial matters, and

Bishop Grove will succeed him in the

chair when we move beyond that point.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. You have the report. Now the con-

ference Secretary.

CAROLYN MARSHALL (General

Conference Secretary): Be mindful that

the legislative committee on Ordained

and Diaconal Ministry will meet briefly

immediately following this session in

room 201. The legislative committee on

Independent Commissions is requested

to meet at 2:00 this afternoon in room
208. And the last 1, the General Council

on Finance . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Please, please give

us your attention, please. Thank you.

MARSHALL: The General Council on

Finance and Administration will meet

for lunch at the Hyatt.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Thank
you. I have asked Bishop Hermann
Sticher to be the person to offer our

benediction and blessing. Shall we

stand?

BISHOP STICHER: Shall we stand,

please?

(prayer)

(benediction in German)

BISHOP YEAKEL: Amen. We are ad-

journed till 2:30.

(recess)

Wednesday Afternoon

May 13, 1992
Bishop Yeakel, presiding

(Judicial Council Laity Reserves
Elected)

BISHOP YEAKEL: Let us come to

order. Ifyou will plcEise take your seats.

We have a number of things that we can

begin to do. Now, I have a report of a

ballot foryou. Perhaps you can read that

while you arc getting seated. The report

of the ballot of the laity-4 to be elected,

and you have elected 4 persons. (Willard

Douglas, 682; James Dolliver, 638; Cris-

tolito Pascual? Pasqual, 540; Edward H.

Hill, 488.) This completes the balloting

necessary to be done at the General Con-

ference, I think. Is that correct, madam

secretary? Yes, we have done all of the

balloting.

I don't know about you, but even with

the relatively few glitches that we've

done, it's certainly been a lot easier than

the hand counting of ballots. I think it's

an improved way to get it done. I hope

you feel okay about it.

Now, I have received the word from

the California-one of the California

conferences-Califomia-Pacific Con-

ference. We have received word of the

death of Dr. Howard Greenwalt. Dr.

Howard Greenwalt. Howard was the

General Secretary ofthe Commission on

Cultivation and Promotion-when that

was a part of our life together. It has

since been, I think, subsumed under the

UMCOM (United Methodist Com-
munications). I think you would want to

pause for a moment and offer your

prayers and concern for the Greenwalt

family. Will you pray with me.

(prayer).

I would like to recognize at

microphone #4, Brother Nicodemus.

Please, microphone #4.

RICHARD NICODEMUS (New

York): Bishop Yeakel, members of the

General Conference. Earlier this morn-

ing, speaking for the m^ority report,

one of the speakers, perhaps inadver-

tently, impugned the staff of the general

agencies by suggesting budget reduc-

tions could be achieved if they were not

running around here in this conference.

I would sincerely hope that we would all

appreciate that they are here to serve us

in so many different ways, and that we

would not direct our remarks against

specific groups to achieve these reduc-

tions in the rest of our presentations this

afternoon.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

(Name Change for

Ministerial Education Fund Rejected)

NICODEMUS: Also, bishop, I'm

wondering if the Ministerial Education

Report, which we approved this morn-

ing, will now be labeled as the "Clergy

Educational Report" by virtue of pre-

vious actions of this General Con-

ference.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Are you suggest-

ing that as a motion, sir?

NICODEMUS: Yes, bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: So that your mo-

tion would be to change the name of the
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Ministerial Education Fund to the Cler-

gy Education Fund?
NICODEMUS: No, the Ministerial

Educational Report;.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We have not had

the Ministerial Education Report, yet. I

thought this was . .

.

NICODEMUS: The Ministerial

Education Fund. The one that we

adopted this morning.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The one that we

adopted this morning was the Mini-

sterial Education Fund. And you are

moving that the name be changed to the

Clergy Education Fund in line with the

changing in the Constitution, and so on,

the use of the word clergy for minister.

NICODEMUS: Yes.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Is there a second?

All right. This is before us. All right, we
are going to be debating this one. Go to

the microphones, and I will try to find

you as you go. It is going to be a little

hard to see. Microphone no.4, please.

JULIUS ARCHIBALD (Troy):

Bishop, we have not yet determined that

the diaconal ministers are clergy.

Diaconal ministers do benefit from the

Ministerial Education Fund. So, until

such time as the status of diaconal min-

isters are changed, I would urge to vote

against this motion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. This

seems to be the heart of this matter. I'd

remind the body that the Discipline

takes effect January 1; certainly by call-

ing it to our attention this may be a flag

it for the General Board of Higher

Education and Ministty, and also those

responsible. Microphone no. 4.

RANDALL WILLIAMSON (North

Georgia): Bishop, I have the same con-

cerns that we have not determined

when we use the word clergy. I know
elsewhere we're talking about part-time

local pastors and so forth.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. Do you

have enough information to vote on

this? The motion is to change the name
of the "Ministerial Education Fund" to

"Clergy Education Fund." Ifyou wish to

change it, you will vote "Yes." If you

wish not to change it at this time, you

will vote "No." Please vote when the

light appears.

And while we are waiting for the bal-

lot, I misspoke. I said California-Pacific,

I should've said California-Nevada Con-

ference for Howard Greenwalt.

Yes, the report, then, of the ballot:

"Yes," 182; "No," 600. The motion is not

received. Now at microphone 13.

MARGARET ANN WHUAMS
(Northern Illinois): Bishop, on May 6,

on p. 144, the Joe Sprague proposid wjis

referred to Global Ministries for the

development of implementing

strategies, attendant budgets; and for a

report. Where are we in this process?

What is the status of that, please?

BISHOP YEAKEL: That's a question

I can't answer. Is the chair of the Legis-

lative Committee on Global Ministries

available to the Conference? I don't have

the name, I'm not prepared. Twick,

Twick Morrison, where are you? No. 10

pleiise. I see you now.

TWICK MORRISON (Mississippi):

Yes, that has never been received by

Global Ministries. We could attend to it

at dinner tonight. It has never been

received.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Are you going to

announce a meeting of the committee

for this purpose?

MORRISON: Not at this point. I'll go

check and see if we are to receive it and

what the procedure is.

BISHOP YEAKEL: What I meant

was, will you announce it before we ad-

journ today?

MORRISON: I will announce that

before we adjourn this afternoon.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you very

much. Does that take care of it? All

right, ifyou have matters you want me
to address, go to a microphone, please.

I'll pickyou up asyou come. Microphone

no. 8. I'm anxious to get us to the busi-

ness, and I want to get out of this chair-

-microphone no. 3-so Bill Grove can sit

here for a while. No. 3.

(Clarification ofNew Program
Funding)

FRANK DORSEY (Kansas East):

There's a great~at noon-I discovered

there is a great deal of confusion by

delegates as to what we have done to

ourselves in the preceeding actions this

morning. The questions had to do with

where is the National Hispanic Plan at

this point? Where is the Native

American Initiative? Where is the drug

initiative? And down the line. Could I

get some clarification on this?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, I wUl giveyou

clarification. In today's DCA, ifyou will

turn to p. 430, beginning halfway down
the page under the line it says, report of

the General Council on Budgetary Ref-

erences from the 1992 General Con-

ference. Doyou see that line? Now, what
happened this morning was the GCFA
had projected a million dollar a year line

item. That line item was not adopted.

Instead, when we adopted the minority

report on p. 436, that line item changed

to $625,000 the first year, $637,000 the

second year, and then back to $625,000

the third and fourth year. So, it was

reduced from $4 million to, I've lost the

figures, some $2.5 million in round num-
bers.

Now, that amount of money has to be

handled by CF&A. What is on pp. 430,

431, and 432 will need to be withdrawn

from our work today. CF&A will take it

back and work with it in the terms ofthe

monies the conferences made available

and will bring it back to you for action

at a later time.

DORSEY: Sir, is it because of con-

fusion the Hispanic Plan called for 3.1

million, we celebrated it and on down
the line. Is there any way in which that

can be amended by this body at some
later point?

BISHOP YEAKEL: At some later

time, yes. In essence this is Report No.

16 from the Council on Finance and

Administration. It will have jJl that's in

here. It will have the motion that was

just questioned-the reference to Global

Ministries that Twick Morrison indi-

cated they'd need to reconvene to hand-

le. There was one on saving stations and

there were attendant costs to that that

&te not here. There may be some other

things the conference will yet do. They

will bring you the report and you can

deal with it at that time.

DORSEY: All right, so we could avoid

Jhe hypocrisy at that point.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, and I may
make one other comment. It does not

mean that every item that was voted is

automatically an apportioned item.

There may be other ways of providing

this funding and that's the task ofCF&A
to make the first motion of how it is to

be done. But it will need to come later in

the week because you've changed the

ground rules in terms of the numbers.

Now we are ready for Report No. 4. No.

4, please. Frank Finkbiner.

Welcome back.

(Africa University Fund)

FRANK FINKBINER: Thank you.

Bishop, members of the Conference, the

I
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report No. 4, the Africa University Fund
is on P. 308-310 of the Advance Edition

oftheDCA.
In these past few days, Africa Univer-

sity has captured the mind of this

General Conference, as only a few things

are able to do. The recommendation for

apportioning general funding for the

African University is the same as in the

current quadrennium, $2,500,000, as an

annual apportionment for each year of

the quadrennium. GCFA also recom-

mends that the General Board ofHigher

Education and Ministry continue to seek

funding by means of world service spe-

cial gifts, with a quadrennial goal of

$10,000,000 to be used for permanent

endowment funds for the University.

GCFA's report No. 4 gives back-

ground information on the actions ofthe

1988 General Conference, and on

GCFA's actions during the years 1988-

1991 in fulfiUment ofthe responsibilities

entrusted by the General Conference. At

the time that report was made and

printed, the fmal granting ofthe Univer-

sity charter was still pending. As you

know, the charter was subsequently

signed by the President of Zimbabwe,

and the University began operation in

March of this year. What a joy we ex-

perienced last week in the celebrating of

that event.

As stated in the report, all conditions

established by the 1988 General Con-

ference and by the GCFA for release of

monies from the apportion fund

receipts, have been fulfilled. And the

Board of Directors of the University is

now free to utilize those funds in accord-

ance with the approved financial plan

for the development and operation of

the first two colleges. As plans for the

establishment offuture colleges develop,

the GCFA stands ready to receive and

review the financial plans related to

their development and operation, and to

offer its counsel as needed. We not only

recommend the apportioned amount,

but we urge each Annual Conference

and every local church to support the

World Service Special. It is with

gratitude and enthusiasm that we place

this before you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. For clarification essentially we're

voting on a $10,000,000 apportionment

across the quadrennium and the permis-

sion to continue or the instruction to

continue the World Service Special for

the same amount. Now we need to hear

from the Legislative Committee.

SANDRA L. KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England Conference): I

would just call to the General

Conference's attention that on P. 434

and 435, that both the minority and the

mtyority report endorse the report ofthe

Council on Finance and Administration.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. The an-

nouncement is that the Committee
agrees. Bill Quick.

WIUJAM QUICK (Detroit): Bishop,

in the film which we all saw on Africa

University, we were introduced to a

young woman named Violet, who said,

"I want to be a doctor. I want to fix

hearts." It is the prayer of the Financial

Administration that the hearts of all

United Methodists will be fixed and the

Holy Spirit will lead us to pay this item

as well as the others in full.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. The motion is to adopt the

$10,000,000 apportioned fund and a

$10,000,000 World Service Special

Fund. Microphone No. 4. Microphone
No. 4, I'm sorry, No. 14.

RICHARD G. REEVES (Central Il-

linois): I'm a member of the Africa

University Board of Directors and I'm

Chair ofthe Building and Grounds Com-
mittee for the Board. I'm sure many of

you have seen the bumper sticker "I

Touch the Future; I Teach." I wish to

suggest a bumper sticker for the Africa

University, "We Touch the Future of a

Continent and the World." We have the

privilege of being present at the crea-

tion, and there is something thrilling

about that. And the United Methodist

Church said, "Let there be a university

on the continent of Africa," and there

was a university. To continue in this

scriptural way we might add, "it docs not

yet appear what it shall be."

The charter came in January. Over

700 young people applied to come to the

two colleges that we were able to estab-

lish. 40 students were selected because

we could accommodate them. 25 are in

the school of agriculture; 15 are in the

school of theology; 9 are young women,

31 are young men; and they come from

four different countries on the continent

of Africa. A temporary campus has been

created there in some agricultural build-

ings that were renovated by volunteer-

ing mission teams.

I predict that someday, someone
graduating from our agricultural college

will discover a way to help relieve the

continual incidence of famine on the

Africa continent. Someday, someone
from our college of theology will present

Christ in a way that will make it easier

for people to believe the gospel. Some-
day, someone from Africa University

will have insights in what makes for

peace and international understanding,

so we won't have to study war any more.

What a blessed opportunity we have to

make the dream and vision of the Africa

University possible. We, our generation,

get to do this. I know firsthand of the

great need and hunger of young people

in Africa for education.

Since my retirement from a payingjob

seven years ago, I've been working on

the continent to get pure drinking water

for people there; where often times they

don't have enough water, and what is

there, is polluted. And so I have worked
with people who are really hungry for

education and work hard to get it. The
first phase of construction contracts

have been signed. Before the end of this

month, building on the first phase con-

struction will begin for the permanent
campus. I'm happy to support this whole
motion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you, sir.

Microphone No. 10.

JAMES M. LAWSON (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I want to stand in

solidarity with that statement that's just

been made; and such an important one.

But I rise also to oppose the motion for

the African University funding by both

the GCFA, the majority reports from the

Committee, and the minority report;

which I recognize are all the same. I do

so for very painful reasons which must

be spoken.

No. 1, all of us in this General Con-

ference are the recipients of 500 years of

the looting and the robbery of Africa,

Latin America and Asia. In my own 30

or 40 years of reading and thinking and

traveling, those are hard words, but

those are words, that I have had to con-

clude, represent the reality of western

civilization.

We have been the beneficiaries, all of

us. And it's one ofthe reasons, therefore,

that secondly I think that the amount of

money here ought not be $10,000,000

plus additional World Service Specials.

But ought to be $25 million or $30 mil-

lion or $100 million. Because I believe,

secondly, that western Christianity, of

which all of us are a part, need to look at
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the formula of salvation from Luke: 19,

the first 10 verses and the experience of

Zaccheus.

We have been the beneficiaries of 500

years of looting. We need the salvation

imprint of being able to say if we have

robbed anybody; and the robbery con-

tinues. We restore it fourfold. Only that

will enable us to be able to say that we
are sorry and we are in the business of

repenting, by insisting that in the 21st

centuiy the oppressions will be lifted

from the millions and millions of people

who are the victims of our economic, or

military, or racial order. And then when
we have done that we may be able to

come before God with clean hands. And
I speak as one who is more than a tither,

my wife and I, more that tithing; that's

our minimum line of giving across the

years. I speak from the point of view of

a congregation who last year gave

$145,000 in apportionments and the

rest of it for this church of ours. And I

maintain, that we ought not to be having

this discussion unless we as a church can

become a giving, generous, cross-healed

and Christ-bom Church in our

generosity.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you very

much. This is a speech against the mo-

tion. I heard no amendments. We are

voting on the fund of$10,000,000 appor-

tioned and a $10,000,000 World Service

asking. If you would like the

microphone please move to it and I'll

move around the room. Microphone No.

14. I'm presuming you're allowing us to

proceed under the suspended rule and

you can go to a microphone. Go to a

microphone, my brother, and I'll recog-

nize you there. Now microphone 14.

LANGDON H. GARRISON JR.

(Alabama-West Florida): I rise to sup-

port Africa University. What has hap-

pened in the past, is past, and whatever

our feelings are about that, we have to

deal with those in our own conscience

and in the presence of God. But if we're

to try to amend the past and build for

the future, we need to be investing in

Africa University and not protesting in

some form of undermining, what

they're trying to do. The scripture says,

"You shall know the truth and the truth

shall set you free." And I would support

teaching the truth, the Christian truth,

through Africa University sponsored by

the United Methodist Church. And I

would urge us to vote in support of this

amount that continues the work that

has been begun in the name of our Lord

and in the name of our Church, and

support Africa University.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right,

microphone No. 9, please.

KOY MBUKULA (Central Zaire):

(speaks in French)

(Africans Speak Words ofAppreciation)

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. May the

translator help us, please?

MBUKULA: (speaks in French with

English translation)

TRANSLATOR: I would like to bring

some information.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Can you give us

your name and conference again, please,

so we know who you are?

MBUKULA: Koy Mbukula. I am from

Zaire-Central Zaire.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. Now,

sir.

MBUKULA: When we speak about

numbers, we forget the realities. I would

like that we see this way.

If there would be no university for

Methodists here in the United

States . . . what will be the future ofThe
Methodist Church?

If we say one year there is no pos-

sibility to get university, and the year

after there will be a possibility to open

universities, how many universities

would you like to open? And, I think, if

you give first $10 million to open the

first one, you will give $100 million to

open other ones.

And I don't think we should lose time

in discussing having to have $10 million

dollars for one year, and this is $10 mil-

lion dollars for 4 years. And I would like

that this motion be adopted. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. That's 3 speeches for the motion

and 1 against.

I can only take speeches against the

motion now. At microphone no. 2, are

you speaking for the motion or against

the motion?

GABRIEL VINTE e CINCO (Western

Angola): (spejiks in Portuguese)

BISHOP YEAKEL: We need transla-

tion, please.

VINTE e CINCO: (speaks in Por-

tuguese)

BISHOP YEAKEL: Just a minute.

Yes, what's . .

.

TRANSLATOR: The translator is

ready.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

VINTE e CINCO (m Portuguese with

English translation): My name is

Gabriel Vinte e Cinco.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes. Are you
speaking for the motion or against the

motion?

VINTE e CINCO: (speaks in Por-

tuguese) I would like to thank the con-

ference for the gesture . . . that we have

the Africa University.

BISHOP YEAKEL: WUl you hear the

words of appreciation. Let us continue.

VINTE e CINCO: (speaks in Por-

tuguese with English translation) As an

Angolan and an African ... I want to

express for me and on behalf of my
delegation the great joy that we feel in

hearing about Africa University here.

Methodism in Africa is already in its

second century.

It's unfortunate that it has taken this

long in the second century for us to now
have an institution of higher learning.

And that's why we're so happy now to

hear that this is progressing-that we
have now this university.

We want to thank very much the com-

mission that has worked so hard to

make sure that we have this university,

and for opportunities to study theology.

We also want to thank all our bishops

who have worked untiringly to make
sure that we have this university in our

continent.

We also want to thank the General

Commission on Finance and Ad-

ministration that have recommended

that we continue supporting this institu-

tion.

We want to express our thanks and

hope that we can continue to have

progress and support for this imiversity:

Africa University.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

Thank you very much. At your will

yesterday, when translation is necessary

the clock is delayed for 3 additional

minutes and then it starts the process-

just so you understand. Now I take it we
are ready to vote. I see nobody at the

microphones, and we've had 3 speeches

for and 1 against. Is there a last word

from either the council or the commit-

tees? . . . are ready to go. If you vote

"yes," you vote for a $10 million dollar

apportionment and a $10 million dollar

world service special program. If you

vote "no," then, of course, there is noth-

ing in our budgeting process for this

fund. Please vote when the light ap-

pears.
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"Yes," 899; "No," 31. The Africa

University Fund is adopted, as proposed

from the Council on Finance and Ad-
ministration. We turn now to the Report
No. 5, the Episcopal Fund. Dr. E. Wen-
dall Eskew speaking for the Council.

(The Episcopal Fund)

E. WENDALL ESKEW (West Vir-

ginia): Bishop Yeakel and members of

the conference, Report No. 5, the Epis-

copal Fund, found on pp. 311, 315 of the

Advance DCA. The printed report here

sets forth GCFA's recommendations for

the compensation and expense allowan-

ces for the bishops and episcopal offices

of our church. By its very nature, the

Episcopal Fund is a clergy support fund.

This fund supports the ministry of our

episcopal leaders, so important to the

life of the church. And through this

fund, we now support 50 jurisdictional

bishops, 17 Central Conference bishops,

plus 1 new bishop in Northern Europe,

which you have already added by your

action here at this conference. Unlike

other apportioned funds, and I hope that

you will note this if you do not jdready

know it, its apportionment is not at a

stated dollar amount, but is set as a

percentage of local church clergy

salaries.

As a clergy support fund, this fund has

been impacted by all of same extraordi-

nary cost factors~as have other clergy

support funds in our annual conferences

and local churches-especially, costs for

pension and rising heetlth insurance

costs. The full impact of these cost in-

creases hit the fund early in the last

quadrennium, when the Council had

been reducing the rate of the apportion-

ment in response to a significant level of

reserves in the fund balances. As a result

of our need to cope with the significant

cost increases, at a time when the rate of

apportionment had been reduced, the

fund's reserves proved inadequate. And
it became necessary, during the course

of this past quadrennium, to increase

the apportionment to the mtiximum

level authorized by the 1988 General

Conference. The Council of Bishops has

been working diligently with GCFA to

identify areas in which costs can be con-

trolled and cost increases can be limited.

As a result, GCFA is projecting episcopal

fund budgets which it believes can be

met without additional increases in the

rate of apportionment, beyond the rate

which is in effect during the 1991 and

1992 years, which is 2.5%. Therefore,

the dollar amount which would be ap-

portioned in 1993 and beyond are es-

timated not to exceed the same 4% rate

of increase that is recommended for the

general fund apportionments as a whole.

Please note our proposed change in

the formula for determining episcopal

salaries. During the present quadren-

nium, bishops' sedary increases have

been at the same rate as the increases in

the denomination's average compensa-

tion, as calculated by the General Board

of Pensions. The recommendation con-

tained in our report before you is that,

for the coming quadrennium, those in-

creases be 1% less than the increase in

the DAC.
The reason for this recommendation

is to compensate for the fact that the

increased assumption for housing costs,

that is built into the DAC, is causing it

to rise at a faster rate than actual clergy

salaries. GCFA believes that this adjust-

ment of the formula will result in

bishops' salaries rising at about the same
percentage rate as other clergy salaries.

GCFA would call attention to the state-

ment, on p. 315, and section 8 of our

Report No. 5, that our budget projec-

tions for the fund are based on the

present number of episcopal areas.

This conference has just authorized

the addition of a new bishop in Northern

Europe. As The United Methodist

Church outside the United States con-

tinues to grow, it is important to provide

episcopal leadership as needed in the

Central Conferences. It is a respon-

sibility of the episcopal fund to provide

support for its episcopal leadership. It

may therefore be necessary, during the

course of the quadrennium, to increase

the amount apportioned for the epis-

copal fund, in order to provide the sup-

port needed. Bishop Yeakel, I am happy

to present this information for your ac-

tion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, and you
move the fund be adopted, I believe. It's

properly before us. All right. Now, we
turn to the legislative committee. Bill

Quick?

QUICK: Bishop and members of the

conference, in referring back to the 1988

General Conference, and the quadren-

nial proposal for the Episcopal Fund, 4

years ago, is a figure of $35,899,000. As
has been reported to you, that had to be

revised as of necessity, and properly so.

And the apportionment figure for the

current quadrennium is $43,170,053.

The legislative committee is recom-

mending, in our report, in the msyority

report, a quadrennial fund of

$55,354,000. That is an increase over the

present quadrennium, that's a revised

figure, of $12,184,000, or an increase of

28.22%. The recommendation from
GCFA is a 32%, and the minority report

a 29%. We urge to adopt the mtyority

recommendation from the legislative

section.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Tracy Merrick,

now the minority report.

TRACY R. MERRICK (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Bishop, and delegates to

General Conference, if you'll refer to p.

44, 134. The fifth line item. Episcopal

Fund, you'll see the numbers that are

proposed under the terms of the

minority report. This totals for the 4

years $55,994,000. This is approximate-

ly $640,000 more than would be the

figures totaled in the majority report.

Our number of $55,994,000 represents

an 8.4% increase over the quadrennium,

over the 1992 level, an annual increase

of approximately 2.05%. I'd also note

one other distinction between the

majority and the minority reports, and

that is, if you look further back in the

booklet, there's reference to the fact

that 1993 episcopal salaries would be

frozen under the terms of the msyority

report. And that would not be necessary

under the terms of the minority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you very much. Now once again, we've

got a fund, as . . . that's parallel to some
of those this morning. And I sense there

was a little bit of confusion because of

the way your voting took place. And one

time it was a "yes" vote, and the next

time it took a "no" vote. And let me
suggest to you that you write down the

following numbers. Ifyou'll place the no.

1, with the figures of $55,994,000, that's

the minority report. $55,994,000.

Next to no. 2 put the numbers

$55,354,000, and that's the legislative

committee's report, or the majority

report.

And then next to no. 3, place the num-
bers $57,008,000, which is the council

report.

Now, I ask you to do it in that fashion

because first we're going to vote on no.

1, which is the minority report. If you
vote "yes," then you would adopt that

report if it receives the m^ority of the

vote. If you vote "no," then that means
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no. 2, or the m^ority report will indeed,

to that degree, be the winner ofthat vote

and be before us. And then we will deter-

mine between those, whatever is left, on

no. 3. Does that help you any?

It is the minority report that's before

you. Now, at the risk of feeling that you

have been manipulated, is there any-

thing that needs to be said about these

funds that hasn't already been said?

This is a particular fimd, it certainly

deserves your discussion. Microphone

No. 2.

SHARON Z. RADER (West

Michigan): A word of information and

then a question, I think.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

RADER: The information is because

of the imique situation. I am the

secretary of the Commission on Central

Conference Affairs.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

(New Bishop Called for in West Africa)

RADER: Because of the unique situa-

tion in which the Commission on

Central Conference Affairs finds itself,

it had a petition before it to increase the

number of bishops in the West Africa

Central Conference from 2 to 3. It was

printed improperly and needed to be

corrected, and so it has not been calen-

dared yet for the General Conference to

deal with. When the Corrmiission on

Central Conferences met last night,

they did adopt that petition increasing

the number of bishops in the West

Africa Central Conference. With that

piece of information, then, my question

to you is, or to GCFA, will the Episcopal

Fund cover this should the General Con-

ference adopt this recommendation

from the Commission on Central Con-

ference?

BISHOP YEAKEL: That is a question

I won't attempt to answer. Bishop Rus-

sell or someone from CFA. Dr. Eskew.

ESKEW: The answer is the Episcopal

Fund is in place to provide for the needs

of the church and its episcopal leader-

ship. If this conference votes additional

areas such as the one just mentioned,

then the Episcopal Fund is there to care

for that. In order to care for this or other

new areas that may come as I have indi-

cated in the report, it may be necessary

to increase the amount apportioned so

that funds will be necessary to care for

these needs or this need of the church.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Does that satisfy

the question? Thank you, Sharon. Yes.

Go to a mike. I will find you at the

microphones and hold up your card so I

can see you. Microphone No. 14, please.

Ifyou have questions, move to the mikes

now. That was the change of our under-

standing.

MAXIE DUNNAM (Memphis): Did I

imderstand that ifwe adopt the commit-

tee report, the bishops' salaries would be

frozen for the next 4 years?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Let's ask the com-

mittee that question.

ESKEW: The material in yourDCA
indicates that if the m^ority report is

approved, then it would be necessary.

Yes, a part of that would be the recom-

mendation from GCFA that the salaries

be frozen for 1 year.

DUNNAM: But we could . . . that

would be the recommendation ofGCFA,
but this body could change that recom-

mendation, couldn't it?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Maxie, I'm getting

the information here. Ifyou'll look on p.

442, Report No. 5 in today's DCA, what

is being reported as I understand it here,

p. 442, Report 5, are we together? That

if you, in essence, what we are talking

about in essence is the cap for this par-

ticular fund~(to get back to a word I've

tried to avoid)-that by capping out at

this level, CFA is saying that for the first

year of the quadrennium, the question

which you ask would be "yes." They will

be capped for the year, not for the quad-

rennium. All right. Now, microphone

no. 2.

CHARLES SAYRE (Southern New
Jersey): I think all of us are confused

here. The bishops' salaries are set on a

formula, are they not?

BISHOP YEAKEL: That is correct.

SAYRE: Now, without touching the

formula, how can we begin manipulat-

ing amounts? It's very, very confusing.

BISHOP YEAKEL: WUl you give Dr.

Droke the privilege ofresponding to this

question? Ifyou wUl, wOl you lift a hand?

If not, will you lift the hand?You do have

the privilege.

CLIFFORD DROKE: I think the con-

ference will be helped if you actually

turn to p. 442 in today's DCA, and you

will discover there the language that

would be inserted in the body of the

report on the Episcopal Fund about

salaries for bishops. The language that

would be inserted reads, "Bishops'

salaries for calendar 1993 shall remain

at the level established for calendar

1992." And then the following words.

"The annual increase in bishops'

salaries for calendar 1994 and 1995."

That leads into the formula. The new
language would freeze salaries for next

year.

BISHOP YEAKEL: In order to stay

within the cap that is proposed in the

majority report. Microphone No.7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): Just an observation. I am con-

vinced that whatever we are paying is

not enough, so don't misunderstand

what I am going to say next. And this is

a challenge for 1996. As we become more
of a global world, recognizing the value

of the dollar varies in different parts of

the world, maybe we should also con-

sider a cost-of-living adjustment factor

for bishops which are not living in the

same region.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. That's a

comment. I have no amendments.

Microphone No. 4.

RANDALL WILLD^SON (North

Georgia): Bishop, I would just remind

the conference that in our legislative

committee, and I know that there are

some others, that we're going to be deal-

ing with some numbers that will affect

the number of bishops in the United

States, so there could be fewer bishops

in the United States that might help

cover some others, ifand when we adopt

those figures for that formula. So it

seems to me that this might balance

itself out.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I couldn't quite

interpret your look as you were speak-

ing, sir. I'd better not try. Microphone

No.7.

TOM FLINN (Baltimore): Bishop, I

would like to suspend the rules so that

we can vote for everything or all that is

before us on this issue.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, Tom, I don't

think that's a proper motion. Once we

get past 5, 6, and 7, it seems to me an

omnibus motion may be in order. These

are discrete funds ordered by the

General Conference to the Council on

Finance and Administration, and I

think that you would be reaching into

the Discipline, and, therefore that

would be out of order, so I am going to

deny your request.

FLINN: May I correct myself, bishop?

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right.

FLINN: And mention the Episcopal

Fund?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Just the Epis-

copal Fund.
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FLINN: Just the Episcopal Fund,

that's what I meant.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. The
question is, or the request is, to suspend

the rules to invoke the motion for ques-

tion on the Episcopal Fund only. Ifyou
will suspend the rules, will you lift a

hand? If not, will you lift a hand? They
are suspended. Now the motion is for a

call for question on the fund. Ifyou will

call the question, will you lift a hand? If

not, will you lift the hand? The question

is called. Now, last speeches. The
minority report first. Tracy, any speech?

No? The committee? Bill? any speech?

QUICK: Bishop and members of the

conference, ifyou will notice the figures

for the Episcopal Fund for the years

1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996, it allows for

a $247,000 increase in 1993; a $442,000

increase in 1994, a $358,000 increase in

1995, and a $692,000 in 1996. The legis-

lative committee hopes that you will

adopt the m^ority report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, now the

council.

ESKEW: I think the conference un-

derstands that in this fund, our budgets

are really projections of what we hope

may happen, since the formula develops

the amount of money for this fund,

based on the salaries of our pastors. And
we have already felt the need and the

needs that may arise for this, and so the

Council is very hopeful that you will

support the program and the proposals

that we have made for this fund for the

next quadrennium.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, what is

before you, then, is the amendment of

the minority report which calls for the

Episcopal Fund to yield $55,944,000

during the quadrennium. If that's what

you want at the appropriate time, you

will press the button for "yes. " The legis-

lative committee or the majority report

is calling for $55,354,000, and if that's

what you want, you would vote "no."

You understand what "yes" and "no"

mean in this vote. Please vote when the

light appears.

Thank goodness for electronic ballot-

ing. "Yes," 483; "No," 445. The minority

report is sustained. Now if you would

take your 1-2-3 listing, just draw a line

through no. 2. Now what's before you is

no. 1 and no. 3. Do we need further

speeches on these? Well, I have to ask

the committee that. Does the commit-

tee? Does the council? I think they heard

you. All right, they said "no" just like

you thought they would. If you vote

"yes," "yes" is for no. 1 or the minority

report which now becomes the amend-

ment to the council's report. Ifyou vote

"no," you are voting for the council's

report. Is that dear? Please vote when
the light appears. The minority report,

which is before you, has received [ ]

votes; the council report, [ ] votes. You
have adopted the minority report as the

dollar yield value for the Episcopal

Fund, and it's my understanding, if I

read p. 442 correctly, we do not need to

change the formula within this fund.

Thank you very much. We turn now to

no. 6. You're doing very well. No. 6., the

General Administration Fund, and who
is leading us? Karen Collier. Karen,

please.

(General Administration Fund)

KAREN COLLIER (Tennessee):

Bishop, delegates, it is with great en-

thusiasm in the midst of all this that I

stand before you this afternoon to

present reports that offer significant op-

portunities for sharing in this, God's

world. Our witness in this asking sug-

gests that we take seriously the mandate

from the preacher in Hebrews 12:15,

"See to it that no one fails to obtain the

grace of God." We have worked long and

hard through hearings, on-site visits,

and written proposals to refine and

develop these budgets. We have dis-

covered agencies where persons have

worked hard to be good stewards of their

funds, and they seek now increases to be

better stewards of the task that has been

given.

Report No. 6 of the General Ad-

ministrative Fund is before you; you will

find it, of course, on p. 316 in the Ad-

vance Edition of the DCA, and you will

see there the results of all our labors.

The proposal indicates what is minimal-

ly necessary to keep our church

machinery operating, preserve our

United Methodist heritage, interpret

the laws of our denomination, and main-

tain our family ties throughout

Methodism. It is our hope that you will

not only sec the dollar amounts, but you

will appreciate the diversity of service

and ministry represented by the figures.

Andso the Report No. 6 is before you for

your consideration.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you very much. Now let me call on the

legislative committee.

QUICK (Detroit): Bishop and mem-
bers of the conference, as we looked at

these figures and tracked the figures for

the current quadrennium, the current

quadrennnial budget for General Ad-

ministration is $14,693,000, and the

majority recommendation from the

legislative committee for the coming

quadrinium is $16,838,000. That is an

increase of $2,145,000, and it represents

a 14.6% increase over the quadrennium.

We move the recommendation of the

legislative committee.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Now, Tracy Merrick, the minority

report.

MERRICK: Bishop and delegates to

General Conference, ifyou turn to p. 434

on line no. 6, General Administration,

the four-year quadrennial total for this

particular fund as proposed by the

minority report comes to $17,168,000.

This represents approximately $670,000

more than in the majority report. Our
rate of increase for the quadrennium

over the 1992 level for this particular

fund is 9%, or approximately 2.2% per

year. You will also note that on p. 438 is

the supporting information relative to

the breakdown of this particular fund

for the minority report. We'd urge your

adoption at the level we suggest.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you. We're

in the same position as last time. Is there

anyone who wishes to speak? Does it

help to take a minute and get the order

of the funding? No. 1 would be

$17, 168,000; no. 2 would be $ 16,838,000;

and no. 3 would be $17,271,000. No. 1 is

the minority report, no. 2 is the

majority, and no. 3 is the council. The
first vote would be between no. 1 and no.

2. Ifyou vote "yes," you would be voting

for the minority report. Ifyou vote " no,

"

you would be voting for the' majority

report. I see no one at the microphones.

I take it you're ready to vote. Please vote

when the light appears.

For the minority report, 462, for the

msyority report, or the "no" vote, 466.

The m^ority report is sustained. The
Report No. 2 in our listing is what is

before us, and the choice is between this

and the council's report. Do we under-

stand, and are you ready? Pardon? I'm

sorry; I don't understand what you're

saying. Do you understand what I'm

saying? All right. If you vote "yes," will

that help? If you vote "yes," you are

voting for the majority report, which is

the $16,838,000. If you vote "no," you
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are voting for the council report, which

is $17,271,000. Now are we clear? Please

vote when the light appears. The
majority report received 640 votes; the

council report, 300 votes. You have

adopted the majority report for the

General Administration Fimd.

Now we turn to Report No. 7, the

Interdenominational Cooperation

Fund, it's on 3 17 in the red book, and

you have the figures before you, and we
turn once again to Karen Collier.

(Interdenominational

Cooperation Fund)

COLXIER: The proposed budget is

found on p. 318 of the Advance DCA It

has been developed in consultation with

the General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns. The
budget requests for the causes sup-

ported by this fund were heardjointly by

GCFA and the commission, and the

recommendations from the commission

were given careful consideration by the

council as it developed its proposal. The
Interdenominational Cooperation Fund
was carefully developed. There were

special appeals during the quadrennium

to the GCFA from the Council of

Bishops and the General Commission

on Christian Unity and Interreligious

Concerns because presently we do not

provide the basic support for the

ecumenical organizations as called for in

the Book ofDiscipline.

The GCFA proposal would bring us

closer to meeting our responsibilities of

membership. The majority and

minority reports would significantly

decrease our contributions. You will

note that we have had to add extensive

money to the approved travel line as

described in footnote 2 on the legislative

committee reports. I stand before you,

not only £is a board member of GCFA,
but the pastor of a small and very

Methodist and very connectional local

church in the Tennessee Annual Con-

ference. It is a blessing to be able to

participate in these globed efforts to

spread the gospel within our Methodist

family and across the denomination.

Report No. 7 is now before you for your

consideration.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Now, the committee?

QUICK: Bishop and members of the

conference, in reviewing the Inter-

denominational Cooperation Fund, the

apportionments, and the receipts for the

present quadrennium, the apportion-

ments were $5,676,000. We do not have

the figure for 1992, but for the 3 years of

1989, 1990, and 1991, the payments

received on apportionments were

$3,433,023. A response only, sadly, 82%
of apportionments on that figure. We
recommend from the legislative com-

mittee a current quadrennial fund of

$5,676,000 or an increase of $117,000,

an increase of 2.6%, and we urge your

adoption.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you, Tracy

Merrick?

MERRICK: The minority committee

recommends for the Interdenomina-

tional Cooperation Fund, the figures

that are shown on p. 434, the 7th line

item. For the quadrennium, those total

$5,972,000. This really represents no in-

crease over the 1992 level as we will find

in our current budget.

BISHOPYEAKEL: All right, you have

the information before you. One more
time, if you'll put no. 1 and the number

is $5,972,000.

QUICK: Bishop, I want to make sure

that we gave the majority recommenda-

tion of $5,793,000.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

That's what I have, I guess I thoughtyou

did. No. 2 would be $5,793,000, and no.

3 would be $6,874,000.

Once again, no. 1 is the minority

report, no. 2 the majority, and no. 3 the

council. The first ballot when we come

to it would be between minority and

majority. At Microphone No. 2, please?

JUDITH V. CRAIN (Wisconsin):

Bishop Yeakel, I believe I'm technically

speaking in support of the minority

report, but my remarks really are meant

to support the GCFA proposal, but I feel

it necessary to make the remarks at this

point.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

CRAIN: I would like to point out and

reinforce many of the things that were

just said but from the platform. But to

point out that the figures that are com-

ing from the minority report are much
closer to the majority report figures

than they are to the GCFA figures and,

therefore, it is a considerable lessening

in comparison to some of the other

items that we've had before us.

Yesterday we celebrated our ecumeni-

cal acknowledgement that we are part of

Christ's whole church in an ecumenical

service. This ecumenical participation

in terms of our denomination is very

much a very key part of what comes

from support of this fund.

General Conferences in the past have

long approved our membership in these

organizations. Our membership actual-

ly supports the work of these organiza-

tions as has already been said, we are far

from our fair share and would come

much closer to that with the GCFA
proposal. GCFA has heard both the ap-

peal from the General Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Con-

cerns and from the Council of Bishops

about the needs in this area. This is a

small figure in comparison to the other

items that we have dealt with today.

This has a great deal to do on how we
are viewed as a denomination in the

world church, and it has a great deal to

do also with how we view ourselves.

Let us remember that we are part of

the whole body of Christ. This fund is

one very significant way that we seek to

make that wholeness a reality in the

world.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Microphone No. 3, please.

THELMA JOHNSON (West Ohio):

I'd like to speak in favor of GCFA's

recommended budget.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, so

you're speaking in favor of the present

motion. Go ahead.

JOHNSON: I think that when some-

one says that the increase seems to be

great, considering although this is a

small fund, what is happening in our

church, that we need to realize that we
have been using from a reserve fund.

And when you use from a reserve fund

there is not a great call on the general

church, but now the reserve funds are

no longer available-they have all been

used up. And unless a fund is put forth

and raised to a point, we will not be able

to do the ecumenical work that needs to

be done by this church.

The United Methodist Church is con-

sidered as a grand church by other

denominations around this world be-

cause we have a connection with these

denominations. I hope that we will

never get so that we forget this and

make it to a point that we are not able

to continue the work that we have been

doing. Thus, I recommend that we stick

to the figure that's been recommended

by GCFA. What could seem like an in-

crease really is not because we've been

using from reserves.
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BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you, now at Microphone No. 2, are you
speaking for or against?

Then let me come back to you. At
microphone 4. Are you spejtking for or

against?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I am
speaking for.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are not in

order either, at the moment. Number 14,

are you speaking for or against?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I am
speaking for.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Let me go to

microphone 15. Are you speaking for or

against?

MAXINE ALLEN (Little Rock): I have

a question.

BISHOP YEAKEL: A question is in

order.

ALLEN: OK, my question is, in that

we are talking about these inter-

denominational funds, how do we cur-

rently rank, in regards to the mainline

denominations, to our giving to these

funds, and what kind of impact would

the allocations that have been presented

before us have on our ranking in those

funds?

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, let's try

to get the answer to that information.

Can someone from . . . Clifford Droke,

please?

CLIFFORD DROKE: Bishop and

members of the conference.

There may be persons present who
have the detail with them. I do not have

the detailed information on that. I know
that we are the largest, single contribut-

ing participant in the National Council

of Churches. Last year for the first time

Ln our history of relationship there, we

did not pay our fair share, 100%. That

was because we had exhausted the reser-

ves that have been referred to. We are

critical to the existence of these or-

ganizations.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, that is

the best information we can get for you

at this time. Microphone 13, are you

speaking for or against? In favor or op-

posed to the motion?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I am
for.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Microphone 5, are

you speaking for or against? Are you at

the microphone over here, sir? You're

not at the microphone. All right, I come

back to Microphone No. 2; you have the

opportunity to speak; and then we have

exhausted the speeches in favor of this

motion.

RESSIE MAE BASS (Florida): Much
of what I wanted to say has been said

already. But I would just note, that the

minority and the mtyority report both

drop our giving to the ecumenical or-

ganizations, below the 1992 levels for

every year for this next quadrennium.

And I don't believe that we want to give

such a message to the ecumenical com-

munity, nor do we want to backtrack

what we have previously done. Which
implies that we are reneging on our

ecumenical commitment, so I urge us to

support the minority report, although

we need GCF&A's report.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Now, Microphone No. 8. Are you

speaking against this report?

RICHARD TIMBERLAKE (Holston):

Against, yes, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order,

sir.

TIMBERLAKE: The people at

Clifford's Chapel United Methodist

Church asked me to speak for them.

They worked very hard to pay their as-

kings 100%. They cannot do that every

year, but last year they made it, and said,

"Please use our money carefully." To
them . . . someone said a moment ago,

another million doesn't matter much.

To the people at Clifford's Chapel, it

makes a great deal of difference, and

they would appreciate it if you would

reduce this part of the asking, where

they feel this is not a particularly sig-

nificant use of their money. They would

want the askings reduced if it's at all

possible.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. I see no one at the microphones,

that would indicate you're ready to vote.

Does the minority committee wish to

speak?

MERRICK: I wouldjust refer the body

to 2 items. First of all, ifyou look on p.

434, you'll notice that the Inter-

denominationid Cooperation Fund does

drop initially below the '92 level, but

after halfway through the quadrennium

is back above the '92 level, and I failed

to mention when I was here before, that

the supporting information for this par-

ticular budget is on p. 440.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. The minority report? No. The coun-

cU?

BISHOP FORREST C. STITH: Just

again, we would ask you in this instance.

support the minority so you can support

CFA in the next go-round. I remind you

that our historical system, that relating

to the ecumenical church worldwide, is

one of the symbolic keys of being United

Methodist. To pull back now and allow

ourselves not to participate is a sign we
do not want to send either. We are cru-

cial and a key in the decision-making of

these bodies which will determine where

we are as a Christian church in the next

10 years. The reserves have been pointed

out to as a factor we have had to dig into

for the past 4 years, just to meet our

commitments as members of these

various communions. To not be able to

participate will violate the contracts and

commitments we have made and our

participation in all the ecumenical op-

portunities we have.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Let me try to be sure there is no

confusion now. What is before you is no.

1, the minority report on the Inter-

denominational Cooperation Fund
budget in an amount, an aggregate

amount, of $5,972,000. Ifyou vote "yes,"

you are voting for that number. If you

vote "no," you are voting for the

majority report, the majority report,

which is $5,000,793-$93,000, excuse

me, I am so used to a few thousand here,

there, that, you know. Sorry about that.

Ifyou are ready to vote, please vote when
the light appears.

The minority report received a vote of

486; the majority report, 457. You have

adopted the majority report. I'm sorry;

I'm sorry. I misspoke. The minority

report, thank you. I need all the help I

can get, and you're doing well. The
minority report that you just adopted is

your Yes button. It continues as the Yes

button. The CouncU Report is the No
button. If you wish the figure to be

$5,972,000 you will vote "yes." If you

wish it to be $6,874,000 you will vote no.

Are we clear? Did someone say . . . you're

saying no? You're dear on what you're

voting for? All right. Please vote when
the light appears. The "yes" vote, or the

Minority Proposal, received 606; the

Council Report, or the "no" vote was

341. You have adopted the minority

report.

Now, stay with me; we may not be so

far from the end. Beginning with Report

No. 8, let me walk you through this. In

the red book, p. 318: I am under the

impression that report 308, which is the

apportionment formula; no. 309, special
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Sundays with offerings; no. 10, direc-

tives for the administration of the

general funds; no. 11, income from the

Board ofTrustees-am I going too fast?-

-no. 12, the report on the Church's Cen-

ter for Theology and Public Policy; no.

13, references from the prior General

Conferences; no. 14, the budget of the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration would require you to look

at p. 443 of today's I>CA~443.

I'm told to skip 14 for this present

exercise. Skip that one for a moment.

What number? Report No. 15, reports

and recommendations with other

general agencies. I'm told, and I want to

clear, that these reports, 8 through 13

and no. 15, have concurrence from the

legislative committee. Some ofyou have

asked, When is it proper to make an

omnibus motion? If you'd like to, you

can do it at this time. Would you like to

do that? It does not require the setting

aside of the rules.

Are you moving that Tom? I have a

motion to take these reports, 8 through

13 and 15, together. Is it seconded? Is

there any discussion, any questions, any

debate, whatever? Please go to a

microphone, and I will see you there. I

don't know if it's been helpful toyou, but

it's certainly allowed me to preside with,

I think, some equity around the con-

ference—because I can seeyou moving to

the mikes, and I take you in order. No.

3, please.

PETER D. WEAVER (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I'd like to draw our attention

to Report No. 10, which is on the ad-

ministration of general funds, p. 322. At

the end of that section I'd like to add a

no. 9.

BISHOP YEAKEL: No. 9, all right.

(A Motion for a Stewardship and
Finance Study)

WEAVER: The motion is that the

General Council on Ministries and

GCFA shall establish a joint task force

to make a comprehensive examination

of the stewardship and fmancial issues

ofThe United Methodist Church; and to

propose a long-range plan to the 1996

General Conference in order to address

those issues. The cost of the task force

will be divided equally between GCOM
and GCFA.
BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. That is

your motion. Is it seconded? Would you

like to speak to it?

WEAVER: This is the third General

Conference I've come and in the first

week been inspired to see the string of

the kite let out and the wind ofthe Spirit

allow us to soar high with the great

vision. And then we come to the budget

and find ourselves trapped with the

string being pulled in again and again-

trapped, almost paralyzed, in our sence

of weakness and poverty instead of

God's moving Spirit.

Something is wrong, and what's

wrong—in my judgment, at least-is not

that we are poor. Or at least in my con-

gregation, when I look at the clothes we
wear and the cars we drive and the

places we live and how we spend our

discretionary income, the money is

there. We've said that in a number of

ways. How is it that we connect the

resources and blessings of God's people

with the extraordinary needs that we
have also felt at this General Con-

ference?

We are a long way away from selling

all we have, as Jesus admonished us, and

giving to the poor. We are even a long

way away from Wesley's "give all you

have." We are even a long ways away

from the Presbyterians in their

stewardship. The disconnection in the

connection, I would suggest, is between

our discussion of finance and our under-

standing, theologically and biblically, of

stewardship-what that means in the

whole connection. And I would ask that

this task force come to us with a long-

range plan, so that we no longer need to

come to General Conferences and face

the second week in this spirit.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Is there someone wishing to speak

to this motion? I'm sorry . . .where's the

. . .oh, yes. Microphone 6. Areyou speak-

ing for or against, sir?

V. L. DAUGHTERY (South Georgia):

Point of information.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, sir.

DAUGHTERY: V. L. Daughtery,

South Georgia.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you.

DAUGHTERY: I'd like to ask the

maker of that motion. What will be the

estimated cost of the church for the

study recommended?

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. He's

coming to the microphone to answer the

question, and then I'll go to no. 7.

WEAVER: I do not have an estimated

cost. The motion suggests that whatever

that cost, that it will be equally borne by

General Council on Ministries, General

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion, which as I understand it does have

administrative line items to care for

these kinds of studies that need to be

taken for the coordination of the

general church.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You don't have an

idea what it would cost; that's the

answer to the question. Now, on

microphone 6.

DAUGHTERY: Then I would like to

speak in opposition to the motion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are in order;

you may speak.

DAUGHTERY: I feel, again, we're

being irresponsible; we're calling for

studies. We do not know the cost; it's

going to cost somebody something. It'll

be taken out of the budget of these

boards. I hope the body will vote it down.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right,

Microphone No. 7.

TIM RUSSELL (Central Texas): I

speak in favor of the motion, and I hope

the study will include taking a close look

at the connectional covenant that we

have in this body. It seems to me the way

we do business is eroding that connec-

tional covenant. We need to look, not

only at what we say we want to do with

our treasure, but where we actually put

our treasure to indicate, to the world

and to one another, where our hearts are

in our covenant with one another and

with God's world.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, I have 2

speeches for and 1 against. I will go to

Microphone No. 3.

SCOTT A. WILLIAMS (Central Pen-

nsylvania): I rise to speak against the

motion because I feel that we've had too

many studies, and the cost of these

studies are, well, in this case, unknown.

But I feel, knowing the cost of the

studies that we've had in the last quad-

rennium, this would be an expensive

study. I have a certain amount of em-

pathy with the person who has made

this motion, but it seems to me that the

agencies involved would be entitled by

their, the nature of these agencies and

the Discipline, that we have to come up

with recommendations without us going

into a formal study. Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Microphone No. 2.

MARIO E. NICOLAS (Caribbean and

the Americas): Bishop, I rise to support

the motion, but I would like to include

in the motion the necessity of not look-
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ing at the study only from a financial

point of view, but looking at the study

from a total understanding of

stewardship as a way of life because we
have heard that we have been declining

in membership. And so, it is not only a

financial matter that we should look at,

but we should look at the whole picture.

And so I believe this study is vitally im-

portant, but not only from a financial

point of view. And I would just like to

make an emphasis here that we must

realize that the strength of the con-

ference is the local church. And the

strength of the local church is every

member. Maybe we need to motivate

each member to maximize his or her

effort to retdly make stewardship not

only a program or a campaign, but a way

of life.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, thank

you. Now, I can take 1 speech against the

motion, and I will go to Microphone No.

9; are you speaking against?

ANITA H. CRUMP (Louisiana): I'd

like to speak for the motion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I'm sorry; you're

not in order. No. 15, are you speaking

against the motion? No. 15 . .

.

UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Oh, no, I'm

sorry; I'm in favor of the motion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: You are not in

order. No. 7, are you speaking against

the motion?

TOM FLINN (Baltimore Conference):

Bishop, I'd like to refer this motion to

the Board of Discipleship, which is in

charge, really, of stewardship. It seems

to me, I sympathize with the person who
has made the motion. I do think there is

something that must be done about our

stewardship. However, I'm not sure that

the 2 committees, or committee of the 2

agencies that were suggested, should be

the persons, the only persons involved

in this. And it seems to me that we're

trying to reinvent the wheel. We do have

a large group of persons, not staff par-

ticularly, but as far as laity and staffwho
are in on stewardship, and it seems to

me that if we're going to talk about

stewardship, the Board of Discipleship

should be the persons to do it.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Now is that a mo-

tion to refer this to the Board of Dis-

cipleship?

FLINN: It is.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Is there a 2nd? It

is seconded, and we are on that issue

alone, and there's been 1 speech for it. I

take it that the people at the

microphones were not there to speak

about this issue, so I'll go to no. 9.

MARY ANN SWENSON (Pacific

Northwest): I would like to speak

against the motion of referral to the

Board of Discipleship. While it is true

that the Board of Discipleship is very

much involved in stewardship education

for our church, I think the nature of this

motion was specifically to address the

kinds of things that we have been deal-

ing with in this legislative session about

budget and about our need in terms of

overall comprehensive long-range plan-

ning in stewardship and financial work

on behalf ofthe church. So I would speak

against referral and in favor of the mo-

tion.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Is there clarity on

the motion to refer? Are . . . would you

vote on that and help me out a little bit?

Are you willing? If you vote, if you wish

to refer, you'll vote "yes," ifyou wish not

to refer, vote "no." Please vote when the

light appears. The motion to refer is lost;

there are 337 votes "yes" and 594 "no";

the motion is lost.

We are on the primary motion to add

a no. 9 to Report No. 10 calling for ajoint

study between COM/CFA. The whole

issue of stewardship and its larger im-

plications for the life of the church to be,

the cost to be borne by the 2 agencies

equally. I am open for 1 speech against

that motion. Now let me go around

again. At no. 15, are you speaking for,

are you speaking against?

WILLIAM J. RISH (Alabama-West

Florida): I have a motion to make,

bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, let me
hear it.

RISH: I move the previous question

on the pending amendment.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Is the motion for

previous . . . on just this amendment?
RISH; And all amendments on these

reports that you've taken up in groups.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The whole set of

reports?

RISH: Yes, sir.

BISHOP YEAKEL: We go to finish

the reports. That is appropriate. If you

will move the, if you will adopt the pre-

vious question which cuts off debate, will

you vote . . . no, there are no questions

during a time of a call for the question.

There's no point of order during the call

for a question. The question call is in

order; there's nothing to question about

the question. We're going to decide

whether you want to do it or not. Ifyou

want to do it, vote "yes," if not, vote

"no." Please vote when the light ap-

pears. You are ready for the question;

"Yes," 821; "No," 104 no, it has the

required 2/3. The motion that you are

voting on is the amendment, the new no.

9 on p. 322 of the red book, calling for

the joint study to be funded by the 2

agencies, and to be reported back in '96.

Questions only and only to the chair. No.

7.

Go to a mike if you have questions.

And I recognize you, sir.

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT
(Northern Indiana): I have a question

because this item was under the consent

calendar as not being concurred by the

legislative committee. Could you please

BISHOP YEAKEL: Which item?

GOLDSCHMIDT: The one we're

amending now. No. 10, Report No. 10.

BISHOP YEAKEL: My under-

standing wcis that the committee agreed

with me when I asked if all of these

reports had received the concurrence of

the committee. It's not going to be on

consent calendar. Nothing that CFA
submits will go on the consent calendar.

It doesn't fit there. They assured me that

they were in concurrence and were

proceeding under that information.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Could they kindly

refer to the action item to assure me that

that's correct? My records show dif-

ferently.

BISHOP YEAKEL: There is nothing

in, well, their reporting the actions of

their committee. That's the best I can

do. Question at no. 13.

JUNE P. GOLDMAN (Iowa): Bishop,

I have a question of clarification. Was
the motion to move the previous ques-

tion referring to the omnibus decision to

vote on all of these matters, or was itjust

on the motion that was made regarding

the joint study?

BISHOP YEAKEL: It was on all the

matters before us.

GOLDMAN: Then I would like . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The Joint study,

the full Report No. 10, and all the rest of

it. It takes it all with it because it's all

together.

GOLDMAN: Could I then ask for just

a point of clarification on Report No. 13?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Providing it's not

a speech, you may.

GOLDMAN: All right. On p. 325 ofthe

Advance DCA, where it lists the expcn-
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ses of the staff persons attending

General Conference, there seems to be

quite a discrepancy between the num-
bers attending and the cost. Most of

them are at about $1,000 per person. Is

there any uniform formula that is used

by the agencies, is my question?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, there is a

uniform formula. It's provided by the

Personnel Policies and Practices Com-
mittee of the church. They aU conform

to that. One of the differences could be

that they don't all live in the same city.

GOLDMAN: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right, Ques-

tions only. No. 14. No. 14.

WILLIAM C. SMALLWOOD (Missis-

sippi): This is a point of information. I

was in that committee, and I thought

that there was an amendment to Report

13 asking that this be a continuing ac-

tion and reported back Etgain at the next

General Conference.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I think we've al-

ready had an action in the conference

asking for that, but it would not show in

this particular report. Can you help us

out with that, Sandra?

LAKORE: That was the sense of the

committee, but as I understand it, we
can amend these reports.

BISHOP YEAKEL: That's correct.

You can amend this. Well the body can

from the floor, but it's too late on this

one now. All right, no. 7 again. I'm sorry,

no. 15.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I have a

question. In the Delphi Report, the con-

cerns, particularly for internal church

matters, the no. 1 concern that was

raised out of that study was for

stewardship. Is there going to be some
way to refer that concern for study and

action?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Well, among
other things, you have a stewardship

amendment resting on your agenda

right now. I can't speak beyond that. No.

9, what is your question, please?

MARVIN B. ABRAMS (California-

Pacific): Marv Abrams, California-

Pacific Annual Conference.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, Marv, and we
wantyou to know we've been supporting

you in the loss of your sister. Go ahead

with your question.

ABRAMS: Thank you very much,

Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Go ahead.

ABRAMS: I have a question. Are you

including Report No. 9?

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes. 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, and 15.

(Native American Awareness
Sunday Offering Distribution)

ABRAMS: The question that I have

with Report No. 9 refers to No. 6, on

Native American Awareness Sunday.

The conference's legislative committee

passed a piece of legislation that was on

the consent calendar on Tuesday, and in

the middle of that it says, to be ad-

ministered by the Conference Board of

Global Ministries. My question is, if the

conference passes this petition, it's al-

ready on a consent calendar, will that

change this particular portion of this

report?

BISHOP YEAKEL: I don't know the

answer to that. We'll get it.

ABRAMS: There will be a new . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I presume that if

it is on the consent calendar, it's already

passed.

DROKE: Bishop, we've conferred on

the platform. It's the understanding of

the leadership of the financial commit-

tee and of GCFA that the rules of the

conference provide, an item presented

to the conference and voted, would take

precedence over any item on the consent

calendar.

ABRAMS: Bishop, the petition that

was passed by the Conferences Commit-

tee says that it would be the respon-

sibility of the Native American

committee in an annual conference to

determine the distribution of the Native

American Awareness Sunday offering.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Cliff, does it stUl

hold, your statement hold on this?

DROKE: Yes, it does, Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Then say it again.

DROKE: My statement is that our

understanding ofthe rules, which is why
we are looking toward you, is that the

rules of the General Conference provide

that where there are conflicts between

items presented to the General Con-

ference, particularly when there has

been debate or question raised, take

precedence over any item confiicting

with it that came through on a consent

calendar.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you, that's

my understanding of the rules, too.

ABRAMS: Does that mean that it will

be, that it'll have the wording from

the . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The wording

from, in this report is what we will ob-

tain. All right, number 7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Yes, Mr. Bishop,

thank you. I guess I need your careful

guiding me, so I am not irresponsive. As
I look in theDCA p. 234, what we friend-

ly call the blue book. Calendar Item 185,

refers to Report No. 10, if I am correct.

And that's one of those in which the

legislative committee called for noncon-

currence. That same thing is correct.

BISHOP YEAKEL: May I share that

the legislative committee does not have

authority to nonconcur.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Could we hear

from them . . . ?

BISHOP YEAKEL: But they can

bring a report saying that . . . here that

they did not concur, but they told me
they did, so I can't . .

.

GOLDSCHMIDT: But, we need your

guidance.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes, but they

didn't.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Mr. Bishop, our

records . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes?

GOLDSCHMIDT: Our official

records, in which they stated . .

.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Let me ask the

committee, will you please?

GOLDSCHMIDT: Yes, please.

BISHOP YEAKEL: All right. You
have the reference now?

LAKORE: Bishop, as we have men-

tioned earlier, we were not aware on the

vote of these funds that we did not take

action. Not until you clarified it and met

with the committee. So these actions

were taken, perhaps in error, because

the committee was not aware that it

couldn't do it.

BISHOP YEAKEL: The committee

was acting as if it had authority to

change the reports. It does not. It has

the right to bring an amendment here to

the floor as a privileged amendment.

They indicated they had no amend-

ments, and that it was concurrence, and

that's what I am acting under, so that's

where we are.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Could you then, in

the records also include there's an error

as well in the action Item 188?

BISHOP YEAKEL: I did not under-

stand that.

GOLDSCHMIDT: If indeed what the

legislative committee says, they made an

error when they reported nonconcur-

rence, we should note in the records that
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they made an error in that action item,

in that calendar item, and so is the case

in Calendar Item 189, I'm sorry, 189 on

p. 235, where again the records show
nonconcurrence and now they claim

concurrence.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Wherever the

record shows that the committee on

Financial Affairs took action to change

any of the 15 submitted reports of the

Council on Finance and Administration,

the record will show that they were in

error and that they are not applicable.

They have the right to come here to

make amendments. They have made no

amendment so we are proceeding.

That's the Discipline and the law of

the conference. All right. What you have

before, we're on, call for the question is

before us, information only. Go to a

microphone, I'll recognize you.

Microphone 10.

HARRIETT J. OLSON (Northern

New Jersey): Thank you, bishop, may I

just follow up on the question raised by

Marvin Abrams?
BISHOP YEAKEL: Sure.

OLSON: The Report No. 9 describes

the Native American Awareness Sun-

day. My understanding of this would be

that it is a description of the current

administration of that fund, {md

shouldn't be read as legislation which

would supersede something on the Con-

sent Calendar. Could you clarify that for

me?
BISHOP YEAKEL: Let's assume your

analysis is correct that it's a description

of what is presently there. It is also the

report of CF&A and is before this body.

There was no intent on my part to move
through it without calling everything to

your attention, and I did ask whether

there were any other areas that were

either to be amended by the committee,

before we went to accept the process of

the call for the question. This would take

precedence, because it will be an action

on this report. Reports that come to the

body and are acted upon take

precedence over Consent Calendars.

OLSON: If I may. Bishop, I guess the

distinction I'm not dear on is whether

the report intends to be legislative, or

whether it merely intends to be descrip-

tive.

BISHOP YEAKEL: AU right. Cliff?

DROKE: The cue is found on p. 320,

at the top of the page, the 1st paragraph

where it refers first to the Book of Dis-

cipline, and then in the 2nd sentence on

the page says, "For the 1993-1996 quad-

rennium, 6 general church special Sun-

day offerings shall be received in

accordance with the following

provisions."

BISHOP YEAKEL: So it is legislative.

OLSON: Thank you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: OK Areyou ready

now to vote? I think I've exhausted the

questions or the chair, one or the other.

We are voting on the proposed amend-
ment to Report No. 10 on p. 322, a new
No. 9 calling for the study. Are you, you

understand what we are voting on? Do I

need to say more? Thank you. Ifyou will

adopt the amendment on Report No. 10,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 422; "No," 498. The amendment
is not adopted. You have before you now
all of the reports, beginning with Nos. 8,

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 without any

amendments, and the only voice would

be CFA, I don't know whether you want

to say anything before we go. Are you

ready to go? All right, if you'll adopt

these reports, please vote when the light

appears. All right, thevote is "Yes," 847;

"No," 77. Will you turn now to Report

No. 14, and turn in your red book to 329,

and to your blue book to 443. Why we
didn't want to include this in any pos-

sible omnibus was that the figures

needed changing. The set of figures now
would be changed to those on 443. That

would be an automatic responsibility of

CF&A, but it requires your adoption.

Are you ready? If you will adopt Report

14 on p. 329 in the red book, as amended
by the figures on 443 in the blue book,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 855; "No," 61. We have adopted

Report No. 14. Now, will you turn to p.

430 in the blue book, 430 in the blue

book. This report concerning budgetary

references from the 1992 General Con-

ference is no longer helpful, and CFA is

withdrawing it. And let me call on

Bishop Russell to speak to this for your

understanding.

(GCF&A Postpones Budget Referral

Report for Refinement)

BISHOP RUSSELL: On p. 430 it is

necessary for us to withdraw the report

of those legislative matters referred to

GCFA, because of funding of special

matters. There's still some to come
before this body. We are withdrawing

the report, so that we can go back to

work and at the present time we have

subcommittees of our council at work in

consultation with a number of the

groups. Tomorrow at noon the council

will meet to make a decision, and then

we'll be ready to resubmit this report on

the budgetary references. Chairman,

Bishop Yeakel, while I'm here, I asked

you earlier if I might have the privilege

of saying a word.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Yes.

BISHOP RUSSELL: First of all to

those persons who have expressed con-

cern about the Native American Aware-

ness Sunday, if you would speak with

Clifford Droke, we'll be happy to talk

with you about that, and to see what we
can work out. This is in a sense a per-

sonal privilege matter. I was bom in a

Methodist parsonage and have loved

this church. I have never been prouder

of it than today. We have come to ex-

press different views and different un-

derstanding of how we finance the

mission and the ministry of the church.

Now, we have taken almost the full day

and everyone has expressed their view.

And then together we have made a

decision, and I thank God for that. Let

me say to you that by our calculation, the

grand total of all the funds approved,

$471,670,000. This morning it was men-
tioned about 5 annual conferences

which increased their giving this past

year. I celebrate that with you. All day

long I have been looking for an oppor-

tunity to brag on the conference that I

serve. I never had that opportunity, but

I want to do it now because I would like

to return to Fort Worth at least for a few

more months. We celebrate all who have

increased; the Central Texas Conference

more than 20 years has paid 100% of its

apportionments, even in the midst of

recession. What if this church, all of us,

were to return to say, "Beginning now,

we are going to increase our payments to

the general funds 5% from each annual

conference." Then we would be able to

do those things which we did not budget,

and that would be my challenge to you.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you,

Bishop Russell.

QUICK: Bishop, and members of the

conference, in a moment of personal

privilege, I would like to say thanks to a

number of persons. We'd like to thank

you, sir, for the very fair way in which

you've presided over this day. I want you
to know the tremendous appreciation

that I have personally, and this commit-

tee has, for Cliff Droke, for members of

his staff, for Bishop Russell and the
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members of GCF&A, for the tremen-

dous amount of time they have given,

and the great help that Cliff Droke has

been to our legislative committee. Could

we express thanks to all of them? And
finally, thank you for being kind to the

messenger. I have stood here as the rep-

resentative of Financial Administra-

tion, and we have had excellent

leadership from Velma Bunch, our

secretary, fromEwingWerlein, our vice-

chair, and from Sandra Kelley Lackore,

our legislative chair and members of the

legislative committee who really,

diligently, sincerely worked hard. We
prayed and we struggled together. I

would like to thank each one of them,

and I hope that you would join me in

thanking them. Thank you, Bishop.

BISHOP YEAKEL: Thank you, and if

I am allowed 15 seconds, I have sitting

behind me Bishop Looney and Bishop

Scott Allen. Of course Bishop Looney

has lots to do in his episcopal area, but

you need to know that Bishop Allen

wrote the Roberts Rules, Handbook, so

thanks to them. I have one last note. It

says the coffee is ready, the cookies are

going stale, and we need a break. Could

you take a break and be back in 10

minutes, really? And perhaps you'd be

willing to extend the time for adjourn-

ment til 5:30. That would give a solid

hour to begin to work on the ministry

report. Think about that while you

munch and crunch. Thank you very

much.

(recess)

Bishop William Boyd Grove assumes
Chair as Presiding Bishop

BISHOP WILLIAM B. GROVE:
Bishop Forrest Stith is going to lead us

in an African hymn for which you do not

need a song book. It is in the new Book

ofWorship, butyou don't need that now.

Let's be in order. You'll like this if you

can hear it. Can you do it?

BISHOP FORREST STITH: We'll

try. Some of those from the Northeast

may already know this and others may
learn it. Since we've been celebrating

Africa University, we're gonna visit

Zimbabwe, and one of the favorite

hymns of Zimbabwe goes like this.

(song)

BISHOP GROVE: Now, if we can be

in order, plesise? People over in this

comer at coffee, come ifyou will, quick-

ly. We're ready to begin. We want to give

our attention to the Legislative Commit-

tee on Ministry so that they can make
their introductory presentation with

our full attention.

Delegates, take your seats. You've

been very steadfast today, and I know
it's been a long day, and we have mUes

to go before we sleep, but our proposal

to you in a moment will be that we take

some introductory material relative to

the legislative items coming to us from

the Committee on Ministry, and then

break for dinner before we go into the

legislation so we'll be more fresh when
we come back. But first, let's be in order,

please, quickly. Thank you very much,

appreciate that. There was a request

from somebody who I think is over here,

for the floor to request a declaratory

decision from the Judicial Council that

relates to finance. Bishop Yeakel wasn't

able to recognize him, so we'll take that

1st, if that brother is back. Yes, back

here, at microphone 14.

(Legality ofBudget
Caps Questioned)

JERRY G. BREWSTER (Memphis): I

request a declaratory decision by the

Judicial Council as to the legality of the

General Conference setting a limit,

either in dollar amoimt or percentage

increase, for the total cap that the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration shall use in setting their

recommendations for the amounts of all

funds in total provided for in par. 906.1

of the Discipline.

BISHOP GROVE: Is there a 2nd? All

right, do you want to speak to it?

BREWSTER: Please. It was the un-

derstanding of most of the delegates, I

believe, in the conference that there was

to be some type of a cap that we would

be operating under. The committee was

persuaded that this would be out of

order, and so they brought no cap. I

would like for there to be a decision

about this, so that future General Con-

ferences will not have to be concerned

about whether they can put a cap and

they can operate according to whatever

rules are decided. I recognize that it is

the power of the body to ultimately set

the amounts for all of the funds, but it is

very difficult for a body of the whole to

do this, and I request that decision.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, anyone

want to speak to it? I think you're ready

to vote on this. This takes m^ority. It

takes only 20% to ask the Judicial Coun-

cil to rule on the constitutionality of an

issue that we have dealt with here, but I

believe it takes a majority, so please vote

when the light appears. "Yes" if you

want a declaratory decision, "no" ifyou

do not. "Yes," 566; "No," 238. The dec-

laratory decision is requested, and our

sisters and brothers at the back table

now have something to do that'll get

them out of this hall. I now recognize

Dennis Campbell, the chairperson ofthe

Legislative Committee on Ordained and

Diaconal Ministry.

DENNIS M. CAMPBELL (North

Carolina): Bishop Grove, members of

the General Conference, visitors and ob-

servers. I am chair of the Legislative

Committee on Ordained and Diaconal

Ministry. At the 1988 General Con-

ference in St. Louis, a Commission to

Study the Ministry was established. At

commission was a continuation and ex-

tension of the work of the commission

which reported to the 1988 General

Conference. It was specified in the legis-

lation establishing the commission that,

"The commission shall report through

the Council of Bishops to the General

Conference." The Council of Bishops

received the report at their 1991 fall

meeting at Lake Junaluska. It came

from the council to the Legislative Com-
mittee on Ordained and Diaconal Min-

istry. The commission's report was the

1st item the committee considered. The
report of the commission begins on p.

851 of the Advance DCA. I was

privileged to serve as a member of the

commission and can say sincerely that

the chair of that commission gave

remarkable service. It is appropriate

that she come now to make a statement

about the work of the commission.

Bishop Grove, I am pleased to present to

the conference, Ruth Daugherty, chair

of the Commission to Study the Minis-

try, and a member of the legislative com-

mittee.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you, and

welcome, Ruth Daugherty. Before Ms.

Daugherty speaks to us, let me say toyou

that it's the chair's understanding that

the right of the study commission to

present its work to us as part of this

opening as we come toward proposed

legislation is not bound by the 10-

minute limit that is established for each

calendar item, so unless there's objec-

tion, we'll proceed with that under-

standing.
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(Introduction to Study ofMinistry)

RUTH A. DAUGHERTY (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop Grove, members
of the Council of Bishops, delegates to

this General Conference, and visitors

and observers. The Commission for the

Study of Ministry sought to faithfully

fulfill its mandate given by the 1988

General Conference. That commission,

composed of 35 members who were ap-

pointed by the Council of Bishops, were

representative of the diversity and the

inclusiveness of this church. This refers

to the various aspects of ministry, as well

as the inclusiveness as we talk about it

in ethnic and racial ethnic minorities,

and the geographic areas including

Central Conferences. There are some of

those members who are present here.

Some were here as visitors; some are

here as delegates. I would ask those per-

sons to stEmd, including the 5 bishops

who were on our commission if they

would, so that I might publicly thank

them for their participation in this com-

mission.

As we began our task, the commission

determined that there would be 3 prin-

ciples which would determine their

work. The first was a missional focus,

realizing that we are living in days that

are fast-moving, and technology that is

advancing even beyond our comprehen-

sion, at least of laypersons who are not

familiar with all of that. That our society

is also rapidly changing, and we have

heard that in this conference about what

is occurring in our cities, as well as

among many of the peoples of our

country. We felt that this had to be one

of the focuses as we look at the needs for

ministry in the future. The missional

focus became very primary, and almost

a priority, as we determined different

parts of our recommendations.

This was built upon the premise and

the principle that all of us as Christians

are called to service through our bap-

tism. The general ministry of all Chris-

tians is affirmed, and also that those

who are set apart for special ministries

are given the responsibility of helping to

upbuild that body of Christ.

The 3rd principle was that there

would be 3 distinct ministries, that of

deacon, elder, and bishop. This is con-

current with the practice that is in many
denominations now.

(Order ofDeacon)

As chairperson of this commission, I

have attended many conferences with

persons representing studies in other

denominations, even including Roman
Catholic, and in all of them there is the

move to affirm the order of deacon.

There is not uniformity in how that is

done, but this certainly is one of the

areas in which we have a commonality.

In structuring these ministries, we
determine that we would make an effort

to have legislation that would set

parameters, but would be flexible

enough to permit response to oppor-

tunities for mission that we cannot even

begin to know now, as rapidly as the

world is moving, but that we are in a

situation which demands that we have

that capability if we are to be faithful to

being able to respond to God's mission

in today's world and the future. The
commission sought to discern God's will

for ministry. As we looked at that, we
saw that it was intertwined almost in-

separably with mission, that mission is

the focus, and ministry is to carry out

God's mission. We sought to discern the

will of the church by seeking responses

from the leaders of our church, both

nationally, conference, and local church.

After every one of our meetings, we sent

a communication to the leadership of

those units that I have mentioned in the

church, and invited their response.

Those responses were shared with the

commission. A questionnaire was also

sent to each of the bishops and the

Council of Bishops to answer individual-

ly and return to us. That material also in

its entirety was referred to our commis-

sion without any summarized state-

ments, simply as information for them
to take and work with it.

There was also a draft of our report

which was sent in the fall of '90 with a

questionnaire from the Office of Re-

search of the General Council on Mini-

stries, so that it would be as objective as

possible. Many of you here may have

received that, and you know as a conse-

quence of it, there were some major

changes made in our report.

These are some of the ways in which

we have tried to discern the will of the

church. With all of this information,

plus many other books, periodicals,

reports from other people who were

before us in the commission, brought to

us a body of material that helped us in

our debate and our discussion, and upon

that we came to the same conclusion

that many previous ministry studies

have brought. And I would remind you

that we have been studying the ministry

in some aspect-if you want to go back

even to the 1930s when the 2 Methodist

denominations came together~but par-

ticularly around the issue of the deacon,

since 1976.

The same conclusion to which we
came is the need for a permanent order

of deacon. The proposal for this new
order of deacon was built upon and ex-

panded the present diaconal ministry to

provide the flexibility to respond to mis-

sional needs of ministry. In order to pro-

vide that flexibility, there were these 2

suggestions which were incorporated in

the report. The deacons can initiate

their service assignments, that the

bishop or district superintendent are

also encouraged to recommend service

assignments, but realizing that this is an

order of the church, and there must be a

very specific accountability to the

church and they must be under the

authority of the church, the bishop has

been given the final authority to approve

or not to approve those service assign-

ments.

(Order ofElder)

The second order is that of elder; and

to make a distinctive order of deacon, it

was suggested and recommended that

there be a single ordination to Word,

Sacrament, and order for the elder.

Again, looking at the missional focus, we
looked at the circumstances that we
presently have in our church, and some

termed that we have many elders of dif-

ferent categories: some ordained as

elder, deacons; some ordained as as-

sociate members and deacons; some who
are local pastors. One essential goal of

any pattern of entry into the order of

elder is to provide for persons who are

theologically educated and well

equipped for their ministries.

Another goal established was to en-

sure the opportunity and equity for full

participation in the life of the annual

conference.

These 2 goals, as we looked at them
and looked at the needs and the present

structure, brought us to bring the recom-

mendation that there be 2 routes to or-

dination for elder: one through the

course of study-and this was brought

with the recognition that the Board of

Higher Education and Ministry has the

responsibility of determining and
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modifying that coiirse of study to meet

the emerging needs that are before us;

and conference Boards of Ordained

Ministry, which, as we studied our dis-

cipline, we noted are really the ones who
have the responsibility for recommend-

ing candidates for elders orders~so that

there would be some gU£U-ds about just

anyone completing the course of study

and being ordained.

(Order ofBishop)

The bishop is the third order. The
bishop is a consecrated order . . .office of

the order of elder, but with authority to

make appointments and to approve or

not to approve service assignments as

well as administrative functions and

other leadership responsibilities. This

was not further developed due to the

time which we had in our commission to

do our work.

The report of the Study of Ministry

was mandated by the General Con-

ference of 1988, and we completed that

work, we believe, with integrity~and in

a faithful manner~and submitted it, as

requested, through the Coimcil of

Bishops to this General Conference. It

has been before you and, indeed, was

sent to the delegates even before you got

yourDCAs. The General Conference as-

signed the report of the commission to

a legislative conmiittee. That report is

no longer the property of that commis-

sion. When we fmished our work in

August, the commission said. We have

done our work. This is our gift to the

church. This now becomes a report that

is sent to the church, and we send it

through the channels and through the

process that the church has designated

to deal with it.

Our process is that when it comes to

General Conference, that report is as-

signed to a legislative committee. That

has been done here. The legislative com-

mittee has struggled with some of the

same issues with which the commission

struggled, and 1 have heard over and

over again many of the questions and

the debate of the pros and cons for and

against. I can honestly say I have heard

nothing new, because it was all before us

in our commission. The legislative com-

mittee now will report to you its

proposed legislation. It is now, indeed,

the property of this body. It is now,

indeed, the responsibility of you, as

delegates, to determine what the future

ministry of this church will be.

I believe that now is the time to act;

that God's kairos time is calling us to

look at how we are presently structured,

and if it indeed-although it has been

effective in the past—will serve us well in

the future. It is now your decision. We
cherish our past, but we cannot cling to

it. As Wesley took the challenge to move
out and defy some of the customs, or

move beyond some of the customs of his

day, so perhaps we Jtre being called to do

the same today. God calls us to prepare

for the future that even now is being

brought into being. The structure of our

church is in place to implement the

changes that are being proposed by the

legislative committee, so that our minis-

try can proceed without interruption.

The legislative committee's proposed

ordering of ministry would both

strengthen what is already present and

be moved beyond it to meet urgent and

emerging needs.

I would like to say a personal word in

my dosing remarks. I would like to

thank you for the privilege, the high

privilege, of working with this commis-

sion and chairing it. No matter what

happens, I shall have experienced for

the first time in my life what the church

of God really is. For I saw 35 persons

from very diverse backgrounds-

theologically, sociologically, almost

every way you can describe-come from

with very different opinions and be will-

ing to debate and discuss until our final

meeting in August. The 27 who were

present voted unanimously for the

report, not because each agreed with it

100% but because they said, "We believe

this is in the best interest ofthe church."

I give you the report from the commis-

sion; it is now yours.

BISHOP GROVE: I know we will say

this again when we've completed this

business, but I feel a desire to say now to

Ruth Daugherty and members of the

commission-before we deal with any of

the proposals coming before us-that we
acknowledge, as we receive from this

study commission this work, a gift to the

church from these people. We acknow-

ledge with great gratitude and joy the

commitment that they have made and

shared the gift they bring to us now.

However we move from here on, we say

thank you to Ruth Daugherty and the

Study Commission on the Ministry.

Now, we're within 2 minutes of the

time for recess. I think we will break

now after some announcements and

some other procedural matters related

to our life together. We're asking you to

agree-and this represents a change in

the agenda, and I'll ask you to take a

hand vote; it'll take two-thirds-to

reduce the dinner hour from 2 1/2 to 2

hours so that we would be back here 2

hours after the time of recess. We've got

a lot ofwork to do on this, as you know,

and a half hour on the early end of the

evening is a half hour off the later end

of the evening; and 2 hours should be

enough. Ifyou wUl agree to that, will you

lift the hand? Down. Opposed? And we

are agreed. And we will assemble [in] 2

hours, and I'll giveyou the time when we

finally leave here now. But I think we'U

stop here with the report of the legisla-

tive committee and resume with them

when we come back. Carolyn Marshall

has 1 announcement, and then Charles

Jordan has, I believe, a procedural mo-

tion.

CAROLYN MARSHALL (General

Conference Secretary): The an-

nouncement that we have is that the

Global Ministries Legislative Commit-

tee will meet immediately following the

plenary tonight-not after this

afternoon's session, but following the

evening session in committee room 110

and 112.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you. Char-

les Jordan, Committee on . . . [calendar]

(Consent Calendar Motion)

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern Il-

linois): Bishop, and members of the con-

ference, earlier I did share with you the

fact that 1 of the calendar items this

evening would be items related to abor-

tion. We will have to reschedule that

because of the way today's agenda has

been moving. I would, at this time, also

share this with you: I move that the

current rule that determines a consent

calendar item as 5 or less negative votes

be changed, and that that number be

increased to 10 or less. And if I have a

second, I would like to briefly speak to

that.

BISHOP GROVE: All right.

JORDAN: We have a number of calen-

dar items with 6, 7, or 8 negative votes-

perhaps some 70 to 80-which is about

20 to 25% of the current items that we

stUl have yet to deal with. This motion

would allow us to move our calendar

items with some dispatch, but, at the

same time, focus our attention on those
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items where there is a serious concern

for adequate debate.

BISHOP GROVE: And the procedure

for removing items from the consent

calendar remains in place.

JORDAN: Remains in place. Proce-

dure for removal remains in place.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, you

ready? Yes, back here? Microphone 7.

This will take two-thirds when we vote.

UNIDENTIFIED: Is it appropriate to

move a substitute to this?

BISHOP GROVE: Let's hear it.

UNIDENTIFIED: I would move that

it be set at 10% rather than 10 because

of the variety of votes. At one time, 10

people in a voting delegation of 45 is

quite considerably greater than one that

b at 95; so I would move a substitute to

have 10% rather than just 10 delegates.

BISHOP GROVE: 10% of the number
present when the . .

.

UNIDENTIFIED: On voting, yes.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, is that

seconded? It is. Yes, down here,

microphone 2.

CHARLES W. EUREY (Western

North Carolina): Bishop, Charles Eurey,

Western North Carolina Conference.

Would this have any effect on a minority

report where 10 people are required, or

10%, to make a minority report ifyou put

it on the . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: It would be my un-

derstanding that if there's a minority

report which requires 10 votes or per-

centage--! think it's 20%, whichever is

less. Any calendar item that has a

minority report would not go on the

consent CjJendar.

EUREY: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: Do you agree with

that?

EUREY: Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: You ready? Vote

when the light appears. This is to amend
by changing 10 to 10%. We're on the

amendment. "Yes," 558; "No," 338. It is

amended. So now the motion is to in-

crease the number of putting an item on

the consent calendar to 10% of the votes

cast. Anyone? And again, this will need

two-thirds. Are you asking for . . . no, it's

a page. Anyone? I think you're ready.

Vote when the light appears; it takes

two-thirds. "Yes," 763; "No," 145. That

is sustained, and the rule is changed. We
are now in recess. I'm going to give you

5 minutes. We'll be back at 7:10.

(recess)

Wednesday Evening

May 13, 1992
Bishop William B. Grove, presiding

(song)

BISHOP GROVE: All right, you may
be seated. And let's gather and be seated

and be quiet because we're going to have

a moment of prayer. Friends in the back,

if you'll come, come on. Thank you. Can
we be seated, please? I don't want to

begin prayer while you're ... I know
you're coming quickly in the aisles and I

appreciate that, but if we could have

quiet in the rear, please. I've received

word that Rev. Leanna Perez from Puer-

to Rico has been hospitalized for 3 days

now and needs our prayer-hoping to

take her home to Puerto Rico tomorrow,

depending on her condition. We hold

her and lift her into the light of healing

grace. What I'd like us to do is have a few

moments of silence, praying for Leanna

and any others whose names are in our

hearts. And then, after the silence, I will

pray for and with you a prayer from the

new Book of Worship: the prayer for

purity on p. 361. Remembering Leanna

Perez and all others who suffer, let us

pray. This is a child's prayer from Pakis-

tan.

(prayer)

I'd like to recognize June McCullough,
who needs to ask you to think again

about the decision we made about the

consent calendar. At microphone 1.

(Consent Calendar Reconsidered)

JUNE McCULLOUGH (Southern

New Jersey): I move reconsideration of

our previous action regarding the con-

sent calendar.

BISHOP GROVE: You want to say

why, and then then they'll vote the mo-

tion?

McCULLOUGH: We had operated

under a rule of equality that 5 or fewer

would go on the consent calendar. We
have changed the rules a little bit when
we make it 10%. It seems to me that

5-that 10-is a fairer number across all

of the legislation.

BISHOP GROVE: Well, I was told

that there's yet another reason related

to the fact that if it's a percentage rather

than a flat number, all 100 petitions will

have to be calculated by hand and the

other way the computer will do it.

McCULLOUGH: That's also true.

That's . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. If you'U

reconsider, lift your hand. Down. Op-
posed? It is reconsidered, and I think

Charles Jordan, the chair of the Com-
mittee on Calendar, also wishes to speak

to it.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): On this item, when we when
went downstairs and talked with the

coordinator of calendar, there would be

some 1,700 petitions that we would have

to go through manually to determine the

percentages because those percentages

would be determined on the number of

persons voting at that time. Our coor-

dinator of calendar said that either we
would ... we need to give an empirical

number-which we had recommended
before, which was 10, or, if you're going

to a percentage, it would have to be a

percentage of the membership of the

committee. And in order for those to

equal out, a suggested percentage would

be 20. And so we would stick with the 10

persons, 10 or fewer, which was our pre-

vious recommendation.

BISHOP GROVE: So since this is

reconsidered, you're moving that the

number be set at 10?

JORDAN: I would so move, sir.

BISHOP GROVE: Coming from the

committee, it needs no 2nd. If you want

discussion? If you will approve it, lift

your hand. Opposed? And it is approved.

And Charles, you have another item re-

lated to calendar before we return to the

Committee on Ministry.

JORDAN: We have an item coming

out of the Committee on Conferences,

which will appear in the A tomorrow. It

is an item that is of importance. We
would like to consider this item this eve-

ning, if possible, following the con-

sideration of our ministry items. It is

found on p. 208 in theAdvanceDCA, and
the subject is the composition of the

voting membership of General Con-

ference. The secretary is prepared to

have copies of this item for all of us, so

that we would have the copies of the

item-the calendar item, or the item that

has not been assigned a calendar-but at

least the subject matter as we would

consider it. And I would move suspen-

sion of the rules in order that we would

be able to consider this item at the ap-

propriate time this evening.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. The mo-

tion is to suspend the rules. Is it
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seconded? It takes 2/3. If you will

suspend the rules, will you lift a hand?

Down. Opposed? The rules are

suspended, and we can deal with the

item at that time. Return to Dennis

Campbell, the chair of the Committee

on Ordained and Diaconal Ministry.

DENNIS CAMPBELL (North

Carolina): Thank you, bishop. You have

now heeird the report from Ruth

Daugherty, the chair ofthe Commission

to Study the Ministry. Let me remind

you that the report of the commission is

contained in the Advance DCA, begin-

ning on p. 851 and continuing through

p. 868. 1 am assuming that you have all

read it and pondered it and are familiar

with it. The legislative committee ex-

amined it and discussed the report at

length and with care.

(Calendar Item No. 313, Referral to

Council ofBishops)

After doing that, the legislative com-

mittee voted to receive the report with

thanks and appreciation, and to use it as

background for its legislative work. The
committee then, turned to act on the

petition from the Council of Bishops.

This petition is found on pp. 882-883 of

your redAdvanceDCA, and it appears in

the blue book on p. 246 as Calendar Item

313. You will see there that the recom-

mendation of the committee is for non-

concurrence.

The reason for this recommendation

is that the committee judges, or judged,

that it wanted to use the commission's

report as helpful background and

guidance for its work. Furthermore,

there was a strong sense in the commit-

tee that it was not sufficient for the

committee, or indeed for this General

Conference, simply to refer this work.

The committee wanted to deal with it,

and bring recommendations to this

General Conference. The commission's

report represents not just the work of

this past commission, but builds upon

many years of study, reflection, and

work. It was the judgment of the com-

mittee that decision and action, not

referral, was in order. The committee

recommends nonconcurrence with the

resolution.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, it's before

you. Yes, back here. The gentleman

who's standing, if you'll come to no. 7?

MICHAEL J. COYNER (North In-

diana): I have been a member of that

legislative committee and the action Dr.

Campbell reported is accurate. How-
ever, as we got into the study, I really

doubt that our committee would have

voted that same action after we worked

on the study for 3 days. If you've been

reading the calendar items, you note

that we have dramatically amended in

many, many places that study, such that

it now is a quite different report than

was originally prepared. So I'd like to

speak against the action of the commit-

tee, even though I voted for it at the time

because it's very clear to me by now that

there are a lot ofunanswered questions.

Let me quickly name 2. One has to do

with the committee's amendments to

change the new deacon order to a clergy

order, and there are a lot ofunanswered

questions there, which is why, earlier in

the week, I asked that that constitution-

al amendment be tabled until now. It's

unclear, I think, to many of us whether

these new deacons will be treated fully

as clergy for things like election to

General Conference delegations.

Another typical position that's not

clear is what IRS would do with this.

One of our most profound arguments to

IRS that clergy are self-employed is our

itinerant system. If we suddenly create

a new order of clergy who are non-

itineranting-I'm not an IRS expert~my

hunch is they'd jump all over that as a

chance to deal with the rest of us clergy.

There are just so many unanswered

questions I now believe that it's better

to have the report as amended referred

on to the Council of Bishops, perhaps

even to other groups, so some of these

careful details can be cared for in the

next few years. Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you. That's

a speech against the nonconcurrence

recommendation. Yes, right here.

Microphone 4.

RICHARD S. PARKER (New York):

Bishop, I would like to move that this

Calendar Item 313 be laid on the table

until the General Conference has com-

pleted its work in response to the report

of the legislative committee.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. The mo-

tion to lay it on the table is before you.

It is non-debatable.

PARKER: May I simply explain that

that would give us an opportunity . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: I ... You cannot.

PARKER: Oh, OK.

BISHOP GROVE: I'm sorry, you

can't. You can only move to table. We'll

proceed to vote. Ifyou will lay this on the

table until the other material has been

dealt with, vote "yes." If you want to

continue the discussion, vote "no." Vote

when the light appears. ("Yes," 540;

"No," 333). It has been laid on the table.

All right. Dr. Campbell.

CAMPBELL: All right, let me say that

we did not have to bring that calender

item at the beginning and, in fact, had

some debate about whether we would. It

does not . . . the fact that you have tabled

that item does not prevent us from going

forward, as I understand it.

BISHOP GROVE: That is correct.

CAMPBELL: Let me simply say then,

that in the legislative committee, once

the decision was made not to refer, the

committee then turned its attention to

the question of the ordering of ministry.

Now, the committee worked long hours

and labored diligently. I want to em-

phasize long hours. And it used the com-

mission report, but I also want to

emphasize to you that the legislative

committee altered it considerably.

We are not talking tonight simply

about the adoption of the Ministry

Study Commission report. The most sig-

nificant difference is, as you will all be

aware, that the Ministry Study Commis-

sion report recommended a lay order of

deacon, a consecrated lay order of

deacon. That linchpin of the

commission's report was laid aside.

Now, in order to put the legislation we
are bringing to you in context, I thought

it might be useful to summarize the

committee's proposal. I am going to do

that in just a couple of minutes, and then

we are going to turn to 3 key petitions,

which in the committee itself were used,

ifyou will, to test the committee and to

determine how we would proceed.

The fact of the matter is that we do

not come with a report that can simply

be put in front of you in writing that

pulls all of this together. Because we
were a legislative committee and that we
did not move to simply adopt the report

of the Ministry Study Commission, the

committee was put in the position of

having to do its work by legislative peti-

tion, and dealing with items in that way.

And so, in order to begin, we have

chosen 3 key petitions that will frame

and shape the thrust of the committee's

work.

Basically, the committee's proposal is

to do, 1st, to create a new order of

deacon to take the place ofwhat we now
call "diaconal ministers." This would be
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an ordained order of deacon. The
deacons would be full clergy members of

the annual conference, ordained to litur-

gy and service. The deacons would be

accountable to the bishop who would

"set their assignments," but they would

not be appointed itinerants as Ruth
Daugherty has indicated. This proposal

seemed better to the committee than the

commission's proposal for a consecrated

lay deacon. Most agreed that a lay

deacon was confusing, both to the theol-

ogy of the laity, and to our under-

standing of the diaconate. The ideal of

an ordained deacon seems to metke bet-

ter sense theologicaUy.

Secondly, there are those who are

called to the ministry of elders; excuse

me, those who are called to the ministry

of elders would no longer be ordained

deacon 1st. The idea of 1 ordination for

elders is &n idea that is not new. It was

proposed 4 years ago, and it is proposed

again as a way to clarify the role of the

proposed ordained deacon, and the

elder.

Thirdly, the committee's proposal in-

cludes changed understandings ofmem-
bership in the annual conference, since

deacons would now be clergy and new
understandings of educational require-

ments for both deacons and elders. Now,
as I said, the committee worked by

taking legislative petitions 1 by 1. And
we are, therefore, going to begin this

evening with what I am calling 3 key

petitions as a way to introduce the

committee's total work to you. We will

take them 1 at a time.

(Calendar Item No. 1219;

Nature ofDiaconal Ministry)

The 1st is found as a calendar item in

your blue book on p. 376.

It appears as Calendar Item 1219.

This appears in the Advance DCA, the

red book, on p. 869. It deals with the

nature of diaconal ministry and con-

cerns disciplinary par. 302. One of our

subcommittee chairpersons, Doris

Rudy, from Northern Illinois, will make
the presentation for the legislative com-

mittee.

BISHOP GROVE: Doris Rudy.

DORIS J. RUDY (Northern Illinois):

Our committee recommends concur-

rence as amended to rename the para-

graph, "The Nature of the Ministry of

Deacon," and in line 3, to add the words,

"by ordination to the order of deacon for

the ministry of liturgy and service."

A long time ago, a missionary wrote to

the church in Ephesus, "There is but 1

ministry in Christ, but there are diverse

gifts and evidence of God's grace in the

body of Christ." The legislative

committee's action reflects our belief

that this description of the new per-

manent deacon, ordained to the minis-

try of liturgy and service, exemplifies

Paul's statement to the earlier church.

We know that it best represents the

thinking of laity today. This newly

defined ordained deacon responds to the

Council of Bishops' concern that a con-

secrated lay deacon might create an un-

desirable gradation of laity. It affirms

our long-held position found in pars.

108-110 of our Discipline, that, within

our representative ministry, the mini-

stries of the elder and the deacon are

complementary.

The National Association of Annual
Conference Lay Leaders threw a peti-

tion to this General Conference, and the

laity in the conference I represent urge

you to vote with the 64 diaconal mini-

sters, elders, and laity who bring the

majority report in Calendar Item 1219.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, thank

you. Now I think there's a minority

report. Aren't you going to present that?

Lawrence McClesky.

LAWRENCE McCLESKY (Western

North Carolina): Thank you. Bishop

Grove, I will present a portion, and then

Jerome DelPino, and then I would like

to conclude. Is it my understanding that

we have 10 minutes?

BISHOP GROVE: Correct.

McCLESKY: Thank you. The issue

before us regarding the ordering of min-

istry is clear. Are we prepared to reorder

our structure of ministry on the basis of

a proposal developed in barely 3 days,

the implications of which are far-reach-

ing and the implementation of which is

nowhere made clear in a comprehensive,

organized, and consistent set of

proposals. To adopt the m^ority report

would throw the church into a state of

confusion bordering on chaos. Because

of this lack of orderly and consistent

legislation, we oppose the majority

report.

There are some other issues as well.

The minority report is not a response to

the report of the Commission for the

Study of Ministry, a report which, as has

been said, was received, not adopted.

This minority report is in response to

proposed legislation created in the legis-

lative committee and lacking critical in-

gredients. The proposal is not based

upon a thorough consideration of either

our polity or our theological heritage.

There is no comprehensive proposal

before us, and the adoption of the

mtyority report would lead us into a

legislative quagmire of proposals con-

sidered in a piecemeal fashion, with no

attention given to the overall effect on

the church. There are critical petitions

related to this whole issue which have

not yet appeared in the DCA
It is the intent of the minority report

to give a means for having before the

church a clear, consistent, comprehen-

sive proposal regarding the ordering of

ministry. Our present structure for the

ordering of ministry has served us well.

The majority proposal is not based upon

an analysis of our present structure for

ordained ministry. It's based on the un-

substantiated assumption that our

present structure is broken. It is not

broken. In fact, our present structure for

ministry has provided the church with a

flexible and powerful means for mission.

It was well-stated in the Episcopal Ad-

dress, "We continue to affirm the unique

role of the itineracy in our heritage and

regard it as a powerful instrument for

mission. We have seen its capacity to

challenge racist, sexist, and ageist biases

which have excluded talented clergy in

some denominations. Itineracy has in-

sured continuity of leadership in our

congregations and provided clergy with

a secure financial base to liberate their

energies for ministry." The manner in

which we presently structure and deploy

our ordained ministry has flexibility and

support for creative and prophetic min-

istry which is unique among the

denominations. There are other critical

issues, and Dr. Jerome DelPino will

speak to some of them, after which I will

conclude our presentation.

JEROME DELPINO (Southern New
England): Bishop Grove, members of

this General Conference, brothers and

sisters all, it is with a deep sense of

concern and even foreboding that I come
before you as one of the presenters of

this minority report regarding this

calendar item on the nature of the

diaconate in our church, which is now
before you.

We are the minority position on this

issue as it comes from the legislative

committee, and I am certain all of you

are mindful that this is the 8th consecu-
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tive quadrennium that a study of minis-

try has been brought to the General

Conference. One, if not many of you or

of us would think that by this time, we,

as a church, would have learned how to

get it right. We would have discovered

there is common ground enough to

make decisions that will strengthen,

rather than diminish, the general,

diaconal, and ordained ministries of our

church.

What we are about here is not what

can be gained by those in the diaconate

and what will be lost by those who are

in elder's orders. What we are about is

regarding what is in the best interest of

this denomination as a manifestation of

the church ofJesus Christ in the world.

The regrettable reality is, however, that

we have failed to find that common
ground; common ground that elicits a

common understanding ofhow general,

diaconal, and ordained ministries exist

within the church for the good and well-

being for the whole church of Jesus

Christ.

I submit that a common mind and

heart about these issues continues to

elude us because the questions that must

be answered before this church aban-

dons its present ordering of ministry

still cry out for a reasoned and compell-

ing response. I submit that the con-

fusion which the 1988 General

Conference wanted clarified by the last

4 years of study has not been addressed

and is only multiplied geometrically by

the fragmented legislation that the

majority brings to you now.

Why is this so? As our Council of

Bishops has rightly stated in 1988,

"What is before you tonight is some-

thing that is awesome" (that's my
word). It is awesome in that it is not a

proposal to redefine the order of minis-

try, but specifically, in an abstract sense,

or a general sense, but specifically

within the polity of The United

Methodist Church. What you approve

here today will impact not just the so-

called "professionals," those in the ap-

pointed and assigned leadership of the

church, but it will affect all local chur-

ches in the connection.

The proposal before you purports to

create a new ordained order of deacon

for liturgy and service, which is, if you
will, an inflation of the ministry to

which all Christians are called in their

baptism. This is at the heart of our prob-

lem. Now, if indeed, ordering of ministry

and structure for the church should flow

from purpose, that is the nature and
purpose of the church, how do we arrive

then at a proliferation of orders in our

church?

The current Discipline makes this un-

equivocally clear that we have histori-

cally, with the church catholic in the

West and in the East, always tied ordina-

tion to Word and Sacrament and order.

I refer you to par. 430 of the current

Book of Discipline. That has also been

acknowledged by the leadership of the

commission. "We can affirm this under-

standing of ordination because what we
believe to be the purpose of the church

is indeed that the mark of the church,

for those who will see it beyond the

accidents of history, will be the word
lively preached by those divinely called

and the sacraments duly administered."

Why is this so?

Secondly, we have not achieved com-

mon ground because we have not agreed

that in episcopal Methodism, those who
have been ordained have always been

called of God and chosen, that is, called

ofGod and the church to be sent and not

called, to be sent and not called. We are

in a sending ministry. I submit that

itinerancy is not as the msgority

proposal assumes, merely a thing indif-

ferent, an administrative baggage that

we can now discard for the sake of the

creation of this new order. This is what

is at stake in the decision you will make.

Is itinerancy a matter of preference, or

is it fundamental to the ordering of min-

istry in The United Methodist Church?

That is a decision that is before us

tonight. Secondly, in the majority

proposal regarding the nature of the

diaconal ministry, is convenience rather

than the missional needs of the church

given priority? I submit that if we are

serious about being missional and
recovering our sense of being a move-

ment, as I have heard so much talk about

during these 2 weeks, nearly 2 weeks of

General Conference, and being effective

in the work of God in the world in his-

tory. As we enter the 21st century, we
will buUd up and not tear down itineran-

cy. We will strengthen it and not dilute

it, for it is the essence of what it means
for United Methodists to be a pUgrim

people, forever breaking camp and

responding to the call ofGod in histoiy.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you.

McCLESKEY: In conclusion, I want

to speak briefly to 4 points. No. 1, we

rejoice and are thankful for the impor-

tant contributions of those persons who
are called to a form of ministry different

from that of the ordained ministry as

presently defined in the Book of Dis-

cipline. We believe continued commit-

ment to the authentication of the

ministry of such persons is imperative

Number 2, this minority proposal is not

a cynical move to bury a legitimate and

important concern.

BISHOP GROVE: Lawrence, the red

light's on, so you'll need to tie it up.

McCLESKEY: All right, it's a con-

structive means of perfecting legisla-

tion. It's not a proposal for another

study committee; there's no funding re-

quested; the groups to whom we refer it

have funding. Finally, we've recom-

mended referral to the Coimcil of

Bishops because in their initiatives~In

Defense of Creation, Vital Congrega-

tions, Faithful Disciples; substance

abuse, and urban violence, they've

demonstrated to us their ability to mar-

shal the consensus of the church on

important and critical issues, and we are

confident they will do the same in this

case.

BISHOP GROVE: Now, just a minute,

please. My understanding is that the

essence of what we will act on as the

minority report are no. 1, 2, and 3 on the

left column of 377; is that correct? Yes,

I'm going to make a statement 1st about

where we are from a parliamentary

situation. It's myjudgment that what we
have before us is essentially what we
havejust laid on the table, but that ifthe

material within the parentheses under

no. 2, that is, "along with all legislative

proposals related to the commission for

the study of the ministry report" is not

there; it is not the same as what we've

laid on the table. So I'm going to rule

that we can treat this minority report as

in order, with the exception of the

parentheses. Should the minority report

be sustained, we would then need to

have somebody move to take the other

matter off the table, so that all could be

considered for referral. Now, our proce-

dure for dealing with m£yority and

minority reports is defined in our rules.

We proceed 1st to perfect the m^ority

report, which means that we can receive

motions and discuss and resolve them
on the minority report. We lay that aside

and do the same for the minority report.

We then enter into debate. Then we
vote, putting the motion 1st on the
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minority report. If it's sustained, it be-

comes the mauority report and becomes

the main motion before us. Is there any

question about that? Question? Any
question? Yes, no. 4.

VIRGIUO VAZQUEZ-GARZA
(Southwest Texas): Brother bishop, I

have a question. Twenty-seven people

voted against concurrence, and then on

the list of the minority report, there are

29 people listed. Could you explain that

tome?
BISHOP GROVE: WeU, it's possible

that people can, after voting in the meet-

ing, change their minds and become part

of a minority report. That's in order. All

right, we're ready to now perfect, only

questions. I want to be sure that you're

all clear. Are there any other questions?

Yes, back here. Go to no. 12.

PHILIP R GRANGER (North In-

diana): Bishop, the question that I have,

I understand what you have said so far;

however, what happens if it is our intent

to eventuaUy get back to the language

that was in the study document? What
is the procedure, the route to get back to

the original report?

BISHOP GROVE: You mean for refer-

ral to the Council of Bishops?

GRANGER: No, as it came to the

legislative committee, it was a con-

secrated order; it was not an ordained

order. The committee has reported out

now the movement towards an ordained

status. How about if some of us want to

move back to the original language?

What is the route, the procedure, to go

there?

BISHOP GROVE: You would move .

.

. on the item youjust mentioned, namely

the nature of the diaconal office, you

would move to amend the majority

report which is before us now.

GRANGER: OK, so simply voting

down the minority and the m^ority

reports does not get us back to that

point; we have to move for amendments,

is that true?

BISHOP GROVE: That's correct.

GRANGER: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, now,

questions? Any questions? Where? Yes.

Question? Oh, I see, yes.

Microphone 4. This is a question.

CLELIA D. HENDRDC (South

Carolina): Bishop, I rise to oppose.

BISHOP GROVE: No, ma'am, I'm

sorry. I asked only for questions.

HENDRDC: WeU, wiU you caU me
when we are ready for opposition,

ple2ise? I respectfully request that, sir.

BISHOP GROVE: WeU, ifyou go back

to your seat, you'U have the same chance
that eveiybody else does. I'U try to recog-

nize you. Yes, are we ready now to

proceed with amendments on the

m^ority report? Yes, down here. No. 2.

JUDY P. MOXLEY (Florida): This

minority report that's listed here says

just about everything I want it to say, but

I want to ask is . . . now, we're not voting

on the minority report, we're just asking

questions?

BISHOP GROVE: WeU, we wUl in

time vote on the minority report. Let me
repeat again the process after I know
that you understand the process. The
questions are only about how we're

going to proceed, if you are not clear

about the procedures, and I'm sure we're

not because your question indicates

that.

MOXLEY: Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: We wiU proceed 1st

to perfect the m^ority report. Perfect

means to receive proposed amendments
and dispose of them. Debate them and

dispose of them. Once there are no more
amendments to be made, we lay the

majority report aside. We go to the

minority report and perfect that, which

is to say we receive and debate, dispose

ofamendments. When aU of that's done,

then the 2 issues are before us, side by

side, to be debated. When we come to the

end of debate, either because you're

fmished debating or because someone
puts the question and the house sustains

it, we then vote on the minority report

1st. If it is sustained, that is if the

minority report is approved, it replaces

the majority report and becomes the

main item before us, and we then vote

on that.

MOXLEY: One more question. Is the

majority report the report of the study

commission?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes. No, no, no, no,

I'm sorry, of the legislative committee.

MOXLEY: Legislative committee.

Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes. Let's look at p.

376, 1219. The m^ority report is the

report of the majority of people on the

legislative committee. Its content is

found on the top of p. 1219 down to the

words, "minority report," and it essen-

tiaUy, yes, it essentially amends what's

on p. 869 in theAdvance DCA. I'm ready

to recognize people who wish to, yes,

over here? (3ome to, OK, go to

microphone 5.

CAROUNE B. EDGE (Southern New
England): I wish to move to amend the

minority report.

BISHOP GROVE: No, no, m^ority

report. We're on the m^ority report. We
perfect the minority report 1st.

EDGE: Excuse me, sir.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, down here.

Yes, yes, what is the point of order?

(Rules for Perfecting Majority and
Minority Reports)

BILLY L. YORK (North Alabama):

Bishop, I refer to rule no. 34.2, which

indicates that a minority report is con-

sidered as a substitute, and, therefore, I

call your question about perfecting the

majority report 1st.

BISHOP GROVE: WeU, I think

that . . . look to rule 23. The substitute,

as you indicate a minority report is a

substitute, may be ofTered by a member.

This substitute shall be an alternative to

what is before the house. The con-

ference shall then proceed 1st to perfect

the original report or resolution includ-

ing consideration and action upon any

amendments which may be offered to it

The same perfecting process shaU then

be foUowed with respect to the sub-

stitute. You're correct. The minority

report is a substitute. I think we're in

order. Yes, sir, 3.

YORK: Thank you, sir. Sir, bishop?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, no. 3. Yes . .

.

YORK; Now we're perfecting the

minority report?

BISHOP GROVE: We're now perfect-

ing the majority report as per rule 23.

YORK; Bishop, sir, my impression is

we have perfected the minority reports

1st, previously.

BISHOP GROVE: Read rule 23; I just

read it. Am I correct? No. 3.

JIM DILLON (Western North

Carolina): It would help me to have a

defmition of liturgy and service as they

appear in the matter before us. I'm not

sure how it relates to the ministry of the

elder or how it relates to Sacrament,

how it relates to Word, the ordering of

the worship services. It would be ex-

tremely helpful to me if these 2 words

were given some sort of identification in

content.

BISHOP GROVE: That's an ap-

propriate question. We'U turn to Dr.
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Campbell or anyone he'd like to have

answer that.

CAMPBELL: I think that the terms

"liturgy and service" are words that are

widely used in the Christian tradition

and the Christian church today in

regard to the diaconate. It is an indica-

tion of the particular role of the deacon

to be involved in the leadership of wor-

ship. The liturgical life of the church,

not in terms of sacramenttd ministry,

but in terms of leadership and in terms

of service in many, many diverse ways.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, anyone

else? Yes, back here? Then I'll come over

here.

PHILIP GRANGER (North Indiana):

I move to amend report 1219, line 3 to

remove from that the words "by

ordination" Jind, further, to remove the

words "for ministry and service." If I

can have a 2nd, I will speak to that.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, you have

a 2nd.

GRANGER: Thank you. This returns

us to the position of the study commit-

tee, and I resonate with the speech that

was made from the platform, that after

all of these years of studying this topic,

you would think that we would come to

the point that we would have our act

together. And I firmly believe that this

conference has made some decisions in

the past in the creation of the Office of

Diaconal Ministry that, in fact, does

have its act together. It has proven to be

a valuable order of ministry within the

life of our church and as a set-apart

section of the lay ministries of our

church. It provides that necessary

bridge between lay and clergy that

demonstrates that ministry is on a con-

tinuum and does not rest clearly in the

offices of ordination or in the offices of

just laity. That ministry has a wide

spectrum. I would urge this conference

to support that which we have put into

place and retain the concept of a con-

secrated diaconal ministry.

BISHOP GROVE: AU right, now.

We'll take a speech only against the

amendment. Who wants to speak

against the amendment? Back here?

No? All right, here, yes, no. 10. They
must know it's a good speech. No. 4.

MARGARET A. TURBYFILL (Vir-

ginia): Bishop Grove, I am an ordained

elder in full connection, part of our

delegation. I stand before you as a

strong, active supporter of the miyority

report, the m^ority report which is here

for your approval. I am proud to be part

of The United Methodist Church. I am
also proud to be from an old Virginia

family, the 6th generation of Methodist

ministers in my family to be ordained to

obedience to God through the authority

of the bishops of our great denomina-

tion. One of those generations includes

a bishop. Having claimed that long

lineage, I am clear that my particular

embodiment of the representative na-

ture of ministry looks very different

than the preceding 5 generations of

gentleman preachers in my family.

The United Methodist Church has all

jJready been opened to the fresh breath

of the Holy Spirit when we voted 24

years ago to open up our ministry to

persons such as myself, who are in the

sometimes position awkward of having

both a female body and a call to preach.

At heart, ever since that decision 24

years ago put in reliefsome of our polity

issues, we as a denomination have been

struggling and straining to give birth to

this new arrangement. New birth and

change sometimes are painful.

In conclusion, I plea for the adoption

of the entire report as presented by the

majority employing the 200-year-old

image of the preacher on horseback

riding out, perhaps into the unknown,

but nonetheless riding out to be in mis-

sion and ministry, ministry and mission.

For these 2 forms of our life together

have been entwined throughout our

heritage, and continue to be entwined in

this new arrangement. There is com-

mon ground here, and it is holy ground.

Again, I repeat loudly and boldly with

celebration and joy that I am standing

as an active supporter of the majority

report, and I challenge every voting

delegate here to vote for this new birth.

As 1 with 6 generations of obedience to

the old ways in my blood, I say, "Let us

make this new birth unanimous and

celebrate the potential of this new or-

dering of ministry."

BISHOP GROVE: All right, we're

ready now for a speech. The amendment
is to delete the words, "by ordination"

and "liturgy of service." We are ready

for a speech for the amendment. Ques-

tion? Yes, microphone 2.

VANCE P. ROSS (West Virginia):

Bishop Grove, I indeed would like to be

a part of this new birth, if indeed we are

to be a part of it. But before doing that,

I'd like to hear a little more about what

this ordination to liturgy and service is.

There wasn't, for my mind, there wasn't

much said about that, and I'm sure

there's a lot more to be said. I don't

mean to be pejorative at this point, but

I would think we have persons in our

churches who are lay folk who have been

neither ordained or consecrated who
lead worship, and we have lay folk and
ordained folk who participate in loads

and loads of services for the church, so I

was just hoping we could perhaps get a

little more substance to the definition.

BISHOP GROVE: That's somewhere

between a question and speech, Vance,

but we'll ... do you want to say anymore

in response to that question?

CAMPBELL: Bishop, I would like to

have Mary Elizabeth Moore, who is the

secretary of the legislative committee,

respond.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, Ms.

Moore.

MARY ELIZABETH MOORE
(California-Pacific): Thank you very

much. I refer you first to the Advance

copy of the DCA, on p. 869, to the full

draft of par. 302. There you have quite a

bit of flushing out of liturgy and service.

Let me suggest to . . . let me say some-

thing to you though, about why these

are 2 words that go deep into the histoiy

of the Christian church. The early

church had bishops, presbjrters, and

deacons. The deacon's role was a minis-

try of liturgy and service. The role was

to assist the presbyter and bishop in the

worship and to lead the community in

acts of service in the world, so the posi-

tion of representing the liturgical and

service life of the community is a role of

holding the 2 together. It is not a role

that deacons do on behalfof the church.

It is a role that deacons do because they

are especisilly called to give leadership to

the church in liturgy and service.

The majority report is based on an

assumption that the particular forms of

ordination, excuse me, the ordination is

1; but the particular roles of the elder

and the deacon are diiTerent. The elder's

role is Word, Sacrament, and order. The

deacon's role is liturgy and service,

which means that the deacon may serve

the elements of the Lord's Supper, the

Communion, but not consecrate the ele-

ments. It means that the deacon repre-

sents the serving of the church in the

world, as the elders represent the

sacramental life of the church in the

world. Furthermore, the majority report

is not based on an assumption that or-
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dination is defined by itinerancy. The
miuority report is not based on an as-

stunption, either, that the itinerancy is

something that should be discarded. It's

based on the assumption that itinerancy

means being called and sent by God and
authorized by the church. And, in this

case, the authorization would be in this

form.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank yoa Now
back here, yes, on the aisle. If you'll go

to microphone 13. This is a speech for

the amendment.
DOTTIE DAVIS CLARK (Baltimore):

Diaconal minister and baptized minister

ofJesus Christ. I rise to speak in support

of the m^ority report. In our con-

ference, diaconal ministers are . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: Ma'am, we're only

receiving amendments to the mjgority

report. We're not in debate now. Only if

you have an amendment. No, no, I'm

sorry, I'm sony, speech for and against

the amendment, that's correct.

CLARK So am I in order?

BISHOP GROVE: Are you speak-

ing. ..

CLARK; For.

BISHOP GROVE: For the amend-
ment.

CLARK: For the m^ority report.

BISHOP GROVE: No, no. Only for

the amendment. I need a speech for the

amendment. Yes, right here.

CLARK: Against the amendment
then.

BISHOP GROVE: No, I'U come back

to you if I . . . but, but that's out of line

now. We just had a speech against the

amendment. No. 3.

THOMAS C. WEBB (Central Pen-

nsylvania): Thank you, bishop. I've been

excited about the growing number of

persons who are responding to the needs

for diaconal service in our church.

Presently the church I'm servicing in

Chambersburg, we have 3 young people

this past year: 2 have chosen to go into

diaconal service and 1 has chosen to go

into ordained ministry. The 2 who have

chosen the diaconal route have chosen

80 because they are saying they don't feel

a call to Word, order, and Sacrament.

They don't feel a call to be clergy as such.

And so therefore, the diaconal option

fits their need and seems to fit their call.

In The United Methodist Church, as

we have said so splendidly from the

podium, that our historic . . . our history

has been an ordination to Word, order,

and Sacrament. As past chair of the

board of ordained ministry of our con-

ference, I can see how the ordination of

diaconetl persons could really cause some
real confusion, both in the administra-

tion and in the minds of our own laity.

We are all in ministry, lay and clergy. We
have been baptized to ministry, and it

just doesn't seem wise to me that in 3

days we would unhinge 200 years of our

history. And so I speak in favor of the

amendment.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, now,

sister, yes, I'll come back toyou now. You
can speak against it. That's 2 speeches

for, 1 against. This will be the 2nd

speech against.

CLARK: Thank you, bishop. In our

conference, the Baltimore Conference,

diaconal ministers are small in number,

but we are committed to serve at mini-

stries in evangelism, music, administra-

tion, Christian education, pastoral

counseling, youth and children's work,

and social services in the urban area of

Washington. In a time when we are wit-

nessing decline in our church schools,

and the pressing needs of our world, we
see a growing interest in our diaconal

ministry. I have heard at this great

General Conference that the church

needs the world and the world needs the

church. By authenticating the role of the

deacon, more disciples will hear God's

call and be affirmed to address the mis-

sional needs before us and into our 21st

Century. I've heard concern about non-

itinerating because we go to where we
sense our gifts and services are needed

or where we are called. In fact, elders

already practice this non-itineration

with appointment beyond the local

church. So let us be clear about this

reality. We have structures of account-

ability and approval by our bishop.

Christ needs all of us ministers both

called and sent, clergy and laity, deacons

and elders, serving in the ministry and
affirming one other. Aren't we after all

The United Methodist Church?

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you, yes,

now we're ready for a speech for the

amendment. If there are . . . yes, back
here, then I'll come over here. This will

be the final speech for. Under our rules,

after 3 speeches on each side, the ques-

tion is automatically put. Yes, no. 13.

KAY ALBURY-SMITH (Baltimore

Conference): I stand to support this

amendment because I do agree that this

is a very pregnant moment, perhaps a

moment ofconception. But it takes time.

Christian friends, for hair, eyes, toes,

heart, skin cells to even develop, and
also to be nurtured. And I stand tonight

to say that I need more time to see what
it is God is saying to us at this pregnant

moment. What does it mean to ordain

the diaconals who now will be called

deacons ofthe church? I need more time

to watch this great idea grow, and I have

not been convinced since I served on this

legislative committee that in these 3

days that we have come to terms with

what it all means. What it shall be, I

don't know, but I do know that when we
shall see God's face together, it'll be all

right. Thank you very much.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, now a

speech against the amendment, over

here. Yes.

Number 4.

BOB SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop, this is not a speech. I

have a question. I have 2 questions; may
I ask of the m^ority committee?

BISHOP GROVE: Sure.

(Ordination Vs. Consecration)

SWEET: If you've said it, I've missed

it, and I'm sorry. Historically, we have

used ordination for Sacrament, Word,

and order. I missed the rationale for the

word "ordain" over "consecrate"~since

it does not include Sacrament, Word,

and order. Could you repeat that for me,

please?

MOORE: Yes, thank you. Briefly, ac-

tually within the ecumenical church, the

most common designation of the

deacon's order is ordination. In the

Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Epis-

copal, and Presbyterian churches, for

example, deacons are ordained as per-

manent deacons. Does this answer your

question?

SWEET: Ah . .

.

MOORE: But their role is different

from the elders.

SWEET: Yes, it answers it for me
ecumenically. OK, thank you. And my
2nd question is the distinction between

those who would be ordained to the

order of deacon-the distinction be-

tween those and the folks in my church

and folks who take seriously the call to

service and participate in liturgy-how it

differs from them and from other people

who may choose full-time service in the

work of the church.

MOORE: And the difference is in

Word, Sacrament, order, liturgy, ser-

vice—which, again, is part of the
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ecumenical ... is the most common
way, ecumenically, that this is

described. We wUl have a mass educa-

tional effort on our hands, just as we do

now with both diaconal ministers and

elders. Basically, the litixrgy and service

comes closer to the way other com-

munions are moving than any other lan-

guage that's been entertained in the past

20 years of study commissions which

have given birth to this report. The term

in the Roman Catholic church is liturgy

and charity, and so we are moving in

directions that are very similar to those

directions being moved in other

denominations.

SWEET: I think you may have missed

my question.

MOORE: I'm sorry.

SWEET: In terms of how that person

is going to be distinguished . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: From the laity.

SWEET: From the laity. Thank you,

bishop.

MOORE: OK, thank you very much.

The distinction ... let me go back to a

comment-I'm going to be brief-but a

comment made earlier about a bridge

between the elders and the laity. One of

the decisions that came early in our

legislative committee was that we didn't

talk about a gap between the ordained

elders and the laity that was so great

that we required deacons to move be-

tween. We wanted to see ourselves as

working together as a whole body. The

role of the deacon would be to empower

all of the laity to be involved in the

liturgy and service in the world. So the

deacons would have specific roles in so-

cial service or music or other forms of

ministry, but their role would not be

done in isolation; it would be a role of

leadership and empowerment of the

whole body of Christ.

SWEET: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, over

here. Yes, down here. What we need is a

speech against the amendment, or a

question.

JUDY MOXLEY: I need to ask a ques-

tion.

BISHOP GROVE: Pardon me. What's

the point of order? I have a point of

order. No. 14.

TOM ABNEY (Little Rock): I believe,

bishop, we've had 3 speeches on each

side of this question. I don't believe we
have suspended the rules to allow more

than that.

BISHOP GROVE: We've have 2

against and 3 for~3 for and 2 against.

Yes, go ahead.

MOXLEY: Oh, me?
BISHOP GROVE: Speech against or

a question.

MOXLEY: Judy Moxley of Florida. I

need a speech against?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, ma'am.

MOXLEY: All right. I'm against it.

BISHOP GROVE: That's veiy clear.

MOXLEY: I really need to ask a ques-

tion that will make my answer a little

more clearer.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, that's fine.

You can ask a question.

MOXLEY: I would like to ask the

question: Are we talking about a deacon

becoming an ordained lay person?

BISHOP GROVE: No.

MOXLEY: Are we talking about a

deacon becoming an ordained clergy

person?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes. Yes.

MOXLEY: Clergy person?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes. Ordained cler-

gy person.

MOXLEY: Then I remove my
"against it."

BISHOP GROVE: All right. I

think ... we still . . . that was not a

speech against the amendment. Take 1

more speech against the amendment. Is

your speech against the amendment?

Yes, OK Then we go to the vote. Let's

all hold steady. What's the point of

order? Yes, no. 4.

ROGERDOWDY (Virginia): Bishop, I

am a diaconal minister. I would, if I may,

add to Mary Elizabeth's explanation.

BISHOP GROVE: No, no. We had a

point of order. Somebody called a point

of order. Did you call a point of order?

DOWDY: Yes, I did.

BISHOP GROVE: What's the point of

order?

DOWDY: The point of order is that

there seems to be some confusion about

the distinction.

BISHOP GROVE: That's not a point

of order. A point of order is a challenge

to the correctness of the chair's rulings

as to parliamentary procedure.

DOWDY: I called a point of informa-

tion earlier.

BISHOP GROVE: No, I heard you call

a point of order, and I don't think you

have a point of order. I think you have

question. Yes, here; no. 2.

KELLY BENDER (Kansas East): I am
an elder and, for at least 3 more weeks,

chair of the board of ordained ministry.

There are those who would have us

believe, based on their amendment to

the majority report, that the

committee's recommendation has

emerged without foresight or care. I dis-

agree. The legislative committee's

recommendation reflects the 4-year

study commission's understanding that

the general ministry of all Christians is

the basic ministry of the church-a min-

istry to which all Christians are commis-

sioned at our baptisms. The legislative

committee's recommendation reflects

the 4-year study commission's under-

standing that representative ministry is

derived from the general ministry. The
legislative committee recommendation

agrees with the 4-year study commission

in proposing a permanent diaconate and

an order of elder that does not require

previous ordination as deacon.

Our present pattern of ordaining

deacons as a necessary prerequisite for

ordination as elders is confusing to

many. Where the legislative committee

recommendation departs from the

study commission is in its under-

standing of the deacon as an order or-

dained, having its own integrity, not

subordinate to any other order. The
legislative committee recommendation

reflects the understanding of 1 repre-

sentative ministry with as many forms

as the Holy Spirit inspires and the

church authorizes. The legislative com-

mittee recommendation reflects the

growing ecumenical consensus of a per-

manent order of deacon~a consensus

which the Council of Bishops has al-

ready favorably received, and an

ecumenical consensus which the 1988

General Conference affirmed.

Thus, to suggest that the legislative

committee recommendation has some-

how emerged without foresight and care

is unwarranted. It is an outgrowth of 20

years of dialogue, reflection, and dis-

cernment within The United Methodist

Church and the ecumenical church. I

believe the Holy Spirit has been present

and participant in the legislative com-

mittee recommendation. I believe the

recommendation reflects a dear, consis-

tent theology of ordination; a clear, con-

sistent structuring of ministry. And I

believe it will empower ministry. I speak

against the amendment.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. We're

now at the point of the question. We
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must vote. Yes. Questions only. Yes, sir,

no. 8. Come to no. 3.

RANDY SMITH (Texas): I am a lay

person. Bishop, let me phrase my ques-

tions in the framework of my own local

church. We have several diaconal mini-

sters employed at our church. If the

mtgority report is passed, will those

diaconal ministers become mini-

sters ... be considered ministers for

purposes of determining our share of

aportionments, and will they be con-

sidered ministers for purposes of the

formulas used to determine delegates to

annual and General Conferences?

CAMPBELL: I can't answer the 1st

matter with regard to apportionment.

As to the 2nd, the intention would be

yes.

SMITH: But, there's no answer to the

first question?

UNIDENTIFIED: Well, every con-

ference has its own rules on aportion-

ments, so it would vary conference to

conference.

CAMPBELL: I am told most con-

ferences already include that.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. Ques-

tions only. Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 2.

MARY A. MASSEY (Florida): I would

find it very helpful, bishop, ifyou would

repeat the amendment.
BISHOP GROVE: All right.

MASSEY: As I understand it, we will

be voting on the amendment 1st, and
we've been talking about consecration

and ordination.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, I'm going to do

that.

MASSEY: Thank you very much.

BISHOP GROVE: In fact, I'll do it

now so that other questions may be

eliminated. Remove ... if you look at

the top of 1219-the top of p. 376 in the

blue book. Calendar Item 1219~remove

from line 3 the words "by ordination"

and "for the ministry of liturgy and ser-

vice." You ready?

UNIDENTIFIED: Bishop, am I per-

mitted to speak?

BISHOP GROVE: Question? I heard

a voice back there. Question in the back?

Question? OK. No. 12. I'll come over

here. We'll recognize anyone who has a

question before we go to vote. No. 12.

(Benefits Questions if

Deacons Are Ordained)

ROBERT SNYDER (East Ohio):

Nowhere in tmy of the report have I seen

any reference at all as to when these

persons-consecrated, ordained,

whatever it may be-would become
eligible for conference health-benefit

programs. And when would credit for a

retirement program fit into the picture?

Would the ordained deacons be those

who would be eligible for pension

benefits, and when does the health care

programs kick in?

CAMPBELL: We believe that in

regard to pensions, were deacons to be

ordained full members of the annual

conference, they would be eligible. And
with regard to the proposed U.M. care

plan, that they would be eligible as par-

ticipants.

BISHOP GROVE: Now, let me in-

struct you. Unless the house objects, for

the matter of asking questions

only . . . and when you receive an

answer, we're not going to have that

debated back from the floor. We can't

debate the answers given by . . . you

receive the answers that the committee

gives; either buy the answer or you dis-

regard it. Unless the house objects, let's

come to the mikes ifyou have questions.

And I'll start over here, and we'll go

across the room this way, and we'll save

a lot of time. It's not appropriate to do

that with this kind of an issue for debate

or for perfection, but, for questions, I

think it's the fastest way to do it. Let's

start over here, microphone 1, and go

back.

JOHN P. SIMON (Florida): Bishop, if

we approve this amendment, does that

not essentially leave us in status quo
where the diaconal ministry is now?
CAMPBELL: It does not. That is a

point I would like to make. I'm not sure

whether that's clear to the body. But it

is not the case ifyou approve this amend-
ment, it leaves us where we now are. And
I would emphasize that. The legislative

committee did not accept the idea of the

Ministry Study Commission to go

toward a consecrated lay deacon, believ-

ing that that was confusing both

theologically and practically. To start

amending the language the way this is

doing is very problematic because it in-

troduces, in effect, yet a 3rd situation.

And so, speaking for the legislative com-
mittee, we would urge the defeat of this

amendment.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 6.

PAT STROMAN (Central Texas):

Maybe you said it, but some of you folks

talk faster than I can listen. From the lay

standpoint, as we bring another clergy

on staff, it carries with it certain things.

I heard asked questions about the other

benefits. What about housing? Will this

include . . . if they're ordained, will this

be intrinsic in it?

CAMPBELL: I think that would beyet
to be worked out.

BISHOP GROVE: OK, that's the

answer.

STROMAN: I didn't hear the answer,

I'm sorry.

BISHOP GROVE: He said that's yet

to be worked out. That's not yet

resolved. No. 2. And ask your questions

as crisply as you can.

KATHLEEN BARDEN (North

Central New York): Would those person

who are presently in the process that

leads to consecration as diaconals be

grandparented?

CAMPBELL: Yes.

BARDEN: OK Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 7. No. 7. Name
and conference.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): The chairperson of the legisla-

tive committee was not quite correct

about pension. The Ministerial Pension

Plan and the Comprehensive Protection

Plan for clergy require not only clergy

member but being under episcopal ap-

pointment, specifically in the plan docu-

ments. So even under the changes

proposed, the new order of deacon per-

sons would not be eligible for the clergy

pension and benefit programs; they

would remain eligible only for CPBF, the

lay program. And the language being

proposed is somewhat problematic

there, too. A question is also asked about

the . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: Now, wait. Do you
have a question?

KNOWLES: I'm clarifying his answer,

which wasn't quite right.

BISHOP GROVE: As I said before, I

can't take corrections to the answers

given from the chair. Friend, you under-

stand there are 1,000 of you. You have

information; you have opinions. You ask

questions; they'll answer them. If you
believe the answer's not correct, you
vote accordingly. Yes.

CAMPBELL: I would like to just say I

have had some help. And our advice is

that in regard to that question just

asked, that on p. 428 of the Advance
DCA, Article 3, par. 3.01b, it would indi-

cate that these persons would be eligible

to participate in the plan.
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BISHOP GROVE: No. 7.

TIM RUSSELL (Central Texas): Den-

nis, I want to ask a couple of questions.

First, in reference to your use of some

words. You've used the words "full

membership" a couple of times. Is there

anything of the legislation that we
passed in the legislative committee that

calls ordained deacons full members of

the conference?

CAMPBELL: I believe there is. I

believe that the legislation . . . clergy

members.

RUSSELL: Clergy members is . .

.

CAMPBELL: Clergy members . .

.

RUSSELL: It does not refer to them
as full members?

CAMPBELL: The ordained elder is

the elder in full connection.

RUSSELL: Right. Second question. Is

it not true that as legislation as we have

put it together in the committee would

leave all matters concerning salary, not

compensation but salary negotiations

and so forth, up to the local church?

CAMPBELL: Yes, and I believe as I've

thought about that housing ques-

tion . .

.

RUSSELL: Housing, too.

CAMPBELL: That's exactly the same

because these persons would not be

itinerant; so their housing would be a

matter of contractual relationship with

the employing agency or local church.

RUSSELL: Is not that the same as it

is presently with the diaconal ministers?

CAMPBELL: I believe that's exactly

the same.

RUSSELL: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 13. Questions

only.

DAVID A. SEAMANDS (Kentucky):

What can the ordained deacon do which

he or she could not do without this spe-

cial ordination?

CAMPBELL: I don't think it's a mat-

ter of function, but rather a matter of

recognition of the role to liturgy and

service that is being referred to.

BISHOP GROVE: OK, no. 9.

RODNEY D. ANDERSON (Rocky

Mountain): I'm conference lay leader.

My question is: Would a person ordained

as a deacon be eligible as a clergy mem-
ber to annual conference, rather than as

the present . .

.

CAMPBELL: Yes.

ANDERSON: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 14.

JOHN MILES (Little Rock): John
Miles, Little Rock. I move to suspend the

rules and call the question and all that's

before us that the chair wiU allow. We've

got other cotton to chop.

BISHOP GROVE: We're under the

question now on the amendment, and

what's before us now is the amendment,

and we're already under the amend-

ment. Yes, were there questions over

here? No. 10.

PHILIP D. SEGREST (Alabama-

West Florida): My question relates to

how this wUl impact on the balancing

process at annual conference. It is my
understanding that, at the present time,

diaconal members count as lay persons

despite the fact that they are profes-

sional paid employees of the church.

Will this be altered by the report?

CAMPBELL: It would be.

BISHOP GROVE: They would be

clergy members?
CAMPBELL: That's correct.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. Have we
answered all . . . oh, yes. Down here. No.

5.

JAMES LOGAN (Virginia): Dr.

Campbell, I would like some clarifica-

tions. Could you answer what is the dif-

ference between being a clergy member
of the annual conference and being a

member in full connection?

CAMPBELL: The intention of the

legislation is to make a distinction be-

tween those persons who would be or-

dained deacons as clergy members ofthe

annual conference but who would be not

itinerant and not appointed. Rather,

their service assignments would be set.

Therefore, the distinction is that the

member in full connection would be an

elder, would itinerate, and would be ap-

pointed by the bishop.

LOGAN: The distinction is a func-

tional distinction; it is not a distinction

between rights?

CAMPBELL: Yes.

LOGAN: There are full rights for cler-

gy members as well?

CAMPBELL: Yes, that is the inten-

tion of the legislation.

LOGAN: Has the legislative commit-

tee, then, appropriate legislation for

constitutional changes?

CAMPBELL: We have. Those have

not yet been appeared in the DCA, but

we are willing and prepared to bring

those to the floor. We believe it would

require 2 constitutional amendments.

LOGAN: Could I ask, if I am correct,

where those constitutional amend-

ments would be placed? One would in-

volve . .

.

CAMPBELL: Par. 38 and 57. I have

them here.

LOGAN: Membership in the annual

conference and the definition of ap-

pointment.

CAMPBELL: Yes. Par. 38, Article 4;

par. 57, Article 10.

LOGAN: Basically, then, the clarifica-

tion of membership in the annual con-

ference and the clarification of

appointment.

CAMPBELL: That's correct.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, no. 6.

JAMES SWANSON (South Georgia):

Dennis, if a diaconal minister chooses

not to be ordained deacon, then that

person would still remain a lay person,

am I right?

CAMPBELL: That's correct.

SWANSON: So, in essence, you would

have a deacon elder and a diaconal ... a

deacon clergy person and a diaconal lay

person?

CAMPBELL: That's correct.

SWANSON: You could have both?

CAMPBELL: But we would not in-

tend . . . the legislation would make it

clear that no more consecrations to

diaconal ministry would be done. Those

persons who are now consecrated

diaconal ministers could remain that, or

could choose to be ordained as deacons.

They would not have to be, but the legis-

lation proposes that no new diaconal

consecration would be done.

SWANSON: So if a lay person wanted

. . . what route would they have if they

wanted to do this kind of ministry, but

not become clergy? What would be of-

fered that person?

CAMPBELL: They are lay persons.

The great ... in fact, that is the reason

I want to emphasize again that the com-

mittee would . . . remember friends, you

are not going to vote~I hope I am not

preempting the bishop's statement~but

you are not going to vote now on this

question. You are only going to vote

right now on this 1 amendment . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: Correct.

CAMPBELL: And this 1 amendment
is to use the language of the lay con-

secrated deacon. And that does not take

us back to where we are, or to keep the

position with regard to diaconal minis-

try, nor the other. It's yet a 3rd option.

SWANSON: One last question, then.

In that case, then a person ... if, I

understand, correct me ifI'm wrong, but
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the whole idea of ordaining 1 to deacon

for the diaconate at this particular point

is 1 of authenticating their ministiy, so

if we have laypersons who later on per-

form these same ministries and want to

be authenticated, we will be back to this

again.

BISHOP GROVE: Friends, I'm going

to rule, unless the house objects, that

each person can ask 1 question. We can't

have a running dialogue between repre-

sentatives on the platform and people

who aren't clear about this in the house.

I don't mean that disrespectfully, but

this could go on forever. Now, ifyou have

a question, go to the mike, no. 7. Then I

saw 1 down here, ifyou want to come to

no. 2. No. 7, a question?

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): One question. Is it possible to

have the eligibility for pension and

benefits clarified by General Board of

Pensions staff at this time?

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, you can ask for

that.

KNOWLES: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: Let's ask, while we
take other questions, if somebody from

the staff of the General Board of Pen-

sions would be prepared to answer that.

Now, no. 2. Yes, sir?

WILLIAM B. THIELKING (Southern

New Jersey): What is the difference in

recognizing their role as an ordained

deacon, or recognizing their role as a

consecrated deacon? I understood the

question to be, we want to recognize

their role. What is the difference in

recognizing it one way over the other?

CAMPBELL: I'm sony; I didn't get

the question.

BISHOP GROVE: The question was

what's the difference between the recog-

nition of an ordained deacon as against

to a consecrated lay deacon?

CAMPBELL: I think that the answer

to that is a complex one in the theology

of ordination. It is to say that the or-

dained deacon is a historic office of the

Christian church, which sets 1 apart

through the imposition of the bishop's

hands and prayer for the gift and grace

of the Holy Spirit to a role of liturgy and

service in the church, which is distinct

from that of the laity and which is in-

tended to represent to the church and to

the world the particular role of service

and liturgy that the deacon can play.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, next, let's

stay at 2 till we deal with all these.

SUE C. JARRETT (West Virginia):

Dr. Campbell, on the ordination as a

clergy person, would that person then

be, as the docimient suggests, have an

appointment set by the bishop, or would

then that put that person in the position

to be guaranteed an appointment?

CAMPBELL: It would not be a

guaranteed appointment.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, yes, back

here, 13.

CHARLES 0. DUNDAS (Minnesota):

My question is: How long can this ques-

tioning go on?

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you. Thank
you. I think you are ready to vote. All

right, we're ready. Yes, let's hear an

answer from the General Board of Pen-

sions to the question raised back here.

Microphone 7, Jim Parker, general

secretary of the General Board of Pen-

sions.

JIM PARKER: Yes, Grady's answer

earlier was correct that, as far as I read

it, as long as the new deacons are as-

signed, rather than under episcopal ap-

pointment, they would not be eligible for

MPPCPP, but would be eligible for the

cumulative pension and benefit fund.

And as far as health care, the new health

plan document UMCare would have to

be amended in some way to allow them

to be in that plan, just because it doesn't

now contain the appropriate wording.

But they could be put under that plan,

under optional participation quite easi-

ly-

BISHOP GROVE: All right, now
we're ready. 14, point of order. What's

the point of order? 5? Who has the point

of order? No. 5.

STEPHEN C. MOTT (Southern New
England): Bishop, my point of order is if

the Constitution needs to be amended to

affect this legislation, then the legisla-

tion is out of order until the constitu-

tional amendments have been proposed,

in which case, it then would be im-

plementing legislation.

BISHOP GROVE: No. My ruling

would be that we can perfect the legisla-

tion and then ask for a constitutional

amendment after that's been done. All

right, I'll read to you the amendment.

The amendment is to remove from line

3 the words "by ordination" and "for the

ministry of liturgy and service." Vote

when you see the light. Point of order.

Hold the vote. "Yes," 14. Point of order.

14. 14? Come down to 9, David, if you

would . .

.

DAVID B. WILSON (Little Rock):

Point oforder refers to information that

w£is given a moment ago referred to

Calendar Item 1218 on p. 376, which

says that "all clergy members in good

standing shall receive annually an ap-

pointment."

BISHOP GROVE: 1218's not before

us. I think he is saying that 1218 is an

answer to the question just given that

differs from the answer given. Is that

what you are saying? I don't think that's

really a point of order, either. Point of

order has to do only with our procedure,

not with correcting information. Ready

to vote? All right, be ready. Vote when
the light comes on. What, do you want

the amendment read again?

DELEGATES: Yes!

BISHOP GROVE: Remove from line

3 in Calendar Item 1219, the words "by

ordination" and "for the ministry of

liturgy and service." That is the amend-

ment. If you favor it, vote "Yes." If you

are against it, vote "No." Vote when the

light comes on. "Yes," 480; "No," 478.

The amendment is sustained, and those

words are deleted from the m^ority

report. Now. We're continuing to perfect

the majority report. Are there any other

amendments that you wish to place to

the m^ority report as now amended?

Where. Yes, over here. Yes, 15.

BRADLEY WATKINS (Central D-

linois): I'd like to try a motion. My mo-

tion is: I move to suspend the rules so

that we might limit questions to no more

than 10 minutes.

BISHOP GROVE: Limit questions to

no more than 10 minutes?

WATKINS: Yes

BISHOP GROVE: Well, you mean for

the whole evening? Now how are you

going to keep track of that time?

WATKINS: Ifsomeone would want to

amend that, you see the spirit of where

I am trying to go.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, you are

saying, let me ask you, Bradley, are you

asking that once we're under the call for

the previous question on any item, that

we can't take more than 10 minutes for

questions at that time?

WATKINS: I'm trying to limit the

amount of questions after the previous

question.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. That's a

motion to suspend the rules for that

effect. It takes 2/3. If you support that,

lift your hand. Down. Opposed? And it

prevails, and we have so amended our
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rules for this evening's session only. Yes,

number 14. Here. Yes, what's the point

of order

DONALD HAMILTON (Yel-

lowstone): Point of order.

BISHOP GROVE: No. 5.

(Voting Rights for Delegates

Working on the Stage)

HAMILTON: On the vote that we
took where there were only 2 persons in

variance, would it be appropriate for

those who are on the stage working on

this proposal to have the right to vote?

They are delegates.

BISHOP GROVE: My answer to that

would be no. We haven't that in any

other vote we're taken all week. I think

we're going to go with the vote as we

took it. Any other amendments? Yes,

back here. Go to number 7.

MICHAEL COYNER (North In-

diana): Bishop, if it is in order, I would

like to move that Calendar Item No.

1313 be pulled back off the table and

considered at this time. I think we've

illustrated the confusion, and that

means we need to refer to this docu-

ment.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. Yes, that

is in order. It is non-debatable. Is there

a 2nd? You imderstand what the matter

is. It's the referral. Item 313 on p. 246 in

the blue book, p. 882 in the red book.

Let's turn to it so that we're clear. Yes,

point of order at microphone 4.

WILLIAM B. LAWRENCE (Wyom-

ing): Bishop Grove, my reason for rising

to a point oforder is that I believe we are

in the midst of considering this calendar

item which includes both mtgority and

minority reports. Is it in order for us to

move to another calendar item whUe we

are in the midst of discussing this one?

BISHOP GROVE: I think your point

of order is well taken. We cannot until

we have disposed of this calendar item.

Any further amendments on the

m^ority report? No. 8.

SUSAN SHERBROOKE (Pacific

Northwest): I would move to suspend

the rules in order to allow us to take that

petition off the table and deal with it.

BISHOP GROVE: Well, clearly, the

reason for the allowance of the body to

suspend the rules is to tdlow the body to

do what it wants by a strong mtyority. If

you suspend the rules for that purpose,

is there a 2nd? Ifyou support that, raise

your hand. Down. Opposed? I think

we'll have you vote that electronically.

Vote; this is a motion to suspend the

rules. It takes 2/3; vote when the light

appears; "Yes" ifyou would suspend the

rules, "No" if you would not. No, the

rule is not suspended. We're back on the

majority report. Let's go over here. No.

6, and then I'll come over to the right

CHARLIE COFER (South Georgia):

Bishop, I move we table the motion

before us.

BISHOP GROVE: You mean the

msgority report?

COFER: Yes, sir

BISHOP GROVE: That will take

everything with it including the

minority report.

COFER: Yes, sir

BISHOP GROVE: Is that seconded?

Is that seconded? All right. That takes a

majority; no debate. Vote electronically.

Ifyou will table the whole calendar item,

what's the number? 1219. Vote "Yes" if

you want to continue with amendment,

and perfection, vote "No". Vote when
the light appears. This requires only a

m^ority. It's not tabled. "Yes," 385;

"No," 567. Now we are back on the

majority for perfection. Any other

amendments? All right. We go. Yes.

JIM C. GILLAND (Western North

Carolina): Bishop Grove.

BISHOP GROVE: Number 3, yes.

GILLAND: I have a question. Perhaps

you can help me. I'm very confused at

working with a document that is not

before us. Is there any way that we can

get to the study commission's document

so that we'll have something substantial

to work with?

BISHOP GROVE: Well, the study

document's in the red book, but what's

before us is the calendar item. There's

no way . . . the study document or the

report of the study commission is only

available to us as a resource. That's not

what's before us. Look at p. 869, par.

302; that's what's before us. All right,

let's go. Yes, down here. Yes,

microphone 3.

BARBARA BLACKSTONE (Western

Pennsylvania): The delegate who asked

about the ruling on people who are

eligible to vote, what would it take to

challenge the chair's ruling on that? You

made that decision on the basis of just

precedent, but I don't know that we
have any parliamentary rulings on it. A
chairperson only votes in case of a tie,

but in a case like this, we have so many
ofthe people who are most eligible in the

whole house who are sitting on the plat-

form. Could they not come to the floor

too; so that they are not dis-

enfranchiseed?

BISHOP GROVE: The chair of the

legislative committee tells me that some
ofthe people on the platform have reser-

ves seated in their places; some do not.

But Robert's Rules ofOrder dearly says

that a challenge to the chair is not in

order unless made immediately after the

decision by the chair. So it is not in order

now. All right, are we ready for the

minority report? Point of order, yes?

JOHN E. CORSON (California-

Nevada): Am I to understand that it is

proper for us to have reserves seated on

the floor while members of our delega-

tion are on the platform?

BISHOP GROVE: Well, I'm told that

it happens constantly since the assump-

tion has been that people on the plat-

form don't vote, so that their delegation

is not disenfranchised. The reserve is

seated; the other people are here in a

different capacity. Whether we have a

rule on it or not, I don't know. Yes, sir.

CORSON: May I ask for a 2-minute

recess so we can fill our quota and get a

reserve on the floor?

BISHOP GROVE: Areyou saying that

you have empty chairs in your delega-

tion?

CORSON: We have a voting member
on the platform, and I was not aware

that our rules allowed us to have that

chair filled.

BISHOP GROVE: I wasn't, either,

until right now. I think we will take a

2-minute recess and allow reserves to be

seated where people are on the platform

if there are empty seats.

CORSON: Thank you, bishop.

(recess)

BISHOP GROVE: All right, let's be

seated. The reserves are in the house;

they know if they're needed. Let's be

seated, and we're going now to the

minority report. Friends, the other

reason people on the platform cannot

vote is the platform is not within the bar

of the conference. Let's be seated. All

right, we're going now to the perfection

ofthe minority report. Anybody have an

amendment to the minority report?

Back here, yes. Let's be in order, please.

Let's be seated in the center, ifyou will.

No. 7.

MARGARET A. [PEGGY] PAIGE
(Detroit): Clergy member. I move to

amend the minority report and the
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Recommendation 2, to delete the words

that are in parentheses, along with all

legislative proposals related to the Com-
mission for the Study of the Ministry

report, and then to add in place of those

words, where it says about par. 302, "and
all other paragraphs related to Chapter

2, the Diaconal Ministry." This seems to

be where our most confusion is, is in this

section. There are many other . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: Would you, before

you go on, would you read it as it would

read after you've made the change?

PAIGE: It would read, No. 2, "that the

mtyority proposal for par. 302 and all

other paragraphs related to ch. 2, the

Diaconal Ministry, be referred to the

Council of Bishops for the purpose of

perfecting the concept of this proposal,"

and goes on the rest of that paragraph.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, is there a

2nd? There is; you may proceed.

PAIGE: The reason I make this

proposal: A lot of the other proposals

we've looked at and talked about over

many quadrenniums of some proposals

dealing with local pastors and associate

members and other places, it seems our

main confusion as seen by that 1st vote,

that we're divided. We need more infor-

mation to study the consequences of

what it means to change from either

consecration or the order of deacon for

the diaconal ministers. And so to refer

this section without deleting all the

other work the committee has done and

the study has done would be in our best

interest.

BISHOP GROVE: AU right, have you

sent a copy up? We need a copy of your

amendment. Now, we'll take a speech;

the amendment is to delete the material

in the paragraph in no. 2 and add, this is

a rough paraphrase, "all other material

in Chapter 2 related to diaconal minis-

tiy." That's what's before us. Speech

against. Yes, back here. Microphone 7.

Don't go to the mikes until I call you. No.

7.

MICHAEL COYNER (North In-

diana): Just a question of interpretation,

bishop. Would this, if passed, have the

effect of maintaining the status quo with

all of our diaconal ministers as it cur-

rently is written in Chapter 2?

BISHOP GROVE: I think it would

until something comes back from the

Council of Bishops, is that correct?

That's if the minority report is ultimate-

ly adopted.

COYNER: That's what I mean.

BISHOP GROVE: But the effect of

this action, if this prevails, would be to

hold everything in place and refer all

material related to diaconal ministers to

the Council of Bishops.

COYNER: It would not in any way

harm our current status for diaconal

ministers?

BISHOP GROVE: I don't think so, no.

My understanding would be, does

anyone disagree with that? Yes. Yes,

back here, clear in the back, the man in

the dark suit.

JAMES KING (Tennessee): Bishop,

I'd like to speitk against this itmend-

ment. I feel like the entire document

should be referred back to the Council of

Bishops. There are too many questions;

there is too much frustration. Thank
you.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, yes, down
here, microphone 2.

PAUL MEUSCHKE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I'd like to ask the maker of

the amendment what she means by this

proposal. Does this mean that we would

instruct the Council of Bishops, then, to

bring back to the 1996 General Con-

ference a proposal that would provide

only, that would consider only, a

proposal that provides for a consecrated

lay deacon, or would they be open to

other proposals?

BISHOP GROVE: If we could have .

.

. has the copy come up yet? Does a page

have the copy of the amendment? We
need a copy of that amendment because

it was somewhat complicated. I think

the answer to the question. Dr.

Meuschke, is in the language of the

amendment.

MEUSCHKE: Bishop, call me Paul,

please.

BISHOP GROVE: Whatever. Paul.

MEUSCHKE: Now, I asked the ques-

tion because I want to be very, very sure

that when we send this material to the

Council of Bishops, if we send the

material, that they are open to any num-
ber of alternatives.

BISHOP GROVE: Let me read it

again. Delete, parenthesis, along with all

legislative proposals related to the Com-
mission for the Study of the Ministry

Report, close parenthesis, and following

par. 302, plus all other paragraphs re-

lated to Chapter 2, the Diaconal Minis-

try. That's the amendment; I guess it

doesn't really answer your question. My
interpretation, the maker can correct

me if I'm misinterpreting, would be that

all the material, then, related to diaconal

ministry would be sent to the Council of

Bishops, and they could send it back as

they deem best.

MEUSCHKE: I wanted you to say that

so that would be in the record of the

meeting.

BISHOP GROVE: Well, I want to

know if that's what the maker intended

PAIGE: Yes, it is.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, it is.

MEUSCHKE: All right, thank you

very much.

BISHOP GROVE: AU right, let's go

over here. Yes. Yes, we need a speech for.

If we're receiving a speech, it needs to be

for the amendment. Anyone want to

speak for the amendment? Yes, back

here. No. 9.

SHARON RHODES-WICKETT
(California-Pacific): The reason why
this amendment would be helpful is one

ofthe agonies that the legislative section

had was that we could only deal with

those petitions that were before us, and

not all of Chapter 2 was before us. And,

therefore, there were some pieces of

Chapter 2 that were not accessible or

aviiilable to us to modify and to consider,

and that was a very definite limitation

that the committee had. It would be very

helpful, then, if this is going to be

referred, that it's understood that it's all

of Chapter 2, so that the many kinds of

issues that are before us can be dealt

with in their entirety.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, we're

ready now for a speech against, a speech

against. Yes, the gentleman here who's

standing.

Go to no. 5. No. 5?

JAMES MAYFIELD (Southwest

Texas): I speak against this because to

have only Chapter 2 would just be to

change problems. And we need to have

not only the work that's been done by

the study committee, but the Council of

Bishops needs to deal with the whole

Discipline because there are items in

Chapter 2, there are items in Chapter 3,

there are items in the chapter that deals

with pensions. All throughout the Dis-

cipline there are items that relate to this

matter. So I hope we'll vote this par-

ticular motion down.

BISHOP GROVE: All right We're

ready for a speech for. We've had 2 for,

2 against. Anyone want to speak for the

amendment? Yes, back here. I assume all

3 cards relate to the same request for the

floor? Is that right? Were all 3 of you
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asking for the floor, or were you trying

to get my attention for him? No. 7.

TIM RUSSELL (Central Texas):

Bishop, is the substitute in order for the

amendment?
BISHOP GROVE: Yes.

RUSSELL: I move that we delete the

parentheses, leave the words "along

with all legislative proposals related to

the Commission for the Study of the

Ministry Report," add in the next to the

last line, after the word persons, the

words "including representative per-

sons from the Legislative Committee on

Diaconal and Ordained Ministry from

the 1992 General Conference." If I have

a second, I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP GROVE: All right.

RUSSELL: If I understand deletion of

the parentheses, just the parentheses,

this would open all of the Discipline

before us dealing with ordained diaconal

ministry. I may be wrong there, but

that's what I understand. Secondly, this

legislative committee has worked long

and hard to bring to this body an offer-

ing of labor and love to try to reach

consensus. I personaUy would like not to

lose that effort, and offer that to the

Council of Bishops.

BISHOP GROVE: Now, if I under-

stand the substitute, it would be to

delete the material within the paren-

theses.

RUSSELL: No, sir, just delete the

parentheses marks, and leave the

material.

BISHOP GROVE: OK, delete the

parentheses marks, and add those

words in the next-to-the-last line: "Rep-

resentatives ofthe Commission to Study

the Ministry" as a resource.

RUSSELL: Yes, sir. Ifyou would inter-

pret that simply deleting the paren-

theses means that all that has to do with

ordained and diaconal ministry is open

to us in the Discipline.

BISHOP GROVE: I really think that's

an amendment to the amendment. We'll

treat it that way. Do you agree that

everything related to ministry

is . . . there's not agreement with your

premise that by eliminating the paren-

thesis it would send everything related

to ordained or diaconal ministry to the

Council of Bishops.

RUSSELL: Then I'd withdraw that

part of my amendment and leave the

earlier amendment in place.

BISHOP GROVE: I'm sorry. I'm

going to have to call you out of order

because I don't think your amendment
is yet clear. Ifyou want to sit down and

reconstruct it, ask for the floor again,

we'll try it; but we can't let you do that

while you have the floor. Yes? Yes.

What's before us is only par. 302 because

I ruled earlier that the material con-

tained within the parenthesis is on the

table. Yes. No. 4.

RANDALL WILLIAMSON (North

Georgia): Bishop, this is a question, I

think.

BISHOP GROVES: Yes.

WILLIAMSON: Am I to assume from

what Peggy said when she made this

motion that petitions that would come

from other legislative committees deal-

ing with local pastor issues and this sort

of thing, would not be considered?

BISHOP GROVE: That's correct.

WILLIAMSON: None of them?

BISHOP GROVE: You mean under

her motion?

WILLIAMSON: Right.

BISHOP GROVE: We'U let her

answer that.

WILLIAMSON: I'm trying to ask a

question, but I'd like to make a state-

ment, too.

BISHOP GROVES: Yes, no. 7.

PAIGE: I limited it to those related to

Chapter 2 on purpose, the diaconal min-

isters so that's all that was being

referred. And that was done on purpose.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes. All right.

WILLIAMSON: Bishop, in that state-

ment it's indicating that these petitions

would not come up related to other mat-

ters. That's the point I'm making, and I

think they would. You would have to

assume from what she's saying that

these would not come up in other legis-

lative petitions.

BISHOP GROVE: Well, I'm not going

to try to answer that; that's your judg-

ment. Yes, sir, over here. No. 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West):

Bishop, instruct me for just a moment.

If someone wanted to make a substitute

to this motion, that would refer all these

materials to the bishops to come back to

us in 1992~I'm sorry, 1996-so that

they're not restricted in terms of these

materials but that you would be able to

take all of those materials, take them

into account, and come back to us in

1996. How would I make a motion like

that?

BISHOP GROVE: What we have to do

to achieve that is to dispose of what's

before us so that we can lift 3 13 off the

table.

SAMPLE: WeU, how do I do that? Or
we can't do that until I call for the ques-

tion.

BISHOP GROVE: WeU, I don't think

the question's yet in order, except the

question is in order on the amendment
that's before us because we've had 2

speeches for and against. Is your call for

the question on the amendment, Tex?

Was your call for the question on the

amendment?
SAMPLE: Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: All right. That's in

order. Is there a 2nd? All right. If you

will ... do you want to hear it? Well,

let's decide 1st whether we want to call

the question. Ifyou will support the call

for the previous question to cut off

debate on the amendment, vote "Yes";

if not, vote "No". Vote when the light

appears. We are under the previous

question. "'Yes," 875; "No," 80. This is

the amendment by Margaret Paige from

Detroit Conference. Delete "along with

all legislative proposals related to the

commission for the study ofthe ministry

report"; add following par. 302 and all

other paragraphs related to Chapter 2,

the Diaconal Ministry. That's what's

before us. Yes, you want to speak to it,

Dennis? Or anyone over here want to

respond to that before we vote?

CAMPBELL: I cannot speak on this,

obviously, for the legislative committee,

but I would just observe that I think it is

very ill-advised for the body to start

chopping up these kinds of motions that

have been developed as a piece. And,

therefore, I would think the legislative

committee would recommend non-con-

currence with the amendment.

BISHOP GROVE: Does the ... I

should have taken this in the other

order. Do you want to speak to this? The
minority report maker?

J. LAWRENCE MCCLESKEY
(Western North Carolina): I can speak

for myself, not other members of the

minority report committee but, on be-

half of myself, I am opposed to the

amendment for the reason just stated:

that there are far too many other mat-

ters that would not be included if this

amendment were adopted.

BISHOP GROVE: Vote when the

light appears.

The amendment is "Yes," 146; "No,"

812. The amendment is not sustained,

we are still on the minority report. Yes,
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back here. The woman, no, the woman,
yes waving, that's it. No. 11.

DEBRAWILCOCK (Eastern Pennsyl-

vania): I move reconsideration on the

amendment to the minority report on
Calendar Item 1219.

BISHOP GROVE: You're moving
reconsideration of the mtgority report?

WILCOCK: Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: For purpose of

making another . .

.

WILCOCK; For purpose of . .

.

BISHOP GROVE: For what purpose?

WILCOCK: We did not all have aU the

delegates seated, and I think that the

m^ority of the people here would like to

revote.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, what you're

asking is for us to return, to reconsider

the amendment to the mtuority report?

WILCOCK: Yes.

BISHOP GROVE: OK, the move for

reconsideration is in order. Yes, what's

the point of order? No. 7.

TOM FLINN (Baltimore): Just 1 ques-

tion. The person requesting that, did she

vote for this?

BISHOP GROVE: Did you vote for?

She did. All right, is it seconded? All

right, if you will reconsider, lift your

hand. Oh, yes, use the electronic. Vote

when the light appears. This is a move
to reconsider; it takes a m^ority. It's

not reconsidered. '"Yes," 331; "No,"

630. We're still on the minority report.

Let's go over here. Yes, Carolyn, the

woman at mike, come to microphone 5.

Name and conference. I've been asked to

remind you aU to give your name and

conference.

(Proposed Referral to

Higher Education and Ministry)

CAROLINE EDGE (Southern New
England): Bishop, I move to amend the

minority report in section 2, by sub-

stituting for the words, the Council of

Bishops, and the 2 places that appear the

words "General Board of Higher Educa-

tion and Ministry." If I have a 2nd, I'd

like to speak to that, please.

BISHOP GROVE: It is seconded? It is;

you may speak, Carolyn.

EDGE: I love and respect the Council

of Bishops.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you.

EDGE: As we seek to move to consen-

sus on this issue that we've worked so

long and hard for, I think it must be done

in the presence of laity and diaconal

ministers and by the nature of the coun-

cil, those persons are not a part of the

Council. In the General Board of Higher

Education and Ministry, all of those per-

sons are represented, and I think with

the progress that had been made over

particularly the last 8 years, that the

divisions of that board can work in such

a way to develop the legislation that

would move us in the direction that this

conference wishes us to go. Thank you

very much.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, that's an

amendment to the minority report. Is

there a speech against. Yes sir, right

here. Come to no. 3.

LARRY WILKINSON (Western

North Carolina): The maker of the

amendment used the word "divisions,"

and we're very much aware of the

divisions in that board. We've been

studying it for a long time. It seems

appropriate to me that we move it on to

the bishops; they're representatives of

the church at large. And that's my
recommendation, that we vote against

this amendment.

BISHOP GROVES: All right, is there

a speech for the amendment? Speech for

the amendment? Question? Yes, back

here, come to microphone 13.

CHARLES DUNDAS (Minnesota): I

need for someone to tell me what the

bishops can do with this reference. It's

my understanding that the bishops have

no legislative power. Can somebody

answer that question? Clarify that for

me.

BISHOP GROVE: I think the, I think

the bishops can propose legislation.

DUNDAS: Can propose legislation?

Will that be the intent of this reference?

BISHOP GROVE: Well, I can't

answer that.

DUNDAS: Well, can we assume that

will be the case?

BISHOP GROVES: I think, yes, I

think so. The material under 313 that's

not before us has to do with the refer-

ence of the whole study report to the

Council of Bishops for proposals or

report back to the General Conference

in 1996, so I think the understanding is

that the bishops could, if they so chose,

to proposal legislation.

DUNDAS: May I speak in favor of the

amendment that's before us?

BISHOP GROVES: Yes.

DUNDAS: I would like to see all this

material referred again through the sec-

tions of higher education and ministry,

realizing all the divisions and the

problems that are there, and have it

come back through the legislative

process of the 1996 General Conference

for the reasons that the maker of the

motion named. It is a broader process,

and I think we need to struggle with it

in that process. And I would hope those

who struggle with it would keep in mind
that if John Wesley had been bound to

the tradition of the established church

polity and the ordering ofministry in the

established church, we would not be

here tonight. And also, I hope we will not

let the IRS order our ministry. It's time

to get on with some new models that

serve the present age.

BISHOP GROVE: Now we're ready

for a speech against. Back up, clear the

back, microphone 15. This is a speech

against the amendment?
DALE SEGREST (Alabama-West

Florida): It is. Now the mystery of the

ritual of ordination is something that is

beyond my expertise and so I won't try

to address that issue and I won't try to

answer all of the questions that have

been raised, but I do want to talk about

a very fundamental point that we
haven't been talking about. Most, but

not all, diaconsds are on the payroll of

the church one way or the other. They
are members of each annual conference

and count as laity in the balance and

process. Even with the balance and

process, that means that those on the

payroll ofthe church have greater voting

power than those of us who are not on

the payroll, even in fiscal matters. We've

heard concerns in this conference about

who makes the decisions. This is a

decision that impacts at the grass roots

level of our church.

BISHOP GROVE: Sir, let me inter-

rupt and ask how this, how your speech

relates to the amendment, which is to

refer this to the General Board ofHigher

Education and Ministry rather that

Council of Bishops. That's what's before

us.

SEGREST: I believe that what I am
speaking to would be against any refer-

ral of any type, so if I'm out of order, I'll

try again in a few minutes.

BISHOP GROVE: OK, thank you.

Now, speech against. Yes, sir, in the

back. No 13.

KERMIT BRASWELL (North

Carolina): I would like to offer a sub-

stitute and insert, rather than the

proceeding motion wording, "the
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Division of Diaconal Ministries and the

Council of Bishops."

BISHOP GROVE: OK, that's a sub-

stitute. Is there a 2nd? I didn't hear a

2nd. There is, all right. Kermit, you want

to speak to that?

BRASWELL: May I speak? It's my
pleasure and opportunity to work with

the board of diaconal ministries in our

conference. And I know the frustration

that they face. And yet, as I have ob-

served what is happening here tonight,

I'm concerned regarding the fact that

they will still be, for example, under the

lay pension plan. And this is one of the

real concerns that they have. I believe at

the same time that, whereas the Council

of Bishops is capable and willing to

receive and examine this document, that

we certainly need representation there

from the Divison of Diaconal Ministry.

And I would urge you to pass the sub-

stitute.

BISHOP GROVE: AU right, we now
have a substitute. Instead of sending to

the Board ofHigher Education and Min-

istry, the substitute would have us refer

to the Division ofDiaconal Ministry and

Council of Bishops. That's been one

speech for the substitute, now we want

a speech against the substitute.

Yes, what's the point of order? No. 2.

WADE PANSE (West Michigan): I

would question the amendment being in

order because I believe it's already in-

cluded in the minority report with the

wording "refer to the Council of

Bishops, etc.," with the understanding

that the council may call upon related

appropriate persons and church agen-

cies.

BISHOP GROVE: No, I think your

point of order is not well taken. The
amendment by Carolyn Edge replaced

"Council of Bishops" with "Board of

Higher Education and Ministry," and

this is a substitute for that, so it is in

order. Now, someone over here, did I

recognize, yes, this is for a speech for the

substitute? No, against the substitute?

No. 4.

JAMES HUNTER (South Carolina):

I'd like to move the previous question on

all that you will allow.

BISHOP GROVE: I'm sorry; we can't

take the previous question yet. We have

to have 2 speeches for and against on
this substitute. We haven't had them.

Yes, back here, speech against Kermit

Braswell's substitute motion.

No. 9.

J.N. HOWARD (Holston): I'm against

the substitute motion because I hope

that we will defeat both the substitute

and the amendment because everything

that has happened here tonight speaks

eloquently to our need to pass the

minority report. The bishops are the

most able body to deal with the matters

that relate to ordained and diaconal

ministry, and this confusion that we've

had tonight for 2 hours and more makes
it obvious we don't know how to deal

with it at this point. And I believe that

body is the one that can deal with it the

best, and I hope we will move quickly to

make that action.

BISHOP GROVE: AU right, that's a

speech against. Now we want a speech

for Kermit Braswell's motion. Yes, down

here.

PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Mr. Chairman, I move to

suspend the rules for the purpose of

moving a previous question.

BISHOP GROVE: That's in order. Is

it seconded? All right, ifyou will suspend

the rules to move the previous question,

lift your hand. Down, opposed, that's

about 99%.

CHAFFEE: Mr. Chairman, I move the

previous question.

BISHOP GROVE: On what?

CHAFFEE: On everything before us.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, that's on

2 amendments. Kermit Braswell's sub-

stitute and Carolyn Edge's amendment.

Yes.

MILES: I understand everything to be

everything, and the minority report is

before us.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, you're correct.

MILES: Thank you, sir.

BISHOP GROVE: The previous ques-

tion wiU be on the amendments and on

the minority report, and to the majority

report. Does someone have a copy of

Kermit Braswell's. Did you send it up,

Kermit? Kermit Braswell, did you send

your amendment up? Would you restate

it? Mike 13, restate it.

BRASWELL: Bishop, somebody said

it's right there. The carbon is not work-

ing on this 1 and I can't read it.

BISHOP GROVE: Can you remember

it?

BRASWELL: I remember it. I moved

to, in lieu of the previous, to add the

division, representatives from the

division of diaconal ministries and the

Council on Bishops.

BISHOP GROVE: That's right. Now
we have . . . you want to speak? Yes, and

then we will hear 1st from the makers

of the minority report, and then from

the m^ority report, and then we will

vote in sequence.

McCLESKEY: I want to speak in op-

position to both the substitute and the

original amendment. The substitute

limits the participants far too narrowly

because there are fundamental issues of

diaconal and ordained ministry at stake

in this whole matter, and to limit the

participants in that way would be too

narrow. I am opposed to the original

amendment of referral to the Board of

Higher Education and Ministry for

these reasons. Our bishops are general

superintendents of the entire church.

They have supervisory and teaching

responsibilities for the entire church.

They've demonstrated their leadership

ably, nobly, and with integrity in the

matters of In Defense of Creation, Vital

Congregations; in their drug and urban

crisis initiatives. The minority report as

presented to you calls for consultation

with appropriate persons and agencies.

It does not call for a study committee. To
begin to add too many persons could

look like another study committee. The
bishops have the right, if it is referred to

them, to involve in consultation ap-

propriate persons and agencies of the

church.

I would expect that 2 very natural

participants in that would be the

divisions of the Board of Higher Educa-

tion and Ministry, if the bishops should

so choose. They have the freedom to

choose those other persons for consult-

ation. The intent of the minority report

is indeed, that the Council of Bishops

would bring legislative proposals to the

1996 General Conference as they are

authorized to do under the rules of the

General Conference. I would urge you to

defeat the substitute and the amend-

ment and to support the minority

report.

CAMPBELL: The legislative commit-

tee has worked very hard and believes

that~a mjgority of the legislative com-

mittee believes that~it is time to move

on and not saddle the church with

another quadrennium of study. It is for

that reason that the legislative commit-

tee on the very 1st day it met voted as it

did to move immediately to the pieces of

legislation that are now before you. It is

for that reason that the majority of the
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legislative committee would urge the

defeat of the minority report.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes? Question? No.

4.

JIM PERRY (Detroit): Bishop Grove,

where would we be, other than in Louis-

ville, if we vote "No" on all of these

motions that we're about to vote on?

BISHOP GROVE: WeU, then you
could then move to take No. 313 off the

table, that's one option, or ifwe don't do

anything, we stay with the present form
of ministry, would be my understanding.

PERRY: Thank you.

BISHOP GROVE: All right, this is

what's before us. First, the substitute by

Kermit Braswell. I'll read it: Amend in

par. 2 of the recommendation, add on

line 5 after "refer to the Division of . .

.

the references to the Division of

Diaconal Ministries, and the Council of

Bishops." Vote when the light appears.

Not when we're in a vote. Vote when the

light appears. That is not sustained; now
what is your point of order? All right, go

to the microphone, no. 7.

JOHN SHEPPARD (California-

Nevada): There was a call for the ques-

tion, but did we ever vote to ... we did?

OK, thank you.

(Referral to Higher Education and
Ministry Rejected)

BISHOP GROVE: We'vejust defeated

Kermit Braswell's substitute. We go now
to Carolyn Edges's amendment to the

minority report. If that's sustained, it

amends the minority report. We then

would vote on the minority report as

amended. If it's not sustained, we go to

the minority report as it's printed. We
then vote on the minority report. If it's

defeated, the mtgority report becomes

the main motion. If the minority report

is sustained, it becomes the main mo-

tion. That's the sequence.

So we're now in Carolyn Edge's mo-

tion. I move to amend the minority

report in section 2 to substitute for the

words, "(Council of Bishops" in both

places, and replace it with the words

"the General Board ofHigher Education

and Ministry."

Vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

152; "No," 805. Carolyn Edge's amend-

ment is not sustained. We're now on the

minority report as printed. If you will

approve it, vote "Yes"; if not, vote "No".

Vote when the light appears. "Yes," 607;

"No," 358. The minority report is sus-

tained, and it becomes the main motion.

Ifyou will approve it as the main motion,

vote "Yes," if not, vote "No". Vote when
the light appears.

"Yes," 673; "No," 293. The minority

report has been sustained. It is the ac-

tion of this General Conference. We are

now at the order of the day. Are there

other matters you have to bring?

CAMPBELL: Bishop, I have been tell-

ing my colleagues who are legislative

committee chairs, along with the chair

of calendar and agenda, every morning

at 7:00 that we needed to bring ministry

issues because it was going to take a long

time. We have still many more petitions

dealing with the ministry of the church

that will be coming before you.

BISHOP GROVE: But unless we ex-

tend the time, not tonight.

CAMPBELL: Not in regard to these

matters.

BISHOP GROVE: Yes, no. 4.

UNIDENTIFIED: Bishop, I move that

we extend the time in order to deal with

Calendar Item 313.

BISHOP GROVE: It's my judgment

and . . . my colleagues and I believe that

that tabling action is now moot because

the materiid has, in effect, been referred.

If the house disagrees, we will take it off

the table. If you agree with the chair,

raise your hand. Down. Ifyou disagree?

Chair sustained. We do need ... I think

we are ready to dose. We need to hear

first from the Committee on the Agenda.

OTT: Let me say some perhaps ob-

vious things to you. It has been the agen-

da plan that you would be dealing with

major topics. It was our intent that there

be probably 3 of those through today.

There have been 2. In addition to the

major topics was the hope that there

would be quite a number of calendar

items dealt with each day. We have not

been able to do that. M^jor topics have

been the focus. Many calendar items are

key also. I would remind you as we enter

into the last 2 days that we have what I

would call a zero-sum situation. Ex-

tended talk on some things allows less

talk available on others.

With that reminder, let me announce
to you a tentative agenda for tomorrow.

8:30 a.m., worship; report of the Com-
mittee on Agenda; 9:05, the election of

the Commission on the General Con-

ference; 9:10, introduction of the Com-
mission on General Conference and the

Local Committee; calendar items at

9:15, including UMcare; an offering

tomorrow, before the break, for pages

and marshalls; calendar items the rest of

the morning, with recess at 12:30. We
come back at 2:30 for courtesies, then

calendar items, a recess at 5, the evening

session from 7-10.

BISHOP GROVE: Thank you. We are

ready for the Committee on Presiding

Officers.

ALLAN MORRIS: The Committee on

Presiding Officers has asked the follow-

ing to be our presiding officers for

Thursday, May 14. At the morning ses-

sion. Bishop W. T. Handy of, the MO,
Area; afternoon session. Bishop Joseph

Bethea of the Columbia, SC, Area; and

for the evening session. Bishop Melvin

Talbert, of the San Francisco Area.

BISHOP GROVE: Before we dose, I

want to express my gratitude to you for

your steadfast faithfulness through a

very difficult discussion of a very, very

important matter-and espedally to my
colleagues, Bishop Judith Craig and

Bishop James K. Mathews, who have

helped me ably and kept me alive

through the evening. And Bishop Math-

ews . . . oh, secretary has an-

nouncements.

MARSHALL: A reminder that the

Global Ministries Legislative Commit-

tee will meet immediately following this

plenary in rooms 110 and 112. Addition-

ally, the General and Judidal Ad-

ministrative Legislative Committee will

meet tonight immediately following ad-

journment at the right side of the plat-

form. That would be right as we faceyou,

to your left. And then, this one other

announcement has just come. The
General Conference has petitioned the

Judicial Council for a decision as to the

legality of the General (Conference set-

ting a limit, either in dollar amount or

percentage increase, for the total cap

which the General Council on Finance

and Administration shall use in setting

the GCFA recommendations for

amounts of all funds, in total, provided

for in par. 906. 1 of the Discipline. An
oral hearing will be held on Thursday,

May 14, at 10 a.m. in room 114 of the

convention center.

BISHOP GROVE: Some of us are old

enough to remember that Bishop James
K. Mathews was in the chair on the last

night of the uniting conference in Dallas

in 1968~an even tougher night than

tonight. He has been called out of retire-

ment twice since retirement, activated

once to serve in Zimbabwe and, more
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recently and presently, to preside over

the newly created Albany Area. He is a

father to many of us, and I ask him to

come now and offer prayer as we
prepare to go to bed for the night.

BISHOP JAMES K. MATHEWS: I

propose that, in silence, we allow the

Spirit to calm our spirits, and then I will

use a prayer from our new Book of Wor-

ship. And then I will give the apostolic

benediction in Marathi, my Indian lan-

guage, where I went 55 years ago as a

missionary of the church.

0>rayer)

Thursday Morning

May 14, 1992
Bishop W. T. Handy, Presiding

BISHOP W.T. HANDY JR.: All right.

Let us now be in order and take our

seats. Let us take our seats, please. We
have got a lot to do, a long way to go.

Recognize, what is it you want, sir?

Microphone 10.

ROBERT B. BRANDT (Northern

New Jersey): I'd like to raise a question

regarding the motion that was made
earlier that came back to us yesterday in

GCFA's report, including the text of the

morning messages for the delegates in

the DCA, and have a question, realizing

in that report, it stated that it would cost

roughly $6,400 for that to take place.

And GCFA recommended that that was

not a wise use of funds. I am wondering

whether or not it would be pos-

sible . . . my calculations are that comes

to about $7 per person in attendance. Is

it possible to have this resource available

to delegates on a purchase basis, if we
are not going to free up the money to

print them and give them to the

delegates?

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

BRANDT: This is a valuable resource

that is very much needed back in our

local churches to see the inspiration and

the texts that are being brought to us by

our bishops.

BISHOP HANDY: We understand

that Bishop Yeakel might be able to help

us at this point. Ifyou will? By common
consent. Bishop Yeakel. No objection.

BISHOP JOSEPH H. YEAKEL: Mr.

Chairman, for information purposes

only, I was instructed that that last para-

graph was not meant to be printed. It

was not a part of the action of CFA. The
whole report was removed finally, and is

in the hands of CFA right now, but that

paragraph was an editorial edition that

was not approved by CFA as it was ex-

plained to me.

BRANDT: Will we be receiving a

report back at some point regardingthat

action?

BISHOP YEAKEL: No.

BRANDT: I am just concerned that

we may lose this resource.

BISHOP YEAKEL: I cannot answer

that question. CFA would have to

answer that.

BISHOP HANDY: When CFA comes,

you might want to raise that question.

BRANDT: Thank you very much,

bishop.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. The chair

will recognize Dr. Ott, Committee on

Agenda. Let's be in order now, friends.

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): Thank
you, bishop. Good morning. Your Bible

verse for the day, Thursday, May 14,

Exodus 9:18: "Behold tomorrow, about

this time, I will cause very heavy hail to

fall, such as never has been seen." Can
you handle a tongue-in-cheek comment
to start your day light? Within 3 short

weeks, in my town of Milwaukee, the

Presbjrterian Church in America will

convene their General Assembly. Over-

night we asked the Judicial Council if

they would allow a referral of all calen-

dar items to the Presbyterians. We'll

hear from them later.

We are at a point where, as agenda

people and with calendar, we have to

raise unpleasant options, like limiting

debate and referrals and omnibus mo-

tions. We don't like to do that. We need

to stay at the task, in good order, good

spirit, cooperate with the chair, seek

God, stay focused. We'll be fine. I would

move that the agenda for today be set as

it is printed in this morning's DCA. You
will notice it includes an extension of an

hour, 7-10, this evening. Bishop, we
move it.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Yes, I see,

it's before you now. I see a hand here at

6.

(Speeches Limited for Day's Debates)

V.L. DAUGHTERY JR (South Geor-

gia): If it's in order, Mr. Chairman, on

behalf of the Calendar Committee, I

would like to move to suspend the rules

for all that is before the General Con-

ference today,

by no. 1, limiting the number of

speeches on all motions and amend-

ments to 2 speeches for and 2 speeches .

against, I
and by no. 2, limiting the time of

speeches for and against to 2 minutes

each, instead of 3 minutes, with an un-

derstanding that persons needing trans-

lations will be fdlowed a total of 4

minutes for speeches and translations.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there a

2nd? I understand this comes from a

committee. No. 6. No. 6. The maker of

the motion, do I understand this comes

from a committee?

DAUGHTERY: This comes from the

Calendar Committee, sir.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Now it's

properly before you. Is there any discus-

sion? You understand what it is; we are

limiting debate to 2 speeches and 2

minutes. All right. I think you are ready

to vote. As many as will suspend the

rules, lift the hand. Down. Opposed,

same sign. It's done. Now as many as will

adopt the motion, lift the hand. Down.

And same sign. It's done. Yes.

OTT: You have the motion beforeyou

to set the agenda for the day.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. The i

agenda for the day is before you. As ^
many as will approve, lift the hand.

Down. Opposed, same sign. Done.

Thank you. All right now, we move to

Dr. Lutrick. Introduction of the Com-
mission on General Conference.

(Commission on the General Con-

ference Recognized)

CHARLES E. LUTRICK: Bishop

Handy, we recognize that on p. 5, the

Advance DCA, on the first day of our

conference, the listing of the Commis-

sion on the General Conference is

named there. We'd like to recognize

these persons this morning, as we come

near the end of this session. At least we
hope we are nearing the end. That the

Executive Committee, who shared with

me in that responsibility, is Bettilou

Holland, who was in charge of your

registration. I will ask them to stand as

I call their names. And Carolyn Hop-

kins, the program chairman, vice chair-

man of the commission, and Delia

Escareno is our secretary. The members
of the commission who are retiring, j

having served for 2 quadrenniaums on
j

this commission are Yos Befu, John '|

Hayes, Paula Johnston, Arnold Madsen.

And the remaining members ofthe com-

mission who will continue on the com-

mission, provided they're elected~they
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are elected for this 2nd quadrennium-
Jeny Brewster, Sandra Hoke, Don
Locher, Thalia Matherson, William

Quick, John Thomas, Wallace Thomas,
J. Howard Wright.

I'd like to acknowledge, bishop, the

persons who have been very faithful to

us as ex-officio members and serving

with this commission were Dr. Clifford

Droke, the treasurer ofthe General Con-

ference, now standing at the end, and

Carolyn Marshall, the secretary of the

conference, and 2 other persons who are

very important to this General Con-

ference and for our commission work.

Dr. DeWayne Woodring, executive direc-

tor and business manager; and his right

arm, Barbara Main, recording secretary.

Serving also with our staff, of course, is

director of music, Brad Kisner, who's

been before you regularly. There are

other members who have served this

commission in various ways, to the

secretary's office, and we commend to

you the work of these persons, and espe-

cially the work ofDeWayne Woodring as

I announced the 1st day. This is 20 years

he has served this General Conference

as a business manager and executive

director of the commission. We are very

proud of his work, &ad we would like to

have you commend these people for

preparing for this General Conference

and looking forward to the next.

BISHOP HANDY: Thank you. Let's

give them a hand, friends. These persons

have worked long and hard these past 4

years, and to get everything in order,

that we can operate as smoothly as we
do through this time. Thank you very

much. We must elect persons to serve on

this commission for the next quadren-

nium, for the class of 2000. 1 am going to

recognize Bishop Talbert. These per-

sons are nominated by the Council of

Bishops and elected by this body. Bishop

Talbert.

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Bishop Handy, and members of the

General Conference, if you will turn to

p. 86 of the DCA, that's the blue copy,

you will find the report of the Nominat-

ing Committee of the Council of

Bishops, and on the top of page, right-

hand comer of p. 86, you will find the

Commission on the General Con-

ference, class of 2000. And in behalf of

the Council of Bishops, I officially put

these before you for election.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. These 6

names are properly before you. I think

that you are about ready to elect them.

As many as will elect, lift the hand.

Down. Opposed. They are elected. We
now turn to Bishop Robert Spain and

the introduction of the local committee.

(Local Committee Leadership

Recognized)

BISHOP ROBERT SPAIN: My
friends, 3 1/2 years ago, we established

a committee to help entertain this

General Conference. For these 3 1/2

years, we have been trying to prepare for

your arrival in Louisville, and to be a

part of the Louisville Annual Con-

ference. Mr. BiQ Yates and Dr. Wallace

Thomas have been co-chairs of this local

committee. We organized ourselves into

a staffing and equipment section, a

hospitality section, and a program sec-

tion, along with a treasurer. We have

been working through more than 30

basic committees, and we have utilized

by name and by invitation more than

2,000 persons in getting ready for this

General Conference. These that are here

today are the ones that are on duty today

at this conference. Now, one committee

took care of the area event the other

night. One committee has been caring

for all the transportation. Another com-

mittee has been dealing with the medical

services. Every day during this General

Conference, between 150 and 200 of our

overseas delegates have been having

lunch together in one of our local chur-

ches. I can say to you that so many, many
of you have come to me and expressed

appreciation for the local hosting of this

General Conference, and I'm not very

naive about taking such nice compli-

ments from you, but I want you to know
that these are the people who have

prepared for this General Conference,

and I want you to tell them.

BISHOP HANDY: Thank you very

much. The chair can really appreciate

what this is inasmuch as we had similar

experiences 4 years ago. We now turn to

Dr. Charles Jordan, chair of the Calen-

dar Committee.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern U-

linois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference, we will turn 1st to that now
familiar exercise of adopting our Con-

sent Calendar. Consent Calendar No. 5

is that calendar which is before us, and

that may be found on p. 451 in your

DCA. You may turn to that page and for

that calendar, and I would then ask you

to turn to p. 524, whereyou will see those

items that have been removed from Con-
sent Calendar No. 5.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

JORDAN: Bishop, I would move the

adoption of Consent Calendar No. 5

with the corrections.

BISHOP HANDY: Properly before

you. As many as will adopt, lift the hand.

Down. Opposed, same sign. It is adopted.

JORDAN: Thank you very much. We
have a special Consent Calendar matter,

and I am going to call on our coordinator

of calendar, John Brawn, to share that

with us.

(Rules Suspended to Allow Consent
Calendar Distribution)

JOHN BRAWN: Good morning. Last

evening you decided that in a motion

from the floor to create a special consent

calendar for all items that had 10 or

fewer votes against in legislative com-

mittee. Sometimes the best plans don't

quite work, and we missed the presses

last night by about half an hour. We do

have a list of all of the calendar items

that would be affected, or that are af-

fected, by that legislation, and while I

am not a member of the General Con-

ference and can't make this motion,

what I would recommend procedurally

is that you suspend the rules to allow the

pages to deliver to you the Special Con-

sent Calendar No. A. And I would also

further recommend that we extend the

deadline tonight for removal from the

consent calendar. Because you haven't

had this before you in the DCA yet this

morning, I would like to give you

through the dinner hour to submit the

request to remove from this Consent

Calendar. I also need you to know that

we have not included anything in this

Consent Calendar that has already been

removed from a previous Consent

Calendar, under the assumption that if

you took it offonce, you would take it off

again, so that is where we are at, and I

will let you take over from there.

JORDAN: Bishop, I would move the

suspension of the rules so that this mat-

ter may be taken care of

BISHOP HANDY: All right As many
as wUl suspend the rules, lift the hand.

Down. Opposed, same sign. The rules

are suspended. Now as many as wiU

adopt the motion, lift the hand. Down.
Opposed, same sign. It is adopted.

JORDAN: Thank you. Bishop and

members of the conference, I would

share with you this morning's calendar
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item agenda. We will begin with Higher

Education and Chaplaincy, Janet

Stephenson, the chair of that legislative

committee, followed by items from the

Legislative Committee on Financiid Ad-

ministration with Sandra Kelley

Lakore, followed by items from the

Legislative Committee on Faith and

Mission, Charlene Kammerer. I would

ask also, would move, that there would

be an order of the day for 12 noon to

consider an item from Global Mini-

stries, Twick Morrison, and 2 items

from the Central Conferences with

Bishop Nacpil.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. That's

properly before you now. As many as

will adopt, lift the hand. Down. Op-

posed, same sign. It's adopted.

JORDAN: Thank you very much. We
may begin with our calendar items.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. I think I

see a hand here. Come to microphone

13, please.

(Number of Questions Limited For
Remainder of Conference)

JUDY McCartney (East Ohio): I

move to suspend the rules in order to

make a motion to limit questions during

debate.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. There is

a motion. Is it supported? It is seconded.

It's a move to suspend the rules to deal

then with the matter of questions

during debate, limiting them. As many
as will suspend the rules for this matter,

lift the hand. Down. Opposed, same
sign. The rules are suspended. You may
proceed.

McCARTNEY: I move for the balance

of this General Conference, during

debate on a motion which has been

moved and seconded, only 5 questions

or inquiries be permitted before the

final vote on the motion.

BISHOP HANDY: Is there a 2nd? You
understand the motion? The motion is

to limit questions to 5 on each item. The
matter before you, and then you will

have to proceed. Yes, I see a hand? You
want to speak to it? Proceed.

McCARTNEY: May I speak to it?

BISHOP HANDY: Certainly.

McCARTNEY: Unfortunately one of

the strategies used to block fair debate

and exchange of information is to pose

frivolous and needless questions ad in-

finitum. When question after question is

asked, those involved in the debate lose

track of what the original motion was

and of the status of the debate. We are

distracted from the real business of

weighing opinions and gaining content

in order to vote judiciously. Also, we
know that doing our homework wovdd

make many questions unnecessary. If

complex matter and finances . .

.

HANDY: Let's just hold the applause,

please.

McCARTNEY: ... are before us, the

body would always be able to suspend

this rule, but at the least it would be up

to the body to decide how many ques-

tions are reasonable.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Opposed

to the motion? Microphone 3.

BOB W. PARROT (Texas): I call for

the question.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, I don't

see any objections, so I guess we will

proceed. As many as will approve this

motion-you understand what it is doing

now-you will only have 5 questions on

each motion that is before you. We are

ready to vote. As many as will approve

the motion, lift the hand. Down. Op-

posed. It is adopted. All right, we wiU

proceed to Ms. Stephenson.

(Scholarship Funds Clarified)

JANET STEPHENSON (Iowa): Good
morning. Before we begin the work of

the legislative committee, I have been

asked to clarify some of the statements

made during the debate, during our pre-

vious appearance before this group. It's

in relationship to Calendar Item No.

243, the $100 million scholarship fund.

There were some statements made that

were misunderstood, and you need to

have some clarity about this.

The $30 million that was mentioned

as being available for scholarships, that

is not true. The $30 million represents

the investment available for the whole

Board of Higher Education and Minis-

try. And $2 million of that each year is

used for the awarding of scholarships.

The United Methodist Foundation for

Christian Higher Education is a dif-

ferent organization, completely

separate, and it currently has $20 mil-

lion under investment, the proceeds of

which arc used for scholarships. In

regard to the $100 million scholarship

campaign, during the last 4 years, since

the action of the 1988 General Con-

ference to authorize the raising of such

funds, a feasibility study was conducted

and just recently. The United Methodist

Foundation has been determined as to

be the principal fund-raising body for

that scholarship fund. Individuals will

be approached by that foundation work-

ing in cooperation with the chief execu-

tive officers of our United Methodist

institutions. In effect, they are ap-

proaching the same people, but they will

be working cooperatively to raise the

funds for the $100 million scholarship

fund. As soon as a sizable corpus has

been obtained for that fund, then

scholarships will begin to be awarded.

This is not available yet, contrary to

what was said the other day. We are in

the process of raising these funds and

hopefully, with good success, scholar-

ships will be available in the near future.

I hope that clarifies those statements.

All right, let's move to our legislation.

Thanks to the motion to put items with

10 or fewer votes on the consent calen-

dar, we have only 3 items to bring to you

this morning. You will need your blue

book and your white book.

(Calendar Item No. 632; Rural
Chaplaincy)

The first item is on p. 293 in the blue

book. That's 293 and the item No. is 632.

... at 632, and the title of that is

"Rural Chaplaincy as a Ministry ofLaity

and Clergy." We need to clarify 1 com-

puter glitch I assume it's always easier

to blame the computer. There is a dollar

sign connected with Item 632 in the blue

book. That should be removed in the

Petition No. The way it is listed in the

white book without the dollar sign Jifter

the letter R is the correct way, so

eliminate the dollar sign in the blue

book.

There is a minority report with this

item. Basically what the committee has

done is to present to you as a mjyority

report the way that the item is printed

on p. 1235 in the white book. Did I give

you that? Page 1235 in the white book.

The item on p. 1235 in the white book,

labeled "Rural Chaplaincy as a Ministry

of Laity and Clergy" is the m^ority

report.

It was amended in the minority report

in the following ways: the 3rd par. begin-

ning, "Whereas," at the bottom of the

right-hand column was eliminated. This

is for the minority report. If you will

turn the page, the last paragraph before

"Therefore be it resolved" where it says,

"Whereas 40 rural chaplains, including

7 laypersons," and so on, that paragraph

was {dso eliminated. And then in each of
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the paragraphs where the phrase "rural

chaplains ... in each of the "whereas"
paragraphs, that phrase was changed to

"persons working in rural ministries"

for the minority report. Alec Alvord will

be presenting--who is Eissociated with

the World Chaplains Fellowship-will be

presenting the majority report, and
David Dolsen will be speaking on behalf

of the minority report. So, bishop, may
1 yield to Alec Alvord, please?

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

ALEC M. ALVORD (Western North

Carolina): Bishops, delegates to the

General Conference. The concept of

rural chaplaincy has been in the process

of development during the past 8 years.

This concept grew out of the need to

minister in a speciid way to persons

caught up in our critical rural crisis. This

program was developed in consultation

with staff of our General Board of

Higher Education and Ministry. Rosalie

Bentinger in the Division of Diaconal

Ministries, and Pat Barrett and Janet

Stephenson in the Division of Chaplains

were involved in this process. Prepara-

tion for a Rural Chaplidns Association

began in 1986. The first official meeting

was held in 1988. A program of certifica-

tion has been developed, which requires

2 training events of 4-5 days each.

Presently 40 persons have received cer-

tification as rural chaplains. These

chaplains were certified in November

1991. Included in the 40 were 9 women,

7 laypersons, and 33 clergy from 22 an-

nual conferences and the church's 5

jurisdictions. Bishop J. Lloyd Knox of

the Birmingham Area, and Dr. Ran-

dolph Nugent, General Board of Global

Ministries, led the certification service.

There are presently 60 persons in the

process of moving toward certification.

This is a program which was developed

in consultation with staff persons of our

general boards of Higher Education and

Ministry, and Global Ministries. It was

developed to minister to those caught up

in our critical rural crisis. These rural

chaplains are not endorsed chaplains.

They are certified for a special ministry,

and all they are asking for is your affir-

mation of this program.

BISHOP HANDY; All right.

STEPHENSON: David Dolsen will

speak for the minority report.

DAVID DOLSEN (Rocky Mountain):

Both the mtgority and minority report

affirm the crisis in the rural areas and

the need for ministry. Whereas the

mjyority report lifls up those 40 persons

who have been certified by the Rural

Chaplains Association, the minority

report would replace the words "rural

chaplain" and "rural chaplaincy" with

the phrase "persons working in rural

ministry." Using the term "persons

working in rural ministry" makes the

resolution more inclusive and more in

line with the Book of Resolutions, in-

stead of endorsing just 1 specific or-

ganization. The minority report, by

using that phrase, "persons working in

rural ministry," lifts up all persons

throughout the church that are working

in these specialized areas.

Second, the minority report is con-

cerned with the term used, "rural

chaplains," which includes certification

of both laypersons and clergy persons.

The term seems to have some elements

of conflict with the Discipline dealing

with Category B with reference to or-

dained persons under endorsement as

chaplains. As Alec has indicated, they

have had consultation with the Board of

Higher Education and Ministry, but the

Division of Chaplaincy will probably be

asking for a Judicial Council ruling on

use of that term, "rural chaplains." The
Discipline specifically directs the

Division of Chaplains and related mini-

stries to assure high standards of com-

petency for clergy and appointments

beyond the local church. Rural

chaplains, as has been reported, which

include laity, do not come under the

endorsement process. We would urge

the adoption of the minority report as a

more inclusive affirmation of all persons

working in rural ministries. If the

majority report is adopted, you will be

affirming rural chaplaincy as a special-

ized ministry, an area that is not defined

in the Discipline. We believe that this

adoption would add further confusion.

We would urge the adoption of the

minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, friends. It

is the understanding of the chair that we
have the minority report presented. And
now we will go back to the m^ority

report for perfection, and then to the

minority report for perfection, and vote

on the minority report to see where we
stand at that point.

All right. The m^ority report is before

you now for perfection. All right, I think

you're about ready. Let's move over to

the minority report. I don't sec anything

on that 1, either, so . . . here? All right

Microphone no. 3.

UNIDENTIFIED: Is it appropriate to

speak against the minority report?

BISHOP HANDY: No, we're perfect-

ing it now.

UNIDENTIFIED: All right. I want to

speak against it when the time comes.

BISHOP HANDY: On microphone

no. 1.

UNIDENTIFIED: I wish to speak

against it.

BISHOP HANDY: AU right We're

perfecting it. Microphone no. 9.

MARVIN ABRAMS (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I'd like to move an

amendment to the minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, you may
proceed.

ABRAMS: The amendment would be

that wherever there is "rural America"

we talk ... we would add "rural and

reservation America." Following each

"rural" there would be "and reservation

America." We find that there's

a . . . well, I'll wait for a 2nd.

BISHOP HANDY: Is there a 2nd? All

right, you may proceed.

ABRAMS: We find that in rural and

reservation areas-for reservations for

Native Americans~we find we have the

same critical problems, and we want to

make sure that this is addressed by the

church. And so this is why I would offer

this amendment.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anybody

want to speak against the amendment?

For it; against it? You ready to vote? You

understand which area to vote on? All

right. As many as will approve the

amendment, lift a hand. Down. Op-

posed? Same sign. The amendment is

adopted. Anything else? I think you're

about ready to speak on it. All right.

We'll recognize you here; microphone 3.

BEN EDWARDS (West Ohio): I hope

we defeat the minority report. I do not

think that the word "chaplain" is so

specific that it can't be associated with

these people. As I gave thought to this, I

noted in our DCA that Ruby Galloway

Farish, who brought the lay address, is

a police chaplain. Are we going to get

into that? How wonderful it would be,

where there is so much problem in the

rural church and among the rural com-

munity, if there were people quickly

identified, called "rural chaplain," that

can minister to people in crisis. I hope

we'll defeat the minority report
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BISHOP HANDY: All right. Does

anybody want to speak in favor of the

minority report? I see a hand here at

microphone 2.

TERRELL T. SESSUMS (Florida):

Bishop, I was a member ofthe legislative

subcommittee and committee that dealt

with this item. I am a lay member. Many
of us have become acquainted with

chaplains in the military service, at

hospitals, and many other institutions.

In those cases, the chaplains are not

employed, or agents or representatives

ofThe United Methodist Church, imless

they are chaplains at Methodist institu-

tions-hospitals, colleges, or univer-

sities--where we can control the

qualifications of the chaplains. Many of

us associate chaplains with the ministry

and with ordained ministry. We would

hope, in this case, that you would not, in

a desire to be especially nice to a dedi-

cated group of people, give them a title

that connotes the ordained ministry of

the church. Especially to earn this ac-

creditation only requires 10 days of

training and certification by an agency

that is not related to or controlled by

The United Methodist Church. I'm sure

many of these people are ordained min-

isters and are properly qualified. But we
have no assurance that many of them

would be. Some of us Jire a little con-

cerned with the possible exposure of lay

people being certified as rural chaplains

who are not properly prepared or

trained and who are representatives of

and employed by the church and bring

with it associated liability problems. We
would urge caution, and I would support

the adoption of the minority report.

Thank yoa
BISHOP HANDY: You're welcome.

AU right, now, is there anybody who
wants to speak against the minority

report? I see here microphone no. 3.

FRANK L. DORSEY (Kansas East): I

want to speak in opposition to the

minority report. I sense a wave ofprofes-

sionalism sweeping the church that

would begin to equate ordination with

certain privilege. We rule out a whole

class when we begin to make that argu-

ment. We rule out people who are

diaconal ministers. And we rule out the

laos of the church. Many of the people

in our rural communities undergoing

such crisis are the lay people there who
have a PhD. in life experience and life

hardship. Out of their baptism~out of

their call, as significant as my call to

ordained ministry-they have been on

the front lines dealing with the people,

caring for them. And I believe they

should have the right to be called

chaplain.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Does

anybody want to speak for the motion?

I see a hand microphone 13. This is

for ... ?

SALLY B. GEIS (Rocky Mountain):

For the minority.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, thank

you. You may proceed.

GEIS: While I affirm the work of the

laity, I do think that in chaplidn there is

a specific place for professionals. My ex-

perience is primarily in hospitals,

hospices, and prisons. But I think that

the perception of chaplaincy prevails

among people that when you call a

chaplain, it is in a time of crisis. And we
have, unfortunately, had some experien-

ces where people have, in an effort to be

helpful, overstepped, I think, their lay

responsibility and given the impression

that they have, for example, ad-

ministered Sacraments. Now this may
not have been intentioned, but it is aw-

fully awkward. And I think the clarity of

language about who is like me, just a

very helpful lay person working, and

who is actually a chaplain. We use that

word specifically. I would hope we would
not dilute the word, so that our laity and

our people who need help would not

misunderstand what we are doing. I sup-

port the minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. By your

new rules, now, we have exhausted the

speeches on this subject. We will now
hear from chair of the leader of the

minority report.

DAVID DOLSEN (Rocky Mountain):

I think what you hear is that we are still

affirming all those persons are working

in rural ministry. Because this organiza-

tion has classified itself as a Methodist

organization, we believe that there is

confusion over the term. Therefore, in

The Book of Resolutions, we feel that

this resolution shall lift up those areas

of need and affirm all of those persons,

and not just arise to the confusion that

may result. We, again, urge the adoption

of the minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: Someone want to

speak from the main motion-m^ority?

ALVORD: Bishop and delegates, I feel

that the word "chaplain" belongs to

public domain. When I was in college, I

was a chaplain in my fraternity. I cer-

tainly had no training for that position.

We have chaplains in schools without

any training. This is not asking for en-

dorsement. Endorsement by the

division means that you are under the

division and you are trained thoroughly

according to their requirements. Cer-

tiiication as a rural chaplain is a pro-

gram that has been developed in

consultation with the division. It is a

program where people are selected and
trained and interviewed and carefully

processed. They are encouraged to take

continuing education constantly. These

are persons who are in a very special

ministry; they are not ordained clergy.

They are serving a population in crisis.

And I urge the defeat of the minority

report in the support of the mjgority.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Now we
know where we are and what we're

prepared to vote for. On Calendar Item

No. 632, there is a minority report, and

if you are . . . Well, I think we're ready

to make a decision on this. So please

vote when the light appears. What was

that? I said majority? Isn't that what we
are voting on? I said that we are

prepared to vote on the minority report,

on Calendar Item 632. And I said, "Now
I think we're ready to make a decision."

And so when the light comes on,

please vote. The vote is 451, "Yes"; 474,

"No." The minority report does not

prevail. We now move to the m^ority

report. Do you think you've got enough

information to vote? All right.

Please vote when the light appears.

No applause, please. The vote is 715,

"Yes"; 221, "No." 632 is adopted. All

right.

(Calendar Item No. 56;

Membership of University Senate)

STEPHENSON: Thank you, friends.

The next item will be found on p. 170 in

the blue book. Page 170. It is Item 56-

Calendar Item 56. This item has been

lifted from the consent calendar, on

which it was placed by a 65 to nothing

vote in the committee. It has to do with

membership on the University Senate.

There are 4 related petitions connected

with this item. The petition as sub-

mitted would change the membership of

the University Senate. The committee

recommends that you nonconcur.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. It's

before you now. The committee has

recommended nonconcurrence. All

right. I think you're ready to vote. No, I
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see a hand here microphone 6. Make it

11.

RILEYCASE (North Indiana): I'd like

to speak against the committee's recom-

mendation. I'm not sure whether this

petition would address the concerns that

many of us have with the University

Senate. But sometime, and in some way,

I think the concerns need to be ad-

dressed. Originally, the senate was
charged with such things as whether the

schools provided for historical, literary

study of Bible in the vernacular and

religious questions. I believe the senate

does not ask many religious questions,

such as "How much Christian influence

is involved in the phrase 'church

related?" It may be impossible with the

present makeup of the committee: 17 of

the 25 members are institutional CEOs;

20 of the 25 members are men; not aU of

the members are even United

Methodist. Maybe it's a "good old' boys'

club" responsible for evaluating others

in the club and their institutions. Their

schools are fine schools-intellectually

respectable; but, in many ways, our

schools, our universities and colleges,

are indistinguishable from secular

schools. Our seminaries seem to resist

all calls to faithfulness to our Wesleyan

heritage. The evangelical presence is

often under-represented. The new for-

mula may or may not address that, but I

urge us to vote against the committee's

recommendation.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, does

anyone want to speak for the commit-

tee? I think maybe the committee chair.

I don't . . . where is a hand? All right.

Microphone . . . where is the

microphone? I can't see it. Turn it this

way so I can see it. Yes, sir. Thank you.

[Microphone] 5.

LAMBUTH CLARKE (Virginia): I'm

speaking for the nonconcurrence.

BISHOP HANDY: You may proceed.

CLARKE: President of one of the

United Methodist colleges. I urge you to

vote nonconcurrence. I'm on the

University Senate; I've served for 4

years. I am convinced the workings of

the senate are excellent. I've had the

pleasure of being on a number of com-

mittees. There's great, conscientious

[audio tape is not clear] view of our col-

leges. I can speak mainly from my own

state, where there are 6 of our colleges.

And I'm convinced that these institu-

tions have aided the church in a fine

way. And I thinkwe should continuously

[audio tape is not dear] on its member-

ship. Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. You

think you've got enough information on

this? Ready . .

.

STEPHENSON: May I speak?

BISHOP HANDY: You certainly may.

Proceed.

STEPHENSON: Friends, there has

been udled into account the feeling that

the senate is not willing to call its own
members into account. Four years ago,

at the St. Louis General Conference, be-

cause ofthe order of election in the Iowa

delegation, I was seated next to the

president of one of our United

Methodist-related colleges in Iowa. H6's

not here today. His institution is no

longer affiliated with The United

Methodist Church. Westmar college was

de-listed by the University Senate 2

years ago because of problems with the

change in governments. Anyone who
thinks that the University Senate does

not call its own members into account

needs to do a reality check because they

do. I would urge you to support the

committee's recommendation of non-

concurrence.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. If you

support the committee, you will vote

"Yes" ; ifyou do not support the commit-

tee, you will vote "No" . Please vote

when the light appears.

The vote is "Yes," 755; "No," 165. The
committee vote prevails.

STEPHENSON: Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: Nonconcurrence.

All right.

(Calendar Item No. 233; Accountability

ofMethodist Seminaries)

STEPHENSON: The last item is an

item on p. 239 in the blue book. It is

Calendar Item No. 233. That's p. 239 in

the blue book. Calendar Item 233. You
will find the petition on p. 1235 in the

white book, 1235 in the white book. The
title of the petition is "Accountability of

Methodist Seminaries." You may recall,

we had a similar discussion about this

kind of thing, about dictating what is

taught at United Methodist seminaries,

in a previous session, and because of all

the reasons elucidated then, the com-

mittee would recommend that you non-

concur with this item.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. It seems

as though you are ready to vote. You
see ... oh, right here. All right, no. 2.

THOMAS O. GARNHART (Wiscon-

sin): I wish to speak in support of the

committee's recommendation to non-

concur because I think some of the

sisters and brothers, who urge us to be

Wesleyan and want to impose standards,

are not very familiar with John Wesley,

who strongly criticized those who in-

sisted on "right thinking," aa he called

it, which was his term for doctrinal

purity. Wesley was frequently critical of

those who wished to impose right think-

ing on anyone and based the unity ofthe

church, not on right thinking or

doctrine, but on "if your heart be with

my heart, give me your hand." And so to

insist on being Wesleyan, is in fact, not

Wesleyan.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anyone
want to speak against the committee. I

think you are about ready to vote. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 742;

"No," 178. The committee is sustained.

STEPHENSON: Bishop, it is with no

small amoimt of pride and relief that I

inform you that this completes the work

ofthe Higher Education and Chaplaincy

Subcommittee.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Thank
you. I see a hand here, 12. 7, make it 7.

(Broadcasting ofBallot Abstensions)

GOLDSCHMIDT: I abstained in my
last 2 votes; yet there was no record of

abstaining showing on the screen. Is the

electronic adjusted so the abstainings

are being counted as negative votes? We
have had some very close ballots. I am
concerned by that.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Can
someone help us with that? All right. It

is . . . the understanding of the chair is,

that some time ago in our deliberations,

it was asked that those would be

eliminated from tally. Now, if you want

them to appear, I understand they can

appear. Do you want them to appear? As

many as will want them to appear, lifl

the hand. Down. Opposed, same sign.

They will not appear. All right. Let's

move to Financial Administration. I'm

going to . . . I'm going to let you make
your presentation. Then we will go into

the other thing.. Microphone No. 7.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I believe that as I

talked with some ofmy colleagues, it was
not perceived that the percentages being

shown as having passed the motion are

based on the "Yes" and "No" votes. It

is not based on the totality of the people

voting, including those abstaining. So it,
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those 2 figures have always added to

100%.

BISHOP HANDY: Yes, that's because

when you abstain, they don't count

those.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I trust we realize if

we have 50 people abstaining, and some-

thing passes by 50.1%, it may reflect

something that we have to be careful

how we interpret.

BISHOP HANDY: Yes, but if they are

not voting, you can't count them. All

right, let's move. Ms. Lackore.

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Bishop

Handy, members of the General Con-

ference. Another one of the several im-

portant issues that the Legislative

Committee on Financial Administra-

tion had before it was the item of the

denominational health plan. It is my
pleasure to introduce to you this morn-

ing Robert Stevens, the vice president of

the General Board of Pensions and the

chair of the denominational health care

plan. Bob Stevens is a layperson who has

served this church well in this capacity

and in many capacities. Besides putting

4 years of this quadrennium into the

work of bringing this report to you. Bob,

in his spare time, is treasurer of the

Pacific Northwest Conference. I present

Bob Stevens to you.

BISHOP HANDY: Mr. Stevens.

(Report from Denominational Health

Care Task Force)

ROBERT W. STEVENS (Pacific

Northwest): Thank you very much.

Bishop Handy, members of the General

Conference. It is my pleasure this morn-

ing to bring you a report from the

denominational health care task force

via the General Board of Pensions. The
last General Conference adopted a peti-

tion from a couple of our faithful con-

stituents who asked the board to look at

the possibility of a denomination-wide

health-care plan. And out of that, we
formed a 22-member task force, made
up of persons who were experts in

health-care consideration, including a

physician. We included in our task force

conference treasurers, conference pen-

sion officers, other lay and clergy per-

sons, as well as members of staff and of

the General Board. The objectives

quickly became, in this plan, the work of

this task force to try to design a

denomination-wide health-care plan

that could speak to a genuine need and

concern in the church. Most ofyou have

sat in annual conferences and received

the cheery news about what's happen-

ing to your health insurance premiums.

Hesdth insurance premiums are driven

by a number of factors, and some of

those are within our control, and some
are not so close to our control. But in any

event, they are becoming a very sig-

nificant factor in the life of the church.

You recall in the General Conference

on Finance and Administration presen-

tation, there was reference to health-

care costs and what that's doing to oiu-

local churches and annual conferences.

So we set about trying to design a health

care plan that would meet some objec-

tives, andyou have seen those presented

to you in premium stability, claims pre-

dictability, and benefit uniformity.

Trying to design a basic denomination-

wide health care program, and just in-

cidentally, we hope, we can save the

denomination some money along the

way, and we are talking about substan-

tijd possibUities. Our plan is before you

in the plan document as found on p.

472-487 in the red book, and has been

amended by the amendments that are in

the Calendar Item 1397 on p. 463 in the

blue book.

Now the committee is going to bring

those amendments to you, and you will

have an opportunity to discuss those,

but I simply want to call to your atten-

tion this document. I also want to make
a statement to you about the process

that we are involved with here, which

may or may not feel always so comfort-

able to you. And that process is that we
are bringing to you what we call a plan

document, and if some of you are in-

volved with employee benefit plans in

your organization, your company, your

nonprofit organization, you recognize

that a plan document is a legal type of

document that sets forth the authority

of the plan administrator to present and

develop a plan. What you have before

you is not the details of that plan. It's

deliberate. Those details and those

needs change from day to day, week to

week, and month to month, and that's

what we need a plan administrator to

take care of for us. In this case, it would

be the General Board of Pension and

Health Benefits, which is being reor-

ganized to assume this additional sig-

nificant responsibility. The plan

document is not exactly happy bedtime

reading for most of you, and it is impor-

tant however, to understand, however,

that it does set forth parameters and

limitations and authorities and that

those are changeable only by action of

this General Conference. Now, there are

some other things that we have to take

into account when we think about

developing a denomination-wide health

care plan. One fact of life, and you have

heard it referred to perhaps in your

legislative committees, is that we now
have to conform to certain regulations

that are imposed on us as a church.

We no longer can design a benefit

plan, an employee benefit plan in a

vacuum. Yes, you've heard say we are

not subject to ERISA. Well, that's kind

of technically true, but it's technically

not true. We are subject to some sections

of it. We are subject to some sections of

the Internal Revenue Code, and what we
are proposing to you is a plan that t{ikes

advantage of some provisions in those

plans that will be to the benefit of the

church and to its participants. We have

set forth in this plan a mandatory plan

for several significant reasons, and

there will be more discussion on this by

other presenters this morning. But we
have mandated in all of our clergy serv-

ing local churches, our bishops, and our

general agency staff. Why do we do that?

Because to make an effective plan, we
need a group of 25,000 nondis-

criminatory, mandated employees, if

you want to use that term. I realize that

there are reasons we don't call ourselves

employees, but for this purpose it will be

descriptive. In addition, we have made
access, we've made it possible for people

to have a guaranteed right to come in the

plan if they wish to do so, and that

includes the retired persons, surviving

spouses, and the like.

And you have perused that plan; you

will find those benefits, and those per-

sons. And then we have the optional.

These are optional participants. These

arc participants that a planned sponsor

can bring in. But one of the keys to

always want to remember that is in-

cluded in the plan is that you must not

be discriminatory. So you can't decide in

your local church to provide this

coverage foryour full-timeyouth worker

and your full-time music director who
are laypersons, and not offer it to your

full-time janitor or your full-time

secretary. We cannot discriminate. We
are not given that privilege. The plan

simply will not allow it.
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Plan sponsors will be annual con-

ferences, will be the General Council on

Finance, but they will also be local chur-

ches and institutions related to The
United Methodist Church, districts, and
any organization that would otherwise

qualify, in there set forth. Now, one of

the keys of a plan like this ifwe are going

to try to save some money, is to involve

some contemporary state-of-the-art

provisions, and one of those provisions

to save money has to do with networking

and pricing ofthe plan. And I have asked

Don Smith, a member of the task force,

tretisurer of the North Indiana Con-

ference, to come and talk to you for just

a moment about networking and costs.

Don.

(UMCare Cost Savings)

DON SMITH (North Indiana): Thank
you, Bob. Bishop, members of the con-

ference. The specific cost savings of

UMCare were determined by first defin-

ing the detailed benefits which repre-

sent the minimum uniform plan that

would be applicable to all conferences

and employers. These detailed benefits

were then costed for 1992, based on a

model of nationed pooling of claims and

consolidated contracted administration.

Compared to the 1992 premiums being

psdd by the conferences and the general

agencies, the overall savings would

amount to $12.7 million for 1992. These

savings were then passed on to the con-

ferences and agencies, based on 7 cost

bands which represent the regional cost

diiTerences of health care in the dif-

ferent geographical areas. Based on

those regional rates, 56 conferences

would pay significantly less and 4 would

pay the same.

Twelve conferences would pay more,

but primarily to enrich the benefits to

match the minimum uniform plan.

These savings would then be augmented

by the emphasis on wellness and healthy

lifestyles, including health screening

tests at 100% payment. The use of

centers ofexcellence for high-risk proce-

dures, and managed care networks,

where they are available, with high

standards of quality care. Now the task

force recognized the sensitivity regard-

ing use of networks, and has structured

the plan to utilize these only where they

are available with demonstrated quality.

Where networks have not been imple-

mented, the participants would still

receive the same benefits as if they were,

and participants will not be required to

travel unreasonable distances in order

to use a network. All of these features of

the plan~the benefits, the administra-

tion, the networks, the Hexible spending

account features-will all be put out to

bid and negotiation almost immediately

if approval is granted. In my own con-

ference, managed care is already saving

the former cost of claims processing.

Over 5% of total claims volume and

electronic claims filing which comes

with the network has cut turnaround

time in half. Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

(Flexible Spending Accounts
Flexibility in Benefits)

STEVENS: Thankyou, Don. And that

would bring us now to a couple of other

provisions of the plan that we think are

very important to understand and not be

afraid of. We are going to introduce some
new terms to many of you: flexible

spending accounts and flexibility in the

benefits. One of the things that we have

designed into this plan is a basic

coverage plan. And then in addition, we
have made it possible through what we
call flexible spending accounts, for

either a plan sponsor-which could be

the annual conference, it could be a local

church, or an institution, or the par-

ticipants~to supplement those plans.

For instance, if your present annual

conference has a low deductible, and the

basic plan raises that deductible and

your conference wants to do something

about it, you can do something about it

in this plan. It is provided for. It enables

it. If your conference offers dental, the

plan doesn't include dental-I'm disap-

pointed, Pacific Northwest has had den-

tal since the '70s~but we were going to

offer it, and it will be available. So it is

available on an optional basis. Par-

ticipants will be able to take advantage

of some of these special coverages

without being required of the plan spon-

sor to offer them. All of this, through

flexible-spending accounts, can be done

at an income-tax advantage because it is

on a tax-preferred basis.

Now, some of you have wondered

about funding, and why aren't we
proposing a self-insured plan? Aren't we
big enough if we have 80,000 par-

ticipants or insured lives, I should say, in

the plan-which we think we would with

this group-why aren't we big enough to

self-insure? Well, because we don't have

the adequate reserves to do that at this

point, and state laws become a handicap

to us. And, therefore, we can use what

we call a modified minimum premium
program to the advantage of the

denomination. A couple of statements I

want to make about costing, and then we
will turn to another subject. One thing

that I think is a very important concept

is that it is intended that the health care

plan will stand on its own and will not

be dependent upon the assets of the

General Board of Pensions to back it up.

We are not going to do what some other

organizations have done.

We are not going to borrow from our

pension funds to pay claims that we
didn't expect to incur. We are going to

design a plan that protects us from get-

ting into that situation. In a modified

minimum premium plan it's to the ad-

vantage ofthe insurance company to pay

claims as in keeping with the plan, not

to try to not pay claims to make money.

That's not the nature of the plan. Start-

up costs have been included in our cost

savings. Now, I would like to turn to

Shirley Parris, a lay person from the

New York Conference, who served on

our task force also. Shirley is an

employee benefits person in a m^or na-

tional corporation. And Shirley would

like to talk to you a little.

BISHOP HANDY: Let me, if I may ..

.

STEVENS: Yes, sir.

BISHOP HANDY: Mr. Stevens, we are

nearing a time for a break, but we also

are to take an offering for our pages.

STEVENS: All right.

BISHOP HANDY: And I wonder if

this would be a good place where we

could pause, and then we will pick up

when we come back,

STEVENS: I can do that, bishop, if

you wish, I am nearly through. I have

about 2 minutes.

BISHOP HANDY: 2 minutes?

STEVENS: 2 minutes.

BISHOP HANDY: WeU, let's try.

STEVENS: All right, Shirley.

SHIRLEY PARRIS (New York): Good
morning.

BISHOP HANDY: CJood morning.

PARRIS: As an assistant vice-presi-

dent with Bank of America, my specific

portfolio is personnel manager of the

Eastern Region. As a lay woman in the

business arena, therefore, I am very

familiar with the method by which cor-

porate business selects its insurance

plans. And I am excited about this crea-
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tion of UMCare, a plan which has been

designed and crafted specifically for

United Methodists, with particular and

loving concern for the unique needs of

our United Methodist clergy and laity.

The emphasis is on the good of the

whole body, rather than on what is ex-

pedient, although we have included

cost-containment measures to help sta-

bilize costs. The plan is ours. If adopted,

we can fix any bugs [audio-tape not

clear], we ain perfect it as situations

erupt, or ciromistances change. I also

have a great delight in the affirmation

of our connectional system, which is im-

plicit in the plan. I know that the man-
datory requirements chafe and annoy

some of us, but the maximum effective-

ness of the plan can only be achieved if

we use our interdependence or inter-

weaving bond as the foundation on
which we build equilibrium in the whole

body, as we try to subdue and control,

for us in our church and church-related

organizations, the rising costs of health

care. It is with integrity, therefore, and

some pride which I hope will be forgiv-

able that I commend UMCare to you

from a lay perspective, and I urge your

support of it.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

STEVENS: Bishop, I have about 1

minute.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. You said

2, and now you've got 1 left. Let's try

that one.

STEVENS: All right. Let's see if we
can do it. The 1 thing I want to talk

about, I'm going to say 2 things. One,

and I know we are under pressure of

time, I am a delegate along with you, I

understand. One is that I believe we
have tried to transition people into this

plan from their present plans and have

taken great care to do the very best job

possible. Secondly, I don't want to

promise savings because I can't control

everything, but the opportunity, if we
are paying for these people $200 million

a year in health care premiums in 1994,

ifwe can save 5% of that, friends; that's

$10 million. That's $10 million for mis-

sion. This plan has a mission for the

church, and I hope that you can help us

to implement and share in that mission.

Bishop, that concludes my presentation.

It's back to the committee.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Thank
you. I think now we will pause. We are

to take an offering for our pages and
marshals who have been very diligent. I

know they have been very responsible in

their task. They've even tried to keep me
out of here because I didn't have my
badge. But that's not going to have any-

thing to do with my offering. Let's be

generous, friends; they don't get any-

thing for this but rendering service, and
what little we can do. I may have used

the wrong word, not little, what much
we can do. You making checks will make
them out to the General Council on
Finance and Administration, and I'm

sure you don't make checks out for $1.

All right, now. I understand the pages

are ready. All right. Let's proceed to take

the offering. Now, where we are at this

time, we have heard the report from the

committee. I understand there is a

minority report. We will take that into

account and proceed from there. I have

a couple of privileged motions that we
will try to deal with as soon as we return.

I see a hand, here at microphone no. 7.

LUCILLE VANZANT (Oklahoma):

Bishop will there be a chance for us to

give in the offering at a later time? I left

my meager amount in my hotel room.

BISHOP HANDY: I'm a Methodist

preacher, and we take offerings any

time.

VANZANT: Thank you.

(Conference receives offering.)

BISHOP HANDY: Once you have

given your offering, you may then be in

recess until 10:35.

(break)

(song)

BISHOP HANDY: All right, let us be

in order, please. Let us be in order. Take
our seats. Let's move with dispatch. All

right, we are in order. The chair will

recognize no.7.

(DCA Staffand Committee On
Journal Recognized)

TED L. AGNEW (Oklahoma): I

suspect that this is a personal privilege

item, bishop, but I think that in our

giving thanks to people this morning, in

regard to the persons who had arranged

for this General Conference, and so on,

that we also have an obligation to thank

the people who daily produce our Daily

Christian Advocate because it is an ac-

curate record as they can make it of

what we have done and especially be-

cause I, as a professional historian, am
interested in its being accurate for the

future use of people of my profession.

And, therefore, I think that the per-

sons who are listed on p. 38, no, p. 514,

the 2nd page of today's issue; there are

38 of them. I think that those persons

headed by Richard Peck are very much
in our prayers and gratitude, and also

the persons who are on the Journal

Committeewho produce the corrections

that appear on 549, headed by delegate

Sharon Howell, and I think that we owe
a special debt to these people for giving

us the daily work and also the historicid

record for the future.

BISHOP HANDY: AU right, by com-

mon consent, will you let the record

show that we should express apprecia-

tion to the people who are responsible

for the DCA. Thank you. I recognize

Kelly Bender out of the Kansas East

Conference. Is she here? All right, we'll

move here, then. Therewas a hand here.

Microphone 3.

(Original Rules for Debate and
Questions Temporarily Restored)

ROBERT STILLWELL (South

Carolina): I would like to make a motion

to suspend the rules during the con-

sideration ofUMCare only: 1. to remove

the limit of 5 questions; and 2. to allow

on each side a maximum of 3 speeches

of 3 minutes each. This is far too impor-

tant a matter to limit full consideration

by this body.

BISHOP HANDY: Is there a 2nd? All

right, you have heard the motion; it is to

let us return to our original rules per-

taining to debate for this matter only,

UMCare only. Are you ready to vote?

All right. Those who will suspend the

rules will lift a hand. Down. Oppossed?

The rules are suspended. Now, those

who wUl adopt the motion, will you lift

your hands? Down. Oppossed? It is sus-

tained. I think I'm a little bit more
deliberate there. They tell me I'm going

a little bit too fast for the translators

with the hand vote, so we will have to be

a little bit more deliberate. All right, we
will proceed under these special rules for

this matter only.

KELLEY LACKORE: General Con-

ference, bishop, I would to call your at-

tention to p. 463, the legislation in the

right-hand column ofthat page, petition

no. 1397 in the blue edition, the text of

which, as Mr. Stevens has already caUed

our attention to, is in the red Advance

DCA on p. 472. The legislative commit-

tee, in acting on this legislation, recom-

mends concurrence as amended and
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printed in your blue addition. The vote

was 45-36-2. There is a minority report

to this legislation; it is found on p. 464,

and it is my understanding, bishop, that

the minority report will be presented to

the group. Then we will present the

mtyority report, and then you will per-

fect the m^ority report. Then I would

introduce to the body William Harvey

who will present the minority report.

WILLIAM HARVEY (East Ohio):

Bishop Handy and members of General

Conference, the minority report is found

on p. 464 of the blue book, p. 464, blue

book, right-hand column, entitled

"Minority Report." I was a member of

the legislative subcommittee that con-

sidered the UMCare plan. Members of

the subcommittee included the chair of

the task force that created the plan and

4 members of the task force. Ifyou look

at article 1601 on p. 486 ofthe red book,

you see the mandatory aspect of the

plan. Red book 486, article 1601. When
I proposed that article 1601 of the plan

be changed to allow voluntary participa-

tion by the annual conferences, I learned

that the mandatory aspect is essential to

the nature of the pljm. In order to have

the voluntary aspect, a new plan would

have to be created. Therefore, the

minority report, the substance of which

is in the last paragraph: "Be it resolved

that the General Board of Pensions be

instructed to develop a health care plan

which incorporates the aspect of volun-

tary participation by the annual con-

ferences, and that this plan be presented

for approval at the 1996 General Con-

ference." Making the plan voluntary

rather then mandatory will allow time to

resolve issues around network

providers, flexible-spending accounts,

and new plan costs and benefits. Making

the plan voluntary will allow conference

boards of pensions sufficient time to

study the plan and present the plan to

the respective annual conferences.

Making the plan voluntary will give

the General Board of Pensions time to

establish the plan on a smaller, more

workable scale, and demonstrate that its

projective, positive featured are as good

as advertised.

BISHOP JL\NDY: All right. The

minority report has been presented. We
now return to the m^ority report for

perfection.

KELLEY LACKORE: The legislative

committee assigned the important work

of UMCare to a subcommittee unto it-

self, and that subcommittee was chaired

by Bruce Girton.

BRUCE B. GIRTON Gowa): Bishop

Handy, delegates, I am the conference

treasurer and director of administrative

services in the Iowa Conference for 48

more days until I retire, but who's count-

ing? A subcommittee was established by

the legislative committee, as Sandra has

told you. We had only 7 petitions to

consider, but, of course, 1 of them was

the plan document, which, as you can

see if you've perused it, is very lengthy

and quite complex.

Our subcommittee met for about 12

hours total meeting time last week. We
started at the very beginning and we
went through it line by line and virtually

word by word. The committee came up

with a total of 19, I believe, amend-

ments, which were approved and sub-

mitted to the full legislative committee.

We had many more amendments and
additions which were considered and

rejected. The subcommittee gave it a

very, very full hearing.

We then went back to the legislative

committee; presented it. There was
another lengthy discussion and some
more amendments-tried, but not

added. And, finally, the committee vote

was taken, and, as Sandra has told you,

the vote was in concurrence: 45 for, 36

against, and 2 non-voting. Bishop, the

item is before us.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Calendar

Item 1397 is properly before you. I see a

hand here at microphone 7. It's for per-

fection only now; we're not debating the

issue. All right.

(Motions to Amend Calendar Item No.
1397 Majority Report)

CAROL GLEASON (California-

Nevada): I wish to amend. If you'll turn

to p. 464, amendment no. 17. 1 would like

to amend section 3.04B (3A) and section

3.05B (1) by replacing 30 hours with 17

1/2 hours, and restore all other portions

ofthe plan in the same way, as to restore

the original language of the petition

with respect to this issue.

No. 2; Restore the following language

in section 3.04C, which is "but may ex-

clude lay employees who are normally

scheduled to work less than 30 hours per

week."

And 3: Restore language of section

3.06D (3), which appeared in the original

petition. And it is "who is a lay employee

who normally is scheduled to work 17

1/2 hours but less than 30 hours per

week" becomes "a lay employee who
normally is scheduled to work 30 or

more hours per week." If I have a

second, I will speak to it.

BISHOP HANDY: You may speak.

GLEASON: This language which ap-

peared in the original petition allows

those plan sponsors-such as annual

conferences, general agencies, local

churches, and other church-related in-

stitutions-to enroll on an elective basis

those employees who do not work 30 or

more hours but at least 17 1/2 hours per

week. This is permissive legislation. A
plan sponsor may enroll, if it wishes,

only those employees who work 30

hours or more. In California, and

probably other areas, as well, in the

country, retail stores are dosing and

laying off full-time employees. Then
they reopen again under another name
in order to go non-union and to hire

half-time employees only-consequently

not providing pension and health

benefits. Our church agencies have been

providing benefits for their half-time

employees. In changing the working

hour requirements to 30 hours in order

to be eligible for UMCare, we, in essence,

are doing the same thing that is happen-

ing in the secular world. In the past, we
in the church have considered this an

economic justice issue. If we are to con-

tinue . .

.

BISHOP HANDY: I'm sorry, but I

think your time is up.

GLEASON: Okay. I urge you to sup-

port this amendment.

BISHOP HANDY: All right Now I

take it that those who are handling the

little monitors here are aware we are

under the three-minute rule now. All

right. Is there anyone who wants to

speak against the amendment? I think

you're ready to vote on this. Where? I

don't see a hand. Where? Oh, here. All

right. Microphone 13. You speaking

against the amendment?
JOE N. PEVAHOUSE (Memphis):

Yes, Mr. Chairman. I realize it's difficult

to sec in the back. We're on the very back

row, and it is hard to see. And thank you

for recognizing me. As we considered

this in our annual conferences-we

reviewed this plan-we had our group

insurance adviser-consultant to read

through the plan. He was very affirm-

ative of it, but this was one of the places

where he raised that he thought where

the plan might be opening the doors.
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certainly, to some additional persons

who might have health problems-or

where there were ^ome things that

might impfiir the plan itself. And he

advised . . . and he said he felt like that

this was something that where other

plans had made mistakes in the past,

and it would be better for the total plan

if it was open to those persons who were

full-time employees. I would note to you

that if a person works 17 1/2 hours per

week, and the other provision is for six

months, that these persons are working

somewhere in the neighborhood of 400

hours a year, which is far less than fuU-

time employment. I think we
want . . . the conference wants to be

compassionate; we want to do what is

best. But I think, at the same time, we
want to make the plan as fiscally soimd

as possibly we can. And I would urge

that you support the committee report

for the 30 hours and that we leave it that

way for the benefit of the plan. Thank
you.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. I see a

hand here at no. 7. Are you for?

DONALD SMITH (North Indiana):

For, please.

BISHOP HANDY: For the amend-

ment. All right.

SMITH: Our conference plan,

originally, was a 30-hour limit, and we
were petitioned by many local churches

to drop that to 20 hours so that they

could enroll the church secretaries and

other personnel who work more on

what is a classical half-time basis com-

pared to a 40-hour week. And in doing

so, we converted the plan to a much
more service to the local church needs.

And I think that's been the spirit of this

conference. We need to support our local

churches, as well as take care ofour own.

BISHOP HANDY: Thank yoa
Anybody want to speak against the

amendment? You ready to vote? All

right. Make your decision, and please

vote when the light appears.

The amendment has 473, "Yes"; 398,

"No." The amendment prevails. All

right. Microphone no. 3.

WILLIAM S. DEEL (West Virginia):

Bishop Handy, am I in order for another

amendment?
BISHOP HANDY: You are in order.

DEEL: In the red book, p. 472.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

DEEL: Article 2.15: definition of a

general agency. I'd like to amend the

motion to read, "A general agency to

The United Methodist Church as

defined in par. 801 of The Book of Dis-

cipline and which participates in the

staff retirement benefits program."

BISHOP HANDY: Is there a second?

I hear one; you may proceed.

DEEL: I am a member of the Board of

Publications and, as you are all aware,

the Board of Publications operates as a

corporate entity which is required to

fund and pay for itself. It is extremely

important to the Board of Publications

that we have control of this m^jor cost.

Otherwise, it is reflected in the cost of

the items that we sell. Another area that

we are concerned about is that we have

a broad variety of employees-from

those with minimum skills to those who
have extremely high skills, and it is ex-

tremely important to us to be able to

form a health care plan that can be at-

tractive to the people that we must at-

tract with those varieties of skills. The

other reason we think this would benefit

us is that we are exempt from the pen-

sion plan.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. The
amendment is before you. Does anyone

want to speak against the amendment?

Microphone no. 4. Would you please

turn those signs around so I can see

them? Thank you.

STEPHEN P. WENDE (Southwest

Texas): I speak against that amend-

ment. I too ... I am a local pastor in San

Antonio. Please don't hold that against

me; but I rise to speak against this

amendment because I, too, am required

to pay my own way. I, too, have to con-

trol cost. And I do not think we can go

into this carving out niches for sisters

and brothers in the family who have

better health insurance programs at

home. I understand whatyou are saying,

and I've got a problem with the rasgority

report. But 1 think we've got to deal with

the issue of mandatory and voluntary

participation later on. If we start now,

carving out niches, allowing people who
have better situations at home, then by

the time we get to major mjuority and

minority reports, the issue will be set-

tled. We've got to deal with it once and

for all, whether or not this going to apply

to all of us or not apply to all of us. And
I speak in opposition to this amend-

ment.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Does

anyone want to speak for the amend-

ment? Yes. Microphone no. 12.

BELTON F. JOYNER JR. (North

Carolina): I support the amendment, be-

cause this only brings us in line with

what we are already doing with the

retirement plan and recognizes the uni-

que nature of the Publishing House

within our connectional family. And the

health care plan, it seems to me, ought

to move along with the same pattern we
have already established with the retire-

ment plan.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anybody
want to speak against it? Yes,

microphone no. 7.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): Point of inquiry. Bishop.

Would this amendment exempt the

General Board of Pensions from par-

ticipation in the plan, also?

BISHOP HANDY: I don't know. If

somebody can answer that?

WILLIAM HARVEY (East Ohio):

Bishop? No, it would not. They are par-

ticipants in the staff benefit plan.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Are we
ready to vote? Do you want to speak on

this? They don't want to speak. I think

we're ready to vote-ready to make your

decision. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. The vote is 354, "Yes"; 527, "No."

The amendment does not prevail. All

right. Microphone no. 7. No, go to 8.

(Motion to Delay Start ofPlan)

JOHN BUXTON (Detroit): I move to

amend the plan to delay the mandatory

start date for annual conferences by 5

years to January 1, 1999.

BISHOP HANDY: Is that anywhere

in here? There's a date that you are

amending something, or are you adding

this to it?

BUXTON: It's an amendment.

BISHOP HANDY: I mean, is

it . . . where are you amending it?

BUXTON: Par. 1601. To do this

would delete ... it would delete in the

first sentence the letter "B," as in baker,

in the reference to par. 2.22A, B, and C,

and would add a new sentence 1601 "B,"

as in baker. The plan sponsors described

in section 2.22 "B," as in baker, shall be

required to participate in this plan on

and after January 1, 1999. This would

simply delay the mandatory start date

for 5 years, for annual conferences.

BISHOP HANDY: Is this ... was this

seconded? Yes, all right. You may speak

to it.

BUXTON: I propose this amendment

in order to make the proposed plan more
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acceptable to more people. If the plan

were adopted with this amendment, it

would still allow all those annual con-

ferences that feel they need a new health

care plan now to enroll at the earliest

possible date. But for those annual con-

ferences that are concerned that the

proposed plan still has too many un-

knowns-that is, details to be added after

the dose of General Conference-this

amendment would give them time to see

what those detiuls will be and to learn

how their conferences will be affected by

these new details before they are forced

into the plan. Then, if these analyses of

the added details turn up some
surprises-put "surprises" in quotes-

these things can be fixed at the 1996

General Conference before all conferen-

ces are forced tojoin the UMCare. We've
been told that the proposed plan will not

work, ifthis amendment prevails. That's

true, but only in the narrowest, theoreti-

cal sense. The plan will work if adjusted

to fit the spirit of the amendment. You
may also hear some buzz words during

this debate, such as, "Do you believe in

a connectional church or not?" I suggest

the question should be, "In a connec-

tioned church should a bare mjyority

force its will on a reluctant-on a sig-

nificant-minority, or should both

groups be willing to compromise some in

order to make the plan more acceptable

and more useful to more annual con-

ferences?" I urge you to adopt this

amendment, for it will enhance the

proposed plan and make it more accept-

able to many more people.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there

anyone who wants to speak against the

amendment? No. 5.

NED WATTS (Southern New
England): Excuse me.Bishop, this is

really a social justice issue. We are a

connectional church. We need to stand

together. When I came here, I was con-

cerned, because I grew up in the south

and I know delegates from many of the

large delegations. I couldn't believe that

they would attempt to defeat a program

that is as beneficial as this is to so many
of us. I serve it in a moderate-size con-

ference in the Northeast, and we need

this plan like so many conferences do.

But we don't have the votes. We don't

have the votes to do it. And then I saw

the social justice piece, and thought,

"How can they possibly oppose this?"

Our General Board of Pensions has sup-

ported national health care. Our

General Board of Pensions is active in

that, {ind this is an internal social justice

issue for our conference. If you, we care

for each other, then the richest and

strongest may have to give in order to

help those of us who need the help so

badly.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anybody

want to speak for the amendment?
Anybody here? OK, over here, no. 11.

You speaking for the amendment?
DENNIS H. SCHEER (Kansas West):

Yes, sir. Bishop. I would like to speak for

the amendment. A lot ofmy friends that

know me would think that this is very

uncharacteristic of me. In that general-

ly, I feel that this chiirch machinery

moves too slow. But in this case, having

been one that works with this program,

I believe that to implement a program of

this magnitude, and to do the com-

munication, the interpretation, that it

just needs more time. I think this ac-

complishes what everybody wants to ac-

complish, that we have a good adequate

program. But we don't really serve our-

selves when we do not communicate

with our constituents, and develop a

plan that everybody wants, not one that

people feel is forced on them. In terms

of being a big and rich against the small,

I come from a small conference that's in

a rural area. It's not so much an issue of

big and small, it's an issue of manage-

ment and administration. And we are

going have to give up some things to

have more benefits for everyone. But it's

not an issue of just the big against the

small.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, anyone

want to speak against the amendment?
Microphone 3.

DELOS D. CORDERMAN (South

Carolina): I wish to speak against the

amendment of my friend, John Buxton.

John's attempt to delay the implemen-

tation of this plan by making it volun-

tary, has all sorts of implications. In

South Carolina, we are for the mtyority

report on UMCare. I'd like to say more

later, but I want you to know how we're

voting on this issue now.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, anybody

want to speak for the amendment? I'm

looking, might want to try to move
around the house now, I'm closer over

here. I'm closer over here, and I don't see

them over here, now I'm trying to spread

it around. And when I get to you, I'll get

to you. Now no. 6.

PAT STROMAN (C:entral Texas):

Bishop, can I try an amendment to the

amendment?
BISHOP HANDY: I guess you can.

STROMAN: All right, I would move
that the date be 1996, instead of 1999.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there a

second?

STROMAN: May I speak to that?

BISHOP HANDY: Wait, I didn't hear

a second. All right, nowyou can proceed.

STROMAN: It seems that it is a com-

plicated issue. It needs to be imple-

mented. But it needs to be given time to

percolate down through the system, so

that the connection can understand

what it's doing, and the system that

we're implementing can understand

what's being done. This is one of those

areas that is moving rather rapidly in

health care. I've been associated with

the field for longer than a lot ofyou have

been around. And I feel that it is time to

do this, but to do it on a deliberate basis,

and not on a sudden basis, so that you

may have some pieces to it that you don't

like. And if it's implemented by 1996,

the General Conference will meet that

year and can make those corrections

before anyone's forced into it.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, thank

you. Now let's go here. Microphone no.

9. No, come to 9. Are you against the

motion?

GREGORY McGARVEY (South In-

diana): I'm against the amendment to

the amendment.

BISHOP HANDY: Amendment to the

amendment.
McGARVEY: Amendment to the

amendment.
BISHOP HANDY: All right.

McGARVEY: I'm in favor of the

original amendment, so I stand to op-

pose this amendment to the amend-

ment. There's legislation pending in the

federal legislature across the states right

now that is going to seriously impact the

decisions we make today and tomorrow.

And I think it's important that we take

our time on moving on this issue. The
report that is before us is not fully

fleshed out, it's a shell, and they admit

that, it's a shell. And we're giving them
too much control of where we will be

going if we make the decision to con-

tinue with the mtyority report today.

And so I stand to support the amend-

ment to speak against the amendment

to the amendment.
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BISHOP HANDY: All right, anybody

for the amendment to the amendment?

All right, microphone no. 1.

ROBERT J. McCUNE (North Central

New York): Bishop, I have a question.

BISHOP HANDY: Yes.

McCUNE: I'd like to ask the members
of the presenting committee what the

economic ramifications of the amend-

ment, or the amendment to the amend-

ment, would have, and whether this

action would de facto doom the success

of the plan economically?

BISHOP HANDY: All right, someone

can answer that?

STEVENS: Bishop, this plan is ready

to go. We have every confidence on

1/1/94. Every year it's delayed is, in

effect, avoiding the possibility ofsavings

to the whole church in what might be

available. I don't know how much dif-

ferences the plan's shape would look at

that time.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, on

microphone 14.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I move

to suspend the rules and take all that's

before us that is allowable. We have

other butter to chum.
BISHOP HANDY: Is there a second?

All right, there's a move to suspend the

rules to let us deal with the amendment
to the amendment, and the amendment.

All right, as many as will suspend the

rules will lift the hand. Down. Opposed?

The rules are suspended. Now, as many
as will call for the question on those 2

items. Will you . . .no, you're getting

ahead of me now. I'm trying to wait to

let the translators operate. Now, as

many as will call for the previous ques-

tions lift the hand. I think you really

wanted to do this. Down. We are on the

previous question. Now, we are on the

amendment to the amendment, which

changes the date of implementation

from 1999 to 1996. Is this a question

only? No. 1.

McCUNE: Bishop, I would respectful-

ly request that my former question, or

indicate that I don't think it was ad-

dressed. My question, specifically was,

whether the delaying time, which con-

ceivably could result in the most

stressed conferences enrolling, and

those others hanging back for a period

of time. Whether that dynamic would

economically jeopardize the ultimate

success of the plan. I don't think that

was answered.

BISHOP HANDY: Anyone want to

follow up on that?

STEVENS: Well, let me try agam. It's

really a difficult question to answer, be-

cause there so many various factors. But

the best number I can giveyou is that we
have a possibility of substantial savings

for the whole church in this pljin. That's

the $10 million a year that we think is

out there, that is available for us to take

advantage of.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, I think

we must have the vote now. You ready

to make a decision on the amendment

to the amendment? Making it from '99

to '96. As . . . please vote when the light

appears. The vote is 367 yes, 557 no. The

amendment to the amendment does not

prevail. I'm going to ask the secretary to

read the amendment.

CAROLYN MARSHALL (General

Conference Secretary): The Buxton

Amendment: Move to amend the plan to

delay the mandatory start date for an-

nual conference, by 5 years to January

1, 1999.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, we're

onto the previous question. You can only

ask a question. All right, you can come

to microphone 7.

PHILIP GRANGER (North Indiana):

I need 1 piece of information, and the

issue is, is there a minimum number of

enrollments with this plan document to

make it work?

BISHOP HANDY: Anybody answer

that?

STEVENS: Yes, Bishop, please, and

members of the house. It's not the min-

imum number of enrollments that are

required within this plan document.

This plan document, as it is written, has

several presumptions of a denomina-

tion-wide uniform plan, Le. the retire-

ment reallocations and the availability

of access upon change of status. If we

have a lesser group, especially an ad-

verse selection lesser group possibility,

we must rewrite some terms in this plan

to protect the plan.

GRANGER: Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: AU right, I think

we are ready to vote now. Make your

decision, please vote when the light ap-

pears. There are 368 yes, 553 no. The
amendment does not prevail. We are

now back on the main motion of the

majority report. Calendar Item 1397.

Right here, microphone no. 2.

(Oklahoma Indian Missionary Con-
ference Exempted)

THOMAS ROUGHFACE (Oklahoma

Indian Missionary): Bishop, I'd like to

call the members to p. 464, and this is

no. 6, and the heading is "add a new
subsection in 3.07H," which I'U read as

follows, "earlier in the year," well, I

want to amend this by adding these

words~and I may need some help~at the

end of that paragraph there to say, "or

who is a member of the Oklahoma In-

dian Missionary Conference. If I get a

second, I'll speak to it.

BISHOP HANDY: You may proceed.

ROUGHFACE: Earlier in the year,

after we had went through the plan, and

found that it was a mandatory process,

we appealed to the persons who were

putting this plan before us. Because of

our low salaries in the OIMC, the base

salary for everyone is $10,000, and we
have a real hard time dealing with

premiums. So even with the hesdth-care

plan we have now in force, we have to

allow those who want to be out of this

plan to take that option to be out. And
there is Indian Health Service Care,

federal funds at that are not as good as

they used to be, but it does provide

health care. And so they provided for

that, except that in the provision here,

it states like it confines American Indian

tribes recognition, but in OIMC we have

several non-Native Americans who
serve in our conference, and they also

are receiving $10,000. So we wanted to

be sure that that is specified. Our

original appeal was that our conference

have access route, that we could have an

option.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Does

anyone want to speak against the mo-

tion, the amendment? All right, you may

make a statement.

STEVENS: Thank you. Thank you.

Bishop. We were very sensitive to this

concern that was brought to us last fall

by Alvin Deer who is the treasurer of the

Oklahoma Indian Mission Conference,

and we worked with Alvin and other

persons in the Native American com-

munity to try to develop a provision in

the plan that would be respectful oftheir

unique situation without being par-

ticularly addressed to that annuitl con-

ference. I believe we have addressed the

justice issue that we were concerned

about. The other side of the coin as to
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whether aU of an annual conference

ought to be exempt, we do not support.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Are you
ready to make a decision? Please vote

when the light appears. The vote is 454

for, 452 against. The amendment
prevails. Microphone No. 3.

JIM C. GILLAND (Western North
Carolina): A question for information.

Bishop. Under the section on "Enroll-

ment Requirements," there is a state-

ment that says a person may be denied

if he or she cannot show proof of in-

surability. I want to know if this applies

to persons with pre-existing conditions.

Two examples, a pastor with a heart

condition; a local church which might

want to bring its staff into the plan, but

an employee has a family member, for

example, on dialysis. Would these per-

sons be eligible? What's the requirement

for proof of insurability?

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Stevens.

STEVENS; Bishop, members of the

General Conference, the enrollment re-

quirements reference that he is making
is Section 306, the pre-existing condi-

tions provisions is in Section 707. Really,

the two are not directly related to each

other. The proof of insurability is going

to come about when a person who is

eligible to enroll without proof of in-

surability fails to do so within the

prescribed length of time. There are

other circumstances, but that is basical-

ly when a proof of insurability issue

comes about, and it's true that ifyou are

coming in, and you fail to come in during

your period ofopportunity, andyou have

to come in under what we call "P of I,"

then all members of the family must

qualify for "P of I" in order to get all

members of the family in.

However, the case that you cite, where

a person is coming in and a member of

that family has dialysis, has a serious

heart condition, has cancer, has HTV,

whatever, those are not going to be

preclusions to the person participating

in the plan ifthey just sign up within the

30 days. Now there is a pre-existing con-

dition clause that also can be invoked by

the plan. All persons who are presently

in an employer-sponsored group plan,

that come into the plan on 1/1/94, are

exempt from the proof of insurability or

the pre-existing conditions clause.

Other persons that come in at some

other time, the pre-existing condition

clause 707 is applicable, with the excep-

tion of those persons who are mandated

into the plan, Le. clergy and their

families. We wrote an amendment to the

plan that is in the Calendar Item 1397

that takes that out. So it's a technical

question, I don't think there is any in-

tention here at this point to do serious

ii^ustice to persons. It's simply requir-

ing some deadlines be met. Bishop.

BISHOP HANDY; AU right, now I

want to remind you, friends, that we are

perfecting the m^ority report or the

committee report on 1397. We are not

debating it here. So ifyou've got amend-

ments to this to perfect it, we will enter-

tain it. But if otherwise, we will have to

move on. I see a hand back here no. 14.

MAYNARD L. MILLER (Minnesota):

And I do understand that anybody com-

ing in as the group wUl be waived the

need for insurability. But how about the

new pastors who will be ordained and
coming in in the following years? Will

they have to prove insurability.

BISHOP HANDY: Let me say, we are

not at this point in our deliberation.

We're only taking amendments now, to

perfect 1397. Later, we'll turn to the

minority report; and then we'll get into

the debate of the issue. If you've got

amendments only. I think we've gotten

to the point where you don't have

anymore. So with . . . ., yes I think

somebody's got one over here.

Microphone No. 6.

(Eligibility ofDiaconal Ministries

Questioned)

CHARLES McCLURE (Central

Texas): If you will look to P. 474, Ad-

vance DCA. This is under the eligibility

requirements. It would add sub-

paragraph E, which would be a new sub-

paragraph to section 3.03. It begins, I

believe, on the previous page, as follows:

Diaconal ministers whose employer may
choose not to be a plan sponsor under

3.04B(3). If I have a second I'll speak to

it.

BISHOP HANDY: Second? I don't

hear it. All right, proceed.

McCLURE: I have a concern, that

across the connection, we have many
Diaconal ministers who may be in

employment situations where their

employer chooses not to participate;

which is optional for a local church.

They choose not to cover their lay per-

sons with coverage. Under this plan, as

it is written now, a Diaconal minister

who finds him or herself in that situa-

tion, has no access to the denomination-

al wide plan at all. This plan does allow

a conference to provide access for part-

time pastors, student pastors, all kind of

folks, but not to these persons who have

a very special covenant relationship, ex-

cept through the local church as a plan

sponsor. This amendment would allow

another avenue for them to be covered.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there

anyone who wants to speak against the

amendment? I see a hand here at

microphone No. 7.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): Bishop, Diaconal ministers are

cared for under other provisions of the

plan; and the amendment that we'vejust

heard would allow them to be enrolled

in the plan without being employed.

That would be an allowance that's not

granted to clergy or other constituents

within the church. It is not in keeping

with the rest of the plan provision and I

would urge that we vote "no" on the

amendment.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Do you

think you've got enough information on

this to vote? I think we are. So you un-

derstand what the amendment is? All

right. Let's make the decision. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 170;

"No," 732. The amendment does not

prevail. All right. Anything further? I

think you're about at the point where

you're going to go with what you've got.

So without any further movement, let's

go to the minority report Perfect that

The minority report is before you now
for perfection. Microphone No. 4. The
minority report is found on p. 464.

RHONDA VANDYKE-COLBY (Vir-

ginia): Bishop, I'm in support of the

minority report, but would suggest one

amendment to hopefully make it more
sensitive to the needs of the conference

that need the program most Add to the

last paragraph in the minority report on

P. 464 the following: Voluntary par-

ticipation by annual conferences would

be permitted should the plan be ready

for implementation prior to the 1996

General Conference.

BISHOP HANDY: Is there a second?

You may speak to it ifyou so desire. You
don't have to.

COLBY: I think it's self-explanatory.

BISHOP HANDY: All right Does

anyone want to speak against the

amendment? Microphone No. 5.

PARRIS: As was stated earlier in a

previous amendment, any delay in the

time of implementation of this plan ia
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going to seriously impact the effective-

ness of it. We need to corral the spiraling

costs of the health insurance now. Even

a delay oftwo years can seriously impact

this plan of ours.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anybody

want to speak for the amendment? Yes,

microphone No. 4.

ELIZABETH SWEET (Southern New
England): If I understand that minority

report, it asks us to approve this in 1996.

I'm not sure how anyone can join a plan

that we haven't yet approved. So I guess

I'm asking for information, Bishop.

BISHOP HANDY: You sound like

you're slipping into a little speech too.

SWEET: Really it was information.

BISHOP HANDY: I'm going to take

that as a vote against, for some reason I

don't know why. Microphone 4.

SWEET: Could I get an answer?

BISHOP HANDY: We will take it as

speech, and if somebody wants to try to

answer, we'll go with that too. All right.

Will anybody try to answer that?

STEVENS: Bishop, I'm a bit disad-

vantaged, not having the precise words,

but I understand the amendment to per-

haps be an enabling action that would

allow the general board, or authorize the

general board, to develop some kind of

a voluntary UMCiu-e Plan in the inter-

im.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, anybody

want to speak for it? We've had 2

against, 1 for. Anybody, well, yes I see a

hand back here in 15.

NAPOLEON N. ARAGONES (North

Mindanao-East Visayas): All right.

Under the preliminary statement ap-

pearing on P. 472, DCA. On this

UMCare program, we are made to un-

derstand that it is only for conferences,

churches, and agencies in the jurisdic-

tion of conferences. I woidd like to know

if the minority report will allow the an-

nual conferences coming from the

central conferences to come under a

voluntary participation.

BISHOP HANDY: Let me say I think

that that might not be dealing with this

amendment, so if you just hold it, we'll

let you deal with that a little later.

ARAGONES: Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: I don't think that's

speaking right to this moment.

Microphone 14.

(Voluntary Participation Assested to

Be Constitutional Issue)

TOM A. ABNEY (Little Rock): Thank
you Bishop, I speak in relation to article

2 of our Constitution; and in support of

the minority report on the basis of that

article.

BISHOP HANDY: Are you dealing

with this amendment that's before us.

ABNEY: Yes sir.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

ABNEY: The amendment asks for the

voluntary participation of annual con-

ferences. And article 2 of our Constitu-

tion asserts that the annual conference

is the basic body in the church, and as

such, has various powers and authorities

that cannot be abrogated. And I want to

suggest very strongly, that this is a

serious constitutional question before

us and not just a matter relating to an

UMCare program. Whether or not an

annual conference can make its own
decisions ....

BISHOP HANDY: What is your posi-

tion on the amendment?
ABNEY: My position is in favor of the

amendment, sir.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

ABNEY: On this basis.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We have

2 for, 2 against. We don't have to have

anymore. And I think that we might

proceed. You want to say anything about

this? All right, I think we're ready to

make a decision on the amendment. You

know what it is? No? Well do you want

it read? All right. You got it. Secretary

please read it.

MARSHALL: This the McCLURE
one? McCLURE?
BISHOP HANDY: Yes, the motion

made by the person over here. Has that

been sent to the Secretary's desk? As I

recall, it had to do with allowing annual

conferences to ... , here it comes. It's

here now, I think the Secretary can read

it.

MARSHALL: Voluntary participa-

tion by annual conferences would be

permitted should the plan be ready for

implementation prior to the 1996

General Conference.

BISHOP HANDY: We're ready for

our decision. Please vote when the light

appears.

"Yes," 428; "No," 497. The amend-

ment does not prevail. We are on the

matter of perfecting the minority

report. I see a hand at microphone 15.

DONALD J. JONES (Central Il-

linois): I would move to amend by dele-

tion, please. I am looking at the last

piiragraph. I would move to delete the

words "by the annual conferences." If I

have a second, I will speak to it.

BISHOP HANDY: Second? All right.

You may proceed.

JONES: It just seems to me that ifwe
were to delete these words, the condi-

tions would be more inclusive for the

participants. In other words, it would

include all the participants, and not just

some, in this plan.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, anyone

want to speak against the amendment?
I thinkyou are ready to vote. Let's make
a decision. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 247; "No," 656. The
amendment does not prevail. I see a

hand here at 3.

CHARLES L. JOHNSON (South

Carolina): I move to amend the minority

report in the last parsigraph by placing a

period after "conferences" and deleting

the remainder of that sentence.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, is there a

second? All right. You may proceed.

JOHNSON: And I simply feel that we
are talking about voluntary pjulicipa-

tion by annued conferences, and if this

could be incorporated into the plan prior

to the next General Conference, con-

ferences could go ahead and begin to

participate.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Anyone

want to speak against the amendment.

Microphone no. 3.

PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): Mr. Chairman. I move to

suspend the rules for the purpose of

moving the previous question on all that

is before us.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there a

second? The motion is to suspend the

rules for the purpose of the previous

question on all that is before us, which

would mean we would take the minority

report, after we have dealt with this

amendment, and we would vote on it,

and which way we'd go there would

depend on how we would move after

that, but the Chair is saying that all that

is before us is the report.

CHAFFEE: Right.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. The mo-

tion is to suspend the rules. Ifyou will so

order a suspension of the rules, please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 789;

"No," 137. We have suspended the rules.

We are on the previous question, the

only thing you can do is to ask a ques-

tion. All right. Microphone 7.

<

i
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GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): Question about moving the

previous question. If the next vote sus-

tains the move to call for the previous

question, does that mean there is no
more debate or amendments on the

minority report or the mjoority report,

the plan as a whole?

BISHOP HANDY: As the chair under-

stands it, it said all that is before us and
that includes everything. Another ques-

tion here at 12.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, I have some questions in regards

to several sections on p. 479 in the red

book. And it's section C that deals with

other limitations, and then moving
down to 7.04 regarding program

benefits.

BISHOP HANDY: I think probably I

am going to have to put this motion first.

If anybody else has got a question, come
on, let's go to microphone 8.

WILLIAM K QUICK (Detroit):

Bishop. I wonder what does this do to

the minority report that is on p. 351,

which I thought would be dealt with at

the same time that we are dealing with

this issue? It's a minority report on

UMCare, the denominational health

care plan. It's Calendar Item 934.

BISHOP HANDY: As the Chair un-

derstands it, we are dealing with 1397,

and we are not dealing with that one.

QUICK; Bishop, this minority report

also came out of the legislative commit-

tee on this issue, but was given a dif-

ferent calendar number, W£is not listed

under the calendar number in the busi-

ness we are dealing with in the business

now.

BISHOP HANDY: Well, I think

probably that you will deal with that one

at a later time. But right now, we are

dealing with 1397. We are calling for the

previous question. As many as wUl call

for the previous question, please vote

when the light appears, and those who
don't want it do it also. "Yes," 701; "No,"

203. The previous question has been

called for. Now, we have an amendment
before us, as I remember. Do you know
what that amendment is, or it's so far

ago that you've forgotten it. You want to

hear it? All right. Will the secretary read

the amendment?
MARSHALL: I move to amend the

minority report by placing a period in

the last sentence after the word

"conferences" and deleting the

remainder of the sentence.

BISHOP HANDY: AU right, we are

ready to make the decision. Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 346;

"No," 578. The amendment does not

prevail. The minority report is now
before you as printed. Do you want to

make a statement?

WILLUM R. HARVEY (East Ohio):

. . . May we not force annual conferences

to have to abandon hetdth care plans

that are working well for them. Let us

allow the (jcneral Board of Pensions to

develop a health care plan with the

aspect of voluntary participation. Con-

ferences that are crying for help may
choose to participate. As the plan is

demonstrated on a smaller scale, let ex-

cellence attract the other conferences. If

you want to give your annual conference

the freedom to choose if and when it

wants to participate in a UMCare Plan,

you have the opportunity by voting for

the minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Mr.

Stevens, you may make a statement.

STEVENS: Well, obviously, this

greatly binders our plan. Andjust to pick

up on a comment that my friend has

made to you, if we have a plan that is

enticing people to come in when they are

in trouble, the plan is in trouble. The
plan can only work when we work on

this together-healthy and unhealthy,

all of us in one. Thank you very much.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We are

now ready to make a decision. We are

voting on the minority report. Please

vote when the light appears. 455, "Yes";

478, "No." The minority report does not

prevail. We are now on the m^ority

report, and we are ready to vote upon it

as indicated in Calendar Item 1397. I

take it that it includes the entire plan

found in the red book. Question back at

microphone 12.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, I call your attention to p. 479 in

the red book, section 7.03C, other

limitations; and also down to 7.04, pro-

gram benefits. My question is this: How
are the centers of excellence selected?

Who selects the centers of excellence?

What are the implications of taking per-

soncd preference away from individuals

and putting it into the hands of the

church or into the Board of Pensions?

BISHOP HANDY: Are you sure? I am
trying to debate here whether or not this

is beginning to debate the issue. I'm not

sure. See if somebody can . . . we'll try to

be as graceful as wc can at this time.

WYNN: Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: But we are not

going to let any more of these slip in.

STEVENS: All right. I'U be as quick as

I can. This kind of a plan is what we call

a managed care plan. That's the state of

the art today, and it does depend on us

cooperating in a way that can manage
care, save money. The centers of excel-

lence are known in the industry; they are

known in the hospital and health care

professions. And we want to be sure that

we provide the very best care possible

under a cost-savings approach.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. I think

we are ready to vote-ready to make a

decision on no. 1397. Please vote when
the light appears. 512, "Yes"; 421, "No."

[Item] 1397 prevails, and the committee

report is concurred with. All right, any-

thing else? I think I heard yes.

Microphone 9.

CHARLES E. LIPPSE (Holston):

Bishop, I would like to request and ap-

peal to the Judicial Council in regard to

1601: required participation in the plan.

I did not have an opportunity to debate.

I just want to briefly state the reason

why I make the appeal. May I do that?

BISHOP HANDY: Yes, you may ap-

peal.

(Call for Support ofJudicial Council

Decision)

LIPPSE: In the 1601, the plan

prohibits sponsors from . . . excludes,

prohibits sponsoring or financing-

either directly or indirectly-any medical

program other than that offered

through the plan. Now I would like for

the delegates to hear that. Financing

indirectly: that seems too prohibitive. I

just don't think even the federal court

would allow that. I appeal to the body to

support the Judicial Council review of

this.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Is there

anyone who is opposed to this appeal-or

wants speak against it? You are appeal-

ing the decision, correct?

UPPSE: Yes, sir.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Are you

ready, there, to vote on this? All right

Please vote when the light appears.

All right. There are 639 say "Yes"; 274

say "No." It is appealed to the Judicial

Council. All right.

(Calendar Item No. 936)

KELLEY LACKORE: The next 2

items, which would dear the calendar
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items that we had related to this issue,

dejil partially with the concern of Bill

Quick. And I would ask you to turn to p.

351oftheblueI>CA Page 351, Calendar

Item No. 936. The text of 936 is found in

your whiteAdvanced DCA on p. 1 170 in

the left-hand column. In the legislative

committee we dealt with the report of

the United Methodist Care Program.

We took our action as you have taken

your action. And then we dealt with 2

other petitions that are before you, the

fu^t of which is to table the denomina-

tional health care plan, and-as you can

see from the action of the legislative

committee-because of the previous ac-

tion, we recommended nonconcurrence.

And I would place that before you.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. It's

before yoa I think we are ready to deal

with this. Please vote when the light

appears. Wait just a minute. I don't

think we can take it now ifwe are voting.

You stopped it? All right. Now you can

go to 8.

QUICK: Bishop, this is the issue that

I raised a few minutes ago, and I would

like to have the chance to speeik on be-

half of the minority who brings this

appeal to the body. It is found on p. 351.

Critical questions have been raised, not

only in the legislative committee but on
the floor of this body today~and ques-

tions related to the oversight of this

program, the cost containment of this

program.

We are voting for a plan, sisters and

brothers, for which we do not know the

cost. The board estimates cost savings

resulting from those cost containment

measures, and, indeed, the premiums

may be lower initially to entice us into

that program. The cost is going to be in

the hands of the current insurance

market. And so we ask for this extended

entry date, with those conferences

choosing to go in by January 1, 1994 but

giving those conferences that need the

time to terminate their existing health

insurance contracts and to make a

smoother transition the opportunity to

go in. We ask you not to concur with the

committee.

KELLEY LACKORE: With all due

respect. Bishop and members of the

General Conference, to Dr. Quick, I

place no. 936 before the body. If you

would keep Dr. Quick's speech in mind
when I move the next item, it would

apply to that.

BISHOP HANDY; All right. Is that

imderstandable, Dr. Quick? All right.

We'll deal with that later. So 936 was

nonconcurrence~the committee is as-

king for to be sustained. I think we can

do this rather quickly. Those who would

sustain the committee, lift their hand.

Now, opposed? The committee is sus-

tained. AU right.

KELLEY LACKORE: Yes, sir. Now, if

you would-excuse me-and if you move
to no. 934, which is the item to which

Bishop-to which . . . excuse me, sir,

that was a slip ofthe tongue—to 934, that

is the item to which Dr. Quick was

speaking. Now I would ask the chair if,

in fact, that item is before us or if, in fact,

you can deal with nonconcurrence? Or
do you need to deal with that item and

the minority report?

BISHOP HANDY: Wait a mmute. The
chair is going to take the position that

we have dealt with this in dealing with

the 1397. I think this is basically the

same thing. I will hearyou. Dr. Quick, at

no. 8, but that's the chair's position at

this tune.

QUICK: Bishop, I feared that it would

be declared a moot point if it were not

included in the items we were discuss-

ing, and this is why I raised the question

at that time. I understood your ruling. I

did not appeal that ruling. But I do ap-

peal now for the chance for the body to

vote on this matter.

BISHOP HANDY: I think the report

is before us, and we certainly will vote

on it. What you are asking for is that we
vote on the minority report as such? All

right. I will put it . . . any fur-

ther . . . yes, I see a hand back here at

microphone 15.

BRADLEY WATKINS (Central D-

linois): I am a bit confused. If I vote for

the minority report, what do I do to the

report that has been approved just

before it? If I vote against it, what do I

do?

BISHOP HANDY: If you vote the

minority report, we're in deep trouble. I

think we're about ready to deal with it.

Microphone 8.

JOY BARRETT (Detroit): Bishop, I

don't think it was fair-what you just

said.

BISHOP HANDY: If you think that

the chair was unfair, the chair respect-

fully apologizes.

BARRETT: Thank you. Our position

is that we will be in deep trouble if we
don't support this minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: Waitjust a minute;

let me say this. Probably I was
misimderstood. What I meant by "deep

trouble" is we would have conflict to

deal with~not the issue itself. I wasn't

dealing with that.

BARRETT: I would like to speak in

support of the minority report. Annual

Conference treasurers from around the

denomination have raised strong con-

cerns about this plan. The plan was not

released early enough for annual con-

ferences to review and make decisions

about the plan. I believe that we are

being asked to support a plan that has a

lot of questions~too many uncertainties

for us to know exactly what we are get-

ting into. And I would encourage you to

support the minority report.

BISHOP HANDY: There's a point of

order. State your point of order. Rule,

please. What rule? No. 1. Yes?

ROBERT McCUNE (North Central

New York): The rule that indicates that

once a matter has been decided that it

must be opened for reconsideration

before the body can again act on the

identically same matter.

BISHOP HANDY: I really think your

point is well taken. I was trying to-in as

much as we said we would deal with it

later~to try to, at least, be a little open

and graceful at this point. I think your

point is taken. So ifyou don't mind, you

want to make a statement on this and

I'm going to put the vote?

KELLEY LACKORE: Yes, I agree

with the gentleman that just spoke. As

a conference treasurer of an annual con-

ference that tried to deal with a very

complicated issue and to try and hear

the items that were before us, we tried

to deal with the plan and then with the

amendments. And I believe that you

should support the committee on this

item.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Are you

ready for a decision? Point of order.

Microphone 3.

RANDOLPH SMITH (Texas): Dr.

Quick attempted to speak to this

minority report at the time we were

dealing with the principal issue, and my
recollection is that you told him that we

were dealing with a different matter and

he would have to deal with this at a

subsequent time.

BISHOP HANDY: That's right.

SMITH: If that holds, it seems to me
that you disenfranchised the oppor-

tunity to speak . .

.

i
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BISHOP HANDY: That's why we are

letting you vote on it. We are going to

vote on it. We are going to vote on 934.

SMITH: Pardon me, I misunderstood.

BISHOP HANDY: Yes. All right. All

right, we are ready to vote on the

minority report on 934. It's the minority

report. I think Dr. Quick explained it,

didn't you? All right. Wait a minute.

QUICK: Bishop, we want to be clear

that the vote we are about to tsike is on

the minority report, the Calendar Item

before us, which grants those conferen-

ces a chance to go into it but other con-

ferences the opportunity to take a look

at it but must go into it by 1999.

BISHOP HANDY: Do you understand

that? Are you ready to vote? Point of

order. State your point of order. No. 3.

WILLIAM HINES (West Ohio): This

has to be made a motion. It cannot be a

minority report on a nonconcurrence

vote. Therefore, if Mr. Quick wants to

make it a motion, it will be in order.

BISHOP HANDY: Now, we can get

into a parliamentary quandary here, but

I really think what we are trying to do is

to dispense with the business. Now, if

the body does not object strenuously or

object, if we will just take it that this is

properly before us, the minority report,

then we can deal with it and move on.

But ifwe want to get into the parliamen-

tary aspect ... I think the body does

want to deal with this situation, and to

try to be fair to them I think we would

want to do that, too. Yes? Microphone 8.

QUICK: Bishop, I just want the con-

ference to be clear about the vote: what

the "yes" vote means, and what the "no"

vote means. If the "yes" vote means

concurrence with the committee, which

is nonconcurrence, the body should un-

derstand that. So if you would please

explain that to us.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. This has

been before~the 1170 in the DCA on p.

1170 in the white book-that has been

before the committee. The committee

voted nonconcurrence. There is a

minority report here, which is different

from that ofthe committee. What we are

about to vote on now, 934, is: Ifyou want

to sustain the committee nonconcur-

rence, you vote "yes." Ifyou do not ... If

you want to sustain the committee non-

concurrence, you vote "yes." Ifyou want

to vote the minority report, you vote

"no." All right. I am ready to put the

question. I think we are ready to vote.

What's the point of order? Microphone

13.

REGINALD PONDER (North

Carolina): I would ask you. Sir, if the

proper thing before us is not the

minority report fu^t and then, if that is

sustained . .

.

BISHOP HANDY: Your point is

taken-well taken, sir~we are voting on

the minority report, as such. Your point

is well taken. Now we are really con-

fused. Does everybody understand now
we are voting on the minority report-to

become the mjyority report if it is

adopted?

Does everybody understand that? I

think we're ready to vote on that. What
haveyou got there, Brother Parrott? No.

3.

BOB W. PARROTT (TEXAS): Would
you explain to us if we vote for Mr.

Quick's speech, is that for or is that

against? Ifwe vote "yes," is that with Mr.

Quick?

BISHOP HANDY: If we are voting on
the minority report, you vote "yes" with

Mr. Quick and "no" if you're not with

Mr. Quick. Yes, you wanted to make a

statement? We are getting ... I thought

things were going too nice. Okay, you

want to make a statement?

KELLEY LACKORE: The committee

recommended nonconcurrence because

ofthe previous action, which is the same
previous action thatyou have taken. The
minority report disagreed with the legis-

lative committee.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We are

ready to make a decision. If you are for

the minority report of 934, you vote yes.

If you are opposed to the minority

report, you vote no. Please vote when
the light appears. All right. No applause,

please. We are not in the win/lose situa-

tion. 523, "Yes"; 418, "No." The
minority report prevails. It now becomes
the mtgority report, and it is properly

before you. I see a hand here at

microphone 7.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): Bishop, I regret to do this, but

we have a real problem, as you pointed

out before, because of the wording.

We previously adopted a plan known
as UMCare, which has mandatory par-

ticipation woven through many of the

sections of the document. We have now
adopted a report which suggests volun-

tary participation and uses the same
plan name, and that won't work. The
plan that we adopted a few moments ago

has a 7-band premium structure, which

won't work with voluntary participa-

tion. The funding model for retirees has

to be rewritten. There are 5 or 6 other

sections that have to be redesigned and
rewritten in order for it to be voluntary.

So we have acted in 2 cases contradic-

torily. And, if possible, I would like to

make a substitute for the minority

report which is before us in order to try

to get something on the floor which will

work. Ifthat's out of order, someone else

can do it.

BISHOP HANDY: No, the minority

report has become the msgority report,

as we understand it now. Let's see what
you've got. Yes, microphone no. 9.

DICK HAMILTON (South Indiana):

Would not the effect of a negative vote

on what is now the m^ority report sus-

tain the earlier action of the group?

BISHOP HANDY: I think that's cor-

rect. All right. The msyority report-the

minority report now becomes the

m^ority report. Ifyou will sustain it, you
vote "yes"; ifyou will not sustain it, you

vote "no." The question is now ready

before us. Please vote when the light

appears. The vote is 451, "Yes"; 485,

"No." The report does not prevail. The
majority report is not concurred with.

All right, friends, it's 12:00, and 1 think

we have an order of the day.

KELLEY LACKORE: I thank the

body very much.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Thank
yoa We now have an order of the day.

Yes?

JORDAN: We have an order of the day

with items coming from Bishop Nacpil

of the Commission on Central Con-

ferences and Twick Morrison of Global

Ministries.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

(Calendar Item No. 98; Creates Zaire
Central Conference)

BISHOP EMERITO P. NACPIL:
Bishop and members of the conference,

may I ask you to . .

.

BISHOP HANDY: Let's be in order,

please. Let's be in order.

BISHOP NACPIL: I ask you to refer

top. 227oftheDCA.
BISHOP HANDY: Which book?

BISHOP NACPIL: The blue book.

And Calendar Item no. 98.

BISHOP HANDY: Just a minute. I

think we want to make a motion to

suspend the rules.

BISHOP NACPIL: Okay.
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JORDAN: We are going to need to

distribute some materials to you, and we
would ask that we would . . . that I

would move suspension of the rules so

that we could do that.

BISHOP HANDY: The motion is to

suspend the rules in order that we might

make a distribution. Will you so order?

Lift the hand. Down. Opposed? You may
so do.

BISHOP NACPIL: Page 227 of the

blue book, Calendar Item no. 98. The
subject of the petition: creation of a

Zaire Central Conference. The original

petition came from the Bishops and Ex-

ecutive Committees ofrespective annual

conferences in Zaire. Its original form

appears in theAcfi;anced DCA on p. 926.

BISHOP HANDY: Could we get one

of those up here, please?

BISHOP NACPIL: Page 926. The
Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs amended the petition at several

points, and these amendments are

shown as printed on p. 227 of DCA,
Calendar Item 98.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

BISHOP NACPIL: Originally this

calendar item appeared in the Consent

Calendar No. 2, but it was removed from

there by your action, and we bring it

back to you now for your consideration

and action.

BISHOP HANDY: All right.

BISHOP NACPIL: This petition,

together with the amendments

proposed by the commission, is a

response to a crisis situation. The Africa

Central Conference is scheduled to be

held in August 1992 in Zaire, as tradi-

tionally the place where it has been held.

For some reason the venue was trans-

ferred to Zimbabwe.

This change of venue prevents the

Zaire component of the Africa Central

Conference, which constitutes more
than 1/2 of its composition, from at-

tending. The reasons given are: the

political tension within Zaire, and to

some extent between Zaire and Zim-

babwe, make it very difficult for people

of Zaire to come to Zimbabwe.

Two, the cost of travel is enormous,

and the Zaire Annual Conferences do

not have the resources to shoulder the

expenses.

And 3, there is also a language prob-

lem involved, since only the Zaire An-
nual Conferences, use French as the

Lingua Franca. And faced with these

difficulties and the failure to renegotiate

the venue, the Zaire bishops and their

respective executive committees of their

annual conferences put forward this

petition to create a Zaire Central Con-

ference. In considering this petition, the

Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs faced a dilemma. On the one hand,

it is aware that General Conference has

the power to organize the work of our

denomination, including outside of the

United States. On the other hand, in

exercising this power, the General Con-

ference is well-advised by consulting the

express will of the parties concerned,

especially Central Conferences. In the

instant case before us, the Africa

Central Conference may not be able to

meet and express its wUl on the matter,

because of the difficulties already men-

tioned. The General Conference there-

fore is unable to have this advice.

The amendments in the petition are

an attempt to be as responsible as pos-

sible in this difficult and delicate situa-

tion. May we ask you to take note of the

following?

First, the amendments, indicated in

Calendar Item 98, are permissive in na-

ture. The word "shall" has been

changed to "may" at a number of critical

points. And the addition of the words,

"if approved by the Africa Central

Conference" on line 3 of par. 7 of the

resolution. This permissive style as-

sumes that it may yet be possible for

Africa Central Conference to meet as 1

whole body, and decide the matter.

Two: just in case the Africa Central

Conference cannot meet as one whole

body, the Commission on Central Con-

ference Affairs proposes an enabling act

by adding at the end of the petition, or

the resolution, the words printed in the

DCA in bold face, p. 227. We feel that if

you approve the petition, together with

these amendments, the General Con-

ference would be exercising its

authority, and at the same time respect-

ing the right of the Central Conference

to express its will on this issue. We urge

the General Conference to vote concur-

rence on Calendar Item 98.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, it's

properly before you. To my left? Oh, yes,

here. On microphone no. 2.

YEMBA KEKUMBA (West Zaire):

Bishop, I would like to move an amend-

ment to the calendar items.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, let's try

it.

KEKUMBA: The amendment will be ^
as follows: Par. 6, line 6, "and that this ^^
proposed Central Conference may be

called the Zaire Central Conference,"

and par. 7: "Be it further resolved that

the Zaire Central Conference issue be

discussed in all Africa Central Con-

ference annual conferences session, and

presented to the Africa Central Con-

ference for approval." Add to end of

petition, the amendment will be "given

the difllcult situation existing in Zaire at

the moment, the Africa Central Con-

ference may meet in 2 sections, accord-

ing to the annual conference delegates'

travel possibilities. All actions so taken

shall be regarded as an action of the

Africa Central Conference." If the

amendment is approved. Bishop, I will

speak to it.

BISHOP HANDY: Let me see ifwe get

a second. Do we have a 2nd? All right,

you may speak.

KEKUMBA: The annual conference.

Bishop, is the basic body for The United

Methodist Church. The issue of creating

a new Central Conference is a big issue,

and I think it is very important for all

annual conferences in Africa to discuss

the issue before bringing it to the

Central, Africa Central Conference.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Thank
you. Anyone want to speak against it? I

see a hand here, to the microphone 10.

DJUNDU LUNGE (Central Zaire):

Avec? (French.)

BISHOP HANDY: I think this is to be

translated. So will you,

INTERPRETER: Can the interpreter

be heard?

BISHOP HANDY: Now I think we
hear someone, yes.

INTERPRETER: The interpreter is

ready.

(delegate speaking in French; English

translation)

LUNGE: OK Bishop, I would like to

speak for the recommendation.

BISHOP HANDY: I don't think, I

think probably not, we had them run-

ning us together. So ifyou would let him

speak, and then you translate, we might

understand a little better, please. All

right. You may start again, sir. We are

back on the 2 minute rule, but 4 minutes

with this experience. All right, you may
proceed.

LUNGE: I would like to speak for the

recommendation of the commission.

The reasons that have been put forth are

4
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very valid. We have put this problem in

front of the Africa Central Conference

since 1980. Ifsome conferences have not

handled this problem yet, they have to

look into it, but we have put this in front

ofyou since 1980.

BISHOP HANDY: All right, thank

you. Anyone want to . . . Yes?

Microphone 7, you want to speak for the

motion? Or the amendment to the, it's

the motion before us, all right. Number
7.

(delegate speaking in French; English

translation)

NJTTA M. MUTOMBO (North

Shaba): Thank you, Bishop. Central

Conference in Zaire is a good thing. But

I believe and I feel that my motion as a

proposal will have a positive outcome.

The General Conference must grant suf-

ficient time and the required time for the

annual conference in Zaire. These will

be able to study in depth and look closely

at the problem. Personally, I feel the

decision to hold the Central Conference

of Zaire must, and I repeat must, come
from the grass roots. Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. I'll take

that as a speech for. I want to have a

speech against. And this will be the last

one. Go to microphone 9.

(delegate speaking in French; English

translation)

DISASHI KASONGO (Central Zaire):

Thank you, Bishop. I want to come back

to the words that were said by the

Bishop who put the motion forward.

The (Jeneral Conference can organize a

Central Conference if the annual con-

ference can bring together 30 pastor

delegates and 30 lay delegates. Even if

these figures cannot be obtained, the

General Conference can decide that a

Central Conference can meet. The situa-

tion in which the Zaire people are living

in right now is known the world over.

Just a simple example; we were sup-

posed to be 16 here from our diocese, but

because of the difficulties to obtain

passports and to move around in the

country, we were not able to come here

with a full membership. For the Central

Conference, we need to go with 40

people. We were only able to come here

with 10. How on earth are we going to

be able to go with 40 where we are sup-

posed to go? And there are visa

problems, also. I had to spend the night

in Zimbabwe to obtain my visa. I wasjust

by myself. Now, imagine 40 or 50 people

having to wait to obtain their visa. The
problems are real, and because of this, I

don't see why you should hesitate in

deferring any further the possibility of a

Zaire Central Conference.

I won't bore you with figures about

salaries in Zaire. Read the International

Press and you will know about this. But

we had to spend $7,000 just for

ptissports, so paying so much money
again for securing 40 or 50 passports;

you can imagine we don't have it.

BISHOP HANDY: I'm afraid, sir, your

time is up, and I think we have had 2 for

and 2 against, and by the rules we are on

the previous question. You, the chair,

would you want to make a statement?

BISHOP NACPIL: I think the issues

are fairly dear. There is nothing in what

is being proposed to be done within Zaire

that is contrary to the permissible legis-

lation being proposed by the Commis-
sion on Central Conference Affairs.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We are on

the amendment. Do we know what the

amendment is? Are you ready to vote on

it? I think we need it read. Please, will

you read the amendment?
MARSHALL: In par. 6, line 6, add

"that this proposed Central Conference

may be called the Zaire Central Con-

ference," and par. 7, "Be it further

resolved that the Zaire Central Con-

ference issue be discussed in all Africa

Central Conference Annual Conferen-

ces, and presented to the Africa Central

Conference for approval," and add at the

end of the petition, "given the difficult

situation existing in Zaire at the mo-

ment, the Africa Central Conference

may meet in 2 sections according to the

annual conferences delegates' travel

possibilities. All action so taken shall be

regarded as actions of the Africa Central

Conference."

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We're

ready to make a decision. You have a

question? Microphone 9. Question only.

CARL L. SCHENCK (Missouri East):

Does the Commission on the Central

Conferences oppose or support the

amendment that is before us?

BISHOP NACPIL: We support it.

BISHOP HANDY: You support the

amendment
BISHOP NACPIL: That's all right. No

problem.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Yes,

microphone no. 2. Question only.

STEPHEN S. FOSTER (Wisconsin):

Yes, Bishop, the question is should that

last part of the amendment be included,

should a decision be made here to decide

where the Central Conference would

meet? Should that come into . .

.

BISHOP HANDY: The only thing

that is before us is the amendment as

was read. Nothing, no more, no less. All

right. I think we are ready for a decision.

Please vote when the light appears.

787, "Yes"; 96, "No." The amend-
ment prevails. We are now on item 98,

and I'll bring to your attention that

we're at the time for at^oumment. And
will you want to extend the time? Let's

vote. All right. Please vote when the

light appears. 758, "Yes"; 129, "No."

Number 98 as amended is adopted. All

right. I think now we've come to the time

of adjournment, unless you want to ex-

tend it to dispense with this matter.

BISHOP NACPIL: There's one more
item, if you please, I will go ahead and
present it; if not . .

.

(Calendar Item No. 1510 Increases

Number ofBishops in West Africa)

BISHOP HANDY: Is there any objec-

tion? All right, you may proceed.

BISHOP NACPIL: The next item is to

be found in the DCA, p. 525. The Calen-

dar Item is No. 1510. The subject: to

increase the number of bishops in the

West Africa Central Conference from 2

to 3.

BISHOP HANDY: All right

BISHOP NACPIL: This petition ap-

pears on p. 127 of DCA, and is now
calendar, as I indicated just now. The
Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs voted concurrence with this peti-

tion, and we urge the General

Conference to do the same. The reasons

for this recommendation are as follows:

United Methodist work in Northern

Nigeria is growing rapidly, with mem-
bers numbering 60,000 over a period of

8 years. And the potential for growth ia

there and must be exploited, as it were.

Currently, supervision of the work is

made by the bishop in Sierra Leone,

from a distance of some 2,000 miles.

Moreover, mission work in Sierra Leone
itself is growing and has great potential-

-dcmanding the full attention ofthe resi-

dent bishop there. And furthermore,

political difficulties itself within Sierra

Leone make it difficult to supervise the

work in Northern Nigeria. In order to

promote the mission work in Northern
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Nigeria, the Commission on Central

Conference Affairs concurs with this

petition to increase the number of

bishops in the West Africa Central Con-

ference from 2 to 3.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. It's

before you. Is there any discussion? Yes,

microphone 2.

STEVE FOSTER (Wisconsin): I just

would like to ask the Bishop if on p. 127

it says 3 to 4, and your motion is 2 to 3.

Can you tell us why?

BISHOP NACPIL: Well, there was a

mistake in our minutes, and we have

tried to correct that. The petition is now
worded on p. 525 as calendar 1510--take

note of that correction.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. I think

you're ready to vote. Let's . . . No, I see

a hand here. No. 2.

BARBARA WILLIAMS RIDDLE
(Florida): Question. Financial implica-

tions. Do we have a dollar amount that

comes with this yet?

BISHOP NACPIL: The matter has

been deferred to the GCFA.
BISHOP HANDY: Ifthis passes, then,

with dollar implication it automatically

goes to . .

.

BISHOP NACPIL: Given before it

was formulated as a petition, it was al-

ready referred to . .

.

RIDDLE: The one that came earlier

had $500,000 attached to it, so I was

wondering if we had a dollar amount

with this request.

BISHOP NACPIL: I . . . that depends

on GCFA.
BISHOP HANDY: It would go to them

for that to deal with-come out of the

Episcopal fund, I imagine. Are there any

further questions? You ready to vote? I

think you are. All right. Please vote on

Calendar Item 1510 when the light ap-

pears. "Yes" 786; "No." 92, 1510 is con-

curred.

BISHOP NACPIL: Thank you,

Bishop. That completes the work of the

Commission on Central Conference Af-

fairs.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. Thank
you. All right. Charles Jordan.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern Il-

linois): Bishop, I would just like to say

that following ... we would ask that fol-

lowing lunch, that we would begin with

the item that was passed out to you, the

development of the Shalom Zone, fol-

lowed by the Legislative Committee on

Faith and Mission.

BISHOP HANDY: All right. We have

announcements from the secretary.

(Announcements)

CAROLYN MARSHALL (General

Conference Secretary): Even in the

press of time, there remain severid an-

nouncements which will be of import to

all of the delegates. And so I would ask

that you would bear with this. One has

to do with the Consent Calendar. There

have been reminders in each of the

DCAs, as well as from the platform, of

the process for submitting them. How-

ever, several have come to the platform

with several signatures.

It would be helpful if you would be

cognizant of the rules and go to room

102 to pick up that form and to complete

it-realizing that we did move to taking

10 delegates, the signature of 10 per-

sons, to remove it. There is also 1 that

has come up with a signal signature-

single signature, sorry.

Reminder has come of a meeting of

the General Council on Ministries today

in room 212 ... 217 on the second floor

ofthe convention center. General Coun-

cil on Ministries at 2:00.

The Northeastern College of Bishops

will meet at the close of the morning

session in the center of the platform.

The Council of Bishops will meet im-

mediately upon adjournment of the

morning session in room 109. Now you

can adjust where you go when.

This comes from the General Council

on Finance and Administration: This

morning the conference took action to

request copies of the sermons delivered

in the morning worship services be

made available for sale. The matter was

referred to the General Council on

Finance and Administration. Arrange-

ments have been completed. Sermons

delivered prior to this morning will be

available at the DCA booth for purchase

at 50 cents each after 3:00 p.m. today.

And a second announcement from the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration is that members of GCFA
for the 1988-92 quadrennium will meet

for lunch today at the Hyatt.

And this one of a completely different

nature: While we were dealing with

UMCare this morning, the first word

came that a suspected case of chicken

pox has been identified. We sent for

information on that, and the doctor

here has sent back this word which is

being shared with you. Those who have

not had chicken pox in their childhood ^^
years may want to watch for symptoms, ^M
such as rashes. If symptoms come,

please check with the doctor at the first-

aid station. Thank you.

BISHOP HANDY: Wait. Hold steady,

now. Let's hold steady. Hold steady.

We're about to conclude. I want to ex-

press my appreciation to you for orderly

manner in which you done business

today, and the manner in which you

shared and dealt kindly with the chair.

I also want to thank my backups,

Bishops Allen and Tuell, who helped me
tremendously. And I want to say, Jis I

come to the end of this session and this

segment of my ministry, and as we con-

tinue ... As I left home, I had Murphy's

calendar, and it said, "Smile, tomorrow

will be worse." Thank you very much.

And we ask . . . thank you . . . thank you

very much. We're going to ask Bishop

Paul Duffey, now, to give us our dosing

prayer.

BISHOP PAUL DUFFEY:

(PRAYER)

Thursday Afternoon

May 14, 1992
Bishop Joesph B. Bethea, presiding

BISHOP JOSEPH B. BETHEA: If

you will find your places, please. We're

going to begin by standing and singing

the hymn that is no. 810, "He Lives."

(hymn)

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you.

Please be seated, and we will be led in

prayer by Bishop Woodie White.

(prayer)

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you,

Bishop White. I want to recognize the

secretary of the General Conference for

a special announcement.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: A correc-

tion needs to be made to the an-

nouncement that was made just prior to

lunch regarding numbers and the Con-

sent Calendar. By the action that we

took yesterday, the number was raised

to 10 for the number needed, number of

"no" votes for something to go on the

Consent Calendar. However, the num-

ber for removing from the Consent

Calendar remains at 5.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. That

was an announcement for clarification.
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Go to microphone 14, please. Your name
and conference.

DORIS RUDY (Northern lUinois):

Bishop and delegates of this conference,

last night several elected delegates who
were on the stage as presenters were

disenfranchised because they under-

stood that provisions would be made for

them to vote. I'd like to move that we
refer the matter of voting rights of

presenters to the 1996 committee on the

Plan of Organization and Rules of

Order, in order that a dear procedure

might be provided for presenters to par-

ticipate fully by voting in the General

Conference.

BISHOP BETHEA: You heard the

motion, is it seconded? Any discussion of

it?

RUDY: May I say something?

BISHOP BETHEA: You may speak to

it, yes.

RUDY: As I indicated, we were as-

sured last night that if we were present-

ing documents before this General

Conference that there would be some
provision for us to vote. I took the

precaution of asking a reserve delegate

to sit in my seat, so this does not affect

me last night. But I realize that there

were 4 or 5 on the platform last night,

making presentations, who had a great

investment in the process and in the

issues, and they were not permitted as

duly elected members of this General

Conference to vote on the documents.

That's the reason I'm making this peti-

tion to the 1996 committee.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. You
heard the motion. Any discussion of it?

If you'll approve it raise, your hand.

Thank you. Those who oppose? It's ap-

proved, thank you.

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop, I wish to move
suspension of the rules in order to make
a motion to raise the number of names
necessary to remove an item from the

Consent Calendar.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

Seconded? Is it? All right. If you will

suspend the rules to do what is re-

quested, will you raise your hand?

Thank you. Those who oppose? The
rules are not suspended for this purpose.

SWEET: Could we have an electronic

tally. Bishop?

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. I think

this takes the 2/3 vote, all right. Those

who will suspend, the question is on the

suspension ofthe rules to do what he has

requested. Please vote when the light

appears.

BISHOP BETHEA: "Yes," 451; "No,"

367. The rules are not suspended. We
turn now to the order of the day. Cour-

tesies, the chairperson, Ms. Phyllis Fer-

guson.

(Courtesies)

PHYLUS S. FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): Bishop Bethea, General

Delegates, and friends. I have several

items of courtesy for this afternoon. The
first one comes from a delegation of

United Methodists who are attending a

workshop on Christian Unity in Denver,

CO, and their greetings read as follows:

"To 1992 General Conference

Delegates: the 57 United Methodists

from the 29th National Workshop on

Christian Unity, representing annual

conferences nationwide, meeting in

Denver, CO this week, send you greet-

ings and prayers for a productive and

spirit-filled conference." I would like at

this time to recognize at microphone 4,

Richard Nicodemus.

RICHARD NICODEMUS (New
York): Bishop, we are privileged to have

a delegation from India to attend this

1992 Generjd Conference, which in-

cludes a pastor, a laywoman and a

layman. They bring us greetings from

their churches and their bishops, and

tell us that The United Methodist

Church in India continues to present a

bold witness to the saving grace ofJesus

Christ. In addition. Bishop, a number of

Indian immigrants who are active as

clergy or laypersons have been elected

by their respective annual conferences

to this General Conference as delegates,

reserve delegates, and pages. With your

permission. Bishop, it is my pleasure to

ask all of these persons to stand

wherever they are, so that we may greet

them and affirm our love for them.

Thank you. Bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, where

are you? Will you please stand? We are

pleased that you are here.

FERGUSON (Pacific Northwest): Is

Tom Matheny here from the Judicial

Council? No. Bishop Forrest Stith?

BISHOP FORREST C. STITH (North

New York West): Bishop Bethea and

members of the conference, 100 years

ago we had the act of covenanting on

this state, it seems like that long, and

during that time we introduced to you 7

persons representing their churches

around the world. You need to know that

our United Methodist Church is global

even beyond that. Through the concor-

dant relationships, autonomous and af-

filiated autonomous churches, we have

in our bodies, within and outside the bar,

persons around the world, some who are

voting, some who are non-voting

delegates, but all here in love. I would

like the privilege of the conference to at

least let them stand and be recognized,

even as we have those from India And
as I name their names, I would ask them
to stand at their, at a microphone. They
might even wave or say hello. First from

the Methodist Church of Great Britain.

BISHOP BETHEA: Where are they?

BISHOP STITH: Thank you. And
then the United Protestant Church in

Belgium. Then the Methodist Church of

Ghana, as you see they are spread all

over.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes.

BISHOP STITH: The Methodist

Church of Nigeria. His Eminence
Mbang, the Patriarch, gave us the prayer

the other day. The Methodist Church of

Indonesia, back here. The Methodist

Church of Singapore, here. The
Methodist Church of Hong Kong. The
Methodist Church in Malaysia. The
Church of Cuba, the Methodist Church

of Cuba, Bishop Joel Allol is here. Would
they stand? The Methodist Church of

Mexico. The Methodist Church of

Guatemala. Of Panama and Costa Rica,

the chairman of the Methodist Church

is here, right hero. The Methodist

Church of the Caribbean and the

Americas. And the Methodist Church .

.

. well, not the Methodist Church, but

delegates from the Council of Methodist

Churches in Latin America, or other-

wise known as CIEMAL. And delega-

tions from Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica,

and at microphone 14, Rev. Brian Beck

is asking for permission to speak.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right,

microphone 14.

BRIAN BECK (Great Britain): Bishop

and members of conference, I bring you

the greetings of the British Conference.

Brian Beck is the name, I am secretary

of the British Conference, and from

what you courteously call the Mother

Church of Methodism, I bring you the

greetings of our church. One of the

things that has struck the 3 of us who
are here from Britain this time, has been

the considerable similarity between the

issues which are being faced in this con-
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ference, and the issues which we are

facing in Britain. Again and again, we
find ourselves confronting the same

questions and the same deep differences

of opinion within the church over issues

about church life, about the status ofthe

ministry, about the use of all our varied

gifls, and the same questions in society

as a whole. It seems to me that there are

2 things which all ofus have to keep hold

of as we wrestle with these problems.

The first is the caUing to mission and

society which must surely take

precedence over all our more domestic

concerns. And the second is that if we
cannot, in the midst of all our differen-

ces of convictions, keep hold of one

another in fellowship, then we have

nothing to say to the world at large. That

is what we are seeking to keep hold of in

Britain, as I believe you are here, and I

bring you the warmest greetings.

BISHOP STTTH: Thank you, Rev.

Beck.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you very

much, Dr. Beck, you do represent our

mother, and we will keep hold ofyou.

'

BISHOP STTTH: And one more, if I

may? If Bishop Thu En Yu is present, he

would like to make a special presenta-

tion to the Generjd Conference. He is

the Bishop of the Bazel Christian

Church in Malaysia. Is he still here? Oh,

come.

BISHOP DATUK THU EN YU:

Bishops, brothers and sisters in Christ,

on behalf of the Christian community in

Malaysia and the Bazel Christian

Church of Malaysia in particular, I want

to congratulate The United Methodist

Church, and also to bring you the

warmest greetings. In order to express

our deep appreciation for your partner-

ship in our mission for the poor, I am
now on behalf of the unprivileged group

of people in Sabah, and the Bazel Chris-

tian Church in Malaysia in particular, to

present this book on Sabah as a gift of

appreciation, as well as a symbol of the

partnership between the 2 churches,

The United Methodist Church and the

Bazel Christian Church of Malaysia.

Thank you very much.

BISHOP STITH: So we are grateful to

have all these our friends who share

with us in mutual ministry. Isn't it

wonderful to be a global church?

FERGUSON: Bishop Bethea, this

ends our Courtesies for today, thank

you.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Thank
you very much. Microphone 10, please.

LAMBUTH M. CLARKE (Virginia):

Thank you. Bishop. This word of per-

sonal privilege, please. Several of us in

our family had the opportunity to visit

the beautiful country of Burma 4 years

ago, a restricted travel, country. I had

hoped to meet the 2 delegates from that

country at this conference. I have check-

ed several times and learned that they

were not able to get here. Would it be

possible to send an official word express-

ing our concern that those delegates

were not allowed to come to this con-

ference? Is that in order, or not?

BISHOP BETHEA: Well, I would . .

.

do you want to try a motion?

CLARKE: I will move that an official

message be sent to the government of

Burma expressing our concern that our

2 Methodist delegates could not come to

this conference.

BISHOP BETHEA: Is it seconded?

Any discussion? You will approve it, will

you show the hand? Thank you. Those

who opposed? It's approved, and the

secretary will take care of that. Go to

microphone 7, here, please.

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT (North

Indiana): In respect to our colleagues

from Great Britain, I have a concern to

bring that is a Disciplinary wording,

which I think needs updating. If I could

refer you to this, it's in Section 2, Article

22, Par. 22, I'm sorry, Article 1, Subset

3. And this came up at the General Con-

ference in 1988. It was ... it went

through the bounce into various com-

mittees, and I think the last bounce was

in the CouncU of Bishops. So maybe it's

a question to you, sir, in behalf of the

CouncU of Bishops. The wording there

says right now, "in the case of the

Methodist Church in Great Britain,

mother church of Methodism, upon

mutual approval of the concordant now
pending, provision shall be made for the

reciprocal election seating of4 delegates

2 clergy and 2 lay." And this wording, I

believe, according to our colleague. Rev.

Beck, has been in that way since 1968.

And the Council ofBishops was commis-

sioned to tell us by 1992 whether that

concordant was still pending, and if it's

not, can we delete those words?

BISHOP BETHEA: I am advised that

that would require a Constitutional

amendment.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Mr. Bishop, I

would encourage then to have this item

addressed by the Council of Bishops. It

was addressed in 1988, it was referred

back to the Council, and it's indeed a

fact, it's like common law marriage.

We've been doing this now, and it's a

shame to keep those words in the Dis-

cipline. How shall we proceed, Mr.

Bishop?

BISHOP BE-THEA: All right.

Secretary of the Council.

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Bishop Bethea, and members ofthe con-

ference, I think it would be appropriate

for us to allow the language to remain.

There's an intentional conversation

beginning between our Methodist

Church in Great Britain and our church

right now, and we think by 1996, we will

have the appropriate recommendation

to deal with that.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes?

GOLDSCHMIDT: Does this mean
that the concordant is still pending?

BISHOP TALBERT: No, the concor-

dant is official, and what's happening

now is some further conversation, and

rather than changing it now, I think it

would be appropriate to just leave the

language. But the concordant is not

pending, you took action and that was

affirmed, as I think, by vote.

GOLDSCHMIDT: May I pursue this?

I am sorry. The wording of the Dis-

cipline says the concordant is still pend-

ing. Do I have to call for a motion to

suspend the rules so we can delete those

words from the Constitution which are

apparently in error?

BISHOP TALBERT: It is in error, and

you did take action, and that was ap-

proved by the conferences, and so it's no

longer pending. There is a concordant

relationship.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Than I move that

we suspend the rules and make theDts-

cipline agree with the act of the concor-

dance no longer pending.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The . .

.

I am told that that can simply go to the

committee that publishes the Book of

Discipline, because it has been changed

by the action of both churches. And if

you will allow that, so be it. I recognize

now. Dr. Charles Jordan to lead us in

calendar items.

CHARLES W. JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference, these are the items that we
would consider this afternoon. We will

begin with the Shalom Zone, which is

the item that, the material that was
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passed out to you before lunch. Twick
Morrison from Global Ministries legisla-

tive committee will present that, fol-

lowed by Faith and Mission, Charlene

Kammerer. Independent Commissions
wiU follow that with Gil Caldwell as

chair, and then items from the Local

Church legislative committee with

Janice Huie, and then following that

with items from Discipleship with Rex
Bevins. I would ask that the legislative

chairpersons be prepared to present

their items at the designated time, and I

would also ask that God's grace would be
upon us that we might fmish these items

this afternoon.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

(Resolution on Creation ofa Shalom
Zone)

TWICK C. MORRISON (Mississippi):

I move to suspend the rules, to deal with

the petition that was referred to the

Global Ministries legislative committee,

and not yet printed in the DCA. It deals

with the creation of a Shalom Zone in

Los Angeles. The petition was passed

out before lunch.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. If you

will suspend the rules to consider this

petition, will you raise your hand?

Thank you. Those who oppose? The
rules are suspended.

MORRISON: With a great deal of

hope that the actions taken by this

General Conference can address not

only the immediate needs coming from

the Los Angeles tragedy but also address

long term systemic change and com-

munity development. The legislative

committee recommends concurrence

with the committee item GM80, it has

not received a calendar item. You will

see, in the left hand column on the sheet

that was passed to you, the enabling

motion, creating, asking the Global Min-

istries committee to deal with this. You

overwhelming approved it on the 6th of

May.

It says that "in solidarity and consult-

ation with indigenous persons and local

churches in a selected neighborhood.

The United Methodist Church commit

itself to the creation in Los Angeles of a

Shalom Zone." I read to you the first

sentence in the text, so you will under-

stand the meaning of Shalom Zone. A
Shalom Zone would be one strategically-

located city block, or its equivalent,

rebuilt with the necessary buildings,

businesses, and social services needed

for life, liberty, and the pursuit of mean-

ing." We've included the full text of the

motion so that you can be a part of the

vision, with the same fervor and passion

with which it was brought to you. There
are some suggested guidelines, you see

them in the middle column, the recom-

mended action is, and it's in the bold

print at the bottom of the middle

column, "that the General Conference

refer the development and implementa-

tion of Shalom Zone ministries to the

General Board of Global Ministries, to

be coordinated by the National Division,

and that the General Conference

authorize the Council of Bishops to ap-

point a Shalom Zone Committee to as-

sist the General Board of Global

Ministries in identifying and mobilizing

assets and resources available for creat-

ing Shalom Zones." There are some ad-

juncts to that recommendation. They're

in the 3rd column. The committee to be

no less than 8, no more than 12, to be

convened by the president of National

Division, no later than the 15th ofJune.

This deals with funding, so you will . .

.

the 2nd adjunct. "The expense of per-

sons serving on the Shalom Zone Com-
mittee to be borne by the institution or

agency from which they come. " The 3rd,

at the appropriate time, the Bishop of

the Los Angeles area, to make an urgent

appeal across the church for volunteers

in mission. A new Advance for Christ in

His Church category be designated for

Shalom Zones. The United Methodist

Church to invite the ecumenical and in-

terfaith communities to duplicate our

effort by creating similar Zones of hope.

Bishop, I move approval of the petition.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The
petition is before you. Microphone No.

9.

CHRIS RICKS (MISSOURI EAST): I

just have a question on where it says the

expense a person serving on the

"Shalom Zone" committee to be born by

the institution or agency from which

they come: Does that mean they have to

come from an institution or agency or

there will be no expenses paid; or if they

don't, how do expenses get paid?

MORRISON: Any agency from con-

ference or general level-any level up and

down.

RICKS: Well, a lot of lay people could

serve on this that don't serve on agencies

or our institutions.

MORRISON: Well, a local church is an

institution~or an annual conference.

The attempt wets not to burden any one

agency or institution with the cost of

this task force but to spread it out. For

instance, if the Board of Pensions had

someone there, that board would then

bear the expense of that person.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right.

Microphone no. 10.

BEVERLY SHAMANA (California-

Pacific): I wonder if we might offer a

word ofappreciation to the delegate who
caught the vision from the original

presentation and created this resolution

so that we might respond in a significant

way?

MORRISON: That delegate is on the

podium: Joe Sprague, from West Ohio.

SHAMANA: Thank yoa I think we
owe a vote of confidence.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Are you

ready? If you will approve...well, all

right. Microphone 9, please.

BRANDON CHO (California-Pacific):

I am very excited about this proposal,

and I know this delegation is ready to

affirm the proposal; but I would like to

make one very small minor amendment
to your suggested guideline. And if you

will bear with me to it. If you turn to

suggested guideline no. 2, fourth line. I

would like to make an amendment by

adding these words following

"committee": "and other affected dis-

tricts of California-Pacific Annual Con-

ference." Ifthere is a second, I would like

to speak to that.

BISHOP BETHEA: Proceed.

CHO: I know the Los Angeles district

will be the primary carrier of this plan.

In many ways I would like to support as

much as I can as a district designator of

one of the districts there. But I want to

bring to your attention that other chur-

ches of different districts, such as

Jacumba and Van Nuys and Compton
and Long Beach, also have been devas-

tated by this terrible, terrible ordeal.

And I would like to make sure that their

needs are also reflected in this process.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right.

MORRISON: Bishop, the maker of

the motion had pointed that out to me,

and the committee accepts that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right The
committee accepts the amendment. So

it's a part of the main motion. Are you

ready? All right. Come to microphone
no. 4.

JOHN COLLINS (NEW YORK): I also

would like to propose an amendment,

that the following language be added to
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the last guideline, no. 6. After the words

"become a prototype for pro-active min-

istry in other places" [add] "and a model

for a massive commitment to rebuilding

our cities by state, local, and federal

governments." If there is a second, I

would like to speak to it-unless they

accept it.

MORRISON: That would be accepted.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Thank
you. Go to microphone 5, is it? Two of

you going there.

ULISES TORRES (Southern New
England): I just want to offer a small

amendment that has to do with word-

ing. On the left column, after the darker

writing, I would say the fifth line down,

you are still using the asterisked word,

"pursuit of meaning." Why don't we use

"pursuit of peace with justice," which is

just a richer expression?

MARSHALL: Bishop, I need to com-

ment that that is a direct quote from the

DCA and is not before us. It is just a

quote that was within the motion. Now
if the.. .it's there for information, but it

is not before us.

BISHOP BETHEA: This is not before

us?

MARSHALL: No, only from sug-

gested guidelines down.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Thank
you. Yes. Microphone 5.

RICHARD FARIS (VIRGINL\):

Bishop, I have a question. The offering

we took yesterday for the Los Angeles

situation: I'm wondering, is designated

for some other cause, or could that be

seed money for this Advance Special so

we can get on the way right away?

BISHOP BETHEA: Who can answer

that?

MARSHALL: I would think that

would have to be negotiated with

UMCOR. National Division. This would

be a National Division of.. .the one listed

here would be a national division in

response to others-UMCOR. And I'm

sure they would be glad to try to

negotiate that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Are you
ready? All right. Ifyou wUl approve G.M.

80, this petition, raise your hands.

Thank you. Those who are opposed? It's

approved.

MARSHALL: We hope you have

caught the vision that Joe Sprague gave

to us.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. We
move to Calendar Items from Faith and
Mission. Yes? Microphone no. 9.

CHARLES LIPPSE (HOLSTON):
Bishop, may I have a personal privilege?

BISHOP BETHEA: Well, yes. We'U
give it a try.

LIPPSE: Thankyou, sir. Bishop, I will

be up front to say what I am intending.

Over lunch I thought a great deal about

the vote we took this morning in regard

to UMCare, and-I'll be quite honest

with the house~I voted with the group

that faUed. Therefore, I just want to

speak to the house for just a moment, if

I may. The vote, the essential vote, was

really...

BISHOP BETHEA: I think we better

ask the house if they would want this.

LIPPSE: I'll be very brief, if they will

let me speak.

BISHOP BETHEA: Do you hear what

he wants to speak about? Those who
would let him speak, raise your hand.

Thank you. Those who are opposed? I

think you can speak.

LIPPSE: I appreciate it. Thank the

house. The vote was less than 51 %, and

yet this mandates UMCare to all of our

churches and agencies. Not only does it

mandate it, but it prohibits any other

type of care. The way the debate went

closed offthe opportunity for some ofus

to speak to the issue. I'm not faulting

anyone; that's just the way it happened.

But constitutional amendments of our

church require a 2/3 vote of the General

Conference, and 2/3 aggregate vote

within the annual conferences. I just

don't see how we can demand all of our

people to go into a program with less

than 51 % vote. I cannot make a motion

for reconsideration. I'm not a political

strategist. I just feel for fairness and ask

the house if they would please address

it. Thank you, sir.

All right. I'm advised, and I do recall,

that this has been referred to the Judi-

cial Council~to clarify the con-

stitutionality of the action taken this

morning.

LIPPSE: Well, I appealed to the Judi-

cial CouncU, and I hope they'll sustain

my appeal, but if they didn't, bishop,

what would I do?

(Calendar Item No. 575 Baptism Study
Committee)

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, then.

Going to the Calendar Items: Faith in

Mission.

CHARLENE P. KAMMERER
(Florida): Bishop Bethea and members
of the conference, please turn to p. 282

in the blue book for Calendar Item 515.

Also, you might want to turn to the

report ofthe Baptism Study Committee,

pp. 253-263 in the red book. Andyou will

note that the recommendations follow-

ing that report are on pp. 262-263. The
Faith and Mission Legislative Commit-

tee had the rare privilege of theological

dialogue which the baptism study in-

vited. We decided again to work as a

committee of the whole to respond to

this report.

At this time, I would like to invite all

ofthe members ofthe Faith and Mission
Legislative Committee to stand so that

you might express your gratitude for

their faithful efforts during this (jreneral

Conference. Would they stand? This is

how we will proceed to Calendar Item

515. First, the chair of the Baptism

Study Committee, Dr. Mark Trotter,

will present a brief overview of the

committee's work during the quadren-

nium. After the overview of the study,

Dr. Ken Carder, member of the legisla-

tive committee and one of the framers

of the amendment, will present Faith

and Mission's action on the Baptism

study report recommendation. At that

time, Calendar Item 515 will be before

you. Dr. Trotter, will you, please, come
and present the overview?

MARK TROTTER (California-

Pacific): The 1988 General Conference

charged the General Board of Dis-

cipleship, along with the Board of

Higher Education of Ministry and the

General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns, to

conduct a study of the United

Methodists understanding of baptism

and its relation to confirmation and

other rites of the church. They put

together a committee inclusive of our

church's diversity in race and gender

and geography and theology. The study

was prompted by curriculum writers

who recognized a difference between

the rituals adopted in 1984, now in-

cluded in the 1989 Hymnal, and the

rituals that proceeded them. They were

asking for guidance with some theologi-

cal guidelines in how to present baptism

and confirmation in curriculum

materials. The committee began its

work by writing position papers on a

variety of issues agreed upon as impor-

tant to our work. Then 2 members were

asked to write on each topic

That is when we discovered that we
had at least 2 opinions to every topic. At
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the next meeting, we agreed on what

topics the paper would cover. And we
asked Dale Dunlap, professor of theol-

ogy at St. Paul School of Theology and a

member of the committee, to attempt a

1st draft, using the position papers as a

starting point. Dr. Dunlap, over the next

3 years, wrote 4 more drafts with the

help of Sharon Hels, the editor of the

Quarterly Review.

At each meeting ofthe committee, the

paper was rewritten paragraph by para-

graph, line by line, and sometimes word

by word. We tried mightily to reach a

consensus, and I believe that we came
impressively close—but not close enough

to allow all the members to endorse all

that Wits in the paper.

At that point, we stepped back and

asked, "If we don't have unanimous
agreement, what do we have?" The first

conclusion was, "We have the church's

attention." I didn't share the

conmiittee's joy over this, since most of

the mail was addressed to me. But, in

fact, United Methodists for the first time

were talking about baptism theological-

ly. William James was asked if he

believed in baptizing infants. He said,

"Believe it? I've seen it." We can testify,

not only do we believe that United

Methodists hold strong opinions about

baptism, we have actually seen it.

Secondly, it is our diagnosis that the

division of opinion and practice among
us is genetic-passed on to us by our

father in the Methodist movement,

John Wesley, who had a Catholic

spirituality and an evangelical passion.

In Wesley's day, the 2 had not yet been

split asunder, and they were held in vital

tension in his own life. And they are the

legacy that he left the American church.

Ours is a heritage that both treasures the

Sacraments £is a means of grace and

insists on personal conversion.

Theologically, that translates into em-

phases both on God's initiating grace

and the human response in faith.

It is a position of the paper that the

United Methodist understanding ofbap-

tism must reflect this tension between

the 2 poles of God's grace and our

response.

Third, we discovered that when we
talked about baptism, we were talking

about the charter ofthe church. Baptism

is the right of initiation into the body of

Christ. We assume sometimes, especial-

ly at Generfd Conferences, that mem-
bership in the church is defined by

paragraphs in the Discjp/me. And that is

true. But we also suggest that church

membership, especially for the person in

the local church, is defined by what is

said and done in the ritual for baptism.

And since the ritual is read in church,

and not the Discipline, we feel the

church ought to pay attention to what is

being said in the ritual. And we tried to

do that.

Fourthly, we discovered that many of

the concerns the United Methodists

have about their church were drawn to

this paper. We asked for response, and

we got it. Each draft of the paper, in-

cidentally, was been made available to

whomever wanted it; and it was the right

thing for us to do that. But since the

paper was an evolving document, there

are several interpretations of what the

committee was saying.

The final draft, which is printed in the

DCAsls many ofyou have already com-

mented to US-is different than the pre-

vious drafts. This communication with

the church revealed to us that United

Methodists care deeply about youth and

how they are incorporated into the com-

munity of faith. They care deeply about

children and how they are nurtured.

They care deeply about the meaning of

membership and how it is defined with

theological integrity.

Carl Barth said that the publication of

his Commentary on Romans was as if he

had been climbing the steps of the bell

tower in the dark and stumbled and

slipped and fell and reached out in

desperation, grasped the bell rope; and

the result was a call to his generation of

Christians to reexamine their faith.

Similarly, the committee felt that while

trying to accomplish 1 goal, we may have

enabled the church to achieve another.

For our experience as a committee

wrestling with these issues over 3 years

and the testimonies of those who have

communicated with us indicate that the

use of the document as a basis for study

could be the means that God uses to

revive and recommission the church.

For that reason, we recommend its use

as a study document-and for another

reason. At this point, we could not yet

agree on the meaning of baptism for all

United Methodists. But we believe that

the experience of the faithful is an indis-

pensable part of doing any theology,

especially what we are talking about is

what happens in a local church.

Sacramental theologies should be field-

tested. So we are proposing that this

paper be remanded to the General Board

of Discipleship for denominational-wide

study-prepared with a study guide,

along with an instrument for response,

so that a revised paper and possible legis-

lation can be presented to the 1996

General Conference. I would like now to

introduce the principal writer of the

paper. Dr. Dale Dunlap, who will take us

very briefly through the document itself.

DALE DUNLAP: Bishop...

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes.

DUNLAP: ...and members of the con-

ference. Obviously, in the time that we
have I can do nothing other than a quick

overview of the document-as I trust you

have all read and studied and have some
evidence in the case. John Wesley held

the sacramental and evangelical aspects

of baptism in a creative balance. In its

development in the United States,

Methodism failed to maintain this Wes-

leyan synthesis. It is the recovery of this

Wesleyan balance that this paper seeks

to accomplish by offering a theological

and functional understanding of this

balanced understanding of baptism that

have already embodied in our officitd

ritual. The essence of both authentic

sacramentalism and authentic evan-

gelicalism is really the same-
namely, the divine initiative of grace

and the human response of faith. This is

the informing theme of this paper. If

you'll turn in the Advance Edition-

that's the red; you may be already there-

-p. 245..254, the top of the right-hand

column, beginning with Al, the divine

initiative of grace. I'm not going to read

it; I'm just telling you, that's where this

is focused. Salvation is by grace-the

work of God which we experience as the

personal influence of God's saving

presence in our lives-a grace that is al-

ways working prcveniently; that is. Lb

always at work before we are aware of it

And that's the basic meaning of

prevenience.

Clearly, the divine initiative of grace

comes 1st, and that priority defines and

energizes the divine-human relation-

ship. Now on the top of the left-hand

column, p. 255, A3: We articxdate under-

standing ofthe human response of faith.

God does not save us apart from oursel-

ves. The divine initiative of grace re-

quires our human response of faith for

the completion of the divine-human

relationship. But faith is trust-a way of

life in which one trusts one's whole self
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to God, which shows itself in a willing

acceptance of Grod's directing and em-

powering presence in our lives. Now if

you'll turn to p. 256, right-hand column,

the top, Bl, Baptism. God calls and re-

lates to God's people through covenant.

And through baptism we are initiated

into a saving covenant of grace with

God. We do not choose God; God
chooses us. And we respond to God's

choosing of us as manifested in our bap-

tism.

There is only one baptism. God's in-

itiating, enabling, and empowering

grace is the same for all persons. The
baptism of adults and infants differs

only in that the Christian faith is con-

sciously professed by the adult at the

time of baptism, but is personally

professed later by an infant-now-be-

come-youth who has been nurtured in

the faith by the community of faith.

Section C, immediately below: bap-

tism is unrepeatable. In our God-given

freedom, we may ignore or defy God's

covenant claims upon us in baptism, but

we do not thereby negate God's love for

us or God's covenant with us. God con-

tinues faithful, even if we do not. And
God's promises given in the covenant of

baptism need not be repeated. To repeat

baptism is really to impugn the faithful-

ness of God. If there is occasion that

calls for recognizing subsequent life-

chsmging experiences for such a reaffir-

mation of the faith into which we were

baptized is appropriate, but not re-bap-

tism. And that paragraph which I'll not

do more with at this point, will be found

on p. 258, the left-hand column, section

8. Now, look at Section D on 257: the

baptism of infjmts and others unable to

answer for themselves, incorporation

into the Body of Christ and baptism.

That latter, pardon me-trifocals do odd

things when you're doing at a distance-

-you would also turn to p. 260, the left-

hand column, section D, which is the

section on incorporation into the Body
of Christ at baptism. Those 2 belong

together in this issue. Christ constitutes

the church, an empirical community of

faith in time and space, as his body. And
he does so by the power of the Holy

Spirit. Baptism is Christ's act in the

church, the sacrament of initiation and
incorporation into the body of Christ. A
child or adult incorporated into thebody
of Christ through baptism is thereby an

integral part ofthe body of Christ, ofthe

universal catholic church, of the

denomination, and a member of the

local congregation, which is the con-

crete embodiment of the body of Christ.

And the theological rationale for bap-

tism constituting initiation ofthe infant

into the body ofChrist and membership

into the local congregation is the same
{IS it is for infant baptism. The
prevenience of God's grace. And,

theologically, logically, to deny church

membership to the baptized infant

would require the denial of infant bap-

tism. Now, continue on p. 258, the left-

hand column. Section G, the profession

of faith into which we were baptized. In

the case of both infant baptism and in-

fant membership into the church, there

comes a time when, imder the guidance

ofthe Holy Spirit and the nurture, grace,

and love from God through the com-

munity of faith as an essential nurturing

means of God's grace, the infant-now-

become-youth must make a public con-

fession of faith in Jesus Christ and

commit herselfor himself to responsible

discipleship. This is the profession of

faith into which we were baptized. And
at some point in the growth process

leading this profession, there must be a

special and intensive preparation focus-

ing on one's understanding of one's self,

one's appropriation of the Christian

faith, the development and practice of

spiritual disciplines, and of active par-

ticipation in discipleship. You will fmd
the historical and theological rationale

for why we call this "professing the faith

into which we were baptized" instead of

confirmation. That's in the right-hand

column, p. 258, beginning with the first

full paragraph. At the heart of this

paper, "By Water and the Spirit," is the

maintaining ofthe creative and redemp-

tive tension in the Christian faith, il-

lustrated in our Wesleyan tradition,

between God's gracious initiative and

the human response of faith. Thank
you.

CHARLENE KAMMERER (Florida):

I would like for the house to hear the

recommendation of our study commit-

tee as you then hear Dr. Carter present

the amendment. And please be dear

that the recommendations from the

study itself, and those of our legislative

committee, is that the whole report be

recommended for further study across

the church during the next quadren-

nium. We have only 1 amendment on

Recommendation No. 2. That is what

you will fmd in Calendar Item 515, and

that will be before you. But we do con- ^^
cur, with amendment, to the entirety of

^^
the report.

KENNETH L. CARDER (Holston):

Bishop Bethea, members of the con-

ference, I do call your attention to

Calendar Item 515, but ifyou would also

keep before you the red book, p. 262-

263, the recommendations from the

General Board of Discipleship. The
study of baptism had the effect of bind-

ing the Legislative Committee on Faith

and Mission into a community, as we
seriously grappled with the multiple and

complex issues raised by what is the

most comprehensive and explicit state-

ment on baptism that Methodism has

produced.

There is ambiguity regarding baptism

in our Wesleyan heritage, and this

report reflects that ambiguity. While we
struggled with Baptism, the struggle it-

self became a means of grace to the

committee. We want the congregation

to experience something of that same
dynamic

We affirm the importance of the

study. It is bedrock. It is central to our

identity and our life together. Histori-

cally, renewal has come when the

church has been willing to engage

honestly and humbly in serious

theological reflection, as illustrated by

the Reformation, and by the Wesleyan

Revival. It just may be that this study

document along with our doctrinal

standards and theological task and our

mission statement, that those studied in

concert may move us from our institu-

tional preoccupation to theological

reflection and renewal. We affirm the

values ofthis study. It makes explicit the

importance of baptism. We have all ex-

perienced something of the lack of un-

derstanding ofbaptism that exists in the

church.

The mail that I received on this issue,

even from my colleagues in ministry,

indicates that we need to study the docu-

ment seriously. For very often. Baptism

is viewed as simply something the con-

gregation observes, or it is viewed as a

dedication service. It is indeed a sacra-

ment.

The study also identifies the tensions

in our understanding of the sacrament.

The tension between God's grace and

human response. The tension between

Baptism as incorporation into com-

munity, and baptism as God's claiming

and cleansing of the individual. Tension
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between the church as a fellowship

brought into being by God's initiative,

and the church as an institution which
we join in conscious response to God's

initiative. Another value of the study is

its incompleteness. Unlike so much of

what we do at General Conference, this

study report does not rush us to legisla-

tion.

It is an imperfect document which

needs improvement. Rather than it

being presented to the General Con-
ference for adoption as the law of the

church, it is presented as an invitation

to dialogue, and to respond out of the

results of that dialogue. So one of its

great values is its incompleteness and its

invitation for us to participate. And this

is where the recommendations before

you become crucial. The recommenda-
tions are offered by the legislative com-

mittee as ways of strengthening the

study in the local church and involving

the grass roots in forging our church's

statement on baptism.

The recommendations on pp. 262-263

are accepted by the legislative commit-
tee without change, with 1 exception.

That exception is an amendment to

Recommendation No. 2. Recommenda-
tion No. 2 reads, "To receive the docu-

ment 'By Water and the Spirit: A Study

of the Proposed United Methodist Un-
derstanding ofbaptism,' and submit it to

the 1992 General Conference, and to

request that the General Conference

receive it as a document for denomina-

tion-wide study in the coming quadren-

nium. The legislative committee adds

this sentence, "the study will include

consideration of such questions and con-

cerns as the following." Then we list 11

questions and concerns. Now these

questions and concerns are not to be

definitive or exhaustive, but they are

issues raised by the legislative commit-

tee which we feel that in the preparation

of the study document, that if the study

document incorporates these concerns

and questions within its body, it will

enable the local churches and the grass

roots to respond to the critical areas of

tension, and to be involved in that which

will lead us to some conclusions that will

be productive. Now there are some ques-

tions, for example, like questions 2, 8,

and 9, where the ... for example then

No. 2. "Does the paper teach that bap-

tism is necessary for salvation. If so,

what are the implications of this teach-

ing?" You can certainly legitimately add.

"if so" or "if not so." Wejust want these

kinds of issues to be discussed and avail-

able to the local church. So, Bishop

Bethea, we move the adoption of Calen-

dar Item No. 515.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, thank

you. 515 is before us. Go to microphone

14, please.

MARK L. HORST (Minnesota): I en-

courage us to support this amendment,
and that we not simply vote our approval

of the document, but evaluate it careful-

ly. The document speaks of a balance

between Wesley's sacramental and

evangelical emphasis, but it, I think,

fails to explain why Wesley balances

these. See, Wesley never doubts God's

faithfulness. His sacramental emphasis

maintains that objective truth, but we
are not, thus Wesley's evangelical criti-

que of sacramentalism. Wesley treats

our faithlessness with maximal serious-

ness. God will be faithful, that's true, but

God can part the Red Sea waters, and if

we don't walk through, we are still in

Egypt. The document fails to emphasize

this fundamental Wesleyan concern,

and by doing so, I think it may confuse

our evangelistic duty as a church, which

is to call sinners, baptized and unbap-

tized, to the gospel feast.

Finally, there's a tendency in the

document to speak of baptismal grace or

God's grace, apart from the grace of

Jesus Christ. Now this is a matter of

emphasis. There are surely many pas-

sages for which this is not true, but I find

a consistent and troubling tendency to

speak of grace in abstract terms. Seems
to me that for Christian theology, grace

is always personal, that grace is always

the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that

grace always hits a face and hands and a

wounded side. That baptism is above all

and before all, baptism into the life,

death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ,

not simply the application of some
generic substance that brings about

some kind of abstract improvement.

Grace is the life of Christ given to make
us Christ-like, so I commend this docu-

ment and the amended questions.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, the mo-
tion . . . state again the motion, so we'll

be clear.

CARTER: The motion is that we ac-

cept Calendar Item No. 515.

BISHOP BETHEA: We accept, and
what does that do?

CARTER: It approves the recommen-
dations on p. 262-263, . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes.

CARTER: . . . with the addition of the

questions under item 2. The questions as

printed in theDCAin Calendar Item 515.

BISHOP BETHEA: And it's referred

to the church for study?

CARTER: That's correct.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

CARTER: As the other recommenda-
tions indicate, it goes to the publishing

house, the present committee continues

to receive response, and the Board of

Discipleship will also be involved in that

process.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Yes. Go
to microphone 2.

CHARLES SAYRE (Southern New
Jersey): It may be that the committee
will accept this amendment as part of

the report, but I'd like to amend the

document by adding to item 2 at the

bottom of 262, that the reference peti-

tioned to General Conference also go to

our Committee on Christian . . . Com-
mission on Christian Unity and

Religious Affairs. If I may have a second,

I would like to speak to that referral.

BISHOP BETHEA: It's seconded.

SAYRE: The reason for this is that we
have produced here, I think, the most
exciting ecimienical document that I

have read in a long time. I've read the

work of our commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns and

their dialogue with the Lutheran

Church, and the World Methodist

dialogue with the World Lutheran body

on baptism. We have moved the

Methodist part of ecumenical dialogue a

whole mile, many miles further along.

And this document has an ecumenical

movement that's trying to make the

church truly catholic, truly evangelical,

and truly reformed This document has

profound significance for our ecumeni-

cal dialogue. It's an ecumenical dialogue.

I'd like to see the referral to the Commis-
sion on Interreligious Concerns, please.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, the

amendment is to refer to the Commis-
sion on Interreligious Concerns. Yes,

sir? No. 1.

OSWALD BRONSON SR. (Florida):

I'd like to ask the chair to clarify the

parliamentary situation of which we are

now working. Earlier, we had a motion
to suspend the rules; then we suspended

the suspension. Just where are we now?
Are we still having 2 speeches for?

BISHOP BETHEA: We are under the

rules that have been adopted. We have 2
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speeches for, 2 against; and what's the

time limit? 2 minutes. We need some-

body to speak against. Go to

microphone no. 9. Against the amend-

ment.

MARY ELIZABETH MOORE
(California-Pacific): I'd like to make a

substitute amendment, please, may I do

that?

BISHOP BETHEA: Try it.

MOORE: I move a substitute amend-

ment that the study committee be

delegated with the responsibility to cre-

ate a list of questions that invite our

local churches to engage with the docu-

ment and with what it means to them.

If I have a 2nd, I'll speak to it.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, I'm not sure

that's a substitute amendment. I'll let

you make that, once we dispense with

this 1. You want to speak to this amend-

ment? A point of inquiry, > go to

microphone 4.

KIRBYJON CALDWELL (Texas):

Thank you, bishop. Bishop and my fel-

low Methodists, I'd like to call your at-

tention to p. 257, 1st paragraph on the

right-hand side, 1st full paragraph on

the right-hand side. The baptism of in-

fants is properly understood and valued

if the child is loved and accepted by the

family, and worship in church, and their

own family. Question no. 1 is: What if

the child does not have a "family" as we
know it? That should probably read

"and/or," but it's just a question.

Secondly, if a parent or surrogate

parents cannot or will not nurture the

child in the faith, or if a godparent can-

not be found who will provide such

guidance, then baptism is to be

postponed until such nurture is avail-

able. Postponed? Why penalize the child

for not having parents? Why penalize

the child for having unfaithful parents?

BISHOP BETHEA: Doctor, doctor,

we are on the amendment at this point.

CALDWELL: Yes, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you.

CALDWELL: Thank you, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes. The Sayre

amendment is that this document be

referred also to the Commission on

Christian Unity and Interreligious Con-

cerns. That's, yes, that's the amend-

ment.

KAMMERER: Bishop Bethea, may I

speak to the amendment on behalf of

the committee?

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes, you'U have

the last speech, won't you?

KAMMERER: WeU, I hope this will be

the last speech.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, somebody

back here wants to speak. Over here.

Are you going to speak against the

amendment? No. 10, please.

HARRIETT OLSON (Northern New
Jersey): Bishop, I need some clarifica-

tion and then I may need to speak

against it. Could you inform the body

what it would mean to refer the docu-

ment? Would that be contrary to the

other recommendations that are before

us?

BISHOP BETHEA: I would thmk
not. That is not contrary. It's an addi-

tion.

OLSON: The question. I'm not clear

on how the document can be referred

and then how it can also be published

for study. It's not a referral for action?

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes, speak,

answer.

KAMMERER: We are clear that this

is not an official document of The
United Methodist Church. If it is

referred to CUIC, I assume they are not

mandated by this amendment to take

any action on it. I think the concern was

simply to make sure that particular

agency gave serious input into the

denomination-wide study.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Go to

microphone 14, is it?

MILES: I move to suspend the rules

and call it everything before us. We got

other peaches to pick.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, is it

seconded? You will suspend the rules

and call for everything before us. WUl

you raise your hand? Thank you. Those

who oppose? Well, you've suspended the

rules. Now, ifyou wUl call for everything

before us, will you raise your hand?

Thank you; those who oppose? Well,

you've done it. We are back on the Sayre

amendment, which refers the document

also to the Commission to Interreligious

Concerns. You ready? That's right, ex-

cuse me.

KAMMERER: I wanted to say that the

committee would accept the amend-

ment.

BISHOP BETHEA: AH right, weU, it's

a part of it. Is this an inquiry? Go to no.

11, please. No. 11, please.

CASE: I have a question about what it

means to move on everything that is

before us. I've been wanting very much
to make an amendment. Does this disal-

low any further discussion or any fur-

ther amendments? If so...

BISHOP BETHEA: I'm afraid the

house has said it wants to conclude dis-

cussion of this matter.

RILEY CASE: Bishop, may I raise

some objection? We were told when this

particular baptism study was being for-

mulated that we would have oppor-

tunity for some input. There was no

input that was aUowed, that is, in t6rms

ofamendments when it came before the

Board of Discipleship. When it came
before our legislative group, the legisla-

tive group made a determination that

there would be no amendments aUowed
to the study docimient, Jind now it's

coming before this body without, not

only without any amendments being jd-

lowed to the study document, but

without any further discussion or

amendments even made to the recom-

mendations. This is a very important

document, and I'm very disappointed if

we're letting it slip through so quickly

when we have spent so much time on

things that are ofmuch less importance.

I would move reconsideration so that we
might have more discussion on this

document.

BISHOP BETHEA: Did you vote in

the affirmative on the caU for the...?

CASE: I was confused about what the

vote was. No, I did not vote with the

affiirmative.

BISHOP BETHEA: I'U have to say

that we cannot consider that. Inquiry?

Microphone 1, please.

RAMON A. EVANGEUSTA
(Southern New Jersey): Is this that

document to be translated to other lan-

guages?

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. WUl the

document be translated into...?

KAMMERER: It would be up to the

publishing house to make that deter-

mination, but we are assuming it would

be.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. Yes?

Microphone 5, please.

JAMES W. HOLSINGER (Virginia): I

did vote against the motion, and I think

RUey Case has a pretty pertinent ques-

tion to raise, and so, therefore, I would

move reconsideration.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, I'm sorry.

We need somebody who voted for it to

make the motion to reconsider. Thank
you.

HOLSINGER: I think you're right,

bishop; thank you.

*
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BISHOP BETHEA: Go to

microphone 3, please.

SCOTT A. WILLIAMS (Central Pen-

nsylvania): Mr. bishop, I voted to

suspend the rules, and I would request

reconsideration. I voted to suspend the

rules to end debate, not realizing that

this important item should be discussed.

So, I move for reconsideration.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. This is

reconsideration of the action you took

on the previous question; is that right?

And does it need this reconsideration?

EVANGEUSTA: Not debatable.

BISHOP BETHEA: Not debatable.

Just a simple mtyority. Ifyou will recon-

sider the action on the previous ques-

tion, will you raise your hand? Well,

those who opposed. Well, we'd better

take a count on that. Question is on the

reconsideration of the house's call for

the previous question on this matter of

the baptism study. Vote when the light

appears.

BISHOP BETHEA: Question? "Yes,"

374; "No," 504. You have not recon-

sidered it. I am afraid that I am going

have to put.. .the house is asking to vote

on this matter. The house is asking the

vote on this matter. If you will approve

Item 515.. .Well, you've accepted the

amendment, did you not?

KAMMERER: Yes.

BISHOP BETHEA: Are we not on the

approval of 515? Vote when the light

appears, please. "Yes," 840; "No," 89.

You have approved 515. All right.

KAMMERER: Bishop Bethea...

BISHOP BETHEA: Question? Yes.

RONALD BRETSCH (North Central

New York): Bishop, in reference to lan-

guages, my question is-we usually

publish in Spanish and Korean, would it

be possible for this to be in French for

Africa, a fast-growing area of our

denomination?

KAMMERER: I don't know any way

that we can respond to that, except

knowing the Board of Discipleship will

hear that request.

BRETSCH: Thank you.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. All

right.

KAMMERER: Bishop Bethea, Dr.

Mark Trotter would like a moment of

special privilege.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

TROTTER: Thank you, Bishop. This

has been a wonderful experience for me
and for all members of this committee--

not only the high privilege serving the

church we love, but also the rich ex-

perience we have had together as a fel-

lowship of Christians. We've asked the

committee to come onto the stage; half

of them are so modest that they

wouldn't do that-they're out there

someplace. But I would like to have all

the committee stand at this time to

receive your appreciation.

KAMMERER: And now. Bishop

Bethea, we have only 3 remaining calen-

dar items related to the work of our

legislative committee, and we would re-

quest to care for them at this time. Jim

Hamish, the vice chair of our committee

will direct us in these petitions.

(Calendar Item No. 542)

JIM HARNISH (Florida): Thank you.

Bishop and members of the conference,

ifyou'll join us on Calendar Item no. 542.

You'll find it on p. 284, and you'll find

the original petition on p. 1 126. And the

committee recommends nonconcur-

rence h&sed on the work that has been

commended to you and approved by you

on the baptism docimient.

BISHOP BETHEA: This is 542?

HARNISH: Yes.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. 542 is

before you. Vote when the light appears,

please. You have supported the action of

the committee. "Yes," 759; "No," 67.

(Calendar Item No. 543)

HARNISH: Thank you, Bishop. I

should say that these 2 items are before

you because they could not fit on the

Consent Calendar; the rest of these

items you've already covered on the

Consent Calendar. Immediately below

that, on p. 284, you'll find no. 543. You'll

find the original petition on p. 1255.

Again, the committee recommends non-

concurrence based on the work of the

baptismal study.

BISHOP BETHEA: Question is on

your support of the committee's recom-

mendation. Yes. Go to microphone 4, is

it?

BILL HINSON (Texas): Bishop, mem-
bers of the conference, we need to realize

we have a basic inconsistency here in

that our Discipline has a section, 216.4,

it talks about the catcgoiy of

preparatory membership. The child is

baptized and becomes a preparatory

member. Now the study, which is con-

tinuing for the next 4 years, has that

child as a full member of the church. I

was a member of the committee, and I

wrote letters before we came to the legis-

lative committee. The committee has

not yet answered the question. What if

the child does not claim the faith into

which he or she was baptized? Are they

still a full member ofthe church? And if,

of course, they are still a full member of

the church, no matter whether or not

they claim that faith, if they are still

saved, then we better start sprinkling

people on the street Wesley talked

about baptized pagans and baptized in-

fidels.

I want the conference to realize that

we have a basic contradiction here in the

provision ofoxu Discipline and what this

paper, the study, is now proposing. We
have had a reformation. We talk about

salvation by faith. Believe in the Lord

Jesus Christ and you'll be saved. Those

who believe not are condenmed already.

The decision God makes for us, we
proclaim at baptism. But we must also

make a personal decision for Jesus

Christ. Without that baptism~I mean
without that personal decision-baptism

becomes not a sign or symbol but some
kind of magic.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The
question is on.. .the committee recom-

mends nonconcurrence. You will vote

when the light appears, please. You have

sustained the committee. "Yes," 649;

"No," 255.

(Calendar Item No. 534 Doctrinal

Statement)

HARNISH: Thank you. Bishop. I

might say on behalf of the committee I

think what Bill has raised is exactly the

kind of dialogue and discussion that the

baptismal paper is requesting in the life

of the church. But at this point there are

no changes in any disciplinary passages,

and that's why we recommended non-

concurrence. Now to item 534. This is

not related to the baptism study. Item

534; you'll find it on p. 284. You'll fmd
the petition on p. 1170. The title is

"Reaffirm Our United Methodist

Doctrinal Position." The legislative

committee gave serious consideration to

this petition, particularly in light of

some of the background concerns that

were shared with us in the legislative

committee. We recommend nonconcur-

rence, basically for 2 reasons. One, be-

cause the committee sensed that this

petition, while it dealt with what many
persons believe is a very serious concern,

dealt with a very specific concern that
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did not need to be addressed at this

point in this way; and the second being

that we believed that the present

doctrinal standards oi theDiscipline are

adequate and provide the guidance that

we need. And so the committee recom-

meiids nonconcurrence.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. You
have heard the recommendation of the

committee. Please vote when the light

appears.

BISHOP BETHEA: You have sus-

tained the conmiittee. "Yes," 774; "No,"

122.

HARNISH: Thank you. Bishop, I

would add my word that this committee

has represented the kind of theological

discussion and insight that is at the very

best of our church, thank you.

KAMMERER: Bishop Bethea, and

members of the conference, we joyfully

report to you that we have completed

the work you have given us to do, and we
will now dance off the stage. Thank you
very much.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes? Go to

microphone no. 9, please.

HAROLD D. KUEHLE (Missouri

East): Point of information is that I'm

assuming that the committee wUl make
the addresses available for individuals to

respond to the document once it's pub-

lished and circulated. And that we'll

take each 1 of those letters personally

from the heart of each individual

Methodist. Is that correct?

BISHOP BEIHEA: All right. I would

certainly {issume so, and suggest that if

they had not planned to do that, that

they will now. Yes? Microphone no. 3,

please.

(Calendar Item No. 1655 Oppose Wor-
ship ofSophia)

W. RANDOLPH SMITH (Texas):

Bishop, I'm curious, was the an-

nouncement that the work was com-

pleted a declaration that all the items

from Faith and Mission have been com-

pleted? There is 1 item which is in

today's DCA that has not been ad-

dressed, and is not on the Consent

Calendar, and it's one to which I want

to speak, and I just want to make sure

that . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: Charlene? Where
is the chairperson? What is the item?

SMITH: No, they're dancing back up.

Here they come.

BISHOP BETHEA: What is the item?

SMITH: The item is 1655. It's on p.

542 of the blue book.

BISHOP BETHEA: 542 of the blue

book. 16 . .

.

SMITH: 55. And I . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: 1655.

SMITH: I just heard someone behind

me say they thought we had already

voted on it, but I was not aware of that

if we have.

BISHOP BETHEA: Do you have a

quick response?

HARNISH: Bishop? Forgive us or for-

give the computer, one or the other. You
are correct. We had received the report

that we had had the records of every-

thing that had gone on to the Consent

Calendar, and that must have been in

error, Bishop. This would be ap-

propriately before you, and as you see in

the DCA, the committee also recom-

mended nonconcurrence on the same
basis as the last that I presented to you.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. You
want to speak to that? All right, yes.

SMITH: I would like to speak to that,

Bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: Come to

microphone 3.

SMITH: Bishop, I am a member ofthe

Faith and Mission committee. I feel that

this matter on its face looks like a rather

innocuous petition, but I feel like it deals

with a matter of real substance. Those

.

. . you have it in front of you, and you

can see that what it does is ask for a

reaffirmation that the doctrinal stand-

ards are within the orthodox teachings,

and it opposes the practice of worship-

ing Sophia. Now, I'm not well-versed in

this controversy that surrounds Sophia,

but I am concerned at our letting slip

through here something which says it

opposes the practice of the worship of

anything but Jesus Christ, in whose

name we are gathered here. And I want

to speak against this petition, and

against the position ofthe committee on

the basis that to permit this to go

through is an action by this body which

permits, to use the words ofthe petition,

"the practice of worshiping Sophieu"

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Did you

make a motion? You spoke against the

motion. You spoke against nonconcur-

rence.

SMITH: Yes, sir, I'm speaking against

the nonconcurrence.

BISHOP BETHEA: Got you, all right.

Is there anyone who would like to speak

for nonconcurrence? Go to microphone ^m

JOHN COLLINS (New York): I think

this kind of a petition shows the futility

of trying to legislate things we oppose

worshiping. I think if we're going to do

that we ought to adopt resolutions op-

posing the worship of the real idols that

do endanger the church today, such as

racism, militarism, and materialism.

But that's a futile effort, and I think we
should recognize this also as one and we
should support' the recommendation of

the committee for nonconcurrence.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right, is there

someone who wishes to speak against

nonconcurrence? Over here, what's that

microphone? 11.

(Continued in Next Issue)
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Delegates Race Clock, Attack 600 Calendar Items
As the General conference delegates started their fi-

nal day of meeting, they faced the near impossible - 600

more calendar items to go and only nine hours left be-

fore the 10 p.m. acljoumment. They failed the impossi-

ble; acljournment came at 11:45.

Continued participation by The United Methodist

Church in the controversial Religious Coalition on

Abortion Rights (RCAR) was affirmed by a vote of 485-

448. The General Board of Church and Society and the

Board of Global Ministries' Women's Division are mem-
bers of RCAR, begun in 1973 after the U.S. Supreme
Court's Roe vs. Wade decision.

Neither agency has contributed financially to RCAR
since about 1986, officials of the two agencies said. The
coalition rents office space in the United Methodist

Building on Capitol Hill in Washington.

The RCAR action was appealed to the Judicial Coun-

cil to rule on whether support of the coalition violates

church law. The church's highest court will hear the

case at its Oct. 28-31 session.

In 1990, the Judicial Council unanimously upheld a

ruling by Bishop David Lawson in Wisconsin that noth-

ing in the written statement of piirpose of RCAR vio-

lated the Social Principles' statement on abortion.

A series of other votes upheld the denomination's

current stance on abortion. Margins in these votes

ranged generally fi-om approximately 70 percent to 85

percent.

The church's Social Principles now "recognize tragic

conflicts of life with life that may justify abortion, and
in such cases support the legal option of abortion under

proper medical procedures." Abortion as a form of birth

control or gender selection is specifically rejected.

Acting on a consent calendar item, the delegates ap-

proved a proposed plan to address sexual harassment.

The resolution calls for the General Commission on the

Status and Role of Women (COSROW) to work with

other church bodies to develop educational resources

dealing with the issue.

A resolution on environmental racism, also adopted

on consent, calls for a moratorium on situating commer-
cial hazardous waste facilities in communities of low-in-

come families or racial and ethnic minorities and calls

on the U.S. government to study, monitor, and clean up
these comjnunities.

A task force to examine racism in the nation's rural

population was authorized by delegates and directed to

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

bsues required the careful attention of each delegate. Pictured

above: (right to left) Harriett Olson, Ernest Light, Beth Mitchell,

Vivian Bull, and Hae-Jong Kim of the Northern New Jersey

Conference.

examine specific strategies to address the manifesta-

tions of racism in rural areas, both on personal and in-

stitutional levels. The General Commission on Religion

and Race will coordinate the effort.

It was announced during the day that two delega-

tions fi-om the General Conference will visit Washing-

ton, D.C., May 16 and Los Angeles June 1-2 to carry

the message of peace and justice adopted earlier in the

sessions in Louisville. The Washington and Los Ange-

les delegations will be headed by Bishop Pelton E. May
and Bishop Melvin G. Talbert respectively.

A series of resolutions on international concerns,

ranging from the rebuilding of El Salvador to apartheid

in South Afi-ica, were approved in consent calendar ac-

tion.

United Methodists were called to continue to advo-

cate for sanctions against South Afinca until the crea-

tion of an interim government. Reinvestment is

encouraged once the proper conditions have been met.

Despite grass-roots appeals to pare costs, the dele-

gates rejected a move to reduce the number of directors

of general agencies. By a 464-429 vote, an attempt to

restrict the number of voting members on the 13 gen-

eral agencies to one person fi-om each of the annual con-

(continued onpage 702)
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United Methodist Rural

Fellowship Shines

A first-time United Methodist Rural Fellowship

(UMRF) volunteer said it best: "1 was amazed at the or-

ganization and technology the UMRF brings to bear on

the legislative process at General Conference. 1 had no

idea we were so organized—or so effective!"

The UMRF has traditionally seen about 85 percent

of the legislation it has sponsored or endorsed passed

successfully by General Conference delegates.

A national organization of some 37 chapters, the

UMRF depends heavily on its network of rural-sensi-

tive clergy and laity.
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Three years before the General Conference meets,

planning is in place for legislative consultations which

focus the UMRF's attention on issues. Two years be-

fore General Conference, the UMRF convenes a na-

tional gathering to determine specific issues, petitions,

and the modes of advocacy it will endorse. About one

year before the General Conference convenes, the site

for the next UMRF headquarters is determined and

reservations in area hotels are secured for the UMRF
volunteers who will work on behalf of rural and small-

membership churches.

Volunteers come from across the country to serve as

legislative interpreters, hospitality suite hosts, com-

puter and radio operators, and rural church advocates.

These volunteers are students, parents, laity, clergy,

educators, musicians, farmers, chaplains, chvirch and
community workers, and others. Most come at their

own expense to work from one to 10 days. They bring

"in-kind" gifts of all sorts-computer paper, office sup-

plies, computers and printers, copiers and fax machines

and shortwave radios for communicating with volun-

teers when they meet with their General Conference

committees.

Every morning the UMRF volunteers are sent out,

as informed advocates, trained for the specific petitions

and resolutions the UMRF has identified for its focus.

UMRF volunteers are acquainted with the General

Conference site arrangement, legislative processes, and

UMRF goals, and they stand ready to speak, advise,

and interpret.

Legislative committee changes are entered into the

UMRF computers. This keeps the UMRF abreast of

changes and ready to provide interpretation when
needed.

As many as 60 volimteers may be involved in some

facet of the support for this effort at any one time, in-

cluding cooking, typing, answering the telephone, run-

ning documents to committees, monitoring committee

processes and plans, and talking with delegates.

Because 67 percent of all United Methodist congre-

gations have 200 or fewer members, UMRF members
believe the results are worth the effort.

-Roger Armatrong

PETS for Sale

Because of the large number of re-

quests for electronic copies of petitions

and calendar items, the PEtitions Track-

ing System (PETS) data base will be avail-

able to any individual or group for

purchase. To order, send a check for $100

to: John Brawn, coordinator of calendar,

2928 Varden Ave., San Jose, Calif. 95124.
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Information Streams Through DCA
Like a mighty ocean, waves of information splashed

across the gathering of God's people in Louisville for

General Conference 1992.

In speeches, sermons, reports, petitions, motions,

amendments, seconds, rulings, statistics, and handouts,

information came to delegates and visitors from all di-

rections.

Sometimes in gentle swells of cool, sweet water that

touched sensitive chords in their hearts. General Con-

ference participants gained new insight and apprecia-

tion for one another.

At other times, like a giant comber breaking upon a

placid beach, rearranging its sand and changing it for-

ever, huge waves of new, unfamiliar information en-

gulfed delegates and visitors.

They may have felt like the old sailor who said, "It's

been a heck of a day at sea."

And, like a colony of ants, scurrying around—cau-

cusing here, meeting there, carrying bits and pieces of

information to and fro—General Conference partici-

pants tried to sort it all out.

To their rescue came the Daily Christian Advocate,

otherwise known as the DCA.
Every morning, like magic, a fresh copy of the DCA

appeared on delegate's desks, and the confusion of the

previous day was ended, at least briefly. This is what
happened; here is where we are; this is what we have

yet to do," the DCA pages said.

J. Richard Peck, DCA editor, explained that the

"magic trick" was performed daily (and nightly) by a

dedicated staff of information-gatherers, word proces-

sors, writers, transcribers, editors, and managers, all

assisted by "modem technology."

Information-gatherers on the conference floor re-

corded and documented every word six)ken during daily

proceedings. The tapes were delivered to Bob Lowder-

milk, coordinator of verbatim transcribers and check-

ers, who got the information into the computer system

almost as it happened.

Meanwhile, writers covered legislative committee
meetings, recording progress of legislative items and
their eventual appearance as calendar items. Unofficial

reports went to Keith Pohl, coordinator of news reports

from legislative sections. Official information was also

fed into the computer system by Mike Cunningham,
computer manager, calendar editor, and coordinator of

legislative section secretaries.

And while all this went on, writers ferreted out in-

teresting facts, features, activities, and behind-the-

scenes stories that gave meaning and purpose to

General Conference issues. This information was fed

into the system through a team of features editors

—

Barbara Dunlap-Berg, Keith Kendall, and Brad Motta.

Composition editors Gayl Hinton and Richard Street

then brought together all the information and laid out

each edition using desk-top publishing capabilities.

When those steps were completed, production man-
ager Camilla Jones delivered the day's copy to the

printer, "putting it to bed," as they say in the trade,

and sending a weary DCA staff—some 38 people in

all—to bed.

The DCA is published only during General Confer-

ence and does not have a permanent staff. Editorial and

managerial staff were all volunteers from The United

Methodist Publishing House, Cokesbury, United Meth-

odist Communications, Church School Publications,

and annual conference communications offices.

"There isn't a weak link in the chain," Peck said.

"We do things more by tradition than by Discipline,"

referring to the fact that the DCA's existence, while not

well-documented in the Book ofDiscipline, is, neverthe-

less, a strong tradition of the General Conference.

— Wallace Bennett

RALPH BAKER PHOTO

Desktop publiahing •ometimes requires a lot of "heads" working
together: fleft to right) Bob Lowdermilk, Marv Cropsey, Vem
Bigler, Mike Cunningham.

KEITH KENDALL PHOTO

Richard Street, a computer, copy, and several cups of coffee

work together to produce news and feature articles for each

daily edition.
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How Technology Speeds Process
For the 1992 General Conference, DCA editor J.

Richard Peck and Carolyn Marshall, secretary of the

General Conference, were anxious to computerize the

whole DCA operation. They invited John Brawn, who
prepared a computer program to handle the petition

process for the 1988 General Conference, to develop a

system for the committee and calendar phases of the

process as well. He also worked with the DCA to insure

the design included their requirements.

The resulting system was nicknamed PETS, short

for PEtition Tracking System.

How It Works

The bulk of the 1992 petitions work is done by Odell

Thompson in her home, prior to the beginning of Gen-

eral Conference. She sorts each petition by paragraph

number, financial considerations, constitutional impli-

cations, title, and so forth. PETS assigns a petition

number and forwards the original petition to the DCA
for entry and printing in the Advance Daily Christian

Advocate. The ADCA copy is reprocessed to provide the

petition text in PETS.
Recorders work with legislative committee officers

to input legislative committee actions. They assign pe-

titions to committee numbers and enter legislative com-

mittee action, including amendments; changes in

financial considerations; and, in some cases, minority

reports. PETS keeps track of the changes made.

When the committee completes an item, it sends a

proof to the DCA. When this hard copy is correct, the

DCA releases the committee item and provides a

printed copy of the committee item, exactly as it will

appear. The committee leaders sign the document and

turn it in to the agenda coordinator, and it is no longer

available to the committee.

Calendar Phase

The released committee item is scanned for proper

signatures. The processing includes verifying the ver-

sion number. The signed sheet must agree with the

PETS version number. If a minority report is included,

it must be noted in the processing. If everything is OK,
the committee item is accepted as a calendar item.

Each evening, accepted calendar items are processed

by batches. They are sorted and assigned calendar item

numbers. The text is forwarded to the DCA for printing

in the next edition.

Once a calendar item number is assigned, the mat-

ter is the property of the plenary session and cannot be

changed, except by the plenary session.

Subsequent Action

The actions of plenary sessions of the General Con-

ference are recorded. Calendar items may be changes to

the Discipline, Book of Resolutions, the Constitution,

and references. When all items are resolved. The
United Methodist Publishing House prints the new Dis-

cipline and Book ofResolutions.

Other Computer Systems

The conference voting system uses three computers.

Straight votes are counted and the results displayed via

the United Methodist Communications (UMCom) video

van and stage monitor system. Special votes such as the

Judicial Council election are scanned and processed for

invalid votes, with the results computed in a Lotus

spreadsheet in a third computer. The results are dis-

played via character generator and the stage monitor.

—Mel Brawn

The aotioiM of General Conference are

viewed from a variety of "angles."

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO
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General Conference Takes
to the Airwaves

Issues facing General Conference delegates during

plenary sessions were also dealt with in public forums

as conference representatives shared in media pro-

grams, interviews, and news segments.

During the evening of May 12, for example, four

United Methodists shared their insights and answered

phoned-in questions on the "Metz Here!" radio program.

Hosted by local radio and TV personality Milton Metz,

"Metz Here!" is broadcast on the 50,000-watt Radio

WHAS AM stereo 840. Though a local show, it regu-

larly receives calls from the Midwest to the East Coast,

from the Great Lakes region to the Gulf Shores.

Thalia F. Matherson, North Texas Conference dele-

gate; Bishop Roy C. Nichols, Oakland, Calif; Gerald K.

Richardson, Western New York Conference reserve

delegate; and Barbara P. Sheldon, Kansas West Confer-

ence delegate, fielded questions on topics ranging from

homosexuality and abortion to inner-city violence and
biblical inerrancy. Calls came in throughout the eve-

ning and were backed up waiting during most of the

night.

The positions of the callers were varied and diverse.

Panel members challenged callers to deal with the peo-

ple related to the issues as well as to the issues them-

selves. The church's stance on issues was stated and
restated by the panel. One of the most important re-

sults of the program was to reinforce the fact that The
United Methodist Church is not afraid to confront and
discuss tough issues.

Throughout General Conference, a small, dedicated

team of media professionals got the word out about con-

ference actions. The radio news desk, a service of

United Methodist Communications, provided more
than 40 news stories to radio stations through an "800"

number telephone hot line. Telephone feeds were up-

dated twice daily.

Live radio interviews were furnished for the ABC ra-

dio network, KCBS in San Francisco, and KMOX in St.

Louis. Spanish-language stories were given to more
than 300 Hispanic radio stations. A 10-minute program

featutring Oklahoma Area Bishop Dan E. Solomon was
produced and duplicated for distribution to 10 Okla-

homa radio stations.

Through the medium of radio, the story of The
United Methodist Church at work was reported from

coast to coast.

—Dan Moore and R. Oregory Tate
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Bits 'n Pieces

Marshals Betty and Gilbert SoUey reported on the

General Conference to members of their congregation,

Trinity United Methodist Church, Bradenton, Fla.,

Wednesday evening, May 13. The Solleys telephoned

the congregation, and members attending a church din-

ner heard a "Live From the Conference" report via

speaker phone.

Have you noticed the "SIN" Delegation in our

midst? SIN stands for South Indiana Conference,

whose delegates are seated in Section B, Row 14, Seats

1-6, and Row 15, Seats 1-10.

Two members of the Western New York Conference

delegation belong to Kenmore [N.Y.] United Methodist

Church: Barbara A. Hora and Patricia A. Bigler.

Also hailing fromi the Western New York Conference

is the Rev. William E. "Bill" Burdick, Akron [N.Y.]

United Methodist Church, who has covered radio news

for four of the five past General Conferences.

When Perry R. "Rick" Newbury was a teen-ager, he

lived at the Mount Vernon [111.] United Methodist Chil-

dren's Home, where the Rev. Joseph Evers served as

chair of the board. Today Newbury, Red Bird Mission-

ary Conference clergy delegate, is a district superinten-

dent, overseeing Evers' ministry as pastor of the

Beverly [Ky.] United Methodist Church. Evers, who
was a General Conference delegate in 1964, 1966, 1968,

£md 1970, is a page at this year's conference.

Both reserve delegates iroai the Oklahoma Indian

Missionary Conference are from Angle Smith Memorial

United Methodist Church, Oklahoma City. They are

the Rev. Lois Neal and Noah Long.

"We believe women should be making decisions

about women's issues." To prove they meant what they

said, the male delegates of Kansas East Conference

asked seven women in their delegation to sit in Friday

morning's session to vote on women's issues during the

Church and Society Legislative Committee report. The
women included Minnie M. Finger (reserve), the Rev.

Marilyn D. Gregory (reserve), the Rev. H. Sharon How-
ell, Marie L. Krestine (reserve), Darlene M. Montgom-
ery, Betty J. Nelson, and the Rev. Janet R. Rhind

(reserve). The delegation normally seats three women
in the eight-member group.

If you are suffering from shivering arms, a cold or

wet head, an outfit that's not quite complete without

the proper accessories, or books and papers all askew,

the answer to your dilemma may be lurking in the Lost

and Found, formerly located in the Commonwealth
Convention Center information booth. As of noon yes-

terday, the "found" box contained a jacket, a cap, four

umbrellas, two necklaces, a bracelet, four DCAb in

binders, a folder marked 'T)rugs," a Book of Discipline,

a Hymnal, and another folder. While the DCA was tal-

lying this earthshaking information, satisfied Lost and
Found customer Alma L. Fields (Northern Illinois Con-

ference) appeared to claim her pearl necklace. "I feel

great!" she exclaimed. "The necklace wasn't expensive,

but it was a memento."

If your last image of the male Cokesbury staff mem-
bers was of a bunch of necktie-less men, it's no wonder.

The United Methodist neckties sold so well that, toward

the end of General Conference, Cokesbury sales person-

nel gave up their own ties to be sold.

In addition to the schools mentioned in the May 15

DCA article, "Seminarians Gain Fresh Insights," Bos-

ton [Mass.] University School of Theology also had a

group of students attending General Conference with

the hope of gaining a new perspective of the church at

work. We're sorry we omitted you from the article!

(continued from frontpage)

ferences in the United States was rejected. Agencies

currently have approximately 30 to 200 members.

In another action related to numbers, the delegates

defeated a proposal that would have redistributed the

number of General Conference delegates from various

sections of the church. The proposal would have re-

duced the number from the North Central Jurisdiction

by 14, Northeastern by 4, and Western by 16. The

South Central Jurisdiction would have gained 16,

Southeastern 16, and Central Conferences 4.

After repeated discussions, a revised total for gen-

eral fund apportionments was approved late Friday.

The new total is $475,070,000 for the 1993-96 quadren-

nium, compared to $417,167,334 for 1989-92.

The final major action was acceptance of a ground-

breaking genetic science report developed by a task

force under auspices of the General Board of Church

and Society. "The urgent task of interpreting the faith

in light of the biotechnology revolution and evaluating

the rapidly emerging genetic science and technology

has only begun," the report asserts.

As the debate wore on, time was extended three

times. Bishop Jack M. Tuell declared the 200th anni-

versary General Conference adjourned at 11:45 p.m.

and the delegates filed out into the May midnight be-

lieving, in the words of the closing liturgy, "we face the

future with an unshakable hope."

—Robert Lear
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Judicial Council Decisions

Decision No. 674

IN RE: Legality of Mandatory Participation in the

Health Care Plan (UMCare).

Digest

The General Conference possesses the authority

to adopt a health care plan which mandates

participation by various members of Annual,

Provisional and Missionary Conferences and

others employed by United Methodist

salary-paying units.

Statement of Facts

The 1992 General Conference adopted a health

care plan known as "UMCare." The complete text

of the plan can be found in the Advance Daily

Christian Advocate, pages 472-487, with

amendments in the Daily Christian Advocate,

pages 463-464.

In addition to the mandatory category

participation, the plan provides for voluntary and

optional participation. It also excludes certain

persons from participation in the plan.

The General Conference requested the Judicial

Council to determine the legality of only one

aspect of the plan, i.e., the mandatory

participation of certain persons in the plan.

Jurisdiction

The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Par.

2615 of the 7988 Discipline.

Analysis

The issue raised here is similar to the question

that we addressed in Decision No. 481. There, we
said:

Par. 15 of the Constitution gives the General

Conference full legislative power over all

matters distinctively connectional. The

enactment ofprovisions relating to pensions

which apply uniformly to all ministers, or to

lay employees of constituent units of The

United Methodist Church, is a distinctively

connectional matter. Such General

Conference legislation has repeatedly been

held binding upon the Annual Conferences.

See, for example. Decisions No. 304 and 360.

We know of no constitutional or discipHnaiy

provision which prohibits the General Conference

from determining the classes or persons which

must be included within the health care plan of

the The United Methodist Church.

Decision

The General Conference possesses the authority

to adopt a health care plan which mandates

participation by various members of Annual,

Provisional and Missionaiy Conferences and

others employed by United Methodist

salary-paying units.

May 14, 1992

Tom Matheny, President

Wayne Coffin, Secretary

Concurring Opinion

We concur with the majority opinion.

However, the questions voiced about the content

of the report make it difficult to determine

legislative intent.

Therefore, we would urge a careful review of the

legislation by the appropriate agencies.

Contradictions in language, improper restrictions

and limitations should be adjusted as soon as

possible.

Tom Matheny

John G. Corry

Gene E. Sease

Sally Curtis AsKew
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Decision No. 673

Concurring Opinion

The undersigned concur.

However, it might be helpful to explainthe

thought process that required the decision

reached.

Several facts about legislative process should be

noted.

The General Conference is the basic body of the

church. It can do what it wishes as long as the

Constitution is not contradicted.

However, in so doing it must follow its own rules

and legislative requirements. See 608, for

example.

Rules may be suspended. Laws, statutes--"the

language" of the Discipline may not.

If the General Conference wishes to place a

budgeting ceiling or take emy other action not

spelled out in the Discipline, it must amend the

Discipline first. It did not in this instance.

The General Conference is a plenary body. It

must follow the language it has established for

itself. If it doesn't Uke it, it must change it in

lawful, orderly fashion.

The United Methodist Chiirch is the most

democratic religious institution in the world.

Democracy, by nature, is slow and cumbersome.

There is a reason for this. Everyone must have a

chance to be heard, all aspects considered, all

questions answered before action is taken. All

persons' rights must be protected.

Tom Matheny

Ehzabeth B. Gundlach

Albert W. Sweazy

John G. Coriy

Sally Curtis AsKew

t
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Calendar Items

Consent Calendar No. 8
Rule 27.3-4

Advance DCA, page 98

1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932,

1933, 1934
* • •

Removal from Consent
Calendar

Delegates have requested these calen-

dar items to be removed from Consent

Calendar No. 7: 1629, 1788.

Corrections
to Calendar

p. 274 Vol. 4 No. 5

Calendar No. 428 should read, "Com-

mittee recommends noncurrence."

End of Corrections

1927* GJ151
Subject: Mandatory Quotas on
Boards and Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11089-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 1204

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/15

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1928* GJ158
Subject: Program Board basic
membership.
Petition: GJ-10061-0805-D

Page in Advance DCA: 653

Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/15

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurr«nc« Date /

1929* GJ205
Subject: Study composition and
number of members of Governing
Boards of Program and Other
Agencies.
Petition: GJ-11966-1005-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 80; Present: 67;

For: 64; Against: 0; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/15

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1930* GJ309
Subject: The Response of the
Appeals Court.

Petitions: GJ-11333-2625-D, GJ-

11972-2625-D.

Pages in Advance DCA: 1 195, 1 195.

Membership: 80; Present: 59;

For: 57; Against: 0; Not Voting: 2;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /

1931 HE016
Subject: Peace studies
scholarships.

Petition: HE-10991-3000-R

Page in Advance DCA: 752

Membership: 78; Present: 73;

For: 64; Against: 6; Not Voting: 3;

Date: 5/7

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )NoDConcurrencc Date /

1932* LC190
Subject: Membership of charge
conference.
Petition: LC-11442-0246-D

Page in Advance DCA: 1260

Membership: 89; Present: 66;

For: 65; Against: 0; Not Voting: 1;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Noncancurrencc Date /

1933* LC194
Subject: Tenure of Pastor-Parish
Committee Members. Amend
Para. 269.2a.

Petition: LC-10011-0269-D

Page in Advance DCA: 845

Membership: 89; Present: 64;

For: 63; Against: 1; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/9

Committee recommends concur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrenee Date /

1934* LC207
Subject: Housing not to be
considered as part of

compensation or remuneration
Petition: LC-12463-0256-D

Page in Advance DCA:
Membership: 89; Present: 71;

For: 71; Against: 0; Not Voting: 0;

Date: 5/8

Committee recommends nonconcur-

rence.

( )Concurrence ( )Nonconcurrence Date /
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Proceedings of the 1992 General Conference
of The United Methodist Church

The Comiittee on Journal hereby

certifies as accurate, with the following

corrections, the proceedings as printed

in the Daily Christian Advocate for

May 15, 1992.

Daily Edition, p. 629, col. 1, par. 6,

line 1-Insert "Philip Wogaman, Bal-

timore Conference." immediately after

"WOGAMAN:."'
Daily Edition, p. 631, col. 3, par. 4,

line 13-Substitute "there" for

"their"and insert in brackets

"[world]" immediately before "ser-

\dces."

Daily Edition, p. 632. col. 1, 2 lines

up from the bottom-Substitute

"Scheer" for "Sheer."

Daily Edition, p. 632, col. 2, lines 1,

23, and 25-Substitute "Scheer" for

"Sheer."

Daily Edition, p. 32, col. 2, par. 8--In-

sert "LACKORE" inmiediately after

"KELLEY."
Daily Edition, p. 632, col. 3, 1 line up

from the bottom-Insert "(" at begin-

ning of line.

Committee on Journal Report

Daily Edition, p. 636, col 2, par. 9~

Substitute "OMBAKU O. LOMOTO"
for "MBUKULA."

Daily Edition, p. 643, col. 1, par. 4-

Substitute "CRUMP" for "UN-
KNOWN SPEAKER."

Daily Edition, p. 644, col. 3, par. 14-

Insert "KELLEY" immediately before

"LACKORE."
Daily Edition, p. 646, col. 3, par 1,

line 8-Substitute "That" for "At."

Daily Edition, p. 670, col. 2, par. 8-

Substitute "ALEC M. ALVORD
(Western North Carolina):" for "AL-

VORD."
Daily Edition, p. 674, col. 3, par. 2,

line 7-Insert in brackets

"[he] "immediately after "she."

Daily Edition, p. 676, par. 5-Sub-

stitute "ROBERT W. STEVENS
(Pacific Northwest):" for "WILLIAM
HARVEY (East Ohio):."

Daily Edition, p. 685, col. 1, par. 4-

Substitute "OMBAKU O. LOMOTO"
for "DISASHI KASONGO."

Daily Edition, p. 691, col. 2, par. 3,

line 1-Substitute "Karl" for "Carl."

Daily Edition, p. 691, col. 3, par. 2,

line l~Capitalize and place within

quotation marks "The Divine Iniative

of Grace and the Human Response of

Faith."

Daily Edition, p. 692, col. 1, line 5-

Substitute "B. "One Baptism"" for

"Bl,Baptism."

Daily Edition, p. 692, col. 1, par. 2,

lines 1-2-Capitalize and place within

quotation marks "Baptism Is Un-

repeatable."

Daily Edition, p. 692, col. 1, par. 2,

lines 19-20-CapitaIize and place within

quotation marks "The Baptism of In-

fants and Others Unable to Answer for

Themselves."

Daily Edition, p. 692, col. 1, par. 2,

lines 27-28-Capitalize and place within

quotation marks "Incorporation into

the Body of Christ and Baptism."

Daily Edition, p. 692, col. 2, line 14-

Capitalize and place within quotation

marks "The Profession of the Faith

Into Which We Were Baptized."

IL Sharon Howell
Chair Committee on Journal

Section C, Row 8

(Continued from Page 696)

RILEY CASE (North Indiana): I

didn't get to make my speech on bap-

tism, so I'll make one on this one. I'm

not sure why there's a reluctance to a

affirm our Doctrinal Standards. If we
have Doctrinsd Standards, I think that

it is appropriate that we refer to them,

that we use them. This is resolution that

would be placed in the Book of Resolu-

tions, and I think it's entirely ap-

propriate. I think that we have

Doctrinal Standards for just occasions

such as the rise ofthe strange new teach-

ings such as Sophia, so I speak against

the committee's recommendation for

the petition, which was as, I understand

it, is an annual conference petition.

BISHOP JOSEPH B. BETHEA: All

right. Microphone 13. This is . . . this

should be a speech sustaining the com-

mittee.

PHILIP J. WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

That's correct. Why the answer to this

is that there is so reluctance to reaffirm

our Doctrinal Principles-we do that

every time we publish them, which is

every four years. We're solidly behind

them. The issue here is whether or not

we feel the need to address every issue

of this sort that develops around the

country. There are many issues that one

could cite in the legislative committee,

of which I also was a part. Among other

things we felt we didn't have the kind of

knowledge, the kind of data on this, that

would permit an informed judgment.

Even if we did, there was a reluctance

there to use a sledge hammer of the

General Conference to swat out every

little fly that might develop across the

face of the church.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right

It's . . . we've had the two speeches for

and two against. I believe the ... by the

rules we move to vote. All right. Vote

when the light appears, please. You have

sustained the committee-'Tes," 621;

"No," 290.

HARNISH: Thank you, Bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: Now you can

dance.

HARNISH: We wiU walk humbly off

the stage.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. We are

going to . . . let me read to you this note

that's been handed to me: "Friends and

supporters of the General (Commission

on the Status and Role of Women
gathered contributions in order to pro-
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vide cake in celebration of20 years ofthe

commission's ministry. This is available

in the area of the regular cookie break.

Everyone is welcome." Ten minutes.

(hymn)

BISHOP BETHEA: That sounded

good. You'll find your seats, please. You
will find your seats, please. I want us to

now to hear a word from the Committee

on Agenda.

(Committee on Agenda)

DONALD OTT (Wisconsin): During

the break time a number ofpersons have

suggested an altered agenda for this

afternoon and evening.

BISHOP BETHEA: Please be in

order.

OTT: Since it seemed wise to the of-

ficers of your Agenda Committee, we
thought we would test you. The sugges-

tion is that we go this afternoon until

5:30 and begin tonight, not at 7, but at

7:30. The same number of hours, but

because of the way in which lunch and

dinner are falling, it seemed wise to do

that. So, Bishop, I would move an altera-

tion to extend this time until 5:30 and

begin the evening at 7:30.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. If you

wiU approve it, will you raise you hand.

Thank yovL Those who oppose. It's ap-

proved, thank you.

We move to consideration of inde-

pendent Calendar Items from the Legis-

lative Commission on Independent

Commissions. G., Caldwell, he likes to

be known as Gil Caldwell, but he's

Junior, junior to this father, who was my
teacher, G. Haven CjJdwell.

GILBERT H. CALDWELL (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop Bethea and

members of the General Conference . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: Your name and

conference please.

CALDWELL: Oh, I have been giving

my name as Gilbert H. Caldwell, but now
you have pulled the covers off the "H",

and so the "H" stand for Haven, some-

thing that the members of my Eastern

Pennsylvania delegation have dis-

covered and they kid me about that.

Bishop Bethea, there is a gospel song

that I think is appropriate on this last

day, or next to the last day, of General

Conference. And I would suggest that we

as delegates remember it when we get

tired, and depressed, and frustrated, and

angry. The song goes something like

this, in terms of words, "I don't believe

God brought me this far to leave me."

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

CALDWELL: On this platform with

me are the officers ofour legislative com-

mittee. I would simply like to give their

names, for we have had a marvelous

time working together. The officers are

Becky Haeise and Edna Williams. If they

would stand. And the chairs of our sub-

committee are these: Maxine Allen, Jing

Chow, Hector Navjis, Beverly Shamana,

and Patricia Toschjik. And then if I may.

Bishop Bethea, I would like to ask mem-
bers of this outstanding legislative com-

mittee, this superb legislative

committee, this magnificent Legislative

Committee on Independent Commis-

sions, may they stand please, Bishop

Bethea? Would you stand, members?
CALDWELL: We begin our reporting.

Bishop Bethea. Becky Haase, who has

served as vice-chair of our committee,

win make the first presentation.

BISHOP JOSEPH B. BETHEA: AU
right.

BECKY HAASE (California-Pacific):

Bishop, members and friends of the

General Conference.

(Calendar Item No. 688;

Commission on Status

and Role of Women)

I would like to refer you to p. 297 in

the blue book, Calendar Item No. 668.

Earlier in this General Conference, I

think it was last week, we adopted a

quadrennial theme, "Celebrate and Wit-

ness: Celebrate God's Grace, Witness for

Jesus Christ." In the spirit of that

theme, I inviteyou tojoin me in celebrat-

ing God's grace as it has been poured out

through 20years of ministry ofthe Com-
mission on the Status and Role of

Women, and also to witness for Jesus

Christ as we acknowledge the need for

this arm of our church to continue to

advocate for women who still need a

voice. I can personally testify to the way
that the commission has enabled me to

grow and to develop my ministry as a lay

woman. And I'm sure many ofyou have

stories that you could tell about how
COSROW has touched your lives.

But we've been touched not only as

individuals but as a denomination. That

is represented by the way that women
are sharing more equitably in the busi-

ness of the General Conference in 1992

than was true in 1972. It's demonstrated

by increased participation of women in

key leadership roles in local churches

and annual conferences, as illustrated in

the charts in your Advance DCA on pp.

785-787. It was also illustrated by new
images of episcopacy, as we saw Bishop

Judith Craig flying kites with a group of

preschoolers earlier this week. However,

perhaps less visible are those women
who are still in need of our support:

victims of domestic violence and sexual

harassment, even within our own
church family; women who still find that

their gifts and graces are discounted,

and their full participation within the

church is denied. And so I inviteyou, as

we look at this resolution that is put

before us, to celebrate and witness.

Celebrate God's grace; witness for Jesus

Christ as we celebrate the 20 years of

ministry ofCOSROW and witness to the

ongoing ministry which is theirs. On p.

297 we have Calendar Item 668. We have

before us a substitute motion which puts

before us a resolution which is some-

thing of a composite of several resolu-

tions that were under our consideration.

And that is before you for your con-

sideration.

BISHOP BETHEA: 668.

HAASE: Yes, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. It comes

to the conference from the committee,

and you recommend concurrence?

HAASE: We do.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. It's

before us. Microphone 9.

UNIDENTIFIED: Which one,

Bishop?

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, I was look-

ing at the gentleman in the sweater.

UNIDENTIFIED: All right.

WARREN URBOM (Nebraska): I've

had the pleasure of serving on the Com-
mission on the Status and Role of

Women at the general level this past

quadrennium. It has been a growing and

a le{u-ning experience for me in working

with women and men, clergy and laity-

trying to discover what it means to be an

inclusive church and to help the church

in all its levels become truly inclusive. I

want to raise 2 matters in support of this

resolution. One, I think our work is not

over in terms of inclusiveness. We have

a long way to go yet in getting true equity

in so far as the women are concerned in

our church. But I know now, particularly

now, that it's not just a woman's issue.

This is a female-male issue. The males

are as affected as females. And the only

way we'll really accomplish it is for men,
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as well as women, to become involved in

the struggle.

Number 2, I want you to know that

there is a strong, heavy issue in sexual

harassment in our churches at aU levels.

In my professional life I'm a United

States district judge, and one of my jobs

Ls to preside over cases in which there is

a request for monetary damages for

sexual harassment.

It is not only a moral problem-sexual

harassment-but also a legal one. It is

unlawful imder federal law for there to

be sexual harassment. Of particular in-

terest to churches, with local church

conference ... I mean annual con-

ference . . . and General Conference, is

the fact that as employers, every level

can be liable for sexual harassment, al-

lowing sexual harassment to go on at

any level in a workplace, and the church

is a workplace. If we retreat in the

slightest bit~in terms of the General

Conference moving toward having there

be a working group, such as the General

Commission on the Status and Role of

Women, in trying to avoid sexual harass-

ment as well as monitoring and mediat-

ing disputes to keep them out of the

courts, which are terribly expensive

things, we wiU have taken a step back-

ward and are putting the church at all

levels at considerable risk. I urge

you . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. A
speech against the recommendation of

the committee. All right. Go to

microphone . . . either 7 or 12. Twelve.

REBECCA K. BARGER (Baltimore):

I did not see anyone who rose to speak

against the petition, so I would like to

speak in favor of it, if I could, please.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, let's see if

there is someone who would like to

speak against it, first. Speak, no. 12.

BARGER: Thank you, sir. I speak in

support of this petition to celebrate the

ministry ofCOSROW. I have been serv-

ing as a pastor in local churches for 21

years now. I guess you might say I'm a

veteran by now. I've not been a par-

ticipant, an active participant, in COS-
ROW efforts, either on the General

Conference level or on an annual con-

ference level. That has been my choice,

because I choose to make my witness on

behfdf of equality and equal rights of

women in our church quietly and rather

independently. But I stand before you

this afternoon to make a plea for us to

celebrate and tojoin with the thousands

of others to celebrate the efforts and the

work ofCOSROW over the years.

From my perspective, over the years

COSROW has been instrumental in

holding before the church the need for

equality of women, both clergy and lay.

We have a lot ofwork yet to do. Weknow
that not everything is equal. I long for

the day when clergy women serving

local churches will be just as much ac-

cepted—an accepted norm-across the

denomination as clergy men. I long for

the day when the announcement is

made of a clergy woman's appointment

that we no longer hear or feel the

response, "Well, we'd rather have a

man." I long for the day when my gifts

and graces will be celebrated on their

own merit, and not in comparison to

male clergy. I long for the day when I am
no longer told, even jokingly, "You're

pretty good, for a woman." Will I see my
dreams come true in my remaining ac-

tive ministry? God only knows. But I do

know that if we're going to continue to

make progress toward these dreams, we
need such agencies as COSROW to chal-

lenge, and to prod, and to lead us. Thank
you.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. All

right. If you will sustain the committee

or not, vote when the light appears.

You have sustained the committee.

"Yes," 706; "No," 182.

HAASE: Thank you, bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. You're

continuing?

(Calendar Item No. 662; Our Muslim
Neighbors)

CALDWELL: Thank you, Bishop

Bethea. The next item is foimd in the

blue book, p. 297. It is Calendar Item

662. For those who are interested in the

Advance text, it is found in theAdvance

DCA, p. 819. The committee, the legisla-

tive committee, voted concurrence on

this item, and, therefore, we would move
concurrence.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, 662 is

before us. Come to microphone 3.

WILLIAMS: I rise to make an amend-

ment of addition to this resolution, and

the amendment comes after the 3rd par.

in the recommendations section, and

there are 2 paragraphs which I have

printed here and will attach.

BISHOP BETHEA: Direct us to

where you are.

WHJJAMS: Item 662, p. 297 in the

3rd par., the recommendations section.

The DCA, p. 819, I'm sony.

BISHOP BETHEA: DCA, 819.

WILUAMS: Right. At the 3rd par.,

recommendations on pp. 819-820, I'm

sorry.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, the

resolution begins on 819, and you are on
page?

WILLLAMS: 820.

BISHOP BETHEA: 820.

WILLIAMS: After the 3rd par. in the

recommendations section.

BISHOP BETHEA: 3rd par. in the

recommendation section. After the, "we
urge the General Board of Church and

Society"?

WmJAMS: Yes.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right,

proceed.

WILLIAMS: "We urge that both the

General Board of Global Ministries and

the General Board of Church and

Society, to develop advocacy programs

on behalf of religious freedom and

minority rights, particularly nations

which are experiencing crisis in the

Christian-Muslim conflicts, such as

Sudan, Nigeria, and Egypt; and in na-

tions in which the religious minorities

are harassed or persecuted, such as Iran

and Saudi Arabia. These advocacy

programs should be directed toward,

among other things, the U.S. Depart-

ment of State and the United Nations

Human Relations Commission. We
recommend that the General Commis-

sion on Christian Unity and Inter-

religious Concerns, as it initiates and

engages in dialogue with repre-

sentatives of Islam, remain mindful of

the evangelistic imperative of the

gospel, and the gospel mandate to seek

justice for those who are oppressed. If I

can have a 2nd, I would speak to that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, is it

seconded? All right.

WILLLAMS: I believe that this is a

very important resolution calling for

study and dialogue because Islam is

growing rapidly around the world. This

resolution is also correct to condemn all

forms ofIslam-bashing and persecution,

and harassment of Muslims in societies

in which they are a minority.

However, this resolution lacks

reciprocity. For example, U.M. Com-
munications is to monitor discrimina-

tion of Muslims in the media,

presumably in the West. But who is to
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monitor the discrimination against

Christians in the media in northern

Nigeria? My amendment is really very

simple. We want to ask the Church and

Society and Global Ministries to add the

rights of minorities in Islamic-

dominated countries to their ongoing

work, for justice around the world.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, your

time is . . . that's the speech for your

amendment, is there a speech against it?

Yes, go to microphone 13, please.

FRANK E. TROTTER (Baltimore):

Bishop, I would like to speak against the

amendment.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

TROTTER: While Scott's concerns

are legitimate, I feel they may have a

better place in a petition before either

Church and Society or Global Mini-

stries. This agenda is interreligious con-

cerns, and it does not seem to me that,

while we're trying to promote good

neighbors, in the way the petitions are

before us that this concern can be raised.

I think it is a good 1, but it ought to be

in another place than this 1.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, is there

a speech in favor of the amendment? Go
to microphone 7.

PHILIP GRANGER (North Indiana):

I would like to speitk in favor of this. I do

not believe that it is properly referred to

Board of Global Ministries. I think that

it's proper place is in dialogue between

the Islam areas, the Christian areas, as

well as the other faiths of our country.

This is not an issue of Islam-bashing. I

think this is an issue ofbeing an effective

dialogue and protecting the rights of

minorities in all countries. I particularly

would like to see whatever we do here to

be directed to the State Department and

to our President. I think our President

is more concerned in issues of security

and national economy than he is in areas

of justice and protection of rights, par-

ticularly in these dialogues. We have ex-

amples in Sudan and in Nigeria of

minorities: Muslims, Animists, as well as

Christians being persecuted. And I think

all of these issues must be brought

together in an effective dialogue, and

that the Interreligious Concerns area is

the effective place to put that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, thank

you. Is there a speech against?

Microphone 9. Do we have the transla-

tion?

TRANSLATOR: 1-2-3, yes we're

ready.

BISHOP BETHEA: Are we ready?

TRANSLATOR: We're ready.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right.

TRANSLATOR: I am not sure if I have

understood the translation correctly.

You are talking about our relationships

with the Muslims. In some countries, I

can be Christian, but the brother that

follows me can be a Muslim. We belong

to a unique global family. And so, the

question that I have to ask myself is, if I

have received the grace from God and I

believe in Christ my Savior, I will be

saved, but will my brother be saved? I

have received the giil ofChrist, and I will

be saved. But my life is my life, and his

life is his, and I believe this as a

Methodist. We mxiat clarify this option

because your interpretation might lead

people to believe that the Muslims will

be saved. Thank you for listening.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right, we've

had 2 speeches for and 2 against. Areyou

ready to vote?

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, could

we have a closing comment from the

committee? And there is a person desig-

nated to do that.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, aU right.

Yes, sir.

CALDWELL: Thank you very much.

Bishop Bethea. Mrs. Ethel Bom, a mem-
ber of our subcommittee, wants to make
a statement on our behalf in response to

that that is before us.

ETHEL W. BORN (Virginia): Bishop

Bethea, I would respond to the amend-

ment by sajring that since 1980, we have

had a General Conference resolution on

"Called to be Neighbors." We have in-

itiated diidogue to gain understanding

with many groups, but this is the 1st

time that we have presented a resolution

calling for dialogue with our Muslim
neighbors. The amendment, I think, is

very acceptable and enlarges the scope

ofthe resolution because it calls us in the

words ofthe amendment, to "remember
the evangelistic imperative of the gospel

that is ours as we dialogue with others,

and to be concerned for people who are

oppressed." And so, I find this amend-

ment very acceptable and would urge

your support of it.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, thank

you. The question is on the amendment
on p. 820 under Recommendations
under the 3rd par. Do you have the

amendment? The secretary will read the

amendment, so you will know what you

are voting.

MARSHALL: Add this amendment
after the 3rd par. in the Recommenda-
tions section. "We urge that both the

General Board of Global Ministries and

the General Board of Church and
Society develop advocacy programs on

behalfof religious freedom and minority

rights, particularly regarding nations

which are experiencing crises in Chris-

tian-Muslim conflicts, such as Sudan,

Nigeria, and Egypt; and in nations in

which the religious minorities are

harassed or persecuted, such as Iran and
Saudi Arabia These advocacy programs

should be directed toward, among
others, the U.S. Department of State

and the United Nations Human Rights

Commission. We recommend that the

General Commission on Christian

Unity and Interreligious Concerns, as it

initiates and engages in dialogue with

representatives of Islam, remain mind-

ful of the evangelistic imperative of the

gospel, the gospel mandate to seek jus-

tice for those who are oppressed."

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes?

All right. Go to microphone 2.

CAROL COLLEY (Oregon-Idaho): I

accept that the committee accepts that

this is an appropriate addition; however,

I move that we delete the names of the

countries. This is a document that will

stand, hopefully, for a long time. I think

it's inappropriate in a document on

dialogue to include the names of specific

countries. I request that be taken out.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right What is

the point of order? Yes, microphone 6.

GEORGE CARUSO (North Indiana):

Bishop, I believe that we had had the last

presentation for this question, and we
were ready to vote, according to your caU

upon the committee. This seems to be

totaUy out of order.

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, I think you

are right. We had the 2 speeches in favor

and the 2 against And I think we, of otir

riUes, we move to vote, is that right? On
the amendment, yes. AU right Yes, yes,

no. 1.

THEO SCHAAD (Switzeriand/

France): I move to suspend the rules to

come back to this point.

BISHOP BETHEA: No, I'm going to

suggest that we clear the amendment,

and then I'U recognize her. Yes, for

another amendment. Yes. AU right

SCHAAD: I would like to move an

amendment to the amendment. Is that

possible?
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BISHOP BETHEA: No, we are going

to vote on this amendment, and then

I'm going to hear what she wants to do.

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, could I

just ask a question, sir?

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes.

CALDWELL: Matter of, I guess, par-

liamentary inquiry. If the committee

were willing to accept the designation,

though it came out of order, would that

be all right?

BISHOP BETHEA: No, we're going

to vote. Question is on the adoption of

the amendment. Please vote when the

light appears. You have adopted the

amendment. "Yes," 613; "No," 295.

Microphone 2.

(Motion to Delete Nations' Names)

COLLEY: I move that we delete the

names of the countries, however it best

fits the writing of that sentence. I don't

have the document in front of me.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Is it

seconded? You want to speak to it?

COLLEY: I just think it's inap-

propriate. This document should stand

over time, and things may change. I

thinks it's very bad to put specific

countries listed by name in a human
rights section.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The mo-
tion is to edit out the names of whatever

is necessary to make it proper. Any dis-

cussion? Yes. Microphone 14. Is

that . . . ? Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED: I would like to offer

an amendment to this amendment.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

UNIDENTIFIED: That is, that on fu-

ture resolutions coming before us, that

named countries-like South Africa,

Mozambique, or other countries-also be

deleted if this one is deleted.

BISHOP BETHEA: The chair is ofthe

opinion that it's not relevant. Over here,

all the way in the back-all the way in the

back over here. No. 12. Are you close to

12?

DAVID B. QUEE (Sierra Leone): My
lord, bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes.

QUEE: I make to correct the issue of

the point of order raised was out oforder

because he introduced a new issue when

there was an issue on the floor for dis-

cussion.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. Well

taken. Yes, go to microphone no. 4.

JUDITH HILL (Central Pennsyl-

vania): Bishop, may we hear the amend-

ment without the names of the

countries? Could you read it, please?

BISHOP BETHEA: Areyou able to do

that? All right.

CAROLYN MARSHALL: We urge

that both the General Board of Global

Ministries and the General Board of . .

.

BISHOP BETHEA: Can we get the

microphone, please? Start again.

MARSHALL: "We urge that both the

General Board of Global Ministries and

the General Board of Church and

Society develop advocacy programs on

behalfof religious freedom and minority

rights, particularly regarding nations

which are experiencing crises in Chris-

tian-Moslem conflicts, and in nations in

which the religious minorities are

harassed or persecuted. These advocacy

programs should be directed toward,

among others, the U.S. Department of

State and the United Nations Human
Rights Commission."

BISHOP BETHEA: That's it?

MARSHALL: The second paragraph,

do you want it read? It doesn't edit out

of that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. I think

that's it. Yes, sir. Go to microphone 3.

JIM GILLAND (Western North

Carolina): Bishop, in the body of the

paper itself, there are certain countries

named; and I am wondering ifthe maker

of the motion intends to delete those as

well so that there will be consistency?

BISHOP BETHEA: We were dealing

specifically with the amendment. Yes,

sir. Go to microphone 3.

WILLIAMS: I was the maker of the

main motion that was voted on, and

since the motion-or the resolution-

contains names of countries, I would be

concerned about the deletion of these

names because it might be implied that

other countries, other than the ones I

was focusing on, would be the subject of

the alleged harassment. The countries I

specifically included were Iran and

Saudi Arabia. It was last year during the

Gulf War that I became aware of the

situation in Saudi Arabia, and I know
several troops that have returned home-

-and also Iran; I think we also know the

situation there. The first 3 countries

where there are conflicts, and well-docu-

mented, are Sadan, Nigeria, and Egypt.

And I would not be in favor of deleting

these names any more than I would

South Africa from other resolutions.

Thank you.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right. That's a

speech against the amendment.

Microphone 7.

GRADY KNOWLES (California

Nevada): Students of John Miles from

Little Rock: I move to suspend the rules

so that we might call for the question on

all amendments before us. We have

more mules to load.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The mo-
tion is on the suspension of the rules, so

we can call for the question. You will

suspend the rules; raise your hand.

Thank you. Those who oppose? The
rules are suspended, and the question is

called for. Ifyou will call for the question

on all that's before us, raise your hand.

Thank you. Those who are opposed?

The question is called. We are on the

amendment which was recently read by

the secretary. To delete that amend-

ment calls for the deletion of the names

of the countries in the amendment that

was passed earlier. If you will sup-

port . .

.

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, could

the committee make its final statement?

BISHOP BETHEA: WeU, I'm

not . . . well, all right.

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, I think

this will facilitate matters. The commit-

tee very deliberately tried to work with

persons who saw the matter somewhat

differently, and, therefore, that is why

Ms. Born spoke. And on behalf of the

committee, we would like the body to

know that we would accept the deletion

of the specific names.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The

question is on the deletion ofthe names-

-the amendment to delete the names.

Vote when the light appears. You have

adopted the amendment to delete the

names. "Yes," 739 [639]; "No," 263.

Now we are on 662-Calendar Item 662

as you have now amended it. Question

is on the adoption of it. Please votewhen

then the light appears.

You have adopted 662. "Yes," 830;

"No," 86.

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, we have

1 other item that we are hopeful we can

get in before the break. It is an item that

has a minority report. We'd indicated

earlier that we would not be doing that,

but I wonder if the persons who are

responsible for presenting the minority

report, if they would come to the plat-

form.
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(Calendar Item No. 639; Standing
Commission on Alcohol and Drugs)

We're talking about Calendar Item

639, p. 295, in the blue book. It is a

matter related to the establishment of a

standing commission on alcohol and

drugs. The committee as it considered

this voted nonconcurrence, believing

that our Board of Church and Society as

it increases its expression of concern for

this area is moving more deeply into this

area programmatically, and, therefore,

the committee voted nonconcurrence.

The person presenting the minority

report, I believe, is the Rev. Garza, and

whatever our proceedings are, he is

ready to make that presentation.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, we hear

the minority report at this time.

VIRGILIO GARZA (Southwest

Texas): Call your attention to p. 295 of

the blue book 639, or you can go to p. 87

also the blue book, where the petition is

in full.

Sisters and brothers, I stand before

you as a child who was bom in the ghet-

tos or the barrios of Mexico. I grew up

with drugs, alcohol, prostitutes, and

pimps all around me. My father was the

only 1 that showed up at night to be with

the family. My church was the 1 value

that helped me get out of that situation

because of the values, because of the

commitment it had to no drinking. My
sisters and brothers, I was so proud of a

United Methodist church that stood

clearly against alcohol and drug abuse,

and now here we stand.

Here we stand with a Board ofChurch

and Society that has not responded to

the caUs of the United Methodist

Church to do something about Native

Americans killing Native Americans be-

cause they are drunk. Do you hear me?

Native Americans killing Native

Americans, Hispanic Americans killing

Hispanic Americans, Black or African

Americans killing African Americans,

and the blood of our young people of our

children is on the floor, on the streets of

our cities.

Here we have the petitions that have

come to this General Conference from

34 states, more than 1,500 petitions as-

king us to do something. The Board of

Church and Society has given us creative

reporting while the young people die in

the ghettos and in the barrios. It is about

time we do something. It is about time

we try to save the lives of my people. It

is about time we try to save the lives of

the children.

About a month ago, my wife and I

stood there helplessly watching a

woman having contractions and con-

tractions and turning all over because

her 2 sons were there dead, 3 blocks

from my house shot to death in the gang

wars of my city. I live in a border town,

lost in the middle of nowhere, but found

by the companies that sell alcohol, found

by the drug pushers, found there by

those who make money with the suffer-

ing and the addiction of others. I live in

a city that has struggled with the

tremendous problem ofalcohol and drug

abuse.

This petition beforeyou is to do some-

thing. It will not cost you. It will not be

a problem. It will be a problem for the

Board of Church and Society that, up to

now, has not responded to the needs of

our nation. The Hispanic kids, the Na-

tive American kids, the African

American kids are dying in the streets.

Our Board ofChurch and Society did not

start really going until the bishops had

an initiative about drug and alcohol. I

stand before you and I ask what are we
going to do. Perhaps we're going to have

a nice funeral inserted in our Book of

Worshiptor those who die in the streets

because of alcohol and drug abuse. But

what are we going to do? Are we going

to do something?

I ask you, my sisters and brothers, to

be against nonconcurrence and to really

look at the reality of our people dying in

the streets. And next time you see a

funeral where the gang stand there,

think about it. What did I do about it?

What did I do about it? Are we going to

let our children continue dying in the

streets? Are we going to do something

about it? Let us bring back our commis-

sion of temperance. Let us do something

about it. Let us stand for something. Let

us be somebody when it comes to fight-

ing the drugs and the alcohol that are

going to finish with this nation. It is up

to you and to me to do something.

Please, don't let our children die. Please,

are you listening? Are you listening to

me? Do you hear me? Well, do something

about it.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, the

chair will understand that the commit-

tee, the legislative committee is recom-

mending nonconcurrence. That's the

majority report, and since it's noncon-

currence, there is nothing there to per-

fect. Is that right? So we turn to the

perfection of the minority report if the

house wishes to do so. I think that's

where we are parliamentarily. Is that

correct? All right, yes, sir? Amendments
to the minority report. No. 8 please,

microphone 8.

CHRISTIAN RICKS (Missouri East):

Bishop, can we speak against the

minority report yet?

BISHOP BETHEA: No, we're perfect-

ing it at this time. But, you wiU be able

to speak against it later on. Is

there . . . yes, sir? Go to microphone 6,

yes.

V.L. DAUGHTERY (South Georgia):

Bishop, according to the standing rules

adopted on the opening day, any item or

petition calling for the establishment of

a standing commission is suppose to

have with it the amount of money it is

going to cost, and I do not . . . even

before it goes to the Council on Finance,

and I do not see such an item here.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, is there

an answer to this inquiry?

CALDWELL: We wanted to, of

course, have an opportunity to speak

against the minority report. I think

there is a principle here, and our stats

would simply circumvent the matter of

finances. For we have, in fact, I have

some words to say at the appropriate

time in terms of our belief that there are

some new things happening at United

Methodism in terms of alcohol and drug

concerns, but this is not the appropriate

time.

BISHOP BETHEA: That's right. Is

there an answer to the question regard-

ing funding? Minority person

should ... all right, you have

microphone no. 4.

RAYMOND WILUAMS (North

Texas): The way that the minority

report is written certainly does not

reflect a request for funds, simply be-

cause the Church and Society Board has

said that 25% of their budget is currently

allocated for alcohol and drugs. And so,

what this minority report will request is

that that 25% simply be shifted to that

commission. Therefore, there would be

no request for additiontd funds from

anywhere. The CFA recommendation

for Church and Society would remain

the same. If it's $100,000, $25,000 goes

for alcohol and drugs, and I think that's

very easy for us to accomplish.

BISHOP BETHEA: AU right. Right

here ....
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Go to microphone 4. Yes, we'll get to

it.

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop, did I understand you

to say we're currently perfecting, and

you're looking for amendments on the

minority report?

BISHOP BETHEA: Minority report,

yes.

SWEET: In the blue book, p. 87, I

move to amend by deleting the two para-

graphs following the word "fimding." if

there's a 2nd, I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP BETHEA: Page 87.

SWEET: Page 87 in the blue book.

The word "funding." The property

owned by the . . . held by the Board of

Church and Society on behalf of the

denomination. It is the one that is

referred to here in Washington, D.C.,

near the Supreme Court building.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, what is

it you wish to do?

SWEET: I want to delete the 2 para-

graphs following the word "funding" in

the right-hand column, near the bot-

tom.

BISHOP BETHEA: FoUowing the

word "funding" in capital?

SWEET: Correct.

BISHOP BETHEA: You want to

delete?

SWEET: Yes, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: The 2 para-

graphs.

SWEET: Yes, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: You want to

delete that whole funding section, then?

SWEET: Yes, sir.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Is it

seconded? All right.

SWEET: The reason being that the

funding paragraphs call for the return of

that property to a new commission to be

established, and that would be part of

the income that is . . . provides the

operation and outreach of the Board of

Church and Society, and it comes from

significant income from that building.

Twenty-five percent of the budget of

Church and Society, as we've already

heard, is going to this project already,

and it would essentially serve to gut a

mjyor portion ofthe Church and Society

funding.

BISHOP BETHEA: Point of order, I

hear. Yes, state your point of order

at . . . microphone 1, is it?

JAMES HULETT (Oregon-Idaho):

Isn't this out of order? Aren't we dealing

with the minority report under the Item

690? And we're not to be going back to

the full report of the original petition?

. . . that we should be dealing with the

minority report that is on our agenda.

BISHOP BETHEA: The question is

whether or not the material on p. 87 is

a part of the minority report.

HULETT: That's right.

BISHOP BETHEA: The chair is ofthe

opinion that it is because that's

what . . . this is the document that the

minority report refers to. And if you

adopt the minority report, it seems to

me you are adopting the material on p.

87. Is that right, Mr. Chairman?

CALDWELL: A matter of privilege,

Bishop Bethea. It seems to me that

someone who offered or is in support of

the minority report ought to speak to

that.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Yes sir,

state it at 14.

JERRY G. BREWSTER (Memphis):

The minority report cannot be just the

opposite of a majority report. The

m^ority report is nonconcurrence with

this item. The only thing the minority

report request is that we call for this

General Conference to consider this

matter as a Calendar Item. How can that

be a minority report when it's basically

the opposite of the mjyority report?

BISHOP BETHEA: Well . .

.

WILLIAM McCartney (East Ohio):

Point of order?

BISHOP BETHEA: Yes? State it at

13.

McCartney: The minority report is

not the opposite, although it deals with

the same material. The original item on

p. 87 calls for the implementation of a

whole commission. The minority report

simply calls for an open discussion. The

action . . . the verb parts of the 2 are

quite different.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. Go to

microphone 3.

DONALD W. HAYNES (Western

North Carolina): Bishop, is a motion to

refer in order?

BISHOP BETHEA: I would think so.

HAYNES: My Hispanic brother gave,

in what I would refer to as my revival

language, an altar call. And I w£is ready

to go to the altar, but I wasn't sure the

proposition he'd given. And I think

that's clarified on p. 87; however, I move

to refer this to the General Council on

Ministries to the study of substance

abuse and related violence, which has

already been adopted by this con-

ference.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right. The mo-
tion is on reference. This is debatable.

All right. Is it seconded? Come right

here to no. 7, please.

DE FUENTES (Mexico): [Delegate is

speaking in Spanish.]

BISHOP BETHEA: Now, let see ifwe
have . . . let's . . . pardon me, please,

let's see if we have the translation in

place.

TRANSLATOR: Translation is in

place.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right.

MARIA ELENA SILVA DE FUEN-
TES: I don't know whether this is a case

of funds or a lack of funds, this report

from the minority. In the Mexican

church, we have as an integral and fim-

damental part of the church, that the

people that are members of the church

not drink alcohol and not smoke. To the

children that are in my Simday School

class, when I try to explain to them what

sin is all about, I share with them where

in the Scriptures it says that we are the

temples . . . our bodies are the temple of

the Lord, and all that damages our body.

Be it physical, or mental, or spiritual, it

is sinful. We see in general advertising,

we see advertising against smoking be-

cause this is damaging to our bodies.

Now, more and more, in restaurants, in

planes-that before there were barely

areas where there were no-smoking sec-

tions, rather now less and less is there

an area where smoking is permitted. For

this reason I certainly favor and recom-

mend the adoption of the minority

report. Thank you veiy much, Mr.

bishop.

BISHOP BETHEA: Thank you. Now
you will need to take action or extend

the time.

I have a motion to refer. If you want

to continue to discuss that motion, you'll

have to extend the time. Are you ready

to vote? The question is on the referral.

CALDWELL: Bishop Bethea, do I

have the right to speak on that matter?

DELEGATES: No!

BISHOP BETHEA: You heard what

they said. Did you hear what they said?

The question is on the referral. Vote

when the light appears. Well, you have

referred it. "Yes," 599; "No," 226.

Thank you. We are going to move

toward recess. We'll hear first the ... is

there a report from Calendar . . . Dr.

Jordon.
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CHARLES W. JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop and the members of the

conference, we accomplished a little less

than half of what we were expecting to

do. But we're moving right along. This

evening, following dinner, we will begin

with matters from the legislative com-
mittee on Local Church with Janice

Huie; followed by Discipleship with Rex
Bevins, and then the legislative commit-

tee on Conferences; and hopefully there

may be time for something else.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, the

Committee on Agenda . . . that was

Calender. Is there a report from the

Committee on Agenda? No report? Is

there a report from the Committee on

Presiding Officers? It's time for adjourn-

ment. The chair has been instructed by

the house; and I will turn for an-

nouncements.

MARSHALL: There are 2.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, there is

a problem. Yes, 2. Yes, at microphone 2,

please.

(Call to Reschedule Reproduction

Rights Deliberations)

ELIZABETH BURLEW (North

(Central New York): Yesterday we were

promised that the items relating to a

woman's reproductive rights would be

on the agenda today. I would like to call

the Agenda Committee to replace those,

so we can consider them this evening

after the evening meal.

BISHOP BETHEA: All right, Mr. Ott.

They are conferring.

DONALD A. OTT: We announced

tentatively, in conjunction with the

Calendar Committee, that considera-

tion. The progress that we have made
has not allowed us to get to that point.

JORDAN: And also, it's not only the

progress, but it's also the preparation of

the legislative committee in terms of

those documents that are relating, those

Calendar Items relating to that, all being

in place. And at this time, the projected

time for that item ofwhich you are refer-

ring to, will be tomorrow morning.

Everything will be in place, and we will

be able to present all the items related to

it; and that's why. But it will be on the

calendar, it will be our first Calendar

Item in the morning.

BISHOP BETHEA: Hear the an-

nouncements, please.

MARSHALL: Word has reached us,

that Archbishop Joshua DeBogie, of the

Methodist Church in Nigeria, was ad-

mitted to the hospital last night with

chest pains. He is stable, blood pressure

has returned to normal, and the chest

pains have subsided I'm sure that we are

grateful for that good news, but you will

want to remember him in your prayers,

and your concern for others who are

here from that area. And one more word:
several persons have asked about an up-

dated total on the offering which taken

for UMCOR in the Los Angeles crisis.

The total to date is $23,882.77.

BISHOP BETHEA: Let me express

my profound appreciation to you for

your graciousness, your kindness to this

rookie bishop sitting here in the chair

today. It's been a real pleasure; I've en-

joyed every minute of it. I hope I haven't

embtirrassed my friends from the

Columbia area. South Carolina, and my
friends from North Carolina in the

process. Now I'm going to ask Bishop

C.P. Minnick to lead us in our closing

benediction. But before that, I wonder if

you will allow my friend, Bishop Scott

Allen, the privilege of saying just a brief

word. Will you do that? Bishop Allen?

And I express appreciation to both of

you for your help.

BISHOP L. SCOTT ALLEN: Mr.

Chairman and members of the con-

ference, thank you for allowing a worn-

out bishop to say a word to this

conference. I think this conference

would want to take knowledge of and

recognize the fact that this man has

presided here with expertise in a very

remarkable manner. While laboring

under the tension of a sick spouse who
is at home, this has certainly been an

unusual performance under such condi-

tions. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that as

Bishop Minnick comes to give the clos-

ing prayer, that we will remember Mrs.

Joseph B. Bethea.

BISHOP C.P. MINNICK Will you

stand?

(prayer)

Thursday Evening

May 14, 1992
(song)

BISHOP MELVIN G. TALBERT:
Would the conference please be in order,

and let us pause for a word of prayer. The
conference please be in order and let us

pause for a word of prayer. Shall we
pray? Shall we pray?

(prayer)

I look to the order of the day, the

calendar. Let me remind you, all

privileges go to courtesy. All business

items not on the agenda take it to the

agenda calendar.

CHARLES W. JORDAN (Northern D-

ILnois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference. We would begin our Calendar

Items with items from local church legis-

lative committee with Janice Huie, fol-

lowed by discipleship with Rex Bevins,

conferences with Vance Summers, and

hopefully general and judicial ad-

ministration with Walter Kimbrough as

the chair. We would ask that the chair-

persons be prepared at their designated

times.

JANICE RIGGLE HUIE (Southwest

Texas): Good evening. Now, my friends,

since you are getting so good at dealing

with issues about which there is some
disagreement, and the local church com-

mittee wouldn't want to deny you that

opportunity to practice how good you

are one more time, the first item we
bring before you has a minority report

(Calendar Item No. 1449 Committee on

Nominations and Personnel)

The United Methodist Church has a

long history of empowering pastoral

leadership by mandating that the pastor

shall chair the nominating committee

Those ofyou who have been delegates to

General Conference before know that

every quadrennium we decide this mat-

ter afresh, anew. And tonight we decide

this matter afresh, anew, one more time.

Wouldyou please turn inyourDCA, p.

470~that's the blue book-Calendar

Item No. 1449. DCA 470, Calendar Item

1449. It's in the right hand column, the

second item. Ifyou will look down there

you will notice that we had only 13 peti-

tions recommending a change, and I

would suggest to you that ifyou want to

look at a petition in the red book that

you use the one on p. 846, Petition No.

10143. That just gives a point of refer-

ence for this discussion.

Now, the local church committee

knows that there's a lot of emotion as-

sociated with these issues, and we would

want you to know that the members of

the committee handled this both with

charity toward one another as well as

deeply held conviction, and I know that

you'll want to do no less. We did have a

lengthy and spirited debate. You will

notice that the committee, the local

church committee, is recommending
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nonconcurrence with all those Calendar

Items, which means the disciplinewould

stay as it is, by a vote that is almost 5 to

3. We do have a minority report. It will

be presented by Mr. Eddie Self from

Mississippi . . . North Alabama, excuse

me, and we look to him now.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. WiU
the conference be in order.

EDDIE SELF (North Alabama):

Bishop Talbert and members ofthe con-

ference, I've been misidentified already.

BISHOP TALBERT: Give your name,

please.

SELF: Eddie Self from North

Alabama. I'm a lay-person. In our com-

mittee we did have a spirited discussion

on this item. We get along in the church,

lay people and ministers. It's not quite

as bad as a few years ago. One of our

more colorful ministers in our con-

ference sent in a resolution to the resolu-

tions committee, and it was resolved

that all Methodist preachers quit lying.

I voted for it . . . but it didn't pass. It

didn't pass, but of course we do have a

lot of interesting things like that happen

in our conference. But, as I say, we get

along real well with one another.

I came to this conference uncon-

vinced, as I have in the past 4, that this

job should be held by a minister ex-

clusively. I told my wife when I left home
to come to my fifth General Conference

in a row, and I said, "Honey, there are

some things that we're going to talk

about when we get there, that ifwe don't

come out with the right answers it could

affect the Methodist Church for 100

years, perhaps." But this is not one of

them. This is not one of them. Just to go

back and get a little history on this com-

mittee that I've served on~when I came
out ofWorld War II as an Air Force pilot

long enough to finish my college degree,

I went to a liberal arts college, Birmin-

gham Southern College, in Birmin-

gham, Alabama It's a great academic

school.

When I got there I found 93 mini-

sterial students, 93 Methodist mini-

sterial students. And I got to know
them. One of the great pleasures of my
life was the association with these

people. And we graduated. They went on
to seminary; and I went on about my
business of in and out of the Air Force,

and becoming a Certified Public Ac-

countant, and serving in that capacity

when I was not doing something with

the Air Force. And we met these fellows

along the way. Sometimes they were my
minister; sometimes they were my su-

perintendent. We had agreed on a lot of

things when they went off to seminary,

but when they came back we still agreed

on most things. I wouldn't perform wed-

ding ceremonies and I wouldn't do the

Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, and

there were a lot of things I wouldn't do,

and they agreed. But we never did agree

on this thing about who would be chair-

man of the nominating committee.

When I came to my first General Con-

ference, 5 times ago, we went to

Portland, Oregon. And I went into that,

you know, new, and I tried to learn all I

could about it, and I soon found out that

I had an opportunity to change this

thing that I felt so strongly about. But

there was one fellow there by the name
of Talbert, who was an adviser to our

group. He was one of the general board

people and he convinced the group, you

know, that it should stay like it was, and

I felt a little bit out-maneuvered. And
the next time I went there was another

fellow by the name of Bishop Solomon

who out-maneuvered us on it that time.

Then the next time there was another

fellow by the name of Bishop Solomon

who out-maneuvered us again on it. And
you know, you look back and see. The
last time, though, we had a very en-

lightened local church committee, and

they voted in favor of changing this to

either pastor or lay person, and I was,

you know, real up in the air about that.

That was ... If I had been successful in

convincing, you know, some of our cler-

gy as well as some of the lay people, you

know, that that was the way to go. But

then a fellow by the name of Bishop

Hancock came along with a minority

report and got on to the conference floor

and convincedjust a few of the people to

vote the other way and defeated us

again. You see, what happened to all of

them? They had to all leave the pastoral

ministry.

... a recommendation. If anybody

wants to get up, you know, on the clergy

side and really push this thing, you

might be in line for a newjob. But I think

it's time to get into the meat of this

thing. I think it's time to trust your lay

people. I think it's time to trust your lay

people.

You know, I've talked to severjJ

people, ministers have said through the

years, and, particularly down here when

at one of our meetings where one of the

candidates for bishops talked to us, he

said, "I went to this one church and I

had been accustomed to being the chair-

person, chairman of the nominating

committee and they told me, preacher,

you do the ministry and we'll run the

church," and says, "I let them." And
said, "I had one ofmy greatest successes

in the ministry that I have ever had."

And we have another fellow down in

our conference that told me that one of

our large churches, he said, "I really

don't want this job, but it's conferred on

me by the General Conference rules and

the Discipline" and said, "but I'll get the

nominating committee together, we'll

elect a vice chairperson, and then I'U

turn it over to him. He said, "y'all do it,

I want to do the ministry." And he's

been very successful. The last church he

stayed many years, and he has had very

successful ministry where ever he was.

You know, we may know something

about these people that you people don't

know. That the preachers don't know.

And I've been told the same thing the

other way, you know, sometimes the

minister knows things about people we
don't know, and that's true also. But,

sometimes I've seen some disastrous

things both ways.

I remember one young man, the pas-

tor of our church, put in the position of

chairman of our pastor-parish relations

committee. And he heard that I was

gonna be ringing the Salvation Army
bells, and I went to ring the Salvation

Army bells, and he came to be with me.

He said, "Ijust came out ofthe Lutheran

Church, and I want to know about the

Methodist Church." So, for 2 hours I

told him all I knew about the Methodist

Church from beginning to end; from the

local church down through the end of

the, all the way up to the General Con-

ference.

Anyway, I don't think there's really

anything sacred about being the chair-

man of the nominating committee. It's

worked very well the way it has, but I

think it could work even better the other

way. And I recommend to you this time,

this time to trust your lay people. I really

believe that. It's time to trust your lay

people. And I'm asking you, the

delegates to General Conference, to vote

with the minority report and help us to

regain this feeling of, move out this feel-

ing of mistrust we might have between

one another. Thank you veiy much.
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BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, thank
you, Eddie. We have now heard from the

minority report. And let me just remind

you. I think some ofyou thought we were
on a 2 minute. The presentations are 10

minutes, and then when we get into the

debate on the floor, it's 2 minutes. And
so, that's where we are. Now let's hear

from the chair.

HUIE: Bishop, we would ask that Bob
Pierson, who chaired the subcommittee

that dealt with this for approximately 2

hours, if he would be allowed to be the

first speaker against the minority

report.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, now,

where we are since the minority report

is simply a move to change the Dis-

cipline, and mtuority report is simply to

leave the Discipline the way it is. We can

assume that the m^ority report is per-

fected. Right? All right, we move imme-
diately to the minority report, and I do

recognize the person that you indicate as

the first speech against a minority

report.

ROBERT PIERSON (Oklahoma):

Bishop, members of the Conference, I

am a member of the Oklahoma Con-

ference, and I am not looking for a new
job. Appreciate Eddie's remarks, and

want to share with you that the subcom-

mittee spent a great deal of time discuss-

ing this, more time than we have tonight

to discuss it. Everyone on the committee

was heard, lay and clergy alike. And
when the vote was taken, there were

both lay and clergy on both sides of the

vote. The concerns that all of you have

were lifted up and the feelings that were

shared openly. I think, to just share with

you our feelings that, and the ide£ds that

were shared in the summary fashion, I

would focus it in terms of ordination. I

believe the feelings of the subcommittee

were that clergy are set apart for the task

ofthe Word, Sacrament, and Order. And
a part of fulfilling that responsibility of

order is that task of chairing the

nominating committee.

The laity, or the members of the

nominating committee, they make the

nominations. The laity elect the persons

in the charge conference, but it, in terms

of the responsibility of empowering the

laity, it's not a question about who gets

to do this job, but it's a question about

whose responsibility it is. It was our feel-

ings that it is the responsibility of the

clergy to do this particular job. It's the

only one of all the offices that is assigned

to the clergy, and therefore, it is a part

of that function of ordination, par-

ticularly under the heading of "taking

care of the order."

Now, I would just mention there are

disappointments. There have been

times that clergy have not done it well,

and some of the stories that we heard

grieved us. However, we understand

that many of us in sharing various com-

mittees . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, your

time, your time's up, you need to fmish.

PIERSON: All right, let me fmish. We
imderstand that all of us have made
some mistakes, and we hope that you
will support the clergy continuing in this

which is their responsibility. Thank you.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, we
take, now for someone who's supporting

it. All right, over here. Microphone 11.

CARLEN BLACKSTONE (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Unfortunately, I wasn't

here for the last 5 General Conferences

when this issue was addressed. But if it

comes up eveiy 4 years, then I think it's

about time that we decide to do some-

thing about it. And I really don't think

that if we change this in the Discipline,

that there will be as many petitions next

time, 4 years from now to change it back.

In addition to that, we already took

some action earlier in this conference,

that now administrative board persons

and members will be encouraged to

tithe, participate in church-going Bible

study, and have regular worship atten-

dance. And my feeling is that maybe the

pastors don't want the job of chairing

the nominating committee anymore.

I happen to go to a church where it is

a problem of leadership. And where the

fact that the pastor is chairperson of the

nominating committee has a direct im-

pact on lay involvement in that church.

Many ofyou might not have that prob-

lem in your church, and I acknowledge

that and the motion of the minority

report sustains the fact that the pastor

can choose to be the chairperson of that

nominating committee. But if all of us,

lay and clergy, are serious about lay min-

istry, then this is an important step to

take.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, need

somebody against. Over here,

microphone 10, right here. Is that where

you are going? Okay.

JIM BRANSCOME (Virginia):

Regardless of how great the leadership

of the laity may be, we look to the mini-

ster as the leader ofour church. We need

to give them the opportunity to build the

leadership team. We say there's a prob-

lem sometimes with the ministers as the

head of the nominating committee. I

guarantee you that if we go to a lay

chairperson, there'll also be some that

will be problems. So I speak against the

minority report.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right,

gentleman right here, microphone 2.

You are for it, I assume? All right.

CHARLES W. EUREY (Western

North Carolina): Bishop, I am defmitely

for it. This has been a concern of mine
for many years. I've been to several con-

ferences, too, where it's come up, and I

hoped that it would pass, but unfor-

tunately it hasn't. It seems to me that it

only stands to reason that the nominat-

ing committee deals with nominating

lay people, so why should there be such

a bias against having a lay person as

chairman? Now, it says that the pastor

may be the chair, so we're willing to

share that, if the committee so desires.

My second point is that ifthe commit-

tee is composed of lay people, then cer-

tainly they are responsible people. And
suppose a pastor comes in, for instance,

and it's his first year. He hal no real

knowledge ofthe people who are capable

of doing the job. The laity of that board

has that knowledge, and to think that a

lay person can't serve in this capacity to

me just seems to be ridiculous. I urge

you, pastor and clergy, to support this

minority report. Thank you. Bishop.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, that's

2 speeches for and 2 speeches against

We must now move to any questions or

anything like that, but we're ready to put

it to motion. Yes? Microphone 5.

JEROME K. DELPINO (Southern

New England): Bishop, I have a question

for the committee, and that is whether

the committee discussed this question in

relationship to what it means to be "pas-

tor in charge."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right?

ROBERT D. PIERSON (Oklahoma):

Yes, the committee did, and that was the

position I presented in terms of under-

standing what ordination meant and the

responsibility for order.

DELPINO: All right.

PIERSON: And we discussed that

fully, at the same time ... it was ena-

bling the laity in order to be in the role

of being pastor in charge.
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BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, no

more questions like that. That's debate.

Let's see if there is any inquiry. Is there

a word now from the committee? Clos-

ing arguments?

HUIE: How does one say this delicate-

ly? Yes, there have been instances in

which less than capable pastors have

chaired a nominating committee. I

would also say that I have great con-

fidence in the laity of the United

Methodist Church and that 3 to 9

strong, capable lay persons plus the lay

leader can deal with a pastor who is less

than effective in that role. I also want to

say that over and over again we are

hearing Ijuty say, "We want our pastors

to lead. We want our pastors to lead."

We are asking that you let your pastors

lead through continuing to chair the

committee on nominations. We urge

that you support the committee.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is

there any other? All right, you're ready

now to vote on this? You understand

what you're doing? What's before us is

the minority report, and if you are sup-

porting ... all right, if you are support-

ing the minority report you will vote

"yes." If you are not supporting the

minority report you will vote "no."

Please vote when the light appears. All

right, "Yes," 424; "No," 489, you do not

support the minority report. The sup-

port fails. What's before us now is the

report of the majority, and they vote

non-concurrence. Any closing word?

Any comments?

HUIE: No.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, if you

will support the msyority, will you say

yes. And if you support the

minority . . . against the majority, you

will vote "no." Vote when the light ap-

pears. Are you clear? All right, what's

before us now is the majority report,

which is nonconcurrence. Ifyou support

that you will vote "yes," if you are

against that you will vote "no." You

ready? Will you vote when the light ap-

pears. All right, "Yes," 589; "No," 327.

You have sustained the m^ority report.

(Calendar Item No. 734;

Study ofLocal Church Potential)

HUIE: Thank you very much. On
page ... I have 6 petitions remaining

from the committee, and I'll try to move
through them as expeditiously as I can.

If you'll begin on the DCA, p. 303, the

blue book, p. 303, Calendar Item No.

734. It's in the right-hand colimm, the

second item down. The Petition No. is

1146. It is found on p. 1275 in the DCA.
This is an item which was lifted from the

Consent Calendar. It goes in the section

on property, and it indicates that in a

population that is static, declining or

changing, it adds 2 additional options. It

spells those out as relocation, merger, or

discontinuance. Those are options

which are open as available to the dis-

trict superintendent and the District

Board ofChurch Location. The commit-

tee recommended concurrence by a vote

of 78-0-0.

BISHOP TALBERT: Call the Calen-

dar Item again, p. no. and Calendar

Item.

HUIE: Page no. 303 in the DCA,

Calendar Item 734, right-hand column,

second down. Petition 11446.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, it's

before you. Yes? Microphone no. 3.

THOMAS H. IRWIN (Central Pen-

nsylvania): I'd like to amend by substitu-

tion . . . substitution of the word

"merger" as follows, "imion with

another congregation."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is that

seconded? It's seconded. You may speak

to it.

IRWIN: Sir, in the Central Pennsyl-

vania . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: Now, let me
just . . . tell us where you are. You're in

the red book, right?

IRWIN: No sir. In the blue book.

BISHOP TALBERT: Oh, in the white

book, okay?

IRWIN: In the white book, yes, sir,

1275.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, go

ahead.

LRWIN: In the Central Pennsylvania

area, and I'm sure this is true of other

areas throughout the General Con-

ference, the word "merger" generally

means the smaller being swallowed up

by the larger. In many attempts at

merger, that's precisely what happens.

The identity ofthe smaller congregation

is lost, and I would prefer the word

"union", and I would urge the body to

adopt this amendment.

HUIE: Sir? Bishop? That would be

acceptable to the committee. We would

take that as a friendly amendment.

BISHOP TALBERT: Any objection to

this? All right, we let it go that way. Are

you ready on this one? Yes. Microphone

no. 5.

AUSTIN FREDERICK JR. (South-

west Texas^: I'd like a defmition of the

word changing population area." What
do you mean by that?

HUIE: We had the maker ... the

writer of the petition was in the local

church committee, and our under-

standing of what he intended by that is

simply a transitional area of a wide

variety of kinds. It was not intended to

be a limiting term in any way.

FREDERICK: Okay, I would like to

make a motion that we delete "changing

population," delete the word, "or chang-

ing population." If I may have a second

I'd like to speak to that.

BISHOP TALBERT: Is that

seconded? AU right.

FREDERICK- My concern. Bishop, is

that the understanding that as we ex-

perience white flight, the churches wiU

be more apt to move in this direction as

opposed to staying in the neighborhood

and being in ministry to that neighbor-

hood. There are instances within the life

of the local church in which those chur-

ches stayed there, and with a change of

pastors have flourished and have been

in ministry to thousands of people as a

result of that. And I speak for deletion

of this word to make siu-e that we stay

in those changing neighborhoods and be

in ministry.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. Some-

one wants to speak against it? Yes?

Microphone no. 9.

ROBERT SMITH (California): This

petition has come from the commission

on religion and race of our annual con-

ference. We £U-e confronted constantly

with churches in changing com-

munities, and we do have to face realis-

tically the issue of changing

populations. We have to make some

decisions. Very often we find that there

is flight on the part of certain groups to

certain areas. But what we are caUing for

is to have certain decisions made about

the future ministry of that church in

that particular area. There is a tendency

to want to sell that church, dose that

church, abandon the community. We
are asking that we stay in the com-

munity, but find some other configura-

tion for continuing viable ministry in

the area, even though it's changing. I

would be against the motion to delete.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, is

there someone for the motion? AU right,

microphone no. 7.
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JOHN E. CORSON (California-

Nevada): This is really a point of infor-

mation. I believe a few moments ago a

friendly amendment was made to

change the word "merger" to "union"

and I believe that was accepted. Is that

true?

BISHOP TALBERT: That's correct

CORSON: My concern is that I want

to be sure that legally, "union" and

"merger" are synonymous terms be-

cause I think of one situation where we
had a merger, we used that under

California law because if we did not, we
would end up paying higher real estate

taxes on a parsonage. Where merger

continued . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right.

CORSON: ... an entity, and so I just

need some clarification.

BISHOP TALBERT: WeU, John,

that's not what's before us now. What's

before us is the amendment dealing with

the change in population. So, ifyou will

catch that ailer we deal with this amend-

ment, you'll be appropriate.

CORSON: Thank you.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right? All

right, over here. Microphone no. 5.

WALTER L KIMBROUGH (North

Georgia): Bishop, I rise to at least make
a suggestion to the maker of the amend-

ment, and if he would accept this, it

would be fine with me. I think he's at the

wrong place to accomplish what he

wants. Changing is not the issue. The
issue is the word "relocation." The need

is not for communities to discontinue

changing; they do change, but once . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, but

what's before us now is this changing

population. What are you suggesting?

KIMBROUGH: I want to suggest to

the maker of the motion to see whether

or not he would accept moving his

amendment from deleting the word

"changing" to deleting the word

"relocation." And if not, I'd be willing to

make an amendment to the motion.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. What

we have before us now is this amend-

ment. I hear you then speaking against

this, right?

KIMBROUGH: Absolutely.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Do we

have someone for it? All right, right

here, you for it. Microphone no. 3.

THELMA L. JOHNSON (West Ohio):

I speak for the amendment. There is

nothing wrong with a changing popula-

tion, if the population is working in the

church. It's when the population chan-

ges and the membership declines. So if

we're going to talk about membership

declining, which could make the mem-
bership 50 or less, and make a need for

something to be done, I can see it But

just because a population changes does

not necessarily mean that there has to

be something done about the church

because in some places chtmging popula-

tions flourish and the church grows with

a mixture of people coming together. So

I would say remove the word "changing

population."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right 2 and

2. It's before us now. Any word from

you?

HUIE: Let the house ... let the house

decide.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Do you
understand the situation? What's before

us now is the amendment which is

the . . . which will result in deleting the

words "our changing population."

That's what I heard. AU right, what's

before us then is that amendment, and

if you support the amendment, you wUl

vote "yes," and if you do not, you will

vote "no." Vote when the light appears.

All right, the motion fails 678 "No"; 222,

"Yes." What's before us now is the mo-

tion from the committee. All right,

John. Microphone no. 7.

CORSON: I have no difficulty with the

word "union." My question is, legally is

there, are these terms synonjTnous:

merger and union, or could we say

"merger-union" as another option?

BISHOP TALBERT: You want to try

that as an amendment?
CORSON: I will move that we insert

the word "merger" in that last sentence.

BISHOP TALBERT: So that it would

be "merger, union or discontinuance"?

CORSON: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: Is that

seconded? All right. There's some sup-

port for that. Any discussion. Do you

want to speak to it?

CORSON: If I could speak to that

Under California law, sometimes

merger is a creative way to use church

property missionally at less expense

than if we created a new corporation.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, over

here, are you against? All right,

microphone 15.

STEPHEN R PACEY (Central D-

linois): Bishop, what I'd really like to do

is amend the amendment.
BISHOP TALBERT: All right

PACEY: It is with some trepidation

that I filed the papers to take this off of

the (Consent Calendar. What I'm con-

cerned about is an amendment to the

amendment to delete the word "discon-

tinuance," and if I could get a 2nd to

that, I'll speak to it

BISHOP TALBERT: All right

PACEY: Ah, good folks from Central

Illinois.

TALBERT: You'U need to hold that

What's before now is an amendment to

add the word "merger," and so well

need to decide whether this body wanta

to add that word, and then well try to

get back to you.

PACEY: Would it be in order to ask

you not to forget me?

BISHOP TALBERT: I'U try not to.

PACEY: Thank you.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, what's

before us now is the motion to amend by

adding the word "merger" so that it

would be "merger, union, and discon-

tinuance." Any discussion of that? All

right, look to you as the chair.

HUIE: We'U just let the body dedde. I

believe we can move along more quickly

that way.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, if

you're, if you're for it, you'U vote "Yes";

if you're against it, you'U vote "No."

Vote when the light appears.

AU right, you support that and it's

before us. The number is "Yes," 728;

"No," 179. The amendment passes. AU
right, I recognize you now to come with

yours. 15, microphone 15.

PACEY: I am Steve Pacey again and

stiU from Central Dlinois. I would move

to amend to delete the word

"discontinuance" and if I have a second,

I would speak to it.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's seconded.

PACEY: Thank you. I believe the Dis-

cipline in a prior section, I think it is

2548, speaks to discontinuance in the

process. I share the concern of some of

the prior speakers that discontinuance

should not be an option for changing or

declining population areas. I think we

ought to look for new or refocused mis-

sion. I do that from the rural standpoint

where many declining population areas

find a new element of economicaUy dis-

advantaged people, and rather than look

to discontinue a smedl church, I think we

ought to refocus the mission of smaU

rural churches.
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BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, some-

one against? Is there another yes?

Microphone No. 9.

ROBERT SMITH (California Pacific:

Bishop, we're looking for creative alter-

natives for ministry in changing com-

munities. Very often it may become the

right thing to do, to discontinue the

charter of 1 congregation, in order to

allow for the possibility of a new con-

gregation to be formed in that particular

entity. We have such situations in

Southern California. We have success-

fully had 1 congregation vote to discon-

tinue and to, as it were, transfer the

property to a new congregation formed

in the same property, and so it seems to

me that this is a proper kind of thing.

We also find ourselves in situations

where we continue to prop up some-

thing where we really can't maintain a

ministry there. We need to have a way

of dealing with those and helping some

to die so that something new and crea-

tive can be bom. So I'm against the

motion to delete "discontinuance."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is

there someone for it? Right here. No. 3.

BENJAMIN T. EDWARDS (West

Ohio): If it's appropriate, I'd like to call

for the question. This Titanic is sinking

and we're messing with the furniture on

the deck.

BISHOP TALBERT: That's not a mo-

tion, it's a comment. Back here, yes? 14.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I vote

to suspend the rules and call for the

question, that's all before us that is al-

lowed. We've got other peas to pick.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before us. What's your point of order?

RICHARD NICODEMUS (New

York): Bishop, we've had a number of

calls for the question with comments

added to it. Such gratuitous remarks are

not, I believe, in the best interest of

Roberts' Rules of Orders. I ask that the

chair rule that such comments are not

allowable, and therefore the question

for the call for order is not in order at

this present time. Thank you.

BISHOP TALBERT: Point is well

taken. Your point is well taken. His

point is well taken. It's your rules. Let's

look to the chair, now for any last com-

ments. I don't see anyone wanting the

floor.

HUIE: I believe the house is ready to

vote.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, if you

are for this amendment to delete, you

will vote "yes," and ifyou are against it,

you will vote "no." Vote when the light

appears. It is not supported. It's "Yes,"

178; "No," 726. Are you ready now on

this item? Yes, microphone No. 8.

DONALD G. KLARUP (South

Dakota): I have a question, and then

probably speak against the item.

BISHOP TALBERT: My question is,

does this have to be in the Discipline in

order for an annual conference to act in

the same way?

HUIE: Sir, I think this is intended

simply to clarify and make more explicit

the options available.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right.

KLARUP: Well, I do not see it as an

option when it says "shall." I, too, come

from a rural conference, and we have a

bushelful of 50-member and less chur-

ches which are very, very effective.

Some are much more effective than

larger membership churches, and to

have this kind of thing go down would

be...

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, what's

the point of order? 15.

PORTER J. WOMELDORFF
(Central Illinois): The paragraph under

discussion is already in the Discipline.

We're only talking about amendments

to the discipline.

BISHOP TALBERT: That's clarifica-

tion. All right.

KLARUP: I thought I was speaking to

the amendment.

BISHOP TALBERT: Well, what is

before us now is this whole item, and the

amendment lost, so what's before us

now is 2550, which is in the book, 735?

Which is calling for concurrence as

it . . . 734, right.

KLARUP: Do I understand the com-

mittee is calling for concurrence ofwhat

is already in the Discipline!

BISHOP TALBERT: What's in there

with these 3 words added, which is

"merger, union, and discontinuance"

and then above that would be "our

changing population." Is that right?.

KLARUP: Thank you.

HUIE: That is correct.

BISHOP TALBERT: Are you ready

on this? All right, what doyou want over

here? No. 11.

(Redevelopment Enters Debate)

SUSAN W. HASSINGER (Eastern

Pennsylvania): I would like to amend

the petition by inserting between the

words "relocation and merger union,"

the word "redevelopment" so that it

would read, give special attention to

relocation . .

.

JOHN MILES: Point of order?

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, what's

your point of order? If you're coming

back on your motion to call, I rule you

out of order, because we don't want

anymore comments according to your

rules. You either move it and let it stand

without comment from the house.

MILES: No, point of order, Bishop.

BISHOP TALBERT: What's your

point of order?

MILES: Under our rules that we
operate under, when the question is

called that is all before us, all before us

is then called for.

BISHOP TALBERT: Sir, just so you

will understand, you call for the ques-

tion with no comment.

MILES: OK
BISHOP TALBERT: You under-

stand?

MILES: Yes sir, I understand that

quite well, but does that make
the . . . invalid?

BISHOP TALBERT: Yes.

MILES: It's a good rule.

BISHOP TALBERT: I have ruled him

out of order. Now ifyou want to call for

it again, you can get the microphone and

do it. Yes.

HASSINGER: Do you want me to res-

tate . . .?

BISHOP TALBERT: I've already

recognized No. 11.

HASSINGER: OK Do you want me to

restate the amendment?

BISHOP TALBERT: Yes, yes.

HASSINGER: To insert the word

"redevelopment" between "relocation"

and "merger or union."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is that

seconded? It is seconded. All right.

HASSINGER: The reason for doing

that ... I serve as a consultant with

local churches that do this kind of study,

and one of the key options that is avail-

able is redeveloping a congregation in

the site where they are presently lo-

cated, and it seems to me if the intent is

to develop options, it's important to

have that one listed also.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. Will

you identify yourself again for the

records?

HASSINGER: Susan Hassinger, East-

ern Pennsylvania.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, this is

before us now. Yes? Microphone No. 3.
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PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I move to suspend the rules

in order to move the previous question

on all that is before us.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is that

seconded. All right, ifyou would suspend

the rules for that purpose, you will vote

"yes" and if you are against it, vote no.

Vote when the light appears.

All right. You have voted to suspend

the rules for that purpose (vote is "Yes,"

872; "No," 53), and what we have before

us now is the amendment, and that

amendment is in between "to" and

"relocation". The word "redevelop-

ment." Is that right? Redevelopment,

that is what is before us now. Any clos-

ing word from you?

HUIE: No sir. Let the body vote.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, let's go

then. Ifyou are in support ofthe amend-

ment you will vote "yes." If you are not

you will support no. Vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 584; "No," 389. The
amendment is supported. You have

before you now Item 734 as has been

amended. If you will support it you will

vote "yes." If you do not support if you

will vote "no." Vote when the light ap-

pears. You have supported this item.

"Yes," 864; "No," 59. The item is sup-

ported and adopted.

(Calendar Item No. 1182;

Membership in Racial and
Ethnic Supremist Groups)

HUIE: Thank you. Now if you'll turn

in your DCA p. 371 ... 371, Calendar

Item 1 182, the right-hand column, about

3/4 of the way down, Petition 10219.

This is found in the red book p. 83 1. DCA
371, Calendar 1182, Petition 10219.

Now, friends, you'll want to study this

carefully. This petition would mandate

that anyone who is a member of a racial

and ethnic supremist group cannot also

be a member of the United Methodist

Church. We recommended nonconcur-

rence. You will note that the vote was

divided. Friends, I want to say to you

that what we were united on is that

racial and ethnic supremists groups are

morally reprehensible. They're unchris-

tian. They are contrary to the Kingdom

of God. On that we all agreed. In that we

are in sympathy with the petition. The

problem with the petition as the com-

mittee saw it was in the terms of im-

plementation. How would we ask a

person coming to join the United

Methodist Church, in addition to asking

for their loyalty to the United Methodist

Church, would we also ask them if they

hold membership in a racial or ethnic

supremist group? If we do that, who will

draw up such a list, and by what criteria?

Again, I want to say we had a lengthy

discussion on this. We are in deep sym-

pathy with the anger and the pain that

generated this petition, but for the

reasons that I have stated the committee

voted nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, this

matter is before us. Discussion. Yes.

Microphone 7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): I urge us to be considerate, and

thoughtful, and deliberate, and try to

look for alternative wording. I believe I

know something about the background

of this petition. I believe it came from a

group of 5 young ladies from a church in

our great United Methodist church. One
of them was from Thailand. Two were

Black . . . I'm sorry, one was Black, two

were White, and I forget what the other

one was~I believe she was Hispanic

They went to one of our youth rallies in

Illinois. And while they were there

another member of the youth rally, also

a United Methodist Church member, did

what you might call a bit of racial

abusiveness and tried to threaten the

Black girl and shared with her that he

was a member of the KKK As I under-

stand it, the 5 girls were very hurt, prac-

tically shattered. It was the love and

support of the congregation that

brought them back on their feet. And it

was the courage and endorsement of the

older members that encouraged them to

write this petition. I hope we can come

up with somebody with creative alterna-

tive wording so we don't simply discard

this petition that was a lot of months of

suffering on the part of 5 of our young

members.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, over

here. All right. Are you speaking for or

against?

JIM MAYFIELD (Southwest Texas): I

am speaking for.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. For

these . . . for nonconcurrence?

MAYFIELD: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: Right. Okay.

MAYFIELD: I want to call the

delegation's attention to our renuncia-

tion of sin and profession of faith in the

Hymnal. You can find it on p. 34 and

other places in the Hymnal, in which

people who are coming into the church

are asked these questions: "Do you con-

fess Jesus Christ as your savior, put your

whole trust in his grace, and promise to

serve him as your Lord? In union with

the church which Christ has opened, to

people of all ages, nations and races?" I

think that this is covered in a more

profound way here than it could ever be

in the Disctp/ine, and I would encourage

whoever the pastor is of those young

women to sit down with them with this

Hymnal and let them see what is here.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. Over

here. Are you for it? All right.

STEVEN DRACHLER (Central Pen-

nsylvania): I'd like to move that this be

referred to the Commission on Religion

and Race.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, is that

seconded. The motion is to refer to

Religion and Race.

DRACHLER: I believe that would be

the appropriate place to send this

proposal. It can be examined. They can

look at the language in it to find ways to

deal with the situations so we could be

sensitive to the concerns and needs of all

persons involved.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. The

motion now is to refer. Over here. Yes

you. No, no. The one going to the other

way. Yes, right there. Right. Microphone

5.

WESLEY W. WILLIAMS (Southern

New England): Yes, Bishop. I work with

these young women who encountered

this traumatic experience. Their con-

cern was how a church member could be

a member of a church that had in its

charter, inclusiveness, total inclusive-

ness, and at the same time . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right Let's

speak to the motion to refer. That's

what's before us now.

WILLIAMS: Well, I would speak

against that Bishop, because I ... I real-

ly would like to know whether or not this

could be made a chargeable offense?

BISHOP TALBERT: Okay, all right

So you are against referring.

WILLIAMS: Yes, I am.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right some-

one for it? Are you, you . . . you want

something? All right you want to speak

against referring? AU right

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop Talbert and members

of the conference, I'd like to count on my
fingers and toes, but I am afraid that I

would not run out, how many times we

have talked about the importance of the
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youth in the life of the church, not

tomorrow, today. Here are 5 young

people trying to hold you, my friends,

and me, accountable to our commitment
to the discipleship of Jesus Christ in

terms of social witness. They submitted

the same petition last year. It was per-

fected or not and referred. I ask you in

the name of Christ, and in support of

young people trying desperately to be

responsible disciples, not to refer to a

committee, but to act this evening.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Is

there someone for reference? Yes, in the

back. Microphone 13.

KATHY N. REEVES (Northern D-

linois): I speak for referral. I, too, am
appalled by persons throughout our

society that feel they can be abusive to

others. And I do believe that we need to

send a message to our youth that we are

concerned about them and the world in

which we live. But I think that we need

to also help our youth as well as oursel-

ves to understand, that, as people who
are a part of the body of Christ, we are

all in need of opportunities to be saved

from the things we do which are inap-

propriate. And so I think this can be a

way of dealing with it, rather then trying

to shut anybody outside of our church.

Christ said that he came as a physician,

meaning that we are all in need of some
kind of healing or deliberation. Let us

not shut out people, but fmd responsible

ways to respond to the evils in our

society.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, the

motion to refer is before us.

HUIE: The house is ready.

BISHOP TALBERT: If you wUl sup-

port the motion to refer you will vote

"yes," ifyou are against it you will vote

"no." Vote when the light appears.

All right. "Yes," 504; "No," 434. It has

been referred. All right, next matter.

(Calendar Item No. 1434;

Meaning ofMembership)

HUIE: All right, now if you in your

DCA, the blue book, if you'll turn to p.

469 the middle column, Calendar Item

1434, Petition 12072. It's found in your

white book, p. 1253. This petition also

deals with the meaning of membership.

It seeks to amend what many would

consider historic language in the mem-
bership vows, "Will you support the

church by your prayers, be loyal to The
United Methodist Church and support

it by your prayers, your presence, your

gifts, and your service?" This language

would amend that to "prayers, presence,

tithes and gifts, service." As you know,

this committee has made, our desire to

stress tithing is already de&r. But the

m^ority ofour committee do not believe

that this petition is the right way to do

it. We recommend nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, it is

before you. Yes?

KEITH M. LADD (Eastern Pennsyl-

vjmia): I believe it is time for The United

Methodist Church and Christians in all

bodies to take seriously the dictates of

our Lord, who told us to tithe. And for

us to leave tithing out reduces that tithe

to less than full faithful ministry and
following of our Lord. As a tither, those

ofyou who do tithe know the great feel-

ing that one gets and the work that one

can do with that money. I urge this

church not to go back on its faith and

not to be halfway Christians.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Yes?

Back here, microphone no. 12.

JOE E. PENNEL (Tennessee): I'd like

to speak in support of the committee.

Though I'm not now, I have been a pas-

tor of a ghetto church, serving among
the poorest of the poor. Proportionate

giving should be stressed in those situa-

tions, and not tithing. There are some
situations in the life ofthe church where

this would bring an undue burden on the

life of believers.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is

there someone for it? Anyone, another

one against it? All right, no. 5.

DONALD W. HAMILTON (Yel-

lowstone): I think we're missing the

point if we change this to tithe. I am a

tither; my wife and I have tithed for 30

years; I believe in it. However, the word

"gifts" in the membership vows has a

broader connotation that just money. It

talks about gifts, spiritual gifts, skills,

and it's a different connotation than

service. Service is very important, but

gifts has to do with that that we have to

offer: our money, our talents, our

spiritual depth, our spiritual journeys,

our very lives, is a part of our giving. To
limit this to "tithe" makes it only

money, or sound that way. So, I would

hope that we would not make this

change, but to allow the gifts to have its

broader connotation. I think that's

scriptural, when we remember about

the spiritual gifts that are mentioned

there. I think it's in line with our basic

theology, that when people come to

present themselves, it is their gifts, as

well as their prayers, their service, and
these other things. "Tithes" is too limit-

ing.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, aU

right, is there someone? All right, over

here, microphone no. 7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): Just a point of information.

Careful reading of the text would see

that the last speaker was actually speak-

ing in favor, because it says "tithes and
gifts."

BISHOP TALBERT: WeU, we'U take

care of that. If you have a statement to

make, you makes yours and let the

others speak. I think we're ready for it

to vote now. Are you ready?

HUEE: Yes, the committee stands by

the historic language, and we recom-

mend that you support the committee

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. If you support the commit-

tee, which is recommending nonconcur-

rence, you will vote "yes." If you are

against, you vote no. Vote when the light

appears. You have supported the non-

concurrence; "Yes," 723; "No," 196. The
committee is supported.

(Calendar Item No. 1443; Powers and
Duties ofCharge Conference)

HUIE: Thank yoa The DCA, the blue

book, p. 470, Calendar Item 1443, left

hand column, down at the bottom. Page

470, Calendar Item 1443, Petition

10918, it's found in your red book, p.

837. This petition says that the district

superintendent, as well as the pastor

and lay leader, shall interpret the impor-

tance of World Service and conference

benevolences. It also indicates that the

payment of these apportionments is the

first benevolent responsibility of the

church. Especially after yesterday's

painful hours, we urge you to vote con-

currence.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. Ifyou will support the com-

mittee, you will vote "yes," and if you

will not support the committee you will

vote "no."

Vote when the light appears. All right,

the committee is supported, "Yes," 815;

"No," 91, it is adopted.

HUIE: Thank you. Page 472 in the

blue book, 472, Calendar Item 1467, left

hand column, down at the bottom. 1467,

the Petition No. is 12322. It's found in

the white book, p. 1272. We have a print-

ing error here, so you wiU need to look
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in the white book, and I will correct the

printing error aloud. What happened is

that too much was deleted. The way this

petition should now read as amended by

the committee, there would be only 1

sentence deleted. If you'll look in line 4,

there is a sentence that begins "In

general, this committee shall have not

fewer than5normorethan9 members. '

'

Delete that sentence. The rest of the

paragraph stands as it is printed on p.

1272, with the exception that the word
"missional" in line 6 is deleted, and the

word "multilanguage" has been sub-

stituted there. The rationale is that, in

the overwhelming, overwhelming pat-

tern for a Pastor-Parish Relations Com-
mittees is 5 to 9 members. But in specific

cases, where churches have 2, 3, even 4

or 5 liinguages within 1 congregation,

there may be appropriate times to go

beyond the 9-person limit on Pastor-

Parish. Therefore, with that change, we
recommend concurrence with the peti-

tion.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. If you will support the com-

mittee, you will vote "yes." If you are

against the committee, you will vote

"no." Vote when the light appears.

The committee supported, "Yes," 870;

"No," 52. It is approved.

(Calendar Item No. 1460; Duties of
Committee on Pastor-Parish Relations)

HUIE: Thankyou very much. The last

petition, p. 471 in the blue book . . . blue

book p. 471, Calendar Item 1460, the

right-htmd column, first down. Petition

10562. It is found in your red book, p.

847. This is a petition that I personally

present with some appreciation and

gratitude to the makers. What this says

is that 1 of the duties of the Pastor-

Parish Committee shall be continually

to interpret to the people, not only cross-

racial appointments and sensitivity to

open itinerancy, but also to the appoint-

ment ofwomen. We recommend concur-

rence.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's beforeyou. If

you'll support the committee it will be

yes, against no. Vote when the light ap-

pears. You support the committee,

"Yes," 864; "No," 55. You've supported

the committee. Yes? Microphone no. 10.

BETTY JANE YOUNG (Northern

New Jersey): I rise to ask for a recon-

sideration on a vote that was taken just

prior to this on . . . the no. was 1443 on

p. 470, and it is in reference to p. 837 in

the red DCA to the powers and duties of

the charge conference.

BISHOP TALBERT: You want

to . . . did you vote for it?

YOUNG: Yes, I did. Yes, I did, sir.

BISHOP TALBERT: So you're re-

questing reconsideration.

YOUNG: Yes, I am sir. May I make one

statement as to why?

BISHOP TALBERT: Yes.

YOUNG: My question is that in the

last..next to the last sentence in that

par., it sajrs that the charge conference

shall determine the amount accepted,

and I'm concerned that this opens us up.

We have always said that that is ac-

cepted.

BISHOP TALBERT: I think that's

been deleted.

HUIE: That is correct. It has been

deleted by the committee before it came
to the floor.

YOUNG: I apologize.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. So

it's ... all right, wUl you fmish?

HUIE: I simply wish to say a word of

gratitude to the General Conference and

to the Committee on the Local Church.

This concludes our report. Thank you.

BISHOP TALBERT: Thank you. All

right, the next Calendar Item.

(Quartet of Calendar Items-442, 857,

871, 1634-Quickly Approved)

C. REX BEVINS (Nebraska): Bishop

Talbert and members of the conference,

the Discipleship Legislative Committee

has 4 brief items to place before you this

evening. Please turn in your blueDCA to

p. 276, Calendar Item 442. Bishop, this

really is a dean up item from the adop-

tion of the Book of Worship. Calendar

Item 442 is a petition rejecting to the

removing of the word "Father" from the

Book of Worship. Of course, the word

"Father" has been included in a number
of places, in all of the appropriate places

for Trinitarian language, and in a host

of other prayers. We ask you to support

the nonconcurrence of the Discipleship

Legislative Committee.

BISHOP TALBERT: It is before you.

If you'll support the committee you will

vote "yes." If you are against the com-

mittee vote no. Vote when the light ap-

pears. You support the committee,

"Yes," 815; "No," 65.

BEVINS: The Discipleship Legislative

Committee was fortunate, indeed, to

have 6 outstanding subcommittee

chairs. One of these chairs, V. L.

Daughtery, will present the remaining 3

calendar items from our committee, and

when these have been completed that

will complete our report for this evening.

V. L. DAUGHTERY JR. (South Geor-

gia): Bishop, I call the conference to look

in the blue book on p. 345, Calendar

Item 857. It's also found in the petition

book on 1121 and 1122, Calendar Item

857. Bishop, this is the stewardship in-

itiative for the 1993-96 quadrennium,

and the committee has recommended a

vote of nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. Any further word or you're

just ready to put it to vote? All right, if

you will support the committee you will

vote "yes," if wiU not support the com-

mittee vote no. Vote when the light ap-

pears. You're supporting the committee,

"Yes," 819; "No," 80.

DAUGHTERY: The next Calendar

Item is No. 871. It is found in the blue

book on p. 346. This is a petition on a

consultation workshop to enhance the

gifts and skills of spiritual directors. It

was amended and we recommend our

proposed concurrence as it was

amended.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's before you. If

you will support the committee you will

vote "yes," "no" if you do not Vote

when the light appears. You have sup-

ported the committee, "Yes," 874; "No,"

29. It's adopted.

BEVINS: The third Calendar Item is

found on p. 539 of the blue book, p. 539,

Calendar Item 1634. The blue book 539,

Calendar Item 1634. The committee

recommends concurrence with the

amendments that are listed here, adding

the words "faith sharing."

BISHOP TALBERT: It's beforeyou. If

you support the committee vote yes, if

you do not vote no. Vote when the light

appears. You have supported the com-

mittee, "Yes," 887; "No," 15. It's

adopted.

BEVINS: This completes our work,

sir.

BISHOP TALBERT: Thank you very

much. Let's give our thanks to this com-

mittee. All right, next Calendar Item?

(Calendar Item No. 14; Update the Lan-
guage of the Constitution)

VANCE SUMMERS JR. (West Ohio):

Bishop Talbert and members of the

General Conference, I am grateful for

this opportunity to present the petitions

from the conferences section, legislative
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committee, and our first one will be

found on p. 1086 in the white DCA and

p. 167 in the blueDCA, and it's Calendar

Item 14.

SUMMERS: Petition No. 1186. And
the subject is update ofthe Constitution.

Let me simimarize it for you. Changes

the word "ministerial" to "clergy," and

adds a sentence which permits reserve

clergy and lay delegates to the jurisdic-

tional and Central Conferences to act as

reserve delegates to the General Con-

ference. The legislative committee con-

curred as amended.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, it's

before you. Ifyou will support the com-

mittee you will vote "yes," ifyou do not,

vote "no." Vote when the light appears.

You have supported the committee,

"Yes," 830; "No," 62, and let me call to

your attention - this is a Constitutional

amendment and it's defmitely more

than the two-thirds required. It's

adopted.

SUMMERS: P. 265, the blue DCA,
Petition No. 1183. It is Calendar Item

324. The narrative may be found on p.

1086 of the white DCA. This relates to

para. 25. It has to do with jurisdictional

conference powers and duties, and again

it updates ministers. Changes the word

from . .

.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, give us

the p. and the calendar item again.

SUMMERS: P. 265 in the blue DCA.
BISHOP TALBERT: All right, calen-

dar item?

SUMMERS: Petition No. 1183.

BISHOP TALBERT: What's your

calendar item?

SUMMERS: Calendar Item 324.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right.

SUMMERS: The narrative is found

on p. 1084. To summarize, it changes the

word "minister" to "clergy." The legis-

lative committee recommends concur-

rence, 72 for, against, not voting.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. All right, question over here,

all right, no. 9. Microphone 9.

HELMUT NAUSNER (Austria

Provisional): I just want to make a com-

ment that the house at least hears my
concern and the concern of many
others. You speak about updating the

language, and we are in a process that

probably cannot be stopped. But, I just

want to say that I think we are not only

changing language, we are beginning to

change substance, and this is something

we at least shall consider. The old lan-

guage was precise. This one is not

precise.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, that's

1 against. Is there any more? AU right,

it's before us and let's identify it again.

It's Item No. 324 and the committee

recommends concurrence. If you'll sup-

port the committee, vote "yes," ifyou're

against the committee, vote "no." Vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 792;

"No," 123. You've supported the com-

mittee. Again, a Constitutional amend-

ment, more than the two-thirds needed.

SUMMERS: The next 1 is found on p.

265 in the blueDCA. Calendar Item 325,

Petition No. 11184. The narrative is

found on p. 1084 in the whiteDCA. And
this relates to the Constitution, para. 35,

and it has to do with annual conference

membership. Again, it updates the lan-

guage, it changes "ministerial" and

"minister" to "clergy." The legislative

committee voted concurrence 72-0-0.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's before you.

Another Constitutional amendment. If

you support the committee, you will vote

"yes," if you do not, you will vote "no."

Vote when the light appears. "Yes," 843;

"No," 75. More than the two-thirds re-

quired as a Constitutional amendment,

it's adopted.

SUMMERS: P. 265 again, blue DCA,

Calendar Item 327, Petition No. 11185.

Narrative again is found on p. 1085. This

relates to para. 36, annual conference

rights. It updates the language again,

"ministerial" to "clergy." The recom-

mendation is concurrence 73-0-0.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's before you.

If you support the committee, vote

"yes," if you do not, vote "no." Vote

when the light appears. You've sup-

ported the committee "Yes," 841; "No,"

63. Again, a Constitutional amendment,

more than necessary. More than re-

quired. It's adopted.

SUMMERS: P. 206 in the red DCA, p.

266 in the blue. Calendar Item 334, Peti-

tion No. 01000 1. This one has to do with

the boundaries of annual conferences

and episcopal areas. And it is to change

in the name and boundaries of the an-

nual conference, it is in addition in the

name and boundaries these words, "an

episcopal area shall." The recommenda-
tion is concurrence with the removal of

the word "shall" and replace it with

"may."

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

before you. Any discussion? If you sup-

port the committee, you will vote "yes,"

ifyou will not, vote "no." Vote when the

light appears.

You have supported the committee,

"Yes," 872; "No," 41. It is adopted.

(Calendar Item No. 346; Selection of
Annual Conference Council Director)

SUMMERS: This is on disciplmaiy

par. 726, p. 216 of the red DCA, 267 of

the blue DCA. It is Calendar Item 346,

Petition 10152, Selection of Annual

Conference Coimcil Director. And it

changes the point of initiation of the

nomination of the council director. It

places that initiation with the con-

ference personnel committee rather

than the cabinet. And, then, this is the

reverse of the current policy. The com-

mittee recommends concurrence with

an amendment in matters of clergy rela-

tions after making of appointments.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Before

you. Yes. Microphone no. 3.

MARCUS C. FANG (Wisconsin):

Bishop and members of the conference,

with your indulgence I would like to say

a few words about this petition. As we
know, the Conference Council of Mini-

stries is responsible for the develop-

ment, administration, and evaluation of

conference programing. Any staff, in-

cluding the council director, is account-

able to the coimcil for the faithful

discharge of their ministry. We also

know that the CCOM's personnel com-

mittee is responsible for recruiting and

screening candidates to ensure that per-

sons nominated for election to council

position have indeed the necessary gifts

to fulfill their responsibilities. Under

the present provision in the Discipline,

the CCOM Personnel Committee

screens and employs all staff, except the

council director.

Since the staff work directly and

cooperatively with CCOM members, it is

essential that members of the CCOM
have confidence in the professional

competence of the council director as

well. This petition properly places

responsibility for screening and hiring

of all staff, including the council direc-

tor, in the hands of the personnel com-

mittee, in consultation with the cabinet

instead of the other way around. This is

not an attempt to diminish the cabinet's

role. Indeed, the bishop is a member of

the personnel committee in most con-

ferences, and the key word here is "con-

sultation". Clearly no personnel

committee or cabinet can hope to serve
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the church well unless there is a strong,

trustful relationship between the two.

Ten conferences already follow this

method, and council directors selected

in this proposed manner have the added

satisfaction ofknowing that they are the

best candidates, a knowledge which

facilitates the supervision of associate

council directors, who are frequently

recruited nationally. I thank you for

your support of this petition.

BISHOP MELVIN TALBERT: All

right, is there someone who would speak

against it? All right, over here.

Microphone no. 8.

BOB E. WATERS (Texas): I was a part

of this legislative committee and voted

against this proposal. I have no objection

whatever to the involvement of the per-

sonnel committee, but in those con-

ferences where the councU director is an

ordained minister, the language here

impinges of the right of the bishop to

make an appointment. It suggests that

the council can elect a person, and that

is against the constitution church, and I

believe that it's better to leave it like it

was.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, over

here. You're against or for? Go ahead, go

ahead ... I'll .. . Microphone no. 14.

DORIS J. RUDY (Northern Dlinois): I

support the action of the committee. As

the previous speaker indicated, as long

as this responsibility is initiated by the

cabinet, it is presupposed and predeter-

mined that it is most likely that that

conference council director will be a cler-

gy person. I have no objection to having

a clergy person in the conference council

director, but I do believe that it has to be

opened much more widely.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right.

Microphone no. 9.

ROBERT SMITH (California-

Pacific): Bishop, is it possible to offer a

motion to amend by restoring the cur-

rent language to this paragraph?

BISHOP TALBERT: Wouldn't that

be just the opposite of what this at-

tempts to do?

SMITH: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: If that's the case

then, you simply vote this down and the

other remains. Is that correct?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: Right. So that

would not . . .

SMITH: May I speak, then, against

the recommendation of the committee

to concur with the changing of the lan-

guage. Among the 5 responsibilities of

the district superintendent is that of

program. The program officers are dis-

trict superintendents who have respon-

sibility for program within the district.

We look to the Council on Ministries to

enable us, to resource us, to help us to do

that task and that responsibility in the

district. This council director, according

to theDiscip/ine, sits as a member of the

cabinet in all sessions, with the excep-

tion ofwhen we're dealing with appoint-

ment It seems significant, therefore,

that the cabinet would have respon-

sibility for nominating that person to be

the council director.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, you've

had your two . . . isn't that right? Two
for and two against. Are we ready on this

one?

SUMMERS: I would urge to support

the committee at this point. It was their

feeling that the current legislation does

not take into account that the person

may not be a clergy person, and there-

fore the initiation is not among a wider

group of persons. We would ask your

support.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's before you. If

you support the committee, you will vote

"yes" and if you do not you will vote

"no." Vote when the light appears.

You have supported the committee.

It's "Yes," 536; "No," 397. It's adopted.

(Calendar Item No. 353; Conference

Council Director Election)

Please turn to page 1 102 in the white

DCA. It is Calendar Item 353; 267 in the

blue DCA. It is Petition 1 180. It relates

to the conference council directors elec-

tion. It would prevent an elder of the

church from being appointed to the

cabinet until the poriod of 3 years hets

lapsed since he or she has served as a

council director. Secondly, no elder ap-

pointed as a district superintendent

would be eligible to serve a council direc-

tor until a period of 3 years has lapsed

since serving 6 years as district superin-

tendent. The legislative committee

voted nonconcurrence with this peti-

tion.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's beforeyou. If

you support the committee, you will vote

"yes." Ifyou do not support the commit-

tee, you will vote "no." Vote when the

light appears. You support the commit-
tee. "Yes," 775; "No," 133. It's adopted.

SUMMERS: Please turn to page 1103

in the white DCA; 267 in the blue. This

is Calendar Item 354. Petition No.

12260. The subject Lb Conference Scout

and Coordinator. This proposes a new
sub paragraph which would define the

work of the (Conference Scout and (Coor-

dinator. The Conference Scout and

Coordinator at the conference and dis-

trict level, would work with the COM's,

the (Conference (Council on Ministries to

promote scouting as an outreach minis-

try of local churches within the annual

conference. The legislative committee

voted nonconcurrence with this peti-

tion.

BISHOP TALBERT: It's before. All

right, ifyou support the conmiittee, you

will vote "yes." If you do not, you will

vote "no." Vote when the light appears.

All right, you've supported the commit-

tee. "Yes," 779; "No," 139. It's adopted.

Let's pause right here and take 10 and

come back and do some more work.

(recess)

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, ifyou'd

take your seats, please. And while you

are taking your seat, I have a note saying

it's miserably cold down front, and

would you ask for modification of the

temperature. If there are persons listen-

ing to this, ifyou could do something to

modify the temperature. It's cold down
front.

All right, will you take your places. We
need to do a little work now and then

we'll go home. Take your places please,

hurriedly, and we move back on Calen-

dar Items. All right, quickly take your

places, ladies and gentlemen. Delegates,

take your places. All right, the people in

the aisles, will you take your seats. All

delegates in the aisles, take your seats.

All right, we call now on the next

Calendar Item, and I look to Vance Sum-

mers, chair of the committee. And will

you be in order, please? Will the house

be in order. And all you persons around

the aisle - you need to be in order. All

right, you delegates, we're gonna recon-

sider the budget. Will that get you in

your seats? (laughter)

All right, we look now to the next

Calendar Item. People around the sides,

will you please be quiet so that we can do

business.

(Calendar Item No. 321; Clergy Mem-
bership ofAnnual Conference)

SUMMERS: Next Calendar Item is

found on p. 335 of the blue ZJCA. Calen-
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dar Item 321. The subject is Clergy

Membership of the Annual Conference.

The Clergy Membership of the An-

nual Conference would consist of the

members in full connection, probation-

ary members, associate members, af-

filiate members, and local pastors under

full or part-time appointment to be a

pastoral charge. The amendment

specifies associate members and mem-
bers would not vote on lay delegates to

General and JurisdictionjJ Conference.

There is, however, a substitute and an

amendment as well as a minority report.

The substitute permits the affiliate cler-

gy to vote in annual conference on all

matters except Constitutional amend-

ments. Election of delegates to General

or Jurisdictional Conference in matters

ofordination, character, and conference

relations. I might repeat that. This

would permit members in full connec-

tion to vote on Constitutional matters,

delegates and orders, probationaries to

vote on Constitutional matters and

delegates, tissociate members to vote on

Constitutional matters and delegates,

local pastors to vote, who are full- time,

to vote on delegates only, and affiliate

members would not vote. There is a

minority report, bishop.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. You
have a comment now from the minority

report. Have you stated the case from

the m^ority report?

SUMMERS: The recommendation to

the majority is that we concur.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Now
the minority report.

MENNO GOOD (Eastern Pennsyl-

vania): The minority report on p. 265 of

the blue book. Calender Item 321, would

grant the extension of annual con-

ference membership and voting rights

to part-time local pastors with the same

restrictions that apply presently to as-

sociate members, affiliate members, and

full-time local pastors. I believe there's

no gift this General Conference could

give our smallest churches around the

world that would mean more to them

than to grant their spiritual leaders, the

part-time local pastors, membership

and limited voting rights in the annual

conference. The part-time local pastor

might be a young person pursuing an

education. Middle-aged, but with family

responsibilities that preclude seminary,

or the early retired business person

whom God has called and has been ap-

pointed to a local church paying less

than minimum salary.

On my district we have 3 of these

persons in their 60*8 doing a wonderful

bit of ministry. After examination in the

course of study, he or she the part-time

local pastor, is appointed and licensed to

preach God's word, baptize our babies,

many our young, bury our dead and

administer the Sacrament ofHoly Com-
munion to us. Indeed, to fulfill all of the

functions of pastoral ministry. Now, he

or she attends annual conference and

sits beside the lay member who has a

vote. He or she will go back home to

fulfill all the pastoral responsibilities,

including raising the apportionment.

Yet, when it comes to voting, suddenly

that same pastor becomes invisible. The
pastor cannot vote "yes." Cannot vote

"no." Cannot abstain. The part-time

local pastor simply cannot be counted.

No conference membership means no

vote.

I think that is the reason some of our

part-time local pastors seem poorly

motivated about connectional matters.

Some come to annual conference for a

half day and go home. They feel ex-

cluded. Nothing we do here would so

cost effectively help to increase the

loyalty and enthusiasm of the part-time

local pastor than to grant them the vote.

They would then own the results in

which they would have the franchise in

the annual conference. The local chur-

ches they serve would also have a new
sense of being valued. Because of the

dignity and respect the vote confers on

their pastors. There is much talk about

the increasing need in the near future

for bi-vocational and creative tent

making ministries. We already have

them. Many ofthese are the St. Paul's of

our church.

Our church has been on a generation-

long evolution toward inclusiveness, yet

the part-time local pastor, including

many racial and ethnic persons, is the

only category ofpastor still outside look-

ing in when it comes to the vote. Let's

not wait any longer. After 6 years as a

district superintendent, I'm convinced it

is the just thing, the inclusive thing, and

the loving thing.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. What's

before us now, since this is a minority

report, we will first perfect the mtyority

report, set it aside, then perfect the

minority report; vote on that and then

we'll fmally get back to the majority

report. So when we are now perfecting

the mtyority report.

All right, right here. Microphone no.

4.

HELEN E. POTTER (West Ohio): If I

am understanding the recommendation

of the m^ority report in column 2 there

where it says B, they are substituting in

701.1 part B, "where probationary cler-

gy members shall have the right to vote

at the annual conference on all matters

except constitutional amendments,

election of clergy delegates to the

(jreneral and Jurisdictional Con-

ference." Am I understanding that cor-

rectly?

SUMMERS: Yes, let me repeat it

again, if I may. Full members would vote
on Constitutional matters, delegates,

and orders. Probationers would vote on

Constitutional matters and delegates.

Associate members would vote on Con-

stitutional matters and delegates. Local

pastors who are full-time, and I think

that's essentially the difference, who are

full-time, would vote on delegates, and

affiliate members would not vote.

POTTER: OK. In other words, the

probationary member will vote except

on the election of lay delegates. Is that

correct by your change? I'm looking at

701.1 B.

BISHOP TALBERT: Where it says

"substitute lay for clergy before

delegates," is that what you're dealing

with?

POTTER: Yes. "except on Constitu-

tional amendments or the election of lay

delegates to General Conference." In

other words, you're saying they will be

able to vote on clergy delegates, is that

correct? I just want this right.

SUMMERS: You are correct.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right AU
right, back here. Yes, you. Microphone

9.

C. WAYMON HOLUS (North Arkan-

sas): I want to make an amendment to

the report on p. 335 to add the word

after "lay," "clergy" so that it reads "ex-

cept lay and clergy delegates."

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, you are

in the line which says "substitute lay for

clergy," or where are you? Direct us

where you're talking about.

HOLUS: I'm on p. 335.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right

HOLLIS: Item No. 321, 2nd column

under C.

BISHOP TALBERT: Under C, all

right. Now do it again.
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HOLLIS: All right. To amend the

report to say after "lay," "clergy" in

Item C and in Item B, just above.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is that

seconded? It's seconded, you may speak

to it.

HOLLIS: Seems to me that this is a

very big change in the polity of the

church. I believe that it extends rights to

persons who have not been through the

process and been credentialed as clergy

in full connection in the annual con-

ference. Having been a part of my
conference's Board of Ordained Minis-

try for, in some capacity or another, for

the most of the last 25 years, we've

worked with people every year who
wanted to circumvent the process and be

special and get the rights without going

through the process. This legislation

simply gives those persons a legal way to

circumvent the process and to lower the

standards for ordained ministry. I en-

courage you to vote for the amendment.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, back

here at microphone no. 1 1.

BARBARA P. SHELDON (Kansas

West): To take away the right of the local

pastor to vote is a real blow to the small

membership church.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, now

you're on the amendment. All right.

SHELDON: I am on the amendment

and I'm speaking against this amend-

ment. For the past 4 years, there's been

a study going on in this church and I've

traveled at your expense along with

about 25 other people, to all of the an-

nua] conferences or to all of the jurisdic-

tions, and by and large, in all ofthe small

membership churches we visited, the

disenfranchisement of the local pastors

was a miuor item for them. I realize our

small membership churches are only

about 60% of our church number, and

only about 20% of our membership, but

we must take good care of that 20%.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Are

you for? All right. You're for the amend-

ment. Microphone 8.

JOY A. BARRETT (Detroit): Is it in

order to amend the amendment?

BISHOP TALBERT: Yes.

BARRETT: OK. I move that we

amend by deleting the "clergy" from C,

but keeping it in B, so that probationary

members would not be able to vote for

lay or clergy delegates. In letter B as in

boy, but that, letter C, we still could do

that

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, we'U

try that. Is that seconded? It's seconded.

You want to speak to it.

BARRETT: I do not believe it is ap-

propriate for probationary members to

vote for lay or clergy delegates, because

probationary members are on a track

toward full membership in the annual

conference. I'm still undecided about C
and D, but I'm clear about B.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is there

someone who is against that? All right,

over here.

LAWRENCE A. BAUMAN lU (North

Georgia): I rise to oppose this suggestion

that probationary members be denied

the right to vote for delegates to the

General and Jurisdictional Conferences.

They are clergy members of the annual

conference, having completed their col-

lege work and at least 1/2 of their semi-

nary education. They have the right of a

guaranteed appointment in the annuiil

conference, and I feel that the

enfranchisement of these people who
are meeting the conditions for member-

ship in the conference must continue to

be recognized as it is in 70 IB of our

Discipline.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is there

someone who wants to speak for? Are

you ready to vote on this matter? Any
word from the committee?

SUMMERS: Yes, I think I need to

point out that the word "lay" in this

instance is to help that conform to the

word "lay" as found in the Discipline,

currently. It's found in 1.8.

BISHOP TALBERT: Oh, you're

saying it's already there, is that what

you're saying?

SUMMERS: No, it's an addition, so

that it's consistent with the language

that's here.

BISHOP TALBERT: Oh, OK. All

right, then let's have the amendment

read then, so we can sec what we have.

What's your question, microphone 14?

DAVID B. WILSON (Little Rock): I

want to ask a question concerning the

constitutionality of this relative to Ar-

ticle 4 of the Constitution, which says

that only members in full connection

shall vote for delegates to Jurisdictional

and General Conference.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, do you

want to respond to that?

SUMMERS: We had before the

General Conference a petition earlier

that would permit a change in the Dis-

cipline so that persons could vote. That

was tabled, and that is coming back

before you.

BISHOP TALBERT: Is that it?

SUMMERS: That's it.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, yes?

Microphone 14.

WILSON: Yes, sir, I'm wondering

about the validity of voting on this

presently, and perhaps we should con-

sider what you say will be coming back

to us prior to voting on this.

BISHOP TALBERT: Yeah. I think

your point is well taken, are you

prepared to shifl and bring that item

back so that you can deal with it?

SUMMERS: Yes, we can shifl and do

that. Bishop.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, then

we'll put a pin in this, and let this other

come back and see what we do with it

(Calendar Hem No. 12; Clergy

Delegates to General Conference)

SUMMERS: Then I would call your

attention to Calendar Item 12. It is

found on 167 of the blue DCA.
Currently Par. 38 does not permit

local pastors to be included as clergy

members of the annual conference, nor

does it permit local pastors to be elected

as delegates to General, Jurisdiction, or

Central Conferences. What is proposed

here would give all persons defmed by

the Discipline as clergy members the

same voting rights to vote for clergy

delegates to General, Jurisdictional, and

Central Conferences. And the legislative

committee action on this was a recom-

mendation of concurrence, 43 for, 22

against, 6 abstaining.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, was

this matter tabled or . . .?

SUMMERS: It was tabled. We would

have to move to remove from the table.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, then if

it was tabled, then we have to have a

motion to lift it from the table. Is that

your motion?

SUMMERS: That is my motion.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, then

that's before us. All right, if you would

lift this matter from the table, let it be

known by voting "yes" when the light

comes on. Ifyou do not agree, vote "no."

Let's vote when the light appears. All

right, "Yes," 729; "No," 187. Definitely

lifted from the table. It is before us now.

SUMMERS: Do I need to repeat it?

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. What

is that now?
SUMMERS: Do I need to repeat it?
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BISHOP TALBERT: No.

SUMMERS: All right.

BISHOP TALBERT: So we're ready

now to take the action on what is before

us. And what is before us is this Item No.

12. Is that right?

SUMMERS: Correct.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, I

recognize the person at microphone no.

9. This is a Constitutional amendment
so . . . microphone no. 9.

ROBERT SMITH (California-

Pacific): May I ask a question? We've

been very clear about the right of clergy

to vote on delegates. Does this mean
that all persons considered as clergy

would also become eligible for election

as clergy delegates to the General and

Jurisdictioned Conference?

SUMMERS: If that is the decision of

the General Conference, that would be

true.

SMITH: And does that mean that we
would need to change the Constitution

in terms ofwho is eligible to be elected?

SUMMERS: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Right

here. No, no, you're right, the person

going to microphone no. 7.

MARGARET A. [PEGGY] PAIGE
(Detroit): I rise in support of this Con-

stitutional amendment to give the right

to vote for, and to be, a clergy delegate

to General Conference, Jurisdictional,

or Central Conferences, to all persons

who are defined by the Discipline as

clergy members. Once we have defined

persons as lay members or clergy mem-
bers of our conferences, we must not

then disenfranchise any portion of

either group. We have struggled with

this issue of granting voting rights to all

adults in the United States, but after

years of struggles we have granted that

right to all adult citizens without regard

to gender or ethnicity. It was a question

ofjustice.

This, too, is a justice issue. The only

issue we are discussing here in Par. 38 is

not the definition of who is clergy and

who is lay. That's what we just tabled

again. We do not vote to change ... Do
not vote this change down because you

disagree with how we might or might

not define clergy members. This change

in Par. 38 will give all clergy members
the right to vote for and be clergy

delegates, as long as they have been in

that category for 4 years. Just as Par. 39

now gives all lay members the right to

vote for and to be lay delegates. It is past

time for this change. We can no longer

say that only a certain privileged class of

clergy may vote for and be a clergy

delegate. We become elitist and uiyust

when we as lay, and clergy in fuU con-

nection, and traveling preachers con-

tinue the injustice of denying the basic

right to vote and to be represented at

General, Jurisdictional, or Central Con-

ferences, to some of our brothers

defmed as clergy members who do the

same job that we do as ordained clergy.

I urge your support of this {unendment.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, some-

one who is against? Over here.

J. TOM SOFGE JR. (Florida): Tom
Sofge?

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, no. 1,

yes.

SOFGE: Bishop, I suppose it's ancient

history, but when I first came into the

annual conference in the early 1950's,

probationers were not allowed, for a

period of time-several years, to even

observe the sacraments in their local

church. It was done at a time I thought

was punishment, however, a number of

people who had stalled in their mini-

sterial training, and were satisfied to sit

on the sidelines as local pastors found

out that it was better to go ahead and

finish their education and get qualified

in the annual conference. And we had a

number of people who moved into the

stages toward what we call now, full

connection. I think there's some point

at which we ought to say that there are

some moving points that keep us on the

way in our training. There are a number

of people who would be satisfied to stop

where they are and not make any move-

ment. One of the reasons for insisting

on course of study preparation for per-

sons who are local pastors and moving

toward associate membership, is to

remind us that there is a constant train-

ing involved in becoming a pastor and

serving a local church. I feel that we are

moving backward with this kind of mo-

tion, because we are not giving a lot of

people the incentive to move on to the

highest quality of ministry that they can

perform on the basis of their abilities.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, some-

one who is against. Over here. Front

row, right here.

Front row. Oh is it for? Yes, for, that's

right, yes. For, are you for it?

Microphone 5.

WILLIAM CROUCH (North Texas): I

think that this, you might interpret this

one way or the other, but it's really a

question that I think needs to ...

.

BISHOP TALBERT: Give your name
please, identify yourself.

BILL CROUCH: I'm sony, sir. Bill

Crouch, North Texas Conference. The
previous statement here suggesting that

it is not important that we know how
one defines clergy member, I think, is

that we at least ought to have the infor-

mation how the Discipline presently

defines clergy member. For example, I

think it is the case that part-time local

pastors and student local pastors are

defined as lay persons, presently. That's

a point of information, you may inter-

pret it as a speech for or against.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, areyou

for or against? You have an action, mo-

tion, OK I recorded you "against" over

here. Yes. No. 4.

TED WALTER (South Carolina):

This on p. 1087, this amended par. 38,

that we're considering. I'd like to move

that in the sixth line restore the words

"traveling preacher", and delete "clergy

members". That's in line 6, restore the

words "traveling preachers", and delete

"clergy members".

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, OK,

let's go now. Let's hearyour amendment

again.

WALTER: It's line 6, restoring the

words "traveling preachers" and delet-

ing the words "clergy members", as in

the petition on p. 1087.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. Is that

seconded? All right, it's before you.

WALTER: This, I think, will clarify

the matter of probationary and as-

sociate members being eligible for elec-

tion to genertd and jurisdictional

conference. Probationary members

could be persons who are in the 2nd year

in seminary, and experience, and I

think, in the local church, is an essential

item to be, I think, helpful to a general

and jurisdictional conference. This

would also, by maintaining the other

language, allow these persons to vote in

the annual conference as indicated in

par. 701 £md suggested amendments.

But this would limit the persons who
could be elected to members who are

other than probationary and those who

are associate members. This is based on

the interpretation in "Judicial Decision

537" as defining what "traveling

preachers" means.
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BISHOP TALBERT: All right, that's

before us. Back here, microphone no. 12.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, I would like to refer this to the

Board of Higher Education, Division of

Chaplaincy and Ministry. I feel very un-

comfortable voting at this point in time

because I am not sure ofthe implications

of this.

BISHOP TALBERT: Let's see if that's

seconded. Is it seconded? All right. Now
you may speak to it.

WYNN: I'm not sure of the implica-

tions of this, and I don't think we fully

understand this. And so I would move
that we refer this for study and for it to

be reported back the 1996 General Con-

ference.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. What's

before us now is the motion of reference.

All right, back here. Wait a minute, wait.

1 recognized the lady in blue, the

delegate in blue. No. 11.

CARLEN BLACKSTONE (Eastern

Pennsylvania): I don't have the same

expertise. But, in all due respect, I think

what we're dealing with right here is a

question of elitism. It's the same type of

situation as those of you that have doc-

torates decide that it's so difficult to get

a doctorate that you don't want anybody

else to get there. And those ofus that are

laity don't have any disillusionment

about the hierarchy.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, are you

on the reference? [Referral]

BLACKSTONE: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: You're against

reference?

BLACKSTONE: Yes, I'm against the

reference.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right.

BLACKSTONE: I'm against the refer-

ence because I think we can deal with

that right here. But can I speak to that?

BISHOP TALBERT: CJo ahead.

BLACKSTONE: Those of us that are

laity do not have any disillusionment

about the heirarchy of clergy. We spent

2 1/2 hours on this issue last night and

got muddled up on that same type of

terminology. The ministry study at-

tempted to eliminate much of that

heirarchy and to sec all ordained pastors

and ordained clergy as significant to

ministry, regardless of their credentials.

This is an important step. I support the

fact that we should not refer this and

that we should allow all clergy members

the same type of relationship to ministry

and to issues that face our conferences.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, right

here, microphone 3.

DON HAYNES (Western North

Carolina): I respectfuUy disagree with

the delegate from Eastern Pennsyl-

vania. I'm spetdung in favor of referral.

It isn't a matter of elitism. It's a matter

of ordination and license. Deacons and

elders are ordained to tasks and imtil

those credentials are surrendered

they're with us. License for a local pastor

can be acquired with a minimal amount

ofpreparation and can be revoked at any

time with just, even ifthey're not needed

for an appointment. I am very much in

favor of referral.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is there

someone against referral? Over here, far

right, over here.

TOM BOLLER (Yellowstone): Tom
Boiler, Yellowstone Conference. Bishop,

I'm against referral because what we are

seeing here is another political power

play that we've been involved in in many
instances over the last couple of days,

dealing with issues ofjustice and human
rights for a variety of individuals. It's

time that we brought this before us,

dealt with it honestly, and we're honest

with ourselves, that we should not be

limiting voting rights to any human
being.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, I have

2 and 2 on this matter. Now, we're ready

to vote on this. Do you have a question

or anjrthing, is that what you have back

here? All right, to refer is before us. We
have to vote on that. Substitute motion

is not in order. All right. Yes, there's

amendment to the motion to refer, if

that's what you want to do. No. 4.

BILL LAWRENCE (Wyoming): Bill

Lawrence, Wyoming Conference.

Bishop, I would like to offer an amend-

ment to the motion to refer. My amend-

ment would be to make the body to

which it is referred the Coundl of

Bishops. If there's a second I wish to

speak to is.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, it's

seconded.

LAWRENCE: My offer of the amend-

ment on the matter of referral would

simply be to put this issue in the same

house within the church where all the

other matters which we referred last

night will also be lodged. It will allow the

bishops to address this issue with in-

tegrity in the larger context of all the

matters.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is there

someone against that? All right, right

here. Microphone 8.

WANDA EICHLER (Detroit): I rise to

speak against the referral. We, my
friends, are standing on the shoulders of

some new historical understandings

here. I don't want to see the traveling

preacher language leave, either. I'm the

daughter of a traveling preacher,

granddaughter, grand niece, all those

kinds of things. But we have heard that

it is time to turn, my friends, and it is

time to look at some new under-

standings ofwhat ministry might be. We
can do that tonight by taking a look at

our Constitution, by providing some

new kinds of understandings of who the

clergy members of the annual conferen-

ces are. Ijoined Barbara Sheldon on that

task force on the small membership

church, and from the valleys of the Rio

Grande to the heartland towns to the

barrios of the cities. We heard part time

pastors, part time local pastors, and full

time local pastors tell of the pain that it

is, to not be included. I know of local

pastors who are not even invited to cler-

gy meetings in their area. It's time that

we really take a strong and critical look

at that, and we can do that tonight in an

orderly and loving way, and I urgeyou to

not refer.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, some-

body for referral? Right here? Of the

amendment? That's support of the

amendment to the reference?

Microphone 2.

STEVE FOSTER (Wisconsin):

Bishop, with due respect, I think the

house may be ready for this. I would

move that we suspend the rules to vote

on all that is before us in this matter.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, is that

seconded? All right. If you would

suspend the rules in order that you

might vote on aU that is before us, you

will vote "yes." Ifyou do not want to do

that, you will vote "no." Let's vote when

the light appears.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right, you've

suspended the rules and you're ready to

vote. What's before us now is, I'm sony,

can you give me that frame again, or did

it go? "Yes," 869; "No," 70. You have

suspended the rules. All right, let's go

then. What's before us is the amend-

ment to the reference. All right? Is that

clear, you know what that is, or you want

it read? All right, let's hear it. Is that up

front? It's referred to the (Council of
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Bishops. Is that clear enough for you? If

you support that amendment to the ref-

erence, you vote "yes." If you do not,

vote no. Vote when the light appears.

("Yes," 590; "No," 361). AU right, you

have voted to amend it, so that refer-

ence, the motion to refer, has been

amended is before you. Ifyou are ready

on that one, you will vote "yes," if you

are not, you will vote "no." Vote when
the light appears. You have supported

the motion to refer as amended. "Yes,"

599; "No," 339. So this matter is

referred. All right, it's now 5 minutes or

3 minutes to 10. I think this is about it

for tonight. Thank you very much. We'U
stop at this point, and we'll have the

agenda? Is that who it is? All right.

DONALD A. OTT (Wisconsin):

Bishop Talbert and members ofthe con-

ference.

(Calendar Item No. 321 Referred to

Council ofBishops)

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, will

the conference be in order? Let me just

raise an issue here. The matter that was

before us just before that, it vfas called

to my attention, is related, and it was

suggested that you may want to put that

item with this item that we just referred

as well. And I don't know how the house

feels about that, and ifyou wanted to see

what that issue is and refer it, we could

take that and maybe that would fmish

all of that, Vance? The item that was

before us that we were in the middle of

debating, that we set aside. It hsis similar

kinds of concerns. 321. Yes.

SUMMERS: Yes, Bishop.

BISHOP TALBERT: And the ques-

tion is, maybe the house, since the

debate was similar and the issues are the

same, a motion of reference may be in

order there, and I would be willing to try

that if the house is ready to do it. Over

here. All right? Yes, I recognize you,

microphone no. 4.

JERRY JAY SMITH (Southwest

Texas): I'd like to move referral of that

Item 321 to the Council of Bishops.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, that's

seconded. Any discussion of this? Yes,

mike right here. Microphone no. 3.

DALE L. FOOSHEE (Kansas East):

This morning we heard a discussion of

pigs, paradigms, and possibilities. As of

the moment, we are in paradigm

paralysis. Therefore, I speak against this

referral.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, is

there . . . yes? Microphone no. 8, no. 3,

that's fine. You speaking for?

BOB W. PARROTT (Texas): I would

vote that we close this debate and vote

now.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, let me
just see . .

.

PARROTT: Previous question.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right. If you

are ready for the previous question on

this, you will vote "yes." Ifyou are not,

you will vote "no." Vote when the light

appears. All right, you are ready. "Yes,"

794; "No," 120. The previous question is

before us. And what's before us now is

the matter of reference, and if you will

support reference, you will say "yes," if

you do not, you will vote "no." Vote

when the light appears. You have

referred, "Yes," 684; "No," 243. It is

referred. Now, let's come back to agen-

da. You wanted a closing word before

you leave? Is that what you said?

SUMMERS: No, no.

BISHOP TALBERT: Thank you.

SUMMERS: Not at this point. Thank
you, Bishop.

OTT: Your Agenda and Calendar

Committee chairs are wanting to be op-

timistic, positive. It's difficult right now.

We have important and heavy matters

and waters to go through together. Let

me tell you the broad scope of the agen-

da for tomorrow on a tentative basis.

Charles Jordan will have a word to you

with more specifics. We put before you

an 8:30 a.m. gathering for worship.

Bishop Ammons will be the preacher. At

9:00 we'll report to you the agenda for

the day to set it, then Calendar Items all

through the morning. A break, we hope.

Report on Judicial Council decisions in

the morning, or when they are ready. A
noon recess, 12:30 noon recess until

2:00. Courtesies then, some introduc-

tions. Calendar Items in the afternoon.

5:30 to 7:30 dinner recess, worship con-

cluding our time together beginning at

9:45, and adjournment at 10:00. Our
plan will be to adjourn at 10:00. We have

arrangements made to stop the clocks.

Charies?

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern Il-

linois): Oh, brothers and sisters and

Bishop. We have a lot to do. We have a

whole lot to do. Tomorrow morning we
will be deeding with Church and Society

items related to the abortion Calendar

Items. We also will be receiving a report

back from the General Council on

Finance and Administration. We have

yet to have received some ofthe number
of legislative items from General and
Judicial Administration. And then there

are a number of committees, legislative

committees, we have only completed 3

legislative committees to date, only 3,

only 3 have completed, so we have a

niunber of items to do. I started not to

tell you how many we have left, because

I thought that might disturb your rest,

and we want you to be really well-rested

tonight for tomorrow, but I think we're

going to have John Brawn give us an

update.

JOHN BRAWN: A couple of times

this last week I've had to tell you that

I've made a mistake and explain it. It's a

pleasure for me tonight to tell you that

you've made a mistake today, and to

point it out to yoiL There are almost 2 or

perhaps 3 items that were on the Special

Consent Calendar that you failed to

remove. The rest have been removed. If

we look at all those that were removed

plus all the ones that are printingtomor-

row, plus all of those that have been

printed already, and not dealt with, we
total 500 Calendar Items yet to deal with

tomorrow. I don't know what else to tell

you, we're going to be busy and it's going

to be fun. It's been a pleasure to serve

you.

BISHOP TALBERT: We are prepared

to hear from the presiding officers, but

the Judicial Council has just rendered a

decision. Do you want to hear that

tonight?

DELEGATES: Yes.

BISHOP TALBERT: All right, then

the secretary will share that with us. I

think you need to share what we need to

know, and I can't

(Judicial Council Decision No. 673

Reported)

MARSHALL: Decision No. 673,

regarding the legality of General Con-

ference instructions to the General

Council on Finance and Administration

to prepare a proposed budget within

specified limits. Digest: the General

Conference cannot legaUy impose a

limit on the General Council on Finance

and Administration quadrennial budget

recommendations to the General Con-

ference. Any change must be done by

established legislative processes. Do you
want the statement of facts and analysis

read?
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BISHOP TALBERT: I think what
you're saying is, that the effort to put a

cap on it prior to the GCFA making its

report is not possible.

MARSHALL: That's right.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right I think

that's all we need to know. AU right, we
move now to, I think, presiding officers?

J. ALLEN NORRIS (North Carolina):

Bishop Talbert, with the naming of our

presiding Bishops for Friday, May 15,

the Presiding Officers Committee com-

pletes its work for this General Con-

ference. We again express appreciation

for the leadership that has been

provided us in our deliberations and
wish to commend those who have guided

us. The committee has met daily, and

has shown real knowledge of our

bishops and their presiding skills. And I

am grateful to the committee members
for their diligence in this work. Certain-

ly there are many additional bishops

that we could have selected and they

would have done quite well in presiding

for us; we simply could not choose them

all. Let me say now that our presiding

bishops for tomorrow will be: for the

morning session, Bishop Leroy C.

Hodapp of the Indiana Area; for the

afternoon session, Bishop Robert C.

Morgan of the Mississippi Area; and for

the evening session. Bishop Jack Tuell

of the Los Angeles area.

BISHOP TALBERT: We now listen to

the secretary for announcements.

MARSHALL: 1st, the General Con-

ference Treasurer's Office will close at 2

p.m. tomorrow. 2nd, the officers of the

Council of Bishops and the Council of

Bishops Nominating Committee will

meet aAer this session in room 109. And
then to end on an upbeat, celebrative

note, announced with joy, the Albany

Area challenge will be adding over

$1,800 to the Los Angeles Advance total

already announced, and $1,800 will be

given to Louisville United Against

Hunger. Thanks to all who supported

the challenge.

BISHOP TALBERT: AU right. Let me
express my thanks to my backups here

tonight for supporting me. Jack TucU

and Felton May, coUeague bishops; and

to you for your tremendous gratitude, I

mean for your support of me in this

chair. Thank you so much. I recognize

the person at microphone no. 9.

MARVIN B. ABRAMS (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I rise for a moment of

personal privUega I wanted to . . . many

people have expressed to me their con-

dolences and I just want everyone to

know that we, my famUy and I, we truly

appreciate that AU of the support and

the prayers that persons have shared

with us. One of the most meaningful

things that happened to us beforewe left

on Saturday morning, the night before,

there was a gathering of persons who
came together. Persons, not just tribal

persons, many of our Native American

brothers and sisters were there, but

there were other people who came and

shared with us in prayer and in song. For

me that was truly a high moment in this

General Conference, and I want to ex-

press to everyone our gratitude and also

to say that tonight there wiU also be

another time for prayer and singing for

aU members, for aU ofour church family.

I understand we'U be gathering over

here to the right of the podium. I would

invite you to come and share. Thankyou
very much.

BISHOP TALBERT: Thank you, and

would you identify yourself for the

record?

MARV ABRAMS: Marv Abrams,

California-Pacific Annual Conference.

BISHOP TALBERT: Thank you very

much. We come to the close of this eve-

ning, and I have asked a red coUeague

ofmine, he's assistant to me as Secretary

of the Council of Bishops, and we have

had to go through a lot of things

together, and you know him weU, H.

EUis Finger, to give us the closing prayer

for the evening.

BISHOP H. ELUS FINGER:

(benediction)

Friday Morning

May 15, 1992
Bishop LeRoy Hodapp, presiding

DON OTT (Wisconsin): I expect that

you do not need to be reminded that

today is Friday, May 15. You may be

interested to know that we have ap-

proximately 500 minutes less than 9

hours of plenary discussion time yet

avaUable to us. I would like to teU you

that asyou think about the closing of the

conference, if you have comments or

suggestions to make, that those be chan-

neled to the Rules Committee or to the

Conference Secretary for the benefit of

1996. It has been the desire of your

Agenda (Committee to suggest to you

these days what we believe to be the

nature of leadership. We've tried to

model it To set direction, to remove

obstacles, to keep aU focused, to estab-

lish a tone, and to encourage.

Today is my recently deceased

father's birthday. He, for a long time in

my life, suggested that, in weighty mat-

ters, I sleep on it I worry now that, in

this conference, we no longer have that

luxury. We have no tomorrow. Not

everything can be said; not everything

needs to be said; not everything is help-

ful to say. Allow your leaders to lead.

Work with the chairpersons assigned.

And know the options open to you. The
time can be extended, but we hope not

long. You can suspend rules. You can

move previous questions. You can limit

debate. It's okay not to answer every

matter. And it is possible, and probably

wiU be necessary, for referrals, for care-

ful priority setting, for omnibus mo-

tions, and to leave some things

unfinished.

The agenda that we would move for

today. Bishop, is that which is printed

on the front page on today's DCA, with

one addition. Immediately foUowing my
report this morning, two minutes for the

Courtesies and PrivUeges Committees. I

would have one last comment after we
adopt the agenda. I would move it

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right, you've

heard the agenda. If you'U adopt it, wiU

you lift a hand? Opposed the siime sign.

It is adopted. You have another word?

OTT: Yes, we have one more Bible

verse for yoa 1 Samuel 11:9: "Thus you

shall say to the man of Jabesh-gUead:

Tomorrow, by the time the sun is hot, you

shall have deliverance".

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right I recog-

nize the chairperson of the Courtesies

Committee. WiU you giveyour name and

conference?

PHYLUS FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): I'd like to caU on Henning

Bjemo, from Denmark.

(Northern European Bishops Intro-

duced by Danish Delegate)

HENNING BJERNO (Denmark):

Bishops and other friends of the General

Conference. I have a greetings to you

from Europe. Here's the Danish flag.

Can there be a better one from a Chris-

tian country-the white cross on the

blood-red ground. The story teUs that

this flag feU down from the heaven in

1219, when the Danes were in fight with

the Russians. Story teUs, after that, the
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Danes won. Today Estonia is not a part

of Denmark. And it is not a part of the

Soviet Union. And today the Estonians

£ire a part of The United Methodist

Church of Northern Europe. In the

Northern Europe, we have lived

through the last 70 years in fear. We
have lived as neighbors to the former

Soviet Union in fear, and in hope.

Thanks to Gorbachev, and to the evolu-

tion over there, the Christians, again,

can gather openly. So can the people in

the existing congregations of

Methodists. And the Committee on

Episcopacy, which I chair, has followed

the great work of 4 bishops, in Europe

has done by visiting the former Soviet

Union. And it was with great en-

thusiasm we sent the proposal to the

Bishops' CouncU-that we from Europe

want to take part of the responsibility

for the work in the new land.

I will ask the General Conference to

recognize the European Bishops when
they come here to stay aside with the

chair. First, Hans Vaexby from North-

em Europe. Then Walther Klaiber from

the former West Germany. Heinrich

Bolletter from Southern Europe cannot

be with us today. And last, but not least,

Rudiger Minor from the former East

Germany Conference, who now has the

responsibility to establish the new
Bishops' Office in Moscow-and still to

travel by air and jeep 10,000's of

kilometers. In Northern Europe, where

we have prepared this process together

with our friends and the other central

conferences, we are looking forward to

elect a new Bishop to Russia, in April

next. Now, will you help me to give an

applause to thank the Bishops, and

especially to wish Rudiger Minor all the

best. God's blessing over his work and

his service.

BISHOP HODAPP: I'U call next on

Charles Jordan to bring us the report of

the calendar committee and call up

Calendar Items.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop Hodapp and sisters and
brothers, I would call your attention to

p. 524 for Consent Calendar No. 6. And
again, I would refer you to p. 609 for the

removals from that Consent Calendar.

You may recall on yesterday, that there

was passed out to you a special Consent

Calendar A. That is found on p. 610, and

also below that are listed the removals

from that special Consent Calendar.

And so today, we would move adoption

of the both of those Consent Calendars

with the removals for correction. The
correction with the removals.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, I see

cards back, I think it would be

microphone 13.

JUDY McCartney (East Ohio): I

move to suspend the rules in order to

make an enabling motion regarding

items liftedfrom today's Consent Calen-

dar.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, you
hear the motion to suspend the rules. If

you will suspend them for this purpose,

will you lift the hand? Opposed, the

same sign. It's clearly 2/3. You may
proceed.

McCARTNEY: I move that the 24

items lifted from today's Consent Calen-

dar, p. 610 in today's DCA be put to the

body in serial fashion to be tested with

no debate by electronic vote and requir-

ing at least 1/3 of the body's affirmative

vote to come to the floor. With a second,

I desire to speak to this.

BISHOP HODAPP: It is seconded.

(Motion to Speed the Conference Work)

McCARTNEY: 24 items have been

lifted from that Consent Calendar, and

we heard last night that this day we are

faced with an incredible work load of

500 Calendar Items, and "Work for the

Night is Coming" is the tune we sing.

Last evening we spent 28 minutes on 1

item which had been lifted from the

calendar, an item which had come out of

legislative committee with little dissent

and in the end the legislative committee

was sustained by the conference. As few

as 10 persons are able to tie up this house

for tens of minutes at a time. The
process I am suggesting is to name each

item lifted from today's Consent Calen-

dar by number and title. Ask the

delegates to vote electronically in order

to ascertain how great is the need to

debate the item. I have moved that 1/3

ofthe body must consent. It is importimt

to conserve the time of this body for

those matters in which there was sig-

nificant division in the legislative com-

mittee and likely to be on the floor. Past

action has shown us that we can trust

the will of a committee, which is usually

sustained.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. You
have heard this motion and it will take

a 2/3 vote to sustain it, but I see a lot of

questions here. Let's go right down here

to microphone 7.

JOHN CORSON (California-

Nevada): A question. If there is 1 par-

ticular item that I wish to lift from this

motion, is a motion to amend ap-

propriate at this time. Bishop?

BISHOP HODAPP: To amend her

motion?

CORSON: Yes.

BISHOP HODAPP: No, I think her

motion is rather cleiir. It would take a

1/3 vote to lift one off.

CORSON: So, the that item that I

wish to lift will require a 1/3 vote.

BISHOP HODAPP: That's her mo-
tion.

CORSON: Thank you Bishop.

BISHOP HODAPP: Anybody else?

Are we ready to vote? All right, back

here in the center. Microphone 3 or 8,

which way are you going? 13.

FRANK TROTTER (Baltimore): I

would like to ask a question. Will we
have a chance, as each of these are

presented, to make the case to the body,

at least briefly, about the cases for lifting

it?

BISHOP HODAPP: Her motion said

without any debate or comment.

TROTTER: I would like to speak

against the motion, then.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

(Support for Debating Calendar Item

No. 1518)

TROTTER: EspeciaUy with regard to

Calendar Item No. 1518, which sig-

nificantly affects the membership ofthe

General Conference. I would ask the

body to please look at this. There are

significant issues that need to be before

the body, and ifwe move quickly we will

do great harm to the whole body of

Christ.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. I have 1

speech for and 1 against. Right back

here. Microphone 13 again.

DON MESSER (Rocky Mountain): I

want to speak against the proposal to

adopt the Calendar Items without

debate.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

MESSER: As has been pointed out by

our previous speaker, this Item 1518 is

a mtgor proposal that has never faced

any kind of public scrutiny or debate. It

is of crucial importance to this con-

ference to determine its own member-

ship, and the historic formula is being

changed by this action. Just to alert you

if you've not known, it actually reduces

the Western Jurisdiction membership
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by 23%, so that there would be only 52

delegates. It radically transforms us into

a regional church from a global church.

Contrary to the intent of the first

speaker who indicated that there was
very little to be debated on these issues,

we need to realize that this is a migor

issue that has been passed 11:30 last

Saturday night and has repeatedly come
before us but never gotten to the floor,

and now without debate it would cause

great change in all our jurisdictions and

affect the nature of the church. So I urge

you not to agree to having no debate on

these issues.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. We can

have 1 speech for the amendment. Way
back here, Microphone No. 11.

CARLEN BLACKSTONE (Eastern

Pennsylvania): I think the speech has

already been made on 1518, so I am in

favor of the amendment. But I would

like to modify that slightly because my
imderstanding was that the Consent

Calendar should not include items that

have minority reports, and 546 and 1570

are in that category, and I would like

them to be removed from this motion

and I would be wholeheartedly in favor

of it.

BISHOP HODAPP: Just a moment.

The 2 that you mentioned have already

been lifted, I am informed. All right, we
are ready to vote now, we have had

"For," 2; "No," 2. Ifyou will support this

motion, will you vote when the light

appears, or "for" or "against". It will

take a 2/3 vote. And it is 2/3. "Yes," 636;

"No," 294. And it is sustained. Now, I

assiune that called upon us to do that

right now.

DAVID STANLEY Oowa): Bishop, if I

may
BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, point of

order, microphone 13.

STANLEY: I raise the same point that

was raised just a moment ago on at least

2 more items that are on the list stricken

from the Consent Calendar that I as-

sume we are to vote on under this mo-

tion. No. 1364 and No. 1570 both have

minority reports and therefore should

not have been put on this special Con-

sent Calendar in the first place.

BISHOP HODAPP: Do you want to

speak to that?

BRAWN: Yes, ifI may. Unfortunately,

not anticipating this motion, the num-

bers that you see lifted from this Con-

sent Calendar include both those that

were found to be technically not able to

be on the Consent Calendar, but we

listed them as lifted because you had in

your hands yesterday those numbers on

the Consent Calendar, as well as those

where 5 delegates signed a form. So if I

can clarify Calendar Items 546, 1364,

and 1570 were removed by the staff for

technical reasons, the primarily

minority report. The others were

removed by signature of delegates from

the floor, and I would assume that the

motion earlier has to do only with those

removed by delegate signature.

BISHOP HODAPP: Is that the intent

of the motion that was made at

microphone 13? That will affect these 3.

STANLEIY: That's my understanding

Bishop, of the intent. Could we have the

numbers read again that will not be now
submitted to us because they were

removed since there was a minority

report and they were not subject to the

Consent Calendar.?

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, would

you read the numbers again, please?

BRAWN: Calendar Nos. 546, 1364,

1570.

STANLEY: Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Let's

hear from the maker of the motion.

Microphone 13.

McCARTNEY: Yes, it was my intent,

those removed by delegate signature.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Then I

think we are ready for you to call those

up and as I understand it we are to

electronically vote after you get the

number and the title, and it takes 1/3 to

lift it.

JORDAN: The first item on that Con-

sent Calendar is Calendar Item No. 84.

BISHOP HODAPP: Do you have a p.

number?

JORDAN: No. I'm working Page 172,

I'm hearing.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. If you

will vote when the light appears. Oh, I'm

sorry. You didn't get the information

yet. I'm sorry. OK, we'll give you time to

take a look.

JORDAN: Calendar Item 84, p. 172.

Calendar Item 84.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. We'U

give you a moment to see it. Will

you . . . can you read the title? Do you

have that handy. Chuck?

JORDAN : The title is "The Transfer

of Duties to Church in Society."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

JORDAN: At least that's the . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yea, I see

the ... Do you have a point of order

here? Question? All right Microphone

No. 3.

SHARON HAUSMAN (West Ohio): I

just have a question. Bishop. When we
vote yes, what do we mean? When we
vote no, what do we mean?
BISHOP HODAPP: If you vote yes,

you are voting to lift it from the Consent

Calendar; if you vote no, you are voting

not to lift it. And it will take 1/3 to lift

it. All right. Will you vote when the light

appears-on this first one? The vote is

218, "Yes" and 682, "No"; and it is not

lifted. Yes? Question. Microphone 14.

MAXIE DUNNAM (Memphis): Could

we ask the presenter when he names the

issue to also name the subject of the

issue, because we don't have time to turn

to the page? If he would just state suc-

cinctly what the issue is, it would help

us.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Chuck.

JORDAN: The next item is on p. 228,

Cidendar Item 111. The subject is

"Peace with Justice as a Special Pro-

gram."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. WiUyou
vote when the light appears? The vote:

"Yes," 151; "No," 723. It is not lifted.

JORDAN : The next item may be

found on p. 230, Calendar Item 129. The
subject matter is "World Service and

Conference Benevolence."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. You wiU

vote when the light appears. Whoops. It

disappeared. Can we have it back? The
vote is "Yes," 158; "No," 745. It is not

lifted.

JORDAN: Page 232, Calendar Item

156. The subject matter is "Support

Relocating the General Board of Global

Ministries."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. WiU you
vote when the light appears? The vote is

"Yes," 167; "No," 758. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is on p. 234,

Calendar Item 176. "The World Service

Fund" is the subject.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. WiU you
vote when the light appears? The vote is

"For," 105; "Against," 830. It is not

lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 265, Calendar Item 321. That subject

is "Clergy Membership of the Annual

Conference."

BISHOP HODAPP: I'm told that's

been referred.
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JORDAN: It's been referred? Now
wait a minute.

BISHOP HODAPP: 321. 1 understand

it w£is referred to the Council of Bishops

last night.

JORDAN: OK, all right, all right.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, go

ahead with the next one, then.

JORDAN: The next one ... I am
trying to let my fingers do the walking,

but they're not working very well. Page

273 is the the page no., and the Calendar

Item is 411: "Drug Trafficking and

Operations."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, will you

vote when the light appears? The vote is

"For," 105; "Against," 833. It is not

lifted.

JORDAN: Page 276, Calendar Item

449: "Proportional Payments of the

Conference Board of Pensions."

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes? Point of

order. Microphone No. 7.

RAUL B. ALEGRIA (California-

Nevada): Item 449 has financial and

legal implications for our denomination.

I really encourage that it be lifted.

BISHOP HODAPP: That's a speech. I

can rule you out of order, but you've

already done it. So go ahead. Chuck?

You've called it up~449?

JORDAN: Yes.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Vote

when the light appears. "For," 203;

"Against," 743. It's not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 282, Calendar Item 514. The subject

is "Christian Marriage."

BISHOP HODAPP: May be a little

hard to vote against that. All right. Will

you vote when the light appears? The
vote is "For," 102; "Against," 828. It is

not lifted, but it's still intact.

JORDAN: The next item may be

found on p. 283, Calendar Item 530:

"Ecumenical Commitment."
BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Willyou

vote when the light appears?

The vote is "For," 73; "Against," 855.

It is not lifted.

JORDAN: And 546 was lifted. The
next item, then, is foimd on p. 292,

Calendar Item 618. Subject: "The

Budget of the General Board of Global

Ministries."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. WiUyou
vote when the light appears? Vote is

"For," 129; "Against," 802. It is not

lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 296, Calendar Item 656: "Churches

and Covenant Communities."

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Willyou

vote when the light appears? Vote is

"For," 70; "Against," 861. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

the same page, 296 Calendar Item 657:

"Confession to Native Americans."

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. WiUyou
vote when the light appears? "For," 143;

"Against," 788. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 341, Calendar Item 830. Subject:

"Boycott of Motion Pictures and TV
Programs That Show Violence."

BISHOP HODAPP:AU right. WUlyou
vote when the light appears? "For," 110;

"Against," 821. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 348, Calendar Item 900. Subject: Lay

Preachers: Recognize andUtUize the Of-

fice of Lay Preachers.

BISHOP HODAPP:AU right. WiUyou
vote when the light appears? "For," 106;

"Against," 817. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is foimd on

p. 360, Calendar Item 1028. The subject

is the "Report on the Referral Regarding

the Size of General Agency Program

Boards."

BISHOP HODAPP: WUl you vote

when the light appears? "For," 129;

"Against," 808. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 456, Calendar Item 1341. Subject: "A
CaU for Increased Commitment to End
World Hunger and Poverty."

BISHOP HODAPP: I'm giving you

just a moment. When we jump a lot of

pages, it takes you a little more time to

find it. And I'm sure what you're trying

to see is what was the legislative com-

mittee vote. WiU you vote when the light

appears? "For," 77; "Against," 824. It is

not lifted.

JORDAN: Item 1364 has been lifted.

We now move to p. 467 for Calendjir

Item 1418: the "Establishment of a

General Board of Evangelism."

BISHOP HODAPP: Point of order. Is

there a minority report on that item?

Should that have been lifted?

JORDAN: There's a minority report

on that item. All right.

BISHOP HODAPP: Indication is that

it should have been automatically lifted,

and we'U consider it so.

JORDAN: Then the next item is

found on p. 525, Calendar Item 1518:

"Composition of the Voting Member-
ship of General Conference."

BISHOP HODAPP:AU right. WUlyou
vote when the light appears? "For," 573;

"Against," 348. It is lifted.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 526, Calendar Item 1526: the Number
of Bishops in Central Conferences and

in Jurisdictions."

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Yes?

Point of order. Microphone 7 or 12; we'U

see which one you prefer. Microphone

12.

THOMAS W. FLINN (Baltimore):

Bishop, I just want to voice my concern

on how we're doing this. There are ... I

knowwhat has been said before, but this

has been my~maybe I've been coming to

General Conferences too long-but this

has been my 4th General Conference.

And I'm very concerned on how some of

these petitions are being handled. And
this particular petition that we're talk-

ing about right now, 1526 . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: No, you're argu-

ing now, I think.

FLINN: OK. WeU, I'm not arguing,

but I'd just like to voice my concern to

the body. And I wish they would look at

these petitions very seriously and under-

stand exactly what they're voting on be-

cause this is going to affect each and

every 1 of us. Thank you very much.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. I hope

that eveiyone wiU do that also. Have we
voted on this one yet? AU right. Please

vote when the light appears. Vote is

"For," 320; "Against," 620. It is lifted. It

does have 1/3.

JORDAN: The next item is found on

p. 529.

BISHOP HODAPP: I said it was

lifted. It was 1/3.

JORDAN: 529, Calendar Item 1562:

the "Web of Apartheid, South Africa,

and the DestabUization of Its Neigh-

bors."

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. WUlyou
vote when the light appears? "For," 102;

"Against," 835. It is not lifted.

JORDAN: The final item has been

lifted, 1570. And this concludes the list.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Then

you may proceed with other calendar

items.

JORDAN: We stUl need to have an

acceptance adoption of the calendar~of

the Consent Calendar. We haven't done

that yet.

BISHOP HODAPP: Oh, aU right. The
calendar is before you. Ifyou wiU adopt

i
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it, wiU you lift a hand? Opposed, the

same sign. It dearly is adopted.

JORDAN: I thank you very much,

Bishop and sisters and brothers. We will

begin this day . . . this a day of challenge

and promise for us. There's much to be

done, and I would hope that at the end
of this day perhaps we could utter in

response to this day of challenge and
promise a paraphrase of those words of

a great ancient general: "We came, we
saw, and we concurred." Now let us

move, then, to our items for this day.

Church and Society, with James Law-

son; followed by a presentation from the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration; followed by General and

Judicial Administration, with Walter

Kimbrough as chair; and then conferen-

ces with Vance Summers.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes? Microphone

No. 8.

ALMA B. EDWARDS (Detroit):

Before we begin our calendar for today,

I would like to raise a point of informa-

tion.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right.

EDWARDS: In the DCA for today, it

is indicated that the sales booth will

close at 2:30. It further indicated that

the sermon for today would be available

after 3. Could we be instructed as to

where we may pick it up?

BISHOP HODAPP: Who can respond

to that? Well, we'll see if we can get an

answer. We won't take time to get it

right at this moment, but we will see if

we can get it. All right. Microphone No.

7.

(Clean-Up Motion Made and Approved)

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT (North

Indiana): I would like to propose a

cleanup motion, which normally is done

at 10 p.m., but we are alert now. Move
that the Committee on Correlation and

Editorial Revision be requested to har-

monize any conflicting legislation that

has been approved, and that any peti-

tions requesting disciplinary changes

and not in the Ck>nsent Calendar and not

acted upon by the time of adjournment

be referred to the corresponding agency

or agencies. If there's a 2nd, I will com-

ment on that.

BISHOP HODAPP: It is seconded.

GOLDSCHMIDT: The only purpose

here, I want to congratulateJohn Brawn

and Chuck Jordan for the excellent job.

But they are also human, and some of

these may have fallen between the

cracks. This just allows them to be sure

that they don't dia And the 1st is some-

thing we should be doing anyhow.

Thank yoa
BISHOP HODAPP: All right This

motion is in order. Ifyou will support it,

will you vote when the light appears? I'll

get my language straight her& If you

support it or are against it, both, you
vote when the light appears. "For," 813;

"Against," 72. It is passed. Jim Lawson?

JAMES LAWSON (California-

Pacific): Bishop, I am chair of the

Church and Society Legislative Commit-

tee, committee no. 1. This morning, as

Charles Jordan has said, we intend to try

to bring to you the 7 items from the

committee in relationship to the issue of

abortion. As you know, the committee

was . . . the committee had many peti-

tions from around the country on these

matters. It is a matter of great concern

to many of us. We are going to try to

present these in an order that, we think,

will help to facilitate the discussion and

facilitate the process. We will begin with

Calendar Item No. 1609 on p. 537. Page

537, No. 1609. The chairperson of the

subcommittee that took all ofthose peti-

tions was Phil Lawson ofthe Cal-Nevada

Conference, and he will lead us off in this

discussion. And then there is a minority

report for No. 1609, Margaret Knight.

BISHOP HODAPP: Oh, you may need

to know that this original petition is 136

in the red DCA All right. Phil, go right

ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 1609. Responsible

Parenthood)

PHILLIP C. LAWSON (California-

Nevada): Bishop, members of the

GenerfJ Conference, as noted we are

dealing with Petition No. 10366, p. 537

of the DCA. Calendar Item 1609, p. 136

in your Advanced DCA The subject is

responsible parenthood. Let me share

with you briefly the process by which the

subcommittee, dealing with the issues of

abortion and the multitude of petitions,

attempted to go about doing their work.

I, personally, found myselfoverwhelmed

by the vast number of petitions, and I'm

sure members of the subcommittee were

also overwhelmed~not only by the num-
ber but by the intensity of the feelings of

those who were participating on that

subcommittee. And so, 1st of all, we
begin to engage ourselves and invoke the

Spirit in a period of prayer, seeking

guidance, and, more importantly, seek-

ing the very Resurrection power of the

Lord Jesus.

And secondly, we divided up aU of the

many petitions on abortion into 5 read-

ing groups. And each group had the

responsibility of reading each and evety

petition carefully; deciding its level of

priority; ranking them 1-5; and then,

also following the command of this

General Conference, looking at the peti-

tions in light of the issues raised on the

1st day of the General (Conference con-

cerning the crisis in California but also

across our nation.

The subcommittee spent 1 whole day

with what was thought was the no. 1

priority, and that was par. 71G in The

Book of Discipline. And in that day we
began to share our concerns and our

feelings with each other. Stories were

told of ministries to those who were

engaged in making that painful decision

for abortion or to give birth. There were

tears in the subcommittee as the

delegate from Angola shared with us her

ministries with women in a country

where abortion is illegal. I shall never

forget, personally, her words that the

women there are the ones who are dying,

not the men. And so we spoke of our

feelings toward 1 another. We shared

honestly. And, to me, an amazing thing

began to happen. The subcommittee, I

felt, began to develop a sense of com-

munity, a sense of unity, and personal

understtinding and respect-speaking

and listening to one another. And a

group would gather here of men and

women, a group over here, beginning to

try and work out compromises-sharing

how can we best keep the balance, the

fullness, of the statement the church

must speak to itself as well as to the

nation.

There was deep expression for the

sanctity of the unborn, on the 1 hand,

that makes us reluctant to support abor-

tion; but, on the other hand, a deep

concern for those persons-women who
are struggling and engaging God in the

decision regarding a non-acceptable

pregnancy. A reflection of that com-

munity by the subcommittee was the

fact that all of the petitions dealing with

our no. 1 priority, par. 71G. We decided

to retain the present language on the

Discipline because we thought it was the

most balanced and thoughtful, com-

prehensive, in terms of all of those con-

cerned, both the unborn child and the
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women who are engaged in the decision-

making process.

And so that was our recommendation

to this body: to retain par. 73G as is. And
we were both proud and pleased that the

General Conference passed that resolu-

tion with 1 amendment on the Consent

CjJendar. And the amendment also sig-

nified the desire to have btdeince, for the

amendment called for the church to

develop nurturing ministries to the con-

ditions that create the necessity for

abortions and people who have to strug-

gle with that issue.

And secondly, called for the church to

develop nurturing ministries to those

persons who decide to terminate the

pregnancy, on the 1 hand, and, on the

other hand, those who decide to birth a

child. Our 2nd priority was the petition

that is before you: responsible paren-

thood. Petition No. 10366 in your DCA
p. 136. And the subcommittee recom-

mended, then, to the full legislative com-

mittee-after looking clearly both at the

petition and at the Book ofResolutions,

p. 110 on responsible parenthood-

decided to recommend to the legislative

committee that the present language in

ihe Book of Resolutions, p. 110, is the

most balanced and thoughtful and com-

prehensive-caring for all of those who
are concemed-that the church can reaf-

firm and spestk to our nation and to our

sisters and brothers in the local con-

gregations. And so, the subcommittee

recommended retaining the language

found in the i?eso/urions, p. 110, respon-

sible parenthood. And the legislative

committee voted concurrence and sub-

mitted it today for your consideration.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Thank
you very much. Now we'll hear the

speaker for the minority report.

Will you give your name and con-

ference, please?

(Responsible Parenthood Question Is

Divided)

MARGARET F. KNIGHT (North

Georgia): Bishop Hodapp, we're making

4 amendments. Could we ask that this

question be divided?

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes. If you wUl

support the division of the question, will

you lift a hand. Opposed, the same sign.

Well, if you'll support the division of the

question to vote on them individually,

will you vote when the light appears.

"For" 437; "Against" 385. You have

voted to divide the question.

KNIGHT: Thank you, bishop. The
majority report is a resolution that is 16

years old. It has not been updated in the

last 3 General Conferences. However,

the Discipline has been update twice,

reflecting our concern about the no. of

abortions performed each year.

The '84 General Conference update

said: "We recognize tragic conflicts of

life with life that may justify abortion,

and in such cases support the legal op-

tion of abortion imder proper medical

procedures." Further, the '88 General

Conference update added the sentence,

"We cannot affirm abortion as an ac-

ceptable means of birth control, and we
unconditionally reject it as a means of

gender selection."

In Item B, which refers to p. 1 1 1 in the

Book ofResolutions, the minority report

substitution of Item 7 recognizes these

changes by the '84 and '88 General Con-

ferences, bringing consistency to an out-

dated resolution. It states our support

for legal, medically safe abortions, in-

cluding economic assistance for those

who need it. Item 7 also commits us to

work for those changes in our society

that would reduce the no. of abortions

related to birth control or gender selec-

tion. 1.5 million abortions a year tell us

that society needs the guidance of the

church.

Item 8-the substitution on Item 9 af-

firms the sensitive issue of parental

notification. The minority report also

recognizes the necessity to insure that a

minor can judicially bypass the consent

requirement in cases of neglect and

abuse or abuse. This brings the resolu-

tion into consistency with the

Discipline's position that the famOy is

the basic unit in society. The teaching of

Jesus instructs us to "do unto others as

we would have others do unto us." If

your child were going to have an abor-

tion, wouldn't you want to know?

The other 2 changes, items C and D,

delete words not consistent with the ac-

tions of the '84 and '88 General Con-

ferences. The 1973 Supreme Court

decision has become identified with

abortion on demand. It allows no regula-

tion of abortion in the 1st trimester

without restriction. Yet, our church has

affirmed abortions only when there are

tragic justifying conditions.

In the subcommittee, the responsible

parenthood resolution passed that is

before you. The Petition No. 10366, I

believe, was in the legislative committee

that a substitute of reverting to the old

responsible parenthood was brought up

and passed. So in subcommittee we did

have support.

The changes proposed in this

minority report, as you can see, will pro-

vide our church with the responsible

parenthood resolution that is compas-

sionate, informed, and consistent with

our Social Principles and the Discipline.

Please, support this minority report.

Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right now,

let's tiy and be clear. I hope I am. I hope

I can help you. The responsible paren-

thood petition, which was on p. 136 of

the red book, is the petition that was

presented to the legislative committee.

It had some deletions in the 1988 state-

ment on responsible parenthood. The
m^ority report puts all ofthose back, so

the ones you see deleted are no longer

deleted in the minority report. I mean in

the majority report. The m^ority report

is the 1988 statement intact. The
minority report {imends that in 4 dif-

ferent ways. Now, do you have any

desire at all to perfect the mtoority

report, which is the 1988 statement in

the Discipline"! I see none. Do you have

desire to perfect the minority report?

Yes, microphone . . . coming down here

to 2. Microphone 2.

CHARLES PEARCE (Florida): I

would like to perfect the m^ority report,

sir. I didn't get here in time; may I?

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

PEARCE: With ... on p. 138 of the

Advance Christian Advocate.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes.

PEARCE: At the very end of this

statement, add a no. 17, which shaU

read, "during the 1993-96 quadrennium

annual conference, and have their

boards of ordained ministry shall make
available a continuing educational pro-

gram for its pastors, which shall focus

on pastoral responses to the question of

unplanned pregnancies, abortions,

adoptions, and single parenthood.

These continuing educational experien-

ces shall include biblical, Wesleyan, his-

torical, national, regional, and local

responses to the above-njimed issues.

They shall also concentrate on pastoral

counseling to persons facing such crisis

as well as identification of local resour-

ces, including church, community, and

state agencies. And B, that was A, the B
portion of that: each annual conference

is mandated to investigate the feasibility
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to establish prenatal and postnatal sttfe-

havens to receive and care appropriately

for pregnant women left without a home
or other residential living facilities.

Similar to a shalom zone for pregnant

ladies."

Each expectant mother would receive

ministerial and medical counseling ser-

vices covering subjects, such as single

parenthood; adoption, including legal

procedures; abortion; child care; prena-

tal and postnatal care. This safe-haven

would supply living accommodations

prior to and immediately after birth or

abortion procedure. A post-birth sup-

port program would be a part of the

overall safe haven master plan, and I

would like this program referred to

General Board of Church and Society

and General Board of Global Ministries,

the Health and Welfare Department, for

implementation. And then, I would like

to speak for it very quickly.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes. What's your

point of order? Back here, microphone

7.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): A point of inquiry. It appears

that he's making an addition to the

original petition 10366. But that's not

the mtyority report. The majority report

is the statement in the '88 Book of

Resolutions.

BISHOP HODAPP: But that is this.

At this point.

KNOWLES: No, he's amending the

petition, which is not the majority

report. The mtgority report is to retain

the present statement in the Book of

Resolutions.

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, as I under-

stand it, the responsible parenthood

statement is exactly as is printed in here

with the deleted portion returned.

Therefore, the 16 points, of which he is

making a 17th, are in the responsible

parenthood . . . well, just a minute, my
backups now say they're ... all right, all

in the dark print was deleted. I ap-

preciate your point of order. We were

confused up here. All right, he then is

adding simply an original statement. It

would be no. 14, I'm told.

PEARCE: I'm sorry, I mis-numbered

it, sir. Just very quickly. We
have . . . there are groups of us on

Church and Society who are trying to be

a bridge between the pro-life and the

pro-choice groups. And we feel like that

the safe haven and the counseling for

ministers would provide this bridge, so

that 1 side says, "Don't have the child;

have an abortion. The other side says,

"Have the child," and then, in essence,

forgets about what happens next. We
have to do something for the woman
who is pregnant tmd wants to keep her

baby and go on and be a successful,

happy person.

(Bishop Reminds Resolutions Can Not
Mandate Annual Conference Action)

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now let

me make 1 comment. And this will be

true of a couple of other things that are

coming up. His statement mandated

that annual conference do something.

It's my understanding you cemnot man-

date in a resolution. You must do dis-

ciplinaiy legal action in order to

mandate something. So, the annual con-

ferences would have to be free, under-

standing if this passes, that it's the will

of the General Conference, but they

would not be mandated as they would if

this were in the Discipline rather than

in the Book of Resolutions. With that

clarification, your motion is in order. Is

there anyone who wants to speak to it?

Yes, back, microphone 12. Back here.

DAVID B. QUEE (Sierra Leone): It is

my desire to speak against the minority

report.

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, we're

spetiking to this amendment right now.

QUEE: Yes.

BISHOP HODAPP: You . . . and

we're also perfecting, so you will have

time to speak to the minority and

mjgority report later.

QUEE: Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Over

here, microphone 1. Yes, go right ahead.

RON BRETSCH (North Central New
York): I would urge defeat of this amend-

ment. What my friend is trying to do in

acting as a bridge, the subcommittee is

calling to your attention, is done in Item

810, which we will get to later, where

there are the 2 sentences which we add

to 71G. Namely, "We call for the church

to provide nurturing ministries to those

persons who terminate a pregnancy. We
encourage the church to provide nurtur-

ing ministries to those who give birth."

This is on p. 339 of the blue book in 810.

I think this similar purpose is served,

and 810 comes to us with a vote of 85 in

favor and 2 against. While I'm here, I

would also like to state, in opposition to

this amendment, that the subcommit-

tee, which was self-selected, had a large

number of members who were male

Anglos.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right, we've

had a speech for and a speech against

Let's go back over here to microphone 9.

RAY BRANTON (Louisiana): I move
to suspend the rules and order the pre-

vious question on all that is before us.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now, ifyou adopt

this, you're going to suspend the rules,

and, therefore, we will go to a direct vote

on everything that's before us on this. I

want you to understand that We will do

no more perfecting because if you

suspend the rules, we don't need to do

that All right If you will suspend the

rules for that purpose, will you vote

when the light appears? Takes a 2/3

vote. Vote is "For," 710; "Against," 217.

You have suspended the rules in order to

vote. The first thing we will need to do

is to vote on this amendment. Ifyou will

vote on the amendment, will you do so

when the light appears? Oh, yes, all

right. Cancel the voting. Cancel the

voting. Thank you. Chair gets a right to

speak on amendments.

LAWSON: We would urge that you

uphold the action of the legislative com-

mittee on this matter of the responsible

parenthood. We would hope that you

have looked carefully at the resolution in

the Book of Resolutions, because, yes,

while it was 16 years ago that it was first

voted, it, nevertheless, continues to offer

the sort of balance that this church has

tried to maintain throughout Let me
point out to you that this amendment

would have us delete from our Resolu-

tion, "We support the legal right to abor-

tion as established by the 1973 Supreme

Court decision," so that we would, there-

fore, be cast in the level of not wanting

to see, indeed, abortion outside the pur-

view of the state in the sense that it

offers the freedom of choice, the

freedom of opportunity, the freedom to

every person and every family in this

matter.

The amendment would push us closer

out of balance, would push us towards

more trying to pretend that we are a

pro-life denomination, which we are not

and which we cannot be in this matter

at this point. It is true that we say we are

reluctant to endorse abortion, but I

would say to us that we also say this in

relationship to a number of other areas.

For an example, the area of divorce. We
recognize the tragic circumstances in

matters of marriage in many different
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ways. We are reluctant in our counseling

and our understanding, but, at the same

moment, we know that there are those

himian situations, those family situa-

tions, where, indeed, divorce is the best

choice for husband and wife alike In

this matter we urge you not to sustain

the minority report, but to uphold,

rather, the report of the legislative com-

mittee.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. WeU,

Jim, that wasyour final simimaiy. We're

on the amendment right now. All right.

Yes? Microphone No. 2.

PEARCE: Bishop, my point of order

is that my amendment didn't delete any-

thing; it broadens the love that we can

give to the mother and child.

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, we can't

have any more debate now. I thought

you had a point of order. All right. Ifyou

are ready on the amendment, will you

vote when the light appears? The vote is

"For," 240; "Against," 701. And the

amendment is defeated. We now go to

the 4 amendments to the minority

report that are printed in your DCA on

p. 537. And we voted to do them in order;

therefore, the 1st one is no. A, which is

a substitute for Item 9. Will you vote

when the light appears? All right. Do
you care to spetik, Margaret?

KNIGHT: I would just like to remind

you that this minority report is asking

for no changes in theBook ofDiscipline.

No changes. Par. 7ID stays the same.

The minority report is simply bring our

Book ofResolutions toward consistency

with what we have in the Book of Dis-

cipline. Act responsibly on responsible

parenthood, and vote with integrity for

the minority report. Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Jim,

you want to speak to item A? Only the

amendment. Item A.

LAWSON: Item A. This is simply not

the case at all. The balance statement is

in the Book of Discipline in the resolu-

tion that we are discussing on respon-

sible parenthood. Let me say, secondly,

that in this matter of paragraph of the

substitute A, 1 of the fimdamental

reasons that minor, teen-age girls do not

report to their parents is because of the

high incidence, as some ofyou know, of

abuse in the family-often sexual abuse,

in which it is a relative in the family that

has caused the pregnancy. We would

like to insist that, indeed, that's 1 of the

reasons why many teenagers do not talk

to their parents about this matter. The

other thing we would lift up is that we
need, indeed, to work for a society where

abortion becomes a minimal choice for

many people because we have dealt with

human sexuality in a different fashion.

We say that ifyou vote for this minority

report point A, you will push the church

in the wrong direction-a direction we
cannot afford to go ifwe would serve aU

of the constituency of the church or

speak to the mind of the nation.

BISHOP HODAPP:AU right. Amend-
ment A . . . yes, point of order. No. 7.

(Vote Rejects Motion to Deny Chairper-

sons Final Statements)

MARK DORFF (New Mexico): I

wouldliketo ask for a ruling ofthe chair.

I believe the body voted to caU the pre-

vious question, and, thereby, to suspend

debate. The chair is continuing to give

to persons on the platform the right of

speech and declaring those on the floor

not to have the right of speech on the

matters that are before us. I would like

the chair to interpret what, in fact, we
voted when we called the question to

limit debate.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right, we
suspended the rules of debate, but we
did not suspend the rule which gives the

m^ority and minority chairpersons the

right to a statement. Yes, microphone 7.

DORFF: May I then move, sir, that we
suspend that rule as weU?

BISHOP HODAPP: You may. AU
right, that's in order; it's not debatable

takes it 2/3 vote. Ifyou will suspend that

rule, wiU you vote when the light ap-

pears. Vote is 549, "For"; 393,

"Against." It is not a 2/3 vote. Now,

we're ready to vote on Item A. You've

heard the speeches of the 2 chairper-

sons. WiU you vote when the light ap-

pears? 332, "For," 596, "Against." Item

A is defeated. We turn to Item B. Again,

the minority chairperson may make a

statement.

KNIGHT: Item B states our support

for legal, medically safe abortions, in-

cluding economic assistance for those

who need it. We're committed to work-

ing for the changes in our society that

wiU bring this more in line with our

Book of Discipline. Please vote for this

amendment.

BISHOP HODAPP: Jim, do you

desire to speak on B?

LAWSON: The argument we heard

frequently in the legislative committee,

was that we were updating the resolu-

tion to make it more consistent with

paragraph 7 IF, G, rather. We disagree

with that point of view. We would urge

you not to vote for item B. We think the

resolution as it stands in the Discipline

is the better balance for the church.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right, Item B
is before you. WiU you vote when the

light appears? Vote is 345, "For"; 599,

"Against." Item B is defeated, and do

you care to speak from a minority view

point on C?

KNIGHT: I say again, we're only

making it more consistent with para-

graph 71G, and we've already affirmed

71G. Please vote for Item C.

BISHOP HODAPP: Jim, do want to

say anything? AU right, the chair does

not choose to do so. Item C is beforeyou.

WiU you vote when the light appears?

292, "For;" 644, "Against." It is

defeated. You care to speak on Item D.

No. Jim, do you care to? AU right, item

D is before you. WLU you vote when the

light appears. The vote is 274, "For;"

668, "Against." The item is defeated.

This means that, in the light of that,

both the minority and the m^ority

report are now identical. Therefore, I

think if I hear no objection, I wiU simply

put the vote on the report as it is identi-

cal in both places. If you wiU vote on

that, wiU you do so when the light . .
.

,

yes, microphone 4.

RICHARD PARKER (New York):

Bishop, if I understand it correctly, the

minority report is the North Georgia

resolution changing the statement

that's in the Book of Resolutions. And
we havejust voted "no" on some correc-

tions to the North Georgia report.

BISHOP HODAPP: That's not my
imderstanding from . . . Jim, do you

want to speak to that? My under-

standing is that these amendments

amended the statement in the Dis-

cipline.

LAWSON: In theBoo* ofResolutions.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, in the Book

ofResolutions, I'm sony.

LAWSON: The item 1609 simply caUs

for the continuation of the parent,

responsible parenthood resolution,

found on p. 110, of the 1988 Book of

Resolutions. In the minority report was

an effort then to amend that document

BISHOP HODAPP: And we have

defeated all the minority report, so they

are the same. AU right, if you wiU vote

in support of the 1988 resolution, which

is what's before us, wiU you do so when
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the light appears? 800, "For;" 149,

"Against." And it prevails. Now, we're a

little bit past break time. It's now by my
watch 10:30, let's try and be back by

10:40, if we can, please.

(Recess)

Take your seats, if you will, please.

And while we are doing so, let's sing

hymn no. 89: "Joyful, Joyful, We Adore

Thee."

(hymn)

Our agenda for the day called for im-

mediately after the break to hear a

report of a Judicial Council decision. So

if you will return to your seats quietly,

I'm going to call on Carolyn Marshall to

bring us that decision.

CAROLYN MARSHALL (General

Conference Secretary): The decision of

the Judicial Council in the matter

referred, on mandatory participation in

the health care plan UMCare, is . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: Just a moment.

Could we have your attention, please? I

think this is something you all really

want to hear. So if you will just return

quietly, we will listen to Carolyn.

(Judicial Council Decision on Legality

ofMandatory Health Plan)

MARSHALL: All right. "The General

Conference possesses the authority to

adopt a health care plan which man-

dates participation by various members

of annual, provisional, and missionary

conferences, and others employed by

United Methodist salary-paying units."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Yes.

Microphone 9.

CHARLES LIPPSE (Holston): May I

just make an inquiry, please?

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes.

LIPPSE: The matter that has just

been decided by the Judicial Council was

preceded by an appeal in regard to the

cap on finances, and there v/as permis-

sion for a hearing in regard to that one.

The matter that they just ruled on, or

just reported, was supported by less than

51% of the voting members of this

General Conference. I want to ask if

there was any hearing in regard to that

matter? Did the Judicial Council invite

anyone to a hearing?

BISHOP HODAPP: I have no answer

to that. I think you will need to talk to a

member of the Judicial Council to find

an answer to that.

LIPPSE: Just a fmal word, then. If

there wasn't, then the Judicial Council

answers to no one, and apparently lis-

tens to no one, and I don't think that's

fair.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Our
order of business calls us now to return

to the agenda items. Jim? Just a mo-

ment. Microphone No. 4.

(Motion to Assume Legislative Sub-

committee Diverse Membership)

RICH NICODEMUS (New York):

During the debate that we just con-

cluded, there was a conunent made that,

because of the self-selection process, a

sub-committee included only white

males. I'm disturbed by that, but I also

respect the right of the self-selection

process. I believe we need to improve

this process for the 1996 General Con-

ference. And if it's appropriate, Bishop,

I would like to offer a motion.

BISHOP HODAPP: Let's hear it.

NICODEMUS: I would move that this

General Conference report to the Rules

Committee for the 1996 General Con-

ference that the concept of inclusiveness

be monitored in all legislative sub-com-

mittees. If there is a second, I would like

to speak to that.

BISHOP HODAPP: It is seconded.

NICODEMUS: I believe that, in aU

fairness, that all of our legislative sub-

committees should include all persons

and should not be restricted only to a

choice of one particular category of per-

sons; and, therefore, I would urge that

this action be referred to and be

monitored and, perhaps, be more equi-

tably handled in the 1996 Conference.

Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. This is

a motion to refer to the Rules Committee

the concern about diversity on all sub-

committees. Ifyou . . . yes? You want to

speak to that? Microphone No. 4.

ROBERT SWEET (Southern New
England): I think there may have been

an inaccuracy in the beginning of that

last statement. However, I'm rising for a

point of order, and that is that I believe

earlier in this conference we defeated a

motion almost identical to that.

BISHOP HODAPP: Well, I'm not sure

about that. If you did and you still want

to do it, you can defeat this one. The
motion to refer is before you. Will you

vote when the light appears? The vote is

"Yes," 277; "No," 437. It is not referred.

Now, Jim Lawson.

LAWSON: Bishop, a member of our

committee I do not think said "all white

males." It was not ... I think he was

simply referring to the fact that it was a

predominance of males in the abortion

sub-committee. The nejrt one is p. 272,

no. 410. And Don Carver has lifted this

from the Consent Calendar, and is to

present the minority report It is Calen-

dar Item 4 10, p. 272, Petition No. 10568,

DCA p. 125. And we voted concurrence

with 1 amendment. We voted concur-

rence: 87 for, 3 against. And you see that

amendment in line 11 in col. 3 on p. 272.

And I move concurrence for no. 410.

BISHOP HODAPP: What did Carver

want to speak to?

LAWSON: There is a minority report

on line 11 that changes line 11. Line

11 ... I will just read it quickly then.

"Christian parents and guardians in the

church have the responsibility to ensure

that children receive sexual education

consistent with Christian morality, in-

cluding faithfulness in marriage and

abstinence in singleness." And I think

the minority report wants to

delete . . . end that line with "Christian

morality," deleting "including faithful-

ness in marriage and abstinence in

singleness."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Is this a

minority report?

I think this is more an amendment
than a minority report. Who wants to

speak to the amendment? I heard it was

lifted so that Don Carver could. Is he

here? All right, Microphone No. 13.

MERUN J. ACKERSON Oowa):

Bishop Hodapp, Merlin Ackerson, Iowa

Conference. Don Carver had to go home
earlier in the week, so he is not here,

because of a family situation. Actually, it

was the birth of his first grand-child.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Is there

anyone who wants to make a motion

that this amendment be included?

Microphone No. 8.

SUSAN D. SHERBROOKE (Pacific

Northwest): I would make the amend-

ment that is reflected in the minority

report and if I have a second, I will speak

to it.

BISHOP HODAPP: You may. It is

seconded.

SHERBROOKE: The words including

"faithfulness in marriage and

abstinence in singleness" are redun-

dant. The last I checked, those are al-

ready Christian values. When we give

them prominence, we unintentionally
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give lesser weight to other Christian

values commonly associated with per-

sonal relationships, such as mutuality,

equality, respect and noncoercion.

When it exalts faithfulness in marriage

at the expense of these other equally

Christian values, the church supports

traditions and habits of thought that

have kept women in abusive marriages.

I am sure that this General Conference

doesn't want to do that. Therefore, I

would support the minority proposal.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Is there

someone who wants to speak against

this amendment? Down here in front.

Microphone 4.

GREG D. STOVER (West Ohio): I

would like to speak against the minority

report and against the deletion of the

language about faithfulness in marriage

and celibacy in singleness. I have 3

young sons. They're age 13, 11, and 9.

1

hope that those young sons wUl grow up

understanding Christian principles

with regard to sexual relationships, and

I would like to see my church very plain-

ly stating what I believe are the scrip-

tural principles that call us to keep the

sexual relationship within marriage. I

hope we will retain this language.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, that is

1 for and 1 against. Anyone else want to

speak to this? If not, will you please vote

on this ammendment when the light

appears? "Yes," 285; "No," 563. The
amendment is defeated, and we are now
back on the recommendation of the

committee with the amendments they

have made to it. Any one else want to

speak to that at all? If not, when you are

ready, wUl you vote when the light ap-

pears on the full report of the commit-

tee? "Yes," 805; "No," 48. It is sustained.

Jim?

(Calendar Item No. 408; Non-Support

for Unrestricted Abortion)

LAWSON: On the same page. No. 408

which is Petition No. 12299. You will

find it in DCA, the second volume,

rather, ofDCA no. 1020, Calendar Item

408, same page. It was lifted from Con-

sent Calendar. The legislative commit-

tee voted non concurrence, 88 to 7, non

concurrence. It is non-support for un-

restricted abortions. We did not feel that

The United Methodist Church in any

way is talking about unrestricted abor-

tions.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Does

anyone want to speak to this? If not, the

motion is non concurrence. If you sup-

port the committee in that, you vote yes,

if not, you vote no. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 790; "No," 96. The
committee's non concurrence is sup-

ported.

LAWSON: Page 274, no. 426 Calen-

dar Item. 274, Calendar Item 426. Peti-

tion is 10291, found in DCA, p. 134. The
committee voted non concurrence, 75-9.

This petition called for the incorpora-

tion of the Durham Declaration into the

United Methodist's church's postion

and Discipline.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. The
motion is of the committee for non con-

currence. Is there anyone who wants to

speak to it? Ifnot, willyou vote when the

light appears? Yes is support ofnon con-

currence; no is not. "Yes," 743; "No,"

142; the non currence of the committee

is supported.

(Calendar Item No. 811; Rights of the

Unborn)

LAWSON: The next one is found on

p. 339, Calendar Item No. 811. The sub-

ject, of course, was the rights of the

unborn. Petition No. 11473, found on p.

1029 in the second volume of the DCA
The committee voted non concurrence,

95 against, 95 people for non concur-

rence, against 0. Why this was listed

from the Consent Calendar I do not

know and have not been informed.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Is there

anyone who wants to speak to it? If not,

yes is to support the non concurrence of

the committee, no is not to do so. Please

vote when the light appears. The vote is

"Yes," 810; "No," 86, and the non con-

currence of the committee is supported.

LAWSON: The next one is on p. 340,

it is Calendar Item 824; p. 340, Calendar

Item 824, Petition No. 12198, second

volume of the DCA, 1022. It is about

covenant relationships,and the commit-

tee voted non concurrence, 79 for non

concurrence, 11 against.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Is there

anyone who wants to speak to this? If

not, ifyou support the non concurrence,

vote yes; if you do not, vote no. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 784;

"No," 106. The non concurrence is sup-

ported.

(Calendar Item No. 1361; Discontinue

All Forms of Support for RCAR)

LAWSON: The next item is found on

p. 459, Calendar Item 1361, Petition No.

10608, found in the DCA on p. 135. As
chidrperson for the committee, I was not

in, am not in harmony and sympathy

with the vote of the committee which

was 46-44, concurrence, and so we
elected Michael Slaughter to make the

presentation of the committee's report.

BISHOP HODAPP: Before we begin

this, let me call your attention to some-

thing I said earlier, and that is that

resolutions, such as this, do not have

legislative authority behind them. They

do have the will of the General Con-

ference behind them, obviously. So

when it caUs upon, that is not the same

as actually legislating in the Discipline.

With that understanding, let's proceed.

MICHAEL SLAUGHTER (West

Ohio): Our committee's feeling behind

this petition was that our Social Prin-

cipes reject unrestricted abortion. We
use the words "reluctance to support

abortion." But we recognize that abor-

tion happens when life conflicts with

life. But never for the purpose of birth

control or gender selection. RCAR, both

in their statement and their brochure,

and their full support of Roe vs. Wade,

supports unrestricted abortion in the

first trimester, thus putting their posi-

tion in question with our Social Prin-

ciples. The Social Principles are the law

of our church. Thus, we are looking for

the balance of that par. 71G, and our

committee in our discussion felt that

Right to Life organization would be way

out of balance, and in the same way

RCAR is out of balance with the law of

our church. We concurred with this peti-

tion.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes? Where are

you? Microphone 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West): Is it

appropriate to speak at this time against

the minority report?

BISHOP HODAPP: No, I think we

need to hear from the minority, first and

then we are going to have to perfect both

of them and then you can speak for and

against them.

SAMPLE: Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes? Microphone

4.

STOVER: Bishop, I rise to the point

of order, that it appears to me that the

minority report that is presented in our

DCA is out of order in that it presents

no new information to us. It merely asks

us to do the same thing that voting non-

concurrence with the report of the com-

mittee would do.
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BISHOP HODAPP: All right. 1 think

that's well taken, and I would rule that

the minority report is really an argu-

ment to vote no on the m^ority report.

But I think they can have a right to make
a statement, and then we will begin

debate on the mtyority statement. This

is not really a minority report; it's the

opposite of the mtgority. Therefore,

once she makes her statement, I'll open

the floor for debate on the m^ority's

statement.

(Delegate Supports RCAR)

SHIRLEY MARSH (Nebraska): I rise

to not oppose but to bring you some
accurate information, for there has been

much inaccurate information tossed

around. The Religious Coidition for

Abortion Rights is a moderate organiza-

tion which does not seek to say what this

religious body or any other religious

body should have as their position relat-

ing to abortion. Now, that may surprise

some ofyou. The Religious Coalition for

Abortion Rights is to protect the

religious freedom for all religious

groups. As a 16-year senator in Nebras-

ka, I am aware that this organization

brings accurate information to legisla-

tive bodies.

I am aware that the Religious Coali-

tion for Abortion Rights does not lobby

for abortions, but rather lobbies to keep

government out of the decision-making

process. The Religious Coalition is one

of the areas in which ecumenical bodies

can gather and discuss the issue, for it is

bothersome in many of the mainline

religious groups. These religious groups

include our Jewish brothers and sisters.

They include a wide segment of the

Protestant look. They also are so helpful

when one needs information to bring us

accurate, not slanted, information. We
have had much discussion in the legisla-

tive group; some of it accurate, some of

it slightly slanted. And not everyone has

been up front.

As United Methodists, we believe that

abortion is a deeply troubling issue. We
believe in the sanctity ofunbom life, and

so does the Religious Coalition for Abor-

tion Rights. It would be too bad if this

body moved to take away the rights of

men and women to discuss this issue in

an ecumenical setting which is trying so

hard to protect the right of all religious

groups. Having served in a legislative

body where another religious group was

very dominant in the membership, if we

had not had the Religious Coalition for

Abortion Rights to bring us valid, ac-

curate information, we might be worse

off than we currently are in our state

legislature and in our national arenas. I

urge you to defeat the mtyority action,

which was only 2 votes away from the

minority position. I also ask you to look

in your blue book and see the accurate

wording relating to the Religious Coali-

tion for Abortion Rights. Thank you.

Bishop.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now
let's be clear exactly where we are. I've

ruled that this is not a

mtyority/minority report; but, rather, it

is simply a report from the committee in

which they have amended the report

that's in the Advance DCA on p. 135.

And, therefore, that's what's before us.

We've had statements from the commit-

tee, both pro and con. I now can have 2

statements on either side. And I will

recognize back here at mike 6, and then

come on across the room.

SAMPLE: I was on the legislative

committee that considered this petition,

and I want to emphasize the need to

clear up, to clarify, some serious

misunderstandings of RCAR which

prevailed with parts of our committee at

the time. RCAR does not do abortions,

does not advocate abortions, does not

counsel abortions. It is a very moderate

organization, as has been said. It does

seek to maintain the guarantees out-

lined in Roe V. Wade-which, I took it, we
refused to delete by an 85-15% margin

just a few moments ago. But it supports

that in a context of religious liberty.

That is, not allowing 1 religious group to

impose its will on another. We are in

danger in this country of having our

nation's social policy on this issue deter-

mined by a very restrictive position

which most people in this denomination

and in the wider society do not support.

Finally, the strength of our church's

stand on abortion is its balance and its

sanity. This interpretation against

RCAR comes out of a very conservative

pro-life point of view. It violates the

thoughtful and sensitive stance of our

church. I have an utterly beautiful

granddaughter. Her name is Melissa

Nagakura Sample. She is this wonderful

Scot-Irish-Japancsc American. I hope

she never has to face the choice about

the issue of abortion. I yearn to see my
great-grandchildren. But I hope if she

has to have it, she will have had the

support of an outfit like RCAR, that can

prevent 1 religious group in this country,

or 2 or 3, from placing their will on my
granddaughter and my, I hope some day,

great-granddaughters.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right Now
that's 1 speech against. I'll come over to

this section. Do you want to speak for?

Microphone No. 7.

LAURIE MOTZ (California-Nevada):

I believe we are clearly not of one mind
as a body on this issue. Our support of

RCAR runs contrary to the conscience of

many United Methodists. Numerous

persons believe firmly and sincerely that

the opportunity for choice with regard

to abortion must be preserved, and for

these persons RCAR is a welcome ex-

pression of their conscience.

However, a number ofUMs with equal

sincerity believe that in most instances

abortion cannot morally be a matter of

choice alone, personal choice alone. For

those of us who hold this position the

UM support of RCAR presents a

profound conflict of conscious. If we as

a church continue our support of RCAR
those who hold a pro-choice position can

support it with a clear conscious, but

those ofus who hold the pro-life position

must lend our ties and our voice to that

which violates our conscious, and by

withdrawal of official support for RCAR,
all of the points will be free to identify

nor not to identify with RCAR.
In my own personal experience, my

husband and I have struggled with infer-

tility. And when we sought out adoption

agencies, we could not find one that a

UM agency that could assist us in adopt-

ing a child. Other UM families I know

have been have had problems with age

discrimination, and one family I know
was turned away from an agency be-

cause they were United Methodist. My
miracle is the one you probably have

heard over in this area in the last 3 days

yelling and carrying on, and in the words

of John Miles, I guess there are other

miracles to be bom. And my feelings

could much better be served supporting

an organization which offers healing

and nurture for women who have

chosen abortion, support women who
choose to give birth, and to the many
persons and families who seek to adopt.

Wouldn't this be a program that we
could all get behind and support of the

United Methodist Church.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Now, I

am going to come over to this side. I've
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had 1 for and 1 against. And I'd like to

find a male who would like to speak for.

Is that back there? And then I'm gonna
get a woman who wants to speak

against.

(Delegate Agcunst RCAR)

MAXIE DUNNAM (Memphis): It's

cleeir to me that, as has already been

suggested, our Sociid Principles speak to

the issue of abortion and make it ab-

solutely clear - we're not a church that

believes in abortion on demand. We
stand on the principle of abortion when
justified. And justification involves

tragic conflict of life with life.

Whatever may have been said about

RCAR, it clearly stands for abortion on

demand. AU their lobbying efforts and

energy is spent to preserve and bring

about that position. I don't see how that

can be considered moderate. Even
though other faith communities may
support them, is not the issue. That's

their problem. We must be true to our

own Social Principles and our biblical

understanding of the sacredness of life.

One and a half million children killed

each year. I've grown weary of every

issue of this General Conference being

turned into a justice issue in the emo-

tional debates. We must talk about jus-

tice for all. Not for the few. Justice for

unborn babies as well as for mothers.

I submit to you that as there is no

peace without justice, there is no justice

without a deep sense of morality and

commitment to all human beings. Even
the unborn, and I hope you will support

the majority.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now, I

see a woman here. Do you want to speak

against? All right. Microphone No. 4.

BETH CAPEN (New York): I rise to

speak against this petition which is re-

questing that we stop our support of

RCAR. RCAR is the only means by

which we have the ability to ensure what
it is that we have in our Social Prin-

ciples. If a woman's access to safe, legal

abortion is curtailed, then our Social

Principles lose their impact. The only

organization that we have is RCAR, and
I think it's critical to continue to remem-
ber that RCAR, in respectful disagree-

ment with the brother who just spoke,

does not stand and does not support

abortion on demand. It takes no stands

as to when life starts or when abortions,

you know, what a particular denomina-

tion believes.

What RCAR does do is make sure that

we as United Methodists and the other

denominations are free to choose within

our own Social Principles, within our

own policies, as to what it is that we
believe.

As to the statements made concern-

ing Roe vs. Wade, that's the only case

that was made by the ... I mean the

only decision made by the Supreme
Court that we can rely on. It's not as if

there are a number of cases that we can

choose from. I would urge that you vote

against this, and that we support mtiny

local United Methodist women who do

believe that it should be up to the

woman to choose, and that's a private

decision that needs to be made in

prayerful consideration.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now
we've had 2 for and 2 against. The per-

son representing the committee has a

right to a final statement, and then we'll

be ready to vote.

SLAUGHTER: As you can see our

ideological and theological differences

are great. I came into this conference

asking myself the question, "Will our

church go forward as one church." And
for 3 days we battled each other in sub-

committee until last Friday night - I

heard something new.

Both sides began asking each other

this question, "Will this work for you?"

There was a willingness to work within

the boundaries that both groups could

live within in good conscious. Now,

many of us are members of caucus

groups and political lobbying bodies.

These tensions are important in helping

us determine the mind of Christ.

Look at the strength of our Social

Principles in 71G. All ofus together with

all of those tensions have made that

statement, and that is a balanced state-

ment. But our political lobbying groups,

even though they represent many,

operate outside the boundaries that

both sides can live within in good con-

scious. By their very nature, they are

deeply offensive to many.

I received a document obtained

through the Federal Regulation of Lob-

bying Act that shows that over a 2-

month period, Playboy Foundation was

one of the larger contributors to RCAR.
This is a strange bedfellow for the

church. A corporation that has profited

from the exploitation and devaluation of

women. Our church allows all of us the

freedom to participate in political

forums and caucus groups. But it is irn-

just and unfair to officially recognize,

support, or participate in any one of

these groups with our common covenen-

tjd resources. Another denomination in

our country is in a mtgor power struggle.

Both sides . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: I need to remind

you - you need to wrap it up.

SLAUGHTER: We must leave here

not forcing ourselves on each other by
power. We must leave here not only in

the name of Jesus, but in the spirit of

Jesus. I urgeyou to support the m^ority

report.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now
we're ready to vote. If you vote "yes,"

you will support what is listed in the

book as a majority report. If you vote

"no," you will support what's listed as

the minority report. Please vote when
the light appears.

The vote is "Yes," 448; "No," 485,.

And the position represented in the

minority report is sustained. Now . .
.

, I

hear a question somewhere,

microphone . .
.

, I guess 12 is the closest

there.

(RCAR Matter Referred to Judicial

Council)

PHIL GRANGER (North Indiana):

Bishop, would it be appropriate at this

moment for a . . . , jdlowable to have a

motion for a declaratoryjudgment ofthe

Judicial Council?

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, that's in

order.

GRANGER: I move that the Judicial

Council rule, as to whether the support

RCAR is consistent or inconsistent with

paragraph 71(g) of our Discipline.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, my un-

derstanding is that will take a simple

majority, ifyou want to refer that to the

Judicial Council to a declaratory

decision. All right, is there anyone else

who wants to speak to that, before we
vote on it. I understand it is debatable.

Down here. Microphone No.3.

FRANK R. GAYLORD (Wisconsin): I

believe the Judicial Council has already

deidt with this matter, Bishop. In Oc-

tober of 1990, they ruled on such a mat-

ter that came before our conference, and

they upheld our bishop's ruling, that it

was not inconsistent with the social

principles for us to fund RCAR.
BISHOP HODAPP: I think that is

correct. All right, you may still ask for

this, if you want to, even though there
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has been a previoiis niling. Over here

microphone 6, 1 guess it is.

WALTER DERISO (South Georgia): I

would request that, as a part of that

motion, we be given an opportunity to

appear at the hearing. There was a ques-

tion about this earlier, and therefore,

would amend that motion to provide

that a notice ofthe hearing be published,

80 that those who wish to speak could

appear at that hearing.

BISHOP HODAPP: Wait just a mo-
ment, let me ... , OK, I'm told you can

request that, but can't mandate it on the

Judicial Council. Do you want to make
that a formal part of the request or ...

,

will the maker accept that?

GRANGER: Yes I will. Do I get oppor-

tunity to speak to my motion?

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes. All right.

Microphone No. 14.., well I heard a point

of order at 15, and then I'll get 14. Let's

get the point of order first ... 15.

PORTER J. WOMELDORFF (Central

Illinois): Bishop, my point of order is

this: I believe that the chair ruled that

the minority report was an amendment.
We never had an opportunity to vote the

amendment up or down, as I believe

Parliamentary procedure aJls for. Be-

cause the way that the vote perceeded,

we shoxild've had three options to vote

the amendment up or down, and then

amended or unamended report up or

down. The way you took the vote gave us

only two options, and that was either,

the amendment or the non-amendment.

BISHOP HODAPP: No, I would have

to say I did not rule it was a amendment.

I ruled it was a statement in opposition.

And therefore, the vote was on the

recommendation of the committee.

WOMELDORFF: But, Bishop, what if

the decision ofthe house was for neither.

In other words, one what . .
.

,

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU that's true of

any recommendation coming from a

committee. You have to vote it up or

down. Microphone 14.

MAXIE D. DUNNAM (Memphis):

Bishop, my question is about the state-

ment that was made concerning the

Judicial (Council ruling. I think that

ruling was in regard to whether the Wis-

consin Conference could use funds for

RCAR; not whether RCAR is inconsis-

tent with the social principles of our

church. I think there's a distinction

there.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, we're

going to give you an opportunity to see

whether you want to refer this to Judi-

cial (Council and let them determine

that. Go ahead Phil and makeyour state-

ment, and then we'll vote on this.

GRANGER: Members of the con-

ference, as I heard our debate, it was

obvious that our discussions centered

around whether RCAR was repre-

sentative of the position that we have

taken within the social principles, para-

graph 71(g). As I heard the debate, it was
obvious that there was a divided house

on this issue as we were trying to make
some interpretations about that I

believe that we have some language in

place within the Discipline, within the

Social Principles. And I would ap-

preciate it if the Judicial Council, acting

in it's proper capacity, would clarify as

to whether this is indeed something that

is consistent with our social principles.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, this

takes a m^ority vote to refer it to the

Judicial Council. I hear a point of order,

down here in front microphone 5.

RONALD Y. KOO (North Texas):

Bishop, my understanding is that the

Judicial Council only rules on the Con-

stitionality of the church. Social prin-

ciple is not a law ofthe United Methodist

church as you indicated. It's social

dialogue and teaching and policy. So my
question is: does the Judicial Council

have the right to rule on such matter?

BISHOP HODAPP: They will decide

that. Ifyou wjmt to refer it to them, they

will decide whether they have authority.

All right, I think we're ready to vote. If

you will vote to refer this to the Judicial

Council, will you do so when the light

appears. The vote is "Yes," 594; "No,"

344. It is referred to the Judicial Council.

Now, who has . .
. ,

you're through? Ok,

Chuck you want bring up . .

.

JORDAN: Our next item is to hear

from the General Council Finance and

Administration of Bishop Russell.

BISHOP HODAPP: Just a mo-
ment . .

. , microphone 2.

(Motion to Direct GCFA Funds
Reports)

BARBARA W. RIDDLE (Florida):

Would it be appropriate at this time to

make an enabling motion.

BISHOP HODAPP: WcU, let's see

what it is.

RIDDLE: I move that GCFA be

directed to report the following informa-

tion in the advance DCA before General

Conference. Number one: the amount of

apportioned general funds ofthe current

quadrenium, on each of the seven funds,

that they be itemized to show each year's

of apportionment for such funds. And
number two: the amoimt of fund actual-

ly received on each of the seven funds,

the sums are to be itemized and not

averaged. And, number three: the

amount of the actual expenditures spent

in each of these seven funds. And, num-
ber four a reporting on the amount hdd
in reserves by each of the related agen-

cies. And if I get a second I'll speak to it

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, you may
speak to it Now I understand this is a

referral to be done at the next General

Conference.

RIDDLE: Yes sir.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, go right

ahead.

RIDDLE: I served on the financial ad-

ministration committee, and we had

great difTiculty. There was just not one

available to us, but we were able to get

them, but we were doing that from staff

folk. I also realized when we were given

m^ority and minority reports, that we
were comparing apples and oranges. You
were given percentages on amounts
received and on amounts apportioned. It

would be found on, I think on P. 303, and
we can just put them in lines and it

would be very helpful for delegates, so

we could compare. That's why I'd like to

recommend that for next time.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, you've

heard the motion. Any comments, if not,

please vote when the light appears.

Vote is "Yes," 808; "No," 76. And it is

approved. Now, John Russell, we will

turn to yoa

(1992 General Conference New Pro-

gram Funding Report)

BISHOP JOHN RUSSELL: All right

We have 3 reports. The other two per-

sons who are assisting me should come
to the podium if they are not here now.

On p. 604 of today's DCA you find

Report No. 16, Financial References.

Prior to General Conference, the GCFA
made a decision to reconunend funding

of all new programs approved by

General Conference within its World
Service Fund proposed budget A new
line item entitled 1992 General (Con-

ference New Program, in the amount $4

million, was created and was in our

amended report. Recommendation for

funding these new programs and other

budgetary references were included in a
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report based on the $4 million amount.

That report was printed in Wednesday,

May 13, DCA beginning on p. 430. The
World Service Fund budget adopted by

Generfd Convention on Wednesday--

that should read May 13, I think; the

days have run together, but I believe

that is the correct date; that's a typo-

provides the line item 1992 General

Conference New Program in the

amount of $2,512,000-a reduction of

$1,500,000 from the GCFA proposal.

The request for new programs total

$6,800,000.

As much as we would like to recom-

mend a proposal to fund all of those, we
must follow the decision made by the

General Conference. Following the ac-

tion ofthe General Conference in adopt-

ing the budget, GCFA has consulted

with representatives of General Council

on Ministries, the Substance Abuse Pro-

gram, the National Plan for Hispanic

Ministries, and the Native American

Comprehensive Plan. Persons repre-

senting both the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries and the Native

American Comprehensive Plan affirm

that they needed the amounts originally

recommended by GCFA if their

programs were to be at all viable. They

stated that iffundingwere reduced from

those levels, they would prefer the

General Conference not fund the pro-

gram at all, because a lower level of

funding would m£ike it impossible for

the programs to succeed. Groups repre-

senting the special programs adopted by

General Conference have expressed to

us a desire to bring an amendment
regarding the funding level before the

General Conference. In light of these

representations, GCFA now brings its

recommendation. And number one is

for the allocation of the $2,512,000 for

the 1992 General Conference New Pro-

gram. If you are following, you will see

that "A" refers to the National Plan for

Hispanic Ministries and the request for

$3.1 million apportioned funds. GCFA
recommends $ 1.9 million for program to

be included in the World Service Fund
budget for the quadrennium. That

amount is to be allocated to the boards

listed within that box in approximately

that amount. Consideration may be

given by the General Board of Global

Ministries to the possibility of seeking

approval for additional funding through

general advance specials and by the

other boards through World Service spe-

cial gifts. The operating cost ofthe Com-
mittee on Hispanic Ministries, including

staff, will be determined by the General

Council on Ministries and the 4 program

boards in consultation with the Com-
mittee on Hispanic Ministries. Such ex-

penditures will come from within the

agency budgets and/or contingency

fimds.

The "B" part is for the Native

American Comprehensive Plan.

General Conference adopted or

passed . . . $1,200,000 request. GCFA
recommends $612,000 be included in

the World Service Fund budget for the

quadrennium on ratio, and that receipts

be allocated to the General Board of

Global Ministries. GCFA further recom-

mends that any additional funds needed

for the implementation of the plan be

provided by the General Board of GlobjJ

Ministries and/or other program agen-

cies from their budgets in such amounts

as they determine. Beginning with

Report No. 2 and continuing through

Report No. 9, may I make this general

statement that, I think, covers all of

those.

GCFA recommends funding for these

ministries be allocated from budgets of

the boards, Council on Ministries,

United Methodist Communications,

and GCFA as specified in each recom-

mendation. I will call to your attention

the 2 special programs, adopted by

General Conference, funded in that

way: Campus Ministry and Substance

Abuse. And this is our Report No. 16

that we bring to General Conference for

its action.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

Microphone No. 7.

(Call for New Mission Initiatives Fund)

ARTURO FERNANDEZ (California-

Nevada): Bishop, I would like to move by
amending by addition of a new par. 10.

I would move to amend GCFA report 16

by addition of a new par. 10 as follows:

General Conference will establish an ap-

portion fund to be titled "The Mission

Initiatives Fund for the 1993-96 Quad-

rennium." A quadrennial asking for this

fund will be $850,000 per year to be

apportioned to the annual conferences

using the World Service apportionment

formula. The funds are to be ad-

ministered by the program boards as

designated in the GCFA Report No. 16

and will be distributed as follows: Spe-

cial Program Substance abuse 54%, Na-

tional Plan for Hispanic Ministries 24%,

Native American Comprehensive Plan

12%, Special Program Campus Mini-

stries 7%, Committee on Older Adults

Ministries 1.5%, Developing Congrega-

tions for Deaf Ministries 1.5%. The
general agencies are authorized to seek

additional funding through the advance

or World Service special gifts channels.

If I have a second, I would like to speak

to this.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. It is

seconded. You only have a very short

time, however, to speak. I just want you

to be aware of that.

FERNANDEZ: This motion is an ena-

bling action to empower the new mis-

sion programs we have so

enthusiastically approved during the

first week of this General Conference.

By approving all of the new mission

programs, we have expressed our love

and concern for people suffering the

evils ofsubstance abuse. We want tojoin

Holly Elliot in her ministry. We
want . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now I need to

remind you that your time's up. So wrap

it up quickly.

FERNANDEZ: Many of us see this

plan as a model for the whole church.

We urge you to not just merely favor us

with your vote, but favor us with our

stewardship-with the whole church's

stewardship.

BISHOP HODAPP: Thank you.

Now . . . yes, point of order. Microphone

No. 8, 1 guess is the closest.

(Debate to Reconsider Budget)

EWING WERLEIN JR. (Texas):

Point of order, which is follows: the

Judicial Council decision 673 yesterday.

Bishop, has held that the General Con-

ference cannot establish a limit on

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration quadrenniid budget recom-

mendations, and has further held that

any change must be done by legislative

processes. Those processes require that

reports go the the legislative committee

on Financial Administration under rule

5, and that the committee, then, shall

have the opportunity to review and

make recommendations and propose

any amendments. This process has not

been undertaken. The decision of the

Judicial Council, which prohibits the

plenary from setting a cap upon the

amount would also, by implication ofthe

same principle, prohibit the raising of
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the decision of the conference on those

budgets.

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, just a mo-
ment. I'm told that that rule applies only

to materials that are prepared prior to

annual conference, or General Con-

ference. When something comes on the

floor like this, which is exactly what
happened with the Africa University

fund at previous General Conference, it

will have to be referred to GCFA. But is

in order to be received and to be acted

upon by the General Conference-and

referred.

WERLEIN: Bishop, I would raise a

further point of order, then, that this

would constitute an effort to reconsider

the budgets approved by this conference

2 days ago, and that any motion for

reconsideration under Robert's Rules of

Order must be made either on the day or

on the immediate day following the ac-

tion of the body. And it is too late for

reconsideration of those budgets, and

the motion is, therefore, out of order on

that basis . .

.

BISHOP HODAPP: Just a moment.

WERLEIN: . . . under the rules of the

conference.

BISHOP HODAPP: I'm told that

GCFA withdrew this action no. 16 for

the purpose of bringing it today. And
therefore, it is in order to amend it

today. Microphone 8.

WERLEIN: It is not this proposition;

it is the proposition that the budgets

already established within which GCFA
is now bringing its recommendation

based upon the action of the plenary 2

days ago cannot now be considered

under the rules of the conference by

Robert's Rules of Order.

BISHOP HODAPP: Would you state

it again, plesise?

WERLEIN: Yes. The action of the

conference was to approve budgets; this

took place 2 days ago. Report No. 16

before us is simply a report ofthe GCFA,
which is in conformity with the action

already taken by this conference. The
amendment, or the motion, that has

been asserted, in effect, is a motion to

re-open the budgets approved by the

conference 2 days ago. Or, in other

words, it is a motion for reconsideration

of action taken 2 days ago. It is out of

order because it is not made on the same

day that the action was taken or on the

day immediately following, pursuant to

the rules of the conference, Robert's

Rules of Order.

BISHOP HODAPP: Just a moment.

AU right. The rules of our conference

take precedence over Robert's Rules of

Order, and our rules say that a motion

for reconsideration is in order at any

time if it's moved by someone who voted

with the minority. Rule 26.

WERLEIN: I would appeal to the

house the decision of the chair.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right.

WERLEIN: Thank you. Bishop.

BISHOP HODAPP: Would you like to

make ... I think we both get a chance to

mtike a statement. Would you like

to . . . ? All right. Make your statement,

ifyou will, please. Yes, you may proceed.

WERLEIN: Yes, if you're ready sir.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, thank you.

WERLEIN: I believe that the position

that I have asserted I have stated amply

already. It's based upon the Robert's

Rules of Order. Further, Bishop, there's

been no showing that the person making

this motion now, in effect, for recon-

sideration of the budgets approved 2

days ago, was voting in support of those

budgets at that time.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, we'U

find out that, and we jdso will need, by

my ruling, we will need a motion to

reconsider. But my ruling is based upon

our rule no. 26, which is on p. 98 of the

Advance DCA, which says "A motion to

reconsider an action of the conference

shall be in order at any time if offered by

a member who voted with the prevailing

side." Now, let me ask you, the maker of

the motion, did you vote with the

prevailing side? I'm sorry. We first have

to vote to see if you'll support my inter-

pretation of the rules. A yes vote would

support the chair; a no vote would not

support the chair. Will you vote when
the light appears?

The vote is "Yes," 636; "No," 256. The
ruling of the chair is sustained. Now, all

right. Another point of order.

Microphone No. 1 or 6. Which way do

you want to go? Microphone No. 1.

RAMON EVANGEUSTA (Southern

New Jersey): I believe that when we
began to vote on those line items, we
began by voting on those 7 line items.

This is asking for a new line item. There-

fore, it is proper. It is not a reconsidera-

tion; it is a new item before us.

BISHOP HODAPP: I have ruled that

it is in order, ifwe reconsider the budget.

But we will have to have a motion to

reconsider the budget. Yes? And I was

going to ask the gentleman who wanted

to make this motion if he would make a

motion to reconsider, and we'll see

whether or not the purpose is to hear his

motion.

FERNANDEZ: Yes, Bishop. I would

like to move that we consider.

BISHOP HODAPP: OK. All right

BISHOP FORREST C. STTTH: Mr.

Chair.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes? BISHOP
STTTH.
BISHOP STTTH: GCFA considers its

report within the budget that was

adopted. We, therefore, feel that it is

completed-determined by the body's ac-

tion. This is an addition and is not a

reconsideration of the budget but an ad-

ditional line item affecting finances.

And the budget itself does not need to be

reconsidered. There is no budget before

you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. That

was the original ruling. Let's see if

you ... I think that the important thing

is that we find out what the mind of the

General Conference is: whether you

want to create another fund or not. Let

me put the motion to reconsider, just so

that there is no lack of clarity on it. If it's

necessary to reconsider, would you do

so? If so, will you vote when the light

appears? Yes is to do so; no is not. "Yes,"

515; "No," 406. Therefore, there is no

question that this is in order. The mo-

tion, then, before us is a motion to

amend and create a seventh fund as it

was outlined. And now we are ready to

hear debate on that, and I will go over

here to microphone 1 or 6. Or come on

over to 2, if you want to. I'm reminded

that this would be fund no. 8, if it's

created.

(Call for Renewed UM Leadership)

ELLEN A. BRUBAKER (West

Michigan): I would suggest to this con-

ference that with the posturing that has

gone on in the last few days, to ask us to

retrench, hold back, and so on, is not the

leadership of The United Methodist

Church. The United Methodist

Church's leadership is reflected in this

amendment. The least, the last, the lost,

the marginalized shall lead us forward.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. That's a

speech for. Is there someone who wants

to speak against? Anyone want to speak

against? Well, then I will take

another . . . You want to speak against?

Then I'll take another speech for. I saw

your hand fu^t.
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C. JOSEPH SPRAGUE (West Ohio):

Late last summer a young man came to

talk to me despairing. He's from a

broken home, and the parent with

whom he did not live had always en-

couraged him to study hard in order that

some day he could go to college. And
that absent parent said, "When you are

ready to go, I'll be there to support you."

I remember that that absent parent was

present at the graduation when the

young man received accommodations

for his wonderful record of scholarship.

But the young man was in my office to

say, "What Dad said in the spring is no

longer applicable as fall approaches."

He is reneged, because he needs a new
car and his roof has to be replaced. I

submit to you that we stood in unanim-

ity with each of the programs listed. In

the spring season we applauded. But

now, when fall has come, when tuition

has to be paid, we're sajdng we have a

roof to repair and we have a car to buy.

I am strongly in favor of this amend-

ment. It bespeaks the Church of Jesus

Christ. It is time to fish or cut bait, and

if we cut bait, those who dangle are not

abstract programs. They are our

mothers and our fathers, our sisters and

our brothers, and our children and

grandchildren.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Now I

need 2 speeches for. Is there sinyonewho
wants to speak against? Yes, over here.

Microphone No. 6.

(Call for Local Church Financial

Relief)

V.L. DAUGHTERYJR (South Geor-

gia): How very easy it is, Mr. Chairman,

to put the debate on the issue of mission

rather than on the source where the

funds are to come from. As a district

superintendent, it will be my respon-

sibility, if this amendment is adopted, to

go back and visit churches in com-

munities where those who sit on boards

and responsible for finances find among
their membership the unemployed, be-

cause of an economy that is in a reces-

sion-United Methodists who believe

strongly in the missional program ofthe

church and want to do their portion but,

because of the circumstances of the

economy, they cannot.

I think we need to remember those

persons at this time. As a district super-

intendent of The United Methodist

Church, it will be my responsibility to go

to rural areas and to ask farmers who

have lost their land-having been in

their families for generations-to in-

crease their giving. They wiU want to do

it and there will be tenseness and hurt

in their hearts when they cannot be-

cause of economic conditions. There are

many church budgets, not only in my
district but in other districts of our

United Methodist Church, already

strained, really strained. And we are

going to go back and ask them to do

more. The items are provided for in the

report of our council in other wajrs. I

urge this conference not to support this

motion.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. I can

take one other speech against. Some-

one? I can't hear. I need to go over to this

side if there is someone. All right. Let's

go over here by microphone 4. Yes? This

is a speech against. No, I've got to have

to have a speech against. I'll go back to

the back, way back here, microphone 14.

Is there a point of order being raised? I

hear ... a question. All right. Hold just

steady there at 14. Let's here the ques-

tion. No. 8. Pardon?

YOLANDA PUPO-ORTIZ (Bal-

timore): Bishop, what will happen to the

substance abuse program if the amend-

ment is not adopted? I would like to

know.

BISHOP HODAPP: Can you respond

to that John? The question was. What
will happen to the substance abuse pro-

gram?

BISHOP RUSSELL: If you will look

on p. 605 of the CCA, our recommenda-

tion no. 9. GCFA recommends that

funds be allocated to the program from

budgets of the General Board of Global

Ministries and other program boards

which have programs related to sub-

stance abuse as they may determine.

GCFA Jilso recommends that the

General Board of Global Ministries seek

approval for additional funding through

general advanced gifts.

BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Now, I

recognize microphone 14.

LANGDON H. GARRISON, JR.

(Alabama-West Florida): I would like to

say that I support aU of the special

programs and worthy causes that we
have adopted, but I would speak against

the creation of a new apportioned item.

It's not that we have not increased our

funding here-and we've not gone into

retrenchment. We voted the other day

for $472 million budget, which is a 15%

increase over the preceding quadren-

nium, or an increase of $54 miUion. If

there is anything that we need to hear-

and I, too, am a district superintendent-

-is to hear from the local church. And
they are sajring "Help"; they are saying

"Give us relief." And we're the ones that

wiU have to go back and explain this new
apportioned item-not only the district

superintendents, but those of you who
are pastors and those of you who are

members of local churches in places of

leadership. As I say, I support the wor-

thy causes, every one; but we've already

voted a $54 miUion increase, and so I

would say that I would be against this

proposal and support the recommenda-

tions of GCFA.
BISHOP HODAPP: AU right. Now

we've had 2 for and 2 against. Yes, you

have a point of order.

PUPO-ORTIZ: Question, please.

BISHOP HODAPP: Microphone 8.

The questions are just to me at this

point. We're under the caU for the pre-

vious question by the rules.

PHILIP A. AMERSON (South In-

diana): I'm sorry. When the proposal

was made, I didn't hear the doUar

amoimt.

BISHOP HODAPP: I intend to read

that.

AMERSON: And I'd like to know, not

only the amount, but the cost per mem-
ber per year.

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, I can't ask

the cost per member . . . answer that,

but I can read you the motion, which I

would like to do at this time-at least the

appropriate points. "This quadrennial

asking for this fund would be $850,000

per year to be apportioned to the annual

conferences using the world service ap-

portionment formula. The funds are to

be administered by the program boards

as designated in GCFA Report No. 16,

and wiU be distributed as foUows: special

program on substance abuse 54%, na-

tional plan for Hispanic ministry 24%,

Native American comprehensive plan

12%, special program campus ministry

7%, committee on older adult ministries

1.5%, and developing congregations for

deaf ministries 1.5%. Oh, I'm told that

would be 3.4 miUion for the quadren-

nium. Now. Yes. Question down here.

Microphone 3.

WILLIAM HINES (Ohio): Bishop, is

an amendment in order?

BISHOP HODAPP: Not at this point,

no. We are under the caU for the pre-

<
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vious question by your rules. All right

I'll hear Microphone No. 15. Go ahead.

JINNY GORDON (Central Dlinois):

Thank you. Bishop Hodapp. In my long-

ago learned math without a computer in

hand, I have been trying to compute
whether the total amount for the quad-

rennium would make up all that is being

asked from the people along with what
is allotted in Report No. 16. Can
anybody help me on this, or is this more
money than the total that would be

asked for for these special programs, or

is it less? Can you help us, please?

BISHOP HODAPP: Would you state

that, again Jinny?

GORDON: Yes, I'm wondering, are we
saying $34 miUion over the quadren-

nium? What was the figureyou just gave

us?

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Let's let

Forrest answer that.

BISHOP STTTH: The line item was
3.4. Our suggestion based upon your

agreement 2 days ago, and your action,

was 2.5, which would make the total for

all ofthese 5.9 which is approximately 1.

something less than what the original

requests were when they came in with

being over 7 million.

GORDON: All right. That's what I

wanted to clarify.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now let's go over

here to no. 7. You have a question? We
are under an order that says we can have

5 questions; we've had 3. Yes, go ahead

no. 7.

NARCEDALIA B. de MALDENADO
(Mexico): (speaks in Spanish)

BISHOP HODAPP: Translator

ready? All right. Go ahead and we'll

translate.

State your name and conference first,

please.

(delegate speaking in Spanish; English

translation)

de MALDENADO: I have felt that

throughout this General Conference a

great urgency feeling for new programs.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now, madam I

need to remind you, do you have a ques-

tion you want to ask?

de MALDENADO: The question is for

these minority ministries. If the line

budgetary item that you ttskcd would be

in their favor?

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, yes. I would

say that, insofar as funding will help

their causes, this would be in their favor.

All right, question down here. Oh, she

didn't get that translated. Back to her.

All right. Microphone No. 7.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (North In-

diana): In due respect to our colleague

translating, I believe the translation I

heard was slightly different. Would have

been slightly different. Her 3rd question

was whether this would be a new line

item or part of the existing budget

BISHOP HODAPP: Oh, yes, it would

be a new line item. Have you conveyed

that to her, Victor? All right, now
Microphone No. 2. This is the last ques-

tion.

CHARLES SAYER (Southern New
Jersey): My question is about those

proportions in the motion. They seem to

be very different from the amounts that

were requested. Am I in error about

that? Or maybe we could clarify. Are
these proportions in the motion propor-

tionate to the amounts originally re-

quested?

BISHOP HODAPP: No, these are

proportions in the dollar that is received

in this fund. In other words, whatever

would be received in this fund would be

divided by the proportions that I just

read. Now. I cannot have anymore ques-

tions. Do you have a point of order? All

right, then I think we are ready to hear

a statement from the chairperson from
GCFA.
BISHOP RUSSELL: In the General

Council on Finance budget, we've

recommended $4 million and this

General Conference adopted a budget of

$2.5 million. We believe that the

decision rests with the General Con-

ference.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right This is

a motion to amend the report of GCFA
by adding a . 10. I think you have heard

it, and if you are ready to vote your

conviction, will you do so when the light

appears. "Yes" favors the amendment;

"no" rejects the amendment. The vote is

"Yes," 513; "No," 402. And the amend-
ment prevails. Now, I think we are back.

Are you ready to adopt the whole report?

Just a moment. Microphone No. 2 down
here. Microphone No. 2.

RICHARD BURNS (Pennsylvania):

Richard Bums, Western Pennsylvania

Conference. Is it appropriate to amend
at this time?

BISHOP HODAPP: No.

BURNS: If we are correct, are we
preparing it?

BISHOP HODAPP: You'd like to

amend the entire report?

BURNS: I would like to amend the

entire report

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes.

BURNS: I would like to draw our at-

tention; I would like to amend below the

section the square section that gives the

figures. We are looking at 604.

BISHOP HODAPP: Page 604, right

BURNS: At the closing part of that

sentence, I would like to add "and un-

designated funds."

BIOSHOP HODAPP: After Worid
Service special gifts?

BURNS: Right, and if I could have a

second, I would like to speak to that

BISHOP HODAPP: It is seconded.

BURNS: I simply, when we are talking

about money, I would like to direct our

conference toward the fact that we give

over $10 million a year in grants and
these are sort of undesignated in our

world service giving. World Service

receives some of largest amount of

money from our churches and I simply

do not want to hurt those programs in

which the term non-Methodist is used,

which I do not like. I wish we could caU

them other mission specials. I simply

believe that when we are required by

Scripture to look after our family, the

first obligation, biblically, is to take care

of our family, then I believe the church

ofJesus Christ our church particularly,

our denomination, and then to the

world. So I am simply sajdng that within

those funds, there is adequate amount to

take care of it if we do not raise it

through Advance Special giving. Thank
you very much.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right you

have heard this amendment. We've had

1 speech for. Anyone else want to speak

to it? If not, will you vote when the light

appears? The vote is "Yes," 489; "No,"

345. The amendment prevails. Now.

Back here. Frank, microphone 3 or 8.

Microphone 3.

FRANK DORSEY (Kansas East): I

believe another amendment would be in

order to help this so that, and I would

like to move an amendment in no. 9 in

the 2nd paragraph. I would like to delete

the words where it says, be allocated, to

delete the words "to the program from"

and insert the word "from the mission

initiative fund and." So that it would

read, "GCFA recommends that funds be

allocated to the programs from the

budgets of the General Board of Global

Ministries and other program boards

and recommends that funds be allocated
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from the mission initiative fund and the

budgets of the General Board of Global

Ministries and program boards.

BISHOP HODAPP: Are you . . .just a

second.

DORSEY: "GCFA recommends that

funds be allocated from the missional

initiative fund and the budgets of the

General Board of Global Ministries £md

the program board.

BISHOP HODAPP: Frank, wouldyou

be willing to hear John Russell's com-

prehensive motion which I think will

include what you Jire concerned about?

DORSEY: OK, I just wanted to be sure

we have that.

BISHOP HODAPP: I think he's ready

to make a motion. Let's hear him.

RUSSELL: In light of the passing of

the amendment for this new missional

initiative funds, it will be necessary for

us to revise our recommendation be-

cause this affects a number of things

that we have recommended. And it

seems to me that we save the General

Conference time rather than going

through all of the amendment process,

if we had the privilege of doing that and

coming back. You don't want us to come

back and I don't want to come back but

I think that's the best way. If we could

do that.

BISHOP HODAPP: Is there anyone

who objects to that procedure, to let

them come back later with all of this

revised in accordance with your vote?

Well, sometime later today. Yes,

microphone 6.

(Proposed Amendment Forbids Church

Funds Used for Alcohol)

WALTER DERISO (South Georgia):

Thank you Bishop. Walter Deriso, lay

delegate from South Georgia. I would

offer a very simple amendment at the

end of no. 9 that would be an additional

paragraph that would read, "In har-

mony with our emphasis on substance

abuse and our historic emphasis on

abstinence, it is the will of this 1992

General Conference that no board,

agency, council, or official task force of

The United Methodist Church shall

spend any church funds for alcoholic

beverages."

BISHOP HODAPP: All right.

DERISO: If I have a second, I would

like to speak to that, please.

BISHOP HODAPP: It was seconded.

You may speak to it.

DERISO: Bishop, it is my under-

standing that even the federal govern-

ment does not reimburse for alcoholic

beverages. Thank you.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. You
have heard the amendment. Yes. Down
here. Microphone No. 1.

ROBERT J. McCUNE (North Central

New York): Bishop, is a motion to refer

in order at this time?

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, it is in order.

(Mission Iniative Fund Referred to

GCFA)

McCUNE: Well, then I would move

that we refer this report to the GCFA for

further action and report back to this

conference.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, that

takes precedence over the other motion

in our order of motions. All right, let's

take that vote and see ifyou're ready. If

you wUl refer this, you will vote "yes." If

you wUl not refer it, you will vote "no."

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 681; "No," 212. It is referred back

to the GCFA with the understanding

they will come back later today, or

tonight, or in the morning or sometime.

Yes, you have a matter here, no. 3.

JIM C. GILLAND (Western North

Carolina): Bishop, I ask GCFA to pro-

vide us with the information as to how
much reserves, exclusive of pensions,

are held by our general boards and agen-

cies. Some of us will have to go back to

bare bones budgets in our local chur-

ches. We have no reserves. I'd like to

know the reserves that are available to

our church.

BISHOP HODAPP: Let's see if they

can do that this quickly. That was voted

to be prepared next year. Could that be

prepared now? Cliff.

CLIFFORD DROKE: Bishop, I was

somewhat distracted by another conver-

sation. As I understand the request, it is

for GCFA to report to you the status of

the reserves held by the various general

agencies of the denomination. Is that

correct?

BISHOP HODAPP: That's correct.

Exclusive of pensions.

DROKE: Exclusive of pensions. We
can do that. We cannot do it with any

assurance of accuracy at all in the space

of time you're talking about. We would

have to make contact with various

general agencies. They would have to

gather the information which is, of

course, in the computerized bookkeep-

ing system we're responsible for. But in

order for it to make sense to you, you

would need to understand the character

of each of those reserve funds, whether

they're available for certain kinds of

things, whether they're restricted to

other things. And I just would hesitate

to try to do that in the space remaining

here, when we also must develop lan-

guage around the actions that you've

previously taken on the mission initia-

tive funds. I'm very hesitant to commit

to that. Bishop.

BISHOP HODAPP: Yes, microphone

3 here. Now we have two other items

from GCFA, so they aren't finished yet.

EDWARD H. HILL (Northwest Texas

Conference): Bishop, I think we need to

know as we go back home how much it

is that we have increased the budget of

this church over the revenues received

during the quadrennium ending this

year. Our people want to know that in-

formation. We've passed a budget of

about $475 million plus, and we've col-

lected, according to my information,

substantially less than $400 million in

the last quadrennium. I would like to ask

the GCFA to tell us today how much it

is that we received in the last quadren-

nium by way of revenues and what per-

centage we have increased by the budget

that we have adopted over that amount.

BISHOP HODAPP: They say they

can provide that when they come back

with their report. Now back there at 12.

Oh, you want to speak to that, I'm sorry,

go right ahead.

DROKE: I nodded that we could pro-

vide information. We can provide the

information that's available. Obviously,

a piece of information, if you're talking

about quadrennium to quadrennium, is

not available. We do not know how

much our church is going to raise and

spend for the apportioned general funds

for 1992. But we can give you the first

three years of that information easily.

And we can compare quadrennium to

quadrennium apportions.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now on

Microphone No. 12.

SAM WYNN (North Carolina):

Bishop, I have a question in regards to

the action that we have already taken.

My question is, why must we report?

Why should there be an adjustment

made to the action that we've just taken

when it was included the report? I'm

asking that question. Does that have to

be done?
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BISHOP HODAPP: John?
BISHOP RUSSELL: Some of our

recommendations for the different mat-

ters, they were based on $2.5 million.

You have changed the fund, and so we'll

have to go and take care of the language

there and respond on this new fund that

you have created and how it affects this

and our recommendation, would not be

identical so we would need to revise that.

BISHOP HODAPP: Now friends, we
have two more items here and I'd like to

get them in before we have to recess. So

John, would you come? Yes?

Microphone 10, 1 guess.

JAMES L. BRANSCOME (Virginia

Conference): I would like to move recon-

sideration of the original budget, and I

voted for it. And the purpose is, we now
have new money for programs in two

places. We originally approved $2.5 mil-

lion roughly in the original GCFA
budget, and then we approved another

$3.4 million. I move we reconsider so

that we can move the $2.5 million out of

the World Service budget into the new

fund and add it to the original or the new

fund, and disperse it on the same per-

centages as we approved on that.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. That's a

motion to reconsider. It is in order. You

heard the purpose that he wants; recon-

sideration. Any debate on that? Is there

a second? It is seconded. All right. A
"yes" vote reconsiders, a "no" vote does

not. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 377; "No," 525. It is not recon-

sidered. Ed Boulton, will you proceed

with the report of GCFA?
BISHOP EDWIN C. BOULTON:

Bishop Hodapp and friends of the

General Conference, ifyou'll please turn

in yourDCA to p. 606. 1 bring before you

the recommendations found on p. 606 as

Report No. 17 from the General Council

on Finance and Administration. I

believe that most of the matters con-

tained on this page, 3 in number, are

basically procedural. The first recom-

mendation has to do with a particular

agency to which certain implementing

actions are taken or are referred, are

covered within the budgets of that par-

ticular agency or entity of the General

Church. If you should wonder what

those particular things are, they're listed

under the first 5 items in the left column,

such as promotional resources, etc. Mr.

Chairman, I move the adoption of Item

No. 1 of Report No. 17.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, item 1

is before you. Are there any questions?

Will you then vote when the light ap-

pears, on item 1?

"Yes," 853; "No," 31. It's approved.

(Cost ofPrinting Episcopal Sermons)

BISHOP BOULTON: Item No. 2 has

to do with the reference that came off

the floor earlier in our time this week

where we had a request for certain ad-

dresses and sermons to be printed. The
cost was determined to be $6400 for

that. It is indicated in the report. We did

not follow through with that. You have

been advised of that earlier, and our

reasons why, which I think are self ex-

planatory. I believe there is an editorial

change however, that needs to be made

in the right column, the fourth line

down. It indicates that at theDCA booth

you can get certain things for 50 each. I

think maybe that's $50 so everybody can

be paced. But, I think it's .50 and with

that modification of the report, I move
the adoption of point No. 2.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. No. 2 is

before you. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes"; 840; "No", 55. It is sus-

tained.

BISHOP BOULTON: Item No. 3

poses some complexities with reference

to action that this house took along the

way and it could be somewhat complex.

But I think ifyou will listen carefully, it

can be made very simple. If you want to

refer in your red book to p. 320, part of

the information that you will need there

around special Sundays with offerings.

The white addition of the petitions

before us is in the very middle of that

right hand column on p. 606. Editorially,

it refers to DCA p. 1 130, I've not checked

with my colleagues, but I think that is

erroneous. I believe it's 1 103, not 1 130,

1103. And that, therein lies the conflict

between the red book on 320 and the

legislation that we passed its contained

on p. 1 103. Now, the resolution of the

dilemma appears at the very bottom of

the page in the blue DCA on p. 268,

which simply says that the annual con-

ference shall have a committee charged

with the responsibility of the distribu-

tion of the funds raised on the Native

American Awareness Sunday. That's

the essence of the matter. That the an-

nual Conference has that responsibility

through an appropriately devised com-

mittee. Brother Chair and friends of the

Conference, I move the adoption of

point No. 3.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, 3. All

right, back at Microphone No. 3, please.

MARILYNN M. HUNTINGTON
(California-Pacific): In light with what

the presenter has said, I would like to

clear this up by moving to reconsider

Report No. 9 from the onmibus motion

of GCFA that we passed on Wednesday

so that we might bring in harmony the

report with Calendar Item No. 358 so

that the Native American committee of

each annual conference may be in

charge of disbursing those funds. So I

move reconsideration, and I voted on

the prevailing side.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right, if you

will reconsider for that purpose, would

you vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

546; "No," 341. It is reconsidered. Now,

Ed do you need anything to . .

.

BISHOP BOULTON: I think not. Her
request is in perfect harmony I believe

in what appears here, sir. It simply asks

for reconsideration of report No. 9. I

would prefer that she provide the lan-

guage that she wishes on that ifyou will

brother chair.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Let's

hear the language from Microphone No.

9.

HUNTINGTON: I move that Calen-

dar Item No. 358 become the action of

General Conference in relationship of

the disbursement of Native American

Awareness Sunday offerings.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. You

have heard that. Ifyou will support that,

we will vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 788; "No," 105. It is supported.

BISHOP BOULTON: Thank you very

much, sir.

BISHOP HODAPP: I have 1 more

report here. Yes. Microphone No. 2.

We're at adjournment time here now.

We need to. . .

.

RIDDLE: We had asked some infor-

mation from Clifford Droke with a Right

to enable. When that's brought back to

us, I would like to move that when we're

looking at the last year 1992, when we
are trying to compare, there is that big

whole and we are trying to figure those

big numbers 25% left in the quadranium;

could we request that GCFA look at the

receipts that have come in the first

quarter and then whatever that percent-

age is, project with an asterisk the last 3

quarters so that we have something to
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compare with, when we are looking at

those numbers?

BISHOP HODAPP: WeU, I wiU let

GCFA respond to that; but I think that

the way funds come in over the year,

that would be very difficult to project.

Cliff, do you want to . . . , I think you

would need to do your own projection.

DROKE: Yes, I want to be sure we are

understanding each other. What you are

asking us to do is to estimate on the basis

of relationship between what came in

the first quarter this year and what came

in the first quarter last year, to project

out an estimate for receipts for 1992.

RIDDLE: That would be helpful, yes.

DROKE: OK, we can do that. I would

be glad to do it.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now,

let's go ahead and hear the last report

here. I do need an extension of time. Will

you extend the time to hear the report.

If so, lift your hand. Opposed same sign.

It is supported.

DALE E. OWENS (Eastern Pennsyl-

vania): Bishop, and members of the con-

ference, I am a member of the Episcopal

Services Committee of GCFA. And I

would like you to turn to p. 607 and, Mr.

Chairman, I would like to move the

amendment found on that page. The
amendment is to report No. 5, the Epis-

copal Fund of the GCFA reports. And
what it basicaUy does, is put in line ac-

tion taken 2 days ago at this conference

when you adopted the minority report;

it changed the amount of dollars in the

Episcopal fund line item, and so the

apprortioned rate of 2.5% is recom-

mended to be changed to 2.4725%. I

move the adoption, Mr. Chairman.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. The
report is before you. Will you vote when

the light appears. "Yes," 863; "No," 26.

It is approved. Now we have extended

the time simply to hear that so I can't

hear anything else except the an-

nouncements from Carolyn Marshall at

this time.

MARSHALL: The request came from

the floor as to the availability of this

morning's sermon; that will be available

after 2:30 in the DCA Office. That's

room 116 in this building. Then it has

also come to our attention that the in-

formation booth has a number of lost

and found items and would very much
like to have you pick them up. In addi-

tion, there is a pair of prescription glas-

ses that have been left here from the

place they were found on the platform.

We would presume they came from a

presenter. So if some presenter cannot

see, we have got their glasses.

BISHOP HODAPP: All right. Now we
will hear the final report from the calen-

dar committee for this morning; and

then we will have a prayer and then

recess.

(Unfinished Business Referred to

Bishops, GCOM, GCFA)

JORDAN: Bishop and members ofthe

conference, I need not remind you that

we have 2 more recessions remeiining.

We still need reports from the General

and Judicial Administration, from con-

ferences, from discipleship, from inde-

pendent commissions, from ministry,

from Global Ministries, Church and

Society, and Financial Aid, and we need

to receive a report back from GCFA. In

the light of that, I would move this,

which is an addition to a motion that

Victor Goldschmidt made; but this one

is a little more specific And I would

move that in keeping with the past prac-

tices, that any imfinished business of

the General Conference be referred to

the Council of Bishops, the General

Council on Ministries and the General

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion.

BISHOP HODAPP: All rightyou have

heard that. It is seconded. If you will

support it, will you vote when the light

appears. "Yes", 809; "No," 49. It is sup-

ported. Let me call on Bishop Ruediger

Minor, who will be heading our work

in . . . Bishop Minor, please. We will be

in prayer.

(prayer).

Friday Afternoon

May 15, 1992
Bishop Robert C. Morgan, presiding

(hymn)

BISHOP ROBERT C. MORGAN:
Thankyou. Be seated. The delegates will

take their place. I am going to turn to

Bishop Earl Hunt, who will bring us our

opening prayer. Will the delegates

please be seated.

BISHOP EARL HUNT: Let us pray.

Qirayer)

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Now
we turn to the Committee on Courtesies.

Phyllis Ferguson.

PHYLUS FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): Thank you, bishop. I'd like

to call Randy Day and Bishop Talbert.

BISHOP MORGAN: Excuse me. Will

the conference please be in order? Take

your places. It's time for us to begin, and

we have many things to do. Bishop Tal-

bert.

BISHOP TALBERT: Bishop Morgan
and members of the General Con-

ference, you paused earlier

BISHOP MORGAN: Excuse me a

minute, bishop. Please be in order.

Cease your conversation. Give your at-

tention to Bishop Talbert, please.

BISHOP TALBERT: Bishop Morgan

and members of the General Con-

ference, earlier you paused appropriate-

ly to hear the people from the West

bring an issue and a concern regarding

theRodney Kingverdict and subsequent

events. Subsequent to that, you ap-

pointed a committee that brought a

report which resulted in a statement of

this General Conference to the nation

regarding the issue. Then you

authorized the 2 of us. Randy Day and

myself, to follow up to complete this

action. And so we're prepared this after-

noon to bring some final implementa-

tion decisions so that you will know that

we are following through to implement

the decision of this conference. Before I

call on Randy Day, the chair of this

special committee, to report the names

ofthe persons who will be delivering the

statement to both Washington, DC, and

Los Angeles, I simply call our attention

again to the statement coming out ofthe

Coimcil of Bishops which was a part of

the statement endorsed by this con-

ference calling for Pentecost weekend

observance. We hope and pray that a

means will be found to get that state-

ment into all of our churches so that on

the weekend of Pentecost our churches

will, indeed, be able to participate and

respond appropriately. I yield now to

Randy Day who will present the names.

BISHOP MORGAN: Brother Day.

(Los Angeles Offering Totals Over

$23,000)

RANDY DAY: Thank you, bishop. Out

ofthe ashes, Los Angeles began the hard

task of rebuilding its future. The
century's deadliest riots left deep scars

on the face of the city and on the soul of

the nation. So begins the May 18 cover

story of Newsweek. Yet, whereas the

news magazine focuses on race and
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crime, the church has been focusing on
race and justice tind comptission.

And with the words ofjustice, we also

want to give some words of hope. Hope
cannot run on empty, and so we thank
you once again for the offering that you
have given to people ofLos Angeles, now
totaling $23,882.77. In addition to our

personal contributions, let all of us work
to urge the President and the Congress

to redirect federal resources to the long-

neglected urban areas, especially during

the past decade. And yesterday a mayor
from my state of Connecticut, Cary

Saxon-Perry of Hartford, said, "People

talk about a long, hot summer. I talk

about a long, hot decade. People have

had it. They want sweeping change, not

reform." Tomorrow, the estimates are,

there will be 100,000 people gathered at

the Washington Monument, joining in

the march to save our cities and save our

children sponsored by the U.S. con-

ference of mayors.

Half of our delegation wiU be in

Washington, led by one of the members
of the delegation. Bishop Felton May.

We will be there. We hope to bring a

word ofjustice and hope and compassion

from this conference. And then on May
26th and 27th, the second part of our

delegation, led by Bishop Talbert, who is

assigned to us from the Council of

Bishops, will visit our sisters and

brothers in Los Angeles and wUl be

received by Bishop Tuell and Superin-

tendent Robert Smith.

The members of the delegation are

Carol Colley, Brandon Cho, Randy Day,

Steve Drachler, Arturo Fernandez, Ber-

nard Keels, Duk Kwon, Jim Lawson,

Phil Lawson, Bishop Felton May, Joel

Martinez, Beverly Shamana, and Bishop

Talbert from the Council of Bishops,

and a woman from the Southeast Juris-

diction--! don't want to give the name;

we are still fmalizing that. A number of

these persons are from those local cities

of Los Angeles and Washington, and

then we also reflect the 5 jurisdictions.

So those names are presented to you.

And 1 piece of business I neglected to

bring up the other day on behalf of the

committee. Our committee voted to

send the message to the President and

the members of Congress. We received a

motion from the floor to send it to the

presidential candidates; we are doing

that. But before the secretary of the con-

ference fan send that out, we need to

take action. And so on behalf of the

committee to send a message to the

people of the United States, I move that

the secretary of the General Conference

send that message to the President of

the United States, the members of the

U.S. Senate, and the members of the

U.S. House of Representatives.

(U.S. President and Congress to

Receive LA. Statement)

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Your
action the other day said that you would
forward this to the presidential can-

didates. This simply adds the President

and the members of the Congress.

Microphone 9, please.

STEFANIE GRAY (California-

Pacific): I believe a few days ago, when
we were deciding who was going to be on

these committees that will report to Los

Angeles and Washington, that there was

to be 1 youth on the committee. And I

didn't hear a name, and I was just

wondering if there is 1.

DAY: That's true. We are still working

on that, and we will not let you down.

We hope to have a youth as part of the

Los Angeles team.

GRAY: You hope to?

DAY: We will have. The only hope is

that it has really been difTicult balancing

who should go to Washington and who
should go to Los Angeles~schedules-

but we are leaning toward having a

youth as part of the Los Angeles team. If

it's not there, it will be someone who can

go to Washington tomorrow. So maybe
you could see me near microphone 5

pretty soon. It's hard to find all of you,

but we are committed to that.

BISHOP MORGAN: Your answer is

that there will be ayouth on the commit-

tee.

DAY: Yes.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Areyou
ready? Yes. Back here. Please go to

microphone 13. We need to vote on this,

so we can move along to the agenda.

BERNARD KEELS (Baltimore): May
I have a point ofpersonal privilege for 30

seconds?

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

KEELS: I'm one of the pastors in the

initial demonstration project of the

bishops' initiative. This lunch time I

made what I thought was one of the

most important phone calls of my life.

hast summer I met a young man named
Michael who came into my office asking

for food. To make a long story short,

Michael gestured and stuck out his chest

and finally we decided he did not know
how to read. I asked Michael, who is 9

years old, what was the problem. He
said, "Come to my house." When I

returned to his house, aU I saw was a

cracked pipe, human feces on the wall,

and a mother who was so emaciated and

so addicted to crack that it brought me
to my knees in tears. I called Michael to

let him know that the members of the

1992 General (Conference had reaf-

firmed his mother's right to be delivered

from drugs by the renewed thrust into

the special mission projects. We need to

know that Mark Twain said something

that is very important to us: never to let

our schooling interfere with our educa-

tion. Many times we have been schooled

very well in parliamentary procedure

and amendments and points of order

and points of personal privilege.

We now need to go back and educate

our people about why this is important.

And my first homework assignment for

you is this following discussion that I

have observed Michael and 3 of his

friends having. The first young man
said, "I'm going solid gold." The second

man said, "I'm going oak." The third

young man said, "I'm going mahogany."

For those of you who are wondering

what they are referring to, they were

talking about the kind ofcasket they will

be buried in. That's why this is so impor-

tant. And I'm so proud to be part of this

delegation of the Baltimore Conferenca

Thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right If you

will support this motion, will you show

your hand, please? Down. Opposed? And
it's ordered. Thank you. Brother Day.

DAY: Just a final word. We did not

forget the concern from our brother

delegate from Sierra Leone, which was

to bring in a supplementary message for

the different global communities. That

was really impossible for our committee.

Otherwise, we would have missed all of

our legislative committees. So we invite

you to take this statement and go and

write one, especially in the context of

your own nation. Thank you.

FERGUSON: I'm sorry. That's it

Thank you very much.

BISHOP ROBERT C. MORGAN:
Turn to Carolyn Marshall now to intro-

duce our secretarial staff.

CAROLYN M. MARSHALL ((}eneral

Conference Secretary): Bishop and

members of the General Conference.

Some persons on the secretarial staff.
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you have seen before you during every

plenary. Many persons on that staff are

ones who have worked behind the

scenes and whom, unless you have come
to rooms 102 or 103, you have not seen.

All of these persons are ones who have

served with great devotion and tireless

hours. I at this time would like to intro-

duce each of them to you. I would ask

that you would hold for applause and
express your appreciation after all have

been introduced. Would you please

stand?

With only 2 exceptions, I will not be

giving their titles and responsibilities-

simply to say to you that everyone here

fell in its a part of the team and were not

particularly bound by the job descrip-

tions that they were given at the time

that they were asked.

Starting on your right, my left, is

Veronica McDaniel. Next to her is Odell

Thompson, a name whom you will-

many ofyou recognize-because she has

served across many months as our peti-

tion secretary. You know her name, and
I want each of you to meet her. Next to

her is Roberto Gomez, Bob McCracken,

Lindey Loresko, Milley Hilts, Mel
Brawn, Arle Brawn, then our coor-

dinator of calendar, John Brawn, Pres-

ton Price, Gere Reist and Gary Graves,

who came to us after we were here and
was working as one of the recorders and

has been an inveduable addition to the

staff here. My deep appreciation, and

I'm sure all of you would express ap-

preciation to these persons who have

served all of us extremely well.

BISHOP MORGAN: By your ap-

plause, you have expressed your ap-

preciation for this crew who keeps us

going here. We turn now to Brother Ott

for the agenda committee.

DONALD A. OTT (Wisconsm):

Friends, we have approximately 300

minutes remaining in our conference. In

light of that, bishop, I would move that

speeches be limited to 1 minute for the

balance of the conference.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You'll

need to suspend the rules. If you'll

suspend the rules to limit speeches to 1

minute, will you show the hand please?

Down, opposed, and it is ordered.

Now, if you would limit the speeches to

1 minute, will you show the hand. Down,
opposed, and it is in order. All right.

We're goning to turn first of all to legis-

lative committee. Excuse me, where is

Charles? Just a minute. Let us get the

conference going here, then I will turn

to you. We're talking about the Calendar

Items this afternoon, and I want to say

something before we proceed.

CHARLES W.JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): The calendar items this after-

noon will begin with the Legislative

Committee on Conferences with Vance
Summers, followed by Discipleship, Rex
Bivens; General and Judicial Ad-

ministrations, Carolyn Johnson, and
then Ministry with Rosa Washington.

BISHOP MORGAN: Friends, before

you address the chair here, let me say we
have, you're aware of the tremendous

amoimt of work we need to do. My pur-

pose is to help facilitate us doing the

work of the conference. I think that's

your responsibility as well.

So I would hope that-we're goning to

make mistakes up here, and I would

hope that unless we just get in terrible

trouble, if you would sort of make sure

that your points of order, and par-

liamentary query will simply be to help

facilitate the process. Then we can move
along. I want you to know what there

are: they're one speech, but you don't

have to make that. That's not a quota. If

it's not necessary to really carry the day,

then let's move along. Now I don't want

to take you faster than you want to go,

but we need to go faster than we've been

going. All right. Now then, let us turn to

(applause). Thank you. So we turn now
to Vance Summers, please.

(Calendar Item 1526; Number of
Bishops)

VANCE SUMMERS, JR. (West Ohio):

Good afternoon. Bishop Morgan, we
were blessed with some very able leader-

ship in our section. Fritz Mutti served as

our vice chairperson; Sue Messenger

was our secretary; we had Robert Casey

as chairperson of our subcommittees;

Peggy Page, Margaret Page was one of

the others, and Jan Dahl. These persons

will assist me as we do our work this

afternoon. Will you turn to the blue

DCA, p. 526, Calendar Item 1526. This

has to do with the number of bishops in

Central Conferences and in jurisdic-

tions. This particular legislation deter-

mines the number of bishops per

jursidiction, and there is a formula by

which that is done. The legislative com-

mittee, dealt with this, and then voted

concurrence as amended 4871.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. It is

before you. Yes, microphone 8.

KENT M. MILLARD (South Dakota):

Bishop, I would like to speak in favor of

this legislation. If this legislation does

not pass, 2 bishops wiU be eliminated.

One in the North Central Jurisdiction, I

should say the positions of2 bishops will

be eliminated, flaughter) One in the

North Central Jurisdiction and one in

the Northeastern Jurisdiction, because

of the current formula that's in the Dis-

cipline. The revision that the legislative

committee has made will allow us to

continue 10 bishops in the North

Central and 10 in the Northeast. Other-

wise, within 2 months, we'd have to

revise 2 areas down to 9, so there would

only be 9 bishops in each area. So, this

is veiy important legislation for us to

pass today.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You're

in favor. Is there anyone who would like

to speak against it, please? Right here at

no. 3, please.

CONRAD M. PAGE (Central Pen-

nsylvania): If I'm in order, I'd like to

move an amendment, please.

I would like to amend the petition,

par. 1, in lieu of par. 1, I'd like to sub-

stitute 2 paragraphs. The first para-

graph would read, "Fullfilling the

mission of the church shall be the basis

for determining the number of bishops

to be elected in each jurisdiction." The
second paragraph would read, "The
number ofbishops shall remain as ofthe

beginning date of each General Con-

ference unless changed by General Con-

ference upon recommendation of the

jurisdictional conference of the jurisdic-

tion affected, and the Inner Jurisdic-

tional Committee on Episcopacy, and

adopted by the General Conference.

Paragraphs 2 and 3 in the petition that's

printed in the blue book would be re-

numbered 3 and 4.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you

may speak to that ifyou'd like.

PAGE: Very briefly. I believe that

there is a better way to determine the

number ofbishops required in ajurisdic-

tion than by formula. For instance, it

takes much more episcopfd leadership to

lead 5,000 members located in fifty 100-

member churches than it would one

5,000-member church.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Is there

someone that would speak against the

amendment, the Page Amendment?
Yes? Let me, let me, anybody here? All

right, microphone 8.
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MILLARD: I'm on the Epicopacy

Committee for the North Central Juris-

diction, and we too had endorsed this

legislation for forwarding to General

Conference. It was originally passed by

the legislative committee. However, we
were informed by Craig Hoskins there

were some ways that that legislation

may be unconstitutional, because the

Constitution talks about a consistent

method and using the mission of the

church may not be found to be a consis-

tent method for determining number of

bishops. So the legislative committee

reconsidered that and then came back

with maintaining the same kind of for-

mula, which would accomplish the same
purpose. So, I would speak in favor of

defeating the amendment and going

with the original motion from the com-

mittee.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You've

had a speech in favor and against. I'm

goning to put the amendment now. If

you would support the amendment,

would you show your hand, please? If

you are opposed to the amendment,

would you show your hand. It is clearly

defeated now. The report of the legisla-

tive committee is before you. There's

been one speech for it; would someone

like to speak against it? You don't have

to. All right. Are you ready to put

the . . . oh, excuse me, over here to the

right. Microphone 5.

DONALD HAMILTON (Yel-

lowstone): I'd like to move that we refer

this to the General Council on Finance

and Administration.

BISHOP MORGAN: The motion is for

referral to the Generjd Council on

Finance and Administration. Is there a

second to that? I do not hear a second. It

is not supported, sir. AH right. You ready

to vote? The legislative committee

report is before you. If you would sup-

port it, show the hand. Excuse me. I did

not see you there. I'm putting the ques-

tion now, sir. You may ask a question.

Brother Jim.

JAMES W. HOLSINGER (Virginia;:

Bishop, I'd just like for you to tell us

what a "yes" vote does and what a "no"

vote does, thank you.

SUMMERS: The "yes" vote wUl sus-

tain the position of the Legislative Com-

mittee, and that is to have 310,000 in

place of300,000, and thereby permitting

the retention of the number of bishops

currently in each jurisdiction.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right If you
would support ... I mean, vote when the

light appears. Your preference. "Yes,"

631; "No," 170. It carries. Brother

Vance.

(Calendar Item No. 1513, Episcopal

Fund Payment for Reactivaied

Bishops)

SUMMERS: Will you turn to p. 525,

which is the preceding page, in the blue

DCA, Calendar Item 1513. This subject

is on the no. of bishops to be elected in

thejurisdiction. Honestly, I think this is

mistitled. It has to do, or relates to, the

Episcopal Fund's responsibility to pay

the difference between the pensions

paid retired bishops and reactivated

bishops when they serve in one area.

BISHOP MORGAN: OK, 1513 is

before you. Would anyone like to speak

for or against?

SUMMERS: Excuse me. Bishop, the

recommendation is for concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: The recommen-
dation is for concurrence on the commit-

tee. All right, if you'll support the

committee would you show your hand,

please? Opposed? And it is ordered.

(Calendar Item No. 1518, Composition

of General Conference)

(Calendar Item No. 1518; Voting Mem-
bership of General Conference)

SUMMERS: Would you turn to

page . . . still on p. 525, blue DCA. Calen-

dar Item 1518. This has to do with the

composition of voting memberships of

General Conference. This item gives the

formula by which delegates to General

Conference from annual conferences

are determined. This item will reduce, as

it is now ... it will reduce the delega-

tions from three jurisdictions and in-

crease delegations from two

jurisdictions. The Committee voted con-

currence as amended.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. It is

properly before you. I turn to Brother

Trotter over here at microphone 10.

MARK C. TROTTER (California-

Pacific): As you have already heard, this

is a very radical reapportionment

scheme, which would reduce the repre-

sentation from the Western Jurisdiction

by nearly 25%. We ask that you don't

correct one iiyustice by creating another

one. We understand the thinking of

people who proposed this petition, but

we ask that we go back to the wording

as it is stated, the formula in the present

Discipline, where these changes are

made in a much more rational and
coherent way. General Conference is not

a political body ensuring rights to com-

peting institutions or constituencies. It

is conceived as a mission planning and
mission empowering body, and when it

has functioned that way it has seen the

whole nation and then the whole world

as a field of mission and evangelism. We
have affirmed that at this General Con-

ference by approving the special mission

projects. Most of them are directly . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Time is up,

Mark. Just wrap it up right quick.

TROTTER: I urge you to vote against

this.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Some-

one now that would speak for it

Microphone 14.

JOSEPH H. BULLINGTON JR
(Alabama-West Florida): An examina-

tion of what was proposed by GCFA
showed us several inequities. The con-

ferences that gained delegates by that

formula would have lost 40,000 mem-
bers since the last General Conference,

The conferences that have gained mem-
bers broke even with delegates, and two

conferences even lost delegates to

General Conference. Now, that's not a

fair situation and so this formula was

developed on the basis of fairness. And
it seems to us that where every United

Methodist counts the same, whether

clergy or lay, that that is a fair basis.

Now, in this General Conference seated

there is one conference delegation, a

conference of about 127,000 members,

that has one delegate for every 7,045

members while another conference has

one delegate for evciy 12,347 members.

BISHOP MORGAN: Time is ex-

hausted. Brother Joe.

BULUNGTON: We urge you to pass

this Committee recommendation on the

basis of fairness and equity.

BISHOP MORGAN: Turn to

Microphone No. 2, please, here.

VANCE P. ROSS (West Virginia): I

ask the Bishop if I could hear from the

committee what precisely is their ration-

ale for concurrence in this regard. I'm

trying to find out what missional equi-

ties come about.

BISHOP MORGAN: Now, they will

have their chance to do that when they

wrap it up in a moment here. Turn to the

middle, here. Brother Wogaman, who
I'm pointing to here, microphone 13

please.
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PHILIP WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

Only a point of order, Bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: What is the

point of order?

WOGAMAN: This is not a point of

order; it's a question.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

WOGAMAN: It's actually 2 questions.

The fu^t is how long has the present

formula . . . The question is, how long

has the current formula been in place,

and, secondly, how many delegates

would be won or lost in each of the

jurisdictions if the formula were

changed?

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. I turn

to the Committee.

SUMMERS: I'm sorry Bishop I did

not hear the question.

BISHOP MORGAN: Brother

Wogaman, ifyou'd come back and ask it

again. It's 13, please . . . microphone 13.

WOGAMAN: The first question is,

how long has the present formula been

in place? The second question is, if the

new formula were in place, what would

be the numerical effect in each of the

jurisdictions?

SUMMERS: The vice-chairperson of

the sub ... I mean the subcommittee

chairperson will respond.

BISHOP MORGAN: OK Where we
are now . . . we've had one speech for

and against the legislative committee.

MARGARET PAIGE (Detroit): The
results, ifyou went with it as a commit-

tee amended it, North Central would

lose 14, North Eastern would lose 4,

South Central would gain 16, South

Eastern would gain 16, Western would

lose 16, and Central Conferences would

gain 4.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Yes.

Come to microphone 4 please.

Microphone 4 please. Ms. Raven-

horst . . . I'm sorry Dorothy.

DOROTHY RAVENHORST (Vir-

ginia). OK. I speak . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Are you for or

against? You're speaking . .

.

RAVENHORST: I'm for this.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

RAVENHORST: Speaking as one

from one of the jurisdictions that would
stand to gain numerically, on the basis

of the surface of it, it does look like an

equity question. But we need to keep in

tension the concerns between equity

and diversity. We would lose greatly in

diversity if this were passed. We already

have a large number in my conference,

the largest in the connection. We have a

large number of delegations from South.

We would become a regional church, to

our detriment, at the very time that we
are trying very hard to see ourselves in

terms ofbeing a global church. I feel this

would be a step backward to dilute the

diversity that we get from more repre-

sentation from the North and from the

West.

BISHOP MORGAN: I take that as a

speech against the legislative commit-

tee, would you not? All right, is there a

speech for the recommendation? Yes,

back here. Don, Microphone 7, please.

DON PEKE (Central Texas): I want to

take you back to Methodist-Protestant

days, were my roots came from, when
the issue was equal representation ofthe

laity and the clergy. I speak in support,

because if we take the other option it

weights the clergy side more heavily

than it does the laity side. And I hope

that you will support 1518.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. We've

had 2 speeches for and against. Only

questions, no more debate. We must
vote. Only questions about proce-

dure . . . Yes? I recognize someone at

microphone 8, please.

SUSAN SHERBROOKE (Pacific

Northwest): My question is, does a "no"

vote on this proposal mean that the

status quo is maintained?

BISHOP MORGAN: I would say, yes.

It would keep the law as it is. That's

what's before us. Now then, let's . . . are

you ready to vote? All right, ifyou would

support the legislative committee's

recommendation ... A point of order?

Go to 11 and state the rule violated.

PAT STROMAN (Central Texas):

Bishop Morgan, it is not a statement of

rule, it's a misstatement that we will not

go back to the Discipline. We go to the

amended committee report, and that is

not the same.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, thank

you. Vance you wish to say something?

SUMMERS: The way I under-

stood . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Before we vote.

SUMMERS: The way I understood

the question was, would everything

remain the same, that's status quo. And
what is in the legislation maintains the

same number of bishops that are cur-

rently serving . . . delegates . . . I'm

sorry.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, if you

would register you vote when the light

appears, please . . . Just a minute. Stop

the vote. Do you have a point oforder or

a question regarding the procedure?

You've had your chance. Yes, ma'am.

Yes, sir? Go to microphone 7.

JOHN CORSON (California-

Nevada): My question is, if we wish to

retain the present language of the Dis-

cipline, do we have one vote or two votes

in order to accomplish that?

BISHOP MORGAN: Areyou address-

ing me or the chair?

CORSON: I'm addressing you,

Bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: Would you

please repeat it, please?

CORSON: The question is, if we
desire to retain the ciurent language in

the Discipline, do we have two votes on

the material before us or one vote?

SUMMERS: So if we wish to retake?

BISHOP MORGAN: The only thing

that is before you is the legislative

committee's report.

SUMMERS: And if we vote no, we go

back to the current Discipline.

BISHOP MORGAN: You go back to

the . .

.

SUMMERS: Or we stay there.

BISHOP MORGAN: That is correct.

CORSON: Yes. That is correct.

SUMMERS: I just wanted to be very

clear that that's where we were. Thank
you.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You
ready to vote? Now if you will register

your vote when the light appears. All

right, "Yes," 389; "No," 503. And it fails.

Yes, Microphone 4.

(Motion to ^portion on General Con-

ference Delegation in Place ofMember-
ship)

STEPHEN P. WENDE (Southwest

Texas): Given this vote and its implica-

tions, I move that the General Church

Asking budgets be apportioned on the

basis of delegate count rather than

membership. If seconded, I'll explain it.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, it's

been seconded.

WENDE: I am proud and honored to

be a pastor in the United Methodist

Church and I will abide by whatever the

Generjil Conference decides, but we
have severed any clear and meaningful

relationship between our delegations,

their counts, and the membership back

home. In the South Central Jurisdic-

tion, 1 delegate represents 1 1,000 mem-
bers in the pews; in the Western
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Jurisdiction, 1 delegate represents 7,400

in the pews. That disparity is so sig-

nificant that we need to go forward with

integrity, and I believe our money
should reflect the reality of the vote just

taken.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, now
you'll need to bring a copy of that mo-
tion, or give it to the page. All right. The
motion is before you. Would you like to

speak for or against it? Yes. Right here

to microphone 8, please.

KENT M. MILLARD (South Dakota):

Bishop, I would like to speak against the

amendment. I think that we are a fellow-

ship ofone body and one church, a global

church, and I think we should defeat

this, and keep the system the way it is.

If you start talking about money, I just

noticed that the Western Jurisdiction

pays $13 per member for general church

askings, and the Southeast Jurisdiction

pays $11 per member. So the giving in

the West is higher per member. And he

is using some different figures.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. There

has been 1 speech for, 1 against. Are you

ready to act on this?

CAROL GLEASON (California

Nevada): No.

BISHOP MORGAN: Do you have a

speech? Yes ma'am. Go to microphone 7.

One-minute speeches.

GLEASON: I wish a clarification of

what we are voting on.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, when
we get ready to vote, we will let the

secretary read this to you. The motion as

it...

MARSHALL: I don't have it.

BISHOP MORGAN: Is it in your

hands yet, Carolyn?

MARSHALL: No, it's not.

BISHOP MORGAN: We don't have

the motion up here yet. All right, anyone

who would like to speak for or against?

Over here, yea. Go to microphone 2,

please. Then I'll come back over here.

We have had 1 for and 1 against the

motion. We need that motion up here as

quick as possible.

T.TERRELL SESSUMS (Florida):

Mr. Chairman, to speak for us. Those of

us who are Americans remember the

slogan, "no taxation without repre-

sentation." We also remember the

United States Supreme Court's ruling in

the case of Btdl v. Mann. One man. One
vote. It's fair. This motion is very fair. I

think that some think that they perhaps

have self-interests that need to be

preserved. But I'd let you know that our

conference now has the highest appor-

tionment of any in the church. We have

very diverse membership in our con-

ference, as is true in the other areas, toa

Now I think this motion is preeminently

fair. I hope you support it Otherwise, it

is going to be very difficult for us to

persuade many of our friends and mem-
bers why we ought to pay our apportion-

ments.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, is there

someone that would speak against? Yes,

Ms. Sweet, (kt to microphone 4, please

ELIZABETH SWEET (Southern New
England): I would ask us, as we look at

this, to also look at where we have just

voted missional dollars. Does this mean
that we then put X amount of dollars to

Boston, because Los Angeles gets them?

What about the Central Conferences?

Are we asking them to come up with

dollars on this same basis? We've opened

a whole Ptmdora's box. I would speak

strongly against this, luiless ... I come
here to vote for The United Methodist

Church, not for what belongs in my
town or in my conference. We're here

representing the total church, not one

conference.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, there's

been 2 speeches for and against. Let me
read to you the motion. "I move that the

General Church Asking budgets be ap-

portioned on the basis of delegate count

rather than membership." If you will

vote when the light appears on this mo-

tion. "Yes," 332; "No," 565. It fails. Turn

back to the committee now.

SUMMERS: That concludes our work

for this time. Bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Thank
you brother, Vance. We now turn to Rex

Bevins and the Legislative Committee

on Discipleship. Brother Bevins.

C. REX BEVINS (Nebraska): Bishop

Morgan and members of the conference.

The Dis(ipleship legislative committee

has 1 item that completes our work, as

far as we have been able to track it, at

least. I am going to call on Chuck Jones,

one of our subcommittee chairs to

present it. And Bishop, following that, I

would like 30 seconds of personal

privilege, if I may, please.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Blue

book page and number.

CHUCK JONES (California Pacific):

Bishop Morgan, remaining members

and observers of the General Con-

ference, I draw your attention to the blue

DCA, p. no. 540.

(Calendar Item No. 1641; Ministry of
the Laity)

About halfway down on the left

column. Calendar Item No. 1641 en-

titled "Ministry of the Laity." You will

fmd the exact wording of the petition in

your white DCA, p. no. 1 1 15, in the left

column. It is Petition No. DI 1 1 132- 12 18.

This is the insertion of a new subsection

in the Book ofDiscipline. If you want a

cross reference, you would fmd it in the

1988 Discipline, p. 516. It is an addition

to par. 1218, to be 1218.9, in "Ministry

of the Laity, Leadership, and Ministry

Development."

In effect it is an enabling clause to

allow for lay persons to deliver con-

secrated elements to those who are not

able to attend congregational worship

services. The legislative committee

recommends concurrence by a vote of

89-0-0. It is before the house. Bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. It's

beforeyou~properly before you. Yes. Go
to microphone 9"Or 14 would probably

be closer.

RAY BRANTON (Louisiana): I would

question whether this item is not against

the Articles of Religion, which forbids

the reserved sacrament.

BISHOP MORGAN: I think the issue

with the article is that the consecration

is of the elements not . . . this is dealing

with distribution of the elements, is that

correct?

BRANTON: That is correct.

BISHOP MORGAN: Then I would

think it would be in order. Yes. Right

here in the very middle; go to

microphone 12.

BILL HARVEY (East Ohio): I don't

see the relationship of that to what is in

no. 8. Wouldn't it be more appropriately

a new no. 9?

JONES: That is correct.

BISHOP MORGAN: It says that in the

petition.

JONES: If you read carefully, the

notation in the blue DCA, it notes that

it is to be .9, not an amendment to .8.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Over

here, microphone 5. Brother Herschel.

HERSCHEL SHEETS (North Geor-

gia): I would like to oppose this recom-

mendation for 2 or 3 reasons. One, it

comes in a section of The Book Dis-

cipline having to do with the work of the

Board of Discipleship, not with the work
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ofthe pastor nor with specific ministries

of the Ijiity. The wording is not clear.

The intention seems to be that the pas-

tor is to train lay members to use ap-

propriate words and actions in serving

Communion. But it says that the pastor

is to use appropriate words himself or

herself in training them. And pastoral

care of elderly and shut-in persons is a

very important part of the ministry of

the pastor. I would not want to do any-

thing to discourage a pastor from carry-

ing out that responsibility. And this

comes close to blurring the distinction

between the responsibilities of ordained

and non-ordained persons.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. That's

a speech agidnst. Is there a speech for?

Yes. Over here, in the very corner. Go to

microphone 1. We had one speech

against.

HAMILTON: Bishop this is "For."

Are you ready for "For"?

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes. Yes, sir.

HAMILTON: I serve as a diaconal

minister on a staffwerewe have as many
as 80 to 90 shut-ins. And my judgment,

for a Stephen minister or a diaconal

minister or a lay person to serve the

elements following the consecration by

the senior minister or the ordained cler-

gy would be appropriate.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. There

have been 2 speeches against; 1 for. I

hear a speech "for" now. OK. Trying to

move around. Yes, ma'am. Right here.

Go to microphone 8 or 13, whichever

you . . . no. 8. This is to be a speech for.

MARY EBINGER (Baltimore): I

would definitely speak for this, because

I feel that there are many times that the

elements are consecrated. But we as lay

persons and as a pastoral counselor, and

also the ones that were mentioned

before, would be very appropriate and
very meaningful and necessary in the

ministry of the laity. Thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. We've

had 2 speeches for and agidnst. Cidendar

Item 1641 is before you. If you will

register your vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 703; "No," 184. And it

carries.

JONES: Bishop Morgan, may I have

30 seconds of personfd privilege?

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. I'm

going to time you.

JONES: Please do. Polonius to Ham-
let: "What are you reading. Sir? Words,

words, words." There's an unsung group
at this General Conference that has kept

the words before those of us who served

as chairs and subcommittee chairs: and

that's all that recording secretaries of

the committees and the subcommittees.

And I would ask that they rise at this

time so that we can acknowledge all the

work they did to keep the words correct-

ly for us.

BISHOP MORGAN: Here, here.

That's super. Turn now to Rex Bevins,

chair of the committee, for a closing

comment.
BEVINS: Just want to express my ap-

preciation to my vice-chair, Ann Sherer,

and to my secretary, LaVon Wilson, and
to some wonderfully competent sub-

committee chairs: Don Hajrnes, Mary
Brooke Casad, Bernard Keels, V. L.

Daughtery, Lucinda Holmes, and Chuck
Jones. Bishop, this completes the report

of the Discipleship Legislative Commit-
tee.

BISHOP MORGAN: Here, here. Let's

give them a hand for completing their

work. All right. I see a hand back here

at microphone 14.

(Consider Impact of UMCare)

BULUNGTON: I'd like to move that

this body direct GCFA to develop a pro-

cedure to consider the impact of

UMCare upon the annual conferences,

and to adjust the apportionments on

that basis. If I can have a second, I'd like

to speak to it.

BISHOP MORGAN: It's supported.

BULUNGTON: Whereas UMCare
has helped a lot of conferences with

their health care cost, I come from a

conference that's going to be adversely

impacted by it. The estimates vary from

$190,000 to almost half a million dol-

lars-the annual impact on our con-

ference. Since we have, by our support

of UMCare, helped others to free up

monies and, at the same time, have com-

mitted more of ours, it seems to me only

appropriate that those who have now
more expendable income help with the

apportionments more and that those

who are feeling the adversity of this be

given some relief during this quadren-

nium.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. I'm

sure that's in order. Ifyou would support

that motion, would you show your hand
please-that they'll have counsel and

support from . . . All right. Ifyou would

support the motion, would you show the

hand please? Down. If you oppose that,

would you show the hand? All right. I

was moving . . . sensing, I thought, the

Spirit here. Does anyone like to speak

against that motion? I didn't mean to

move too quickly. All right. Ifyou would

record your will by voting when the light

appears please-if you support this mo-
tion. Just a minute, please. Brother Bul-

lington, you haven't had time to get it to

us. Wouldyou please repeat your motion

before we vote. I'm sorry. I want to move
you fast, but I'm sorry to move you too

fast.

BULUNGTON: I move that the

General Conference direct GCFA to

develop a procedure to consider the im-

pact of UMCare upon annual conferen-

ces and to adjust the apportionments

appropriately on that basis.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. You've

made a speech for. Anybody like to

speak against this? Yes. Right here on

Microphone No. 13.

DAVID DOLSEN (Rocky Mountain

Conference): My question is, since this

is an adjustment of the apportionment

formula, will this not require a recon-

sideration of Report No. 8, which is the

apportionment formula which we have

already adopted?

(Calendar Item No. 1082; Limit Mem-
bership on Agencies)

BISHOP MORGAN: I think it is in

order. It's to ask them to study it. It's not

asking them to . . . .we need a copy of

the motion for the bulletin so we will

know what we are voting on here. If it

does adjust the apportionment, then it

would need to be reconsidered. I think

the point is well taken. It would need to

be reconsidered in that light. All right.

There is no motion to reconsider. Is

there a motion to reconsider? All right.

We'll turn now to the Committee on

General and Judicial Administration.

Carolyn Johnson.

JOHNSON: Bishop and members of

the General Conference, it is my
pleiisure to bring toyou some items from

the Legislative Group on General and

Judicial Administration. Our chairper-

son. Dr. Walter Kimbrough, has, regret-

tably, had to leave the site ofthe General

Conference, so I will tiy to help us move
through the legislation. The first item

that we have ... we will go through

some issues that relate to general pro-

gram agencies. The first item that we
have will be found as Calendar Item No.

1082, and it's found on p. 364 of your

DCA
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BISHOP MORGAN: Would you give

the page again, Carolyn?

(Calendar Item No. 1082; Limit Mem-
bership of General Boards, Councils,

Agencies)

JOHNSON: Yes, it's p. 364 of the

DCA, Calendar Item No. 1082. And it

would be helpful in terms of your own

reference to use p. 1183 in the white

DCA This relates to Petition 12174,

which is a petition to limit the member-

ship of general boards, agencies, and

councils to 50 members each. The
Committee's recommendation was non-

concurrence, and I would recommend

that you sustain that. Our vote was

"Yes," 45, favoring nonconcurrence;

"No," 13, for nonconcurrence. And
there were 10 persons not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: So you have a

minority report with this?

JOHNSON: No, there is no minority

report with this one.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Excuse

me, I was following something else on

you here, and you switched on me. Once

again, what is the Calendar Item and the

page?

JOHNSON: The page is 364. It's

Calendar Item No. 1082. The reference

in the Advanced white copy of the DCA
is p. 1183, and the title of the petition is

"Limit membership of general boards

and agencies and councils to 50 mem-

bers."

BISHOP MORGAN: And the recom-

mendation of the Committee is . .

.

JOHNSON: Is nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The

recommendation of nonconcurrence of

the committee is now before you. Yes.

Turn to Microphone No. 13.

DAVE STANLEY (Iowa): I just want

to point out, we hear again and again

from those whose tithes and contribu-

tions pay for all of this: Why do you

spend so much on meetings? One agen-

cy, I understand, has spent over

$300,000 on 1 meeting -over $1 million

on it's meetings in 1 year. This proposal

calls for a top limit of 50 members on

each commission and agency and gives

the Council of Bishops the authority to

do the necessary allocation and adjust-

ments to maintain its inclusiveness. I

think it's time we start putting more of

our money into ministry and mission

and less into meetings.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. That's

a speech against it. Anyone like to speak

for? Yes. 6.

V. L. DAUGHTERY (South Georgia):

If it is in order, Bishop, I would like to

amend from the No. 50 to 72 with a

representative from each annual con-

ference in The United Methodist

Church.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Is there

a second? Brother Daughtery, come

back and give the amendment again. It's

to move from 50 members to 72 is the

amendment. Is that correct?

DAUGHTERY: To amend shaU have

no more than 72 members with at least

1 member from each annual conference

of The United Methodist Church.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Yes. Go

to microphone 4, please.

PHIL SUSAG (Southern New
England): I'm in sympathy with what

has been suggested, but I'm concerned

that seems to eliminate any repre-

sentation from the Central Conferences.

I wonder ifthe maker ofthe amendment

would like to say something that would

put some representation in from the

Central Conferences.

BISHOP MORGAN: He did not . . .

Brother V. L, microphone 6.

DAUGHTERY: I would accept that

addition that there be representation

from the central conferences . . . from

each annual conference . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. So you

amend your own amendment here?

DAUGHTERY: With permission of

the house. Yes, sir.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right Yes.

Right here, please. Go to microphone 3.

The amendment is before us to increase

the No. from 50 to 72 and make

provision for Central Conference mem-
bership. That is what is before us right

now.

UNIDENTIFIED: If you make

provision for Central conference, then

the number is not 72 anymore. Is that

right?

BISHOP MORGAN: That would be

correct.

UNIDENTIFIED: Well, I'm against

the amendment, but I'm against the

whole thing. So should I wait to speak?

I'm against the whole thing.

BISHOP MORGAN: You're against

the whole thing . .

.

UNIDENTIFIED: Yes.

BISHOP MORGAN: ... so I think

you are in order ma'am. Yes, you're in

order to speak.

UNIDENTIFIED: OK, good. I ask you

to vote against this. I think you need to

look at each board on its own merit, as

to what they are doing.

BISHOP MORGAN: Excuse me, you

are against the amendment and the

proposal, as well, so you are in order.

UNIDENTIFIED: OK. I urge you to

vote against this. I think that you need

to look at each board and agency and

what their responsibilities are. I think

that as a member of the Board of Global

Ministries ... we have in that Board of

Global Ministries theWomen's Division.

So I guess you are saying that if we have

72 members, that a portion of them

would have to be representatives from

the Women's Division, which automat-

ically would cut out other repre-

sentatives of your conferences. We just

cannot cut out people it's a part of . . . so

I urge you to vote against the entire

piece.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right Would

someone like to speak in favor of the

amendment? Brother Braswell, go to

microphone 13.

HERMIT BRASWELL (North

Carolina): I move that we refer this to

GCFA to bring back to the next session

of the General Conference.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right The

motion is to refer, not just the amend-

ment but the whole matter, to the

GCFA. Is there a second? Is it sup-

ported?

All right Is that motion seconded? All

right. The motion to refer this matter,

all before us, to the GCFA. Is there . . . ?

Yes. Over here, please, to the

microphone 6. The matter of referral ia

all that is before us right now.

AUGUSTA CARRUTH (South Geor-

gia): Yes. Thank you. I would like to

amend that, to say that this should be

referred to the GCOM instead of GCFA,
because theGCOM is our program agen-

cy.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right The
amendment is to refer it, rather than

GCFA, to the GCOM. Is that supported?

All right, that amendment to the refer-

ral is before us. Turn right here to

microphone 8, please. Only a matter of

referral is all that is before us.

EWING WERLEIN JR. (Texas):

Bishop and members of the conference,

I would request thatyou vote against the
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referral. I served on a general board of

this church. The particuliir one I served

on had about 45 members at the time. It

is an effective size to have. I also serve

on the board of trustees of our Southern

Methodist University. I came through

the scandalous period. The board, at

that time, consisted of more than 80

members. When we came through the

scandal, we reduced the board's size to

40 or 45 in order to have an effective

governing board. It is wasteful to have

more, and I cannot believe that we can-

not have, in this church, boards that will

be effective and representative and in-

clusive-that consist of 50 or, if you

please, 72 plus the Central Conferences.

I would ask you not to refer this, which

would simply kill it.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Your

time is . . . One speech against. Is there

someone who would speak for the mo-

tion to refer to the text? Go to

microphone 6.

TEX SAMPLE (Missouri West): I do

want to speak for the motion to refer,

because I'm basically against the action.

The reason I want to refer it is this: This

is a very big decision. It's being made
very quickly by this body. We need a lot

more thought about it. I, for one, am
particularly concerned about what

boards that small would do in terms of

adequate ethnic representation-and

adequate representation from women.

We are moving to the spot in the 21st

century, probably aroimd 2040, where

the majority of the people in the United

States will be made up of what are now
people called, by many people, ethnic

minorities. In other words, as a total

group, they will be the m^ority of the

people in the United States. Ifwe go into

the 21st century with unrepresentative

boards and agencies, we are in deep

trouble.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right,

Brother Sample. Back here in the back.

All the way in the back, to microphone

14 there.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): I call

to suspend the rules, in order to call that

all before us.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You've

heard the motion to suspend the rules.

If you would suspend the rules to con-

sider all that is before us, on this matter,

wouldyou show your hand. Down. Ifyou

oppose. Ifyou wUl vote by the machine.

If you will register your vote when the

light appears. If you would suspend the

rules on all that is before us to vote. All

right, you having s\ispended the rules.

The vote is "Yes," 810; "No," 105. My
understand is the motion was to

suspend the rules to . . . now, the ques-

tion is to consider the previous question

on this matter, or all that is before us

this matter? All right, ifyou would sup-

port that, would you show your hand,

Down. If you oppose. And the chair

clearly sees that it has 2/3 vote. Now,
what is before us first of all is the amend-

ment to refer to GCOM. If you would

support that amendment, would you

register your vote when the light ap-

pears. That amendment fails. "Yes,"

398; "No," 506. Now the amendment to

vote on the referral to GCFA.
JOHNSON: Bishop?

BISHOP MORGAN: If you would . .

.

Yes.

JOHNSON: Bishop, may I have my
last speech now? Because if that should

prevail, then there would not be a

chance.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You are

right, Carolyn; thank you. I'm sorry.

JOHNSON: Thank you. Members of

the General Conference, on behalf of

the committee, I would encourageyou to

vote against referral, and then hopefully

later vote to sustain the committee. I'd

like for you, in the moment that you are

glancing, to remember that the items

you have raised from the floor have in-

deed been taken care of The committee

was concerned, fu°st of all, about the

principle of making sure that, even

though this is Par. 805, what precedes it

in Par. 804, that each annual and mis-

sionary conference will have an oppor-

tunity for representation, and also the

fact that in 802 IC, we already have rep-

resentation from Central Conferences.

So I would encourage you to please vote

against the motion to refer. And to sus-

tain the committee and its vote of non-

concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, now
then. Ifyou will registeryour vote on the

referral to GCF&A. Vote when the light

appears. Whatever your vote is. All

right, the motion to refer to GCFA fails.

The vote is "Yes," 175; "No," 741. Now,

the Daughtery Amendment to increase

from the 50 to 72, with Central Con-

ference membership included. If you

will support that amendment, vote

when . . . not ifyou support. Willyou vote

when the light appears: All right, the

amendment fails "Yes," 439; "No," 464.

Now the report of the committee is

before us. If you would support the

committee's recommendation of non-

concurrence, would you register your

vote when the light appears? Or
whatever your vote. All right, you sup-

port the committee. "Yes," 568; "No,"

348. All right, next?

JOHNSON: Thank you. Bishop. We'U
continue with issues that relate to

general agencies. And to that end, our

next topic wiU be general agency head-

quarters and a stafflocation report. And
I would caU on Jean Dowell to bring that

report to you.

BISHOP MORGAN: Ms. DoweU.

(Calendar Item No. 974; Locations of
General Agencies)

JEAN DOWELL (Mmnesota): I am
one ofthe vice presidents of the General

Council on Ministries. The item thatyou

will be dealing with can be found in the

blue DCA on p. 355. It is Calendar Item

974. Petition No. 10866. You may wish

to refer in your red DCA to the report,

which you can fmd on p. 563. It is a

report on the general agency head-

quarters staff location, a report of the

General Council on Ministries and the

General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration. This report now comes to

you on behalf of both of those councils.

This report represents work that was

done by the General Council on Mini-

stries and the General Council on

Finance and Administration. In

relationship to an assignment which

was given to them under Par. 1006.25,

and 907.2 of the Book of Discipline

respectively. The matter is before the

General Conference then on behalf of

both of these Administrative Councils. I

would like to present Mrs. Clelia

Hendrix and the Rev. Donald Klarup,

who will speak concerning this report.

And then following that report, you wiU

have the action of the legislative com-

mittee brought before you.

CLELIA D. HENDRIX (South

Carolina): Bishop Morgan and members

of the General Conference. I bring to

you the report from the joint committee

from GCOM/GCFA that is found on p.

563 of the red book. In the essence of

time, I'm not going to give you the full

report that Don Klarup and I had

planned to give you, but we are going to

merely highlight the report for you, and

hope that you will read it at some other

time, or that you have already studied it.
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You will note on p. 563, right hand
column, there is the mandate given in

the Discipline. Since this is a Discipli-

naiyjoint committee established by Dis-

cipline, and you hear reports from this

at each General Conference. We have

acted in concert with the committee that

is listed on the bottom of the right hand
column on p. 563: 3 members from
GCOM, 3 members from GCFA. This is

a quadrennial review committee to study

the site locations of all the general agen-

cies of The United Methodist Church,

and to talk with staff. We feel that we
have done an in-depth study of this

during this quadrennium, and you will

see on p. 564 in the left-hand column, an
accounting ofthe work done by the com-
mittee. One thing that we did~that we
think that should be noted, is the fact

that we took into consideration the his-

torical and contractual reasons for loca-

tion of each of the generid agencies of

The United Methodist Church. We
visited each one ofthese sites and talked

with members of the staff on site. We
also reviewed fmancial statements of

each of the general agencies, and in ad-

dition, we met with the representatives

of the committee that had been ap-

pointed to study the moving ofthe Board

ofGlobal Ministries, to see how it related

to this mandated committee by the Dis-

cipline.

We have also discussed the possible

implications of the location of general

agency headquarters and staff, and the

possible impact of current explorations

occurring in the church relating to the

structure ofthe church. You will note on

pp. 564-565 and the 2 ensuing pages, a

brief summary statement of each of the

site locations of United Methodist

Church general agencies. I hope thatyou

will read these carefully. It will give you

a comparison of these various agencies

in their headquarters locations and

staff. We have included a comment
about . . . brief statement about the

facility, location, space, staff, and off-

site locations, if any. Rev. Don Klarup,

who served as secretary of this commit-

tee, will continue with this report.

DONALD G. KLARUP (South

Dakota): Bishop, members of the con-

ference. I would summarize the findings

of the committee as three.

First of all, there are inconsistent

policies in work conditions among the

agency headquarters. None of them are

posh. Some have modest, but adequate

space and work environments. Some are

seriously overcrowded, with counter-

productive work environments. The
need is to develop consistent policies and
funding, so that all general agencies

have adequate work environments.

The second finding is that our head-

quarters locations need to be analyzed

for: the image ofthe church they project,

their witness, their economy, their size,

and how they facilitate conununication

within the church and beyond.

Our third finding is that we have

found that most general agencies are

located where they are for historical and
traditional reasons, and because that's

where the church had available build-

ings at the time of merger in 1972. But

in most instances, our agencies were not

located where they are for missional or

strategic purposes. The iigencies believe

they are well-placed, but to our

knowledge, there has never been a com-

prehensive plan of headquarters loca-

tion reflecting a long range, overall

mission and strategy of the church. We
believe this is needed.

Therefore, we recommend that these

analyses of all general headquarters

locations and staffs, be an integral part

of the examination of the church's over-

all mission and vision, together with re-

lated connectional, structural matters to

be carried out in the 1993- 1996 quadren-

nium, under the leadership of the

General Council on Ministries. In

cooperation with the Council ofBishops,

the General Council on Finance and Ad-

ministration, the Commission on
Central Conference Affairs, and other

groups in the connection. Until this

analysis is completed, the General Coun-

cil on Ministries and the General Coun-

cil on Finance and Administration

recommend that all general agency

headquarters be retained in their

present locations for the 1993-1996

quadrennium. The adoption of this

report, and both the mtyority and

minority positions in Calendar Items

No. 974, which will be presented in a

moment, we believe are not inconsistent

with the previous General Conference

action regarding the location of the

General Board of Global Ministries in

Calendar Item 154, DCA p. 232. That
action directed that the Board not be

moved prior to 1996. This is consistent

with the recommendations in this

report, which asks that no agency head-

quarters be moved during this quadren-

nium. The minority report also affirma

the need for study of other agencies, but

asks that there be no duplication or ex-

penditure offurther monies for a similar

study of the Board of Global Ministries.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right,

Donald, thank you. Carolyn?

JOHNSON: Yea. Bishop, to follow up

with that, the framers of the minority

report have decided not to present that.

So on behalf of the committee, I would

mqye reconmiendation, the recommen-
dation of concurrence. Our legislative

committee voted 56 for concurrence, 18

against, and 1 not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right It's

properly before you now. The minority

have withdrawn their report, and a lot

of our action. If ... all right, yes, right

back here, please. Brother Smallwood,

go to microphone 14.

WILLIAM C. SMALLWOOD (Missis-

sippi): This is a point of information. In

view of the fact that there is a study

committee, which will be composed of

some of these same people, even though

the minority report has been

withdrawn, will these be consolidated or

will there be an additional cost to the

church for 2 committees to study this?

JOHNSON: That I would have to

check with Dave Lundquist or Jean

Dowell.

DOWELL: This is one of the ongoing

responsibilities of the council. There will

be no additional cost.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right Any
other questions? All right, if you

will . . . yes. Microphone 4.

KIRBYJON CALDWELL (Texas):

Calling the chair's attention to p. 568,

2nd full par., "We are aware that a

serious examination of the church's

overall mission and vision together, eta,

etc." Will the structure and organiza-

tion also be looked at? is one question.

And the 2nd question is, this is, may
sound like a crazy notion, but do you

think it would be possible for the Coun-

cil of Bishops to consider soliciting the

professional consultant services of a

professional management firm on a pro

bono basis, or thereabouts, so that an

objective entity standing outside of The
United Methodist Church can take a

good look at us and make recommenda-

tions accordingly?

JOHNSON: I can't speak for the

Council of Bishops, but I would hopeful-

ly be assured that, ifthe General (Council

on Ministries were to do the study, that
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they would do it with every appropriate

means by which they would seek their

consultation. Now I, you would have to,

I think you could ask permission for

Dave Lundquist or Jean Dowell to

speak, in terms of whether you specifi-

cally are asking for consultant services

of persons who are not United

Methodist, but that would be the best

response I could give you. Jean, would

you want to speak to that?

DOWELL: The intent would be to

coordinate, looking at this in terms of

organization as well, yes.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, and I

don't speak for the Council of Bishops.

Areyou ready to vote? Ifyou will register

your vote when the light appears, on

Calendar 9 ... on Calendar Item 974. All

right, "Yes," 738; "No," 132, you have

sustained the conunittee.

(Calendar Item No. 1418 Proposes

General Board ofEvangelism)

JOHNSON: Thank yoa Bishop, our

next calendar items relate to a proposal

for a General Board of Evangelism. You

will find that in yourDCA on p. 467, and

it's Calendar Item 1418. Calendar Item

1418. You may find it helpful to have the

original petition in front of you; that is

in theAdt;cmce DCA, the red book. That

is on p. 671. We will be looking at Peti-

tion 11055. If you look at the lower 3rd

of p. 671, you will see that the petition,

the establishment of a General Board of

Evangelism, sets out several recommen-

dations that include budgetary items,

the number of directors, an annual

budget, and also includes the . . . also

includes transferring some respon-

sibilities of the General Board of Dis-

cipleship to the newly created or

proposed General Board of Evangelism.

The committee's recommendation is

nonconcurrence with a vote of 56 for, 10

against, and 3 not voting. Because ofthe

budgetary, the structured issues, both of

the proposed new board as well as those

of the transferring of responsibilities

from an existing board. There is a

minority report, and, bishop, I would

seek your counsel, in that the minority

report, as we have been instructed ear-

lier, is, in this sense, an exact, would

return us back to the original. So

whether or not it is in order or not would

be your decision to decide.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Back in

the very back. Brother Dunnam,

microphone 14. We're on Calendar Item

1418.

DUNNAM: Is a move for reference in

order?

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes, sir.

DUNNAM: I move that this item be

referred to the Council on Ministries,

the General Council on Ministries. Two
hundred thousand people signed . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Is there a 2nd to

that? All right, you may go ahead,

brother Dunnam.
DUNNAM: Two hundred thousand

people signed the Memphis Declaration

requesting this. But we're aware that

kind of action cannot take place at this

General Conference. We do believe that

there's been a tremendous blurring of

the responsibilities of boards and agen-

cies, witnessed even in some action that

we've taken here, such as where we've

placed some of our special mission and

ministry projects. So I move that we
refer this to that committee of the

General Council on Ministries that

studies the mission and ministry of the

church, and that they give special atten-

tion to structure in the church for min-

istry and mission.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, that a

motion or amendment to refer, and

there's 1 speech for. Anybody want to

speak against the referral? Yes, right

here, against referral. All that's before

us, referral. Microphone 8.

KLARUP: I'm not sure this is against,

it's more a point of information, please.

I was on the legislative committee deal-

ing with this, and kind of the keystone

of all of this is the assumption the study

is going to be carried out by the Council

of Ministries, and that all of these items

coming before us will be taken into con-

sideration in that study.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

Sounded like a speech for referral there.

All right, anybody against the referral?

All right, you're ready to vote on the

motion to refer. I hear some . . . yes, right

here. Microphone 2, please. And I had

said to myself, I'm going to look to the

left and the right, but . . . because I know
you've been ignored a lot. Excuse me,

microphone 2.

RESSIE MAE BASS (Florida): I rise

to speak against reference. First of all,

we do have the place designed and

defined where this is lodged. And I can-

not imagine us creating another struc-

ture, because given the nature and

feelings that I've sensed from this con-

ference, we cannot afford to create this,

and even if we could afford to create it,

it doesn't make sense. And from my
perspective, the Memphis Declaration

does not dictate, for me, what the direc-

tion of this church is. We have a respon-

sibility as delegates to look at the totality

of the program of this United Methodist

church, and make responsible decisions.

So I urge you to vote against reference

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, the

amendment to refer 1418. Anyone else

like to speak against? We've had 2 for

and 1 against. Are you ready to vote? If

you would support the amendment to

refer 1418, vote when the light appears,

please. All right, it does not; it's not

referred. It is before us now. Excuse me,

the vote was "Yes," 446 for referral;

"No" 465. It is still before us now.

Anyone would like to speak for or

against the calendar item? Areyou ready

to vote on the calendar item? Right here,

please. Go to microphone 4.

GREGORY D. STOVER (West Ohio):

Bishop, I would like to speak against

nonconcurrence. I believe our structure

makes an important statement about

our understanding of ourselves as the

body ofChrist and our mission together.

Wesley said there is no holiness but so-

cial holiness, and he also said that his

preachers had 1 thing to do, and that

was save souls. I believe as we look at our

structure 200 years later, I wonder if it

reflects that same biblical balance that

Wesley had. When Harry Denmam left

the board of evangelism, it had 45 staff

persons on that board. Today, it has 8,

1

understand, soon to be reduced to 7.

Consistently over the years, the Board

of Evangelism, the section on evan-

gelism, has been reduced in budget and

in staff, and I believe that reflects some-

what of a imbalance in our church that

needs to be restored. I hope we will vote

"no" nconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Your motion . .

.

STOVER: Excuse me, I hope we will

vote . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Your speech is

against the recommendation ofthe com-

mittee.

STOVER: Against nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Against the

recommendation of the committee.

Over here. Is there a speech for the

committee recommendation? Go to

microphone 7, please.

JAMES M. BRYAN (Missouri West):

If I've heard 1 thing from all of our
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people at home, it is that what we don't

need is more structure. What we need to

do is make the structure we have more
effective. Let's get the message to the

Board of Discipleship that we want a

more effective program of evangelism.

Let's not create another full structure

for committees, for meetings, for

budgets, and for more demands on dol-

lars that are already stretched too thin.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. One for

and 1 against. You ready to vote?

JOHNSON: Bishop?

BISHOP MORGAN: The minority

report just seems to be a rationale why
not to support the committee. So the

vote is before you. If you would support

JOHNSON: Bishop?

BISHOP MORGAN: Non ... the

committee's rec . . . yes. Let me say what

you're going to be voting on. If you . . .

you will be voting on the committee's

recommendation of nonconcurrence.

All right.

JOHNSON: Yes, I would again en-

courage you to sustain the committee's

report, primarily on the rationale by

which we were bringing to you the issue

of nonconcurrence. The issue, as you

read it, that, 1st of all, this board would

have to be established before and funded

before the 1996 General Conference,

that it requires a move of change within

the Board of Discipleship without

proper evaluation on whether it has in-

deed done its work yet so far, and that it

also includes with great specificity some

budgetary and membership items for

which may be inconsistent with current

Disciplinary passages.

BISHOP MORGAN: OK, so ifyou sup-

port the conmiittee, vote "yes," ifyou do

not support the committee, vote "no"

their recommendation when the light

appears. All right, you have supported

the committee's recommendation.

"Yes," 632; "No," 283. Carolyn?

JOHNSON: Thank you. Yes, we have

2 petitions, the 2nd one also relates to a

creation of a General Board of Evan-

gelism. The page no. in your DCA is p.

361. It's Calendar Item No. 1044, and for

reference, it is in the red DCA, exactly

whereyou were a moment ago, on p. 670.

Because of the action we had taken pre-

viously, the committee then recom-

mended nonconcurrence-54 favoring

nonconcurrence, 12 ttgainst nonconcur-

rence, and 3 not voting, and I would also

move that recommendation.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. In light

of your last action, ifyou would support

the committee's recommendation, non-

concurrence, would you show your

hand, please. Down, oppose, and it's or-

dered.

JOHNSON: Thank you. This will be

-I bate to use the word "last" because

you might get excited, and it's not-but

it's the last of those parts of our report

on general program agencies. We will

now look at DCA Calendar No. 995,

which you wiU find on p. 357. Again

that's p. 357, Calendar Item No. 995.

The Petition No. is 11485, and it will be

helpful if you will turn in your white

DCA to p. 1198, p. 1198 in your white

DCA. The original title, as you see, is

"The Committee to Study Expanding

United Methodist Mission in Alaska."

As the subcommittee and the legislative

committee reviewed the petition, it has

prepared seversd amendments. And may
I say that as those amendments were

printed, they are not printed in the order

that you would read them in the peti-

tion. So if you will bear with me, I wiU

try to give it to you in the order that you

would read it. And I recommend, our

amendments are as follows: that the title

will be changed so that the word

"committee" would be deleted, and sub-

stituted would be "GCOM." And in ad-

dition to the word "mission" in the title,

we would add the word "and ministry."

So the title would then read, "GCOM to

Study Expanding United Methodist Mis-

sion and Ministry in Alaska." If you go

down to the beginning of the petition in

the "whereases" on the 1st line, you

notice that the petition says, "whereas

Alaska is geographically at the center."

And while the committee did not dispute

that statistically, we felt that it might be

important to say, instead of "at the cen-

ter," "at an important point."

JOHNSON: Ifyou move further down
through the petition, in the last par., the

one that begins, "Therefore let it be

resolved ...",... you will find the

words, "direct the General Council on

Ministries to . . . ", and our amendment
is to delete the words "form a commit-

tee," so that the way it would read is that

the . . . direct the General Council on

Ministries to study, and we should take

out an extra "to," I'm sorry, "... to

study the possibilities of expanding the

United Methodist church mission," and

then the add the word "ministry" in

Alaska.

Now as we deliberated, there are

several questions that I'm sure you

woxild ask, so let me try to anticipate

those Ist I know someone will ask the

question: Why did this not go to the

Board of Global Ministries? The legisla-

tive committee was assigned it and felt

that by adding ministry and by reading

the body of the petition that, indeed, it

was not only the issue of mission in

Alaskit, but a variety of ministries which

would best then be coordinated and

studied by the General Council on Min-

istries.

The same thing someone might ask,

since the word "to study" is there, do we
anticipate that there would be monetary

or a financial figure to go along with

this? And it was our understanding, and

hopefully substantiated by staff present,

that as a study with the General Council

on Ministries, it would have to come
under the General Council on

Ministries' regular budget. So, given

that, the committee recommends con-

currence as amended, 58 for the concur-

rence, 15 against concurrence as

amended, and 1 not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, it is

before you as amended by the commit-

tee. We will . . . yes, I see right here in

the middle. Brother Hinson,

microphone 4.

WILLIAM HINSON (Texas): The bot-

tom of the last par. on p. 1198, "There-

fore let it be resolved that General

Conference direct the General Council

on Ministries to form a committee to

study the possibilities of expanding

United Methodist Church mission in

Alaska in the light of emerging

economic, social, and environmental is-

sues." And I'd like to add this amend-

ment to the amendment, "and spiritual

needs," and report its findings to the

1996 General Conference. If I have a

2nd, I'd like to speak to it.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: 2nd.

BISHOP MORGAN: It's supported.

HINSON: A very short speech,

bishop. I think as a church of Jesus

Christ we're concerned not only about

economic, social, and environmental is-

sues, but I believe spiritual needs should

come in there somewhere.

BISHOP MORGAN: OK
JOHNSON: Bishop?

BISHOP MORGAN: Carolyn?

JOHNSON: Can I ask a point of . . . a

question for the maker? As you read it,

you read your amendment to include the
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words "form a committee." Was that to

reinsert that in your amendment?
BISHOP MORGAN: He was reading

from the old.

JOHNSON: OK Then we would be

willing to accept that . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: I think the spirit

of this amendment is to add spiritual

needs.

JOHNSON: We would be quite will-

ing to do that.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. Yes,

right here into microphone 9 or 14,

whichever you desire. 9. What we're

doing now is the Hinson amendment,

and there is 1 speech for it.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We
have a point of order.

BISHOP MORGAN: Excuse me, what

is your point of order?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Did

Carolyn accept that?

JOHNSON: Yes, I did, bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, you did ac-

cept that?

JOHNSON: Yes, as long as itwas clear

that it was without . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, aU right, all

right. Yeah, that's good, that's good.

JOHNSON: Even though we're ad-

ministrating through love spirit . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Man, anytime

you can . . . that's great. All right.

Anybody object to them accepting that?

Now, what do you have at 9, please?

JAMES POOLE (Louisiana): I would

like to oppose this. I speak against it. I

represent the smallest district in

Louisiana. We have sent 2 work camps

in the past 2 years to Alaska. Let's just

do it.

BISHOP MORGAN: Thank you.

Thank you. All right. He's {igainst it. All

right. It is before you now as amended
Are you ready to vote? If you

will . . . Yes, excuse me. Brother

Daughteiy? It's been 5 minutes, hasn't

it? It's time for you here. Brother

Daughtery, come up to microphone 6.

DAUGHTERY: The same question I'd

like to ask, what is this going to cost the

Council on Ministries in the way offund-

ing for this study?

BISHOP MORGAN: Carolyn?

JOHNSON: I would have to ask Dave

Lundquist particularly what it would

cost. The way the committee worked

through it was that it would have to

come under the GCOM's regular budget

for whatever line items they have for

studying, that it was not the

committee's intent to recommend any

additional funding to study that. In

terms of the specific dollar amount, I

would not be able to answer that, but I

would ask, oh well . . . My backup is

gone, folks ... I would have to refer to

someone ....

BISHOP MORGAN: The question is

well taken, so it needs to be answered.

JOHNSON: Yes. With the . . . if Dave

Lundquist is available, he could perhaps

come and help us or . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Is it Dave or

someone else? Will you allow Dave

Lundquist to speak to this at

microphone 13 without objection?

David, microphone 13. Dealing only

with the financial matter.

DAVE LUNDQUIST: The General

Council on Ministries has a provision in

this budget for matters like this. As

Carolyn has said, it's not clear and it's

not possible to say exactly what it would

be, but it would be within the realm of a

budget that's planned for studies or

referrals from the General Conference.

I wish I could be more specific, but I

cannot be. There is provision within the

normal budget of the council.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, back to

microphone 6.

DAUGHTERY: Mr. chairman, I

would like to have an estimate. I've got

to go back and ask Fargo and Statenville

and Mt. Zion to put money in their

World Service budget to finance studies

of this nature. If the question is asked of

me, if someone reads, they're studying

this particular need in Alaska, I want to

be an informed superintendent, and I

can say one of our general boards is

spending $100,000 or $200,000 of your

World Service money to study.

BISHOP MORGAN: I really believe

that Brother Lundquist has given us the

best answer he can give us under these

circumstances. Are you ready to vote on

this? All right, ifyou would registeryour

vote on calendar 995 when the light

appears, please. The Alaska count.

All right. You voted "Yes," 700; "No,"

194 to support the committee's recom-

mendation. It is carried. Carolyn?

(Calendar Item No. 1104; Update the

Language of the Constitution)

JOHNSON: Yes. Members of the

General Conference, we are going to

switch gears now. You know, our com-

mittee title is General/Judicifd Ad-

ministration. We have completed the

general program issues. It's time now to

turn to those issues that relate to the

judiciary. The first items that we have

relate to the Constitution ofThe United

Methodist Church, particularly 1 on the

judicial system. You will need p. 365 in

your DCA, we will be looking at Calen-

dar Item 1104. It refers to Petition

11404, which you will find in your Ad-

vance DCA, p. 1 178. Ifyou want to have

further material in front of you, you

might want to have par. 61 ofyour Dis-

cipline ready. This petition relates to

updating the language of the Constitu-

tion as it reads in par. 61. The petition

reads by chimging "ministers" in the

third line to "clergy," as it details the

judiciary system. The committee recom-

mends concurrence: 51 for the change,

against, and 2 not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. This

would require a 2/3 vote; it's Constitu-

tional. Any questions? All right. Areyou

ready to vote? If you will vote when the

light appears. All right. "Yes," 816;

"No," 70. And it is supported.

JOHNSON: Thank you. We have

another constitutional matter. You will

find it in the DCA on p. 366. It's Calen-

dar Item 1109. Now, despite all the

wonderful means of technologically

tracking petitions, this one got lost. But

we found it. So if you have your DCA
from Thursday, May 7, p. 127, you will

find the exact printing of the petition.

Again, that's your DCA, p. 127, which is

the one from Thursday, May 7. We are

looking in the Book ofDiscipline on par.

004. The topic is inclusiveness of the

church. The petition reads: "Therefore,

all persons without regard to race, color,

national origin," and the petition asks

that we insert the word "status" to the

statement on the inclusiveness of the

church. The recommendation of the

committee was 47 for, 19 against, and 4

not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You've

heard the recommendation of the com-

mittee. It's a constitutional matter. You

must vote 2/3. All right. Ifyou will vote

when the light appears. All right. You've

supported the committee. "Yes," 680;

"No," 189. It carries the 2/3 vote. All

right. Carolyn?

(Calendar Item No. 1159; Fundamen-
tal Principles and Joint Review

Process)

JOHNSON: Yes. Thank yoa Now we
need to move on to issues that relate to

I
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the Task Force to Study Chapter 8 and

the whole issue ofjudicial review process

and trial. The item that we will refer to

has been lifled from the Consent Calen-

dar. It is on p. 370 of the DCA It's

Calendar Item No. 1159. I'm going to ask

that if Reginald Ponder is available to

come to the stage-he chaired that sub-

group-he might be able to provide some
additional information should the body

have questions.

BISHOP MORGAN: Or you might

just wish to go to microphone 8, Brother

Ponder-or 13, or whatever. I mean, just

for convenience. Microphone 13,

Brother Ponder.

REGINALD W. PONDER (North

Carolina): This item has been lifted from

the Consent Calendar, and you can see

thevote of the legislative committee that

has to do with the trial procedures in

par. 2624. And I'd like to ask the chair

to recognize Dr. Ben Feemster, who was

a member of the chapter 8 study com-

mittee &s well as a member of our legis-

lative committee and subcommittee, for

a motion of substitution. And then I'll be

prepared to respond to that.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

Microphone 6.

BEN FEEMSTER (Central Texas): I

move to amend par. 2624 IH. It's the

bottom of the right-hand column on p.

634, line 6 of the last par. The amend-

ment is to delete the words "beyond

reasonable doubt" and insert the words

"clear and convincing evidence." If I

have a second, I would like to speak to

it

BISHOP MORGAN: It's supported.

FEEMSTER: I had the privilege of

serving as secretary of the very fine

chapter 8 task force, and we were

pleased that almost all ofour recommen-

dations are on the Consent Calendar.

During discussions, we discussed at

length what the burden of proof should

be for a trial court. The present dis-

cipline ignores this matter. We debated

between reasonable doubt as over

against the preponderance of evidence.

We finally decided on "beyond

reasonable doubt" because the

preponderance of evidence is insuffi-

cient when a person's career is involved.

Since this passed our legislative commit-

tee, several lawyers and judges have

talked with me about their concerns.

Criminal proceedings use "beyond

reasonable doubt," but is not used in

administrative hearings.

Preponderance evidence is usual proof

in civil case, but that simply means

5 1/49 of the evidence. I do not think this

is enough protection when one's

livelihood is involved. Clear and con-

vincing evidence is between the 2 and

would protect the rights of the accused

and of the church. And this has the

support of the officers of the task force

who are present here, the 3 bishops on

the task force, tind the 3 attorneys.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. You've

heard this. Any . . . ? Yes. Microphone

13, Brother Ponder.

PONDER: Bishop Morgan, Dr.

Feemster informed me of this, and I

checked with the general council of The
United Methodist Church. And on be-

half of the committee, I am prepared to

accept the amendment.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You've

accepted the amendment. Any objec-

tions to that? All right. Then it's before

us. Anything else you want to say,

Carolyn?

JOHNSON: No, thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. They
have accepted the amendment. If you

would support . . . ifyou would register

your vote now. If you support the com-

mittee, vote yes; if you do not, vote no

when the light appears.

All right. You've supported the com-

mittee. "Yes," 863; "No," 27. And it is

sustained. I have an announcement to

make. I only make about 1 out of 5 they

give me back here. But the GCFA will

need to meet immediately in room 207,

I understand. OK? The General Council

on Finance and Administration in room
207 at 3:45. Well, that's about right now,

isn't it? OK, Carolyn?

(Calendar Item No. 1162,

Trial Proceedures)

JOHNSON: Yes. I should teU you that

we have 12 items, and I'm about to

present to you the 9th one so, hopefully,

you'll know where we are. The 9th item

is on trial procedures. It is found in your

DCA on p. 370. It is Calendar Item No.

1162. Calendar Item No. 1162, and it

relates to p. 660 in your red DCA, which

is para 2624 in The Book of Discipline.

We have . . . you will note that the votes

would indicate that it should be on the

Consent Calendar. The computer does

not agree, so we're bringing this to you-

-thc committee's recommendation. And
if you would look on p. 660, you will see

that the petition itself seeks to change

the trial from being open on petition of

the accused to any member of The
United Methodist Church to just being

open. The committee recommends non-

concurrence: 52 favoring nonconcur-

rence, none against nonconcurrence,

and 3 not voting.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Calen-

dar 1162. I see a . . . right over here.

Brother Sweet. Microphone 4. (Commit-

tee recommends nonconcurrence.

ROBERT K. SWEET JR. (Southern

New England): Bishop, I oppose the

move for non-concurrence in the fact

that sometimes members ofThe United

Methodist Church are representing the

press, and it is impossible to exclude

those who are not United Methodist. I

speak from experience. It puts the trial

court in a very difficult position. It puts

United Methodist Communications-

which ought to be communicating such

information for us-in a secondary posi-

tion. And so I would oppose the . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Is there

a speech for? Yes, over here. Microphone

6.

FEEMSTER: We voted nonconcur-

rence because the chapter 8 task force

has already taken care of this. It is in the

approved paragraphs that are on the

Consent Calendar.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Just to

keep bookkeeping straight here, if you

would support the recommendation

here, would you show a hand please?

Down. Opposed? It is in order.

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop. Yes,

our next item is on p. 237 of the DCA
It's Calendar Item No. 210. The subject

is an administrative and judicial proce-

dures manual. You might refer in your

Advance DCA red edition to p. 618. The

content of the petition is to make sure

that, given all of the changes that you

have approved for administrative and

judicial procedures, that, indeed, a

manual be published that would detail

those procedures. You will sec that the

committee voted "For", "Against",

and 1 not voting. It is not on the Consent

Calendar because in the body of the peti-

tion you will notice a dollar sum.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. It is

before you . . .unanimous support of the

committee. If you would support the

committee's recommendation, would

you show the hand, please? Down. Op-

posed? And it is ordered.
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(Calendar Item No. 546; Martin
Luther King Jr. Day)

JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop.

We're ready, now, to move to a 3rd

aspect of the committee's work, which

is the review of those issues that relate

to special days and Special Sundays. I

would ask you to turn to p. 285 in your

DCA We will be looking at Calendar

Item 546. This calendar item refers to

the observance of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. Day. It will be helpful, because

ofthe amendment that we wish to bring

and the minority report, for you to have

your Advance DCA open to p. 673. It's

the redAdvanceDCA, by the way, p. 673.

The committee . . . the legislative com-

mittee moved to amend this petition by

deleting the 3rd para, which begins "on

that day close the bishop's office," and

the 5th para, which begins "not

schedule any other conference meetings

on that day." The vote was 70 "For," 6

"Against," and 2 not voting. There is a

minority report which would seek to

replace the items that have been

deleted. Again, by your interpretation to

this point, that, indeed, would

be . . . could be interpreted to not be in

order. However, we have asked the per-

son to be prepared to speak to that.

BISHOP MORGAN: I think it would

be in order as an amendment, but not as

a minority report.

JOHNSON: All right.

BISHOP MORGAN: Ifthe person wUl

make it.

JOHNSON: So, given that the person

representing those of that opinion is

here, and I would ask him to come for-

ward. Frank Trotter.

FRANK E. TROTTER (Baltimore):

Bishop, we only seek to add back in para.

3 instead of both of the paragraphs, so

we consider it a true minority report, so

however . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: I would rather

deal with it as an amendment because it

doesn't replace the whole thing, and so

let's deal with it as an amendment. We
can get to it.

TROTTER: I'd like to make an

amendment, then, that we add back into

the petition para. no. 3 as you find in the

petition. As I understand, may I speak

to it?

BISHOP MORGAN: And is there a

2nd? Yes, it's seconded. All right,

brother Trotter.

TROTTER: As I understand our

Christian faith. Christian words and

Christian behavior go together; and

when the 2 are merged, then faith is

complete. This is the only holiday on a

federal level to lift up the life of an

African American. And in the subcom-

mittee when we made the motion to

reinsert para. 3, it lost by 4 votes: 40 to

36. There was a minority report signed

by over 25 ofthe committee to bring this

to the floor. We feel that, without this

para., it is absolutely meaningless. It is

cheap talk. This action has made a Mar-

tin Luther King holiday into a Martin

Luther King thought for the day, and we
would encourage you to support the

amendment to the m^ority action.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
amendment is before you. Yes? Right

here, please. Move to microphone 7 in

the Oklahoma delegation.

LUCILLE V. VANZANT (Ok-

lahoma): Bishop, am I in order to speak

for the amendment?
BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, yes ma'am.

That's what's before us. You have 1

minute.

VANZANT: I speak with a very heavy

heart at this time. I am sponsor of Win-

nie Wood High School Black History

Club, and we were preparing for our

Martin Luther King birthday. These stu-

dents know that every opportunity I'm

quoting something of our United

Methodist church in the area of race

relations in its policies or in its actions.

And one of our bright young students,

who is also president of our club-and,

by the way, all of these students are

Baptist, and they've been trying to con-

vert me—as we were preparing, and then

afterwards, he told me, "Lucille, you're

always talking about your church." He
said, "In this little town of less than

3,000 people""and let me hurry on,

bishop""everything closed up." But he

noted that the Methodist church was

business as usual, and that upset me.

And he told me and-excuse me, 1 sen-

tence, bishop . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: 1 sentence.

VANZANT: Right. He told me, he

said, "Lucille, you've been quoting and

quoting and quoting." He said, "Where

is your Methodist church? Are they so

busy they can't take 1 day to observe this

great American?" And I cried for 2 days

because it seems like we're in that area,

and I'm only asking: What can you tell

me to tell that young student?

BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, LuciUe, all

right. Thank you. Anybody else want to

speak? Right here in the very middle,

please. And go to microphone 4. Now,

we've had 2 speeches for the amend-

ment. Are you speaking against the

amendment? That's aU that's in order.

JULIUS ARCHIBALD (Troy): I'd like

to give you an answer to that question.

The United Methodist Church is in the

business of saving souls. We can't take

days off from saving souls. Much as I

honor Martin Luther King, I think the

greatest tribute we can pay him is to

continue the work that he died doing-

and that's the work of bringing racial

peace in this country and redemption,

and all those other kinds of things. That

is not the kind of thing that we need to

take time offand have a good time. Now,

if we're going to honor him, if we're

going to have a program of some sort

and really honor him, fine. But let's not

take the day off to go on a long weekend

someplace, or on a picnic, or something

like that.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

There's another speech against the

amendment. What is before us is the

amendment to replace para. 3. I see in

the very back, right there . . . the

woman delegate in the beige suit. 15.

RHODA PETERS (Louisville): Am I

in order to speak for the amendment?

BISHOP MORGAN: No, ma'am. Only

against it. We've had 2 for it. Is there

someonewho wants to speak against the

amendment? Right here in the front.

Microphone 3.

JOHN ROSS THOMPSON (Western

Pennsylvania): Am I in order to amend

the amendment?

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes.

THOMPSON: I move that we amend

that amendment, so that it reads, "on

that day, we recommend that we dose,"

tmd then the rest of that 3rd paragraph.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. I think

that's the spirit of the whole resolution,

but that amendment ... is it supported?

It is seconded. You may speak.

THOMPSON: May I speak to it?

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes, sir.

THOMPSON: I come from a con-

ference which does close its conference

office on Martin Luther King Day, and I

support it wholeheartedly. However, I

think the way it reads, it looks like a

mandate. And I believe that we should

strongly encourage this.
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BISHOP MORGAN: All right, then

the amendment is simply to encourage

this. Are you ready to vote this? I sense

that you are. If you would support the

amendment to change the language in

par. 3 to "recommend," would you show

your hand, please? Down. Oppose,

would you show? And it's ordered. It

becomes a part of the amendment. Now,

the amendment as amended is before

you. To restore 3, are you ready to vote?

If you would support that raise your

hand, please. If you oppose that, raise

your hand. And it is ordered. And it is

replaced there. Now the whole calendar

item is beforeyou as amended by replac-

ing 3. Ifyou would support the calendar

item now, as amended, show your hand,

please. Down. Oppose. And it is ordered.

And I think it's good to know that a

number of our offices have already ob-

served that, and we thank you. All right,

Carolyn?

JOHNSON: Yes, bishop, I would like

to take a moment just to say to the

conference, I hope you watched the dis-

cussion, and I wish you could have been

in our legislative group because we have

talked a lot so far about the differences

that divide us. It was very interesting to

be in a discussion, where you couldn't

tell the players by race, gender, location.

People were on all sides of the issue, not

because they were against, but because

they wanted to make this very full.

(Calendar Item No. 206; "May" as

Christian Family Month)

And I think that's something to

celebrate in this General Conference.

We will move on to our last item. And

that is on page, it's Calendar Item 206;

it is also on p. 235 ofyourDCA, I'm sorry

conference, it's on p. 236 of your DCA.

You might want to have the Advance

DCA turned to p. 667. 1 think I told you

p. 667. And I think I have just told you

something incorrectly. If I may have a

moment, I'll use my markings, and not

that of the DCA. 671 they tell me, that's

where I was. Can you believe it? Thank

you very much. This relates to Petition

10971, which was to establish May as

Christian Family Month. The

committee's recommendation was to

vote ... I don't think this is correct, but

let's go with it as is in the DCA. It says

here that our committee recommended

concurrence with May as Christian

Family Month, "For," 46; "Against," 20,

and 1 not voting. So that's want I'll ap-

prove.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. That's

what your recommendation is. All right.

You ready? Yes, question right here,

Brother Gilland. Microphone 3, please.

JIM C. GILLAND (Western North

Carolina): I move to amend, substituting

the word "home" for "family." If I have

a 2nd, I would like to say a word about

it.

BISHOP MORGAN: It's supported.

GILLAND: It coincides with the Fes-

tival of Christian Home, which is al-

ready on our calendars, and "family"

has a variety of meanings nowadays.

There are probably 12 or 13 accepted

definitions for "family." Whatever form

a family takes, the home can be Chris-

tian.

BISHOP MORGAN: Al right. You
have heard the amendment. All right, if

you would support the Gilland amend-

ment, will you show your hand? Down.

Opposed? And it is carried. All right, it

is before you now. You're ready to vote

on Calendar Item 206. If you will, raise

your . . . ifyou'll support the committee,

raise your hand, their recommendation.

Thank you. Down. Opposed? And it is

ordered. Now I wasn't going to give you

a break, but these old men behind me
said we need a break. And so I'm going

to give you a 9 1/2 minute break. OK?
You got to get back in here now, OK?
JOHNSON: Thank you, bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: You're through,

aren't you?

JOHNSON: Thank you.

(recess)

BISHOP MORGAN: OK, Brad, lead

us in a verse of a hymn. Please return to

your seats. 462. Turn to 462. Stop talk-

ing and start singing.

(song)

BISHOP MORGAN: Thank you; be

seated. We took 10 1/2 minutes that

time, but we're doing well. We're going

to turn ... let me say something, so many
of you have addressed me and said, I

have a matter of personal privilege. If

you have matters of personal privilege

and things of this nature, please see the

Courtesy Committee on this, so we can

move and expedite these matters. And
they'll bring those together and share

with us. Let's turn now to the Commit-

tee on the Ministry. Rosa Washington

will be acting as chair this afternoon.

Please come to order now. Cease your

talking and give your attention to the

podium.

ROSA WASHINGTON (California-

Nevada): I am vice-chair of the Legisla-

tive Committee on Ordained and

Diaconal Ministries. Our chair, Dr. Den-

nis Campbell, isn't here with us. He
asked me to give you his regrets. He had

to leave last evening to return to North

Carolina to an important trustees' meet-

ing at Duke, and also today is graduation

at Duke. And as a dean, he needed to be

there, so he isn't here with us. At this

particular moment, I would like to intro-

duce to you the persons who worked so

hard on our conunittee. And one person

on our committee who works so hard,

one night, she spent the entire night

here, and most nights, she did not go to

bed until 4 in the morning. But I'd like

to tell you ... I'd like all of you to stand

up. Mary Elizabeth Moore, our

secretary, and she works so hard. I was

signing petitions at 11 last night. Behind

us are subchairpersons; here we have

Bill Crouch; Ted Walters-and those of

you who didn't know who Ted is, Ted is

our new judicial person--; Joy Carr;

Jerome DelPino; and Linda Rudy. You

may be seated. I'm sorry, Doris Rudy. In

case someone happens to ask me a ques-

tion, which I hope you don't, I will ask

those persons behind me, if we don't

know. We will get through really fast, if

you will cooperate.

BISHOP MORGAN: Amen.
WASHINGTON: Our committee, as I

said, I think we had the hardest task of

all the legislative committees. There are

1 1 committees. We received almost 600

petitions in our committee, as well as the

ministry study. So our committee had

25% of the petitions. Today the legisla-

tive committee will bring before you 27

calendar items. We will go through them

very fast, if you would sit down. The

committee has identified a total of 65

petitions which wiU be included in the

referral to the Council of Bishops, as

adopted by this General Conference on

May 13. We have a completed list of the

65 calendar items, and it will be for-

warded to the Council of Bishops for

that information. And they're there for

you to find whenever you need to see

them. I would like to first move, I would

like to move, bishop, that . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Move.

WASHINGTON: I'm moving.

BISHOP MORGAN: Go right ahead.
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WASHINGTON: Remember they

said don't talk too fast for translators.

And I talk real fast. I am originally from

Alabama, and I talk fast. I would like to

move that editorial changes be allowed

in the Discipline to assure that language

related to the report of the Commission

for the Study of Ministry is omitted.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right, I think

you'll receive that; ifyou would approve

that, show the hand, please. Down. Op-

pose?

It is in order.

WASHINGTON: OK. If you get all 3

of your books, put them side by side,

we'll follow along, and we'll get through

this really fast. All right. Take your blue

book. Turn to p. 306. And when you get

to 306, turn to Calendar Item 764. Ifyou

want to look at the red book ... I mean
the white book, 1279. Petition 12056.

Episcopal supervision. The committee

votes concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
committee recommends concurrence.

Calendar Item 764. I do not see any

hands. Are you ready to support the

committee on this? If you will, register

your vote when the light appears. "Yes,"

757; "No," 38.

WASHINGTON: Same p., 306. Calen-

dar Item 766. White book, 1279. Petition

11341. Limiting bishops' tenure. We
vote nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The

committee recommends nonconcur-

rence. If you will support the

committee's recommendation of non-

concurrence, register your vote when

the light appears. "Yes," 667; "No," 152.

WASHINGTON: P. 377.

BISHOP MORGAN: You're going,

Rosa, and I'm with you.

WASHINGTON: Thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes, sir.

WASHINGTON: 1225, Calendar

Item No. Red Book, 899. Peti-

tion . . . Am I going too fast? 10641 has

to do with the appointments to various

ministries. The committee recommends

concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Calen-

dar Item 1225. The committee's recom-

mendation is concurrence. All right. You

ready to vote? If you will register your

vote when the light appears. Calendar

Item 1225. "Yes," 765; "No," 27.

WASHINGTON: Page 475.

BISHOP MORGAN: And the commit-

tee is supported. You are doing very well.

WASHINGTON: 1504, Calendar No.

[Page] 475. 1504. Red book, 887. Peti-

tion 10412. Diaconal minister's relation-

ship to employer. We vote

nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Committee's

recommendation is nonconcurrence.

Seeing no hands, ifyou will registeryour

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 773;

"No," 35. The committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: Page 475 again.

1507, Calendar Item. Petition 1333, I

mean p. 1333 in the white book, Petition

11638. Conference committee on epis-

copacy. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
recommendation of the committee is

nonconcurrence. I do not see any hands.

If you will record your vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 736; "No," 74. The
committee is supported.

(Calendar Item No. 1686; Cabinet and
Appointment Making)

WASHINGTON: 545, the page. The
calendar no. is 1686. The red book is

911. Petition No. 10923. Cabinet and

appointment-making. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, the

committee's recommendation on 1686

is nonconcurrence. Seeing no hands,

please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 781; "No," 52. The committee is

supported.

WASHINGTON: 546 is the page. The

Calendar Item No. is 1703. The white

book is 1320. The Petition No. is 12127.

Process of appointment-making. Con-

currence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Calen-

dar Item 1703, for the committee is con-

currence. I did not see any hands. Oh,

yes, I do. Right back here. Go to

microphone 15, Bradley. Oh, I was told

not to use names.

BRADLEY WATKINS (Central Il-

linois): In respect to those who are being

translated and for those of us, like

myself, who are having trouble keeping

up with finding the page, can we have a

pause after the page no. is given before

the next red book and that kind of date

are given?

WASHINGTON: Yes, I'll slow down.

WATKINS: Because I've gotten lost,

and we've voted some items on the su-

perintendency and cabinet. And I don't

know what you just voted on me.

WASHINGTON: OK, I'll slow down.

BISHOP MORGAN: Just voted you

out. That's all right.

WASHINGTON: The p. ia 612.

What's the problem? Oh, aony, you

didn't vote.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. If you

will support the committee's recom-

mendation, vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 766; "No," 54. The conmiittee ia

supported.

WASHINGTON: The p. is 612.

BISHOP MORGAN: In the blue

book?

WASHINGTON: Always. Calendar

No. 1734. The red book, 921. Petition

10377. Homosexuality and the miniatiy.

Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: The committee's

recommendation ia nonconcurrence.

Seeing no hands, if you will vote when

the light appears. "Yes," 712; "No", 122.

The committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: 612 again. 1735, the

white book. 1278. Petition 11230. Up-

date the language of the Constitution.

Concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. This is

a Constitutional amendment-takes 2/3

vote. You will vote when the light ap-

pears.

We're m a vote right now. "Yes," 802;

"No," 25. 1 heard my name. Over here.

And the committee is supported. You

were fisking-excuse me~from the floor,

during the vote. I'm sorry. No. 6.

UNIDENTIFIED: Could she give us 1

sentence about what the petition is

about as she waits for the people to catch

up?

BISHOP MORGAN: On the concur-

rence matters?

UNIDENTIFIED: On all ofthe calen-

dar items. We're not having time to find

them.

BISHOP MORGAN: They're asking

for a sentence . .

.

WASHINGTON: WeU, I'U just give it

for them, I suppose.

BISHOP MORGAN: ... on the

calendar items. Just the title. All right.

You're on 613 right now. No, very

seriously, some of this we felt like~and

we negotiated this-and we didn't need

a speech from each one of the

presenters. But she will give a sentence

here to give a better description.

WASHINGTON: I'm going to have

Ted Walters, the judicial person, to

stand here. I'll give you what it's about

If you want some more, I'll tell Ted to

tell you.
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BISHOP MORGAN: All right. It's

good to have the judicial person there.

That's good. All right.

WASHINGTON: OK. Did we vote?

BISHOP MORGAN: Yes.

WASHINGTON: OK. 613, next door.

Calendar Item 1752. Petition 12397.

Now, what I need to say here: There
were 20 petitions on accepting

homosexuals into the ministry. They
were all the same. We chose 1 from the

20, and we nonconcurred on them all.

Now, ifyou want Ted to say something,

he wiU. One word.

BISHOP MORGAN: I think that's

clear. I think that's clear. See hands? All

right. 1752 is a calendar item. Ifyou wiU

support the committee, vote "yes"; if

you do not support the committee, vote

"no". Please vote when the light ap-

pears. All right. The vote is "Yes," 759;

"No," 123. Committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: Same p., 613. Calen-

dar Item 1753. Still in the white book,

1282. 11104 is the petition, and this has

to do with relation of ordained mini-

stries to ministry of all. Nonconcur-

rence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. You
want to say something about that, Ted?

THEODORE WALTER (South

Carolina): No comment. That's ade-

quate. It's par. 402 in the Discipline.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, if you

would support the committee, vote

"yes". If you would not support, vote

"no". Vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 778; "No," 70. Committee sup-

ported.

(Calendar Item No. 1 753; Relation of

Ordained Ministry to Ministry ofAll)

WASHINGTON: Again, 613. Next

door, 1754, but you're back in the red

book. 887. Petition 10012. It is to retain

the par. on ordination of homosexuals,

and we concurred.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Not

seeing any hands, register your vote

when the light . .

.

WASHINGTON: You have a hand

over here, bishop.

BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, excuse me.

All right. Yes, microphone 9, sir.

JAMES W. LOCKWOOD-STEWART
(California-Pacific): I'm under no il-

lusion that there will be any change in

the conference and its actions this year,

and we have stated pretty clearly our

position. But I feel badly knowing the

no. of people who are in pain for all of

these items to go by so quickly without

at least 1 acknowledgement that there

are people with incredible gifts and

graces who are being denied access to

the ordained ministry of our church and

that we the poorer because of it.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right.

Anyone else? All right. 1754 is before

you. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 696; "No," 192.

WASHINGTON: You're stiU on p.

613. We have 5 petitions relating to this

item. They were all the same. We chose

1. 1755 is the calendar no. The red book,

889. The petition, 10414. It has to do

with certified candidates. Nonconcur-

rence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Calendar Item

1755. The recommendation is noncon-

currence. I do not see any hjmds. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 804;

"No," 56. The committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: Three pages over,

616. Calendar Item No. 1793. Go back to

your white book, 1294. Petition No.

11776. Appointment of ordained mini-

sters from other conferences. And we
voted concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. On
Calendar Item 1793, the recommenda-

tion is concurrence. I do not see a hand.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 819; "No," 32. The committee is

supported.

WASHINGTON: 617, next door.

Calendar Item 1797. You're still in the

red-I mean the white book- 13 17. And
you're going to be in the white book for

quite sometime, so just stay in the white

book. Petition 11695. It has to do with

the duties of the superintendent-what

your superintendent is supposed to do.

And we nonconcurred.

BISHOP MORGAN: I won't touch

that one. All right. Calendar 1797. 1 see

a hand back here. Go to microphone 10,

please.

BECKY HAASE (California-Pacific):

Bishop, much the same concern has

been expressed. We are going very quick-

ly. I sec this is 1 that has quite a divided

vote, and I would like to hear something

more about this and why there was con-

siderable opposition.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Some-

one from the committee like to ... ?

People, I apologize if it seems that we're

going fast. I realize what we have before

us, and I'm trying my best to facilitate

the legislation. You just stop me any

time, and we'll just do what you wish to

do. And you will, I know you will. So, if

you will please answer this question for

us.

WASHINGTON: And I'm only going

fast because he doesn't stop me. Now,

BUI Crouch will tell you.

WILLIAM CROUCH (North Texas):

The petition follows in the par. 520.5

which asks the district superintendent

to require of each clergy person a report

of his or her program of continuing

education, and it adds the words "and

spiritual growth."We thought on the Ist

place that was not an appropriate place

to ask for that kind of report, and we
thought that adding that kind of report-

•and it having been turned into the dis-

trict superintendent-was not an

appropriate way to deal with the matter

of spiritual growth.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, yes? Go
to microphone 4, please

GEORGE D. McCLAIN (New York): I

was the co-author of this petition and of

several others that seek to add spiritual

growth to the phrase "continuing educa-

tion." This has received support in some
of the other committees, at least, and I

think it makes a lot of sense to under-

stand continuing education in a holistic

way. I think, in many ways, it's being

edready understood this way and I think

it's important to spell it out. I urge defeat

of the nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. A
speech against the recommendation of

the committee. Yes, right in midway

here. Go to microphone 9.

HELMUT NAUSNER (Austria

Provisional): I was a part of that legisla-

tive committee. What we tried to fmd

out if continuing education has some-

thing to do with knowledge. This you

can test. Spiritual growth is on a dif-

ferent level. How will you test that? You

can get into an encounter and fmd out

how pious the person is, how much he

has understood the Bible, how his

prayer life is; but you cannot test it like

math or other kind of things. For this

reason, we thought it is not proper to put

it in here in connection with continuing

education.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. That's

a speech. Dr. Nausner, against ... I

mean, in favor of, the committee's

report. In the very back, back here,

please go to microphone 15.

We've had 1 speech for and 1 against.

KATHLEEN ROBINSON (Central D-

linois): I have a question for the commit-
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tee. Did we not add "spiritual growth"

with the phrase "continuing education

and other areas"?

WASHINGTON: Yes, we did.

ROBINSON: And I also believe

several petitions that we've been voting

nonconcurrence were because there was

concurrence moved on other similar

petitions, and we've not been reminding

the body of that fact. And I'd like to be

reminded.

WASHINGTON: It's 1 of the things I

said in the beginning. We had almost

600 petitions to deal with, and so many
of them had the same kinds of language

where we included . . . , and so I didn't

say that to you in the beginning because

I assumed you had read what was in

front of you.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Right

here in the middle. Go to microphone 7.

On Calendar Item 1797.

BOB PIERSON (Oklahoma): I was

chairman of the legislative subcommit-

tee dealing with this in the local church

section. We voted concurrence with it.

In terms of the staff-parish committee

asking that kind of question, I would

urge us to affirm the importance of as-

king that kind of question and vote

against the recommendation ofthe com-

mittee.

BISHOP MORGAN: That's 2

speeches against. Is there another 1 for?

Ready for the vote? I'm not seeing a

hand If you would . . . yes, there's a

hand and a card back in the very back.

Go to microphone 15. 1 like to recognize

these people on the back row.

HOWARD MASON (Peninsula): I

want to ask the committee ifthey recog-

nize the word "program" in both of

those sentences. "Program" for con-

tinuing education and "program" for

spiritual growth.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Ifyou'll

answer that quickly so we can move

along.

BILL CROUCH (North Texas): It was

a matter of the difficulty of reporting

this sort of thing which reduces it to

paperwork-when spiritual growth

ought to be a matter of a person's own

intent and progress and not have to be

reported to a district superintendent.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Are

you ready to vote? All right. Calendar

Item 1797. If you will support the com-

mittee, you vote "yes"; if you do not~in

their recommendation of nonconcur-

rence~if you do not support them, you

vote "no" when the light appears. All

right. You have supported the commit-

tee. 513 "Yes,"; "No," 386.

(Calendar Item No. 1813; Ministers

From Other Denominations)

WASHINGTON: Page 618. Peti-

tion ... I mean Calendar Item No. 1813.

In the white book, 1294. Petition 11497.

It has do with ministers from other

denominations. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Is there another

sentenceyou can give us, more than just

"ministers from other denominations"?

WALTER: This particular petition

suggests to include that the cabinet ap-

point or be assigned a district to an

individual who is coming from another

denomination that they might be

reviewed by that district committee on

ordained ministry-prior to meeting

with the full board, if necessary.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
recommendation is nonconcurrence. I

do not see any hands. If you will vote

when the light appears on Calendar

Item 1813. Recommendation from the

committee is nonconcurrence. You've

supported the committee vote. "Yes,"

773; "No," 75.

WASHINGTON: The next 3 peti-

tions-and I'll ask Ted to say something

ifyou need-they all have to do with the

qualifications of ordination. They have

the same title but different content. All

on p. 619, Calendar Item 1824. 1295 is

the page in the white book. Petition

10164. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: Ted, doyou want

to say more about that?

WALTER: Well, basically ... for ex-

ample, if you've got the page, subscrib-

ing to teach United Methodist doctrine

as delineated in 68 and 69, just listing

several additional qualifications for or-

dination which we felt should not be

included.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. The
recommendation . .

.

WALTER: . . . and cared for in other

areas, also.

BISHOP MORGAN: Just a minute.

All right. If you would . . . Yes, brother

Kent. Microphone 3.

HARRY KENT (South Carolina): Am
I reading this properly? It says noncon-

currence. The petition said to retain par.

431. Nonconcurrence means we
eliminate it. Is that what you intend?

WASHINGTON: Wait until Ted

returns, and he'll answer you.

BISHOP MORGAN: This ia a veiy

important question.

WASHINGTON: Would you answer

him?

BISHOP MORGAN: The way you're

recommending it sounds like

WALTER: Calendar 1824. That

recommendation should be concur-

rence, or you should vote against the

committee if the recommendation is

stated that way.

BISHOP MORGAN: You're saying

the recommendation on 1824 of the

committee is concurrence-to retain the

language.

WALTER: Yes. It's been adopted.

This is one of those where we have 3 or

4 recommendations; we only adopted 1.

We still are retaining the par. 431. We
did not delete it. This is just 1 of the

others.

BISHOP MORGAN: I think it would

be clearer to the body, as I would under-

stand it, to vote concurrence than non-

concurrence on this. What is the

recommendation of the committee? The

committee. The recommendation of the

committee on 1824 is nonconcurrence.

Yes, right here in the front. Microphone

3. You have a point of order or what? I

have somebody at microphone 3.

FRANK GAYLORD (Wisconsin): It

may help us if the committee could tell

us which petition they did accept.

WASHINGTON: The Petition No. is

10164.

WALTER: To be sure, I would suggest

that we vote against the committee so

that we retain the par. and there will be

no question about it.

BISHOP MORGAN: The committee

is requesting that you vote against their

recommendation, and that will retain

the par. I think that's what several of

you wjmted to say. You understand what

we're voting about now? We're on calen-

dar 1824. They had recommended non-

concurrence, but their recommendation

is you vote against what they recom-

mend. So~this is really confusing-ifyou

will support, if you will vote when the

light comes on. If you vote "yes", you

will be voting nonconcurrence, but the

committee advises you to vote "no". All

right? Vote when the light appears.

All right. You've supported the com-

mittee with your vote for "no." "Yes,"

63; "No," 814. All right, committee?

WASHINGTON: OK. The next, same

page, no. 619.
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WALTER: Just to clarify so that you

don't think we don't know what we're

doing, this . .

.

BISHOP MORGAN: Oh, we knowyou
know what you're doing.

WALTER: Calendar 1887 was on the

Consent Calendar, and it retained the

paragraph. So, we retained it twice, and

it's all right.

WASHINGTON: OK 619.

BISHOP MORGAN: Just a minute.

Doyou have a point of order? A clarifica-

tion. Go to microphone 11. That covers

everything-a clarification.

CARLEN BLACKSTONE (Eastern

Pennsylvania): My understanding is

that if we voted either concurrence or

nonconcurrence that we would simply

eliminate that petition and that, there-

fore, there would be no change. And I am
simply raising that in case it comes up in

the future. It was a needless petition in

the 1st place, so I don't think we really

needed to act on it.

BISHOP MORGAN: Thank yoa All

right, go ahead, committee.

WASHINGTON: 619, 1825, 1295,

11107. The same topic, different con-

tent. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, the

committee recommends nonconcur-

rence. Anything that you want to say,

Ted?

WALTER: No, I don't think I want to

say anything about that. This deals

with . . . again, this is the one that re-

lates to subscribing to teach. The United

Methodist doctrine is delineated in par.

68 and 69 of the Discipline. This is al-

ready cared for under the duties of

qualifications for ministry.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, the

recommendation of the committee is

nonconcurrence. Please vote when the

light appears. You support the commit-

tee, "Yes," 802; "No," 66.

WASHINGTON: Same pp., 1828,

1295, 11895. Same topic, different con-

tent Nonconcurrence.

WALTER: Didn't. This had reference

to deleting the words "in marriage, in

celibacy, in singleness."

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Your

recommendation is nonconcurrence. All

right, I do not see any hands or any

cards. All right, you will vote when the

light appears. You support the commit-

tee, "Yes,"; "No," 119.

WASHINGTON: Same pp. 1829,

1295, 12284. Requirements for ordina-

tion. You want to tell them what it's

about?

WALTER: This is a rather long para-

graph that deals with persons who have

become in full connection, that they

must be, and remain, a member in good

standing in The United Methodist

Church. Any person who joins another

denomination or religion should auto-

matically relinquish membership in the

annual conference and ordination. And
the effect of this legislation is retroactive

to cover all living persons of United

Methodist clergy who joined other

denominations or religions.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Recom-

mendation?

WASHINGTON: It's nonconcur-

rence. Come on up.

BISHOP MORGAN: Calendar Item

1829.

CROUCH: This item, as many of you

will all ready know, is directed at a

specific person who in fact acted in this

fashion. We voted nonconcurrence for 2

reasons: One was that single cases, we
thought, made bad law. And the 2nd was

that we thought this was a matter for the

board of the ministry in an annual con-

ference to care for.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. In the

very back. Come to . . . yes, you,

microphone 15.

ELIZABETH ST. CLAIR (Peninsula):

The number that you gave us and what

you're talking about do not correspond.

WASHINGTON: We discovered that.

ST. CLAIR: Would you please check

your nos.?

WALTER: The number should be, at

the top of the page, 1295. The statement

to require all clergy to believe in is

ascribed to our doctrine. That's the 1 we
are nonconcurring with.

(Calendar Item No. 1829; Require-

ments for Ordination)

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right, is that

dear now? All right, 1829 is before us.

The recommendation of the committee

is nonconcurrence. I see no hands. Vote

when the light appears.

WASHINGTON: Page 619.

BISHOP MORGAN: Just a minute.

"Yes," 745; "No," 102. You have sup-

ported the committee.

WASHINGTON: Sony. Page 619,

Calendar Item No. 1827. In the red book,

896. 10985 is the Petition No., and again

it has to do the with qualifications of

ordination.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, and

your recommendation is nonconcur-

rence.

WASHINGTON: Nonconciirrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Calen-

dar Item 1827. All right. Vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 779; "No," 71. The
committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: 620. 1837 ia the

Calendar Item, in the red book also, 894.

Petition 10983 has to do with the re-

quirements for election to associate

membership. Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
recommendation is nonconcurrence. I

do not see a hand. Vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 794; "No," 54. The com-

mittee is supported.

WASHINGTON: 620. 1838. 895.

10984. Requirements for admission.

WALTERS: All of these relate to

deleting the words in marriage ... on

fidelity in marriage, and celibacy in

singleness.

WASHINGTON: Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. I am
not seeing any hands. Calendar Item

1838. Vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 729; "No," 134. The committee

is supported.

WASHINGTON: Pp. 625, 1897, 897 in

the red book. 10784. It has to do with the

order of the elders.

WALTER: This has to do with non-

concurrence in deleting the words "may

include laity." It leaves it optional that

the laity may be included in the ordina-

tion service.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right Calen-

dar Item No. 1897. The recommenda-

tion is nonconcurrence. I do not see a

hand. If you'U vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 745; "No," 128. You've

supported the committee.

WASHINGTON: 625 is the page, 1900

is the item; 893 is the page and 10982 is

the petition item. It has to with the

qualifications for election to probation.

WALTER: This, again, has to do with

the deleting the words "in marriage and

celibacy in singleness."

WASHINGTON: Nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right the

recommendation is nonconcurrence.

Calendar Item 1900. 1 do not see a hand.

AU right, if you wiU vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 753; "No," 123. The

committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: The last item, aren't

you happy? . . . 627, 1919, in the white

book, 1141, 12333. It has to do with
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approve and adopt the ordination of

homosexuals. The committee recom-

mends nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you've

heard the recommendation. If you

would vote when the light appears. Oh,

excuse me, I see a hand here. Excuse me.

Stop the vote. Go to microphone 10.

JIM LAWSON (California-Pacific):

Bishop, I want to just say a word about

this because it seems to me that we've

been voting on a great variety of the

same petitions. And the way in which I,

in many ways, object to these petitions

being nonconcurred is that I think in the

whole discussion we are creating

measures or the selection of those who
are to be ordained, taking it out of the

hands ofthe local congregation. Histori-

cally, we have seen in the local congrega-

tion the place where the fellowship

recognizes that a person has been called.

And in my mind, this is a departure from

that historic task of the congregation

that is in fellowship with all of those

who hear a call of God, and then who
recognizes those graces and then in-

forms the district, and the conference,

and the bishop that here is a person

who's called. We can testify, too, because

we've lived with him or her and we see

the grace of God in that person's life.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
time is ... All right, would anyone like

to speak? This is against the recommen-

dation. Anybody would like to speak for

the recommendation of the committee?

I do not see any hands. You will vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 710;

"No," 186.

WASHINGTON: Bishop, we dis-

covered that there's 1 other petition.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right.

(Calendar Item No. 1830; Qualifica-

tions for Ordination)

WASHINGTON: On p. 619. It has to

do with some of the same things we've

talked about. Calendar Item 1830, Peti-

tion No. 12119. Qualifications for or-

dination. And Ted will tell you what it's

about. I think he already addressed it.

WALTER: Yes. It's a rather lengthy

one. It's the bottom right-hand corner

of the page on 1295, and I think rather

than read that, I'll let you look at it. We
read it inappropriately for another 1 we
were looking at.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right. Calen-

dar Item 1830 is what is before you. The
recommendation is nonconcurrence. I

do not see any hands. You will vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 795; "No," 58.

The committee is supported.

WASHINGTON: Bishop, before I sit

down, 1 of the persons on our panel has

asked to say something, but I would like

to take this moment to thank the entire

committee. But I would truly like to

thank Ted and Bill Crouch. It is so im-

portant in working in the committee. As

a lay person, I learn a lot. I learn a lot by

the peoplewho have really, truly studied

theDiscjp/ine. There are things that I've

studied, but I have not studied the way

they have, and it's truly a joy to have

them on. I didn't call on Jerome. You've

heard Jerome already. We already know
what Jerome knows. So it's., it is a joy to

have them here to work with and then

to support me as a lay person, and I

appreciate that. But a this moment,

Linda Marshall would like to say some-

thing, ifyou would grant her that.

BISHOP MORGAN: Sister Marshall.

LINDA MARSHALL (YeUowstone):

I'm speaking on my own behalf, but I

trust on the behalf ofthe majority ofour

legislative committee. At one point

during the deliberations of the legisla-

tive committee, someone said he felt it

was like Christmas Eve and we were

trying to put together a bicycle without

the instructions. You might know that

this is in reference to the ministry study

report. What we found, however, was

that we not only had the instructions for

that bicycle, but we already had models

in existence to guide the construction. I

look forward to the next 4 years as the

Council of Bishops and other ap-

propriate boards and agencies work

together to put not only this bicycle

together, but to maybe even add some

bells and whistles. As a diaconal mini-

ster, I'm excited with this model of min-

istry, which wiU offer a clear distinction

of the general and representative minis-

try of this church. I look forward to the

day when persons called by God may
follow their gifts into ministry, utilizing

their strengths and talents on behalf of

the church in a fully affirmed, recog-

nized, and ordered ministry. That be-

cause their ministry is thereby matched

with their talents, they will serve with

excellence and joy. And, I am eager to

see and experience how God will guide

us in this process to discover creative

ways in which this new model can work

to respond to the ever-emerging needs

ofthe church and the world. Thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: Thank you, so

much. Now, I know that the conference

would want to express their apprecia-

tion of the work of this legislative com-

mittee. Thank you so very, very much.

BISHOP MORGAN: We've had 2

legislative committee chairpersons to

have to leave that are in the conference

for busy activity, and both vice chairs

have really carried the day. And that was

on the General Judicial Administration

here on this committee. We're grateful.

Brother Charles.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern D-

linois): Bishop and members of the con-

ference, we'd like to move to the

Legislative Committee of Independent

Commissions with Gil Caldwell.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right,

brother Caldwell.

GILBERT H. CALDWELL (Eastern

Pennsylvania): Bishop Morgan. There

are 3 items that we have: 2 related to

Communications and 1 related to

Religion and Race. The first of these

items is Calendar Item 71, p. 171 in the

blue book. It relates to the resourcing of

the local church coordinator on com-

munications.

BISHOP MORGAN: What's the

calendar item?

JORDAN: Calendar Item 71.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. On
171.

JORDAN: The item related to adding

to the resourcing process for the local

church coordinator, an item related to

local church video production. The legis-

lative committee voted against this-

nonconcurrence—as we conferred with

each other and with Communications,

believing that this already is happening

in terms of the resourcing and it was

unnecessaiy to add this specific, for this

might open the Pandora's box. And,

therefore, the action is nonconcurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, the

recommendation of the committee is

nonconcurrence. Calendar Item 71. Are

you ready? I don't see a hand. Vote when

the light appears. "Yes" means you sup-

port the recommendation of the com-

mittee in nonconcurrence. And you do

support the committee, "Yes," 860;

"No," 19.

CALDWELL: The 2nd item, Bishop

Morgan, Item 247, p. 240 in the blue

book. It is a Religion and Race concern

item. It is the requesting of a task force

for the study of racism in rural areas.

The task force would involve the Board
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of Global Ministries, Church and
Society, and the United Methodist Rural

Fellowship. Some raise questions about

the financial implications in conference

with the general secretary of Religion

and Race. The funding would come out

of staff travel, and thus the fimding

would be internal. The committee
recommended concurrence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you've

heard the recommendation. Calendar

Item 247. Yes, sir, go to microphone 6,

1

imagine.

CHARLIE COFER (South Georgia):

Bishop Morgan, In light of what's been

happening across this great nation of

ours, I vote ... I move that we . . . I'm

sorry, I don't move. I do not concur with

it for the simple reason that we've got

lots of places we need to spend that

money and that study time rather than

in the rural areas. We need to spend that

time and any money we can lay our

hands on in the urban areas.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you do

not support the recommendation of the

committee. Would anyone else like to

speitk for, or against? Yes? Right over

here. Is that a hand there? Or are you

just ... All right. I'm trying to move
around the room. Microphone 11,

please. Calendar Item 247. We've had 1

speech against the recommendation of

the committee.

BARBARA SHELDON (Kansas

West): Indeed, there is racism in the

rural areas. I urge that we support this.

BISHOP MORGAN: You speak in

favor. 'Tes," in the rear here. Yes,

ma'am? Yeah. Go to microphone 15.

Item 247, 1 speech for and 1 speech

against.

DEUGHT WIER (Central Illinois):

I'm speaking in favor. This situation is

happening in the rural areas, as you well

know, and we want to support this

resolution. We call for a study of racism

in rural areas.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. Do you

want to speak against ... 2 in favor. Are

you ready to vote? All right. Calendar

Item 247 is before you. The recommen-

dation of the committee is concurrence.

Vote when the light appears. You have

supported the committee. "Yes," 758;

"No," 143.

(Calendar Item No. 251. Media
Release Disclaimer)

CALDWELL: Then finally. Bishop

Morgan, communications item ... it is

on p. 241. Calendar Item 251, p. 241 in

the blue book, Calendar Item 251. It is a

media release disclaimer. The petition

suggested that in press releases there

should be a mention of the source from
whence the release comes and a dis-

claimer indicating that that does not

represent the views of the total United

Methodist Church. The committee

voted nonconcurrence 62, 1 against, 3

not voting, feeling that, in fact, as we
conferred again with persons in Com-
munications, that there is some iden-

tification of source and that this would

cause more confusion and would not be

helpfiil. We therefore vote nonconcur-

rence.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you've

heard the recommendation-noncon-

currence in the committee. I do not see

a hand. All right, if you will vote when
the light appears. And the committee is

supported. "Yes," 776; "No," 115.

CALDWELL: Thank you. Bishop

Morgan. This completes the work of the

legislative conomittee and independent

commissions. Thank you.

BISHOP MORGAN: And we salute

you, my friend. Thank you. Brother

Caldwell. We'll turn back to our calen-

dar . . . agenda . . . calendar.

JORDAN: We would not begin any-

thing else, since we're so close to the

time of adjournment . . . the time of

recess, rather. I wish that were true. As
of3:45, we had 350 items remaining that

we've moved rather quickly. We've

moved quite a bit since that time. There

are 4 committees: Financial Administra-

tion, Conferences, Global Ministries,

and Church and Society, and then we
need to hear from GCFA. I would ask

that the legislative chairs of Financial

Administration, Conferences, Global

Administration, and Church and

Society please meet on the platform with

Bishop Jack Tuell, the presiding bishop,

at 7:15 p.m. this evening. That is all I

have this evening.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, over

here. Go to microphone 1, please. I think

we're ready to leave here so we can come
back and get back to work. Microphone

1.

PRISCILLA "DEE-DEE" BUF-
FINGTON (Oregon-Idaho): If it's in

order, bishop, I would move that this

body recommend or request that the

Council of Bishops, over the next quad-

rennium, set aside some of their work to

engage in study and reflection upon our

denomination's theology behind the

Eucharist and bring back a report to the

General Conference in 1996 for the

church's reflection. And ifthere Lb a 2nd,

I'll speak to it.

BISHOP MORGAN: AU right, you'U

need to get us a copy of that. All right.

BUFFINGTON: OK I am very much
in sympathy with my brother's concern

in needing to see that 80 homebound
people receive the sacrament, and I am
not concerned particularly about who is

duly authorized. I am concerned that the

action that we took authorizing or per-

mitting laity to serve the sacrament to

homebound people implies a theological

understanding that I don't believe is in

accord with our denomination's think-

ing.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, thank

you. Is there someone who'd like to

speak in opposition of the mo-

tion . . . the amendment? Yes. (Jo to

microphone 7. We must move now. I

don't believe we can take anymore mo-

tions after this 1. We must move to

recess. Cxo ahead. Microphone 2. It's

there.

TOM A. DONELSON (Kansas East):

I thought we had pretty much discussed

this a little bit earlier, but my concern

would be as this. Number 1, as I under-

stand, and being a laity there's nothing

in any pieces of literature or anything

that has been discussed. First of all,

we're still saying the clergy is consecrat-

ing the elements, and that is to me the

key element. The fact that the laity may
participate, is in fact not changing the

act of the sacrament itself but only en-

hancing ....

BISHOP MORGAN: All right. The
motion was to form a study group and

refer it for study.

DONALDSON: I'm . . . OK
BISHOP MORGAN: Brother Sayre. I

mean, excuse me, microphone 2?

CHARLES SAYRE (Southern New
Jersey): This motion is for a full-blown

study by the (Council of Bishops. We're

in the pausing moments here. This is an

order of a mtgor study, and I think,

without more reflection, we need to

defeat this.

BISHOP MORGAN: All right, you're

against the motion. Anyone to speak for

it? Yes. You have a big voice, but I don't

see your body! All right, are you ready to

vote on this? If you would support the

motion to refer this study to the Coimcil

of Bishops, vote when the light appears.
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I mean, you know, vote is what I mean.

All right, it is not sustained, "Yes," 207;

"No," 669. I turn to the secretary for

announcements.

CAEOLYN WAKOM: A request has

come for an update on Bishop

Hancock's condition. I'm glad to report

to you that he is making satisfactory

progress, and you would also like to

know that arrangements have been

made for Mrs. Hancock to have an

apartment here in Louisville and to

remain here until he is able to return

home. In addition, the report on the

offering that was taken for Pages and

Marshalls is $11,016.

BISHOP MORGAN: WeU, that's

great. All right. I'm going to turn to

Thom White Wolf Fassett at micro-

phone 13 to dismiss us with a closing

prayer, who is the secretary of the

General Board of Church and Society.

THOM WHITE WOLF FASSETT:
Shall we join our hearts in prayer?

(prayer)

Friday Evening

May 15, 1992
Bishop Jack Tuell, presiding

BISHOP JACKTUELL: WUl the con-

ference please come to order? Will you

please move to your seats as quickly as

you can? In 2 minutes, we are to begin

the evening session. We'll ask our song

leader to lead us in number 261: "Lord

of the Dance." Pleeise move to your

places as quickly as possible.

(Hymn)

If you'll take your seats, please. Take

your seats. Will all the delegates to the

General Conference please move to your

places. Take your seat as soon as pos-

sible. Will you come to order, please?

Plesise come to order. We want to move
on. You'll remember that the order of

the day calls for us to have our worship

at 9:45, and I always like to be at worship

on time. So we'll all hope and pray for

that. We now are ready to turn to our

chairperson of the orders of the day,

Charles Jordan. Excuse me, courtesies

first.

PHYLLIS FERGUSON (Pacific

Northwest): If Pat Miller from the South

Indiana Conference is here, would you

come forward? And while she's coming,

would Ed Paup of the Rock Mountain

Conference go to No. 14. He's gone. Is

Pat Miller here?

BISHOP TUELL: Where's everybody

going?

FERGUSON: Oh, you're there. I'm

sorry.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Do you

have a matter, no. 14?

ED PAUP (Rocky Mountain): Yes,

pleetse, bishop.

BISHOP TUELL: In matters of cour-

tesies, yes, go ahead.

PAUP: With appreciation to our

friends in the Louisville area for provid-

ing such a significant location for us and

giving us such a tremendous time during

the General Conference, we also want to

acknowledge that we in theDenver Area

and the Western Jurisdiction, those in

the Denver area, Yellowstone and Rocky

Mountain conferences, are very much
looking forward to hosting General

Conference in 1996 in Denver. And we
would like to have persons from those 2

conferences stand and showyou our bet-

ter sides.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. OK Very

good.

FERGUSON: I will just read this from

Pat Miller. "I celebrate the fact that we
are a global church. I also celebrate the

fact that this General Conference has

enabled non-English speaking delegates

to express their opinions and concerns

in their own languages ..."

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you.

FERGUSON: "I hope our next

General Conference will provide the

delegates the opportunity to here the

proclamation ofthe Word ofGod by one

of our brothers or sisters in his or her

own language."

BISHOP TUELL: OK. Thank you

very much. That is a step forward, a

giant step forward, in our General Con-

ference, and we're grateful for that.

There was a delegate from Cuba with a

matter. Areyou ready with that courtesy

matter? Not yet. All right. Yes, I recog-

nize the delegate in the white.

JEAN HENDERSON (Holston):

Bishop, I would like to offer a brief

resolution to the conference. May I do

that?

BISHOP TUELL: You may try it.

HENDERSON: All right. Whereas

the General Conference Secretary,

Carolyn Marshall, has made effective

use of electronic equipment to process

petitions and expedite the work of the

legislative committees in plenary ses-

sions of the General Conference, and
whereas tlie preparation of the Book of

Discipline 1992 and the Book ofResolu-

tions 1992 has been improved by this

technology, be it resolved:

1) the General Conference Secretaiy,

Caroljm Marshall, be commended for

this efficient method for tracking the

petition process of our church, and

2) that the General Conference

Secretary and Commission on the

General Conference, and the United

Methodist Publishing House be

authorized to evaluate this process fol-

lowing General Conference and develop

plans for continued perfection of an ap-

propriate system to receive petitions,

carefully process the consideration of

the issues, and accurately prepare the

Book ofDiscipline 1996 and the Book of

Resolutions 1996.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. It's before

you. Is there any question about that? If

you'll approve, lift a hand. Opposed? It

is carried. Now, we don't want to have a

lot of motions and courtesies, because

they should reaUy go to a committee. If

this is something really impor-

tant . . . no. 9.

HUBERT BLANCHARD (Louisiana):

Bishop Tuell, I have a question on the

Judicial Council ruling on the health-

care plan. Did the council consider the

possible liability that the general church

may have on the mandated health in-

surance proposal? Have we forgotten

the Pacific Homes matter so soon? It

calls, it calls to our conference . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Just a moment.

You're asking them a question? You'll

have to ask that of the Judicial Council.

BLANCHARD: WeU, that's what I'm

asking you to ask them. You have more

clout than I do.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, you're asking

a question. I haven't looked around to

see if they're here, but they've heard it.

So I guess they can think about that.

BLANCHARD: I'm asking a question.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, thank

you.

BLANCHARD: Is this not a matter

that has been decided to this date by the

annual conferences, the base body ofthe

church?

BISHOP TUELL: OK, thank you very

much. Now we're ready to turn to calen-

dars . .

.

CHARLES JORDAN (Northern B-

linois): I'm talking with my coordinator.

These are the items. I would say one
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thing that because we are going to

receive a report from the General Coun-
cil of Finance and Administration, I

would ask that we move that the rules be
suspended for the purpose of distribu-

tion of materials.

BISHOP TUELL: You've heard this

motion to suspend the rules in order that

we can distribute the materials right

now to be considered later this evening.

Ifyou'll approve, or ifyou do not wish to

approve, vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 735; "No," 25. The rules are

suspended and the material may be dis-

tributed. I hope the pages and so forth

are ready to do that as quickly as pos-

sible.

JORDAN: The first ... the first legis-

lative committee to come beforeyou wiU
be the Legislative Committee on Con-

ferences with Vance Summers. That will

be followed by the report from GCFA.
Then we will return to the Legislative

Committee on Conferences. Following

that, Financial Administration with

Sandra Lackore. Following that, Church
and Society with James Lawson. And
then Global Missions with Twick Mor-

rison. We have been informed by the

coordinator that we have approximately

121 calendar items left.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Let's go.

VANCE SUMMERS JR. (West Ohio):

Good evening. I'm Vance Summers from

the Conference Legislative Committee.

Please turn with me to p. 336, blue DCA,
Calendar Item 784. This is a legislative

matter which was dealt with on the first

day of General Conference. It prevents

persons from receiving any other com-

pensation other than the per diem that

is for all delegates. A similar motion was

passed the first day of General Con-

ference. We vote a concurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Apparent-

ly this is the same motion that was

adopted earlier. Anyone who would wish

to speak? All right, then, please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 771;

"No," 25. It prevaUs.

(Calendar Item No. 13; Lay Delates to

General Conference)

SUMMERS: Page 167 of the DCA,
blue. This is Calendar Item 13. On our

last . . . one the other times when we
were before this General Conference,

you voted all of the items . . . one item,

perhaps, I should say-one item related

to delegates, lay delegates to General

Conference, Jurisdictional Conferences,

and Central Conferences. This calendar

item deals with all the others that were
nonconcurred.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It's before

you. Are you ready? Please vote when
the light appears.

SUMMERS: The next one is Calendar

Item . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Just a moment.
"Yes," 828; "No," 25. It prevails.

(Calendar Item No. 791; Assignment of
Bishops)

SUMMERS: WeU, I think we should

roll while we can. Calendar Item 791,

524 of the blue DCA.
BISHOP TUELL: Page 524?

SUMMERS: 524. Calendar Item 791.

BISHOP TUELL: Please give the page

first. It helps.

SUMMERS: 524, blue DCA. You wiU
find it on 337. Strike that one. Look for

it on page 524 of the blueDCA. Calendar

Item 791. This issue has to do with the

assignment process of bishops. The
recommendation is that a bishop may be

assigned for a third quadrennium. The
legislative committee action was concur-

rent as amended, 52-5-0. There is a

minority report, which will be shared by

Glenn Kohlhepp.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Minority

report.

GLENN KOHLHEPP (Western Pen-

nsylvania): You will notice that the

minority report would ask for a fourth

quadrennium assignment of a bishop,

which would extend the present system.

Greetings to you in the name of Jesus

Christ our Lord! The present normal
term for a bishop to be assigned an area

is 8 years. Currently, an annual con-

ference may request, for missional

reasons, the extension of that residency

for an additional 4 years. This amend-
ment would allow for a bishop to be

reassigned yet another term.

Paul Detrick at the Center for Parish

Development, in a 1983 study, indicated

that 4-6 years of an assignment are tran-

sitional in nature, leaving 2-4 years of an

8-year assignment for mutual decisions

concerning the focus of ministry in an

annual conference within an area. The
office of bishop is integral to the work of

the church. We're convinced that longer

assignments for bishops can revitalize

the annual conference in the same man-
ner that longer pastoral appointments

strengthen charges in local churches.

This amendment maintains the basic

8-year limit on assignment, unless a

longer assignment is deemed, by all con-

cerned, to be in the best interest of the

jurisdiction. It's time to provide for this

kind of flexibility. Please consider

seriously the opportunity provided in

the minority report. God bless you all.

BISHOP TUELL: OK, thank you very

much. Now, as I read the minority

report, I believe the only word that has

changed is the word "third" to "fourth."

SUMMERS: Correct.

BISHOP TUELL: So, I'm going to

treat this as an amendment rather than

getting into all the business about sub-

stitutes and everything. Does that sound
aU right with the house? Good. All right

So, it's an amendment before us. Is there

discussion on the amendment? Yes.

Microphone No. 4.

DIGHT W. GRAIN (Southern New
England): I would speak against this

amendment and against the original

petition. I think some of the church

people have forgotten when we had
long-term episcopal assignments. We
have an 8-year rule. We made an excep-

tion for missional reasons, for 12. Now
we're going to keep going on and on. And
in those jurisdictions that have relative-

ly few bishops, it will make it very dif-

ficult for assignments to be made. And I

feel that this is not in the best interest

of the church. I urge that it be defeated.

BISHOP JACK TUELL: Thank you.

Yes, someone for? In the yellow coat?

Are you speaking for the amendment?
RICHARD L. WRIGHT (West Vir-

ginia): We have found in our experience

in the annual conference that having our

bishop for a longer time has been an

asset to our conference for very mis-

sional reasons. But we also feel that the

church needs to look at this limitation

on the very bodies that are responsible

for the assignment of bishops, which are

the Jurisdictional Committee on Epis-

copacy and the Jurisdictional Con-

ference itself. Bishops are not limited in

appointing pastors. These bodies ought

not to be limited in appointing bishops.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. We've had

2 speeches for. Is there someone who
wishes to speak against? Are you ready

to vote? All right. Please vote when the

light appears. We're on the amendment
that would allow a 4th quadrennium

under certain circumstances. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 201;

"No," 694. The amendment does not

prevail. We now are on the main motion.
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Any . . . ? Do you wish to vote? All right.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 702; "No," 181. The motion car-

ries.

SUMMERS: Page 337, blue DCA.
BISHOP TUELL: 337, blue DCA.

(Calendar Item No. 792; Conference
Agency Membership)

SUMMERS: Calendar Item 792.

BISHOP TUELL: Calendar Item 792.

SUMMERS: Let me give you some
deletions, please, because of printing er-

rors. Delete the word "attached" after

substitute. Delete "substitute for

10599."

BISHOP TUELL: Do you see what he
is talking about? It's right in the 3rd line

of 792. The word "attached" is struck;

and then 3 lines down, what's the . . . ?

SUMMERS: "Substitute for 10599."

Delete that as well.

BISHOP TUELL: Delete that phrase.

All right. Go ahead.

SUMMERS: It is for conference agen-

cy membership. There is a substitute

attached. The legislative action is con-

currence as amended.

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

SUMMERS: The other twist to this is

that there was a minority report which
was determined is not a minority report;

it is to retain what is currently in, you
see, so the maker and signers of that

minority report withdrew it.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. That's

been withdrawn, so we actually cross out

all of the minority report. And we have

this matter before us now. Is there a

discussion? Yes? No. 4. No. 4.

RICHARD NICODEMUS (New
York): We are not reporting as the

minority group. I'm from the New York
Conference. I'd like to offer an amend-
ment, please?

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

NICODEMUS: I'd like to have the

2nd par. deleted and replaced with the

following par. It should read as follows:

"In doing this, the annual conference

shall utilize mandated structures cur-

rently in existence." If I have a 2nd, I'd

like to speak to that.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It's been

seconded.

NICODEMUS: Bishop, we struggled

with this issue for a very long time, and
what has deeply troubled us is the use of

the permissive word "may" in the peti-

tion as we see it. In addition, the phrase

"other mandated structures not

withstanding," seems to us, offers and
actually encourages exclusionary prac-

tices required by their elimination. I

wanted to make a few brief points. First,

we had no way of knowing what these

mandated structures were.We struggled

through this, and we perceived them to

be windows of opportunities which are

designed to offer . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Just a moment.
What's your point of order? No. 1,

what's your point of order?

ARVIN LUCHS (Oregon-Idaho):

Bishop, this amendment would seem to

be simply what we wouldbe returning to

if we voted nonconcurrence with this.

BISHOP TUELL: I don't think it's

necessarily directly contradictory, so I

rule your point of order out. Go ahead.

NICODEMUS: We were struggling

with the issue of what mandated struc-

tures were, and we found them to be

windows of opportunities designed to

offer hope for the disadvantaged and the

disenfranchised in our society. Second-

ly, we ask ourselves what are these man-
dated structures which would be

affected by this legislation?

BISHOP TUELL: You need to wind

up.

NICODEMUS: We found that they

would be the United Methodist Women,
the United Methodist Men, the board of

laity, the Board of Global Ministry, and
so on.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. Your time is up.

NICODEMUS: I request that we vote

against this motion.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. Now would someone wish to speak

against that amendment? Yes I

see ... go to microphone 7.

CHARLES HEFLEY (North In-

diana): The amendment takes every-

thing out of the petition, due to a

Judicial Council ruling, 707~as it is in

which the attempt is to return it to—in-

dicates that all the "shalls" must be.

We're asking for some flexibility to be

able to do some things creative in struc-

ture. If you'll notice, the 1st part of that

amendment, or that petition, indicates

that all the functions and the connec-

tioned relationships shall be maintained.

And we're concerned about nos. being

identified as you have to have this

amount of nos. on the committee or

commission. We'd like flexibility, and
we feel this gives us the option to do it

I hope that you would support the peti-

tion.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you veiy

much. Someone wish to speak for this

amendment that's been ofTered by Mr.

Nicodemus? I don't see anyone. Anyone
wish to speak against? Are you ready to

vote? We're voting on the Nicodemus
amendment. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 191; "No," 646. The
amendment does not prevail. We have

before us this item now. Are you ready?

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 776; "No," IIL The measurepas-

ses.

(Calendar Item No. 1300; Speaking for
the Church)

SUMMERS: Page 453, blue DCA.
Calendar Item 1300. Speaking for the

church.

BISHOP TUELL: Give you a little bit

of time to be sure you find it. Page 453,

1300. The recommendation is noncon-

currence. Are you ready? Please vote

when the light appears. 'Tes," 786;

"No," 78. The committee recommenda-

tion is sustained.

SUMMERS: Page 455, blue DCA.
Calendar No. 1325. It relates to lay ob-

servers elected to the board of ordained

ministry. All clergy members and all

elected lay members or observers to the

board of ordained ministry may attend

and shall have voice in the clergy ses-

sion. Only ordained clergy in the full

connection may vote. The committee

voted concurrence with substitute as

amended, 41-14.

BISHOP TUELL: This matter Lb

before you, yes? Microphone No. 3.

MARCUSFANG (Wisconsin): In light

of Calendar Item 1739 on p. 612, 1 need

to offer an amendment to make it con-

sistent with the other. I move to amend
a petition by adding the words after the

sentence in line 15, between "ftUl

connection" and "may vote," these

words, "and the elected lay members of

the board of ordained ministry."

BISHOP TUELL: Would you please

explain that again? Line 15 from the top

of the page?

FANG: Yes, 455 in the bold-if you

count down to line 15 where it says

"only the ordained clergy in full

connection"; then you add these words,

"and the elected lay members on the

Board of Ordained Ministry." May I ex-

plain why, bishop?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, you may. i
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FANG: The whole idea of this petition

from the Wisconsin Conference Board
of Ordained Ministry was to recognize

the crucial role played by the lay ob-

servers and to encourage their future

participation. Hence, this petition to

change the status of the lay observers of

the board of ordained ministry to lay

members of the board of ordained min-
istry. And this has already been taken

care of by the other Petition, 1739. I so

move.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The chair

needs to observe that, in the chair's

opinion, this raises Constitutional is-

sues; and it would appear to me that,

depending on the vote on this matter,

you may wish to seek a Judicial Council

ruling. But I think it's only fair to raise

that issue. All right. Yes? Are you speak-

ing against the amendment that's been

offered?

BILL CROUCH (North Texas): The
item that we adopted~or would be

adopted because it's on the Consent

Calendar-No. 1739 specifically says lay

members shall have a vote except on

matters prohibited by par. 36, article 2,

in the Constitution. In light of that ac-

tion, it may very well be that we will

want to vote nonconcurrence on this

item presented in this way, because this

avoids the Constitutional issue~the

one . . . the other one that is presently

on the Consent Calendar.

BISHOP TUELL: I see. All right.

Thank you. It's a speech against the

amendment. Anyone else wish to ... ?

Yes? Microphone No. 7.

THOMAS FLINN (Baltimore): I have

a question, bishop. In your estimation,

what was on the Consent Calendar?

Does that give the right of lay observers

to be voting members except on Con-

stitutional issues?

BISHOP TUELL: I have not studied

that 1, so I'd have to look at the wording.

And I'm not sure that right now that's

relevant to this discussion. Do you think

it is?

FLINN: Yes, I do.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. What
page is that on? And the no. is?

SUMMERS: 1739.

BISHOP TUELL: 1739. And your

question again, is?

FLINN: Whether or not, by voting

this down, where does that leave the

other petition that was passed? I

thought we could get out ofthis dilemma

by simply adding the words "except on

Constitutional issues" to the amend-
ment that was just made, and I think

that should correct it. And I would
propose that, if that would dear up the

issue.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, 1739 refers to

theboard ofordained ministiy and to lay

persons elected, and it gives them a

limited vote on matters in that board

other than matters prohibited by the

Constitution.

FLINN: Yes. And that's ... the

reason I'm saying that is, if that has

passed, I'm very happy with that But, in

turning this down, does that have any

effect on that petition? In turning down
the petition that's in front of us at the

present time?

BISHOP TUELL: This petition ... let

me read this petition again. This is talk-

ing about an executive session of the

annual conference, and the other is talk-

ing about membership on the board of

ordained ministry and the limited vote

there.

FUNN:OK.
BISHOP TUELL: I think they're 2

separate issues.

FLINN: Thank you very much. You've
cleared it up.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right.

Now we have the vote of the amend-
ment of the Wisconsin delegate before

us. Areyou ready to vote on that amend-
ment? Let us, then, please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 293; "No," 533.

The amendment does not prevail. We
still have before us the measure. Is there

any further discussion of this particular

item? Excuse me? Yes, no. 9, in the black

blouse, I guess, with the necklace.

MARILYN M. HUNTINGTON
(California-Pacific): I have a question of

the chair. When it talks in the amend-
ment about clergy members of the an-

nual conference being seated in the

executive session, does that include

probationary clergy members?

SUMMERS: That's defined in

another paragraph. That is not defmed

here. Two clergy members are . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU . .

.

HUNTINGTON: And so the answer is

no. You are not opening that up to

probationary members.

BISHOP TUELL: That is 701.1. It

describes all the different classes of cler-

gy members. So, presumably, in answer

to your question, this paragraph does

say that all clergy members of the con-

ference may attend and shall have voice

in the clergy session. It seems to me that,

well, I don't know if I should comment
on that.

SUMMERS: My undersUnding is

whomever the (General Conference

defines as clergy members would be the

person who would be there in the clergy

session.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, no. 9.

HUNTINGTON: WeU, I just believe

that that's a significant shift in how we
have defined the executive session ofthe

annual conference. I know that it says

that fuU connection persons can

have . . . only fuU connection persons

have vote, but even to have probationary

members as a part of the executive ses-

sion is a m^or shift. And I don't have an

amendment ready, but I think we need

to consider that.

BISHOP TUELL: I believe that there

are other provisions in the Discipline

stUl in place that allow the conference to

declare an executive session. Is that stiU

in place? AU right. Are there other dis-

cussions on 1325? Are you ready to vote

on this matter? All right. Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 593;

"No," 278. The motion prevails. 1325

carries.

SUMMERS: Page 453, blue DCA.
Calendar Item 1296. The subject is

"Inter-Jurisdictional Committee on
Episcopacy." This states a process to

affect transfer of bishops to cross juris-

dictional lines. Our previous action was

concur. Our action was concur with

similar Petitions 12252 and Calendar

Item 795. And, therefore, our recom-

mendation here is nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. This is

slightly different than the others, right?

SUMMERS: Yes, it is.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Recom-

mendation is nonconcurrence. Please

vote when the light appears. All right

"Yes," 808; "No," 61. The item is passed.

(Calendar Item No. 1292;

100 Years at Scarrett)

SUMMERS: 453 again. This is Calen-

dar Item 1292, "Celebrating 100 years of

lay education in the tradition of Scarritt-

Bennett Center." And this is a resolu-

tion recognizing the role of

Scarritt-Bennett in lay education. The
legislative committee's action is concur-

rence. 6500.

BISHOP TUELL: All right Any ques-

tion? Please vote when the light appears.

Oh, I'm soriy, excuse me. No. 14. no. 14.
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JIMMY CARR (Mississippi): This

petition asks for special privilege to ask

all the persons who had some relation-

ship with the Scarritt College, Scarritt

Graduate School, or, now, the Scarritt-

Bennett Center to at least stand. We
have the executive director of the Scar-

ritt-Bennett Center, Maxine Clark

Beech, and then the president of the

board, Marilyn Winners, with us; and

we're excited that this institution, in

different ways, has served The United

Methodist Church for 100 years.

BISHOP TUELL: Why don't we wait

and vote, and, if we pass it, we'U have

them stand. All right. Right over here.

Microphone No. 4.

ANN SHERER (Texas): WhUe we're

celebrating Scarritt-Bennett, I'd like to

add an amendment to this motion. I

would like to amend the motion to

recommend that our boards and agen-

cies meet at Scarritt-Bennett, where we
can meet for $26.00 a day, room and

board.

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

SUMMERS: Bishop that's part of it

already. It's already here.

BISHOP TUELL: Is it? The chair in-

forms me that is already a part of the

motion. Okay? Are you ready to vote?

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 870; "No," 32. The item passes.

Now, in accordance with the suggestion,

would all persons who have had associa-

tion with Scarritt, Scarritt-Bennett

Center, throughout its long and il-

lustrious history stand for a moment?
Would you do that? Thank you very

much. All right. Go ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 152; District Direc-

tor ofReligion and Race)

SUMMERS: Blue DCA, p. 526, Calen-

dar Item 1521: "District Director of

Religion and Race." The action is con-

currence as amended. 6210.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you. Is

there any question? The recommenda-

tion is concurrence. Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 816; "No," 57

[757]. The matter passes.

SUMMERS: Page 266, blue DCA.
Calendar Item 342: "Election of a Con-

ference Lay Leader."

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Page 266,

Calendar Item 342.

SUMMERS: Legislative action, non-

concurrence. 6401.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you. Are
you ready? Please vote when the light

appears. 808, "Yes"; 42, "No." The
recommendation of nonconcurrence is

agreed with. Yes, right here in the front

row. No. 3.

JACK PATTERSON (Western Pen-

nsylvania): The question in our group is

"Why are we dealing with these?" The
last 4 or 5 have been zero, negative, or 1

negative; cmd I guess maybe there's

something here that we don't under-

stand.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, we'U get an

answer to that.

SUMMERS: They were taken from

the Consent Calendar.

BISHOP TUELL: They were lifted?

SUMMERS: Lifted.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, whoever the

5 people were decided not to debate.

Yes? Now is this . . . what is this you

have? No. 4.

ROBERT K SWEET (Southern New
England): Bishop Tuell, I move to

suspend the rules in order to lift the

number of names required to lift it from

the Consent Calendar.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The mo-

tion is to suspend the rules for that pur-

pose . .

.

SWEET: Maybe I will need to

rephrase the motion differently.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, just don't

argue with ... Go ahead.

SWEET: . . . smce it's already been

lifted. But I can do that, I think.

BISHOP TUELL: What's your mo-

tion?

SWEET: If the rules are suspended.

BISHOP TUELL: No. You're

suspending the rules for what purpose?

SWEET: In order to facilitate voting

on everything that has less than 15 sig-

natures, in one fell swoop.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The mo-

tion is to suspend the rules for that pur-

pose. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 580; "No," 299. The
rules are not suspended. No, that's 66. It

takes 66 and 2/3. OK. Go ahead.

SUMMERS: Bishop, we have one item

on par. 608, which our secretaiy, Sue

Messenger, will share with you.

(Reconsideration of
Calendar Item No. 1314)

SUSAN D. MESSENGER (Northern

Indiana): Bishop, we ask for recon-

sideration of Calendar Item 1314, which

refers . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: What p. no., please?

MESSENGER: Sony, p. 454 in the

DCA. This refers to the Discipline par.

608.

BISHOP TUELL: Calendar item?

MESSENGER: 1314.

BISHOP TUELL: OK
MESSENGER: And we are asking for

reconsideration so that the 3 points in

par. 608 can be brought into conformity.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, did you

vote with the prevailing side?

MESSENGER: Yes.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. This is a

motion for reconsideration. If you will

reconsider, lift the hand. Opposed?

Well, it is easily 2/3. It's reconsidered,

it's before us again.

MESSENGER: What we would add to

this paragraph, or this petition. Calen-

dar Item 1314, which is found in the

white Advance DCA on p. 1092. And it

refers to the Discipline par. 608. The
petition is on the very bottom of the

left-hand column, Petitions to the

General Conference, Petition Item

11803.

BISHOP TUELL: OK.
MESSENGER: What we would

propose is that in 608, 5.5, petitions

must be postmarked by National Postal

Service no later than 120 days, rather

than 60 days, and in .6, if petitions are

transmitted by a means other than the

National Postal Service, they must be in

the hands of the petition secretary no

later than 90 days prior to the opening

session. This will bring us into conform-

ity of your action previously.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. So you're

offering this now as an amendment to

the earlier item.

MESSENGER: Yes, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: Right?

MESSENGER: Yes, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. This is an

amendment. You've heard it. Any ques-

tions? Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 787; "No," 103. The
amendment prevails. Now would you

offer the motion as amended. You can

just say that.

MESSENGER: I'll just say it then.

BISHOP TUELL: I offer the motion

as amended.

MESSENGER: I offer the motion as

amended. Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: OK OK It's before

you. Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 840; "No," 44. The matter

prevails. Yes? Seeing people in the front

row reminds me ofmy 1st General Con-
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ference in 1964. Our conference drew
the Ist row, and we were able to get the

attention of the chair anytime. And we
had a club called the 900 Club, and to be

a member of it, you had to have made a

motion that was defeated by at least 900

votes. Go ahead. No. 3.

PAUL V. CHAFFEE (Western Pen-

nsylvania): I hope this is not one ofthose

times.

BISHOP TUELL: OK.
CHAFFEE: Mr. chairman, I move to

suspend the rules to allow the General

Conference to deal 1st with those peti-

tions carrying a negative vote in excess

of 10 persons. And then, if time is still

available, to deal with all others.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right, it's a mo-

tion to suspend the rules to offer that

kind of a motion. It's not debatable. If

you wish to suspend the rules, or you

wish to vote against it. Now, this has to

be a question, this is not debatable. No.

13.

DAVID M. STANLEY (Iowa): How
would this motion, if carried, affect the

status of items that are found with a

minority report?

BISHOP TUELL: I don't think that it

would affect that.

STANLEY: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. We're

voting on suspending the rules for this

purpose. Now, if this is a ... no debate.

If you wish to siospend the rules, please

indicate by your vote, "yes" or "no."

When the light appears. It's right in

front of me here. All right, the rules are

suspended. Why don't you offer that mo-

tion now. ("Yes," 710; "No," 189). All

right, he's made the motion, and we

ought to get the copy ofthat motion. But

doyou wish to speak to it? All right, right

over here. We need the text of that so we

... no. 2.

CHARLES W. PEARCE (Florida): I

would like to amend that to 16 votes,

instead of 10.

BISHOP TUELL: Didn't he say . . . 10.

All right, then the amendment is to

change it to 16. That is if they have . .

.

PEARCE: 16 negative votes, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: 16 negative votes.

All right.

PEARCE: That we vote on them all

together at one time.

BISHOP TUELL: Is there a 2nd to

this? Do you want to speak to that?

PEARCE: No sir, the house has heard

enough.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, good.

Anybody want to apeak on that amend-
ment? Do you understand what's before

us? Well, some ofyou don't. I would like

to get that in writing. You're supposed to

have it in writing before you make it

Let's . . . why don't jrou just give it to us?

Cut the red Upe. All right. Well, all this

says is move to suspend the rules. All

right. Thank you very much. Thank you.

That's what happens whenyou try to cut

red tape, I mean, you know. All right, the

motion is, we have already suspended

the rules to allow the General Con-

ference to deal 1st with those petitions

carrying a negative vote in excess of 10

persons, and then, if time if still avail-

able, to deal with the other petitions.

And the amendment is to make that

number 16, carrying a negative vote in

excess of 16 persons. Now the amend-
ment is before us, changing 10 to 16. You
want to speak to that? You must, well,

there is someone with a card up, you

want to speak to that amendment?
That's what is before you. No. 9.

KENNETH L. CARDER (Holston): I

would like to ask a question, please. I'm

not sure what this means. We have a

Genetic Task Force report that was ap-

proved by the legislative committee, but

then it was pulled from the Consent

Calendar in order to simply make a

statement about that report. Does this

mean that that report would not be

adopted then?

BISHOP TUELL: No, it merely gives

priority to those petitions carrying a

negative vote of so many. It doesn't

mean it won't get to them. It means that

it will come later. You might not get to

them.

CARDER: But if we do not get to it,

that does not mean that the report

would not have been approved?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, it depends

what you do with it

CARDER: OK.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, now, yes,

way in the back. Are you speaking to the

amendment to change 10 to 16? No. 15.

JEAN A. CRAMER-HEUERMAN
(Central Dlinois): I have a question. Is it

true that if we did not act on some of

these items because they were put

toward the end, they would then simply

be referred, and could not have the force

of church policy?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, that is often

an action that is taken, that they are

referred out to the appropriate boards

and agencies, and so forth. That can

happen if the body decides to do it that

way.

CRAMER-HEUERMAN: But if we
were to approve this procedure, either aa

amended or as originally proposed, then

we would automatically be saying that

about those things that we did not act

on.

BISHOP TUELL: No, I think not You
would not automatically be saying any-

thing. It depends on the time.

CRAMER-HEUERMAN: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: All right Are you

ready to vote now? Those . . . please vote

on the issue of the amendment, putting

the number 16 in, when the light ap-

pears. All right "Yes," 471; "No," 445.

The amendment prevails.

We now have the motion as amended,

which is that we deal Ist with petitions

carrying a negative vote in excess of 16,

and then if time is still available, to deal

with other petitions. AU right, please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 696;

"No," 207. This motion passes, and we
ought to ... I hope that we can get this

sorted out so that we can not lose time

fmding the ones with 16 or more. Yes.

VANCE SUMMERS: Yes, bishop, we
wiU be able to sort those out very quick-

ly. We have completed the work of con-

ferences, and we thank you very much.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right, we are

ready now for the report of GCFA. Yes,

No. 9.

(Request for Judicial Council RuUng)

HUNTINGTON: Bishop, would it be

in order to ask for a Judicial Council

decision regarding Calendar Item 1325,

regarding the membership of clergy in

the executive session of the annual con-

ference?

BISHOP TUELL: I believe it would.

HUNTINGTON: I would so move.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, we have a

motion that the action 1325 Calendar

Item, that a request go to the Judicial

CouncU for a declaratory decision on its

Disciplinary and (Constitutional stand-

ing. Are you ready to vote on that?

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 705; "No," 173. You have voted

to ask the Judicial C^uncU for this

ruling. AU right, are we ready? Is CiCFA

ready? Bishop RusseU?

BISHOP JOHN T RUSSELL: May I

ask that Clifford Droke would come to

the podium, please, to assist in our

report. I'm sureyou wiU give permission
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to ... of course, CliiTord is a general

secretary. The general secretaries are all

seated here with voice.

CLIFFORD DROKE: There have

been 2 reports distributed to you this

evening. One is Report No. 16, the other

is Report No. 18, which reaUy is for

information only. And then we have an

additional report responding to requests

that you have made. We want to present

Report No. 16 first, "General Council on

Finance and Administration Financial

References." In presenting this report,

we believe that we have responded to the

action of General Conference in estab-

lishing a new fund, Mission Initiatives

Fund, at the session this morning. So

GCFA now brings its reconmiendation:

No. 1 is the allocation of the

$2,512,000 from theWorld Service Fund

for 1992 General Conference new
programs. Basically it is the same as we
presented this morning.

lA: the National Plan for Hispanic

Ministry. The request was for

$3,100,000. GCFA recommends

$1,900,000 allocated in the following,

ways you see, to those boards.

And then the B is the same as our

request this morning.

The report adopted by the General

Conference requests $1,200,000 for the

program and its administration. GCFA
recommends that $612,000 be included

in the World Service Fund budget, the

receipts be allocated to the General

Board of Global Ministries.

Now, when we come to No. 2, Mission

Initiatives Fund is the fund you voted

this morning to establish. It's been

referred to us, and GCFA has considered

the matter and recommends the estab-

lishment of an apportioned fund to be

titled, "Mission Initiatives Fund for the

1993-1996 Quadrennium." GCFA
recommendation contains exactly the

same totals and allocation of funds as

provided by the General Conference ac-

tion earlier today. Quadrennial asking

for this fund will be $850,000 per year,

to be apportioned to annual conferences

using the same formula as is used in the

World Service Fund.

Then you note that the funds will be

distributed as follows, this was a part of

the amendment. In fact, this was the

amendment. We have listed the percent-

ages that were voted. The dollar

amounts for those percentages you will

find on p. 2 of Report No. 18, the bottom

of the page. Fifty-four percent to be ad-

ministered by the General Board of

Global Ministries, as provided in the

plan adopted by General Conference.

The National Plan for Hispanic Min-

istry, 24% to be administered by the

agencies listed in Section lA of this

report.
**

The NativeAmerican Comprehensive

Plan, 12% to be administered by the

General Board of Global Ministries.

And the Special Program Campus
Ministry, 7% to be administered by the

General Board of Higher Education and

Ministiy.

The Committee on Older Adult Mini-

stries, 1.5% to be administered by the

General Board of Discipleship.

Developing Congregations for Deaf

Ministries, 1.5% to be administered by

the General Board of Global Ministries.

Then I call to your attention, the ad-

ministering agencies are authorized to

seek approval for additional fimding

through General Advance or World Ser-

vice special gift channels and undesig-

nated funds. No. 3 . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Excuse me, do you

want to go through the whole report

first, or do you want to act on this first

one? Do you want to do the whole . .

.

DROKE: I want to do the whole

report, if that's all right.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, go ahead.

DROKE: No. 3, and No. 4, and No. 5,

and No. 6 are the same as presented in

the report this morning, and those were

not amended. So we present the report

at this time.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, this is

before you, yes? This is all before us

right at the moment. Go ahead, no. 6.

WALTER DERISO JR (South Geor-

gia): I raise a parliamentary inquiry,

bishop. At the time this was referred

this morning, I had made an amend-

ment which was seconded; and it had

not been acted upon, concerning the

spending of church funds for alcoholic

beverages.

DROKE: Yes, we're going to respond

to that. The reason we did not put that

here, we thought that was not ap-

propriate for us to include that amend-

ment in the fmancial references, but

we're going to speak to that.

BISHOP TUELL: That's going to be

coming up.

DROKE: Yes.

DERISO: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. All

right, yes. No. 5.

JOE M. WHTTTEMORE (North

Creorgia): I have a question on the infor-

mation that is presented as Report No.

18. 1 believe the question earlier was to

have a comparison of the total receipts

for this quadrennium, as compared to

the apportionments as they stand. Am I

to . . . my question is, is the total receipts

for the quadrennium we are in now,

estimated, the total of the $84 million,

the $88 million, the $91 million and the

$95 million in the second column?

BISHOP RUSSELL: Bishop TueU, we
put that in a separate report as informa-

tion. That was our understanding.

WHTTTEMORE: That's my question.

On Report No. 18, is the total estimate

.

BISHOP RUSSELL: We're repre-

senting Report No. 16 now.

BISHOP TUELL: Right now, 16 is

before us.

WHTTTEMORE: Report No. 18 was

presented to us as information.

BISHOP RUSSELL: Yes, it was.

WHTTTEMORE: But my question is,

on No. 18 is the total adjusted receipts

for thb quadrennium, does that total

$359 million?

BISHOP TUELL: All right, we're

going to get to that. We're going to have

this presented. The treasurer informs

me that they're going to get to that, but

can you wait for that?

WHITTEMORE: Bishop, I would sug-

gest that this has a very important im-

pact on the decision that we are making

at this time.

BISHOP RUSSELL: All right. Let me
ask Clifford Droke if he would respond

to questions on Report No. 18.

WHTTTEMORE: All right, may I

rephrase the question?

BISHOP TUELL: Clifford Droke will

come up and you go ahead and ask your

question.

WHTTTEMORE: As I read these

figures, the receipts for 1989 were

$84,068,801; 1990~$88,30 1,405; 1991-

$91,640,047; 1992~$95,420,171. That

totals $359,000,429. My question is, is

that correct? That represents 106, if we
look at that compared to the apportion-

ments of 475, that gives a figure of $116

million difference in what we've taken

in in this quadrennium [audio tape is not

clear] apportionments are for next

quadrennium.

BISHOP TUELL: We're not arguing

that point right now, we'rejust trying to

get some facts.
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DROKE: The answer to your ques-

tion, "Was that total correct?" is, no sir.

The reason it is not correct is because

some ofthe numbers we supplied you are

incorrect, and I'm prepared with new
numbers. I knew sooner or later if we
kept crunching enough numbers in 2

weeks, we would present something that

was not entirely accurate.

WHTTTEMORE: Could you just give

us the correct figure for the quadren-

nium.

BISHOP TUELL: Surely, under 1992

adjusted receipts, the estimated num-
ber, draw a line through that and insert

$95,656,000.

WHTTTEMORE: So in round figures,

that would mean that our receipts this

quadrennium will be $359,625,000 in

round figures.

DROKE: I have not run those num-
bers before you, as I look at this. Could

I continue the corrections?

WHTTTEMORE: OK. I guess my
point, or my question, is, does this not

represent a 32% increase in our receipts

for this quadrennium, and our proposed

apportionments for next quadrennium.

I calculate that out to be 32% increase,

and that's my question.

BISHOP TUELL: OK, thank you very

much for that observation. OK.

DROKE: Bishop, the other numbers

to correct, the percentage increase on,

moving across the page on the same line

where you've just inserted 95,656,

scratch 4.12%, and insert 4.38%. And
then its accompanying number, which

now reads 85.02, insert 85.23, so that

you've scratched 3 numbers, you've in-

serted $95,656,000. You've inserted

4.38%. You've inserted 85.23%. Those

are the correct numbers.

WHTTTEMORE: Bishop, my question

is, does that represent a 32% increase?

That's all I've asked.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, you've done

the figuring, haven't you?

WHTTTEMORE: Yes, sir, and I'm a

CPA, but I would like to have the answer

from the podium.

DROKE: I would be glad to give it to

you, if you will allow me to do the cal-

culation, sir. I don't have the total in

front of me. I won't have a chance to do

it. If the conference wants to wait while

I do it at the podium, I'm willing. If the

conference wants to move, I'll come

back to you, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: You come back. OK.
let's go ahead. He'll come back. He'll get

it to you. Go ahead.

Go ahead.

BISHOP RUSSELL: All right, this is

our recommendation on No. 16.

BISHOP "TUELL: It's before you, No.

16, yes? No. 3.

FRANK L. DORSEY (Kansas East): I

move suspension of the rule and call for

the question.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, I think

the motion is to suspend the rule in

order to call for the question.

DORSEY: Yes, that's true.

BISHOP "TUELL: Is there a second to

that? All right, this takes a 2/3rd8 vote.

It's not debatable. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 734; "No," 173.

The rules are suspended. You want to

make your motion.

DORSEY: Yes, I now call for the ques-

tion.

BISHOP -TUELL: AU right, ifyou wiU

proceed immediately to vote now, wish

to vote on Item No. 16, vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 737; "No," 170.

You have called for the previous ques-

tion. This is before you. We're now going

to ask you to vote. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 702; "No," 215. No.

16 is adopted.

(Report ofAudit and
Review Committee)

BISHOP RUSSELL: All right. This

morning questions were asked regard-

ing a reserve fund. I would ask Dale

Owen, who is a member ofthe Audit and

Review Committee of GCFA to present

a report.

DALE E. OWEN (Eastern Pennsyl-

vania): I rise to respond to the request

this morning, asking for a report on the

review of the various general church

boards and agencies' reserves. I'd like to

say 4 things about it on behalf of the

general council.

1: That information on reserves is

available in the agency audits. We do see

them on an annual basis in the Audit

and Review Committee of the general

council, and we do use them in the estab-

lishment of the budget line items that

come to the General Conference on a

quadrennial basis. You could see that,

for example, if you'U remember when
the World Service budget, for one, was
before you, with the American Bible

Society out completely. Their reserves

are significant, and we did not feel that

you would want to add some additional

dollars to that particular agency.

Similarly, for the opposite reason, the

Commission on Interreligious Ecumeni-

cal Concerns had some struggles with

reserves, used them all, and therefore

their line item had to be a bit lai^ger.

Secondly, however, that information

is not on a central database and I'm sure

you would understand if I say that we do

not have the audits here at the (jeneral

CJonference.

Thirdly, however, we cannot-because

this was just asked this moming-since
it's not on a central database, we don't

have the audits here; we cannot produce

the information that you request in such

a short time.

But 4th and fmally, however, we shall

create-Genertd Council met this after-

noon and instructed the staff to create

this report as quickly as possible and

mail it to the following persons-it wiU

be sent out as quickly as possible to the

bishops, to all conference treasurers,

and to others-members of the (general

(Conference or any others-available on

request by contacting the General (Coun-

cil office in Evanston. Friends, we have

tried and that's our best response toyour

request.

There was a second request. Bishop,

that was made, and I'd like to speak to

that. The second matter surfaced again

this morning, and it had to do with the

financial material that was requested.

And I'm here to say that the request and

the style in which you requested it will

be provided by the (General Council in

the Advance Edition oftheDCA prior to

the 1996 General Conference. I think

those were the 2 matters, and unless

there are questions, I hope that assists

the house.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Yes, you

have a question. There's a question over

here, no. 4. Cki ahead.

PHIUP W. CONNOLLY (West Ohio):

Would it be possible to have that first

report mailed to all the (General (Con-

ference delegates?

OWEN: If you wish, we can do it We
contemplated it in the meeting, and

didn't know if you wanted to spend

those dollars, so . .

.

CONNOLLY: I'd like to move that

that report be sent to all General Con-

ference delegates.

OWEN: Without any action, we'll be

happy to do it, Mr. Bishop.
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BISHOP TUELL: AU right, there has

been a motion made to send this to ail

General Conference delegates, the

report. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. It does not prevail. I think they

said they'd send it anyway, but we'll see.

But, you voted not to by the vote. I didn't

read the vote. I guess we ought to have

that back for the record. "Yes," 369;

"No," 495. The motion does not prevail.

All right, John? Bishop Russell?

BISHOP RUSSELL: In the past,

several General Conferences have

directed GCFA and other boards and

agencies of the church not to pay any

voucher in which there are alcoholic

beverages involved. That is the present

policy. We would take that motion as a

directive to GCFA to share that infor-

mation once again with all the boards

and agencies, unless this General Con-

ference wants to make that amendment
as a direction and vote on it tonight.

BISHOP TUELL: You say you're

going to take that anyway?

BISHOP RUSSELL: We would take it

anyway.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, all right.

GCFA, that is its policy. OK, thank you.

BISHOP RUSSELL: I think Cliff has

the information and that finishes our

report.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Yes, let's express our appreciation

to GCFA. All right, back in the back,

excuse me. Microphone No. 13.

GREGORY V. PALMER (East Ohio):

In regard to the Connolly motion which

was just defeated, I want to offer some-

thing. Bishop, that will perhaps help us

get that information to the delegates by

being more specific And I'd like to test

it with you, and you determine how ap-

propriate it would be.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, give it a try.

PALMER: Well, to say that that infor-

mation would be published in the final

edition of the DCA, which will be com-

ing to all of us anyway.

OWEN: They need the information

too quickly. We have to get into the

audits and into the general agencies and

so on, and we do not feel we can get it

done in time for the final wrap-up edi-

tion of the DCA.
PALMER: Very well. Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right, thank

you. Are we ready to proceed now? Yes,

go ahead. Cliff. You have that informa-

tion.

DROKE: Just to be sure that anyone

who wants that audit information can

receive it, you've heard the list it will go

to. If you are to receive it when it has

been compiled, about reserves, write me
and we'll send it to you on request,

anyone in the church. According to my
calculations, and some of you have al-

ready heard me say the truth, none of

my calculations are ever allowed to leave

the office until someone who knows how
to run these calculators does them, and

make sure that I'm right. So, what you

have is pocket calculator time. For-

tunately, a lot of you have pocket cal-

culators, and you can double check me.

The total, including the estimated

amount for 1992 of $95,656, the total

estimated for this quadrennium is $359

thousand . . . million. Million, I'm sorry.

$359,666,000. The difference between

the 85-88 quadrennium total and the

89-92 quadrennium total would then be

$52,230,000. According to the way I ran

the numbers, that would yield a quad-

rennium-to-quadrennium increase, the

total for 4 years compared to the total of

4 years, of a touch less than 17%.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Yes, no. 5,

go ahead. Just a second.

WHTTTEMORE: I hate to contmue

pursuing this, but wejust are not getting

the simple answer that we've asked for.

The lady asked for it before we went to

supper tonight. The question is, what is

the percent increase in the quadren-

nium apportioned funds for 1992 to

1996? What percent increase is that over

the estimated receipts for this quadren-

nium? This is one question that we have

asked, and we still have not received

that answer. We did not ask for the

difference in the receipts in this quad-

rennium and last quadrennium. I'm

sorry, but we just have not gotten the

answer.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, we're still

working on it. OK,

DROKE: I apologize, sir, I did not

catch your question. I have it now. It's

32.09%.

BISHOP TUELL: OK, thank you.

DROKE: The reason that I gave you

the other answer is because I ordinarily

compare apportionments to apportion-

ments and receipts to receipts, but you

can compare it across the other way if

you wish.

BISHOP TUELL: OK
WHITTEMORE: That was the ques-

tion.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. AU
right, now. Yes, back here. Microphone

No. 13, 1 guess, 13.

SALLY B. GEIS (Rocky Mountain): I

rise for persontJ privilege. As a member
of the General Council on Finance and

Administration, the mood of this

General Conference has been very

demanding of the staff of the General

Council on Finance and Administra-

tion. And I think that the entire body

should be aware of the fact that the

questions we have asked, the demands
we have made, have meant that most of

that staff have stayed up all night at

least 1 night, and other nights, 2 or 3

have had maybe 2 or 3 hours of sleep.

And that I think we owe them a great

debt of gratitude for the way that they

have been able to respond to what we
have needed.

BISHOP TUELL: That's right.

Thank you very much.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Now we are ready to proceed.

Yes? No. 10.

BECKY HAASE (California Pacific):

Bishop, I think one more piece of infor-

mation needs to be added to this last

discussion. As Cliff Droke suggested,

usually you compare apportionments to

apportionments and receipts to receipts.

If you are going to compare receipts to

apportionments, I think it would be fair

to look back one quadrennium and see

that the apportionments for 1989-1992

exceeded the receipts of the previous

quadrennium by 36%. I think that it is

not fair to compare different things; and

if you £ire going to do that, you need to

do that on a parallel basis. We do not

expect to get, unfortunately, our appor-

tionments 100%. That has not been our

historical pattern. And I think we do

need to look historically if you're going

to cross lines there, too.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. All right. Yes. Charles Jordan.

JORDAN: Bishop and members ofthe

conference, in response to the rule

change of those in excess of 16 votes

being first-we have 3 legislative com-

mittees left: Financial Administration,

Church and Society, and Global Mini-

stries. And they will rotate. Taking first;

those in excess of 16, each one, and then

going back. And that's the way we will

proceed.

BISHOP TUELL: All right

SANDRA KELLEY LACKORE
(Southern New England): Bishop and
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members of the General Conference,

Kermit Braswell will present the pen-

sion-related items that we have left.

(Calendar Item No. 458; Membership
ofBoard ofPensions)

KERMIT BRASWELL (North

Carolina): If you'll please turn in the

blue book to p. 277, Calendar Item No.

458, p. 376 in the DCA, Item No. 10549.

We move concurrence. It has to do with

membership of the Board of Pensions.

And the petition calls for the member-
ship of the Board of Pensions . . . that

you add to the beginning the following

words, "It is recommended that the

board will be composed." Concurrence

is moved.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It is before

you. Areyou ready? Excuse me. All right.

In the blue book, p. 277, item 458. In the

red book ... 376 in the red book. All

right. I want to be sure you have that.

Are you ready? Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 780; "No," 69. This

matter prevails.

(Calendar Item No. 450; Lien on
Pastor's Pension Account)

BRASWELL: Page 276 in the blue

book. Item No. 450. The red book, p.

377. Move concurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: It is before you. Yes,

number 7.

RAUL B. ALEGRIA (California-

Nevada): Bishop, I would like to move to

refer Calendar Item 450 to the General

Board of Pensions and the General

Council of Finance and Administration.

If there is a second, I would like to speak

to this item.

BISHOP TUELL: It is seconded.

ALEGRIA: Item 450 deals with the

removfJ from The Book of Discipline

language which permits the placing of a

lien on the pastor's pension account if

pension and benefit apportionments

haven't been paid. These provisions

have been a part of our Discipline for

over 100 years. There is legal and histori-

cal support for liens on pjistors' pen-

sions, evidenced by pastor decisions of

the Judicial Council.

The General Conference should refer

this item to the General Board of Pen-

sions and GCFA and request that the

General Board of Pensions and GCFA
request a private ruling letter from the

Internal Revenue Service on this matter.

I feel that the General Board ofPensions

already has authorization through the

administration ofpension plans adopted

by the General Conference to bring such

plans into conformity with tax laws and

regulations. A private ruling letter

would bring clarity to this issue. I urge

you to retain it.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The mo-

tion is to refer to GCFA and to the Board

of Pensions. All right.

BRASWELL: Bishop, Tuell, may I just

say one thing? He is speaking to the

wrong petition. This only relates to

record keeping, and it's changing it from

keeping the record for the clergy to the

churches.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, did you hear

that? Raul? It's titled, is it not, "Propor-

tional Payments for Pastoral Support"?

Isn't it?

ALEGRIA: My xmderstanding.

Bishop, was that that particular item

was in relationship to proportional pay-

ments for pastoral support~and that

this particular item relates to that.

BISHOP TUELL: Kermit, is this what

you're talking about, Kermit?

BRASWELL: It does not relate to

liens. It just relates to the keeping of the

records.

ALEGRIA: But the filing ofthe lien is

a part of the record keeping system that

is implied by the General Board of Pen-

sions, and they've indicated that they

are no longer accepting liens by annual

conferences. This is the reason this par-

ticular language is brought to this

General Conference, and I would urge a

private ruling letter to bring clarity. I

think this has financial implications to

the annual conferences. I think it would

imply, eventufdly, deterioration of our

connectional system ifwe were to permit

this to occur.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Is there

someone who wishes to speak against

the motion to refer? Question. All right.

VICTOR GOLDSCHMIDT (Northern

Indiana) I may be the only one in this

whole room that is confused. But are we
addressing Calendar Item 450?

BISHOP TUELL: 450 is what I under-

stand.

GOLDSCHMIDT: And is that sup-

posed to refer to 10388 on p. 747 of the

red book?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, 747, I don't

find anything here.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Well, lets back up

now. We're looking at 450.

BRASWELL: 450.

GOLDSCHMIDT: And it refera to

petition FA 10388?

BRASWELL: Page 377.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Wait a minute
Hold on. I am completely confused, Ker-

mit. Are we looking at 450 or 451? I

think that this is like tomato soup right

now.

LACKORE: Excuse me, its on p. 377.

BISHOP TUELL: 377?

LACKORE: Top left.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Are we looking at

450 or at 451?

BISHOP TUELL: 450.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Gentlemen, I am
very sorry. I'm going to be stubborn be-

cause I am confused. Kermit, please look

at item 450. Is that the one that we are

addressing? Where is the typographical

error? The titles don't match, the num-
bers don't match, nothing matches. No
it does not. It's the petition number FA
10388.

LACKORE: Excuse me, sir. Petition

No. 450 refers to the red book, p. 377.

Hold on, can you hold on just one

second.

GOLDSCHMIDT: I am holding on.

LACKORE: Proportional payments

for pastoral support. Proportional pay-

ments for pastoral support. 450.

BISHOP TUELL: That's the top left-

hand side of p. 377, isn't it?

LACKORE: Page 336, there's a cor-

rection.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Could you please

also give us the correct Petition No.?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, Grady.

LACKORE: It is Calendar No. 450.

10388.

GRADY KNOWLES (California-

Nevada): Excuse me, if I can help . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Go ahead.

KNOWLES: There are 2 petitions

with the no. 10388. One of them is on p.

377 and the other one is on the page that

is listed under the calendar item. That's

why there is confusion. What the legis-

lative section is trying to refer to is peti-

tion 10388 on p. 377.

BISHOP TUELL: OK.
GOLDSCHMIDT: Then, have we lost

the petition? Has the second 10388 ever

been acted upon? On 747?

BISHOP TUELL: Well, I don't know,

but we're acting on this one now. All

right. We have a motion to refer. It is

before you. Yes. Microphone No. 9. Is

this against referring or . .

.

ROBERT STEVENS (Pacific

Northwest): Yes, it is.
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BISHOP TUELL: All right.

STEVENS: Bishop, I respectfully sug-

gest that this is only a matter of record

keeping. It has really nothing to do

directly with the lien provision. That's

some other paragraph that has been

dealt with and a separate Calendar Item.

I believe the issue would be moot on this

Calendar Item.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. Are you ready to vote now? On the

motion of reference, please vote when
the light appears.

"Yes," 478; "No," 352. It is referred.

All right.

KERMTT BRASWELL (North

Carolina): Finished.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes. I should call

your attention to the fact that, unless

you have a point of order, you're not

suppose to speak up. All right. Go ahead.

DON HAND (Southwest Texas): I

have 5 items that I would like to draw to

your attention. The first. . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Can you hear all

right? Speak up.

HAND: I have 5 items that I would

like to draw . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Is this . . . an ur-

gent matter? Well, no. 15.

LAVON WILSON (Central Illinois):

Bishop, it would help us if they would

slow down long enough to give us a page

number and then the petition number.

We cannot keep up, and when we're

talking about it that's what's caused

part of the confusion. Just slow it down

about a half of a pace. And please speak

clearly. We can't hear it way back here.

Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. I wasn't hearing you either.

HAND: I'm standing in a different

location now, does that help?

BISHOP TUELL: Not much.

(Calendar Item No. 928; Respon-

sibilities ofGCF&A)

HAND: Can you hear now? Can you

hear now? Very well. The first item that

we have to call to your attention is in the

white book, DCA p. 1153. It is Petition

No. 12269. It appears on p. 351 in the

blue book, and it is Calendar Item 928.

BISHOP TUELLL: OK, just hold it a

minute, until everybody gets that.

HAND: Let me repeat it again. White

book, 1153; Petition No. 12269.

BISHOP TUELL: In the upper right-

hand comer.

HAND: Blue book, p. 351. Calendar

Item 928.

BISHOP TUELL: Top of the first

column.

HAND: As you can see, this petition

charges the GCFA with imposing and

policing a cost of meetings policy for all

agencies. There are no precise

guidelines. The committee was of the

opinion that it would be difficult to ad-

minister and voted nonconcurrence by

a vote of 40, 23, and 9. The committee

recommends nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 933; Fiscal Respon-

sibilities Regarding Abortions)

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you. Are

you ready? Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 731; "No," 175. It is

adopted. All right. Nonconcurrence.

HAND: The next item appears on p.

379 of your red book. It is Petition No.

10203. It's on p. 351 in your blue book,

calendar no. 933. And again that's p. 379

of your red book, Petition No. 10203; p.

351 in the blue book. Calendar Item 933.

This directs that no funds will be ... or

that the council shall be responsible for

ensuring that United Methodist funds

are not given by any board, agency, com-

mittee, council, or commission to any

organization or institution that per-

forms abortions for purposes of birth

control or gender selection, or that

promotes or supports the use ofabortion

for these purposes. And I would point

out for your consideration, that this is

consistent with the provisions of par.

71G in the statement of Social Prin-

ciples. Your committee voted to concur

with this recommendation on a vote of

44-20-4.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. This is

before you. Yes? Over here. We'll get

around in a minute. No. 4.

BILL LAWRENCE (Wyoming): I rise

to oppose concurrence as recommended

by the committee, specifically because it

appears to me that among the institu-

tions which receive United Methodist

dollars are hospitals which may very

well be performing abortions in the on-

going work of their medical practice.

And I do not know how a decision could

be made about the basis on which such

procedures were being performed for

their patients.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. That was a speech against concur-

rence. Is there a speech for? Anyone
else? Yes? No. 13.

DALE JONES (Kentucky): Bishop

and members of the conference, this

petition came from our annual con-

ference.

Quick background: It originated with

some United Methodist Women's
leaders in a local church unit who were

being troubled with people who were

either leaving the unit or not wanting to

pay their pledge, because of their per-

ception about church support for abor-

tion. The petition is not accusatory in

any way in its word or intent, but it does

provide a consistent statement, along

with things that are already in that sec-

tion of the Discipline, to support the

Social Principles, and I think it wiU be

very helpful to all of us in assuring

people in our congregations that their

church funds are not being used in viola-

tion of the Social Principles. The situa-

tion which the brother from Wyoming
cited with hospitals that perform abor-

tions, certainly medical abortions or any

of those kinds of things, would not be

involved here, just those that are in

violation ofour Social Principles. Thank
you.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes? No. 8.

SHIRLEY MARSH (Nebraska): I

would point out to the body that the

number of abortions that are performed

in this country for gender selection is

miniscule. This is not a Japan, where

that is often used. It is a very, very min-

iscule number in the total United States.

This is not something that can be proved

in most instances, and unnecessarily

ties the hands of our medical facilities.

It is an endangerment for someone's

life, unnecessarily, as they try to prove

that their choice, their personal choice,

is not in the category where we're not

having the abortions in this country.

Other countries do have a problem; we
do not in the United States.

BISHOP TUELL: This is a speech

against. Is there a speech for? Anyone?

Yes? In the back, clear in the back. What
color is that coat? Sort of red. 14.

MAYNARD MILLER (Minnesota): I

would like to suggest, and I would make

a motion if it is so in order, that we

delete the reference to Japan in this

other statement that was just made

prior to me, because I would sure hate to

see it in the papers that The United

Methodist General Conference was

Japan-bashing.

BISHOP TUELL: It was a statement

of an individual. All right. Yes, no. 6.
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SAMPLE: This is a speech against; is

that in order?

BISHOP TUELL: I'm looking for a

speech for right now. Yes? No. 9.

EVELYN LAYCOCK (Holston): I

would like to just quote from New
Republic, March 1992, concerning abor-

tion for gender selection. "Geneticists

and medicid ethicists admit that more
and more women are requesting fetal

testing for reasons which cannot be

linked to transmitting a gender-linked

disease, such as hemophilia. According

to these geneticists, many of these

women go on to abort a wrong-sex fetus,

usually a female fetus. Most of these

abortions appear to occur amongwomen
from countries or groups where

preference for male children is exceed-

ingly strong. This constitutes sex dis-

crimination of a particularly vicious

kind. Gender-selection abortion is not a

myth; it is an increasingly disturbing

phenomenon."

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. We've

had 2 for, 1 against. Anyone else? Are

you ready? No. 6.

SAMPLE: I want to say how compli-

cated this can get in a hurry. What this

means is that we're going to have a high-

ly-organized pro-life organization across

the United States raising an issue . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. What's

the point oforder? Go to microphone 13.

AL GWINN (Kentucky): I believe

you've already had 2 statements against.

BISHOP TUELL: No, I had 2 for and

1 against.

GWINN: Could we have the secretary

to check it?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, I'U ask the

body. If you would uphold the chair's

ruling that we've had 2 for and 1 against,

please raise your hand. Opposed? All

right, I think that carried by a pretty

good margin. We'll vote on the machine,

if you want to. If you'll uphold the chair

or not, please vote.

SAMPLE: Can I speak?

BISHOP TUELL: The chair is upheld;

go ahead, 6.

REX SAMPLE (Missouri West): What

we're going to have is people making

charges against United Methodist hospi-

tals all over this country. We're going to

have people raising questions about

every kind of gift, every kind of bit of

money that goes to any hospital

anywhere, including Golden Cross, and

everything else. We'd better leave our

policy as it is~ask our hospitals to sup-

port ufl in our policy-but not make this

kind of a motion. This is bedlam.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Now
we've had 2 and 2. We're going to vote.

And please vote when the light appears.

All right, on . . . the committee recom-

mends concurrence with 933. So,

we'll . . . please vote, if you agree with

the concurrence or not . . . it's

933 .. . when the light appears. "Yes,"

358; "No," 558. It does not prevail. The
motion is lost

(Calendar Item No. 939; Prohibition of
Funding ofGay Causes)

HAND: The next item is on p. 352 in

your blue book, Calendar Item 939,

which appears on p. 1154 in your white

book. It is Petition No. 12393. This peti-

tion recommends the retention of the

language in par. 906. 12 in the Discipline,

which prohibits the funding of any gay

causes. The committee voted noncon-

currence by a vote of 36-24-8 for the

reason that the committee bad voted

concurrence on a petition which er-

roneously appeared on the Consent

Calendar under the category of noncon-

curring, and let me give you the refer-

ence to that. It's in your blue book, p.

350, and it's Calendar Item 917.

The petition appears on p. 379 in your

red book, and it is Petition No. 10550.

That petition recommends the addition

of 1 sentence to par. 906.12, that one

sentence being,"This restriction shall

not limit the church's ministry in

response to the HTV epidemic." Your
committee voted to concur with that

petition by a vote of 66-6-2. Unfor-

tunately, it appeared on your calendar as

nonconcurrence. The committee did

concur with that, and we would recom-

mend that it be lifted from the Consent

Calendar in order that you may express

your will at this time, and then consider

the Tirst item I mentioned under Calen-

dar Item No. 939.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, it seems

like to me it would take ... I think it

would take a suspension of the rules to,

at this point, lift it from the Calendar.

Do you want to make such a motion?

HAND: Yes, sir. We do make that mo-
tion.

BISHOP TUELL: The motion is to be

lifted ... we suspend the rules in order

to lift this item. What's the number?
HAND: The... 917.

BISHOP TUELL: 917 from the Con-

sent Calendar. If you will suspend the

rules for that purpose, in dicate by lifting

your hand. Opposed? More than a 2/3

vote. They are suspended, so we can go

ahead and consider this petition, 917.

HAND: The committee recommends
that you vote concurrence with Calen-

dar Item 917.

BISHOP TUELL: The recommenda-
tion is concurrence with 917. It's before

you. Are you ready? Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 841; "No," 69.

The motion carries.

HAND: Consistent with your vote on

this. Calendar Item 917, and consistent

with the recommendation of your com-

mittee, we recommend that you vote

nonconcurrence on Calendar Item 939,

which I pointed out to you appears on p.

352 of your blue book, and which is on

p. 1154 of the white book, Petition No.

12393, for the reason that this language

is retained under Calendar Item 917.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you, for

nonconcurrence. Please vote when the

light appears. "Yes," 802; "No," 101.

Nonconcurrence is agreed to. Yes. All

right. Connie Takamine.

(Calendar Item No. 18; World Service

and Conference Benevolences)

CONNIE TAKAMINE (Rocky Moun-
tain): OK, I have 6 items to bring before

you. If you would turn in the blue book
to p. 167, Calendar Item 18. This per-

tains to p. 1146 in the white DCA, and

it's Petition 10055. This is in regard to

par. 710 in ihe Discipline, and this peti-

tion would allow conferences to split

World Service and conference

benevolences. The committee voted

nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, it's before

yoa Are you ready? Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 740; "No," 164.

You have approved the committee's

recommendation of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 1385;

"Apportionments" Name Change)

TAKAMINE: OK, the next 1 is found

on p. 462 in the blue DCA. This pertains

to Calendar Item 1385. This is also found

on p. 1146 in the white DCA, and this is

in regard to Petition No. 11261. This

pertains to par. 711, and in essence this

petition would change the name of

"apportionments" to "connections!

ministries." And the committee voted

nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, this non-

concurrence is before you. Are you
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ready? Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 649; "No," 264. The
recommendation of nonconcurrence is

approved. We keep apportionments.

(Calendar Item No. 126; Conference

Basic Salary Plan)

TAKAMINE: I don't think 1 of your

bishops will be very happy about that.

The next 1 is found in the blue DCA on

p. 229. This is in regard to Calendar Item

126. It is found in the white DCA on p.

1148, and this is in regard to Petition

No. 11710. And in essence this would

amend par. 721 to allow conferences to

establish a basic salaiy plan, and the

committee voted nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, it's before

you. Are you ready? Please vote when
the light appears.

"Yes," 684; "No," 220. You have sus-

tained the committee's recommenda-

tion of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 463;

Equitable Salaries)

TAKAMINE: OK. The next one is

found in the blue DCA on p. 277. This

pertains to Calendar Item 463. The com-
mittee voted, and this is also found in

the red DCA on p. 375 and is in regard

to petition 10795. And I think it would

be important for you to look at that,

because the committee did vote this con-

currence with amendment.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It's before

you for concurrence. Areyou ready? No.

TAKAMINE: The amendment is ac-

tually found on p. 278 in the white DCA.

This is pertaining to the paragraph on

equitable salaries, and in this it would

allow equitable salaries for some new

types of ministries such as teaching

parish in a station church or cooperative

parishes.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Are you

ready? Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 804; "No," 107. You have

sustained the committee's recommen-

dation of concurrence as amended.

TAKAMINE: OK The next 1 is found

in the blueDCA on p. 350. This pertains

to Calendar Item 922. And this is also

found in the white DCA on p. 1159, in

regard to petition 12319. Now the es-

sence of this is that a district cannot use

the proceeds for mortgage properties

that may have been abandoned or dis-

continued for budgetary purposes. And
the committee voted nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: It is before you. Are

you ready? Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 790; "No," 118. You
have sustained the committee's recom-

mendation of nonconcurrence.

(Calendar Item No. 951; Local Church
Remodeling/Purchase)

TAKAMINE: OK, 1 last 1 also found

on p. 350. This is Calendar Item 951.

BISHOP TUELL: No. 915? Do you

have the petition number?

TAKAMINE: Yes, it's Petition No.

10822.

BISHOP TUELL: Page 353, ap-

parently.

TAKAMINE: Sony about that. Page

353. Yes. This is found in the red DCA
on p. 389, in regard to petition 10822.

The committee voted concurrence with

amendment. Just a brief word about

this. It's for approval of construction or

purchase or remodeling for local chur-

ches, and this is to allow things for the

purposes of churches to conform to the

recent disabilities for American Act.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It is

before you. Yes. Microphone No. 8.

BILL QUICK (Detroit): That should

read "where readily available," not

"ready available." Just editorial change.

BISHOP TUELL: Where readily

achievable?

QUICK Readily, I guess.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Any-

thing else? Are you ready? Please vote

when the light appears.

"Yes," 870; "No," 30. You have sus-

tained the committee's recommenda-

tion of concurrence. Yes?

BARBARA SHELDON (Kansas

West): Bishop, under the 16 . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Is this, excuse me,

is this a point of order? All right. Is it a

parliamentary inquiry? Why don't you

say it is, then you can go to the mike. No.

1 1. We're trying to keep the rules that

you set. So, go ahead, no. 1 1.

SHELDON: If I cross my fmgers, it's

a parliamentary inquiry. A question for

Connie, please. Connie, I'm rising to ask

what has happened to Item 166, that

was referred to GCFA in the action that

was done the other day? What will hap-

pen to it there?

TAKAMINE: Well, I don't know.

You'd have to ask GCFA.
SHELDON: Bishop, is it possible for

me to make a statement about this item?

BISHOP TUELL: I don't think so.

SHELDON: Even for small-member-

ship churches?

BISHOP TUELL: No. No.

SHELDON: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you, and
thank you very much. All right, go

ahead.

LACKORE: Bishop, as I understand

it, we're under the 16-count rule, and we
may be back, but we may not be back.

Can I thank my committee?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes. Do you think

you may be back?

LACKORE: I hope not. The legislative

team that completed the work of the

Financial Administration Legislative

Committee consisted of vice chair

Ewing Werlein; secretary Velma Bunch;
and subcommittee chairs Kermit Bras-

well, Don Hand, Connie Takamine, Wil-

liam Quick, Bruce Girton. And this was

a wonderful experience, bishop, keeping

control of everybody within the bar.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. When
you learn how to keep control of

everybody within the bar, tell me about

that, too. Yes, go ahead. No. 5. No. 5.

JAMES W. HOLSINGER (Virginia):

Can I ask a parliamentary inquiry ques-

tion?

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

HOLSINGER: Have wevoted on Con-

sent Calendar 7 and Consent Calendar

8 at this time?

BISHOP TUELL: I don't think so.

Where's Charles Jordan?

HOLSINGER: It would be both 7 and

8.

BISHOP TUELL: We've not voted on

Consent Calendar 7 and 8. We're going

to do that ... go ahead.

JORDAN: We were going to do that

after the first round of the committees.

HOLSINGER: That's fine.

BISHOP TUELL: It's under control,

Jim. OK Who's next? Yes, excuse me.

Somewhere under here I've got the

order. Go ahead, Jim. Jim Lawson.

JAMES M. LAWSON JR. (California-

Pacific): Chair of legislative committee

No. 1. Bishop and friends, we hope we
can finish up this evening because it

looks like we have a series of motions

which should be fun because each 1 of

them has a minority report to it.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Just a mo-

ment, Jim. Let me just test the body a

minute, and check about how our agen-

da looks, Charles. We have how many
more reports beyond this committee's?

We have 1 other? What I'm thinking
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about is the matter of whether you want
to think of a recess. All right. We are in

recess for 10 minutes.

(recess)

... is going to happen in 1 minute!

Will you please take your places? And
will Connie Takamine, wherever she is,

please come up to the platform? Connie
Takamine is needed on the platform.

Will the delegates please move to your

places? I'm sure all of us are anxious to

complete our work tonight, and we need

to be about the business that is before

us. Will the delegates please take your

place now? Some ofyou are standing in

the aisles talking; you can do that after-

wards. Please, please take your places.

All right, friends, please be seated. Just

a moment. Please be seated.

Now, friends, I need your attention,

please. Please give the chair your atten-

tion. I'm going to leave off the please,

next time! Give the chair your attention!

We have arrived at the order of the day;

we will need a motion of some kind to

extend the time. Don Ott, you'd better

get the mike. No. 3. Don Ott, chairman

of the Agenda Committee.

DON OTT (Wisconsin): I move the

extension of time up to 45 minutes.

Bishop.

BISHOP TUELL: Up to 45 minutes?

The motion is to extend the time up to

45 minutes. You've heard that motion. If

you will approve, lift the hand. Opposed?

It is carried. Now, I recognize the

gentleman here in the light coat. No. 7.

No. 7. Please, pletise be in order. Please

be in order. Yes?

TIM RUSSELL (Central Texas): I

have a question, Bishop, concerning

legislation we've just completed and the

words that have been said here on the

floor ofthe conference. Referring to par.

526, I mean par. 256 of the Discipline:

"Responsibilities of the administrative

board of a local church." 256.5: "It shall

make proper and adequate provision for

the fmancial needs ofthe church, includ-

ing," and now skip 2 lines, "... World

Service, conference, and other

benevolences, other items apportioned

to the church ..."

. . . Including, and now skip 2 lines.

World Service, conference and other

benevolences, other items apportioned

to the church by the proper authorities,

and all obligations assumed by the local

church. My question is, does that or

doesn't that not mean that we expect

every local church across our great

denomination to raise the apportioned

items?

BISHOP TUELL: The answer is yes.

OK? Now I have a matter of privilege

here. We have with us a person who we
would like to have a chance for you to

know. And I see the delegates in the

back. Are you the delegates from Cuba?

Yes, if you would please come to the

Microphone, No. 11. No. 11. On-ce.

HUMBERTO FUENTES SANCHES:
(translation) Mr. Bishop, we would like

to ask for a moment of privilege, so that

our bishop from the Methodist Church

in Cuba may have the floor for a moment
for this General Conference.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Will this body grant Bishop Ajo of

Cuba this privilege? If so, lift your hand.

Opposed? Bishop Ajo, will you come?

Dos minutos.

BISHOP JOEL AJO: Bishop TueU?

OK, thank yoa Bishop TueU and

delegates of this conference, I bring you

greetings from the Methodist Church in

Cuba, and I would like to ask our mis-

sionary to the U.S., Renaldo Hemandes,
to read the statement we prepared, and

respectfully request be printed as a part

of the minutes of the session.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you.

(Cuban Bishop Addresses Conference)

RENALDO HERNANDES: The
Methodist Church in Cuba has 1 annual

conference, 8 districts, 108 local chur-

ches, 80 pastors, and some 5,000 mem-
bers. The church wjis established in

1883. Thanks to God many new pos-

sibilities have been opened for us to

share the redeeming gospel of Jesus

Christ with the Cuban people.

Since April 1990, a series of new pos-

sibilities have been opening, thus allow-

ing us to fulfdl our mission. They are

among others.

No. 1) Proclamation of the gospel and

worship services in private homes, open-

ing 90 new missions and attracting

30,000 people.

No. 2) After only graduating 1

Methodist student in the last 18 years we
now have 13 students in the Evangelical

Theological Seminary in Matanzas.

No. 3) 80 full-time pastors.

No. 4) The Center for the Com-
munication of the gospel through audio

and visual cassettes and printed

materials.

No. 5) The Shalom Choir is proclaim-

ing their faith in Jesus Christ for the last

10 years, in public places and on the

national radio, and outside Cuba repre-

senting the Methodist Church in Cuba.

No. 6) The Methodist Nursing Home
in Havana is a ministry that the church

had developed to serve our brothers and

sisters materially and spirituaUy in their

retirement age.

No. 7) Ministry to young people and

women.
No. 8) After not receiving Bibles for

many years, the United Bible Societies,

through the Cuban Ecumenical (Council,

has now been sending us biblical

materials. We also thank The United

Methodist Publishing House for their

recent donation of Sunday school

materials. This is the kairos, the time of

God in Cuba.

BISHOP TUELL: Amen.
HERNANDES: This is being

manifested in the signs that today nur-

ture our hope to reach the establishment

of a society with abundant life in Jesus

Christ for all humanity, the kingdom of

God. We invite our brothers and sisters

in The United Methodist Church to join

us in prayer and support for our ministry

in Cuba today, so that together we can

carry out the plan of God for our world.

God bless yoiL

BISHOP TUELL: Amen.
BISHOP AJO: God bless you, and

your work. Thank you very much.

BISHOP TUELL: One of the great

moments of this General Conference.

These words will be, of course, printed

in the DCA record, so that you will have

a record of the statement from the

Methodist Church of Cuba. All right,

Connie Takamine.

TAKAMINE: In doing the hand

count, we, the Financial Administration

Committee, overlooked 2 petitions, so I

have 2 more petitions to bring to yoiL

The Tirst one is found on p. 276 in the

blue DCA, and it's in regard to Calendar

Item 444, and it's found in the red DCA
on p. 373, and it's in regard to Petition

No. 10896. And this is in regard to Par.

715 in thcDtscip/i'ne, and would amend
the naming of the conference treasurer

and director of administrative services,

and the committee voted concurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before yoa Are

you ready? Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 791; "No," 43. The
recommendation of the committee of

concurrence is sustained.
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(Calendar Item No. 473; Spiritual

Growth)

TAKAMINE: OK, if you would now
turn to p. 278, this is Calendar Item 473.

The text of this is found in the red DCA
on p. 278. This is in regard to Petition

No. 11682. Actually, it's found in the

white on 1156, {ind this is in regard to

Par. 921 and would add, this is in regard

to adding spirituid growth to continuing

education. The committee voted concur-
rence with this, I mean it voted noncon-

currence with this, can't read now.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The vote

of the committee is nonconcurrence.

Any question? Please vote when the

light appears. Excuse me, wereyou seek-

ing the floor? I didn't mean to cut you

off. No. 13.

JOE N. PEVAHOUSE (Memphis

Conference): I had the feeling we acted

on this petition from another committee

this afternoon that related to the same
matter. Am I wrong?

TAKAMINE: Well, it was a very

similar matter, but this is in regard to

Par. 921, and I think the other one was

in regard to a different paragraph.

BISHOP TUELL: It was in regard to

making reports to the D.S., the other

one. Right? Thank you.

PEVAHOUSE: All right.

BISHOP TUELL: We have noncon-

currence recommendation before us.

Are you ready? Please vote when the

light appears.

"Yes," 672; "No," 209. The recom-

mendation of the committee is sus-

tained for nonconcurrence. All right,

next, Jim Lawson again.

LAWSON: Bishop, we have a series of

petitions that have minority reports to

them, and I understand that we are to

do those first. And so we will. Some of

them do not have the 16 negative vote,

but others . . . there are three of them

that do have that 17 negative vote, at

least.

BISHOP TUELL: I think this is in

accordance with our motion earlier. Go
ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 370; Civil Dis-

obedience and Civil Disorder)

LAWSON: All right. The first one is

p. 269. Calendar Item No. 370. Petition

10544. In the Advance DCA it's p. 126.

The committee voted 75 to 15 for con-

currence. It is a petition that puts into

the Social Creed a statement, a continu-

ing statement, about civil disobedience

and civil disorder. There is a minority

report, and that minority report is going

to be given by Dave Stanley.

DAVID STANLEY aowa): Thank
you, Jim. I wish BiU Bouknight, who had

planned to make this report, had not

had to leave, but he asked me to help

him out. I'm glad to do it. Please, look at

this one very carefully. We have a mtgor

issue here on both respect for conscious

and respect for law. You'll see that the

minority report will make 2 changes in

par. 74E of the Sociid Principles. We
agree with the first change. We, in the

minority report, do object strongly to

the second change, and we move to

strike it. That is the change that adds to

74E these 6 words: "Or laws which are

discriminately enforced."

Our present par. 74E states a grreat,

important historic principle of our

church. We have the duty to obey the

laws, but God's law comes ahead of

man's law and Christian conscience may
sometimes require disobedience of an

uiyust law.

I strongly affirm that principle. But if

these 6 new words are put into our Social

Principles, our church will tell the

world, "Now, folks, you can disobey a

law merely because it is not fairly en-

forced." Please, think what this would

mean. It's the wrong remedy for a real

evil. Discriminatoiy law enforcement is

a real and serious problem.

I object to it strongly, but my remedy

is that I should lobby, persuade, work,

organize, agitate for better enforce-

ment, for better training of police of-

ficers, for the things that will eliminate

some of the terrible discrimination in

law enforcement that we know is going

on. But if I disobey the law because it is

not fairly enforced, I'm only making the

problem of uneven enforcement that

much worse. No law in this country,

probably no law in this world, is ever

enforced with complete fairness. We are

still human. Suppose I think that tax

laws are not uniformly enforced but

they are enforced in a discriminatory

manner. I suspect I'd have a lot of com-

pany in that opinion. If we adopt this

new language, then, under our 74E lan-

guage, I must first exhaust my legal

remedies. While I would do that by com-

plaining to the IRS-which would, of

course, receive complaint with its usual

compassion-I would then write my con-

gressman, lobby my congressman, per-

haps the president.

But if nothing happens, if the uneven

enforcement by the IRS continues, then

I can refuse to pay my taxes. And I

suspect I'd have quite a bit of company.

Fellow United Methodists, these 6

words, the words we are trying to strike

out, are an invitation to anarchy. They
also cheapen our historic stand for con-

science and for the right and duty of

conscience to disobey, in extreme situa-

tions, an ui\just law. Please vote for our

amendment.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Now let

me . . . just a moment. Just a moment,

please. I'm going to rule that thb is, in

fact, an amendment. It is not a sub-

stitute in the usual way, and we will

consider that we now have the amend-

ment before us. All right. Yes? You wish

to speak to it? Eight. No. 8.

PHILLIP WOGAMAN (Baltimore):

The problem with the law that is being

enforced with discrimination is that

those who are doing the enforcing are

themselves breaking the law. In that

kind of circumstance, for a person to

disobey that authority-while, technical-

ly, it may be in violation of the law-in

moral terms, it can be an upholding of

law.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Now,

does someone wish to speak for the

amendment? Anyone wish to speak

against? Yes? In the dark blue sweater, I

think. No. 13.

PHIL AMERSON (South Indiana):

The problem with this amendment is it

doesn't go ahead and refer to the follow-

ing sentences in the Discipline. Clearly

anyone that does go ahead and break the

law at this point goes ahead and reads,

"Even then respect for law, should be

shown by refraining from violence and

by excepting the cost of civil dis-

obedience." The clearest example I

come up with that would demonstrate

the need for this is the work that some

of our agencies are doing in Southern

Florida with the Haitians. Clearly there

are troubles there around immigration

laws, and we need to honor the choices

that some of our own pastors may have

to make-to select ... to go against laws

that are enforced in ways that are dis-

criminatory against the Haitians,

whereas others from European

countries, from Anglo situations, are

having ready excess.
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BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. Now, does anyone wish to speak for

the Stand amendment? Yes? No. 9.

CHRISTIAN RICKS (Missouri East):

A member of the Missouri State High-
way Patrol. And I have listened all week
to this conference bad-mouth law enfor-

cement officers in every way they can.

There are some of us that do our job

right. We do it correctly. And I'm not

real sure what this means, but I ap-

preciated Bishop May when he said we
need to be forgiving those law enforce-

ment ofTicers out in Cidifomia. And
everybody else here seems to have for-

gotten that, and taken cheap shots at the

rest of us. And I think this is another

cheap shot for those ofus who do ourjob

properly.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. We've had
2 and 2. We've had 2 speeches against; 2

for. We're going to vote now on the

Stand amendment. Yes, which would

eliminate the words laws or laws which

are discriminately, enforced. Yes, you
want to speak?

LAWSON: Yes. Someone has pointed

out that David Stanley does not go far

enough in that par. But one of the best

illustrations of it is not only Haitians,

but in 1960, many of us were arrested in

Nashville for sitting in for lunch

counters and where the law was applied

discriminately, indiscriminately-and

against only one class of people. And all

of those charges were then dismissed,

because courts did discover that that was

the use of law as a gimmick, and not use

of the law in a fair or just fashion. And
we respected the law by being arrested

and tttking our knocks. It seems to me
that Dave Stanley does not understand

the meaning of civil disobedience with

its long, good history of conscience

building and helping to build a just

society.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Now
we're voting on the amendment under

the minority report. If you . . . please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 436;

"No," 469. The amendment loses. We
are now on the Calendar Item 370. Are

you ready? Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 636; "No," 270. The

recommendation of concurrence is sus-

tained. All right.

(Calendar Item No. 1343; Low Inten-

sity Conflict)

LAWSON: The next 1 is on p. 457.

Calendar Item 1343. Advance DCA,

1076, vol. 2. "Low intensity conflict." It

is a resolution. There is a minority

report, and Jim Holsinger will present

that minority report. The committee

voted 45 to 33 for concurrenca

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Jim Hol-

singer. The minority report doesn't ap-

pear in here, Jim.

JAMES HOLSINGER (Virginia):

Bishop, we're actually on p. 609~where
1343 has been reprinted correctly.

BISHOP TUELL: I see. So this is the

correct location? Ya'll have that? Page

609.

HOLSINGER: 609 is the correct loca-

tion for Item 1343.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, go ahead.

HOLSINGER: Bishop, friends, first of

all, let me tell you that you have a rare

opportunity tonight, because it's very

seldom that you will find 2 competing

resolutions side by side on the same
page. Normally, you have to search back

and forth throughout the various docu-

ments that we have in front of us. This

gives you a clear-cut opportunity to see

these 2 resolutions on conflict.

The minority report is a timeless,

comprehensive statement on conflict.

The presenters of the minority report

believe that it provides this body an op-

portunity to express its position on all

conflict in a comprehensive fashion,

rather than being faced with a position

that may rapidly become dated in a

rapidly changing period of world his-

tory. Therefore, we strongly urge you to

support the minority report resolution

for these reasons. And I would like for

you to take the rest of the time that I

have available and have an opportunity

to read both resolutions. Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you very much. We've had the m^ority

and the minority report presented. Or-

dinarily, our rules call for us to go for any

perfecting of the m^ority report. I see

no one. Anyone wish to perfect the

minority report? I see no one. You wish

now to debate. Any debate on the

minority report? You wish to vote? All

right. We are on the minority report

right now. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 494; "No," 382. The
minority report is substituted for the

mtyority report, and it becomes the

migority report. It's now before you.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 657; "No," 218. You have voted

for this item aa the minority report, it

has become the m^ority report. All

right, next.

LAWSON: At this time, Thalia Math-

erson, our vice chair, will present some
of the next motions.

(Calendar Item No. 1588;

Investment Ethics)

THALIA F. MATHERSON (North

Texas): Good evening. Bishop Tuell and

delegates to the General Conference. If

you will turn in your blueDCA to p. 533,

your white book 1065. The Item No. is

1588. 1588. The Petition No. is 11676.

And it is "Investment Ethics." The com-
mittee recommended concurrence aa

amended with a substitute. We do have

a minority report and the chair of the

subcommittee, Susan Sherbrooke, will

come at this time and then the minority

report will be presented by David Stan-

ley. Susan.

SUSAN D. SHERBROOKE (Pacific

Northwest): Bishop Tuell?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes.

SHERBROOKE: I understand that

the usual routine would be for me to be

able to have the last word on behalf of

the minority position, and I would like to

reserve my right to say that until after

Mr. Stanley has made his presentation.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Is this the

minority now? As I read the minority

report, let me just say that it sounds as

though it's an argiunent against the

mtyority report. Is it, or is it?

STANLEY: No, Bishop.

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

STANLEY: The minority supporta

the entire resolution except for 1 para-

graph.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, go ahead.

STANLEY: We move to strike that 1

paragraph. The resolution as a whole ia

an excellent resolution. And the only

part that the minority report would

strike is Par. B. IB, which would prohibit

owning stock or bonds of any of the 100

largest defense department contractors.

Let me emphasize what our amendment
docs not do.

It is not an attempt to affirm or defend

the management of our defense depart-

ment or militarism or anything of that

sort, or the present level of defense

spending. I personally agree we can and

should make significant reductions in

our present defense spending and size

and weapons of our armed forces, in

today's world.
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This is not an amendment that would

authorize investments in companies

making nuclear weapons or chemical or

biological; we're totally opposed to

those. You'll notice they are prohibited

by Par. C Jind D, which would stay in.

We support those paragraphs. Our

amendment would not take them out. If

we prohibit any investment in any busi-

ness that does significant business with

the defense department, that's among
the top 100, what are we saying? I think

we are saying it is wrong to produce

goods for the Defense Deployment.

Whether they be weapons or uniforms

or medical supplies or whatever.

If we say that, aren't we really saying

it is wrong, morally wrong, to have any

armed forces in today's world? If our

armed forces were unable to find any

supplier of any of the things they need,

I presume we would not have armed

forces in being, or certainly not effective

ones, for very long. Do we wish to make
that statement? Do we yet live in a world

where total unilateral disarmament

would be a good thing? I respectively

suggest in the kind of a world we live in,

while major defense reductions are now
in order, total disarmament would in-

crease the risk of war, increase the risk

of oppression, increase the risk of injus-

tice.

Many of our United Methodists work

for companies that are among the 100

largest defense contractors. Do we in-

tend to say to them that the work they

are doing is morally wrong, that they

should quit their jobs? Think through

what we are saying, and please do vote

for this 1 amendment to an otherwise

good resolution.

BISHOP TUELL: Now let me, I need

to ask the minority-report makers a

question. You know, you're against that

1 paragraph, but you don't move to

delete it or anything. You just don't like

it.

STANLEY: I'm sorry, Bishop, may I

borrow a copy of the blue book for a

minute? On p. 534, and I think our

secretary, Don Pike~I checked this with

him yesterday-will confirm that lan-

guage lining out, there b an error. It

should show that lining out is of par. B,

as it appeared in the original petition.

Our amendment, of course, proposes to

line out par. B in about, it's in the middle

column on p. 533 about halfway down.

Under Bl, that subparagraph B that

begins, "ranking among the top 100

department of defense contractors."

And our amendment, as we filed it, had

the words, "strike par. B.IB." But that

somehow got left out. I, Don Pike will

confirm that, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: So it is your inten-

tion to delete that?

STANLEY: To delete the 1 par., B,

under Bl. And only that 1 paragraph.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. There-

fore, I am going to treat this as an

amendment.

STANLEY: Yes, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: Of deletion. By
deletion.

STANLEY: That's what it is.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. Now,

we've had the presentation already. Yes?

Go jihead. No. 4.

GEORGE D. McCLAIN (New York): I

rise to oppose this amendment.

BISHOP TUELL: Before we go into

that, we do have . . . No, excuse me, go

ahead. I'm sorry.

McCLAIN: I would first note for you

that the basic document that is trying to

be amended, does not provide for not

owning any of the top 100 companies.

Only those among the top 100 that have

department of defense contracts larger

than 10% of sales, and 5% of sales for

non-voting securities. So please note

that. We are only talking about a small

number ofthe top 100. But these top 100

companies are, not purveyors simply of

toiletries and trousers. They are the

m^or weapons manufacturers which

sustain the arms race, even when there

is no longer a race. This is not a demand

for unilateral disarmament. Our
church's balanced position on disarma-

ment is spelled out in our Book of

Resolutions. The real question is, do we
want our pensions paid out of profits

from the sales of armaments? These

criteria . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, your time

is, you need to wind up.

McCLAIN: OK. I urge rejection of the

minority report.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Thank
you. The amendment is before us. We've

had a speech against the amendment.

Yes, No. 2. Yes? OK. We've had 1 for and

1 against. Go ahead, No. 2.

CHARLES W. EUREY (Western

North Carolina): Would this affect pen-

sion investments?

BISHOP TUELL: Pardon?

EUREY: I have a question of you.

Would this affect pension investments?

BISHOP TUELL: I think it applies to

the church as a whole, doesn't it?

EUREY: Well, that is the way I inter-

preted it, and if so I would like to speak

against this whole thing. I believe that

the U.S. Internal Revenue Department

recently had a ruling that you cannot

invest for social purposes.

BISHOP TUELL: Just a moment. We
are on the amendment. You have to

speak on the amendment to delete, not

the whole matter before us.

EUREY: Well, would you give me an

opportunity to speitk on the whole?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, I'll try.

EUREY: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, over to the leO.

We have had 1 speech for and 1 against

We really should have a speech for it this

time. No. 1.

RONALD BRETSCH (North Central

New York): This is against the minority

BISHOP TUELL: Is there anyone to

speak for right now? Go ahead, no. 1.

BRETSCH: Bishop, I speak against

the minority report, the amendment. I'd

like to reinforce that this is the church's

way of making money. And I would

simply call our attention that the

church, perhaps, should not be making

money for any of its various programs,

by the production and sale of war

materials.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, thank

you. Now is there anyone wishing to

speak for? Yes? Point of information, go

ahead. Microphone No. 3.

W. RANDOLPH SMITH (Texas Con-

ference): It appears a word has slipped

out. Bishop. In the middle of 3, it says

"for the ranking among the top 100

DOD contractors, those receiving the

largest volume prime contract works,

for the past 3." 3 what?

BISHOP TUELL: Three what? Years?

SMITH: And if it's years, is it each of

those years, or in any of those years? I

don't think . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Does anyone have

an answer to that question? All of those

years, or any of those 3 years, he's as-

king. Total of the 3 years, they say. All

right, that was a question. Do we have

anyone speaking for? Way back there.

BISHOP TUELL: Go ahead, to No.

10.

BOB SIDES (Louisiana Conference):

Bishop, I served in the military for 8

years, 4 months, and 29 days. I'm proud

of that service. I lost a son in Vietnam;
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I'm proud of the fact that he served

there. I see nothing wrong in defending
our country. I see nothing wrong in

having an army in today's world. I'd

realize that we do not need, possibly

now, the amount that we have, or spend
the amount of money that we spend on
defense, at the present time. But when
we throw down our ability to protect

ourselves, we're living in a dream world.

There are going to continually be those

who will rise in power. So, I speak in

favor of the amendment. It does not say

anything in there about the munitions

at all; it talks about the service goods to

the Defense Department. And I think we
would be making a tragic mistake.

Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Now we've had our 2 and 2. We
give an opportunity, actually to the

minority and the majority; if they have

a word to say. Minority first? You wish

to make a comment?
UNIDENTIFIED: I'U pass.

BISHOP TUELL: Pass. All right, go

ahead. Majority?

SHERBROOKE: Thank you. On be-

half of the subcommittee that spent a

great deal of time on this proposal, I

would point out to you that the para-

graph that we've talked about so much
here is really only a very minor change,

and what is already an existing invest-

ment policy on the part of both the

Board of Church and Society and the

Board of Pensions. Our job in trying to

put this together was to have a proposal

that reflects a balance that United

Methodists have traditionally main-

tained. On the 1 hand, we don't want to

make money off the manufacture of war

materials. That doesn't mean that war is

always wrong, but it means we don't feel

we want to profit from it. On the other

hand, we want to give our investment

managers the flexibilities they need to

be good stewards of our money. We
believe that Par. B, that's under con-

sideration, does that. I understand from

the work we did in committee that both

the Board of Pensions and the Board of

Church and Society have agreed that

they can live with this particular for-

mula. Neither finds it perfect, but they

say they can work with it. I don't know

what it's like in your local churches, but

it seems to me that when we have agree-

ment from those 2 very different

perspectives, we should give thanks and

run with it. I urge you to defeat the

amendment.
BISHOP TUELL: All right, the

amendment before us is to delete Par.

B. IB. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 433; "No," 459. The para-

graph is not deleted. All right, we have

now before us the mtgority report; please

vote when the light appears. Yes, what's

. . . did you have a question? Number .

.

. we've had ... all right, we've been

speaking on the amendment, so you're

right. Go ahead No. 2.

EUREY: Bishop, what I was alluding

to, awhile ago, is that the Internal

Revenue department recently made a

ruling that pension funds cannot be in-

vested for social aims. But thus, those

investments must be made solely for the

best interests of the people that they

represent. And to do so, if you violate

that, you could very well lose the exemp-
tions that the Internd Revenue Depart-

ment gives you. So, I want you clergy,

and people who are covered by your pen-

sion funds, to think of that. I'd urge to

vote against this.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you, and
now is there someone speaking for the

resolution. Yes, go ahead. Go right

ahead. You're speaking for the resolu-

tion? No. 4.

DOROTHY RAVENHORST (Vir-

ginia): I'm speaking for the position of

the Board of Church and Society Com-
mittee. For the past two quadrennia, I

have represented units of the Board of

Global Ministries on the Interface Cen-

ter on Corporate Responsibility. And we
have learned, as the Board of Pensions

has also come into this group, that some
of the social responsibility index cor-

porations are doing better than some of

the military funds that we have pre-

viously found. So this docs not, in any

way, prevent our church from being in

socially responsible investment.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Now someone who wishes to

speak against? Anyone speaking for?

Arc you ready? Yes? No, excuse me, I saw

the wrong person. Please vote when the

light appears. What's the question? No.

7.

VICTOR W. GOLDSCHMIDT (North

Indiana): Mr. bishop, I really apologize,

I'd be glad to abstain and not vote, but

I'm very confused again. Does this mean
that Items B. IE and F are included or

excluded. Is the first question. I'm not

speaking for or against, my friends, I'm

trying to understand what I'm voting on.

There also says, "also add a new No. 5 as

follows in the far right column." I don't

fmd a No. 4. And is this Part B appended

to some other resolution which has an

"A" on it, and if so where is it?

BISHOP TUELL: Can somebody help

us?

SHERBROOKE: I don't blameyou for

being confused. The . . . yes, there is

something with an "A" on it, to answer
your last question first. And it is a peti-

tion that was passed on the (Consent

Calendar No. 5. And you will fmd that

petition on p. 491-492 of your red book.

It was handled in the Financial Ad-
ministration Legislative Committee
And what you're looking at now is an

addendum to that.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Thank you very

much.

SHERBROOKE: You're welcome.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, I think

we're ready to vote now. All right. Please

vote when the light appears. "Yes," 583;

"No," 320. The action of the concur-

rence is sustained. All right, next? We
have reached 10:30, we're going to have

to have a motion to extend the time.

What? Yes. Well, do you want ... let, turn

to Don Ott. Don is agenda chair I mean,

do you have any time to suggest, or . .

.

No. 3.

OTT: Bishop, I'd move extension of

the time for 30 minutes.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, motion to

extend for 30 minutes. If you'll approve,

lift the hand. Opposed? It is extended.

All right, go ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 1355; Preamble to

the Social Principles)

SHERBROOKE: All right, I would ask

you to turn your attention to p. 458 in

your blue book, and look for Item 1355.

The title is "Preamble to the Social

Creed," and the original petition is

found in yo\irAdvance DCA, p. 124. This

petition requested that we change the

language in the preamble to read "God
the Creator." The subcommittee, excuse

me, the legislative committee approved

that change 46 to 36; it was a close vote.

And we do have a minority report that

has a different view ofwhat we should've

done.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, we have

the minority report which I believe we
would treat as an amendment, but go

ahead. And I think, let me ask the body.

You know, we haven't any rule about the
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length oftime for presentations. Let me
suggest 5 minutes? 3 minutes? All right,

how many ofyou would go along with 2

minutes? Opposed. OK, 2 minutes it is.

All right, yes? What's the point oforder?

No. 13.

JERRY G. BREWSTER (Memphis):

Mr. president, ifyou consider this to be

an amendment, why is it not aUotted

only 1 minute of speech time?

BISHOP TUELL: Because I believe

that the minority report is a status that

is granted by this group that ought to be

accorded the privilege of that, even

though it may an amendment rather

than a substitute. So, that's my reason-

ing.

BREWSTER: Is it a preferred amend-

ment?

BISHOP TUELL: It has the status of

a minority report, even though it's not a

substitute, and I believe that your action

in providing 2 minutes for this is in line

with intent of the rules. All right, let's

go . . . yes ... we need to move ahead.

Hope this will speed us up. No. 8.

DAVID L. SEVERE (Oklahoma): I

believe that you have ruled

before . . . the chairs have ruled before.

This is the language that is now there.

All you have to do is defeat.

BISHOP TUELL: It's not the lan-

guage that's now there. Presently, it

only says . .

.

SEVERE: "Father" is there.

BISHOP TUELL: It's "Father". The
main report says "Creator", the

minority report says "Creator" and

"Father." OK, go ahead.

UNIDENTIHED SPEAKER: Yes sir.

In the Preamble we would like to retain

the word "Father" and also accept

"Creator." When you read paragraph

70, you fmd that we are referring there

to the natural world. That's the Creator.

In par. 71, we're referring to the earth

and community. That is the family of

God, and the family of God are the

sisters and brothers and Christ. We
refer to God as our Father.

Now we do know that in the history

of that term, that all through history

there have been fathers who have

abused. In the time of Jesus, in fact,

Herod the Great v/as one of the great

abusers. He killed his own sons. He
drowned one of his sons in a swimming

pool in Jericho. He was a very abusive

person. Jesus knew that. And yet, Jesus

talked about a loving Father. You can

take any good thing, any good concept.

and make an evO of it. Jesus knew that

but, he prayed, "Our Father ..." And
so, we believe, in the minority, that we
should retain the word "Father" and

retain the integrity of the Trinity.

Let me say this, that ifyou do vote for

"Creator", which certainly you will be

doing that anyway, that this is good and

you'll feel good about it. But ifyou vote

for God the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who taught us to pray, "Our

Father," you'll feel better about it.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Now, do

we have anyone speaking against the

minority report? Yes, no. 12.

REBECCA KAY BARGER (Bal-

timore): I'd like to try a motion, if its

proper. I'd like to move to suspend the

rules so that we can vote on aU that's

before us.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, the mo-

tion is in order. If you'll suspend the

rules, lift the hand. Opposed? They are

suspended and we are going to proceed

to vote on these matters. We have before

us the minority report that has the

words, "Creator" and "Father". We are

going to vote on Ihat now. Please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 540;

"No," 362. You have made the . . . now,

this is an amendment. You've adopted

the amendment. We now have the mat-

ter before us as amended. Areyou ready?

Please vote when the light appears. All

right. "Yes," 734; "No," 166. It is passed

as amended. OK Next.

DON M. PIKE (Central Texas):

Bishop Tuell and members ofthe annual

conference.

BISHOP TUELL: Can you hear all

right?

(Omnibus Motion Offered)

PIKE: I'm secretary of the Church

and Society Legislative Committee, and

we want to put beforeyou as an omnibus

motion that will hopefully clear out

about 10 petitions, all of which had zero,

one or two negative votes. Six had zero,

1 had 1, and 3 had 2, and we can wipe

them out all at this time, ifyou'll let me.

And I think our technicians have a slide

for us that can come up on the screen.

I'll try to walk you through them as

quickly as I possibly can. Ifyou'd look on

p. 339, Calendar Item 810. Excuse me?

BISHOP TUELL: Are you offering a

motion to adopt all these?

PIKE: Right.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It is

before us.

PIKE: I move that we adopt the fol-

lowing 10 items as the committee has

acted upon them.

BISHOP TUELL: OK
PIKE: No. 339, 810. It is a petition

relative to retain the present statement

regarding abortion. The calendar found

on 1022 of your white book, petition

1 1 153. The vote was 85-2. We concurred.

Then, if you'll look on p. 458. I believe

the slide is there behind us.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes. Point ofOrder.

No. 2.

FRANK FURMAN (Florida): Bishop,

the point is, about an hour ago did we
not agree and concur that any petition

carrying a vote of less than 16 was auto-

matically accepted on a consent, and

why £U-e we reviewing all of these, sir,

unless they're minority reports or some-

thing? I don't understand, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: No, we didn't adopt

the motion as you described it.

FURMAN:We did sir. We said first we
were at 10, then 15, then we were at 16

on negative votes on any petition before

us. What is the minimum count, sir?

BISHOP TUELL: It's 16.

FURMAN: Yes, sir, all of those had

less than 16.

BISHOP TUELL: It didn't include

minority. This doesn't have a minority

report, right?

PIKE: Yes. It's true. It's our under-

standing that we were supposed to

present these as a group as an onmibus

motion as a means of clearing them out.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, let me ask the

body, then. Do we have other items that

have the 16?

PIKE: Yes.

BISHOP TUELL: Is it the wish of the

body that we hear those before we hetu-

this? Well, let me ask you. You have a

rule that says you're going to hear the 16

ones. Yes, no. 13.

MERUN ACKERSON (Iowa): Bishop

Tuell, I would like to suspend the rules,

because I think that these items that

you've just put up on the board had less

than 15 votes, but they were sort of in

limbo unless we do something about

them. I guess I would like to suspend the

rules. I think I want to suspend the rules

that we deal with all those items that are

less than 16 votes negative in one fell

swoop. In other words, endorse them,

and say that these are the position ofthe

General Conference.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. It's before

you. Ifyou'll suspend the rules that way.
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raise your hands. Opposed? Well, they

are suspended by a 2/3 vote. Go ahead.

PIKE: All right, we've explained the

first one. Ifyou would then turn to . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: No. They don't feel

it's explained yet.

PIKE: Excuse me? All right. 810?

BISHOP TUELL: Do you want to vote

on them? All right. Please vote when the

light appears on the entire matter before

us. All right. "Yes," 800; "No," 100. You
have sustained the committee on those

items.

PIKE: All right, since you are in

such . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, was this a point

of order? No. 4.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Some of

those items appeared on the Consent

Calendar. We have a Consent Calendiir.

Could we not vote on the Consent Calen-

dar and then clear that?

BISHOP TUELL: They were lifted

from the Consent Calendar.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I'm

sorry, I beg your pardon. Can we vote on

the Consent Calendar?

BISHOP TUELL: Oh, were going to

get around to it, secretary.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Before

it's time to ae^joum.

BISHOP TUELL: Oh yes! All right.

PIKE: We didn't deal with all of these.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, we did.

PIKE: All right, did you vote on all of

those . . . ?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, it's all done.

PIKE: OK Good, I'm glad.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, I know you

can't believe it, but that's what hap-

pened.

PIKE: All right, we're rolling. Om-
nibus motion for nonconcurrence.

Calendar 374 on 269, which is a vote of

76 to 14. Calendar 392 on p. 271.

BISHOP TUELL: Wait a minute now.

PIKE: It was 75 to 16. I don't have

these on a slide. We couldn't get those

generated, so you want to talk about

those? 269?

BISHOP TUELL: Were they on the

list?

PIKE: No, these were not on the

screen. We did not have time to get them

there. These have . . . some of them

have less than 16 and some ofthem have

more than 16.

BISHOP TUELL: Well. Give us the

ones that have more than 16.

PIKE: More than 16. Calendar Item

1627 on p. 538.

BISHOP TUELL: Give us the page no.

first, please.

PIKE: All right, excuse me. p. 538 in

your blue book. Calendar Item 1627.

Medical Rights for Children and Youth.

Petition 10290. In the Advance DCA, p.

180. The vote was 54 to 17.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right It's for

nonconcurrence.

PEKE: For nonconcurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: Are you ready?

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 801; "No," 70. The nonconcur-

rence is sustained.

PIKE: All right, the same, p. 538.

Calendar Item 1623, found in the Ad-

vance DCA on 133. Petition 10283. The
vote is 37 for and 23 against. The issue

dealt with Forced Contraceptive Use
and Sterilization. We recommend non-

concurrence, and we'll ask the General

Board of Church Society to study that.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, noncon-

currence with references before you.

Please vote when the light appears.

"Yes," 813; "No," 73. The nonconcur-

rence and reference is sustained.

DON PIKE: (Central Texas): All right

a series of concurrence motions.

BISHOP TUELL: No. 4

GOLDSCHMIDT: I'm confused, are

we on this saying nonconcurrence, or

are we saying that it's reference?

BISHOP TUELL: It's both. We don't

agree with it, but we're sending it over

to Church and Society. Go ahead. That's

what you did. Go ahead.

PIKE: That's right. P. 271 inyour blue

book.

BISHOP TUELL: 271.

(Calendar Item No. 398, Circumcision)

PIKE: Calendar Item 397, Health in

Mind and Body. Concurrence as

amended.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. This is for

concurrence as amended. Areyou ready?

Please vote when the light appears. 799,

"Yes;" 57 "No." It is sustained as concur-

(Calendar Hem No. 398, Circumcision)

PIKE: Page 271, Calendar Item 398.

Just below that, found in the Advance

DCA, 1042. There was considerable sym-

pathy within the committee. We recom-

mend concurrence as amended.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, it's before

you. Are you ready? Please vote when
the light appears. "Yes," 674; "No," 148.

You've sustained the concurrence. Yea,

no. 3.

DONALD W. HAYNES (Western

North Carolina): I should like to try a

motion which you might rule out of

order. May I read it, sir?

BISHOP TUELL: Yes.

HAYNES: I move that the 1992 ses-

sion of the General Conference of The
United Methodist Church sustain the

action of the legislative committees for

aU petitions remaining on the calendar,

except those which have minority

reports.

BISHOP TUELL: Now, say that

again.

HAYNES: That we sustain the action

of the legislative committees for all peti-

tions remaining on the calendar, except

those which have minority reports.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, you'd have to

suspend the rules to do that.

HAYNES: That is correct

BISHOP TUELL: You move to

suspend the rules for that purpose?

HAYNES: I move suspension of the

rules.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, it's before

yoa It's not debatable. Please vote when

the light appears, ifyou want to suspend

the rules. "Yes," 593; "No," 277. You
have suspended the rules. Yes? Now
you're going to need to make a motion.

HAYNES: That's correct

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, no. 4, what do

you want?

WILLIAM H. HINSON (Texas Con-

ference): This is a question.

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, he's going to

make a motion in a minute, but go

ahead.

HINSON: Bill Hinson from Texas.

Earlier in this session we were told that

aU unfmished business would be

referred to the CF&A, the Council of

Bishops, and the Council of Ministries.

We were operating under that belief, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right We're stiU

in session. You can vote against his mo-

tion if you want to, but this is a new

motion to do it a little different way. And
we haven't adjourned yet. OK? So you

need to make a motion now, the motion

you made. No. 3. No. 3.

HAYNES: I move that the 1992 ses-

sion of the General Conference of The
United Methodist Church sustain the

action of the legislative committees for

all petitions remaining on the calendar,

except those which have minority
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reports. I should like a chance to speak

to that, sir.

BISHOP TUELL: Go ahead.

HAYNES: I think the mood of this

conference has been that we have a high

measure of trust in those legislative

committees which have spent hours on

these various petitions, and I believe I'd

like to test the house on letting the legis-

lative committee opinion prevail.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, does

someone wish to speak against that? No.

14.

JOHN P. MILES (Little Rock): The
last General Conference mandated a

study on genetics. That committee has

worked hard, and put it from our legis-

lative committee on the Consent Calen-

dar. We were told to take it off the

Consent Calendar, so it could be

presented before the body for approval.

What, Bishop, where does this leave the

genetic study?

BISHOP TUELL: It leaves it right

where it is, unless you vote for this mo-

tion. If you vote for this motion, then

you're going to . . . the motion will ap-

prove everything except that has a

minority report. OK? That question, I

think, was against the motion. Anyone
speaking for the motion? Yes, are you

speaking for the motion? Amendment,
all right. No. 7.

MICHAEL COYNER (North In-

diana): I move to amend by adding the

words, "and also having 16 or fewer

negative votes." If there's a second, I'll

explain my thinking.

BISHOP TUELL: It is seconded.

COYNER: Included left on the calen-

dar unadopted are some things where

the votes are very close. I feel uncom-

fortable simply assuming we can ap-

prove those that only passed by 2 or 3

vote difference. I think the intention is

to get rid of a lot of the things which

were passed by great msgorities, and by

amending it in this way we would get rid

of those in 1 fell swoop, and still be able

to deal with those other issues which

were close calls.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, you've

heard the amendment. Does anyone

wish to speak against the amendment?
Right here, speaking against the amend-

ment? Let's try to avoid getting this too

convoluted. No. 3.

WILLIAM A. HINES (West Ohio):

Bishop, we did earlier make a decision.

Shouldn't this be reconsidered if it's

going to be dealt with? We made a

decision earlier that there would be

referred to the Council of Bishops any-

thing we didn't fmish. Isn't this out of

order, this particular motion? I'm as-

king for some kind of answer.

BISHOP TUELL: OK My answer is

that when we suspend the rules, you can

change what you did before.

HINES: Without voting reconsidera-

tion?

BISHOP TUELL: That's my ruling.

HINES: Thank you.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Now we
have the CoynerAmendment before us.

Does anyone wish to speak against it?

Yes. No. 13.

GEIS: I would vote against it, because

I would affirm what was said about the

original motion, that we trust the legis-

lative committees. If there's not a

minority report, then there's not a

thoughtful group of people who really

have a position ready to explain to us.

Therefore we don't need to go through

everything that has 16 votes.

BISHOP TUELL: Are you ready to

vote now? Please vote when the light

appears, on the Coyner Amendment
about the 16. "Yes," 407; "No," 461. The
Coyner Amendment is lost. We're now
on the original motion, the effect of

which, ifyou adopt it, will be to approve

all reports except those that have a

minority report. We will do that in this

action right now if you vote in favor of

it. Yes? No. 7.

KNOWLES: Point of information.

Can anyone on the platform tell us how
many items, roughly?

LAWSON: Well, if, at these moment
we have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-6 reports with

minority reports. Six of them.

BISHOP TUELL: All right.

LAWSON: Only 1 of which has a

negative vote of more than 16. Two, I'm

sorry, 2 of which.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Yes?

PIKE: Bishop Tuell, I'd like to to' a

substitution motion. That we concur

with all committee actions with the ex-

ception of the Genetic Study Report.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. The mo-

tion is that we concur with all reports

except the Genetic Study Report.

PIKE: Of Church and Society, of

Church and Society is who I'm par-

ticularly speaking for.

BISHOP TUELL: Oh, you're not talk-

ing for the other committees?

PIKE: I don't want to speak for them.

Go ahead, all right, all committees, all

across the board, concurrent with aU

committee action with the exception of

the Genetic Study Report.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, is there a

second to that? You want to speak to it,

or just want to let them talk about it?

PIKE: Leave it to the body.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. Do you

wish to speak to that? Are you speaking

to that amendment? Yes. No. 8.

EWING WERLEIN JR. (Texas):

Bishop, I would like to ask, before we
vote to accept or to reject this kind of a

proposid, how many of these petitions

that we're maybe accepting on blind

faith involve matters in theDiscipline or

changes in the Discipline of our church,

and how many of them are just going in

the Resolution book?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, do we have an

answer to that?

JAMES LAWSON (California-

Pacific): None of the remsuning peti-

tions have to do with the Discipline.

They are all petitions of one form or

another.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Yes?

LAWSON: . . . related to the Boo* of

Resolutions.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. Now are

you speaking against this amendment?

No. 13.

JOHN BRAWN: Bishop, that's not

true. That's only true for the Church

and Society remaining action. There's

remaining action in other leg^lative

committees . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Doyou have a num-

ber? Doesn't somebody keep a ttdly of

this?

LAWSON: All right. Bishop. 1343 has

to do with the change in the Discipline,

the Social Creed only.

BISHOP TUELL: OK.

LAWSON: AU the rest have to do with

petitions that go into the Book of

Resolutions. 114, that was held off the

consent item-Consent Calendar-vote

as a unanimous . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: OK.
LAWSON: . . . report. We have one

special consideration for you.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. We're

trying to get a picture of the totality of

aU reports, but, you know, these time

saving motions . . . Do we have an

answer?

BRAWN: Bishop, I think I can offer a

little bit of clarification. We have 5 peti-

tions that affect the Discipline, but the

committee recommendation is noncon-
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currence. There is, however, a minority

report on one of those affecting par. 75.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. Can we go

ahead and vote on these? We have the 1,

the amendment that would have us vote

on everything right now except the

genetic business. And they said they

want to go ... Is this a question? All

right. No. 8. We have . . . yes. Is that a

point of order? No. I'm sorry; just a mo-
ment. I recognize no. 8. We'll come back

to you in a minute, but please. No. 8.

RICHARD TIMBERLAKE (Holston):

The motion by Mr. Pike was that we
receive all of these resolutions as it hap-

pens that they are with-except the 1 on

genetics. He did not mention the 6 that

have minority reports connected with

them. We had earlier said we would hear

them separately. I want to be sure that

we will.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, if you adopt

this motion, you won't hear them.

TIMBERLAKE: Well, then may I

make an amendment?
BISHOP TUELL: No, we've gotten

too far already. I think we need to vote

on this. You can vote them up or down.

All right. We're going to vote now on the

one . . . vote on everything except the

genetic. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. "Yes," 415; "No," 467. You have

not approved that. Now we have the

original 1 back here—that we would vote

on right now on everything. We would

approve everything except those that

have minority reports. We've had 2 and

2 speeches right now. We are ready to

vote on it. Please vote when the light

appears. "Yes," 619; "No," 245. You

have adopted this motion which ap-

proves all matters except those that have

minority reports. Now we are going to

continue with reports. All right. What's

the point of order? No. 12.

(Point of Order On Rule 34)

JANET STEPHENSON (Iowa):

Bishop, I appeal a point of order or your

ruling from the chair. Rule no. 34 on

minority reports. On p. 100, it says in

point no. 1, "The names of members of

the committees signing the report shall

be indicated." And none of the minority

reports we have considered this evening

has that been the case. I think we're

straining the definition of minority

report. Would you rule on that please?

BISHOP TUELL: State your point

again, because . . . state it once more.

STEPHENSON: The rule 34 says that

minority reports shall be represented as

substitutes for the committee report.

And then it says the names of the mem-
bers of the committee signing the report

shall be indicated. And in the petitions

we've considered this evening itjust says

minority report, and then it's an amend-
ment. But it doesn't include the names
ofthe persons signing the report. I think

we're straining the definition of

minority report. Would you help us un-

derstand that?

BISHOP TUELL: WeU, aU right. My
ruling is that the absence of the names
there does not invalidate the minority

reports, and the absence of some
evidence that there were not the people

that refdly signed it.

STEPHENSON: Then we should

change the rule, because that's what it

says.

BISHOP TUELL: I know it says that.

OK. Yes? No. 4. No. 4.

GREG STOVER (West Ohio): I move
that we refer all remaining items not

dealing with the Discipline to the Coun-

cil of Bishops; and if I have a second, I

would like to speak to it.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Well, wait

a minute now. I'm afraid you have to

suspend the rules to do that.

STOVER: Very well. I move that we
suspend the rules for that purpose.

BISHOP TUELL: The motion is to

suspend the rules- is not debatable. And
we are going to vote. Please vote when

the light appears. "Yes," 659; "No," 234.

The rules are suspended. Now you can

make your motion.

STOVER: I move that we refer all

remaining items not dealing with the

Discipline to the Council of Bishops, and

I'd like to speak to it.

BISHOP TUELL: Is it seconded? AU
right, go ahead.

STOVER: Bishop and members of the

conference, we are dealing with a num-

ber of very important issues to which

there are minority reports at a point in

the evening when, apparently, very few

of us arc in a mood to deal seriously with

them. And I think that the church deser-

ves our best mind on these matters. We
ought to wait to act on them-allow them

to be brought back to the next General

Conference, rather than trying to force

them through this evening with quick

votes of concurrence.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. We've had

a motion to refer to the Council of

Bishops. Yes? No. 8. Are you speaking

against the motion to refer?

BILL QUICK (Detroit): I wish to

amend that-that they be referred to the

appropriate boards, rather than the

council.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. That's an

amendment. Is there a second to it? It's

seconded. So we have the amendment to

refer to the appropriate boards before

us. Are you ready to vote on that? All

right. Please vote when the light ap-

pears. And the vote is in progress. "Yes,"

485; "No," 405. You have approved the

amendment. The boards are substituted

for the bishops. And we now have the

motion to refer all of the remaining

items to the appropriate boards. That's

before us. Yes? No. 9.

SUSAN DAVIES (Nebraska): We
were elected to come here and be repre-

sentatives of our churches. We are tired,

but we have very important things that

we have passed through our committees

and have deliberated on that should be

acted upon at this conference. I think it's

important for us to hold steady, to be

responsible for our work, and not to just

shove aside things that are very impor-

tant in the life of our church.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Does

someone wish to speak for the motion to

refer? Yes. No. Back. All right Just a

moment. Yes, at the no. 14 there.

JOHN MILES aittle Rock): Bishop, I

have to ask you a question to tell me
what to do. We have that Genetic Study

that we passed unanimously and en-

thusiastically after 4 years of study, and

now you're fixing to refer it back to

somebody else. How can I get this off of

the table so we can vote?

BISHOP TUELL: All right WeU,

we've already had one that accepted

that, and that was voted down. Yes.

MILES: WeU, and I have an amend-

ment to make, then, or a motion. I make
the motion that we remove the Genetic

Study from the legislation we just did

and vote on it

BISHOP TUELL: Didn't we vote on

that?

JIM LAWSON (California-Pacific):

Bishop TucU, the issue is, friends, that

the Genetic Study was asked for by the

1988 General Conference and asked to

be brought to the 1992 General Con-

ference; and that document is Calendar

Item 114. And we had deliberately held

it out because we wanted to be able to

say. Here is the report. And the chair-
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man of that task force-which has done

pioneering work in the field of ethics in

this matter that puts The United

Methodist Church in the forefront of

this matter, of this area of ethics-we

wanted him to be able to say that to you

so that you would understand it's there

in the Book ofWorship, Book, rather, of

Resolutions; and that it's an important

thing for us to know is there. And as

these questions are now being raised

everywhere in our country, we United

Methodists will have at leeise, a begin-

ning statement that helps us to move in

the proper fashion.

BISHOP TUELL: Let me respond to

the earlier question. We were earlier

talking about acting on everything ex-

cept the genetic~not acting on. Now we
are talking about referring, so it is a

different matter and it is subject to

amendment~the motion to refer. Yes.

Go ahead no. 14.

MILES: Bishop, I make a motion that

we withdraw and consider the Genetic

Study.

BISHOP TUELL: Well . .

.

MILES: Well, you tell me. I'm con-

fused. Man, I don't know what we are

doing!

BISHOP TUELL: Couldn'tyou accept

this from the referral if you wanted to

make that . .

.

MILES: I've moved to refer every-

thing except the Genetic Study.

BISHOP TUELL: So it's an amend-

ment to except that from the motion of

referral? All right. That's the amend-

ment before you. Are you ready to act

upon that? All right. Please vote when

the light appears. "Yes," 773; "No," 127.

You have accepted the Genetic Study.

We still have the motion to refer before

us. Yes? Yes? Microphone . . . we've had

1 speech for and 1 against the motion to

refer to the boards and agencies. Go
ahead, no. 3.

JUDITH C. HILL (Central Pennsyl-

vania): I would like to move that we
suspend the rules so that we can extend

the time to consider the rest of the busi-

ness which includes the . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: That's a necessary

motion. All right. You wanted to say how
much time or just extend it?

HILL: 11:30.

BISHOP TUELL: Extend to 11:30. If

you'll approve, lift the hand. Opposed?

Well, it's extended. All right. Back here.

Yes, and then we'll come over this way

later. No. 12. We have 1 for and 1 against

the motion to refer.

JOAN HOOVER Oowa): I want to

speak against referrtJ. We have just

spent a lot of time arguing about how to

dispense with the rest of our business. I

refdly believe if we would simply settle

down and do the work, we would be

done much sooner. I think we're wasting

a lot of time arguing about procedure. I

really think we can get the work done

and act on all of these, and I hope we will

not refer them.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you. Areyou

ready to vote? All right. No. 4. Are you

speaking for the motion to refer?

GEORGE McCLAIN (New York): No,

I would like to make an amendment, if

that's in order.

BISHOP TUELL: Well, you can try.

McCLAIN: All right. I would move to

add to the . . . what's before us, except

for Calendar Item 1607, the resolution

entitled, "The Middle East in the After-

math of the Gulf War." If I have a

second, I will speak to that. The General

Board of Church and Society has spent

many months developing this resolu-

tion. It updates material in our Book of

Resolutions. We all know an awful lot

has happened in the Middle East since 4

years ago, and I think this resolution, in

particular, because of its timeliness,

needs to be dealt with by this body.

BISHOP TUELL: AU right. Anyone
wishing to speak against that? Are you

ready to vote on that? Please vote when

the light appears.

"Yes," 326; "no," 560. It is not sus-

tained. Yes, right over here.

DONALD G. WILLLVMS (West

Michigan): Question, have we taken ac-

tion on the 2 Consent Calendars that

were before us?

BISHOP TUELL: No, but I presume

this action will do it.

WILLIAMS: Then, may I make an

amendment, sir?

BISHOP TUELL: Why not? All right,

this is a referral, excuse me. Go ahead.

WILLIAMS: Then may I make an

amendment that we lift from the refer-

ral those items on the Consent Calen-

dars, so that we might act on those

rather than referring them.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, that's right.

Are we ready to vote on that? Ifyou favor

that lift the hand; opposed, it's done. All

right, yes. No. 12, we're on the motion

to refer. We've only got 1 speech in favor

of referring left.

REBECCA K. (KAY) BARGER (Bal-

timore): Seems like this is my role

tonight. I move to suspend the rules, so

that we can move the question on all

that is before us.

BISHOP TUELL: If you wiU suspend

the rules to vote on all before us, liftyour

hand. Opposed. The rules are

suspended. Ifyou will now proceed with

the previous question, lift your hand;

opposed, it's done. The motion before Us

is to refer all the items before us, with

the exception of the Genetic Study, the

Consent Calendar, to the appropriate

boards. And Disciplinary matters, thank

you veiy much. That's before you. If

you'll approve that lift your hand; op-

posed, it is done.

Thank you very much. Now, let us

turn to those items that we need and still

have to do. Consent Calendar? OK,

we're moving along.

JORDAN: We're going to approve, to

jiskyour approval ofthe Consent Calen-

dar No. 7, it's found on p. 609 in the blue

book. And Consent Calendar No. 8 is

foimd on this specied sheet of special

Calendar Items, which was passed out to

you at your seats. The removals from

Consent Calendar No. 7 are on the spe-

cial sheet. And there were no removals

from Consent Calendar No. 8. I would

move the adoption of Consent Calen-

dars 7 and 8.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you. If

you approve lift the hand. Opposed, it is

adopted.

(John Brawn Recognized

for Computer Work)

JORDAN: Bishop, could I just take,

have a teeny privilege.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes.

JORDAN: John Brawn, would you

come up here. Earlier there was a resolu-

tion about our computer technology,

and how we, our legislative process. This

is the person behind all of that, John

Brawn, our coordinator. Fantastic job. I

think we ought to give him a hand.

JOHN BRAWN: Thank you very

much.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, thank

you. Now let us proceed with the other

items, go ahead.

(Calendar Item No. 114;

Genetic Sciences)

LAWSON: I havejust 2 items. I would

refer you to p. 228, Calendar Item 114,

228, Calendar Item 114. The committee
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voted conairrence to New Develop-

ments in Genetic Sciences, I've said al-

ready, a task force asked for by the 1988

General Conference. We voted 88 for

and against We've asked and we've

moved for concurrence. We've asked the

chairperson of that task force, Dr. Ken-
neth Carder to have just a word.

BISHOP TUELL: All right. Where is

he? Oh, yes. Excuse me, no. 9.

KENNETH L. CARDER (Holston

Conference): Bishop Tuell, I just would

simply express my gratitude to the

General Conference for its foresight in

paneling this task force. We have done

pioneering work. There is a genetic

revolution going on, and for the first . .

.

at least an experience we have had is

that, we are in the forefront of the dis-

cussion. I just want to read an excerpt

from a letter I received from a professor

of medical ethics, that I think sum-

marizes the importance of this report.

This professor of medical ethics, who
used the task force report in the class-

room, said, "The United Methodist

Church is in the forefront ofa discussion

of genetic science. Rather than reacting

too late to technological developments.

The United Methodist Church is helping

to shape the direction of a technology by

its report, and its willingness to engage

in dialogue with the scientific com-

munity and the general publia" We
simply commend this study to all of the

members of this General Conference

and to all the local churches. It is a

resource for dialogue.

BISHOP TUELL: Thank you very

much. Thank you. All right, please vote

when the light appears. "Yes," 888;

"No," 10. The report is sustained, it pas-

ses. Yes. Thank you very much.

(Calendar Item No. 1626;

War and Peace)

LAWSON: All right. There is 1 matter

related to Par. 75D in the Discipline. Its

on p. 538, it is Calendar No. 1626. Sub-

ject matter is "War and Peace. " And, Mr.

President, I want to move that we refer

this matter to the General Board of

Church and Society.

BISHOP TUELL: All right, the mo-
tion is for reference of this to the

General Board ofChurch and Society. If

you will refer, lift the hand. Opposed, it

is done. Thank you, thank you veiy

much, Jim.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Can I

have a point of order. Bishop? I thought

that we had made a decision under a rule

change, that we would deal with all Dis-

ciplinary items, that's 75C . .

.

BISHOP TUELL: Yes, Disciplinary

items, if we still have them, we're sup-

posed to vote on it

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That's

what it was.

LAWSON: I said that

BISHOP TUELL: He said that We
just voted on it. We didn't refer that; we
voted on it, right? Yes. Well, we acted on

it in that way. We took action in that

way. All right, now have we completed

the agenda?We havesome nominations.

CHARLES JORDAN: The agenda is

completed.

BISHOP TUELL: Very goodJ All

right, now we have some things. We
have some nominations and these will

be brought by Bishop Talbert, secretary

of the Council of Bishops.

BISHOP TALBERT: Bishop TueU
and members of the General Con-

ference, turn to p. 84, in the DCA. I

presented to you these nominations ear-

lier in the General Conference, and we
have on pp. 84-86, elected the Judicial

Council, the Secretary Designate on p.

85, the bottom of p. 85 on the right, the

University Senate, and the top of p.86,

the Commission on the General Con-

ference.

I now place before you aU of the

remaining nominations for the various

boards and agencies and committees

from the Council of Bishops.

BISHOP TUELL: It's before you. If

you will approve, lift the hand. Opposed?
It's done. Thank you. Now, all right Let

me express my deep thanks to all ofyou
for the way in which you have worked
together tonight. You've been very, very

cooperative and helpful, and I thank you
for that. I want to thank Bishop Talbert

and Bishop Solomon for their wonderful

help, and thanks be to God for his good

gift.

Now, it is time for us to turn to our

closing worship, and Bishop Thomas
Bangura of Sierra Leone will be in

charge. I think you should have the

order of worship. Bishop Joseph Yeakel,

our council president, will be taking a

part in this service. All right, Bishop

Bangura.

(Prayer)

(Hymn)

(Meditation by Bishop Joseph Yeakel)

(Adjournment at 11:45 p.m.)
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899, 1-908, 1-911, 1-912, 1-913, 2-

1250, 2-1252, 2-1278, 2-1279,

2-1288, 2-1294, 2-1296, 2-1300, 2-

1314, 2-1319, 2-1320, 2-1321, 2-

1325, 2-1328, 2-1329, 4-244, 4-375,

4-376, 4-377, 4-379, 4-381, 4-475, 4-

545, 4-546, 4-612, 4-614, 4-616, 4-

620, 4-621, 4-624, 4-625, 4-627,

4-769, 4-765, 4-766; beyond the local

church 1-384, 1-900, 1-901, 2-1303,

2-1304, 4-350, 4-379, 4-613, 4-623;

interim 1-898, 4-378; less than full-

time 1-898, 1-899, 2-1300, 2-1301, 2-

1302; women 1-847, 4-471, 4-721 see

also Clergy

Apportionments (subdivided by appor-

tioning body when appropriate): 1-

330, 1-658, 1-900, 2-1162, 2-1163,

2-1261, 4-302, 4-365, 4-463, 4-553, 4-

583, 4-720, 4-781; formulas, general

church 1-318, 4-278, 4-641; con-

ference 1-374, 1-490, 1-836, 1-837, 2-

1145, 2-1146, 2-1161, 2-167, 4-230,

4-231, 4-232, 4-234, 4-303, 4-470, 4-

542; general church 1-331, 1-372, 1-

380, 2-1152, 2-1154, 2-1155, 2-1161,

2-1163, 2-1208, 4-230, 4-231, 4-234,

4-277, 4-351, 4-393, 4-398, 4-462, 4-

752; study 2-1162, 4-232; term 1-

488, 1-540, 2-1146, 2-1174, 4-462,

4-463, 4-781. see also Budget
Architectural standards: 1-240

Archives and History, conference Com-
mission on: 2-1237, 2-1317, 4-241, 4-

617; responsibilities 1-809, 4-171

Archives and History, General Com-
mission on: cost reductions 4-221;

evaluation of 1-573, 4-355; head-

quarters property report 1-947; in-

come and expenditures 1-954;

location 1-566; membership 1-812, 2-

1238, 4-240, 2-242; nominations to 4-

84, 4-85; purpose 1-811, 4-171;

report 1-753; responsibilities 1-814

Articles of Religion: 2-1129, 2-1130, 2-

1136,2-1178

Asia: 1-701

Asian-Americans: 1-602, 1-769, 2-

1227, 4-288

Asian-American Language Ministries,

Study Committee: 2-1227, 4-288, 4-

508

Associate members see Clergy
Audio/videotapes, 1992:4-119

Audit and Review, Committee on: 1-

378
Autonomous Methodist churches: 1-

89, 1-925, 4-298. see also Affiliated

autonomous Methodist churches
Awad, Alex: 2-1073, 4-458

B

Baptism, Sacrament of: 1-249, 1-253, 1-

828, 1-832, 1-833, 1-855, 1-921, 2-

1126,2-1137,2-1138,2-1139,

2-1140, 2-1170, 2-1250, 2-1253, 2-

1254, 2-1255, 4-210, 4-282, 4-283, 4-

284, 4-613, 4-690, 4-695; see also

Infant dedication

Baptism Study Committee: 1-262, 1-

263, 1-757, 4-282; report 1-252, 4-690

Bashore, George W., presiding: 4-481

Basic Protection Plan: 1-390, 4-540

Basic Salaiy Plan: 1-374, M89, 2-

1148, 2-1149, 4-229, 4-230, 4-231, 4-

782

Bethea, Joseph B., presiding: 4-686

Bible: 2-1137, 2-1140; New Revised

Standard Version 1-355; study 4-

374, 4-556

Birth Control: 1-134, 1-135, 1-136, 2-

1020, 2-1053, 4-537, 4-538, 4-539, 4-

734, 4-789; forced 1-133, 4-538

Bishops: 1-5, 1-206, 1-669, 1-908, 1-

910, 2-1088, 2-1314, 2-1319, 2-1325,

4-337, 4-543, 4-614, 4-620; age 2-

1088, 4-336; annual conference

relationship 1-920, 4-612; appeals 1-

638; assignment of 1-206, 1-208, 2-

1089, 2-1090, 2-1096, 2-1097,

2-1104, 2-1278, 2-1279, 4-264, 4-306,

4-337 (correction 4-524), 4-454, 4-

455, 4-525, 4-771; assistant 1-1279,

4-612; call for peace 1-198, 4-228;

Central Conference 1-908, 1-924, 1-

925, 4-166, 4-394, 4-543, 4-613;

ecumenical officer 2-1318, 4-617;

election of 1-207, 2-1106, 2-1314, 4-

337, 4-455, 4-525, 4-543; funding 1-

311, 1-380, 4-278, 4-350; grievance

procedures 2-1315, 4-367; investiga-

tions of 1-631; jurisdictions 1-206;

number of 1-206, 1-209, 2-1087, 2-

1088, 2-1095, 2-1096, 4-127, 4-227, 4-

265, 4-453, 4-454, 4-525, 4-526,

4-605, 4-750; presidential duties 1-

624, 1-879, 4-367, 4-622; respon-

sibilities 1-910, 1-919, 2-1315, 4-162,

4-544, 4-546, 4-615; retirement 1-

908, 2-1314, 2-1315, 4-543; rulings 1-

627, 2-1189, 4-366, 4-369, 4-613;

salaries/compensation 4-637, 4-638;

tenure 2-1089, 2-1090, 2-1278, 2-

1279, 2-1314, 2-1315, 2-1327, 2-

1328, 2-1329, 4-306, 4-337, 4-452,

4-455, 4-473, 4-526, 4-543, 4-615, 4-

764; termination, involuntary 1-909,

4-367; transfer 2-1094, 2-1095, 2-

1096, 2-1279, 4-306, 4-337, 4-453, 4-

764, 4-773; vacancies 1-908, 2-1096,

4-455, 4-543. see o/so Pensions
Bishops, Council of: 2-1151, 2-1152, 2-

1153, 2-1154, 2-1155, 2-1179, 2-

1181,2-1184,2-1186,2-1187,

2-1200, 2-1229, 2-1238, 1239, 2-

1242, 4-285, 4-360, 4-361, 4-362, 4-

363, 4-364, 4-727, 4-728; accredited
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representative 1-925, 4-166; initia-

tives 1-507, 1-596, 4-168; ministry

study 1-882, 4-246, 4-650, 4-660, 4-

661; report, nominations 4-84, 4-

247; responsibilities 2-1318, 4-368,

4-370

Bishops, retiring, 1992: 4-577

Black Americans: 1-601, 1-739, 1-769,

1-922, 2-1046, 2-1203, 2-1204, 4-289,

4-366, 4-621; histories 1-816, 4-294;

leadership 2-1127, 4-275. see also

African Americans
Black CoUege Fund: 1-301, 1-742, 1-

748, 1-749, 2-1163, 2-1316, 4-170, 4-

231, 4-234, 4-238, 4-278, 4-630;

receipts and disbursements 1-934;

report 1-307

Black colleges: 1-613, 4-238

Black Community Developers: 1-693

Blind persons: communications access

1-823, 1-844, 2-1267, 4-170, 4-173

Bolivia: 2-1082, 4-458

Book ofDiscipline see Discipline, Book

of
Book ofResolutions: 1- 209, 1-502, 1-

544, 2-1094, 4-526; paper 2-1107, 4-

236, 4-337, 4-453; report on 1-542

Book of Worship: 1-233, 1-251, 1-494,

1-757, 2-1120, 2-1121, 2-1124, 2-

1125, 2-1126, 2-1127, 2-1128, 4-342,

4-344, 4-345, 4-491, 4-542, 4-563; cor-

rection to 4-421(in DCA) 4-568; fea-

ture article 4-419; report 4-564

Boycott: 1-194, 2-1186, 4-286; effective-

ness 2-1065, 4-529; grapes 1-104; K-

Mart 1-151, 4-534; media 2-1047,

2-1054, 4-341, 4-534; Royal

Dutch/Shell Oil 1-104; Walden
Books 1-151, 4-534

Budget: 1-93, 1-493, 1-607, 1-611, 2-

1153, 2-1160, 2-1161, 2-1162, 2-

1280, 4-238, 4-277, 4-350, 4-611,

4-393, 4-398, 4-430, 4-578, 4-603, 4-

728, 4-741, 4-742, 4-747, 4-776; fea-

ture article 4-513; prioritization

2-1186, 4-354; programmatic impact
of proposals 4-444; reserves fund 4-

746, 4-777 see also Apportionments
Burma: 4-688

Business procedure 1-97

Cabinet: 1-647, 1-911, 1-912, 4-545, 4-

625, 4-764

Calendar, Committee on: 1-88, mem-
bers 4-34; report 4-497, 4-576, 4-649,

4-668, 4-688, 4-713, 4-728, 4-730, 4-

750, 4-771

Calendar, Consent, 1992: 1-98, 4-166,

4-308, 4-335, 4-390, 4-451, 4-497, 4-

524, 4-576, 4-609, 4-610, 4-648, 4-

649, 4-667, 4-705, 4-731, 4-792;

constitutional items on 4-308, 4-309;

corrections 4-335, 4-451, 4-497, 4-

524, 4-609, 4-705; removals 4-227, 4-

264, 4-335, 4-390, 4-451, 4-524,

4-576, 4-609, 4-705

Calendar coordinator: 4-105, 4-391

Calendar, program: 1-801, 1-814, 4-179

Campus ministry: 1-745, 1-746, 1-752,

4-170, 4-240

Campus Ministry Special Program: 1-

516, 1-517, 1-741, 1-750, 2-1234, 4-

170, 4-237, 4-311, 4-366, 4-431,

4-562, 4-605; report 4-313

Capital punishment see Death penalty

Caribbean: 1-700

Catch the Spirit: 1-793, 2-1249, 4-171,

4-241

Celebrate God's Grace--Witness for

Jesus Christ: see Theme
Center for Theology and Public Policy

see Churches' Center...

Central America: 1-189, 4-459. see also

Latin America see also specific

coimtries

Central Conferences: 1-505, 1-626, 1-

665, 1-667, 1-668, 1-909, 1-910, 1-

924, 1-925, 1-926, 2-1036, 2-1085,

2-1183, 2-1189, 2-1211, 2-1240, 2-

1241, 4-127, 4-286, 4-341, 4-365, 4-

367, 4-368, 4-465, 4-560; bishops

1-206, 1-908, 1-924, 1-925, 2-1230, 2-

1315, 4-127, 4-166, 4-167, 4-265, 4-

394, 4-432, 4-509, 4-525, 4-526,

4-543, 4-613, 4-638, 4-685, 4-725;

computers 1-657; delegates 2-1086,

4-396; Special Sundays 1-650

Central Conference Affairs, Commis-
sion on: 1-89, 2-1113, 2-1230, 4-238,

4-461; members 4-34; report on
Board of Global Ministries reloca-

tion 4-490

Central Conferences Committee (LC
12): summary report 4-132

Central Jurisdiction: feature article 4-

424
Chaplains: 1-747, 1-900, 2-1234, 4-169,

4-276; rural 2-1235, 4-293, 4-668

Chaplains and Related Ministries,

Division of: 1-741, 2-1234, 4-169;

responsibilities 1-747, 1-748, 4-238,

4-276, 4-556

Chargeable offenses: see Investiga-

tions, trials, and appeals

Child care/Dependent care: 1-215, 2-

1105,4-267

ChUdren: 1-146, 1-173, 1-192, 704, 2-

1042, 2-1242, 2-1253, 4-227, 4-284, 4-

296, 4-385, 4-527, 4-528, 4-530;

medical rights 1-180, 2-1063, 4-537,

4-538, 4-789; ministry 1-695; needs

of 1-107; rights of 1-125, 2-1029, 4-

269, 4-272, 4-737; television 1-793;

unborn 2-1053, 4-538; unborn,

rights of 2-1029, 2-1049, 4-271, 4-

339, 4-537, 4-538, 4-738

Children of the Promise: 4-385; feature

article 4-251

Children, Youth and Families, Focus

on: 1-593,4-167

Choirs, 1992: 4-9, 4-83, 4-115, 4-146, 4-

194, 4-250, 4-322, 4-418, 4-514, 4-594

Christian: defmition 2-1129, 4-283

Christian education: 1-241, 1-242, 1-

248, 1-356, 1-358, 1-645, 1-647, 2-

1114, 2-1268, 4-276, 4-305, 4-345,

4-347, 4-554. see also Education

Christian Education and Age-Level

Ministries, Section on: 1-221

Christian Education Sunday: 1-538, 1-

650, 4-610

Christian Home Month: 1-671, 4-236,

4-763

Christian formation: 1-223, 1-244, 4-

539, 4-721

Christian Higher Education, United

Methodist Foundation for: 1-750, 4-

169

Christian Unity and Interreligious

Concerns, conference Commission
on: 2-1237, 4-172

Christian Unity and Interreligious

Concerns, district coordinator: 2-

1318,4-617

Christian Unity and Interreligious

Concerns, General Commission on:

cost reductions 4-221; eliminate 2-

1239, 4-242; evaluation of 1-573, 4-

355; grants 1-968; headquarters

property report 1-947; income and
expenditures 1-955; location 1-566;

membership 1-814, 2-1240, 4-242;

program needs 1-609; purpose 1-

814, 4-242; report 1-755; respon-

sibilities 1-814, 2-1239, 2-1240,

4-242, 4-243, 4-297

Christmas: 1-672, 4-236

Church and community workers: 2-

1218, 2-1219, 4-289, 4-290, 4-610

Church and Society Committee (LC 1):

1-90; summary report 4-131, 4-156,

4-203, 4-258, 4-330, 4-522

Church and Society, conference Board

of: 2-1035, 4-341; responsibilities 1-

127, 4-274

Church and Society, General Board of:

1-101, 1-527, 2-1093, 2-1201, 2-1241,

2-1242, 4-172, 4-243, 4-360, 4-454, 4-

711; cost reductions 4-216; evalua-

tion of 1-572; executive committee

1-127, 4-274; grants 1-965; head-

quarters property report 1-946; in-

come and expenditures 1-950;

location 1-564; membership 2-1036,

4-341; nominating committee 1-127,

4-274; nominations to 4-84; or-

ganization 1-127, 4-274; program
needs 1- 609; responsibilities 1-126,

1-127, 2-1035, 2-1036, 4-269, 4-341,

4-459

Church and Society work area: chair-

person 1-843, 4-245

Church Extension, Division: 1-671

Church growth: see Membership
Growth m

Church Location and Building, district ^
Board of: 1-389, 2-1159, 2-1272, 4-

350, 4-352

Church school: see Christian Educa-

tion
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Churches' Center for Theology and
Public Policy: 1-503, 1-541, 4-234, 4-

236, 4-642; report 1-323

CircuitWriter Network: 1-802

Circumcision: 2-1041, 4-271, 4-789

Cities, Reclaiming the: 1-678, 4-466

Civil obedience and disobedience: 1-

126, 4-269, 4-784

Civil rights: 1-106, 1-151, 1-281, 1-286,

2-1142,4-282,4-415,4^77
Civil suits: 2-1070, 2-1193, 4-530

Class leader: 1-244

Class meetings: 1-845, 4-304

Clergy: 1-613, 1-850, 1-878, 2-1019, 2-

1029, 2-1083, 2-1085, 2-1086, 2-

1178, 2-1278, 2-1279, 2-1283,

2-1284, 2-1329, 4-166, 4-167, 4-238,

4-265, 4-306, 4-365, 4-395, 4-528, 4-

546, 4-612, 4-614, 4-623, 4-722, 4-

760, 4-764; afilliate members 1-211,

1-212, 1-213, 2-1099, 2-1291, 2-1299,

2-1304, 4-451, 4-545, 4-623; appeals

1-638; appointments see Appoint-

ments; associate members 1-210, 1-

211, 1-213, 1-893, 1-894, 1-895,

1-917, 1-920, 2-1098, 2-1099, 2-1289,

2-1290, 2-1291, 2-1293, 2-1294, 2-

1296, 2-1322, 2-1323, 4-307, 4-338, 4-

377, 4-i51, 4-473, 4-544, 4-545,

4-612, 4-618, 4-623, 4-625, 4-766; as-

sociate members, as delegates 1-893;

benefits 1-912, 4-547; candidates 1-

888, 1-889, 2-1282, 2-1285, 2-1322, 2-

1323, 4-472, 4-473, 4-613, 4-614,

4-616, 4-765; change in relationship

1-878, 2-1305, 4-379; conflict of in-

terest 2-1091, 2-1100, 4-452; conduct

1-214, 4-336; conference member-
ship 1-211, 1-878, 1-906, 2-1144, 4-

265 (correction 4-335), 4-266, 4^51,
4-621, 4-724, 4-728; continuance/dis-

continuance 2-1300; co-pastors 2-

1251, 4-372; course of study 2-1285,

4-544; disabled see physically chal-

lenged; education, other than semi-

nary 2-1329, 4-614; exiting 1-646,

1-649; fidelity 1-885, 1-889, 1-893, 1-

894, 1-895, 1-896, 4-613, 4-619, 4-

620, 4-625, 4-765, 4-767; from other

conferences or denominations 1-

877, 1-878, 1-895, 1-896, 2-1294, 2-

1295, 4-616, 4-617, 4-618, 4-625,

4-765, 4-766; full members 1-212, 1-

877, 1-894, 1-895, 2-1292, 2-1293, 2-

1294, 2-1296, 4-473, 4-621, 4-623,

4-625, 4-626, 4-627; granting status

1-892, 4-547; grievance procedures 1-

622, 1-907, 2-1309, 2-1313, 4-357, 4-

358, 4-467, 4-610; harassment,

sexual 1-594, 4-466; Hispanic mini-

stries 1-722; holding services outside

charge 1-620, 1-660, 1-900, 4-371, 4-

465; homosexual 1-887, 1-888, 2-

1133,2-1141,2-1143,2-1277,

2-1282, 2-1283, 2-1284, 2-1332, 4-

353, 4-612, 4-613, 4-626, 4-627, 4-

765, 4-765, 4-767; housing 1-842,

1-914, 2-1149, 2-1173, 2-1266, 4-230,

4-374, 4-381, 4-429, 4^69 (correc-

tion 4-524), 4-471, 4-705; inept 2-

1331, 4-352; investigations of 1-631;

laying on of hands 2-1325, 4-614;

leave of absence 1-384, 1-617, 1-620,

1-901, 1-902, 1-903, 2-1305, 2-1306,

2-1307, 4-127, 4-280, 4-354, 4-358, 4-

368, 4-379, 4-623; leave, disability 1-

621, 1-905, 4-357, 4-358, 4-618;

leave, family 1-901, 1-902, 1-904, 4-

615, 4-618; leave, maternity/pater-

nity 1-904, 2-1307, 4-380, 4-617,

4-618; leave, renewal 2-1305, 4-379;

leave, sabbatical 1-901, 2-1305, 4-

380, 4-615; legal proceedings par-

ticipation 1-619, 4-368; location

2-1308, 4-381; location, honorable 1-

906, 2-1308, 4-473; location, ad-

ministrative 1-623, 2-1309, 4-358;

military duty 2-1307, 4-380; ordina-

tion 1-613, 1-873, 1-874, 1-887, 1-

896, 1-897, 1-910, 2-1295, 2-1296,

2-1332, 4-238, 4-543, 4-546, 4-547, 4-

612, 4-613, 4-614, 4-619, 4-623, 4-

623, 4-624, 4-625, 4-626, 4-766,

4-767, 4-768; pastoral care 2-1302, 4-

354; pensions: see Pensions; physi-

cally challenged 1-704, 2-1056,

2-1250, 2-1308, 2-1313, 4-244, 4-380,

4-528, 4-627; probationary members
1-619, 1-875, 1-876, 1-892, 1-893, 1-

907, 2-1099, 2-1288, 2-1289, 2-1290,

4-168, 4-354, 4-382, 4-451, 4-544, 4-

545, 4-547, 4-616, 4-617, 4-622, 4-

624, 4-625, 4-627; readmission

1-907, 2-1313, 4-380, 4-545, 4-617, 4-

627; responsibilities 1-877, 1-894, 1-

899, 1-900, 2-1302, 4-379, 4-380,

4-382, 4-765; retirement 1-614, 1-

905, 1-906, 2-1307, 2-1308, 4-238, 4-

380, 4-473, 4-546, 4-627; retirement,

involuntary 1-622, 4-357; rights 1-

892, 4-619; responsibilities 1-894, 1-

899, 2-1282, 2-1302, 4-380, 4-381,

4-613; salaries/compensation 1-373,

1-374, 1-375, 1-471, 1-488, 1-490, 1-

646, 1-648, 1-904, 2-1146, 2-1147, 2-

1148,2-1149,2-1150,2-1164,

2-1165, 2-1166, 2-1175, 2-1261, 2-

1266, 2-1271, 2-1288, 2-1303, 4-167,

4-229, 4-230, 4-231, 4-232, 4-233, 4-

277, 4-349, 4-350, 4-353, 4-378, 4-

381, 4-462, 4-463, 4-471, 4-540,

4-542, 4-618, 4-626, 4-782; service

record 1-383, 4-2; sexual abstinence

2-1282, 2-1283, 2-1284, 4-613;

spiritual growth 2-1304, 4-613;

suspension 1-617, 1-623, 4-367; su-

pervisory elders 1-375, 4-278; tenure

1-646, 1-912, 2-1278, 2-1321, 4-381,

4-547, 4-620; training 1-645, 1-648;

transfers 1-896, 2-1294, 4-547, 4-

617. see also Chaplains see also

Deacon see also Elder see also Evan-
gelists see also Lay preachers see

also Triids

Clergy Session: 4-455, 4-775 see also

Executive Session

Clubs: exclusive 2-1062, 4-529

COCU: 1-755, 1-760, 1-822, 1-823, 1-

897, 2-1239, 2-1243, 2-1244, 2-1245,

4-241, 4-294, 4-296, 4-297, 4-624, 4-

625
Coinage: U.S. 2-1067, 4-530

Cokesbuiy: 1-352, 1-353, 1-354, 4-125

Collective bargaining: see Employment
Colley, Carol: feature article 4-254

Columbus anniversary: 1-507, 1-560, 1-

665, 1-666, 1-674, 1-675, 1-678, 2-

1198, 4-286, 4-356, 4-366, 4-466. see

also New Beginning, Year of

Communication, General Commission
on: membership 2-1238, 2-1239, 4-

244, 4-298; report 1-791; respon-

sibUities 1-814, 2-1238, 4-170, 4-171,

4-768

Communication, Perryman Scholar-

ship in: 1-549

Communications, conference (Commit-

tee on 1-217, 4-267 (correction 4-

335)

Communications, local church coor-

dinator: 1-843, 1-844, 2-1267, 4-172,

4-173, 4-207, 4-299, 4-303, 4-304, 4-

472, 4-550

Communications, United Methodist:

cost reductions 4-222; evaluation of

1-574, 4-355; grants 1-973; head-

quarters property report 1-949; in-

come and expenditures 1-961;

location 1- 566; monitoring

trademark 1-546, 4-354; respon-

sibilities 4-208, 4-299

Communion, Sacrament of: 1-855, 1-

921, 2-1021, 2-1109, 2-1115, 2-1127,

4-348, 4-540, 4-613, 4-753

(Community ministries: 1-719, 1-738, 4-

289
Compensation see Clergy: salaries see

Salaries

Comprehensive Protection Plan: 1-

398, 1-471, 2-1172, 4-208, 4-276, 4-

279,4-280,4-281,4-542

Computers: information and data

standards 1-380, 1-597, 1-657, 1-836,

4-368, 4-371, 4-372, 4-463; network

1-802

Concordat churches: 1-89, 4-687

Concordats: 1-326, 1-925, 2-1019, 4-

243, 4-298, 4-454, 4-688

Conference benevolences: 4-159

(Conference Services and (Communica-

tion Education, Office of: 1-796

Conferences Committee (LC 2): 1-90;

summary report 4-131, 4-156, 4-203,

4-258, 4-331

Confirmation: 1-258, 1-264, 1-286, 1-

832, 1-833, 2-1137, 2-1138, 2-1139, 2-

1170, 2-1250, 2-1253, 2-1254,

2-1255, 2-1276, 4-282, 4-283, 4-300,

4-372

Conflict resolution: 2-1036
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Congregational development: 1-556, 1-

693, 1-719, 2-1203, 2-1204, 2-1208, 4-

168, 4-289, 4-366, 4-493

Congregations: resources for 1-108

Connectional issues: study 1-510, 1-

590, 4-357

Connectional Issues, Study of: 4-237;

report 1-535

Connectional Principle, Study of the:

4-360; report 1-539

Connectional Responsibilities Subcom-
mittee: 1-505

Conscientious objection: 1-103, 2-

1033, 4-456 see also Military service

Consent Calendar see Calendar, Con-

sent

Conservation: 1-105; waste manage-

ment 2-1040, 4-532; water 2-1040, 4-

532. see also Energy see also

Environment
Conservation work area: establish 2-

1037, 4-533

Constitutional Convention: 1-187, 1-

667, 2-1051, 2-1067, 2-1068, 4-274, 4-

460
Consultation on Church Union: see

COCU
Contraception see Birth Control

Cooperative parish ministries: 1-830, 2-

1251, 2-1252, 2-1318, 2-1328, 4-299,

4-301, 4-611, 4-621

Cooperative/Team ministry: 1-646

Coordination, Division of: 1-500

Copyright: see Publications

Correlation and Editorial Revision,

Committee on: 1-87, 1-88, 2-1106, 4-

454; members 4-35

Corrections: 4-13

Council director, conference: 1- 216, 2-

1102, 4-267, 4-453, 4-722, 4-723;

membership on cabinet 1-216, 4-453

Council on Ministries, conference: 1-

215, 2-1102, 4-267, 4-453; member-
ship 1-216, 2-1103, 4-267;

responsibilities 1-217, 2-1102, 4-267;

staff 1-217

Council on Ministries, district: 1-218,

4-268

Council on Ministries, General: 4-357,

4-712; cost reductions 4-224;

eliminate/keep 1-658, 1-672, 2-1094,

2-1101, 2-1110, 2-1117, 2-1151, 2-

1152, 2-1154, 2-1155, 2-1179, 2-

1181, 2-1183, 2-1184, 2-1185,

2-1186, 2-1187, 2-1197, 2-1200, 2-

1202, 2-1203, 2-1229, 2-1238, 2-

1239, 2-1240, 2-1242, 2-1284,

2-1319, 4-237, 4-285, 4-355, 4-361, 4-

363, 4-364, 4-365, 4-370, 4-371;

evaluation of 1-575, 1-576, 4-355;

headquarters property report 1-948;

income and expenditures 1-959; loca-

tion 1-565; membership 2-1187, 4-

355; report 1-496, 4-310, 4-311,

4-384, 4-492; responsibilities 1-658,

1-659, 2-1181, 2-1186, 2-1187, 4-354,

4-356, 4-363, 4-365; study, clergy

salaries 2-1164, 4-229; study of 2-

1203;

Council on Ministries, jurisdictional: 1-

210, 4-265

Council on Ministries, local church:

membership 1-842, 2-1266, 4-172, 4-

244; responsibilities 1-842, 2-1266, 4-

207, 4-304, 4-374, 4-470

Counseling elder: 1-892, 4-616

Courtesies, 1992: 4-492, 4-511, 4-687,

4-729, 4-748, 4-770

Courtesies and Privileges, Committee
on: 1-88, 4-248; members 4-35

Covenant, Act of: between UMC and
other churches 4-162, 4-243, 4-389;

service 4-110

Covenant Congregations: 1-527

Covenant discipleship: 1-223, 1-244

Covenant relationships see Domestic
partners

Covenanting: 1-822, 1-823, 1-925, 2-

1244, 2-1245, 4-296, 4-298

Craig, Judith, presiding: 4-491

Creationism: 2-1037, 4-529

Credentials, Committee on: 1-89; mem-
bers 4-35

Credit Review Committee, conference;

1-373, 4-229

Criminal justice: 1-107, 2-1033, 4-456;

Cuba, Methodist Church of: feature ar-

ticle 4-196, 4-516, 4-783

Cumulative Pension and Benefit

Fund: 1-403, 4-276

Curriculum see Christian Education

Curriculum Resources Committee: 1-

248, 2-1115, 2-1116, 4-275, 4-276, 4-

345

D

Daily Christian Advocate: 2-1092, 2-

1093,2-1106,4-452,4-455

Daily Christian Advocate, 1992: 1-94,

1-99; announcements 4-74, 4-122, 4-

154, 4-199, 4-255, 4-237, 4-327, 4-

427, 4-520, 4-600; corrections (other

than proceedings) 4-119, 4-254, 4-

327, 4-418, 4-517, 4-594; feature ar-

ticle 4-120, 4-699; staff 6-674

Daily schedule: 1-95

Deacon: 1-858, 1-859, 1-869, 1-872, 1-

879, 1-884, 1-919, 1-920, 1-921, 1-

923, 2-1280, 2-1293, 2-1330, 4-376,

4-377, 4-378, 4-379, 4-381, 4-474, 4-

543, 4-546, 4-612, 4-614, 4-615, 4-

622, 4-647, 4-650; annual conference

membership 1-881, 4-658; benefits 4-

657; candidates 1-870, 1-880, 4-381,

4-474, 4-475; conference relation-

ship 1-871, 4-474; compensation 1-

871; consecration 1-870, 4-474;

credentials 1-871, 4-620; employ-

ment 1-887, 2-1281, 4-382, 4-474, 4-

475; leave, disability or medical

4-621; leave, study 4-382; ordination

4-381, 4-382; rights of 1-870, 1-886,

2-1280, 4-474, 4-475, 4-623; retire-

ment 4-622; salaries/compensation

1-871, 4-475; service assignments 1-

870, 1-879, 1-880, 1-881, 1-886, 4-

546, 4-547, 4-617, 4-621;

termination 4-382; transfers 1-871,

4-473, 4-620 see also Clergy

Deacons, conference Board of: 1-869, 1-

871, 1-879, 1-881, 4-376, 4-378, 4-

473, 4-474, 4-620

Deacons, Division of: 4-378

Deaconess: 1-213, 1-214, 1-659, 1-735,

1-736, 1-861, 1-872, 2-1099, 2-l2l2;

2-1326, 4-266, 4-291, 4-336, 4-382, 4-

474, 4-525, 4-544, 4-624

Deaconess Association: 2-1019, 4-227

Deaconess Program Office: 1-736

Deaconess Service, Committee on: 1-

736

Deaf, United Methodist Congress of

the: 4-493

Deaf Ministries, Developing Congrega-

tions for: 4-168, 4-311, 4-431, 4-493,

4-605; report 1-556

Deaf Ministries, National Committee
on: 1-557

Deaf persons: communications access

1-823, 1-844, 2-1267, 4-170, 4-173, 4-

209; ministries 1-501

Death and dying see Living/Dying

Death Benefit Plan: 1-390, 2-1172, 4-

279, 4-540

Death penalty 1-182, 2-1032, 2-1033, 4-

341, 4-456

De Carvalho, Emilio J. M., presiding: 4-

99

Delegates, 1992: alphabetical by name
1-13, 4-34; by conference 1-23, 1-

23A, 4-28; expenses 1-93, 4-6, 4-103;

feature article 4-10, 4-76 (correction

4-119), 4-121, 4-153; rights and
duties 1-95; seating assignments 1-7,

4-99. see also General Conference:

delegates

Delphi Study of Future Issues: 1- 508

Development Fund, United Methodist:

1-694

Diaconal minister: 1-750, 1-861, 1-872,

1-879, 1-910, 1-923, 2-1029, 2-1157,

2-1271, 4-281, 4-376, 4-377, 4-378, 4-

379, 4-472, 4^74, 4-528, 4-614, 4-

615, 4-650, 4-679; candidates 1-870,

1-871, 1-884, 2-1279, 4-381, 4-474, 4-

622, 4-626; compensation 1-871; con-

ference relationship 1-871, 4-474;

consecration 1-870, 1-885, 2-1280, 4-

381, 4-382, 4-474; credentials 1-871,

4-620; employment 1-887, 2-1281, 2-

1331, 4-382, 4-474, 4-475, 4-616, 4-

622, 4-764; grievance procedures

1-886; homosexual 2-1279; investiga-

tion of 1-632; leave 1-886, 4-622;

leave, disability or medical 2-1281, 4-

621; leave, study 2-1281, 4-382;

retirement 1-886, 2-1281, 4-622;

rights of 1-870, 1-885, 1-886, 2-1280,

4-474, 4-475, 4-623; salary/compen-

sation 2-1281, 4-621; service assign-

ments 1-870, 1-886, 2-1281, 4-617,
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4-621; termination 1-886, 1-887, 2-

1281, 4-382, 4-622; transfers 1-871,

1-886, 4-620

Diaconal ministry: 1-869, 4-376, 4-377,
4-378, 4-379, 4-651

Diaconal Ministry Advisory Commit-
tee (local church): 2-1271, 4-i72

Diaconal Ministry, conference Board
of: 1-869, 1-871, 1-879, 4-376, 4-377,

4-378, 4-379, 4^73, 4-620; member-
ship 1-915; responsibilities 1-915, 4-

378
Diaconal Ministiy, Division of: 1-742,

4-378

Diaconal Ministry, jurisdictional Com-
mittee of: 1-913,4-306

Dialogues, ecumenical: 1-751, 1-752

Disabilities Act, Americans with: 1-

670,2-1104,4-354,4-528
Disabilities, people with: 1-126, 1-150,

1-670, 2-1178, 2-1253, 4-168, 4-273,

4-371, 4-469, 4-528; rights of 2-1030,

4-528. see also Handicapping Condi-
tions, persons with

Disability Plan: 1-390, 4-540

Disaster coordinator, conference: 1-732

Disciple Bible Study: 1-355

Discipleship Committee (LC 3): 1-90;

report summary 4-131, 4-203, 4-259

Discipleship, conference Board of: 1-

237, 2-1111, 4-347; worship respon-

sibUities 2-1111, 4-344

Discipleship, General Board of: 1-671;

cost reductions 4-217 (correction 4-

319); evaluation of 1-572, 4-355;

grants 1-967; headquarters property

report 1-946; income Jind expendi-

tures 1-950; location 1-564; nomina-
tions to 4-85; organization 2-1113,

4-461; program needs 1-609; pur-

pose 2-1112, 4-345, 4-347; report 1-

220; responsibilities 1-241, 1-242,

1-244, 1-613, 2-1113, 2-1114, 2-1115,

4-613, 4-274, 4-275, 4-345, 4-346, 4-

347, 4-348, 4-349, 4-539, 4-540, 4-721

Discipleship resources: 1-224

Discipline, Book of: 1-94, 1-494, 2-

1105, 4-338, 4-455, 4-542; language

2-1106, 2-1272, 4-336, 4-374, 4-764;

paper 2-1107, 4-337

Discipline, Book of, Task Force to

Study Chapter VTII: 4-367; report 1-

616
Distribution transportation system: 2-

1082, 4-292, 4-293

Distributions of materials: 1-94

District Conference: 1-218, 4-337;

membership 1-652, 4-357

District Superintendency, committee

on: 2-1112; membership 1-918, 2-

1324, 4-544, 4-614

District superintendent: 1-908, 2-1102,

2-1313, 2-1314, 2-1316, 4-267, 4-543,

4-615, 4-624, 4-723; accountabUity 2-

1319, 4-545, 4-764; eliminate 2-1326,

4-544; record keeping 2-1317, 4-617;

responsibUities 1-879, 1-880, 1-911,

2-1317, 2-1318, 2-1320, 4-544, 4-546,

4-547, 4-616, 4-617, 4-620, 4-621, 4-

627, 4-765; selection 1-911, 4-547, 4-

615; study of 2-1326, 4-544; tenure
2-1316, 2-1317, 4-616, 4-626

Diversified Fund: 1-335

Divorce: 2-1021, 4-340

Doctrinal standards: 1-287, 1-818, 1-

896, 2-1129, 2-1178, 2-1189, 2-1202,

2-1232, 2-1233, 2-1234, 2-1235, 2-

1295, 2-1322, 2-1323, 4-236, 4-239, 4-

283, 4-284, 4-295, 4-345, 4-368,

4-542, 4-543, 4-613, 4-619, 4-695, 4-

696, 4-706

Domestic partners: 2-1022, 2-1045, 4-

340, 4-353, 4-738

Drug and Alcohol Awareness Sunday:
1-105

Drug Awareness Sunday: 2-1203, 4-236
Drugs: 1-105, 110, 1-152, 1-157, 1-158,

1-159, , 1-161, 1-704, 2-1030, 2-1055,

2-1203, 2-1206, 4-87, 4-269, 4-271, 4-

272, 4-273, 4-295, 4-711; driving

under influence 1-125, 151, 1-765, 4-

269, 4-273; iUegal 1-126, 1-156, 1-

615, 2-1074, 2-1082, 4-269, 4-271,

4-272, 4-458; Oxford House model 2-

1063, 4-272; special program 1-529,

4-309. see also Alcohol

Drugs and Drug Violence, Bishops' In-

itiative on: 1-105, 1-110, 1-530

Drugs and Alcohol, Commission on: 1-

615, 4-238

Dimnam, Spurgeon M., HI: 4-248

Durham Declaration: 1-134, 4-207, 4-

274, 4-524, 4-738

E

Earth Day: 2-1198, 4-236

East Ohio Annual Conference: 2-1198,

4-357

Echo ofFour Winds: 1-549

Economic justice: 1-107, 1-180, 1-923,

2-1064, 2-1067, 4-535, 4-537. see

also Employment
EcuTilm: 1-796

Ecumenical Officer, conference: 2-

1318, 4-617

Ecumenism: 1-603, 1-747, 1-749, 1-

755, 1-764, 1-818, 1-821, 1-822, 1-

823, 1-899, 1-908, 2-1130, 2-1239,

2-1240, 2-1244, 2-1245, 4-283, 4-295,

4-296, 4-297, 4-379, 4-381, 4-613, 4-

640, 4-693

Education: 1-615, 1-697, 2-1042, 4-127,

4-238, 4-530; bilingual 2-1055, 4-257;

communication 1-797; curriculum 2-

1115, 2-1116, 4-275; sex 1-137,2-

1029, 2-1134, 4-269, 4-272. 4-353,

4-737. see also Christian Education
see also Higher Education see also

Theological Schools

El Salvador: 1-190, 2-1075, 4-458

Elder 1-858, 1-859, 1-862, 1-872, 1-

873, 1-874, 1-877, 1-919, 1-921, 2-

1330, 4-378, 4-379, 4-380, 4-543,

4-626, 4-647, 4-651; admission 1-

877, 1-897, 4-624 see also Clergy

Elderly: 1-107. see also Older adulU
Elders, conference Board of: 1-873, 1-

878, 1-877, 1-881, 4-378, 4-474, 4-

621, 4-626

Elections, special: 2-1177, 4-364

Elliot, Holly: presentation on video 4-

497
Embargoes see Trade
Employment: 1-379, 1-670, 1-736, 2-

1028, 2-1031, 4-341, 4-351, 4-354;

collective bargaining 2-1032, 4-269,

4-339; pay equity 1-106, 1-328, 4-

159. see also Economic justice

Endowment/Permanent Fund Com-
mittee: 1-243

Energy: 1-131, 1-132, 2-1020, 4-458, 4-

532 see also Conservation
Environment: 1-104, 1-120, 1-128, 1-

130, 1-132, 1-164, 2-1020, 2-1021, 2-

1037, 2-1038, 2-1198, 2-1210,

2-1251, 4-292, 4-458, 4-t71, 4-527, 4-

532, 4-533; stewardship covenant 1-

131, 4-530; sustainable practices

1-128, 1-130, 4-458, 4-532. see also

Conservation see also Hazardous
wastes

Environmental and Forestry Program:
1-104

Episcopacy: Lutheran dialogue 1-761

Episcopacy, Central Conference (Com-

mittee on: 1-207, 1-909, 1-910, 4-

367, 4-525

Episcopacy, conference Committee on:

1-915, 4-475; membership 1-916, 2-

1323, 4-i74, 4-475, 4-764; respon-

sibilities 1-916, 2-1323, 4-474

Episcopacy, Interjurisdictional Com-
mittee on: 1-209, 2-1094, 2-1095, 2-

1096, 4-337, 4-152, 4-453, 4-455,

4-773; executive committee 4-520;

nominations and election to 1-76, 4-

35, 4-134

Episcopacy, jurisdictional Clommittee

on the: 1-208, 1-210, 2-1089, 2-1096,

2-1097, 2-1279, 4-264, 4-338, 4-454,

4-525, 4-526; membership 1-884, 2-

1096, 2-1097, 4-453, 4-454, 4-612;

responsibilities 2-1097, 4-454

Episcopal address, 1992: 1-85, 4-7, 4-

88, 4-107

Episcopal areas: boundaries 1-206, 4-

266, 4-722

Episcopal Fund: 1-207, 1-301, 1-380, 4-

278, 4-278, 4-350, 4-432, 4-442, 4-

525, 4-605, 4-607, 4-637, 4-748,

4-751; receipts and disbursements 1-

933; report 1-311

Episcopal Residence: 2-1158, 4-352

Episcopal Residence Committee: mem-
bership 1-376, 4-278

Episcopal Search Committee: 2-1088
Equitable Salaries, conference Com-

mission on: 1-374, 1-375, 2-1149, 4-

230, 4-277, 4-349, 4-462, 4-782;

membership 1-375, 4-463
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Equitable Salaries, National Associa-

tion of Commissions on: name 2-

1154,4-465

Equitable Salary Fund: 1-374, 1-375, 4-

231, 4-232; name 2-1147

Ethics: medical 1-106

Ethnic concerns: 1-225, 1-241, 1-375, 1-

377, 1-670, 1-677, 1-678, 1-751, 1-

766, 1-811, 2-1028, 2-1104, 2-1127,

2-1203, 2-1204, 2-1247, 4-127, 4-171,

4-233, 4-242, 4-277, 4-301, 4-338, 4-

361, 4-363, 4-366; histories 1-753, 1-

816, 4-241, 4-294; training 1-108. see

a/soRacial concerns see also specific

ethnic groups

Ethnic Local Church Concerns Com-
mittee (GCOM): 1-504, 4-355; report

581

Ethnic Local Church Concerns, con-

ference Committee on: 1-215, 1-217,

4-267 (correction 4-335), 4-268

Ethnic Local Church Concerns, dis-

trict Committee on: 1-811, 4-454

Ethnic Local Church Concerns, dis-

trict Director of: 1-811, 4-454

Ethnic minority: term 1-767, 1-780, 1-

816, 1-817, 4-243

Europe: 1-191, 1-599, 4-536; eastern 1-

699
Evaluation Division: 1-503

Evangelical Seminary of Puerto Rico:

2-1227, 4-292

Evangelical United Brethren Council

of Administration: 1-658, 4-168, 4-

610
Evangelicals, National Association of:

2-1240, 4-297

Evangelism: 1-227, 1-242, 2-1120, 2-

1223, 4-346, 4-347

Evangelism, General Board of: 2-1202,

2-1248, 4-172; establish 1-670, 1-

671, 2-1114, 4-346, 4-361, 4-467, 4-

758, 4-759

Evangelism, Native American School

of: 4-500

Evangelism and Church Development,
General Board: task force 2-1202, 4-

360
Evangelism work area: 1-841, 2-1265,

4-207, 4-304, 4-470

Evangelist: conference-approved 1-

900, 4-472; general 1-237, 1-242, 1-

901, 1-923, 4-346, 4-614, 4-623

Evangelistic, Nurture and Witness: 2-

1251; 4-372

Evolution: 2-1037, 4-529

Executive Session: 2-1101, 2-1194, 4-

336, 4-370; name 1-219, 2-1100, 2-

1105, 4-451, 4-452, 4-455 see cdso

Clergy Session

Faith and Mission Committee (LC 4):

1-90; report summaiy"4-131, 4-156,

4-204, 4-259

Faithful Witness on Today's Issues:

Human Sexuality: 2-1045, 4-538

Families: 1-107, 1-137, 1.249, 1-593, 1-

671, 4-236, 4-347, 4-537. see also

Family groups see also Parenthood

Family groups: 1-829, 4-371. see also

Families

Family ministries: 1-216, 1-217, 1-249,

2-1102,4-267,4-348

Family planning: 1-134, 4-539

Parish, Ruby Galloway: 4-11

Farming: workers 1-126, 4-271. see

also Agriculture see also Rural com-
munity

Fellowship of United Methodists in

Worship, Music, and Other Arts: 1-

237
Finance: general statement 2-1151, 4-

278
Finance and Administration, con-

ference Coimcil on: membership 1-

372, 4-229; responsibilities 2-1145,

4-230, 4-234, 4-349

Finance and Administration, General

Council on: 2-1151, 4-728, 4-779;

budget 1-329, 4-234, 4-443, 4-603, 4-

642, 4-645, 4-646, 4-741, 4-746; cler-

gy compensation form 2-1175,

4-232; cost reductions 4-225; head-

quarters property report 1-948; in-

come and expenditures 1-958;

location 1-566; membership 1-377, 2-

1151, 4-233, 4-463; nominations to 4-

84, 4-85; policies 2-1154, 2-1155;

references from prior General Con-

ferences 1-324, 4-642; report 1-289,

1-929, 4-393, 4-398, 4-579, 4-741, 4-

776; report, budgetary references 4-

430, 4-604, 4-634, 4-645; report,

petitions with major fmancial im-

plications 4-333; reports with other

general agencies 1-329, 4-642;

responsibUities 1-378, 1-379, 1-380,

1-918, 2-1143, 2-1151, 2-1152, 2-

1153, 2-1154, 2-1161, 4-233, 4-350, 4-

351, 4-352, 4-463, 4-465, 4-540,

4-780, 4-781; structure 2-1151, 4-350

Finance and Field Service, Office of: 1-

694
Finance, Committee on: 2-1270, 4-471

Financial Administration Committee
(LC 5): 1-90; report summary 4-131,

4-156, 4-204, 4-259

Financial Responsibilities Subcommit-

tee: 1-506

Firearms see Violence: Guns
Fiscal year: 1-657, 4-356

Florida Annual Conference: 2-1199, 4-

357
Foundations, United Methodist: 1-372,

4-229; president' salary 4-159

Founding date, UMC: 1-377, 1-658, 4-

168

Freedom of Choice Act of 1991: 2-

1051, 4-538

FUMWMOA: see Fellowship of United

Methodists in Worship...

Futuring: 1-507

G
Gambling: 1-181, 2-1031, 2-1032, 4-

271, 4-274, 4-338. see also Lotteries

Gandy, WiUiam: 2-1199, 4-357

Gay caucuses: 1-379, 2-1035, 2-1152, 2-

1153, 2-1154, 2-1162, 4-233, 4-234, 4-

350, 4-352, 4-539, 4-540, 4-781

Gays see Homosexual persons

General Administration Fund: 1-302,

4-278, 4-639; budget 4-438; receipts

and disbursements 1-933; report 1-

316
General Advance Specials: 1-302; in-

come 1-588; receipts 1-937; see also

Advance
General Conference: 1-669, 2-1054, 2-

1105, 2-1106, 4-455, 4-528; delegates

1-205, 1-208, 2-1083, 2-1086, 2-1090,

2-1091, 2-1104, 2-1105, 2-1106, 2-

1177, 4-166, 4-167, 4-266, 4-338, 4-

364, 4-395, 4-396, 4-452, 4-455,

4-525, 4-730, 4-751; delegates, clergy

1-205, 4-167, 4-395, 4-725; delegates,

expenses 1-219, 4-336, 4-722;

delegates, feature article 4-14;

delegates, lay 2-1203, 4-359;

delegates, reserve 2-1086, 2-1091, 2-

167, 4-452; delegates, reporting to

annual conference 2-1085, 2-167; fea-

ture article 4-13, 4-326; general agen-

cy staff 1-324; inclusiveness 4-737;

legislation 1-505, 1-590, 2-1067, 4-

357, 4-530; legislative committees 4-

104, 4-104; petitions 1-208, 1-326,

1-590, 2-1091, 2-1092, 4-452, 4-454,

4-774; quorum 2-1901, 4-452; resolu-

tions 2-1093, 2-1094, 4-453; resolu-

tions, guidelines for writing 1-209,

1-543, 4-526; size 2-1091, 4-452;

speaking for the church 1-208, 4-

453; votes, report 2-1105, 4-338;

voting rights, presenters 4-687. see

also General Conference, 1992 see

also Plan of organization and rules

of order

General Conference, Commission on

the: 1-86; arrangements 4-100; mem-
bers 1-5, 4-666; nominations and
elections to 4-667; nominations to 4-

86
General Conference, 1992: "Bits 'n

Pieces" 4-149, 4-198, 4-251, 4-323, 4-

422, 4-515, 4-596, 4-702; computer

system 4-201, 4-256, 4-700, 4-701;

ecumenical representatives 4-326, 4-

492; feature article 4-2, 4-73, 4-80, 4-

145, 4-193, 4-249, 4-321, 4-417,

4-425, 4-513, 4-593, 4-597, 4-697;

marshals and pages 4-516, 4-674;

media, feature article 4-252, 4-701;

offerings 4-100, 4-387; preparations

1-596; proceedings 4-99, 4-133, 4-

308, 4-383, 4-476, 4-549, 4-628, 4-

706; radio, feature article 4-148;

seminarians, feature article 4-598;

technology, feature article 4-595;
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television, feature article 4-77, 4-

148, 4-197, 4-252, 4-324, 4-423, 4-

515, 4-596; translation 4-152; voting
1-96, 4-100. see also Administrative
committees, standing, 1992 see also

Agenda, 1992 see also Calendar,
Consent, 1992 see also Choirs, 1992
see also Courtesies, 1992 see also

Daily Christian Advocate, 1992 see

also Delegates, 1992 see also Epis-

copal address, 1992 see also General
Conference see also individual com-
mittee names see also Laity address

see also Legislative committees,

1992 see also Legislative process,

1992 see also Local Arrangements
Committee, 1992 see also Maps,
1992 see also ntimes of feature ar-

ticles interviewees see also Peti-

tions, 1992 see also Plan of

organization and rules of order,

1992 see also Sermons, 1992 see

also Tellers, 1992 see also Worship
services, 1992

General Electric Company: 2-1065, 4-

457
General Funds: 1-321, 4-234, 4-430, 4-

434, 4-578, 4-582, 4-608, 4-642

General/Judicial Administration Com-
mittee (LC 6): 1-91; summary report

4-131,4-156,4-204,4-259

General Minutes of the Annual Con-
ferences: listings 1-219, 1-649, 4-233,

4-390

General Secretaries/General

Secretariat Election Responsibilities

Subcommittee: 1-506

Genetic medicine: 1-117, 1-165

Genetic science: 1-104, 1-161, 2-1056,

4-228, 4-270

Genetic Science Task Force 1-104, 4-

790, 4-791, 4-792; report 1-112

Genetic technology: 1-112, 1-126,4-273

Germany Central Conference: 1-926

Giving: 1-237, 1-800, 2-1253, 4-469, 4-

556, 4-720

Global Gathering: 4-120

Global Ministries Committee (LC 7): 1-

91; report summary 4-131, 4-157, 4-

204, 4-260

Global Ministries, conference Board
of: membership 1-732, 4-290, 4-625;

objectives 1-732; responsibilities 1-

732, 1-733, 2-1321, 4-288, 4-291, 4-

625
Global Ministries, General Board of: 2-

1239, 4-242, 4-292; budget 2-1154, 2-

1210, 2-1211, 2-1224, 4-234, 4-292,

4-293, 4-468; cost reductions 4-218;

evaluation of 1-573, 4-355; grants 1-

974, 2-1211, 2-1218, 4-291, 4-293;

headquarters property report 1-946;

location/relocation 1-364, 1-370, 1-

371, 1-565, 1-685, 2-1167, 2-1168, 2-

1169, 2-1280, 4-232, 4-482, 4-484,

4-757; income and expenditures 1-

963; meetings 2-1211, 4-292; mem-

bership 2-1211, 4-286; nominations
to 4-85; program needs 1-609; report
1-683; responsibilities 2-1220;

treasurer's report: 1-685

Global Ministries, General Board,
Task Force to Study the Feasibility

of Relocating: 4-431; report 1-364, 4-

482, 4-484; site selection task force
4-605

Global warming: 1-104

Golden Cross Sunday: 1-538, 1-650, 1-

652, 4-168, 4-610; offering 1-733, 4-

288
Grace Upon Grace...: 2-1144, 4-283
Great Britian, Methodist 0hurch in: 4-

688
Grievance procedures see Clergy
Grove, William Boyd, presiding: 4-646

Growth Plus 1-227

Gulf War: 1-103, 1-194

Guns see Violence

H
HANA Scholars: 1-742

Handicapping conditions, persons

with: 1-126, 1-150, 1-217, 1-218, 1-

493, 1-615, 1-651, 1-704, 1-736, 1-

848, 1-894, 1-899, 2-1029, 2-1104,

2-1293, 2-1302, 2-1314, 2-1319, 4-

238, 4-245, 4-273, 4-336, 4-379, 4-

473, 4-475, 4-528, 4-538, 4-551,

4-620, 4-623; communications access

1-823, 1-844, 1-899, 2-1103, 4-304.

see also Disabilities, people with
Handicapping conditions, conference
Committee on Ministry to and with
Persons with: 1-217, 1-218, 4-268

Handicapping Conditions, general

commission on inclusiveness of per-

sons with: establish 1-672, 4-236

Handy, W. T., Jr., presiding: 4-666

Harassment: general (more than one
type) 1-133, 1-630, 2-1192, 4-369, 4-

527; administrative 2-1191, 4-369;

racial 1-178, 4-532; sexual 1-181, 1-

507, 1-594, 1-810, 1-815, 2-1248, 4-

171, 4-296, 4-298, 4-311, 4-466,

4-527, 4-708. see also Abuse
Harnish, James A. and Harnish, John

E.: feature article 4-328

Hate crimes: 1-179, 1-285, 4-353, 4-527

Hate groups: 1-107

Hausa language: 1-494, 4-542

Hazardous wastes: 1-105, 1-132, 1-703,

4-527. see also Conservation see also

Nuclear power
Health and Welfare Ministries Pro-
gram Department: 1-703; purpose 2-

1214, 4-291; responsibilities 1-736,

1-737, 4-291

Healthcare: 1-106, 1-166, 1-167, 1-

168, 1-180, 1-343, 1-377, 1-380, 1-

383, 1-384, 1-424, 1-469, 1-472,

1-655, 1-703, 2-1046, 2-1047, 2-1048,

2-1057, 2-1062, 2-1166, 2-1169, 2-

1170, 2-1281, 4-208, 4-268, 4-269, 4-

270, 4-280, 4-281, 4-350, 4-351,

4-352, 4-463, 4-i75, 4-538, 4-672, 4-

674, 4-682, 4-703, 4-737, 4-754, 4-

789; and prayer 2-1229, 4-169

Health Care Task Force: 1-343

Heam, J. Woodrow, presiding: 4-383

Heritage Sunday: 1-538, 2-1179, 4-168

Heterosexism: study 2-1141, 4-353

Higher education: 1-751, 1-764, 2-

1215, 2-1217, 2-1232, 2-1233, 2-

1234, 2-1316, 4-127, 4-170, 4-239,

4-294, 4-301; Bachelor's degree 2-

1235, 4-169; D.D. degree 2-1234, 4-

169, 4-562; funding 2-1166, 4-234.

see also Campus Ministry

Higher Education, Division of: 1-742;

responsibilities 1-748, 1-749, 4-238

Higher Education and Campus Minis-

try, conference Board of: respon-

sibUities 1-745, 1-746, 2-1229, 4-169,

4-170, 4-562; structure 1-745, 4-170

Higher Education and Chaplaincy

Committee (LC 8): 1-91; report sum-
mary 4-131, 4-157, 4-205, 4-260

Higher Education and Ministry,

General Board of: 1-524, 1-659, 4-

365; cost reductions 4-219; evalua-

tion of 1-573, 4-355; grants 1-968;

headquarters property report 1-947;

income and expenditures 1-952; loca-

tion/relocation 1-565; membership
2-1230, 4-238; nominations to 4-85;

objectives 2-1230, 4-240, 4-266; pro-

gram needs 1-609; report 1-740;

responsibilities 2-1230, 4-238

Hispanic Americans: 1-770, 2-1215, 4-

289, 4-290, 4-291, 4-294

Hispanic ministries: 1-507, 1-739, 2-

1225, 4-298, 4-392

Hispanic Ministries Challenge Fund,

National: establish 1-726

Hispanic Ministries, Committee on: es-

tablish 1-724

Hispanic Ministries, Office of: estab-

lish 1-725

Hispanic Ministry, Committee to

Develop a National Plan for: 2-1214,

2-1215, 4-289, 4-290, 4-290, 4-291, 4-

310, 4-311, 4-431, 4-604, 4-742;

report 1-715, 4-315

Historic documents: microfilming 1-

549
Historic shrines, landmarks, and sites:

1-506, 1-549, 1-753, 1-809, 1-811, 1-

812, 1-813, 1-814, 4-171; new 1-824,

2-1238,4-171,4-242

Historical Convocation: 1-753, 1-811,

4-171

Historical Society, United Methodist:

1-753, 1-811, 1-812,4-171

Historical societies, conference: 1-809

History, Committee on (local church):

2-1249

HIV: 1-148, 1-378, 1-379, 1-660, 2-

1046, 2-1153, 2-1185, 4-233, 4-270, 4-

271, 4-350, 4-364, 4-540, 4-781 see

also AIDS
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HIV/AIDS Ministries Network: 1-661,

4-238

Hodapp, LeRoy, presiding: 4-729

Holy Land: tours 821, 4-297

Holy living/Holy dying see

Living/Dying
Holy Spirit: 1-250, 4-246

Holy unions: 1-659, 2-1131, 2-1191, 2-

1192,4-282,4-369
Home missionaries: 1-659, 1-735, 1-

736, 1-872, 4-291, 4-474

Homeless: 1-169, 1-173, 2-1057, 2-

1061, 4-228, 4-229

Homosexual persons: 1-281, 1-887, 2-

1131, 2-1132, 2-1133, 2-1143; rights

of 1-286, 2-1132, 2-1133, 2-1134, 2-

1136, 2-1142, 2-1182, 2-1277, 2-

1279, 2-1331, 4-282, 4-353, 4-365,

4-376, 4-477, 4-612, 4-613, 4-626;

ministry to 2-1140, 2-1144, 4-353

Homosexuality: 1-281, 1-283, 1-284, 1-

285, 1-378, 1-379, 1-659, 1-870, 1-

888; 1-918, 1-921, 2-1035. 2-1047,

2-1131, 2-1132, 2-1133, 2-1134, 2-

1135, 2-1136, 2-1140, 2-1141, 2-

1142, 2-1143, 2-1144, 2-1152,

2-1153, 2-1154, 2-1162, 2-1279, 2-

1280, 2-1280, 4-185, 4-209, 4-210, 4-

232, 4-235, 4-350, 4-352, 4-353,

4-377, 4-399, 4-411, 4-412, 4-476, 4-

539, 4-540, 4-612, 4-764; feature ar-

ticle 4-321; resources 4-235;

resources advisory committee 4-414;

study 1-510

Homosexuality, Committee to Study: 1-

282, 4-235, 4-309; reconstituted 2-

1141, 4-353; report 1-265, 4-399,

4-411,4-412,4-476

Host event see Local Arrangements
Committee

Housing: 1-107, 1-169, 1-71, 2-1061, 4-

228, 4-229

Human Life Sunday see Sanctity of

Human...
Human Relations Day: 1-302, 1-537, 1-

658, 4-610; receipts and disburse-

ments 1-936

Human rights: 1-281, 1-286, 2-1075, 2-

1136, 2-1142, 2-1206, 4-282, 4-286, 4-

415, 4-458, 4-477, 4-709; covenants
and conventions, ratification 1-202,

4-531

Human sexuality: 1-107, 1-137, 1-222,

1-265, 1-281, 1-282, 1-283, 1-284, 1-

285, 2-1022, 2-1045, 2-1132, 2-1133,

2-1134, 2-1135, 2-1136, 2-1143, 2-

1144, 4-235, 4-538. see also

Homosexuality
Human welfare 1-106

Hundred-Dollar Holiday: 1-672, 4-236
Hunger: 1-184, 2-1070, 4-456, 4-457
Hunger coordinator, conference: 1-732

Hutchison, Mrs. O. Lloyd: 2-1198, 4-

357
Hymnal: 1-232, 1-355, 2-1123, 4-274;

copy permission 2-1128, 4-275;

Hausa, 1-494, 4-542; Spanish 1-250,

4-275

Illiteracy see Literaqr

Immigration: 1-107; U.S. l-i568, 4-355
Inclusiveness: 1-214, 1-215, 1-217, 1-

372, 1-373, 1-385, 1-389, 1-536, 1-

584, 1-632, 1-633, 1-636, 1-652,

1-653, 1-654, 1-672, 1-781, 1-803, 1-

809, 1-815, 1-828, 1-829, 1-831, 1-

844, 1-848, 1-894, 1-909, 1-911,

1-915, 1-916, 2-1062, 2-1097, 2-1102,

2-1104, ^-1105, 2-1177, 2-1178, 2-

1183, 2-1185, 2-1204, 2-1206, 2-

1250, 2-1253, 4-127, 4-208, 4-209,

4-244, 4-264, 4-297, 4-301, 4-304, 4-

336, 4-357, 4-359, 4-360, 4-363, 4-

364, 4-365, 4-366, 4-367, 4-370,

4-371, 4-372, 4-452, 4-455, 4-462, 4-

467, 4-473, 4-529, 4-554, 4-615, 4-

707, 4-737, 4-760; program 2-1206;

racial 2-1035

Inclusiveness, Task Force on: 1-504, 4-

357: report 1-583

Independent Commissions Committee
(LC 9): 1-91; report summary 4-132,

4-157, 4-205, 4-260

Independent States, Commonwealth
of: 4-127, 4-227, 4-509; feature ar-

ticle 4-325

Indian nations: 2-1212, 2-1213, 4-286,

4-287, 4-292, 4-293 see also

American Indian Religious Freedom
Act see also Native Americans

Infant dedication: 1-249, 2-1118, 2-

1127, 2-1254, 2-1255, 4-282, 4-344, 4-

574. see also Baptism, Sacrament of
Infant formula: 1-107, 1-192, 4-528

InfoServ: 1-800

Insignia, United Methodist: use of 1-

502, 1-546, 4-354

Israel: 2-1073, 2-1075

Institutions: trustees 1-389, 2-1160, 4-

469
Institutional Ministries, Joint Commit-

tee on: 1-692

Insurance: directors and officers

liability 1-328, 4-279. see also

Health care see also UMCare
Interdenominational Cooperation
Fund: 1-302, 4-278, 4-640; budget 4-

440; receipts and disbursements 1-

934; report 1-317

International Affairs, Joint Panel on:
1-103

Interpreter: 1-799

Introduction: 2-1017

Investigation, Committee on: 1-631, 1-

660, 4-369

Investigation, Central Committee on:
1-910

Investigations: procedures 1-630, 1-

659, 2-1193, 2-1194, 4-369, 4-468

Investigations, trials, and appeals: con-

ference financial responsibility, 2-

1196, 4-370; chargeable offenses

1-629, 1-630, 1-659, 2-1191, 2-1192,

2-1 193, 4-369, 4-468; charges, filing ^
2- 1 193, 2- 1 194, 4-369; fair process 1- M
629, 4-468; suspensions 2-1183, 4- ^
468. see also Appeals see also

Bishops: grievance procedures see

also Clergy: grievance procedures
see also Judicial Administration see

also Trials

Investments: 1-335; pensions 1-436, 1-

460
Investment policies: 1-181, 1-325, 1-

378, 1-656, 2-1049, 2-1065, 2-1066, 2-

1113,2-1152,2-1174,2-1185,
2-1187, 2-1201, 2-1210, 2-1211, 2-

1229, 2-1230, 2-1232, 4-170, 4-238, 4-

239, 4-280, 4-292, 4-351, 4-358,

4-359, 4-363, 4-533, 4-534, 4-785;

conference 1-388, 2-1102, 2-1145, 2-

1158, 4-267, 4-465; local church 1-

847, 1-848, 2-1160, 2-1261, 2-1273,

4-246, 4-302, 4-465; pensions 1^37,
1-382, 1-383, 1-384, 1-425, 1-491, 2-

1156, 2-1157, 2-1158, 2-1171, 2-

1261, 4-279, 4-280, 4-281, 4-282,

4-352

Investment Stewardship, Study Com-
mission on: 1-325

Israel: 2-1073, 2-1075, 4-458, 4-531
'

Issues forums: 1-508

Jews: dialogue 1-761

John Street UMC: 4-134

Johnson, Gordon: 2-1199, 4-357

Joint distributing committees: 1-385

Joint Review Committee: 1-617, 1-623,

2-1309, 2-1313, 4-358, 4-367, 4-467

Joint review process: 1-633, 4-370, 4-

761

Journal, annual conference: 1-214, 1-

627, 1-886, 1-915, 4-266, 4-622

Journal, Committee on: 1-89; mem-
bers 4-35, 4-668; report 4-133, 4-174,

4-247, 4-308, 4-476, 4-549, 4-628, 4-

706

Judicial Administration: 1-616, 2-

1331, 4-367, 4-370; procedures

manual 1-617, 1-618, 4-237, 4-366, 4-

761
Judicial Council: 1-6, 2-1178, 2-1188, 2-

1189, 4-354, 4-366, 4-367, 4-368; ac-

cess to 2-1189, 4-368; confidentiality

1-628, 4-368; consultation 1-659, 4-

367; decisions 1-628, 1-629, 2-1189,

4-159, 4-366, 4-368, 4-542, 4-603, 4-

703, 4-728, 4-737; hear appeals from
1-626, 1-627, 4-366, 4-368; meetings,

open 2-1185, 4-366; members, char-

ges against 2-1196, 4-370; member-
ship 1-617, 1-625, 1-626, 2-1188,

4-214 (correction 4-3 19), 4-238, 4-

248, 4-318, 4-367, 4-367, 4-368; ^
nominations and elections to 4-84, 4- ^
211, 4-248, 4-262, 4-310, 4-383, 4-

385, 4-391, 4-397, 4-398, 4-399,

4-409, 4-411, 4-412, 4-484, 4-491, 4-
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577, 4-578, 4-584, 4-629, 4-633; of-

ficers 4-423; organization 1-626, 4-

308, 4-468; request for dicision

4-646, 4-681, 4-740, 4-775; respon-
sibilities 1-625, 4-367

Judiciary Committee, conference: es-

tablish 2-1189, 4-368

Jurisdictional conference: delegates 1-

205, 1-209, 2-1083, 2-1086, 2-1091, 2-

1104, 2-1105, 2-1106, 4-167, 4-266,

4-396, 4-452, 4-454, 4-455, 4-256, 4-

725; journal 1-210, 4-264; meetings
2-1054, 4-528; special session 2-

1096, 4-264; structure 1-615, 4-238;

study of 2- 1187, 4-363

Jurisdictional pool: 1-652, 1-653, 1-

654, 1-775, 2-1182, 2-1183, 4-352, 4-

360, 4-365, 4-467, 4-705

Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of

Creation: 1-201, 4-528

K
Kentucky: feature article 4-14

King, Martin Luther, Jr., Day: 1-673, 4-

285, 4-762

Kingdomtide: 2-1114, 4-344

Korea: missions 1-693

Korean-Americans: 1-602, 1-694

Korean Methodist Church: 1-693

Korean United Methodists: 1-799

Laity: leadership 1-645, 1-646; repre-

sentation 2-1203, 4-359

Laity, conference Board of: 1-238, 2-

1100, 4-266, 4-461; purpose 2-1111,

4-461

Laity, district Board of: 1-239, 2-1112,

4-349, 4-539

Laity, ministry of the: 1-228, 1-241, 1-

243, 2-1115, 4-347, 4-349, 4-540, 4-

753

Laity address, 1992: 1-85, 4-11, 4-116,

4-133

Laity Sunday: 1-538, 2-1180, 4-168

Land: values 2-1037, 4-529

Landmark policy: 1-388, 4-465

Language: 1-502, 1-781; Biblical and
theological 1-597, 4-238; Book of
Worship, eta in languages other

than English 4-571; divisive 2-1246,

4-243; English as official in U.S. 2-

1056, 4-527; for God 1-124, 2-1117,

2-1118, 2-1120, 2-1122, 2-1123, 2-

1124, 2-1125, 2-1126, 2-1127, 2-

1128, 2-1280, 4-275, 4-276. 4-344,

4-345, 4-721; grape juice 2-1021, 2-

1127, 4-275, 4^58; inclusive 1-124, 1-

788, 2-1106, 2-1118, 4-336, 4-344,

4-458, 4-787; Spanish resources 1-

507, 1-548, 4-354

Latin America: 1-700. see also Central

America
Lawson, David J., presiding: 4-398

Lay Leader, conference: 1-214, 1-238,

2-1100, 4-266, 4-455, 4^61, 4-774

Lay Leader, district: 1-239, 4-539

Lay Leader, local church: 1-838, 1-839,

1- 845, 1-846, 1-847, 4-127, 4-302, 4-

306, 4-470, 4-552, 4-554, 4-555;

responsibilities 2-1263, 4-302, 4-373

Lay life and work: 1-238

Lay missioners: 1-722

Lay preacher: 1-235, 2-1110, 4-348

Lay speaker: 1-234, 1-235, 1-236, 1-

239, 4-348; name 2-1109, 2-1110, 4-

348, 4-539

Lay speaking: 1-228, 1-238; name 2-

1109,2-1110,4-348

Lay Speaking, conference Committee
on: 1-238

Lay Speaking, district Committee on:

1-240, 4-349

Lay Work, district Coordinating Com-
mittee on: 2-1112, 4-349

Leadership development: 1-228

Lectionary: 2-1120, 4-275, 4-565

Legislation, Committee on (GCOM): 1-

509
Legislation: effective date 1-100

Legislation, Interagency Task Force

on: 1-507, 4-357; report 1-590

Legislative committees, 1992: 1-90, 1-

98; coordinators 4-114; members 1-

67, 4-32, 4-130; membership of 1-92;

officers 4-86; organization of 1-92, 4-

33; summary reports 4-131, 4-156, 4-

203, 4-258, 4-330, 4-429, 4-522;

status reports 4-164, 4-202, 4-329, 4-

428, 4-521, 4-602. see also by com-
mittee name

Legislative process, 1992: 1-78

Legislative Responsibilities Subcom-
mittee: 1-506

Lesbians see Homosexual persons

Lewis, William B., presiding: 4-133

Liberia 1-197, 4-528

Liberia Annual Conference: feature ar-

ticle 4-253

Life Style Covenant Sunday: 1-651, 4-

235
Literacy 1-174, 4-527

Litcrgy and service: 4-654

Living/Dying: 1-138, 1-143, 2-1027, 2-

1028, 4-340, 4^59; Catholic dialogue

1-761

Loans and Scholarships, Office of: 1-

743

Local Arrangements Committee, 1992:

4-99, 4-426, 4-667; feature article 4-

18, 4-150; host conference event 4-

19, 4-421; members 1-6

Local church: 2-1250, 2-1251, 4-299, 4-

371, 4-372, 4-471; administrative

conference 2-1262, 4-301; ad-

ministrative officer 2-1266, 4-304, 4-

524; building accessibility 1-372,

1-389, 1-494, 1-844, 2-1054, 2-1057,

2-1145; 2-1173, 2-1267, 2-1270, 2-

1274, 4-229, 4-230, 4-232, 4-246, 4-

300 (correction 4-524), 4-303, 4-353,

4-374, 4-471, 4-528, 4-611, 4-782;

building architectural standards 1-

241, 1-735, 4-347; care of members 1-

833, 4-301; charge conference 1-836,

1-837, 1-884, 2-1260, 2-1261, 2-1262,

4-301, 4-302, 4-373, 4-470, 4-472, 4-

622, 4-705, 4-720, 4-721; charge

lines 2-1317, 4-617; church con-

ference 2-1262, 4-372; discon-

tinuance 1-849, 4-246, 4-717;

function of 1-641, 1-829, 4-371, 4-

372; health and welfare ministries

representative 1-844, 2-1267, 4-303,

4-305; historian 2-1249, 2-1260, 2-

1263, 4-207, 4-303, 4-306, 4-371, 4-

470; insurance, property 1-848,

4-299 (correction 4-524); lay mem-
ber to annual conference 2-1263, 2-

1270, 4-127, 4-302, 4-471, 4-555 see

also Annual conference: lay mem-
ber; lay leader see Lay Leader; lay

reader 2-1263, 4-302; library 2-1268,

4-244; listing in general minutes 1-

219, 4-233, 4-390; member, investiga-

tion of 1-632; members, affiliate

2-1255, 2-1256, 4-373, 4-470, 4-553;

members, associate 2-1255, 2-1256,

4-373, 4-553; members, inactive 1-

834, 2-1256, 2-1258, 4-301, 4-373. 4-

470; members, nonparticipatoty

2-1256. 4-470; members,
preparatory 2-1255. 4-284. 4-695;

membership 1-213. 1-830. 1-831, 1-

832, 1-833, 2-1143. 2-1253, 2-1254, 2-

1257, 2-1258, 4-210, 4-265, 4-300,

4-301, 4-302, 4-353, 4-371, 4-372. 4-

373, 4-469, 4-470, 4-720; member-
ship covenant 1-619. 4-168;

membership records 1-834. 2-1258.

2-1259, 2-1260, 2-1261, 4-301, 4-302;

mergers/unions 1-326, 1-849, 4-245.

4-716; mission 1-738, 4-289; officers

1-837, 1-838, 2-1262, 2-1264, 4-302,

4-303, 4-469, 4-471; officers, tenure

2-1263, 4-302, 4-552; organization 1-

615, 1-834, 1-835, 2-1259, 2-1260, 4-

173, 4-238, 4-299, 4-300, 4-469;

pastoral supply 2-1331, 4-616; poten-

tial, study of 2-1275, 4-303, 4-716;

redevelopment 4-716; relocation 2-

1159, 4-350; report to annual con-

ference 1-214, 4-266; roll,

prospective 2-1259. 4-302; shared

facilities 1-830. 1-849. 2-1275, 2-

1276, 4-245, 4-299, 4-300; transfers

see Annual Conference: transfer...;

treasurer 2-1145, 4-230; stewards 2-

1263. 4-303; women, participation 1-

784. see also Apportionments see

also Property see also Small mem-
bership churches see also specific

names of committees and work areas

Local Church Committee (LC 10): 1-

92; summary report 4-132, 4-158, 4-

20.5,4-260,4-331

Local pastor: 1-211, 1-212, 1-620. 1-

660, 1-864, 1-875. 1-915. 1-917. 1-

920. 1-921, 1-922, 2-1100, 2-1302,

2-1303, 2-1304, 4-265 (correction 4-
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335), 4-371, 4-378, 4-451, 4-465, 4-

612, 4-613, 4-615, 4-618; appoint-

ments 1-891; as delegates 1-891,

2-1286, 4-627; authority and duties

1-889, 1-890, 2-1285, 4-380, 4-617, 4-

618; bi-vocational 2-1286, 4-626; con-

tinuance/discontinuance 2-1286,

2-1287, 4-616, 4-626; course of study

1-891, 2-1286, 4-622, 4-623, 4-626;

licensing 1-890, 1-891, 4-618, 4-619;

retirement 1-891, 4-624; rights of 1-

214, 2-1098, 2-1099, 2-1101, 2-1263,

2-1286, 2-1287, 2-1288, 2-1322, 2-

1323, 4-265, 4-266, 4-268, 4-302, 4-

307, 4-380, 4-451, 4-553, 4-613,

4-621, 4-626, 4-627, 4-724, 4-728;

salaries/compensation 2-1286, 4-

625; spouse 2-1263, 4-302, 4-553; stu-

dent 1-213, 1-471, 2-1100, 4-451,

4-542

Los Angeles: 4-73, 4-105, 4-135, 4-174;

feature article 4-113, 4-151, 4-200;

message committee 4-176, 4-179, 4-

180, 4-386, 4-748; offering 4-387, 4-

713, 4-729, 4-749; saving stations

4-387; Shalom zone 4-143, 4-176, 4-

387,4-601,4-611,4-689

Lotteries: 2-1032, 4-271, 4-338. see

also Gambling
Louisville: feature article 4-16, 4-21;

local churches, guest preachers 4-195

Lovely Lane Restoration Fund:
receipts and disbursements 1-937

M

Macedonia: 4-536

Management, Division On: 1-505

Maps, 1992: 1-10, 4-25

Marriage: 2-1046, 2-1053, 2-1131, 2-

1132, 2-1133, 2-1143, 2-1302, 4-207,

4-271, 4-353, 4-527, 4-534, 4-738

Masons: 2-1205, 4-282

Media: 2-1032, 4-339; release dis-

claimer 2-1249, 4-241, 4-769;

violence 2-1030, 4-272 see also

Radio see also Television

Mediation: 1-617, 2-1036, 2-1277, 4-

367, 4-380

Membership growth: goal to increase

1-502, 1-598, 1-613, 2-1200, 4-238, 4-

356
Memorial Committee: 1-243

Memphis Declaration: 2-1047, 4-535

Men, United Methodist see United
Methodist Men

Mental health: 1-175, 1-177, 4-271, 4-

528, 4-789

Men's work see United Methodist
Men's Division

Merrell, Roger W.: feature article 4-423

Methodist Corporation: 1-941

Mexico: border with U.S. 1-196

Middle East: 1-194, 1-7Q1, 1-821, 2-

1249, 4-297, 4-535, 4-792

Military: 2-1061

MUitaiy RoU: 1-833, 4-300

Military service: 1-103, 2-1032, 2-1033,

2-1034, 2-1069, 4-456. see also Con-
scientious objection

Ministerial Education Fund: 1-301, 2-

1155, 2-1156, 4-233, 4-278, 4-442, 4-

592, 4-628, 4-629; name 4-633;

receipts and disbursements 1-934;

report 1-306; service loans 2-1156, 4-

233
Ministerial Pension Plan: 1-334, 1-337,

1-339, 1-340, 1-341, 1-424, 1-425, 2-

1171, 4-127, 4-209, 4-278, 4-279

Ministers: see Clergy see Diaconal min-

isters

Ministry: 1-873, 1-919, 4-474, 4-624;

celebration day 1-673, 4-353; con-

secrated 1-857; in social conflict 1-

613, 4-238; of all Christians 1-828,

2-1250, 4-172, 4-244, 4-282, 4-550;

ordained 1-857; study of 2-1230, 4-

240, 4-266, 4-614

Ministry, Commission for the Study

of: 1-757, 1-767, 2-1325, 2-1327, 2-

1330, 2-1331, 4-544, 4-616, 4-618, 4-

650, 4-764; bishops' response 1-882,

4-246; report 1-850, 4-646

Ministry, conference board of: 2-1330,

4-616

Minnesota Annual Conference: 2-

1199, 4-357

Minnick, C. P., presiding: 4-549

Minority Group Self-determination

Fund: 1-772

Mission: 1-513, 1-603, 1-683, 1-721, 1-

828, 1-854, 2-1117, 4-244; agencies

and institutions 1-734, 1-735, 2-

1160, 4-288, 4-289, 4-469; Alaska 2-

1198, 4-357, 4-759; education 1-241,

1-696, 1-919, 4-307, 4-345; interns 2-

1222, 4-610; personnel 1-701, 1-910,

4-615; statement 1-287, 2-1144, 4-

283, 4-284. see also Missionaries

Mission Education and Cultivation

Program Department: 1-705, 1-737,

4-292

Mission Evangelism, Committee on: 1-

685
Mission Initaitive Fund: 4-742, 4-776

Mission Personnel Resources Program
Department: 1-707

Mission Resource Center: 1-708

Mission, schools of Christian: 1-696

Mission Society for United

Methodists: 2-1199, 2-1325, 4-360, 4-

614
Mission 2000: 1-694

Missional priority: proposed for 1997-

2001
Missional Priority Fund: receipts and

disbursements 1-935

Missionaries: 1-213, 1-214, 1-734, 2-

1154, 2-1210, 2-1211, 4-234, 4-266, 4-

291, 4-292, 4-336; service

assignments 1-879, 4-622 see also

Home Missionaries see also Mission:

personnel

Missionary conferences: 1-210, 1-711,

4-338; homosexual clergy 2-1283, 4-

613
Monitoring Committee: 1-504

Moral issues: 2-1046, 2-1124, 4-275, 4-

534
Morgan, Robert C, presiding: 4-748

Movies: 2-1047, 4-341

Mozambique: 1-187, 1-189, 4-529

Music: 1-237. see also Worship
Muslims: 1-819, 2-1244, 4-297, 4-708;

Arabs 1-179, 4-299; dialogue 1-762

N
Nacpil, Emerito, presiding: 4-309

Name, United Methodist: use of 1-502,

1-546, 4-354

Namibia: 1-188

National and International Affairs,

Seminars on: 1-108

National Council of Churches: 1-759, 2-

1243, 4-172, 4-241; membership in 1-

824, 2-1243, 2-1244, 4-171, 4-294;

UM representatives 2-1243, 4-241

National Division: name 2-1211, 4-293;

report 1-691; responsibilities 1-735,

2-1212,4-293

National health insurance see Health

care

National Youth Ministry Organiza-

tion: 2-1117, 4-346; grants 1-973; in-

come and expenditures 1-960; name
2-1116,4-539

Native American Awareness Sunday: 1-

302, 1-507, 1-538, 1-650, 1-658, 1-

738, 2-1179, 4-235, 4-285, 4-290,

4-606, 4-610, 4-644, 4-747; receipts

and disbursements 1-936

Native American Center, Ina, Nation-

al United Methodist: 2-1216, 2-1217,

4-287, 4-432, 4-504, 4-605; move to

Claremont 4-505

Native American Comprehensive
Plan: 4-432, 1-729, 4-287, 4-498, 4-

604, 4-742; task force 4-287

Native American Ministry, conference

Committee on: 2-1103, 2-1179, 4-

235, 4-268

Native Americans: 1-560, 1-600, 1-666,

1-673, 1-674, 1-675, 1-685, 1-693, 1-

712; 1-770, 1-818, 2-1198, 2-1212, 2-

1213, 2-1216, 2-1217, 2-1222,

2-1223, 2-1224, 2-1228, 4-286, 4-287,

4-292, 4-293, 4-294, 4-296, 4-342, 4-

347, 4-356, 4-460, 4-466, 4-498, 4-

562, 4-563, 4-610, 4-669; history

1-613, 4-238; ministries 1-510, 1-

583, 4-356, 4-503, 4-606; repre-

sentation 2-1218, 4-290. see also

American Indian Religious Freedom
Act

Native Americans Concerns Commit-
tee: 1-510

Native Americans, National Convoca-
tion on Ordained Ministry: 2-1224,

4-473

New Beginning: 2-1197, 4-356

«
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New Beginning, Gospel Call to a: 2-

1205, 4-356

New Beginning, Year of: 1-560, 1-674,

1-675, 2-1222, 4-290, 4-466. see also

Columbus anniversary
New church development: 2-1200, 4-

356. see also Congregational
development

New Church Development, OfTice of: 1-

693
New Program Fund: 4-604, 4-741

New World Outlook: 1-707

News Service: 1-801

Nigeria: 4-127, 4-525, 4-685

Nominations and Personnel, Commit-
tee on: 1-838, 1-845, 1-846, 2-1262, 4-

302, 4-470, 4-471; chair 2-1262,

2-1269, 2-1270, 2-1271, 4-i70, 4-713;

membership 2-1268, 2-1271, 4-304,

4-472, 4-554

Nondiscrimination: policies 2-1185, 1-

656, 4-364

North Shaba Annual Conference: 1-

927, 4-166

Northeast Shaba Annual Conference:
1-927, 4-166

Northern Europe Central Conference:

4-127, 4-227, 4-432, 4-509; bishops 4-

730

Nuclear power: safety 2-1037, 4-457

see also HEizardous wastes

Nuclear weapons: 1-198, 2-1065, 2-

1078, 2-1080, 2-1206, 4-286, 4-457

Nurture-Outreach-Witness: 1-644, 1-

649, 1-834, 2-1259, 2-1260, 4-173, 4-

299, 4-300; model 1-642, 1-835,

4-173, 4-469 see also Evangelistic,

Nurture and Witness

o

Oklahoma Indian Missionary Con-
ference: 1-712, 4-678

Older adults: 1-664, 2-1261, 2-1262, 4-

356, 4-469, 4-542; ministries 1-614,

1-615, 1-704, 4-238, 4-495

Older Adult Ministries, Advisory/Coor-

dinating Committee on: 1-501, 2-

1127, 4-236, 4-311, 4-366, 4-431,

4-495; report 1-549

Older Adult Ministries, committee on:

establish 1-244, 1-245, 1-246, 1-552,

2-1109, 4-237, 4-238, 4-605

Older Adult Ministries, National Con-
vocation on: 1-552

One Great Hour of Sharing: 1-302, 1-

537; receipts and disbursements 1-

936
Ordained and Diaconal Ministry Com-

mittee (LC 11): 1-92; summary
report 4-132, 4-158, 4-206, 4-261, 4-

332
Ordained Ministers see Clergy

Ordained ministry: 2-1224, 4-473

Ordained Ministry, conference Board

of: 1-873, 1-878, 1-877, 1-881, 1-892,

2-1288, 4-378, 4-474, 4-545, 4-547, 4-

626; confidentiality 1-624, 4-367;

membership 1-214, 1-654, 1-893, 1-

913, 1-914, 1-915, 1-917, 1-918, 2-

1322, 2-1323, 4-358, 4-377, 4-429,

4-455, 4-545, 4-612, 4-613, 4-618, 4-

622, 4-772; responsibilities 1-914, 1-

915, 2-1321, 2-1322, 2-1323, 4-307,

4-377, 4-613, 4-615

Ordained Ministry, district Committee
on: 1-892, 2-1288, 4-545, 4-547;

membership 1-916, 1-917, 2-1323, 2-

1324, 4-307; purpose 2-1324

Ordained Ministry, Division of: 1-743;

membership 1-919, 2-1324, 4-306, 4-

307; responsibilities 1-919, 2-1324, 4-

306, 4-307, 4-544

Ordained Ministry, jurisdictional Com-
mittee of: 1-913, 4-306

Order of St. Luke: 1-237

Ordering system, central: 1-503, 1-597

Ordinal Committee: 1-757

Organizations: exclusive 2-1062, 4-529

Pacificlslanders: 1-701, 1-769, 1-818,

4-242

Palestine: 2-1073, 2-1075, 4458, 4-531

Pan-Methodist Cooperation, Corrmiis-

sion on: 1-764, 1-814, 4-242

Pan-Methodist unity: 1-825, 4-296

Patenting of life forms: 1-116, 1-119, 1-

163

Parenthood: 1-136, 2-1048, 4-342, 4-

537, 4-733. see also Families

Parish and Community Development,
conference Conmiittee on: 1-216, 1-

648, 4-267; establish 1-733, 2-1208,

4-289, 4-291

Parliamentary procedure: 1-81

Parsonages: 1-848, 2-1054, 2-1057, 2-

1275, 4-245, 4-246, 4-528, 4-551. see

also Property

Pastor/Parish Relations Committee: 1-

846, 1-847, 1-879, 1-888, 1-912, 2-

1269, 2-1281, 2-1320, 4-304, 4-306,

4-473, 4-546, 4-554, 4-622, 4-625;

membership 1-845, 1-846, 1-847, 2-

1269, 2-1270, 2-1272, 2-1281, 2-

1320, 4-128, 4-304, 4-305, 4-306,

4-375, 4-472, 4-554, 4-554, 4-705, 4-

720; name 2-1260, 4-300; respon-

sibUities 1-847, 2-1263, 2-1270,

2-1271, 4-302, 4-305, 4-375, 4-471, 4-

472, 4-721

Pastoral Care and Counseling, con-

ference commission: 2-1330, 4-616

Pastoral charge: 1-830, 4-372

Pay equity: see Employment
Peace: 1-201, 1-507, 2-1033, 2-1035, 4-

207, 4-528, 4-538, 4-793; bishops-

call for 1-198, 4-228; and democracy
1-613, 4-238; new world order 2-

1076, 4-611; studies 1-752, 4-558, 4-

705. see also World Peace
Peace Advocates: 1-528

Peace with justice: 1-613, 4-238; staff 2-

1080, 4-228

Peace with Justice Special Program: 1-

103, 1-198, 1-516, 1-525, 2-1199, 2-

1206, 4-167, 4-228, 4-237, 4-285,

4-286, 4-311; report 1-593, 4-313

Peace with Justice Sunday: 1-200, 1-

302, 1-528, 1-537, 1-650, 1-658, 4-

285, 4-610; receipU and
disbursements 1-936

Pensions: 1-390, 1-494, 1-904, 1-906, 2-

1158, 2-1172, 2-1175, 2-1176, 2-

1195, 2-1224, 2-1227, 2-1281, 4-229,

4-280, 4-281, 4-352, 4-465, 4-473, 4-

475, 4-617; bishops 1-380, 4-278;

cash distribution 2-1157, 4-281;

Central conferences 1-325; credit 1-

384, 4-280, 4-350; joint distributing

committees 1-385, 4-281; lay staff 2-

1173, 4-280; proportional payment 1-

376, 1-377, 2-1150, 2-1171, 4-276,

4-277, 4-779; special funds 1-336;

spouses/former spouses 4-209; tax-

deferred accumulations 1-488, 4-

280. see also Investment policies

Pensions, conference Board of: 2-1150,

2-1158, 4-277, 4-281; membership 1-

376, 2-1151, 4-277; reports 1-376, 4-

276; responsibilities 2-1157, 4-280

Pensions, General Board of: 1-333, 1-

382, 1-383, 2-1049, 2-1156, 2-1157, 4-

281, 4-534, 4-779; committees 1-381;

fmancial statement 1-351; health

care task force 4-672; location 1-567;

membership 1-380, 1-381, 4-281, 4-

779; name 1-377, 1-380, 1-652, 1-

656, 4-281, 4-352, 4-353;

nominations to 4-84

Pentecost: 1-678, 4-236

Pentecost, 1992; 2-1199, 4-142, 4-143,

4-176, 4-200, 4-236, 7-748

Personnel cases: 2-1199, 4-370

Petitions, 1992: alphabetical by source

4-38; code 2-1017; corrections 4-129,

4-162; feature article 4-1, 4-124; in-

valid 4-429; referrals 4-126, 4-161, 4-

210, 4-262, 4-332; with m^or
fmancial implications, see also

General Conference: petitions

PhUadclphia, Zoar UMC: 2-1107, 4-295

Philippines: 1-600; prayer for 4-389

Philippines Central Conference: lay

members 2-1019, 4-227

Physically challenged persons see

Handicapping conditions, persons

with

Physically Challenged Ministers, Aa-

sociation of: 1-704

Plan of organization and rules of

order: 2-1091, 4-452

Plan of organization and rules of

order, 1992: 1-85, 4-103

Plan of Organization and Rules of

Order, Committee on: 1-86, report 1-

83, 4-102; nominations and election

to 4-86, 4-105

Planning: 1-507, 1-508

Pollution see Environment
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Population: 2-1030, 2-1031, 2-1053, 2-

1064, 4-271, 4-273, 4-537; aging 1-

664, 4-356; policy, U.S. 1-180, 4-271

Pornography: 1-151, 2-1020, 2-1042, 2-

1049, 2-1054, 2-1108, 2-1134, 2-

1174,4-353,4-452,4-534

Poverty: 1-169, 1-184, 2-1059, 2-1070,

4-229, 4-456, 4-457

Prejudice: against Muslims and Arabs
1-179. see also Racism

Presiding Officers, Committee on: 1-

89; members 4-35; report 4-107, 4-

180, 4-248, 4-319, 4-491, 4-576,

4-633, 4-665, 4-729

Presiding officers: 1-86, 1-95

Printing: 1-385, 1-386, 1-387, 4-462

Prison Ministry, Interagency Commit-
tee on: 1-555

Prison Ministry/Prison Reform: 1-501,

4-237, 4-311, 4-493; report 1-553

Prisons: 1-107; ministries 1-696, 2-

1268, 4-305. see also Criminal justice

Prisoners: 1-249, 4-346; political and
war 1-182, 4-530

Probationary members see Clergy

Program Council: 2-1102, 4-267

Program year: 1-657, 4-356

Property: charge 2-1159, 2-1272, 2-

1273; local church 1-490, 1-848, 2-

1107, 2-1173, 2-1174, 2-1272,

2-1273, 2-1274, 4-233, 4-245, 4-246,

4-299 (correction 4-524), 4-372, 4-

374, 4-469; district 1-389, 4-352; in

trust 2-1158, 2-1159, 4-350, 4-352, 4-

782 see also Episcopal Residence see

also Parsonages
Prostitution: 2-1134, 4-353

Publication, General Board of: 1-385,

1-386, 1-387, 4-229, 4-462; report 1-

352
Publications: copyright permission 2-

1205, 4-467

Publishing House, United Methodist:

1-352, 1-385, 1-386, 1-387, 2-1158, 4-

229, 4-462; cost reductions 4-221;

location 1-567

Puerto Rico: 1-182, 1-202, 2-1226, 2-

1227, 4-292, 4-530, 4-542

Puerto Rico Methodist Church: 1-398,

1-400, 1-425, 1-777, 2-1224, 4-279, 4-

281; relationship to UMC 2-1225, 2-

1226, 4-298, 4-392

R

Racial concerns: 1-215, 1-507, 1-678, 1-

703, 1-766, 1-811, 2-1028, 2-1067, 2-

1127, 4-171, 4-338, 4-366, 4-530;

histories 1-816, 4-241, 4-294; justice

1-596, 4-238 see also ethnic concerns

Racism: 1-132, 1-178, 1-179, 1-708, 1-

743, 1-766, 1-780, 1-803, 1-815, 1-

817 1-825, 1-826, 2-1^41, 2-1246,

2-1247, 4-240, 4-241, 4-243, 4-295, 4-

296, 4-311, 4-527, 4-532; bishops'

task force 1-767; environmental 1-

105, 1-132; rural 1-817, 4-768

Racism, Committee to Eliminate In-

stitutional: 1-504

Radio: 1-794; advertising 1-826, 2-

1249, 4-171, 4-241

Records: official forms 1-378, 4-233

Red Bird Missionary Conference: 1-713

Reference, Committee on: 1-89; mem-
bers 4-35

Refugee and Immigration Network: 1-

569
Refugee Committee, conference: 1-732

Refugees: 1-501, 1-710, 2-1075, 4-458;

report on U.S. crisis 1-568, 4-355

Regional conferences: 1-669

Religion and Race, conference Com-
mission on: 2-1237, 2-1247, 4-243;

membership 1-809, 4-243

Religion and Race, district Director of:

1-809, 1-811,4-526,4-774

Religion and Race, General Commis-
sion on: 1-567, 1-825, 2-1201, 2-

1241, 2-1246, 4-241, 4-242, 4-243,

4-296, 4-360, 4-719; cost reductions

4-221; eliminate 2-1241, 4-243;

evaluation of 1-574, 4-355; grants 1-

969; headquarters property report 1-

947; income and expenditures 1-956;

location 1-567; membership 2-1241,

4-243; program needs 1-609; pur-

pose 1-815; report 1-766; respon-

sibilities 1-815, 2-1241, 4-171, 4-243,

4-295

Religious Coalition for Abortion

Rights: 1-135, 2-1049, 2-1050, 2-

1051, 2-1093, 2-1201, 4-274, 4-340, 4-

363, 4-454, 4-459, 4-538, 4-738

Relocation of general agencies see

Agencies, General: location/reloca-

tion

Research, Office of: 1-508

Research, Planning and Futuring,

Division on: 1-507

Resolutions: time-dated 1-544. see also

General Conference: resolutions...

Resolutions, Book of see Book of...

Response: 1-707

Restructuring Task Force: establish 1-

679
Retired Persons, National Association

of United Methodist: 2-1176, 4-280

Review Committee, central con-

ference: 1-909, 4-367

Review Committee, Jurisdictional: 1-

909, 2-1315, 4-367, 4-617

Rocky Flats Plutonium Processing

Plant: 2-1037

Roll call: 1-85

Rules of order see Plan of Organiza-

tion and Rules of Order
Rural community: 1-734, 1-738, 1-817,

1-912, 2-1038, 2-1174, 2-1218, 2-

1219, 2-1220, 2-1221, 2-1222, 2-

1235, 2-1247, 2-1328, 4-232, 4-240,

4-241, 4-288, 4-290, 4-293, 4-296, 4-

504, 4-505, 4-529, 4-610, 4-615, 4-

625, 4-668, 4-768; study 1-737,

4-288, 4-289, 4-290

Rural Crisis Special Concern (formerly

Program): 1-593, 2-1221, 4-167, 4-

289
Rural Fellowship, United Methodist: 4-

240; featur article 4-698

Rural Life Sunday: 1-538, 1-651, 2-

1180,4-285

Russia: 4-247, 4-509 see also Inde-

pendent States, Commonwealth of

Salaries see Clergy see Deacon see

Diaconal Minister see Local Pastor

Salary plan: see Basic Salary Plan
Sancti^ of Human Life Sunday: estab-

lish 2-1053, 4-537

Sano, Roy I., presiding: 4-563

Scarritt-Bennett Center: 1-697; an-

niversary 2-1107, 4-453, 4-773

Scholarship Endowment Fimd: 1-751,

4-239, 4-558

Scholarships: 1-651, 1-751, 1-752, 4-

285, 4-301, 4-558, 4-668, 4-705

Science: 2-1130, 4-283, 4-554

Scientific community: 2-1027, 2-1035,

2-1113, 2-1114, 2-1210, 4-292, 4-338,

4-345, 4-347, 4-529

Scouting Coordinator, conference: 1-

217, 2-1103, 4-267, 4-723

Scouting Coordinator, district: 1-218,

4-208

Scouting ministries, coordinator of

(local church): 1-841, 1-843, 1-845, 2-

1265, 2-1266, 2-1268, 4-244, 4-304, 4-

305
Secretary, General Conference: 1-86, 2-

1901, 4-452, 4-770; nomination and
election to 4-85, 4-107; respon-

sibUities 2-1093, 4-453; staff 1-86, 4-

750

Seminaries: see Theological schools

Sermons, 1992: printing 4-309, 4-397,

4-432, 4-666, 4-747

Sexism: 2-1247, 2-1248, 4-296, 4-297, 4-

298
Sexuality: see Human sexuality

Shalom Zone ministries: 4-601, 4-611,

4-689

Shaw, Anna Howard: establish day 1-

680, 4-236

Short, Roy Hunter: feature article 4-

198

Short Term Volunteers in Mission see

Volunteers...

Sierra Leone: 1-197, 4-528

Sierra Leone Annual Conference: fea-

ture article 4-325

Single persons: 2-1022, 4-340

Small Membership Church, con-

ference Commission on: 1-734, 4-288

Small membership churches: 1-733, 1-

735, 2-1098, 2-1112, 2-1182, 2-1212,

2-1221, 2-1318, 4-264, 4-290, 4-291,

4-293,4-561,4-621

Small Membership Churches, con-

ference Subcommittee on: 1-733, 2-

1321
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Small Membership Churches, Study
on Strengthening: 1-612, 4-168, 4-

237; report 1-640

Social Creed: 2-1035, 2-1069, 4-456, 4-

529, 4-538, 4-789

Social justice: 2-1197, 2-1206, 2-1241,

4-286, 4-295, 4-356

Social witness: 2-1223

Social Principles: 1-124, 2-1021, 2-

1117, 4-209, 4-210, 4-399, 4-458, 4-

787
South Africa: 4-127, 4-227, 4-529

Southwest Border Advisory Commit-
tee: 1-693; see also U.S./Mexico Bor-

der Bi-Lateretl Mission Advisory

Committee
Spain, Robert H., presiding: 4-107

Spanish Language Resources, Task
Force on: report 1-548

Speaking for the church: 1-208, 1-209,

1-502, 1-546, 2-1092, 2-1093, 2-1177,

2-1249, 4-241, 4-354, 4-364, 4-453, 4-

772

Speaking procedure 1-96, 1-100

Special committees: establishment of

1-569, 4-168

Special programs: 1-516, 1-591, 1-652,

4-167, 4-311, 4-312; report 1-592, 4-

313
Special Sundays: 1-505, 1-506, 1-537, 1-

651, 1-681, 4-285; annual conference

1-538, 1-539, 1-650, 2-1180, 4-285, 4-

610; for U.S. president 2-1178, 4-

236; with offerings 1-200, 1-320,

1-326, 1-327, 1-537, 1-538, 1-613, 1-

650, 1-658, 2-1179, 4-234, 4-238, 4-

279, 4-285, 5-353, 4-610, 4-642;

without offerings 1-538, 1-539, 1-

651,2-1180,4-168

Spiritual directors: 1-250, 2-1118, 4-

346, 4-721

Spiritual formation see Christian for-

mation
Spiritual growth: 4-765, 4-789

Staff Retirement Benefits Program: 1-

448,2-1175,4-280

Staff/Parish Relations, Committee on:

see Pastor/Parish Relations...

Standing Administrative Committees:

see Administrative committees.

Standing
Standing Legislative Committees: see

Legislative Committees
Status and Role of Conservatives,

General Commission on: establish 2-

1188,4-359
Status and Role of Women, central

conference Commission on: 1-925, 4-

166
Status and Role of Women, conference

Commission on: 2-1238, 2-1247, 2-

1248, 4-171, 4-298; eliminate 2-1238,

4-171; responsibUities 1-810, 2-1238,

4-171, 4-296

Status and Role of Women, General

Commission on: 1-826, 2-1201, 2-

1241, 2-1242, 2-1247, 2-1248, 4-295,

4-296, 4-297, 4-298, 4-360, 4-707;

cost reductions 4-223;

eliminate/keep 2-1154, 2-1182, 2-

1202, 2-1241, 2-1248, 4-172, 4-234, 4-

360; evaluation of 1-574, 4-355;

headquarters property report 1-948;

income and expenditures 1-957; loca-

tion 1-567; membership 1-815, 2-

1242, 4-242, 4-296; program needs

1-610; report 1-783 responsibilities 1-

815, 4-296

Stewardship: 1-242, 1-325; quadren-

nial initiative 2-1121, 4-345, 4-721

Stewardship and Finance Study: 4-

642, 4-645

Stewardship, Section on : 1-229

Student Day, United Methodist see

United Methodist Student Day
Student Loan Fund: 1-651, 4-285

Student organizations: 1-749

Student peistors see Local pastors

Study commissions, committees, etc.:

funding 1-326, 2-1201, 4-104, 4-279,

4-356

Substance abuse: see Drugs
Substance Abuse and Related Violence

Special Program: 1-516, 1-529, 4-

237, 4-311, 4-430, 4-605, 4-742;

report 314
Simday school: see Christian Educa-

tion

Supervising pastor: name 2-1284, 2-

1322, 4-307, 4-616

Supremist groups: racial/ethnic 1-831,

4-371, 4-719

Survey of United Methodist Opinion:

1-508

Sustainable practices see Environment
Substance abuse see Alcohol see Drugs

Talbert, Melvin G., presiding: 4-713

Task forces: funding 1-326

Tax-Deferred Annuity Contributions

Program: 1-471, 4-276

Taxes, US: 1-180, 4-535; laws 1-328

Teaching parish: 1-830, 2-1251, 4-278,

4-299, 4-469

Team ministry see Cooperative/Team

ministry

Telecommunications: 4-357; report 1-

597
Television: 1-793, 1-794, 1-827, 2-1047,

2-1053, 2-1054, 4-170, 4-341, 4-534;

advertising 1-826, 2-1249, 4-171, 4-

24 1. see also Media
Tellers, 1992: 1-86, 4-36

Temperance: 1-529

Temporary General Aid Fund: 1- 380,

1-773, 4-234; receipts and disburse-

ments 1-935

Tent building ministries: 2-1221

Terminology Task Force: 4-243; report

1-780

Terrorism: 2-1080, 4-339

Theme: 1-508, 1-516, 1-591, 4-167, 4-

168, 4-237, 4-311, 4-431, 4-605;

report 1-512, 1-584,4-312

Theological disputes: establish task

force 2-1202, 4-236

Theological Education and Patterns of

Ministry, Study Commission on: 1-

613, 4-238

Theological Education Committee: 1-

757
Theological schools: 1-750, 2-1156, 4-

169, 4-239, 4-278, 4-629, 4-789; cur-

riculum 1-241, 1-749, 1-777, 2-1223,

2-1232, 2-1233, 2-1234, 2-1235, 2-

1324, 4-169, 4-170, 4-239, 4-294, 4-

307, 4-345, 4-557, 4-563, 4-671; town
and country ministry chair 2-1233,

4-239, 4-561

Theological task: 2-1130, 2-1131, 4-283

Theology: Eucharist study 4-769;

feminist 2-1235, 4-169, 4-284;

Sophia 2-1129, 2-1170, 2-1236, 4-

283, 4-284, 4-695, 4-696, 4-706

Tobacco: 1-111, 1-154, 1-703, 1-888,2-

1031, 2-1063, 4-340. see also Drugs
Trade: 2-1074, 4-527; North American

2-1067, 2-1073, 4-456; U.S./Cuba 2-

1067, 4-456; U.S./Japan 2-1067, 4-

456
Tradition: 2-1130,4-283

Training: district superintendents and
council directors 1-591, 4-357

Transforming Congregations: 2-1141,

4-353

Transitional Local Church and Com-
munity Task Force: establish 1-732,

4-288

Treasurer, conference,/director of ad-

ministrative services: 1-373, 1-911,4-

276, 4-545, 4-783

Trials: 1-616, 1-627, 1-631, 1-639, 2-

1191, 2-1192, 4-366, 4-367, 4-369, 4-

370, 4-761; clergy 1-616, 2-1313,

4-367; costs 2-1194, 4-370; counsel 2-

1194, 4-370; court 2-1195; financial

assistance 1-613, 4-238; procedures

1-633, 1-660, 2-1194, 2-119.'>, 4-370,

4-761. see also Appeals see also In-

vestigation, Trials and Appeals see

also Judicial Administration

Trustees, conference Board of: 1-387,

1-388, 4-352, 4-465; membership 1-

893, 4-545

Trustees, institutions: 1-389

Trustees, local church Board of: 1-387,

1-847, 1-848, 2-1273, 4-245, 4-246, 4-

299 (correction 4-524), 4-465, 4-552

Trustees, UMC Board of: 4-234, 4-642;

report 1-323, 1-939

Tuell, Jack, presiding: 4-770

u

UMCare: 1-343, 1-344, 1-384, 1-472, 2-

1169, 2-1170, 4-351, 4-463, 4-672, 4-

674, 4-682, 4-703, 4-737, 4-754. see

also Heedth care
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UMCOR: see United Methodist Com-
mittee on Relief

Unbudgeted fimds, proposals involv-

ing expenditures of: 1-93

Unfmished business, 1988: 1-613, 1-

614, 4-238

Unfmished business, 1992: 4-733, 4-

748, 4-791

United Methodist Church: beliefs 2-

1144, 4-283; democracy 2-1202, 4-

363; doctrine and heritage 1-284,

1-749, 4-283; global nature of 1-667

(corrected 4-162), 2-1227, 4-292, 4-

465; principles 2-1137; structure 1-

666, 1-679, 1-721, 2-1327, 4-127,

4-361, 4-366, 4-544

United Methodist Church, Bishops'

Committee to Study the Global Na-
ture of: report 1-667

United Methodist Committee on
Relief: 1-587, 2-1082, 4-168, 4-292, 4-

385
United Methodist Committee on

Relief Program Department: 1-709;

objectives and responsibilities 1-737,

4-289, 4-371

United Methodist Family 1-799

United Methodist Men: 1-229, 1-241, 4-

540; conference 1-238, 1-810, 2-

1208, 4-461; district 1-240, 2-1209,

4-349; local church 4-208, 4-471

United Methodist Men, jurisdictional

committee on: 1-236, 2-1110, 2-

1113, 4-349, 4-461

United Methodist Men's Division: es-

tablish 1-247, 2-1115, 4-461, 4-540

United Methodist Student Day: 1-302,

1-537, 1-650, 1-651, 1-658, 4-285, 4-

610; receipts and disbursements 1-

937

United Methodist Women: 1-694, 1-

919, 4-544; conference mission coor-

dinator 1-732; local unit 2-1268,

4-472

United Nations: 1-103, 1-202, 1-203, 2-

1081, 2-1082, 2-1206, 4-286, 4-531, 4-

532, 4-610; women's convention

2-1064, 4-527

United States: border with Mexico 1-

196, 4-531; USSR relations 1-613, 4-

238
University/College Fund: 1-742

University Senate: 1-742, 1-749,4-170,

4-239, 4-559; membership 2-1230, 2-

1231, 4-170, 4-670; nominations and
elections to 4-85, 4-86, 4-248, 4-387,

4-389, 4-492, 4-549; nominees dos-

siers 4-549; purpose 2-1232, 4-170, 4-

239; responsibilities 2-1232, 4-239

Upper Room: 1-230, 1-243, 4-345

Urban ministries: 1-678, 1-739, 4-289,

4-466

Urban Ministries, Office of: 1-693

U.S./Mexico Border Bj-Lateral Mis-

sion Advisory Committee: 1-735; see

also Southwest Border Advisoiy

Committee see also United States:.

USSR: references 2-1073, 4-456

VanDyke, Betty: feature article 4-599

Video: 1-794, 1-803

Violence: 2-1070, 4-386, 4-527; domes-
tic 1-146, 2-1043, 4-527; gun control

2-1069; guns 1-183, 2-1032, 2-1038,

2-1068, 4-227, 4-228; media 2-1030,

2-1047, 2-1053, 2-1054, 4-272, 4-341,

4-534; special program 1-529, 4-311

Vision 2000: 1-227, 2-1126, 4-346

Vision Interfaith Satellite Network see

VISN
VISN: 1-794, 1-827, 4-170

Vital Congregations-Faithful Dis-

ciples: 1-516, 1-517, 1-596, 4-168, 4-

313
Volunteers, work area on community:

establish 2-1267, 4-245, 4-551

Volunteers in Mission, Short Term: 1-

708

Voting: rights 2-1032, 4-339

w
Waste: see Conservation see Hazard-

ous waste

War: 2-1033, 2-1034, 2-1061, 2-1069, 4-

207, 4-456, 4-531, 4-538, 4-793; low
intensity conflict 2-1076, 4-457, 4-

785 (correction 4-609)

Welfare: 2-1031, 4-269

Wesley Foundations: 1-746, 2-1229, 2-

1235, 4-169, 4-170

West Africa Central Conference: 4-

127, 4-432, 4-525, 4-638, 6-685

White, C. Dale: 4-7, 4-88

White Concerns Committee: 1-773

Wildmon, Donald E.: 2-1042, 2-1108, 4-

452, 4-534

Wills and Estate Planning Committee:
1-243

Wilson, Winslow: feature article 4-518

Women: 1-594, 1-680, 1-783, 1-811, 1-

826, 1-847, 2-1043, 2-1247, 2-1248, 2-

1249, 4-171, 4-466, 4-471, 4-527,

4-721; employment 1-106; feature ar-

ticle 4-76; histories 1-753; UN con-

vention 2-1064, 4-527

Women and Families in Crisis, Office

of Ministries with: 1-693

Women, United Methodist see United
Methodist Women

Women's Division: 1-694; grants 2-

1212, 4-286; membership 2-1212, 4-

286; organization 2-1212, 4-286

World Communion Sunday: 1- 302, 1-

537; receipts and disbursements 1-

937
World Council of Churches: 1-759, 2-

1243, 4-172, 4-241; membership in 1-

824, 2-1243, 4-171, 4-294; UM repre-

sentatives 2-1243, 4-241

World Division: 1-699; purpose 2-1212,

4-286; responsibilities 2-1213, 4-287,

4-292, 4-293

World Methodist Council: 2-1242, 4-

296
World Order Sunday: receipts and dis-

bursements 1-936

World peace: 1-596, 4-238. see also

Peace
World Service and Conference

Benevolences: 1-372, 1-836, 1-837, 2-

1146, 4-230, 4-234, 4-300, 4-470, 4-

553
World Service Fund: 1-301, 1-505, 1-

506, 1-607, 1-611, 1-734, 2-1155, 2-

1208, 4-234, 4-238, 4-278, 4-291,

4-356, 4-742, 4-776; budget 1-305

(corrected 4-433), 4-436, 4-581, 4-

583, 4-585; contingency fund 1-506,

1-585, 4-466; receipts and disburse-

ments 1-932; report 1-303

World Service Special Gifts: 1-302, 1-

329, 1-505, 1-506, 4-235, 4-354;

promotion 1-613, 4-238; report 1-548

Worship: 1-232, 1-237, 1-242, 1-251, 4-

348; attendance 4-374, 4-556. see

also Book of Worship see also Music
Worship services, 1992: 4-8

Worship work area: chairperson 1-843,

2-1267, 4-172, 4-244, 4-245, 4-550

Xavier, Christine Williams: feature ar-

ticle 4-598

Yeakel, Joseph H., presiding: 4-576

Year ofNew Beginning see New Begin-

ning, Year of

Young, Carlton R.: 1-218, 4-336

Youth: 1-593, 2-1121, 4-346; devotion-

al 2-1127, 4-346; medical rights 1-

180, 4-538, 4-789; ministry 1-221,

1-247, 1-695, 1-845, 4-305, 4-539

Youth delegates: feature article 4-519

Youth Ministry Organization, Nation-

al see National Youth...

Youth Offender Project: 1-107

Youth Service Fund: 1-302; receipts

and disbursements 1-937

Yugoslavia Provisional Conference:

feature article 4-253

Zaire Central Conference: 1-926, 4-

227, 4-390, 4-683 ^^
Zimbabwe Annual Conference: 1-494, ffli

4-352 ^
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Delegates Called to Witness, Serve in Christ's Name
Challenged at the outset to be a unifying force for

the church and the world as the 20th century draws to

a close, United Methodists from around the world left

their 200th anniversary General Conference with a call

to "go witness, serve in the name of Christ."

"For 10 days we have been shaping a book of cove-

nant saying we will live together within the words we
have shaped," Bishop Joseph H. Yeakel said in a sum-

mary of the General Conference. Bishop Yeakel, Wash-

ington Area, is president of the Council of Bishops.

In the opening sermon of the May 5-15 conference,

Bishop Emilio de Carvalho of Angola said xmity contin-

ues to be an issue for Methodism around the world. The

church, said the outgoing president of the Council of

Bishops, is troubled with signs of brokenness and fa-

tigue.

Bishop de Carvalho spoke in an international and

theological context. In more personal terms, by the time

(continued next page)

TliiB pen-and-ink montage of the 1992 General Conferenoe wa» oreaUd by Tom Otbson a* the evenU of conference unfolded. (See page U
for more information.)
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(continued from frontpage)

the 998 delegates packed their papers about midnight

May 15 and left Louisville's Commonwealth Conven-

tion Center, they could be pardoned if they showed fa-

tigue.

During the 10 days of work from early morning until

late night, they handled more than 2,400 petitions in

legislative committee £ind plenary, and spoke and lis-

tened to tens of thousands of words in sermons, points

of order, and debate.

If not brokenness, the vote totals indicated sharp dif-

ferences of opinion on key issues. One major debate was
decided by 15 votes, another by 34, and a third by 37.

One proposed amendment was settled by two votes.
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When the few hundred preachers gathered in Balti-

more in November 1792 for the first General Confer-

ence of the new church in the Western Hemisphere,

they debated heatedly for days the appointive power of

bishops. Their spiritual descendants gathered in Louis-

ville dealt with a much broader docket of issues, both

domestic and international; and, unlike that first con-

ference, none of those present walked out.

The church's international scope in 1992 was evi-

dent in the delegates as well as the issues. For the first

time in a United Methodist General Conference, the

bishop presiding over a session CBishop de Carvalho)

translated for the plenary a delegate's speech delivered

in French. The conference had a record high of 116 dele-

gates from outside the United States.

Translators provided the proceedings in Chinese,

Spanish, Portuguese, German, and French. Countries

from Austria to Mexico to Zimbabwe were represented.

The conference was only a few hours old when the

delegates interrupted their established agenda to call

for action, prayer, and repentance in the wake of racial

pain and unrest surrounding the verdict in the Rodney

King trial in Los Angeles. A "statement to the nation"

was developed, a special offering taken, plans approved

for a model city block called a "shalom zone," and a spe-

cial Pentecost observance planned. Many delegates

fasted and gave the money saved to help in rehabilita-

tion and relief in the devastated areas.

When the final amen was pronounced by Bishop

Yeakel, newly installed president of the Council of

Bishops, the delegates could count among their actions

to guide the church's ministry during 1993-96:

• Endorsement of expanded ministries with Hispanics,

Native Americans, older adults, and deaf persons.

• Retention of the Social FVinciples statement that ho-

mosexual practice is incompatible with Christian

teaching, but support for civil and human rights for

lesbians emd gay men.

• Reception of a major study on homosexuality that

will be available for use by local churches.

• Acceptance of a new Book of Worship that includes a

wide variety of prayers and readings for contempo-

rary situations.

• Referral to the churches for study during the next

four years a four-year study on Baptism, with a re-

port to be brought in 1996.

• Approval of a task force's call for relocation of the

General Board of Global Ministries from New York

City to a site to be proposed in 1996.

• Reaffirmation of the church's stance on abortion, and

rejection of an effort to terminate support for the Re-

ligious Coalition on Abortion Rights.

• Establishment of a mandatory churchwide health in-

surance program for clergy, their families, and some

lay employees, to take effect in 1994.

• Adoption of financial askings to be apportioned to lo-

cal churches for churchwide agencies and programs.

• Celebration of the March 1992 opening of Africa Uni-

versity.

(continuedpage 13)
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New Book of Worship Boasts Diversity, Flexibility

The Book of Worship, first ritual book since the de-

nomination formed in 1968, was overwhelmingly ap-

proved (809-149) by delegates of the 1992 General

Conference. Designed for use by local church pastors

and worship leaders, the book contains official ritual

and optional prayers, songs, and orders of worship.

The words of the 1992 enabling petition reminded

delegates of the 1988 origin of the Book of Worship:

"The General Board of Discipleship is hereby author-

ized under provisions of par. 1214.3 of the Discipline to

prepare at its expense the manuscript of a new book of

worship for pastors and others who plan and lead wor-

ship, to supplement The United Methodist Hymnal. The

contents or outline of this book shall be submitted to

the 1992 General Conference for adoption."

Traditional and New Images

Bishop Susan M. Morrison, who headed the revision

panel, was pleased with the vote, praising the new im-

ages for God reflected in many prayers as a move for-

ward. Besides traditional references to "Father" and

"Lord," God is addressed as "Grandfather," "Great

Spirit," "Author of Life," "Parent," and "God, our

grove, our lover, our well."

However, the conference stopped short of allowing

direct references to "0 Mother God." Gender-specific

references for God stirred discussion about the Book of

Worship. As with the 1989 United Methodist Hymnal,

delegates squared off on questions of God's feminine

and masculine natures.

Decisions often hinged on the difference between

simile and metaphor. Two prayers beginning "O
Mother God" and "Bakerwoman God" were edited to

"0 Creator" and "God, like a bakerwoman," ostensibly

to make them more palatable to grass-roots United

Methodists. Several delegates, including Jane Turner-

Borden of Saratoga Springs, N.Y., tried unsuccessfully

to resurrect the direct references to God as "Mother."

"The legislative conmiittee has written out some of the

lemguage that might have been very much appreciated

by pastors .... You have written out 'Mother God,'

she said, calling for reinstitution of that language.

But, beleaguered by a backlog of other business.

General Conference delegates voted overwhelmingly to

sidestep debate on language and trust the work of both

the revision panel and the legislative committee.

Diversity

Along with language updates, the new worship book

boasts diversity in ritual fi-om ethnic minority tradi-

tions. The new worship book includes a service of Las

Posadas (Christmas Eve) fi-om Mexico; prayers and

songs fi-om Cherokee, Lakota, Dakota, and Suquamish

traditions; and the Tongsung Kido (Pray Aloud), a Ko-

rean Christian model for praying.

A Native American service of Thanksgiving was de-

leted, at the request of Native American delegates and

members of their churchwide caucus, in deference to

some tribal leaders who opposed a Christianized ver-

sion of a traditional Indian rite.

During discussion of the Book of Worship there was

a brief debate about a service of infant dedication, re-

jected earlier by both the revision committee and the

legislative committee as an attempt to undermine the

historic United Methodist practice of infant Baptism.

The Rev. Riley B. Case, Kokomo, Ind., urged dele-

gates to include such a service because it was included

in the 1963 ritual book of the former Evangelical

United Brethren Church, a forerunner of United Meth-

odism. He also favored it for parents who may not sup-

port infant Baptism.

However, Bishop George W. Bashore, Pittsburgh

Area, a former Evangelical United Brethren pastor, de-

nied consistent use of the service in that predecessor de-

nomination. He suggested that infant Baptism was

historically affirmed in the EUB and forerunner

churches and effectively persuaded General Conference

delegates to leave out the dedication service.

The new Book of Worship may be released as early

as this fall.

—M. Garlinda Burton and Brad Motta

United Methodist NewB Service and DCA Staff
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BUhop* and delegates applaud the vote approving the Book of

Wor»hip.

Older Adult Ministries

A Committee on Older Adult Ministries as a

forum for advocacy and program planning, was

authorized on May 12. The hope is that the

church will celebrate and utilize the gifts of older

adults in the life of the church.
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Decisions Affect Congregations of All Sizes

General Conference delegates considered more than

2,000 petitions firom individuals, churches, conferences,

and boards and agencies. Their decisions will affect the

way congregations perceive themselves, organize, and

do ministry.

Small-Membership Churches

Delegates paid special attention to small-member-

ship churches. They approved the report of the Gleneral

Conference Task Force on Strengthening the Ministry

and Mission of the Small-Membership Church, which

provides strategies to strengthen small-membership

churches and calls on The United Methodist Church to

become involved in programs that relate to small-mem-

bership churches. Delegates also gave the nod to the

nurture-outreach-witness model of the administrative

council, which may be carried out by as few as eight

people and the pastor. They urged the inclusion of per-

sons from small-membership churches as members of

general boards and agencies.

A new small-membership church subcommittee to

the conference board of global ministries will assume

primary responsibility for parish and community devel-

opment. Delegates OK'd the annual licensing of lay

preachers, under district superintendent appointment,

who serve without salary in "to be supplied" situations

and approved the 'Tslended" model of cooperative parish

as a new way of linking congregations for mission and

ministry.

Delegates cailled the General Board of Discipleship

and the General Board of Global Ministries' National

Division to greater accountability in work vnth. small-

membership churches and sanctioned a task force to ex-

amine racism in the nation's rural population. They

affirmed the rural chaplaincy program as a specialized

ministry of both clergy and laity.

Rural Life Sunday was approved as a special Sundsiy

with offering, with the date to be fixed by each annual

conference. Commending the National Division's

church and community ministry program, delegates

called for more church and community workers and en-

dorsed an "Affirmation of Basic Rural Worth," which

states: "Each rural church, no matter how large or

small and no matter where it is located, is valuable to

the United Methodist connection."

—Wanda Hayea EichUr

Writer, Michigan Christian Advocate

Medium-Membership Churches

Delegates made several decisions that will affect the

program structure of medium-membership churches. To
the coordinator of communications' duties, they added

an interpretation element as well as the production of

video resovu-ces for ministry and outreach. They ap-

proved a new descru>tion of the worship work area

chairperson's duties and established a work area chair-

person of community volunteers.

They called the administrative board to "embrace

tithing as a minimum standard of giving, embrace wor-

ship attendance, and . . . regular attendance at church

school and/or Bible study classes." The General Confer-

ence authorized an organizational plan other than ad-

ministrative council or administrative board when in

harmony with the Discipline. They outlined a process

for adding members to a pastor-parish relations com-

mittee in a church which has special multi-language

needs and added the enlistment of persons for ordained

and diaconal ministry and missionary service to the

teisks of the pastor-parish relations committee.

New buildings, delegates said, must conform to ac-

cessibility codes and be reasonably accessible. Addi-

tional legislation requires the board of trustees to

review annually the church's personnel insmrance

status and building accessibility. The church must be

"programmatically" accessible as well, they said.

In other action, delegates lurged congregations to in-

clude scouting ministry as a setting for youth ministry;

mandated annual conferences to undertake a coopera-

tive parish development process and provide different

expressions of cooperative parishes; and required

charge conferences to promote awareness of and concur-

rence with pwlicies relative to socially responsible in-

vestments.

They also approved action which: 1) allows lay lead-

ers to serve as lay members of annual conferences;

2) establishes Rural Life Sunday on the fifth Sunday af-

ter Easter, with a special annual conference offering;

and 3) specifies that staff members under consideration

by the church shall be notified prior to a meeting where

their employment is discussed and be brought into con-

sultation immediately thereafter.

—Keith Kendall and Barbara Dunlap-Berg

DCA Staff

Large-Membership Churches

Much of the General Conference legislation ap-

proved during its 200th session will have an impact on

the life of the large-membership local church.

With the continuation of the "Celebrate and Wit-

ness" theme for the next quadrennium and the ap-

proval of three related, special, churchwide ministries

(campus ministry, peace with justice, and substance

abuse), the large-membership church will find new
ways to connect with the communities they serve in

ways that increase their Christian presence.

This General Conference provides a vision of a "vital

congregation" to develop new ministries for neglected

populations. With the approval of "shalom zones," the

Hispanic Plan, the Deaf Ministry Plan, and the Native

American Plan, large-membership churches wiU be led

to think of similar ministries for neglected populations.
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The approval of the new Book of Worship will offer

diverse new resources to add new life to the corporate

worship in large churches. Besides traditional services,

new services and prayers firom racial ethnic traditions

are offered. An order of thanksgiving for the birth or

adoption of a child, healing services, a service for a still-

born child, a renewal of wedding vows, and a new mu-
sic section will add to the ministry of the church. All

printed materials are free of copyright restrictions on

reprinting, so they may be used freely in worship bulle-

tins.

The approval of the Study on Baptism presents an

exciting opportunity for adult education classes to look

seriously at theology.

Study materials on homosexuality will be created as

a result of General Conference legislation, offering a

m^or new optional resource for ongoing dialogue on

sexuality issues within the diversity of views in large-

membership churches.

The decision to hold budget increases to 2.5 percent

and to limit apportionments will be significant to coun-

teract the rising budgets of large-membership churches.

In many cases, it will free funds for creative, new local

church ministries.

Since many diaconal ministers are employed in

large-membership churches, they will follow with great

interest the Coimcil of Bishops' Study of Ministries in

the next quadrennium. The ordination of deacons

brings up such issues as pension status, health insiur-

ance, and annusd conference membership.

The new UMCare plan will provide large-member-

ship churches with another benefit to offer their staffs.

In many cases, this will result in savings to the church

budget.

Ministries for the growing number of older adults in

oiu- congregations will be supported with advocacy, pro-

grams, and educational resources by the new Commit-

tee on Older Adult Ministries. Such support will

encourage growth in existing programs and the forma-

tion of new ones.

Additional programs to increase ministry to and

with the deaf and hearing impaired will be imple-

mented in larger congregations because of the wider re-

sources of people and facilities. Possibilities for

activities such as a sign-language choir for the hearing

impaired or a signer in the worship service, along with

numerous other ministries, will be explored.

The resolution requiring new and remodeled church

btiildings to be "reasonably" accessible to persons with

handicapping conditions will influence large congrega-

tions' planning renovation of their facilities and in-

crease their ministry to persons with handicapping

conditions.

[Observations from the following pastors of large-

membership churches greatly assisted in the compila-

tion of this article: Kelly Bender, (Kansas East); Bruce

Breneman, (Northern Illinois); Bob Burkhart, (Iowa);

Maxie Dunnam, (Memphis); Dick Hamilton, (Southern

Indiana); Loren Grage, (Minnesota); David Stout,

Qowa); Bob Sweet, (Southern New England).]

—Mary Edlund

Editor, Minneiota UniUd Methodist Reporter

Congregations to Study Baptism

Four years after authorizing the Baptism Study

Committee, delegates of the 1992 General Conference

asked United Methodist congregations to "further

study" Baptism within the next four years.

"There is ambiguity regarding Baptism in our

Wesleyan heritage, and this report reflects that ambi-

guity," said the Rev. Kenneth L. Carder, KnoxvUle,

Tenn., as he reported for the Faith and Mission Legisla-

tive Committee. "While we struggled with Baptism,

the struggle itself became a means of grace to the com-

mittee. We want the congregation to experience some-

thing of that same dynamic."

Part of the struggle of both committees centered on

the "tension between the two poles of God's grace and

our response," according to the Rev. Mark C. Trotter,

chair of the Baptism Study Committee. Baptism com-

bines into one sacrament God's initiating grace and the

faithful responses of persons. When Baptism should oc-

cur remains a point of discussion in many churches,

often talked about in terms of infant Baptism versus

"believer's Baptism."

The conference voted 840-89 to "receive the docu-

ment, 'By Water and the Spirit, A Study of the Pro-

posed United Methodist Understanding of Baptism.'"

Delegates accepted Trotter's call to remand the docu-

ment "to the General Board of Discipleship for denomi-

nation-wide study—prepared with a study guide, along

with an instrument for response, so that a revised pa-

per and possible legislation can be presented to the

1996 General Conference."

Both committees recommended the whole report "for

further study across the church during the next quad-

rennium," noted the Rev. Charlene P. Kammerer,

Faith and Mission Committee chair.

The legislative committee, however, added an

amendment to the study committee recommendations:

a list of 11 questions for study.

"These questions and concerns," commented Carder,

"are not to be definitive or exhaustive, but they are is-

sues raised by the legislative committee which . . . will

enable the local churches and the grass roots to resi>ond

to the critical areas of tension, and to be involved in

that which will lead us to some conclusions that will be

productive."

The United Methodist Publishing House was asked

to prepare and publish the document and study guide,

which will be approved by the General Board of Disci-

pleship (GBOD). The staff members of GBOD and

Church School Publications will monitor and collect re-

sponses.

GBOD will prepare legislation for the 1996 General

Conference based on its findings.

-Keith Kendall

DCA Staff
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Social Actions Enable United Methodists
'to Manifest . . . Gospel in the World"

The commitment of many United Methodists to fol-

low their Social Principles' mandate to "manifest the

life of the gospel in the world" pervaded the sessions of

the 1992 General Conference.

That traditional concern for social justice was evi-

dent in the opening worship service's confession that

"we have not loved om- neighbors and we have not

heard the cry of the needy" and in the opening night's

Episcopal Address, delivered by Bishop C. Dale White
of the New York Area.

"The church has been a reforming and renewing

presence in all our societies, precisely because it has

courage to seek and to declare the new directions in

which the Spirit is leading the people of God," Bishop

White stated. He focused on two initiatives by the

Council of Bishops seeking "to energize our people to

come awake to the struggles of this age." The first was
"In Defense of Creation," the bishops' study and pas-

toral letter dealing with the "horrible threat of nuclear

weapons," while the second was "Substance Abuse and
Urban Violence" to "combat a major scourge of our

time."

Reviewing "In Defense of Creation," Bishop White
pointed to hunger-making systems, war-making sys-

tems, and desert-making systems—three intercon-

nected global issues. Many resolutions coming to the

General Conference reflected the issues related to these

systems.

The Laity Address by Ruby Galloway Parish of

Tulsa, Okla., also gave evidence of the United Method-

ist concern for working in and seeking to redeem the

world. Parish described how her faith moved her to be-

come involved in community action programs.

United Methodist concern for social justice moved
the General Conference to specific action, as it set an
early special agenda time to respond to the aftermath

of the Rodney King verdict and subsequent riots in Los
Angeles and other cities. A message "to the people of

the United States" called the church to action, noting

that "we must open our arms and hearts to those af-

fected by violence and the root causes of death and de-

struction." The statement committed the church to

develop a "Shalom Zone" to help rebuild "physical

structures and human lives."

Two delegations fi-om the General Conference will

visit Washington, D.C., May 16, and Los Angeles, June
1-2, to carry the message of peace and justice adopted

earlier in the sessions. The Washington and Los Ange-

les delegations will be headed by Bishop Felton E. May
and Bishop Melvin G. Talbert, respectively.

After their long days and nights of work, committee

members sent on to the plenary actions on some 300 pe-

titions dealing with social issues. Most of these went on

to the consent calendar for approval by delegates.

Delegates adopted a wide range of resolutions and
changes to the Social Principles. These alterations,

among other things, call United Methodists to:

• Act against gun violence.

• Work for available and affordable housing and act to

alleviate homelessness.

• "Interpret the faith in light of the biotechnology revo-

lution and evaluate the rapidly emerging genetic sci-

ence and technology."

• Respond to the HIV/AIDS epidemic through educa-

tional and advocacy efforts.

• Engage in prevention, intervention, treatment, com-

munity organization, public advocacy, abstinence,

and mission evangelism to confi^ont the drug crisis.

• Call for "serious systemic change" in the U.S. health-

care system, including comprehensive benefits for

everyone, an "equitable and efficient" financing sys-

tem, and cost-containment measures.

• Work together to "halt the erosion of moral and ethi-

cal values" caused by mass media entertainment.

• Study and adhere to the United Methodist statement

in opposition to gambling.

• F*roduce more church school materials dealing with

drug and alcohol issues.

• Seek more stringent laws to reduce incidents of driv-

ing under the influence of alcohol.

• Establish a program to facilitate Native American
United Methodist involvement in social issues.

• Call for a ban on television and radio advertising of

alcoholic beverages.

• Voice concern about, and act on, Israel's refusal to

grant a visa to the Rev. Alex Awad, a Palestinian-

American commissioned as a United Methodist mis-

sionary.

• Seek environmental justice for a sustainable future.

• Analyze water usage; develop and use conservation

practices and techniques.

• Highlight the church's concern for mental health and
encourage mental health education and individual

actions to ensure mental health; note the influence of

violence, racism, and substance abuse as factors caus-

ing mental stress.

• Adopt a study of racism in U.S. rural areas; direct a

task force to examine and develop specific strategies

to address the manifestation of racism in rural areas,

both on personal and institutional levels.

• Ask the General Commission on the Status and Role

of Women to work with other church bodies to de-

velop educational resources dealing with sexual har-

assment.

• Call for a moratorium on situating commercial haz-

ardous waste facilities in communities of low-income

families or racial and ethnic minorities; urge the U.S.

government to study, monitor, and clean up these

communities.

A series of resolutions on international concerns,

ranging fi-om the rebuilding of El Salvador to apartheid

in South Africa, were also approved in consent calendar

action.
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Two highly controversial issues and perennial Gen-

eral Conference agenda items—homosexuality and
abortion—elicited lengthy debate in legislative commit-

tees and plenary sessions. After accepting the report of

the task force on homosexuality for study throughout

the church, the delegates voted to keep unchanged the

Social Principles statement: "Although we do not con-

done the practice of homosexuality and consider this

practice incompatible with Christian teaching, we af-

firm that God's grace is available to all."

General Conference delegates voted to reaffirm the

church's statement on responsible parenthood as it ap-

pears in the 1988 Book of Resolutions. They defeated a

challenge emerging from the Church and Society Legis-

lative Subcommittee, which sought to move the church

to urge that parental notification and consent be re-

quired for minors seeking abortions.

In a separate item, the delegates voted by a large

majority to uphold the church's support of the 1973 Roe

vs. Wade decision of the Supreme Court, which guaran-

tees to women the right to medically safe abortions.

The most hotly debated question was whether The

United Methodist Church should continue its support

for the Religious Coalition on Abortion Rights (RCAR).

The m^ority report from the committee recommended

by a close vote that General Conference withdraw sup-

port from this group which some perceive as advocating

abortion on demand. The majority report was defeated.

However, the matter was appealed to the Judicial

Council to determine whether RCAR funding is in con-

flict with the Social Principles. The church's highest

court will hear the case at its Oct. 28-31 session.

A series of other votes upheld the denomination's

current abortion stance. Margins in these votes ranged

generally from approximately 70 percent to 85 percent.

The church's Social Principles now "recognize tragic

conflicts of life with life that may justify abortion, and

in such cases support the legal option of abortion under

proper medical procedures." Abortion as a form of birth

control or gender selection was specifically rejected.

On Friday, some issues passed on the consent calen-

dar; others were removed, debated, and voted upon;

while still others were referred to the General Board of

Church and Society or other agencies.

The new and revised resolutions and changes in the

Social Principles will become part of the Book ofResolu-

tions 1992. (The Social Principles appear in both the

Discipline and the Book of Resolutions.) There they will

serve as resources for educating United Methodists, as

the basis for United Methodist witness, and as the foun-

dation for advocacy on public policies related to various

issues.

How much will United Methodists use these state-

ments, adopted after so much time and effort? That de-

pends on whether United Methodists really will, as the

Social Principles suggest, gladly accept that commission

"to manifest the life of the gospel in the world."

—Lee Ranch

General Board of Church and Society

We're Glad You Came!

We planned for the 1992 General Conference for

many months. We wondered what we would really ex-

perience when you arrived. We of the host conference

experienced the joy of making new fiiends fit>m around

the world, as well as gratitude and relief for a task that

was enjoyed by committee, delegates, and guests.

The host committee—under the direction of Bishop

Robert H. Spain and co-chairs, Wallace E. Thomas
(clergy) and William 0. Yates (lay)—was responsible for

the conference in three major areas: staffing and equip-

ment, program, and hospitality. These areas included

providing staff and entertainment; making arrange-

ments for an opening Communion service; providing a

"host for the day" for more than 250 delegates and

firiends in our homes and churches on May 10; and cre-

ating a concert celebration entitled "Lost in Wonder,

Love, and Praise" at the Macauley Theatre on that

same day.

The Louisville Conference made an intentional deci-

sion to be very careful in its stewardship of funds, oper-

ating on a budget of $72,000 (considerably less than the

entertainment budget for several quadrenniums). The

conference decided to make up any shortfall of re-

sources with volunteers' hours of love, labor, talent,

and gifts. Wallace Thomas and Bill Yates estimate that

up to 2,000 persons from the Louisville Conference ex-

pended some 25,000 hours of labor.

As General Conference drew to a close, volunteers

shared their comments.

• Jane Burks, the "cookie lady": I want to express

"eternal gratitude to all those wonderful people who

bothered to bake and send cookies. Every district

came through, and we served over 260,000 home-

baked cookies!"

• Tom Grieb, co-chair of the staffing and equipment di-

vision: "Hosting the (Jeneral Conference has helped

to pull our conference closer together as we've

worked on a common goal. It's been good!"

• Edgar Goins, co-chair of the hospitality division: "It's

been so great for the laity in the local churches. The

'connection' has come alive in a new and meaningful

way for us."

• Charles Brockwell, co-chair of the program commit-

tee: "Our people have come through beautifully.

What a joy!"

• Bill Yates, co-chair of the local committee: "We have

been thrilled as people seemed overwhelmed by the

hospitality. The delegates have responded so favor-

ably, and our volunteers so graciously!"

Bishop Spain summarized his feelings about the

work done, "I am extremely proud of the Louisville An-

nual Conference's hosting of the General Conference.

The work has been done with great effectiveness fla-

vored with gracious hospitality and good Kentucky

wjumth. No bishop could be more proud than I am of

this conference for a big task done well."

—Rhoda PeUrt

Member of Local Committee
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Ministry Study Referred to Bishops for 1996
After almost four hours of debate that included a

presentation, majority report, minority report, debate,

amendments, questions, answers, and parliamentary

confusion, the General Conference delegates voted to

refer the matter of reordering the shape of United

Methodist ministry to the Council of Bishops, which in

turn commends it "to the church for continued study

and reflection."

The bishops will "make a study of the theology and

shape of ministry a priority in the new quadrennium
and will report the results to the 1996 General Confer-

ence," according to their resolution.

The crucial issue for the conference was the matter

of establishing a permanent order of deacon. Delegates

faced four alternatives:

1) accept the recommendation as advocated in the re-

port of the Commission to Study the Ministry: create a

permanent consecrated flay) order of deacon and elimi-

nate the present ordained deacon as a first step to or-

dained elder;

2) accept the recommendation of the majority of the

General Conference Legislative Committee on the Or-

dained and Diaconal Ministry: create a permanent or-

dained (clergy) order of deacon and also abolish the

two-step process to elder's orders;

3) refer the matter to the Council of Bishops as the

bishops had recommended (also the recommendation of

the legislative committee's minority report); or

4) reject all that was before the conference, and reaf-

firm the current form of a consecrated diaconal minis-

ter and the two-step ordination of deacon/elder.

The critical decision came before the delegates in the

form of an amendment to reject the legislative commit-

tee's recommendation that the deacons be ordained for

"liturgy and service" and the elders for "Sacrament,

Word, and order." The issue was to ordain or not to or-

dain a permanent order of deacon as equal in clergy

status to elders; 480 delegates voted against that sec-

ond order (ordained deacon), and 478 voted for a second,

separate ordained order (50.1 percent to 49.9 percent).

As the debate continued and amendments flour-

ished, the delegates became more uncertain about ex-

actly what the new legislation would mean for the

ministry of the church. Although the legislative com-

mittee turned down the request of the bishops to refer

the study for more study, the plenary agreed with the

bishops that the whole church needed a break for con-

sensus building
—

"a time of prayerful listening to one

another" that "a new beginning toward a future order-

ing of ministry may emerge," the bishops wrote. They
included in their resolution 10 questions that they felt

needed attention in order to create clarity.

The conference voted to refer the issue to the Council

of Bishops (607-358). Consequently the current (1988)

disciplinary provisions and structure basically will

stand for at least another four years.

Contemporary studies for ordering the ministry be-

gan around the uniod of 1939 and continued off and on.

There has been a study report in each General Confer-

ence since 1968, with little new legislation created ex-

cept for that of the diaconal ministry.

Some Changes Were Made
Among more than 350 subjects addressed in a much

larger number of petitions, here are some of changes in

the Discipline that were approved:

• less than full-time service can be defined in "one-

quarter, one-half, or three-quarter time increments";

• clergy seeking an ABLC appointment must consult

with the bishop/cabinet "before interviewing";

• added to the duties of a pastor are to lead the congre-

gation in paying all its apportionments and to certify

the accuracy of records and reports to the annual con-

ference;

• conference-approved evangelists were added to the

list of ministries approved as appointments with the

connectional structure;

• clergy on honorable location can now be granted the

status of "honorable location-retired";

• spiritual growth is added to the paragraphs dealing

with continuing education as a need for pastors that

requires annual report and planning;

• five conditions are spelled out for clergy seeking re-

admission after involvmtary retirement;

• retirement benefits for early retirees will now be paid

beginning with the month the clergy turns 62 years

old;

• an added duty to the office of bishop is "to teach and
uphold the theological traditions ofUMC";

• benefit coverages are to be part of the financial con-

sideration when pastors are serving in less than full-

time appointments;

• annual conferences are to use the liturgy and rubrics

for their ordination services as approved by the Gen-

eral Conference (see new Book of Worship);

• an open itinerancy is without regard to race, ethnic

origin, sex, color, age, and—now—"marital status";

• appointments across conference lines are now encour-

aged as a way of creating greater mobility for clergy

as well as open itinerancy;

• pastors on maternity/paternity leave are to be paid

up to at least eight weeks rather than six;

• housing needs of the family are now included among
the factors to be taken into consideration when ap-

pointments are being considered;

• cabinets are advised to work toward longer tenures in

local church appointments;

• not fewer than six laypersons shall be added to the

conference board of ordained ministry;

• a new paragraph addressing family leave for clergy

due to family emergencies was added, including

health-care coverage at cost;

• the current stand against ordaining self-avowed,

practicing homosexual persons is reaffirmed;

• "clergy" replaces "minister " in the Discipline.

—Keith Pohl

DCA Staff
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The 1992 Episcopal Address

The 1992 Episcopal Address, delivered by Bishop C.

Dale White, combined a diagnosis of causes of paralysis

in The United Methodist Church's ministry, with a pro-

phetic challenge to confront social and political iUs in

the nation and world.

Delivered on May 5, 1992—only six days after the

verdict in the Rodney King beating led to crises in Los

Angeles and other American cities—Bishop White drew
repeated applause in a litany of challenges to end op-

pression. He called for hastening the demise of apart-

heid in South Africa, using the 600th anniversary of

European expansion into the Americas "for confession

and reparation for the brutal exploitation and genocide

of indigenous peoples," and the elimination of discrimi-

nation against women and the condemnation of sexual

harassment.

Speaking to the church, Bishop White identified "in-

sidious power leakages" that bleed from us "the vision

and the courage to minister with joyous enthusiasm."

They include: demoralization, internal power struggles,

and fear of controversy.

Bishop White also lifted up "signs of spiritual awak-

ening," including innovative worship, music with the

new United Methodist Hymnal, Covenant Disdpleship

group>s, pastors being trained in spiritual formation,

spiritual life retreats, and Walk to Emmaus programs

that are "a growing source of spiritual formation and

sustenance for many," and TTie Upper Room.

"We are truly a gifted people," Bishop White re-

minded the church. "The Holy Spirit equips all the peo-

ple of God with the gifts necessary to edify the church

and to carry the love of Christ to the world. To call out

the gifts of the laity . . . must be a central res]X)nsibility

of every person in leadership."

He called for "enthusiastic and effective" clergy as a

key to chiuxh growth and vitsility. He affirmed itiner-

ancy as a "powerful instrument for mission."

Turning to national and global issues. Bishop White

reported some of the findings of the Bishops' Initiative

on Substance Abuse and Urban Violence, calling drug

abuse a "tragic story" of "wasted lives and substance."

"The crisis of addiction and violence is clearly a

spiritual crisis," he said. "It thrives on the spiritual

hunger of living in highly seailarized and materialistic

cultures, where broken families and splintered commu-

nities leave a broad swath of emotional pain and spiri-

tual barrenness .... This is a direct challenge to the

Christ who promised abundant living."

He directed his most stinging indictment toward

militarism. 'The militarism of the nations of the world

is one of the great tragedies of our time, . .
." he said.

"The burden . . . [on] the human family of a $1 trillion

annual arms budget traps millions of the earth's poor

in a slow-motion holocaust of death by disease and hun-

ger."

—Ann G. Whiting

Editor, Southern New England United Methodist Reporter

The 1992 Laity Address

As the 1992 General Conference laity speaker. Ruby
Galloway Parish shared inspiring examples of how lay-

persons have discovered innovative ways to connect

faith and action. Stories of her own experiences and
faith journey laced her engaging address.

The Tulsa, Okla., lay woman, a member of Boston

Avenue United Methodist Church, presented the 1992

Laity Address entitled "Serving God in Our Private

Lives and Public Responsibilities—Connecting Faith

and Action."

Parish challenged other laypersons—and the whole

United Methodist Church—to provide on-the-spot min-

istries wherever needs are found. She gave several ex-

amples of laypeople in Tulsa United Methodist

churches who saw a need and reacted.

The "Can Can Man," Al Beck, was one inspiring ex-

ample. Pormerly homeless. Beck now provides firee

meals weekly to 800 street people at his small restau-

rant. He recently spent a week living on a billboard,

and the stunt resulted in Tulsa donors contributing

more than a million cans of food.

In another example, a minister in California called a

Tulsa church to report that a low-income family from

his church, driving home from Missouri, was involved

in an accident and was hospitalized. Tulsa church mem-
bers visited the family daily, packed and shipped their

belongings back to California, and paid air travel for

family members. Parish quoted a letter fi>om the Cali-

fornia pastor: "Now, that's what I call connectional-

ism."

A greeting card ministry of another area church in-

spired hope and faith in a death-row inmate, who soon

was turning out beautiful art work to grace the cards.

Parish said she believes that, once United Methodist

laypeople overcome their apathy, move out of their

churches, and start applying their Christianity to chal-

lenges in their communities, their world will become a

better place.

"I believe that as we move from private faith to pub-

lic responsibility, we United Methodist laity are in-

creasingly assuming ... a priesthood that believes in

the redemption of the world, not the redemption of the

church," declared Parish.

Her own story was offered as further proof of the

power of lay ministry when faith is put into action. She

described her journey from a self-pitying woman with

cancer, to community activist.

After experiencing the shock of a diagnosis of cancer.

Parish was visited by a finend who read Bible verses to

her, encouraging her to have faith and to work for oth-

ers. She hailed that visit as a turning point.

"I determined in my heart that when I got up and

out of that bed ... I would seek to share that kind of

Holy Communion—that love, that presence of Christ

—

with others in whatever way God would lead me," she

recalled.

—Jane Dennis

Editor, Arkanta* United Methodist
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Homosexuality Debate and Language Continued

The 1992 General Conference's May 11 vote of 710-

238 in favor of retaining the church's stance on homo-

sexuality was another chapter in a continuing debate

in the church that has gone on for 20 years. By all ac-

counts, the struggle will continue.

"The vote was about 75 percent to retain the lan-

guage—I think that's the significant vote," said bibli-

cal scholar David Seamands, a member of the study

committee who supported the church's present stance.

The majority margin of about 75 percent was about 5

percent lower than a similar m^ority in 1988.

Tex Sample (Missouri West) disagreed. "When peo-

ple realized they weren't going to get what they tried

for, they wanted to make sure they got at least what

was in the majority report."

Delegates defeated (372-594) the report of the minor-

ity (originally the majority report from the Committee

to Study Homosexuality) on the legislative committee,

which called for eliminating the "incompatibility" lan-

guage (paragraph 7IF in the 1988 Discipline). Some
viewed this vote as the more crucial. "I think [the 60-40

vote] was the real test of where the mind of the General

Conference is," noted Sample, who was also a member
ofthe study committee.

From Study Committee
to Legislative Committee

In 1988, the General Conference charged the (jen-

eral Council on Ministries (GCOM) to conduct a study

on homosexuality during 1989-92, with a specific direc-

tive to discover where there was and was not consensus

on the subject among biblical scholars, theologians,

ethicists, biologists, psychologists, and sociologists. The

Study Committee on Homosexuality was officially or-

ganized in January 1989.

The Study Committee met eight times at a cost of

approximately $200,000. Presentations were made from

several special-interest groups, and listening posts were

held around the country. The committee held its final

meeting in August 1991, during which it pruned, pol-

ished, and reached consensus (with noted exceptions) on

the fifth and final draft to be submitted to GCOM.
Members differed sharply on the "incompatibility" lan-

guage in paragraph 7 IF.

During the first week of General Conference, the

Faith and Mission Legislative Committee concurred by

an 89-0 vote with an amended version of the homosexu-

ality study, which included retaining the present lan-

guage in paragraph 7 IF. A minority report was filed.

The legislative committee approved the new paragraph

(71G) that supported the civil rights of homosexuals.

On the Conference Floor

Charlene Kammerer (Florida), chair of the Faith and

Mission Legislative Coinmittee, presented the report of

the majority. There was considerable discussion over an

amendment by James W. Holsinger Jr. (Virginia) to the

committee's first recommendation that would have re-

ferred the report to The United Methodist Publishing

House, eliminating the reference to "receiving it and

making it available for study and use across the whole

church." Initially, the amendment passed 515-418.

"Does this mean this report is no longer before the

General Conference?" asked James Lawson (California-

Pacific).

At that point, Beth Capen (New York) moved to al-

low gay and lesbian representatives to speak to the

body. When the motion was defeated (392-558), mem-
bers of Affirmation, the gay and lesbian caucus, un-

furled a banner in front of the speakers' platform that

read "The Stones Will Cry Out" (reference Luke 19:39-

40). When the banner was raised periodically through-

out the proceedings, sympathizers throughout the

auditorium stamped their feet.

,f-
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stigmatize," said Philip J. Wogaman, as he presented

the minority report. 'The church should not teach that

something is morally wrong if it cannot prove it is mor-
ally wrong."

Kasongo Munza (North Shaba) used a translator to

tell the body that by accepting the practice of homo-
sexuality, "you risk spreading it throughout the

church." Munza expressed concern that if "this false

teaching" were brought to Africa University, "it would
be a source of terrible division."

"[My faith] teaches me that all persons ... are saved

by the grace of God," said Merlin J. Ackerson (Iowa),

speaking in favor of the minority report.

Tom A. Abney (Little Rock) countered with a story

about some former United Methodists he had met that

evening who left the church "because they found it im-

possible to understand its vagaries in values and its

loss of a sense of direction."

Kenneth D. McCaw (West Michigan), who spoke in

favor of the minority recommendation, pointed out that

it "gives me permission to consider that the practice of

homosexuality is incompatible with Christian teach-

ing" ... while removing language "that could be con-

demnatory."

Jack Patterson (Western Pennsylvania) shared a

conversation he had with a friend who told him that if

any part of this passed, he and his family would leave

the church. "When will this great United Methodist

Church cease letting the people go?" Patterson stated.

In the End—^for Now

Kammerer, calling the legislative committee a "mi-

crocosm of the church," related how they struggled

with the issue. "The wisdom of the majority was that

the present position in the Discipline regarding homo-

sexuality should stand."

Will there be debate over this issue every quadren-

nium? "It's not something that is going to go away,"

said Nancy Yamasaki, chair of the study committee. "It

certainly seems that the spirit is moving in that direc-

tion."

"The media seem to make a great attempt to make
the gay life style acceptable and to celebrate it," Sea-

mands said. "I think Christians like myself will become

more vocal.... I'm sure the issue will continue."

—Tom Tozer

DCA Staff

Media Chronicle Conference

A press corps of more than 150 journalists—repre-

senting wire services, newspap>ers, radio, television,

and secular and church press from around the world

—

chronicled the activities of the 1992 General Confer-

ence.

Homosexuality, identified by delegates as the most
emotional issue, also turned out predictably as the most

newsworthy. But coverage was not limited to such con-

troversial issues as homosexuality and abortion. Print

and electronic coverage dealt with a range of issues

which kept delegates in protracted legislative commit-

tee meetings and difficult plenary sessions.

Electronic media were particularly interested in ac-

tions taken by the conference in the w£tke of the Los
Angeles crisis. News was carried by ABC, NBC, and
Fox/CNN affiliates in Louisville.

United Methodist News Service (UMNS), a unit of

United Methodist Communications and its predecessor

agency, have provided news-room facilities for General

Conferences for more than 50 years.

Robert Lear, senior news writer with UMNS, re-

membered how the appearance of the news room has

changed. "At the 1984 conference some reporters still

required manual typewriters," he said. "By 1988 all

typewriters were electric. Instead of the 40 or 50 man-
ual typewriters provided a decade ago, we ordered 12

electrics for the Louisville newsroom, and not all those

were used, as most journalists now bring their own
computer terminals."

The Louisville newsroom, a bustling center of activ-

ity, also provided fax machines, video monitors, and
other equipment for reporters representing some of the

nation's largest newspapers. Among them were the San
Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles Times, Houston

Chronicle, New York Times, Dallas Morning News,

Denver Post, and Atlanta Constitution. Frequent reports

were filed by Reuters and Religious News Service. The
presence of a large number of reporters from secular

newspapers was due, in part, to the annual convention

of the Religious Newswriters Association meeting the

middle weekend of the conference.

Filing daily stories on a wide range of topics was

George Cornell of the Associated Press, dean of the na-

tion's religion reporters, who has covered Methodist

and United Methodist conferences since the 1950s.

"Once you get the hang of how the conference works,

it's excellent, but you have to get yourself well-

schooled," he said.

—Thomas S. McAnally

Director, United Methodiat News Service
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U.M. Health Care Plan
Battered, but Unbowed

Two hours of debate, parliamentary wrangling,

amendments, close votes, confusion, and questions of

constitutionality marked General Conference's bela-

bored approval of a denomination-wide health-care pro-

posal.

The proposal's mandatory participation requirement

proved to be one of the most controversial matters con-

sidered by the conference.

UMCare, designed as a imified system of health-care

coverage for clergy, church employees, and their fami-

lies, would replace the cvurent patchwork of varied

health plans throughout the denomination. It would be

administered by the General Board of Pensions

(GBPN), Evanston, 111. An insurance company is yet to

be selected as carrier.

Proponents contended that the new, single-plan con-

cept for the denomination will provide stability of pre-

mium costs, predictability of claims, and imiformity of

benefits for the whole church. Mandatory provisions are

needed to make the benefits cost-effective, the sponsor-

ing GBPN task force said, noting an estimated 80,000

persons will be covered.

Critics claimed mandatory participation require-

ments would force some parts of the church to quit pres-

ent plans that provide better benefits at lower cost.

They pleaded for the right to choose, criticized the lack

of detailed information, and questioned proposed man-
agement of the plan by GBPN.

The plan, as presented by the legislative committee,

was first amended by delegates to permit enrollment of

part-time lay employees who work 17-1/2 hours a week
or more. The conference also voted—by a two-vote mar-

gin—for exemption of the Oklahoma Indian Mission-

ary Conference from the plan because members of

Native American tribes are entitled to free health care

under federal regulations.

After approval of the amended plan by a 512-421

margin, delegates quickly moved to challenge the con-

stitutionality of mandatory participation by annual

conferences. The vote was 639-27 to appeal the decision

to the Judicial Council, United Methodism's "supreme
court."

An earlier testing of the mandatory requirement,

raised by delegates who also serve as members of the

General Board of Publication (The United Methodist

Publishing House), was defeated. Others sought unsuc-

cessfully to delay the start-up date, allowing "more
time [for the plan] to percolate down through the

[church] system."

But debate continued even after referral to the Judi-

cial Council for a declaratory ruling on the constitu-

tional issue of mandating participation by an annual

conference. The Rev. William K. Quick, Detroit, ob-

jected to the presiding officer's closure of debate before

presentation of a minority report and moved to delay

entry into UMCare until Jan. 1, 1999. Quick's motion

was cut down by a razor-thin margin of485451.

Within a day, the Judicial Council—meeting at the

conference site—affirmed the constitutionality of the

plan's mandatory provision. In a similar case in 1980,

the Judicial Council upheld denominational authority

to require participation in a pension plan.

"Even if the Judicial Council rules that General

Conference can bind the annual conference on this is-

sue," Quick said, "I believe somewhere an annual con-

ference will refuse to go in (to the plan)," raising still

another chEillenge to the mandatory provision.

The UMCare plan includes comprehensive medical

coverage, optional dental coverage, a wellness program,

and a $1 million lifetime maximum benefit which will

increase with the rising costs of medical services.

The medical program will feature comprehensive

benefits through designated health-care networks. Par-

ticipants will be offered a choice of two levels from

which to select a higher deductible and out-of-pocket

limit. Coverage for retired participants will be similar

to that of active participants.

Three levels of dental coverage will be offered as an

option. A wellness program, designed to encourage a

healthy life style, will pay 100 percent of certain

health-screening tests and include programs of smoking
cessation, stress management, nutrition, and weight

loss.

—Tom Potter

DCA Staff

Racism in Rural Areas
to Be Examined

A task force to examine racism in the nation's

rural population was authorized by the General

Conference. The task force was directed to exam-

ine specific strategies to address the manifesta-

tions of racism in rural areas, both on the

personal and institutional levels. Coordination of

the effort will be through the General Commis-

sion on Religion and Race. Action recommenda-

tions from the task force will be chcmneled

through the commission to the church's general

agencies and appropriate agencies of rural annual

(regional) conferences. Accomplishments will be

reported to the United Methodist 1996 General

Conference in Denver.
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What Was That Total Again?
Heeding both grassroots pleas to curb spending and

appeals for needed funds for critical mission initiatives,

the General Conference approved a four-year church-

wide budget of $475 million.

The figure represents a 13 percent increase over the

previous quadrennium's $417,165,334. The rise in ap-

portionments to local churches will average 2.5 percent

a year in 1993-96 (year-to-year increases are pegged at

1.5 percent, 2.7 percent, 2.8 percent, and 3.0 percent.)

Delegates took a middle ground between the Gen-

eral Council on Finance and Administration's recom-

mendation for a 4.5 percent-a-year increase and a

legislative committee proposal that would have held

spending at 1992 levels.

A $3.4 million apportioned fund for "Mission Initia-

tives" will help support new programs that won the en-

thusiastic backing of the body—including special

congregational ministry programs for Hispanics, Na-

tive Americans, older adults, and Deaf and hearing-im-

paired populations. Special programs on drug abuse

and campus ministry will also receive money firom the

fund.

The General Council on Ministries and United

Methodist Communications were asked to allocate

$300,000 fi-om their budgets to implement the quadren-

nial theme, "Celebrate God's Grace—Witness for Jesus

Christ."

Several agencies will share the support of the Na-

tional United Methodist Native American Center,

which was allocated $800,000 for the quadrennium.

GCFA said the $300,000 projected expenses of a new
Site Selection Task Force, which will choose a new
headquarters city for the General Board of Global Min-

istries, should be paid firom contingency reserves in the

General Administration Fund.

The total four-year apportionment of $472,000,000

amounts to about $53.33 per member.
The conference adopted these figures for the seven

apportioned fimds in the budget.

• $236,300,000 fw World Service, the fund that pro-

vides basic support for general agencies of the

church.

• $134,732,000 for the Ministerial Education Fund,

which supports 13 denominational seminaries and
training for clergy and diaconal ministers.

• $41,704,000 for the Black College Fund, which as-

sists 11 historically Black United Methodist colleges

and universities.

• $10,000,000 for Afiica University, to support the first

United Methodist-related university on the African

continent. (Another $10 million is being sought

through special-gifts channels for the school in Old

Mutare, Zimbabwe.)

• $55,994,000 for the Episcopal Fund, which supports

the chiurch's bishops—salary, fi-inge benefits, office

and travel expenses, and a share of housing.

• $16,838 for General Church Administration, includ-

ing funding for the Judicial Council and for the Gen-

eral Conference itself

• $5,972,000 for the Interdenominational Cooperation

Fund, providing United Methodist support to ecu-

menical groups such as the National and World
Councils of Churches and the Consultation on

Church Union.

• $3,400,000 for the new Mission Initiatives Fund.

—Jean Coffey Lyles

United Methixiist News Service

(continued frompage two)

Reception of a ground-breaking genetic science re-

port.

Continuation of the theme "Celebrate and Witness:

Celebrate God's Grace—Witness for Jesus Christ"

during 1993-96, supported by special programs in

campus ministry, peace with justice, and drugs and

violence.

Referral to the Council of Bishops of a study on order-

ing of United Methodist ministry.

Final approval for the Puerto Rico Annual Confer-

ence to become the autonomous Methodist Church of

Puerto Rico, affiliated with The United Methodist

Church.

-Robert Lear

United Metho<list Newi Serric*

JOHN GOODWIN PHOTO

Blahop Judith Crat( and Danielle, a four-yearold who attends

day care at R.E. Jones UMC, LoulevUle, launch "Children o( the

Promise," a new churchwide emphasis on General Advance
Mlnlstriee with children. Delegates saw the premier* of a video,

"Children of the Promise," avaUable from EcuFilm (800-3«l-«0eii

t«nUI, «lS:salee, t20).
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Conference Makes Global Decisions

The most controversial decision regarding global

mission involved where the denomination's mission

agency should be located.

By a very close margin (485470), delegates voted to

move the General Board of Global Ministries from its

cvirrent location in New York City. The vote supported

the recommendation of a task force established by the

1988 General Conference.

However, a significant amendment was made before

the resolution was passed, delaying the selection of a

new site until the 1996 General Conference. The task

force had recommended that the site decision be made
by an appointed committee by the end of 1994, and that

the board be relocated by Dec. 31, 1995.

The 13-member site selection task force will include

three from the Board of Global Ministries; two each

from the General Council on Ministries and General

CouncU on Finance and Administration, selected by

those agencies; three from the Central Conferences, se-

lected by Central Conference bishops; and three from

the 1989-92 relocation task force, selected by the Coun-

cil of Bishops.

The committee will recommend plans for a new loca-

tion, along with all funding sources and any other as-

pects of relocation. GCFA has allotted up to $300,000

for the quadrennium for the task force, to be paid from

the contingency reserve of the General Administration

Fund.

The General Conference also:

• approved the petition of the Puerto Rico Annual Con-

ference to become an affiliated autonomous church as

of Jan. 1, 1993. A set of standards for an eight-year

transitional period were adopted to ensure close coor-

dination and adequate mission support for the Puerto

Rican church;

• placed the five annual conferences of Zaire into a sin-

gle central conference. It was noted that most United

Methodists in Africa are in Zaire. Political tensions,

economic difficulties, and language barriers have

made it difficult for Zaire delegates to participate in

the Afirica Central Conference;

• authorized the addition of a full-time bishop to super-

vise the work of the church in the former Soviet re-

publics. The Council of Bishops already had asked

Bishop Ruediger Minor of former East Germany to

coordinate United Methodist work in the Common-
wealth of Independent States;

• officially protested the Israeli government's refusal

to grant a visa to the Rev. Alex Awad, a Palestinian-

American and United Methodist missionary;

• reaffirmed the need for sanctions against South Af-

rica until the creation of an interim government and

supported efforts for human rights there and the re-

patriation eind resettlement of refugees;

• endorsed aid to help rebuild El Salvador and actively

supported accords in other Central American nations

seeking alternatives to a military solution;

• encouraged the chuvches of Mozambique in their

struggle for self-determination and freedom, as well

as those negotiating for peace between the govern-

ment and RENAMO, a guerrilla group;

addressed United Methodism "in a new Europe."

Among the concerns are the need for carefully

planned partnerships between churches and the pro-

tection of human rights for national minorities, refu-

gees, and other displaced persons;

recognized "Acts of Covenant" with eight churches

which developed from world mission work, namely
the Methodist Church in the Republic of China,

Methodist Church of Indonesia, Basel Christian

Church of Malaysia, National Primitive Evangelical

Methodist Church of Guatemala, Methodist Church

in Nigeria, Kenya and Ghana Methodist Church,

Puerto Rico;

referred the resolution 'The Middle East After the

Gulf War" back to the General Board of Church and

Society, due to a lack of time.

-Linda Bloom

United Methodist News Service
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Delegates repreaented conference* from around the world, which

kept tranalatore and speakers busy with seven languages. Here

Wandja Afumba Oeft) and Lunge Djundu (both from Central Zaire

Conference) listen to discussion.

Montage Information

For more information about the montage or to or-

der, contact Tom Gibson, Director, Mission Com-

munications (a division of the United Methodist

Reporter)

P.O. Box 222198

Dallas, Texas 75222

(214)630-6495
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Conference Addresses Racial Ethnic Concerns
Of the 882 delegates from the United States and

Puerto Rico, 158 were people of color. Nearly 120 dele-

gates were from Africa, Europe, and the Philippines.

The delegates approved plans for developing minis-

tries with the flourishing U.S. Latino population and
with Native Americans. Those ministries are related

particularly to health, interreligious, and urban con-

cerns. The conference also sanctioned a process for de-

veloping Black church ministries to their conmiunities.

Ethnic minorities and supporters attending the con-

ference protested the budget set for the Hispanic and
Native American plans, donning black ribbons. Dele-

gates revised the budget, allocating $1.9 million for the

Hispanic plan and $612,000 for the Native American
plan.

Africa University, the first United Methodist-related

college in Africa—which opened March 23 in Zim-

babwe—received continued financial support of $20
million.

"Outraged" by the not-guilty verdict in the Rodney
King case in Los Angeles, delegates called for a federal

investigation of possible civil-rights violations. An im-

promptu offering during the conference earned more
than $21,000 for emergency aid to people displaced by

rioting and looting in Los Angeles.

Conferees also vowed to create model communities

—

"shalom zones"—in the riot-torn Los Angeles area, and

called society and the church to "repentance" for "per-

sistently ignoring the signs and warnings of endemic
racism, classism, and injustice."

Marking the 500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival

in North America, delegates held a ceremony of recon-

ciliation and healing May 13. The service acknow-

ledged that while Europeans celebrate A.D. 1492 as the

beginning of freedom and opportunity in a new world.

Native Americans recall it as the beginning of "oppres-

sion, degradation, and genocide" for their people.

The new Book of Worship (see p. 3) includes re-

sources from African-American, Native American,

Latino, and Asian-American traditions, as well as cul-

tures outside the United States. Among the ethnic serv-

ices are "Las Posadas," a Christmas Eve service from

Mexico, ritual for a pre-funeral "wake" from the Afri-

can-American tradition, and liturgies for Martin Lu-

ther King Jr.'s birthday and Native American

Awareness Sunday.

Delegates voted to delete "A Native American Serv-

ice of Thanksgiving." The service, written by the Rev.

Fred Shaw, a Shawnee fit)m Ohio, raised concerns

among some practitioners of traditional Indian relig-

ions.

In adopting four-year churchwide projects to enhance

United Methodist campus ministries worldwide and

"peace with justice," the General Conference set goals

for increasing ethnic minority participation in these ar-

eas. A special program targeting substance abuse and

related violence, spurred by last quadrennium's bish-

ops' initiative led by Bishop Felton E. May, was
adopted.

The conference elected African-Americans the Rev.

Julius S. Scott, Augusta, GA, and Carolyn Johnson,

West Lafayette, IN, to the University Senate; and the

Rev. Zan W. Holmes, Dallas, TX, to the Judicial Coun-
cil.

In other action, the conference called for a church-

wide study of racism in rural areas.

—M. Garlinda Burton

United Methodist News Service
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By the clo«e of the 11-day auembly here, Puerto Rlcan

Methodists celebrated their independence from The United

Methodist Church after 20 year* of negotiations. Puerto Rican
autonomy becomes effective Jan. 1, 1998. After the vote was
taken, some Puerto Ricans celebrated with a march through the

assembly hall, while others in the visitors' gallery unfurled the

Commonwealth's red, blue, and white flag.

Study Sexual Harassment

General Conference approved a plan to de-

velop educational resources to deal with the is-

sue of sexual harassment in the church. The
Commission on the Status and Role of Women
(COSROW) has been given the responsibility

to develop the resources and make them avail-

able to annual conferences, boards, and agen-

cies. A large m^ority of delegates voted to

celebrate and support COSROW, which was
nearly abolished four years ago. The commis-

sion is celebrating its 20th anniversary.
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Conference Supports
Abundant Ministry Opportunities

Six special mission initiatives for 1993-96 were

authorized by the 1992 General Conference to expand
ministries among constituencies with exceptional

needs. Hispanic, Native American, campus, substance

abuse, older adult, and deaf ministries are included in

the new effort.

The four-year national plan of ministry to Hispanics

was adopted by an overwhelming 892-54 vote. Budg-

eted at $1.9 million, it proposes to develop a corps of

2,000 trained lay missioners, 3,000 new church and
community projects, 500 outpost church schools, 200

new and renewed congregations, and 1,000 small

groups. Hispanics are the fastest-growing ethnic group

in the United States, according to the Rev. Joel Her-

nandez, a committee spokesman from Dallas.

Native American needs were targeted in a develop-

ment plan adopted by another decisive vote, 904-45.

This plan aims to expand ministerial training, evan-

gelization efforts, health-care, and educational pro-

grams. Budgeted at $612,000, this new ministry

primarily focuses on the 17,100 members of United

Methodism's 156 predominantly Native American con-

gregations. It will encourage cross-cultural experiences,

pulpit exchanges, work teams, mission toiirs, church

employment of Native Americans, and workshops to

help eradicate "the racism that is the root cause" of the

cultural isolation of this racial ethnic group. In an al-

lied move, establishment of a center to focus planning,

programming, and training in the Native American
community was approved with a request of $800,000 to

come from the budgets of related general agencies and
special gifts.

Mission Theme Continues

Voting to continue the current quadrennial theme,

"Celebrate and Witness: Celebrate God's Grace—Witr

ness for Jesus Christ," for the next four years, delegates

recommended (1) expansion of campus ministries, (2)

extension of a "peace with justice" emphasis to develop

100 "covenant congregations" and a 5,000-person sup-

port network, and (3) an initiative to combat drug

abuse and related violence through community pro-

grams and alternative training and job opportunities

for youth.

Among the emphases embraced within the continu-

ing quadrennial theme, the campus ministry initiative

calls for linking campus ministries and local churches,

recruiting campus ministers, and expanding the inter-

national dimensions ofcampus ministry projects.

The "peace with justice" emphasis will be funded

through one of six church wide Special Sunday offer-

ings.

The campaign against drug abuse and related vio-

lence was introduced in 1990 by a "Bishops' Initiative"

and related Pan-Methodist resources, developed and
funded by the General Board of Disdpleship, The

United Methodist Publishing House, and other Method-
ist bodies.

Special Needs Addressed

A national Committee on Older Adult Ministries

was authorized by the conference to serve as a forum
for advocacy and program planning. It will function

with 25 members and a budget of $51,000.

Another $51,000 initiative was approved by dele-

gates in support of Deaf and hearing-impaired persons.

Plans call for development of new congregations of Deaf
people, sign-language resources, special ministerial

training, and provision of interpreters.

In a separate approach to the "continuing rural cri-

sis" in the United States, delegates approved 824-123 a

program advocated by the United Methodist Rural Fel-

lowship. It calls for training of leaders and funding of

ministries among United Methodists in smaU towns
and rural communities, many of them devastated by

loss of family farms, business and industrial closures,

and the resulting exodus of many families. Funding

would be drawn from a special offering at the option of

each annual conference.

General oversight of the specied programs for His-

panics, Native Americans, substance abuse, rural

needs, and deaf and hearing-impaired persons was as-

signed to the General Board of Global Ministries. The
older adult ministry will be guided by the General

Board of Discipleship and the campus ministry initia-

tive by the General Board of Higher Education and

Ministry.

The conference acted to establish a Mission Initia-

tives Fund for 1993-96 with askings of $850,000 a year,

apportioned to the annual conferences for distribution

according to prescribed percentages to general agencies

administering the programs. Agencies could seek ap-

proval for additional funding through General Advance

Specials or World Service Special Gifts channels and

undesignated funds. Also, $2.5 million would be allo-

cated from the World Service Fund to the Hispanic and

Native American programs.

—Tom Potter

DCA Staff

Next General Conference










